
Yikes! Get some cheese to go with all that wine. 🤧🤡🍼
I love the fact that there's so much hate on the internet and there's no freedom for one to express their side of the story.
I love the part when Harry said that freedom of speech in America was bonkers. So brave and inspiring. My eye left, one tear.
This video should be watched at 0.25 speed... hillarious 😂
I love the part where my chubby fingers accidently pressed the like button, I quickly corrected the mistake but that counts right?  Says meghan
🤮 barf
I am loving this. Thoroughly.
I love the part when Meghan throws hot tea on a staff member of the Australian Governor General, and pays off said staff member so the story is hushed up.
A supreme moment of regal dignity when Meghan screamed at the wife of the Governor General because they were not given the entire estate for their use, just one wing.
Such suffering --- so nobly borne! 
So authentic, so organic, and self-realized!
Anyone else looking at the comments wondering why everyone is starting with "i love the part" like wtf you all robots 😂😂
I love that part make me love animals again 🦧😂
💩 🦧
I love the part where the Queen said, "Thank goodness Meghan is not coming", to Prince Philip's funeral.
Please, please let them come to the Coronation, let them travel to the Abbey through the streets of London in a carriage, on their own. Never in the history of booing will so many have 
had the chance to boo so few - and so deservedly.
Somebody should publish the people's views from the comment section, and put them into a book, so that our 'truth' can be published, archived, and documented.

A lasting record can be kept, alongside Megan and Harry's 'truth'. There is always more than one side to every story. 

We don't have to believe their lies! There is no way nearly half a million people can be wrong about their toxic intentions to sabotage the royal family. It's called making a stand!
It’s equally hilarious and sad that so many people are triggered by these wealthy privileged peoples lives. Move on FGS, check your own lives, none of them care about you, why the heck 
do you care about them? It’s pathetic. Get a life.
I especially love the part where Netflix abetted the Sussex spite and jealousy by timing the release of the first trailer to spoil the Wales U.S. trip. Such loyalty! So inspiring!
I wish u would leave me alone
I love the part where Netflix uses footage from a Harry Potter opening, the michael Cohen trial and other non Harry and his wife events to make it look like they were hounded. 

Even worse they use footage of Katherine and Diana being hounded by the press to imply it's Harry's wife 

Netflix has officially gone sleazy tabloid magazine. No class.
What a joke of a documentary.... this like a lottery winner complaining about about how the Lottery is unfair 🙄
i was wondering the same...pr team is working so hard for their good image..lol
You get a life. We're entitled to our opinion, sorry that doesn't fit your narrative.
I love the part where Meghan pockets the $3 million Disney gave her for charity…
I don't know what's worse, these pair of spoilt brats thinking they have any sort of problems worth sharing, or that there may actually be people that feel sorry for them.
Gawd, dramatic re-enactments. How lame and utterly self absorbed. So sick of this manipulative and repetitive dross. 💩
Has Netflix has learnt nothing from the Oprah interview? The talkshow Queen was turned into a meme and mocked internationally. This docu is going to be a trainreck.



I was in tears when the revolutionary kids decided to forego royal life and work for society/environment by taking tiresome long flights in chartered flights and adjusting stay in tiny 5 star 
hotels. work day/night to find cure for incurable diseases, just so brave and sacrificing.
I Love the part where did not learn from the Oprah Interview🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
30sec in is that Christopher Bouzy? What is he doing there. We know he was paid by Amber Heard to support her, is he being paid by megan and Co to use his fake Internet media bots to 
support megan to? 
The dirty game is being played by nutmeg and ginger hut.
they don't want nothing to do with the royal family, but the love making money over the back of the royals and there titles🤮
These comments are all incredibly judgemental; devoid of any compassion or understanding.
Meghan so contrived
I love how almost all the comments start with "I love". This deserves a conspiracy theory.
I don't believe this.  I'm disappointed in you Harry
15k likes from 1.3m views 🤣 1%
I love the part where Meghan wears Wallis Simpson’s lookalike wardrobe, Essentially putting her husband on blast as the pathetic reincarnation of Edward VIII. Golden.
Whilst I appreciate these two might have suffered greatly, it seems they don’t know that EVERYONE suffers. Pain and suffering is part of the human condition. But these two privileged 
individuals - both of whom have a warped view of the world - seem ignorant of that. They come across as entitled. Entitled to have the best of everything. The best, most comfortable life 
on cloud cuckoo, where no one criticises them, no one laughs at them and no one looks at them. Just two tone deaf thickos.
“the pain and suffering of women marrying into this institution.”😂😂😂😂 Maaaan your granny owned my country, what about the pain and suffering of the women marrying into 
poverty? These two Narcissists are making everything about themselves, they can decide to move on with life by noooo...complain about the billions te UK spends on the 2
Why are these people followed?! They are nobodys now.
So sad! How can they get by!? We need to set up a gofundme or something to help them!

I love the part where Harry talks about "planting stories", like the stories he and Meghan planted about their families, and all the proven lies in the Oprah interview.   I also love the part 
where Harry talks about not wanting to repeat history and has done everything to exploit his mother's memory and seek out the very attention he said led to her death. I love the part 
where Harry weaponized his racism narrative, to victimize himself and Meghan and betray his family - all in some misplaced revenge because THEY could not understand how the 
Monarchy works, because THEY could not accept their place in it, and are therefore bent on destroying the institution because of their own inadequacies.  It brought a tear.. to my left eye.

I love the part when megain was being chased and hounded by ghostly non-existent papz, unlike the Princess of Wales, Diana, Katie Price, Trump's lawyer or celebs at Harry Plotter's 
premiere were. Very entertaining as well as questioning the sanity of the people behind the mockuseries at the same. This whole incident almost make my left eye release one tear.
Chartered flights? Please!!!! Private jets!!!!
You missed out I love how and left eye,  one tear.
When she didn't get along with her own father, her own sister, her producers, her colleagues, her in laws, her employees... Why do you think the whole world are the one who lacks 
compassion and understanding?
They attack the whole RF for years now, while they know exactly they could only endure in silence. Such a gallant Duke & Duchess!
🤮
The cringe genre at its best!!
I loved the part when the whole world danced in the streets when Hazmat and methane got married.
I love the bit where Meghan pretends to raise funds for charities but instead uses them to pay her father's medical bills.  Such a loving daughter.
I love the part where Meghan is still whining about her 2 years in the royal family 3 years later



I love the scene where she superglue's her sorority sister's eyes shut, and in a fit of humanitarianism and compassion, hands her a bottle of 100% acetone to dissolve the glue with.  I cried 
a tear for the girl who was unable to cry at all.
These two are a joke 🤡🤡🤡
I love the part where they think we will watch this
Something fishy is going on. The dislikes have dropped from 121K to 118K.
I am not a H&M fan... disgusted by their actions and blatant lies.  However, I do wonder about the validity of the comments below.  They seem to be very "robotic" in that they all start off 
with "I love the part..."  This is highly improbable in normal YT comment algorythmns.
I love the part where I had to go to the bother of logging in just to leave a thumbs down (never ever left a comment before)  boo hoo plonk - that was me bawling my left eye out!
Dismantle the whole monarchy; who needs them? Drop their pompous titles and their inflated sense of importance. Scrap their adorned uniforms and their silly hats.
I love the part when Meghan cried to Oprah she was not allowed to leave her giant Frogmore Cottage, in Windsor, while the whole world was shut and locked down due to Covid. Such a 
gallant delicate Duchess of people's heart!
1.3 million  views, 15,000 thumbs up and ZERO thumbs down. Now who is manipulating the media!!
I love the part where these two obvious grifters turned me into an ardent monarchist as a reaction to their disgusting behaviour 🇦🇺
Wow! I can't wait NOT to watch this!
Something about this whole comment section is irking me.
Came here for the comments. Shame on Netflix for being complicit in spreading misinformation. People have come out to expose the truth about some of the scenes being  falsely used. 
You enable the toxic duo to spread lies just to make millions. I hope you and the Markles.get sued for trying to mislead viewers and I hope you lose more  millions when this docuseries 
tanks
i love the part where this reminds me of the trailer of Gone Girl, where Meghan was so inspired of the character of Amy!
HERE IS YOUR DISLIKE BUTTON - LET'S HEAR THE FULL TRUTH =)
Now now - that was only all of South Africa!
how?
Believe me we are not robot. The Duke and Duchess of Starbucks have united the whole world stronger than ever in common shared hatred. We turn into Shakespearean wordsmiths, 
simply to honour their gallantry, grace, and dignity. We are all bringing the receipts. Join us until they both develop eating disorder!
We are doing it deliberately to show we are in on the joke.  Another theme that is woven through many of the comments is crying with your left eye (which Meghan bragged she can do on 
cue within 3 seconds).
The dislike button has been turned off in order to not embarrass the Harkles.  People with special accounts can see the number of dislikes there.  It's around several hundred thousand 
apparently i.e. the first trailer.
😂😂👏👏
agree
I love the part where Harry thinks he is protecting his family by moving to California- where they are about to release thousands of child sex offenders from jail.
I'm an American Caucasian somewhat intelligent woman. When I first saw Meghan I thought " icky awful! She's a woman of color!!". Just kidding.😅🤣 What I really thought was what a 
beautiful sweet girl Harry has found and may he be as happy with her as William is with Catherine.  Race didn't even cross my mind.  Yes, there are racists in this world, made up of all 
colors, shapes and sizes, but I am not one and this was indeed my true first impression of this beautiful woman. Turns out,  she's still beautiful on the outside! It's just sad to see her 
publicly making such poor choices that are hurting her chance for happiness whether it be in the palace or the Montecito mansion. With social media keeping permanent record of one's 
high profile life, it'll be hard to correct her blunders even if she someday decides to reset! 😔
Idiots!!!   I won't be watching
Pure comedy!



I love how they have used people currently going through court for slander/ defamation ,  to proclaim how authentic they are . One tear left eye
His bashing of his own family is dirty. He is a reptile. Secondly, the American twang in his accent is annoying 0:34.
We dont want anything to do with the Royal Family..mm but we will profit off our titles while slagging them off to the entire world?! 🙄
Can I have some of this oppression, please? Harry! Meghan! I'll happily trade places with you just send me a dm!
The girl kissed the frog and the frog became a prince. This time Meg kissed the prince and the nice prince became a frog.nice job meg!
Coming to Netflix soon: Meghan the overprivileged brat playing the role of the underprivileged victim!
The "and then" with the click of the fingers is so cringe 🤮🤮🤮  acting centric and accompanied with that annoying cheshire cat smile. HARRY AND MEGS NEWSFLASH YOU ARE REALLY 
NOT THAT SPECIAL. If I want to know what trauma is, I shall be watching documentaries of families who lost a loved one by murder, people living in famine, people looking after a 
chronically ill person.
As a woman of colour, I love how tone deaf these and insensitive these two are to the rest of the world. Food crisis, war, unimaginable suffering on a worldwide scale. Yet these two 
privileged parasites are moaning on the internet. Crying into a £1,000 HERMES blanket. Lawd give me strength. 😂
How many dislikes are on these? Why can we not see it?
I love the part where people with so much money and privilege spend their entire lives moaning.
I loved the part when I realised I wasn’t watching the Harry Potter trailer.
wow 120K dislikes and 15K likes in less than 24 hrs.
I love the part where Harry says it’s so difficult for women marrying into the royal family without  caring that what he’s doing will make it even more difficult for them. He’s a disgusting 
piece of work and so is his grifter wife.

 I like the bit when Meghan said “I have a dream that my children will one day live in a nation where they will not be judged by the colour of their skin but by the content of their character” 
I love how Meghan had to pay for paparazzi and later complained they took her picture.
I love the part where these comments are probably better written and definitely more entertaining than the Ginger’s book 📕
What you put out is what you get back , you would think being so darn authentic!!! They would understand it . Not authentic not sweet ,
How do you know? YouTube doesn’t show any dislikes…
 @Mira L  There is an extension called "Return YouTube Dislike" to restore your view of the dislike button.
Is he the worst prince in history? He is quite the sellout and a nasty reptile
I’m so glad I cancelled my Netflix subscription.. Then I won’t be watching this drivel… I can’t stop crying..😂😂😂
I love the part where they wanted to be half in and half out and when the Queen said no they lost the plot. A narcissist was crossed Harry, that’s what happened.
I actually really like Meghan Markle. Just saying....

There's a block and Axe waiting for the English traitor  Harry Hewlett the half blood prince. As for the Harlot send it back to brothel and give the customers a discount on the spoiled goods..
I love the part where they use all the fake clips in the trailer so now we know everything left over in the actual show will be 100% true.
Rich people problems
My favourite part of this was it ended



En español hay un refrán que dice: “ dime con quién andas, y te diré quien eres “. Y eso es lo que es Uno del otro, un reflejo de si mismos… 

Quieres el título, pero no la responsabilidad de este. Quieres el dinero y los privilegios, pero no quieres trabajar por estos. Quieres proteger a tu familia cuando fuiste el primero en 
traicionar a tu hermano (sabiendo la gran responsabilidad que estar por venir para El en un futuro) y que necesitará del amor incondicional de su hermano.  

Lo único que habla de ustedes es su EGO y su miedo. 

Falta de valentía y entereza, cuando las cosas no son como su EGO lo espera, sales corriendo y tomas el camino fácil vendiendo y esparciendo “su verdad” para asegurar su chequera y 
mantener su nivel de vida y privilegios. 

Vergüenza y cobardía. El día que vivas junto con tu familia con el promedio del ingreso anual de un trabajador londinense, comenzará a salir de tu boca palabras con valor y verdad. 
Mientras solo eres un sensacionalista e interesado.
the full truth can also be fool's truth.  There are versions of the same thing: truths.
I love that I can cancel my Netflix on 8 December in protest. This sh*t storm is not what I signed up for.
I love all the comments
Completely tone deaf

I love the idea that someone (Random House perhaps to redeem themselves for "Spare"?) ) should make a coffee table book of all the gold comments on these 2 trailers and donate 100% 
of proceeds to charity. There is enough material for about a dozen books or more. They are bound to be top of the bestseller lists! That will certainly make Me-again feel good because it 
would all be because of her and her son Hawwy, and the example they have set for the rest of us to be so charitable. She may even shed that one tear, from her left eye.
Omg
I love the part where instead of taking down the BRF, Harry and Meghan take down Netflix.
I love the part where two middle aged  wealthy grifters want pity from average people just struggling to survive the current financial climate 😮
Oh airheads 2
I love the part where they complain about their privacy and then do a documentary with Netflix.
I love the part where Meghan and Harry agreed with the enemies of the monarchy to do everything possible to destroy it, all bad publicity in the press, internet, tv, books, oprah, netflix, 
spotify, tiktok, etc... like the Montecito duo never they are going to be Kings and they don't want anyone to be, my left eye was crying incessantly...
I also love the part when Harry says its painful for any woman marrying into the family then attacks his sister in law who married in and who loved him and who he is quite happy to have 
his supporters issue death threats against. So moving...still only left eye leaking tho.
From your left eye 😪?
It only took me a few minutes to cry with my left eye… 😂😂😂😜
Everyone crying from their left eye 😂😂
I love that M started her career as a cable TV actress. She married a (2nd row) prince to become an self-entitled royal rockstar. Decided to leave and now she's a reality TV actress. Back to 
square ONE. I was so touched by her achievement i cried. One tear, left eye, go!
I love the part where they are single-handedly bring down the entire race-baiting industry, without actually meaning to. Left eye, only one tear for the camera.
Is it considered treason for what they are doing to the Royals with their lies and calling them racist? People know that she is the racist one. Her crocodile tears don't work. They need to 
stop their whining and be grown ups. Nobody cares when there are real life more urgent problems in the world than her.
I love the part where they didn't just name their kids like everyone else does, they gave them their own brand names from birth.



This comments section is a hot mess
Couple are a global joke. Sad for Harry.
I love the fact it is clearly a well-rounded documentary with everyone discussing how the sad situation came to be.  And not just two people trying to control the narrative, without any bias 
or challenge.
Someone needs to come up with some sour sweets , call them H &ms , complete with free toy crown toy 🤣🤣
Here’s the comment NOT starting with  “I love the part” 😂
They know the truth yes so do we your story is bull
My mate once got a bird that made him stop going to the pub and seeing his friends. 
This is exactly the same just without a Weatherspoons.
I love the part where Harry is no longer the peoples favorite ever since Oprah
I love the part when meghan says “this is one small step for man, one giant leap for man kind”
I love the part when Rachel publicly attempts to act like she can cry out of both eyes, such skill and dexterity should be acknowledged with another award, bought to them by the 
Archewell (Rachel Well) foundation. 
The 'Eye Am Full of It' Award
Nooooooooo, my princess Diana
👁   👁
        💧
Netflix should rethink airing more lies from two proven liars. The world needs better role models. Even the Kardashians are NOT known to be liars. Sorry Netflix this reality series of pictures 
and some talking is ALL wrong. Be careful labour copyrighting pictures. Have you not learned we have had enough of all this bad behaviour. To think so many others could have benefitted 
from the money you gave these two. Budding conductors, singers, actors, dancers etc magicians,jugglers etc etc could have benefitted. Think of more positive material. Your channel has 
done such good
I love the part where Meghan is the type of wife that your mom and aunties warn u to not marry. She brings all the families closer & dont trash ur family. Such class
Comment section is sus

Despicable harkles despicable netflix Horrible way to make money. And LEAVE DIANA ALONE, STOP MILKING HER.  Shame on those two but more shame on netflix no 👎 no 👎 no 👎
To the guillotine!
This documentary is despicable. Shame on all those involved
Should king Charles teach megs the moonwalk? Maybe that can patch things up?
We’ll done 🇦🇺
🤣🤣
I love the part where this deluded narcissistic sociopath became the voice for all women, all mothers, all celebrities, all people of any ethnicity, and turned us all into victims and believes 
that causing racial hatred between the masses is helping society.. when all it is doing is padding her bank account at everyones expense. Even exploiting the murdered children of other 
women as part of her stepping stone to her life of luxury. She can go pound sand.👎👎👎 The crass deluded loser that she has always been can take her puppet boy and and stop shoving 
this propaganda down out throats using every modality available in modern society. She was a slutty ZZZZZZZ LIST social climbing actress. Her non career was over and she slept with the 
bottom of the totem pole Royal for fame. People knew her before him. She was nobody and still is. Why are we giving her so much screen time and allowing her to cause so much damage 
to society. She is not an activist. She is willing to harm everyone for her own gain.



I think Netflix have shot themselves in the foot well and truly.. the errors made in those trailers are priceless, just shows the attention to detail… I love it that they are sharing a 
documentary on mental health, so very uplifting and selfless.. I really wonder where the invisible children are in all of this??? In care??? It brings a single tear to my left eye..😂😂😂
I love all the comments showing how real people feel about those two , one tear left eye .
Netflix should be utterly ashamed funding these two obscene despicable lying excuses for humanity.

I really hope H and M read these comments and finally get it through their heads that nobody likes them. Nobody likes a liar nobody likes winners Nobody likes when people pretend to be 
victims... people like survivors and victors. we were all alive during this and remember how excited everyone was about these 2 and that they had way more than a fair chance. I don't think 
there's any coming back from what they've done...ever.  And yes I'm from the US and nobody likes them here either. They're done !!!  Too bad you went from royalty to reality star.
Where's your self respect Harry! Self pity, whinging and whining are incredibly unattractive... and ineffective. Your poor kids will live your pathetic legacy!
I love the part when Netflix bravely dropped this 2nd trailer allowing more hundreds of thousands of thumbs down and " I love the part when" comments to be made. I almost cried from 
my left eye 😢
I love the part where... naaah, I'm so over them, and my stomach feel quesy whenever I hear H's or MM's voice.  Uggghh ...
Such bad taste  she is such a lier feeding off the back of Diana  . Get over yourself Megan  this was your intention all along .Harry is still herting from what happend to his mother ptsd all 
you have done is manipulate him make a fool of him .Diana  would not have liked  you one bit you would not have even  had a look in because she would have seen right through you and 
worked you out in all but 5 minutes  . Kate and William  are dignified  and have more respect  than you will ever have .
Les commentaires sont aux petits oignons 😂😂😂
I love the part where her moonbump swings round her ankles and trips her up. It seemed to bring a tear to her eye, I think it was the left one.

 I think my favourite above everything else is when she runs for Pope. Her unicorn is so beautiful. 
I do think she had point about the black and white smoke. Waiting for a rainbow, Pope Meggory!
This woman lies about basically everything and it's epic! 😂😁
Again, for those that can't see the ratio, I'll update when I can.

15K Likes
121K Dislikes

If you search for "YouTube dislike extension" you should be able to add it to chrome.
I love the part where the disgruntled Netflix, sick of dealing with them, covertly sabotages the happy couple by putting in obvious and easily identifiable fake crowd scenes.

There is a hierarchy? Harry still hasn't figured out that there is ONLY ONE role to be King? Everyone else either supports the "hierarchy"or be of SERVICE to the Monarchy and do good OR 
go and learn a trade/profession and get a role where you distinguish yourself as an extraordinary person. The wealth, world platform, world connections,  privileges and extraordinary 
schooling/education and access to the very best....There is absolutely zero reason for Harry to not have made something of himself. How woeful for a 35 yr old plus man to whinge on TV, 
globally that he was financially cut off?. In what world where you haven't worked in your life, achieved not much and rely on approx. $30 million in inheritance - Is not enough to survive on.
Who the hell cares about this money grabbing bone idle good for nothing lazy shower of shits. Time they were abolished and save the tax payers a fortune that could be spent for the 
people
Wonder what the British royal family would think after watching this video.  😁
Keep it going Netflix; great job of throwing this pair under the bus, where they belong. Will Netflix be scraping them up?



Be more than happy if we never have to see these two vile specimens back in our country, america can keep them! Won’t be long before malicious meg and her hammy feet have got fed 
up with him & he try’s to come back with his tail between his legs
Netflix unsubscribed!
Thanks for that.  I've followed your instructions and can now see the numbers of 👎 but many can't yet, so well done 👍
 @Jane Stringer  You're more than welcome 😊
The last shot - Harry and Meghan even lied about when Archie was born.
I’m getting a kick out of reading the comments 🤣🤣🤣🇦🇺🇦🇺
I love the part when they are acting badly, which is all of it
I love how many people Meghan and Harry will save with this documentary. It will teach people what narcissism  and sociopaths look like. Then people can avoid people like Meghan. I 
mean she clearly is a narcissist and I don’t mean like oh, has tendencies I mean full on devil NPD. look at her history, look at how she manipulates and lies. I hope, now the Queen has 
passed that King Charles doesn’t appease them and retaliates with all the institutional power of the monarchy and makes them once and for all climb under the dirty rock that they came 
from underneath
I love the part where a family who is all about hierarchy is accused of being a hierarchy
I love it when Harry and Meghan took as much as they can to leave the royal family. Spend like a billlionaire when they arrived in California and then trashed the family they left behind to 
earn $$$. So devilish acts it brought a tear to my left eye.
I enjoyed the comment section more than the trailer, thank you Netflix for leaving the comment section open

I love the part where we can all watch them self destruct and wither away into oblivion. Oh, and the best part is the suspense of who they are going to blame for their demise! I can’t wait!
I can't wait to watch it
I love the part where Harry and Meghan use an image of press from a movie about another Harry who lives in a land of fantasy
I just love that every time these two have something to put out for their supposed "fans" .. they get ratioed! The dislikes are amazing. Lol 🤣🤣
I love the part where they dramatically have to flee from the paparazzi even though it’s actually Katie Price. 
It just really helps me to feel their inner pain and it almost makes my left eye slightly moist.
Netflix why on earth did you waste your money  on Harry and the Viper?   The family Harry should have protected was the BRF from that woman he married.
I love the part where throughout the ages the late Queen Elizabeth was so beloved and her jubilee proved how enduring and great the monarchy is and the loss of her brought the whole 
world together and these two think they have the power to destroy her work and memory 🤣🤣🤣
I wouldn't have thought it possible but this is even worse than the other trailer.

I loved the part when Harry realised the family had a hierarchy and he wasnt going to be King because he was the second son and not just because he was an insufferable ginger whinger.
This Damascian moment bought a tear to my left eye.
I loved the part where I’m so confused as to why all these comments start the same, and why no one is crying out their right eye.
I particularly liked that they used footage that wasn't even about them and twisited it to make it look like they were hounded...  What a crock of shit Netflix.
And netflix wonders why they are losing subscribers?🤔
So hard done by when I’m trying to work out how I can keep my house keep warm this winter while looking after someone terminally ill, having had a mini stroke myself. Makes me so 
angry all this self pity from them. They don’t realise how lucky they are.
Easy to see why sympathy is at an all time low for this pair with people like you in the world. I genuinely hope things get better for you.



This they can make this not into a whine fest but a critical analysis of how ALL women  who marry  into the RF are faced with unfair and vicious scrutiny  by the public, then it can work. 
Because Diana, Camilla, Fergie and Catherine have gone FARRRRRR more BS than meghan has and it only stoped in most cases because  they kept theor heads down and kept on working 
until the novelty of them subsided.  In Diana's  case, publicizing  her private life and peovate family  drama only attracted attention to her that then turned deadly. 

If this is a whine fest though... then
.. hah
Is there one nice comment in this video? 😂 I wonder if they actually read these comments 😳
I was moved when meghan said "It's marklen' time" and everyone markled all over with her to fight Thanos.
Love the banter in the comments, guys! Refreshing to see! 😂 I wonder how many fans H&M have… if any. Goodness. Hopefully they’ll stop the madness after the documentary. 
Right…??? 😮
I've just got back into this and overnight it's gone from 100k to 120k 👎👎👎👎👎
who want to see this trainwreck of a shitshow?
ahh right the brainwashed masses.
Netflix is so brave to leave the comment section open...
Boooo
I loved that this woman is such a f ockin' liar she thinks that a lot of us can't see right through her and still believes people are gonna tuned in for this awful series. 🤮😑
I love the part how everyone loves the part.
I love the part where they said we want a private life and then decided to make a tacky documentary series, like Jordan and Peter, when they saw Netflix’s cheque book
I hate Meghan.  She married into royalty she knew what she was getting herself into.
Look at all these people trolling Harry and Meghan
They're the British version of "Keeping up with the Kardashians".
I love the part where Meghan royally failed at being a royal
Hang on.  Am I supposed to believe they have this candid footage of them reading headlines about themselves and crying?  Or are they re-enacting it, Unsolved Mysteries style?!

I loved how Harry sends his Christmas greetings this year to his country and family. Especially after they have just lost their Queen and most people can’t even afford to heat their homes!
I love the part when Harry and his wife were never chased by paparazzi and had to use photos of the Princesses  of Wales Diana and Catherine in that Netflix doco and now while in NY 
called backgrid to Papp them coming out of the hotel it brings tear to my left eye that they were not and will not be papped and the doco is a fiction.
Wtf netflix? You cancel good shows but pay these fucktards so you can make this shit? Worst decision since Amazon paying all that money for a failed LoTR tv show. netflix will fail in the 
next 5 years IMO
I love the part where Charles had been supporting them when they moved, yet cried like babies when Daddy stopped giving them money.
Best comment
I’m watching it
I love the part where I had a deep guttural feeling...
The harkles and netflies are pure trash. Totally worthless and rubbish. Doomed to be a complete failure. Woe to those who call good evil and evil good.
I love the part where so many people actually see this couple for who they really are... Entitled frauds. Thanks Netflix.
I love the part where the Duke of Spare can work in the US without a visa … sure without his RF status he would be able to work there lol is he paying tax ? Tear left eye
for anyone wondering, its 120k dislikes to 15k likes lmao



Meghan and Harry are very courageous and I applaud them for having the courage to break free and shed light on an institution that has a very dark history cloaked in pageantry and 
regalia, an institution now struggling and seemingly desperate to remain relevant at all costs, even if they hurt and disrespect their family members. It seems so easy for haters to find 
reasons to criticize the couple yet not recognize what the Royal Family has done to get to be a”Royal.” Do you think they got power and wealth by being good people? They trafficked in 
humans, oppressed, killed,robbed, pillaged for land, treasure, resources and slaves. How can you uphold the Institution who has not paid reparations and only given weak apologies during 
their publicity tours?

Image how difficult it would be to leave your family, but when the disfunction is at that level they had no other choice because it was always going to be institution before family and Harry 
did not want to participate in the disfunction any longer. He wanted a more authentic life for his family. Meghan and Harry deserve to get their story out there because the Institution and 
it’s Royal PR machine has a vested interest in presenting the Royal Family as relevant, modern and extraordinary. It seems that they wanted Harry and Meghan to be attractive brand 
ambassadors for the firm’s traveling sideshow. Does the institution think glamour, hand shaking, and pageantry would distract from their history? I do believe that Harry and Meghan have 
more soul than that.

The Royal Family’s public relations apparatus criticize the couple and have tried to portray Harry and Meghan as attention seeking celebrities, yet what is more hollow than to have Princess 
Kate wear a rented gown for the Earthshot prize? If Kate was more genuine in her altruism she could take her own million dollar wardrobe and start a nonprofit by renting her dresses with 
the profit to benefit various women’s causes. 

Until we see reparations and a much larger philanthropic effort I can’t buy what the firm is selling.
This critique comes from someone who’s Plantagenet ancestors were in business with King George ll in the Royal African company which has left me very saddened and ashamed . 
Fortunately for my ancestors karma bit them in their backsides and they lost everything after the civil war. I can only hope that the institution of the Monarchy also finds that karma is a 
bitch.
i love the part when they had to use footage of press hounding Princess Catherine and Diana, Harry Potter cast, children of 1938 waiting for Queen Mary, etc since there is no footage of 
meghan ever being pursued, let alone hounded by paparazzi. in her life, on any continent. ever. unless she hired them. that is incredibly bold and brave of meghan, i'm awestruck in my left 
eye, one tear.
Hahahahaha, these two are delusional 😂🤣😂
All these photos are staged or of Catherine, Diana and even his ex Chelsey.
Hope you have permission to use the photos Netflix, Haz and Megs.
How about the actually do some good rather than constantly whinging
I LOVE YOU NETFLIX. YOU HAVE A SHOW THAT I WILL NEVER WATCH.
I love the part where Harry and Meghan say that they signed a deal with Netflix because their focus is on « creating content that informs but also gives hope » and «  inspirational family 
programming », only to come up with little more than a reality TV show.
So so so so so so brave
The whole thing with the harry and meghan show is they have had it good and they wanted more and more money. We really need to expose these brats. Bouzy is grtting  his soon enough 
anyway but these people are beyond the pale. BP needs to start a fightback.
I genuinely love the part where everyone loves the parts in this trailer sarcastically😂
Netflix this is a joke
I love the part where Harry says "what an earth happened?" Duh, you let her(Megan the narcissist) mislead you and made you believe in her lies. She turned you away from your loving 
family. And all royal families have hierarchies, didn't you know that? Google it Harry, you got all the time in the world.
Love them



I love how they were happy to stay half in half out within the closed doors of the royal institution where they play ‘dirty games’, but when told no, they couldn’t be part time royals, 
suddenly realised the royal family and institution was racist and being in there was ‘unsurvivable’.
Thank you
Imagine asking to be half in and half out … imagine using the titles Duke and Duchess…imagine asking for their money constantly 
Imagine all those people paying respects to HM Q when she passed
And what will their whining accomplish? NOTHING. H&M aren't doing anything new. The monarchy has been exposed by other people already in the past decades. They were in a position 
to change the image of the monarchy after QEII's death, even with KCIII there, but they chose to ran away.

And no, I am not a British royalist.  My country was under the rule of the Spanish monarchs at one point, but even I know the difference between the past and the present. And I know that 
getting hung up on the past doesn't solve anything.

Karma may indeed be coming for the British royals, but karma will  be coming for these two too.
I love the part when Harry and Meghan beat Aizen and became Hokage
I love the part where Netflix employ two bad actors to sell sunglasses … can’t see the tear falling from my left eye
Меган знала куда идет. Королевская жизнь это не сказка !! Там смогут жить только сильные. Кейт сильная духом и очень терпеливая. Мне кажется Кейт тоже хотела бы 
рассказать о страданиях, о боли что ее волнует. Она знала куда шла, вот и молчит и пронесет всю жизнь это. Но Меган не правильно поступила. Даже в обычных семьям много 
секретов, скандалов, разногласий. Есть семьи где не принимают жен сыновей. Но никто не выходит и не рассказывает что творится в семье даже соседу. Нельзя выносить ссоры 
из дома!! Что вы , Меган и Гари доказываете? И кому доказываете? Вы счастливы, зачем что-то кому-то рассказывать? У вас пиар, реклама!! Кейт и Уильяму и так тяжело в 
королевской семье, а вы делаете им хуже. Гарри неужели у вас не осталось братской любви?? Мне вас жаль!! Меган хватит завидовать Кейт. Кейт заслужила народной любви, 
она терпит всё. Кейт не бежит и не рассказывает всё дерьмо ее жизни!!
I love the part where inspired by this reality show, the world joins together to fundraise a private jet to take Haznoballs and MegaLiar to the Antarctic continent and leave them there. So 
stunning. So brave.

Whose heart broke? Other gold diggers? He's not good looking. Are we supposed to pretend he was a heartthrob? 🤣 And why are the paparazzi photos fake? The group of photographers 
was from the Harry Potter film premier, another from Katie Price getting papped, and a cropped one of him and Chelsey Davy. The only real ones are the photographers they paid to follow 
them and from major events/functions like their wedding and the jubilee. So many lies. I love that Chris-no-credentials/liar-for-hire-Boozy is there to back up the lies with more lies. People 
are finally suing the 💩 out of him. He is shady AF. As a POC, I'm pissed. This is just like Jussie Smollet. We can't defend this BS. It makes us look bad. They won't pay a price, but we will.
Just awful. Lots of fake pictures used from 'press following them' when really it was a Harry potter premier and Katie price at court. Seriously they really are trying to smear the royal 
family. Also for people that wanted to escape the press, why are they constantly on our telly's doing shows and interviews!!! Come on Harry people used to love you and Megan was 
welcomed with open arms. You've made yourselves look like complete idiot's and you have forced everyone away from you. Megan is a spoilt brat who has fallen out with every member of 
her family and unfortunately she's rubbed off on you Harry. She wanted fame but in her own way, not yours. Wake up. 
As for the whole race thing?! Seriously who has been the one to always talk about it....Megan. she created her own drama. No one cares. If she wants to talk about race...does she forget 
she is half white too???!!!
I love the part where there was a war against the Royal Family to suit  meghans agenda.
Meghan 🤮🤮
The part where Meghan screams “ Where are my Dragons? ” sends shivers down my spine, it also sends female staff running away, such feminism, such female empowerment, be still my 
weeping left eye 😢
I'm going to have diarrhea for a month for having seen this. On cue of course, ine tear, left eye. (I canceled Netflix because of this trash)



Lets be serious here, love it or hate it, were all going to watch it. Even if its worthless and cringe to us, it will be profitable for them.
I thought you lots said you not going to watch it? What are you guys doing here? Oh you came to drop comments.
“No one knows the full truth We know the full truth. “ Harry which is it?
I love the part where the deluded duo think they’re bigger than the royal family when that’s the only reason the self absorbed bitterly jealous despicable non-entities get any platform. 
Brought a sad tear to my eye - the left one. And Netflix must be so deluded to sign up these two losers.
The wheel that squeaks the loudest gets the most oil…and don’t this odious couple know it
BOYCOTT MR AND MRS SPARE!
I love the part where Harry and Meghan write a letter making it clear that the monarchy is a horribly oppressive system, right before signing their letter « The Duke and Duchess of 
Sussex ».
Give us another season of Squid games please! Or the release date!
Hazbeen says "it's a dirty game".  He is describing the game he and Mrs. Spare have been playing.
I absolutely despise these 2. No one cares about you. Go back to England
Giggle!!
And even there they cant claim to be king and queen because there are emperor penguins already. 😁
I’m not-will just come to YT for comments.😊
Nope.
Yep. I came here for the comments.
I speak on behalf of Britain when I say that we don’t want them back 😂
Thank you but they are not welcome back in the UK. 

We cannot afford to sustain the privileged lifestyle that they demand. The UK is going through a national financial crisis that is causing great hardship to normal, hardworking and decent 
people and families, some are having to choose between eating and heating this winter.

The money that this pair have frivolously burnt through is obscene and their greed for more is sickening. 

Despite all their virtue-signalling, they seem to have actually accomplished nothing tangible.

Vile couple

How pitiful and disappointing that Henry is taking this path. Surely there is unresolved pain around the death of his mother - I too have experienced this loss at a much younger age. 
Depending on circumstances, It can negatively affect you and can be problematic as you get older (not always) proper therapy is key, and you must be willing to do the work. It is 
challenging and there will be scars, our unique traits will play a part. Surely he did have help long before MM. He has said do himself. Clearly there is much work still  to be done. Unhealthy 
ego, resentment and anger (pain) revenge - that is toxic, and harmful to self and others. May he one day find peace and re-unite with his family. I worry about the children.
Poor rich brats 😪
It's about race? What it is about is, character and the unwillingness to learn about oneself.  The race card is  absolutely not the one that'll make them win the game - and yes, it's a dirty 
game - but who are the ones playing it dirty and race doesn't come into it.   Sweep your own front step for once and get off the stage.
I love the part where they get pay $85 millions to speak bad about his family......
Andrew Lawrence   -   You Tube



I love the part where they use real footage of Princess Diana, Chelsea Davey, Katie Price and the POW to manipulate the footage to make it look like she was hounded by papparazzi 
because in reality it never happened and therefore the whole basis of their bolting to Canada is a lie.  So touching. My left eye is twitching 😜
I love the part where I'm going to give them privacy and not watch this.
i love the part when harry and meghan digging the show, trying their nasty way to stole the spotlight while everyone in town maybe around the world are paying attention to prince and 
princess of wales that attend USA tour. shame on you harry and meghan. Catherine win in all ways.

The gruesome couple that are obviously jealous because they will never inherit the throne. A traitor brother with a wife that is not even an A list actress. Long live king Charles and the 
british monarchy who is been there for thousands of years. The Prince and Princess of Wales are fullfilling their duties remarkably, an honor that these Harkles will never have.
Why all comments start with “ I love “ or “I Loved” ? Spamming much ?? 😂
I love the part when Meghan tries to make it look like she is the new Diana, when in fact Diana was 20 years old and Meghan was 36 years old when she married into monarchy. And also, 
Disna gave ONE INTERVIEW, and we now know she was fooled to give that interview. The Harkles keep talking about how bad the press is and that they want to habe privacy… but then run 
to Oprah, make a Podcast, Netflix Series, and weite a book about it. COME ON!!
They are the joke of the decade, yet they take themselves SO SERIOUSLY!!!🤣🤣🚽
I love  the part that this actually makes me respect Prince William and Kate Middleton  more!! I’m American but zero respect for Meghan nothing authentic about her 🥱
The only people that hates them are the so-called British people.
I love the part where she's being beatified by the Catholic church.
looks like everyone has a favourite part lol 😄
Did the Royal Family plant the article in The Cut?  Because that article made her sound like a total plonk. Likening herself to Mandela ....guttural noises....making her security get out of the 
car to give a homeless person a bag of food....Oh no wait, that is Meghan being her ego-maniac self.
Nah, people just don't like Meghan.  Her main agenda is to be famous, that's literally why she married Harry.
120,000 downvotes as of 6 December 11:45 pm California time
Race card ? She is mixed which of the card is she playing?
If this was about race she would have been rejected from the start , she wasn't, she was loved they admitted it themselves then the real Meghan started to emarge
it's sarcasm!!!
Losers of the century 😅
Netflix wie greift man in Schei.. so. Diana würde sich in Grund und Boden schämen für die beiden.

I was happy for her in the beginning and now I just can't with it. What happened to being out of the spotlight. When I younger, I wanted the life that royals have but as I learn about the 
royals growing up, I was like hell to the no. I like my simple life just find. You should know what you are getting into when in a relationship with the high class and aristocrats.

No Meghan and Harry, you weren’t hounded by the press, like Princess Diana was! You were loved, accepted whole heartedly by the British public and all you Had to do was your royal 
duties which involved travelling and being felicitated worldwide. You guys wanted the SAME titles as Prince William and Princess Kate and that led to your downfall. Stop with the whining!!
I love the part where Netflix creates an opportunity for a pair of kids never to grow to demonstrate their selfishness and idiotism to the rest of the world. Simply awesome.
Two people whinging about hierarchy while they are working overtime to join the A-List Hierarchy!! Ok Harry and Co..
When is Meghan going to leave Katherine alone and expose these so called racists and sexists within the royal family? Oh wait, she can’t help but show the world how jealous she is of a 
genuine woman with class of a princess.



Meghan actually DREAMS of that degree of attention, however the image of the wall of press what not actually for them it is a 2011 stock photo of the premier of a Harry Potter movie lol. 

Hear the story from them? when they are PROVEN liars. Um no thanks I wont be watching this shit show of entitled rich whingers who are professional victims, making their money off 
trashing an institution. Meanwhile, there are people with REAL problems, wars, torture, rape ... I could go on but you get the picture. 

I cant wait for them to be exiled from UK, they are NOT welcome here. Their titles should be REMOVED and forbidden legally to profit from their previous association with the royal 
institution. Then they can go live their lives in private, as they had previous stated they wished to. Dont let the door hit you on the way out
I love the part where they are exposing their narcissistic selves for the whole world to see.
A documentary for psychology students to study narcissistic behaviour ..
I love the part where I go to the comment section and everyday it's a full blown shit storm pouring all over the Markles.
Netflix.. so disappointed in you.  And the trailer already full of lies. When Megs realised Catherine was Williams no 1 and William and Catherine was  Charles no 1, all hell broke loose. This 
was about jealousy not race. You could have had a real blockbuster with the truth.
Thank you Netflix for leaving the comments open.
I loved the part where Gayle King went on CBS this morning and said it was about time Meghan got to tell her story. Got to love the unbiased media in the US. Yelling it like it isn’t!
The scary thing about this is that they actually believe they are victims. So much for wanting out and having their privacy, they've literally done the opposite of staying out of the media. 
What's worse is that they seem to exploiting the memory of Diana and comparing her to Meghan relentlessly. I feel for their children long term.
Megan acting like the victim it's hilarious Megan is not a victim Diane was.
I love the part where Meghan tells a journalist that people in South Africa rejoiced in the streets for her wedding the same as they did when Nelson Mandela was freed from prison, and 
you suddenly realise that she is not joking.
Judas and Lady Macbeth
Hi everyone!

I'd like to invite ya'll to watch a documentary from my country instead: "Women Warriors," produced by iWitness. It's about the female soldiers who served our country by fighting against 
the t****rist rebels in Marawi, Philippines. I promise that it's much better than whatever this is. Women Warriors has English subtitles and IS FREE on YouTube.
I loved the part where she visited a women's refuge in Canada and didn't help the women at the refuge. She let them take her photo and surprise surprise, the press "discovered" her 
photo.
I love the part everyone is saying I love the part, we are all strangers but we are all connected aaaahhh see this trailer does bring joy.
Thanks legend!
Tears of joy, left eye.
The new word for selfish or narcissistic or a liar or greedy or whiny or victim should be Markle! 
Or Markle could be for left eye, but make sure a photographer is around.
I love the part where Meghan snaps her fingers and we get to see how she put Harry under that spell of victimhood. Truly brilliant!
I really think that Harry believes Meghan can be compared to Diana. Harry, not in 1 million years. The way Meghan has treated her father, told me enough about the way things go with 
her. The first thing she should have done when she started dating Harry was introduce Harry to her father (in person). She could have had them built a solid relationship and changed the 
course of both of the strongest men in her life. She did not do that because she never cared about either one of them. Diana, I believe, would have attempted to build relationships. 
Something I don't see in Meghan.
I love the part where Netflix had to use footage from a Harry Potter premier to make it look like Meghan was being harassed 😂



I love the part when just like that click … people saw through them and light poured down on their lies and vindictive, uncaring and malicious characters… tears left eye
Дворец так себя подставляет, нанимая ботов с одинаковым текстом. Испанский стыд
CRINGE
Royal rockstar? More like rock around the neck.
Rusty roof and wet basement are finished as far as the royals are concerned
I love the part where they try to pass Meg off as a knockoff Diana, and it fails. The tears of laughter from my left eye just keep coming.
I love the part where Harry went from one of the most popular royal, to this horrible bitter jealous shadow of himself. Meghan really brought out the worst in him.

I love the part where Megan bully’s her staff commenting to one before marriage “we both know I’m going to be you’re boss”, and another “if there was anyone else to ask to do this I 
would ask them”, and then complaining about the hierarchy! I also love that they wanted to be half in half out of this racist institution which had they had their way there would be no 
Oprah interview no documentary no Spotify and no book and the royal family would not be racist if I was put through a mangle not one tear would be squeezed out for this pair
How these people have nothing else better to do, get real jobs and live like real people. I’m so sick of this narrative MEGAN YOUR NOBODY AND FOR U TO EVEN THINK
IN YOUR OWN MIND UR SOMEONE IS INSANE YOUR NOT DIANA UR NOTHING. For you to bring Harry down is is even more embarrassing disgusting you need help. Please someone do an 
intervention.
Meghan Markle is such an inspiration to so very many people...

...gold diggers, gaslighters, narcissists, charlatans, professional victims, sociopaths, social climbers...
I love the part where, after 20 hours of this trailer dropping, there is already 121K dislikes compared to 15K likes.
Again, for those that can't see the ratio, I'll update when I can.

15K Likes
121K Dislikes

If you search for "YouTube dislike extension" you should be able to add it to chrome.
I'm going to love watching them try to distance themselves away from their own Netflix special. How much did they get paid?
The only story I am interested in is about Megan's family... we have heard how horrible the Royal family is... Next story please
No one cares about “your truth” anymore because it is through the lens of lies and Harry being manipulated. Delusion!

ON GOD PLS ENOUGH WITH THESE PRIVILEGE RICH FOLKS IN THEIR THOUSAND DOLLARS CLOTHES AND AIR-CONDITIONED MANSIONS COMPLAINING ABOUT THEIR MARRIED LIFE!!!
I love the part where Meghan is stunned that no one asked her to sign a NDA because hey, isn’t that what everyone does, asking family members to sign a NDA?
I love the part where Netflix can't actually find any footage of the Gruesome Twosome being hounded so use photos from other peoples experiences... I'm shedding a tear from my left eye 
for the demise of Netflix.. 😥
I love how Meghan said she was trafficked by RF ( I can't believe I  don't get paid for this work)

If the royals are racists, caused so much trauma to Meghan, when in earth did she participate in the funeral for the Queen. Why return to a place that caused suicidal thoughts, it's all a lie. I 
can't wait for court case with sister as that will be something Meghan can't narrate. She lied about involvement in finding freedom book until emails revealed. She accidentally forgot.
Netflix must really hate the British public, giving a one-sided platform to race grifters, liars and bullies just to try and destroy our Monarchy. For shame Netfux



Cant Stand that Meghan, She is just a commoner but acts like above them. You wanted privacy but here you are again exploiting what happened. For Harry Accept the fate of Diana. You 
lived the luxurious life being a member of Royal Family. You just cant have it all and Thats Life.
I Will love the part where they get banned forever from the UK for their lies hate and treason against the RF and British people.
I wonder why anyone bothers to follow these two…oh, one; he’s just trotting along behind like a little pony.
Genuine question: why do people hate Meghan?
I love it when they flee the UK where there was 1 racist headline and the journalist was fired, to the U.S. that put out a series of racist articles! The pursuit of monetary capitalisation of 
titles is paramount and so admirable. Meg is a shining light to us all, refusing to stand on her own two feet then shamelessly using her husbands family who she constantly badmouths, so 
brave.
I would say this was pure garbage but Garbage doesn’t fit it comment down below what worst name.
Future me: I love the part where King Charles strips their titles, funding and inheritance, and Megs & Hawwy try to use that to create a Vol III, but Netflix has gone bankrupt due to poor 
production choices, and no other media company will work with Megs since she accused them all of racism, so Megs finally divorces Hawwy and sues him for ab*se and manipulation to 
secure her financial future. Such a strategic, under-appreciated, and entirely honest victim our Megsy is!
I don’t believe that for one second. I really don’t. If you were that truthfully all of those lies wouldn’t have been orchestrated against them. You would have let the truth shine but you both 
decided to play foul and lie on so many levels that now I don’t believe they are racist,
THE COMMENTS....IM ON THE FLOOR, A TEAR IS BOUT TO FALL OUT OF MY LEFT EYE
The comment section is a thing of beauty
Both a bunch of tw@ts. So much for going off to America to escape the limelight…
I love the part where they call everyone else a racist but wasn't it Harry who wore a natzi costume??
I love the part when he says it's a dirty game and he's actually stabbing his brother in the back🙄 what an up standing  guy
This will be the worst that Netflix has ever shown. A narcissist that lies and constantly plays the race card and is always the victims plays. A man who lived an entitled life and constantly 
needs attention.
If only they had
Because she NOT genuine
Because she's a grandiose narcissist and pathological liar obsessed with  revenge on the royal family in general and Princess Catherine in particular for the devastating narcissistic injury of 
being permanent 2nd banana and all that entails-- less importance, attention, status, popularity & wealth-- no jewels, palaces, billions, or meetings w/ kings & presidents--- meanwhile the 
Heir & his wife Catherine are billionaires w/ 4 palatial homes, Presidents & Kings at their beck & call, Catherine wears Diana & the Queens tiara's & diamonds, & their importance, 
popularity & wealth will only increase exponentially after they take the throne & William becomes the UK head of state & his face is on their money & they have ALL the palaces in the UK, 
all the Queen's jewels, the priceless Royal Art Collection, etc.
Is it only me or someone else feels the comments are paid by Buckingham palace?  😅
Came for the trailer and stayed for the comments section
I love the part where Harry and Meghan say that they can « barely stand up » in Frogmore Cottage while standing in their kitchen that is the size of a one-bedroom apartment in London. 
So relatable.
this is the King Edward VIII & Wallis Simpson Episode 2 (we are back , don't be worry. everything is OKEY//)
So clear who are the real bullies. Harry is a disgrace
I love it that for Megan's entire professional life she passed herself off as caucasian on her bio.  What a load of twaddle, lies, and idiocy.  These two need to ride into the sunset and be 
quiet.  I will not be watching them trash the family that has given them so much, listen to their lies, and give them the time of day.  I hope this crashed and burns.  I won't even manage to 
let a tear fall from my left eye when it does.
What a pile of crud. I would rather hack off my own left testicle with a rusty Coke can, than watch this utter bile...



Announcing here the contest for best title for the future book of the best comments sections (including the one for the first trailer) ever. How about "Single crystal tear from the left eye. 
The Saga", or maybe "A story about how a Comment beat a Trailer", or "You don't know the Truth. Comments do!" 😁
Reminder: Netflix has a history of manipulating stories in their documentaries. Drive to Survive for example was supposed to be a documentary about how Formula 1 works. Instead Netflix 
invented multiple story lines and false personas about drivers, taking snippets of words they'd said and turning them into sentences. If you listen to the quotes from Harry in this trailer you 
can tell that hardly any of them are full on sentences that he has said out loud.

Regardless of where you fall on the 'Harry & Meg vs the firm' nonsense it's important to go into watching this with a healthy degree of skepticism that what you're watching is the 'real' 
story, as Netflix is an entertainment company, and nothing creates more money from them than fabricated drama.
Disrespectful Grifters…he’s lost the plot, but Meghan is in the thick of hers …. I despise them, won’t be watching 😡
What frauds! These clips are from other stories. How fake and they think we should believe this crap. Oh. Please. Shame on Netflix
the hypocrisy of these two is without limit!
I bet Meghan hides our comments.🕹
This Hollywood D list actress has no shame with cruel attacking to both sides of their families!
They really are so brutal- glad I cancelled my Netflix acct.
Sad little couple embarrassing themselves with this load of BS!
I love the part when she was sitting there on the chair with a $1,600 blanket behind her in case she got a chill. She had books on the table with a plant on top of them and a candle. I 
specially love the part where she looked like she was crying and if you zoom in on the picture you can see that beautiful smile on her face under her hand. I just love that picture so much it 
made me realize that Megan is the woman that we all need to aspire to be........ single tear.., left eye
Oh the bravery, oh the trauma , oh the victimisation, oh the bullying, oh the lack of privacy, oh that horrible Kate, oh......oh...oh...we have $100m in the bank ...YIPEEE!!!

I love the part where these two dolts think we can't see right through them. They each married a spoiled, immature, poor-me. The only difference between Henry and Rachel is that she 
had nothing to lose and he lost everything he had. Good for them. I wish they would just go live their dream of privacy and get out of that spotlight they so desperately needed to escape.
Kate is so beautiful & graceful & honest, the picture of royalty and then there’s Meghan.  A proven liar & so jealous of Kate & anyone else for that matter has shown her true colors & to me 
is quite ugly.  Harry, you are no better.
Only you
Only you!
Only you, most of us see the grifting, racist liars as they are
where is my cheque?
That is so not what a narcissist would do...she's obsessing. I would bet she's read all of these comments multiple times and it's the first thing she checks when she wakes up.
What a load of crap!

I don’t know how anyone can believe what the say after being caught out telling so many lies. I have to congratulate them though, they managed to live their lives in private. Another lie?
Complete hypocrites taking about privacy while doing Netflix fly on the wall. Lost all sympathy.
I love the part where Harry takes the silver spoon from his mouth and shoves it up his poor family!
She’s a two bit actress who grifted herself into the Royal Family. Couldn’t outshine Kate so she went full nuclear to destroy them all.
No finer display of Toxic Femininity from a world-class hypocrite.
Megan is pure trash
Poor Di will be rolling in her grave at how her son has linked all this BS to her memory!



Stop celebrating celebrities. 

These people are so out of touch with reality, nothing was ever hard for them.  They’re disgusting.
This should be called fan fiction Meghan wrote about herself lol
I love the part where the paparazzi clips are from other events and other celebs because the press respected her privacy.
HARRY, you could do everything to protect your family, so King Charles, and William either. They have the monarchy and their own family either! Don't forget that.
Why the last comments are are all starting with "I love the part"?😆
Meghan being "sad and relatable" at 0:26 with her $1,600 Hermes blanket 😅
Two ppl that can’t even get along with their own family but tries to convince us all that they can make a world a better place 🙄
I love the part where we had to be 'educated' that a monarchy has a hierarchical structure - who knew? I love the product placement of the laptop - IMO an eye on more $$$. I love that 
lies are twisted to be "truth". What a load of BS. I love even more that they are bringing their own demise....I cried a tear from my left eye🤣
Love that me gain only worked around 72 days for the Royal family and then bitches and lies about it for YEARS to come.
Netflix have hit the bottom and are still digging. This trailer is as bad as the first, so vomit-inducing. Netflix should be ashamed of taking advantage of two people who obviously have 
serious delusional issues.
The part where Single Tear Left eye becomes  STLE and is entered into the urban dictionary.
Great point!
WWWWHHHHOOOOO CCCCAAAAARRRRRREEEEESSSS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Yet the still use Duke and Duchess of Sussex from a “racist institution”. Lol these two
Dear Harry, "hierarchy; is a system in which members of an organization or society are ranked according to relative status or authority." Yes, Harry everyone in the world was aware you 
had lower royal status. It had nothing to do with who you married, it was determined at birth  It is alleged that in this 2nd trailer there is footage of Michael Cohen being taken to jail and 
footage of Katie Price's court date...Gee, could he sink any lower?
I love the part when MM was a wounded veteran turned Invictus Games athlete last week. So brave, so inspiring. Left eye tear.
I am discovering that 95% of the world now absolutely hates Harry and Markle. I remember the days when they both had the world at their feet. They did not even need social media in 
those days. They have now lost everything. IT IS SUCH A SAD COURSE OF EVENTS. After these Netflix series, their children will never have the joy of playing with their cousins and knowing 
the family members. What a catastrophe.
I LOVE the part where all these comments started off with:  "I love the part..."  Haha!
I love the part when Megsy Baby fedexed her engagement ring to Trevor cause she found a new victim to love bomb, use, discard…..repeat!
NeXT Netflix release, day of coronation….Methane Arcewipe and Hawry Who? 
Better use some of that money for a tune up. Both are looking rough. 
Maybe acting lessons too, on how to cry from BOTH eyes.
I love the part where Harry bravely fought the UK government in court for his family's security, because of all the death and tomato threats they were receiving especially in the UK, and 
Meghan bravely risked her life by rolling down her window during the Queen's Platinum Jubilee celebrations to say hello to her fans and show her beautiful face notwithstanding the 
threats. Such bravery, such beauty- my left eye weeps
Since I am Arab I'm gonna say it in my native tongue. 

ه ا ف العز ال ه ل تحلم  ا فيها . خصوصا انها مستح ــها ع النعم ال ه ل هوا و تخرس و تحمد ر ه تا . عجب المقطع لما الام
Sorry meghan, stop comparing yourself to Diana 😂😂😂
what a pair of rich kid liars. burn in hell.



Be careful of thots and succubus boys, they are real.
I believe they have leaked secrets about the Commonwealth...i hope this amounts to treason
I better not see this trailer or anything about them on my start page on Netflix.  One less subscriber if I do.
I love the part where Ginge and the Cringe have a quiet, peaceful life and live happily ever after in obscurity. Huh, that didn't happen?  Sigh, one can only dream....
I love the part when Harry and Meghan are victims. After all, they only have 16 bathrooms.
Don.t watch this or you just going to pay for their twisted reality of truths
I love the part, it’s white. The rest of her is spray tanned.
''....all the death and tomato threats'' ..... lmfao- a big azz tear just rolled from my left eye, tooo funny!:eyes-purple-crying:😂
Agree 100%
I love how Harry and Meghan are making a better world by taking millions of dollars from Netflix and Spotify to slag off the very people to whom they owe everything.
What happened to thumps down button?
Pure pukerama content ...
I love the part where Meghan directs, produces and stars in her truth, except it’s all lies. Also Harry.
As for the trolls in the comment section. If y'a'll was honest and impartial you'd realise there's wrongdoings on both sides. Both Meghan and the institution. Now should be the time for 
healing and repair not waging war against each other 🙄
What's with all the "I love the part" in comments...I personally couldn't care less....
What happened?!? People realized how narcissistic you both were. If it was about race why did they call her a “rock star” in the beginning? Nope, you wanted the perks without the work. 
If the BRF is so horrible why would you keep your titles & want titles for your children?
Meghan is trash, no class
Shock that “race” is used as a narrative
15K Likes - 118K Dislikes
Racists are on full display , the internet really brings the best and the worst out of people
I LOVE the part where they had the balls to compare Princess Diana’s life and tragedy to being somewhat relatable to what Meghan might be experiencing…which is doing everything she 
can to stay relevant while Princess Di did everything she could to get away from the cameras. I’m appalled.
Didn't the two just say they just want to be left alone from the media and the royal family?
an interview with Oprah
a Netflix documentary later
I love the part where Meghan has light skin and then darker skin and then light skin and then darker skin and then light skin and then….
"No one knows the truth but us."
Now you can be 99% sure it's not the truth.
MM was not hounded. Video clips of past girlfriends, to justify the hounding of the media is pathetic because it wasn't happening to MARKLE in that way or extent. Oh gosh. Where do you 
begin with these two immature, unintelligent, talentless, professional victims. Both are 200% responsible for their own vitriolic, toxic and disgraceful behaviours, actions and attitude. It is 
disgraceful that media outlets, social media platforms, streaming giants  give these two clowns air time. Utter rubbish reality TV in the 2 minutes of both trailers. You know...it is like..."I am 
a Prince therefore, give me Gazillions of money $$$"...."I am married to a Prince, I am entitled to Gazillions of money $$$".
I love the part when Harry reminds us all of our unconscious bias against his wife. We had shamefully forgotten about it and needed both his and Meghan's expert experience with 
abnormal mental health to show us this, their truth. Brought a buried memory of a single tear to my left eye to mind.
I love the part when no black people in these comments are smearing her ...I wonder why...We all know why cough Racist Whites  cough cough



I love the part when I canceled my Netflix account today along with selling ALL my shares in the company. Unfortunately my left eye said don’t waste a tear on this sell out company … bye 
bye Netflix
I love the part when Meghan has to leave the UK after realizing in the hierarchy she’ll never be the star.
Don’t gaslight people.
I'm African. Log-out. Bye!
Poor Harry lost his balls and doesn't realize they're in her expensive leather purse. GROW A PAIR !
I love the part where where they rehash the same old hogswash they’ve been spewing for years. I loved how they sound like broken records.
What a bunch of losers...
I love the part where Horrid Henry realises he’s completely responsible for the damage to his mother’s legacy.
I LOVED the part where I can read all of these entertaining comments🤣😂 It’s my Favorite!!
Easy to see why Meghan never made it past D grade as an actress!
I just came here to read the comments. People couldn’t disappoint me. I’m peeing reading all comments😂🤣🤣🤣😝
I like the part when youtube were induced to remove sight of Dislike numbers for public just after MM vid of her reading of The Bench was ratioed
Regardless of all the stuff, Harry is a broken man, much like Will Smith, he has lost everything due to this black widow. She will take take take then turn around and eat him alive.
I love the fact the two short trailers have already been exposed for using fake photos of their supposed harassment.. one a Harry Potter premiers 2011 one Katie Price court case .. PROOF 
there was no harassment.. ‘their truth’ is so authentic 😂
I love the part where Meghan threatens the dying Queen to trash talk her family saying “I never signed an NDA & I can say anything” and then the Queen dies less than 2 weeks later.  
Super moving & inspired many tears from my left eye. That Meghan would even think of family as an appropriate venue for an NDA was especially revealing of her genuine & 
compassionate character. What a woman.
The most uninteresting people on earth.  We are not as stupid as they are and as netflix thinks we are.  Total garbage..  Waste of time.

I love the part where they quit because selfless serving of others is too hard and you don’t get paid, and are now trying to blame the Royals for their greed laziness and envy of Will and Kate
Watch H G Tudor, a self aware narcissist, do an analysis on Meghan and you’ll see that she’s a big time covert narcissist. 
Is the any law which could allow the viewers to sue the Netflix for airing such garbage?
I love the part where she says the steaks are  high: tenderloin steak,  rib-eye , T-bone, etc.
I love that Hazbeen and Megain flew into NYC today on yet another private jet. I’m hoping that the cost came out of the donations from the charity that are awarding them the Ripple of 
Hope award. So deserving, after all the hard work they’ve put in this week to expose that awful racist RF.
PLEEASE Netflix say you are filming them so we can have a season 2 of this caring, compassionate couple.
Ah shit, just the thought is doing things to my left eye again😪
Sarcasm obviously
"Dirdy" game is the most offensive thing to listen to Harry.
Of course there's a hierarchy - it's the royal family.  And the agenda is to follow royal protocol.  None of this should have surprised Harry.  Full truth?  They wouldn't know it if it jumped up 
and bit them.
Flashing footage, hard to follow….
Hilarious aren’t they. And to think thousands of people around the world all “ love a part”. I’m in stitches from laughter.
👏👏👏
Wow what a woman you have really inspired me and I do have a tear rolling down my left eye



My favourite part is the follow up 'Netflix Global event' that interviews the ex-husband she used and the boyfriend who kindly let her date Harry while they were still living together.  The 
staff she bravely tore to shreds (palace and Archewell) and her demanding father who seriously thinks he has some right to see his grandchildren or even some contact with the daughter 
he adored. Her family that seriously thought they had a right to be part of her life or attend that spectacle of a wedding. My god the audacity of these people! It makes my left eye explode
She’s a train wreck. She’s pulling a jada on him … mind u his not to bright.
OK netflix! I am so done with you... you took MY money and gave it to these peace of garbage, these two whiney morons, that´s definitly not why I paid for. I didn´t see anything good in 
the last month, instead of creating good content, you wasted the money like this. fine... I cancel my account and you will never see me or my money again!
OMG I absolutely love the part where the Harkles arranged to have a race baiter 
show up in Tribal dress, jewelry, fake African name and dreadlocks. Lady Hussey
was assigned the task to ask guests questions for conversations so that The Queen
Consort would be prepared.
     Brilliant move..I loved the part that the elderly woman was fired for asking where
this race baiter was from. I mean if you show up in tribal gear one would think that she
would be proud of the country she/or her ancestors are from.
These two give speeches against misinformation and they use paparazzi photos from other events.  stupid!
I love the part of upstaging their sister in law Kate with their PR and we hear about them on a daily basis. They are so full of grace, compassionate, mature and such role models. A tear falls 
from my left eye literally
Ffs these two are completely ridiculous lies lies lies & more lies, king Charles needs to strip them completely of any duke & duchess titles.  Harry is a total POS.
I love the part when they admitted that Meghan was loved at the beginning which debunks the racist theory, if this was about race she would have been rejected from the very beginning,  
then her personality came through and instead of Diana we saw Amber Heard, we know the truth
I loved the part where they complained about having no privacy, then released a tell all documentary on Netflix…
I love how much Harry and the Markle woman are continuing to go above and beyond fulfilling my exact expectations🤗
Keeping Up with Harry and Meghan ... you guys are gonna give Kardashians a run for their money ;D

I thought Charlie would be played by a black bloke as we're constantly bending for them. Where does Hewitt come in ? Are there any sexy bit with Diana and Hewitt Harry's real dad ?
I love the part where she claims royal racism kicked in overnight after not getting their own way. At the click of her fingers (overnight) the whole of the UK realised she was mixed race. I 
threw up in my mouth watching this slurry.
Stupid Netflix. Deal with the devil. You’ve been markled
Just a couple of professional victims right here…
Harry doesn't know which way to wipe.
I love the part how I didn’t really care to hear from this couple again. But Megan bravely opened my left eye on the stakes’ height. They are unbelievably high. She is incredibly courageous 
woman and such an inspiration. My recently opened left eye can’t stop weeping with a tear of sadness.
I love the part where the Harkles accused the royal family of racism without presenting any evidence, and then we all remembered that Harry had to undergo sensitivity training after using 
a racial slur to refer a Pakistani soldier. There’s our proof!
I love their luxurious mansion! I wish I could live there and have the balls to  complain about how hard life is !
That was so sad.
😂😂
😂😂😂😂



Megan can not be America's KING but Harry has a shot at being a Queen.
I wonder who did the planting of stories.
I thought they both wanted to be left alone in peace. Now this netflix thing and his book is coming too. Either they don't understand english (leave us alone) or they both have short term 
memory loss.
I love the part where Meghan reverses the victim and attacker roles. Always. When she is held to any account, she remembers these slights and hurts, and  plots revenge. She has a very 
long memory. I wondered why she acted frightened at the late Queen’s funeral when the four went walkabout. Prediction: we will see this play out - tPW & Princess Catherine will be cast 
as bullies who made her feel ‘unsafe’ and / or ‘unwelcome’. Well, a little context will help. She had the brass cheek to attend a funeral of a wonderful woman who had served for 70 years 
and, lest we forget, Megsy and her accomplice had systemically tried to dismantle an amazing legacy. Let’s remember the other ‘ism’ - narcissism. Meghan will never  accept any criticism 
nor will she forget any slight. Zero self reflection - first criteria of any mental illness. So yes, these two are in pain, but it is completely ‘internal’ - with the movie in her head of her 
wonderfulness she is probably very confused as to why so few people like them. I hope the RF goes no contact with them from now on. Don’t feed the monster. I won’t watch the trash so 
someone let me know if my prediction comes true!
So happy that you are exposing Christopher Bouzy to the world! His lies and the simple fact that he is being funded by Rachel MM herself! So happy that I cried, one tear from the middle 
of my left eye!
We want a private life, leave us alone. Hypocrites!
These two are despicable
What a load of crock! Netflix should know better. Not doing them any good with this nonsense.
Everything changed when you went on Oprah with a ton of lies Harry
Dear Netflix, it's trash like this on top of the tsunami of woke nonsense that is the reason why you're losing millions of subscribers like me.
Each new trailer is worse than the one before.😬 If they're on a campaign to make themselves most disliked around the globe; this will do it!
Its rubbish they don’t know how lucky they are 😂
Netflix i won't watch the Crown because i lived it and know its full of bs and for the same reason i won't be watching this tripe from septic meg and her mule - your platform is really 
starting to suck!
I love the part where there are two people in the trailer that have perjured themselves. Go bouzy, Go Markle, birds of a feather flock together.
I love the part where sMeghan is the ONLY woman in the whole world that managed to turn a Prince into a Frog.
What a fairytale   ❤
I understand Harry may finally have his voice heard, but to simp out behind his wife's skirt breaks my heart. I remember the media tormenting Harry as a child, accusing Queen Diana of 
being a cheater .. Wake Up Harry, take charge of your household 💯
yeah life is so sad, being a price having so much and being a princess, so unfair life is, Kenyan children dying of hunger are just drama queens, real heroes are these guys who know the full 
truth of suffering and pain and injustice and what not. brave people. Bombed hospitals of Syria and Yemen is nothing compared to "Princess Meghan" having to cry in her car/apartment. 
poor guys. Takes a lot of courage indeed. Great job Netflix for making a documentary on what really matters.
I love all the lies and inaccuracies in the trailers (e.g. the scene full of photographers was years ago at a Harry Potter movie premier and the photographers chasing after, purportedly 
MeAgain and HasBeen, was actually at Crawley Magistrates Court.)
If the trailers are full of lies, there’s no hope the actual content of the series will be honest!
I love the part where South Park creators just lick their fingers because they can make so much stuff about those two whining millionaires. So brave. So smart. One tear left eye.
Wait...this isn't satire???🤨👎👎👎
They did so they could play the victims.
I loved the part where Meeg has the epiphany that deep down she's so much more than the objectified bimbo they forced her to be on television and in real life because she had no choice 
in the matter. One tear. Left eye. GO.



I like the part where I have cancelled my Netflix subscription because I couldn't live with the idea that my monthly $16.99 AUD might be part of the $146 million AUD payment to Meghan 
and Harry.

I’m just going to vote a THUMBS DOWN 👎 WITHOUT WATCHING THIS MONSTROSITY.  Netflix give us quality content - I’m this close to terminating my subscription with this CRAP!!
So why are the thumbs down not showing anymore? Did the two liars cry and complain?
M and H are so fake. So sick of their lies and BS. Go away
Horrible Brat he is.  Everything for Money and attention....
I’ll watch it if at some point someone hands Meghan a copy of “The Hero’s Journey” by Campbell and explains to her the difference between “archetype” and “stereotype.” That’s all I care 
about at this point tbh.
i won't be watching this, it's bad enough we have to watch these trailers splashed all over media, big mistake Netflix
Cry babies . Stoo using Diana for ratings
Lmao at all the comments. You lot are comedians, I have tears from laughing. I mean, you can just tell that they are so loved, not. 😂
Ginger Hewitt and Grifter Markle are hatefeul narcissistic scumbags. They deserve no attention. Netflix - it's a shame that you've made this self-indulgent circle-jerk of a series but well 
done for leaving the comments open - I hope you're reading them...
I also love the part when on their Australian tour Meghan expected to have the entire Govenor General's residence to herself and had a tantrum she only had a wing of it. So selfless and 
generous...tear forming in my left eye
So if the various pics we've seen so far are all lies, how much more of the info in this doc is lies? 🤔 I wonder if any of their claims are actually true?
My favorite part is after five minutes scrolling down 👇 this comments looking for a least ONE single POSITIVE expression of support for this poor couple........ None 🧐🥱😆
The Crown spin off 😂
I love the part where harry said -we don't want history to repeat itself
Everyone loves a part. 😅😂
I love the part where she dates black men.
Maybe- a big maybe - they will be able/willing to go have a private life after the show and book come out.  They needed to put something out for all the $ advances they received.

I hope for their children’s sake, they will focus on them.
That’s good.
and she couldn;t believe she didn;t get paid
& called it tour crap cause she thought the whole country was beneath her.
Judging by the 17 proven Lies they told on Oprah too... I doubt any of it is factual.
Like the bit where a divorced American brainwashes a British Prince?
Their children would be better off without them. 2 narcissists grabbing headlines have no time to be selfless parents. Being kept away from their cousins and both families other than 
Doriah
"The whole truth" that Haz and Megains purport to tell is yet another one of their big fat, demonstrable lies. They are histrionic mythomaniacs. Pure folie à deux.
My favorite part is where our brave heroine is crying while the man she saved from a life of terrible privilege films her, complete with professional lighting and a  $2000 dollar blanket 
draped over the back of her chair.  Truly brave, it brings a tear to my eye....the left one.
I love the part where he said he never got to ride a bike with his dad then “bam” there’s this thing called the internet that shows…you guessed it, him riding a bike with his dad. One tear, 
left eye



Harry is now profiting greatly off his mother's death which is disgusting, and he says he wants to protect his family, but trying to destroy his brother and Kate, who have 3 young children. 
He has become lowest of the low
Newsflash…racism doesn’t happen with the snap of a finger “like that”….so hmm maybe it wasn’t racism…maybe it was just YOU.
Best comedy of the year!
I love the part where Harry and Meghan knew the Queen was dying yet refused to fly an hour from London to Balmoral (in September) to see her one last time, then had the audacity to 
cry one tear from her left eye for Netflix cameras. Truly these two are such beacons of how NOT to treat your family. Fakery, lies and cruelty.  I bet the staff she has allegedly bullied cried 
from both eyes with the pain and hurt caused.
What a despicable pair of fake victims
So you won’t back another season of, as example, The OA but will waste money on the Royal Hillbillies? nE!tflix is born and I’m leaving.
Hey Netflix what’s next - The Ghislaine Maxwell Jeffery Epstein “Love Story”❤ shame on you giving these vacuous parasites a platform to spread more lies & hate
I love the part when Harry revealed that there is Hierarchy in Royal Family. As if  BRF is the only  organization with Hierarchy. As if to nuance that BRF must be racists because it holds onto 
the old values and Hierarchy.  As if it has been such an unfair ordeal  not being treated the same as the Wales. Such rare cruelty to his own family! Such shocking naivety to the real world! 
Truly breathtaking lack of humility!  Left eye, tear, 1,2,3.....Go!
I love the part where Harry is suing for paid security, yet his attention-seeking wife can’t help herself and rolls down the bullet proof window and puts herself at risk so people can see her 
clearly and take her picture. Stupid thing to do and probably didn’t help his lawsuit. Duh.
I can not believe the trend going on in the comments. It's disgusting. But I guess it's what people have to tell themselves in order to avoid acknowledging the truth. 

 It is heartbreaking to see what they went  through and know they are targets and there is nothing they can do. Just because she wasn't born a royal makes Megan a gold digger? Doing a 
documentary just for the money. Leaving  London makes him a traitor to his family and that image? Wow, people on here are more delusional than I thought. So caught up in the fairytale, 
refusing to see the truth.
Why is their a snapshot of Crawley Magistrates Court in this. This pair have never been there. This fella talks about fake news….
It’s so inspiring that Meghan is such a feminist. She left her entire life behind for a man. Brings a tear to my left eye.
Love the part where she wants titles for the 'invisible kids' after wearing wobbling, popping, inflating deflating, falling to her knees moonbumps
The comments here are more entertaining then this "gLoBeL eVeNt" will ever be.
I love the part where Netflix vid clips and pics have nothing to do with H&M at all,but want to paint a false narrative of the press hounding the Harkles.
I also loved the clip of Princess Diana who WAS hounded by the press and we all know Meghan is The exact replica of Diana,right, RIGHT??  The lies are so fantastical. so stunning so brave! I 
have tears out of my left eye!
I love the part that they think we cared so much the first time that they put out a second trailer. 😂
Oh no, all 10 onlookers are harassing Meghan!   Will history repeat itself?? Oh please. 
Poor Harry. MM is def manipulating his biggest fear.
😂😁
They won't dare touch Epstein's story because people will ask why they don't mention Bill and Hillary Clinton in it
But he grew up knowing he was the SPARE. 🥲
Facts over feelings champ. I bet you deny the holocaust happened too.
You are so right. 13,000 + comments later we are all crying out of our left eye because we have finally seen THEIR truth.
Again, every Meghan supporter can never complete a single, coherent thought. No one feels sorry for two people who cannot get along with their families and makes money off selling 
family secrets. Lowest of the low.
Oh I don't know, maybe they needed a link to the county she found dull and boring but happily uses the name of at any opportunity 😂



Incase anyone hasn’t caught on yet…this entire problem was caused because MM didn’t realize that being royal means looking outside of yourself which Meghan clearly can not do. She’s a 
narcissist hence making this entire movie about herself to promote her image and story.
I loved the part in their engagement interview where Meghan said she didn’t know who Harry was.😂😂😂😂😂😂
I love the part where we are spilling all this vitriol then waiting with baited breath to watch the Thursday and subsequent episodes... 😅😅😅. Netflix are genius! 😅😅
Narcissistic millionaires again whining to us about how hard their lives are. Truly god gives his finest warriors the worsts battles.
No one cares! Can’t they move on they asked for their walking papers and got them! Oh God please let the whining STOP!!
I love the part where the world exposed a narcissist.
I see the trolls are being themselves in the comments and You Tube is doing nothing as usual to uphold their own community guidelines.
Maa ap ke hap kar sakta
They just won’t stop 🙈. It’s sick.
May your grandmother rest in peace. You pair deserve each other. The stench of entitlement would have been a better title for this piece of TV excrement.
Just stop already! Enough! We don’t care! She’s a narcissist and a liar.
They are three persons in this marriage : Harry,Meghan…and the photograph !
I loved the  part when They created a new rating HM; clearly fiction
These two are terrible
I love this part that a lot aren't realising - the fact that YOUR hard earned money which pays for your subscription to Netflix has gone to them to live an incredibly opulent life style, a doc 
that you have paid for where they complain about how hard it was living in total opulence which was often paid for by the hard working & often on the poverty line British tax payer. Isn't it 
about time they stop living off  US, the hard working general public? 
I do love the part where they leave racist Britain to go to one of the worlds most inherently racist countries to a city full of racism, violence & gangs, to a country where mass murders take 
place every year in schools due to their dated gun laws - I love that part. 
 I wonder if we, the British tax payer,  can ask for the money back for their wedding now that Netflix have paid them, especially as they hate us so much??!! That part...
I loved the part when, while ‘carrying’ Archie, her and ‘her husband’ exited a building they’d been visiting in … and her bump fell down past her knees as they hurried to their car.

I love the part where, at the end of the day, Prince William and Princess Kate will be King and Queen, while Harry and his wife will never be more than the Spare and the Suitcase Girl.
I love the part where Meghan said Lady Susan Hussey moved her hair and asked her where her people came from. Devastating.
Basically the British "royal" tabloids work for the monarchy. Already knew that, moving on. It's not really different than the Kardashians.
What Harry means to say is….the truth of THEIR side of the story in THEIR heads.
And her podcasts... All to fit her narrative so she could whinge more
If you read the comments nobody is planning to watch... The internet dissects it for us.
 @Mrs Lanesborough  Thursday is only two days away...let's wait and see... 🤭
It’s over 13k comments from real people, enough with this fake narrative about trolls. People are calling Meghan and Harry out for their own actions. STFU.
Meghan supporters doing what they do best: gaslighting people. I'm not a bot. We are just sick of their shit.
I can't even imagine that the UK people had to pay 40 million for their wedding... For such narcissists
Meghan is "from" wherever suits her narrative at the time.  Poor American suburb / expensive private education / affording only salad / broken car doors / private licence plates / 
Caucasian "supermodel" / mixed race / black / South Africa/ Malta / Nigeria/ whatever her little brain has cooked up while I write this...
Work for the monarchy?  Are you that gullible?  Really?  The stuff the tabloids write about all of them (not just as she wants you to believe, only about Meghan) can be very damaging.... 
But yeah sure, the palace tell them to write horrible things about all of the family. 🤦
I love the part where Harry is CHIMPO of a company and lectures us on kindness and then the company gets called out for a toxic work environment.



I love the part when Netflix releases a new series about dukes. There will be different flashes when Megan failed her left eye and she could not cry.
Roll on Thursday! I will be there with my popcorn. This is going to be goooood🔥
Just come by to read comments🤣🤣🤣
I think an award for Best Supporting Actor should go to both the candle and the Hermes blanket.
They both go on about privacy but yet as soon as they aren’t in the press anymore, they gotta bring that attention back to themselves again 🙄

I love the thought of Meghan and Harry reading the comments and freaking out over the airing of this shit show…  Poor Meghan can’t handle constructive criticism…or the truth…😂
I loved the part where she insulted the entire country of SA by calling the governor’s mansion a housing unit, and made up a fire in her baby’s room. So stunning. So brave.
What a load of major B S
I love the part that Meghan and Harry are stupid enough to think that their problems are so much more horrendous than anything else going on in the entire world.  And that they think we 
need a 6 part series to listen to and appreciate all their woes.🤢
I love the part where the trailer's keep getting ratio'd.😂
Should tell you that people are sick of these 2 lying race hustlers.
Bored deranged Haters on rampage as usual,denying the obvious obsession with Meghan and Harry.
I'm here for comments😂. (Windsors vs H&M) The Crown Vs The Clowns😂
I love the part when Markle reads the YT comments she still believes the entire planet is jealous of her.
I loved the part when it faded at the end and we couldn't see them anymore
I love the part where they use paparazzi photos from other famous people's encounters, really goes to show what they themselves went through. How bad they had it. Brought a tear to 
my left eye.... Go.
Ripped off Law & Order opening titles
I love the part when Harry tells the world that although buying awards is costly, especially Time magazine ones, Meghan's happiness with the publicity is worth it. Pure love. Brings a tear to 
the eye.

Be strong and courageous Prince Harry and Meghan ❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤💪💪💪💪💪🥊🥊🥊🥊🥊🥊🥊🥊love you unconditionally
I love the part that this love story has turned the prince into frog, and the frog into global laughing stock :)
I’ll give it a big miss.
We’re obsessed with truth … so loving the truthful comments. Won’t be watching H and M liefest.
This! Pretend they are hounded by the paps when they never are and then scream they need security! 😂
if you put conditions even when loving them., then you are a RACIST
So you’re ok about all their lies and bullying?
Unconditionally?  Wow, that's extreme for people you've never met and don't know.  Oh, and are proven liars to boot.
I love the part that this sham is a documentary has yet to be released and many lies were already exposed.. The paparazzi photos are not related to Harry & Meghan.  This is nothing but a 
scripted reality show based on all Lies. Netflix is a fraud for misleading the public .
I loved the part where they finally understood it was their lies, manipulation and victim narrative that started the negative backlash and that the UK absolutely fell in love with Meghan and 
rejoiced in her ethnicity until she started blatantly lying about the Royal Family to get more money.
Omg, there’s a hierarchy in the royal family? Wow who would have known, I’m in shock   😱
I love the part where Harry and Meghan realize they are useless leeches, nobody likes them or believes their lies, and they sod off like the pair of privileged whinging sociopathic wankers 
they are, never to blight the public again.



Bruhhhhh 
This Christmas is going to be chaotic for the royal family......
I'm actually going to watch this and make up my mind once and for all😅😅
You live a life that 99.999 % of ppl will never have and only dream of.  So ungrateful!
I really don’t see how this guy earned the right to wear the Green Beret. You’ve let every RM down with your patheticness.
I love the part where he said Charles cut him off. After spending a fortune on his "spectacle " wedding. Trips to Australia and South Africa. Clothes, tiaras and travel for his wife.
Luckily he had his inheritance or how would they have managed!
So humble..so brave.
I loved the part where, since moving to SB 3 years ago with only the 30 million his mother left him, they have been thriving and living their best life, free from being trapped within an 
institution, being such outstanding humanitarians and racial justice warriors they’ve paid for… Oops…. received many awards, whilst building a ‘billion’ dollar brand. And yet despite all this, 
they still have to phone home begging for money, constantly exploit the death of his poor mother and can’t keep the British Royal Family out of their mouths. The way they have 
conducted themselves with such dignity, it brought a tear to my left eye. 😡😡😡😡😡
I love the part where this second trailer drop reminded me I had cancelled my Netflix subscription and ticked the 'Other' feedback box and type in Harry & Meghan.  I am pretty sure I 
won't be the only one...
What a hypocrisy! They are disgusting.
'No-one knows the full truth. We know the full truth. And we're going to keep telling it to you over and over and over again and again until you believe it.'
With parents like the despicable duo,  the Sussex children don't stand a chance of becoming well adjusted, compassionate human beings. They will end up like their narcissistic mother, and 
then their lack of loyalty, will come back to bite mommy and daddy dearest in the butt. Hopefully the nannies have a good influence on the children.
I love the part where Harry says he has to protect his family and then starts trashing them on TV.
We need privacy & traumatic with blitz of paparazzi but also we need money from Netflix, I must be center of atention 🤑🤑
Meghan Markle has very shady past.

- mother absent from life with no explanation 
-maternal grand father found dead in unusual circumstances 
-no long term friends 
- lied about funding her education 
- former husband is “unusually tight lipped”.
- connection with York and Jeffrey Epstein 
- invited celebs to wedding yet failed to invite family 
-her best friend bullied another woman online
- Meghan bullied so many people 
- lied multiple times during Oprah interview 
- Always attempt to take highlight from Princes Kate.
- talk about environment but always using private jets
- list goes on and on
They are trying to cash in on his mother and her death which is the utmost in tacky. It is very apparent that he didn’t suffer too badly when his mother died if he is trying to profit off of her. 
So much for the love of a son for his mother. These two need to go away and stop planting stories about themselves
i love the part that it was all about them where everything they said were lies. I wouldn't even watch it if they pay me. Haha!



Harry and Meghan need to go away and STFU.
I know … shocked as 😂
How can you watch / hear ONE SIDE and "make your mind up"? ⁉
You realize that you’re not getting both sides, right?

Meghan has never been allowed to wear a tiara - only for her wedding day (the public spectacle one, you know, after the private ceremony that never happened)
Netflix can do one for commissioning this grifting monstrosity of a show!
They also gave me heart felt thanks for leaving the comments on the trailers 😂
The part where Harry is apart of the Aspen Institute's Misinformation Commission formed to help combat misinformation, when he himself disseminates misinformation (as evidenced by 
these two trailers) was the cinematic twist of the ages.
I love the part where Harry suddenly realises there is a hierarchy in the royal family, who knew? 🤣😂🤣😂🇬🇧
I love how the Harkles  & Netflix will all get their comeuppance for unleashing this narcissistic, victim hood, load of absolute garbage on the public !
I love how Netflix included a footage of people in SA dancing in the streets during their wedding, just like when Mandela was released.
Update: we're now at 114k dislikes.  that's not a typo.  I didn't hit "1" twice by accident.

edit: 57 minutes later, 119k now.
Uh oh. Looks like everyone's already shit on everything as much as they can and ignored it once they opened their mouths to start talking. This was a great joke, though, thanks. Now 
everyone gets to go on about their holidays with their happy families, knowing that their own kids will never have to say, "Dad, why did mom choose to put her ass the kitchen counter 
when there were 10 bedrooms in that house? Does she ever put her ass on OUR counters now?"
I'm convinced Netflix doesn't like these two. Why else would they post two trailers and leave us to comment, knowing very well we are going to speak our minds😅
Y'all are salty. Go outside.
How is about race? Maybe people did not like her because  of the person she is. I don' t think  it is only due to her race.  The whole thing is confusing, wanting privacy and making doco's. 
which put you in the spotlight. Bringing photographers into your house to photograph you crying. Did you plan to cry that day?? Contrived and manipulative. It will make money and that is 
probably what it's all about.
All they do is complain
I love the part where Harry advises people to quit their jobs if they feel stressed and to rely on their multimillion dollar trust fund instead. Very relatable.
No way on earth Harry should've let this film come out. Harry should've said Nah, let us and let them live peaceful lives since we ran from the family. If they feel like a fool, and look like a 
fool when they return to England, then they screwed up. If it was me, I would've said heck no, I'm not writing any books or making any movies about my family. Don't become a total 
outcast to make a buck, because the hurt can last a lifetime, and the money only last so long before you need to perform another circus to earn a new paycheck.
Я за правду от Гарри и Меган!
I love the part where Harry 'suddenly', after 38 Spare years, realizes and informs us all the Royal Family is hierarchical ... Doh!!! And as if any family isn't, let alone a Royal family !!! One 
tear, left eye... Go !
This really is a vomit fest! 🤢🤢🤮
I love the part when Harry tries to educate the public there is a hierarchy in the Royal family.  No shit Sherlock  🤣

O dear ! How sad, the mattress actress and the ginger balls stoop lower and lower. While Kate wears a fifteen million piece of jewellery as a necklace, that's not even the value of Montecito
I love the part where single handedly Merkin saves the planet by not taking a flight to Prince Philip’s farewell leading to HMTQ acknowledging her boss with “Thank God Meghans not 
coming”. Even in her grief Our Queen praised such a selfless sacrifice. A left eye is welling up 😿



I love the part when this couple stepped back from Royal Family because of they wanted a private life but now they seem always open up about their life in media .. What an amazing 
drama
Yes, how racist is that 😂
🤣🤣🤣🤣 That was Meghan's best lie ever lmao
😂😂
I can’t see the # of 👎
what a goomba he is; just bonkers
Looking forward to Harry needing to get a job and he can't quit because he needs the income. LOL
Except that trustfund has been squandered and is seriously dwindling. the main reason King Charles refuses to take Harry's phone calls begging for money. When that money runs out M 
will be gone to a rich guy with bottomless pockets. H will be left looking across the bridges he just burnt, utterly alone.
You mean you didn’t do what Harry said you should? Why on earth not? Don’t you know he’s Serena Williams life coach? He’s SO qualified to tell us what to do.
Well, if your work doesn't bring you "joy..." you know.
Harry comes off as super dumb  now. She's manipulated hin to the ends of the earth. I don't think he'll ever see how badly he got played.
I love the part where they use stock photos and pictures from other events to make it look like they were hounded by that press because there are no actual pictures of MeMe being 
hounded. (Like the ones at the Harry Potter premiere, Katie Price outside court, or Harry with Chelsea cropped out.) Or images of the press taking pictures of them that were actually on 
royal tours with permission (South Africa with Archie). 
Oh, and putting out the second “volume” on the day of the Princess of Wales’ concert is such a classy move. 

Basically, the way they lie, manipulate and play the victim card because they are so petty and jealous is just absolutely stunning and brave. One tear. Left eye.
I love the part where Harry and Meghan highlight the toxicity and racism of royal life and then named their daughter after the Queen and Princess Diana. They wanted to include Meghan's 
mum, Doria but there wasn't enough room on the birth certificate. My eyes are leaking.
I love the part when the Prince and Princess of Wales are bestowed an archival collection of YT comments that are bound in leather and embossed in gilt, as an offering of forgiveness on 
behalf of the United States for Harrius’ brazen attempt to usurp their Earth Shot initiative.
I loved the part where the moon bump is so large it deserves its own episode alongside The Candle as special guest
I love the part where all the comments starts with "I love the part where"
Aww rich people lecturing and crying about their “pain”. I thought y’all wanted your privacy?? Guess you gotta extended your 15 mins of fame for being b-rated actors 😢
The loved the part when Harry advised us to simply quit our stressful jobs. It was the best advice I didn't know I needed. To hell with health insurance and feeding my family! I'm now 
homeless and as free as bird! 🦅
Oh no.. those poor rich & famous people who have everything, they are so mistreated. 
So sad..
What stupid, stupid idiots.
The more I hear these two talk, the more I love and respect Prince William and Princess Kate.
I love the part when after the airing of this trash they lose their titles and they finally have to live a private life! Yay!
Thank you Netflix, for giving these two lying manipulating woketards a platform to make themselves look like complete self absorbed narcissists, this is pure gold 🤣🤣
The only thing missing is an alien invasion.  I think the duo does a good job portraying the seven deadly sins plus probably a few more.
Nothing surprising. This couple has been selling the same story over and over again. 🙄🙄🙄🙄
I love the part where I cancelled Netflix..



I love the part in the end that shows a raging, fuming Meghan jealously turning green, exploding, vanishing out in thin air and finally leaves us all alone 
👁
💧
I love the part where they name their daughter Lilibet; the intimate nickname of the Head of the institution and family they are now calling out for having “structural racism”.

I loved the part where Harry says he loves his brother and then hires his hater Christopher Bouzy to throw muck on him and destroy him. What a protective and loving brother he is!!
I love the part where Meghan is spelled with Me Me Me ...
meghan, in honor of my fapping during your time on Suits, i here show my support to this RATIO
Lolol Angela hilarious!!!
YOU FOLLOWED HIS ADVICE. GOSH....GO FOR A COUNSELLING SESSION WITH THE "CHIMPO"OF BETTER UP
They have been the best PR for the Royals. We have a whole new appreciation for what they do. No razzle dazzle, just kindness and hard work.
Absolutely spot on
Say what ????
Don't forget the seven plagues of Egypt!
dont give them ideas
After the Queen had  asked not to be called like this by anybody anymore after her husbands`death. This woman does everything to hurt as much as she can.
I love also the part where they are so completely detached from reality and so badly missing any self-awareness that they don't even see how every time they open their mouth they just 
showing the world how terrible, dishonest, entitled and narcissistic they both are.
I love the part where Meghan shows off her musical abilities with the click of her fingers. Their obliging staff obviously helped her perfect this talent as they both were chauffeur driven to 
their private plane over the endless drone of Harry telling us all how hard life is. Such bravery,  benevolence and backbone. Cue - one tear, left eye, flowing freely.
I love the part when Harry finally realised that there is a hierarchy in a constitutional monarchy. It brought a tear to my left eye ..
I love the part where Diana parallels Meghan...
Like never, but let's just insert her here, so people can realise that the paparazzi are interested in Meghan..........
Well hopefully the paparazzi would catch on too and realise they need to hound Meghan like they did Diana.
i love the part where meghan took the engagement ring harry gave her and redesigned it
If Karen's were a couple it would be these two degenerates. Revenge of the Karen's loser Harry and Scary Mehgan liar liar pants on fire addition. 🔥
With family  like these two degenerates who needs enemies.  She cut off her family who helped her and he slanders his family for a mf check.  These lying charlertens needs to give up the 
ghost and go live those private lives they lied about. No one effing cares about you and your over privalegd complaints.  People are having real problems so deal with it.  Nobody owes 
these to loser  karens anything .
So pathetic.
Def won’t be watching this garbage! They don’t know the “full truth” which will be like the truth shared on the Oprah whine-fest! Bet they won’t discuss that interview, her flopcasts, their 
hagiography they had nothing to do with (perjury!), or being escorted from UN bldg with recording devices! Yuck! They are a joke and Netfux has been “markled”!!!
More like LIES!!!!
I love the part where the bitcoin scammer and twitter bully get a space to tell us his opinions nobody but Meghan is interested in.
I loved the part where Meghan's lawyer, and a paid fan, Bouzy, were rhe only people who could be found had a positive word to say. Especially moving, is that @Netflix fell for it hook, line 
and sinker and paid millions of dollars to spread the lies, er gospel, using fake images. So deeply moved.
Bitter they didn’t get the half in half out deal. The Disney premiere proved Meg wanted to attend all the fancy royal events but not do mundane royal duties, then she was going to use the 
contacts she made to make lucrative deals. Now they are non stop attacking the royals in an attempt to manipulate them into giving them the deal they originally wanted.



I love the part where there’s a second trailer because the first one was so successful and so inspiring. One tear, left eye 😢
Am i missing something here with all the “i love the part” comments?
When you feel the need to consult Christopher Bouzy, don't give in to it! At least not if you want the result to be taken serious.

I'm part Asian and female. Do you want to talk hierarchy, prince Harry? I'd love to talk hierarchy with you.

Oh, and try only using footage that's actually about Meghan and Harry.
Harry needs to take the red pill.  Puppet man 🤨
LMAO............priceless! This is gold, cutting and pasting different photos together.  Is this an art class?
She once said on line she was a fraud how true those were have become .Not only have they needed to use everyone else photos to make a point cause they haven't any of their own to 
prove what they are saying. Up pops Christopher Bouzy to say "This is racism" Google him a person of bad character who is a been charged and still awaiting the outcome of court cases 
.Yes Meghan you ARE a liar and a fraud. Gone from Royality to a laughing stock. Harry how low have you sunk
Meghan Markle in the acting role of her life. She and Harry are literally in bed with the media. First Oprah, now Netflix, next Penguin with the book. You’ve been bought.
GAMECHANGER, OLÉ 👁

This! In the engagement interview she gushed over how romantic it was that he had personally designed the ring.  Then promptly had more diamonds added to it!!! 😂😂😂 Narcissist
They weren't positive words, they were filled with accusations based on THEIR hatred and racism.
Yes!!!! 😂😂😂
It's like a parody of successful shows in a sense

Like "Friends" and 'The one with...'

But it's more like nobody really liked anything. Only meg and haz and their followers liked the trailer which currently stands at 1:9 ratio 1 being the likes.  So the disproportionate dislikes to 
these Netflix clips are essentially being highlighted for the clips the actual docuseries may entail but in terms of sarcasm not support for their poor behaviour and it's just a money making 
opportunity for them.
 @Dot Matrix  Ohhhh… Ok. I know what u mean.
Righteous 🤣
They are in bed with the Democrats.
Use me as a "Dislike"  button.
I love the part where Meghan left to get privacy , but is constantly in my face everywhere i look though i have no interest in the monarchy or her.



If they were so abused and hounded by the British press to the point they left the royal family then why can't they find a single real life shot of this happening for their trailers? 

  Every paparazzi shot so far has been stock or  from 1938 event with Queen Mary. A Harry Potter premiere. A shot of Rudolph Giuliani getting hounded at his car. Shots  Of Princess Diana 
and Catherine who really did get hounded by the press as you could see.  

The only time there have been real press shots it's from The press box that Harry and Meghan asked for and knew about and set up the photo ops which was a long way off and no one was 
hounding them. 

Why can't these 2 ever tell the truth?  Why is it nothing but bad acting,  deception and manipulation?  Who would watch this knowing nothing here is real? Not the photos, not the videos 
and not even their words. They made a reality show with no reality. It's all fantasy of their own making. 

When this much has been proven to be false why would I bother watching this for "their truth" which time and time again have been proven to be "their lies"
Thank you for showing this trailer now I certainly won't be watching this UTTER RUBBISH!!!!!!
I love the fact that more lying is going to come forth to expose these grifters.
I love the part when she hustles up that yacht ladder of association, one rung at a time.
Hear their story from them? Then tell me what the book Finding Freedom was about? What was the Oprah interview? What was the the Cut article about? and the Variety interview? 
Whose was that? Whose words were used in those interviews? Confused to the point there goes the tear in my left eye.
I love the part when the leading lady and her understudy ride off 'quietly' into the sunset in their chauffeur driven limo, and live happily ever after in their Montecito mansion with all the 
millions made from selling their souls and we never hear from them again. The End....... ?
I love the part where the evil king takes away their royal titles
I love the part where the queen mumbles the B word.
Harry has to stop comparing Megain to Diana, NO COMPARISON at all.  The only one Megain needs protection from is herself, she is self destructive.  How can Harry be so blind??  Diana 
said he was a little 'thick', guess she knew her own son.
I love the part where M and H are trying to save the planet by using private jets,  inspirational
Harry is to blame for this nonsense, he was brought up better.  Meghan is just still doing what she has always done to scramble to the top of the ladder.  Their legacy is division, race baiting 
& the tarnishing of the Queens legacy.  Parliament should bring a charge of treason against H & M
I love the part where Me-gain went around telling all the guests at Prince Charles' 70th-birthday garden party how horribly bored she was! And people accuse her of not being HONEST!!!!! 
😎
I like the part where the man that was given everything and the whole country wanted to look after him, betrayed his family, country, military colleagues, the whole UK public who only 
wanted the best for him. It brings 1 tear to my left eye in 3 seconds.
I love the part where this camera and media shy couple manage to break away from public life …and finally find the quiet privacy they always dreamt of……along with their photographer, 
Netflix film crew and millions of Netflix viewers.
I love the part where Harry and Meghan use the Princess Diana for their commercial needs!
Oh the fallout from this is going to be good 🍿🍿🍿
Sad reality that we are seeing two vengeful people set on inflicting pain and suffering onto their families.  Their reason:  they can’t stand that people are not buying their narrative.  Prince 
H thrived on his popularity, he may of been spare but he was more popular than his brother.  It has filled him with rage…horrible man
Oh Gosh! Crying babies! Stop moaning and be a man Harry!
Never 🤣 the Netflix clip is the people's new dislike button.



she was generous....he is mighty thick
😂😂😂😂👍
Judging by the ratio of likes:dislikes (in excess of 1:9 by last count) this is indeed worth getting the pop orn for.  Their downfall and they have orchestrated it themselves with their lies, race 
baiting and whining.
 @Mrs Lanesborough  Exactly! Like someone else said, this was never about THE truth, just their spin of it
Apparently Netflix didn't go with my title suggestion for this documentary and call it The husband formerly known as prince.
I like the part where they saw off not 1 grandparent but 2 and their friends r attacking another elderly lady. I like the part where their data guy has been bullying pensioners for yrs cause 
they spoke against st. Meghan. It brings a tear to my left eye.
Why is there Michael Bay music when nothing’s happening…?
Lies lies lies lies lies. Disgraceful. This is NOT the full truth. It’s the full lies
I love the part where I only came to click the dislike button, but stayed for the comments.
You know the truth...about all the lies you've both told. You got out of the institution you hate so be happy, shut your gob (no one cares you spoilt ingrates) and move on. Talk about 
flogging a dead horse. I'm starting to believe they were forced to leave because they obviously can't let it go.
Netflix  needs to stop calling it a docuseries when it is creative fiction, where they use footage from a Harry Potter premiere, Donald Trumps lawyer, and Katie Price coming out of court. 
Shame on you.
Harry now realizes there’s a hierarchy………MM just snaps her fingers she’s totally magic!

There's hierarchy in the family...what a smart statement. Of course there is hierarchy in every family, especially in a royal family. It's always been so since the dawn of human being I 
guess...it's called parents, first child, second child, etc etc. What his insinuating here is a subtle jealousy which really surprising he never showed it all before he met the master of his life. 
He used to be carefree  individual never seemed to care about it all but now he suddenly showed his true color. He wished he was William but since he's not and actually it was his own 
mother who called him Spare....not anyone else...so he thinks now it should be blamed on "HIERARCHY" he just to ashamed to admit he made that choice to leave the life of duty and 
service, now he wants all the privilege but not wanting to do a work and whining about hierarchy? seriously....this is what you get when an entitled spoiled brat never learn a thing at 
school. Man up, get a real job HARRY so you can provide for and protect your family. why should royal family or even British people you disdain so much paying you a dime for your high life 
lifestyle in America doing nothing but looking for media attention all the time? Talking racism....the only racist person ever come out from Royal family is lo and behold...HARRY! being 
young and reckless doesn't escape you from responsibility of things you said and done. He was teenager and that what you get when you learn nothing at all at school and all you do is 
partying and messing around foolishly. Even an elementary school know about that particular history about holocaust, and RF protected him so well no serious backlash against his 
stupidity and ignorance, he also the one who called a man of service in military...a paki....when not one of his family ever show any slightest sign of being a racist, they welcomed and work 
with many people from every culture every color. He never apologized for that nor wanting to address about that publicly. NOT ONE OF HIS FAMILY BEING SUCH AN ANTISEMITE AND 
RACIST AS HARRY WAS, AND IT WAS IN PUBLIC DISPLAY, HIS FAMILY WELCOME HIS MASTER MEGAN WITH OPEN ARM AND WARMEST LOVE AND TREATMENT. what an irony now his 
family is racist and he suddenly become a hero for standing up against racism in his own family along with his 'IM CAUCASIAN" most of the time but now "IM 43% NIGERIAN" sometimes 
pale sometimes overly and uneven tanned wife...like how low can he goes with all these false claims....I think this is what they wanted, bad press still a press...since they can't get a good 
one...being infamous also fine as long as I got the dollar....and....really suck working yea....you have to beg and bow to NETFLIX money to do a poorly acting reality show WHICH FULL OF 
HEAVILY SCRIPTED AND OBVIOUS LIES...shame on you HARRY!
SPARE ME 
I love the part where people in the comments make unfair judgments about people they have no personal connection to or personal knowledge of. What's the point of adding more 
negativity to the world? You don't like her, tune this out. Go on about your life.
megan and her spare tyre, harry are the best comedians ever! I don't know how the world coped without them.



What UTTER UTTER rubbish.. do they think that the general public is stupid?… NOONE and I mean NOONE believes a word that comes out of this collage of unrelated images used to create 
a narrative that is totally made up.. Netflix will feel our wrath as we leave our subscriptions in droves.. total lack of integrity ..
I love the part where Netflix thinks we really care about this story! I love the comments :P
Meghan !!’ Tear!!  Left eye GO!!!!
Ohhh she can do both eyes
What a piece of crap, this 2 are 🙄
He was a prince then her married a 🐍
I love the part when he Harry threatens that he will teach the British a lesson like he’s King Henry VIII incarnate, wielding the rack.  Sends shivers down my spine. 🤡 🤡🤡
I loved the part where they traveled back in time - to an era where racial hatred was commonplace - and then I realized it was just modern day progressive delusions.
Puh-leeze!!
I'm so sick of listening to these 2 whiney grifters.
All they do is bitch & complain.
PROFESSIONAL VICTIMS!!!
Pathetic LOSERS
A shame, that was inspirational!
Same!  🤣🤣🤣
And I’ve been here hours reading the comments!
No we won’t. We dont accept to be called racists and such for calling her out. She used peoples tax money like no other royal ever. They have been talking down on the British public and 
making up stories. They have treated our Queen terrible. We will not be quiet 😊
Why? Why should anyone look the other way and allow bad people to tell so many lies? Would you look the other way if the situation was reversed? No, you'd be screaming from the 
rooftops and overusing misguided clichés like "racism".
just like your defending someone you have no personal connection with? two narcissistic sociopaths you support are the most negative people. Can't get along with their families and make 
money selling family secrets while being in the new every day!
Let's vote for trailer 3 so we can have more comments 😢, let the left tear comedy roll y'all 🤣.
I love how MM claims the RF are racist, in a way she is right. After all she married swastika wearing Harry..oh the horror- she finally told a partial truth! I love how MM tries to channel 
Wallis  Simpson  similar storyline..wonder how this will end?
I would never watch this vile trash bin of made up lies but I do love how absolutely ridiculous and ridiculed these two imbeciles are and I love the part we all get to watch them spiraling 
quickly to utter doom and ruin
I love the part that Netflix gives in and provide us a documentary to satisfy our thirst to hate-watch Meghan and her Harry.  Thank you, Netflix. One line tear streaming continuously from 
my left eye.
I am here for the comments and iam not disappointed 😂 theses clowns should be embarrassed
Love ❤ the comments but there is 13K and growing. Maybe the comments could be made into a movie? The comments are so heartwarming, honest and funny. I feel one tear in my left 
eye…go.
I love the part where I don't watch it.
I love the part where they cannot keep staff they all keep leaving, why would that be? You are both true humanitarians and authentic.🤔 Tear leaking from my left eye.
Only here for the comments
I love the part where Netflix gives a raging narcissist and her spineless enabler a platform.
I love the part when NF interviews the people of Sussex, because that’s what real documentaries do, and glean their thoughts about their representation.



I love where Netflix couldn’t find enough actual images of Haz and Meg for their ‘we are victims of the media’ story, that they had to use stock images of Haz with Chelsy and the H Potter 
premiere. Their commitment to distorting reality is incredible. Do they think we’re stupid? I hope their stock prices drop as hard as the tears from my left eye.
I loved the part where Netflix poured time and money into a mediocre doc about two very boring and whiny people. 
Harry has created in himself a persona of protecting his family which is laughable. Outstanding how much of a pawn Harry has become in Meghan's ambitious plan.
I love how Harry treats his family during his families and the worlds first Christmas without the Queen by forcing them to deal with this...How Nobel of him. I am sure his grandmother and 
grandfather as well as his mom are proud of that. NOT!!!!
2 total wankers.
I lost all (if any left previously) of respect for both of them…..
Poor Hermes girl only 5k for a blanket
All I can say is, the only thing i looove about this video is the comment section!! Oh dear Harry, the former prince & duke of sussex, and Meghan, a woman of color, the actress we know 
nothing about until Harry, may the both of you read these wonderful comments, cause this will truly make your Christmas magical!

I HAD always liked Harry and hoped that one day he would marry my daughter but after the way hes carried on over the last few years he has definately fallen off my peddlestool i had him 
on. You never treat Family how hes treating his.  What they are doing is treason.  I hope the brittish government pass the laws to King Charles to remove the titles from them both.

I no longer have any respect for him at all.
HOW can Harry not see that SHE is the problem --- it is not everything or everyone else --- Harry, it is your wife who is the problem.
kissy 2.0
😂
Get in line! 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

of all the cr*p they have pulled, this is the worst one - the longest serving monarch , an icon is barely in the ground - the RF are going through enormous loss and this is what Harry and his 
wench do - they might think the money is worth it but its the lowest character ever exhibited by a "former' royal. i hope theyre booted entirely from the RF. It gone on too long.
I fear he’s too stupid
It appears now he is the biggest problem
OMG so cringe! Sickening beyond belief. Almost everyone can now see right through this charade
Netflix….you guys would have made more money, gotten praised, and gained new followers if instead of this fake victim documentary you guys would have invested in exposing Harry & 
Megan. All their manipulating ways, all their  tactful responses to “tell the truth” all while leaving out the damaging details, and all the backstabbing they have done that they don’t want to 
get out.
Traitor Harry and his monster wife go to NYC to pickup their fake racist award that they paid for. Disgusting!
Once Meghan has used Harry for her own greed he's done for.
I like the part where Harry and Meghan make a whole reality show around the premise that the royal family is racist but still always refer to themselves as Duke and Duchess.
I really think this series will talk about Princess Diana, Kate and Meghan's struggles with the press along with their issues with the Royal Family. I'm excited for the series.
Disgusting couple
Two attention seeking money grabbing twats......
Rich people's problems are weird!
I love how H/M have their (or is it her’s) attorney in this - she isn’t biased at all. 😮
Cringe!



The World would of respected them if they lead  the private quiet life they said they were going to lead. Instead all they’ve done is bully his family. Who’s the bullies ?
I love the part where Megan said she didn't even know who Harry was, but on their first date wore Diana's favorite perfume.
hapless hasbeen nd narcissistic neverwas harkle. Bringing racial agitation wherever they go.  Stunningly organic, authentic and compassionate.
They should reimburse Canada too for the security they provided when they lived there before they moved to their mansion in California.
Truly one of the documentaries of all time.
Comment section is more entertaining then the trailer 🤣
Just imagine a rift between blood brothers caused by a woman. She has an agenda

I love the part where H uses images of his Mother’s “persecution” by the evil press to sell his docu series after years of whinging about how the press used his mother to sell things! 🥱
This, and NetFlix's erasure of White Males, families and culture, IP and virtue signaling, is why i no longer watch it.
They have to use footage of Diana and Catherine because they actually did have press hounding them, Meghan didn’t. There was so little images of Meg being followed that they even used 
stock photos as fillers.
If you are silly enough to actually watch this, count the number of images of Meg with press and the other two with press and see for yourself how fabricated the story is.
Ooof I can’t wait to watch the aftermath YouTube videos of peoples thoughts on this 😂
I love the part where the sub texts are so so obvious The Great Pretender, Sex Lies and Racist Media, Gone Narcissist Girl, Richard IV (Harry is jealous of nephew George), I Who Have 
Nothing except 100 million, Measure for Measure, The White Devils...
This “documentary” is fiction
I love the part when Meghan attended the polo game reincarnation of Pretty Woman n got squashed during the trophy photo session🤣 wonder why she was taking photos with the guys 
.. must be because Kate did same
Kudos to Netflix for not shutting down the comments. These are brilliant! 😂
I love the part where Diana once described her own son Harry as "a bit thick"... nailed it.
I loved the part where megan said "It's Meghaning time" and Merkled all over Harry. Brought a fat tear to my left eye.
I love the part where now these two are terrorizing the entire world of whining-fest of podcast, interview, articles, documentary ALL because NOBODY ask Rachel how she was  4 years 
ago… Good Grief!! 🙄
I love the part where she lectures the world about the need for compassion and goes the extra mile to personally demonstrate such compassion by ignoring her father when he has a heart 
attack, refusing to ever let him see his purported grandchildren and then ignoring him yet again when he has a major stroke. I love the part where she shows her signature brand of 
compassion to her uncle by not attending his funeral or even bothering to send condolences to the family. That must bring a tear to the left eye of each member of her family and "friends" 
that she has used and discarded "like something stuck to the bottom of her shoe"  as her ex, Trevor Engelson, put it.
I love the part where she brought a camera crew to Uvalde to photograph her laying flowers, in saintly fashion, for the poor children, lest the forgetful world lose track for a single moment, 
of how deeply loving and compassionate she is. I love the part where she behaves like a sadistic bully, openly threatening the Royal Family that since she was not made to sign an NDA (as 
she cunningly requires all her staff to do) she can "say anything"  but is not worried because she's convinced she can distract the public with a tiresome stream of PR puff pieces full of lying 
drivel.  I love the part where she complains about how badly she is treated while actively working to destroy the reputations and livelihoods.of innocent people.  What a role model! I feel a 
tear welling up in my left eye.
I love the way they have Christopher Bouzy in the trailer. Such an honest upright and forthright citizen. Has he been served with court papers after lying and defaming Nate the Lawyer, 
YankeeWally and paid back the rent he owed?
Thought these two attention whores wanted privacy  🤣😂🤣😂
It doesn't matter what they say. They still get treated differently. Boycott the show if you don't like it.



I dont care cause the truth is what ou are saying is the truth buth not what everyone else is, one day you will realize that your wife has brought you down and your mother up in heaven is 
very sad.. PS i do hope your father our king takes your title away.
I love the part where Meghan never had the intention of becoming a royal but instead saw this stint as a stepping stone to revive her faltering career in Hollywood. How she laid a paper 
trail to be able to claim she was mistreated by the royals to not look like the ruthless opportunist that she is. How she disowned her father based on a ridiculous photo story because he 
knows too much about her and would have blown her carefully crafted cover and all her lies in front of the royals. And how she disowned her entire family, mother and father side, 
because they weren’t ‘posh’ enough to fit her new lifestyle and might like her dad have unintentionally uncovered some carefully crafted fib stories of hers. 

So much goodness in a person really is hard to find. I’m enormously touched which brings a tear to left eye.
At school all we ever studied in the history of the British royal family is how they fought each other. So this is not surprising content.
I love the part where Haz appears to blame the RF, who had always protected him, for stories in the press but it didn’t occur to him that it could have been staff who were disgruntled 
because Meghan had maliciously bullied them. Tears of laughter at his stupidity are falling from my left eye.
I love these two...and I'm happy to see then use this platform to tell their own story....it's disgusting how everyone hates on this couple but yall don't hate on nasty prince Andrew smh as a 
black American I read all the hate filled comments and I know it's rooted in jealous and hate coming from white Brits and their equally disturbed white American friends...I rarely see 
people of color hate on these two why? Because we know the art of minding our own business
I really enjoyed the bit where Hazbeen and Nutmeg are convinced that the reveal of their second 'powerful' trailer would actually sway public sentiment! Left eye tear trembles with 
fragility.
With the trailers, I can see:
These two are shameless and being self victimized themselves to gain attention.
Things in their story production are fabricated and staged for show.
Their greed and need for $$$$ make themselves non-integrity in every way.
So disgusting for them to cheat the audience.
I look forward to giving this a big thumbs down, not interested then cancelling my Netflix account
I love that Diana famously said to him "shush Harry, sit down " .Best advice she ever gave him. Pity he didn't listen.
 @Ansunette  🏆
But what do you mean! Those first photos of her father were unforgivable! Looking at a magazine of Britain? Outrageous! Working out? Get out of here ! (Sarcastic)
You've summed up this awful sociopathic narcissist that is known as Harry's wife EXACTLY!
I love the part where people say Meghan worked in Hollywood instead of in Canada! What a talent she is! Not even Hollywood could contain her skillful acting! My left eye tear shall never 
be as realistic as hers!
Nailed it!
I LOVED the part where Meghan just wanted so desperately to get away from media attention that she only created a podcast, went on Oprah, pitched to do voiceover work all the main 
media outlets and made a Netflix documentary
Like them or not, at least now they get to control the narrative and they get a piece of the proverbial pie. Just saying!
Harry and Meghan, surely you are here reading comments😂, 
from Mexico: please do yourself a favor and shut your mouths!, we are sick to see you, we need you to seek your privacy that you have been begging for so much, HYPOCRITES!!!
Do you remember when Netflix made that film, Cuties, about little girls dancing in their underwear and being overtly sexualised in a really disturbing way that made everyone question if 
the company was run by pedophiles? Yeah, this is worse.
Will not be watching this garbage @Netflix Harry and Meghan are such a disgrace🤮🗑They both need a real job and quot attention seeking🤮🗑🙄I can't stand Caillou, but I'd rather 
sit there and watch that whiney lil prick over these two clowns 🤡🤡



These two are professional victims 
Cant wait to se how oppressed they are
Why aren't they satisfied? How can one be private & public at the same time? 
1st interview with Oprah
2nd,  Netflix
What is their agenda???
They left for given reasons I get it but why create  hatred to the royal family/ his family? Apart from money, is there anything to gain really?
I would have loved to see them move on, create new spaces, thrive, help the vulnerable but he'll no.... so sad, exhausted & Perturbed
Oh my goodness the whole comment section is a meme page
I love the part when Netflix has to tell the Markles that the trailer view numbers represent people returning over and over again for the comments. It's the full truth Harry.
Mr. Harry Markle is already my favorite royal.

I love the part when Harry told us on Oprah, that Nutmeg was suicidal & he went to Buckingham Palace HR for help, instead of picking up the phone and making an appointment with a 
psychiatrist. How bloody dumb can you be???? Stupid is, what stupid does. It’s obvious they still aren’t getting the essential therapy they both desperately need. One tear. Left eye. Go!!!

I LOVED the part where Netflix looked at the 270,000 plus downvotes (before YT removed them) and went “hmm maybe given narcissistic Me-Me all this attention isn’t a good idea.”
Royal rock star 😂😂😂😂😂😂
I love the part where these entitled twits think they could ever be sympathetic figures to anyone. What a waste of money Netflix!
I really LOVED as an English person when I was working class cleaning toilets that my tax money helped pay for their private jet and designer clothes, and their wedding fees, then for 
Meghan to tell me I’m a massive racist and for them to go to America to make more money.
The Amazon river runs for thousands of miles. At some points it runs through areas of the rainforest that are almost untouched and have been barely explored. Because of the porous lime 
stone in these areas, the river leaks through the stone and travels deep into the earth, and forms underground pools almost a mile below the surface. Over thousands of years small blind 
transparent fish have lived and evolved in these pools.  These fish have never seen the sun or surface and have never been seen by the human eye….. These fish care more about this than I 
do.
I love the part where Haz says they don’t want media attention, but barely a day goes by without brave Meg leaking stories to the press, even during Earthshot to steal headlines. I can’t cry 
a tear from my left eye for these lying hypocrites. Sorry, not sorry.
Stomach-churning garbage. More pathetic confected outrage and an avalanche of lies from this grasping, treacherous couple. Let the message go out loud and clear, their credibility is in 
tatters. Enough is enough.
Privileged pieces of garbage

❤
You forgot one tear, left eye lol!
You forgot the endless interviews with the cut, vanity fair, the ellen show etc... etc...
 @Mona S  yes she was squatting and sucking on the Ellen show.
And the endless whining. Poor nutmeg.
This is complete mental gymnastics - anyone with a brain would see there is a stark difference between the British media publishing cruel and offensive material about Meghan and her 
doing the podcasts, Oprah and voiceover work. In the latter, she has agency over her experiences and can talk about them in the way she wants.
 @Pragya  the irony.
Do not forget finding freedom



i love the part where the toxic two cant resist and come here to read the comments ,there will be quite a gush of tears from the left eyes!! :face-turquoise-covering-eyes::eyes-purple-
crying:😂
True

I love the part when Harry says he loves her so much he would blackface himself just for her. But also tells her that he can´t because it wouldn´t fit with his SS Uniform at partys! Brave Boy!
It doesn't matter if it's a reality show you can't rewrite the facts Meghan was never harassed by the press, Meghan was not harassed when she was a supporting actress in the series 
recorded in Canada, she was not harassed by the press during her 2 years on the run in the RF, so she had a plan to return to the US and be that famous actress with the help of the title, 
because even so NOBODY WANTS HER AROUND, she is a fraud, she is an opportunist and people know it, even the fake world of Hollywood knows it.
They murdered his mother. 🎯
Bousy being involved just confirms the fraud. He's even sketchier than her. DO SOME RESEARCH.
So many of you are more bothered by this trailer than your “Sovereign” taking millions of dollars from the Bin Ladens. Hmmm….
Meghan is nothing she just use Harry narcissist woman...
I love the part where Netflix actually thinks people will watch this hogwash. It will be another cringe, boring, woke production that people will turn off after 2 minutes… if they even press 
play at all.

I love how Meghan goes on with her chin up despite being permanently trapped in that Cartier "slave" bracelet that one of her previous husbands abusively forced her to wear. So brave!
A docu series built on lies. How can anyone now believe the truth from any docu series produced by Netflix? Totally tarnished its image with this travesty.
Is NetFlix setting up the Porkles because they know this will expose them?
These 2 people are publicity Jackels
LOL, you're trying AGAIN? Yes, I'm SO SAD about the hateful millionaire and her joke of a husband suffering from....what exactly? I have no respect for people abusing their families and 
their enablers. Harry and Meghan can both go hug a cactus. They're DONE.
I loved the part where Meghan demonstrated what a truly good friend she really is by flashing her beaver at her BFF's husband during a tennis match. It made my eye well up...one tear, 
left eye.
I love the part where she eats a poisoned apple and lies there forever since no one wants to kiss her and wake her up- that would end the peace and quiet! 😂
the worst son ever: Harry. Don't remind your mom ever.
How she wiped away her tears! The best moment!
Barf 🤢
And Netflix gives more money to these grifters? I AM NOT GIVING MY MONEY TO Netflix anymore, I will not support Harry & Meghan!
I didn’t watch it nor do I plan to watch it. I’m just here for the comments and they are most definitely gold!
I love the part where people love a part without actually seeing the complete part of it.
Ehhh…I’ll be watching it! Are you kidding me? This is gonna be brill!!!! I reckon Netflix will crash! Can’t wait!!!!
she must have realized he made a lot more money than hazz, so she had to do what she always does
Flashing her beaver, I’m dead 😂
Megsy Baby always needs back up 😂
I love the part where Netflix is paying so much for this worthless boring, annoying so-called victim lying couple.
Why are people saying I love the part so much
I love the part when I can finally use the word parsimonious to describe someone.



She has played a great game of manipulating him into thinking she is a media “victim” like his mother, while still courting media attention. She’s prayed upon his loss of a “victimised” 
princess mother figure. He has fallen for everything.
Royal Rockstar.  Seriously?  Disgusting delusional disgraced. Time to cancel Netflix. Why are you feeding this disgraced couple. Shame on you.
As far as the hierarchy goes, does hazbeen care about all the people in the line of succession who got pushed down the line when he was born? Andrew, Edward, Anne too, and more. 
Course not!
I will love Kate more & more when watching this video. Meg is so fake
111K dislikes

I love the part where they use photos that have absolutely nothing to do with them. I love the part where they lie themselves blue in the face. I love the parts where they pretend to 
tolerate each other as life partners. I love the part where she’s pretending to be pregnant. I wouldn’t watch this reality show if they paid me to do it. You made a bad choice Netflix.
I loved the part where they told the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth and even used authentic photographs of them with the paparazzi! Truly legendary. Nothing like it. No 
thirst for fame and attention. Total victims. Wow.
ah shit here we go again
As a person of color, I love the part where she doesn’t invite any of her mother’s family to the wedding. I also love the part where people of color were excited to see themselves 
represented in the Royal Family only to have her leave and burn bridges behind her thus leaving us with only cheesy podcasts and pathetic shows on Netflix. Thanks Smeg!
He was never allowed to think critically about his own mum, or question her, so now he is with another woman he doesn’t think critically about, or question.
Don't you all love the part when eco warrior meghan and harry flew to nyc on a private jet ahead of their netflix docuseries release whilst lecturing us the plebs to reduce our carbon 
footprint by flying commercials? My left eye is crying as i write this!
I haven’t seen this many left eye comments since the 90s
All of this is just sad time for all of them - no winners 
I wished more than anything it could of been different for all of them. I so wanted the brothers to be happy-
Why do family members hurt other family members again?
For the money? They're rich enough.
It’s time for Harry & Meghan to give up his royal titles.
I love the part where she sided with the Natives against the colonial establishment and stood between the bulldozer and the Native's huts... 🥺
I truly hope every BRF family member, courtier & staff read these comments for therapy.  I  can't believe what they've had to go through & are continuing to endure.  It's truly sickening.  
The Narcles are limbo olympic champions.  It's astonishing they can still manage to go lower & lower at this point!!! I truly hope this is the final nail from them.  God only knows what Spare 
(us) has in store after this!!! OMG.  No wonder Judhaz looks like a serial killer on the cover - he's out to fully destroy his own family!!! These people need conservatorships they are insane.  
The fact that they have children is scary.  Narc parents are the worst.  Especially ones that behave like sociopathic 12 year old bullies.
Meme from the Rings of Power trailers... indicative of disbelief in how faithful the presentation will be to what actually happened.
 @D W  thanks for explaining!
exactly. she even googled him extensively before their first date. everything was planned
Netflix subscribers are feeding the charlatans directly from their hard-earned salaries...
Well Piers Morgan said that, not Netflix
It wasn't enough to be /almost/ at the top of the heap in the country and leverage that as a force for good...

(Hence Meghan's comments about being one plane crash away from the throne ~)
 @D W  True. He's beyond belief 😠



Exactly! 
💯🎯 THIS. That’s when I knew she was sus. IMO
I love the part where they point out that the royal family and UK tabloids pay Thomas Markle to betray Meghan, before the wedding.  That was a great revelation to the world.
Oprah and Serena were there so who needs family? 🤣
 @kckckc  that says a lot about what’s important to her.
👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏
Her mother was there
Well said.
 @matthew lockyer  yes the mother that disappeared for ages and left her to be raised by her father.
 @matthew lockyer  and that’s it. I didn’t say her mother wasn’t invited. I said none of her mother’s family. Was that not clear enough for you? To have a huge wedding like that and invite 
one family member, her mom, is very strange. When was the last time you went to a wedding with hundreds of people and the bride or groom only invited one family member? It shows 
she doesn’t get along with her mom’s side of the family either.
The royal family have always been the same dirty low scum who are not even British the royal family are done in the Uk what the USA dose not realise the royal family are nothing but a 
tourist attractions that bring money into London who live In house owned by tax payers please don’t think the all uk purports them we don’t they want throwing out Harry’s mum was 
more royal and the main lot they was brought over in the 2nd world threw our lot not being able to keep their trousers on and got sti that’s why our royal family died out then they 
brought these over and the queens uncle did what Harry did chose love rather than a pole shoved his ass
Yes and her mother’s family are really sweet folks who spent a lot of time with Megan growing up. They said they were really hurt and bemused not to be invited, which is so sad.
 @matthew lockyer  read the room Sugar! I love that you have missed the point completely.
😂
I love the part where Huz earns money on his moms death. Speculation on mom's death how remarkable. Sick of you
Grifters
I am loving the comments here 😂😂😂
I dont think its going to be about bashing the RF afterall H respected his GM too much  to do that but it will probably be abt the 'firm' beibg a sh*t place to 'work' and the English gutter  
press being so  revolting and gossipy and just nasty muck raking idiots.
Watching  for sure.
I love the entire thing and how it's going down the pot. She's the Princess of Narcissism.
Toxic Harry Toxic Meghan
You guys got what you wanted now MOVE ON 
I also love the part when Harry drops the bombshell news that there is hierarchy in the royal family.  Guess what, Sherlock? You were close to the top of that hierarchy and you should be 
counting your blessings and not whining about how awful the silver medal is.
I do not know of anyone who will watch Shia pretend shit of lies I would never subscribe to Netflix and if I had it I would surly cancel my subscription
One fool for another. 
A dirty game. Your a ass. Life is dirty. Your not special because your in the family
I love the part where they show paparazzi but they were all for his mum years ago and there are zero shots of anyone hounding Harry and his wife.
I loved the part where JK Rowling walked the red carpet, it was a thrill to see the turn out for all the Harry Potter cast!
When you have to use footage from a Harry Potter premiere to try and pretend you were hounded by the press……
We don't know the full truth and we don't careeee
Disgusting



I love that at least the flopCast is over!
I love the part where Harry comes to the sudden realization that the Royal Family is hierarchical.  DUH!
Guess Harry needs a history lesson.
I love the part where Harry states there is a  hierarchy in the firm implying it was an evil thing.  Funny that, I thought their was a hierarchy in all organisations and businesses - government, 
police force, military, schools, businesses, tech start etc. etc.; isn’t that the efficient way to run an organisation?
а чего дизлайки скрываете, позорники? репорт вам.
Plus they look out the back of the car they are in and there's nobody there🤣🤣🤣
Oh, and I also love the part when Harry says 'Nobody knows what goes on behind closed doors.'     Very astute, Harry!
Only visited to see how many down votes - currently 110K ( 278k on first trailer v 22k up votes).  Cant bring myself to watch the trailer and certsainly wont be watching the trashy Netflix 
show because I have cancelled my subscription.  I hope this brings down the Company along with these 2 hard done by moaning nobodies
I have now upgraded Gingervitis to Harritosis, as every time he opens his piehole to tell another lie it stinks. Both MEGraine and Harritosis are peddling truth decay and so are NETFLIX. 
UGH.
I love the part where they show how the people of Britain rallied around her, supported  and adored her because they are racist
My favorite part of all this hallaballo is that in years to come, William will be remembered as a King and Harry will be remembered as a wannabe reality star, if that….
Hmm
Liz Garbage may want to look for a new job. She has knowingly peddled LIES and DECEIT in these pathetic trailers. Using stock shots from the Harry Potter premier on July 2011 pretending 
its the paps after Gingervitis and MEGraine? SURELY she knows better. FYI NETFLIX, I canceled my subscription, so did other family members.
I love the part when Harry whines that his dad cut him off financially during the Oprah interview. What about the rest of us who actually have to work for a living?
I love the part where everyone stfu
Netflix keeps rising their fees, just to dump money on a couple like this one!!?? Why??? There is so much talent out there, genuinely interesting productions, artists who deserve a space 
and aren't demanding the millions of dollars the two clowns with royal titles demand.  There are people who can use the money just for their basic needs, if Netflix really wants to just 
dump money somewhere, go make a documentary on how far 100,000,000 can go to help families in need in the state of California, for example.  It'd me much more interesting than 
watching whiney middle aged entitled brats who got accepted millions of dollars just to get attention and luxury living.
Poor Harry and Meghan, my heart goes out to these poor unfortunate souls. How they have suffered. It must be so hard to be so delusional. As a person of color, I will say this: Meghan is 
race baiting. She is using her race to spin stories. It’s a very cheap trick. Harry, dude, grow up, man up, stop being a human handbag.
Yeah I love that part also.
I love the part when these two "so called" environmentalists drop their reality show teaser trailer when a true environmentalist program was taking place. Great respect for the well-
deserved earthshot prize winners.
What they lack is dignity. What about that ‘dignified silence’ Meghan?
Because everybody loves a little good ole’ fashion perjurer.
for some reason, this couple is so unlikable. lol
What the hell!  WILL NOT WATCH THIS PATHETIC DUO.  Netflix,  wise up.  Dump these idiots.   Are you trying to lose money?
I love the part when Harry and Meghan realize William and Kate now find them humorous along with millions of other people. Tear in left eye.
I love the part where Me-Gain goes to Uvalde with her film crew when she shouldn't have done that and for some positive PR and netflix material.
Why use images of William and Catherine? I wonder if they got permission to do that and the other pics unrelated to their story ( Is this like The Crown? Fiction?)…
I love the part where they give away all their money to help the poor and live for years rejecting the fame they say hurts them. Oh wait…
Truth decay...what a great turn of phrase!
This!!! 👏👏👏👏



Most definitely
Why don’t they do a series on the fall-out with Meghan’s family eh?!! Why always the RF? Money money moneeyy. The trouble is there is a fool born every minute n so plenty of gullible 
supporters of this odious couple n their narrative.
I love how Harry and Meghan stepped down from being senior royals and moved from the UK to the US so that they would be safe from paparazzi, and now they are grasping to be 
recognized by the press and media, doing interviews with Oprah, having a book deal, doing a Netflix special, and leaking tidbits to the press so that they can control cough the 
conversation. My left eye tears up for them and all of their torture. Surely no other royal in history has been forced to go through what they are going through. cough cough
Shame on netflix to pay this scammers such amounts of money to play this soap drama lies. People should stand up against their way. They are bullying us with their empty media content 
to support their rich high life.
A war against Meghan? I’m sure the citizens of Ukraine immediately contacted Meghan to offer their sympathies and tell her they know what she’s going through. 🙄
They're asking too much. 

They're asking us to believe that there are sketchy media dealings by Royal Family (while they themselves are being super shady when releasing these trailers and the sketchy use of images 
that have nothing to do with them to trick people into believing what they're saying).

Also, using their own idea of 'women who marry into the british royal family' as a vulnerable group of people, they are the most public exploiters of this vulnerable group!!!
I love the part where Meghan "misremembered" when giving evidence TO A JUDGE, then luckily since the court case was in the UK, she didn't get jail time but instead just had to write an 
apology. I hope she handwrote it in her "calligraphy".

I LOVED the part where Megan cured cancer and world hunger simply by being around, and proved all her haters wrong and proved she was perfect in every way. Oh and Harry’s in it too.
Absolutely Disgusting!!  Cancelling Netflix for sure after this horrendous glimpse of absolute liable trash they are about to spew!!!  May Netfix and these liars get exactly what they deserve 
very soon!!  God Bless the true Royals the Prince and Princess of Whales, William and Kate, and King Charles and Queen Consort Camilla!  GOD SAVE THE KING!!!!
Anyone know the count ratios (was 10 to 1 Downvote),,, apparently need to download an add-on to see it.
Isn't it great to see Harry prevailing against misrepresentation? All those lovely Photographers right there for us to Witness it.Bless.Just a shame he has no magic wand to make them 
disappear.Time for another Spell .
Diana, for all her faults and strong points, remained LOYAL to the RF and never turned her back to the Queen’s legacy. Even her interview w Basheer (n now we know she was tricked into 
it) was muted n discreet insofar as she spoke factually abt Charles, Camilla and her. The Queen herself faced backlash at Di’s death for William n that ungrateful whinging Harry! SHAME ON 
YOU HARRY MARKLE. You are no longer a Windsor!!
It will be disaster to the family if someone marries to a wrong guy/lady.
I love the part where Meghan tells Climate Change straight to it's face that it is racist and Boom it goes away!
I've never felt so sad for multi millionaires, finally cut off by Daddy. My heart is breaking for these two victims... especially having to endure a tax layer funded wedding! Ugh! Show me 2 
people who suffered this much in the last 100 years! Netflix I hope you lose your shorts over this dribble! Lessons need to be learned!

Here before they turn-off the comment section... LOL! Seriously though, screw them all and we know who is the most evil at the top because they're still alive but not far behind that c@nt 
Lizzy! Meghan is a divesting bedwrench and her parents are first to blame she is a WOC/POC and is conveniently black. I could care less how they are affected by al of this. I digress now!
is Netflix not concerned that so much of the footage is not even real - does not depict actual photographers pursuing the Duke and Duchess of Sussex -  I would not be happy about my 
reputation if I was Liz Garbus, side-eye for any "documentaries" she directs in future. 👀
I love the part when Harry says « I'm a typical guy » while sitting in the tea house of his villa that includes 16 bathrooms.



I love the part where King Charles for his first state dinner invites the representatives from South Africa to repair the damage done by his daughter-in-law.  So humanitarian of her to write 
encouraging messages on bananas for the sex workers and crying with the impoverished women within earshot to whine that no one asked if she is ok (never mind the minions who will 
never have a shot at her lifestyle). 

And so brave of her to call the three-story residence she, Hapless, and Archie stayed in a “housing unit.” And then to brave the nonexistent fire to save Archie from death! She was forced 
to attend a scheduled event after that climatic nonevent!  So brave…so brave she skipped out of other scheduled events.

And lets not forget her selflessness in comparing her wedding to the joyous celebrations of Nelson Mandela’s release. She could have said hers was greater, but she sweetly toned it down 
to being on par.

Oh, that left eye tear, again.
She is another Amber Heard.
Hahahahahahahaha....................... These two deserve each other.
well said!!
But most importantly, did they ask her if she was okay?  Are you okay Meghan?

In their delusional minds only! We must never forget that each one has claimed on various occasions to be mentally ill. Therefore, whatever they say can only be taken with a grain of salt.
That one made laugh!
I know. I wish they’d put it back
14k likes, 110k dislikes, 13,193 comments of utter disgust
I love the part where Meghan cries and whines about being oppressed while wearing designer clothes and crown jewels.
Their story, again. Move on! Work on being humble and happy with what you have.
Thanks for the reminder to cancel my subscription. What a crock of 🐂💩
Who is able to see the actual stats on this trailer?

Is anyone asking themselves why legacy media will not stop trashing Harry and Megan? I’m not saying Harry and Megan are innocent, but I find it odd that legacy media in unison and lock 
step keep pumping out negative crap about these two constantly. As if the monarchy is a spotless lamb. They’re not. The monarchy has covered up so much, most recently the despicable 
behavior and crimes of Prince Andrew! Not to mention how they treated Diana, and the way they allowed Charles and Camilla to treat her. I wonder, I just wonder if maybe Megan and 
Harry’s side of the story is far more true than the monarchy’s. The monarchy is part of the deep state as far as I’m concerned based off of their track record.
I look forward to the part where Harry and Meghan explain why throwing his entire family and the British people under the bus - for 15 minutes of fame - was worth it. Such an 
inspirational and brave couple, teaching us all how to be compassionate. It brings a tear to my left eye.
MAY THE WILL OF LORD GOD ALMIGHTY BE DONE ON EARTH AS IT IS IN HEAVEN, IN THE NAME OF LORD JESUS CHRIST, AMEN SND AMEN. MAY GOD ALMIGHTY BLESS, PROTECT, 
PROSPER, STRENGTHEN PRINCE HARRY & MEGHAN AND THEIR TWO ADORABLE CHILDREN.
When Sparry Met Smegma
What a load of utter garbage.
I love the part when Meghan says she is empowering women yet she was bullying 3 years old girl, trashing her husbands family (let’s call it elder abuse and also bullying Catherine, Princess 
of Wales), also bullied and still bullies her staff who can never stay much longer.
I can't wait to NOT see this one.



I love the part where Harry and his minder said after their Netflix series aired and the memoir was published, they were going to make up with his family. As if......., but the sentiment 
brought a tear to my left eye, and it was a whopper!
Prince Harry is the child of Lady Diana. Although Meghan is not a royal, we expect better from Prince Harry.
Harry and Meghan ❤
Awesome, I've been looking for a new comedy to watch!
JUST NOTICED.... 1st trailer comments were way over 65k .... today... around 45k....
They have done nothing but attract bad press to themselves since they left by putting out piece are piece of media gaslighting, including misinformation about their children. To suggest 
they left because of bad press back in the UK is ridiculous.
Not even enough content for a 1 minute trailer.  40% stock footage, 20% still photos, 30% stolen footage from other places; the remaining 10% is hot garbage.
I'm just here for the comments🔥🔥🔥
I love the part where Harry loses his mother at a young age, therefore Meghan is hurt the most out of everyone in the world 🙄
yes and it seem she picks her most expensive outfits to visit the most impoverished & disenfranchised.  so down to earth! so heroic!! it's like when Maria Carey called her a diva & then she 
told everyone she was about to Narkle Mariah hard, & then she realized she was just talking about her beauty, chicness & fabulosity!"  When she called herself fabulous my left eye ran out 
of tears from 😂😂😂 so hard!!! she's so humble she needs to be canonized like now
Understand have to download some kind of add-on to see it. Some folks on Twitter have been giving stats (yesterday think it was a 10 to 1 Downvote ratio)
 @Lori Black  yeah, I was wondering who had and knew the # on this trailer. The first one was blown away.
Awe.... You're touching words about her just bring a single tear to my left eye
I thought counts changed too (there are screenshots on Twitter yesterday,,.like 10 to 1 ratio downvotes.) Posters above mentioned that moderators are deleting comments when they 
speak of more aggregeous lies that could have defamation ramifications. As my Mother used to say... There is no truth. There is only perception. Brand is just a perception, and perception 
will match reality over time. One things for sure... ithe perception right now is of a  lying, self absorbed & unkind couple who will throw their families under the bus to make a buck off 
them.
🤣

yea, think the 20something vanity Instagram shots are going to be a big part of the Docuseries. These people are 40something, like they are emotionally & maturity stunted by 20 years.
I Loved the part when l searched “suits sex scene” after this trailer.
Send them to New Zealand!
I love the part of the story when the HEROES (archetype), the self-proclaimed HUMANITARIANS, are revealed as the OUTLAWs (archetype) aka BULLIES.
Harry is a disgusting race traitor.  Scumbag just like his sluuut mother.
lmao the guy at :30 is most likely a con artist, youtuber Nate The Lawyer has been covering him for a long while now.
I love the part where the RF AND the people of Britain are soooo RACIST yet she was welcomed to the RF with open arms.  The then Charles Prince of Wales walked her part way down the 
aisle on her wedding day and was caring with her mother Doria. I love the part where NO ONE was willing to help her to learn the rules in the palace but she was offered help but wouldn't 
take it because Haz would help her with anything she needed. I love the part where she "empowers" women yet has relied on men to get her ANYTHING that she has apparently achieved 
on her own. I love the part where Catherine made her cry, oh wait...one of the so many lies that she has told. We've all lost count on the numerous lies. No we don't want to hear you side 
of the story because you can't be trusted. It's all fantasy.
I love the part when Meghan said she didn't know about the RF but has a photo in front of the palace from when she was a teen, wrote about Kate in her blog, has a picture with a 
magazine with Kate on the cover, oh and also knew Kate was dubbed "Waity Katie". Americans who don't follow the BRF have never heard of Waity Katie.
I love the part when Harry and Meghan use footage of paparazzi from other events that didn't even include them.  Shame on Netflix for using these photos trying to make it look like Harry 
and Meghan were being hounded by paparazzi.  They weren't!



Looking forward to hearing their story from their perspective.
I love the part when Harry complains about his father cutting him off at the young age of 36, forcing him to fence for himself and rely on his multimillion dollar trust fund to live in a tiny 15-
bathroom villa. This is so relatable.
God, I wonder if they're reading these comments!! How much does one believe their own lies... unbelievable
I hate the part that I can't see the number of dislikes of this clip. Show us the dislikes YOUTUBE!!!!
I love the part where prince Louis was curious about the newest member of the family, baby Archie and she would not let him touch him and shuuu him away from sleeping baby - ❤such 
a protective mother 💕I love how protective they both are over family -  
I love the part when they are so determined to tell the truth  that they are able to time travel to a Harry Potter Premier in 2011 and a 1938 visit by Queen Mary. So courageous of them to 
stand up to those that call them liars.
By the way, Dr Emmett Brown and Marty McFly called and want their  DeLorean back.
Netflix deffo trolling with the comments being open
This one's called Harry Hewitt and his Hooker Stunning and Brave Part 2
I love the fact that Netflix goes all out in celebrating narratives of lies and deceit! They think it might be the best way to achieve world peace!🤑🤑🤑
Megain & Haz = Losers!  Plus, I'm afraid Netflix has now been thoroughly Markled...
I love the part where no one watches this 6 part  Mockumentary….just watch the YouTube reviews, keep the viewing numbers where they should be, LOW. The tear from my left eye, has 
decided to slide right back up. 😮
I note this movie is not about a couple. "SHE's becoming". Its ALL ABOUT MM! She's got her personal "documentary"
Send them to the moon!
Yup. Bouzy is a grifter. Birds of a feather indeed
Right? Who doesn’t have a multi-million dollar trust fund to float them for a few months until their book deal and Netflix money comes in?

“I mean, it’s one banana, Michael! What could it cost? $10?”

Such a man of the people!
I wish you would delete this. I feel so much compassion for them I have been sobbing out of my left eye for half an hour already.
 @Lucysmom26  🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Lol ❤❤❤
This comment is gold.
I agree! But how they managed to be there when Trump lawyer Michael Cohen was driven to jail after being sentenced - that is downright creepy. I'm open to suggestions for conspiracy 
theories.
Lmfao !!!!
Is it really a 6 parter…? How? Omg, no way. 😮😂😂😂
Like most shows, it will be rehashing
I love the part where the Netflix execs who agreed to pay these two lying narcissistists a 100 million dollars are eating Zantac & Xanex w/Pepto chasers everyday for lunch. The only people 
who will be watching these two lugnuts will be the hate watchers. The rest of us will wait to laugh and point at the continued downward spiral of Netflix stock, forever grateful we had the 
good sense to cancel our subscriptions long ago. *clue - if we want to see woke fools telling outrageous lies, we'll just turn on MSNBC.
😆 🤣 😂  🤣



I love that Netflix produced and allows this series to air on their website that is full of lies and deceit designed to destroy a family and calls it a docuseries instead of what it really is-a 
fictional hit piece by two jealous, vengeful, entitled, whiny, unbalanced, liars who didn't get their way. It brings a tear to my left eye.
Just here for the comment section 😂
I love the part where H&M accuse any white people who watch their show—racists.
U reap what u sow.. 🤡👎🤡👎
Of course there is a hierarchy, I thought you watched Game of Thrones
It’s fascinating how twitter is the only place they are popular.
I love how Meghan claims to be a climate activist but it’s more important to her to try and ruin Earthshot which is a fabulous, creative and revolutionary project but because it’s being done 
by William she is prepared to 💩 on it because her narcissism rules her life which I’m sure the Netflix team have endured during production? Shame on Netflix!
What does Meghan Markle and Donald Trump's lawyer have in common? Turns out they are both in this Netflix documentary 😂
Dear Netflix, be prepared. Each episode will be dissected and any and all inaccuraries called out!
I'm just picturing King Charles' face as he reading all of these comments right now. He must feel vindicated. :hand-pink-waving:
I love the part when meghan starts walking on water and cures everyone in the studio that has  the virus, truly inspiring and moving.😢
I loved the part where we learnt that when Harry said he visited Her Majesty to check that she had the right people around her, the 'right people' he was referring to was anyone who 
could sign a cheque for him next time he rang begging.  His direct, decisive and downright manly actions in protecting his family and working towards financial independence by nagging his 
cancer riddled Granny, bring a tear to my eye - the left one.
For years they've both pretended to have jobs. Now that they're officially jobless, they make it their job to complain.
I love the part where Cate says "I would very much like to be excluded from this narrative".
Let them get it all over with in one go. Hopefully we won’t see another memoir or documentary. 🤞
I loved when Meghan said she couldn’t believe she wasn’t getting paid to do royal public service duties. Taxpaying mums/single mums, single working women, disabled working women, 
elderly working women, WOC, and teen girls working their first ever job salute your 70-something days of so-called ‘hard work ethic’ as a royal who now expects royal taxpayer-funded 
benefits (with ZERO official public service in return), Meghan. What an inspirational girl boss! 😢
So sick of their lies!
The Sussex Drinking Game. One drink for every lie. Cheers!
Lots more parallels with Megs & Trump as far as character & MO (like two peas in a pod.)
This is one of the few ACTUAL truths in the Oprah interview and was the final nail in the coffin  for this guy. Whining about only having his Mommy's inheritance and that his Daddy got 
tired taking his relentless calls begging for money so he called his Granny complaining about it and asking her for money (while she grieved her husband & her own terminal illness.)  A 
40something son who does this is a loser, and to attempt to extort from beloved, dying Queen, a monster.
Yes. I also loved the way he complained about having only ten million to live on and then he topped it off by telling us all, a few months later, that if we didn’t like our jobs, we should just 
quit. He’s so relatable isn’t he? So self aware!
 @Lori Black  Monster is right. If H truly loved and respected the Queen he would have accepted every invitation she gave him - Balmoral etc - and pulled out all the stops for his children to 
get to know her. M didn’t include the Queen in her list of most inspiring women. The way they treated The Queen and the Duke of Edinburgh in their final years was cruel and disgraceful. I 
hope King Charles comes to his senses and realises his son is a monster and a lost cause
What bugs me is that I don't want to watch it, because they will think they're more popular and loved than they actually are in reality, BUT I want to hear what they're going to come out 
with next and also to see them keep digging thst grave of theirs!

Best part is the end where we find out the whole project has been a Real Housewives audition tape for Rachel. And viewers get to vote on whether or not she gets to be on the show!
I love the part when they mistakenly think that millions of YT views and comments are translatable to their future NF viewership.🤪



I love the part where Meghan and Harry left the public eye and became “private” like they said they were going to. So happy they can finally focus on themselves and avoid the spotlight. 
Brought a tear to my eye.
Lmao, Megan literally is a manipulative conniving witch for leaning into Harry’s childhood trauma and Harry is stupid for believing in the bs
Lol
I love the part where Meghan sits Harry down and gently explains to him how money doesn't just appear in your account at the beginning of every month, and that to make it appear, he 
has to throw his family under the bus on television.  And his incredulous expression.  Truly an emotional moment.
Even the 2nd trailer shows that people is tire of them, not watching that much.  Just keep watching to see them implode.
I love the part when they brought Fulani in to play the racist cards just before releasing the teasers.
I hope they choke on their food when they read this thread
It’s completely OKAY for them to tell their story. But they’ve told their story MULTIPLE times now. From oprah, to getting a book deal, and now netflix? What happened to wanting privacy? 
They love to trash on the royal family, and yet they continue to use their titles for the money. Every day they contradict the reasons to why they even left the royal family. Their fans ask 
why so many people dislike them? I think it’s pretty obvious why lol
This is so empty and irrelevant.
Disgraceful!!  Both of them
I can't stand how they are ALWAYS the victim in every thing! I lost my Mum too, suddenly and tragically, millions of others have too. I've had a terrible life but I don't feel the need or want 
to keep bringing it up in order to get attention/money/people feeling sorry for me. If you're so happy Harry, then get on with your life over there and stop bringing up the race 
card/bullying/victim over and over. Can't you see where that's got you? You've destroyed your own life and you only have yourselves to blame
Mr brain-box and nowhere-in-line-to-throne suddenly realised the MonARCHY has a hierARCHY. Razor-sharp deduction skills from the 38-year-old English prince. 👏👏
I LOVE THE PART WHERE ALL THE HATERS IS GOING TO WATCH THIS AND INCREASE THEIR RATINGS. SUCKERS😝
Sewerage .........  "Laddy and the Tramp"
I'm only going to watch this because I want to see how much of a train wreck it will be.
I love the part when she thinks she has inexhaustible funds to finance the Martyr Façade in the US media.
We are dancing in the streets of San Francisco!! So happy to see yet another trailer for the reality show! Watch out Kardashians….Meghan & Harry are taking over as reality tv royalty. 
Tears of happiness rolling from my left eye.
Will be plenty of pundits whose job is to  dissect & fact  check it. Just wait for the recap and don't have to support Netflix. Honestly, its going to be just like a Trump speech with 
victomhood, false narratives and blaming/accusing innocent people so its better for my mental health (and blood pressure)  not to watch such lies & propaganda.

My favorite timeline is the one where Meghan didn’t meet Harry and instead marries Piers Morgan. Then she brings all this drama to a real housewives group! Such a good timeline!
Left one I presume?
Yep! Sooo happy about that 😁
Jesus loves us this i know...
 @Rosalie Walker  lol
I’m sorry for your loss.
I love the part when juvenility gets it all wrong. Lol
I love the part this trailer makes me realise Meghan is the biggest 💩. And Im deactivating Netflix when this 💩 show airs.  Please left eye, no tears.

🤣🤣🤣🤣 Turns out that all the dramatic photos used in the trailer to indicate how this couple was "hounded" by paparazzi are actually of other people: Catherine,  The Princess of 
Wales, Chelsey Davey, harry's old girl friend, Michael Cohn, Trump's previous lawyer as he was going to jail, and Katie Price. You can't make this s*** up 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣



I love the part where she wears Gucci and still says she’s poor. And the part where Harry agrees with her.
These two seriously need to take a drive down a tunnel!!
What a massive pile of BS, no one not one person will believe the lies they come out with. 
Pass me the sick bucket 🤮🤮
A very sad statement on current society.

In a Nutshell - "Lets make a doco about two incredibly privileged and lucky people who will have luxuries in the top 1% of the world, and tell how "hard it all is"........" - and people (ALL of 
who will be less fortunate/never have anywhere NEAR the privilege/standard of living) want to see it/go along with it?????

40 years ago, if a guy was in the news moaning over the cost of "running/fuel/insurance for his 5 Rolls Royces" = he would be told to go away/not be so stupid. He would be derided and 
scorned SO MUCH he would have no choice but to disappear.

Same guy does it NOW (and calls himself a "celeb") THOUSANDS calling up and asking "where they can donate". 

What's happened???????
I love the part where Meghan and Harry don't realize how poor their timing is to complain about their lives of incredible privilege in these unprecedentedly tough times. We are coming out 
of a global pandemic, wartimes, facing recession and "common folk" are barely keeping their heads above water. Completely tone deaf. Nothing about Meghan reads sincere, honest or 
authentic and these comments are reflecting this. Opportunistic not brave. And the constant comparisons to Diana are a far reach and we the public see it.
The high view count for this video is because of people like me who are here for the comments and LOLs again. Thanks again all, please keep it coming, comedy gold. I'm a single mum 
working full time and studying while balancing a graduate program, life is draining right now and I need this during my tea break to get me through my stressful job. I love the commentary 
here. Love to you all. ❤
Oh wow, that’s soon

I love the part when they use a stern looking  photo of William, Charles, Camilla and Kate when all other footage from that same event(Commonwealth Service 2019) they were each 
smiling at, Talking to, laughing with and yes greeting Harry and Meghan with kindness and kisses.  The fact that they were so “mean” to her makes me want to cry. Left eye, one tear, go.
Spare yourselves from the SPARE.  Nauseauting.
She doesn’t even look black!!!!
Last card from monarchy Position that worth more than entaire life's incomme, generations incomes, because he realizes that working as a  clown behind windows its not a good idea... So 
proud Queen Elizabeth in Heaven...
HARRY's BIGGEST MISTAKE. 😭😭😭😭
I dunno whether to laugh, be shocked, gasp or what ... I also dunno
These two are just so jealous that they just aren’t that important or popular

I love the part where CNN buried the fact checking article on the Oprah interview.  Meghan's truth is the way and the light, objective facts are meaningless against our Saint's gospel.



The whining and crying of these two spoiled brats is not only tone deaf it’s completely selfish. 

There’s not been even a breath of a hint of an apology out of either of them yet they plan to seek reconciliation after they yet again slam Harry’s family and the British people? 

They’re so certain that this time the attacks on the Royal Family, Harry’s family will land the vindication they seek? You know what I’d be interested in? The other side of this story. 

 Get out of here. Grow up. Take responsibility for your own actions.
I loved the part where he said there was a hierarchy because no other family or workplace has one, so brave

I love the part where they showed us how important family is showing gratitude by stop talking to hers and slandering his. Uhh!! Especially loove the part where he is mad at his father for 
cutting him off financially. His father is so stingy by giving him only millions when he left at the age of 35. Such hardship and humility brought tears to my eye, left one to be precise.
Meg, stop trolling these comments trying to make yourself look a victim.

We don’t like you because you’re a race-baiting liar.

No one wants you dead; we want ear plugs so we don’t have to listen to you whine.
Yes, there is so much need in the world.  Some people can’t or won’t see anything beyond their needs.
Thought she was Italian 
Ikr? She is using so much dark make-up that she could almost be accused of wearing black face. She identified her entire life as Caucasian, till her marriage into RF, when she suddenly 
identified as black so she could play the race card.
😄😄😄😄

   
Harry didn't speak badly about his father until he stopped giving him money.
If her father were rich, she would still be talking with him. Poor as he is now, he's of no use.
There’s a hierarchy…NO SHIT!  Did little Harry just find out he’s just the spare?  A complete waste of valuable time and money.  I’m not wasting mine on a couple of whiny, spoiled, rich 
people pretending to be victims.  I’ll gladly trade places.  Ridiculous!
wait sooo we don't like meghan?? i must be living under a rock lmao
I love the part where this will live forever in infamy - for generations to enjoy and learn from. This pair, near the very top of the world's hierarchical pinnacle, complaining that they're not 
at the very top. So brave of Netflix to lend their name to this rare peak into the problems of the rich, royal, and famous. One tear, left eye. Go.
I love the part where Meghan snaps her finger just like Thanos and destroys a whole family, from bullying and fat shaming a 4 years old girl  to bringing pain and trauma to an old ill 99 
years old man and his late widow who suffered from cancer and they turned down her invitation to see her in her final days, and accuses a whole nation of tax payers (who funded their 
multi million dollar wedding) of being racist just to top it off. How inspiring, a single tear went down from my left eye.
I love the part when a sobbing Meghan is beside herself with self-pity and loathing of the world needs comforting but The Director shouts “And action!” Poor Meghan she just needs 
privacy. Even I shed a tear from my left eye at that.
We loved her until she showed how selfish she is. Nobody cares now hunny.
They really are full of shit and clichés.
Common sense… narcissistic liars they chose to publish… not smart… sorry gonna delete Netflix..,



yep every thing changed after the wedding  you could of had it all  and now  you have   F. ALL ,,,   ??  YOU WANTED  OUT  SO STAY OUT  AND SHUT THE FCUK  UP
Netflix have ALREADY LOST SO MUCH MONEY AND SUPPORTERS in their chase for money ….. when the IDIOTS that control Netflix LOSE IT ALL, they ONLY have themselves to blame!!!!! 
This is a whole load of BS!!!!!!!!!!🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
Anyone curious why we can't see the number of dislikes??
I love the part where they use photo's that have nothing to do with them in order to spin a dialogue that smells like...well you know what. DO you really think we're all that stupid?
My favorite part is Harry using the word truth when he is incapable of telling it.

Harry looks absolutely miserable in almost every photo or video we see of him since he married Meghan.  Yet, they produce this netflix trailer with all these pictures trying to show us how 
madly in love they are.  I can only imagine how she treats him when the cameras are not rolling, and he is stupid enough to go along with it.  How any decent person would trash their own 
family and the monarchy is beyond me.  All these two do is lie, and try to make money off the RF.  I would have ripped their titles from them a long time ago.  If the Royal Family are so 
miserable, racist, etc., then why would they name their daughter after Harry's grandmother, and why would they want to keep their.  It disgusts me that Netflix and Oprah are willing to air 
these accusations that are fabricated by Harry and Meghan.  No one believes these lies.  The only reason anyone is watching this is because they want to see how low these two narcissists 
are willing to go to trash the RF, and to create sympathy for them.  If anything, it will be even more obvious how far these two will go because they are so jealous of William and Kate.
Its seems Harry struggles to understand how monarchies and hierarchs work in general. And meeghan, well shes always been super dense and a victim, nothing new.
I love the part where Megan and Harry shriek allegations of racism against a family/nation which welcomed her, scrubbed her shady past from the internet, paid $32 million dollars for 
their phony wedding (AKA "spectacle") the couture wedding gown, the heirloom tiara, the horse drawn carriage, the Frogmore cottage, the refurbishment of said cottage, the diamond 
wedding ring, the millions of dollars worth of couture clothing/shoes/purses, the list goes on. Love the part where they donkey kick the teeth of the royal family and citizens of the UK who 
gifted them with all of that. Love the vindictiveness of their characters. Truly inspirational for those persons who would like to learn how to burn bridges, destroy  relationships, or, be 
known for being a walking train wreck/car crash couple.  One tear left eye go!!!! 😰
If the royals are so bad why does she keep her title and name her daughter after the Queen.
I love the part when Harry and Meghan passionately talk about fighting climate change before flying in their private jet at sunset.
So, to save your family from the paparazzi, you move them to… Hollywood? Ya okay.
These two are lying frauds, no one chased her, that’s why you used stock photos, again no one chased her
She kidnapped her nanny (a foreign national) by telling her the plane was going to another spot in the UK, then instead flying to CANADA. 

Nanny asked to go home, MM refused and also refused to process paperwork to let the nanny return home for MONTHS.

So supportive. So brave.
Or committed perjury twice while trying to sue someone.

Or telling 21 proven lies in the Oprah interview.

Or lying about her pregnancies by wearing a moonbump in public.
Wallis ain't got nothing on Nutmeg.
Speaking of which, I love the part where Archie and Lili come across all the wonderful work their parents have done with their reality show and rag.
they are jealous of George and Charlotte
you say it wrong.its a SPECTACLE not wedding
 @Brindha Sivakumar  yes let me edit 😂



And going home to a house with multiple climate control systems, a pool, and a huge lawn to waste water on?

maybe she should have teleported there much more green.  Do you racists hear yourselves?
Please explain how any of these comments are racist?? I mean really..is that your only response!!?? What a reach..🤣🤣 Sounds like her “squad” is getting really desperate!
 @bibigirlish  if Meghan was white there would be zero backlash and you RACISTS wouldn't come up with these absolutely ridiculous smears...she rode a jet when there are no electric jets 
currently available... Really?? all the other white royal family rides jets and guess what 0 criticism.  Just iron your klan hood and stew in your own hate/racism
 @icykid  Brain up, kid.  Cuz ya dumb. 😢
 @bibigirlish  It is racist against the human race, it is basic human right for everyone to make (or inherit) a lot of money and spend on whatever we want even at the cost of the 
environment, which we can just digitally print even more money in the future to fix it.
 @icykid  your race and victim platinum cards are both declined! Melanin can never be used as a shield and won’t change the fact that meghan is a vile POS😝
Prince William and Princess Catherine took British Airways to Boston last week.  Princess Catherine rented the dress she wore.
 @icykid  How is this statement racist when people make the same statements against so many of the white celebrities & politicians (taylor Swift, Leo DiCaprio, Al Gore, John Kerry) who do 
the same thing
 @icykid Your r card has been declined. The account is in overdraft and is being closed by the institution for lack of “sense”. In order to reopen it, deposits of self awareness, reality, and 
responsibility should be made. Thank you.
Not the only ones
Harry is going to love his new life after this airs and book come out
 @Clair Voyant  They usually fly first class and the dress rent cost is very likely more than what the average woman spend on one or several new dresses. Just like their carbon footprint is 
likely several times more than the average person, no matter how environmentally friendly they try or pretend to be.
 @icykid  we're not racist.
Its just good old fashioned hate.
They're serial liars!
Not so Clair.
 @icykid  😂😂😂
Netflix should next do a feature on why only one person from her side of the family was invited to the wedding and how horrible life must have been for her growing up with nobodies. 
Anyone ignoring their own family in such a way is bad enough but to then convince a simpleton husband to turn his back on his own family as well is pure gold and worthy of an in depth 
investigation 'doncha' think? It would at least be a lot more interesting than the constant B/S and whining coming from both of them now! 😛😂
I love the part where they used Piers statement “she’s becoming a Royal rockstar” to throw shade his way because he put her in her place after he saw her true colors. So thankful to piers 
for saying those words because I’m sure Meghan plays that sound over and over to make herself feel powerful. It brings such joy to my left teary eye.
I love the part where Meghan tries to tell all of us who live paycheck to paycheck how horrible her life is as a princess, actress, and millionaire.
I love the part where they are bullying the BRF while Prince Philip,  then the Queen,  are on their last leg. So sensitive and caring , made me tear-up, but only from my left eye
If you believe this crock, I have a very beautiful invisible bridge to sell you. Jesus, Netflix how far youve fallen.
0:16 she looks unhinged and maliciously happy to rag on the BRF. It's Oprah version 2.

Couple of lying grifters who are so “whoa is me”. His mother would be horrified to see what he has done.  And for a prince, he can’t pronounce the word “Truth”. It has no F in it Harry!!!!!
“Et tu, Harrius?” 
The Shakespearean words your brother hears in his head before the proverbial piercing of the dagger.
Netflix stock keeps dropping.  Wonder why?



WOW NETFLIX WILLINGLY ALLOWING THEIR DOWNFALL WITH THIS MESS!!.. NOT TO MENTION PAYING FOR IT... 🤣🤡🥸
I love the part where you will count my opinion only if it is a positive thumbs up for Harry & Meghan.
🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
This couple is absolutely hated worldwide. And for good reason
These people have no shame, & so do Netflix for endorsing them. Was there a lack of content creators that they needed to pick this?
My favorite part is now they will look at these comments and think we're all internet commenter paid by the "institution" 😂
I really love the part where 15 year old Meghan poses for a picture in FRONT of Buckingham Palace and claims she didn’t know who Harry or any of the royals were, I’ve never been to 
London let alone in front of Buckingham Palace but I know who lives there!
Seems like a waste of a lot of carbon.
What are these comments? The royals must pay well😂
Narcissists.
🚨H&M suffering with condition called - Chronic Verbal Diarrhoea Syndrome. Continuous Development of High Levels of SHIT Reaching The Brain. Causing Compulsive Liars, Danger To 
Society until treatment is found🚨

H’s Godfather is Andrew, so H is a pedophile. Mention Prince Williams godmother is racist, meaning William is too.
All it did was show us that the uk ppl really did greet her warmly in the beginning. Very silly of them to include that
INDEED. And his takedowns lately have been nothing short of brilliant! These two need to be stripped of their titles and the RF need to create alot of distance from Harry's harpy!
Regardless of views on Meghan, Piers has been extremely weird about it. Bordering on obsessive stalker behaviour around her. Even when there was no 'news' about the pair Morgan was 
still obsessively tweeting and writing articles about her, all because she allegedly rejected him. 

Think what you like about the royal family, Harry or Meghan, but Piers is a parasitic little worm - never forget that it was him that authorized hacking in to the mobile phone of a dead 
teenage girl - he's a total POS.
shes not a princess and never will be. hope charles strips the minor title she has and all of harrys.
Haters
for him...truth is...F.........
Best comment yet.
“The stories we tell ourselves.”
—Markle, OW Interview 2021
People have replied that commenters are bots spammed by the Royal family?!
 @Janie H  HEY., THEN WHERE IS MY PAYMENT
I love the part where Meghan taught us how to get a moon bump in the line of succession on two occasions. Especially when in the nanosecond she didn't cradle her bump it fell to her 
knees. Such bravery. Such strength.
I love the part when Markle climbs those many rungs of association to that yacht ladder.  So classy. So Brave.  The salt water stings my left eye.
The pain and suffering of ladies who come into the royal family? Wow! Is he now blaming his late grandmother, the Queen, for this? Because she was the head of the royal family. Not 
everyone can be a royal that's why Prince William warned Harry about proposing so quickly to Meghan. It's not about taking vacations, wearing designer clothes, going to premiers, 
shopping when you want, or eating whenever you felt like it. That's what Meghan thought. Or did he regret not chasing harder after Chelsea? Seems to me, that picture of him with 
Chelsea and his comment is telling me so...



I love the part where Harry  says no one knows the truth!  Harry are you talking about your truth or the REAL truth. Left eye is twitching but I honestly can't seem to shed a tear for two 
grifters like you and your wife. I've got two words to say to you and its not Bon Voyage!
I love the part Meghan scripted the whole narrative and had her own Archewell Production create every one of those episodes!!! I didn’t know you can produce your own documentary, or 
at least call it so. Such a professional and investigative journalism!!
I loved the part when she became a millionaire thanks to her husband, and then dumped her poor family.
I love that after 39 years , Harry just realized that there is hierarchy in the royal family 😂😂😂
Que eso un documental 😱
Our problem is we hear what you are saying , but we see how you are acting….
I'll tell you what to do with your full "truth" prince Judas.......
Why is there so much hate against Harry and Meghan?? I don't really keep up with everything about them I just genuinely want to know, please no smart ass comments, just want 
someone to explain it all based on facts not personal feelings!!!
I love that we will get a glimpse into their spoiled ,pampered lives in a million dollar mansion with 16 bathrooms, but she raised a few dollars once for a water well in Rwanda, so that’s ok, 
one tear left eye now😢
I love the part where every time I see this malevolent Narcissist and her IQ challenged husband, I feel so sick that the retching cause tears to run non-stop from my left eye
I love the part where Meghan has been happily passing off as white and gets white privilege, even giddily saying in one interview after getting the role in suits she can stop tanning herself, 
then after marrying Harry she suddenly became 43% Nigerian and everybody racist coz she black. I also love the part where Harry hated the hierarchy but constantly forgets he keeps using 
his titles so he can be on top of every hierarchy in work or in the military even amongst the peasants. I also love the part that Meghan acts as she was Diana reincarnation, naive, shy and 
young but in fact she’s older than Kate, divorced and presented herself to the world as a strong independent woman who needs no man before marrying into the racist family. And what I 
love the most is when Meghan didn’t invite her black family to her spectacle wedding or even the 3 days before wedding but invited every famous people she knew. Everytime i remember 
those, it brought one tear to my left eye.
I thought we were on Season 4 of The Crown?! How tf did we skip to Season 8 ALREADY!!?? 💀💀
Even a minute was a loss.  Thank you Netflix for the second trailer didn’t see the first one but, this saved me hours of watching the series. More Reality Gossip to make money.  It’s just so 
blatant these days it’s no longer tolerable or remotely close to documentary material quality anymore. Netflix you can do better.
Stop being miserable! They should be extremely grateful they were blessed with such an unimaginable amount of inherited privilege. Let's be realistic here, this privilege they didn't earn, 
and the links to the family they hate, are actually the main reasons why companies pay them millions of dollars when they have very little talent to offer. Also there seems to be a lot of 
jealousy and envy going on here. You can tell they are obsessed out of their minds with William and Catherine. And no, Meghan is not Diana, sorry! There won't be another Diana, just stop 
obsessing with her and be yourself.
We Support You Meghan!! ❤ Ignore Brits like Piers Morgan who is blind and eat monarchy shit in breakfast💩.. Even in 21st Century...
I thought they wanted to get away from the spotlight. Prince and Princess if gaslighting.
I am tired of them, in general ordinary people get up from any problem and MOVE ON. If therapy is necessary go to your psychologist, they live in a state of chronic victimhood. Uncle 
Netflix I think your investment was a mistake, many people are already tired of their hackneyed story, THEY NO LONGER HAVE CREDIBILITY.
Lol ❤
Yes…it’s criminal.

Their actions seem to be the polar opposites of what they profess...Also for a total lack of proportions...A petulant couple who feels being the most wronged people this side of the Universe



She’s
- left the continent with a BIPOC nanny & UK citizen WITHOUT TELLING the citizen where they were going or how long they’d be gone, then REFUSED to make arrangements for the nanny 
to return home (technically kidnapping in the UK - no charges filed yet).
- Meg lied under oath twice while trying to sue others
- lied about being pregnant with her kids (see the Amazing Moving MoonBump pics in the purple dress w/red coat)
- “lost” a priceless bracelet from HMTQ …. After “accidentally” walking off a commercial set with an $1800 pair of shoes and a $4600 handbag.
- body-shamed a three year old little girl
- booted Princess Eugenie from her chosen wedding date and
-announced her “pregnancy” on the same day as Eugenie’s NEW Wedding date
- claimed to have been as significant to the SA people as Nelson Mandela.
- Refused to visit HMTQ despite knowing TQ was dying of painful bone cancer.
- worked as a yacht girl for almost a decade
- has done at least a dozen porn movies.
- lied about her first marriage (Harry is actually hubby #3)
- lied 21 times on Oprah.

How much more you want?
They are hypocrites who can't suffer to take accountability for any of their mistakes. They create lies, false allegations, rumors. They constantly deny the truth. They are divisive and 
deceitful. They hurt people for selfish gain. Wolves in sheeps clothing.
Tired of hearing their “stories” which have been proven to be not true. Turned their backs on all family members, except her mother, something just doesn’t sit right with that.
trouble is she did not know the celebrities she invited that's what's laughable!
💯
did meghan even have one black or bi-racial friend there ?? oh ya, three ...serena and or orca
Gracie…. That’s a fantastic comment
YES MEGHAN., THROW AWAY THE TITLES, MONEY , JEWELS, DRESSES GIVEN BY THAT RACIST PEOPLE. COME ON., YOU ARE A SELF MADE PHILONTROPIST, HUMANITARIAN AND A 
FEMINIST AND A TOP ACTRESS IN HOLLYWOOD WHO WAS NOT GIVEN OSCAR, GOLDEN GLOBE OR EMMY JUST BECUSE YOU ARE A 43% NIGERIAN CAUCASIAN
I will NOT be watching these two narcissistic, vindictive, liars. 
The American and UK people are not stupid everyone sees right thru them. Harry is making himself look so bad.  They both have no class!
So what's the deal with the left eye, tears and squeeze bit?
I love the part where “everything changed,” which of course was when the world woke up to what shameless, bullying narcissists these two whiners are.  Isn’t it quite the red flag how they 
both have slashed and burned all bridges with their families?  Not to mention the myriads of employees who have run for the hills in their wake?  I love that part, too.
You don't know what truth is. Me-gain and harry, trying to be relevant.
Bro. They know the full truth.
Did Netflix take down the trailer the first time because of all the dislikes… ? So genuine… like the subjects.
Meghan, you ARE the drama hun. It’s not a coincidence. You’re the common denominator.
I love the part when Megsy Baby vowed she would never return to the US while Trump was President, yet skulked back in the middle of the night just before Covid closed the borders.  (Oh, 
and that time she collected all her baby shower loot.)



I loved the part where 3 y/o Princess Charlotte body-shamed Meghan and made her wear leather shoes with no stockings, and reduced Meg to tears. 

Wait, or was it the other way around….?
OMG...you have got to be kidding!  The whole thing is a lie!  Shame on you Netflix for allowing this garbage to be shown.  What a bad joke.
I love the part where apparently, everyone and their grandma were hounded by paparazzi, except for Harry and Meghan. It’s surely why they had to, ahem ‘borrow’, those pics to create 
the ‘vibe’. This documentary is truly highlighting the truth, as only they know it. Bravo! 😎
I love the part where she lied in court about participating in finding funding freedom. Then said she forgot. Like she forgot she wasn’t really married three days before, and she forgot she 
wasn’t given guidance by staff prior to marriage.
Allegedly.
you know Meghan isn't princess Diana.... this trailer implies that... argh frustrating
What changed? What could it be? How did every one go from loving you and Meghan to not. Maybe it was all the whining and complaints while the rest of us struggle without wealth or 
privilege??
Netflix is so brave to leave the comment part open. i came here for the comments haha. I can not believe he was born and raised by a Royal Family. Disrestpectful and pathetic this couple. 
Hope the King is wise enough to take away their titles
Throughout her reign. Queen Elizabeth was a constant and positive advocate for multiculturalism, inclusion and treatment of all people with equal dignity and respect.   She regularly for 
example visited the leaders of nations of all cultural backgrounds treating each one with equal respect.   She was discreet but very persuasive knowing photos of her standing beside, 
shaking hands, smiling at people of all cultures in the 70's, 80's ect.. would be in the press globally she was very intentionally setting a consistent positive example, that all people are one.    
Q. Elizabeth also encouraged and supported Canada in it's sanctions against South Africa during apartheid, Brian Mulroney the Prime Minister of Canada at the time, wrote about the 
steadfast support he had from Queen Elizabeth for Canada's multicultural policies and strong stance against the inhumane, unethical apartheid.    Q. Elizabeth as a show of solidarity after 
Nelson Mandela's release invited him to visit at Buckingham.
I love the part where Meghan and Harry had a royal engagement while she was pregnant and she wore that long purple dress and red coat. By the end of the engagement her large belly 
was between her knees. I cried one tear out of my left eye because baby Archie almost fell out too early!
This is not ok Netflix!
How likely was it for Meghan to fall out with her whole family, as well as his?

I love the part where Netflix had to use stock photo of the paps from other events that has nothing to do with the grifter! My goodness it’s so sad I can’t hold back the one tear left eye🥲
Meghan bragged she can conjure  a tear, or two, from an eye in an acting scene at a whim. Interestingly enough, such single tear made an appearance on her cheek during the Queen's 
funeral... So people call her on it...for faking her grief...and else
There is a video of Meghan laughing and showing off to her friends that she has taught herself to drop a tear from her left eye.
yep, a quarter of a million thumbs down was what broke them, and take two is going just as well. its hilarious to read all the ''i loved the part..'' and im hoping netflix see how good this 
is,people have enough of the lie from these whinging maggots.
I can’t imagine the pain her remarks made on a woman who was the epitome of kindness and compassion in action. The late Queen used her ‘platform’ to make real changes in attitudes 
about race and socio- economic gaps. Im truly horrified about the reputational damage the a third rate human being threw at a genuine example of female power. It’s really creepy but she 
hasn’t fooled the majority of people so I take comfort from that fact.

If she was what you are describing she should have returned the artefacts in UK Museums and the diamonds on her Tiaras/ Crowns stolen from South Africa, and other African countries.
Shaking hands, fake smiles and waving is not enough for the victims of Colonialism.
Markle wouldn't know that, for sure. She's too busy playing wordle and scrabble (the NYT's!).



Brian Mulroney, you mean the father-in-law to Meghan's best friend Jessica Mulroney who is claimed to be a bully and racist? 🤔
 @Rose Marie Barrientos  I think so!  She doesn't know her history of multiculturalism.   Canada imposed many sanctions until apartheid was in the South African history books for which as 
a Cdn I am proud of.  Queen Elizabeth was a very persuasive and strong supporter of the sanctions.
 @noluthando nyandeni  as a museum professional I would totally agree with you, unfortunately the state of museums, lack of upkeep, maintenance, conservation expertise and most 
importantly lack of SECURITY in such countries would discourage me from sending them back.
 @Mary Ann Pearce  Well said, and very touching.  Queen Elizabeth truly from her heart believed in the equality and dignity of all human beings, and she was a genuine example of female 
power.  Especially when she was often the only female leader at many of the events and meetings she attended, she was the epitome of kindness and compassion in constant action.   She 
led with principles, ethics, empathy for all people and humanity.   Tirelessly until two days before she left this world.
 @Qifang Neo  During apartheid Canada's parliament imposed a variety of sanctions to South Africa, which were lifted once apartheid ended, he happened to PM at the time yes.  But MP's 
from all parties supported the sanctions.   Mulroney wrote about the ongoing support the Queen provided re: the sanctions.    You can google search for more info and his article online.  I 
don't know who Markle's best friend is I don't pay attention to celebrity culture.   But the historic facts are accurate.
She was an amazing person who had love and care for people of all backgrounds. I hope she is resting well in heaven with her parents, sister and Philip.

I’m glad she doesn’t have to suffer through this new instalment in the never ending Harry and Meghan drama. Poor King Charles.

Rest in love, QEII.
This is a nice one. Thanks for entertaining the audience.
😂😂
Awe... This is so inspirational, Megan is sure a jewel, it did bring a tear to my left eye...
I mean, she did, so girl is batting a thousand right now
 @Kelsey LaCour  There's also the chance she might be toxic
A hierarchy…on no!!! How horrible. Wasn’t he a “military man”? Then he should know and embrace hierarchy. Unless… he received special treatment due to his royal status, and never 
actually had to experience military hierarchy. That sounds more reasonable.

My favorite part is how #6, Harry (& Meghan)quite enjoy the heirarchy when it comes to taking precedence over and getting more perks than lesser ranked royals, but absolutely can’t 
tolerate the those (specifically Kate) raked ahead of them. Markle’s blood boiled every time she was required to let Catherine, William and their children walk ahead. At that time, 
operation race-baiting was conceived & commenced immediately. Shocking that a bi-racial woman was forced to walk behind a whites woman. 😢Markle is a modern day Rosa parks!
I loved when Sparry was “shocked” that primogeniture was a “hierarchy.” 

Single tear. Left eye.
This documentary has disaster written all over it - the audience’s negative sentiment is unprecedented for any show. The only way to salvage it is to incorporate running slides of these 
hilarious comments and turn this into an interactive comedy. Netflix: you are welcome.
Why should we care about them?? The royals arent even relevant nowadays.
My left eye is dry
I love the part where Markle finally turns on the paid Sussex Squad and blames the Sugars for the whole Montacito S@#$ Show ....good grief,  if you who lack the ability to think critically 
hadn't worshiped on her alter all to support someone else's BLM agenda, she wouldn't have such delusions of grandeur .



I loved the part when Harry, a US resident non-public servant, explained why taxpayers should pay for his personal bills. Funny how this Burger King (and his Dairy Queen) can afford to live 
in a Russian oligarch’s 16-bathroom McMansion, and keep warm under a Hermès blankie during lockdown... whilst hardworking healthcare frontliners worked their asses off in crippled 
healthcare systems heavily reliant on hard working taxpayer’s public funding. Funding that Harry and Meghan wants to abuse for themselves. They’re such thoughtful humanitarians! 😢
I love the part where, day after day, unbeknownst to them, they're educating the world about narcissism and psychopathy. Brings a twinkle to my left eye.
I love the part where they pretend they hate attention and they just want privacy and to be good little humanitarians and yet ran straight to Oprah for an interview, straight to Spotify, 
straight to Netflix, straight to The Cut and Vanity Fair, straight to Penguin House, while concurrently spewing their dial-a-pap photos of them doing minute acts of humanitarian-like service 
or just using those events (including the tragic Ulvade event) purely as a backdrop for their photo op.
What a joke! The US “enjoys” their “victimhood” as much as the UK. It’s time that they start actually being camera shy. The world is over their whining!
I love the part where they don’t talk about them being the bullies, and the part where they don’t talk about all the staff that have quit working for the archewell foundation (probably due 
to being bullied). My heart bleeds for them. Tear - left eye. Go!
After the wedding everything changed...the papers and the British public realized Meghan was mixed race...what nonsense...shes as white as a sheet, the so called white supremacist 
groups was 2 teenagers, she cant produce any reciepts...smh
I love the part where they're still leaving out Harry dressing as an evil German soldier from WWII proving if anyone in the Royal family is racist it's Harry.  I also love the part where two 
VERY privileged, attention seeking spoiled brats want people who can't afford to pay their heating bills, can't buy their usual groceries and are forced to give up family pets because they 
can no longer afford to feed them to give a rats a$$ about their whining.  They both need mental health assistance.
I love the part where Harry comes to the United States, makes all kinds of money trash-talking his family, and then calls our beloved First Amendment “bonkers.”
I LOVE the part where MEme while sitting on cushiony comfortable couches in a backyard that could accommodate a whole African tribe spills her guts out  to her bestie SOAP-OPERA who 
is so surprised by such callus racist talk that she gasps WWWWHHHAAAT ? Loud and long enough to cause an earth shake ! What strength! Such feminist altruistic moment!  what insight, 
what poise, what sophistication WHAT LIESand even worse WHAT BAD ACTING!!!!
Cannot help the despite fighting the tears Left eye right eye Left eye againWWHHHAAAAAT? Make the tears stop !!!
I love the part where Harry exposed the systemic heirarchical nature of the royal family. Who would have thought???  So stunning and brave. A true whistleblower in the vein of Assange 
and Snowden.

Absolutely disgusting that they play victims and wanting privacy my ass! And using pictures of lady Di, Harrys own mother for comparison is how low you can get. Charles should strip them 
of their titles immediately. I feel sick watching them earning hundradelar of millions of dollars making shit like this trashing the royalty instutution. Without it they would be nobodys.
These two will never shut up. Just shut up. No one cares. You both use and abuse elderly sick and dying people. No one wants to see behind your closed doors with your fake poses and 
crying. One tear left eye.
Sparry???  
👁👄👁

😅💀👻💀👻💀
YAAASSSSS
Another who is making HG Tudor proud.
WE LOVE A SOCIOPATHIC QUEEN!
 @Lucysmom26  🤣🤣🤣🤣👌👌
Great comment!
That‘s the best part actually. Educating the world on narcissism and domestic abuse.



😂😂😂
I love the part where Meghan showed her humility and grace before God by donning a white dress and over-the-top veil down the aisle, floating along like a maniacal angel.  She showed us 
that, even in your 40’s, if you spend enough money, you can vaporize your SoHo yachting days and reclaim the virginal purity of a tween bride.   
So inspirational.
I loved the part when The Wife climbed mount Doom, after ditching Hazbeen, and cast the one ring with which she could rule all the monarchies of the world.
12K comments about a couple that Y'LL hate and keep saying is irrelevant! 😉😊😁😄😃😀😆😅🤣🤣😁🙃
We don’t believe you version of “the truth”
I love the part where they claim racism and a lack of support and training when they don’t get their own way despite the late Queen sending her own personal friend and assistants to help 
Meghan, inviting her to a solo official engagement, inviting her and her mother to a private family Christmas before she married into the family, offered her own medical team during her 
pregnancy, and supported her to speak at many of work engagements and tours as the Queen’s representative, with our new Queen and Sophie personally taking Meghan under their 
wing, KCIII funding Meghan’s lifestyle, offering her help to bring her family to the wedding and walking her down the aisle.
Wish these 2 would
go live in China
Those pictures are not accurate for this couple. They are using old pictures and stock pictures and claiming that it is about themselves. These 2 are despicable, despicable people and they 
should be ashamed of themselves Perpetuating some race war that is made up For financial gain. Of course they can always find cronies to spew off whatever they want if they pay them 
enough. This is all garbage. I will never ever hold a Netflix subscription and it is all because of these 2. Great business call Netflix.
I love them. If Megan was a white girl than she would be liked by the British media
I’ll give them the privacy they so desperately want, so I won’t be watching. Thank you.
Meghan, if you're reading this--from the bottom of my heart, I say, Goddess bless you for having the courageous strength of feminine empowerment and conviction to blaze a trail for my 
young daughters to follow. I never knew how much I never knew until you graced this backward, racist, patriarchal world with your able example. You have shown me how I had it all 
wrong in raising them to believe that they should rely on their own talents and abilities to create their own paths to follow independent of any need for reliance on a man. From now on, 
each night as I tuck them into bed, I will whisper to them the sacred words that you've now written on my heart: "One day, when you grow up, set your sights on securing a wealthy, 
powerful husband. Use his position and influence to achieve your own fame and fortune. This, my darling girls, is the way to true feminism."

I am so sick of hearing about how rough Megan Markle has it. She was a NOBODY struggling actress. She hit paydirt in marrying into the British Royal family, and ever since, she has had a 
lavish lifestyle beyond anyone’s dreams while ruining Harry’s placement in the Royal line, and all she does is cry about how racist everyone is and how oppressed she is. 

I didn’t even KNOW she was mixed race until someone pointed it out to me. She has made her life into becoming the “poor little rich girl” that we all need to feel sorry for. Well, Oprah 
isn’t MY next door neighbor! I don’t get featured in magazines. No one’s making a documentary about MY life.

You know what I say to all that? GOOD! I don’t want all that crap!!! But I, like most of us in this world, WORK for a living. No one gets the world handed to them on a silver platter like she 
has.

Both of them should shut up and be thankful. All they do is cry, “woe is me!”🥺😢😭

What a load of $#!+!!!
Guys, it's Andrew, that's the reveal. Chill out



I was all set to re-up my subscription until Netflix cast their lot with this lying, narcissistic manipulator.  I used to like Harry.  To bad he fell in love with a woman who is destroying him.  She 
wanted to get even with the RF when she realized her lowly place in the hierarchy.
HOW PATHETIC.  Two human beings that COULD have done some good in this world.  All about the money! 🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
I love the part where she brings out Lilli when the Wales children were getting attention at the Jubilee, and Archie when the Wales come to Us.
Pass.  You know the doc isn't worth watching when they appropriate completely unrelated photos and footage implying that these are images of THEIR story.
Ive never been a fan of the RF as I live pretty much at the other end of the world. But out of genuine curiosity, if Meghan didn't like the Royal Family, why did she name her daughter 
Lilibet? 🤔🤔🤔
Well I know my British mother in law loved Harry but now wishes he and his wife would shut up and go away.  Just go live your life in California and shut up!  No one cares about the two of 
you.
She lied about being married privately by the archbishop before wedding. She lied about contributing to Finding Freedom. She lied about a fire in Archie's room South Africa (it was actually 
smoke from a heater). She lied about not knowing about the royal family prior to meeting Harry (seriously, if you stepped into a grocery store or any store in the 90s or early 2000s, Will 
was on every front page as the global teen heartthrob). The only "truth" Meghan can spew is self-serving mistruth.
Seems like spam comments
She became a Born again virgin don’t you know? She even she’d a tear just from her left eye.
I call it her "neon white" dress 😂
And it was such a “spectacle” in which she was forced to participate.
Tou-effing-ché!

One thing that seems to be lost in this internet generation is the understanding that attention doesn't equal respect and regard.🤣 Trainwrecks get attention. It's hard to look away.
DISASTERS GETS MAXIMUM ATTENTION
Awe... Brings tears to my left eye
Girl there's always more to what the eye sees
This comment should have 100K likes
Meghan is to lucky to have been accepted by the Royal family she just plays the race card which is terrible. She is just a jumped up actress who is out for fame and money. Before anyone 
says anything I'm a person of colour. Harry the lovable Prince is following her blindly she just uses him. Very sad that she has taken him away from his brother and father
🙌🙌🙌🙌🙌🙌
TWO BIRDS IN ONE SHOT🤣
With the same attitude? Doubt it. They'll be calling her Karen.
So inspired, a tear rolled from my left eye ...:eyes-purple-crying:🤣😆
Neither of which were Archificial or Invisabet!!!
Exactly!
To be honest, we have no proof who these children are. There is no evidence whatsoever as to who gave birth or whose DNA these children have. That little girl plopped onto the grass 
could have been anyone. Neither 'parent' was with her and where are all the pictures of them together as a family? Natural pictures, not the photoshopped rubbish they keep shoving out. 
I do wish they'd stop dying the poor boy's hair so dark. It's hardly healthy at that age but then again, they wouldn't care as long as it helps to bring in the money.
Gotta merch them kids. Mommie needs a new pair of designer shoes
To ingratiate themselves
Just people who see through the Markle narcissist drivel and a rather tired of their lying, hustling , grifting ways ....
Yeah… I love the part. 🥴



I love the part when she purchases all HRH domain names for merchandising purposes minutes after her wedding. True Humanitarian. 
Left Eye, $100M Benjamins…Go!
I LOVE the part where earlier this week the president of Archwell resigned and today it was announced the head of Archwell audio resigned(both women).What a wonderful employer 
whose staff truly values their boss and stands by her side even with a storm coming. I aspire to be a great leader of women like Meghan.
Faith in humanity restored after reading these comments.👌*chef kiss*
I love the part when Meghan crying and upset because Netflix decided to name the documentary Harry and Meghan not Meghan and Harry the Duchess of Netflix should comes first, 
almost..almost bring tear to my left eye
I love the part when Harry and Megan call Donald Trump and ask for advice on how to be better people
This is the most disgusting thing ever. Harry you are trying to ruin everything that your grandmother Our late Queen worked so hard to build. You are doing this for money which makes it 
more disgusting. How can you let this happen the Late Queen, the Late Queen mother your mother the Late Lady Diana and all the Kings and Queens of this great nations past will all be 
disgraced by the biggest traitor the royal family has ever seen. Betrayed your family for money.
I love the part where Great Britain 🇬🇧  and the United States 🇺🇸 called for an emergency NATO meeting to assess the risks and dangers of POTUS MeGain versus Queen MeGain.

The thrill of that scene brought tears to my left eye only.
Lies. Deception. Traitors. Manipulators. SPARE us - Harry is not deserving of the title of Prince - remove it - birthright or not - remove all titles and ban them from the UK and America! They 
need their own island and leave the rest of us alone.
I love the part when Harry and Meghan downplay their privilege so they could have a $30million spectacle of a wedding.
I love the part where M and her husband hired Modsquad to try to turn the comment tide in their favor. Only problem is the Bank of KCIII closed their account. Now they have insufficient 
funds. The public can finally be heard with no moderation and no censorship.
They do not match.
The Royal Family is only interested in maintaining their power and privilege at any cost.  I cannot imagine supporting such a corrupt and morally bankrupt family let alone shelling out 
taxpayer money for these degenerates.   The Royal family will implode upon itself.  It is all just one big fairy tale with no substance.  Grown adults pretending to be royalty like children 
pretending to Bat Man.
🥱
The royal family has a hierarchy? Who'da thunk it!  Wonder if Harry was stunned to find out that the military has a heirarchy. Also any business with more than 1 employee.
PATHETIC!
We are not stupid Netflix,  H & M are frauds and liars!     Again, definitely not watching these millionaire privileged whiners!
I loved the part where he discovers that there's a hirarchy in his family...
at the age of only forty....tear...left eye..go.
I love the part where MM realized that we are all linked and not ranked by bullying all her staff out of palace like a revolving door! So kind so inspirational so very feminist in a Stalin kind of 
way! Tear to the left nose 😂
My left eye has been throbbing for days. What a pivotal moment in history that we all share the honor of experiencing.
I love the part where the US and England tied in their World Cup game, and now Canada is required to take the Sussex duo and James Corden! What kind and open people Canadians are! 
So grateful for their inability to not be polite!
That you Scooby Doo, or is it Shoutt Shola, or Boucy perhaps ...
Yet Meghan wants those titles.
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Her dear friend "Glo" should be very proud.



I love the part where she says we’re all linked but not ranked in the same interview where she refers to herself repeatedly as ‘The Duchess’ not as ‘Meghan’. Brings a tear to my left eye 
that she’s not a hypocrite at all, ever.
"...feminist in a Stalin kind of way..."

Oh my. HAAAAAAAAAAAAA.
NUTFLIX.  🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮😂😂😂😂😂😂😂

🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡
My favorite part is when the Harkles found out that Netflix has royally trolled them, and exposed them for the Bouzy-loving, attention-seeking, chicken-roasting whingers they really are. 
🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡
"EXORCISM" is what he needs.  He's been bewitched.
I can’t get over a 41 year old American insisting everyone refer to her as a Duchess. She’s not a Duchess. American citizens don’t want to be called Duchess. I’m a female lawyer and have 
been married to my husband for 25 years and I didn’t change my name. MM was married for 5 seconds and already had everything changed to Duchess. It’s the most ridiculous thing I’ve 
ever heard.
I love the part where I’m definitely not re-subscribing to Netflix.
These two are absolutely vile.
Bathroom scum would want them cleaned up for being nasty.
I love the moment that MEGAIN realized that there is not enough Bronzer left on the planet to make her white skin darker, left eye dripping to my left ear !
Some of those shots of them look like they came directly from the cheezy lifetime movies about them.
I love the part where the dimwit says there was a hierarchy. No sh!t Sherlock, who would have guessed?
Ohhh esta serie es una tonteria, la gente quiere ver las videos de Meggan, cuanto tiempo estuvo estuvoi en los yates,
I love the part that it took Harry 35 years to realise that there is a hierarchy in the Royal Family or any family. So he thought that being 6th in line to the throne and 2nd row still meant that 
he would be King before William. I'm shedding one tear out of my left eye now
What a bunch of woke clowns! Hey Netflix Get Woke Go Broke! 🤡😂😂
I love the part where 6 years later, Harry still hasn’t realized the “leaks and planted stories” are all coming from his wife. One tear left eye go!
I love the part when one cannot criticize poor behavior anymore without getting labeled some sort of ‘archetype.’ 😉
I love the part where Netflix follows up their monster hit “Dahmer: the Monster” but totally wrecks their chance by missing to call this documentary “Meghan: the Monster Story.”
“Leaking, planting stories, it’s a dirty game.” So Harry does have self awareness.
I hate these people.
I looooove the part where Meghan has actually convinced Harry into believing history would repeat itself i.e the press hunting her down like they did his mother. Bro man,  no one is that 
interested in Meghan. This much delusion makes my left eye quiver.
I love the part where no one actually watches this on Netflix (plz!) because they don’t want them to profit off this, so they just wait and see clips in the news.



All these hateful commenters have the creativity and perspective of bots… embarrassing that they’re not!😂 

But let me share what I LOVE about this trailer….

That it makes ALL OF YOU ANGRY!💖
That hate comes from your anger at the fact you have no control over these royals. The birdies have flown out of the golden cage and are free to sing as beautifully as they want to. 

Be hateful… it’s okay. It’s comforting to know you’re making yourself sick with anger!🤗
Agreed. She's hell bent on titles. And she's actually in her 40's.
what part of 'spare' did he not understand?!😀
OH, Harry realized what the Heirarchy was,  but since he was #3 for most of his life and he benefitted so greatly from it Until the time Prince George was born, he was a OK with it. When 
he realized that being #6 was less lucrative and that's own offspring would be the equivalent to Andrew
's daughters(who had to get actual jobs) he concocted "operation race bait".
 @Irina Fuss  exactly - they realized virtue signaling, playing the race card, trashing the Royal family and perpetual victim hood was easier than actually working,
The thing is that “hierarchy” exists in many families- not to the extent of the royals. There are different expectations for the eldest child, it changes for the middle and youngest.
Companies also have a hierarchy  as do governments and so on.
He could have gotten an education in a field of interest and focused his career and may have gotten a sense of accomplishment.
 @Not Dr. Who ,
All that potential wasted............if he only had a brain.
Win, you nailed it ! 😂
And many of the earlier ones came from his mom…
Lmao 😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣
💯🎯
Harry is a Bozo 🤡
Yep like prince william false affair
Spot on!
or racsist
Istaphobe
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣😂
That is my plan... Maybe Martin Decoder (hope hope) and Body Language Guy for sure!!
 @susan mccormick  And definitely HG Tudor.
I love the part where Handbag asks "what the hell happened?" I guess destroying family relationships never crossed his small brain.
Prince Harry and princess Megan of America 🇺🇸! We are so proud of you two . Love you and may god protect you both and your family



I Love the part where Royal Princess Catherine was “horrifically suffering” last Friday at the Earthshot Prize in Boston, glowing and looking stunningly gorgeous in her rented green gown 
💚 and multi-million $ gems.  Yes, “rented”, the abuse   !

The promotion of MeGain’s textbook narcissism by Netflix made me tear in my left eye only.
Barf 🤢 bag pleaaaaase !
I love the part where Meghan tells us a (fake) story of someone from Africa comparing her marrying a Prince to Nelson Mandela being freed. She’s just as important as Nelson Mandela, 
don’t forget!!!! When she tells us next that she’s been compared to Mother Theresa, I’ll shed one tear from my left eye.
Can’t wait to see it
I love the part where they know the full truth and the rest of us are just a bunch of dummies. Solid emotion right there!  Their full truth rips you up apart and so very heartbreaking!  after 3 
seconds I'll have a tear form in my left eye.
Aww the poor diddums... one tear left eye.😪
Not sure if Christopher Bouze is going to lend you any credibility here but at the same time I'm not a big fan of the British Monarchy as an institution. I will watch it though.
I will not be watching. They are both so fake and full of lies! Shame on Netflix I cancelled Netflix a year ago when I heard of this project.
I loved the part when future Harry grows up and get's the fact he was played by a evil gold digging power hungry wife.
These two will stop at nothing! They are disgusting liars! Those 2 are so jealous of William & Kate. They believe if they keep talking people will change what they believe as truth. I for one 
will not be watching & I am considering dropping Netflix. There are other streaming entertainment services.
Oh, Rachel Meghan Markle (666)!  How dare the BRF not protect you from the press when you have the paparazzis on speed dial!  How dare they question the skin of your child when your 
skin is whiter than snow!  How dare they?!!!  I am shedding one tear from my left eye for you!
Why if it was about race, she wanted half in and half out at the beginning? She threw the race card right after the Queen, who understood perfectly what a public servant is, told her she 
couldn't take just some engagements, and the Queen and Charles gave them a Whole year and 2 million and still they needed more! It's just crazy.
So pathetic!!!
I love the way the staff/leadership at Archewell are jumping like rats off a sinking ship.
Sick and tired of them still throwing shades at RF. If they were that bad to them, why not leave the titles and do something on their own. Oh wait they can't, because they don't have any 
talent. They still the title fame of a country and family that they term as racist . No idea why they are not stripped of their titles
That lawyer should be sued!!!!
Are they gonna show their kids ??? Can't wait for them to grow up and run away from home. 😆
I didn’t watch this as I have seen the review on another channel.  I hope they included the part where Meghan called the police until they were sick of her because of her being stalked by 
the paparazzi!!!  Of course nothing was ever found, like the rest of their LIES because it NEVER happened!!!
The audacity  this women has to compare herself to the legendary Princess Diana. God save you dear Harry!
"Handbag" 😂😂😂
Is there one true word in this trailer? Not!
I love how one of their talking heads is Christopher Bouzy - the same guy who claims his company found it was the same 73 odd twitter accounts are behind ALL the Meghan Markle AND 
Amber Heard hate - guess those accounts are working overtime right now hey

(you know, because racism and sexism - NOT because Markle and Heard are just shit people)
I love the part where the Royal Family removes their titles and kicks them out.
Seriously, if someone pulled these comments into a book and published it, they’d make more money than Harry will on his memoir. We all need more humor in our lives!



Crazy. You're destroying your own family. What matter most is we love more Prince William an Princess Cate. They are the real and genuine couple. You just want publicity. Wake up Harry 
your wife is so crazy. She destroyed you. You know that.
I love the part where Harry says he wants to protect his family. Then, he goes all Dirty Harry on his father, grandmother, grandfather, aunts, uncles, cousins, friends, and the media. I was so 
overwhelmed with emotion that I could only muster up one tear out of my left eye.
I love the part where Meghan played on Harry’s mummy issues and wore Diana’s perfume on their first date whilst pretending to not know anything about the monarchy. Expertly done. 
Bravo Meghan you little minx👏
The only way you stop the feeding frenzy is to stop feeding it. Your mother was tricked into feeding it. Harry what is your excuse?
The Royal Family is a hierarchy? Shock horror. In other words, I am jealous other people in the family get better gigs. I want to know why you are using fake imagery and footage of Katie 
Price going to court to make out you were being chased by the paparazzi. Not to mention footage of a Harry Potter premiere in the previous trailer. Telling lies before the show even airs. 
Not to mention taking photos near the late Queen's private apartments without her permission. Hope you are pleased that all this race baiting has resulted in an elderly lady who has 
served the late Queen for 60 years without putting a foot wrong is now left devastated and afraid to go outside having been led into a trap by your so called supporters. What a ridiculous 
pair you really are
I love the part when Meghan walked down the aisle at her wedding to “Clueless” with a nasty smirk on her face as she passed by HMTQ❤. Such an expression of true love for the clown 
waiting for her at the altar. Such respect Meghan demonstrated towards HMTQ. It brought a deep tear to my “left eye”.
Wakanda is just an example like Queen Meghan that African descent is taking over popular culture, jealous much
So many lies..lmao Meghan had no paparazzi and that is why she is pissed and that is why she used clips of the paps from events that did not involve her. Gah what a liar!
Back for more Comment read!
Two attention-hungry human beings.
Why all the Karens writing "I love the part that"
She wants to be Diana so bad...
Remember the part when the warnings were dismissed? Megan's father, brother, and sister tried to save the RF from disaster,  well  those are now history from the moment they took her 
in 💥💣
I love the part where they leave the UK to seek a private life, then do everything they can to stay in the news.
If I don't like someone, I won't look at anything that's his/hers. I wonder why Harry and Meghan's haters care to watch this. You guys are really sick and obsessed.
The media have done nothing but destroy them for years!

The same relatives that have been comfortable casting shade on him all his life. Ready to call him stupid, unimportant and the family distraction. Watched his wife be insulted by the media 
the family have a deal with. Were too busy to clarify exactly who made who cry. The brother who is lazy and jealous, even by their own father's admission.

I think Harry is lucky to have found a woman brave enough to take him and herself (since she obviously wears the trousers, as you nutters insist) away from the negative environment.
Wish the Royal family could just get on with wasting our money on Call the midwife outfits for Khate. 😌
His wife and his children. They’re HIS family.
Yes also. He’s not really doing his children any favour either. Like mate, this is not the way to protect them.
 @Zig Owl  what shade? Give evidence.
Tsk tsk tsk Ms Archetype would deem that label to be unkind.
@naruto0898 I'm Thai living in Thailand. Even I can see through their behaviour from where I am. Does that make me a racist?
The comments are very entertaining
It’s a train wreck involving a text book narcissist … fascinating.



It's a natural response when you see something so wrong and it just won't stop!
I love the part where Harry and Meghan are so open and public about sharing their personal lives, proving to the world just how deeply plagued they both are with mental illness and 
personality disorders.
I love the part that everything Me-gain touches fail! No more part 2, one and done! Those in Only Fans are more dignified in their way of earning $$$. Not you Megsy, you’re a Z list 
talentless “tv actor”.
Leaking and planting of stories is what H& M do! Diana’s memory is not something you should be making money from Diana has two sons ! But H is as in-Zane as his wife .
Harry may not be the King, but he bagged the Drama Queen.
I don’t want u
I love the part where Meghan clamors on and on about racism, but has no black women working on her podcast or Archetypes. She "promotes" female empowerment unless she's talking 
about Garrett Bradley (who left this crappy project due to creative differences) or Allison P. Davis (who interviewed Megaliar for The Cut but mysteriously disappeared shortly afterward). 
Both of these women are accomplished, intelligent and black. Hmmm. Could the Shrew of Montecito be the real racist? 🤔
I love the part where Doc Brown goes back in time to see Prince Charles and says to him that he has to go back to the future with him! Prince Charles says, "What happens to me in the 
future do I become an asshole or something"?  and Doc says, "No no no, you turn out just fine! Its your kid Charles, something has got to be done about your kid!"
Seriously What The Hell Is With The Harry & Meghan Preview Sound Very Similar To The Nightmare On Elm Street Movie lol .
I love the part where every body who calls Megan out for being a terrible person are all just racist. One tear left eye go!
I love the part where they had the person of color say the R word so that Meghan and Harry won't have to. So self-less. So brave. Left eye: go!
I love a good pity party 🥳 🎉 
Those poor multi millionaires,   my heart bleeds... 
Can't wait for that highly shifty Bouzy character to end up in court either.  
It's all about the race card allegedly.  
What complete and utter BS,  the Royal family are a lot of things but racist isn't one of them.
we all have something in common with harry, none of us will be king
Getting a bucket ready
I love the part where they make a book out of all the comments about their Netflix trailers and it instantly becomes a bestseller, out selling The Bench with only one book sale.  Oh, one 
tear of joy, left eye go!
I love the part when Hazza says "but there is also planting of stories"  Like the one she tried to plant from the S Africa tour where Archie was almost burnt to death in the housing complex 
they were forced to stay in.... Oh wait... Archie was in the kitchen with his nanny..... How about the one where we want her to serve up her children  to the press who call them by the n 
word???? Ohhh Ohhhh the one where 40 or more photographers will be hounding them everyday on the school run..... Please Please stop.... My left eye can't take any more tears... (in 
case we forget... we tried to bury her but she is a seed)  Also, can we change the name from Harry and Meghan to: How we went from President and Vice President of the Queens 
Commonweath Trust to Podcaster and Better up CHIMPO??
I love the part where Meghan is on the phone all day to Netflix but no one is picking up. Cut to scene 2, and shes all alone in her mansion screaming into her Hermes rug "make them take 
down the comments". Dorothy needs to appear & throw a bucket of water over her and we'll call it a happy ending!
Meghan the REAL QUEEN
I love the part where Harry advises people to quit their job if it doesn't bring them joy.  Then he goes on Oprah and whines because his former boss (now KCIII), stopped paying him after he 
quit his job.  My left eye sheds a tear for such injustice.
Will I find this show in the fictional section on Netflix????
Fracking hilarious!
I won’t watch it … waste of a good bucket.



 @M H  good call!
I love the part where Goodreads stopped letting people comment on Markle’s book because it was awful and was receiving a massive amount of terrible reviews. Such integrity! Left Eye, 
meet Tear.
Yeah…of BS!
👏👏👏
I love the part where Meghan made a netflix film about how royal women are  tortured by the press & then proceeded to use said film to torture & smear her sister in law Princess 
Catherine who she is dying of jealousy of.  I was also moved when Meghan called out Catherine (& only Catherine) by name in the Oprah interview & not the blood royal men who run the 
family. The sisterhood & feminism of Meghan never fails to blow me away, cant stop shedding tears from left eye.
Their both self styled victims, who ever thought you could make a living from being a pain in the proverbial 😂😂😂
I love all the parts that allow all of us to say “I LOVE THE PART”😂
Am sorry Netflix this is vile vile vile vile horrible individuals cashing in shame on them and shame on you 🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤯🤯🤯
Netflix why are you using images that have nothing to do with the harkles?  I’ve seen many of those images before, and there not about those two.
I love how the self proclaimed feminist icon has everything because of a man.
Harry, wake up and see the crap she has dragged you into. Unless you are no different than she and enjoy all this?
I love the part where we heard “their truth” in the Oprah Interview which turned out to have 30 odd inaccuracies Please don’t insult my intelligence…. Single tear, left eye 😢
These two cheesy airheads are the most boring people ever to star in their own reality show. Now if you called it a comedy, I might stick around for more than 3 minutes. 
Hahahahahahahah.....OMG, still laughing!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
I wish he would stop portraying that his big fat whiney, complainer, drama queen wife is ANYTHING like Diana. What fools these two are. I hope their downfall is swift and satisfying. How 
do people still support them? Are they blind, deaf, and dumb? I am so thrilled this comment section is open! WAY better than the trailer!
I love the part...well all the parts that are obvious lies...especially the fake bump when she gives H the paper that she never reads...hmm did they have a film crew living with them hence 
the 16 bedrooms?
I wish for peace and love in our world. Cindy Birdwise
I love the part when they say "Rock Star" but mean "Mon Star".Left eye doing its thing AGAIN and AGAIN...
I love the part in this trailer where they show how Catherine was actually hounded by paparazzi but cannot show the same for MM. Just the teeniest tear from the left eye in one, two, 
three.
I love the part where my husband just got retrenched  right before Christmas and they complain about Charles cutting them off financially (another lie).  Get your head out of that 
expensive narcissistic world that you live in and see how real people are surviving without daddy 's and tax payer's funds. As for Netflix, u deserve your downfall for signing up with these 
two ungrateful, spoilt brats. Shame on u.
I am so dis gusted by these two! With all the people that suffer in this world and they are using an old story for money! Netflix is already cancelled by me,because of this!  I don’t 
matter,but they don’t either!  She is such a money hungry sugar baby!  Empowering women by using every man and company she can! This isn’t racism, this is vile!
I’m waiting for Meagan to leave him  and mail her rings back to Harry. 😂😂😂
I love the part where Harry goes, "what on earth happened?" Harry, darling, you married a malignant narcissist, thats what happened. Wake the hell up!
My favorite part is where I don’t give a crap
I love the part where Megan announced they had got married 3 days before the wedding, showing the true privacy they wanted instead of the spectacle of the adoring cheering British 
public lining the streets. Sadly she got confused and thought it was in Africa they danced in the street. And how we have heard nothing from them since leaving for the private life, no 
books, no interviews, no docos, no complaints, no accusations. They really showed us how they meant they wanted privacy. Single tear left eye
Exactly!
👏👏👏



It will be blood on blood when Samantha continues with her Court Case against Megnut when scheduled for later next year. We can only hope that Samantha can hold out to make this 
even better viewing than the JD vs. AH case. Let's see how sisterhood holds out here, especially after the defamatory insults that Megnut used against Samantha in Finding Freebies, (the 
book she conveniently forgot that she wrote). Keep at it Samantha, we're all behind you!
WE LOVE A FEMINIST QUEEN ATTACKING OTHER WOMEN!
Congratulations to Meghan for being the1st and only millionaire woman currently to marry a UK Prince, and refuse to  exploit and live on UK  tax payers money.
She is currently demonized for choosing to work as before and earn her money.
The smirk on her face when she said “waity Katy”. That woman is evil and calculating.
Her dear friend "Glo" should be very proud.
And disowning her own sister…
I must be more special than Maggot as I can cry out of both eyes! Unfortunately I can't  quite create the sickly voice but I am quite good at pulling and pushing my husband about. I no 
longer cut off the price labels from new clothes either as it is such a good look on the lovely Duchess of Muchness. She is such a great role model for all women too as she has certainly 
shown me that viciousness, family-baiting, ghosting and (most importantly) lying constantly about everything can get you whatever you desire.
 @Dulcie Midwinter  😂😂😂
Awesome comment
Me too and an excellent observation!! I am tripping on the 13,000 + comments and havent seen one dissenting opinion yet!!! One great thing Netflix did was leaving these comments 
open. Kinda wondering if Haz has slept yet looking for ine decent comment
Earth Shot, dimwit. And you and your wifey intentionally usurped your brother and sister-in-law’s good endeavors on behalf of the collective.  🙄
Narcissist, indeed.
Exactly
I love the part where she is honoured with a special emoji of her own: 😢
No one knows the full truth, we know the full truth.  WTF.   So which is it?  Royalty and marriage don’t have anything to do with intelligence or education.
Are you freaking kidding me...... Harry needs to go back home and leave this narcissistic woman. We all know she married Harry because she knew she couldn't cut it as an actress. She 
needed a new outlet to get attention, but she isolated Harry from his family in the process. Even if he ditches this woman, I wouldn't want to take him back in the family because we know 
now how gullible he is when a woman's private parts are dangled over him. All she does is control him. It's a sad day in the world.
I'll take "People I could not care less about" For $200 Alex
I hate to see how much he tries to cash from his mother death and all the pain she really went through with all the cheating very public scandal. How does he dare to compare Diana's pain 
with a stupid story about Meghan making Katherine cry, which probably 90% of people didn't notice or believed, the suffering of Meghan it's purely about her narcissistic personality, it's 
unbelievable! She is nowhere near Diana's kindness and work for people.
I love the part where Netflix had to release a 2nd trailer because of how poorly the first one was received. Left eye tear
I love the part when commenters ask why other commenters write ‘I love the part…’ 🤪😬😂🤣
Finally, the straw that broke the camels back. Cancelled our Netflix subscription because if this is the best that they can give us in the near future, Netflix is done. I don't think they realise 
how many people there are who support the RF. The best comeback for Netflix would have been a do coalition how difficult the dimwitted duo really are to work with.
love both trailers and so glad we now have the details on the air dates. cant wait.
100 million for this shit? Omg...This is pure insanity!
I bet Meghan is Amber Heard 2.0 and she has secret tapes on Harry.  They definitely have a toxic marriage.
Scum and Scummer....enjoy this ratings fail...another reason Netflix is losing subscribers....including me....GWGB
Lmfao this stuff is such a joke hahahahahahaha well done Netflix, love when you corps just meme yourselves.
What’s with the ‘I love the part’ on nearly everybody’s comments ?



is this Bاtch serious?
I love the part where they claim "We know the full truth", while being caught lying 30 times in a single interview as well lying in court and most likely every other occasion where she opens 
her mouth.
I will not be watching this nonsense. It’s nothing to do with racism and everything to do with shallow character and selfish choices. Meghan and Harry will reap what they have sown. Two 
sad, wounded and very disturbed individuals who’s destructive tendencies are destroying their own lives and the lives of all those who love them. They need help. But sadly the woke 
victim hood philosophy of today will not lead them to healing and peace. Very sad.
I love the part when the redhead disgraces his entire family just to be a cuck’s cuck for a D list actress. Def will have to watch this, huge fan of satirical comedies.
I love the part where I get to read these comments and laugh my ass off!!🤣
Harry and Meghan trolls are really going to fest on this one. Knock yourselves out guys.
😢😢😢😢😢😢😢
Good one!
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
It’s the sugars and they’re saying we’re all bots coz everything starts w I love 😂
 @Indy I think their parents should cancel their NF subs. 😂
I've been saying since he met her that she is recording everything
It’s because negative comments get deleted, so now people are being sarcastic and trolling👌
 @Bright Faith  I did not k ow, this thanks so much
and even in both pathetic trailers
If the Prince of Pink Pancakes was so worried about the welfare of women marrying into the RF, why did he marry the 🕷in the first place?  If he loved her so much, he should have put her 
safety (give me a break) above his own feelings and set her freeeeeeeeeeeee.
despicable racists, until you have been called a simian or primate, you will never know our pain! wakanda forever
You instigated this shitstorm on yourself meghan. No more is to be said. You lied you cheated you took it all for granted and now you blame other for this shitshow of yours with this 
perfectly staged flick of fingers? Fu.
I think if they feel threatened by the paparazzi, then stay out of the limelight. Go raise your kids and live your life. That’s what you wanted, right?
Could you two just go far far away and stay private pulease!! No one cares about you but do care how you both treated your respective families. Crying from my left eye
What a total load of crap. I have really had enough and cancelling my Netflix subscription
I love the part where Netflix thinks producing a show about these non royal losers will be good for business. Bye bye Netflix.
I can see Harry just had to marry a biracial woman
Why has Netflix removed the number of dislikes? I suspect because there are a whole lot of dislikes...
I love the part where Harry's wife played the victim in the who made who cry debacle over the Princess of Wales wanting to protect the modesty of her own daughter and then to hear her 
talk on Oprah about how she  gaslit Princess Catherine into being the one to apologize with flowers because "she's actually" the one who cried and somehow Princess Catherine was made 
to feel wrong for trying to protect her own daughter, when "actually" what Harry's wife wanted and made a fuss over was totally creepy from jump start. And they gave into her creepy 
demand for bare legged kiddos at the wedding. Because how else is she going to appeal to  equally creepy Hollywood types? Am I right?! 
And then the part where the Palace gets dragged for not defending Harry's wife in how the story was told to the public after it was leaked how she made Princess Catherine cry, as if it was 
even possible to make that whole situation any less disturbing by saying it was the other way around.  It all just makes my left eye tear up just thinking about it.
So sad! So sad! So sad!
Brought one tear to my left eye......1...2...3...GO!
A tale of 2 narcissists lol



I love the part where Harry's wife revealed they were married 3 days before the actual marriage, haha, and that was swiftly debunked.
🤮🤮🤮🤮🤡🤡🤡
I loved the part where Meagan became bored with Harry and once she juiced this "evil monarchy" agenda for every last drop. She dumped his arse and turned it all against him. I cant 
believe he's been sucked into all this crap. He should of stayed with Chelsea
People in Montecito mansions should not throw stones
I LOVE the part where Harry enthusiastically thinks he's part of a team with wife... all the while she's waiting for the moment to dump this idiot once the money runs out. He has no idea he 
will soon be ridiculed by the world as the "idiot of the century".
I like how images are being used and passed off as paparazzi hounding MM when they are proven from other events not related to these two, or approved media from events supposedly 
hounding these two. Interesting how a mother's death is being used as a narrative to fund accusations which do have a small foundation, but being proven to be hugely exaggerated. 
Someone is using this narrative to her own ends. If you didn't want the limelight, then wouldn't you stay out of it instead of subjecting the world to many proven lies and mistruths? In turn 
you run a very high risk of being humiliated and vilified when you could have lived that quiet, happy life...
OMG what a beautiful story. Can't wait to watch this!!
A tear almost fell from my left eye too
The obviously coordinated comments under this video.  🙄  Ya'll know you are just proving their point.
You can see dislikes by downloading a “bring back dislikes” addition to chrome. I think they’re over 50,000 already.
Loved the part where she gave the stink eye to Charlotte when the little bridesmaid passed in front of her at the wedding. Brought a tear to my left eye.
Ooh ya. Coordinated worldwide😆🤡
 @Canadian Polish Princess  HA!  That was funny!!!😂😂😂
 @Canadian Polish Princess   As you respond to me over the internet.  LOL
all of these racist comments confirm you are jealous of black people, all civilization started with us, we built the pyramids and we built the palaces with our blood and sweat
I love the part where we get to see rich people lamenting rich people problems on tv during this not-so-favorable-economically holiday season 🥂
43 seconds in and they are in the car and look behind them at “paparazzi” in a car following them EXCEPT, it’s not raining outside their car and it’s not moving also the “paparazzi” car is 
moving and it’s raining!!  so must be different footage. Sick of their lies. Maybe if they hadn’t lied people would like them. Just saying!!
Who's betting tomorrow night she'll try for that tear yet again to look overwhelmed because she is suffering so much??? At the very least she will announce something, like "The road is 
still long, ..."???
These trailers are so laughabke😂   When Will these two very rich, spoiled  brats grow up?  No one thinks they suffer with a camera clicking away in private!!😢. Oops, wrong eye.  There 
are meds for their “ problems”
Shame on H&M and Netflix
👎.  Who broke the thumbs down button 🤣
🙄
Can you please make something worth watching. Spoilt brats it’s a kids show, not a documentary
We know the truth. Harry has been played with and groomed by a narcissist who will never shut up about herself because she can't. Fabrication of the truth to suit her.
Copying Diana.. The see thru dress pose...di did that at her kindergarten school in early days of media caught by accident and saying Three people in this relationship... Di in her totally set 
up / conned into interview with Martin basheer.
She has played on Harrys childhood trauma to take him away from his family and friends support for controlling reasons. Only good thing is its showing us more and more about narcissistic 
behaviour, and the length they go too.
Has anyone noticed yet... Her wedding dress was Balenciaga!!



I loved all the times Meghan adjusted her fake moon bump and how she was able to squat in stilettos while 7 months pregnant!  I loved how Harry's knuckles turned white as he gripped 
the silicon baby's hand in a failed attempt to get it to  move during show and  tell.  I loved Meghan's mothering skills, especially when she took her newborn to a polo match without a hat 
or sunscreen (but silicon doesn't get sunburn).
My left eye is bawling right now.
So stunning and brave.
I guess you either Love them or hate them - nothing in between 🤑🤩
Harry and Meghan are traitors!🤮
I love the part when Henry points out that there's a hierarchy of the family ... in a Monarchy!!🤯; and when Jenny Afia mentions the war against Meghan to suit some agendas when the 
conversations between the Sussexes and Netflix started before their wedding. But we all know what Meghan wants, Meghan gets😉
Maybe that time every year we will get the annual victimhood paranoïa and lying """"""documentary"""""", like a Mariah song or a Hallmarck movie? A "Hallmarckle" movie? Bad acting, 
bad scenario, repeating itself and full of BS that would not happen in real life, totally forgettable, and a rapid expiration date? Lord have mercy on us..🤢🤯😱
“What on Earth happened?”
Both of you acted like entitled, narcissistic spoiled brats. That’s what happened.
I love that they are using deceit to sell their truth. Taking footage from other people and situations, staged shoots, manipulated images, twisting facts to fit the narrative, one has to 
wonder if there is any "truth" at all. This reality show is anything but.

Harry is a disgrace to his family.  He lacks the balls to stand up to Meghan and draw a line concerning the trashing of his family.  She is just pissed off that she wasn't able to control the 
Royal family and when she realized that she married the wrong brother, she went ballistic!  How can we believe anything that she or Harry says when they have been proven to be Liars!!!
I think the Egyptians would beg to differ 😆🤡
Lol, I’m proud of my white skin. It sounds like you want to believe that people are jealous of you, because you’re insecure👌
And Egyptians aren’t black, their middle eastern.
😂😂
I'm Asian living in Asia and I can see through MM's shenanigans. If that makes me racist, so be it.
I love the part where H&M are trying to convince themselves that being told "FO" is actually the public using an acronym to express overwhelming admiration for their life of "Fantastic 
Opulence" ... such genius!  Awe-inspiring.  Welling up in my left eye.
I love the part that  Meghan is under the delusion that she means anything other than a D list unknown actress from a show nobody watches  without her marriage to the Royal Family she 
hates.
1:17 minutes is toooooo much.... what a drag.....
Her sweater matches her Hermes chair
I love the part when she is trying so hard to be Diana ! I drop a tear 😢 right eye
Family's so important to them that they just can't stop trying to destroy them.  That's the Christmas spirit!
I love the part that all bouzy's (who is featured in this farce) bot sentinel, and all the sussex'squad, and all the "sugars", won't be enough to silence actual people who call out this megaliar's 
falacies.
Lies lies liars
I’ll love the part when people stop being so nasty and hostile in the comments.
Couple of privileged morons in world's richest family tell us how rough their lives are.  My left eye weeps for them.



It is a sad day when an organization like Netflix produces something from two people that clearly take liberties with the truth.

It’s an equally  sad that Netflix consciously choose financial gain over the integrity of a family.

I will not watch it and I am considering canceling my Netflix account.

My heart hurts!❤
Move on you two grifters and live your life privately as you announced to the world on Oprah ! STOP ALREADY. I won’t be watching it.
the only color i see in meghan is green, the most envious woman in the world
This  is going  to crash
This doesn't look half bad, I love the part where Wednesday is at the Dance and breaks out into pure Goth Pop Dance moves like a natural
Hade a tear run down my left cheek until the camera caught it for photo ops
Meghan is so beautiful when she cries, don’t be ashamed of it girl!

I wonder why it’s always the left eye……………………………………🤔
I love the part where after watching these trailers, I’ve been crying out of my right eye…..NO!!! Just kidding!!! My LEFT eye! 😂
I love the part where they teach us about the hierarchy in the Royal Family while using their Sussex titles to ensure we know they are higher than us in the pecking order. Such inspiring 
teachers. So non-judgmental to educate us plebs. Such self-awareness. I’m not sure I can contain it to just one tear from my left eye 😢
Brainwashed Harry by an opportunistic pathological cat killer the talented Ms Ripley Smegma
It is better to keep your mouth closed and let people think you are a fool than to open it and remove all doubt...
You can fool all the people some of the time, and some of the people all the time, but you cannot fool all the people all the time...
H&M seem to be not familiar with those two famous quotes, at their peril...
Grow up. See it for what it is.
What year do we live in? Can't dislike a person? You serious?
Hazbeen is above me in the Royal Family pecking order but I'm afraid that's where it ends. The Harkles have the ugliest blackest souls throughout most of humanity. They will never have 
more than I have been blessed with. At least, I have a wardrobe full to the brink with clothes that look stunning on me and I don't need to resort to re-selling them to scrounge money. I've 
never worn clothes with price-tags swinging off them with the intent to re-sell or return. I have never had holes in my shoes and shocked at Hazbeen displaying his shoes falling apart as if 
he's proud of them. Not once have I left the house in a crumpled up un-ironed garment, nor even worn something like this whilst at home! I also take up my trousers when the hems need 
taking up, instead of dragging them along the ground. At least I don't have to be concerned with sixteen useless bathrooms but I suppose all their b/s has to go somewhere. I have grown 
up despising those who lie and will not lower myself to do the same. I also despise hypocrisy in which these two take the cake. No matter how deluded these two are, they will never be 
able to strive to be as wonderful as I am and most others who have commented too. I doubt very much that there would be many takers who would prefer the Harkles life of deceit over 
their own honest lives.
totally.  What a shame to remain in historical memory as a social climber dedicated to throwing shit at those who open the door for them, and shit at their own sick, old and dying parents 
and grandparents, for money!  this pair sucks
 @krisushi1  that was great! Also I am grateful for many things, a home, food, heat, family, etc. 
Methane Arcewipe was so grateful she got to attend Elton John’s concert. Her values are so screwed up. Some families don’t make in years what she spent on her engagement dress. 
Absolutely disgusting. 
I’m crying for her, left eye, one tear.



He is a duke and she is a duchess . People bow to them what is he on about 😂
No, but they will be sure to plagiarize them in their next $1M speech at some Marriott.
as a sexy light skinned black woman, i disown everything Ms. Markle is doing
The jealousy of all the old hags commenting hate is hilarious! You brainless birds can’t think for yourselves. I’m happy they are finally telling their story.
I love the part where this narcissist pair can’t handle the Queen saying NO to monetizing the word ROYAL for their financial gain 
so they burn it all down on Oprah, and then name their daughter a personal and private nickname of the Queens without her permission.  That’s so classy
I love the part where she called her professional photographer and told them come quickly cause she was about to collapse into tears....privately!
LO BERDUA ITU HARUSNYA JADI RAKYAT JELATA. JANGAN HANYA MAU FASILITAS DOANG. HARRY JAMES HEWITT A BASTARD SON AND HIS FCKG BASTARD WIFE. KOMPLIT UDAH DUA 
PASANGAN GILA UANG INI. THIS IS ALL JUST FOR MONEY. SELLING YOUR MOTHER'S NAME. FOR MONEY SO DISGUSTING. MENJUAL NAMA KERAJAAN HANYA UNTUK UANG, SEHARUSNYA 
BAPAK LO CABUT GELAR BANGSAWAN LO. LO BERDUA HANYA RAKYAT JELATA TANPA STATUS TAU !!!
I can't wait!  Got my popcorn🍿 and a frosty🍺 beverage. You haters , please clutch your pearls, collapse on your fainting couches, and keep the agonizing vocals to a minimum. You need 
to be able to hear the truth.😉
I love watching people act like this couple has any effect on them.
these comments just proved her whole point
One day, Harry will realize, he's been played.
I love that Meghan is still winning all a y’all commenting here will be watching the series & she got 💰
This is not a love story it’s a horror show!!!!!!
I loved the part where the British Racists and the racist royal family paid £32 million for her to get married, to find out she had married Harry three days earlier in a illegal secret back 
garden wedding with the archbishop of Canterbury. I love the part in her wedding where out of 600 seats, she only has one family member. I love that she gave up seats for her dearest 
friends to see her wedding, and instead invites A Listers that she had never met before. So selfless. I love how adoring an auntie she is..  so when Princess Charlotte walked down the aisle, 
her tender look turned from love to the evil stepmother in sleeping beauty. Or was she trying to emulate Uncle Scar? I love how she is so compassionate and kind, a spokesperson for the 
downtrodden, that the homeless of  Windsor were forcibly moved to another town, their belongings removed. I love how she was a spokesperson for women's rights, that she wrote to 
that dish soap company expressing her feelings, plagiarising her father's words which he wrote down for her. I love how in her Tig days, she praised her father, how she loved him, how he 
spoilt her, how he helped her to be an actress... Until he was no longer suitable for a royal Princess. I love how she knew NOTHING about the royal family of Britain, and yet... Photos of her 
as a teen show posters of Prince William plastered over her walls. I love how educated she is, and yet.... She did not know "god save the Queen". I love how she researches everything, and 
yet... When she bagged her prince (wearing the perfume that his dead mother wore to remind him of her...) That she did not once Google him or his family. The humility of it all brings a 
tear to my eye... My left one of course.
No Meghan you realized you got caught and everyone knew you were a fraud. I'm sorry I have to say that. I really wished the best for Harry.
I had a tear roll down my left cheek when I saw her Face in Hands crying on a chair with her Merch Blanket strategically placed behind her.  I'm always going to get someone to photograph 
me when I'm crying from now on, you know, just in case.
These two are trash.
Meghan, your father is in Mexico, like a manatee stuck on the beach, both literally and figuratively, have you no mercy woman! save him!
"we know the full truth" is that this doc use pap clips from other political or movie stars' figures, such as Harry Potter's movie pap footage.
I love the part where Meghan makes Wallis Simpson seem like real class act.  Left eye draining in memory of the late Duchess of Windsor.  RIP Wallis.
I cannot wait to watch this...
🤮
Everyone is thinking except you. Telling their story . Which one? the one sided story. You are a fool



 @MrsCitrine  blah blah blah. Why are you so angry hater? Especially over ppl who give 2 sh*** about what YOU think of them. They love each other and have a beautiful family. Jealous 
you don’t have the same? Lmao. Fly away bird.
I am an old hag,but not jealous! They are not in love now!  She will take him for whatever she can get! Just wait,,it will happen by the time you are an old hag too! Enjoy the show!
 @Maggie Long  Do you hear how delusional you sound?! It must be so sad to be you. Oh sweetie, I will never be like you. I don’t pretend to know the ins and outs of a family that I DON’T 
know. I have my own family to worry about. Keep living in delusion. Deuces!
Lol
😂😂😂
😂
😂😂😂😂😂
😂😂😂
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣😂
Yes whenever anyone around here shows emotion I make sure to call in a photographer. 😂😂
 @No one Special  It's the authentic thing to do!
😆😂😂 so so funny.
What truth. The 100 million dollar truth. What a fool you are.
😆😆🤡
 @MrsCitrine  It's about time they make millions. The tabloid media has made BILLIONS from trashing them. Now they get to set the record straight. I know you'll be watching and boosting 
their ratings. Now who's the fool? LMAO🤣😂😅!
 @Canadian Polish Princess   😱😈😜
When they are ignored by the the commercial and private sector because their public reputation is so tarnished by the mass consumer with disposable income.  They will care.  This is their 
last hurrah.  They better conserve that $100M they received from NF.  It’s over.
There are people getting affected
 @MrsCitrine  LOL
I guess you learned nothing. Congratulations. That’s a feat
No it didn't. think it thru 😆
She proved it alright but not because of her fake claim of racism! Ugh!
Money usurping family values…true nobility.
What do you mean . Just because people are talking about her doesn’t make her less of a 🤡 .
What exactly is she winning? Making them pariahs worldwide??People are speaking up, in the thousands 😆🤡
Sooo laughable 🤣🤣🤣.... Netflix you have really bounced your head with these 2... fake  royals with more lies ... Will definitely NOT be watching...👎👎👎👎👎👎👎
Just here to downvote this money grab.
This is a joke...Do they really think Americans are stupid enough to think this isn't staged?  I mean who doesn't have a film crew and a photographer with them at all times!  I hope Harry 
comes to his senses soon.  I have lost all respect for him.
Meghan Markel Has Ruined Harry’s Life. Meghan Markel Is Toxic.

I love the part where they used DUCHESS OF WALES, CATHERINE paparazzi pics! They couldn't find none of Meghan !! I cried one tear from my left eye! (After, I poked it with a toothpick !)
I loved the part where Meghan burst upon the stage during the Earthshot Awards,tearing the green emerald choker off of Kate, then running away and screaming”it’s mine!  It’s mine!”  So 
brave and inspirational!!



one million views. 13K likes. 107K dislikes.
Weakling
So we can hear it from them? I didn’t ask….
No one should trash talk their family. “Wash the dirty laundry at home”!
BHAA HAA HAA! Oh please!! Stop! Stop!!
I am laughing so hard!!!!
I'm laughing so hard I may pass out. I am crying... strangely enough, from my left eye!!!
What LOSERS!!!!
👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎
Why is everyone starting their comments with "I love the part...." Is there any contest for whoever "loves a certain part" shall win a palace? 😂😜
i love how racist racists are, tear in both eyes
These two disgust me.  Her family has nothing to do with her, his family now has nothing to do with him...all because of their own behaviour and paranoia.  Shame on them for comparing 
themselves to what his mother went through.  With all the damage and upset they have caused, I don't know how they live with themselves.
Was harry all his life looking to be a hero and using a wife to do it?
This definitely brings a single tear to my left eye…so…um…what does that mean exactly???
I just came here to read the comments. Y'all are doing great!
One of the most touching and desperate parts was when, at the Platinum Jubilee, by not being able to be on the balcony and attracting the world's attention, they found themselves in the 
courageous task of going to silence children and make them shhhh such a heroic act of theirs. because the noises of the children did not let us hear the air parade and its noise. without 
fear they dared to appear even though they looked stupid that paralyzed my heart and my tears flowed from my left eye.
You would think that a popular Hollywood actress would have been able to handle the spotlight and cameras better than someone from a more sedate background like...I don't 
know...Kate?
🤣
I’m guessing that was in her dreams that night…
Lol ❤
She deserves another award for that, even though it was only in her deluded mind.
running away while wearing an ill fitting red dress with weird nipple gussets and a bad spray tan
Now THAT Netflix, is quality entertainment
🤣🤣🤣
In her feverish dreams that night.
So she has 10k bots
I think someone started it and it stuck 😆😆
Possibly not a sparkling palace but maybe a slightly used Hermes blanket !!
Time to come up with somthing new
In an old interview, during her acting days, Markle said she could cry on cue, stating, " on cue, three, two, one tear to the left eye, go."
The thing is hardly anyone has heard of her pre-Harry.
Netflix should be banned in the uk and netflix sued
I love the part where Harry says it's a dirty game, just like he played in his bunker while serving! Isn't that right Bunker Harry!



So if Megs experience is just like Diana how is it racist? Di was white! If Meg was a "Royal Rockstar" how is there institutional racism? They are having such a hard time accepting they have 
hideous personalities and people organically detest them because of their actions. Zero ownership and just looking to place blame on others. These two are a joke
i can´t wait!!
Z LIST ACTRESS WHO BECOME PENGHANCUR DRAMA AND ALL ABOUT MONEY. DISGUSTING
should be charged with TREASON
I love the part when Harry and Meghan say that they are leaving the royal family because they want to live a normal life, and board a private jet to move to a 15 million dollar villa.
this all for money. harry hewwit poor man. and his fckg wife wanita murahan yang akhirnya di terima di kerajaan inggris. but lihat duo sinting ini sekarang. seperti pengemis dan mencari 
perhatian, semua hanya demi uang.., sangat memalukan memuakkan
What 2 cluts. Desperate for attention
I love the part when I learn the real meaning of roasting a chicken.

Harry: ”There’s a hierarchy of the familj.” No shit!?! 😮 Who would’ve guessed, even a regular person knows that. There’s a King, a Queen, Prince no1 and a Prince no2. The last one 
turned out to be the ugly frog with a heart of stone. 🎉🎉🎉 Crawl back you evil snakes. You can’t eat the cake and keep it too. Nobody want to listen to your boo-hoos and childish 
whinings anymore. Ppl around the world is dying, starving, freezing and families strugle to buy basics. Meanwhile others i boo-hoo-land is living on millions but still it isn’t enough. Those 
idiots make me SICK and our wierd world fuels them on. Even if their titels are removed she’ll be called Princess Harry Windsor. That’s the most horrifying fact to this soap opera.
Life is just so difficult for the rich and famous...especially when they are so universally despised for being horrendous people.
I love the part where they named their daughter after the Queen - using the Queen’s very personal nickname, without her blessing - and yet also didn’t bother to visit the Queen days 
before her death, despite being so close by.

I also truly admire how stoic they are in oversharing their privacy. They could have just disappeared and lived a quiet life away from the media, healing from their long-suffering, but 
instead they continue to wield insults and accusations at family members to the highest bidder. Stunning and inspirational. 

I wish everyone could try harder to be more like Harry and Megs. One tear, left eye, go.
Trash and I would NEVER watch this even if I still had Netflix.😂😂😂😂
I love the part where Meghan ended poverty and hunger in Africa by marrying Harry. You all need to have way more respect for her.
cant wait to watch this just to annoy myself 😂
I loved the part where they try to demonize the media and get still use the same media to spread lies and get victim points. My left eye will not stop weeping.

Shame on all of you!  You both are evil!!!!! I also cancelled my Netflix account…. you may know the full truth Hawwy,  but you’re both liars🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥
I love the parts where the Photos of Harry Potter Movie Premier and of those paparazzies for Trump and for Kate were planted into this trailer to trick people feel those attentions and 
cameras were for Meghan. Netfix is the master of Irony!  I am so touched to shed one tear from the left eye...
When the stakes are high ....... it's all about the $$$$$$ baby ...
Well put. The whole thing makes zero sense which why it is they seem so tasteless and out of touch turning everyone off
Same. I'm just hear for the train wreck.
Interestingly, the only person apart from the Monarch who has ever stood front and centre on the balcony of Buckingham Palace is   -   Sir Winston Churchill.

I loved when Harry and Meghan cheated behind Cory’s back—whilst Cory was working for Harry at the time—and holier-than-thou Harry discussed Charles and Diana’s affairs (as a man 
who’s never cheated on ex-gfs before). Harry is an honest man who’d never even cheat at Eton... causing a massing lawsuit for his poor female teacher. He’s a nice guy (tm). 😢



I love the part even on this documentary where they're still using the royal titles that given by the very royal family that they hate so much and talk trash about.
Disgusting liars  , Will never watch, also hate Netflix now
I love the part where she's too busy being a Humanitarian to call her father. My left eye watered.
I loved the part when Meghan swooped into Uvalde by private jet, Netflix cameras in tow to exploit the deaths of 19 murdered students, 2 teachers and the pain and suffering of their 
families, the Uvalde community and the nation. So humanitarian! So stunning! So brave!
Cringe
This is hilarious!!!!
Worst people on earth. She is the lost sister of Pinocchio, her nose has become longer. The show will be popular on Netflix, but their popularity will be worst then ever.
No one knows the full truth. 
We know the full truth.
Make it make sense, Harry.

I love that Catherine Middleton was stalked and harassed by the paps for years before she got married but Harry is only about his own "pain". Leave and go enjoy your free millions man. 
The constant complaining these billionaires do, the lies, it's too damn much.
I love the part where all of these comments answer Harry's question "What on earth happened?"  by holding up the Markle's own words and actions as a mirror.  If only they would look 
into it.
I'm so glad that H&M will tell their truth about the hatred and diabolical acts they suffered from the racist rag tag British tabloids  among other things. Netflix , I hope you didn't throw any 
curve balls like the Crown. You made Diana look like the Villian, and Chucky & Camilla the victims. Shameful!!
I love the part when they realise that Netflix has left the comments open.
Seethe bitches!!!!!!!!!
BS
I love the part where Netflix thought this 2nd trailer would fare better, and is getting the same treatment as the first... could almost shed a tear, .... left eye 1, 2, 3 go, I'm afraid social 
media scared it back in 🥲
In love with that part where a couple of morons truly believe they're important to smart and decent people. 💩🤮
I love the part where Will Smith mentions hatred and racism, after striking a black man at the Oscars.
Geeees i'm disgusted by these two. Trashing both of their family . I will never watch this bunch of idiots of a human being feel sorry for the kids
Love the end of the final episode......as the credits roll, an inserted photo shows the strategically placed prop, that Hermes blanket  now shredded on the armchair, a silent testimony to the 
futility of it all.....
Look up altruistic narcissism. That’s what that was IMO
Swooped in like a vulture to pick at the scraps of the suffering families without a thought for what they were going through. That was truly a low act and for Netflix to be a part of that was 
simply a sickening disgrace! You certainly scraped the bottom of the barrel with that one Netflix!
THE CHIPS! Don’t forget the chips she donated! Like I’m sure it was at least 12 individual-sized bags.
 @krisushi1  Really?What type of help and how did you show it to those in distress around you? 
What exactly was Meghan supposed to do to sympathise with those in distress.?
Are you an expert who Meghan was supposed to consult before taking the action she saw fit to take?🤔🤔
 @noluthando nyandeni  maybe not show up with her camera crew and have a photoshoot? For starters….



 @noluthando nyandeni It’s common sense for most decent people…discretion.  You don’t do stuff like that.  Maybe she would have some good consultants if they didn’t all bail. She 
doesn’t listen.  She knows best.  Look at her now.
She could have simply written letters to families with her signature calligraphy and not publicize her good deed.  That’s how you mitigate a sensitive situation as such. Elegantly and 
discreetly.  Not like a beast.
Now THAT one pissed me off. There are no words to adequately convey the depths of her loathsomeness
 @noluthando nyandeni Um hello from someone is from Uvalde.  Have a seat.  My neighbors lost a daughter in the tragedy.  Meghan had no business being here.
 @pepsiwepsi  I am so sorry, my heart goes out to the whole community.
 @pepsiwepsi  sorry for your neighbours loss. M had no business being there other than to get more 'air time' for herself.
Nauseating. 🤢
 @noluthando nyandeni  Oh I dunno, donate money to the victim's families anonymously instead of making it about oneself?
 @Amy Emerson  Meghan is not decent, that’s the problem. The fact you have to explain how decent people behave to the prior commenter…..
 @Amy Emerson   I wouldn't go so far as to categorize her as a beast but hey, to each his own. I would have to agree with you in that alms should be given/performed in private but what 
made me personally take issue is that she chose NOT to give any deference to those slaughtered in the Buffalo massacre which occurred approximately one week prior. But I guess certain 
lives are of less importance (or the optics less impactful) than others.
She came down to Uvalde didn't do anything only propaganda for her Netflix show.
 @pepsiwepsi  well said. I am so so sorry about your neighbour’s unthinkable loss and for you as part of the community and supporting your neighbour in their grief.
 @Wild & Waning  The Boston "Massacre"? Are you in the right century? 19 CHILDREN were slaughtered in Uvalde.
 @The Hutch  she makes me gag!
 @pepsiwepsi  that was so unbelievably low!
Meghan is such a ghoul😂
 @noluthando nyandeni  donate anonymously and mobilize a team (with NO branding) to bring in food or other aids. She can even reach out to different mental health organizations and 
pay for idk maybe 6mos worth of therapy for the families. There are TONS a person can do discreetly to help that doesn't involve cameras and a photoshoot.
 @Moogie's Mom  Mis-typed...meant Buffalo but I most certainly am in the right century...are you? I did indicate it happened approximately one week prior to Uvalde...or did YOU have 
selective memory of the ten that were killed and three injured?
You forgot to mention her dad was in hospital just 30min away.....
 @noluthando nyandeni   she showed up there with her camera crew in tow and made it about her. That's beyond despicable. Before that, she also lied and said that a South African actor 
told her that we danced in the streets, just like we did on the day that Madiba was released from prison.  This woman had the audacity to lie and liken herself to Madiba, really? Then she 
insulted our High Commissioner by calling his mansion a "housing unit" and lied about a fire in Archie's room? Harry should have left her in Nyanga
Racism? Where? When? Criticism and call out of a liar is not racism whatsoever. Meghan IS a proven liar and a proven bully. she has even lied in court. Enough of hearing from her constant 
bs and lies and this is why people comment. She has induced in people nausea for saying so many blatant lies upon lies. You can believe whatever fairytale you want about this false victim 
Hood fairytale of hers that is your choice. But You won't stop people stating facts, actual facts not her delusional truth and people won't stop being at a total disagreement with whatever 
fallacy she spews any minute she opens her contrived mouth. Enough of her and her lies.
My favourite part is how Megain transformed Handbag Harry in to a furious frog and how she kindly wears green to remind us. Joy
ALL sugars are brainless 🧠 !
I also loved the part where Charles paid for Meghan's clothing and she would leave the tags on and return the clothes, but not return any money to Charles. Yes, she taught me about 
building wealth!
So disrespectful, the timing, the lies, the crying over the problems that do not seem to be problems to me.



Isn't it time for the BRITISH PEOPLE to go out on the streets and scream their lungs out to get this ungrateful piece of work and her victim's titles removed ? Netflix , All subscriptions 
CANCELLED . BYE b*tches
Netflix: Viewers aren't interested in listening to two multimillionaires (both spoiled rotten as children) whine & cry about how hard their life is. They're trying to monetize faux 
victimization. It's beyond sickening. Thumbs down on The Harkles. 👎👎👎
I love the part..............
I love the part when they threw shade at Princess Kate in the trailer because Meghan is so mad that she got the spare and not the heir.
Arrogant, wealthy whiners.
What is most impressive is that they don't have images of this media persecution (because it didn't happen), and use random images to illustrate a fictitious situation. They have stronic 
personality disorder
I love the part when…tear left eye.
RUN Harry RUN!
My cancellation reason to Netflix : That meghan fallacy was enough for me to cancel my subscription. How the hell did you let such a liar spew more nauseating fake racism victim Hood 
fairytale of hers on your platform??? £80m I heard you paid, well, you've just got "markled" but I'm not participating. Bye Netflix, it was a good few years, but this amount of woko stupido 
obnoxious gash from a proven bully and liar, I can't accept. Disgusting.
Every  year  a  drama.  Hey  Harry,  this is  the  way  you  support  your  family?  Nice  bussiness.
Holy shit, 13k likes, 105k dislikes
There's a hierarchy in the royal family? Really?😮😮😮Wow. Who knew?
I loved the part where, in Meghan's first year as a royal, she had the most expensive wardrobe of any European royal.
They bring a tear to my left eye smdh
Right?! Every. Single. Comment....
Did they respond?
I love the part that all bouzy's (who is featured in this farce) bot sentinel, and all the sussex'squad, and all the "sugars", won't be enough to silence actual people who call out this megaliar's 
falacies.
 @Elise backwards  What?

 @ROFLCOPTERLOL  bit long to explain if you aren't aware of all the orchestrated meghan's fan base... You see the guy that says "it's about hatred it is about racism" in this trailer? His 
name is Christopher bouzy and runs a bot enterprise called bot sentinel all dedicated to meghan's propaganda you can already say 50% of the likes are from his bot sentinel. Now, 
"squaddies" are the sussex'squad who are extremists that meghan pays to "defend" herself online too, then you have the "sugars" who are sussex's sugars : people who subscribes to their 
fraudulent organisations such as" archetype " that are paid by meghan too to" comment positively" about her on any platforms too. This grifter has an agenda.
Life is a hierarchy.  Every.  Facet.  But he obviously didn’t know that until his wife pointed it out.  Just like being trapped.
Almost 100K dislikes. Way to go Netflix!
And still look unkept in looks.
Her wardrobe cost more than all of the royals' combined
They are so racist to force her have the most expensive wardrobe.
And none of the clothes fit her.
Crazy how people caping for the royal family & actually believe the Daily Mail/Sun.
I love the part where they rip up all the NDA's so the dozens of employees who quit them can come forward with "their truth."
I love the part where Megnut says she never googled Henry and knew nothing about him and only wanted to know if he was "nice"



Chris Bouzy! Hahaha.. please check Nate the Lawyer if you want the truth behind this guy.
Princess Dramatic and her Pet Gerbil Spare Tire in a mockumentary for the Ages!  Please tell me they wheeled Rob Reiner out of the retirement home to direct this gem~
I was expecting something so much better from these people. A reality show, that is truly the best they can come up with.
I love the part where Markle sneakily inserted  scenes from "The Help".
I love the part when I cancelled my Netflix subscription on Thursday and told Netflix it was as despicable as these two.
...the full truth...megain got caught sneaking around in Princess Charlotte's room while she slept. She was taking pictures of her or trying to.
Caused a big riff between Will and hairball.
So wait, is this a mockumentary?
I love the part where all the racists ignore the fact that threats from racist right wing groups in Britain were confirmed as serious and sickening this last week but the racists here still refuse 
to recognise they were fact.
I love the part when two narcissists make a mockumentary and Saint Megain pencilled in a pause on the ruthless backstabbing next year. So kind
Ok I dont even understand a single comment here ?? Is all comments made by elizabeth followers or meghan supporters ??
I love the part the Hermes security blanket plays in these trailers.
I love the part where Harry says he doesn’t want history to repeat itself. Don’t worry Harry - no one adores your wife like they did your mother. They are nothing alike. I’m wiping the tear 
about of my left eye for Me-Me.
We, as a community,need to start holding Netflix and other media outlets ACCOUNTABLE  for contributing to a toxic agenda.
Stop holding hands like groping children. Stop telling tales about Harry’s mother in exchange for cash ! Stop telling lies !! 

Nobody should buy the book or see the film . They deserve to flop !
They should not be making money out of the disaster they have created !
The hatred, racism, feeding frenzy and similar that these toxic two use ...are NOT what they have put up with, it is what THEY ARE PROMOTING AND ENCOURAGING.  Pathetic morons 
wanting privacy by airing everything about their fake lives and lies.  Only thing they want to be able to keep private is all the money they are scamming.
I liked the part where Meghan left her moonbump on the bathroom floor and a maid saw it and told her friends.
As soon as they let us know they signed with Netflix, I said that Harry should do a reality show called Hazbeen Bootcamp. In it, he can take out of shape celebrities who want to get back in 
the game and help them get back into shape. He did so great with James Corden on the obstacle course that it really just seemed like a natural fit while also being the trash tv we want 
from them. 

Anyway, someone really came at me in the comments of the James Corden video, so apparently not everyone thinks my idea is as good/funny as I do. Hahaha

These two need to learn how to take themselves less seriously. They must be exhausting to be around.
Definitely not Meghan
 @Venus Star  ok I guess all these comments made by few people using different accounts
 @nithin teja  All 12,000 of them, 98% of them negative? These few people must be very fast typists.
 @Robert Hammel  never underestimate  british empire
I wish he would let his mother rest in peace. Diana would be heartbroken to see her two sons estranged like this, any parent would.
Her ex publicist said they would arrange photo ops for her. I guess most actors do that - but - Funnily enough, the pics taken back then were on backgrid. And 99% of the pics taken of her 
now are on - backgrid. Make of that what you will!
Princess Diana forever. She had star power beyond measure.



🔥🔥🔥
Absolutely!!!
LOL
I love the part where she thinks she knows it all…yet failure after failure.  Sad!  One tear left eye….go!
Why are we giving these grifters any publicity
🔥🔥 i am YouTube 🔥🔥🔥 mere motivation channel hai 🔥🔥 mere channel se apka help ho sakti hai 🔥🔥 nice video
I love the part where every company or person that does business with meghan ends up losing and going down the drain, i give my heartfelt left tear and deep compassion and empathy 
for Netflix after this docuseries.
I love the part where they have everything, but sht all over it and cry victim.
Thank goodness so many people recognize the narcissism, hypocrisy and pathological lies of these two - they are despicable. I canceled my netflix subscription months ago when this 
docuseries was announced. It will be a full display of how delusional they are.
I love the part when Harry wakes up from the coma.
So they try to make Megan look like she's hounded just like Princess Diana was by the paparazzi. But the problem is they've just released news that Megan and Harry's edit is deceptive. 
They have pictures of paparazzi like they're after Megan and Harry but the problem is the picture was taken a year before they met and they weren't even at the event. Lies Lies Lies They 
cannot be trusted. Don't believe anything that comes out of their mouths!!!
AND I love the part.... where we are all obviously going to watch this anyway, and see what b....s they have to say AND then the media will be all over them again , and they get what they 
made this documentary for:  ATTENTION
Hey netflix can you put a cancel my subscription button next to the trailer.?
oh how I wish Kerry Kennedy had the guts to allow unfettered comments.  You know that award presentation will have multiple takes because m is such a lousy actress.
I love the part when Megan thinks she is treated like princess Di while in fact she is only like Wallis Simpson. Tears in the left
I like the part where Netflix changed the name of this "documentary" to Two Narcissists, Revenge and Money- A comedy.
I love how they use race to excuse all their responsibilities of the mess they made. 
I love how she says she was welcomed and now it is race she is unwelcome.
I love how no one could tell she was not white. 
I love that she acts like she is the first this has happened to.
For goodness sake another American divorcee caused the King to abdicate.
The queen was off her rocker letting them marry, she knew the problems that come with divorced American women.  
My left eye wells with salty tears. 

Megan, no one hates you for your race, that is the only interesting thing you have going for you. 
You are just a run of the mill narcissistic American B*tches, that all, and everyone sees your ingratitude and selfishness, that’s all.
Hierarchy?  Harry finally noticed?  Man he’s stupid.
I love the part where Harry and Meghan refused to see the Queen knowing she was dying a painful death. Such a strong woman, I hope she is treated with the same compassion when she 
is older.
It's almost unbelievable how vile and devious they are. I'm not so sure that this is not a fairy tale and they're the villains. It seems to be playing out like that in real time!
Please people, don't watch this. The sooner we ignore these two idiots, the sooner they go away to the private life they wanted so badly.
PS E eryone know Harry can't play the guitar let alone any musical instrument!



Schadenfreude will hopefully climb into this cockpit to vist these entitled, insufferable hypocrites...  It pains me that a massive part of our planet's human population are genuinely hungry, 
oppressed, can't decide whether to pay a gas bill or feed their children, has/is suffering through Pandemic, war, domestic abuse, violence,  crypto scams wiping out hard-earned 
investments, and yet we have these privileged con-men whining and in constant complaint over their lavish lifestyle.  GROW UP and get a better platform besides biting the hand that 
feeds you!!!  The UK Royals are being unjustly targeted, but, hey, it's your ONLY platform.  The Royals and UK citizens paid millions for your wedding and all the trappings.  We were 
exploited and gypped!  You both are REVOLTING, spoiled and wretched.  Merry Christmas?  Only 3 months since Her Majesty's passing?  SHAME!
I don't! Netflix brought this on themselves in search of the almighty dollar and didn't care that it was all a tissue of lies! They won't even garner a fake tear from me!
🤣😂🤣🤭🥱
:face-blue-smiling:👍👍👍
Get ready to be "Markled", Netflix!!!
Lol ❤
LOL
Exactly. Because no one is chasing basic Meghan.
Pretty much. People slow down to see the accidents all the time. Same here. No one can say the royal family overreacted if they strip them of those titles.
lol, Not going to happen.
Karma gona bite them sooooo hard
Maybe the Queen didn't want to see them.  Anytime there're alone with her they can say she said all kinds of things and she wouldn't be here to counter it.
You don't have to. You didn't even need to click
Harry IS A GUITAR, cause he is BEING PLAYED.
Comment of the year. 👏
I love how she was consistently caught giving her sister in law filthy looks while on the flip side ever desperate to catch Big Willie's attention, so much so that he was forced to develop a 
move called 'scarfing' an elaborate ritual, the reverse of a mating ritual, designed to 'unnatract' the opposite sex and I love that the dimwitted one she managed to snare was seemingly 
oblivious of her adoring gazes at Big bro and was quite happy to ruin his fine reputation by taking up with her.
The one good thing I hope will come from this is if Parliament and King Charles finally take not just their titles but the children's titles so they can't use the kids for profit.   You can always 
give them titles when they're adults.

Golly - so much hate comments. It should never be one side versus the other. Whenever one side is clearly hurting, the other side should listen and be more compassionate, look inwardly 
on the role that one has played to bring this about in order to take positive steps toward reparation. If this is a microcosm of what the world has come to be, what a shame.
Extremely indulgent pair … vulgar and shameful! Truth and lies and deceit are hard to separate !
We know the truth to !!!!
I LOVE THE PART WHEN THEY RE-ENABLE THE THUMBS DOWN RATIO.
Give me a break, who cares about how hard these 2s lives are, I don't feel 1 bit sorry for them and I wish they would just go away. There's people out there doing it real hard these days 
and we don't want to hear these 2 whining about how hard their lives are, they're sickening.🤢🤮
I love the part where Meghan braids her underarm hair
Dont waste my time, Netflix shame on you!
NETFLIX - You really have made a boo boo by getting involved with this duplicitous pair.
Love the part where M insists on wearing the deepest-brown bronzer but ignores her pale hands & legs. Ill-advised blunder upon blunder.
OMG did you see that cretin BOOSEY in there? He is being sued by everybody lol, of course they could get him on here to lie
if she is black, why is Archie so white?



Seriously Netflix, what is this gash about. I'm so in anger with you  that you are perpetuating this lying couple's falacies. You are a disgusting platform beyond the woke agenda that was 
already yours. We had enough of their garbage. No more. Recollections may vary as the late Queen said. Bye. 🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
Married into the Royal family, ex Hollywood (second class) Actress. Boo hoo, get real. Dont like the photogtaphers and cameras? take the money and run! Thats how you get "privacy" 
What are you without the royal titles?
Did Netflix legit know this “documentary” was garbage and just left the comments open for amusement?
Harry and meghan's narratives have become a reality which is mind blowing !! Their truth has become the truth!! This was meghan's motive from the date she met Harry !! Some high 
powered black Americans are behind this to destroy the monarchy !! It's nauseating that Harry fell for this money making bs!!
I love the part where the real royals bestowed titles on them they didn't earn or deserve, then they turned around and used those titles to destroy the family that gave it to them!
Your liars , narcissistic lies vicious cruel ,  so glad her majesty the Queen can’t see this ,YOU BOtTh HURT HER SO BADLY DURING HER LAST FEW MONTHS ON Earth  , I detest you both, your 
evil people dying in Ukraine being murdered by Putin , starvation in Somalia.  Yemen but poor you multimillionaires you have no souls
Cry me a  fu!@ing river lol
Right.  Because the RF has so much legal latitude to respond publicly.  They should do what you suggest, behind closed doors, without a $100M compensation.  That’s commendable.  Not 
this.  Too many lies.  No supporting evidence to verify claims.
Simple solution don't follow.
 @C  oh it did, I cancelled my Netflix account
YES
Oh Dear Harry and Meghan, what women your Mother? well she was killed by a Drunken Driver and Never had her seat belt on, but keep going Harry make as much money as you can 
from the lies you spin. One question if Meghan was really a black woman would you have Married her? Hopefully some of Harry's old pals will spill the beans on him one day and hopefully 
they will make a butt load of money, what I wanna know is once this is all over and you have achieved what you want How you gonna make your money then, your kids will grow up and 
disown you one day that's called karma, do unto others what you would want done to you. Harry your Just a Tosser. I am so sad for you, I'm crying,
 1 tear left eye
Sorry but I can't buy this poor Meghan thing. The girl brought one close family member to her wedding. ONE. They rinsed British tax payers out of £32M for their wedding then decided 
they wanted to step down as working Royals. Maybe they could have said that before we picked up the tab for their wedding? That is why the British public are salty about them now. Her 
race/heritage/nationality have nothing to do with it. She took us for a £32M ride. Pay it back and we'd probably give you a second chance. You said you wanted privacy but then you go on 
Oprah and James Corden and Netflix follow you to the bathroom every time you go. Doesn't seem very private to me?
I love the fact that they’re picking up an award for racism against his own family.
Oh, how Harry protects his family.
I would cry out of my left eye, but I have dry eyes.😂😂
I love the part of this doculies series where Harrybot was terrified of something but was never terrified of Megaliar turning him from a Prince into a mop, i mean Harribot, so brave,i got 
one tear left eye in 3 seconds



I truly do love, respect and admire how, during this upcoming Christmas season of peace on Earth and good will to all, that Harry and Meghan are celebrating the holidays and New Year's 
by doubling-down on their unrelenting attacks upon the Royal Family with the release of their Netflix tv show and Harry's book.  Noteworthy is that these attacks are entirely unprovoked 
by the Royal Family who spent tens of millions on Meghan and Harry to ensure she would feel included and well-loved.  And hiding Meghan's nasty dirty past so she could take her place 
without shame on the balcony with the rest of them, and enjoy Christmas as Sandringham even before she and Harry were married. The same people who Megan once said "they have 
been so warm and welcoming" and Harry mentioned many times that they are now the family Meghan never had. (Sorry about that Dad Markle).  It really warms my heart that Harry and 
Meghan, in gratitude for all they love, support, protection and money they have been given by the now deceased Queen and Duke of Edinburgh have decided to give back by dedicating 
their lives to destroying the Monarchy, accusing the members of the Royal Family, calling them out as racists and haters and plotters and schemers and oh! - let's face it, folks.  The Royal 
Family is just a bunch of big meanies!  And actually Catherine made Meghan cry.  So there!  The whole jealousy-bitterness-revenge agenda because Harry and Meghan couldn't be half-in-
half-out and retain all their privileges and income even though they quit their jobs, blew off the people of the UK and Commonwealth to go grift money from others, and abandoned the 
Queen and Duke of Edinburgh just when they needed these two the most - oh yes, it is so totally working!  

Happy Holidays everyone!  I've got to go wipe that menthol tear off my left eye now.
I love the part that 98% of the world understands that they are FOS!!  ⬅⬅ they know it, we know it!  😂🤥
I love the part where this documentary-reality show never happened
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
There are almost no truly evil people in this world.  And that's what makes Meghan so special.
I love the part when I can brush up on my creative writing skills in this comment section.
These comment sections have become addictive. I need to tear myself away and get some sleep. 😴
I love the way Harry said that no-one knows what goes on behind closed doors while standing outside juggling balls for his wifes enjoyment and the camera.  Harry, we can see you!  He 
hasn't worked out yet that we can see through glass, bless his cotton socks, I think I feel a tear welling up.

And I'm here for it! I still have faith in you, your Royal Highness. I'll at least wait until the documentary comes out, hear what you and your lovely wife have to say, and THEN decide how I 
feel about it; but even then you continue to have my loyalty as a Prince of England, son of Diana, Princess of Wales, and grandson of Her Majesty, Queen Elizabeth II, long may she rest in 
peace. If whatever it is you've done is dignified and honest, I'll stand behind you. Happy Holidays to you and your family, and God Save the King and Queen. 🎄🧸🎁 💝
I love the part how you all are talking badly about them but your butts will be watching them Thursday like everyone else will be. I'll be glued to my tv. This will be huge ratings for Netflix. I 
love H&M!!
PIECE OF GARBAGE ALL THIS IS A FRAUD F THEM FOR THIS !!
I love the part where Meghan says she is linked, not ranked, yet she parades her title even in zoom calls and her purses. So humble and authentic.
Two complete dolt twats
Tag line for this dumpster fire: Every family has a trash person in it, This is the story of trash people from two families getting married to be trash together.
😂😂😂😂😂🤑
I love the part where Harry turned meghan, the self-made mega-victim into a giga-victim by handing her more riches
Love the docu-lies!🤣
 @DondaFavorites  😂



The Holidays would be much happier for all of us if these two treacherous, lazy, despicable, disgusting, pathetic, self-claimed mentally ill, lying grifters would simply fall off the face of the 
earth. That one selfless act, and we all know they believe in being selfless, would bring about so much happiness and peace on earth that they probably would be dancing in the streets of 
South Africa! I could hear the champagne corks pooping the world over. This time, not a single tear for me, except with the joy this will bring the Royal Family.😂
Well said!

I love, in addition to the above, how truly 'kind' they are. Imagine purposefully issuing hateful remarks about your family members each time they dedicate themselves to showcasing their 
work. I love how kind and compassionate these two eco warriors were to distract from the earth shot winners.  So remarkably kind. They deserve an award for kindness.
Hear, hear!
im not crying youre crying
Bahaha trying to put Megan in the same boat as literal teenagers who married into the family…pffffft who buys that. Girrrl didn’t even know who Harry was apparently, she’s either 
incredibly lazy or a manipulative liar
Well said! 
Congratulations on being an idiot. We’re happy for you.
No I won't watch,  but I do so enjoy watching content creators who take one for the team and then make entertaining videos about them.  Sue Me, The Royal Grift, The Royal Rogue, Lady 
C, H.G. Tudor... just a few with great content and insights into this real life morality play.
TRASH PURE TRASH! Is the only way to describe both of them.
Good gawdawful.
Diana would roll in her grave over this...

much like the car accident
I love the part where the only 2 ppl Harry & Meghan could get to support them are paid employees (the rest have quit)
This wouldn't be happening if Haz married someone else - MM has been self centred from the start. She was quite happy to take the multi million dollars wedding that she didn't pay for 
and from there her plan was to go.
I love the part where harry and meghan moved to the US and were being left alone no mentions in UK media and then sign a deal with Netflix and shout as loud as they can look at us poor 
victims.
Please make a season 2! What a great documentary on never-was and a gold digger with no talent. People WANT this!! Spend that money Netflix!
Netflix loves all the attention and traffic these hilarious comments are bringing to the Harkles reality show.

I love the part where Harry has condemned and hated people who exploit his mother's death, yet he does the exact same thing. Also love the part where they call British people racist, yet 
in the beginning everyone absolutely loved Meghan and welcomed her. It couldn't possibly be everyone turning on her because of her personality and people seeing through her lies.
Well…I guess they got bills to pay just like everyone else…
TO ALL THE HATERS SAYING "i love the part when.." : YOU WATCHING THIS INCREASES VIEWS, MAKES THEM RICHER AND MORE FAMOUS 🤣🤣🤣🤣they are laughing all the way to the 
bank
gross



I love the part where Methane thought marrying into the RF, would make her the new Beyonce! I love the part when Methane thought she'd dethrone the Queen & become the new 
Queen of the Commonwealth!

Knobheads!
And they want privacy ?? 😅😅😅
I love the part where harry makes me click the thumbs down button on this video and forces me to drink cyanide at gunpoint
I love the part where Netflix look at the amount of thumb’s down & realise they made a huge mistake
I love the part where every news source is going to debunk all their lies like the Oprah interview once this trash airs.
I really hope everyone boycotts Harry and Megan's docuseries with Netflix.
HISTORY TO REPEAT ITSELF? Your mom was going to blow the lid on the disgusting family secrets and payed with her life. Your not even a joke but a sad excuse of for a human.
Harry's whole life and identity seems to be about his mothers death. Losing your mom at a young age is traumatic but you need to eventually move on and grow up like his brother did or 
else that vulnerability will make you a prime target for an "ambitious" narcissist like Meghan.
Love the part where the only racist the British Royal Family has endured is Hazbeen himself. Twice, at least, they had to cover up for his racism but not with anyone else. Megnut married 
the only racist in the Royal Family and now is complaining about it. How about she gets a divorce and all will be fixed.
For their wedding, I remember the reaction being even more joyful and happy than the wedding between Will and Kate.
 @Loria  Henry has A LOT of unresolved issues
I can see huge views the 1st episode and then they trail off, just like her flopcast.
I love the part where Netflix knows exactly what they are doing by giving The Duke and Duchess of Sussex a shovel to dig their own hole. FAFO
 @Rae  Give them enough rope 📿
More poor me. Very tired of these two
These comments are pure gold a tear came out of my left eye.  😂😂 (I love all the left eye comments)
We’re here for it..
Sing like canaries..🎶
Tell your TRUTHS!!!❤
Special appearances by the Harry Potter team, Donald Trump’s lawyer, and the Harry-and-Meghan-approved royal royal!
They made  the choice to move from the UK to the USA and live a private and very privileged life. That seemingly was not enough.  Be careful what you wish for.  It will blow up in their 
faces.
if you look up old meghan videos on youtube she had a wider nose in the 1990s
Leftist trash.  Go back to England.
They're nuts! Can't believe this is what they think.  Bet I only last 10 mins. max before I can't bear the lies and the cringe any longer.  Will be like slowing down to see a car crash then 
driving off again.
Really looking forward to watching this. I’ve always like MM. I’m soo happy they get to love their truth!
I love the part Meghan cries with a Hermes blanket behind her. I love the part how Meghan and Harry uses palace video footage without asking.
I love the part when the moon bump popped and fell to her knees!! 🤥😏
Zzz zzz zzz zzz
I love the part where she spammed a couple of Senators on their private lines. Such a bold use of  Royal titles to represent the Monarchy. She is the rightful one and I praise her with...one 
tear...left eye



They probably think doing this documentary people will feel sorry for them for telling their truth not knowing that Netflix doesn’t care about their reputation, Netflix only care about 
making money back. These two are screwed big time. No point if return. The most hated couple in the World, congrats!
don't care about their documentary, .  I'm here for the comments
I love the part where Meghan talks so much about women "using your voice", and championing female empowerment after a lifetime of using men to further her career. Starting with 
daddy, who got her several acting roles, to the ex husband who was a director and cast her after all the  begging, to the famous chef she cheated on with Harry, who introduced her to 
many successful elite, and then to Harry, who she's used to gain the fame she's always wanted. It's such an amazing story of female manipulation that it brings a tear to my left eye. Great 
job Megsie!
Always one sided with them. It’s my truth blah blah blah. Then to make them really be the bottom feeders he inserts his mother. Let her Rest In Peace Harry. For goodness sake. M wants 
to be Diana 2.0  and he’s helping her try.  The both of them are the annoying toe Jammie’s that you have pick out every day.
I love the part where the $1625 Hermès blanket on the chair is the backdrop for such a terrible life!
I really love the part where Harry says there is a hierarchy in the family.  Sadly he forgets to tell us how his then girlfriend so considerately extended that hierarchy by telling palace staff 
that she would soon be their boss!  They are both such wonderful, caring souls. I don't know why I can't squeeze out a tear from either eye.
That's a $1600 blanket and the internet sleuthes found that full clip and Meghan is actually laughing in it. Barf.
I'd love to see them get done for copyright infringement!
😂 damn it’s actually true. That blanket does look soft though
Because using pics taken inside someone else’s home without asking their approval is SO classy!
For $1,600 you would hope it’s soft at least!
 @astralweeks23 wait really?'please give me the source!!
I loved the part where Senator Collins completely rejected her.
And made sure to let them know the DUCHESS was calling. Because you know, US politicians really care about that sort of thing…
😂😂😂
 @D J  yes, they fought a war back in the day to avoid that….
👏👏
And oh so true!!!
Hazza is hubby #3, y’all
The uncle that got her that job in South America.
Well she has very little true talent, soooo. Lol
Don’t forget her yacht girl years!  Allegedly!
👏👏👏👏
I mean does anyone know any man so completely duped as Henry is?
 @Ansunette Uncle Mike he wasn’t invited to the wedding and when he passed his widow received no flowers no sympathy card nothing,yet Megs would attend and gush over a celebrities 
passing whom she’s never met the woman has serious issues.

Stupid me, I thought that there is a hierarchy in EVERY company and work place, in the military, in politics, in hospitals, etc.... But it seems that hierarchy exists ONLY in the Royal Family....
I love the part when Netflix posts on YouTube this garbage and we all know that 75% of the likes are from bots - - - - > bouzy's bot sentinel plus few from the squaddies. 🤏 But this won't 
be enough to stop people calling out the lies and false racism victim Hood propaganda.

I love the "it's about hatred, it's about race". Why can't people just find them annoying?!? Why can't I find two people insufferable and not care about their drama without being racist?



I love the part where they bring  a documentary out to profess their victim-hood, without a shred of self awareness regarding the hypocrisy of they themselves making millions of dollars by 
victimizing others with their smear campaigns.  It bore a singular tear from my left eye.
I love the part where they moved to a beloved commonwealth country such as Canada because of privacy, then moved to the US because they needed more privacy in California?
I watched the first trailer and thought, Oh here we go, Ginger and Whinger are at it again, being ungrateful  for their very privileged life supplied by the people they hate so much.  Then 
this 2nd trailer came out, the whole thing is just another platform for them to continue their slander attack on the hand that feeds them.  So, to be able to feed themselves using the only 
thing they have to offer, which is treachery,  to bring down the most famous family in the world.  You go guys, good job.  Just shows how uninteresting you actually are if all you've got to 
stay in the limelight is insulting and slandering people. This isn't going to last much longer, people are getting tired of hearing you whine, cry and tell lies.  What happened to your slogan, 
"Be Kind".  You should try it sometime.

You want the attention, you don't want the attention.  You can't have it both ways.  You obviously want the attention because you can't stop putting yourselves out there and then cry and 
whinge when the media gets involved.  How 2 faced is that.  Honestly, be private, after all that's why you left wasn't it, but you have in-fact done the complete opposite and become a 
couple of top notch tossers who got media deals because your scandalous, obnoxious and down right dirty individuals.  Infamous I think they call it.
My left eye wont stop producing a single tear, every time they release another trailer. Netflix covering what really matters.
Seriously Netflix! You're scraping the bottom of the barrel.
Vol I &II 🤣🤣🤣
See how many more lies get spewed on these. Smh
There's a 'hierarchy in the family'......DUH. Just SHUT up already.
'YOUR truth' doesn't make it 'THE truth'
Are we sure Archie wasn’t really Meghan’s love child with Harvey Weinstein ?
I wouldn’t watch this docu-shit if you paid me! Frauds! Netflix, do better!
I love the part when Me Me-Again thought she could skip the hierarchy in the royal family and become the next queen but those racist royals won't let her. I need the tissue this is so sad it 
brought a single tear to my left eye.
I love the part that they do not have their house furnished and are too embarrassed to show it in their "documentary," but they do have the one Hermes throw that they keep moving from 
frame to frame to be included in their staged backdrop.
I love the part when NF subscribers realize they have been funding her hair extensions, face fillers revolving sets of crowns, private jets, and gauche apparel the last two years in exchange 
for a reality series riddled in lies, vindictiveness, and lack of talent.
Using the memory of his deceased mother to create this narcissistic trash, pure evil and vile.
Lol if only I could double cancel my Netflix account .
I love the part where Harry thought people were dumb enough to believe this money grab hidden behind a ploy for “privacy and protecting his family” while he moves to paparazzi centric 
LA, and then proceeds to make an ass of himself with that other unlikable Brit, James Corden.
I would cry out of my left eye, too, but I have dry eyes.
Let me run and get my systane eye drops. 😂😂
86,000 dislikes to 11,000 likes!
I love the part where Netflix wakes up and realizes that good storytelling is about not treating the audience like they are dumb.
This is shit go back to England!
I love how it's about race at the same time that everyone loved her in the beginning 🤔
You can find people insufferable. You know you are not a racist and you will just have to shrug off the people that accuse you of such. Then they have no power over you and you can go on 
making well informed decisions based on other people's actions. Just like most rational people do.



Everyone knows Hollywood is a safe haven from paparazzi. 😅
Great comment!!!
That's exactly what they've done! Treated us like fools when the only fools here are Netflix! They'll learn soon enough the error of their ways when subscribers finally leave in droves. 
Luckily, I've never had anything to do with them in the first place, so it's no loss to me. I'm just sick to death of them shoving lies down our throats! Left eye tear,😪 for all of us enduring 
such trash.
Bravo 👏
As opposed to Vile British Tabloids ?
They don't care and thats why I canceled m account years ago
As promising as it seems, there's no guarantee they'll wake up.
That never happened...lol. Waking up would require actually having spines & telling THE truth NOT 'their truth'. 
Netflix have been treating us like morons since Cuties & they've proven they think we're not only stupid (they especially seem to be treating American's like utter fools - which is not only 
unfair but very stupid business...) but that we're also all as shallow as a teaspoon!!!
It's all about the caching caching
 @4realai  thats why they are called tabloids You don't believe those either, do you? 😂
Liz Garbus aka Liz Garbage.
Netflix is ver clever, the more scadalous  ,the merrier !
WOOT!! You got it!
 @4realai  Oh honey. Poor you. The British press are tame compared to ours here in the US who love to gaslight and manipulate and lie
 @TKH  this isn't scandalous. It's delusional.
 @Kelli Hernandez  oh sugar, oh honey honey...😂
 @4realai  just British tabloids or tabloids in general? I think your comment might be a tad racist.....
But do they ever actually wake up and realize that???
I'd say the opposite was true. Netflix viewers ARE dumb.
 @Ņğ⁵ÝĶ³⁵  hence people leaving the platform by the droves. That's why they needed to accelerate this release. Guess they aren't doing so well and they are out to collect their pound of 
flesh.
LOL, the horror that these two selfless individuals have to endure day in and day out! The truth MUST be KNOWN! Why is Megan crying in that one clip!? Who hurt that poor woman? Time 
to donate to the Harry and Megan fund! The world need them now more than EvAr!!
My middle finger have just raised out of overwhelming emotions.
I love the part where Harry blows off a memorial for marines to go the Lion King premier and beg Bob Iger for voiceover jobs for his wife. Such a war hero. Such a great husband.
So amateur...all the lies and deceit being exposed and the online ridicule. So embarrassing. They (especially HER) got everything and more, all undeservedly. And not only did they not 
appreciate it, now they are spinning it into a life of hell? Don't they get it??? Or are they THAT self-involved ?
😢😢😢😢
I love the part where Netflix and the two fools thought releasing this obscene bilge was going to make them more popular, more pitied and richer than their wildest dreams. My left eye 
wont tear up. Let me get my Visine.
go on harry bring out the 2005 halloween costume so the world can see it!
What a fool she is. She had everything and blew it, and now she's hustling for Netflix. 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
you dont think Netflix can earn any money from all these views do you ? maybe that's why they put this second trailer on



I loved the part where megain the white woman was loved and celebrated and married into the family and on rock star tours; but then suddenly what happened;  it was about race - she 
discovered she was 47 percent nigerian
Isn’t hierarchy in the family what monarchy is? Harry was born in it, so he should know this by heart. Even Conglomerate families or corporate world have some sort of hierarchy.  It’s just a 
fact of life so what is he complaining about?
I love the part where Meghan plays an empowered woman whilst leap frogging over, and under, every man in her life who gave her a platform.
Looks like netflix likes throwing money down the drain
I just love the part where Christopher Bouzy is going to be in the doc and he is currently being sued by the YouTuber Nate the Lawyer for slander.  Bouzy released a hate filled twitter tirade 
where he 1. Accused Nate of not being a lawyer. 2. Picked at his disability 3. Tried to smear Nate’s parents who were drug addicts 4. Accuse Nate of planting evidence as a cop, and 5. Use 
some of the most disgusting racial imagery blacks can use against each other. Also this man is regularly featured on Podcast with a group of Meghan Markle supporters who who have 
threatened people. And there are YouTubers who have sound recordings of them doing so if you thought that crap had been erased ladies it has not. So what i want to know is why Netflix 
or Harry and Meghan would have anything to do with this man?
Why is Netflix giving these two a platform to tell " their truth"? Makes me want to cancel my subscription.
H and M need to be sat down and given a good talking to by Jordan Peterson. Stop acting like a victim, stand up straight and clean your rooms bucko!!!! Bahahaaaaa. Now I would 
resubscribe to Netflix to see that!
That scene where Meghan snapped her fingers and half the Royal family died was breathtaking
These two make themselves look more desperate for attention  and more undeserving  of our sympathy every time they open their mouths….
I love the part where Harry tells us that there is a hierarchy of family as if just realizing it after living his whole life with a number next to his name in the line of succession.   One tear, left 
eye, go.
I love the part where Meghan is compared to princes Di. Same charisma, same pursuit!
Hey Duck, get it right ... Megaliar said she was 43% Nigerian 🤔 😁🤣
Over and under! well said🤣
😂🤣
ohhhhhhh snap!!!!😆😆😆
Her dear friend "Glo" should be very proud.
I think they are a bit clueless really.
 @Helen McG honestly i  REALLY wish i had thought of posting this earlier.
They also phoned the worst Sugar to congratulate her. Lying, bullying, narcissists 😢
BINGO!!!
😂🤣😂
Yep!
This comment is gold!
Nothing against them but Bouzy? Really ? He is the biggest TROLL and bully people daily.
I REALLY loved the part where (rumour has it) one of Meghan and Harry's 'expert's' with, shall we call it an 'interesting' past, is currently being investigated by several journalists from 
several different countries.  Let us hope, for his sake, that he has nothing to hide.  It would be tragic if his actions detracted from Harry and Meghan's all-engrossing-love-story-of-the 
millennia-and-expose-of-British-awfulness.  In fact I feel so alarmed that I'm afraid I'll cry, one tear from my left eye.
Interesting that when things changed makeup bronzer application intensified!



New synonym - Harry and Meghan means gaslighting.  The reality is they want the public to believe they (Meghan) is a victim of racism.  She was only married into the Royal family less 
than two years.  She experienced a lifetime of problems in less than two years.  Her father in law walks her down the aisle less than two years ago because she was embarrassed about her 
over weight biological father embarrassed even though her biological dad gave her the world while her mom was in jail or prison.  Horrible human being!
I loved the part when US resident (and non-public servant) Harry the Jester of Netflix said POC monarchies in Morocco, Eswatini, Lesotho, Saudi Arabia, Japan, Bhutan, Malaysia, Brunei, 
Cambodia, and Jordan also have hierarchies that have nothing to do with race, and everything to do with the amount of offical public service they deliver.
Loving these. 🔥 in their rh!
I love the part when I hit the unsubscribe button on Netflix because of this brazen couple
Thumbsdown number has been removed. Why? Netflix is ashamed of having paid these two for a mockamentary that has thousands of dislikes.
No point giving Netflix any more of my money if this is the kind of content they are happy peddling. Cancelled my subscription this morning
I love the part where rich people who have been pampered their entire lives moan about their rich people problems. Oh and HAAAAZ, most institutions have a hierarchy. If you and your 
little bride had not had to rely on your family for jobs your entire life, you might know that. You, Henry, are far luckier thats 99.99999999 per cent of people in the world.. Your issue is that 
you do not get to be the King of England.  You are such an entitled little brat that you would rather burn down the monarchy and destroy your family than watch your brother one day be 
King of England.
CRINGY!!!
What garbage! They play the dirtiest game. Netflix is going to be dumped by me because Netflix joined their dirty game.
“The stories we tell ourselves.” 
—Markle, OW Interview 2021
She truly believes the shite she makes up.
Netflix, There was never a war against MM. The war is against the British Royal Family and you, Netflix, are participating in this nasty spectacle. The beloved Queen just died. Have you no 
shame? I canceled my membership and will never come back. I want quality programming, not this type of pity party drivel.

It’s hard to say which part I love the most. Probably the part where they say they want privacy but then make a Kardashian reality show. So pure. There’s one tear coming out of my left eye.
Can I have some fries with this dish of lies..?
Poor Crazy Nutmeg didn’t get her way again, suck it up buttercup. Grow the hell up!
Seems as though the sugars have come out to play

I love the part where Meghan bravely bullied female staff in the name of female empowerment,  defied royal protocols and insulted a 90 year old woman because she is a feminist, claims 
women are linked and not ranked, yet insists her title be used in the media. Such an inspiring role model. So heroic of her to call a female media power person and use their common status 
as women and mothers to get a white man fired for criticizing her. So inspiring. My left eye is tearing up when I think of all she’s endured in the name of justice and feminist ideals.
Do tell! Initials at least?
 @margot lisette  Do a search for a man called Nate the lawyer.  He published a fascinating livestream on Youtube recently that you may find interesting.   😀
 @M T  will do! thanks so much!
I love the part where people are comparing Harry and Meghan to the Kardashians, a hardworking, business-minded group of women who have great professional reputations. They are just 
alike! So industrious! So dedicated! It makes me feel all misty in my left eye!
Keep crying pls
Someone drinking Rupert Murdoch juice ...
California Dreamin'
Meghan didn't bully anyone. These are the lies about her spread to smear her that lead to this very docu-series. This is a smear campaign like no one has ever experienced.



Her dear friend "Glo" should be very proud.
I love the part where Harry says he had to do everything to protect his family while destroying his family. Wow. One tear, left eye. Go.
6 parts? A half hour and using sock puppets for Harry and Meghan is enough.
Oh for christs sake.   Everything changed in a snap.  Well hate to tell u Megan, racism doesn’t just suddenly happen in a snap.  And phaleeeze!  My Irish hunky ass is darker than you if I’m in 
the sun for an hour.
The paparazzi pictures are from other events, not Harry and his wife. IMO Netflix you are as big a fake as Megan and Harry and should be ashamed if yourself. Disgusting evil in the world 
spreading hate and pain. I guess your sponsors are bad as you or just plain stupid. What a world this has become.
Will these two goofballs ever go away? I thought they wanted privacy. They just can't get enough attention 🙄.
How many versions of their story are they forcing on us? This brings tears to to my eyes, not just the left one.
I love the part where Harry's narcissistic wife wanted peace and privacy so they made sure to call Netflix
Oh, by the way, I canceled my Netflix subscription.

At 0:18, Harry tells us that there is a hierarchy in the family.   Good Grief!  There certainly IS!  It is called the Royal Line of Succession.  But there is a SECOND hierarchy, which is called 
"Seniority". 
Seniority dictated that Prince Philip, as Prince Consort, out-rank Charles on MOST occasions, even though the latter was the Queen's Heir. 
The photo of the group on the balcony demonstrates the hierarchy. Andrew is to the fore because. in the absence of the Duke of Edinburgh, he is accompanying his Mother, the Queen. 
 Harry precedes Andrew in the Royal Line of Succession, but not in Family Status. 
Andrew is the son of a Monarch  Harry was at this time the Grandson of a Monarch. 
The elderly man to the left, with the white beard, is Prince Michael of Kent, also grandson of a monarch. 
The man to the right, behind the woman in the purple dress is just plain Peter Philips, also grandson to a monarch.. 
The three woman behind the Queen are her daughter and two granddaughters, and, yes, they had higher status than Meghan 
So do Camilla and Catherine, as wife of the Heir to the Throne, and HIS heir, William. 
In this picture, the ONLY person whose position could possibly offend Harry, is that of Prince Andrew, who he outranked by ONE PLACE in the Line of Succession, who is older, son of a 
monarch, and in attendance on the Queen herself.
Love the part where the most openly racist member of the royal family, condemns racism and is awarded a human rights prize for challenging institutional racism
Very stinky.
I love the fact that NETFLIX got conned by two malignant hustlers.  I love the fact the Catherine Princess of Wales is STILL Winning.
Can’t do anything without throwing Diana around for their own gain. And you know what is so sad when she was alive media used to for their gain left and right and now her own son is 
using her left and right for attention.

I love the part where Meghan got her friend to deliberately stage a "racist" incident around the time of the first trailer drop to try to give this narcissistic masturbatory shit show legitimacy
What happened to the thumbs up/down count?  Did the down votes spin the thumbometer to zero and break it?
Diana would be so proud, tears a flow
15K Likes to 120K dislikes.
I love the fact that they are “financially independent” and won’t be bothering KC3 for money.
Netflix, how much more money do you want to lose?  Anything with them will be a financial disaster. Haven't you learned by now?  Why do you want to invest money on the yacht girl on 
Jeffrey Epstein's boat, a prostitute who married into the RF, who did porn flicks and sex tapes,
and had a notorious reputation for sleeping around, and used everyone in her path, her reputation is in the toilet and can never be repaired.  You picked a couple of losers.



Netflix mustn't like $$$ as the keep flushing it down the toilet with the Pinnochio traitors on their way out! 🤭
The middle aged couple never held real jobs to know any better. They just know how to emulate Disney movies.
 @Amy Emerson  
I am not sure exactly who you mean by the "middle-aged couple".
To give Harry his due, he trained and served in the military, and did a couple of tours of duty in Afghanistan.
If you mean Charles, who is old, rather than middle-aged, he has worked very hard all his life, his main role being diplomatic, but also heading up an important charity, The Prince's Trust of 
which the main focus has been supporting youth from disadvantaged circumstances, and providing work training, education, and funding for small businesses.
 @MandyJMaddison  Correct.  Hierarchy should be obvious.  They are way past the ages of juvenility.  Like, long ago and in a galaxy far away…
From the left eye
Thank you for the uipdate 😊
I love the part where these fabulous parents are being perfect examples to their children on how to treat them .

Here’s the thing, I understand that they’re trying to do something in order to survive after leaving the Royal Family, but the thing about trying to survive is that everyone does it. They’re 
just trying to survive just as much as the Royal Family do! As we all do too. But what we’re NOT gonna do is that trying to survive by throwing someone else, let alone your own flesh and 
blood, under the bus! We all know how hard it is trying to do what’s essential and the fact that we all experience it everyday with work, family, school, etc.. should make us realise that 
we’re in this together. Listen, I never really care about their shenanigans since the beginning, I think they’re just lost, confused and being such hypocrites, we shouldn’t get caught up in it, 
and my respect leaning towards the Royal Family more with the way that they keep focusing on their duties and good role in society despite everything else. However there’s something to 
be learnt here, never trying to survive by letting down someone else who is also trying to survive! It was their choice to leave their royal life behind with all its risks, but it’s never the choice 
of the late Queen Elizabeth II to endure such stress of her work being threatened in her final years and it’s also never the choice of the new King to face such threat only few months after 
taking on the job, when all they did was to support and respect their decision to leave. I think this isn’t something very difficult to understand, I hope most people agree… But also, I can 
recall that they had gone a long way to be private? And the fact that Harry decided to leave is because he was terrified by the way media treated Meghan? But now this???!! Okay… sigh
I will love the part when the Harkles are no more! One tear left eye🥲

What a bunch of spoiled children. How do you pull the victim card when Harry is born into royalty and Meghan grifted her way into royalty. The pure arrogance and hubris of these two!!
Prince Cuckold and the Duchess of Dumbass.
My love & support to both Harry & Meghan♥

I love the part where meghan acts out crying , with no visible signs of crying , to a netflix cameraman in their livingroom, while harry bends his neck fully back over the couch, unreal
Harry me Meghan are demonstrating to the world that they are a hateful
And spiteful couple!!
I love the part where Harry says, "No one knows the full truth, we know the truth". What a way to contradict yourself buddy. If no one knows the truth, how could you know it? Really, how 
could you know the truth? Oh, it's just that this is YOUR TRUTH aka more lies and manipulation being spewed out

I love the part where the Comment section was filled with love oh my bad a bunch of ppl who hate them took time out of their day to probably watch and leave a comment 🤣🤣 sad
I love the part where Harry yells "You can't handle the truth!" and then proceeds to memorize the lines Meghan wrote for him and recite them. Now he just needs to train his left eye to 
tear up on command.
I love the part where Harry says ‘no one knows the full truth’. Of course not because you keep lying 😂🤣
I love the part where the trailer shows the paparazzi taking pictures of them when it’s actually of the paparazzi at a soccer event.



I love the fact that she’s 43% Nigerian.
Bouzy is a scam artist! He is known for several crypto scams.  He has one current unpaid lawsuit judgement for failure to pay rent, allegations of bankruptcy fraud, two current lawsuits 
against him regarding defamation.  He is a paid henchman.
I love the part where the yatch 
girl and the not so smart prince have to live in exile for the rest of their lives. That’s my favourite part puts a tear in my left eye.
It’s really hard listening to them🤮
Hmmm!  Yes, the public loved Princess Diana and she was therefore pursued by the press.  Meghan is UNLOVED, and no one cares about her.  I can definitely see the similarities.
Guess the royal titles for her children are not looking so good now
I was about to cancel my subscription but this production changed my mind. It is gutsy. Like Princess Diana (RIP) Harry, and Meghan. He is truly, his mother’s son.  The British tabloids are 
brutal and despicable. The Firm either makes you or breaks you. Glad they got out while they could and can prioritize their own precious family’s needs and priorities. They are free to be 
who they are and to do do what’s best for their precious children.  I love their story and wish them a lifetime of a continued unified front, health, harmony and happiness. Let freedom ring! 
🤗🌟🇺🇸
Does it make you want to cry? Perhaps just one tear, left eye….and ….go.
 @Helen McG yeah 🥲😂😂😂
Does it make you want to cry? Just squeeze one tear out?
You the saddo here believing this nauseating fake victim Hood fairytale of hers.
When something so demented won't just go away, you keep calling it out until it does.
I also love the part where they get the Netflix deal and start jumping and screaming, “SHOW ME THE MONEY!” Such a touching love story we are being blessed with in this historical docu-
series! Every left eye that watches such a moving and honest show will certainly shed a single tear.
Lol
🤣👍
You win the Internet!
That is true.
Perfect comment!
Boom !!!

Exactly! Why is the full Oprah interview scrubbed off the internet given how much truth was revealed by these 2 honest people? 😜 They told at least 30 “truths” in that one 😂 😂
Is it so gutsy it makes you want to cry? Just one tear, left eye, slowly rolling down your cheek?
They wouldn't know the truth even if it slapped them in the face!
00:44 DONALD TRUMP'S ex LAWYER Michael Cohen being houded by the press. Another photo discrepancy. Bravo!
I am not sure that I’m getting value for money if this is what you spend my subscription making. It’s one thing to waste money but me writing this is the only time your gonna waste of mine 
of that nonsense
I love the part where they reveal who they truly are...after being denied half in, half out status.
Single tear....yup, that's right....left eye....
I love the part when Haznoballs said “There’s a hierarchy in BP.
He’s so astute to things that it took 38yrs to realize it... Wow what a man (child)... I couldn’t hold back that one tear, yep, left eye !!!!
I loved the part where I get to see another delightful ratio. Historic, wow!



Meghan Markle: Complains about life as a Royal.
Me: Shut up, Meg.
🤢🤮these two shameful.
last time they said they were telling their truth it ended up being all lies. This is what people expect from them now...lies, Drama, poor me, the blame game.
I love the part where Megan and Harry expected the British people to pay for their security and lifestyles when there not even living in Britain.  Didn't they pillage enough millions out of us 
for that uneventful wedding they had.
Who wants to watch a show about millionaires complaining about how awful their life is?  I thought they wanted privacy. Everything about them screams hypocrisy.
Nobody believes their lies!!
Meghan is trash. She's a leach and a gold digger.
There should be a Netflix special on these comments - brilliant!
I loved the part when the trailer ended.
I love the part where poor, miserable Meghan sits crying with the $3,000 Hermes blanket that the Royal Family paid for (along with the $20 million wedding, the $15 million Montecito 
mansion with its $$ Land Rovers, etc etc etc.) Feel so sorry for her. How can Harry's family be so mean to this little weeping lamb?
I love the part where Netflix uses a fake photo from Harry Potter premier to 'Tell the Truth.' Could have been an honest mistake though as Potter shares the name with the Prince.
Meghan was an awesome actress in Suits but has revealed herself to be a terrible person in real life. It's a real shame what she has done to that family.
I love the part where they wanted to live and travel  for free without doing any work for the commonwealth. Such selfless people. Tear, left eye, go🥲
❤ harry and meghan!
The part where Meghan got caught bullying the staff.  Now that was such a shame, getting caught.  I shed another tear out of my left eye.
Love the part where Harry said “chewsday in’nit.”
I love how all the comments start with, "I love..."
They "know the full truth"; perhaps, they just don't elect to speak it and that's the kicker, lol
Hmmm. Netflix’s trailer trash?
Netflix has been so Markled, they might as well hang up the for sale sign now bc they will never recover.  If they come out of this series without legal action it will be shocking.  I’ll send the 
Kleenex for Megan’s year!
I won’t be watching it to give Netflix the ratings. 
These two sold out on their families to the highest bidders for the Almighty $. 
All the best bits and their lies will be all over the internet 😂
Harry will rue the day he married this clout chasing Princess Di wannabe.
I will be watching. I want to hear Harry speak on what those white supremacist devils and haggard Lizard Lizzy did to his mother.
These people are worse than Paris Hilton.  Vomit-inducing.
These two are insufferable
I loved the part where she trashed the Queen and her family for two years and then  then came to the Queen’s funeral  dressed like Dark Wing Duck.  That’s what bravery looks like people. 
Single tear, left eye.
What a terrible disappointment Harry turned out to be.
Her journey from Hollywood casting couch to Royal Gold Digger is an inspiration to little girls everywhere.
I love the part where Meghan takes off the dead queen's hat, takes a dump in it and puts it back on. So stunning and brave!
What about the part where Harry continually rings his father asking for more money.  Then his father stops taking his calls because he is not a bank.  That bit was so sad, I shed one tear out 
of my left eye.



Love it. Expose the dirty, rotten, racist Royal Family in all its glory! 🤣😂
I loved how brave it was of them to use photos from other events (like the Harry Potter premiere) to prove how much of a victim they are. Must be such  hassle when they go for a 20 
minute photo shoot once a month to show how caring, compassionate and hard working they are and then the photographers they hired show up and take photos of them, how rude... 
Life is hard for a professional victim.
This is the way out for Netflix so they don’t have to pay or stay with the $100 million dollar deal.  Mea culpa we didn’t know their lie!
🤭🤮
You are a farce such as megaliar is.
 @Elise backwards  You're mad that Leather Skin Lizzy is about to get exposed?
Dark Wing Duck!!!! I'm laughing so hard, my new neighbors are gonna think I'm crazy 🤣🤣🤣

bwahaha!! Racism from the Rf? Where? When?? Criticisism and call out of a proven liar isn't linked to racism whatsoever. People dislike this proven liar. This proven bully. People dislike 
this grifter called Rachel. People don't like someone who fakes victim Hood and who trashes anything they touch, and in this field this so called meghan is a pro at it. Everything she spews 
out of her lying mouth in order to seem relatable, is false or imaginary. how desperate is that. How pathetic is she when she is - proven - being constantly lying and bullying but keeps on 
going like a lunatic? Tell me now how much people do like her, desperately clinging on her nauseating fake victim of racism fairytale of hers. Now I would love for all the people and 
personal aids she bullied or reduced to tear (whatever their color of skin, mind) to have a platform and voice out how they were treated by this narcissistic sociopath bully.
Harry is James Hewett’s biological son!
Majority of the comments are GOLD! 🎊🏆

Refuse to listen to these two pieces of garbage, traitors, con artist's grifters, and gold-diggers
whine and cry about how tough they have with all their millions. MM is the lowlife of the century. She is a pathological liar and sociopath. She deliberately hurts people; never will I forget 
what she did to the late Queen and shortened her life with all the stress when she was fighting cancer.  MM is a monster, despicable, vile and very evil. People can't stand this witch.
I love the fact that they made such a heartfelt thank-you video for Elton.
Such a beautiful love story especially when Meghan leans her head tenderly on Harry’s oh-so masculine shoulder. (Long sigh…..)
I absolutely love the award winning deep reflection of truth and amazing heartfelt story of rising up from the ashes:
Q: "It's really hard to look back on it now and go, what on Earth happened"?
A: "I wanted to claim my narcissistic 'millionaire victim' status for attention. That's what happened".
There were 3 in this marriage: Harry, Meghan and cameraman. Even in their 
bedroom
I love the part where he uses his dead mother for financial gain she must be so proud, brings a tear to my left eye
I love the part where Meghan has already shifted blame of the failed docuseries to the producer by saying it's through her lens and we're trusting her with our story. Yeah right. Typical 
Narcissist, blameless and no accountability.



"And everything changed"
Yeah your wife's mask fell off the we got to see the real her, a vile person. Not a pretty sight. 
"it's all about hatred and race' and "she was becoming a royal rock star". 
If she was hated because of her recently discovered race, then how come she was becoming a royal rock star?
Then they show footage of adoring fans cheering her.
"There is a hierarchy" Yeah! Monarchy is governance and like all governments and institutions has to have a hierarchy. your wife did not like her spot on the ladder, she wanted to take and 
whole ladder and move to the US.
"No one knows what goes on behind closed doors" Yeah we still do not know how many people you and your wife have bullied. Your grandmother covered up for it, you know the one 
whose life was made stressful by your antics and that of your wife. 
I never thought I could hear someone as stupid as you Harry. 
P.S Harry your wife will be fine, just don't let her be in car driven by a drunk driver and not wearing her seat belt. That is what killed your mother.
these people suck so bad, they dont even realize it...
Who are these two Schmucks trying to fool
🤢🤢🤢🤮🤮
What a load of crap.
Oh gross, who wants to see the vile woman play victim again..lol..stop giving it attention!
Wtf is happening in these comments? 😰
Harry calls himself spare, I call him Son, Brother, Grandson, Nephew, Uncle, Godson, just like any other family who has siblings, get over yourself, grow up and live your best life!! You can 
afford to!!  You hate your family! WE KNOW!!!
I love Netflix is bringing back  “Jackass”!
Harry and specially Meghan have been slandered for years publicly on a daily basis. They have the right to defend themselves and tell their side of the story. I'm very happy, they are 
standing up for themselves! 👏 I wish Harry, Meghan and their beautiful children all the best! They deserve it! 😍❤
Everyone loves to pile on Meghan but no one understands how difficult it was for her to be a millionaire princess actress, what with all the racisms she had to endure. Do you know that 
there was that one time someone left a mean comment on social media directed AT HER? The racism!
Seems Harry’s extreme anger with his Royal family is because he really is James Hewett’s biological son.  Odd his extreme anger.  Possibly he is angry that King Charles was with Camilla and 
Harry blames the affair on this.  The side by sides with James Hewett and Harry vs Harry and Diana (nose) and Harry and King Charles and Harry and Prince William.  King Charles, Diana and 
William all have the same nose not Harry.  He matches with James Hewett.  Perhaps, this explains the odd extreme anger.  Harry knows!
So they added rockstar as well as duchess , princess, actress, super model. BTW She is none of these things.  Maybe Hugh Jackman could get her cast in his next musical.  He was one of the 
ones defending her after the opera.  Which i can't understand.
I love all the parts where they markle both sides of the family so efficiently and effectively. Such business and personal acumen, such leadership, such humanitarianism knows no bounds. 
Arghh! My left eye.
I love the fact that they are so thoughtful and generously pay for the awards so that the charity doesn’t have to. 
And with their own charity, it’s so thoughtful that they do the hard work of deciding for their donors where the money will go thereby relieving the donors of that burdensome task.
Plus they add to Delaware’s economy by having their charity based there. 
Truly a very unique couple.
Montecito should be proud!!
Es un crimen comparar a Meghan con Lady Di! Ni punto de comparación, por favor!
How embarrassing that half these pictures had nothing to do with Megan and Harry… Netflix doesn’t there need to be truth in a documentary?



God, it was so hard for Harry to look back when Megan had to fight for her rights with Joan of Arc back in the year 1,117 B.C.. So brave
Netflix your on notice, stop wasting my subscription money. I Can spend it elsewhere.
I love the part where this is all going to backfire so disastrously for them while the whole world watches on...
i also loved the part where harry gets his dna test back and he opens it to show he's not actually a royal.... james hewitt was banging his mum
Oh, the ph&ckery is afoot!
They're the moment
Oh dear. You couldn't make this up......oh wait........they did 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
I love the part where Meghan had Harry on a medieval torture rack and castrated his genitals while eating sausage. She then breaks him mentally and turns him into a brainwashed 
spineless tool .
Oh wait that was Game of Thrones….but I still cry in my left eye.
Harry and Meghan y’all need to stop with this whole “woe is me” story…at this point it’s embarrassing. Y’all left the Royal Family coz y’all wanted privacy but y’all are over here making tell 
all documentaries and podcasts, what do y’all really want?!!!
What a disgrace of a simp this sad guy is. A "prince" so weak, that he went for another man's second hand, used up, ex wife. Pathetic

I love the part where Megan buys herself a humanitarian award for accidently bringing  awareness to the  dangers of skin cancer through her use and product endorsement of self tanners
My favorite part is the footage of the photographers at the Harry Potter Premiere, who were, erm, stalking Meghan as well I guess.  How brave of Harry to do the only thing he could think 
of to protect his family from photographers: moving to LA.  Brilliant and brave 😂.
I loved the part where Harry’s wife saw through the layers of racism and sexism oppressing women and girls, then churned her guttural words of resounding knowledge into gold through 
the lens of alchemy and calligraphy, which enabled her to speak her truth by uniting as a community in order to find her voice, to sit in her authority, to re-imagine oppression into 
collective empowerment, and to escape the archetypes and labels that boxed her in, thereby allowing her to be her true authentic self and to achieve her greatest dreams, by using the 
story of her lived experience to open a new chapter of empathy for the global community. 

I am now overcome with emotion, and will go dance in the streets, as a tear rolls out of my left eye 😢
i love the part where she says... "come with me if you want to simp"
Imagine being a filthy rich prince and princess, and pretending to be victims.  GFY.
I loved the part where equate a lying bully, with an inflated narcissistic ego to a rock star! It just brought me such uncontained joy that I cried...one tear out of my left eye!!🤣
Throwing Delaware in there chefs kiss
He wants to be King. SHE wants William, so she can be Queen. Saw all the googly eyes she made at him ?
The funniest one yet 😂
You have mastered MM double speak! ❤😂
Great word salad!
Oh, yes! I really do love the part where Meghan supported herself with calligraphy, all on her own and without financial assistance from anyone else! What penmanship! What business 
skills! What self-reliance and independence! It is raining from my left eyey.
I love Nutmeg's word salads, too!
That was amazing. Slow clap.
Kai 3 cheers !!! A word salad that Mattress Markle would not be able to comprehend. Applause indeed
Calling your family racist as a business model … nice
I would ask for a DNA test, HM.



That guy is a disgrace to the people of the UK.
 Netflix wasted money on these two. All they do is complain. They contribute nothing. Pro tip - Invest in indie filmmakers who have stories to tell. The Harkle series will be a tax write 

off, at best.

I love the part when Netflix investors commend Netflix for an astute business move to  pay $100 milllion dollars for an Alamy stock photo. The best investment ever, second only to FTX.
The part where Harry tells Meghan 'I Am Inevitable' gave me goosebumps.
The part where she arranges peoples sacking because they don't agree with her.  Such a feminist.
If there is a god in heaven - please delete these evil monsters!
Disgusting grifters
I love the part where this inspirational couple think the public are so stupid & gullible they’ll believe everything they say. It brings a tear of admiration to my left eye, which I will leave there 
long enough for everyone to notice it.

Why did the comments suddenly go from 40,000 plus to 10,000?  Possibly a lawsuit against Netflix for false advertisement!  Netflix should be sued for both slander and defamation.  Wow!
I can understand Harry wanting to protect his family given what the paparazzi did to his beautiful mother.
I love the part where Netflix assume the world will watch this trainwreck
I love the part where they mention the pain and suffering of the women marrying into the family paying no mind to the pain and suffering they have no doubt caused Katherine.
Just endless, outrageous potential for a Parody sketch in the making.....maybe an Oscar for 'Best Adapted Screenplay'??
Feel a tear in my left eye welling up in anticipation of an acceptance speech
PATHETIC
👎👎👎
I personally didn't love any part
I love the part where Harry says they know the full truth - more like full lies.
Diana is turning in her grave at how horrible her son has turned out.
No one was ever interested enough in Meghan for that to happen.
 @M North  Maybe you're not, but millions of people are clearly very interested. The media is obsessed with this couple.
I love the part where all the Netflix staff who worked on this shitshow are reading and enjoying all the comments here and thinking “maybe this WAS worth all the pain and grief just to 
know everyone hates them as much as we do!” Their left eyes are quite watery!😮
Two privileged whiners. Meghan is a narcissistic opportunist and knew how to draw Harry into her web. Harry is lost. Their titles need to be taken away. Now if the divorce can just come 
sooner rather than later. Netflix are you reading the room?
I also love the part where she came to London looking for a rich husband.  Sadly, she snagged Harry.  So sad.

I love the part where Netflix have given these 2 ‘victims’ a platform that comes equipped with enough rope for them to hang themselves out to dry!  I particularly love the part where their 
recollections begin to vary with whatever version of the truth they sold on Oprah; that hideous podcast; Harry’s book; The Cut; or any of the other platforms they’ve utilised 😂 
The part that makes my left eye spring into action is where, despite trying to demonise Katherine, her popularity continues to soar as Princess of Wales. As the boomerang effect of seeing 
her efforts backfire smacks Me-Again in the face, an inner voice cries “Left eye, one tear! GO”, and in the confusion both eyes stream to accompany the laughter 😂



I just think that if you’s have made a decision to leave the royal family, then that’s your thing. Keep it to yourselves and be happy with your decision. 

Everyone has problems in their lives, not just Harry and Meghan…. The world is full of MORE SERIOUS PROBLEMS….Stop making money out of your problems and keep it to yourselves and 
be happy and content with your decisions. To be honest… none of you’s are right…. And none of you’s are wrong. It takes many on both sides to create a problem. 

Maybe focus on making a difference in the world for the better. Help with the more serious problems in the world. All of you’s are spoilt!
It inspired me to be a better person when it was revealed that even while she was still in utero, Meghan managed to extend her hand through her mothers belly button and in her best 
calligraphy handwriting write messages of hope on bananas, and give them to the less fortunate.
I love the part where meghan whispered to "her now husband"... We are one plane crash away from the throne sssssir 🐍 ... Oh 😢 such a lovely ssstatement.
❤❤❤❤
I love the part where Henry and Rachael pretend to be completely clueless as to why the public turned on them, when all they have to do is read this comment section and I'm sure it will 
all come flooding back....I can't cry out of only one eye, I'm human.
Loved the part where Hazzbeen and Nutmeg told their full truth on Oprah and got caught with 20 lies… and because the full truth is fuller than full, Netflix added a video phone recording 
in their highly professional trailer, of Harry telling us that nobody knows the full truth and that they know the full truth, because they are nobody! At least he finally admitted they are 
nobody. I am not an actor and still managed to squeeze one tear (from my left eye)
2nd trailer contains lies . Netflix had no credibility, it’s supposed to be a documentary not a drama . Failed miserably
I love the part where Harry says '2 + 2 = 5'.      So, is he the dumbest ever royal? That's the burning question
Terrible Trailer. It has no continuity it rambles all over the place.
I love the part that Harry showed the world why he wore the swastika so proudly in his 20s and made it crystal clear that he too was going to perpetrate that "Big Lie" in a 'Big Way"---
"Make the lie big, make it simple, keep saying it, and eventually they will believe it." Of course, Meghan claimed this to be her idea all along as she claims most ideas of other people are 
her ideas. But, of course, this is bringing that one tear to my left eye.
sometimes i think was Meghan an American Agenda to destroy the Royal Family ?
Pardon me. I just came on here to give them a thumbs down. Unfortunately, the middle finger is not an option that is provided. Smart Youtube! But as I am here, I love the part where 
Harry and Meghan think they are capable of telling the truth but then fall short. Poor dears.
Damn i love this comment section, so hilarious 😂 😂 but seriously why is nutmeg always crying through her left eye😂😂😂Sooo fake...I Didn't even bother watching the crappy video i 
just paused it and came here 🤣
Damn i love this comment section, so hilarious 😂 😂 but seriously why is nutmeg always crying through her left eye😂😂😂Sooo fake...I Didn't even bother watching the crappy video i 
just paused it and came here 🤣

I love the part where they name their daughter after the head of the establishment they despise!  I also love the part where they hang desperately to the titles the Queen gifted them, 
even though they despise the RF.  I love also the fact that they return to hang out with the racist RF at all big occasions, to film and record to make hundreds of millions of dollars.  I adore 
the fact that the evil Queen, days away from death requested that Harry visit, on more than one occasion.  I loved that he refused and let his grandmother suffer for a couple of years prior 
to her death, it was sweet and compassionate that Harry and Meghan did the Oprah fest while The Duke of Edinburgh was actually on his deathbed.  So kind, so selfless, so compassionate
I love the part where she changed her own diapers.
😢
I hope they read this one!
Great comments folks! my left eye fell out
You fools. Absolutely disgraceful. Disgusting!



I love the part where she sobs, but makes sure that her cleavage is still visible behind her carefully positioned collar. And the part where their only images paparazzi frenzy are 40yo shots 
of Diana
I love the part where Thomas and Samantha Markle get to read the comment section. I have to go now, as I'm embarrased to cry out of my left eye in public.
these people are voids of personality, seem like the most boring people on earth tbh. literally nothing going on beyond his obsolete title.
Look at the racist, obsessed, stalkerish Karens & derangers stinking up the comments. How stalkerish & disgusting can they get. The opposite of love is indifference, not stalking & 
obsession. Get a life.
I love the part where it ends. Pair of whining faced morons. Completely embarrassed for them both. HRH should never respond publicly to this dribbling nonsense and whip away all titles 
while maintaining class.
I love the part where mothers everywhere warn their young boys to watch out for “a Meghan”. She will finally achieve her goal of becoming an archetype Someday a Meghan will be a 
household term, known far and wide, for exactly the type of girl/woman every mother warns her son about. It brings a tear 💧to my left eye 👁
Netflix is WOKE and part of the cancel culture. Does netflix think it's acceptable to have Bouzy in this documentary? A man who attacked Nate the Lawyer multiple times for having a 
disability? Is that acceptable? 🧐
I love the part where Meghan praises her mother for her quiet/silent dignity while slamming her father and siblings for being trashy and talking about her to the media, and then realizes — 
oops — that she must take after her paternal line since she’s doing the same thing to Harry’s family
I love the part where they sit Infront of a television camera, To tell Americans to go out to vote as it is the most important vote ever in American History , for the soul of the nation.

Does Harry know why the white house is painted white. Because the British set it on fire. 👍
I love the part where Harry met Scammy, and then she asked to her "friends", "is he nisssce 🐍" cause she didn't know who he was or never googled him... Oh the tear that rolled out of 
my left eye for such courage 😢
I love the part where they bring on Christopher Bouzy as a voice of authority. Brings a tear to my left eye.
I love the part when multimillion dollar yacht HMS Meghan Markle filled with tears and sunk faster than the downvotes on YouTube.
This is such a wonderful and touching love story - a three person marraige, Henry, MeMe and their photographer - when they first met each other, Henry thought he would SNAP at any 
moment,   She thought someone had FRAMED her, and the dear photographer just wished they would both SHUTTER up! Such love, such outright EXPOSURE!  Personally I hope they all 
F/STOP!📸📸📸
I can't wait to not watch this
You commenters are some brilliant people!!!😂
I see everyone saying how they loved the part. Has this come out yet? Did all these things that people are saying they loved the part actually happen?

sheesh, a lot of hate here. i just feel like they are two broken people that both need help. i wont watch it cuz im not a royal watcher but hope for the best for them and their families.
Just waiting for Meghan to file a formal complaint forcing Netflix to close all comments. Meghan the Duchess of Complaints.
Yes, please!
I love the part that M is inspiring young girls to be princesses like her and thrashing the family thereafter. What a global inspiration she is.
… listen boys, tonight we’re having the important conversation of “never marry a MeGain” …

With gratitude to Netflix for bringing this invaluable 100 million $ lesson into our households, the gift that just keeps on giving. 

Yep, this brings a tear to my left eye.
Right up there alley, imo.



He also smeared him for his parents background. But Bouzy’s special cruelty was reserved for older white women who dared not to worship Markle and said so. He engaged in targeted 
harassment and worked in concert with others to silence women. But only the weak powerless ones. He never dared go after Lady C nor did he prevail against anyone willing to fight back. 
He is the very definition of a bully and a coward. His day is coming though. Watch Nate’s video today for details. We also know why the bankrupt scammer can afford Ballard Spahr now 😂
Oh, yes! That was such a good part! My left eye is leaking just remembering it!
👏👏👏
Slamming her father and siblings hasn't exactly turned out to be such a good idea. The Court Case of Markle (Samantha) vs. Markle is still on for next year in Florida. Despite Megnut's legal 
team attempting to dismiss it, the Judge hasn't agreed and it's still full swing ahead. I can only hope that Samantha doesn't settle and let's this go to open Court. This will trump anything 
that JD vs. AH had to offer!
That made me literally laugh out loud. You couldn’t make this stuff up! The lack of self awareness is HUGE.
Yes... unbelievable
Now there is TANGIBLE proof that Christopher Bouzy IS linked with Meghan and his hate and defamation campaign against the You Tubers that dared to criticize her behaviour was 
probably paid by her.
He was and still is very proud of being able to throw out of Tweeter and You Tube MANY honest truth researchers, citizen journalists that worked hard to find "receipts" for everything that 
was stated in their videos. I am glad that, in the end, he "poked" the wrong, for him, YouTuber and now will get to go to court. 
He's such an authority indeed!
🤣🤣🤣
Yeah this has gotten super weird with him. I just don’t get why he’s gone to bat for them so hard.
 @Sugar Maple Farmhouse   did the same for Amber Heard.
Bringing him on jyst shows how desperate they were for anyone to speak on their behalf and defend them. Im surprised Scabies hasn't made an appearance yet.
 @Sugar Maple Farmhouse  It's given him the notoriety he wouldn't have got without them. He started off as a bankrupt and this is his way of paying them back.  No-one would have a clue 
who he was if not for sticking up for them and pushing their narrative. As another stated, he did the same for Amber Heard. He drifts towards controversy and thinks delusionally that he 
has some kind of power. The Harkles and AH wouldn't give a toss about him and is only using him for their own benefit. He's just to blind to see it. Shows just how desperate Netflix was for 
content.
Nate the lawyer has interesting content about bouzy
No. People are just commenting on the parts we would like to see in the mock u drama but never will. All the things we either saw them do or have on reliable authority they did or likely 
did based on opinions we have about how they have behaved. All these comments are people mocking them 😂
C'mon Netflix... you can do better than this.
"What on earth happened?" he says

You let Meghan remove your balls and keep them in her purse 👛 ya simp!

Um, how many people here have trashed their family on national tv, with the wife dressed as a mafia wife,while their 99 year old grandfather is gravely ill and does not have long to live, 
with  both were laughing on screen at the end. Telling "their truths." Not the actual truth. Then how many of you would send a wreath to his funeral and put out PR with mind numbing 
details about  said wreath and talking about a letter you wrote, to make it about yourself while The Queen of England sits alone in tears in front of his casket?  Anybody?



I love the part where Meghan came to teach us how pregnant women's bellies can vary in size just minutes apart. But her generosity doesn't stop there! No, no!  She gives us more. She 
comes to show that there are no physical impossibilities or restrations for the human body: how the "baby" can enter freely into the rib cage; how a pregnant belly can suddenly disappear 
when one bend down or squach; how it is possible to have a 6-7-month pregnant belly and still BE able to carry a child in the left side without the support of the hip, changes in the spine 
and in the rest of the body; how it is possible to bring the knees together without breaking the hip-femur joint while pregnant without internal bleeding, any pain...  But the really 
important lesson  She teaches us is how anatomy, physiology, physics (gravity) and genetics do not apply to duchesses! Ground breaking for Science! A tear is coming in my left eye while 
Thinking about Newton, Einstein and all the other scientists that are rolling on their graves.
Honestly I don’t think this was ever about race
I love the part where she stole the Queen’s private nickname for her doll- oops! I mean child. One tear, left eye… Oh! And how she named her first doll- oops! I mean child- after Archie in 
Archie Comics! Didn’t like the name Jughead? Or is that racist? 🤣🤣🤣 One tear, left eye, GO!
I'm here for the comments lolzzzzz  and also dis is there  definition of privacy lmao
Why is every comment starting from “I love the part”…?
I love how the King and Queen of narcissistic lies claim to own the full truth. LMFAO ... until a single tear dropping from left eye...
I'm oppressed!!! Help me!!! Why can't rich people just shut up and live their lives without crying like babies.
The part where it shows all her previous boyfriends of colour.  Oops sorry, my mistake, there were none.
Netflix you got duped!  In cahoots with LIARS!
Paying out millions for a joke! 👎
I love the part where she cries next to a Hermes blanket
I love how they haven’t let The Truth get in the way of Their Truth, twisting it so that everyone else is the villain and footage of Princess Catherine and others being harassed becomes them 
being harassed. I guess Netflix feels the same way.
I love the part where this women gets obscenely bullied online with not enough tangible reasons.. like do we really know her as a person or what goes behind the scenes?
Time to read the comments
I really think Netflix is getting revenge for the harkles being such a$$es during the filming of this, whatever it is. I mean come on, Netflix ain't that stupid to put such easily debunked pics 
into the trailer. Then leave the comments open!? Well played Netflix! I love seeing the gruesome twosome going down in flames😂😂😂😂
I love the part where Meghan n Harry demanded titles for their children. 😂 they want those prince and princess titles for their children YA KNOW SO THEY CAN CAPITALIZE AS MUCH AS 
POSSIBLE ON THE ROYAL ASSOCIATION TO THE ROYAL FAMILY. YES THE SAME FAMILY THEY ABSOLUTELY HATE SO MUCH!!!!  Embarrassing these two.
I love the part where she doesn’t invite a single member of her family, save her mother, and yet she claims to be a proud, Black woman. How incredibly kindhearted and thoughtful. How 
brave. How she’s been the subject of racism and is still standing.
NO WAY!!! SHE DID NOT SAY 3 IN THIS MARRIAGE. 😵 If she really did... this whole documentary is a H&M giving the finger to EVERYONE. Including his mother. What a monster this 
woman is. I can't stomach watching this. They need the likes of BOUZY to interview cause no one with real sense or integrity would speak on behalf of these horrid people. Can't say poor 
Harry now. He's really pissed at the world for as he sees it... taking his mother.. and I don't blame him but this is not the way. The monster he married is nothing but revenge. The Firm 
should have seen how harshly Harry was hurting. His goal is to destroy the Family.
Popping their left eyes out!
It had nothing to do with race. Nada. Had she been a nice non manipulative person. Had she wanted to be a second string royal and accepted that they could never have top billing nor 
would ever be top 🐶 and could not be permitted to run side hustles, a woc would have been a real asset. Markle had other ideas from day 1. She had no intention of taking a back seat to 
anyone…even the Queen of the UK!
Bots
It's sarcasm -- pretending that such things are in the trailer or the series. And "tear from my left eye" comes from Meghan's claim in 2014 that she can fake cry from her left eye in 3 
seconds.



To add to the above comment, it is also what we would*like* to see in this documentary but never will. We want them to answer the criticisms for how badly they have behaved
🤣🤣🤣🤣👍🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥
Hi, Rach!
We know enough not to believe anything that comes from their mouths. We watched this go down over FIVE years. We know 💩when we hear it. Why are they using paparazzi scrums 
from a Harry Potter premiere and Trump’s lawyer going to jail if there were so many instances of THEM being menaced by the press? This whole thing is dishonest. Don’t let them 
manipulate you 🙄
We all do! Never mind the bots and sugar lumps! 🤣🤣🤣
I agree. The first director quit and the production company wanted to film at their mansion and MM threw a fit and said no. I don't think they gave Netflix a lot to work with for their 
100Million investment, and I don't blame Netflix for being pissed.
 @Jon O  it really does make the most sense.
She can be a proud black woman and only invite her mom, who is also black. Is that illegal or something? Should she have invited her father who is white? Meghan need Massah Dad’s 
permission now?
 @JASON VARGAS  She could have invited her black aunts, uncles and cousins.
Or does she not talk to them either because of troubled relatsionships? There is one common factor here and it's Meghan.
 @Kathleen Paris  
Just because they didn't wanted to be on Camara, that doesn't say they weren't there.
The other guests, have never said they weren't there.
She didn’t want her mothers family there because they’re inbred.
 @Sheal Stewart  they obviously did since they had a photographer take a group picture of them for an article about them
What are you people talking about???  There are videos of her family and not a one of them has said they were there!!!  Are kidding me???

 @Mindy Gooding  They said they'd waited for an invitation that never came.  Meghsn didn't even contact them.  Later two of her uncles died and she didn't even send condolances.
Well. You must understand. She has to think of her facade. Always. She had aesthetics to think of. Perhaps she thought they’d ruin the “look” of the wedding. Or that if they showed up it 
would sound SO weird how she said she didn’t have a family.
 @JASON VARGAS  I’m genuinely shocked that you can’t join the dots. Maybe you just haven’t read about H and M enough.
 @JASON VARGAS  you're right, she CAN be a proud black woman AND ashamed of her family at the same time. She invited a bunch of prominent black people she's never met after all. 
She's no racist, just a social climber.
 @Sheal Stewart  they weren't there. Stop spinning

 @Kathleen Paris I often wondered why her late  Uncle Mike and his wife were not invited to the wedding after what he did for her then when he passed his widow received no sympathy 
card nothing,yet Megs can place flowers at Uvalde nice gesture but totally just wipes her uncle from her memory and there are people defending this woman unbelievable.
This is so cringe.
It brought a tear to my left eye.
All you have to do is read the comments to see that EVERYTHING they are saying is 100% true.  Man... the CYBERBULLIES are insane!  They claim to hate H&M yet they are here, 
commenting on everything that they do... If you don't like them... walk away.  If you are this obsessed with them... Bitch you are a fan! lol
100k 👎
Only 10 000 more comments like yours to catch up...
The train wreck begins🎉 I almost caught a tear in my left eye 😢



Boozy???????? Now that IS scraping the bottom of the barrel.
I also love the part where Meghan wears blood earring from a Saudi Prince, knowing full well he had a key journalist murdered and then instructed her staff to act like they didn't know 
what happened even though they were telling her it did. 

Then Harry was equally stupified that staff knew where the earrings came from. Then that part where they were even more shocked to know that that journalist happened to be Princess 
Diana's lover, Dodi Fayed's first cousin! 

Then went on to have the earrings refurbished into a pinky ring that accompanied little miss Difficult to the grounds of 9/11 on her pinky ring! 
 What's worse? The middle finger to all of us as she pointed to some moisture on her left eye? Or a pinky ring at ground zero where Americans and heroes lost their lives?!

When did the monarchy ever think that they were gonna get exposed? They are so used to getting away with everything. Thinking no one will there. They messed with the wrong people.
I love the part that I don't intend to  watch the trailer, ( or the series mind!),  just here for these golden comments. Brought a tear to my left eye.
Aaahhhh, Just Harry and Nutmeg with have their titles stripped soon and their kids will never get one. ALL because they want to make money on lies and innuendos. Neither have anything 
else to offer other than to bash Just Harry's family. Such ORIGINAL programming. 💩💩💩
I’m dying here 🤣🤣🤣 the part of the one car in the distance turning a corner supposedly chasing them, I thought was this supposed to be a replay of Diana looking back at all the 
Paparazzi chasing her, and now their reliving it! Am I watching a Austin Powers movie 🍿 who scripted this and directed it, the acting is terrible! 
Am I watching a
I’m sure the likes are from bots because no one in their right mind would watch this.
I love the part when Markle says she snap- lost popularity- as if she herself nothing to do with it😂
Oh, dear! She has paid the sugars and they are about! It won’t stop me from shedding one tear, left eye, go! 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Wait... so the first trailer being scorched wasn't enough? Don't worry. We're all here to clear up any misunderstandings... still awful. 🤣
Thank you Netflix for leaving the comment section open,
l have had a rough last month and these comments have me in stiches and
crying from my left eye. 😉🥲😁
i have a real problem with netflix using footage out of context to manipulate us, and all this dramatic music trying to create drama and tension, but i will still watch
I love the part where Meghan rolled the window to greet her followers during the Platinum Jubilee because she's frightened. I shed one  tear from my left eye.
They should call this, living with a narcissist

The part where my left eye teared up was when Meghan pleaded to walk a red carpet at her wedding (just like Catherine's). But the evil palace would only grant her a blue carpet. The 
selfless Meghan opted to forego the carpet altogether for the wedding spectacle.  That right there is the hallmark of a true humanitarian - if only her dad, sis, and bro could see her now.
I think people are just annoyed at the couple who keeps saying they just want their privacy yet are always putting themselves in the spotlight: Oprah, Podcasts, Books, 100 Million$ Netflix 
shows.
Thanks for the update.
Is there a. Link to the ring thing, please?
 @Pat Clark  It was a lot of rumors but I googled Dodi Fayed and his mother's maiden name is Khashoggi. They were first cousins. When the hairdresser cover came out, journalists asked 
about the pinky ring and the Markles made a point to evade questions about that specifically. All rumors since 2018 have become fact.



Any wedding gifts to a member of the royal family from a head of state remain property of the crown. Meghan can probably wear the earrings, but this pinky ring did not come from them. 
The large diamonds in the earrings were all yellow diamonds and none were emerald cut. The diamond in her ring and a pair of earrings were given to Harry by an unknown Mid-East 
origin. I’m sure they are likely still blood diamonds, but they are not from the earrings. 

I do love the part where Meghan is such a great feminist though. It’s inspiring how she ensures that the jewels she wears come from countries with excellent human rights for women and 
workers! So proud that she champions causes that are so close to her heart!
Same for me!
And me…… with tears streaming from left eye and down left leg
🤣🤣🤣
Still Laughing !
No way will I watch and contribute to their narcissism.  I’ll wait for the recap to come out and come back to read the comments!
I beginning to think he might be as well
Is there a mailbox where we can send them a sympathy card?
I love the part where the p/r media machine for the palace unleash with all these pseudonyms, saying, they love the part!

A simple DNA test will prove what we have all know. for so long!   Not a drop of royal blood and the palace, minimising future damage!
Reading the comments section I do find people bizarre, it’s pretty much a derivative of the same snarky joke repeated and repeated like sheep.

Because they are probably reading these.  

Harry - you allowed yourself to be manipulated into a marriage by a social climber.  Think back to those days when she agreed with everything you said and seemed to share all of the same 
hopes and dreams you had.  How did that work out for you?  You were conned and your life, I presume, is nothing like you had planned it to be. But you also embarked on a reign of terror 
on your own family for reasons most of us cannot fathom.  Do you not understand that EVERYBODY has family issues.  What we don't do is carry out our grievances in front of the world.  
You have gone scorched-earth on the people who love you and I hope you enjoy the crumbs that will remain of your life after this onslaught has been fulfilled.

Meghan - you can reinvent yourself a hundred times but we have all seen the core of your being and it is ugly.  You haven't the slightest regard for anyone.  You love yourself and do 
whatever it takes to achieve your aims.  You will live in infamy.  Hope you have a great life of attracting only those people into your life that are there to use you as much as you use them.  
Beauty is temporary - an evil disposition is FOREVER!
I loved the ending, where a ghostly image of Samantha Markle suddenly rose up on the screen and said, "I tooooold you sooooo!"
I love how H was never aware of the existence of hierarchy until MM made him aware of it.  And still doesn't realize that some form of hierarchy exists in almost every family and 
institution.  Like there is always the oldest child or the Principal, the teacher, etc.  H is just another child left behind, a tear is falling from my left eye.

I love the part where Netflix leaves the comments on this series open and the stars of the show get dragged hard and often! Laughing so hard I am crying a tear from my left eye 😂
No-one gonna watch this shit on netflix
More trash from Netflix, keep it up and you won’t have a product.
Meghan just doesn’t seem to get that what happened was not a reaction to her race. Everyone loved her and they knew she was mixed race. What happened was Meghan’s behavior 
began to be known and she didn’t seem to like being second to Kate.



I loved the part where Meghan glowered menacingly at Charlotte during her wedding , but smiled  at the other flower girls who walked towards her. Such a warm , loving , well balanced 
bride, I even shed a tear from my left eye at her overwhelming  caring , gentle nature.
I love the part where being a garbage human doesn't matter when you're attractive. Such an inspiration!
Don’t care
i love the part when in South African staying in  a house unit  where Arche was almost killed in a fire and how brave of Megan to carry on brings tear to my left eye
I love the part where Harry’s dad drives him over to Deebo’s house to try to get his stolen bike back.  It had me laughing for hours!
the Duke of Edinburgh understood that royalty must never complain because royals go through nothing that others do too, and they are privileged, but at the same time can be a source of 
service and inspiration. Markle and Harry are the absolute opposite of that, and thus they are repulsive to most people. The contrast with William, Catherine & the rest of the royal family is 
like day and night

i love the part Harry exploiting his mother to advertise his money making vile series for money a modern day Judas Iscariot Some people with little intelligence or an agenda  will choose to 
believe all their lies even though they are proven liars that will conveniently  be ignored . even his mothers death may she RIP she died for not wearing her seat belt Harry !!!Once loved 
now we hate them both for trying their best to ruin our beloved royal family  just a jealous nasty pair of narcissistic hypocrites who even stabbed their elderly sick grandparents in the back  
Shame on Netflix for financing evil  hope you all topple into the sewer where you all belong the devil will take no notice of the fake tear in your left eye
I love the part where every comment started with "I love the part".
Anyone who believes their lies without doing their own research first is a complete sucker. The amount of stuff that's already coming out about the spin Harry and Meghan are putting on 
this, such as a photograph supposedly showing media intrusion during their South Africa trip when in reality it was one of their handpicked photographers that they, themselves, had 
invited.

No doubt they'll try get out of it by blaming Netflix. Too many similarities with the Oprah interview.
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣👍
I find the jokes no different to a meme that's going round. Some of them are quite witty.
🤣🤣🤣
I don’t think there’s any hierarchy in the military!
 @Pat Clark  Really, Commander in Chief, 5 Star General, 4 star and so on, Coronel, Lt. Coronel, Major, Captain, Leutenant, Sargent Major, Sargent, Corporal, Private (this is US).  It's called 
Line of Command.
Try telling that to someone who only sees race. What a horrible way to live, blaming race for everything.
Honey, Markle didn’t like being second to *the Queen * Markle wouldn’t accept being second to anyone unless she was in the love bombing stage of landing a man 😂😂😂
🤣🤣🤣🤣
Damn 😍🤣
 @Jacqueline  I'd laugh, but my heart breaks for a child who surely did not understand.
Let's not forget the 'Windsor Walkabout' when both Megnut and then Hazbeen ignored the boy with some type of brain trauma who was desperate to pass a note to Catherine. Megnut 
raced past, Hazbeen couldn't care less despite being part of causes supporting these types of Charities, until William came along and spoke to both he and his parent/carer. Catherine then 
came over and lovingly embraced the boy and took his note he had made especially for her. A day he will never forget, for meeting both of the Wales but for experiencing such 
discrimination from the Harkles. An utter disgrace! Samantha was right all along, that Megnut should never be left to go near children!
 @krisushi1  really?? I missed that from their walkabout...
 @krisushi1  I’m glad he got to pass the note to her. I imagine Williams brother might not have passed it along had it been handed to him.



I saw that, humanitarian Meg could not get out of there fast enough she had a look of disdain on her face. Catherine smiled kindly, hugged the boy and even hugged him again when he 
didn’t want to let go. Catherine is a lovely person.
 @D J  You're right. It disgusted me that Hazbeen didn't even bother to call Catherine over, such is his childish pettiness. It breaks the heart to see the footage. It was shown on The Royal 
Grift when The Harkles demanded to do a private walkabout for a US TV Network. The only way they got to succeed is by having William and Kate go too but after almost an hour of 
negotiations as to how it would pan out. Naturally, the Harkles had a list of demands but ended up following William and Kate wherever they went instead of going their own way. I bet 
Netflix demanded that they stay with the real Royals to show a connection of such. It still didn't cover up the fact that Megnut appeared drunk and was literally falling over herself. It was 
an embarrassment from start to finish.
 @kenjoh81  It was detailed on The Royal Grift. She went over it but no-one else did. It was truly heartbreaking to watch. I'm not an emotional person but I literally had tears down my face, 
from both eyes, after seeing this. It's definately worth looking up when you've got a chance.💖
I love the part where Serena tells Meghan she would have taken her child to work with her if something like that happened, and Meghan just continues on with her story like she didn’t 
hear what her friend just said. Such great script writing!
I love the part where Meghan’s lack of self-awareness continually confirms our initial instincts about the histrionic narcissist that she is. Made me one-tear-left-eye-go.

👑There is AN ARMY OF anti-Harry/Meghan BURNER ACCOUNTS spamming the message section (and liking their own comments) - just click the screen names of the posters (usually a 
traditional First and Last name, like "Diane Cooper" or "Ruth Perin") ... and all of them use the same simple formula -> @firstname+lastname+4numbers ... the monarchy plays so dirrrrrrrty
I love the part where we don't watch this series of lies!! Just f@$% off to woke land you pair of professional victims!!
What happened Harry is that you married a social climbing narcissist and consequently your life & career as you knew it were destroyed 😇

I love the part where Meghan spent the last couple years crying racism just for her to name her daughter after two white ladies and completely forgot about Doria, very thoughtful of her!
What happened?  H&M CHOSE to leave the Royal Family!  Now they have no one to blame but themselves.  Shut up and get a life and leave us, the UK and US public , out of it!
Shame on Netflix
I love the part where they started archwell foundation/charity legally only required to give back 5%.    95% Meghan’s pockets. SUCH A CHARITABLE COUPLE.
I'm gonna love the part where scooby and shaggy unmask the real racist and villain in this saga. I'll be crying from you guessed it.. left eye one tear.
Booo!
Won't watch...not watching this!
Just commenting on what a disgrace this all is
Funny how the "doc preview" doesn't include the 10 plus years Cathereine endured...(as what incoming wives endure)....or mention how she OVERCAME...and EARNED the adulation she 
now has. Maybe you all should have used Catherine's REAL  pap onslaught photos for your trailer, instead of a  b/w movie premiere footage that um...is normal and M was not at...., a 
cropped photo of H with Chelsea, and "intimate moments" and moments of "sheer misery" obviously taken by  someone else in the room....for future exposure!
This is all sh_te
Patience is a virtue....Virtue is a grace . Both put together makes a very pretty face
Someone should have told these two that. They could have been truly admired in time...but they FAILED!!!!...., wanting instant gratification. 
Lasting admiration is earned. One has ro actually DO sonething admirable to EARN respect and admiration
IJS
Amber Heard Eve Barlow 2.0 with Bouzy going down with them 🎯 
God Save the King ⚖
I love the part where Meghan changes the lives of a whole village of African women by complaining about her lot in life and how no one has asked if she’s okay whilst standing next to 
them.  Utterly breathtaking magic



100K dislikes. the ratio on this is going to be like the planet Jupiter compared to a golf ball.
I cry a tear for the privileged, ungrateful, duplicitous, scheming, traitorous and downright dastardly duo. Left eye, 5 seconds, go!
I love the part where everyone is saying which part they love.
It's a hard pass on this mockumentary.
I love how one of the clips showing them hounded by the press, is actually a flipped image of the press at the Harry Potter premier... Talk about "creative licence"... Lol.
I love watching this and people losing their minds over aristocracy family feuds, lol
I love the part when Trevor (her ex-husband) toasted and said “I’m going to give Meghan the life she never had” at their wedding, while Meghan’s own father and mother gave each other 
puzzled glances...then Meghan returned her wedding ring back to Trevor by Fedex a couple years later. Then Harry repeated the same sentiment at their wedding! What a magical 
moment✨ that it left a single tear...in...my...left...eye😢
Spam bots be clever and funny 😆
Lmao, Ryan S! 🤣🤣🤣🤣😊
See, there is the story in one sentence! No need to watch! 🤣🤣🤣❤
Indeed!
good point 👍
Truth
Unlike Meghan those women in Africa wuz kings and shyiet
😂🤣😅❤
 @JASON VARGAS  YOU CANT READ

So selfless of her. She must have known that those women didn’t want any attention drawn to their plight so she decided to help them by making it all about herself instead.  Right?
Reading you comments and all others, I cried- one tear left eye

Wasn’t that village visit the one where M had to use £20,000 worth of designer clothing for a photoshoot to raise awareness of their suffering?! So gracious of her to tolerate that for them!
I love the one where William steals the "Earth Shot" idea from a real scientist without giving him credit for his idea.  And, when he was confronted about the thief, the palace paid off the 
scientist to keep quiet.
I love the part where a hot mic caught Megan reminding Harry that " my truth" and "control our narrative" is code for lying our heads off because we have a mortgage to pay and Harry 
asks,"What's a mortgage?"
I am not interested in this.
Elites. Race baiters. The British public paid for their wedding and were supportive. She came in with a massive chip on her shoulder expecting to have it all her way, well clearly that’s not 
how it goes within the firm as they have been doing it a lot longer than a divorcee bit part actress. The very foundations on which they left were privacy YET they have not shut up since 
they left the tax payer the bill for their wedding. They are making a living out of hatred and bile. I hope this finishes them for good! You simply cannot be popular if nobody likes you other 
than the trolls you pay to spout nonsense.
I love the part where I come to the trailer, hit pause and don’t even watch it.. just so I can read the comments. Left eye, one tear 😢.. so proud.
Also, where are their Children!? She's more proud of being butthurt than she is of their children.  It featured no children, did it? I didn't see any. Gosh, they're the epitome of man-child and 
ego-maniac.
Let's be real. Everyone will watch and show major numbers of viewership on Netflix. Not from love or support to them but just curiosity. Everyone wants to see this train wreck unfold.  Go 
away H & M already. Making money your way is hypocritical..boooo!



Using FAKE PICTURES of paparazzis after Diana and Katherine!! 😂😂😂😂 these two are such a losers! Hey Harry the TRAITOR why don’t you PAY back all those millions to the British 
taxpayers that gave you and your wife the fairy tale wedding?? You HATE them so much why not give back the money??!! Netflix is paying you good 👍
Is Netflix out if their mind with this rubbish? Spoiled brats with fake tears...my God does Netflix take us Americans for a bunch of idiots? Harry Plotter and his wife are the most ridculous 
attention seekers I have ever seen. Canceling my Netflix account now!!
Oh my god this is disgusting
UHOH you dont want Bouzy on your side, spewing his spew
Love the part where the Markles fled to US to lead quiet private lives and promtly hired publicists and a PR team😁

Wow what a show. But I must say it's getting cheaper. I mean first episode "departure" was ok but after that...red head actor so shallow. But at least they put some text into his mouth
I love the part where Netflix has given a platform to known liars therefore losing their integrity and all credibility.  Makes me cry,  from my left eye of course 😅

I love the part where they call the crown racist yet have no problem taking funding from it, including spending rich white boy inheritance earned from said 'racism' (they are so brave to 
fight) on pr to try and make his trash bag look like less of a wreck.  i love the part where they leave out all the times she bullied staff and treated people like dirt.  when she flew 4 private 
jets in a matter of a week, claiming they were carbon neutral, and said it was because she deserved it, or when she went to a village in Africa and cried no one asked about her.  Oh wait, 
they didn't like her because she has a tan.  so brave to speak 'your truth' about people you know can't defend themselves.   Left eye tear.  this chick is so mad crazy.
Wait, where are Rachel Ross Monica Chandler Phoebe and Joey? 🤣🤣🤣
Now we have photographers outside the Magistrates Court where Katie Price was up on a speeding charge.
And Meghan appears to change skin volour at will - is she the first human-chameleon hybrid?
"And then it all changed" says Harry. No, it didn't: HE changed and she, it would seem, took off her mask.

I love that you Netflix and Spotify have been markeled ,  I also love that you used crowds of photographers from 2011 Harry Potter  Premier, 🤣🤣🤣and yes I have a tear in my left eye.
I love the part, when they are at a theater or opera house, shortly after Meghan told Harry she wants to make suicide. Harry is white in his face and apathetic on the videos of that day in 
the theater. And Meghan simultaneously, with satisfied smile, enjoys the presentation. Faboulus Miss Markle!
Me encanta la parte en la que ella se tubo que operar los pies porque hasta eso tiene feo más de lo normal..le quitas las extensiones, las tres rinoplastias y es una mona sin alma..son dos 
basuras,espero que los demanden y desaparezcan pronto
Oh please, a couple of spoiled out of touch elites.
Me too.
Me too!😂
😂😂
Me, too! 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Exactly. 👏👏👏👏👏
^^ burner accounts
Me too! 😄
Me too!
Yep, I love that part, too
Same)))
🤣
Me too!!!!!



@Claire Louise: it is exactly what i do as well. Dont even want to watch this rubbish anymore (once is enough). Just came here for the comments. So entertaining. H is such a shame of the 
RF.
Same lol
That's exactly what I do.
Me too
Me too 🎉
Me as well! 💯🎯
My mouth fell open when I saw Bouzy. Literally. Then a laughed my ass off because you know it’s going to be a bloodbath when the media digs into his backstory. 😂😂😂
TW never let them go after she moved to the UK.  More ammunition that she never intended to stay.
You do realize the Royals have done far worse in their 1200 year institution. Yes, do we need to start checking off scandals, and extensive instances of entitlement preformed by Royals 
over the last 70 years?  Poor behavior is not limited to Harry and Meaghan. I know it is convenient for folks to forget that...
 @Andrea McHugh  i love it when the hypocrisy of meghan and harry is called out  and is met with a response of either:  1) but what about andrew??? or 2) yes but remember the brits did 
bad things 500 years ago.  it's almost as good as 'but what about her emails!'  so brave of you!!!
 @Andrea McHugh  oh a virtue signaling woker 😂😂😂😂😂. So that excuses a narcissist entering a family, asking for a job in the family business she knows nothing about, then getting 
all pissy when the CEO tells her their customers like the product just as it is? She wanted to change an institution she herself admitted she knew nothing about. Sorry, there is no provision 
in their constitution where Markle gets to be Queen. 
Funnily, Meghan didn’t seem to have a single issue with the monarchy’s past when she eagerly married into it! 🙄😂😂
They have no friends, remember!
 @Pat Clark  omg 😂 my left eye!
Me, too! Hope they both go down in 🔥🔥🔥
And the part where she was weeping every time the lights were turned down but never even smeared her eye makeup was incredible! What femininity! What grace and beauty! My single 
left eye tear will forever pale in comparison to the literal stars that spill from The Duchess’ eyes!
I like the part when we don’t give a rats a$$ about white supremacy colonizers
I love the part where Me-again and Harry simply announce publicly that they're attending a particular event or function in an attempt to secure an invitation to said event or function, lest 
public shaming of the host ensue for rudely snubbing the Sussexes.  That shows initiative!
Yes 😍

Omg this gave me a good laugh. Mugsy's moon bump looks the size of triplets and the fake crying is pathetic. Sociopaths don't cry that's why she can't fake crying, it's not in their blueprint
Is this a new comedy sitcom? 😂
I love the part where Meghan announced her pregnancy at Eugenie’s wedding! Compassion in Action 🤰
I love the comments to this video, their're all so truly human, completely understanding and very... British! 😃🖤👍
I have never read any tabloid story about Meghan. Very uninterested. Why are the royals so obsessed with who will think of them. Ordinary people do not really care.
Why are the down votes not visible, only the up votes?   Now THAT sounds like a dirty game.
says the racist Prince, videod slandering as he called them 'Pakis', what could be more demonstrative of Harry's disgrace.
I reject your Narrative.
I love the fact the British public chooses to ignore racism from the late queen's Lady of the bed chanmber. Likely because it goes to solidifying Duchess Meaghan's concern over a comment 
concerning the color of their children's skin.



I love the part where Harry in a whimsical fantasy chooses any random woman off a British street to marry and she does the RF proud. Cried a few tears from my left eye for that lost 
opportunity.
I love the fact that the sussex squad bots can leave a reply because they don't exist. One tear, left eye.
Oi!  Netflix!  Can you see we're all crying with joy, one tear, left eye?

Are these two for real. It's the same thing over and over again but they keep saying that "No-one knows the full truth." Does he forget  the Oprah tell all, the Finding Freedom 😂 book.
Meghan is not Diana for God sake stop comparing!!! Meghan can never be that graceful

There are very miserable fans who claim to dislike the Sussex’s but follow their EVERY move. They can’t seem to get enough! I am not sure if they are paid bots are simply unhappy insecure 
people but whatever it is I am sure Netflix is loving all of your comments and dislikes. You do understand they will profit whether your comment is positive or negative😂😂😂….
They sure need a lot of protection.
I love the part when the monarchy dipped desperately into their deep well of burner accounts to spam the comment section with negativity (just like they do on Harry/Meghan dailymail 
articles) in yet another frantic, frivolous, sad, and unsophisticated attempt to manipulate public opinion.
Whaaaat?
Tears in my left eye for “initiative” 😂🤣🤓
 @Morgentau Resilient  Lol 😂The couple are very PROACTIVE in that way!
98K downvotes. you can get an add on to restore them to browser

Hi. YouTube started this a while ago I believe as a way to protect the fragile egos of some creators. But I see someone responded to you with how to get that number back if interested. 😉
 @Tranquility 32  They started it when Joe Biden videos got millions of down votes and they had to eliminate the down votes because they didn't want anyone to know how much he was 
hated.
Oh bore off.
You change your British name to an African name, dress like you come from an African tribal village people will ask...where are you from???... ...that’s called CURIOSITY
Andrea, check out how the "Michelle" burner account was created on Dec 5th, 2022 ... just click the screenname and then the 'About' section (there's an army of burner accounts trying to 
manipulate public opinion - it's craaaazy)
 @Ryan S   Petty King Charles looking to prove own benevolent he is.
I love the fact that your so blatantly ignorant, you think it's bots supporting the Sussexs.
Don't forget Spare!
 @linmichelle  I see what you mean but it hasn't come out yet. I'm not buying it as I'm not giving them my money and I'll hear all about it on the news and YouTube. I'm not watching 
Netflix reality show either. Gossip will be everywhere so I'll save money.
No, they are too bitter to understand SEO...lol
Takes one to know one.
I love how generous these two are in teaching the world how to become sociopathic narcissists and pathological liars… for free! Their generosity and kindness knows no bounds. Tear 
trembles in left eye
😂😂😂😂😂 and the Oscar to the biggest victims goes to .( long dramatic pause) oh my 😮the Monteshitshow Markles 🙄🙄🙄
I love the part how Meghead always compares herself to Lady Di. It's quite sickening really.
More rubbish!  For goodness sake not clogging up this paid subscription service with things that are not worth watching.  No matter how much rubbish trailers you upload it is still not 
worth watching.



I wonder how they feel about the comments just for the trailer of their drama series
Im leaving a dislike. I don’t even know the deal with these 2 people, I just really hate chris bouzy
I love the part about telling your truth takes a payment of $100,000,000 to you from Netflix. So smart! So many people have to tell the truth for free.😥

Hey Netflix I have an idea...why don't you give my husband & I $100,000,000.00 and we will show the world "OUR TRUTH" a real marriage, a real true love story, loads of comedy, getting 
through dark times together, & some drama sprinkled in for good measure. My husband and I believe it's a brilliant idea.  So, what do you say? Oh, I know the answer it's a big fat NO!
Bye-bye, Netflix
I love the part where Hollywood keeps rolling over for these two. First Oprah sits like a useless lump while at least 17 lies are thrown her way and she challenges nothing. Ted Sarandos 
green lights this crap tune of $100 million, and the accuracy of the content is now being questioned. I shed a left eye tear for them both.
Your truth is your truth not the truth
I love the Fact the Sussexs have made a home in so many heads.
I love the part where all staff leaves and Meghan cleans all 16 bathrooms by herself. So brave and what a trooper!
I loved the part where Meghan revealed that not only was she 41% Nigerian, but that her ancestors were Nigerian princes who generously offered complete strangers a share of their multi-
million dollar fortunes in exchange for their bank account numbers.  So moving and authentic!
25.2M subscribers, but only 21k likes for trailer 1, and only 13k likes for this one.  And all those tears? Oh please, she's an actress (apparently). Anyway, hahahahahahahahahahahaha !!....... 
are you paying attention, Netflix? Please, America, do your old ally a favour and shepherd these two toxic halfwits into obscurity.
I love that the British public is so entranced by the Sussexs, they can't stop going on about them.
“Nobody knows what’s behind closed doors 🚪 yeah 😂 that’s call PRIVACY”
I love the part where they continue their quest for privacy.
I love the part that they actually use real footage in the trailer and not stolen from somewhere else. I can't remember what part that is but I loved it all the same
Such a vomiting of nothing but lies from them both... it's a sad world when two such entitled people cry boo hoo nonstop!  Please, please just go away and live that private life you claim to 
have wanted so badly!  The world is utterly sick of you both!
Nah its the fact that kate and William live rent free in markles mind
 @Hannah Louise  really because the prevaling topic of conversation is about Meaghan, and her evil schemes, not The Cambridges...weird right? You would think, if folks really found her 
irrelevant, then the would stop talking about her, and her projects. Or be so bent on discrediting her every action. Silly me for thinking everyone was obsessed with her, while 
simultaneously not giving a darn. Lol
What has being Nigerian got to to with it?. There's British Nigerian scoring goals at the world cup for you British people at the moment, have some respect, with your damn lies!!
Golden! ❤😂
Comedy gold
🇨🇦 🇦🇺🇧🇯🇩🇰🇺🇸 you don’t have to be British to be anti-H&M
Oh pleaseeee 🤡
I want privacy you racists!  Just me, Harry and the film crew!
I love the part where the frog decides to stay in the boiling water while being cooked alive. Sums up their marriage.
I love the part where she gives birth in the parking lot behind a car and Husband assisted.  I was frightened the child would hit head on asphalt but husband saved the day and caused a tear 
to fall from my left eye.



I love this Cheapest garbage B rated PV ever!!! 😂😂😂
Who’s gonna watch this series? 
This is some real trash!!! Lmao 
I know the truth — Henry has some bad case mental issues like ADHD and Meghon is desperate to make money. 
Their money too short! Cheapest casts ever! I hope this stupid couple gets academy awards 😅
My eyes are just streaming bitter tears after seeing a glimpse of the terrible life that Harry and Harry's Wife have led after being "forced" to leave the UK...all due, of course, to that 
dastardly Royal family. Oh the horror....
Nose job may help make her look more Hollywood, less ethnic but no amount of plastic surgery or high end clothing can make her beautiful from the inside. It’s sad? They could have it all 
but chose the complete wrong path in life. No one will ever succeed bringing down family. Soon enough it will all crumble.
Seriously, what a joke this is.  The two most fake people on earth.  Way to go Netflix.  Wonder if you could possibly sink any lower.
I love the part when she writes a letter to the US Congress and signs it from the "Duchess of Sussex," thinking that the US wants input from foreign nobility.
I love the New episode to be added : 'The Divorce ' zoom in on Meghan. I never wanted to go ahead with the marriage but Charles dragged me down the aisle!!!
I love the part where they truly think the general public gives a rats ass about their indulged, pampered, spoiled feelings while the public is struggling to put enough pennies together to 
feed their families … truly brought a tear to my left eye 😪
spoiled brats
I could have sword one Oprah interview and a fight with gran (God rest her) ago they didn't want to be in the lime light.  I mean I'm boring and angry too.  May I have a special?
I love the part when MM realized she would never be queen so she decides to come to the states to conquer our $hit hole swamp of a govt. This is all so weird and so sad watching two 
people have such an alternate perception as the rest of the universe!
I loved the part when Harry introduced Meghan to his mother's family members and asked them if they could see all the similarities he saw to his late mother. Declaring: "She's Diana 
reincarnated - don't you think?". Then, when they said: "No Harry darling, don't be a silly boy - she's no Diana", he stomps his feet and storms off shouting: "They declared war on 
Meghan!!". 
I can see how he was protecting his family from early on. So moving, but No tears. Just plenty of admiration.
I preferred her in Suits.
I love the part when Meghan realizes she is Princess Diana reincarnated
THE TWO OF YOU please just disappear!!!!!
I preferred not knowing who she was, when she was not imposing herself on the Royal Family and into mainstream media. I’m sick of seeing her. Her energy is gross. She disgusts me. 
People don’t like her personality and how she treats others, but let her tell you why, allow her to curate reality, allow her to victimize herself, have an alibi and pull down everyone and 
everything in her path.

I love the part where she sent her supporter to the charity dinner wearing "African"clothes and jewelry, found her victim so she can claim to be victim of racism. Poor Lady in Waiting just 
wanted to know from what tribe she is, wearing teeth around her neck, a bone in the hair, not knowing that supporter is from Yabadabadoooo.  My left eye is swollen from crying
I’m surprised the comments aren’t disabled
This!
tt seems like you are all pretty obsessed with them... otherwise why are you even here? lol!
 @MinnesotaNiceEnough  Because its funny, a**hole.
 @MinnesotaNiceEnough  well Meghan always encourages us to speak out so here we all are…speaking out and having our voices be heard 😅her encouragement brings a tear to my left 
eye 👁



You mean you aren’t interested in hearing how HARD it is to live in a palace, all bills paid, have servants, gobs of money, multi million dollar wardrobes and free international travel? 
Seriously. I don’t think I’ve ever heard them speak where it wasn’t a complaint about something.
 @MinnesotaNiceEnough We are using out voice. Organically. For change. Just like nutmeg says we should. Right?
Yes, let's forget about our rising cost of living, food prices skyrocking, utilities out of control and fuel to fill our vehicles out of the reach of many due to the bloody Russians invading 
Ukraine in an all out War. But who cares about all of this when the likes of the lazy, treacherous, lying grifters are upset yet again and making even more false allegations? How dare we 
think of ourselves when the Harkles are suffering so? 1, 2, 3, left eye, one tear go - 😪
there seems to be a pandemic effecting everyone's left eye. and the only cure is watchin harry & meghan twice, back to back. or its more cow bell.
 @M StrikesBack  Have you seen the interview she did before marrying. Where she said in video that she can cry at will - one tear- out of her left eye? Watch that and then watch the QE2 
funeral footage where at the end, she lets loose - one tear. Left eye. Comedy gold
 @D J  organically 🤣
That’s so true. So sad for LH.
😂🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Teeth around her neck! 🤣 Bone in hair! 🤣 I'm laughing so hard I almost choked and I literally just peed in my pants! 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @Elaine C  💎❤
Want the drama to stop?  Stop adding to the feeding frenzy.  So many celebrities that do this have quieter lives because they give the media nothing to squabble over...yet here you two 
yapparoos are going around spilling the tea and to what end?  You aren't making anything better by doing this.  I just see family being torn apart by a bunch of super entitled, narcissistic 
people.
I love the part where Harry and MeAgain attend Katy Prices drink drive court case in Crawley. I mean, it’s in the trailer so they were there right ? Brought a tear to my left eye.
Here for the comments!!! Watching these clowns is good comedy!!
I love the part that she has the ability to be held hostage in the Palace and have media stalking her outside 
I had a gutteral response to that
Every time they open their mouths it’s like watching a train wreck.
Yawn 🥱 ..I had Coopers  thick cut marmalade on my toast this morning.
How are these 2 not absolutely mortified with their behaviour. Are they the only 2 people who cannot see how pathetic they are?
I love the part where Harry shares that the British monarchy is a hierarchy. Wow. I thought Meghan could just claw her way to the top, pushing Kate to the side but turns out that is not 
possible….
Why is everyone tearing up from their left eye?

I love the part when they realise finally that the public, world wide does not give a shit about their minuscule millionaire boo boos.    That there are innocent civilians dying right now from 
a war that was forced upon them by a murderous invading dictator. That there’s millions of people in third world countries that are suffering also because of this war, by said dictatorship 
stealing their grain.. and also people like me in the west, who wasn’t born into wealth and is also suffering trying to pay my electric bill because of said war. I actually shed a happy tear at 
their wedding, (not fake, one left eye, go.. but actual real tears.) I thought it was historic, I was really moved. We really welcomed her in the U.K. It was nothing to do with her bloody race 
that put us off. We just saw through her very quickly because she’s not a very good actress and couldn’t pull off the whole “innocent doe eyed act”.
That was her problem. It was an act, and we saw through it. She is not Diana 2.0, there was no press hounding her by the time she came along, as there was laws introduced to stop that 
shitty behaviour. She wanted fame and money, her acting career flopped in the US and couldn’t give her this. She’s a serious social climber. How Harry didn’t see this and STILL doesn’t see 
this I just don’t know. I’m hoping the reaction to this mockumentary will finally open his eyes.
YouTube should correct you for the abundant "miss-information" lies. Scores of people at the Palace tried to ease Meghan’s path into Royal life… many kept going despite being treated 
badly.



Gwan Harry and Meghan, bring down the royal family. Stick it to the idiot royalists of the UK. They're a joke 🤡
William lost his mother too. But it’s obvious Harry was a lot more broken and is easily guided. off his duties. I cannot imagine the hurt and betrayal William feels. William was counting on 
his brother to support him.
They try to transfer Princess Diana’s tragedy and feed the emotions of sympathy on Meghan who has done nothing for anyone except herself.  Shame on Harry for allowing your wife to 
make money off your deceased mom. This was a selfish act for personal gain and sympathy.  Meghan probably looks at herself in the mirror and say I fooled everybody.
I love the part where haznoballs continually attempts to tarnish the reputation of the RF while ignoring his own well documented inappropriate behaviour, indiscretions and vile racists 
slurs aimed at his army colleagues while being bravely supported by his wife who incidentally also forgot she co wrote funding freedom and for years forgot her now black persona and 
identifed as caucasian.
Did that endorsed princess weeping socialist shed a million dollar tear on her waxed vixen model face? Oh well some red haired Esau held her hands in unison in crying us vs the rest on 
Netflix. Never a publicity stunt to be privates in a personal camera paparazzi palace in the USA. Absurdity at its finest, I'm rating their latest efforts a 10/10!
Fake fake and more fake!
Omg this this is hilariously bad.  Notice how they used stock footage of Princess Diana and Princess Gatherine because they were being hounded by the press.  No footage of paps hounding 
Meghan because they never chased her in that way!  This narrative that Meghan is Diana 2.0 is so hilarious and sad.  No one care about you Harry and Meghan, please be quiet and go 
away.
Harry is a traitor of the highest order.  It's a shame what he did to his own grandparents and family.   I wouldn't want him or Meghan anywhere near me and if I were his family, I would 
never speak to him again in my life.
I love the part when they insert BOTH Princess of Whales bc they have nothing of note on their own Merritt & I EXTRA love the part of using images of the press that have nothing to do 
with them. Such fakery & propaganda.
Another clown "burner account" ... ^^
Because Meghan claims she can squeeze a tear out of her own left eye on command.
 @Nyota Uhura  I did not know that. Thank you for replying!
So they are the victims.  And they’re  playing the Diana card. Knowing that Diana is still loved around the world.
There nothing but a sad pair of spoiled brats, it's time our King stripped the son of a army officer of his title,
but she wasnt chase by paparazzi like princess diana , not even like princess catherine. shes delusional
Why ever would everyone want to watch this series? Think there are more truthful, worthwhile stories to watch.  Netflix I was thinking of signing up with you my Christmas gift to our 
family but won't now! The amount of money spent on these two for their "story" is  money that  could have been spent wiser QUESTION How much truth to how much fiction? Why would 
you Netflix help spread so much negativity against a family (royal or other) No respect t for Harry for not being man enough to work things out behind closed doors. As for his wife, what a 
drama queen So much for having a quiet,life and wanting privacy! When is someone going to make these two accountable for their behaviour?

Of course there is a hierarchy in the royal family, or it would not be royal.  What Harry tells is interesting, because it seems, even if he was born into this family and lived in it his whole life, 
he never understood how it worked. Maybe they did not recognise, he had problems with his brain... 
Harry was born for a reason. He has no right for a jetset-life just because he wants it! He is not somebody. He is a Prince of Great Britain and a son of the King. 

I wish he will not be rich and famous in future. Because, if its for him just because of "freedom", he will be also happy with no wealth. And here I just talk about him. 
What about Meghan is clear. 
Contemporary witch, who does everything for money and fame. But maybe thats a second order to get the real jackpot... Destroying the last popular and powerful monarchy in europe...
For fuck’s sake! Get lost already!



1st question asked on this “ No reality, not reliable show”: What on Earth happened???? 

Let’s remind tweedle dum!

You left your family to live a private life but because you and your wife are ENVIOUS of others’ positions You two Can’t let go! And because you are talentless your only ways to make 
money are: 
- shamelessly slagging your family off for money as nobody is interested in your wife’s family. 
- using women and the black community as crutches to further your agenda building a profile and brand to make money off them. 
- playing victims on your never ending victim’s Olympics! 

Second question asked to  tweedly dee: 
Why did you decide to make this documentary? 

There’s only ONE answer:

- For MONEY! Money is what we care about! 
Forget our parents, grandparents, brothers, sisters, children ( who we make sure we isolate from both families and in due time we will merch off them as well ), we just love money! 

You and your wife are like Hyenas, wishing, waiting  for your family to trip over or fall so you can both feed off them!!
Who's here just to give it a dislike 👎???y stomach is so sick of these people.... we all have enough suffer... who da "fu*ck" said, " yeeey we wanna hear about more problems. Especially 
about your private problems !! "

Ain't nobody would wanna listen to my own personal struggles.. like actual abuse with in family, actual miscarriage and actual rape, being kidnapped... ain't no body want to hear from how 
"difficult it is for the people who have everything to be safe, joyful... they had safety, they had eachother.. rhey had children, they had f**cking family... amd you betrayed them because 
you are so entitled, narcissists, you can not ever feel fulfilled!

You don't know why real pain is.

They should shut up and listen.. to see rhat actual there are many many people in way less fortunate situation as they are, amd they should learn some gratitude. 

But nooooooo....

They need attention. 
For.their ego!
I love the part when she disowned and ghosted her aging dad for staging photos and telling lies. They have such noble high standards and would never stage anything or lie for their own 
gain. Emotional again😅.



Love the part where Netflix is just as petty as their Z list ‘Actors’ and airs this $hyte $how same evening as Princess Catherine’s performance at Westminster Abbey. NOTE to self - CANCEL 
MY NETFLIX! LOVE THAT FOR YOU NETFLIX!
I hate the part when I have to see Meghan 😂
I love a good comedy 🤣🤣
I like the part where they use photos that aren’t even theirs 😂 and left eye cry lol
I love the part when everyone says I love the part 😂❤

The shot of the photographers shooting Michael Cohen as he left prison is a powerful but I'm not sure how it proves dumb and dumber were hounded by the press. Imagine deing so 
desperate to believe you were hounded by the press but there is no proof and you have to steal photos to prove your point. If NetFlix told the truth about how they are lying, manipulative 
and mentally disturbed individuals, people would want to watch that. NetFlix could have brought subscribers back that left after this deal was announced and brought in more to watch the 
train wreck the world has been waiting for. Get rid of the dramatic music and put in a laugh track and you have a shot at comedy of the year!🤣🤣🤣
I love the part where they said the paps got her outside the hospital after she had a miscarriage it was outside the dentist there was no miscarriage
Some of Meghans best acting in this series by the looks of it, she's even got Harry acting like he's in one of these cringy reality TV shows with actors who over dramatise the heck out of 
simple things 😅. I shall watch.... But with a smirk of irony at their story being played up to the cameras.
I love that the best thing about this trailer are the comments 😍😍😍😍......I'm laughing so much I'm crying one tear from my left eye 😅
Netflix how stupid are u ????
I love the part where they open with the most narcissistic statements. Hearts broken all over the world because harry is getting married and she is a royalty superstar! So genuine, so 
humble. They are so much better than anybody else and wanted more than any human ever before. Their utter magnificence brought a single tear to my left eye because we get to live in a 
world with these two in it. And bonus, although they wanted a private life they share it with us because there will be nobody else like them to ever walk this earth and they are generous 
like that. Thank you is not enough....  Another single tear. Left eye. SUCH A FRAUD!
burner account ^
Don't forget that M said they were just one plane crash away from the throne.  So klassy.
That…and the comments ☕
And humiliated her family who are inconveniently white, by not inviting them to her wedding. How lucky her mother suited her racial narrative. Their children will never know their 
grandparents or blood relatives thanks to their self-serving parents.
And the sad thing is they were super popular and would have gone on to be much loved but what they have turned into beggars belief - all that promise wasted. She wanted to emulate 
Wallis Simpson, well congrats, a pathetic, pointless existence stretches out before both of them. Edward VIII lived out his days in self-imposed exile blaming everyone else for a wasted life 
when it was his own selfish decisions that put him there.
So true
 @Lady Wolvo  yes! I really liked her until she spends time in AFRICA of all places and comes back complaining about how nobody has asked her if she was ok. I mean that just put 
NARCISSIST across her forehead for me. Unreal.
I love the part where they are self aware of how this all looks to us peasants.
How could they have a nerve stealing the footage from the pap shots of Catherine and others like Trump ex lawyer and Harry potters such a fraud 🤮🤮🤮
I love how Meghan was such a dedicated yacht girl, making sure the guest got exactly what he wanted. So thoughtful and caring.
Dabbing the single tear away w a $100 bill.
Im only here for the comments 😂😂😂
You must be acting like a real bitch to the staff when the Queen has to step in and explain to you that "we don't talk to people like that in this family Meghan".
I love the part of everything changed ???? Is it that the truth is coming out !



You know what I love about H&M is how long can you pray on his dead Mother whom I sure had another side to her. You gotta love these two because they think it all about them and 
there are always two sides to every story. Has her late Majesty said recollections may differ. I will shed tears for the Queen. Not sure what she did to deserve these two brainless people.
A documentary where Harry explains why his balls are in Megan's purse?
I hope you all are remembering to dis like the trailer.
I love the part where Dr Phil gives a diagnosis of Narcissism, Egomania, Histronic Personality Disorder and complete self absorption.
I love the part where they had to use a picture of Harry and Chelsy as a couple to show how much Meghan and Harry were hounded by photographers and they had to use pictures of 
Diana and Catherine to show how much The Royals women were hounded. How generous of Meghan to give prominence to Diana and Catherine ! How much selflessness !  A tear almost 
fell from my left eye.
Oh God. Not the "I love the part" meme. 😑

I love the part when Harry in his own words during their engagement interview said his family "have been the family Meghan never had" and she said "they've been so welcoming" and 
then they both forgot until their sit down with Oprah that someone in the family had been racist by wondering what colour any future children would be, although one of them said it was 
before the engagement and the other said it was during the pregnancy. I also loved the part where they had nobody to turn to for help with Meghans mental health even though Harry had 
been leading,  championing mental health care and support charities for years before he met Meghan. I also loved that Meghan spent an absurd amount of the British taxpayers money on 
renovating a house gifted to her by the Queen and thought nothing of the millions more spent on security for her wedding before deciding the British public hated her or had no problem 
spending millions on filling her wardrobe with designer clothes and jewellery paid for by Charles (but grumbled that she couldnt accept freebies-like her blood diamonds from a dodgy 
sheikh). I love that she had zero doubts about ensuring her daughter was forever identifiable as having ties with the British RF that tortured her by naming her the very unique moniker of 
Lilibet after Queen Elizabeth II the forever beloved prior head of the racist and uncaring family she was chased out of. I love the part were both Harry and Meghan are so appalled by the 
treatment Meghan recieved that Meghan insists at using the title Duchess on every opportunity she can (even as a fearless, independent and strong woman and feminist). I especially love 
the part were they both claim family is so important and yet have completely and utterly disowned Meghans father and make no exceptions for him that he may have been manipulated by 
the "evil" media. I love that Meghan thrived on social media and invested so much time and effort into her social media aesthetic and building her "brand" before she Harry but now also 
considers it an absolute evil. I love that she seems convinced she can turn the tide in her favour somehow, someway that only an an individual with a huge ego can. And like so many others 
I'm so glad that cameras are ever present in their oh so valuable private life to share said oh so private life with the public for an absurd amount of money that would be better spent on 
serving the communities and charities they hold oh so dear to their hearts from within the comfort of their multimillion dollar mansion that they are outgrowing as a huge family of 4. They 
must need more storage space for their Hermes blankets, or perhaps the mountain of evidence Meghan is stashing away for when she needs to cash in after their future divorce....My left 
eye is so tired from crying its now gone to sleep leaving me to stumble about the house haphazardly with only my right eye to lead me out of a darkness as black and cold as Meghans 
heart. 

Oh if only Ashley Cole had taken one for the team and stepped up for England one last time.
It is not about race, it is about jealousy. Pure outright jealousy and a great sense of entitlement. Meghan is eaten up by jealousy of Princess Catherine. I do hope the world can see the real 
problem.
😂😂😂 the amount of bots on here. The Royal family don’t sleep boy
I love the part when she says “I realised they are never  going to protect you “ why not say “me” she is trying to bring us in on it ..
Oof. There's an ick factor. Selling out the institution that shaped who you are today.
I love the part where I disliked this video and only Netflix can see it & I love the part of her podcast where she talks about feeling dumb on deal or no deal but then goes & is the “hot 
paralegal” to feel more intelligent.
I loved the part where they used Fleetwood macs "little lies" as the theme song.   Tell me lies tell me sweet little lies, tell me lies, tell me tell me lies.



I love the part where the Daily Mail is having a nervous breakdown over this.
From what I had heard, she was a terrible yacht girl. Once word gets around that she's no good at doing what she's paid for, her 'career' is over. Probably why she went back to social 
climbing, one person at a time.
@dreamteez2049 just read your comment but can't like or reply to it, has it been deleted?
Outstanding comment!
I love the part where Meghan actually arranged for the photographer who took Thomas Markle to "get fitted" for his tux for the wedding and then used those same pap shots to smear her 
father for succumbing to a photographer that she arranged.
Just brilliant
Wow, you make harry and his old hag sound like a couple of liars. 🤣🤣🤣
Love this  wish I could like a hundred times.  Damn that Ashley Cole.
Bravo!
🤣🤣🤣
THIS, yes!!!!!
Oh perfectly stated...the hypocrisy  is the worst
This!!!! The crazy part there is so much more they have done.  Time to cancel them.
  @Andy S  ck tock....lol
Exactly
This was great. Preach girl, preach. I hope they read this comment. Meghan may actually get a tear out of her right eye from anger. 😂
Wow. My favorite serious comment to date.
 @missscousemouth82  There's no comment above yours so it's probably been deleted or made private by whomever is moderating this channel. I mentioned elsewhere Meghan's friend 
that tweeted the false alligation that William cheated on Catherine and my post was quickly made private so it's definitely happening depending on the content.
I read this with one tear shedding from, yep you guessed it, my left eye. 😂
Also, the family she never had? Doesn't she have, like, a mother abd father and two siblings...?
I ducking loved this!!! Well said..
wrong
YES!!!!!!! 👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏
😂🤣😅❤
Wow you really love this.   Good for you Jack!!
Brilliantly stated. 😂😂😂😂
I forgot all about Ashley Cole.  One lucky man that got away, but unfortunate for the Royal family that he did.😢 Excellent comment!
 @murderoustendencies  We can't forget the particular sibling, Samantha, who is suing Megnut for defamation in Florida next year for this tissue of lies she has continued to push as her 
narrative despite being debunked endless times. As much as Megnut has tried to dismiss this lawsuit, so far, it is still going full steam ahead. Would love to hear Netflix address this one! 
Left eye drip,😪.
 @Elke Lewtschuk  It must have hurt her narcissism that he wasn't remotely interested in trash like that! Glad he escaped but sad for what she has done to the Royal Family through 
nothing but lies. Trust the dimwit spare to have picked up a yacht girl and one that wasn't even good at her job! If only he had listened to Philip when he said that you never marry trash 
like that. I'm afraid his skull was too thick for the comment to make sense.
I loved the part where her father Thomas said in an interview she said the EXACT same thing to her first husband. And that when Trevor repeated it at the wedding he and Doria just looked 
at each other confused.



 @murderoustendencies  THE ONE nanrrative shes been consistent with... reported she made the same statement at one of her prior weddings (her mother & father in attendance just 
looked at each other in astonishment. How heartbreaking.)
Goodness me, it is a long list to like her, we are so inspired by this couple.
 @Smörgåsbord  Likely on Will's list for his defamation lawsuit  to add to any more lies that are dropped about him and his wife.
Perfect comment!❤
 @Lori Black  I'm not so sure. The journalist that tweeted said later on that it was a joke and he didn't think people would take it seriously so I don't think anything could come of it. It was 
discovered after the fact that Meghan and he were friends. It's just like Ms. Fulani is friends with Meghan and seemed to go looking, potentially with a recorder in hand, for a confrontation 
of some sort so she could support Meghan's claims that she was abused.
I love how he said “What Meghan wants, Meghan gets” to their staff and the Queen of England, who may she Rest In Peace, but then still go onto complain about her treatment. Sorry no 
one was good enough for you Meg! Good luck Harry, it’s only a matter of time, you do you know, no doubt in her mind you’re not actually good enough for her, fail her and one day she IS 
gonna treat YOU with killer resentment in too, right?
I love the part in which they show the world that Harry's wife is indeed a second rate actress. I rate it a single left-eye tear.
As I am reading these comments and laughing let’s not forget that although Me-gain is a first class narcissist who used her friends , exes , family and her husband’s family and discarded 
them when no longer needed, I do really think that Harry is the one to blame the most . How stupid, heartless, cruel can you be to through your family under the bus and endanger the 
legacy of what the House of Windsor stood for ? Who does that ? I don’t think RF is perfect , but you don’t go out in the world and destroy your heritage ! Stupid , vile idiot Harry! I blame 
him !
I love the part where that they couldn't actually find any real paparazzi photos so they had to use a stock photo from the harry potter premiere to make it look like they are victims of the 
press. Trying to squeeze a tear for them 😢
I love the part where he talk’s constantly about his mother, but then has to ask William about Diana bc he was too young to remember.
Memories can vary.
It was the one-car paparazzi chase that really hooked me. So much heart-pounding drama. I was on the edge of my seat the whole time!
🚗................................................................................................................      🚕
I love the part where Meghan doesn't get the attention she wants so she pulls a Sherry Papini/Jussie Smollett scenario....lol
I loved the fact that they didn’t go see their dying grandmother because that dying grandmother declined to provide them w/ more money & sent them to his father & the father replied, 
“What am I? A bank?”
So willing to uphold standards in the grifting department.
I'm not finna devote two seasons to learn about Harry & Meghan. I'd just read the summary on reddit
Lolol love they can lie with straight faces 🤣😂🤣
Being a fan of dark comedy myself, I definitely going to watch this series. Thank you Netflix and Thank you comment section 😅.
I love the part where Harry thought Meghan was like Diana but when he introduced her to the Spencers they all agreed she was nothing like Diana. Tear to left eye…..
I thought she felt stifled by the level of security and protocol then they leave the titles and country but expect the same level of security provided by public taxes. Now saying it wasn’t 
enough. 

It’s more like she didn’t get to run their own events, charities and security group 100%.
I love the part when she wrote messages in sharpie like “you are brave” and “you are loved” on bananas and gave them to sex workers in a refuge along with prawn cocktail crisps. At least 
it wasn’t on a cucumber. So caring and empathetic. In tune with their needs🍌🍌Makes me emotional. Left eye tear.
I love the part where Netflix unexpectedly became a benevolent streaming service by entertaining us all for free in their comments section on youTube.  It made me cry, one tear, from you 
know exactly where



I do so love the way Harry is able to flip the script and claim the Royal Family was plotting against Meghan and planting stories in the press.  Even in the face of well-deserved backlash for 
all the pathological lying over the past 5 years that Harry and Meghan have produced for us, they still have the courage to get out there and continue gaslighting the public, repeating their 
fabricated grievances, and double-down on their unrelenting attacks upon the Royal Family.  And the RF just continue to ignore them, hasn't said a word back to them, and just gets on 
with what they have to do for the people.  The contrast couldn't possibly be greater.  OMG!  Didn't Catherine look amazing in that rented green dress and Diana's emerald choker?  ❤👍😉

You have done your interview with Oprah, you will have your 'documentary'   on netflix soon, continue with memoar book next year, after that I wonder what else you're going to sell🤔
It’s a shame that being born into the royal family prevented Harry from finding his true calling- village idiot.
I love the part where I drop my Netflix subscription because of this worn out, unending pity party for H & M.  Tell H & M to take a page from Princess Catherine's play book which involves 
grace, patience, dignity, maturity, and sophistication.  MOVE ON Sussex family!!!
Granted what happened to Diana was a tragedy and shock to a young Harry, we all need to move on and despite the tragedy, Harry lived a life without any financial worries. 

There are countless other kids whose parents died even under more tragic circumstances (such as suicide, drive by shooting, famine, etc) but the difference is most of them were left on 
their own and without any safety net.

Many of these kids who are now adults could be still struggling but they remain voiceless as the system has failed them. 

Perhaps as a real sign of equality, organisations like Netflix, US Banks or even Harry charitable organisations should invite adults who lost their parents 20++ years ago as kids to also share 
their sad stories and pay a speaking fee of say just a modest USD10K. 

Poor Harry on the other hand who remains very wealthy is still milking the tragedy that happened to him and his brother almost 25 years ago. 

Yeah, Harry forgot that he was not the only child but his brother William also suffered. 

But William has and has rightfully moved and what Harry is doing is just milking his mother's name to make money.

Sad but true.
Truer words never spoken^^^^^ he's gonna understand then. what a poisonous viper she is.
Fab!
Oh, the humanity!
 @Princess Dumbarton  🤣🤣
Tabloid trash talk at its finest!
wait explain what is this left eye thing I keep seeing?
Meghan has boasted that she could produce tears from her left eye at any time when she acted.
spittin image she is
 @Derek Frostbeard  plus at Queen Elizabeth II’s funeral, Meghan cried a single tear from her left eye...thus the meme started🤣
More like Amber Heard 2.0!
Perhaps if we send her empowering messages on a banana all her struggles will be fixed.



it was my favourite part too
I think the one where she wrote 'work hard' was her best effort 🤣🤣🤣
 @missscousemouth82  No, you didn't!! 🤣
It’s grand!
Comments are much more entertaining than the series.
Wish someone could print these out. So many good ones.
 @Retired Stitcher  I haven't even watched this 2nd trailer yet, just went straight to the comments section first instead for the comedy gold that I knew I would find. Definitely not 
disappointed! 😎
Someone should put these comments in to a book. It's the only book I'd buy and read that's about them. The comments are pure GOLD.
Reading comments is the best part of the series I love the most. I have no tears left in my left eye, all shed reading comments. 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @Adele  me too
 @Linda Jones  i would pay some serious money to see harry and/or meghan react to these comments 🤣
It shocked me that Netflix left the comments open! They truly are blinded and fooled by these treacherous grifters! Surely they knew this would happen. Despite suffering a migraine, I'm 
loving every moment of these wonderfully witty comments. Thanks to everyone!💖
 @krisushi1  I actually think they are loving the traffic on their channel!
Does it bring a tear to your eye?
I loved the part where Netflix rolled these comments alongside the credits.
I’m pretty sure all the Royal Family watch this together and laughing together. 🤭🤭🤭🤭🤭🤭🤭🤭🤭🤭🤭. I grab my popcorn and let’s see all the drama and keeping up the 
kardashians be like Royal version. Sounds exciting.
I love the part where Netflix releases the trailer while William and Kate are actually just thriving in Boston. Just got a single tear to my left eye.
I love the part when they insinuate there was a black person in the royal family. Oops 😬 I’m not supposed to say that 
I particulary enjoyed when the final credits roll over a clip of two unflushables spinning round in a toilet bowl. Poignant
I love the part where Harry finally realises he married a narcissist...
I love the part where meghan hits Harry with her moon bump. His poor eye. Someone needs to tell her to not wear it so high and perhaps not wear tight clothing bc you can see the straps 
🤣
I love the part where we try to guess if they exceed the number of lies they told with Oprah. Let's the games begin!!!
I really love the part where there’s a Volume I and Volume II. You can’t fit narcissism in one volume, can you? 😂
The Princess and the Frog? The Frogcess and the Prince?
"we know the truth" yeah by lying for $$$$$. I don't feel sorry for y'all. Y'all created this war yourself. bullied your staff. trashing your own royal amily.  airing out lies on a public platform. 
harry and meghan are dysfunctional adults.
This is hilarious. Kids literally starving across the world and this stupid bitch cries about being a princess because of "racism". lol
You could not pay me to watch these 2 losers cry about how they were unfairly treated. These are not real people with real problems. Just 2 losers selling out their family for money and 
making a so called foundation to line their pockets.
I shall give Netflix the benefit of the doubt.

This is the sequel to Monty Python's Life of Bryan.
I love the part where she sucked milk out of a baby bottle on national tv and squatted like she was taking a poop, while her friend “the host”, laughed manically at her behind the scenes. 
I’m certain the RF thought that was her finest moment as a “Duchess” and were so very proud of her representation.



I love the part where she threw tea at a woman in their lodgings while on tour in Australia. My left eye sheds tears aplenty for this brave humanitarian.
I love the part where i walk away, and contemplate a plate of fresh pie!
Apple! Mmmmmmm! Shit hot....ouch. we all have problems and a story to tell. Others can listen quietly when one is speaking! Mmmm pie!
I want to feel sorry for them I really do but there have been many opportunities for them to change course but they remained bitter and self serving. Now they are seeing the brutal 
consequences of having no self awareness.
This is so disgusting, they make me sick
These former royals only care about themselves! All lies! Look how they treat both their families. "Compassion in Action" is just a $$$ slogan for them.

King Charles, QCC, and W&C are the true selfless royals 👑
I read that Netflix advisers have asked for a change of date, but SHE didn't agree.... her intention was, from the start, to disturb and, possibly, to take the attention from EarthShot back to 
them.... they only thrive in attention and the clicks that they hate so much...
Low class degradation incarnate, along with that equally repulsive Ellen D.
My left eye just got hot tea flung in it lol....I'll take that over baking her banana bread umpteen times.
Lodgings?  Surely it was a housing unit,  the viceregal manor of the governor  general.
Good girl! True American. Throw that British tea down the harbor and toss them British prison colony too
 @p s  😂😂
I loved it when Meghan said she couldn’t believe she wasn’t getting paid to throw hot tea on innocent staff members. Such class! Such bravery! 😢
It happened to be Admiralty House in Sydney, the residence of Governor General Peter Cosgrove and Lady Cosgrove. They had demanded the use of the entire residence but relegated to 
only a wing.😪 After the tea throwing tirade and many uses of the f word, the Cosgroves sat her down to explain to her how one of importance actually behaves. Naturally, nothing is 
going to get through to Megnut and hence she screamed at them to "f*** off and get out" from the very residence in which they lived! You only have to see a picture of the four of them 
with the Opera House in the background with Megnut standing alone to the side to know that no-one wished to stand anywhere near her. One tear, left eye 😪, only for the Cosgroves 
who thoroughly deserve the tears, not that narcissist disgrace!
 @p s  To you and I yes, a grand place indeed. ‘Lodgings’ if you believe our chieftain in truthful matters. Those were her words - so it is said - when she heard Archie was rescued from an 
alleged fire. (Which was later discovered to be a smoking heater.) 🤔

I love the part transition from a sunny street scene with no one outside at all paying any interest to them (0:42), to them turning their heads (add police siren sound to edit) to see (POV 
shot) an early evening wet and rainy street scene, and an ominous vehicle making a right hand turn into the street. Presumably this is the paparazzi all sharing an uber. Scary stuff. It is 
amazing how much of this is filmed in the United States. I was kind of under the impression that they had left the royal family were under their own steam by then, so any intrusions into 
their life might have been because of their own actions and for not living the private life they said they wanted. All whose leaking and planting did you say??? It is a dirty game!
Oh no I know the the “real full whole truth” and it’s 
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
Netflix has been played thinking they will lift their ratings.
I'm looking forward to the lawsuits and cancellation announcements.
Imagine what Netflix could have done with that money helping others, oh wait, they just want ratings for dividends. 
London Bridge won't fall but they might. RIP



I loved the part where H&M paid for Christopher Bouzy…a corrupt man, with no background other than getting people to pay for his many start up ideas, to come and be their mouthpiece 
about their online hate, bullying and not forgetting to bring up the race card. Which he himself is very good at…even against a fellow black man, who he’s defamed online, bullied online, 
gone after his disability online and tried to go after many other people online too, like their jobs, their social media and their personal lives. I just love how H&M’s have paid someone with 
such a clean background to talk about such levels of hate, bravo…well done H&M!  I could only but dream of being as talented at story telling as you two are.
I love the part where they lose their Royal titles, realise no one is interested in what dross they are spewing and they vanish into oblivion for all eternity.   🏾
96K dislikes in 12 hours. That's impressive lol
 Netflix what the hell were you thinking
Do you think the 👎 will surpass those on the 1st horror story trailer.  Poor hawwy and megsy baby.
Netflix, you got markled.
Harry is a weak man and a traitor to his family, who despises the fact that he was born a royal, and has always felt and feels guilty about it. So his solution is to distance himself from them, 
slander them, move to LA like some wannabe celebrity, then corrupt the royal bloodline with some dumb bimbo who wears the pants in the relationship and who's only aspiration is to 
become another Kardashian by crying "RACISM, SEXISM" etc etc ad nauseum because she has no other qualities or things to offer the world. She wants to burn it all down and simp traitor 
harry is behind her holding her dress like a little boy does with his mother. Truly pathetic.
I always knew they was planning on assasinating her black ass, proof is in the pudding there acknowledging royal arm security was not protecting Meghan at all that dirty and shady, they 
wanted to something to happen to hair, they wanted her to be a victim of circumstance crazy 😝
Oh, the magnificent projection unto others. One tear, left eye, flicked away with a manicured nail with hella hangnails.
I love the part where Meghan bullied so many female staff who left in tears, Catherine and William had to confront them to explain how to treat people with respect. Way to go Meghan 
you warrior for female empowerment! My left eye is tearing up
All so very toxic and sad.
I love the part where Harry is so happy that Megan is joining his wonderful family...a family she never had. A few months later his eyes are opened by whom?..He cried one tear from his 
left eye 👁 in realisation. Now he has no family nor does she except the new perfect family they are creating ...like no other in the World..sigh!!!
I love the scene where the camera zooms in on the clock to show us the exact moment "everything changed".  It was when the Queen said, "No. No half-in, half-out. You are either in or 
you're out."  Then Meghan's beady little eyes narrow and she mouths, "This means war...."  Such dramatic footage!
I love the part that they had to use photos taken at other celebrities events and use a photo took with his ex to promote their Netflix whinge documentary, so authentic.
Victims poor victims
Just looking at these 2 makes me sick to my stomach! Come out of hiding now Oprah & do a special on the many lies you were told, by your very dear friends, right to your face. This is 
something I would love to see! Where's Gayle & Tyler Perry🤔
Do people still really care for what they still have to say ?? Why do they keep doing this???  Turn the page or close the book ,just live your life… it’s just to much
Love when Haz tells us there is a hierarchy in the Royal Family like he hasn't realised there is a hierarchy in most workplaces and certainly in the military. Laughed so much it brought a tear 
to my left eye.
"HARRY FIND ME A CHILD TO WALK WITH YOU IMBECILE!!!!.....😂"
So you are saying you believe the tabloid trash stories vs. Diana's son.  That says more about you then now doesn't it?
This is why things changed against her. Her attitude that she was there for people to server HER rather than to serve the people of England. She doesn’t understand the meaning of the 
word.
 @MinnesotaNiceEnough  I think she's being sarcastic in the understated British way.
I thought that multiple of those allegations had been proved wrong. The only scandal relating to the staff was that MM sent an email at 5am but she never stated that it had to replied to 
within two seconds.



 @Elizabeth Hock  There's an entire book out now about how Meghan bullied 10 staff out of the palace in less than 2 years- it interviews the women who were constantly screamed at & 
targeted for severe verbal & emotional abuse by Meghan, including a 17-year veteran of the palace who had previously served the Queen.  There's another book documenting how she's 
treated people in the entertainment business going back years.  Her inexcusable behavior is well-documented & published.
What advise she can give to empower women - catch a prince and ride his coattails?

 @May M  you mean the book that has had multiple people rescind their allegations of bullying? The truth is unless there is video proof we won’t know if MM is actually a bully or not.
Right on😂❤

 @Elizabeth Hock  You're a total liar- the book Courtiers is in bookstores RIGHT NOW & it's full of interviews w Meghan's abused staff-- Meghan & Harry HAVE NOT SUED.  Quit lying.
  @May M  you are ge ng awfully emo onal, maybe you need to take a break. I didn't lie, I read mul ple ar cles about how the book that was recently released already had two of the 
girls revoke their statements about how MM was bullying them stating that it wasn't true. It also isn't a lie to say that we won't know what happened when H&M were living in the palace 
since there are multiple sides to every story.
 @Elizabeth Hock  it IS a total lie to say a book thats selling on amazon right now is full of RETRACTED testimonies- a total & complete lie b/c it would have to be pulled from circulation & 
revised if what you said was remotely true- the extremely prominent author & his major publisher would also have been sued for slander— its ok if you want to shill for Harry & Meghan 
but you shouldnt need to LIE while doing it.
Female empowerment according to Nutmeg is that YOU do what I SAY  regardless of the circumstances.
 @May M  which book would you recommend? I want to read
 @Godzilla man streb  Revenge by Tom Bower
  @May M  No lies were told. the definition of a lie is: "to make an untrue statement with intent to deceive" which I didn't do, I included information I had found. Also, the book can include 
a tiny asterisk stating that this is alleged or that these are opinion,s and any LIES as you like to put it can be written,n and legally they aren't defaming. H&M really are living rent-free in 
your head 😂😂. I don't believe either side and won't until either both sides agree on a story or there is definite proof of one side (not allegations on the side of the multi-century-old 
institution with taxpayer money to back them up). Right now it is a he said/ she said case and the truth is probably somewhere in the middle. I highly doubt the MM made staffers shiver 
and quake in their boots though. Another reason that I won't immediately take the side against MM is that that actual RF hasn't made any comments just "palace sources" (which don't 
have to be verified and can literally be anyone off the street) so there is only one side commenting. Additionally, "the Firm" won't release the report about the bullying policies that are 
either against MM or for her so we don't know what was actually found.
Staff says THIS was the turning point. Press was very positive of M (with the palace press office help) until staff and family had to intervene regarding the bullying, shirking of protocol, 
hystreonics and went pubic. Easy answer to "what just happened"... your true character was exposed. And like Trump... if not agreeing with a narcissist, you're the enemy. This is a hit job 
like a bad divorce. Feel so sorry for the kids as they will be the ones to suffer this stigma and lack of extended family for their lifetimes.
Even 3 yrs old was not spared. 🤣
 @Nora Retik I think she should write a book on gold digging, social climbing and manipulation. I’m guessing she’s maybe an expert in these things. But this humanitarian do-gooder act is 
just so boring.
 @Elizabeth Hock  Its NOT a he said/ she said- its a she said/ THEY said— Nice how you just discount the experiences & testimonies of multiple professional women & choose not to believe 
them- real nice. You probably think all the women who came out against harvey weinstein are liars too just b/c there wasnt video showing the abuse. Also nice how you mocked the 
psychological impacts Meghan’s belittling behavior had on these women who collectively called her “a narcissistic sociopath.” And you really know nothing about journalism if you think 
journalists are free to make up sources or get stories from “anyone off the street”. Journalists have editors they have to answer to who in turn have boards they have to answer to. A 
journalist might not reveal their source to you, but they MUST reveal their source to their editor so it can be evaluated on its credibility & a decision made whether or not to publish it- all 
major media outlets require that level of internal scrutiny to protect themselves from publishing false info, getting sued & losing their credibility. Valentine Low has to inform his editors 
which women from the palace spoke to him, and in any case many of the women went on the record & Low names their names.



 @MinnesotaNiceEnough  Yes I am. We all know tabloids print nothing but the truth and can’t possibly be wrong 😂😂
Harry who told her work colleagues at the job he got with the mental health app to just call him Harry while appearing on their website as Prince Harry and then quickly taking 6 months off 
for paternity leave. Does he actually still work there I wonder....
There’s a hierarchy in monarchies in countries like Morocco, Eswatini, Lesotho, Saudi Arabia, Japan, Bhutan, Malaysia, Brunei, Cambodia, and Jordan too... monarchical hierarchy (based on 
unique cultures/traditions) has nothing to do with the race card, but Harry wants us all to ignore that fact.
I know. Harry says it in a whispery tone as though having a hierarchy in the RF is a big secret that he's the first to divulge. 😂😂😂
So HARRY shouldn't want to EXCELL?
This!!!!!! Exactly. Oh, no….a HIERARCHY!!! How was he such a “military man”…,unless he got special treatment due to his Royal status and never experienced military hierarchy.  That 
makes more sense.
 @missscousemouth82    to my
I loved especially when he said mental health wasn’t talked about in the family. Even though they’d worked at several mental health charities together. And even though he said previously 
his brother and sister in law encouraged him to get help.
He seems shocked that there is a order of precedence within the Monarchy, that he and his wife could not reach the top by being the most popular.
Golden
 @Sheal Stewart  the ONLY thing H and M needed to excel at was being a part of a Royal Family, playing their part in the team. Instead, they try to make out that the RF is racist because 
they wouldn’t let them lead the team. If they tried that little act in any other team in the world they’d be shafted.
I doubt he or meghan would be complaining about hierarchy if they were the next in line 😂
 @Loria  exactly!
Strange for a couple that demanded privacy.
I love the part that during the one show when she was doing the dirty in the car, she couldn't use her voice. Laughing until I cried one tear, left eye.
One tear....on the left
“Hii, I’m Meghan Markle, and this is the man I used for fame then isolated from his family”
This new Netflix comedy looks hilarious!
I love how they stated they wanted a private life and wanted to avoid paparazzi but she has some of the paparazzi agencies on speed dial and has used them multiple times.
The audacity to compare paparazzi chase to Diana is such 🐂🐂🐂...I was a grown adult during the Diana years and it was the wild west, Megalodon has not had a tenth of it.
Comment section did not pass the vibe
Having a case of buyer's remorse yet, Netflix?
I love the part where the press never hounded them so they had to use old photos from years ago before M was even around.  I especially loved the part where they used an old photo 
from a Harry Potter event to make gullible fools believe that the paparazzi had a "feeding frenzy" with H&M when in fact they have to call the press to get them to show up on one of their 
staged outings.  I'm not crying any tears because I'm too busy puking.
Boring!  It is all the same garbage from these two lying grifters who have no ability to grasp reality and gratitude.
Come on big boy Harry, lets have all the accusations out in the open.  God help you if you can't back  any of this up. It's going to be ruthless.
Netflix just gave MM the best acting role of her career 😂
It’s about lies and one tear out of her left eye

Harry needs to be deprogrammed out of the cult of Meghan. He has been completely brainwashed by her buIIshit. It's sad how a two-bit hustler can destroy a man... a prince no less!
They should call this documentary “ Heghan Marry”



Amazing how all the other royals just get on with their business without all the fuss....perhaps if H and M stopped calling the press ..telling lies and moaning  e v e r y d a y ..then no one 
would take any notice of them ...please take the titles ....take them of anything royal and let them just fade away !!!!
I love the part when screechy mastermind Meghan yells "you imbecile" to Harry for being a dumb Dumbarton
I hope she's reading these and feeling the immense disgust the majority of people on Earth have for her. But sure Me again, let's hear it all one more time, only with more lies, ok?
Maybe if she treated staff with common respect and wasn't trying to be a rock star but in fact a princess taking the back seat of those actually earning the thrown, she could have been 
successful being dutiful and representing the monarch and her native country properly.
No political views, no voice is required by every member.
Just pathetic and amusing how neither are able to recognize their own flaws or capable of actually developing a charity to better others. No being able to retain staff doesn't help.
They both need to get a job and stop the drama.
😂😂😂
They should call it The Two Stooges.
Have you watched it ? I'll watch it. Probably will be better than the crown now that was boring tryed watching but let's face it the RF is boring. That family has been a mess long before 
Harry was born.
I love the part where Meghan has paid millions to various PR agencies yet she’s still the most disliked woman on the planet. My left eye dribbles in sympathy.
Oh the pathos! Brings a tear to my left eye!
Sticking witch and jealousy she is not class like Kate she’s no Diana and nothing will ever make her so. Harry is pathetic destroying his own family. One of the clips is from the Harry Potter 
premiere they hadn’t even met.
Ah, what a love story, where two people fell in love with - victimhood.
My goodness, lots of trolls and bots here, it would seem.
I love the part when Meghan said she wanted privacy, well here we are now. Lol
I love the part where Hazbeen asks “what on earth happened…” I’ll tell ya what happened. You married a narcissist.
If Harry was so unhappy with his family then it's just as well he leave the RF and go elsewhere. What truth is Harry referring to? I as an American I really don't care how Harry feels about his 
sorry self. He wasn't that way till he met MM
I love the part we're as an American,  I have no interest in the Royal family. But do have an interest in how women, regardless of race and class,  are treated with respect. What a novel 
concept! This comments section is ridiculous.
I love these comments… BRA-VO!!
👏😂👏😆👏🤣👏😝
Is Meghan 4th cousin to Ngosi Fulori and H. Pilori?

I loved the part that showed them as true eco-warriors.  Those private planes aren't going to fly themselves to polo games or the Ramada in Iowa.  I ... I feel a tear welling up in my left eye.
OH. I get it 😂 it’s their STORY, not an actual, truthful account!
They are fake and liars.  They are worst elder abusers,   They want drama.  They have no talent but whining and grifting. Couldn’t pay me to watch
As a Brit what they are doing is full of lies.. Neither Harry nor Megaliar say the truth middle aged people acting like spoilt petulant children.. Shame on them.... Ps the British Monarchy are 
NOT racist...
I love that Meghan never reads social media. The poor darling is being spared. I’m tearing up in gratitude. Left eye. Go.



I love the part…
Harry,this is the Truth the whole truth and nothing but the truth… One Sided Story…
If the crown could only REPLY again,Recollections may vary.😂
Its actually quite sad how Desperate,Angry,Manipulative,Jealous and Unstable they come across,not to mention the already told LIES  in a couple of minutes of trailers.
WHAT HAVE THEY DONE TO THEMSELVES?
Poor old harry thick as mincemeat
Meghan looks like she has murder on her mind.
Hazbeen:))))
That sums it all up in a nutshell. HG Tudor would be so proud of you!
👏👏👏👏
Yes, we are treating her exactly how she treated her friends , her exes , her family and now her husband’s family: she used all the above and discarded them when no longer needed.She is 
a first class narcissist and a heartless human being !
You mean like the respect H&M showed to the Queen when she was dying? To Catherine? To little 3 year-old Charlotte?
72 million dollars ? Ha ha ha😂. Yep 72 million.   Well done Netflix 😂😂😂 someone is going to lose their job😂😂😂
I love how all the haters are already losing their heads. Can you at least leave us to watch it in peace! 

Go watch loose women or Piers Morgan. I’m sure they will tell you everything you want to hear.
He was terrified when the imaginary paps chased him from Kew Gardens…
They both need to be put in psychiatric facilities for their mental health issues and instability. They live in their own twisted reality, are a danger to society, peace disturbers and proven 
liars, but SURE they toooootally have the sanity, maturity, loyalty, kindness, work ethic, respect, patience and diligence to be objective and reputable
I love the part where Harry’s friends said he was f***ing nuts to have anything to do with her. Good friends who oddly enough do not see him anymore. My poor left eye is leaking 
profusely.
Boring waste of money.  Netflix you got scammed.  Don’t be a chump, dump them!
I love the part when Harry showed us the horror at the Bank of Daddy cutting them off and they didn’t have a plan b. Lucky my tissue caught that tear.
Harry should be ashamed using his mother like this. They are using images of paparazzi that was from the Harry Potter premiere and Katie Price courthouse appearance, wow how low can 
Netflix, Harry and Megain go. ALL LIES.
I love the part where he exploits his mother's suffering and death to make money. Stay classy, Harry.

I will never watch this self-aggrandizing piece of trash propaganda about a lying, hateful social climber of zero substance and her golden ticket, a spoiled child who treated his loving 
grandparents abominably in their last dying years, after they gave their entire LIVES to serving selflessly. Harry and his wife only want to serve themselves. Disgusting choice, Netflix.
All I can say is that I wish Harry the best, as well as his British Royal family, especially his good brother and wonderful sister-in law. Kate and William are class characters who humbly serve 
Britain's monarchy and British Family.
Vile couple.

I love the part where Megains uses Harry’s mother favorite perfume on their first date, Channel No 5, to establish a familiar bond.  A true sociopathic touch to a dumb love story.  ❤
The full truth is your petty problems aren’t bigger than the problems the average person faces on the day to day basis.
I love the part where Haz realises he'd been targeted and manipulated by a narcissist all along.
Even as an african I'd propose an alternative title for this one rename it "Royal Simping"



I love the part where meghan said "There's three of us in this marriage it'a bit crowded" Crying a single tear from...yeah you know it. My left eye.
My favorite part is when Netflix releases all the behind the scenes footage and breaks the internet and makes bank exposing Markle and the Ginger. Hey Netflix, if you do this, I promise to 
renew my subscription, the one I proudly cancelled on 9/2020. Remember that time you lost 10% in stock in a day after you announced partnership with H & M? Get your money worth, 
release the good stuff!!
Goodbye Netflix.
These comments are golden. Makes you wonder what Netflix executives are thinking……
Why on earth do you think we will watch it? Have fun 😅😅
That is just gross and creepy!!!  I don’t know of ANY man who wants a woman to smell like their mommy but he is disgusting also so maybe………?
That will be in season 5.
This is just absolute garbage the gall of these two
This is so very sad for everyone involved. 

Look to Megan's father for what this couple believe is acceptable behaviour.
Netflix’ credibility is circling the drain with this show. They lead with complaints of press intrusion and pap harassment then have to produce fake photos since it never happened.  You will 
be the laughing stock of documentary producers.
I love the part when Harry seems to forget Kathryn married into the family and is thriving but then she’s not a narcissist.
They are disgusting.
I loved the part where they're acted paranoid like they are some secret services spy but the footage only shows Diana and Catherine hounded by the press..so inspiring..
My favorite part is how her pregnant belly starts above her ribcage, deflates when she crouches down then reinflates with an audible pop, sways from side to side when she walks like a 
ship rolling on the ocean, and falls to her knees on occasion. So inspiring! So authentic! It brings a tear of amazement to my left eye.
If only he listened to his brother about not rushing to marry megain.....now reap what you sowed

I love the part where, not content with using photos of photographers from the Harry Potter premiere, school kids from a Royal visit in 1938, and cutting Chelsy Davy out of a photo, they 
decide to double down in their next trailer and use two more photos of photographers taking pictures of other people (this time from when Katie Price attended court, and Michael Cohen 
heading off to prison), and try to pass of an official approved photographer from a visit with Bishop Tutu as being intrusive of their privacy. Such honesty, much bravery.
One tear...on the left
I love the part when she told Tom Bradby in Africa that she struggled with the amount of attention she received and we all thought she meant it was too much! She meant she expected 
more and no one asked if she was OK about it. A tear pooled in my left eye.
Not even Mexican telenovelas are this bad.
These motherf*ckers couldn’t just move on. It’s been 4 years since they stepped down and all they do is to promote hate, bitterness and racial division.
Wow these two clowns are more fake than the Kardashians. Their lives must be SO painful with a $100 million deal.
Harry, Meghan's Spare. That would be a better title for this royal wannabe version of a Lifetime Movie.
I love the part where they said they wanted to retire to a quiet private life, only to make it clear they believe the world really wants to celebrate their existence over and over again, and 
how they are so loved by every nation on the planet.  My right eye wanted to join in the tear-fest with my left eye😂

I love the part where Nutmeg wore a $75,000 haute couture evening gown for her and Harry's engagement photos. Such a brave choice in an unjustly hostile world (single left-eye tear)!



These days, only money talks! 
Everyone who is disgusted about the reality show, should cancel their Netflix membership immediately.
I have. And the reason I've given is 'Harry & Meghan'.
There are so many alternatives to watching films, TV series etc now, we really don't need Netflix at all.
There is a huge barrel of wine with Harry's name on it in the tower.
Are they giving Oskars for the worst actors? They both should be nominated and win.
I love the fact I can choose not to watch it!
I love the part when a random vehicle turns the corner.
A holy madonna for our times complete with miracle child.
Tear, eye?
At least the Kardashians, as pitiful as they are, have a formidable familial connection.  These tools are estranged from everybody.  Sad.  They only can mince some love and compassion for 
strangers in exchange for $$$
You know how it is. If I wasn't taking inspiration from these two people, I just would NOT get through my next freakin' crisis in life  Flat couldn't do it.
I like the part where they think that the whole world can’t wait to watch their magical, if tragic, misunderstood, story revealed. A story we all feel truly privileged to have them share so 
generously with us……again and again and again. Their kindness in enhancing our lives brings a tear to my prosthetic left eye.
Small potatoes, given what she's up to these days.
 @Illuminutia  Yep. It boggles the mind that someone could spend that much money and yet look disheveled, tacky, and just generally unattractive. 🙄
I'm going to convince my parents to cancel their netflix. We canceled ours and my husband wants it back but no way after this
I love the part where they show utter respect and consideration to the widowed queen by maliciously and subversively naming their pawn daughter after her private nickname, especially 
as the queen had requested it never be used again and then gaslighting her about approving it....nasty and vindictive don't begin to address this level of meaness and deceit. Couldn't be 
accomplshed by ordinary people!
I love the part when the vivid description of her guttural moans touched my soul on so many levels that tears were gushing from my left eye.
Paid pap shots and they can't even get attention, no need to worry about protection.  No one really cares.
Harry and Meghan , honestly I couldn’t give a shit, the royals have far more decency than you two tramps have. I wish a day comes when you and your spawn loose all their royal titles it’s a 
sdisgrace for you to have them and I wish the parliament strips you all of them. Your not even 5th in the line for the toilet let alone the Throne.
Harry is still angry because he couldn't get the lovely Catherine and had to settle for a F-list actress that used him to get onto the Hollywood A-list.
We know the full truth too, Harry. Meghan wanted the Queen to bow down to her. When that didn't happen, she lied to you and told you that she was going to off herself and your unborn 
child if you didn't move her to a 16 bathroom mansion in California. And because you have the IQ of room temperature in Celsius, you believed her. You still believe she loves when it's 
painfully obvious to the rest of the world that what she loves is what being married to you, a rich prince, can do for her fame and fortune because, in case you still haven't noticed, she was 
nothing before she met you. She was a z-list unknown actress with a supporting role in a mediocre mostly unknown cable TV series, and she was being written out of it with no more 
prospects. That means she was going to be unemployed and unemployable... unless going back to Yaching is considered being gainfully employed. WAKE UP HARRY! TAKE YOUR BAIIS OUT 
OF HER PURSE!
Title should actually be The Spare and the Extra: The Bloopers
I love the part where Meghan demands that Netflix close these comments.  It brings a tear to my left eye.
In order to respect the couple’s privacy, that is so important to them, I will not be watching the series.
I love the part where Rachel went to war to "SUIT" her own agenda.



I love the part where the world finally realizes they are the worse couple on the planet - no morals, no values, no family loyalty, no shame, no love, no compassion, no kindness - full of 
entitlement, self importance, narcissism, pure envy, jealousy, resentment and full of lies. RIP Queen Elizabeth II - the world won't let your pos grandson destroy all you've sacrificed for 
country and commonwealth...
This left eye thing seems real bad man .. covid side effect ?
These comments are crazy
Where was Harry’s concern about Catherine marrying into the royal family then? Why isn’t Meghan trying to protect Catherine and her children if its soooo dangerous?
I love that Netflix have created a comedy show starring an ex Prince and a z list actress.
I love the part where everyone working on the docu quit because the Sussexes are both impossible to please and impossible to like so Netflix threw in the towel and let the interns finish 
the project. OT;LE
I love a good comedy!!! Netflix you better have not loaded the trailer with all the best gags, I hate it when a funny trailer, leads a less than funny movie.
Netflix drop the Sussexes and the blatant exploitation of their roles.  Otherwise let's drop Netflix.
96k dislikes.  last one is over 250k.  people are already losing interest

I love the part where Harry & Meghan chose a wedding date that was already booked for his cousin, using his hierarchical power, made her bump her preplanned wedding to make way for 
his. Then at his cousins wedding, announced their pregnancy, taking the moment away from the bride, who ended up in tears. So brave, so inspirational, one tear left eye.
But what about your left eye?
This comment needs to move on up!!👏👏👏👏100%😅
 @Jan Loftness  Dripping...
YES! This was simply unacceptable on every level!
Harry wants Catherine, Megsy wants William, what could go wrong?
Too funny
I love the part where Rachel doesn't have a plate for her dinner because she smashed them all after seeing these comments
Haha😂
Brilliant!
 @Tom Smith  love it.
😅🤣❤
Great point!
😮 is this true?
 @Luis Gonzalez  yes, Eugenie had to change her wedding plans to accommodate Harry and Meghan. They also announced their pregnancy at her wedding, all focus then was on Meghan 
not the bride.
 @Luis Gonzalez  It is 100% true.  EVERY WORD of it!  She even tried to appropriate the tiara that Eugenie wanted to wear, prompting Harry to rail, "What MEgain wants, MEgain gets."  
But, the Queen put a stop to it , & calmly informed her spoiled little beel-end grandson that MEgain would be allowed the Queen's tiara that the Queen picked out for her.
 @Katie_Qld    I hear Eugenie cried over Migraine stealing her limelight - one tear, left eye.
There is no one who is as compassionate and giving as MegaBully. What a kind soul she is if you consider Satan a really nice guy who is misunderstood.
Don't forget, Harry had no clue of that hierarchy for 36 years. Until he mets his now wife. She was such an eye opener for him. So selfless.
So you are saying you fell for the planted stories then.  You are saying you are the problem.  Got it.
I love the part where you lied. Why are you doing that? Princess Eugenie got married on 12 October 2018, Meghan's pregnancy was announced 15 October 2018. Can't your point be made 
without lying?



Spot on... "using his hierarchical power".
This comment!!!  So true!!!
 @Luis Gonzalez  yes and Meghan also wanted the tiara she had already picked out and the queen told Meghan NO. and Meghan had a tantrum!!
 @Michael  M told people at the wedding reception that she was pregnant

 @Michael  Meghan markle showed up with a coat strategically buttoned and placed to totally announce she was pregnant. Lol.  That’s what narcissist do! They are super calculated.
 @Michael  
Meghan and Harry made the announcement to the family and friends at Eugenie and Jack's Wedding Reception.
Yet Eugenie is MM bestie. Go figure.
 @E Williamson  didn't look that way at the funeral. I guess we'll find out for sure by the end of the series.
Don’t forget she wasn’t even pregnant!  The Nut used a surrogate.
 @E Williamson  yeah, don’t get that.
 @Michael  Eugenia was planning on getting married in May and had to move it to October to accommodate H & M. Then M shows up at Eugenia's wedding in a maternity outfit with her 
moon bump! That is all the media talked about as they broadcasted the wedding! Is Meghan pregnant???
 @MinnesotaNiceEnough  
You might as well give it up...majority rules.
 @MinnesotaNiceEnough  Planted stories?? Even Meghan’s favorite outlet People Magazine reported that Meghan told her family she was pregnant at Eugenie’s wedding! And many other 
journalists have confirmed that Meghan & Harry took Eugenie’s original wedding date. But I guess we’re supposed to dismiss any reporting and call it all “fake news”?
 @Michael  You mix up official and private announcement. Meghan's crass behavior was all over the media, and guess what - Meghan sued nobody. I suggest you google before you call 
somebody a liar.
 @Joy Joy  Except that rumour was debunked shortly after the press began to report about it. You are entitled to your opinion on Meghan and Harry, but your argument would definitely 
be strengthened if you weren't relying on fake news and misinformation.
 @Barbara LaMunion  So you expected Meghan to not attend the wedding because she was pregnant? It's hardly her fault that barely anybody cared about Eugenie's wedding and only 
wanted to talk about Meghan being pregnant instead, even though Meghan and Harry had the courtesy to wait until after the wedding to announce it.
 @Michael  the Duchess of York was interviewed and said how upset she was about it. She was quoted
🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @Joy Joy  Could you provide me with that quote from the Duchess of York? Thanks
What a bitch ... Not you, Meghan 😧
😆😅😆❤
 @MinnesotaNiceEnough  🤣🤣🤣
 @Sannesia  I'm surprised he was able to stand erect before she came along. She has taught him so much.
Disgusting liars
She told Harry she was pregnant to get him to marry her while they were on a break.  Then conveniently had a miscarriage
 @Michael  there's no worse blind person than the one who doesn't want to see 🤷
that cannot be part of the series we haven't seen. what are  you talking about?
And SO Megs and the Goof!
 @Michael  Before announcing it publicly, she announced it within the family at Eugene's wedding.  This was afyer showing up at the church in a too-large coat, buttoned all the way up, 
that got the public speculating.



Great point ! And how about her announcing her pregnancy during the cousins wedding too????self absorbed witch
I also had a tear in my left eye, but that was due to the shingles. Alas, I'd gladly go through shingles in my eye again to never hear about Jerry and Marvin again!
 @Michael  The guests at Eugenie's wedding were aware of Meghan's pregnancy and congratulating the happy couple n October 12.
 @Nora Retik  o
 @Michael  wow you're really shilling hard for Harry's wife 🤣.
 @Michael look up sealioning. That’s you.
You must understand that nutmeg must always have the spotlight and attention. Always. I’m sure the cousin understood how much more deserving nutmeg is. After all, she’s our savior! 
Saint markle! All hail!
Maybe it was to distract the press from her pedo dad? Why doesn't anyone talk about that anymore?
Wow you are such a gossip queen. While Meghan was here at the reception, someone pointed out that she's getting fat. No it's not an insult here. Meghan smile and said it could be other 
reasons that eating too much pudding. The person shouted meg as something to say. She was force to admit. Our tabloids later accepted that it pushes a false narrative. By the way, 
Meghan us American and people here expected her to act like we imagine Americans are, but she did disappoint us because she did not act that way.
I love the part where this d list actress married a prince and still has the nerve to complain while sitting in her mansion. No tears shed, they deserve each other.
I'm considering cancelling my netflix account until this nonsense isn't on it anymore. I'm a curious person but I will never be curious enough to watch  this drivel.
Oh jesus, these two succubus's again
The worlds most privileged professional victims
It is so hard for these two grifters!!!!! so hard lying, cheating and stealing for millions. They are both disgusting humans and Netflix, Oprah, Spotify and Ellen can stick them where the sun 
don't shine!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Harry and Meghan,
Someone's at the front door...
HELLO, You Two Lying Bottom Feeders,
It's KARMA...💥 BOOM 💥
Meghan is a Professional Race Hustler that only identifies as black when it benefits her brand or fits her narrative. Both her ex-husbands are white. Harry is also white. Guess she is not into 
black men. I want to vommit everytime they play the Race Card. 
Harry is a idiot.
Hideous and repugnant
Don’t these fools realise that it was AFTER the Oprah interview that caused the HATE!!!??? There were no leaked stories.. it was literally themselves! Up to that point, they still had fans 
and were semi loved but after that narcissistic interview, it was ALL over!
So many lies on there part !!
I love the part where Netflix drops the trailer right in the middle of one of the most important events EARTH SHOT of our time. When the planet is in crisis. Harry and his wife’s problem 
with her family, his family, even after Finding Freebies and Oprah, Spotify, is still much more important for the world to know about. My left will forever be crying.
I love the bit where they forgot to use a padded bra when she was pretending  to be pregnant.
The are just like any royals.
Well save some money ... CANCEL NETFLIX!  Why would they stoop so low? Oh ... wait ... they know the full truth, thank the good lord 🙏 that Henry & Rachel know the "full truth". But I 
think I know the REAL FULL TRUTH ... ya married a Narrcissit, Sosiopathic, HEAD CASE!
More using totally unrelated clips! It’s fiction!



I love the part where Netflix realizes they got duped on paying $100M - multi year contract for two grifters who uses other people's experience of being hounded by the paparazzi as their 
own.  Oh wait, they haven't realized that they are duped yet.... guess when they turn off the cswine. like they did the down vote button its when we will know that they saw that they  
threw their pearls to swines. Not even worth a tear from the left eye.
these comments are sending
What on earth happened?  An immature act by two spoiled immature brats who keeps on nagging everything isn’t about them , walked out from the most privileged life , most people 
don’t even dare to dream of and regretting your own decisions. That’s what is happening Harry Sussex and Meghan. If you stop these nonsense maybe you two might have a wonderful 
private live raising two children with no worries and stress in the world as your father now is KING.
What's wrong with Meghan's eye makeup lately? Especially since the Oprah interview.
I love the part where Meghan walks through the rain in a bright blue dress with a specially lined umbrella to divert the photographers flashes,  making raindrops like a miracle and keeping 
her butt pads dry, whilst managing to hold that rictus grin despite all the boos! My left eye 👁 ! It weeps in wonder at her glorious presence
To be fair, one is an incubus.
 @Princess Dumbarton  I know what an incubus is. I think you're being to charitable.
You mean the PR event that the Wales flew across the Atlantic for, that also had dozens of celebrities fly in for, that spent more money on the awards show than was given out in prizes 
and also DID NOT INVITE THE WINNERS? The honorees, oh those peasants had to video in. You know, to save the earth and all.

and then forgot to remove the fake belly after allegedly giving birth and presenting the newborn to the press wearing a white dress which all real Mums know would be a risky business
Cancel Netflix and donate the money to the Prince of Wales charities.
meghan got a nose job to conceal her african heritage, that is so messed up!
I love the fact that Harry and Meghan think if they paint themselves as victims, despite being the perpetrators, they won’t lose their royal titles! There is even a precedent for the removal 
of royal dukedom’s by the UK parliament. 
See the “Titles Deprivation Act 1917”. Crying from my left eye only in relief.
I love the part about what happens behind closed doors but luckily they keep a photographer on hand behind closed doors. Must be cozy with that $1600 Hermes blankie.
I just came here to see how much left eye activity is going on today. 😪😪😪😪😪
It's a scripted reality show like Keeping Up With The Kardashians. It's not a documentary. More lies and half truths. This "documentary" doesn't damage the royal family. It reveals just how 
toxic Meghan is. 
Harry's jealousy and and envy of William has consumed him and pushed him right over the edge. The lovely Princess Catherine is everything that Meghan will never ever be. 
In a few years Meghan and her divorce attorneys will bleed Harry dry and rip him to shreds in the California courts and Harry will have no family to turn to. I firmly believe that the royal 
family will eventually reveal the identity of Harry's biological father. They are no longer obligated to protect Harry.
I love when Me Me spends her whole life as a white person and never portrayed a black woman in all her acting gigs, only latin characters she portrayed back in the day. Then she marries a 
white prince and she finally realizes that oh!, she's 43% Nigerian and embraces her black heritage while she's determined to eradicate the awfully cruel and soooo deplorable systematic 
racism in the royal family. It's so touching it brings a tear to my left eye 🥲
95K dislikes so far
I love the part where they exploited veterans and turned Invictus into Meghan’s Fashion Show
If what Harry and Meghan are saying is true that the royal family is racist and that someone called their very white ginger child the n-word, why on earth would they then name their 
daughter after the matriarch - the monarch - the head of that family/institution? And if Harry hates the UK so much and if his wife was so poorly treated, why don't they both give up all 
titles and go make it on their own with no links to the royal family whatsoever. And why would Meghan and Harry want to go back and fight to be on the balcony, in the procession with 
the rest of the working royals, etc? If you're truly a survivor of abuse and/or racism, you would want NOTHING to do with your abuser(s). But these two clearly want all the perks of being a 
royal without doing any of the work. They want their cake and eat it too. Liars and hypocrites, both of them.



Harry you have been so manipulated by Meghan's personal agenda divorce her as soon as
 what a fool you have been
Most of us can see it why can't  you
Oh my God , they are soooo unhappy guys , all they are want it’s money money money )) Megan drama , Harry drama 😂
Why don't they use their publicity to do some good, why is everything always about them. They are the most uncaring ungenerous people
I love the part where she has her wedding to Trevor on the sand at the beach.  Her sister would have attended but wheelchairs can’t go on sand.  Such a kind and compassionate 
humanitarian. Her suits co stars could go though.  And once she had no more use for Trevor blindsided him by posting her wedding rings back in the mail.  Such a kind and compassionate 
Narcissist.  One tear, left eye GO.
I love the part where I realise I am not going to watch this s..tfest of lies. Sooo happy!
Oh Harry, hierarchy in the royal family. That’s hard to believe. It’s been like that for 1000 years and you just realised it.
Your grandmother, the late queen was and now your father, King Charles is head of your family. Where is your Respect?  Oh stop with the tear Meghan, seriously!
I love the part where she continuosly shows her profile from a side angle to show off her Caucasian nose
Well, so far, this trailer also has several 'misrememberances' in it. The shot of them visiting Desmond Tutu was by special approved (by H & M!) photographers. Another shot of paps 
heading toward a concrete building was actually in Crawley and was to photograph Katie Price, nothing to do with H & M. Another showed paps all surrounding a car and that was to do 
with one of Trump's men being arrested. That's three 'inaccuracies' so far. Netflix have apparently been approached for comment.....
OMG.....i'm sooo exited! POPCORN PLEEEEEEASE!!!!
Meghan and Harry are full of vindictiveness and jealousy.  This second trailer is worse than the first!  Both Harry and Meghan continue to tell malicious lies!!  No full truth will ever come 
from their lips!  They are ridiculous and despicable!  I will never watch their Netflix docu-series!
And that would be your full truth...not the truth that is corroborated by facts....
Good thing I cancelled Netflix today, so I don't have to feel compelled to watch this train wreck.  Netflix - what were you thinking giving this air time and paying big bucks for a huge flop.  
Good thing I don't have stock - be dumping that too.
Yet dark spray tans herself several shades darker when race baiting for fame
Not to mention the chemical straightening of her naturally curly hair, and straight hair extensions.  So proud of her heritage.
Before long, we'll be bleeding out our Left Eyes like the Virgin Mary herself.
And she was never treated as a black woman. It took a white prince to treat her like a black woman and let her know that she is black.
Good one!
Stop it. You're making too much sense.
And made everyone destroy the photos afterwards
Thomas Markle didn't attend either.
I also love the part where Meghan accuses her sister of changing her last name so she could tag onto Meg’s coattails and sell more books, then Meghan smashed her Duchess title on The 
Bench so she could tag onto the BRF’s coattails and sell more books. How self-reflective and brave she was! Is that a left eye tear I feel?
This is a riveting, eye-opening, authentic documentary. It addresses how our glorious duchess is beloved by so many and how Harry is truly pursuing a private life. My left eye has a tear 
falling from it.
I love the fact that they named their daughter after the queen….
A mark of respect while your taking down the monarchy the very people that are making you rich
That I think says it all 🐍 🐍 $$$$$$
I love the part where MM marries into the very definition of Colonial Whiteness and then ,shocked baby yoda face, she finds them warm and welcoming.



“There is a hierarchy in the family,” Harry. 

And in other news, water is wet.
say the wrong word, a whole city goes up in flames with looters, seriously so tired meghan of race hysterics
Ils nous fatiguent les Britanniques. 1500 ans qu'ils nous fatiguent. Maintenant ils crient au racisme. Diana savait ce qu'elle faisait en épousant Charles, elle est britannique. Et Meghan aussi. 
Catherine aussi mais elle se tait. Pitoyable.
Where is Jack Nicholson  when we need him screaming at these two,  " the truth !  You  can't handle the truth " .
Who joins a monarchy (nickname the Firm) then complains about a hierarchy? Discarded their privileged positions - wealth and opportunities - in an epic narcissistic temper tantrum 
raining spite on RF and the UK people. Nasty pair these two, need therapy asap.
meghan we are so tired of everything being racist
It's not an act of hate to expose Meghan’s lies
It's not an act of racism to expose Meghan’s  lies
Keep exposing the lies
We are all thinking the same thing, "run Harry run"
One side of a story is pointless.  The full truth, isn't one-sided.  They've been allowed to keep going,  without hearing the other side.... how convenient for them.
I love the part that after 36 years in his family, not even two years after marrying Megain, that he/they realize their is a hierarchy and that they will always have to walk behind the king, 
P&PoW and their child, and that they will never be head of the hierarchy and Megain wasn't having that. Tears streaming out my left eye is 3 seconds
I love the way they use the pain of other people to inflict pain on others! So compassionate! Whoops. Another left eyed tear.
Sadly this mockumentary will be the 'car crash' that Harry is afraid of,  but figuratively and not literally speaking
I love how Harry and Meghan TELL us about their evil, plotting, racist families & while doing so, ad nauseam, SHOW us what evil, plotting, race-baiting envious, truth adverse people they, 
themselves are.
It appears that the troll farm is hard at work in the comments.  You guys don't even attempt to be discreet anymore.  You are messing this up for others that may need to summon a troll 
farm.  Smh.....
Lo que tienen que hacer para poder llevarse un taco a la boca!!
Harry's Aunt, Anne The Princess Royal has done so much work for Save The Children she was nominated for a Nobel Peace Prize.  Still until last week she wasn't a Counselor of State and 
Harry was because there is a hierarchy  in the family.  Harry should be on his knees thanking God for that hierarchy because without it, he is nothing.
Remember he didn't know until Meghan told him, I believe he said something similar in the Oprah interview.
 @K S  I forgot that part!
I know, left eye, one tear 😢
I love the part where I see they have private lives 😂
meghan ruined harry’s life, and he knows it, it’s a way of hurting his family since they love him
I love the way they nicked the Queen's petname out of spite, one of the few personal things she had that was just her own, and registered it as a trademark for random merch...Lilibet left 
eye TM

This is getting tiresome now, can't they give it a rest, I thought I was the only person who found them annoying thanks to the comments I now realise I am not alone...thank you people.



I love the part where meghan, after receiving millions of dollars in clothing, palaces, servants, luxury vacations, private jets, jewelry, and cars, sticks two fingers up to the Queen telling her 
that service is universal, whilst bitching becauset she isn't getting paid to do royal service. I especially love the part where Meghan who was guilty of bullying her staff, and made the 
comment that it wasn't her job to cuddle people, ran  away with her now newly castrated husband, and signed a 100 million dollar deal from Netflix whereby they filmed six episodes 
claiming victimhood from royal treatment because they weren't being coddled enough.  And, because I'm a nonconformist with a voice like Meghan, I'm going to drop my one tear out of 
my right eye. So there!
Not much anticipated…… I only see destroyers, haters, maliciousnesses, shameful, vengeful toxic duos… as a Christian they are supposedly supposed to show love, wisdom, forgiveness, 
kindness (MM preaches in her last podcast).. so hypocritical it’s nauseating… 🇨🇦
I rather watch a marathon of Sesame Street rather than watch this. 🤔 I wonder when will Meg spend time with her African American side of her family? The only person that the public 
see is Doria. 🤔 Who is the real racists????
Support the truth from HARRY, not the hatred of the Media and Harassment for 6yrs already. Yes they were victims of hate and harrassment. Its shows the truth with hateful comments 
made also.
Love the way I said Meghan and Harry Are the will Royal family but the  Rest are all  trashed bins ya Buddy's ➕➕➕➕😂😂😂😂
Trash
You fled to stop the media frenzy but yet you 2 can't stay out of it, yea you really wanted your privacy. You see how your wife did her own family & you are following along. Your not 
making any brownie points at Harry. Both of you are sickening.
We already know what happened you pair of race baiting snakes.
Oh Bollocks.  Meghan Markle the master manipulator and Harry Is clueless
when she says “doesn’t it make sense to hear it from us” i can totally see her having that tone when she bullied servants, meghan you are a wench
Why can't we see how many people clicked on thumb down???
Ha this is fantastic - I love the part where MM shows the world that she is an absolute narcissist and the poor ginger sock puppet is well under her control - can’t wait bring it on
Love how Netflix indulges Meghan's delusions of fame by digging up totally unrelated photos of paparazzi to help fabricate Harry's narrative.  A+ for creativity and resourcefulness.
I love the part when Harry threatens to wash out the Brits mouths with soap to teach them a lesson!  And then the Americans pipe up and join their friends across the pond and say, ‘Hold 
our beer, give us a taste of that Dove, too’.
Aannnnd he's a traitor.
Meghan was mixed race even before the wedding, so it makes no sense that Royal family and the media would be welcoming first and then hateful after a year, on the base of race. she 
didnt turn black over night, hello, but the opinion about her did turn over night once people started talking about her bad behaviour. the problem was HER behaviour that was the reason! 
she bullied staff, she lied, she disrespected her father and sister,  was taking pictures in palace, she was rude to kids, to Cambridges... the truth about her was coming out and that is why 
she was in a hurry to get the ring, because she knew more will come out..., What race...?? if race were the issue they would never let him marry her. START BEING REAL JOURNALISTS AND 
DONT BE PUPPETS, USE YOUR BRAIN.
Castrated 😂😂😂😂 it's probably true.
That lone tear is a hero
Newly castrated. LOL!
Newly castrated is about right!!
😂
 @Andy S  
He was castrated and they celebrated the occasion with the court clown title when he started juggling his balls daily below MM’s window ! How very manly and robust ! Such a turn on, my 
left eye just won’t stop tearing :)))😂
RIP Bob McGrath



 @hr7692  so sad

Their “truth”…The crowd of children waving flags is from a royal engagement in 1938., other “pap” shots…Michael Cohen leaving his NY apartment for prison, footage of Katie Price at 
court, Archbishop Tutu’s residence in Cape Town where the photographer has come forward about and of course a Harry Potter premier and a cropped photo with Chelsea Davey
 @T  It isn't the first time the RF mistreats their own family. It's happened many times in the past long before Harry was born. Yes people's rude and hateful comments prove it would have 
been horrible to live like that.
I agree she looked so bitchy in that take.

youtube hid all thumbs down a while back. however you can get an add on for browser to see them called Restore Youtube Dislikes. They are getting ratioed hard. Currently on 94K dislikes
94K
Youtube removed the public visibility of dislikes some time ago.  There are browser extensions that will restore an approximation of the results based on past data - it's not ideal but it is all 
that we have.  This video currently sits at 12K likes and 92K dislikes.
This is bad for Harry’s book. Since their truth is now revealed here in Netflix, why else would anyone read his book? Oh wait, is there another version?
Diana was 17 years old barely a woman at 18 as she got married. How do we compare a grown woman to a teenager? I look at 17 year old me not sure I could have handled a lot of things 
but 40 year-old me could. So sick of the narcissist  mattress actress exploiting Princess Diana for money. As of Prince Harry he really should be put in an institution by this point truly he has 
lost mental capability as he’s been ensnared by this narcissist. Somebody get him help.
Hahahahahahahaha entitled animals.
I love the part when Meghan was caught committing perjury, then apologized to the court -saying she forgot she contributed to the book Finding Freedom.
all meghan cares about is being skinny and walking around in high heels to be photographed
I love how Harry plays the perfect hero and Meghan plays the perfect victim.
I love the part where Harry says "No one knows the full truth" then says "We know the full truth". I'd bet money this is a stellar preview of what's to come.
I love the part where they both have the audacity to Shush Princess Anne's grandchildren at the trooping of the color, while still not revealing their own kids actually exist. Left eye, One 
tear, Go!
I love the part where two overly privileged people are so utterly incapable of anything resembling self-reflection or humility, that they prefer to believe an entire country is brimming with 
bigotry rather than to entertain the thought that they might perhaps have made some mistakes, and they should work to better align their public statements with their personal actions.  
Such extraordinary self-esteem and self-confidence brings a tear to my left eye.
I love the part where we never have to see or hear from these attention VVhores ever again.
My favorite part is when she reveals to the world that the 1,000-year-old monarchy is a hierarchy and quits because they won't change it to make her queen. So brave. What a warrior for 
justice. Brought a tear to my left eye
Tom Bower's book 'Revenge', is a must read if you want more context about Harry and Meghan's behaviour.
I love the part where they bemoan the fate of women in the family while totally shading Catherine and making inappropriate wardrobe demands of her (born-into-the-family) small 
daughter.
who gives two shits about these whiners. everything's given to them on a silver spoon and they have the gull to still complain?
This looks line the panorama one... Controversial
I love the part where Harry and Megan used reels of paparazzo from around the world with telescopic lenses so powerful that they could stalk them from other countries and thru walls, 
even thru space and time.
My Left eye coughs n splutters and one tear dribbles down my cheek. How remarkable! 🙌
I love the part to come…when these two contemptuous twits lose everything and turn on each other.



The part where they say they are terrified and need protection but ok with rolling down their car's darkly tinted window at the Jubilee to give the crowds they are passing a better view.
Boring! Netflix is scraping the bottom of the barrel with this one!
Absolutely. Maybe that's why they were trying hard behind the scenes to get this docuseries postponed until early next year. After the book perhaps?
I'm not sure if it's happened to me because my memory sucks. Let me check my email.
Planting stories in a book…but they complain that the palace plants stories.  Someone at Amazon or Disney + better come up with a rebuttal docuseries.
Little miss forgetful 💙🤭
She got off lightly.
🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @Elise backwards  wouldn’t think of her as little in anyway.
But that never happened. To prove perjury one would have to have a trial, you dirty liar.
 @ACTA  I wouldn't so too. But if you Google it (long to explain in a comment section) "little miss forgetful" and read the acticle, you'll get what I actually meant 💙
 @Elise backwards  thanks 🙏 I have read it :)  strangely she was let off so easily despite lying to court.  the article title was not appropriate- she’s not LITTLE  based on her real age and 
many obvious yardsticks :p
She’s so persecuted she didn’t even get in trouble for perjury
 @ACTA  I can't help feeling that she had help getting off a charge such as perjury. If we were to be found out lying to the Court like that, we wouldn't be let off so easily!
 @Win  She won her case TWICE, the Fail LOS, you trolls LOST. Also look up words before you use them.
She would never been queen , William is first in line... how does she not understand this...

 😂😂😂😂
 @J B  There's a rumor that she attempted to catch William's eye and when that didn't go well that's she asked her friend to tweet the false cheating allegations. She aims to be at the very 
top of the food chain whether it's possible or not. No one says no to Meghan and gets away with it.
🤣🤣🤣🤣
It was so moving when Harry, the non-working royal ex-public servant, said monarchies in POC populated countries—like Morocco, Eswatini, Lesotho, Saudi Arabia, Japan, Bhutan, 
Malaysia, Brunei, Cambodia, and Jordan—have long-standing hierarchies inextricably tied to public service, and that hierarchy has nothing to do with race and everything to do with each 
countries unique traditions/culture.

Brought a tear to my left eye when Harry and Meghan chose to reject their Burger King and Dairy Queen titles b/c they no longer do official duties as US citizens who are now (until they 
get cancelled) the jesters of Netflix. 😢
🤣😂😅❤
She doesn't have to settle. Soon she'll be Queen of the WORLD. Her and Harry aka Pinky and the brain are working on their world domination plans as we speak... 🤪👑
 @Penny Lane  👍😂🤣😂👏👏👏
 @Penny Lane   lol❤
 @meL Lo  hahahaha brilliant
I love the part where Megs settles into her robe with a warm cup of cocoa, after doing her charitable, initiative, archetype thingy and reads these comments hahahaha
I love how Harry says he will do anything to protect his family then goes and makes a documentary bringing global attention to his family.  Is he this dumb?
If they have more than 60 seconds of Bouzy, I'd recommend they pull the whole thing  and hope they manage to work again.
0:49 “I didn’t want history to repeat itself” is so terrifying. That moment let alone shows how much he loves Meghan that he was so worried that she would end the same way his poor 
mother did.



I love the part where they wanted their privacy and fleed the UK to never be heard from again. Until their 20th interview, books, movies, TV.  They need attention like others need air.
Yeah, because they just gave away$100,000,000 for lies! It's incredible the money and things people do for fame
I am laughing so much at the Sussex Squad's inability to punctuate or express themselves properly that not only my left eye, but also my right, is shedding a tear
Bah humbug.
Just go away…………….PLEASE
“It’s really hard” to have had a 40 million dollar wedding, diamond engagement ring, free accommodation, free travel to the most beautiful places to meet beautiful people. It must of been 
soul crushing. 😢 left eye.
I love the part when they used the footage from 2011 for the Harry Potter premier as their narrative for being hounded by the Press.  A good play on words, Harry, Pot $ Her.  So clever, 
that I am bursting with pride; brought a tear to my left eye.
They can use clever editing all they want, but those of us with two brain cells can remember the overwhelming joy and acceptance that was extended to Meghan. We remember Prince 
Charles walking her down the aisle. Forget the honor of a Prince and future King doing so, just imagine the simple kindness of your husband's father stepping in when your father cannot be 
there. We remember her side of the church, empty, but for her mother. We remember the articles, the photo ops, the cheering crowds. But we're supposed to buy the hooey that 
everyone and everything was against them? Cute.
I love that they’re not only speaking their truth but they’re also telling us Wills, Kate’s, Charles’, Camilla, The Queens, The Corgis, the photographers and Katie Price’s as well. It’s so 
stunning! And brave! And just so selfless!

I just love that they’re proving the whole world wrong and they’re not two self absorbed airhead narcissists who’d ship Doria down the river for a fee! 

So selfless they’re giving The Kardashians a break 😢 Truly broken with emotion!

Literally weeping from my left eye 😢
I feel like Netflix is trolling us with this garbage.
Aww brought a tear to my left foot 😂
93K dislikes. the ratio on this will make them curl up and cry
Netflix is just giving these two liars the opportunity to lie and lie again! I’m starting hating Netflix the way I hate these two liars, harry and megain. My left eye is about to cry now.
But love ❤♥❤❤ Meghan and Harry  who remember what the girls said he the will prince Harry 😂😁😂
I love the privacy they have so championed finally giving them some peace. Cancel everything about these 2
I love the part where Megain thinks it's about her race but puts Caucasian in her bio....brave
Isn't her company called Stereotypes?
Not just her. No doubt the BRF are enjoying these comments too!
His mother referred to him as an airhead so yes.

We also remember the rude and aggressive recording of Harry speaking to Meghan's father after he posed for some pre-wedding photos - zero respect for his future father-in-law and 
showing a nasty, bullying side. Also, Harry's comment about the Royal family being "the family Meghan had never had" when she has a large family for which she simply has no more use. 
Despite all these red flags, the UK welcomed  Meghan with open arms - it was their arrogance and obvious sense of entitlement which has turned the public against them. No one gives 
two hoots about her ethnicity, and if they really wanted to make a positive impact on the world, where better than to do it from within the Royal family where they would have remained 
nurtured and protected, their children would have known their own family and heritage and would grow up recognising the enormous privilege they had been born into.



Does it bring a tear to your left eye? 😢
 @Helen McG  Sure does, I should apply for my equity card!!
And they remember when the headlines turned from praises to racism. "Almost straight outta Compton..."
I will wipe my teary left eye to watch the Corgis.
LMAO!!!
Very thoughtful that couple is.   they are such humanitarians.  we should all shed one tear from our left eye
I love how they live in your mind rent free and they’re getting rich off of you. Meanwhile you can’t afford healthcare and barely make above minimum wage and can never buy a house on 
your own and gain financial independence 😂
I also love the part where Twitter fact checkers did a better job than Netflix.... also the part where they had to use the pap photos of our beautiful Catherine, the princess of Wales , ..... 
brings taers to my left eye 😿😿🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @JASON VARGAS  We have universal healthcare in the UK. We’re not savages.
😂🤣😅❤
Let's all squeeze out a tear from the left eye for the selfless Duke and Duchess of Hypocrisy - 1, 2, 3, 😪
''What Happened''?? NOTHING! This is all made up, just ask Mr Bouzy when he is in court again.
Looks like the Demons are out in the comments.
Harry continues to rant about the paparazzi and what they did to Diana. He forgets that a lot of the time she informed them of her whereabouts for publicity!!!
I love the part where Harry is worried about protection but goes to a developed country with one of the highest murder rates and gun deaths in the world 😂😂😂
They have already been exposed of lying about a picture of the paparazzi in the first trailer so just wait until all the lies are exposed in their reality show.  Making money for bad mouthing 
his family, Harry should be ashamed of himself.
Harry OMG I you’re pathetic
Omg More content for piers Morgan😣
I hate the part when you all,haters,are still helping the UK media playing their dirty game.Thank God they left.
I love the part that how these comments makes me laugh 😂
🍿
OMG her crying again! She proofed before she is a liar! Harry your grandmother just died!!!! Lord have Mercy!
I love the part when Netflix cons their audience into believing this is a verifiable documentary when it is merely a sleazy reality show riddled with lies.
Harry wake up and smell the coffee. There is NO comparison...your mother was an icon, your wife is just a skank. End of.
Harry has screwed up absolutely everything he has ever worked for and been given all over a toxic piece of trash.  He will regret every getting with this D actress tart.soon enough.  Just go 
away Harry and take that toxic hag Meg with you.
I love the part where she shows her natural hair … oh she doesn’t ???? Oh well ….
I loved the part when Harry and Meghan fly on a private jet to ask people raising consciousness about emissions control. How compassionate! Also cried one tear in my left eye with the 
part when Meghan suffered so much leaving Archie in a burning housing unit in South Africa to go to attend another event. Oh wait! Didn’t Serena asked why she didn’t take her son with 
her? I could not hear any answer, but I guess she replied the truth she and Harry only know. So admirable of them to know the real truth not even God knows! Maybe there are gods! My 
blessings to the angelical souls!
Netflix has officially replaced Comedy Central as the go to for laughs. What a sad, contrived and pathetic joke this all is. Not sorry.
Using photos of Diana  and Kate being harassed by the press. How disingenuous. That is because you can't find any photos of Meghan being harassed in the same way.



No X-Mas invites from the UK for years to come.  Shame on Megan for the downfall of a once beloved Prince Harry first with Oprah and now with Netflix and Harry's tell all book. You sold 
your souls and kids to the Devil for profit and infamous shame for short term fame?!  Karma is coming, you should have chosen a quieter life like you said you would. Get ready for the tidal 
wave of hate coming your way and Twitter won't censor it.  Your reality show will be short lived as no will care in a few years.  Prince Who?!
I love the part….
MM does the same.
Leaving behind a press that has greater restrictions on pricy, libel, confidentiality, photographing children etc!
There's no one to make coffee anymore Meghan fired all of them
 @Tee Jay  🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
😂😂😂
Netflix is NO better than the Harkles !! They too will lie, spread misinformation, use and abuse just to make MONEY !!! What a disgrace !!
I'll be watching this because I'm down for a REALLY good laugh. Won't be watching it on Netflix though, this is one to pirate 😂

We want to live in peace and away from the lime light, we want privacy, we want to be left alone....but first let me sell my life for a 100 million deal with Netflix and release a book. 

Get ready for shit storm. 

This man has turned his back on his fellow soldiers and family for some bint. Hope it was worth it mate!
I love the part where Harry and Harry’s wife fled the UK for privacy, then sold their privacy to Netflix. Now my left eye won’t sobbing 😢
"I love the part" bot trolls unleashed from their pens by some CON servatives
Let me finish the sentence, * I realised they are not going to protect you from your bullying of staff and Princess Charlotte, the lies, the moonbump, and for disrespecting both your family 
and mine".
Now doesn't that make more sense?
The thing is, what do this couple want to achieve? We all know they can only exhaust this narrative after such a time, and yet the royal family will stand and continuously reign.. I am 
baffled with their acts.
Y'all those  so called Royal family in God book There Royal title mean nothing to do the high power hahaha 😆😂😂
I loved the part where Harry says he was terrified that Meghan would be chased to her death by paparazzi and then isn't able to find any actual photos of paparazzi chasing Meghan. That 1 
car following a 1/2 block behind doesn't count, they were looking for a parking space. 😂😂
I love the part where Harry talks about the need to protect his family, and his wife is on record saying they are  only one plane crash away from the throne.  They are so brave l cried 😢 
one tear left eye.
I loved the part where Meghan cleared Windsor of homeless people incase they dirtied her ill fitting bridal dress.
I watched the trailer again and wonder if medication to control paranoia would be useful?
I love the part where Prick Harry contradicts his wife in the Oprah interview about when that racist comment was said.  Recollections really do vary.  I love the part when everyone was 
excited about their wedding, but rrrracists.  This series is going to make us all cry, left eye, go.
I love the Part that Harry says "No one knows full truth. We know the full truth!" What brave revelation! They have the MONOPOLY of the FULL truth! My left eye better share a tear at this 
unfathomable inspiration...
The difference is Diana really was a victim.
So how many thumbs down?
Lol whats with all the spam comments 😂



Oh and Netflix - I won't be watching.  I'll cancel my subscription tomorrow, forgot to do it today.
Harry, Meghan, and Netflix are delusional!!  Please shut up and go away.
The crowd of children waving flags is from a royal engagement in 1938., other “pap” shots…Michael Cohen leaving his NY apartment for prison, footage of Katie Price at court, Archbishop 
Tutu’s residence in Cape Town where the photographer has come forward about and of course a Harry Potter premier and a cropped photo with Chelsea Davey
Haaaaaaaaa I'm dying
Brilliant and so true 😂😂😂
Why were they racial profiling? Just because the car was black doesn’t mean it is dangerous.  How racist of them!
🤣🤣🤣
And his wife has the Pap on speed dial for evry time she goes...shopping for more ugly clothing. Inspiring.
That’s probably a hired security car tailing them so they could get this scene done before the assistant director yelled “Lets Break for Lunch”.
😂😂😂😂
That reminds me of the poor guy at Wimbledon trying to take a selfie with famous tennis players in the shot so Meme sent her security guard over to tell him to put the camera 
down...charming.
😂😂😂

Imagine having a sister-in-law or aunt to say something like that. To insinuate that the fact that your husband's family  continues to breath is in the way of your success amd fortune. Gross.
That's your right eye but with practice, you too can be a shitty actress one day just like MegaBully!
Well the same could be said that Meghan is one car crash in a tunnel away from not being King Charles problem anymore LMAO
But it’s literally true. Facts don’t care about your feelings.
WTH!! Did she really say that? 😳😳
I keep hoping that a tape of this convo will come out…
 @Hafsa Usmani  Not just that.  The Sussex Squad, as Meghans twitter-stans call themselves, have been tweeting out death threats for years, death threats aimed st William and Kate and 
their children.  Meghan publicly thanked the most vocal death-tweeting Sstan  for "supporting" her.
That one gave me shudders. She is a psycho..
@JASON VARGAS  sadly, I  was unable to capture my feelings as l didn't have a photographer on hand . Camera action 😢 lt eye.
😂😂😂
93K
You don't know the whole truth either Harry, you've got your head so far up Meghan's ass it's not hard to believe all you see is shit.
I love how the two 40-year olds having perspectives like fresh born babies; they are too innocent! People who do not buy their 
make-believes must be evil!
This is why Netflix is losing subscribers.

The best part of this documentary for me was the yacht scenes where Meghan, who must have known that she was destined for royalty, was practicing her deep curtsy, sucking the life out 
of one rich man at a time, hoping one would eventually marry her AND HE DID! I was pleasantly shocked when they revealed that that's how she really met Harry. So romantic. True love.
ok so Meghan doesn’t care about her own father, why does she think we believe she cares about anyone, he is in very bad health and she doesn’t even go to be with him, he hasn’t even 
seen the grandkids, that is so f*7&7 up
I love the part where Harry reffered to his "Paki" friend while serving on tour and nearly got thrown out of the army for it. How he acted like a diplomat playing and arcade game. Such 
wonderful memories to have of Aghanistan and fighting the Taliban.



No need for the dramatic music, we know the truth, the full truth the Judas sold his family for 40 pieces of silver. You should just have had Abba's Money Money Money playing throughout 
the whole series
Netflix- Still too GUTLESS to show the numbers for the "Dislikes". It was 10 to 1 against last time.
I loved the part where after reading all these comments they realize that if they were looking for sympathy - it's located in the dictionary between shite and syphilis.
Their titles are going very soon....
And the VIP treatment and invites here there and everywhere...will be gone too
Just plain old harry and megs
Showing enormous contempt for the royal family, while using Royal titles to make millions....such a  sad story, I shed a tear that they shared it with us 🙄
I love the part where before Migraine met  no nuts she showed the world on you tube how to grill a mean burger. 
Watch it,  guaranteed to produce a big fat tear from your left  👁. 
Meghan narkle grilling men's health,  a classic not to miss clip.
I’m all in.  Up with the republic and down with that monarchy.
"Can you make sure to put where they called me a Royal Rockstar?? I need everyone to hear that first!!!"  They are a complete disaster, and we don't respect them in the UK or the USA -- 
don't be fooled Megs and Harry -- the views aren't because we want to hear your side... we just want to see what obnoxious thing you have to say next.
Question for Harry?
Were those 30 pieces of silver worth it???????
I love the part where they use stock photos of the paparazzi with Michael Cohen, Katie Price, and a Harry Potter premiere that had Nothing to do with Them, as evidence of being hounded 
by the media. The only ones playing a dirty game are the traitorous twosome. ‼

I love the part where Megan says there have always been three in her marriage - her, Harry and the photographer. It so emphasises family continuity and is very modern at the same time.
"Everything changed" because we learned the TRUTH about you, you obnoxious, hypocritical bully Megan. My left eye has tried up from all the tears.
I love the part where Meghan isolates Harry from his family, friends & country, ditching them all to be with A-list Hollywood stars instead & then no one from the A-list will touch them w/ a 
ten-foot pole. A weensy little tear is forming in my left eye.
Diana Ross and Arne Naess didn’t last, neither will these losers
Harry history won’t repeat itself, the world loved your mother, but  your wife….not so much ……
🤐yeah and he said shooting people from the helicopter was like playing a video game. Not all's right upstairs
😂😂😂
That is Piers Morgan voice like he has always said he was happy for them till he started seeing her personality
Hahaha! Like when Diana said there were three in her marriage including Camilla. Oh no that evil homewreckinh camera 😢 😂
She had to copy Diana
what part of the video does she say that?
Character trait acquisition at its finest by the narcissist. Words stolen from Diana’s interview.
🤣
😆
 @Ryan S  so Perl Mutter is either a Bot or Smegma herself 🤣



NO WAY!!! SHE DID NOT SAY 3 IN THIS MARRIAGE. 😵 If she really did... this whole documentary is a H&M giving the finger to EVERYONE. Including his mother. What a monster this 
woman is. I can't stomach watching this. They need the likes of BOUZY to interview cause no one with real sense or integrity would speak on behalf of these horrid people. Can't say poor 
Harry now. He's really pissed at the world for as he sees it... taking his mother.. and I don't blame him but this is not the way. The monster he married is nothing but revenge. The Firm 
should have seen how harshly Harry was hurting. His goal is to destroy the Family.
… while wearing Diana’s perfume. Pure authenticity!
 @Misty Hosier   ... or it could be a reference to what Diana said to draw parallels to how the media treats women who enter the royal family.
 @Tee Jay  Some say Diana was talking about Tiggy, the royal nanny that Charles hired. Maybe she was, because Tiggy got large compensation from BBC just this summer for involving her 
in this mess.
Brilliant. I needed that laugh. 😂🤣
Hopefully the photographer releases a tell all, but we know they probably signed a NDA
 @Bonnie Wee Aussie  oh poor, relax
Sicko
 @perl mutter  Settle down, Sugar. Anyone who supports this vile woman is completely delusional

Copy cat! Using Princess Diana’s words and even using footages of hers. This mockumentary just keeps getting worse. She’s now even cashing in on her late mother-in-law. 🙄🙄🙄
Lol
Meghan SO WANTS to be special ! She is not anymore special than the rest of us !!! She is a F**king commoner with an air of ‘im better’ - trash is common !
 @kiki 23  three in the marriage !! Not hard to work out as it ??
 @Misty Hosier  that is exactly what she said …. This documentary is put together in exchange for large sums of cash - SHAMEFUL !!
🤣😂😅❤
 @Bonnie Wee Aussie  you are really awesome🤣🤣🤣
 @Elizabeth Hock  then flat out say that instead of just shoehorning a famous quote from the other person. She's not writing a book where parallels can be subtle or symbolic. She's giving 
an interview.
I'm sure sometimes harry gets to watch.
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣👏👏👏👏👏
 @murderoustendencies  symbolism is important, even in interviews. The reference that Diana originally makes talking about there being three people in her marriage was symbolic and 
she was also in an interview. Also, the RF uses symbols all the time to convey a message without actually speaking, why can't MM? Especially when she is speaking out against what 
allegedly happened to her when she was in the inner circle of the RF. Subltel symbolicism is used frequently in speeches and interviews all the time, don't hate on her for something that 
others also do. The docu. hasn't even come out yet so we don't know what she is referring to when she says that. That is the thing about trailers, they can cut up tiny pieces of what I 
assume will be a 2-3 hour total docu. to make the audience think that one thing will happen when it never does or was referring to something else.
So funny!
If her ex she mailed back the wedding ring to would talk. 🤣
such an odd claim about a documentary which combines stock footage, expert and friend interviews, new footage and interviews of the couple now on camera. were you expecting them 
not to appear on camera with a photgrapher and videographer? I think the director, as an award winning documentarian, would have expected to film them and they would have 
welcomed the chance to appear and update the audience on their journey.
Lololol
I love the part where a bullying online fraudster who's filed for bankruptcy and is being sued for defamation, is used as an independent witness to allege hatred and racism.



The moment both Meghan and Harry stop benefit from their titles, I might respect them.. It's nice to trash their family but keep using the Duke and Duchess benefits! If you are really 
againts that, then cut ties completely! Hypocrites!
I love the part where a premenopausal, hormonally embalanced sleep deprived pregnant adult  woman and a manic depressive, self medicating adult  man were incapable of taking a deep 
breath, do a little self reflecting and admitt they might be responsible for their own unhappiness.
Oh Lord! The endings with the left eye tear comment are crazy 🤣
I WANT TO KNOW WHAT THE STAKES ARE SHE'S TALKING ABOUT SHE ALLEGEDLY SAID THAT THEY'RE ONE PLANE CRASH AWAY FROM THE THRONE ALLEGEDLY THAT'S WHAT SHE TOLD 
SOMEBODY THAT'S WHAT THEY HEARD HER SAY

SHE'S A LOW CLASS MULATTO, AND I'M HALF ALSO OF SOMETHING, GOLD DIGGING CAN'T GET WHAT SHE WANTS SHE THINKS IT'S ME ME ME AND SHE'S NOT THAT GOOD LOOKING SHE 
DOES NOT HAVE A GREAT FIGURE SHE'S GOT THE UGLIEST LEGS I'VE EVER SEEN NO MATTER WHAT SHE WEARS IT HANGS ON HER WRONG SHE LOOKS COMPLETELY APPLE IN ALL THESE 
HIGH PRICE GOWNS AND DRESSES SHE CAN'T WEAR OUTFITS SHE OUGHT TO STICK WITH WHAT SHE KNOWS BEST

YOU KNOW WHAT A YACHT GIRL IS RIGHT THAT'S THE NEW WORD FOR CALL GIRL IT'S ALSO A NEW WORD FOR THE OLDEST PROFESSION IN THE WORLD AND YOU HEARD ON OTHER 
REPORTS ALLEGEDLY HER BOSS IS THE SAME BOSS THAT EPSTEIN HAD JEFFREY EPSTEIN YEAH HIS BOSS IS HER BOSS..

50 CENTS TO A HOLY DONUT SHE'S BLACKMAILING HARRY YADA YADA YADA...
I love the part where they are doubling down on us with these creepfest trailers. Like, we are too stupid to not notice the lies, the hypocrisy and the horrible acting!
Can't believe Megan had the audacity to complain about the Queen not agreeing to use OUR MONEY to pay more security for Megan and Harry. The Queen prioritised the royalties that 
were actually active in bringing benefits to this country. How dare she, even worse after her passing to milk that for some extra cash.
Oh look! It's the privacy loving couple again. At this point I know more about Meghan and Harry than I do about some of my family members. Mostly because they never shut up!
Sell out your Family for a few dollars.  Priceless.
Some twits have clicked like, are they insane?
I love the part when visiting South Africa and meeting children effected by problems from lower income situations, she mentioned that nobody had asked if she was ok.
I love the part when they complained how hard it is to be smeared by their family in the media whilst they smeared their family in the media
I cannot wait to see this!
These comments are hilarious but who exactly are these people making these comments?
Once we sit through all six hours, I think the expectation is that we’ll chant ‘the Duchess is good, the Duchess is great, we surrender our will as of this date’
I love the part where Meghan bullied all of her staff and then called the press racists when they reported it.
I love the part where she wipes her eyes in slowmo. Gotta make the right eye work as hard as the left eye. And the Golden Rasberry Award goes to…???? 🎉 🎉 🎉
I love the part where he says "no-one knows what goes behind closed doors", while having behind closed doors all the netflix team and photographers who, in silent admiration,were able 
to capture Meghan crying. So unselfish to show this true suffering. Crying a single tear from...yeah you know it. My left eye.
Netflix.  You're a f***ing disgrace for allowing this narcissist to try and gaslight your viewer base with this utter horse shit.
dislike. harry and Megan are literal trash, they are worthless losers trying to "buy" respected celebrity status and nobody I know wants them here
I think they both self medicate if you know what I mean,
Love what you said!!!
The good common  people my friend. YouTube is a great way to gauge how the general populace feel. Netflix will be closely observing this.
Ironic innit?



They are so smrt! They are so smrt! S-M-R-T, whoops they mean, S-M-A-R-T!
Oh sure we know what goes on behind closed doors. Fighting, drunken brawls, heavy cocane use, child abuse.
Since the cameras weren't really allowed in their home we will never know.
Wait, why I read this in meghan's voice?? Lol
Problem is she’s laughing look at her mouth
 @Dharma z
I love the part where they admitted they're narcissistic sociopaths. Their candor is refreshing.
Bet you baitches haven't slept for days waiting to be .. baitches.
Judging by how angry Harry always looks it is safe to say Absolute No Sex was going on behind close doors.
Hell by now we know what goes on behind all their doors and drawers lol🤣
What has that got to do with anything
It’s the silent admiration that got me, the entire Netflix team dazzled by the Sussex charm. And yes, I’m weeping…but you guessed it, only from my left eye.
 @Sophia Massish  rumour has it, harry loves a "Peggy sue"  pure rumour though 😉
Yes, crocodile tears.
I love the part where it is obvious you somehow feel personally insulted by them saying their truth… as if you even know them. But I’m sure your assessment of their behavior on this trailer 
carries so much weight… SO thankful you’ve shared it! As for only one of your eyes crying, check for pink eye.
 @T G  Like you know them....?
 @T G  I love the part that you are so worried about my health. Thank you, but please, you can remain calm. I learnt this magic trick from Meghan, before I used to really cry and I was a full 
mess, while a fake single left eye tear works miracles. 
And thanks god I dont know them personally, otherwise I would pass on Netflix documentary for probably a racist without any reason (especially I am an immigrant and my son is mixed 
race, so I dont know if that would work out....?? But H+M would sure find a way!). 
And their loving, caring behaviour of speaking bad about about Harry´s family, is an inspiration for us all. Real Holiday Spirit ♥
I love the part when they say that Meghan struggles with mental illness. Narcissistic Personality Disorder is a mental illness for sure.
Watching these trailers has sent my gag reflex into overdrive.
I daren't risk watching the documentary or I might vomit myself to death. 🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
Windsors are one of the biggest crime syndicate families on the planet 🌎 people praising this family just shows how many people are still asleep 😴

You guys are not stupid. You know this will be on the top 10 of every country, but not for the reason that Harry and Megan want. This is going to be a hate watch. I was planning on 
canceling this show but when the 'stakes are so high' I'd think I need to watch it and lough. I thought it was going to be a fictional drama, but now I realize it's going to be a comedy.
I love the part where 1980’s rang and told them to get back there immediately! They’re stuck and can’t read the room! INCOMING one tear, bloodshot left eye Meghan! GO! LOVE THAT 
FOR THEM!
Why promote the toxic duo. Disgusted Netflix are supporting these two who are spoilt disrespectful brats. The love story is BS.
Please someone make a mine of “Meghan, tear, left eye”….. I would if I knew how to use social media 😅
I love the part Where the Brittish Press told us she was a famous Hollywood actress because none of us here ever knew ?🇺🇲🇺🇲🇺🇲🤣
Oh something else to down vote. Are these idiots really this stupid
I love the part that he talks about trusting families...
Those two were at the top of the list of burning every bridge that they have to certainly his family and apparently her family..  trusting them  😜
I love the part where Meghan and Harry provide the world with eight episodes of drivel that can be recycled into comedy gold.



Why are you (Netflix) feeding their shameless and almost psychotic need to be in the spotlight?  The almighty dollar is not THAT important.  I will  NOT watch this, nor will anyone I know.  I 
didn't watch the ridiculous Oprah interview.  This project should never have been started, much less completed.  Royal or not, this is airing of dirty laundry that should not be public.  Why 
hurt family members to get in the spotlight?  Shame on you, Netflix.
I hate that there's no way for us to see the likes:dislikes ratio. Good thing there's still the comments section🤣🤣🤣🤣
You could not pay 💰 me to watch the Sussexs’ on Netflix…
CANT WAIT TO SEE THIS ❤

I love the part where He had a great loving relationship with his family and friends until the former D list cable tv actress came along and told him his family is toxic. The people of the UK 
are toxic. The UK paparazzi are toxic and the only way to save her and him from all the toxic people  is to move to the most toxic and paparazzi covered place. 

It's funny how a woman who has no real friends so she has to invite celebs she never even met to her wedding and just so happens to cut out her whole family, the white side and the black 
side  who all went to her mother's house for the holidays every single year including her dad until she started dating a prince and claims they are all toxic now and ghosted them and lied 
and said she never had a family. I guess it's hard to keep playing that part you made up to fool a prince to fall in love with you when your family knows the real you isn't it.

Funny how nothing she says is true and can easily be proven to be false. 

Literally all she says is everyone who doesn't like her is toxic. Anyone who knows she is lying and calls her out on it  is racist in her mind. Is  Everyone seeing the pattern here?

When drama follows someone 24/7 they are that drama.  Narcissists breed nothing but drama and here is Netflix showing it off to make money off of 2 people who are as truthful as a 
politician and make up drama to make money. Disgusting Netflix.
I love the part where Meghan and Harry realized they are unwelcome in the US from their own doing and leave, never to return.
One tear, left eye....
How many down votes have these two narcissistic liars currently have
meghan needs a new weave and harry needs hairplugs, they are looking busted
Hahaha YES! When I first heard she was dating Harry I was like "who?" My British husband said "She's a big Hollywood actress" hahahaha never heard of her in my life.
I can just see Jimmy Fallon having a field day with this!
The fact they are hiding it, tells me it's pretty bad. Plus we can sort of figure it out. The last trailer it had over 7 million views and only 30,00 likes I think.  Right now they have over 800,000 
views and only 12,000 give or take. It's bad.
92k dislikes
I love the part that Netflix couldn't find any footage Paparazzi harassing them that Netflix used clips of Paparazzi following Harry Potter Premier, Harry's EX Chelsea, Katie Price, Princess 
Catherine, and Princess Diana. Such integrity and honesty in DOCUMENTARY, right there. Left eye, tear, 1.2.3... GO!
I love the part where the slanderous manipulator who has 3 defamation suits against him is interviewed as relevant
I love the part where people danced on the street when the royal family stripped them off their titles and no Netflix will give them any platform because they have nothing going for them 
after that.
This comment section is absolute GOLD😂😂😂
Harry and Meghan are an embarrassment period! No tears in any eye. Americans really don't give a shit. We do give a shit about the inflation, corruption in our government, censorship on 
social media, etc ..but these two...truly they are just an embarrassment.



I am still grieving about Queen Elizabeth II. 
Honestly, this feels inappropriate, it's really bad timing. Congratulations on releasing a money making netflix show whilst some of us are grieving.
this is not a film, this is somebody sitting in front of a computer cutting and pasting random footage and putting in dramatic music and then banalities from harry and wanna be white 
megan
How about MM  focuses on her family and how awful and manipulative  she has been towards them. A good wife does not turn her husband against his family, she becomes part of it and 
make it stronger. I bet Cressida and Chelsey would have never pushed Harry so low and turn him into a bitter monster. None of those two are happy, and in their search for self healing 
they will only find dead ends…you can’t heal while you hurt others….. and Harry’s family can’t use their voice, hence the Sussexes relentless strikes. How is it that Meghan’s popularity has 
gone lower than ever at their own hands? Meghan should implore Harry to go out there and defend her “honour” from the evil media …but he seems very calm and quiet…. So why expect 
so much from the royals all those years back? And all the royal wives got the bad publicity after their weddings, worst of all was Sarah Ferguson who was alone most of the time…. Netflix, 
what a shame you spend money on this low level, zero loyal, cruel, no morals ingrates….
Either Harry is abusing a Meghan by taking a photo of her in despair or it was a setup.  It also looks like Meghan is laughing and not crying.  A lot of yeh photos appeared staged.  Who took 
the photos and why?  it’s disgusting and I will be getting rid of my Netflix account ASAP.  Good luck finding enough gullible people to watch.  Maybe MEGA supporters and QANON people 
will fall for it
I love the part in me that doesn't love anything in this stupid trailer
Based on a senior source, Our late Queen says, meghan brought the gutter into the palace. I say she enhanced her craft from the dark side and is turning our prince into an ugly frog - a 
toad !
For those that can't see the ratio, I'll update when I can.

12K Likes
92K Dislikes

If you search for "YouTube dislike extension" you should be able to add it to chrome.
I wonder if some people can be so truly annoying that the paparazzi will actually one day run away from them. I love the part when the paparazzi see “Just Harry” and Meghan Mandela” 
and say “quick everyone look the other way, pretend like we don’t see them, quick into the get away cars”. “Oh no they are racing after us to take their picture”.
I thought they were supposed to be going away.... Please go away
I love the part where Harry educates his polo gear about climate change and as a punishment, makes it travel by car while he stays on a private jet as planned  "That will teach you!" He 
said. My left eye burst with compassion for the polo gear.
Damn, another show about woke assholes pretending to be human beings.
I loved the part Where she claims She knew the palace wouldn't protect her,but is suing to be protected by that same shabby security force! 😉 Which is it?
they have dug there grave. cant wait for this shit storm to happen good luck Harry and what's her name hope u enjoyed ur titles coz u wont have them much longer
My eyes are so watery for these narcissists, I feel so sorry I even connected to the internet to read this shite from a racist white girl
Nobody knows the truth.
This is the best comment.
Thanks!



 @Venus Star  You're welcome.

Currently:
15K Likes
121K Dislikes
😂😂😂
Hold on... what is this whole narrative about anymore? Fake paparazzi and Harry delusionally reliving trauma not by reality but by perception, manipulation and bias?
Harry, por favor. Vuelve a casa con tu familia :(
such vulgarity harry and meghan, yall are both tacky with zero real accomplishments, being an interracial couple is not an achievement and any dummy can see you won’t last, there is zero 
real chemistry between you, harry is obviously manipulated and pushed around by meghan
Megan the RF is about helping those less fortunate, you wanted the title without actually doing the work and that's what shameful.
the comments 😭 im dying
I’ve read somewhere Harry said his mom would be happy for him she may of but I’m not sure she would approve of Meghan and them bringing the royal family down
So dimwit Harry offers the great insight that there is a hierarchy within the RF. Staggering. Good job he's the spare and not the original POW.
Not one photo of Meghan being chased  by the paparazzi.  All photographer's are from different occasions & different women!!  So what's your point!
I love how everybody in this comment section start their comment with I love how
They only know their "troof" which is lies.
Wont be watching lies and rubbish
I love the part how always self-obsessed they both are, always feeling victimised and amazingly Megaliar who thinks and have the cheek to compare herself to Princess Diana. That’s just 
pure gold. Who the hell she think she is? Goodness!
I think English white girls are jealous of young Meghan because she is more hot and she married the white English prince, the prince chose her over all of Englands white women.
This rubbish should be titled Meghan and Harry a story in a narcassist narrative 🙄
The Claw and her manchild employ a bankrupt bitcoin scammer that ASSAULTS WOMEN . Never mind ARSEWIPES these 2 are ARSEHOLES
I love the part where they filmed the cameras swarming the car when White House lawyer Michael Cohen was being taken to prison in 2019.  And pretended that it was Harry and Meghan 
being photographed so that the trailer looked more dramatic.  I had a tear in my eye.  My left eye.  Of course.
I see divorce looming because I never see Harry being relax and smiling when seen out with Meghan after they did the tell-all interview to defame the Monarchy
I love how they milked his death mother legacy for millions of dollars by stirring drama with entertainment companies like Netflix
I loved the part when they traded their hard and unimaginably uncomfortable life living in a palace full of privileges for a more private and quiet live in a massive $11M mansion in 
Montecito to heal by releasing broadcast interviews, a book and a documentary about their private life. My left eye released a tear in they honour.
The comment section is amazing! So beautiful to see and I had one tear from my left eye
yes, sadly he did. And btw. Megan wrote on school application WHITE. She became black, when she saw benefits. open your eyes, ok?
I love the part when she's crying  with a Hermes blanket behind... So brave!! And stunning!!
I love the way Meghan has taken a thumb sucking orphan of a husband and shown him how to con corporate America out of fat paychecks by crying (out of one eye or two?) about the 
meanies in his family. The woman is a saint! So giving! So charitable! Let me get my eye drops so I can squeeze one out.
I just wish they'd shut up and go away!  How much mud can you sling after less than two years in the family? Why are we giving them ANY air time?  Netflix, you sure milked the crap out of 
their moment in the sun. Cancelled my subscription to you AND Spotify.
Nmarcle is like a female Darrell brooks she just won’t shut up and go away . One tear from my left eye go 😢😂😂😂
I like the bit where they don their cloaks of invisibility for the Harry Potter premiere. Wish they’d do that much, much, more.



I just love how propped up Meghan is recounting how she fell from grace with no accountability and this crap trailer. She's so genuine and relatable that it brings tears but only from my 
left eye😪
I loved it when the ghost of Christmas future takes harry to a time where meghan bins him off after she rinses him for everything she wants from him then he has to crawl back to his family 
and country and apologise
I love the part when Meghan was talking to cameras and her mother started talking. Meghan shot her the biggest death stare on planet earth. Because the attention MUST ALWAYS be on 
Meghan. What a wonderful human. My left eye can’t stop shedding tears.
I loved the part where Netflix had to borrow footages of paparazzi with other members of the Royal Family and other famous people because they literally couldn’t find any of them 
hounding Meghan.
I also loved the bit when they interview CB, a well-known fraudster who has bullied many people online, crying ‘hate and racism’. Birds of a feather. 
Netflix has me guessing now that this is really a mockumentary, why would they include all these lies and liars otherwise?
OMG! Meghan in NOT a royal rockstar. Nexflix is not about racism. Meghan thinks the world revolves around here. Nexflix this is full of lies.
Harry oh Harry… I really hope that one day there is no regrets or pain for attacking your own family because you will be tearing from the left and right eye. If you had so many grievances 
walking away without this circus would have  earn you respect, but leeching out from your family for money … I highly recommended you seek God to find peace only God can help you. 
You are lost body.
The best way to protect your family and legacy is the truth.  The best way to tell your truth is to write it and the best way to ensure others listen is through film! Perfection!
You people in the comments are sick.
Oh poor babies.. "we want our privacy."  Well, then GO AWAY! We don't care about Meghan, or her half-black race, or harry being a prince, no-one cares. GO AWAY already.
Harry big mistakes was that he held up Meghan in the same light as his mum Princess Diana who had a big heart but now he knows that Meghan is no princess Diana who is innocent and 
needs to be protected
Who da faq cares???????
Meghan you are so ashamed of yourself that you crave status through brands, and pretentious self-concept, there is nothing elite about you, you too Harry, you are so mediocre
I love the part where there is not 1 nice comment !!!
I love the part where Harry said the sound of a camera clicking is a trigger so he moved from the UK to the motherland of all things camera related - Hollywood. 😑
I am eager to watch this documentary series because I want to hear how this experience has shaped their lives. I can't imagine how difficult it must be to live under constant scrutiny and 
still try to maintain some normalcy of life for your family. My wish for them is peace and blessings.
I know right BEAUTIFUL. I love the matching bag.
True suffering 🤣
Also scarf draped over the foot w/ an elongated second toe—she is so brave to show that scarf in all her grief!
 @LastLemming  yawnnn it's almost the 8th get a pacemaker
Hermes thousand pound cashmere blanket how many Somalian babies that could feed
Right!  Who does this to their own mother?  Oh, that's right, never mind, I know who!
You're a better actor than she is but isn't everyone?
Scary😅❤
So? Kim kardashian literally kicked her mom on tv and everyone still loves her. But a black woman looks at someone “the wrong way” and you lose it?
 @JASON VARGAS  Oh FFS not everything is to do with race!!!! She is a despicable person. Look at all the comments giving examples of her disgusting behaviour. Don’t know why you’re 
bringing Kim kardashian into this?! Never said I like her… nor did anyone else in this comment section. I feel sorry for you if you are gullible enough to fall for her lies.
 @JASON VARGAS Nobody loved Kim Kardashian that much. But in the case for Kim, she actually helped and lift up the female members in her family: her sisters, half-siters and her mother 
are all successful now thanks to her. Meanwhile with Meghan, ... she loves to tear down other women



they are terrifying!!!
I love the part where Meghan preaches about how women should be linked not ranked but insists she be addressed as Duchess in America.
Things your mother went through and things your wife is going through are worlds apart, Harry. Your wife is totally irrelevant. Protection is not her concern. I just don’t know if you’re that 
stupid, delusional or what? Your mother was primarly murdered by the establishment she was married into and yet you still named your daughter after it’s head.  Paparazzi were just a 
helping hand. If you worry that your wife’s broken seatbelted car will crash inside a camera less tunel. Don’t worry, it won’t. Because no one really cares.
They hate the royal family, yet are happily flaunting and using their royal titles…. Be the private people you claim you want to be…. The king should strip them off their royal titles!!!! They 
are disrespectful to say the least.
Stupid stupid trailer.......stupid stupid NETFLIX......stupid stupid Harry and Meghan........A group of losers!
The story of Narcissist & Mr. Nice Guy

I love the part where she married a prince but then she found out that she would never be queen, because hierarchy and racism... so she said to hell with it let's tear it all down 😪
Hahaha using Piers Morgan’s voice 😂

Whats with the negativity and sarcastic comments. If you don't like it don't watch it. Simple. It's their life, we are living a few moments through their lense, we should be open to different 
perspectives. Being a British myself, I do genuinely believe the British are superbly looking to always have a problem anything that doesn't look like them, WHITE PRIVILEGE at its finest.
Sid and Nancy had more class and dignity than these two wankers!
Why are the Dislike 👎 numbers not being shown?  Don’t like the negative feedback on public display? 
Pathetic effort, you guys. Netflix, your standards are way way below acceptable. Hope your stock prices continue to plunge.
I love the part where they use press chasing Katie Price..almost as good as the Harry Potter Paps. Harry you shoukd be ashamed, so ashamed as we are of you.
Why are the Dislike 👎 numbers not being shown?  Don’t like the negative feedback on public display? 
Pathetic effort, you guys. Netflix, your standards are way way below acceptable. Hope your stock prices continue to plunge.
They are dispicable with THEIR Truth !    Repeat Liars ….BOTH of them !!   Won’t be watching their traitorous sh.. show ! 🇨🇦
I love the part where Netflix actually was transparent enough and not scared to death, and actually left the dislikes showing, instead of trying to cover it up with fake thumbs up only. Lol. 
WE, the public know the full truth!
A new trailer every 3 day's? Gonna enjoy the comments again!
I love the part where they said in their Megxit statements we will only speak to grass roots and up and coming media outlets and reporters. Love this for that up and coming, little known, 
little engine that could, Netflix,  that they are shining a light on and speaking their truth too, to help that up and coming media outlet stand out in the mean vast ocean of royal rota and 
media giants!!
Oh Harry, Harry....
They are disgusting and hateful and shameful.A rascist narrative made up. I will not watch this and I do not believe anything they say they are proven liars.
netflix secretly hates these losers too
Likes to dislikes ratio is currently 12K to 90K
Where's the punchline?
YouTube stopped showing dislikes on videos a while ago but you can download an extension to add on to see them.  Think they were at 40 something thousand a while ago - but don't 
quote me on that!
Why is everyone in the comments so hostile? We all know the royal family ruined Diana and tried to do the same giving massive hate to Meghan and now that they are brave enough to 
talk about it especially Harry taking about it we should see all sides of the story!!
Meghan, are you going to give any of that $80 million to your dad, he is suffering, I think your step siblings should sue you for some money



I can't believe how many sarcastic comments there are up-and-down this thread. I got nothing but support for Megan and Harry!!!
UK people are way too mad about this. Honestly it’s gonna be meh a mid thing that’s not worth watching or carrying about. Nothing new that we already didn’t suspect or know of us 
gonna be in this and you can tell they don’t have the goods from the weak teaser.
This wouldn't even cut it as a reality show. It's a new hybrid genre of un reality show and comedy
This one is the absolute lowest of low!!!!   She is NOTHING near the person nor the legacy of Princess Diana, to use ANY pictures/footage of Diana in this trash to suggest that Megan is 
more than a Z-list actress who got where she did, with her dirty deeds is absolutely disgusting!!! She is NO lady!!!!   
The money is gone, and she is continuing to use Harry as a Pawn!   
How is she going to take care of all of the lawsuits?    
It’s just absurd!
I love the part where Meghan tricks Harry to marry her and ruined his life. She deserves all the awards in the world.
Wow. I love how it's pure fiction like THE CROWN. In the first trailer they literally used a shot of all the photographers at a HARRY POTTER premiere!!!!  That's because M NEVER got that 
much harassment. What a load of pure caca!!!!  It stinks so bad my left eye is watering.  These two people are literally off their nut in my opinion. This docuseries and Harry's book will not 
bring them what they want. Quite the opposite. What a puke fest! 😝
I love the part where Harry and Meghan wanted half in half out, said they wanted to keep working for the monarchy but when they were told that it wasn't possible to be half in half out 
sold their souls to Netflix, Spotify and called the royal family and Britain racist. Such courage, such bravery. Made me cry. One tear...on the left.
We will see 😎
I love the part where two narcissists play the pity party, stunning and brave
I loved the part where MeGain reads every comment here and realises she is the most despised person on the planet...
Meghan is an ass. Do not confuse assessment and observation with 'hate'.
I think the late Queen would have her 'I love the part...'
RIP
This is, as ever, not the truth but your truth. Sadly you seems to live in a reality distortion field, cut off from the real truth!
I was just about to put Netflix on for Christmas til I saw this ...Netflix has really misread the room on this one no one cares about them people are literally dying around the world of famin 
and this pair moan on about nothing they got what you wanted just move on and make your own money
The real black queen is Monique, she is the one Netflix should give $80 million to
I'll be watching Catherine's concert instead
Wow this is a masterpiece 😍
I think it’s a bit like The Office which pretends it’s a documentary and funny things happen all the time but instead it’s scripted and people are acting.
A hierarchy that Harry gre up in, as he has said countless times “I was born into this family”. A hierarchy that has existed in every royal family since the dawn of time!
And threw a 3 year tantrum.  Now that is commitment! So brave, brings a tear to the eye.
 @Xander Macleod  but he is special
Absolutely!  And they way those two made good on their threat to accuse the RF of racism if they didn't get what they wanted?  So clever, so brilliant, now that's using your voice to make 
the world a better place, isn't it?
There have been other part-time royals, notably Prince William and Catherine when they were first married and William was still in military service. They were allowed part-time status 
with no comment or penalty. They retained all honors, allowances, and more importantly, security during that time. 

I wonder what’s different with Harry and Meghan?
 @Theodora Wimsey  they wanted to merch their connections and make money.  William was worked for a public service.  So you see, very different.



 @Theodora Wimsey  William is heir to the throne... He didn't abdicate when he married Catherine... He was given a timeline to finish his service before stepping into royal service.
 @Jojo  multiple Royal family members have marched their connections. KCIII runs a shop from his estate and online. Edward had his production company and Sophie her PR company, 
both failed but both used their royal connection to try to win clients. Fergie has had multiple ventures flouting her connection. There are numerous books written by royals, many 
autobiographical. There is absolutely nothing H&M have done that wasn’t done by other royals other than moving residence to another country.
I loved the very non-royal Sussexroyal branding (complete with crown insignia in the logo) that Harry and Meghan had preprepared for themselves too. So touching, and totes not 
pretentious of them to still use crown insignia in their personal stationary in current thank you notes... as US residents who do zero official public service. 😢
😂🤣😅❤
 @Jojo 
 E¿X¿A¿C¿T¿L¿Y what have they merch?...
 @Theodora Wimsey  yes correct.  The shop is run for the benefit of the Duchy of Cornwall and promotes organic food and an ecological agenda.  Edward and Sophie were not working 
Royals and yes failed and withdrew when the connections became to close.  The have never criticised the Royal family for this but realised it was incompatible.  Sarah is divorced and has 
never criticised the royal family and has only very rarely been seen to be with them and then only as a mother to her daughters. Many aristocrats with titles use them wisely and discretely.  
 It is possible. 
As far as I am concerned there has never been two raging hypocrites as big as these two, who criticise, condemn, speak provable lies and malign an entire family in the public domain, 
without any opportunity to reply and then insist on ramming their titles down everyone's throat at every given opportunity.  They need to put their money where their mouth is.  If it's so 
bad, renounce the titles, discuss like adults any perceived problems in private, then go and live their celebrity lives to their hearts content.
Starring the moonbump. Fabulous.
Omg , these comments are pure gold ; comedy at its best 😂😂😂
I love the part where he refers to his family as an institution.
Wow
the best thing people can do is not to watch this documentary, they want privacy, so let's not see them
Oh Seriously These Two Are A Nightmare That Won’t Just Get Lost, We Have Heard The Same Garbage Trash Over & Over & Over…..NETFLIX STICK YOUR GARBAGE WHERE THE SUN DOES 
NOT SHINE, WE DONT PAY FOR GARBAGE……..ANOTHER SUBSCRIPTION BITES THE DUST….
If Meagain was Diana reincarnated that would make Harry married to his mother. The very thought is repulsive and shows how sick these two are.
These comments are pure gold!! I’m laughing so much my left eye is tearing!🤣👁💦
Meghan Markle is so jealous of Princess Kate ! As when Meghan and Harry announced they were leaving on Kate's birthday... Then Meghan showed her jealousy toward the Princess on the 
Oprah show by spreading small talks Kate suffered about (suddenly no more woman empowerment). Now they show a trailer showing a picture of the Princess in the middle of the picture, 
as if the whole problem was coming from her... Can't wait to see how envious Meghan is of Kate Middleton in the documentary.
I love the new words we learn: hate-watching
they signed an $80 million deal with Netflix, so they can have Hermes and Land Rovers, so vulgar
I love the part where Meghan will ALWAYS HAVE TO CURTSEY to Catherine, Princess of Wales.   That's your lot in life MM.  Deal with it.
Harry is Britain's snake in the grass
Rockstar my ass! In my eyes Harry is guilty of high treason. Why doesn't the British monarchy and Goverment  hold him accountable?
She is the whites person of color I have ever seen
"our life is so hard... We want our privacy..." - Goes on Oprah ... Has a Netflix special ... Does media compains... Like dude...
I love the part where poor traumatized Harry is able to rise so far above his previous condition of being brought back to his mothers death by the sound of clicking shutters that he beckons 
photographers to capture his every move. So many tears even my right eye watered.



It's the worst netflix show ever, docuseries that contents are fake. They were never hounded by paparazzi, his wife need to call them.😂

No you dont have the truth Harry. There is your side of the story, the side of the other party and then there is the truth. These trailers are confusing me like what is the end goal here? 
What can they say more that they havent said before? And cmon now Harry, you’ve been a prince your whole life, you know there’s a hierarchy, why is it suddenly a shocker to you?!
Why are you getting married with a ROYAL if you can’t handle the royals … they are ROYALS??!!!!
Yes, it’s my favorite part of this uplifting story of overcoming. Harry truly has grown. So brave! Such valour!
If you're crying, please make sure you capture it in a black and white photo like Megain 🤣
Where is that?
Ooooh the right eye too! 😅
And the photograph they used was paparazzi at a Harry Potter movie premier.  So authentic.  One tear - left eye.
🤣🤣 crying from both eyes, just like you! Can't make this b*llSh*t up!!!
 @Lisa Musgrave  these comments are literally the funniest thing I e ever seen on social media. And I’m moved to tears. Or one tear, left eye.
 @imageisn0thing  I was overcome with emotion 😂
 @K S  of course, who cries without a photographer present? It’s like why bother!
 @Kelly Chen  so uplifting, so inspiring, so much emotion to process…I’m trying to stick to left eye tears but it’s too much to ask of just one eye.
 @Debbie Gravina  that's too LOL funny.!!
😂😂
 @Debbie Gravina  😂🤣😅❤
Lol what a trash
People will actually watch this. People actually care about celebrities and royalties, to the point of obsession.  🤣🤣😂🤡
Imagine paying for this garbage, when I see the Netflix Logo I know it will be trash, and trash it is

Netflix should have spent money on their employees but they chose to waste it on these spoiled privileged liars. the two people Netflix should have "laid off" are Me-gain and Harry
I feel so sorry for this couple with millions of dollars and how mean the paparazzi were to them and how mean the royals were to them. We really need to feel sorry for people with 
millions of dollars in the middle of a global recession where single mothers are out on the street. Seriously Megan and Harry have the biggest problems in the world!
I love the part how megsy thought she was going to be at the same level as Princess Kate, and to find out that’s not the case! Makes a tear shed out from my left eye🤣
The ego of these two is frightening, they clearly bring out the worse in everyone including each other. Very toxic. They both think they’re better and above everyone else and only the two 
of them “see the truth”. How ignorant they are of basic concepts like compassion, forgiveness and gratitude shows how shallow and self-serving they both are. Personally I think they’re 
miserable and they know it, but instead of working on themselves or their marriage they are pointing fingers at everyone else. Also I think their marriage is a farce but neither of them are 
willing to admit it. Instead they are doing everything they can to show how in love they are.
I love the part when PH says, there’s hierarchy in the family. PH don’t you know that since you were once part of the RF  for 36 years until you married the evil witch wifey of yours. Every 
thing change. I felt the tear dropped onto my left eye that your evil witch wife realized that she never be the rock star.
I loved the part where they show the paps hounding poor, vulnerable Meghan through their telephoto lenses, only they were actually photos and footage about other people and places. 
Truly heart breaking [insert left eye joke...]!!
I love the part where Netflix realizes they made a mistake and puts their best editors on polishing this turd. I wanted to shed a tear from my left eye for all they have to go through editing 
but there are just no more tears. No wait, gimmie me 3 seconds...
Positively vomit inducing....grotesque whiners getting paid millions to spew lies about how hard their lives are....if I could throw eggs I would
So many sick nincompoops hiding behind your keyboards!



I'm going to love the part where Netflix dramatise the removal of ALL royal privileges, including titles, from these two
Meghan should have married at her station, such as to Harvey Price
What vile horrible people they are. Harry should have been a support for his brother but instead stabbed him in the back.
They are so stunning and brave! They clearly need more money and power to feel better. Maybe we should start a gofundme to help them out!  ROFL!!!!!!
What a load of malarkey.
Look at all these white racist Brits, spewing rubbish as usual.
Fact checked by Meghan perchance?
Go ahead and actually do a little research, the behotch lies and lies and lies. Has the worst attitude in history and she was welcomed with open arms to Britain, if they are racist she would 
not of been welcomed, full stop. You know even a small bit of thinking goes a long way 🤔💭💭😂😂

All nationalities on here black white brown every one has come together from all over the world .She may have tried to make divisions but it hasnt worked people can see through her
I'm African. You are tired. Log-out and go to bed.
They don’t want attention. They want normal lives. They have had it so hard and life has been so unfair to them. My left eye weeps for all the injustice they have suffered.

I have great sympathy for Megan as I also accepted a new job, totally knowing the company's rules beforehand,  but disgracefully, and like dear Megan,  the company wouldn't allow me to 
do what the hell I liked 🥲.  I also plan on releasing my own Netflix series next year to cop a few million and highlight the terrible treatment of us lazy and arrogant egotists.
I love the part where they bastardise shots of paparazzi from OTHER individuals/ film premiers into this mocumentory.. also, leaving the comments section open is also comedy Gold.. must 
read/
I love the part when so many people made these thoughtful lovely comments… I can’t do one tear …. They’re rolling down my face 😂
У Гарри красивый голос, у Меги - отвратительный. Гарри, хороший ты парень, а женушка твоя по-русски будет "ЗАДРЫГА"))) Но ты все равно не поймешь, так как русского языка 
не понимаешь, вы ж там отменили у себя на островах и в Штатах русскую культуру.
 Женился, до гробовой доски с ней живи!!!
You all are so unoriginal and triggered that so many are going to watch this... are you trying to prove them right that people treat them horribly?
They know the full truth!  What a laugh 😂.  Of course, no one else knows the full truth.  The stakes???? Being so high - wired twist of truth.  What stakes?  They never had so good and 
were well protected.
Prince MEgan princess Hawry
I love how just to the right of this video in the recommended section is "How to spot a Sociopath" by Charisma on Command. Even the YouTube algorithm isn't fooled by MeGain lol
2 whiny idiots, just F off already!!!

The part where Harry and Meghan realise that there is a war going on, a cost of living crisis, people all over the world not knowing if they will be able to afford heating in winter and decide 
that releasing a whinge fest full of lies is the best way to support these people. Brave, inspiring - "altruistic". Just thinking about it made we want to squeeze one tear out of my left eye.
I love the part where the narcissist is reading all these comments and it’s winding her up.  And the part where she wears the same perfume as Diana, I find that really creepy.
Their lies have already been exposed, so why would we want to watch more lies.
The best part is when Handbag Harry réaliséd  he should keep the hunting rifle bequeathed to him by Prince Philip away from Megain. A true champion in wellbeing
Love the originality of using the race card to excuse Meghan compulsive lying and bad behavior , here we go again with the gaslighting.  Meghan the Machiavellian
The second trailer comments section does not disappoint. Well done everyone
I am just here for the ratio 🤫😉🤣



So if he knew the women in the “institution” were being exploited then why on this freaking earth did he not back away F off with his wife to a  far corner of the world before making 
taxpayers pay £3mil for the spectacle. No, but these 2 wanted titles that are happy to announce with every breath.
I can’t believe Netflix is putting this trash out- even as a stunt to get ratings/viewers. After all the lies they told  were exposed after the Oprah fiasco, I can’t believe any company would 
want to touch them.
I love the part at the end, the very end, after the credits when I can dispose of my sick bucket.
Troll
@CinderBella  a differing opinion? You are the ones hate-watching a trailer of people you hate to leave hateful,repeating messages...That's trolling...
 @Extraordinary Machine  not if it's the truth. They are known liars and grifters, maybe take your head out of sand. Have a blessed day.
I loved how they paid the sussex squad and bouzy to abuse and dox anyone who doesn't agree with H&M
I love how they used Kate Price court appearance as proof MEGAIN gets harassed😂😂😂
😂 😝 😜
Load of rubbish
This is ABSOLUTELY PATHETIC  and an INSULT TO OUR INTELLIGENCE!!!
🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
Whoever finally gets these two grifters to shut up and go away to the privacy they said they wanted deserves the Nobel Peace Prize!
I like the part where Megan took a Prince and turned him into a frog.
The woke jokes are seeing the absolute love, respect, and genuine admiration that the public has for the Prince and Princess of Wales - the formidable William and Catherine. The more this 
vile and vulgar pair try to destroy Catherine, the stronger and more beloved she becomes. LOVE the boomerang! Nothing left to smash at their chicken coup either! Could you just see tw 
shrieking in agony at seeing the gorgeous Catherine wearing that $15 million emerald and diamond choker? BAM! The harkles must be the most despised couple on the planet. Tick tock to 
the toxic duo! God bless the Prince and Princess of Wales!
What Harry meant "the whole truth" equal "whatever Meghan wrote in the script".  One is born to privileges , one is marry to privileges and here they are, whinnying and telling lies about 
Harry's family whose money they are using. 
.....
I love the part where they say they had to leave because they weren’t protected but still want to those same protection officers around to protect them and go pickup food
I love the part where I am no longer interested in this story. They came to the states for a normal peaceful life outside of the public eye, but there putting themselves back into the public 
eye?
Harry: please stay there, and put a sock in it, there's a good chap
Smh Harry ain’t shit.. but when she leave and go find a new, richer man.. and he’s left broke.. he’ll find out .. 

I can’t stand people who shit on their family for pum pum
I love the part where Harry and Meghan continually use their titles given to them by those they are abusing (the RF) and that they are still demanding more titles for their spawn.   Harry is I 
presume not filming this series (similar to his memoir) as the Prince he was born but as the !#@$!#@$#@$ (opps cat on keyboard) he has become.  My cat shed a single tear in her left eye 
as she is sorry she stepped on keyboard.
Comparing herself to Diana….🤣
I also love the part where meghan, an animal lover with strong morals turns a blind eye to harry and his families tradition of hunting anything that moves
I love how they layed low for six months and released all this the day before Earthshot Prize and while it was William and Kate’s first trip to the US in years! They are so sick.
They need to stop using Princess Diane . Harry' Wife will never live up to her. Princess Diane was love and a real Humanitarian.  They are both disgusting human being for doing this to their 
family.  Ridiculous!



the fact netflix have left comments open kind of proves that harry and meghan need netflix more than netflix need harry and meghan lol
Chicken come home to roost.
Pay back for late Lady D and Doddi.
Satire at its very best. I tip my hat to you, Sir.
 @Illuminutia  Thank you 👊
and wanted the UK tax payers to pay for it at first! then it was Canada! like what were they thinking!
Facts!!
They weren’t protected from Queen liz and her army of lizards because they outrank him. But he outranks all the rest of the lowly serfs and peasants. What don’t you understand about 
that?
They really are like the Dementors from the Harry Potter movies. They'll suck the air out of everything and everyone, eventually. Maybe it was a propos that they ended up with the 
INVITED Harry Potter photographers section to document their many torments in the first trailer. Now THAT was a mess up. But Woe Is THEM, for sure. In fact, that's their whole freakin' 
brand, in a nutshell.
Haha! That sounded so very BRITISH. :D
😂😂😂
I have an odd-eyed cat. Her left eye is blue, and her right eye is green. And so my cat shed a tear from her left, blue eye in solidarity with your cat. And in support of  this whole "tear, left 
eye" thing that we've had such a good time with. Really funny stuff.
They are so racists , Abolish Netflix
I love reading the hateful comments from the cum roaches who tell H&M their wrong for speaking up against the hateful comments.
if you are not ashamed of who you are, it is not offensive to be asked where you are from
When you stop to think about it, ALL of the men in that Family named HENRY have been prone to cause problems... So I guess we shouldn't be too surprised.
I just love love love the part where there are 9459 reactions and there is literally not a SINGLE ONE that has something positive to say about Her Majesty The Empress of the Universe and 
Beyond. It brings tears of joy to my left eye.
Brave!!!! Stunning!!,
Was that Bouzy in there?! 
Oh geez, we knew this was going to be a total train wreck of a show.
H and M trying to justify all their poor life choices. Then they bring in clowns like Bouzy to throw gasoline on the fire thinking it will vindicate them. 
I guess they didn’t expect what is happening to him right now, all his skeletons coming out of the closet.

*chef’s kiss* that’s what happens when you put your trust in sycophants promising you the world. You get burnt…
I love the picture the fake picture they use even before they meet.😂😂😂😂😂
Praying the Royals reach this comment section to realise we won’t be fooled by this BS.
Princess Cathrine not complaining only murky Meg the most ungrateful woman on the 🌎
the filmakers are losing credibility by using stock footage to manipulate viewers, do better Netflix, there is going to be massive crowdsourcing of lies
how cruel of his family to CONTINUOUSLY get him out of trouble for YEARS and have his back through thick and thin, and him just realize he’s not fit to be a royal🙄
Separate yourself haz been! If they're no good give up your title! Or won't your wife let you? Lol Big joke
How dishonest to use fake images and to remove the dislike button. We see you Netflix just what kind of company ethos you hold. Harry and Meghan do not know truth even if it hit them 
in the face. Guess Netflix is the same.



Meghan markle and all her lies…. First of saying she didn’t know about the royal family before she met Harry!!!! C’mon did she live under a rock all these years??? Liar!!! And now this!!! 
C’mon this needs to stop… look at prince William and Kate, so classy, and just doing their jobs… this documentary is waste of time and all of the disrespect the the royal family, Harry’s 
family! Who does this to their own family???
Full truth ... they need money and they will perform in any circus to get dollars... I am sorry for their children...
These 2 deserve each other.
Btw, Netflix, you just lost a customer.
We are SO SICK of hearing them try to push and exploit the "Diana" narrative of "history repeating itself". Meghan is NOTHING like Diana! More like Amber Heard 2.0!
At 0:43 The cars that are driving behind their car are actually on the right lane. In the UK people drive on the left lane. How can Harry forget that?
Croc of shit
Does it bring a tear to your left eye? ❤
 @Kelly Chen  nice comeback Respect 👏👏
 @Kelly Chen  left and right😭
who is BOUZY
 @TADEJA U just do a search for Bouzy.
And you’ll see if you were to pick anyone in the world to be in your reality series to make you seem credible, don’t pick him.
 @TADEJA U  search Bouzy and court cases and bankruptcy and paid hate bots
 @TADEJA U  He is a scam artist paid by Meghan and currently has 2 pending defamation cases, one by a black lawyer.
😢?
HM HM HM
She's been gaslighting him.
They are ridiculous and so very immature.  They only know “ their truth” which has a trail of lies! Don’t know anyone that’s going to watch this! It’s laughable.
I loved the part where they cried 'we need our privacy!!!!' right before hiring a top PR firm and putting themselves in every form of media every week since. Tear.... left eye...
I love the part where Hawwy realizes the Royal Family is a monarch. His brilliance is astounding.
I love the part where they continually blame and condemn the Royal Family but want to keep their titles, security and other benefits, even demanding their children have the title of Prince 
and Princess. So inspirational to want all the perks particularly when it’s coming from a family you hate.
I love that Harry was brought up in such a protective bubble,  he never got to learn  the phrase, "If you fool me once, shame on YOU.  If you fool me twice, shame on ME".
Wow… reality show😅, privacy oh privacy where are you?
Read the room Netflix. Read the room.
I love the part where Meghan realizes her place in the pecking order, hates it, and then they get even by selling their truth to the highest bidder. Bold and intriguing.
I love the part when poor Meghan is victimized by her own family, when they supposedly make a profit by speaking to news outlets about their famous Meghan. Yet she later releases this 
video speaking about her husbands relatives,  doing the same things she detested that was done to her.  But it is okay because she can excuse or relabel her sale out strategy because she is 
able to look back at her journals that actually reveal the racism.  Also Harry who told Oprah’s friend Gail he would be making peace with his brother as “time heals all wounds” but 
continues to throw fuel to the fire.  The tear, my left eye, 1..2..3, GO 😢
Moreeeeee lies with these two 🤢🤢
They are so horrible but they still want to attach themselves to the Royal Family. Harry , good luck when she divorce you. I can only hope you don't need that Royal  family you 
trash.Ridiculous!
Brilliant comedy, will be missing it though - definitely not signing up to Netflix if all you're going to show are the lies we know are coming. By the way, we haven't heard anyone else's side 
but theirs!



From this moment forward, I am going to officially begin every conversation with “I love the part where” and end with “it brought a tear, to my left eye”.  Hilarious! 😂😅
Disrespectful narcissistic low lives
Horrible snakes 🐍 🐍 🐍
I love the part where she first got rid of her own family and then decided to go further and get rid of his family too.
I love the comment section 🤣🤣🤣
Zero respect for Harry,  that right there ladies and gentlemen is a Rat 🐀 and Snitch combo
Netflix, heads up - if you get in bed with dogs, you may get fleas!!  Good luck with that 😂
AS AN INVESTOR IN NETFLIX, I AM THINKING TO SELL ALL MY STOCKS :) AND INVEST ON POSITIVE INVESTMENT.
I love how he is known for his intelligence.
They are not a monarch LOOOL. WDF
 @Greenz1100  Monarchy is the oldest form of government in the United Kingdom.

In a monarchy, a king or queen is Head of State. The British Monarchy is known as a constitutional monarchy. This means that, while The Sovereign is Head of State, the ability to make and 
pass legislation resides with an elected Parliament.
 @Greenz1100  Did you actually just say the royal family isn't a monarchy... Jesus christ. are you mentally disabled?
 @Shane Prince  did you say the 8th December it's out. That's in 2 days time, yipppeee 🤣😂🤣🤣🤣⛷⛷
YES YES YES!!!!!
👍👍👍
I so agree with this plus they say they don't want the constant attention but keep making content that diverts attention towards them.... contradictions... contradictions...plus please don't 
compare Diana to her... Diana went through a lot...
😂❤
I love the part where Meghan even kept Sunshine Sachs on, that company specializes in service and duty. Meghan was in it for the long haul from the start❤
haha
Well they only listen to their pocketbook just like haz and handbag
I love the part where all the staff leave so that Meg & Haz can take the full glory for this world event, but Meg magnanimously insists that none of it was actually their idea. Simply 
humbling. A solitary tear is cascading majestically from my left eye.
These two are such a fraud  and hypocrites. Remember they want privacy.
Dear Hawwy

Your late grandmother would be absolutely ashamed of you for dragging the family through the mud like this with your litany of lies and self pitying whingefest. 

And Smeggy - hoes your dad love? 

Left eye one tear go.
I love the part where I discovered these comments, they are brilliant! I no longer have Netflix but will come here to get the updates 😅
I love the part where Harry is afraid of history repeating itself as they gratuitously show a pap shot of Diana... as if anyone would compare the Duchess of SuxAss to HRH who actually was 
the most famous woman in the world, who actually devoted herself to doing good in the world & worked hard for the recognition & admiration she received. M is barely worthy of a TMZ 
story buried at the bottom of the website



Love the part where Netflix honchos are sitting around a table, viewing the number of cancelled subscriptions and saying,  "D@#$ boys, we've just been Markled."
I LOVE YOUR COMMENTS GUYS 😆 YOU ARE THE BEST 👌
Uh huh
Their truth!!!!!!  Cry babies!!!!!! They've really stooped low to wash their dirty linen in public😩 Really in the gutter!!!!
I love the part that they were so "hounded" that Netflix had to use fan/press footage of a "Harry Potter" opening from 5 years before they even met!!!
Grace, mercy, and peace from God our Father and Jesus Christ our Lord.✝🙏☘
Netflix you are now a big joke right along with these two. Cancelled my subscription.
What's it called? "Attention Whores" might be a good title.
I love the part where Harry and Meghan decided to leave royalty and rented a 2 bedroom house in the suburbs to work 9 to 5 jobs and be productive members of society.
These two are dead weight and they are staring to stink. 💩
Harry is so going to regret this when the rose-colored glasses is removed. Happens to all marriages.
I love how I have absolutely no idea what any of the drama in the royal family is
No one with a Brain will watch this
I love the part where all the Meghan haters leave comments thereby boosting engagement turbocharging the algorithm… I see this being a captain marvel 1.28 billion woke go broke kinda 
broke
I love the end of episode six where the epilogue reads " As of this airing, King Charles III has stripped the Markles of all titles.  They now go by Mr. And Ms Markle-Windsor and plan to turn 
Montecito into an up scale Bed and Breakfast......
Cascading majestically 😂😂😂
You're aware how high profile they already are right? And you think the algorithm will change anything about the outcome of this series?
They used a Picture of Harry Potter film opening and framed it as a press for them 😂😂🤣
I look forward to the part in season 2 where they’re reading the comments on the trailer for season 1 and realising that they’ve made a horrendous mistake, that everyone hates them but 
it’s too late to stop it going to air !!!
I will never use your services after this.   They are horrible people.
I love the part 

that so many comments begin with I love the part ❣
I love the part where the english monarchy rents people without a life to bully megan and henry and thinks nobody see that
I love the part where…………..no! Sod it, I can’t be arsed to watch any of it. 
But I feel a tiny tear welling up in my left eye nonetheless!
Two attention seeking whores provide Netflix with its biggest garbage dump yet! Waste of time.
They know the fact that no one will be believe them and they got nothing to lose because his father has already taken the path of making William and his children the only successor/heir 
to the throne and he forgot that Prince Harry said he want to spend 50% working and 50% taking care of his family just because of the hatred his wife is receiving and no-one seems to care 
just because he's not the "heir" to the throne. And they said if you're not fully in then you're fully out,. They have already taken everything from him so he has nothing to lose including the 
titles of his kids and nobody seems to care about it, Harry has been serving/dedicated to the institution of all his life and how they are treating him like an outcast or commoner is not fair. I 
think this is hurting him and if he doesn't talk about it, it will cost him emotional trauma. The public is not being fair to this Prince who has dedicated to his family, it just unfortunate. The 
family don't care about him. I think after this documentary and the book, he should forgive his family and then move on to the next chapter of his life. I'm disappointed of his big brother, 
he chose work over his little brother,..
…and there still millionaires acting like victims



In this "fairy tale", the prince became a frog when this D-list actress kissed him and they lived unhappily ever after 💋🐸

I despise Meghan and what she's done to Harry. And it has NOTHING to do with RACE as he claimed. She's a gold-digger that claims to want privacy, but goes on Oprah and lies like a rug 
then makes a Netflix series. And Harry just realized there's a hierarchy in the royal family? Meghan SURE KNOWS there's a hierarchy, and she's pissed that Harry is so far down on the list.
I just adore the part where Meghan seems to have carefully constructed her perpetual victimhood resulting in Megxit, effectively ¨emulating¨ Diana because she thinks she is a worthy 
successor. Brings the most heartfelt and genuine tear to my left eye
I love the part how they keep telling they need privacy and yet make a documentary of their life.
I love the part where Harry & Meghan use fake paparazzi photos and claim it as their own & I love the part how they keep telling they need privacy and yet make a documentary of their 
life.
I love the part where Harry and Me-Gain sold their property gave all the Royal money away for Charity and refused to sell themselves to the highest bidder for money 💸 💰.

What absolute rubbish. These two need to actually go live their private life they were so desperate for and not release “truth” that is one sided and lacking all proof that any of this 
happened. Diabolical and beyond sick. We don’t care about your “truth” anymore. Please go away and stop. Shame on you, Netflix, for supporting their twisted and toxic narrative.
Protection from what though? From being called out on her behaviour and lies???! It's the only thing that makes sense when she prattles on about "protection".
I love the part where Kevin Costner tearfully vows to “protect his family” by resigning from a job with full security, moving to a country with more crime, attacking everyone outside his 
love-bubble whilst strumming his A Minor Chord, crooning “and iiiiiiiiii will always love me…..” I teared up in my left eye 🥲
Well if you know the truth, fix your family affairs internally. Why publicly shame them? Don't you have a conversation at home or is it all for Netflix ?
I will never subscribe to Netflix. Airing this obvious pile of rubbish, poor me , furthering the slaughter of a family unit by selfish, self centered over grown adolescents is more than enough 
for me. And it appears I am in the majority of people. So, I felt I needed to let my thoughts on this soap opera of the ultra privileged be known. I will have nothing to do with your company 
in the future.
Sarcasm at it's finest
Not many people have asked if you’re OK. Are you OK?
I would really love to read a single comment by a Meghan supporter that is a coherent, functional thought. "English monarchy renting  people"? wtf
all fake news as usual with this desperate couple...makes me wanna cry one tear, left eye...disgusting
At the beginning of this trailer, Harry says people are planting stories!!!  My opinion so far on this docu is it is all projection. 

Aren't these docu's a misrepresentation of the truth? One example is the pictures of the paparazzi:

-  some are not even directly related to the RF, but Katie Price 
-  some were invited by RF or H&M.

This is a misrepresentation, something I thought H & M were against.
Awful couple, total narcissists
I love that tissue companies will be making money from all these left-eyed teariness.  So noble of them - all those jobs created, where's my tissue?
Omg. their life is soooooo difficult...i really feel sorry for them. I mean how are they going to eat and pay their bills. 
What a waste of time these two are. 🙄 
Go work 9-5 like many of us "peasants" 😆.
You'd think that there are more important things in life than listen to these two cry about how oppressed they are.



Seriously, 6 episodes?? What are they going to waffle on about for 6 whole episodes?
HARRY, for the love of God. You believe it's a attack on Meghan because of race?? Dude wake the F up... No one in the US even knew who Meagan was, and when she got with you no one 
even realized she was mixed race...
Also, no one has planted stories in the press more than Meagan... She's a pro at it, been doing it her whole career to get pics and relevance in the magazines.
You need to wake up Harry, she has you believing she was this big star, she wasn't. Open your eyes before she destroys you more than she already has.
Man I feel so awful for you.

All the Brit’s in the comments mad as hell. Americans just like: 👀. I’ll watch it. For sure. Brits always stick there nose up at us and act like racism and discrimination is only an American 
thing. Let’s see how “I don’t see color like the Americans” works for them after seeing this. Meghan is far more accomplished than Kate, educationally and campaigned for women, 
poverish kids and so on before she met Harry. But yet Meghan is an attention seeker/gold digger. Girl owned a half a million dollar house before Harry popped up. Brits really showing 
there true colors. Can’t beat us at SOCCER which is not even our number one sport (yeah I called it soccer!!) and now this? 2023 is not gonna be a good year for the Brit’s now is it. The only 
Americans that agree with the Brit’s are old conservative white people. The rest of us could care less. Either we comment in there defense or don’t give a damn about this entire  debate.
Insufferable.....but hey, at least I found out from Harry that the Royal family has a hierarchy because DUH who'd a thunk it????
Meghan is to Harry as Jada is to Will!  That is my opinion. I just hope one of them is smart enough to break free before they die. what do you think?
This is a really cheesy documentary..  You can almost call it a comedy!.
Oh, how I love their never ending love story of their victimhood.  So inspirational!  So touching!
Dirty Harry
pure trash.
I loved the part where they said they left the RF to live a more private life and then haven't stopped paying for PR to control the narrative which has only served to ensure the life they live 
now is even more public than the one they left behind... left eye, a single tear
Another promo? Give up Netflix!
I love the part 🤣
Love the trailer to reaffirm  definitely won't be watching.🤮

I loved the part where Prince Philip tried to do silence her with his terminal illness so she couldn’t talk about when she was a bridezilla and made Catherine cry. Elder abuse, so brave.
I loved the part during the Jubilee when Meghan and Harry shush 🤫 the children out an open window DURING A PARADE! Brought a tear to my left eye.....
😂😂😂😂
Ummmm....I don't think so....
Haha you are slow aren't you,  if it was about race she would be rejected from the very beginning. We loved her , they admitted that part too, then we started to see the real Meghan , not 
liking her and calling out her lies and manipulation is racist apparently
Yup I assume you use the same fact checker as Meghan
As Amber was to Johnny.
 @hr7692   Oh that's true. so glad he broke free.
 @Levi Berry  Johnny is a good guy.

But the children might have drowned out the sound of all those army pipes and drums - she was doing all of us a huge favour 😉 it was nothing at all to do with getting a pic for netflix
 @louise louise  😂 Spot on!
This woman is a demon 😈 I don't like at all 😡



I love the part where everyone in the comments section say “I love the part where “ 😅
The sheep are turning into lions... And there's nothing you can do about it! Ha!
I love the bit when meghan thoughtfully reminded the world that the princess of wales was once called 'waity katey' - demonstrating such compassion and authenticity
Puke, again puke!!!
Leaving the comments shows growing maturity from the funployees at Netflix, I'm an Irish Republican and I despise what these two lemons did to the royal family, I'm no royalist but I 
know two sneaky slimey smarmy sleazebags when I see them and Horrid Harry and Methane Markle are all of them, I'll be cancelling my Netflix, I've had my account from day one, I pay for 
all my familys accounts, no more, this was just the last woke nonsense programme that did it, Harry is Hewlitts kid, we all know it, tbf to Hewlitt I wouldn't own up to that one meself, its 
what these two have done to their own family thats got me, they claim to be woke and all about 'green energy' then get on their private plane, no thanks, what is it with super rich b listers 
and their preaching anyway, they are clowns 🇮🇪🤝🇬🇧
I love that Netflix will be doing a follow up of ‘the making of H & M’s mock-u-series’ and that they will actually have a hit documentary, recovering some of the outlay paid to the grifters. 
One tear, left eye, GO!
An intriguing documentary about Harold Godwinson, England's last Anglo-Saxon king.
Protect you from what Meghan, protect you from what?. Omg this woman is so bad.
Pure Trash!
I love the part where the connection between Christopher Bouzy and Meghan is confirmed.
I ❤ the part where she proudly warned us about her modus operandi… “I’M SUCH A FRAUD!”
The part I loved best was how desperate they were to retract this reality show and redo it, knowing the backlash would be fierce after the Queen died. And yet Netflix said "oh hell to the 
no. We are airing it as is. Live with it."  So, on November 8, I will snuggle with a Hermes throw (wait, maybe it came from Macy's) in front of the tele to watch it, and surely a single tear will 
stream down --on the left side.

I love the part where Meghan was cruelly and intrusively 'papped' by a fellow spectator at Wimbledon, only to find out that the guy was taking a selfie of himself watching the match.

I love the part where she claims to be vegan but then says she cooked Harry a chicken dinner.. oops just looked up roast chicken in the urban dictionary. Makes sense now .. my bad..
We are all dancing in the street for the release of this docuseries!!!
This fantasy shite show will become even more comical once they divorce which apparently is happening quite soon. The full truth is that Harry is and has always been a cretin. He was 
unable to get a single qualification at Eton even with tutors paid to do his work for him! He’s a dunce. He was a perfect patsy for an American nobody who has been entered more often 
than the holland tunnel. She’s had more cawk than hot dinners. The woman is a slag. She’s just pissed off because she was never going to be Queen consort. She would always have to 
curtsy to the Princess of Wales Catherine. That fact made her want to attack Catherine.
Listen dimwit: yes, there is a hierarchy in the royal family but there is one in every royal family as there has been in the British royal family for over a thousand years!  Are you that thick, 
Harry?
‘It’s really hard to look back on it’ – What a muppet !!   Netflix, you really should check your facts and stop making money out of crap. It is immoral when you consider that there are people 
in the UK having to make the decision between eating and heating this winter. Both of them need to disappear.
I love the part where Netflix uses stock footage of paparazzi to pretend like Meghan had it as bad as Kate or Diana. My heart broke when she turned around in her car seat and looked at 
the car turning the corner a block away. I feel so sorry for her, that she has to share the road! Left eye, GO!
And also clearly demonstrating that Kate was hounded mercilessly by the press and MM and H. had very little negative coverage until MM's true nature showed through.
Thanks for your support. 🇬🇧🇮🇹
Thank you 🇬🇧🤝🇮🇪
Omid to feature next?!



👍🥂🎯🥂👍 Yes ⚖
👏👏👏👏👏👏
Hey now. It's Netflix who has chosen to drop and air all this stuff on the dates they've chosen to do exactly that. Twasn't Harry nor Megan's fault! It was their own project, but THEY had no 
say as to when all of this was going to occur!! They are precious and innocent little victims, and don't you dare forget about it. You accuse them unjustly. And if I don't tell you that, THEY 
will tell you that. Just one more time. For the last time. And it'll be right about the time that book hits the shelves in January. Way to ruin Christmas for everybody,  you self-absorbed 
asshats.
She had him and his phone taken away.  So inspiring of her.  She shows such compassion for others. NOT!
Oh yesss 😂😂😂 I forgot about this one lol
Since they told proven lies to Oprah, lied about briefing for Finding Freedom, and then on her podcast about what was said to her at the Lion King, and now there are fake pics in these 
trailers, why should we believe anything they say? How do we know what's true and whats not true?
Man, this two have become the most hated couple on earth.

"Only we know the full truth?" Seriously Harry! lies to Oprah, your genetic pain, "your truth", always 2 sides to a story bright one, & your wife continually lies & is nothing like your mother...
Here for the comments (again)! 🍿
I loved the part when Harry and Meghan gave me a stern lecture on climate change before boarding their seventh private jet that week. I'm such a selfish pollutant it brought a single tear 
to my left eye.
I love the part where the environmentally conscious Megan & Harry fly around in private jets
This has nothing to do with race
I love the part where these fools are constantly focusing on the women of the royal family in their trailers. Netflix has failed to read the room, AGAIN!
Only they know the full truth? After hearing all the lies from Opera interview, it’s hard to trust their truth
I loved the part where I was taught that I was a racist because I didnt agree with Megans views. Wow! Thank you so much for educating us poor racist Brits. I think she should become 
President. Of the World. She is so wise
These two idiots live in the past....that's why they're miserable all the time.
Ha...ha...ha..... best comedy show for a long time, love the Harry & Meghan Show....laughed so much a tear fell from my left eye!!  LOL
What went wrong?
Harry, you left the most secure, cosseted, job for life that a man of your limited talents could have, because you thought you could get a better secure, cosseted, well paid life in the hurley-
burley of the celebrity world.
Now you are finding out the error of your judgement. That is what went wrong.
Help me please    Still don’t know what to do about my left eye.  My left eye is continually shedding a tear every three seconds since watching the first trailer.  Now this it’s every 3 nano 
seconds 😖 with this trailer.  Maybe when we find out what happened behind door number 1 I’ll be cured.
Ginger and Whinger, thank you for the comedy show.
I love the part when Harry finally discovered who was leaking and also planting stories , Harry thought no one knows the full truth but we knew it all along
I love the part where they wanted a half in half out deal so they could merch on the side but as soon as Her Majesty said no everybody became racist. Such a twist! I was shocked into 
rubbing my left eye with a gloved hand until a lone teardrop emerged.😢
if they were truly concerned about security. Why are they still publicizing their lives? They literally have zero reason to. They both could get normal jobs and live a quiet life out of the 
press. They were not getting enough attention in Canada so they did photo ops and sold the pictures.
Netflix would've done better to follow their chickens round instead that would have be more believable and genuine
I love the comments xD!



They need to go. So bad what they are doing. Their truth is based on lies. 😢 there is my lone tear lol
😂😂
👏 👏 👏
Exactly! So many people forget the timeline… it exposes their lies!
Here for the comments and they did not disappoint!
I'm from the States and I am seriously trying to understand... Protect them against what? Twitter Trolls?
I love the part where Netflix is using multiple paparazzi chase photos of paparazzi photographing other people but portraying it they were hounding Megs. My favourite one is the photo of 
paparazzi hounding Katie Price but placing it as if was about Megs, well done Netflix, you cheeky prankster 
Let be honest, people who disliked this will definitely watch it. This is real life documentary, not a boring tv shows or sth, bad publicity is still publicity. I see a success, not flop at all like the
 utubers talking about 
I love the part when hating your family talking bad about them calling them names and portaying them evil and means and get paid for it!!
I love the part where Harry and Megan are so concerned about their safety and "privacy" that they make a reality show and call it a "documentary". I shed a tear from my left eye

(Skips video, goes straight to comments section.) 

I am in stitches! 😂 It is refreshing to see that I’m not the only American who has from day one, saw through America’s version of “Me Again” and her ungrateful, dolt of a husband, Harry. 

No one at Netflix nor the internet will care that I will NOT be watching this lies-filled reality show, but it pleases me to say so anyway. It is my opinion that the late Queen Elizabeth II, and 
the late Princess Diana, would NOT be pleased with the direction Harry has taken to not only disparage his immediate and extended family, but the intensity with which he is scorching all 
his bridges. 

Remember Harry, one day, your son, and or daughter, will no doubt speak of you to the public, the way you now speak of your Father, King Charles. Mark my words, the pendulum will 
swing back. The venom you now spew will be thrown back at you one day.
Since Netflix decided to release their reality show this week, I think I can safely assume that Harry and Meghan will not go back to UK on Christmas.
I love the part where they think they are telling the truth..
Being public figures does not mean that the press can intrude into their lives and say whatever they want just to sell papers. 
They have a right to privacy and that doesn’t mean disappearing from the face of the earth. It does mean getting to tell their story on their own terms. It does mean sharing only what they 
want and when they want it. 
No one would like to be under constant scrutiny 24/7, your every move analysed and twisted. 
You may not like them and that’s okay, but finding fault in everything they do it’s insane. Just imagine that someone spent years talking crap about you, wouldn’t you want to set the 
record straight ?
Really “a war against Meghan to suit other people’s agendas” what other people would they be? The only agenda was Meghan’s let’s face it… to live a life of service in the constitutional 
monarchy was not Meghan’s agenda when she set her sights on His Royal Miserableness that poor poor left in the corner to rot Spare…NOOOO WAY & not GETTING PAID noooo way!! But 
to be a PRINCESS…. Yes PLEASE… THE MEGHAN AGENDA IS SO BLINDINGLY OBVIOUS give us all a bloody break PLEASE
I think haz and Meg were the only ones responsible for their own demise. 😢 
Not the media, not race, not hierarchy, not the tabloids… but them their actions. Lol
I love the part where this comment section has created its own meme within hours.
Will not be watching this tripe! Anyway I cancelled netflix because they are in bed with the devil and her ventriloquist dummy (imo)



I loved the part where Harry and Meghan turned to look at all all the paparazzi hounding them and there was literally no cars following them.  A tear fell from my left eye then which I 
wiped away with the help of my fake Hermes blanket 😂
These 2 are prime examples of what is wrong with humanity. Horrible people.
Harry and Meghan major issue was the fact that they were always in the shadow of William and Catherine. He even says it on the last trailer “the hierarchy”, and the title of his upcoming 
book •Spare” those are clear signs of how Harry feels. From the day he was born his destiny was to be in William shadow.. and as time goes he is becoming more invisible because now 
William’s children are more important than he is, one day he will have to bow to his brother and if he lives long enough he would have to bow to his nephew. The same story happened to 
The Duke of York (Andrew) at some point he was second on the line of succession and now he is behind the ambulance. For Meghan it was all about her expectations, she really thought 
that marrying Harry was going to make her a princess, with relevance, power and importance. My guess is that Harry biggest mistake was not to make clear to her why was her place.  The 
reality was that she was only a small piece in a big machinery. The only time she was going to be a major figure was on her wedding day, beside that she was expected to be a supportive 
figure.. sad but true. They have big egos and couldn’t cope with that, so they started acting up, they tried to shine and exploit their popularity to create a separate court, a Sussex brand. 
That was the beginning of the end for them. No one can shine more than the Monarch or the heirs. At the end they are damaging themselves, let’s all remember the British monarchy had 
been around for centuries and this situation is just another crisis that eventually will fade away, another notch on their belt. Let’s not forget what happened to the Windsors, by the time 
both died no one didn’t even remembered them, and Edward was a King!!! It didn’t matter, the books talks more about his brother George VI. Harry and Meghan will probably have the 
same luck, they will be just a small foot note on a page of a British history, just as a Diana would eventually be.History would only remember the main characters, it might be unfair, but 
that’s life.
A family tearing itself apart is never pleasant.. but to do it so publicly will be devastating for his father and brother. Very sad.
Why are they using crowd footage from other events and stars unrelated to them? I'm embarrassed for them.
After watching the second trailer (trash) I have run out of tears in my left eye - time to cut up another 🧅
Let's face we all need protecting from twitter, nice to see Elon taking that one on.
😂😂😂
Their version of the supposed truth.
If I didn’t like public scrutiny I wouldn’t persist in being a public figure. Same as if I don’t want to go to prison for murder I don’t go around killing people. If I don’t want to pay a speeding 
fine I don’t go over the speed limit. I have some semblance of cognitive function though, I can see how the concept of logic may be hard to grasp for people who do not have the privilege 
of a properly functioning frontal lobe.

Why do you not apply the same level of discernment to the conduct of Harry and Meghan that you do to their detractors?
Midnight…..you knocked that one out of the park! Brilliant.
Good analysis Marge. 
Perhaps it brings a tear to your eye? 😢
Tear? Left eye?

Could it be that the people at Archwell or Netflix (or wherever) aren't very good at their jobs? Hell. I know I wouldn't go to work and bust my butt for the sake of either one of these people.
They lie all the time
They want people to believe they are being swarmed by paparazzi at every turn, and since that is not the case, they have to use photos of photographers at Harry Potter red carpets. It's 
absurd.
I, too, am parched, and exhibiting symptoms of dehydration.
You two….so funny.😂
 @Wanda Warthog  not nearly as funny as your name!! How in the world did you come up with that one??? It conjures images. Scary ones.



I love the part where both Actress Meghan Markle and wife Hensy sit in the Chicken Coop with Oprah Winfrey, saying they were married 3 Days before their Marriage ! If CHICKENS Could 
Fly, these 2 take the Geese ! Flying Feathers, Fake Tears, Fraud Acting, Liars are equivalent to Millions of Dollars and securing the Deal for Suits /Briefcase /Yacht Girl / Phoney Actress 
Meghan Markle ! Ruining Husband's Life to make Millions is the latest Game in Monte-shites-show !!
Well I’m sorry don’t say your against climate change unless you travel the Atlantic in a dinghy . Also don’t say the royal family is racist then name your daughter after one. If you’d called her  
 Shaniqua then maybe I’d believe you. Also I believe Harry …well have you seen the film Get Out?  Also despite you being an award winning actress you can’t act. But oh no I can’t say that 
can because apparently I’ll be called racist. As if
I love the part where the Prince and Princess of Wales are leading their best lives … whilst the Duke and Duchess of overseas seem to cry … especially moaning Markle
Tear … left eye
Hilarious comments 🤣🤣🤣🤣Netflix you gob shites 🤣🤣🤣making a reality show on these 2 muppets, 🤣🤣🤣
I loved the part where Prince Andrew offered to babysit.
i’ll be respecting their privacy by not watching.
This comment section is being hailed as the new treatment for depression.
I can't believe Netflix paid hundreds of millions for this.
Love the part where Netflix will hopefully go straight down the toilet when they start showing this garbage, couldn't happen to nicer people. Tears of joy out of both eyes.
Dominic Torreto: You don't turn your back on family. 

Harry: (hands over his corona 🍺) Watch me !!
Just a reminder that kate had pictures of her naked sunbathing leaked. That trumps all in the “I’ve had it worse in the press” debate from Meghan.
Spoilt child, they are still staying in the limelight. Not interested in watching this
Of course Meghan had to put in the trailer the part where her nemesis Piers Morgan calls her a rock star royal.  She hates him but she managed to forgive him momentarily when he said 
that.
Great, Gremlins is airing soon.
I love that Netflix thought a second one would get a better reaction!!
It's not about racism at all.
These must be the most obnoxious people ever.
Nothing says you've made a winner quite like having to buy stock photos to pass off as evidence. 🤡
Netflix you wasted all that money...! you could have used it for another great show....wasted money
Race? hate? let me help!  then you dont have to read the 41,000 comments on the other trailer and the 10,000 and counting on this one. none of the comments talk about race or hate!  
so there you go.  to sum up they point in the most sardonic and pointed fashion the many cruel acts you have committed, on your father, your black and white family and on the entire 
royal family,  the grasping nature and love of money especially other peoples, the isolation you have forced on your husband, the absolutely disgusting cruelty to the queen when she was 
grieving, the fantasy you indulge in, the vanity, the self indulgence, the outright lies you tell and your jealousy of Kate.  they are the just some of the themes and there are over 50,000 
examples of precise examples.  so how about you stop using that Voice.  start using your Eyes.  you have them!  you just need to use them!  read this and then start apologising to pretty 
well everyone and start again.
Thanks Maureen, we all aim to please!!
It certainly cured mine! 😂😂😂
😂😂😂
Meghan just releases pics of herself half dressed while heavily pregnant. Very royal and noble of her! Then cries about the negativity. She's exhausting.
Meghan deliberately took topless selfies while Catherine was photographed unbeknownst to her. Does that make into the series?!



Such a bitter woman … the Duchess of overseas
true
Wonderful comment Lemony……..
Christopher Bouzy trying so hard to remain relevant by playing the race card and acting like he’s discovered all these paid bot accounts that just hate Meghan so much… I love that people 
actually take him seriously, the man is a joke and a serious legal hazard.
The part where they hate the press and media so much, that they give interviews every month, make a book and want to have a Netflix team 24/7 arround them. so brave!
I love the part where some people really BELIEVE their opinions matter 🤣🤣🤣 get a life people or open your own podcasts and blabber away!
I love how this comments section is just on fire right now!!! 😂😂😂😂 🔥🔥🔥🔥
I love how they’ve been saying that they want out of the limelight, while doing absolutely everything they can to stay in it, for years now!!
Charles, take away everything they have.
What does he mean 'everything changed, there's a hierarchy in the family'? That was always the way. And as for showing paparazzi hounding others and not them. Nothing changed for 
them.
Shouldn't have done this...
There is no dancing ❎ in the streets.  Never was, never will be….. maybe, only if this couple divorces ✅🕺
People are livid because NONE of this happened. It’s a complete rewriting of history. The way they are falsely trying to liken her experience to Diana’s 16 year experience of suffering 
relentless press intrusion is sickening. How could Harry trivialise his mother’s pain like this for a liar who spent less than 18 months in the Royal Family and never had any intention of 
staying? I can’t express how repugnant these belly scraping narcs are.
Can’t wait to watch this
She is good actors 🤮🤢🤡
There are lots of real important news in the whole world ! Meghan is destroyer !!!!! Let her think about peace and love. Pure Harry. Unbelievable(((((((
Did Harry mention that his mother died?  He never mentions her much.  Just every time he opens his mouth.
I loved the part when Archie and Lili grow up and trash their parents on TikTok.
I do wonder if the bone cancer hadn't taken the Queen away whether Markle and Harry would have done for her life in the end. Her final two years she suffered so much with the threats 
and bullying of this vile pair.
Kate seems to have managed quite well.
What a load of scripted stolen footage. Shame on you Netflix for supporting proven liars traitors and bully’s. Boycott Netflix
I loved the part where they gave difussion to the narcissist behaviour. So moving and they didn't even want it
They are full of 💩!!!!
Just his mother. Not his and William's.
I love all the fake photos used in the trailer and the creepy music.
They should be ashamed of themselves for doing this to the Royal Family. So many lies, how do they keep up with them all.
from when is a car with low beams on turning a corner in the rain = being chased by paparazzi
They are so ridiculous - and the videos are so full of errors - clippings from other events and the video with a car following them is not from England, as it drive on the right hand side - like 
the royal frog would say, it is BONKERS
The pain and suffering of women being royalty? Wtf are you talking about harry u piece of work
Absolutely great comedy!
I love the part where they demonstrate that they are not the sharpest tools in the shed….wait….that is the whole trailer  not just one part 😬
Netflix you may regret this documentary as William will not be afraid or the real truth.



I love the part where the Harkles paid Bouzy to organise a online anti royal hate campaign and he's currently embralled in 2 court cases for defamation and they think putting him in their 
series is a good move
I love the part where Harry keeps monetizing his mother's death. Even after 25 years, he won't let her rest. What a saint. His sincerity is so touching, it takes my breath away.  Take notes 
folks, that's REAL love and respect for a mother.  I think I'm going to shed a tear... from my left eye.
I also feel so heartened that they have used known crypto scammer, and online bully (who is currently evading a court order for defammation) Christopher Bouzy to reinforce their claims 
of harassment due to race. If anyone knows about harassment and inciting others to harrass, is this credible source,  Bouzy. Such integrity, so much truth, so brave!
Damn, people really hate them, I didn't realize it was this deep for people until I came to the comment section
I love the part when they go on the attack about misinformation and then put out a documentary that is filled with proven lies and that is just in the trailers.
Katie price’s paparazzi 🤣🤣🤣
I love the part where she showed her Resume stating that she was Caucasian.  Great scene, I cried one tear out of my left eye.
love how the racists have infiltrated the comment section. You only hate them because they're telling the truth. So many bots here
Jokes aside she was never a target the British public loved her until she turned on them ! The media’s portrayal of her didn’t help!
Yes comments should always be open. When media prevent your comments from being posted, then they are. definitely only given personal opinions, hate speech and possibly lies in the 
media.  This movie has excellent timing and prince Williams godmother who was assigned to Meghan during her time with the royals. 😮
I loved the part where they planned to release this martyrdom show while the Queen was still alive a suffering a terrible cancer. How compassionate of them!
The title Duchess comes from French duc, itself from the Latin dux, 'leader'. The inhabitants of Sussex should vote if they want them for leaders. Very inspirational leaders indeed
Yet he has no problem letting Megan trash Catherine and he will probably trash Camilla
 @C J  exactly
I think they personify everything wrong with buying into the “believe the victim without question “ fallacy. They represent a type of authoritarian thought control that people really are 
alarmed by
I don't think most hate them. I think most people have a lot worse problems in their own lives, and they get rather annoyed with these millionares complaining how terrible their life is 
(while they're being paid 100million from Netflix).
its called irony ... not hate
Don’t hate them. Just revolted by them and their behaviour.
And a stripper? Pre Wiki edit?
Where was that?
assuming most of yall voted for Trump, too. Seems to go together well
Actually I think she has so many of the personality traits of Trump, hence the dislike from me. Although at least Trump is loyal to some of his family
truth!
I also loved how they did Oprah a month before Philip died, they're on a roll
Wait she had cancer I thought she died from a broken heart or old age or smth
 @HoneyCove🍯  she had bone marrow cancer. But it said on her death certificate that she died of an old age. The palace didn’t give medical details. She was diagnosed with cancer few 
months before her death.



*This is according to royal biographer and close friend of the royals, Gyles Brandreth, who has detailed Queen Elizabeth II's health struggles in a new book.

In Elizabeth: An Intimate Portrait, Gyles says that he "heard" that the Queen had myeloma.*

She didn't have cancer for the love of Buddah! Stop making rumors and making up things! This is exactly why these two people LEFT, like them or NOT. It's irrelevant. How can you make 
such a judgment about them, their intentions, AND THE QUEEN'S HEALTH!? 
She did NOT have cancer. 
You have no idea how a person young or old with cancer looks like, and how often they need chemo, and how they wouldn't be able to assist to every appointment for "royals" like she did. 
I do not worship the Queen, I'm from Argentina, but you're being rude not only to her, but to people who had loved ones with that disease. 

And no, she didn't had that, cause I would have known something about it, due to my fiance's job. And that wasn't even a rumour. And that's all I'll say. 

You're just making up stuff to hate on Harry and Meghan. Find something else. Don't make up things.
 @][_inaBeatle•  she actually did had bone marrow cancer, I just looked it up after I read that comment. The palace kept private. There was a photo of her before she died, people were 
talking about how to she looked and how she lost a lot of weight. She was diagnosed with few months before she passed. Her death certificate said old age though.
She was a very old woman who loved her Grandson.  It is pretty disrespectful to talk about her death as if you know her medical privacy.  She lived a long amazing life.  No one killed her or 
made her death harder. lol
 @MinnesotaNiceEnough  if you don't think the way they treated her caused her distress at the time she was dying, you are delusional
 @MinnesotaNiceEnough  what is lol about the Queens suffering and her grandsons betrayal while she and her husband were dying. Seems like  cruel and disgusting elder abuse.
 @Issa M  no she didnt, she was 96 her husband died in previous year, she died of grief and old age. stop with the fibs
I’m here for the comments 🍿…
Let’s be real, Mags and Haz lived in the UK as members of the Royal Family from May 2018 until October 2019  ( a total of 17 months) before they left for a long stay in Canada.    
Unbeknownst to anyone they would never to Iive in the UK again.    They have lived outside the UK from October 2019 through December 2022, a total of 39 months.
I love the part where the media shy Meghan flew from California to Uvalde, Texas, not 48 hours after the tragedy, just to be pictured laying the flowers. So inspirational and brave.
Can’t wait for the episode about the podcasts. They weren’t eye-glazingly boring at all!
If you are not interested in Harry & Meghan's experiences through their eyes - don't watch! The rest of us who have been subjected to reading & watching the vitriol levied by YOU LOT & 
the British Tabloids for the last 4 years would like to see the other side for a change! I mean let's be honest, Oprah's interview barely touched the surface of what they both endured, and 
now there are two little children to consider. It seems YOU LOT will not be satisfied until they too have to bury one or both of their parents!
I love the part where Harry and Meghan didn't bother to visit his terminally Ill Grandmother despite being in the UK. How compassionate.
I love the part where they finally get abducted by aliens and we never have to hear or see them again. My left eye is shooting off fireworks!💥
I love the part where he uses his hierarchy to get a wedding, titles , inheritance money from them still. He has no education, no knowledge and his only claim for money is his wife, who has 
no accomplishments worth the money paid!!! 3 years later and they are selling the same key sentences. All while not paying (tax inheritance in uk) or income tax in USA ( private 
foundation tax exemptions)
I love the part where H & M insist the RF is racist and evil but continue to use the titles gifted to them by Her late Majesty, named their daughter after the head of the racist institution and 
wants their kids to be styled Prince and Princess of the racist institution. My left eye has cried so many tears over this that I cannot even muster up one tear, so I have to use the saline 
hidden in my glove.
Eugh go away



Are you kidding me?? What a couple of spoiled, self-indulgent, narcissistic, lazy, whiny, arrogant, classless, backstabbing, sneaky, trashy, egotistical, manipulative, selfish, entitled,  holier-
than-thou, lying, grifting, race-baiting, cowardly, clueless, preachy, trashy, hypocritical, scheming, idiotic, sanctimonious, divisive, woke-joke, scamming, cheating, elder-abusing, anti-
humanitarian, plagiarizing, vile, shameless, pushy, repugnant, faux-eco-warrior, professional victims, racist drama queens (the ONLY kind of queen Beggin' Meggin will be). It makes me so 
angry I can't even think of a funny comment that might make it into a YouTube video. I definitely will NOT be watching their verbal and visual manifesto but I will watch the reaction 
channels trash it all day long. Disgusting. Netflix should be totally embarrassed to end the their year with this but they went for Beggin' Meggin's act and bought her fake sob story without 
any fact checking and look where it got them. Now you reap what you sow. I hope you lose millions on this project and these two have enough dignity left to fade into obscurity and let the 
real Royals get the job done. We know that will never happen (they are too clueless to possess dignity) but one can dream. If anyone needs to learn a lesson, Hazbeen, it's Netflix, not the 
Brits.
Damn y’all. Trauma-informed ears for these folks. It’s easy to slam folks with wealth and lack compassion for the real pain here. These kids are in survival mode due to physical and mental 
health challenges and repressive social political systems. We know that, yet we can’t embrace them either….because we would have done better and been flawless? Because we wouldn’t 
care to teach others? We would use our influence to keep afloat when detaching from these systems? Give me a break.
I love the part where paparazzi chases Katie Price when she’s going to court. Why is that in there?? Lol!
Why do Netflix allow these lies, it’s disgrace
I loved the part where Meghan was so considerate she gave Harry acting lessons
I loved the part where they created a mystery around why "everything suddenly changed"

My left eye shed a single tear. 😥 poor Meghan. Victimhood is hard, but Harry is a great teacher here. Can't imagine two ppl who deserve each other more. 🤗
Guess what @netflix - you’re next
I love the part where this is all so private and truthful.
I love the part where Harry said that hearing the click of a camera triggers his ptsd and the media cause him anxiety only to turn that around and have his own reality show and have 
photographers follow him every where because his wife wants them there! True growth! Brings 2 tears to my left eye😢!
Imagine when the media looks into their foundation, which isn’t listed as a foundation but a charity so they can be more free around the laws. Not paying taxes and being able to spend 
95% of the revenue on themselves. 
No wonder why the RF is being quiet. They are waiting also until after the book. Sooooo much is coming out now and everyone wants HM being exposed. The public and the media have 
suffered a lot of false claims from these two. They have played their cards so bad it’s incredible
It’s compassion in action! It did so much for those bereft!
How selfless of her ❤
Absolutely Ghoulish
So very sad.
😂😂😂😂
😂😂😂😂😂
😂😂😂
So very nice! I guess it's true what they say: "Those who can't, teach".
Spoiler alert! That’s for the next season of Harry and Meghan. Plenty of new favorite parts coming up! ❤
“No-one knows the full truth.” Well we definitely won’t after this. If there were 17 bare-faced unchallenged fed lies in the Oprah interview, then we are in for a treat here!
05-dec-2022 5:09pm est... the dislikes are 79k and likes are 12k
I love the part where Meghan doesn’t wear her seatbelt!  0.42
Harry may be right… history could repeat itself!



I love UK but i m pretty sure France will win the world cup :yougotthis::yt:
Grow up -  two stunted people.  We know you did this for money, we are not fooled by your fake love story.
I love the part where they were sitting in their tent in Botswana plotting and planning this debacle.  So real, I cried one tear out if my left eye.
Stop lying. Shut up Netflix stop making such awful programs.
I love all the parts where Just Harry and Me-again tell indepth their own tricks and tactics and how great they are at leaking and planting stories! They both can remember how many hours 
of help she and Just Harry gave Omid Scobie for his book via STAFF MEMBER Jason Knauf. Also she shares with us how she gets photos of her and Archibucks taken via BackGrid. Me-again 
also tells us how cunning she was writing that letter to 'dear daddy' so it would be a PR win for her. Finally how by only inviting one family member and using all spaces for film + Hollywood 
people she never met before- we learn how hard they tried to use their status in the Monarchy to influence stars and buy friendships with people like Oprah. Just heartwarming hustling 
tales. I mean it was  like the movie 'Joy' - tears just squirted out of BOTH my eyes.
Guys, all else aside. I don't know who is right and wrong in this situation. But most of these comments are hypocritical. Honestly, if I were in Meghan Markle's shoes, I would feel terrible for 
all your hateful comments. You might say, "She did it to herself," but no, it's not just her. We also have the responsibility to treat others as we want to be treated. As Jesus said: Hate your 
enemies and love your neighbor. How do you think this world will become a better place if we continue to hate each other and drag each other down? You all act like you know everything 
about Meghan, but no, only God knows. As Jesus said, judge not unjustly. Because with the same measure you use, it will be measured back to you. Why do you look at the speck of dust in 
your brother's eye but not the plank in your own eye? If you cannot forgive others, God will not forgive you. Not that Meghan and Harry owe any of you an apology, as they did nothing 
wrong to you, but if you harden your heart this far remember that one day you will be treated the same way. I feel compassion and I feel sorry for both Meghan and Harry. Despite 
everything going on... this is just too much for one person to bear. Unlike us hypocritical and judgmental people, God looks at the heart and not like us. He forgives us when the world turns 
its back on us, when the world sees us as the worst He is the only one who sees you and truly cares.

The monarchy has done many bad things in the past and to this day they have things that are not rightfully theirs. I am not condemning the British monarchy nor am I saying they did the 
right thing. But I show your immoral standards. The Queen has done more harm than good and so has the rest of British history. You have stolen many many things and this is nothing 
compared to what other royals have done. Why do you judge Meghan and Harry more harshly than Prince Andrew for example? If you know his story. And why don't you make the same 
judgment on the rest of the royal family? This is pure hypocrisy and you need to open your blind eyes.
Netflix don't have an scruples. Look at cuties and now this shit show. Anyone who gets paid to be on Netflix tells you all you need to know about them.
I love how they prove we're living in a Matrix as she looks out of side window wearing sunglasses on a clear day, but looks back through rear window and it's dark and raining.
Lol British ppl are fuckin dumb
Neither have stopped talking about their “story” and we are all tired of hearing it. A couple of tone-deaf, smug, entitled fools. Netflix subscriber. I won’t watch. 
British taxpayer. I’d like a refund.
I love the part where Harry played Xbox in a bunker while other soldiers protected him in Afghanistan. Truly brave and heroic. I'm welling up thinking about it. Just one solitary tear...left 
eye.
Even with the economic Inflation, I got a $10,000 returns from my $3000 investment every 15 days  and I'm so happy right now 😊
Turns out all the footage is fake.  The bank of photographers was taken from a Harry Potter Premiere 5 YEARS before Harry and Meghan even met!
Is it me or are these bots in the comments
Millions of people are in poverty, and these spoilt millionaire brats who have no new story to tell, keep repeating their boring pointless story. It must be so hard to live in your multimillion 
pounds mansions!!we are all sorry for you! The starving kids in the world are all sorry for your suffering! The tortured political prisoners in Iran awaiting for execution are so sorry for your 
pain!!!all trafficked abused children and women are sorry for your pain........could you just stop now? Just stop competing with your spoilt millionaire royal family for their spotlight and just 
act more graciously to help those in the world who are truly suffering.
I loved the part where Meghan Markle wasn't "Black" until she wanted to use the rac3 card.
80K dislikes. the ratio is going to be an utter humiliation to the liars



Thanks I wanted to know that
If only we could be more like God in his forgiveness. But wait that is what our Saint Meghan has achieved - she has forgiven all. Obviously. Why else would 6 hours of their love story be 
made public, ready to tear at our heartstrings?
The biggest proven hypocrites are the ones who made this docu series.  And who are you to speak on behalf of God and also get your facts right you sanctimonious fool.
Harry sure is agreed
Wow! How's that possible please I'll appreciate your assistance on how to go about it.
That's awesome. I dealt with crypto last year on Robinhood, tried some index but didn't take it out so lost it by the end. Any consistent strategies?
 @Tom Johnnie  Consistently investing with proper guidance in quality dividend paying companies is a relatively easy strategy to create wealth. Well I copy trades from daily signals of Mr 
Jason Wolcott as recommended here previously
 @Bernaldo George  he is also my personal trader, crypto analyst and account manager. With an initial invested capital of $8000, it yielded returns of over $22000 within two weeks of 
trading. I was really impressed by the profit Actualized.
Trading with JASON'S strategy is nothing new to me, I opened a trading at $5K, and I've been able to scale to $18K in two weeks.
 @Bernaldo George  Hey, I invested largely on stock market last year, tried some index but my experience doesn't pay me. I have lost so much trading by myself Please is there any handle 
or link can get to him?
Amazing!!! found Mrs
Jason Wolcott 2 months ago here also!!! This is so validating hearing you also got his recommendations!!! Yes cheers to be part of his coaching program.
@Barrymarcus_trade
He is always active on telegram 👆👆
Jason's concept is key in beating all odds to excel in this form of online commodity. His management team is quite impressive so far! With $4k I made a profit of over 28,863 dollar
I started trading with him recently, $300,000 profit in 4 months and still counting. he is the CRYPTO TRADE KING. I trust.
Crypto Trading remains a priority, I'm proudly a huge beneficiary of JASON WOLCOTT services. About a month ago sold most of my stocks at a lost and took what have and reinvested and 
those stocks were green today. I gained over $30k.
I’m not a bot. But I love many parts of Meghan and Harry’s love story. They bring a tear to my left eye.
Bouzy is the only one with hate bots and he's going down big time along with his Harkle pay packet
It's a joke....someone started "I love the part" and everyone just picked up on it.  It's not bots.
A lot of sarcasm in the comments.
Haven’t we already proved these two spew all kinds of lies… why are they still getting platforms? They are attacking an institution that cannot defend themselves. Furthermore they are 
attacking family PUBLICLY. Shame on them, shame on Netflix.

Meghan is no Diana!  What a joke. Diana didn’t go looking for publicity. It came to her. Meghan seeks every opportunity to be in the limelight.  It’s convenient to attribute any dislike 
towards Meghan to race rather than her action like blatantly lying and bullying.  All her staff, producers, writers are leaving. They’re jumping ship to the Harkles’ sinking ship.
Reading some of these comments made me think: HARRY, if you are reading this and need help/out of Meagain’s claws but are afraid to talk, you could use some specific word in your next 
speech, interview and we would know. you are held hostage. How about a word “cryptic” ? Good luck.
Who cares?
I loved the part where Meghan said Royals don't want black people while she alters her face and has her hair straightened. I'm tearing, I'm moved
The Woman is truly the Black Sheep of the family.
👎👎👎👎👎👎
Can anyone tell me the dislike count ?? I can’t see it, I’m oppressed 😓😓



I just want to know the whole truth about what happened to princess Diana 🙄
I love the part when people write on the comments "I love the part where..." Pure gold, I say.
Why is everyone’s left eye teary?
We move to USA to run away from the press and live a peacefull life, also here is our Netflix docu about us 🤪🤥🤥🤡🤡
Suits will be back next season with Harry on board.. Meghan has taught him to act already
No one knows the full truth because we made it all up…for 80 million dollars!! 😂😂😂
Please pass this message to Harry .... RUN  and that’s the full truth .. your wife is going to bleed you dry and dump you like a SAN Francisco turd ..
Loved the part where Moaning Markle used both hands to wipe her fake tears.🙄
Harkles and their “truth” is exhausting and cringe. A person has to be either crazy brat or cheap to bash their own family in-front of the world and worse to makw money out of it. I wonder 
what values Archie & Ilibet are learning - Cut ties with Harkles and shamelessly bash Harkles for their isolated parenting and make money out of it??
"We know the full truth", however  we're only going to tell you 'our truth' and not the actual truth as that doesn't fit with our 'victim' narrative 😁
I love the part where she tells journalist and friend Tom Bradby that she struggles with the level of attention she receives and not many people ask if she is OK, whilst surrounded by poor 
African women. Thank goodness they “rejoiced in the streets” on her marriage just as “when Mandela was freed”
🤮🤮
But wears tons of bronzer at the NAACP event … 😉
And again shows she doesn’t know her history 😂 QE II was very close with Mandela - they literally addressed one another using each other’s first names - ooh, how racist of Her Late 
Majesty 😮

And of course Queen Victoria fostered a child who just happened to be a black girl.  The relationship was lifelong 😮
I love that in her podcast she stated she went through her whole life not feeling like a black woman until she joined the RF. The same podcast series were she explores archetypes and 
couldn't think of a better person to appear on her "Diva" episode than Mariah Carey, single handedly deducing Mariah to the stereotyping she wants to end. Meghan really should be a 
comedian, she's hilarious,  in fact I'd say she's one great big joke. Maybe she can get tips from her good friend Ellen on comedy, actually,  now I think about it, maybe that's who taught her 
how to bully staff.
currently 80K. you can get an add on called Restore YouTube Dislikes for your browser and see it
She was lied to by Bashir so didn't take secret service protection and didn't wear a seat belt.
 @Sarah Wilson  Not wearing a seatbelt didn’t killed her lmao 🤣
Meghan said she can cry on demand. One tear left eye.

Mandela was freed because in kindergarten Megain drew a picture and mailed it to South Africa....with a stick figure behind bars, it was so brave and it left an impact that they let him 
go...so yes technically they rejoiced at her wedding because Mandela was freed because in 1990 Megain made a picture for a humanitarian cause.....bless her pretentious soul.
 @K S  OMG that's the funniest thing I've read all day!
Meghan is in her warp mind doing good!
On her Royal tour of South Africa she wasn’t PAID to highlight  the poverty of the poor African women so she spoke up about ‘MeMeMe’ Afterall its similar as they  are like in it together 
like sisterhood
Being rich does not prevent suffering or invalidate the fact of being able to express the pain that one feels. Depression has no social class. The suffering of others does not invalidate your 
suffering or prevent you from expressing it
Liar liar Meghan’s  pants are on fire
Ahhh a firm favourite of mine, she relates to people so well and deserves hero status



 @July Nery  no one is saying it does, but people are saying that she could have read the room and had some class and grace instead of making a goodwill visit meant to raise awareness 
and promote the commonwealth entirely about herself and her “woe is me” narrative.
I love the part where they reveal all after being denied their half in, half out status and yet strangely have photographs taken supposedly before they signed up to Netflix which invades 
their so called privacy.
 @July Nery  They have all the means to hire the best shrink in the world. Harry was asked to go to therapy by his father, who was in therapy almost from the start of his marriage to Diana 
and a few years after, by William and girlfriend. Harry went for a couple of sessions and did not like it.
 @Em Wright  Sometimes when you are silenced you explode when you less expect it, she is a human being.
 @July Nery  Sometimes, when one lies, one is exposed. Sometimes when one subjects others to nefarious antics one is exposed.
 @July Nery  Sometimes one is exposed when one least expects it. After all, we are just humans, when we have enough, we call out what what we see.
Dreadful...
Meghan and Harry i hope you will see this message: 🖕🖕🖕🖕🖕🖕🖕🖕🖕
Love that part that said Go woke go broke
Omg 😱 the drama 😃 of it all!!
i love the part where the comment section's got a lot of teary left eyes
This documentary will SO backfire on them.  Poor Harry....inveigled by an opportunist
Apparently if they put this entire documentary in a sieve they would distill only a drop of truth.
I love each and every one of these comments.  The viewing public (who should really question their viewing choices), are all on the same page.  I don't know about Charles and Camilla, but 
I think the whole world is weary of these two.  I would love the part where they hand back their nebulous titles and move to Choctaw Oklahoma.
No one knows the full truth. We know the full truth," 👇
Delusional disorder is a type of mental health condition in which a person can’t tell what’s real from what’s imagined. There are many types, including persecutory, jealous and grandiose 
types. It's treatable with psychotherapy and medication.
Two whingers,
Oh yeah, Meghan and Harry know the full truth and yet manage to lie constantly without feeling ashamed or even batting an eyelash.
I will never forgive her utter betrayal of what the Royal family stands for,  in front of a reporter giving her best poor me, quivering lipped 'no-one had asked how I am' while on tour visiting 
the poorest of the poor in South Africa and young girls who have survived brutal rapes.
Even without that visual infront of me I want to scream at the memory, "BECAUSE IN CONTEXT IT IS SO FAR FROM BEING ABOUT YOU, B*TCH!!!"
Nothing matters to that creature but herself, nothing....🤬
The first trailer brought a tear to my left eye. Now it has spread to my right eye. So emotional .
I love the part where Netflix announced a few episodes into it that this series was in the comedy genre 😵😜
We've heard this story over and over again though - we get it, they were unhappy as royals, they felt hounded by the press, and lies were told - we've heard that over and over again. Why 
do a full-blown explosive documentary about it all, rehashing, what to me is beginning to sound like a sob story. They're digging a hole for themselves. The best way to heal from it all is to 
move on and become known for something else, something positive.
These 2 hypocrites should do what they said that they wanted to do and go away
I love the fact how everyone in here is an specialist in somoeone else life and has a lot of free judgment to give away about people you have never and never will meet in real life.
The pain and suffering of women marrying into this institution- like Catherine and Sophie, who were clearly devoted to the queen and her family.
aw.. but no you don't know the full truth. You can't handle the truth.
Meghan and Harry wanted to outshine Kate and William in the USA, but it turned out that they disgraced themselves all over the world! I hope Meghan and Harry understood reading the 
comments how everyone hates them, even in the USA, they are already annoying everyone with their lies!



Ah if only these people, like most others that I will never meet in real life, would stop using their publicity machine Sunshine Sachs to push their story in my face… silence begets ignorance. 
Failed PR stunts begets judgement ❤
 @Kelly Chen  Oh honey... you are the one buying it! Keep the machine going on.
Love the part how MEghan didn't pass the UK citizenship test of the very country she wants a title from because she failed the test, yet she wants to run the country. She blame the 
producers of Deal or No Deal for making her feel "not smart" when it's the space between her head that is the reason and the lack of work ethic to study and learn her adopted country's 
customs, traditions, heritage which is why she is "not smart". Brings a tear to my left eye how MEghan is the pillar of an intelligent independent woman role model. So award-winning like 
Nelson Mandela and Kennedy.
Oooooh. Piers Morgan just posted his reactions to the trailer on Piers Morgan uncensored. This is going to be good. Give it to them Piers! :P
I love how they invited their favorite pap to their house to take pictures of MEghan shedding a tear from her left eye.
Thicko Hewitt and Me-again at the ever giving rayyyysism tap.
Strip them of their royal titles NOW!
I have seen the trailer. No more, thanks 🤮🤮🤮🤮🤢
I love the part where Harry thanked the staff who didn’t see their loved ones for weeks on end during Covid so they could form a protective bubble around the Queen and Prince Phillip. 
What an amazing grandson to be worried that she was protected and had the right people around her. Sobbing from left eye.

Everybody in the world uses social media to vomit all their woes and every single stupid thought - why shouldn't M&H use whatever platform will pay them to air their dirty laundry? I 
mean....they have mouths to feed and bodyguards to pay......just like everybody else. It's all relative. WHO CARES? NONE of us has to tune in if we don't want to but - WE WILL....everyone 
of you knocking them in these comments will watch.....IMHO there are wars and people starving and dying and we are all weighing in on M&H. It is our own fault.
the shot of them in the car is fake, in the car with them ,the car is stationary and the weather is dry, when they turn around to see the car behind them, its bloody raining hard, so explain 
that to me.
And, "snap" "everything changed": Right, as soon as you were married you started abusing staff and being demanding and entitled and you started getting feedback on your behavior. 
Feedback that your underdeveloped, sociopathic ego can't handle. So, then you decided to claim racism. Instead of taking responsibility for your abusive, entitled behavior, you claim it 
must be racism. It must be everyone else's fault, not yours at all. So, this show is to discredit and gaslight all of the staff she abused. Got it.
Next trailer, toss em on it and drive to the dump.
Glad I don't pay a Netflix sub when thus dribbles tossed at us.
We're  over moogain and her limp wristed wife
Pair of knobs
How much of a Simp and a Gold Digger can one be? It is not just narcissism, it is a 'Spectacle' of dishonesty and broken, dirty Morals.
I love the part where Markle will try her best to bring on a lawsuit and Markle every single commentator here 😁😁😄😄😂
Netflix if you want to stay #1 streaming platform then drop the series!
there should be deco on Meghan upbringing THE REAL TRUTH, when her father brought her up mother was disappeared

The Comments: I love the part where I love the part where I love the part where I love the part where I love the part where I love the part where I love the part where I love the part where
Archewell? How about Narcwell. As in narcissism. Let them go and try to trademark that! Hairy & MeAgain.
It's so good that I can only get one tear out of my left eye! 😢
i loved the part where this looks like an embarrassing trainwreck of rubbish!

anyone remember that book the bench? LOL



Woww the jester and the evil witch
Homely Harry and even more despicable Duchess Difficult continue to embarrass themselves with their never ending pity party and staged photographs 

They have even managed to be less likeable than the Kardashians
If anyone will tell the truth its Harry & Meghan. It's a Docuseries I will have to watch. ❤
These 2 are disgusting!! Harry is a limp 🍆. Evil liars!! Shame on you Harry!! And shame on you Netflix for giving these liars a platform.
😂 Oh my Gosh...Prince Harry really is a medical marvel - what with him being able to stand up straight without a spibe! 

As for Ms Sparkle... she is the very text book definition of toxic narcissism...
Refuses to invite her family to her  wedding...because they didnt look right. 
Pretends to have as kid, although everyone knows it was surrogates.
Fakes crying at a funeral looking for sympathy - who does that!
Now they're back targeting & upstating Catherine & William and they wonder why people don't like them.
           They're unbelievable!
I love how they say no one knows what goes on behind closed doors while telling everyone what goes on behind closed doors to the cameraman behind closed doors.
I hope the King & Prince SUE Nutmeg & the Ginger Sock Puppet for defamation. After taking back their titles. Those 2 rejects of society are just evil...
Best docuseries to watch for a Psych project.
Poor jealous couple, had to use Diana and Catherine being hounded by press as IT DIDNT HAPPEN TO MEGHAN how angry and desperate she is, both could have had a nice life in USA but 
that wasn't on their agendas
Trash
I loved the part where the credits rolled.
I love the part where they are demanding money for NOTHING. I also love the part where they think Megan was being treated like Diana. She only wishes that would be possible. She really 
started pouring poison in his ear and he isn't smart enough to figure it out. He just goes along to get along. I love the part where Netflix left open comments on both videos without Harry 
or Megan being able to do anything about it.
I love the part where Meghan shows up for Trump lawyer Michael Cohen’s prison sentence, only to be pursued by masses of photographers and paparazzi. It was so kind of her to put 
herself in the line of fire to help a friend.
I love the part where Meghan shows up for Trump lawyer Michael Cohen’s prison sentence, only to be pursued by masses of photographers and paparazzi. It was so kind of her to put 
herself in the line of fire to help a friend.
“I love the part….” 3000 damn times. 🙄🙄🙄 Such a creative comment section. No one wants to hear Harry and Meghan gripe and complain and yet you all watched this just to make 
idiotic whiney comments. Not sure who the more immature and obnoxious ones are…this comment section or Meghan and Harry.  😳🙄🤨🧐
Consider the following:

Elizabeth became Queen, not Margaret 
Charles became King, not Andrew
William will be King, not Harry

The monarchy has survived only because it has dodged bullet after bullet.



I can't wait to hear Piers Morgan going ballistic over his sound bit calling her an international rock star. That's going to be very funny how he'll tear her down for using an old sound bite in 
the "documentary" - propaganda.
I love the part where everyone in the comments section has so much free time to spread hate for someone who doesn't even know they exist. LOL
Time to ditch Netflix. They have lost the plot with this.

I love the part when Harry and Meghan decided to make a medial sensation again by creating a documentary about how opressed they felt in British Royal Family and earning an exorbitant 
amount of money, while they said in 2020 that they’re leaving because of the media pressure and that they want to be financially independent. This brings a tear to my left eye…
Did a tear roll from your eye ?
 @Helen McG  Yes it did, lots of tears actually. Thanks to the onion I was holding.
Wish I could like this comment twice!😆
Love your comment, Kisha!! Spot on! Hope you are reading this Harry and MM.
Your comments just prove that what they are saying is true... you don't realize it, but we all do.
 @MinnesotaNiceEnough  she's trash. End of story
 @Kisha Jaggers  Your cyberbullying points more to you being the issue... but you do you.  Reported.
it looks like shock regarding the blatant victim mentality rather than hate
And then complained that Harry's dad cut them off financially to Oprah
I love the part where a bunch of racist bigots seething with hatred and envy come to the realization that Harry loves Meghan and there's not a damn thing you can do about it!
Love the bit where Megaliar charges impoverished families in NYC to buy her crappy book that no one wants to buy. She have a box of rotting fruit and veg to a ghetto school so generous 
the lying trollop.
I loved the way Harry addresses the real reasons people don’t like Meghan and what she’s said out of her own mouth, instead of focussing on stupid stories about who made who cry that 
nobody actually cares about.
Netflix be like reading these comments and thinking: “a win is a win”  “negative attention is also attention”
I love the part where all the haters here are the ones who are gonna be watching this for sure lololol
Harry leave your mother out of your lies and hate… she had more dignity and grace then MM will ever have. How dare you use her memory to your financial gain!
The most irrelevant couple ever.
I loved the part where Harry says I am your friendly neighbour spiderbrat
I love the part Harry Meghan Shouty Shola Marlene Omid And Bouzy wanted to take down the RF but never thought they would be connected
Thank you Netflix for allowing people to help Harry understand what went wrong ! It brought a tear to my left eye.
"victim's aren't we all" the crow!!!



I love the part when she started to plan divorce proceedings even before the wedding - making sure to use her publicly funded wedding as a networking Occasion - and made sure the 
divorce is going to take place in LA, so she‘ll get half of his inheritance. I loved how she „found freedom“ by lying they were going to Canada on holiday and smartly got Harry and the 
children  to L.A. I love how she encourages Harry to open up about his menral health struggles in books  and Interviews so the children and the Montecito mansion will be hers after the 
divorce. I love how she keeps Archie and Lillibucks in the US to make sure the divorce proceedings will be in LA and Harry won’t be allowed to take them to the UK on holiday without her 
permission as they are estranged from their British family already. I love how she lied to Harry about „balancing their time between the UK and the USA“.  I love how she waits with the 
divorce until Harry turns 40 and gets some more millions of inheritance Money from the Queen Mother. By then she will have milked him completely dry - after the Netflix show and the 
publication of „Spare“ he will lose his title, his place in the line of succession, he will lose his Family, his friends and the goodwill of the British people and any reasonable chance of 
employment. Once he is totally isolated and powerless and once he has totally embarassed himself on the world stage, she will start divorce proceedings blaming his mental instability and 
his „racist family“ for the breakdown of their marriage. Seh’s such a role model for kindness and humanity. Theirs really is an amazing love story. Next she will try to bag a Saudi billionaire, 
giving her the blood diamonds she craves so much. Then she’ll go „on vacation“ with the children and never  come back.  The Netflix show is nothing - Harry thinks noone knows what goes 
on behind closed doors except for the two of them. He‘s wrong, je is already outside, juggling behind a closed window, a sad clown, as Meghan sits inside, locking the door on him.
Oooh, another trailer to roast!! Gawd These two grifters. Hopefully 100 million is enough so they finally quit whining about their poor lives...
Netflix, you've wasted your money on garbage.
I love the part where Meghan says she doesn’t want the limelight and this life… then, does everything while “free” to exploit it and monetarily capitalize on it telling “her story.”
Nobody cares, you useless, spoiled brats
Love the fact that hey finally had the balls to do this oh wait maybe because the queens finally dead for them like
I loved the part where Meghan looks up to the sky and wishes she was part of that world.
Remind me when it's on again and I'll make sure I definitely go out.
This is why I pay Neflix.
Ooh what racist bigots?  Do tell....
what about the black people who dislike her? still racist?
Hahaha
She probably won't be entitled to any property he acquired before the marriage, such as his mother's inheritance. Only marital assets acquired by both together after the marriage, such as 
the Montecito mansion and any earnings from the Netflop series would be at play and even those they would have to split it 50-50. However, since they were not married in California, 
probably English law would apply to their divorce.  We also do not know if there was a prenup.
Harry’s inheritance  will be passed to her children anyway and it wouldn‘t surprise me if she had already scheemed a way to gain access to the money once he dies.  Doria seems to be part 
of the plan as the only grandparent and Family menner with Access to the children. These children are treated as golden eggs . Not nice.
There was no prenup. And it‘s well-known Meghan kept a diary in the UK, secretly took photos of the Cambridge children - people Day / and possibly even wore a microphone to tape 
conversations. Of course she will use this content - AFTER the divorce, so Harry gets nothing. She‘ll probably call her book „Finding Happiness“, detailing why Harry is such a loser she had 
to leave him in order to protect her children.
He'll have a heck of a time getting Diana's jewelry back from her in the event of divorce, as well.
 @Kristina Anderson  I'm not sure she can get his inheritance in a divorce. And he doesn't have to give his money to his children he can make arrangements that she can't touch it.
😂😂😂😂😂😂
She wanted to be where the Paparazzi are....she wanted to see want to see them flashing, following her down what's that word again? Oh street....lol
Said no one ever
I'm just gonna say I love this comment section 😂
I love the part where dumb arse Netfux use footage of paps chasing Katie Price and at the Harry Potter Premiere. Leave it to thick Yanks to always get it wrong.



Shame on you Netflix to allow this rubbish to be produced and to be streamed from your evil platform. Good your subscriber's are dropping, may it continue to plunder even more.
I love the part where their paid lawyer defends them. What a shock.
Duh, the spare is just now realizing there's a hierarchy, having grown up in it.  Dimwit.
I love the part where Saint Harry has to rescue his family from all the terrible racism in the UK by whisking them away to a country where the police shoot unarmed black kids. So brave, so 
inspiring!
PS Henry wouldn't know truth if it slapped him on the arse and called him Wendy.
Love Harry’s new accent!  It’s a doidy game alright!  Get ready t’draw …….
I love the part when they decided it was a good idea to get Christopher Bouzy on board. I laughed so hard l managed to squeeze a tear out of my left eye.
GARBAGE 🗑 
If this is the shit they use our subscriptions money on its really time to go.  
Netflix is gone from bad to worse 

Woke garbage and to give those two liars 100 mill dollars for what….
Meeee meeeee meeeee pooor poor poooooooor me.  
Im getting nauseous just to see them.  

Bye bye Netflix
I love the part when MM single handedly is the victim of every hot button topic; racism, suicide, mental health, bullying, crying, etc… How many swords is she going to fall on?  One 
tear…left eye…and Go!
Love the part she immediately played victim much to Harry's fulfilling expectations of his wife. He believed all women who marry into the British Monarchy ends up like his late mother 
Diana, but it only seems like MEghan is the one following that narrative. Princess of Wales Kate is thriving. Queen Mary lived a long happy life. Sophie is fine. MEghan and Harry are so 
brave to even get married. Harry should have remained a bachelor then. So much tears shed for these two buffoons.
Who would want to waste their time with these self centred and selfish people? Poor effort, Netflix.
TRASH! You paid them money for this?
This is why I cancelled my Netflix Subscription.
These two are worse than the most rancid case of herpes! JUST.GO.AWAY!!,,,, NO ONE LIKES YOU! OR YOUR FRIEND,  MARLENE HADLEY!!
She knows how to comfort and uplift people. She did this best in Uvalde, planting flowers and reading her bestseller in schools and comforting Prince Philip and the Queen in their last 
hours. And he gives such wonderfully helpful advice, like resigning if you don't like the job. What a wonderful couple.
They were their own undoing. It had nothing to do with race and everything to do with character.
Everyone in the comments I love the part where….. 😅
Who would even watch these 2 freaks?
Well the director isn't protecting them when it comes to poor choices.

Harry's advice to simply quit my job due to stress was exactly the solution I didn't know I needed! To hell with health insurance and feeding my family! I'm now homeless and as free as bird!
Such a shame dislikes are gone, this could really go for the record.
Someone please take his British Passport off him ! We don’t want him , he’s a spoilt brat and as for the wife well I have no words……..
I love the part where Harry and Meghan tell us yet again their truth, their story, despite having told it over and over , 1 tear from my left twitching eye.



Love the part where M&H were reading the thousands of comments from the last trailer and then cried REAL tears when they realized Christopher Bouzy was their best hope for gaining 
America's sympathy.... and we all laughed & pointed! Bot Sentinel has helped these fools about as much as it helped Amber Turd!
Dear Netflix..thanks for the open comments, finally millions people will can tell these two dependents and whining idlers that they are NOTHING in this world and everyone is tired of 
them! I hope Meghan will be sent to treat her mental health!
I love the part where Meghan thinks TRF planted stories to make us not trust and dislike her .... instead of realizing it's her podcast, CUT interview, Oprah interview, and Ellen appearance 
that really made us see what a liar she is. Left eye, one tear, GO!
I love the parts that show them using other people's media attention and pretend it's on them
I love the the fact the only consistency Henry and his wife have is lies and hypocrisy 
I love the cruelty and neglect they showed to family members including our LMTQ
I love how despite a huge fortune left him Henry was nagging his Dad and Grandmother for £££ so he could willingly enable the destruction of the peace of mind of all who have loved him 
until his capture by a narcissist 
I adore how Lady Diana, Diana, Princess of Wales will not be allowed to rest in peace because her spiteful younger son won't let her. 
Well done Henry, you're a class act.  Nutmeg, there's no hope for you.
I love Harry and Meghan!!! Can't wait to watch!!!
Are we supposed to take this seriously when they’ve used footage from events, totally unrelated to either Harry or Meghan, for this little reality series?
what a load of actual shite. these 2 idiots are a new version of hypocrisy and the ultimate cringe. ugh.🤢🤢🤮
The lies are quite incredulous, and ‘that woman’ will never be Diana, and that Harry has used his mother’s memory to monetise his own future is beyond crass; Diana is William’s mother 
too! Neither Harry or MeGain,these two whinny individuals, have any respect for anyone else but themselves!
Odd how Harry talks about how women coming into the institution are mistreated, like his mom, Diana, and his substitute-mom, Meghan.  What about his SiL, Catherine?
I love the part where her moonbump fell to her knees but she kept calm and carried on. Amazing. I cried a little but only from my left eye.

Also now that we've all had time to process this new trailer and see these events of being chased by the paparazzi that according to them happened we can now understand their story. I 
just love the part where Megan and Harry were right alongside Michael Cohen Trump's Ex lawyer as he was led away to jail and after Katie Price's big case in the UK. Man that was intense 
right Meghan and Harry??? Or maybe not... since that wasn't your experience and nothing like that has happened to you. Pretty pathetic you have to use other events to justify your lies.
I love the part where they desperately and vigorously try to negotiate a half in and half out deal with the institutionally racist Royal family, and throw a never ending strop at being denied, 
brings a glycerine tear to the middle of my left eye.
This series and that Meghan c**t are a disgrace to the legacy of Harry’s mother. 

Let’s hope Harry realizes in time that his d**k instead of his brain made these stupid decisions that led him to where he is now: in the claws of this terrible deceiving witch and alienated 
from his loving family!

I love the part where they get Meghan's lawyer, who was not there to witness any of her bullying, to gaslight her previous staff by saying she doesn't believe Meghan bullied her staff.
Your truth of lies. We are sick of both of you. Just go away no one is interested in you both. Go live in peace and let the rest of us live in love, peace and happiness which you both will 
never know because of your evil and wicked hateful, jealous, greedy deeds.
I love the part when they did an interview with Opra filled with proven lies while their grandfather was on his deathbed and knowing his grandmother was dying of bone cancer.
I love the part where these 2 said they're working with Elon Musk to move to the moon.
if you use chrome you can get them back by adding the dislike extension.  It's currently at 96k
Oh you must mean the bump that she selflessly announced at Eugenie's wedding to bring some attention to poor Eugenie ❤



,😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
 @Morgan  That made me so mad
Now that's a cause I'd donate to.
Prime example of how the Wrong women can Literally destroy your entire life and then brainwash you to think it's everyone else but her.
Dirty game - indeed, Harry, indeed.  
Disappointed in Netflix for the timing of this and for doing this with these two at all.   Focus on those who unite, not divide.  Just saying.
No.
Seeing the love being poured into this comment section, for Hawwy and Megain is truly touching, I dont think humanity has ever seen things like this. Their love story breaks all disney 
movies, true love of all true loves. Makes me cry but only one tear from my left eye.
They are preparing for their titles to be removed and their children will never get titles. They don't deserve it. Entitled asf
I love the way that we can’t see the dislike total
What a privileged whiney man-baby. If they wanted out of that life then why keep trashing the RF. Get on with your life and do good things, what an awful example they both display. 
Shame on Netflix for paying someone to simply trash their family.
Love the part how MEghan's truth is about lying to her husband Harry first that she didn't know who he was when she first met him when she is obsessed with Diana and the British 
monarchy. Love the part how she lied to Harry about being an A-lister in Hollywood when she first met him. Love the part that when he came out to America, Americans didn't curtsey and 
bow down to them like we're their subjects. It brings a tear to my left eye "One tear, Go MEghan!" that poor MEghan's manipulation of UK and US people only worked on a few. Americans 
and Brits see through her.
I love the part where Meghan teaches you what a narcissist looks like so that you can stay as far away as possible from people like her. 👌
why you censoring the comments ??????
I am so tired of hearing about "their" truth. Such hypocrits. Everything they claim others have subjected them to, they have perpetrated on their own families. BOTH of them! Wildly over-
privileged narcissists. The world is tired of hearing the whining of these two serial victims. Trust me, so many people are so much worse off than the two of you. Archwell lines your pockets 
and contributes a tiny portion to charity. You are scammers. How can Netflix agree to allow its platform to be used for THIS?
I love the part when...your comments are ridiculous. You people know absolutely nothing. You are outside looking in.
I cant wait for everyone to tear this reality show apart! 😂😂😂 the comments 🤣🤣
OH PLEASE! MEGHAN AND HARRY...SHUT UP! YOU BOTH SO ANNOYING! 
I HOPE WE NEVER SEE YOU BOTH IN UK ANYMORE!
The other part I love is when Sophie goes to Georgetown University to accept an award from Hillary Clinton for the work she's done to help women around the world. That was the best 
part of the show.
I love the part where Harry put "compassion in action" by visiting his dying grandmother two days before she passed.  One tear left eye.     Oh wait that was Liz Truss not Harry.
I love how these two loving parents NEVER take their children anywhere. Such caring parents. A tear is forming in my left eye.
I love how Harry says M will have the family she never had while simultaneously cutting off her father when he has a heart attack and then fleeing the "real" Royal Family and trash them 
for $$. Tears are flowing from my left eye.
Truly a caring couple...ahem.
These two filmed every aspect of their life post marriage. If that isn't malicious I don't know what is. What are they vloggers? Shows desperation
HAHAHA!!!  
And you're showing Christopher Bouzy???   
Now that takes some brass balls.



I love the part when they fled the awful paparazzi in the UK, fleeing with their lives, only for photographer to move into their home to catch every tear or intimate moments.  So strong, so 
brave, so humanitarian. I weep tears from my left eye
Dislikes now 77.9K
Thank you x
😂😂😂
And BAM💥🔥
I'm going to use her as a case study for my son to teach him about Predatory partners
 @Janie H  This! 🤛X
She reminds me of the many narcissistic behaviors of my brother’s ex wife. The manipulation, destruction, emotional abuse will continue till the black widow has fully consumed her prey. 
Harry has a lot for her to burn throw,  but once she is done consuming him in every form she will turn on him and drop him blaming him for her failures.  It was heart wrenching to watch 
for my brother and I see so many similarity I see in her behavior.
Truth
I have a sister like Meghan.  Kept spinning lies, over and over again until someone believed her (btw no one  did)  always trying rope anybody who would listen to the lies which continues 
and still continues to this day. (Many years) This saga will go on and on and on.... It's so hard dealing with people like Meghan. It's so sad for her kids who are in the middle of all this trauma 
that's how selfish this whole thing is. Kids are not considered in her perpetuated lies.
Omg please take them. We don't want them in the US either.

I believe both their tears were real when they realised the Queen had invited them to stay in her last days because she was gifting  all of her Jewellery to the rest of the family - so sad🥲
...and so organic💧👁
she's looks so fat from behind at BP. i love it! she and lizzo tackling phatphobia!
It's an archetype lol
And the part where they had to use video of the paparazzi chasing Dian a a nd Catherine, because there was never a crowd around Megan,

They fled from awful people like you who believe you own these ppl. I love the part where you have to type at 10pm on here AS IF you can stop Netflix. Don't cry now. The ratings will sore 
high. Don't watch it but I love the part where your intimate moments and tears are here. Humanitarian is a BIG word for you. Go lie back down, your heart won't be able to take it LOL.
It's called control dude. They never said they wanted to be private, just that they wanted control.
Pure Gold
Good one!
 @Elaine Leep  Exactly what I said when I saw  the first trailer and realized that they had used a photo of Paps at the Harry Potter premiere making out they were there for them ..... "If 
only" said MeAgain with a tear in her (left) eye.
 @Nemome10  Actualyl they did say they wanted to be private but what they meant was they wanted control.
 @Nemome10  We have a free press in the UK. They had more control inside the firm than they have now. 

She just had to stop leaking to papers and telling the paps where she was.



 @Nemome10   yes, they wanted to live a private life, without the paparazzi and others (palace officials) and journalists n photographers publishing anything without their knowledge, their 
censorship. They wanted the right to choose who would take photos, who would write articles. They wanted a life of financial freedom, to not rely on his daddy giving him an allowance, an 
allowance that was more than double the allowance that his brother received - his brother who was responsible for a family of five compared to Harry being just two at the time. They 
wanted to do half half - to pick n choose the Royal events, charities, etc instead of being on a rota. They did not like that they were behind others - Queen, Philip, Charles, Camilla, William, 
Catherine, that these people were of more importance than they were on an official basis. That they had to wait, let each of them walk in a room before them, had to stand in certain 
positions on a balcony, in a photo, line up. They wanted to be in the front when they wanted to be there. They wanted total autonomy of their lives. The issue is no one has that. The issue 
is they were working royals and as such were not the boss
You truly don't understand the difference from being HARASSED or choosing the speak?  Dude... it is called CONSENT.
OMG Great Comment
Brit here: Good on you Harry. Many of us support you.
No one is heartbroken Harry is married.... he isn't all that. He is neither skilled, smart or handsome, just a bratty prince. What a cringy trailer.
I love the part when harry and megatron just can’t believe it’s not butter
I love the part where a ridiculous amount of people, blinded by their cult-like love and devotion to a fairytale monarchy, came to enjoy their favorite pass time of spitting on people for not 
acting like "proper" fake royals. Y'alls obsession with that family tree really tickles me.
Hairy and MeAgain should be left out of the King Charles coronation ceremony next year. That should do it. Two POS!
Lovely, lovely, lovely that's all i can say!
Imagine cashing in on your mothers death like this. Absolutely no shame
Everyone should cancel their Netflix subscription for a few months or indefinitely to send a strong message of how angered the public are at this latest attack on the Royal Family and 
Britain, these two narcissistic trolls will then disappear into nothingness when the giants no longer wanna do business with them. My god, the Queen has only been gone a very short while, 
and here they go again spreading their venom and lies.
Wish theses two attention seeking lying narcissists would just disappear.
The comments are going to get more views than the actual programme hahahaha.
What truly is sad is knowing they were going to release this regardless  if his Grandmother the Queen Elizabeth II was alive or dead , was it not enough to release the Oprah Interview ( 
many of what was said was proven to be lies)  when Phillip was ill in hospital and sadly soon after died  but to release this soon after the Queens death when the RF are mourning the death 
of such a wonderful family member, true nastiness, using your Dead mother yet again for your own agenda, then to make it worse you threaten the UK people that they need to be taught 
a lesson, if you hate the RF so much why do you both use titles , why do you continue to try and make money off the RF is this documentary worth it, the money will not last forever and 
then what are you both to do?
I love the part where Meghan’s makeup is waterproof. She is crying in almost every scene and nothing comes off 😲. Off topic, she looks like a real housewives with the f ton of makeup 
she has on in the video thumbnail. 😂 And Harry needs to start using retinol. All that scowling in every picture will give him wrinkles. 😢
I also love the part where she is compared to Diana, the delusions are drowning my left eye 👁
🤮
My favorite part? When these two and their propagandists accuse the palace of everything they’ve been doing from Day One and using the harassment of Catherine (whom they’ve 
brutally harrassed, along with their minions) and cropped out photos of Chelsey Davy to prove their point because *they have no photographic evidence of them since being together 
being harassed as such.”  The hypocrisy is astounding!
The whole thing is deeply embarrassing, too😢
Train wreck times 500,000,000
These two morons said they didn't want attention, then what the hell is this!?
That’s disgusting



I love the part where Harry and Meghan fled the 'racist' royal family.... but still happily accepted Daddy's cash to set up a new life in paparazzi-free California, whilst they got 'real' jobs 
trashing the family they accepted millions of pounds from.  What is their job title, I'm curious??
I love the part where "Just call me Harry" and his well-groomed labrador, Me-Again, get slapped back into their boxes from that little voice from beyond that echo's...

"...recollections may vary."
Megan is that you?
I love the part where Meghan the feminist has bullied women to point of many having trauma. They filed claims of bullying to HR.
The time she stuck her tongue out at the press after a Christmas church service. How mature, stunning and brave. I'm crying 😪
The only agenda leaking, hatred, race was Meghan and Harry against the family, you should have just admitted you dont have what it takes to be classy Royal, and leave with dignity, 
people might respect you a whole lot more
I love that he admits he was embarrassed to admit to his family that she was suicidal,  but got mad at his family for not getting her help, when they admittedly didnt even know. Brings a 
tear to my left eye.
Netflix leaves comments open:  the REAL story!  These two are a worldwide, self-deluded, galactic embarrassment.  I feel nothing but pity, and some bemusement, for their self-created 
"state."  Harry, you blew it.
I love the part that they have to use pap footage of Chelsy Davy, Katie Price and a Harry Potter premiere and pretend it's them. That does bring a tear to my left eye
We don't care for these two. All they do is lie. We have already seen the photographs used... they have nothing to do with these two clowns. Netflix... you need to level up and make a 
documentary of the REAL Prince and Princess. The Wales have so much class and credibility. Something that the Harkles lack credibility.
WARNING - netfuks censoring the comments 🤣🤣
THESE ROYAL LEFTOVERS ARE SCUM DO NOT WATCH AND THEY WILL SLOWLY DISAPPEAR
There are always three sides to any story, my version, your version and the compromised (a mixture of both) version.
Yep. What on Earth happened-to you, Harry? We know, TW. Good luck coming back after this. 
Get ‘em, King Charles III!
If the leftist globalist pigs were actually winning they wouldn’t force YouTube to censor comments on their behalf. You people are losing.
They walked away from royalty for privacy and a new life.  So let’s make a documentary and have the paparazzi follow us everywhere to capture our privacy. Huh?  This is just going to be a 
whinge fest, Meghan not being popular blah blah.  These two can say anything they like knowing full well that the palace will not respond.  Harry has ongoing issues of his mothers death 
which is a topic that he needs to seek help with.  Creating some BS garbage is not helping him.  As far as Meghan goes she has been proven to be a liar and appears to be a ‘rockstar’ in her 
own lunchbox.  Netflix needs to pull this garbage to avoid more damage to Harry, this will not end well at all.
She was never followed by the Paps unless she called them.The RF gave her a 32 million wedding, clothes, travel, etc.The Queen consented for them to be married.Harry was loved by his 
family.He was given honoury titles, to be ambassador for the commonwealth, patronage for charities and money.He  had everything at his feet but instead he chose to give up everything 
on a lie.
I love the part with our gasp of relief as Harry luckily won't ever be on the throne.
Everybody that tries to offend Harry the son of Diana whom I adored finds me on his way,
Harry ~ shame on you! 
You will go down in history as the biggest bi$ch! Come walk one day in my shoes and you would collapse in utter despair!
I thought they wanted privacy, what’s with the Netflix documentary?
I love the part where Netflix is confused by the truth told by the MegaNarcs in this docuseries not matching the truth written in Harry's book. So much truth to tell it can get confusing 
sometimes. It's so difficult for them to keep up. The struggle is real. They are so brave. I feel myself welling up in my left eye.



I love the part when M threw a scalding pot of hot water at a maid at Government House in Canberra, while on an official royal tour - and when the Governor-General’s wife remonstrated 
with her, told her to “F off! Don’t you know who I am?”  
Such an empowering inspiration for the women of the world (especially those who don’t have a voice, and who are silenced).
I love the part where there’s no real footage of paps chasing Meghan so Netflix has to use old footage of Catherine being chased instead. Brings a tear to my left eye that Meghan couldn’t 
afford enough Backgrid photographers for that errand
You can’t hide class, can you??
😂😂
It's only valid if you cry out of your left eye
She’s revolting.
 @Araunah  for sure.
 @Sherry Celtic  she's not that good an actor 🤣🤣🤣
Good catch
Dang that changing narrative and fact checking.
It seems he's not even smart enough to put that together on his own.
I love how he was promoting mental health awareness at the time with his Heads Together charity. You couldn’t write a better comedy.
Meghan was even getting prenatal care at that point… of which mental health is a huge topic of concern for any OB or midwife. They are such liars.
Yes. Makes total sense his Logic. Hehehe.
Where is that on here, can you provide the evidence of that. BTW quoting from sources of the daily mail does not equal evidence.
I thought I heard she flipped a teacup?
She’s a delight wherever she goes!
She is a disgrace to the UK PERIOD!
The ultimate pussywhipped…. Literally made him give up royalty 😂
I Love the part actually I love nothing about this but I'm guessing I have to prefix my comment with this. What a nasty pair they are. Illuminative
No shit Sherlock there's a hierarchy, of course there is one, all families have some sort of hierachy, my mum is the top of my family hierarchy.  Understand this we dislike your character not 
your colour. If things were that bad then why even bother pitching to the Queen of doing half and half duties, should of taken a severance package and walked away not cry and whine 
away? Also poor Harry being having his pocket money cut off in his  30s I  wish I still got pocket money from my parents in my 30's. Just get a job and go lead the private life you apparently 
craved for.  This will not age well for them.
I'm looking forward to "Treason by Harry and Meghan". There must be enough footage for that by now.
I'm glad to see Netflix adding more comedies to their platform.
I love the part where  Meghan and the prime minister's daughter are getting drunk off wine while their toddlers are floating on a pizza raft in pool and let's not add pepperoni costs extra.  I 
got a tear from my left eye wondering is their a lifeguard on duty while they are getting drunk
Without question, the most vile and contemptible couple in the world. Narcissistic, entitled opportunists who don’t deserve the titles or attention they receive. Absolute nonsense this 
reality s***show. Oh, and BTW Meghan, it’s not your race everyone hates, it’s that you’re a really horrible person 😘
I love the part where they show the Photo of Prince Harry covering his face from paparazzi but this picture is acctually with his ex Chelsy Davy – and producers have cropped her out or the 
Picture showing how the married couple were supposedly hounded by paparazzi but was actually taken at a Harry Potter premiere five years before Harry and Meghan met.. I can`t stop 
crying  (from my left eye).... Pass the handekerchief!
He’s full of 💩



Harry @ 1:16  "We know the full truth".
I know where "your truth" has deviated from reality in the past.
Only fools would believe you now.
Their comments regarding harassment of women marrying into the Royal Family show Diana and Kate, not Meghan.
I love the part where Harry said he didn’t want history to repeat itself… meaning he was worried Meghan would get in a car with a drunk driver and not wear her seat belt.
I love the part of the paparazzi photos of them that is suppose to show them getting hounded, but they are from the July 2011 Harry Potter Premiere another one is from Trump's former 
lawyer Michael Cohen leaves for his prison term filmed in 2019 and also shot  and videos of Catherine and Diana getting swamped in the street and another from Katie Prices photoshoot.  
Also love the one where it shows them in a car getting followed and they happen to have a film crew with them and the photo from when they were on tour and Meghan herself approved 
the position of the photographer.  I get the feeling this whole thing is maybe a bit, lets say fake. It must have been really hard for Meghan and Harry to watch everyone else get hounded 
but themselves.  It brought a tear to my left eye in 3 seconds.
She begged her friend to go on a date with Harry she knew exactly the what she was getting herself into. She didn’t like that she wasn’t centre of attention.
Recollections may vary
Reason to cancel Netflix.
I get why H&M left the UK and stepped down from royal duties. He didn't ask to be born in that role. And given what happened to his mother, he didn't want the same thing to happen to 
his family. He always seemed to be ready to break away.  I'll refrain from judging them until I watch this doc.  But one would think they would just stay out of the limelight and live their 
private lives.  This isn't going to help their public image even if everything they say is true.
It is a bit heart wrenching to think about their two young children growing up in such a super toxic environment. Their parents cry about “royal hierarchy” and their utterly fake stories. 
Now being exposed left and right it’s hard to keep track 

How could Harry and Meghan do this to their children. How are their children? Maybe CPS should be alarmed. This is not good at all. Everything that comes out now and their lies will be 
exposed as we and the media won’t accept being called racists etc anymore just because we call them out for who they are. 
But seriously their children. It should be some good people around them now while their parents are at war
What would princess Diana think of this situation???  So much hate in the comment section it’s really sad 😞 I’m no fan of Megan or Harry or the monarchy. What’s crazy to me is that 
everyone is okay with Camilla and Charles being king and queen what a joke 😂
Thank you, it got renewed for 6 more series over 6 years. Don't cry now, out your left neck I love that part.
Then it came out she did not actually interview Sophie in person, so who was at her house actually?
Prime ministers wife
It really is very sad, and shows his level of delusion, that after 20 years he still doesn't understand what killed Diana. Were the paps heartless, rabid hounds? Absolutely! But it was a 
reckless drunk driver and lack of a seatbelt that killed Diana.
Truth.
Seriously, she played on these abandonment anxieties early on, pushing him to go public with their relationship or she'd leave him. I suspect it didn't stop there.
Omfg😂😂😂
Diana would see straight through Markle as the malevolent and toxic psycho that she is. and Markle would spit on Diana because of that, in the same way she spat on everyone else in the 
family. Diana would LOVE Catherine, and her dream was to see William as King, and she'd be so loving to George the future King and Louis and Charlotte too



Charles wasn’t allowed to marry Camilla as she wasn’t aristocratic. Diana was. She had a title even before marriage to Royal. She was from one, maybe the highest ranked aristocratic 
family in UK, Spencer’s. She knew exactly what she was doing. And her best friend Fergie married Andrew. You cannot blame this all on Charles, you have to know the back story. Diana was 
a very different person than Harry and Meghan. 
Catherine is one of the few “normal” marrying into RF and so is William, behaviour  as a normal person. Diana was very proud of being the mother to the future king. Diana was the one 
first starting to call Harry the Spare in public. 
In any way. All these people are very entitled and privileged. And we are extremely lucky with Catherine and William. VERY! 
Harry and Meghan will go down to become the most pathetic and unpopular royals of their generation. They are already. Too many lies and terrible accusations with no proofs. People 
don’t accept what they are accusing them for.  Meghan narcissistic victimhood entitlement rubs people the wrong way to say it mildly as they have spent way too much tax money too. 
People aren’t accepting it. Diana’s family aren’t accepting Harry and Meghan fake talking about Diana and they making comparisons. In fact the Spencers doesnt want anything to do with 
H and M too and they are royalists too just like Diana. Diana never left the RF Even though she was through much more than H and M. Diana had a lot of lovers, one after another. More 
lovers than Charles had. Its well documented. But Diana wasnt a narcissist like Meghan. Catherine is our new «Diana», giving us «magic royal moments». I hope Catherine will be fine, its 
obvious its her Meghan is trying to destroy. Meghan can’t stand Catherine’s popularity and beauty and the obvious comparison to Diana, being the peoples princess. Catherine will be the 
next Queen. What a drama 😅
good job netflix you set them up made them the laughing stock in Ca and they never figured it out will be watching
Fake tears, fake eveything
Pathetic self-pitying whinge-fest. The British public took against her, not because of her skin colour, but because of her personality.
HARRY YOU SHOULD HAVE LISTENED TO YOUR ROYAL FAMILY!!!! This so called wife of yours is ONLY USING YOU!!! WAKE UP HARRY!! SHED FED YOU LIES AND BS AND YOU FELL FOR IT!!! 
YOU REAP WHAT YOU SOW!!! SHE IS GOING TO LEAVE YOU WITH NOTHING!!
Wah wah cry babies.
The haters and hateful comments here prove how Britain are the most recast nation in the world. I am glad Harry and Meghan moved out that country. The highest ranking lady in palace 
was just fired last week for abusing a black woman and you still dare to come here and blame Meghan and Harry.
If your doing nothing wrong you don’t need protecting.
Truly a vile disgusting company you have become Netflix, with little to no redeeming qualities. I was right to leave you about a year ago and with stunts like this, platforming this lot, I more 
than likely will never be back.
This is just a massive joke!!!! They are both liars
“No one knows the full truth. We know the full truth” yep I bet the reality of how you bullied palace staff was waaaaaay worse than the leaked stories. Fill us in. Like this tear filling my left 
eye……..
I love the part where Harry has to explain there is a hierarchy in a family that has monarchs in it. So eye-opening and informative.
I LOVE THE FACT THAT I WILL NEVER WATCH THIS GARBAGE 🗑 OF A TELEVISION NONSENSE.
I love the part when crypto scammer &fake anti hate accounts report guy Chris Bouzy  appears on trailer proving once and for all that Harry and Meghan hired him to  harrass and vilify 
people who support the royal family while he also conned the Sussex Squad to "donate" to his company Bot Sentinel to fund the fake report!
I love the fact that the truth is finally coming out. And the royal family / British press are going to be exposed for who they really are. What's going on in the dark will surely come out into 
the light.. Bravo Prince Harry and Meghan..
Well based on everything that has come out everyone owes Meghan an apology as it’s pretty obvious that she married into a racist family.
I love the part where Netflix have to use photos of Catherine, Harry (ex girl friend croppped out) harry potter premier 2011 and the best one yet Katie Price court case to show paparazzi 
hassling them .... not one of Meghan  because she was never hassled by the paps

Love the part where nobody knows the full truth, but also Harry and Meghan know the full truth. This amazing insight into themselves being nobodies is astounding. Single tear, left eye, go!



Shut up, Meg
 - Peter Griffin
I love the part where Harry accuses his OWN family of what he and Megan does. What has emerged from this mess is the true nature of these two. 

Nothing but Greed….Jealousy….Revenge.
Recollections may vary ….ie you lying narcassists fabricating so much to get media attention ……..money grabbing greedy selfish pair deserve whatever r the world throws at them 
….laughing at their simple stupidity ,jealousy and avariciousness
I agree
High ranking what you been on ? She was a lady in waiting do you know what that is ? And all she did was to ask a woman where she came from so she could introduce her to Camilla. Get 
the story right
 @Linda Kirk  I am not here to argue with racist people but to just remind to you to get your story right, is yes, she had direct access to Queen for many many years and she is also the older 
brother's godmother. What is a higher position than that???? and of course no racist person is ever going to admit he/she is racist, so if you think she was fired simply for asking just that 
question and you believe it, good luck with that!!!
If the whole media is getting paid to Vilify you, you need to speak your truth and set the record straight. Silence can be seen as passive acceptance
Who knew!? Do you think he knows there's a hierarchy at Better Up?
They need to give him back his military title of "Captain Obvious"
Who knew there was no many monarch's for you to count LOL
He didn't pass any A levels for a reason.
Pure Gold
There’s a hierarchy everywhere in business etc ,I guess Harry n Meg don’t realise that.errr!!
A hierarchy that surely he would have explained to her in great detail. It is just that she didn't want to play second fiddle.
Ikr! He moans about hierarchy but is sure happy to coast on the luxuries and titles that being in the hierarchy affords him. Hypocrite. Harry just 'Spare' us and drop out completely of this 
system and be a peasant like us then! Same for you Meghan !
Hierarchy - wow, like the Army with Generals, like Pepsi with CEOs, like church with Bishops, like most organisations. That is so profound.
Even with marriage there is hierarchy. Harry is the handbag
A hierarchy eh?  As in most families?? I believe it usually starts with the oldest living generation and works down 🤔 It appears neither of them have much respect for their elders
 @l W  best comment 😂
 @l W  😂😂😂
🤣🤣🤣
This one is my favorite.  They are all  pretty good, but this is the best.
😆
 @WalrusRider  😅
 @Greenz1100  😅
Omg you don’t say. I mean I didn’t have a clue there was hierarchy in a royal family. Omg 😱  cover mouth with hand
I will never understand what British people WANT to pay a family to do nothing for them  to the point of mocking the one couple they no longer have to give their tax dollars to 😂
I love the part where they put Christopher bouzy in their reality show and the whole world finds out what a pile of sh!t they all are.



Using hired photographers to insinuate being hounded by the media, using shots from a Harry Potter premier & following Katie price & in the previous trailer the shot with Harry stretching 
out his hand to "protect his family" its actually a cropped pic of him with his ex! Plus I thought Harry was angry with the media with the way they hounded Diana for personal gain......Harry, 
you're using your mothers death for the same thing!
What on earth happened.. A middle aged dimwit Prince and his wife, American con artist keep bad mouthing BRF on and on and spreding lies on international stage because they dont get 
what they want.. so brave, so stunning. It  brings a single tear on my LEFT eye.
😂 Netflix, please do a documentary on this comment section ~ I’m laughing so hard I’m crying … straight outta my left eye
Shameful exploitation by Netflix of an emotionally damaged, low IQ individual.
Love the comments. Way way more entertaining than the cringe docu. 

6 episodes 😱😱😱😱
I love the bit where Harry just looks like a complete muppet because he clearly paid no attention to his family or role for 30 years. 
I laughed so hard a tear escaped my left eye.
These two are the most self absorbed, ungrateful, vengeful vacuous individuals who just cannot stop attacking their families. Enough!

The only truth is that they know the full truth. Nobody of us know the real personalities of charles, william or kate. In public they are just doing their job, in private they show real face.
How can they show all of this footage of Britain cheering them on and referring to her as a "Royal Rock Star"...but, they also claim everyone in the UK is racist?? When everything is racist, 
nothing is. Let the race card go, no one is fooled.
I kind of wanna watch this, but I feel like I’m gonna get so angry at all of their lies.
I love the part where just Harry and Meghan knows the full truth. No, not the royal family as well, no no. Just the two. So honest und open, it suddenly brings a theeny-tiny tear to my left 
eye.
Is she really trying to compare herself to Princess Diana?
I hate Pierce Morgan since he started gigling on a counter tenor.
The one tear to my left eye comments are bringing tears to both my eyes 🤣🤣🤣
Who are these people???? Is this what I pay my subscription for? No way. I will chose other streaming platforms.
What 🤣🤣🤣😂🤣 how many More winges can anyone stand . What a lot of crap . Dislike this and wondered what Netflix are thinking putting this shit on their media.for ??
Just got to adore the part where Prince Harry blasts 'pain and suffering of women marrying into this institution' - over footage of Kate facing a 'feeding frenzy' of photographers. 
He is so real, so authentic. Authenticity is super important according to Meghan. We just applaud these two in between wiping tear, one, from our left eye.
Did you not know Kate was left without security when.. Nevermind you know it all right lol.
Yet he couldn't find one of his wife being hounded so had to resort to using one of Catherine.
Harry..if you have an ounce of integrity or honor,  you'd come out right now before you've done the unthinkable. She is an awful woman and you need to get custody of your kids and stop! 
You will just dissapear with her because you will lose your titles and soon will be working for a hamburger joint.
I CANNOT STAND, THESE LYING, BLAMING, STEALING, CHEATING GRIFTERS. ONLY FOOLS WILL TAKE THIS SERIOUS..
FACADE-100 % PHONEY. 
I HOPE THIS IS THE END.
Recollection may vary Harry! Sayeth the Queen
I lived the part when the Queen was obviously not well and they were in England they refused an invite to see her... Then she passed away.. but they are such caring and had nothing but 
love and respect for the Queen... Pure gold
She is nothing like lady Diana! Harry wake up, your wife paid pr to get you in the papers 10x a time. We see the real you alright and we don't like liars.



I love the idea of photoing your children from the back!!!! It will be so much fun going through the family album and showing the adult children and grandchildren  what a wonderful 
childhood Archie and lillbet had.  Absolute genius!!!!
How I love all these comments 🤣🤣🤣
It's so cringe... omg
I love the part where Diana, probably the most loved person in the world, is used in comparison to a social climber who treats staff like crap and gets called out on her lies, and who 
paparazzi most certainly were not chasing after. It actually makes both of my eyes tear up.
I love how they compare their situation with Diana's, as if Meghan has any idea how it felt for Diana being married to someone that was and still is in love with someone else...Diana always 
wanted Charles's love and not the media, money and fame.
i love the fact that netflix was feeling really brave and left the comment section open 👀👀
They were tired of the “dirty game” so they tried to go Hollywood instead!! 🤣 Much better! (Slow clap)
Just one question? If the vast majority of comments are from haters, where are all the supporters? They aren’t exactly swamping the comments section with endorsements. Does that tell 
you something?
I think they came up w another trailer so fast out of desperation because the first one attracted such a negative response.
I love the fact Megan thought she could join the family and be in higher control than the queen, and when she didn't she ran off to America to have are so called quiet life
I loved the part where they used fake photos. And come on Harkles, the cheesy teenager photo booth pics,so freaking staged.🙄
So someone tell me the dislikes for this fake peice of shit?
Imagine getting $100 million contracts for being terrible people & claiming to be a victim?!
Prince Harry called a fellow army colleague a racial slur. I won't take lectures from him on his private jet.
I love the part where the Queen asked if they wanted to be private citizens so Meghan could keep acting. before the wedding...be Meghan said no so she could get a Royal wedding...so 
selfless putting on this specticle for the racist world
... and the part where she was miked up as she bravely joined the Royal walkabout to collect flowers for our much loved Queen and then tried to bully the royal aids when they wanted to 
place them with the others - so inspirational! So selfless!!
That made me laugh out loud!  😂😂😂
Well it is good to share the workload. The left eye is getting quite a workout
BOTH eyes??? 😨
It makes me miss Diana. 😢
 @Carolyn G  still only the left runs, but right definitely got damp with this one
Yes! This!
I am honestly so upset about the way he blatantly and unapologetically uses his family, especially his mother, in this media pity party he still has going. They are an awful couple and an 
awful example of royalty.
 @Sylvar Rose  How is he using his family?
 @Greenz1100   Have you been living under a stone.😂😂😂😂
 @Sylvar Rose  they do a great job of making us all appreciate the royal family more.
 @Greenz1100  for a pay check. They speak their “truth” over and over again for a massive price and at the expense of others who won’t defend themselves in return. If the truth was so 
important and you’re standing up to “racism”, why not do it for free?
 @Nikki 1989  😂
I didn’t love that part tbh
 @Greenz1100  SUGAR ALERT SUGAR ALERT



 @Greenz1100  you don't think him making all these claims against them isn't using them in his pathetic bid to stay relevant? You don't think him keeping his titles isn't a little weird when 
he claims how evil his family is?
 @Nikki 1989  so true!
 @WalrusRider  Agreed. It's about time the right eye gets some action.
I love the part the feeding frenzy on a woman no one knows personally stops.

I love the part that has them using papshots of Princess Catherine and Princess Diana because no pap person is interested in Harry and his first wife!! I also love the photo they shared with 
the excitement of the paps at the Harry Potter premiere!! I also love the part of her crying because her lies are catching up to her!! I  also love the part where she's showing the world how 
easily she lies, manipulates her husband, friends and Netflix!! I cry one tear from my left eye and keep it there to dry so the world can witness the tan coming off!! But the part I honestly 
love the best, is screaming, crying, lying about the racism received from a family and nation of racist, but still uses a title gifted by these racists!! 

Once the titles are removed, once they are removed from the LOS, once their children receive no titles and once they've been banned from the UK, you can bet the escalation of lies will hit 
the world like nothing else ever done before!! I don't think she will file for divorce until after the coronation, she wants invited, she wants to wear a crown, she wants the world to think 
she's important!! I hope King Charles gives Harry a invitation and let's him know its for HIM and nobody else!! I also think that Harry needs to be re-educated on manipulation tactics others 
would use to manipulate a Prince from the UK!! 

Question, if she thought or understood the royal family to be racist before the wedding, why didn't she invite every member of her family to the wedding? Wouldn't  you have done that? 
She could have stood up for her family, instead she hid everyone of them except for her mother!! IMO she had her mother recording conversations and taking pictures when she wasn't 
able to!! Another thing I can't believe Harry fell for was theres no paps or very little racism in America!! I wonder if he ever questioned her or if she thought he was going to question her so 
she sexed him up to make him forget about what he was going to ask her!! Another thing that surprises me is POC never wanting to know why she always claimed to be caucasian, dated 
and married only white men and why she now uses dark instant tanner...what she does and gets away with is very shocking!! Its past the time of the royal family fighting back, I sure hope 
and pray that they involve themselves in this war against them and that they flood the media with evidence of what she's done and everyone else she's damaged!!
This is nonsense. Meghan was never hounded by photographers. Netflix, stop using photos and footage dishonestly! God Save the King
I love the fact that Christopher Bouzy is dragged in as presumably one of their friends. That says it all…we are judged by the company we keep….and who could be more honest and 
compassionate than this man?
Harry is a white man with balls
Another nauseating trailer about these vindictive, lying narcissists. Take the planks out of your own eyes, you revolting, greedy pair.
   I understand now why traditional fairy stories and fantasy novels are so full of weak kings and princes who marry evil witches, only to come to their senses too late when they find 
themselves being poisoned or eaten alive.
These people live in their own bubble. It's hilarious. Wake up and see the world
She'll never be Catherine. She's so jealous and angry about that and it's running her life. I know these types of competitive and comparative women very well. All Meghan has is to play the 
race card to be a perpetual victim. It's all she has. I feel sorry for her. She needs help. And Harry needs to re-evaluate his decisions. He used to be so loved and fun, now he's just a shell of 
himself. Ugh. She injected her darkness into Harry.
I love the part where they hide in the bunker with their tin-foil hats (in the shape of tiaras) and tell us how they have to protect themselves from all the Netflix cameras there to record 
their doom.
Love H&M. They are the BEST!
Talk about a load of crap



Just wait until Christopher Bouzy is on the documentary, he's been bullying online in the name of Markle for over a year. I thought Meghan supported kindness and compassion and now 
she's involved with Bouzy the king of online trolls.
Clips from Harry the Me you don’t see and Meghan being driving in NYC in the fall,of 2021.  Then they unbelievably included MR C Bouzy who is being sued for his activity!   Shots from 
Diana and photographers none of them. 
What stakes are so high?  Yes, prices of steaks at the butcher are now high. Is she concerned she won’t be paid for one tear left eye.
So Gross
I love how this despicable duo have the horrible Bouzy In this surreal documentary.  One tear, left eye, GO!
They could’ve moved to the countryside, raised their kids in peace and relative obscurity, had a very conventional life; reality set in, she married the spare son, himself scared of being left 
on the shelf having dated women who married other aristocrats, and it was not as glamorous as she thought. 

Harry is an absolute embarrassment, there are no parallels between these two and Diana - Diana’s role was that which is served by Catherine today, an incoming queen, Meghan is Fergie, 
herself another embarrassment with delusions of grandeur.
Insufferable. Harry & Meg Kardashian soap.
what a load of crap those two....raiding on the train of victimhood a fabricated racism.
they are just cutting the tree under themselves...
Everyone's left eye...Markled
The problem is they’re in Meghans purse.
I like the part where the rf decide whether to sue H and M or Netflix for all the lies and misinformation already given out in the trailers, let alone the ‘docuseries’ 😂
I love how she never googled Harry or never knew anything about him she says I get engagement interview.,then she's seen outside Buckingham palace in her teens and her friends say she 
had books about princess Diana plus she wore Diana's favourite perfume for their first date.classic staker!
I love the part where Meghan gets paid a lot of money to fly around in a private jet to make speeches to naive women saying, "Empowerment" and "Use your voice." over and over again. 
What an impact she has made.  So committed. So brave.
I love the part where the Markles magnamiously donate the rights to this entire six-part marklementary to the American Psychiatric Association to further the study of mental illness. Truly 
their best gift ever.
It should be called, “Despicable Me.”
The comments on this show exactly why the row with HM exist between the British people and RF. You people are extremely, extraordinarily racist.
Love the part where Saint Megain has women sign non disclosure agreements, bullies them then tells women to use their (racist) voice. So inspiring
Just added a browser extension to show dislikes. I think their being hidden has led many to not bother hitting the dislike, but even so right now it's 11K likes, 78K dislikes.
the amount of times meghan will play the victim and cry during documentary = 10003
I love the part where Harry accuses others of planting and leaking stories.  Meghan was doing this from day one.  And they are still doing it.  So saying that's why they moved "doesn't make 
any sense" It a clear lie.  The press is still reporting on them negatively.
Does Harry know the clinical definition of 'Stockholm Syndrome' ??
The haters in these comments are so salty…
Hi Megsy. 
We know you read the comments. I hope you enjoy them as much as I have.
So many empowered women using their voice, you must be so proud.
And I don't think many have used the words you didn't like on your precious podcast.
Im so proud of them I think I might cry, from my left eye... Go.



"Father? Whats is Garbage?"...This son, this is garbage!"
Oh sweet Jesus.
I love the part where Harry and Megan claim their right to privacy but are in my news feed EVERY DAMN DAY complaining how horrible their lives are while living in a mansion,  flying 
around in private jets and showing off their Hermes blankets in garbage Netflix trailers.

I loved the fact that Harry's wife just HAD to add the complimentary parts  of her  "hearts breaking all over the world" and that "she is becoming a royal rock star"..by piers morgan.....lmao
I love the part when these super stars realized that there is a hierarchy in the royal family.  REALLY? LOL  who knew- Oh yeah EVERYONE , he seems to have missed the very nature of 
royalty.
Even the trailers are full of lies.

I’m not listening to any British haters in the comment when y’all don’t even learn about the role Britain played in American slavery in schools and generally have no knowledge of it.
🤣👍
Yea, let’s ignore the hundreds of valid reasons and just call everyone salty 👍
 @jane knight  most of the arguments people are making are conspiracy theories y’all hear from the media and tabloids i mean have you read these comments “Meghan’s using her racism 
card as an excuse”? They’re literal racism allegations that came out the other day…Im not defending everything they’ve done but holy crap the amount of grown adults I’ve seen harassing 
them for the stupidest things it’s just sad

 @GG  that’s where you’re wrong. They have been called out on lies repeatedly. Proven lies. And everything that went into Tom Bowers book is reliable because he never prints anything 
that cannot hold up in court. He’s been taken to court numerous times for his biographies but he’s never lost. Not once. Meghan sues everyone, but she’s not sued TB or Valentine for 
what they wrote about her. The evidence of her deceitful and vile behaviour is overwhelming and yet people will still put her unpopularity down to racism. There are so many poc who are 
popular and famous, yet only Meghan gets this amount of criticism. If it was racism then every famous poc would be experiencing what she is experiencing, but they’re not. So it’s not 
racism. She is getting criticised because of what she’s doing. I think too many people haven’t followed the story closely, they aren’t aware of all the evidence and so continue to support 
her. That’s the dangerous thing about having an opinion when you’ve only skimmed over the main parts and haven’t bothered to look at the evidence of her lies. Irrefutable evidence. It’s 
not a case of just blindly believing one side or the other. Her lies are fact checked, one by one the evidence is produced. She never ever comes back with anything to refute it, because she 
can’t. And she doesn’t care because she knows she will have a following just by playing the victim. Do yourself a favour and actually look into the evidence that’s out there.
Then stay out of our royal family and British traditions
britain was the first country in the world to abolish slavery, look up the history of slavery..plenty of white people sold into slavery///ps your civil war was about the north wanting to control 
the economy....
I don’t believe anything that Harry and Megan say
I loved the part when Hazbeen had to ask his racist gran if he could marry a woman of colour and she said "Yeah, of course, but only if you don't have any kids of colour". So to spite her he 
had two and even named one of them after her!
I loved the part where they introduced us all to there beautiful little family, and we finally got to meet Archificial & Invisabet. Such proud presents of two gorgeous little dolls
they have Bouzy as a guest ego stroker? bwaaaaahahahaha!!!! liars and grifters collaboration. epic gaslighting
this trailer is even worse than the other. pure evil lies!
Jealous bastards. Evil people.
I love the constant parts where insanely entitled Harry & Meghan have laughable delusions of grandeur regarding their own nonexistent popularity 🤣



H and M proposed staying half in/half out when they decided to step down as working Royals. Were they concerned about structural racism  in the monarchy then? They knew keeping the 
Royal connection was very important. When Queen Elizabeth told them that they were either fully in or fully out, they didn’t like her answer!! H and M want to be in the top spot and are 
jealous and bitter toward William and Catherine and did not want to share the spotlight or workload.  H and M are now blaming everyone else for people not liking them. I watched 
Meghan on a You Tube video showing how she can cry on cue counting 123 and the tear would come from her left eye. I never watched Suits and had no idea who she was until she 
became engaged to Harry. 😥
11k likes 78k dislikes getting ratioed hard there Netflix Long live the King & Prince of Wales
By far the best part is when thankfully William was born first. Spare us the rest
This is up there with Gray Gardens! The only acting part Markle could get is in her own Documentary!
why do people hate them again? is it just right wing lunatics?
...just here for the comments.
This is the best comedy I’ve seen since Southpark.  It brings tears to both of my eyes!!!!
Amo la parte enbla que meghan ya no solo saca una lagrimita del ojo izquierdo sino que ya aprendio a sacar lagrimitas de ambos ojos🥲🥺
is this comment section full of bots, what the heck, everyone's saying 'I love the part where'
If they’re trying to make people like Kate and William more, it’s working.
Harry wake up! Shameful.
I loved the part where Meghan said we danced in the streets of South Africa when she married a royal like we did when Nelson Mandela was freed. It brought a tear to my left eye when all 
South Africans on twitter debunked that and started bullying her online. Don’t people understand that spending years in prison for speaking out against racism and ending apartheid is 
equally as admirable as a privileged, raised-white, half-black, looks white, unknown actress opening her legs to Prince Harry??? The injustice 😣 Poor Meghan.
101 ( minimum) lies. I love how they filmed this lie fest for posterity. If the phantoms exist it will bring on more genetic pain. It brings one tear to my left eye. GO.
You're in good company.
Omg 😆 I am dying here 😭
I'm laughing so hard right now. 😂😂🤣
You win the comments section today and there’s a LOT of competition
😂😂
I’m surprised she’s not plundered Little Edie’s iconic fashion sense yet!
Read the comments and you might understand. You’ve never followed their REAL story have you?

not sure what you mean by right wing lunatics. i'm from germsny and not into US politics.
are you sure you have read or understood the comments. as we have already listened to their story many times, we kindly tell them our favourite true parts of their amazing love story! 
join in, it's fun! what do you like most about them? how she bullied a 3 year old, how they told 17 lies in the oprah interview, how they cut off both of their family, their race card game?
 @jane knight  No, because I have a life.
 @Lil G  that sounds horrible if true
 @EeshanK  and that is exactly why you write foolish and ignorant comments. But hey, don’t let facts get in the way of having an opinion 👍
 @jane knight  Yes because some of us have a life? Grow up. I dont know who needs to tell you this, troll, but there is more to life than these two people.
Idk what you said but you’re here so it must be good.
 @Miss Fitz  Or they're a sugar
 @Miss Fitz  She said that she loves the part when Meghan not only sheds a single tear from her left eye 🥲 but she finally learned how to get tears out of both eyes 😭 🤣🤣
Hahahaha! 😉



😄😄🤧👏👏👏👏
We’re dealing with misinformation in a humorous way.
 @Maris Moon  yeah no it looks like a coordinated bot attack
are you sure you have read or understood the comments? as we have already listened to their story many times, we kindly tell them our favourite true parts of their amazing love story! 
join in, it's fun! what do you like most about them? how she bullied a 3 year old, how they told 17 lies in the oprah interview, how they cut off both of their family, their race card game? 
real people despise bullying, manipulative liars - no bots needed.
if you want to catch up and understand why the world despises them, read the tom bower book. it's fact-checked and approved by harry and his wife
 @Lil G  are you actually for real... "Tom Bower is known for his investigative journalism and for his unauthorised biographies". You're reading a book of their bully and think it's a worthy 
argument? Stop reading the cesspit that The Sun is..
oh F*** off HAIRY BALLS

I love the part where we cancelled our subscription to Netflix so that we can't watch the hateful and sickening liars known as Harry and Meghan. Not one tear is falling from my left eye.
I can see the racist trolls on the comments section, being either black or partly black isn't easy. Especially if you are a woman, anyway we are resilient...
Aqui vamos otra vez a reirnos de esta parodia...que chistoso, ellos son la burla global 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Netflix Cancel Meghan and Harry. Meghan and Harry, you both are most despicable!
Never nobody said she was becoming a royal rockstar, is she delusional?
I love the fact MM stated she didn’t know Harry or google him, The ( is he kind ) fact she choose to wear his dead mother,s scent on their first date! Shows such compassion and class! If 
only The Queen could have listened to MM more! The Monarchy may have lasted a thousand years! She is just an inspiration and Britain really didn’t deserve her. I will sign of now, As my 
👁 is so teary,
Netflix  paid $80 million for the story...... Hmmmmmmm
I think I missed something 😬 What's all the 'I love the part where...' all about? 😳
Can‘t believe how much hate there is for Meghan. I‘m not a big fan of her either but damn.. you don‘t even know her! 
How naive you have to be to think that just from a few interviews and clips you actually believe to „know“ her. Truth is we all have no idea what‘s going on behind the curtains.
When I read there was another trailer I rushed over to YouTube to savor the humor and common sense of all of you!  Thanks, you made me laugh!
I love the part where all these comments are made by bots paid for by the royal family 😂
Shame on Netflix for giving these two narcissists a platform to spew their libel and slander against the Royals like they did with their 17-30 lies they told on the Oprah interview.  They've 
proven their word, or "their truth" cannot be trusted and that it is lies.  The reason the stakes are high is they want to continue to be seen as victims, and the more they open their mouths 
and do projects like this the more their need for revenge against H.'s family becomes clear.  They spew about love and gratitude, loyalty but what have they shown the Royals?  Hypocrisy 
at it's finest.  The Royals  wouldn't bow to the demands of the two woke narcissistic individuals, wanting to have all the benefits of a Royal title and do none of the work.  They've chosen 
revenge, and it's a shame.  Not joining Netflix to watch this and so pleased many are choosing to cancel their membership do to Netflix giving these two a platform and all that money.  It 
turns out MM's brother and sister were completely right about the warnings they gave the Brits and the Royals, even though everyone thought it was just a family row that her siblings 
were trying to settle.  To bad the Queen didn't listen huh?
Soooo patetic 🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
B list American actress who not one would know if it wasn't for her marrying Harry.  Did she have something better to do?  I mean, there is always the Masked Singer I guess.  It seems 
these two have a problem with everyone .
I can’t wait to see the full story! This is wow ! Netflix is on to something big and interesting 
G
Don't forget that she is more popular than Mandela.



King Charles the III must Revoke and remove Harry and Meghan Tiles and make so their kids can never use the Tiles Aswell .
Love the paper trail being left for Bot Sentinel.
I love the part where they realised that a monarchy has a hierarchy and they have to do what their boss tells them. Wait until they hear that most people suffer such oppression, I can't 
wait to see how they will use their privilege to free us all.
And conveniently ignores all the vile behaviour this woman has done in favour of blaming racism lol 

It’s got nothing to do with racism but everything with exposing h and m lies. I love the part where m claimed to be white all her life until she hooked up with h. How authentic is that?
do you consider harry's wife seriously as black? the spraytan-duchess who considered herself as caucasian all her life, up until she found out there is a race card game she could play? she 
who never dated a black man in her life, who despises africa, who hides her biracial features (hair, nose), who gave her child the name of the head of a "racist institution", who clings to 
titles of a "racist institution", the one who married the one royal know än for his racist comments? ehm, she gives a sh... about people of colour. she just needs an excuse for her nasty 
behaviour! she does not care about black people.
 @jane knight  its okay you will never be able to understand what black women go through even those who are partly black.
 @Maris Moon  she looks white the moment they realised she is partly black all hell broke out loose. It alsp exposes how the British are still racist,
 @Vocal Advocate Mulan  we are culturally diverse … put your own house in order 
She is a liar … fact checked by a Judge , Archbishop and HMQE 2 … wake up and do some research before calling the British racist … how many of her black family did she invite to her 
wedding 1 ! How many celebs she didn’t know … many
 @Elisabeth Hall  you are non black and I've been around british white people. Sadly most of you are racist
 @Elisabeth Hall  you come to Africa we treat you well, but we come to the UK you white British people treat us blacks like trash
 @Vocal Advocate Mulan  you have no idea … you are truly racist by your comment
 @Elisabeth Hall  we come to your country and we care for your elderly white people. You yourselves won't care for your elders and clean after them. Our cultures differ so before you 
question Meghan Markles black family. You as white British people don't give a shit about your elders when they reach old age.
 @Vocal Advocate Mulan  blocked

 @Elisabeth Hall  how am I racist as a black woman by telling you how you treat your white British elders. We clean up and take care of your elders at the nurse homes and you are busy 
criticizing Meghan not inviting nore of her black relatives, 😂😂😂 and you are happy seeing us bkacks taking care of your white. elders. So you are the racist white woman 😂😂😂
 @Elisabeth Hall  🤣🤣🤣 you really are racist
 @Vocal Advocate Mulan  I’m not trying to disregard what black or mixed race people go through, but that’s not the issue here. The issue is that Meghan is a vile, dishonest and 
manipulative woman who is using her race to excuse her bad behaviour. Her race has nothing to do with her unpopularity, she was loved by everyone when she first started dating Harry, 
so how can it be about her race? If it was about race, she would have been unpopular from the start, but she wasn’t. Have you read the comments and followed her story closely? She’s not 
a nice person and she’s playing the race card. How come so many other men and women of colour are popular, but not her? If we’re all so racist, how come it’s just Meghan who gets 
criticised and no one else of colour? Look at it logically. She’s disliked because she’s horrible. No one cares that she’s quarter black.
 @jane knight  your monarchy has a bad reputation on how they treat the women who come into their royalty. Even Princess Diana we not sure to this day if her death was planned or not. 
Even those before her had to endure a cheating husband. As for Meghan shes partly black and she had to endure it worse. If she was white I believe she would have have been treated 
better by the British press.



 @Vocal Advocate Mulan  she was treated great by the British press to begin with but it went downhill as her behaviour changed. Not everything is about race, it’s about how she’s 
behaved. She was also given privileges that no other royal partner was ever given before marriage, such as going to Balmoral for Christmas etc. She went in fully intending to play the 
victim and become the new princess Diana. She had no intention of living a stuffy royal life in Britain. I’m not saying the rf are blameless but Meghan didn’t get worse treatment than 
anyone else. Kate and Camilla have been ripped to bits by the press and even Diana was no saint. The things Meghan has done to people and family and the lies she’s told are beyond 
disgusting. It’s her behaviour that have turned people off her and she just cries racism when she’s criticised. It’s a cheap excuse and it undermines real victims of racism.
 @jane knight  I'm glad they will finally speak their truth in full detail

 @Vocal Advocate Mulan  the trouble is that whenever they speak, the fact checkers get to work and expose their lies. They’ve been exposed so many times it’s embarrassing and I cannot 
understand how anyone with half a brain would listen to them. Unless of course, it suits their agenda to ignore their track record of dishonesty. Personally I’m only interested in the actual 
truth, facts not fiction, regardless of whether it’s what I want to hear. If I knew someone who was always lying, it’s common sense that I would question everything they say and yet people 
just believe h and m blindly despite their proven lies. I will never understand that, after all, if you believe their lies, they’re playing you for a fool.
I was wondering about that too? Where did that come from
It started with the comments in the first trailer and just took off. Hilarious. 😅😅😅
as we have already listened to their story many times, we kindly tell them our favourite parts of their amazing love story! join in, it's fun!
 @Maris Moon  Ahhhh I see now! Thank you for explaining!!
 @Lil G  I will, hahah! Thank you!!
Nothing about Meghan is Ture. why she had to apologized to a UK court for forgetting emails she exchanged with an aide who was going to brief the authors of an unauthorized biography 
about her and Prince Harry, reports the UK’s PA press agency. She added that she had “no intention to mislead”.
are you sure you have read or understood the comments. as we have already listened to their story many times, we kindly tell them our favourite parts of their amazing love story! join in, 
it's fun! 
what's your favourite part? when she bullys a 3 year old girl, shouts at her staff, throws hit tea at someone in australia, when they attack dying elderly monarchs or where she lies about 
their wedding date, so that the archebishop has to publicly deny what she said....
I didn't know they were paying! Heck I'll have to invoice them.
That would cost them a fortune!
are you sure you have read or understood the comments. as we have already listened to their story many times, we kindly tell them our favourite parts of their amazing love story! join in, 
it's fun! 
what's your favourite part? when she bullys a 3 year old girl, shouts at her staff, throws hit tea at someone in australia, when they attack dying elderly monarchs or where she lies about 
their wedding date, so that the archebishop has to publicly deny what she said....
real people despise manipulating, bullying liars - not bots needed.
z list
The man that doesn’t pay his rent and did the crypto scam ?
2 court cases against him currently … that man
Oh what a load of twaddle
A greedy, narcissistic rat, and her stupid, angry pet poodle. Pathetic. What a complete and utter toxic clown show. 🤡 🤡
I love the way that it took Harry about 37 years of being a member of the Royal Family to realise that it is a hierarchy.  No doubt he will gift us with more such startling insights in this new 
tell all.
I love the parts where she is cosplaying Yoko Ono and Princess Diana.



Wow, these two are a gigantic POS
Netflix needs to be banned from the uk, they continue to attack our culture and try to monetise it.
Wow, The trolls/racists/bigots/zealots are out in fine form telling lies and, making $hit up.   Maybe if they got some fresh air they'd be less hateful?
I love the part where Harry has no balls and we see Meghan walking around wearing the pants in this relationship, my left eye is stinging 🥲
I am not gonna watch it. Just you tube vids and comments.
I love the part where Harry complains there’s a “heirachy”. And if you don’t like your job then just quit. I think I might complain about the heirachy at work to my boss and see where that 
gets me
I loved the part where she wrote a bestselling book The Bench and she used the extra copies as a laptop stand.
I personally like them both and I can't wait to watch!
'No one heals himself by wounding another.'
                                 St. Ambrose
So she was a royal Rockstar , but was she not the same race then before everything turned 🤔
Let's be honest, and love her or hate her - why this has all happened. Meghan probably just gives really decent head.
Another amazing read in comments
Meghan is playing on Harry's fear. There were no tears in the crying scene. Oh and it's not racism it's a bag full of different stuff why she divides people
I cried, only on the left eye...😅
My left eye is completely dehydrated.
Tell all? Tall tale more like.
I can hardly wait to hear how Charles wouldn't take him on a bike ride, even though is clearly a picture of Harry on the back.  With Charles driving.  I don't understand why Harry still lies 
about something that is so clearly untrue.
What his exodus has proven is that the RF had a very tight grip on his image, because he is clearly a nitwit.
It’s Meghan telling him so
😂👏😂👏😂👏
Poor boy. Doesn’t realize The Firm was the family business. All businesses have a hierarchy.
I am waiting for him to tell me that circles are round.
 @Josiah Gibbs  😂
What lies would those be? I'm sure they're missing you over on twitter. Close the door on your way out.
only person who tell lies and been Proven in Uk court. is Meghan apologized to a UK court for forgetting emails she exchanged with an aide who was going to brief the authors of an 
unauthorized biography about her and Prince Harry, reports the UK’s PA press agency. She added that she had “no intention to mislead”
Brilliant 👍🙂
I noticed that too. Don't forget that she handed them out to kids in Harlem. Never misses a chance for self promotion..
No doubt some will.  I was just reading about a guy who killed both of his parents who has women writing to him in prison.
 @Izzy Mariel  that literally makes no sense.  Just because I am not part of the hate campaign in these comments.... my lord.  Have some empathy for what Harry has been through in his 
life.  The Haters here are really off the charts odd
 @Jennifer Marquez  we all had empathy for Harry and William. We took especially Harry into our hearts. But he’s proven himself to be unworthy. Not for marrying a bi racial woman but 
for going along with her narcissistic agenda.
Should tel H that!!



 @Maris Moon  I know. I am having a ball reading all of these comments, priceless & a real cheer-up in all of the H&TW self-pity party mess.
However, at the centre of it are two people being beyond vindictive and deliberately cruel, to people who love them, for money. 
No words. 😔
I love the part when they try to compare MM with Princess Diana
'Recollections may vary'!!
Ugh!  Two volumes.  This garbage and media games is going to go on for weeks and ruin everyone's Christmas.  These two are just terrible humans.  At least we have the Wales family 
Christmas events to bring us back into the holiday spirit.
I love the fact that they both think they are going to win this fight, bless, crying, left eye obviously
very bad actors
These comments seem to imply that idk any of the conetxt behind this XD someone care to explain pls? What did meghan and harry actually do?
I love thinking of their smug faces turning to horror at reading thes comments and seeing what people really think about their conartist, gutter snipe selves....
I love that Meghan don’t have the capability to understand the thousand year tradition of British Royalty, to honor and serve, the rules, the etiquette, the do’s and don’t!  Even Harry didn’t 
know that walking behind your Mother’s casket is an old English tradition!
It’s so amazing that they found stock photos to use for the sake of their Netflix trailer;- Kudos for that! When the
STAKES are SOOO high, we are bemused to see the creativity and great length they have gone to, so we can get it straight from their own mouth! 
It’s been an incredibly learning curve as to the none stopping daily obstacles that Meghan and Harry had to overcome in their need for privacy. The world is holding its breath to finally 
have some peace and quiet after this TV series and upcoming book about a middle aged couple with imaginary children has been forever forgotten! 
My left eye is yarning to cry a tear!
I love the part when they hired a professional photographer to take pictures of all the times where she's been crying.
Catherine only had her parents and two siblings at her wedding to William and yet you all seem to be ok with that but are outraged that Meghan didn't bring her aunts, uncle or cousins to 
her wedding! Whys it OK that Kate didn't but not OK that Meghan didn't? You all have short memories.
I love the part where Hawwy realizes after 38 years that there’s a hierarchy in the royal family . What utter dross
December5 2022, is this was when Harry realized the monarchy was a hierarchy? How sad for him, I feel one tear welling up in my left eye. I love how  they continue to play the victims, 
play the race card for their advantage and have made a movie about their lies. Oh the waste! I feel sorry for people at Netflix who had to work with them. 
I love that Netflix is keeping the comments opened.
Could this Netflix REVENGE.🖐🖐🖐👍👍👍
Oh, And PLEASE, King Charles, Prince William, and the Palace: DON'T LET THIS TREASONOUS, SLANDEROUS COUPLE GET AWAY WITH THIS ANY LONGER!!! Surely this Netflix series alone 
provides enough malicious lies to create a CAUSE OF ACTION against H&M. ADDITIONALLY, take away not only their TITLES but also their children's (assuming they exist) and Harry's right 
to inherit the throne or any property.
If netflix continues to make this kind of garbage, they will irreparably damage their brand (if they haven't already)
Love the part where harry and meghan thought all of us simpletons here in the US would be fooled by them
😂😂😂😂😂



Harry, the reason it started off well and then changed is because people gradually realised how unsuitable Meghan was for the role. If anyone pointed this out she called them racist. 
Meghan did just 72 days of royal engagements and didn't try very hard.
- She didn't like dress codes. So would she take a role in a film and refuse to wear what was expected for the part? Get a role as a sexy paralegal but wear dungarees? 
- With any company you work for, you wear your company uniform or dress code. Does she think MacDonald's staff all like the uniform? What if a nurse doesn't like blue, or a stockbroker 
doesn't like suits? 
- Would she take a part with three speaking lines but talk incessantly over all other actors and want to play every single part?
- Did she not understand that in Hollywood there is a hierarchy? You can't overrule your director or write your own script. You can't play a minor role and be no. 1 on the call sheet. 
- Doesn't she realise that there is a hierarchy in any company, from office staff, middle management to directors? You can't just choose the top position.
- Does she realise that if you work for a company, every time it puts out an advertising campaign or PR for new products, you can't drown it out with your own social media pushing rival 
products or slagging off whatever is being advertised? Every time any of the royals were in the news she created her own news to drown it out. A photo of something she went to weeks 
ago, an announcement of some future initiative, a staged photo op. She was really drowning out charities and other good causes, and who wants to upstage them?
- What if you work for a company and you don't like corporate policy? Do you publicly criticise the CEO, do you jump on stage at events and push them off? Do you get a job in a restaurant 
but criticise the menu to all the clients because you are vegan? Do get a job in a pub but rant about the evils of alcohol because you are teetotal? Does she realise most people don't have 
the luxury of getting a jobs that 100% align with their beliefs?
- If she worked for a company, would she get paid a salary, but then expect to get paid extra because her boss asks her to attend a meeting during working hours? Meghan seems to think 
she should get paid or for meeting the public, even though it is part of her role.
- Does she think she can go around bullying staff, because the rest of us usually face disciplinary hearings for that and probably end up getting sacked? 
- Would she think she can turn up to work and spout her political beliefs or woke ideas to all her colleagues, because most of us believe that we separate these things in our personal and 
working lives. People don't attend conferences or meetings for their companies but want to use it as a platform for their own political views or just talk about themselves. She could talk all 
she wanted at dinners parties with friends about feminism and politics. But it was not appropriate to mix it with royal business. I know she was also restricted from publishing views on 
social media, but most people live their lives without needing to air every opinion on a global scale. And those that do get a job that allows them to do it. She knew royals don't spout 
politics and should have not taken the role if this was important to her.
- If she worked for a company and attended its annual prize giving, would she just think that she could buy any prize that she wanted? Because most people work hard to win prizes, and 
they understand that any prize you can buy is not worth having. 
- If she worked for a company which gave an her an expenses allowance, would she submit claims many times greater than the expected amount and spend the company's money 
extravagantly? Would she fiddle their expenses in order to profit dishonestly?
Them 2 wouldn't know the truth if it hit them in the face!
Poor Meghan and Harry. If they are terrified of dying by reckless drivers, Southern California isn’t the place to live. People drive like animals here. It is regular news that people are dying 
due to reckless driving behaviors.
I hope King Charles III cuts him off after this monstrous, treacherous stunt.
If you don’t know by now then you will never 🙄
 @MrsCitrine  i havent kept up, how is that a crime?
 @Evelina  the Oprah sit down was full of holes , fact checked with lies, Meghan and her PR team had to back track, stories they told don’t match, the  Archbishop of Canterbury who 
married them was force to make a statement because he said he would have broken the law if he did what Meghan claim. 
Anything they say now are question or doubted as truth . But those who choose to believe them are actually listening to only one Side since the royal family have never responded or will 
ever likely since they stand by no  explain no complain motto. So who says they are telling the truth? Just because one makes very serious claims   Don’t make them more likely to be true . 
Look at Jussie smollett?
It must have taken the photographer a long time to catch each one of those left eye teardrops.



Don't know where you got that info from, Catherine had more than just her siblings and parents, her cousins and uncles were there. Don't spread misinformation,  there is literally a 
Wikipedia page with the names of all their wedding guests.
Why do the Harkle fans lie so much? She had at least 20 people from her family at the wedding.
Excuse me plus friends from elementary, pre school, college etc. you think you mother alone is not questionable plus movie stars you don’t even know.
I love the part where 98% of the UK wants KC to strip them of their titles ASAP!
Harry the justice warrior 🪖. Served in n Afghanistan, possibly killing a few locals. Now putting the world to rights.  Wat a t!t
Shows what a liar Harry is and they are gross.
Pair of absolute clowns
What a pile of shit by 2 idiots
What a load of splat.  DISGUSTING.
The documentary is 3 days away, and hasn't been seen yet, but look at all the nasty, hateful comments on here. They will really push the ratings up for Netflix, because they will join just to 
see the documentary.
I love the part where it ended
I love the ending, where these two finally fade into irrelevance after they run out of lies to tell.
Love the part where she literally lifts the words of other writers and publicly passes them off as her own. Absolutely no fear of being known as a plagiarist - so brave and inspiring! And how 
about jumping from being a D-list actress to making millions calling the race card, blaming others and playing the victim? No need to actually work - just whine and trash your family, and 
the money rolls in. So clever!
SOOOO sick of these two and NETFLIX for encouraging them.
No! It’s your truth!!!’ Liars
I love the part where The twitterati Sussex squad venture over to youtube and are baffled by the comments. It makes you tear up only in the left eye.
What a load of lies!  How long are they going to keep this up?  They are trying to destroy the RF, but still demand titles.   What good will titles do, if there is no Monarchy?
Will these two ever stop complaining? They seem completely unaware of the difficulties many people not so fortunate are facing. Give it a rest!
I love the fact everyone is so bitter about someone else's truth is being told. The fact that, in all reality, none of the bitterness is actually rooted in fact, it is all simply speculation. I for one 
have no difficulty believing Harry's story is true. The British royal family only cares about ranking and public opinion. I also have no difficulty believing Charles was a horrid father, and 
refused to brake a cycle, and is paying dearly for it now. At this point fact is irrelevant, because speculation always wins in the end.
🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮 2 Twats wasting perfectly good film..
When is this going to stop...whine, whine and more whine...no one believes you, no one really cares.  Humans are programmed to look at trainwrecks..this is all this is. I will not waste my 
time watching this nonsense.  Fake victimhood is not my idea of  the Christmas season's feel good theme..
I love the part where two millionaires are whinging about their plight in life. Cry me a river ready one tear left eye or right.
I love the part where he threw over his “beloved military” to take the wife to Disney to hawk her wares for a voiceover….brought a tear to my left eye….
Best comment.
Hun the photos, many, have been reported as stolen fakes including using the photo from the Harry Potter premier Please educate yourself and please don’t be that stupid.
Sorry it's never ending with them two.
 @Michelle   Thank god for that. FOREVER and EVER!!
Stupidity isn't a crime, so you are free to go.
 @Blackhole Sun  awe aren't you a precious little thing. I'm sorry my opinion ruffled your idiotic feathers little birdie. I do apologize, feel free to flit on by and find a sympathetic ear to pad 
your ego and validate your bitterness. You're not going to find validion engaging with me, that is for sure. Lol
The best part of that incident was when they didn’t hand over the £3 million pounds to the elephant charity, but kept it for themselves.



And Meghan imagined that a South African cast member told her that his people danced in the streets on the day of her wedding, a scene not experienced since Mandela's release from 
prison. Hakuna Matata!

The part where Princess Catherine of Wales arrives at Earthshot 2022 looking fabulous in that rented dress and inherited emerald choker and Meghan turns the same colour green, magical.
Netflick please use our subscription money on real stories and entertainment. Honestly this was a bad idea.
No one cares about their truth because they lie.  This is all about greed...$$$_.  no one like Meghan once they saw what she is about.  How dare you pull race card, the English
Welcomed you till they saw you and how you put brother against brother and pulled him away from his family.  I hope this movie fails
What a joke! Lol Royal rockstar

It's funny how the little britishers in the comments show their utter contempt for these two now, yet couldn't get their tongues far enough up their arses just a few years ago. Laughable.
I am very disappointed with Meghan’s beefy arms and moon face of recent times. She used to be so hot when she was slender and waify. She was fit like a gazelle. What a shame she lost it 
all😢
Love the part where Harry decides not to go and see war veterans, but go to the lion King premiere to try and get voice over work for Megan, such kindness showed to war veterans 
keeping Megan away from them, my left eye has a tear 😢
Despite a royal title, this dude was born to be a loser.
I love how Netflix canned the number of dislikes so we wouldn't see them.
More fiction from Ginge and Cringe.
Your Netflix is all about both of your lies, deceit, disgrace, dishonest, cold calculating piece of shit under our feet & pathetic to the Royal Family to where you came from Harry. You don’t 
deserve to have a wonderful supporting family that you have. You are nothing but an ungrateful piece of crap. I hope your family disowns you & when this is all over after your tell all 
memories of lies come out because you don’t know the truth from fiction your going to be all alone with nothing to go home to because you destroyed any chance of loyalists from your 
brother who loves you unconditionally until you threw him away like dirt under your shoe, your sister-in-law who thought the world of you until you distorted that great relationship, your 
father who loved you unconditionally helped you & that thing you call a wife, & your doll children who don’t exist. You deserve to have nothing because you don’t deserve a family who 
loves & you throwing them all away over the thing who just wanted to build up her name with the titles she got through your family. I hope you suffer with guilt that your going to wish you 
never meet that thing you call your wife.because now you won’t have a family that will never trust you as long as you live. Karma doesn’t care who you are it will take you down one brick 
at a time. 😢
Once upon a time there was a guy born a prince, raised a prince and married like a prince, who found that his royal life was a nightmare. Nobody knows the truth…I will tell you the truth, 
he said. So here we are, all of us listening to the sad guy, giving us lessons on how to live our royal lives and how to protect ourselves against our nasty royal families….
Private intimate moments shared by camera crew, producer, director, makeup and costume crew. Ha? What a joke these two are.
It's not a documentary because it's not backed by actual facts so it needs to be labeled correctly as fantasy fiction.. they lied so many times in Oprah's interview I don't trust anything they 
say. They both love playing the victim Harry using his mother's tragedy for sympathy and pity and Megan throwing the race card around. Pathetic
I love the part where she wore the blood diamonds even when told not to given to her by the man who had keshoggi killed proving what  she thinks of human rights so nice of her to share 
them
High treason
The hatred poorly disguised as sarcasm proves the point that Harry is making.
I loved the part where my right eye didn’t start crying either.
I read that all the royals have had death threats and hatred.  It made me think about it.  Yes I'm sure they have but they get on with things.  Harry & Meghan can afford their own security 
for their own family in California.  They had plenty of money before the netflix and book deals.
I love the part where I cancel my Netflix subscription due to crap documentaries



Rented it is her dress. Earthshot is not in this.
 @Greenz1100  You've really not worked this game out yet have you.

The comments you've been replying to are based on things they've said on Oprah/Written/on Camera doing/First hand accounts. 

It's just playing, noone has yet seen the actual documentary. But bless you for weirdly defending people who couldn't give less of a s*** about us.

 @Katie Bagwell  I said what I said baggy pants. Don't tell me who I should or should not defend. Maybe I do defend them in court. Who the F are you to tell me what to do. Take your neck 
and dry your teeth and your eye this Christttmmmassss. Don't cough hard on your mince pie and don't burn your turkey. then again it might be frozen LOOOL. Get a lawyer biss!
Doesn’t that just tell you we are not racists as she and Harry have tried to claim?
That’s because these two have shown their true colours.
I sussed out how like a mafia family the Royals were when I was a kid. If you get to adulthood still believing they are role models or something to admired and revered then you are a 
sychophantic arse.
Their true colours were always there you just weren't looking.
He's done more for veterans than you or most people... he's not a slave
Oh yes that's one of my favorite parts too - especially the look of disgust Bob Iger pulls when he realises they are touting for work in such a tacky unsubtle way 🤣
 @Extraordinary Machine  this was his Regiment and they're not cool about Harry MIA that day, which was a memorial to honour comrades killed in a terrorist attack - Harry's comrades. 
But hey, if you think a film premiere is more societal important. 🤔
77k dislikes yay extensions!
Guy puts his wife and kids first and haters hate it 

Good on em 😌💕
I love the part where Harry quietly removes his family and himself away from public gaze for their privacy and safety.  Still waiting - one tear, left eye.
Is that HRH Catherine the Princess of Wales at the :52 second mark?
I love the part where they use archival images to prove an imaginary point.
Too much hate. 😢
So much toxic whiteness in the comments section… they hate to see a woman of colour on top and speaking truth to power.
Spare Us
no asked for this

BOOOOOOOOOO 👎
75K dislikes
if playing cards was an olympic event, meghan would have won all three of them
Thank you Netflix. I really really really needed another comedy series 😊 love that they used unknown actors for the parts too.
Christopher Bouzy? What the effed effing eff? A crypto fraudster, who is sued by several LawTube members? Who is abusing API of Twitter to operate pro-Meghan and pro-AmberHeard 
bot armies and get down anti accounts?
11k likes 75K dislikes.



I have always liked Harry. He continues to prove me right. 

Bring on the bot tears. haha
Loving it.
I love the part that everyone loved Meghan to begin with even though she was mixed race then everyone hated her because she was mixed race 🤔 makes total sense. I love the part 
where she gets to act like a complete asshole and blame racism for the backlash and get an award for fighting institutional racism while married to the only member of the royal family to 
have made blatantly racist remarks 👏
What a pair of immature narcissists, zero-integrity between them (Integrity definition: Doing the right thing, even when no-one is watching)...
I love how Netflix thought a second preview would be received any better. Damn…there goes my left eye with one tear!
I love the part where Meghan wipes her tears (yah) with her jewelry clad arm, after pretending to be chased by paparazzi.  It is just EPIC BAD acting and I think they both deserve awards.  
Heap awards on them.  I hear they sell them by the caseload at Walmart.
I’m looking forward to when these narcissists get canceled and can finally find their privacy away from the glare of their own PR
There is hierarchy everywhere.I love the fact he just found out there’s hierarchy in monarchy.Get over it, you aren’t going to be a king
What. He’s got kids??
How racist you sound hunny? have a word with yourself please!

You mean that WOC that introduced her mum as the maid? Or do you mean that WoC who marked herself CAUCASIAN and then got a triple spray tan to accept awards for being black...
I am so glad you like it. Thank you for adding your comments here as they are being used for the next installment coming next year. Merry Christmas.
🤣🤣🤣
Unknown actors 😂😂😂😂😂
Here's hoping they don't drop a third on us. Don't think my left eye can squeeze out any more tears! 😂
😂😂😂
Please let me know when the third one is dropping as onions are on special this week!
 @Cream Crackered  There is 6 more to go. Try not to drop your eye out of here hopes.
 @Michael Browne  IT has DROPPED......!! BTW it has been renewed for a next series next year thanks to these comments...THANK YOU>
 @Michael Browne  🤣 😂🤣
Gaslighting 101
What’s really she it. A deal or a no deal 😃
I love the part where everyone in these comments is soooo passive aggressive 😂😂😂😭
I love the part where they made sure that the real royals become more popular than ever, intentionally distancing themselves from them, to make sure everyone knows that they are 
Hollywood trash. Pardon me. Just trash. Brings a tear to my left eye …
I love the novelty of this docu-soap-reality: never before they have shared anything about their short royal experience. Only work, work, work.
I love the part where Harry educates us that the monarchy is a hierarchy. How unfair is that?! Left eye, one tear - go!
Are you kidding me, GOLD DIGGERS, I will not watch anything they make.  Diana brought her story out not to make money.  These 2 make me sick.
Netflix  will feel the impact of this .   Spewing hate....shame on you
I love the part where the manipulated prince continues throwing his life down the drain in the public eye all for his succubus. Tragic. Such drama.
Did Harry say fools truth at the end 😂
Harry. Wake up.



...Harry  your cousins kept much far away even your older cousins Zara and her brother  from royal spotlights because  you and Willam are the children of future King ...the same way now 
you are in 6th line of course the mornach will follow the protocols accordingly ..its not about Megan's agenda it's about mornach's  agenda if you are part of mornach..Dont use racism and 
disturb USA..go back to UK and fight with your family or media whatever you want from them..I am black women Iiving in western countries harmoniously with other cultures..i hate 
thease people using racism for their millions earnings
some time i believe 🇮🇳 is better than other countries
I love the part where Meghan always identified as Caucasian, straightened her hair, had nose jobs and only dated white men until it suited her to highlight her roughly 1/7th black blood 
and make unfounded claims of racism. And then chose to cake on massive amounts of fake tan when attending events related to the black community, while always forgetting her white 
hairline and hands. Truly a noble warrior for racial justice.
I hope that racist evil khate and Bulliam plus Camilla and tampon will never find peace
Omg. They are so fake.
I love the part where Meghan says she's not jealous of Princess Catherine and the beautiful family she and Prince William have built together.  And that Harry loves the royal family and 
would never betray them.  I was so emotional that a tear fell from my left eye 🤣
Hi .. hello to the person who thinks we are all bots because of the “ I love the part “ nah sugar .. not bots .. we are just keeping the ridiculous narrative going that they actually are decent 
people lol
I love the part where she wears the blood diamonds gifted from the man who had Dodi Fayeds 1st cousin brutally murdered. Such compassion. Left eye one tear, GO!!
What's with the sarcastic "I love the part/fact" comments spam, sounds to me something bot's would do. Does RF employed bots or rabid RF fanatics to write these almost exactly the 
same comments ?
I love the part where we finally have proof that Harry and Meghan hired professional troll and Bot Sentinel chief, Bouzy - the guy who spread online hate and wrote truly disgusting things 
about Catherine and the Royal Family.
I love the part where meghan said "it's meggin time" and proceeded to meg all over the place.
Remember the 43% Nigerian claim
 @MJ  I don't think she's very good with numbers, the poor dear. After all, she keeps accidentally misstating her real age!
Gosh 😳
Have you not heard about Meghan’s relentless, proven lies? Are you ignorant, stupid or just supporting her because she’s decided to be black after a lifetime of being white? Why would 
you follow such a deceitful and corrupt woman?
I love the part that your surname is in the slave owners database.
It's called SARCASM! People are mocking them. It's a joke that started in the last trailer.
You've took a wrong turn, twitter that way ➡
No no don't drag your mom and racism into your own mess, Harry. Don't blame the system when you mess up yourself. Your brother William and Kate fit into the system well, so who's the 
problem here? Why not publicly announce you and Meghan's official complete exit from the royalty? If you hate the system so much, cut clean ties with it. Even if you want the system 
changed, it's up to your father and brother, but obviously you only care about your wife and yourself. Just be honest, you have your own agenda too. Stop forcing public sympathy for your 
own agenda.



I loved the part where they use footage from the U.S. pretending it was filmed in the U.K., and especially the part that appears to have used random footage of cameramen outside 
Crawley Magistrates Court, for Katie Price’s trial last year.  I didn’t realise they were friends with her all this time, and flown by organic private jet to Crawley to support her! And Piers 
Morgan saying she was like a rock star; he’s obviously forgotten he hates her.  My left eye feels quite emotional, but strangely the rest of me feels quite detached, almost as if I can’t 
process what I’ve watched and had to experience over the past few years - utterly selfish I know, worrying about the reputation of my entire country, their allegations of racism, and them 
not caring at all about how the late Queen had to deal with this all in the final months of her life, while her husband lay dying.  If William steps down away due to all the pressure of their 
vindictiveness, and to protect his wife and children from all the lies they spin and race baiting H&M stir, I wonder they might decide to come back to the U.K. again as the eventual new 
sovereigns, and lecture/gaslight us all again! I’m so excited to see that serialised on Netflix, I’ve cancelled my subscription already!
Sticking up to an institution that had continuously made it sure that duty comes before your mental health and well being. 
Yes, they got themselves a Netflix series, oh the horror. If Charles truly loved Camilla, why didn't he renounce the throne like his Uncle. 
But he didn't and tortured an innocent woman.
But god forbid Harry and Meghan get a Netflix Documentary. So bad. They are bringing tear to your left eye. 
She didn't get the paps, like a little hypocritical but yes, I would rather see this version of royal family too. Is it sensational yes? But newspaper who are allowed to print for Royal family 
constantly critiqued her.
You would go mad but god forbid she does 
You would wanna tell the world what happened.
If Royal Family can sensationalize everything Meghan does as bad then Harry and Meghan should absolutely do the same.
This is an absolutely disgusting exploitation of Princess Diana's fame and her tragic death. Megahn is the polar opposite of Dianna. M was NEVER hounded by the press, and there was no 
reason that Harry had to "protect" his family from them or anyone else. Increased media attention has been created by M&H's choice to live in LA and their pathetic attempts to 
overshadow real royalty.  They are lying grifters. Everything they do is con. What the h*ll "stakes" is she talking about?  Is this the quiet life outside media attention that they said they 
wanted? Please M, crawl back into the depths of obscurity from whence you came and take H with you.
it's not about illuminati conspiracy reptilian rape only people's urge of more than paparazzi tabloids.  leave them alone
I like the part where the duo uncomplainingly take their 2nd row placement in the hierarchy of the Royal Family & do not try to focus the media spotlight on themselves whenever the 
Wales are on official tours. The Harkles are always taking one for the monarchial team.
She’s a lying b7)7h! And he is just stupid. And both are narsasist! What happened to wanting their privacy?
I love the part when Meghan starting rewriting her own history, burying all those negative truths, enhancing all the stories of woman’s empowerment and philanthropy. That requires such 
dedication, skill set and most of amazing delusional self belief…😅 you got it, tear in my left eye.
Hopefully they’ll take Netflix down with them.
Do these people have no respect of innocent, poor, starving people all over the world facing real WAR and losing their lives??? For the last 18 months they have been winging about how 
they are victims while living in a milionaire mansion, mingling with "high society", taking private jets, spending thousands on clothes and generally thinking that the world revolves around 
them. Sickening!
Every episode of this series will have yet another weepy tear seeping out of my left eye....
71k dislikes. Yikes....
I hope the KING kicks Harry out of the family. Please no more of those two.
The racist jealous petty evil racist are about to be exposed on the global stage. Meghan rejected the racist and they can not understand that she was not willing to be used as a doormat 
like khate who now looks like Bruce Jenner is twin sister
I love the fact that they have no backbone or loyalty to either family and realised they had no qualities of character appropriate to the royal family and left.  Glad even the wokes are 
waking up to them



I loved the part where Harry says we know the full truth....ah but whose truth is it? I'm so confused it's brought a tear to my left eye...but I was actually thinking of something sad to make 
myself cry 😢 just as meagain taught us!
It's so hard to be them!!!
Just here for the comments. This is comedy gold.
I can’t stand harry and Meghan. It’s not about hatred or race. It’s about 2 narcissistic individuals who can’t get a grip.
Anybody with half a brain could tell Meghan Markle is a narcissistic bitch but Good God she’s even worse than we thought. Charles & Camilla, William & Kate don’t deserve this.
Thank you.
Twitter is that way ➡
Who are the, "jealous petty evil racist", that you speak of?  Name names, we should be told, don't hold back!
I love the part where all of you can STFU.
WHY I STHE THUMBS DOWN NUMBER NOT SHARED--- looser liar  NETFLIX?
I loved the part when Hawey actually believes Megan is the next Diana. Puhlease. Made we cry a tear of laughter out of my left eye.
Harry and Markle honestly believed the ratio would be the other way. Likes for them high, dislikes low. They are stuck in their bubble, out of touch with decency and truth. Most people see 
people spitting on their own family and feel revulsion, because it goes against basic moral goodness
I unsubscribed from Netflix because of Harry and Megan. They discussed me.

Why did he then not leave the royal family before finding a wife?! Seeing that he felt so strongly about what happens to the women who marry into the family. So tired of these two.
And please never come back to my beautiful home country of SA.
What is the "British Commonwealth"? I'm crying one tear out of my left eye because of how stupid you are, Netflix...first because you got that wrong, and secondly, because you paid 
millions and took three years to make this piece of shit "documentary" which ISN'T EVEN A DOCUMENTARY. Stop trying to redefine words. This is a reality TV show from two delusional 
nobodies. Get it right.
They are disgusting! Two most hated people on the 🌎 I cancelled Netflix the day the trailer came out!!!!
I love the part where Harry says  the leaking of stories, it’s a dirty game. They left out the part where it’s H&M leaking the stories and calling the paparazzi! Yes Harry it’s a dirty disgusting 
game you 2 are playing! !!! No one should watch this! H&M are grasping greedy slugs!!!
I love the part where His Royal Highness, Prince Harry, has been reduced to Just Harry, and then reduced again to H, and then further still to anonymity being referre to as “my husband”. 
Who? Oh….A royal prince of the UK That Woman married in order to social climb to become known as Marriott Meghan, Duchess of Begging for Dollars. The purest act of feminism and 
altruism this world has ever seen. Let us all grab our tissues to wipe the single tear from our left eyes. Three seconds. Ready - GO!
I love the part where Netflix got "Markled" but Retaliated Brilliantly by airing this Nutmeg stage managed series! And Netflix gave them the final "Up Yours" when they left the comment 
section open! Netflix was a fast learner when it comes to: "One Tear, Left Eye, Go!
"This feeding frenzy " so he feeds them 🤣🤣🤣 how bright  of him.
I love the part where Duchess of Sussex's body language & behaviour fuelled some crazy conspiracies about moon-bumps & reborn dolls, and how she elegantly declined to give these 
crazy rumours any oxygen by not going to court or suing anyone, ever. Never complain, never explain!
Je voulais me désabonner de Netflix. Grâce à eux je l'ai fait plus rapidement que prévu.
I love the scene where Harry says that the royal family don't care about mental health, and then they show the video of Harry, Catherine and William discussing the mental health initiative 
for young people that they had worked on together, before he met Markle!
I wish I had the time to like every single comment here!
Netflix is supporting proven liars, they have lost the respect of millions.
I love the part when Harry says "noone knows the full truth" then he contradicts himself adding "we know the full truth" LOL. Comedy 😁 Gold.



I love the part where there is a professional photographer present to catch every precious private moment in black and white with perfect lighting . Just like in a B movie 😂🎥
H. got counseling because Prince William and Princess Kate advised him to and he took their advice.  MM again wants to re write the story.  If MM really was having a mental health crisis, 
H. knew who to get ahold of.  They had private docs for her pregnancy, and they had phones they could have called.  No doubt MM was complaining of suicide etc. but I'm guessing it was 
more to control H. and get him to agree to move to Canada with her.  She knows how to manipulate to get what she wants.  She took off her wedding ring and had photos with other men 
when H. was in England negotiating with his family.  H. get with the program or I'll move on.  It was going to be MM's way or the highway.
Where is that scene? It is not out yet!
I loved the part when she invited all her black relatives to her wedding so they could experience for one day the privilege she would have for the rest of her life.

I'm in. My friends, family and I knew from the get-go Meghan was in for trouble. The second we started seeing that "Straight Outta Compton" crap, when her mother lives in what's called 
in these parts "Black Beverly Hills" and is a well-educated, successful woman, Meghan was about to get roasted. Meghan came to the table with her own money, her own success, 
intelligence and a charitable heart. But low and behold, she's been lied on, lied about, vilified and maligned. THIS is a woman who never had one bad thing said about her in all of the years 
she's been in Hollywood, and even her friends and colleagues have defended her, yet we're supposed to believe she married into that colonizing royal family, and suddenly turned into the 
person the royal rota is lying about...only hateful, weak-minded people believe that crap. And trying to pretend her problems aren't about racism is more BS gaslighting.  I'm a Black woman 
and I know hate and racism when I see it and hear it. And no amount of lies and diversion will make racism anything but what it is.
To go  against your own family??? He is lost already
71K dislikes. Will hit quarter of a million at least like the other one
Notice when he's on the couch with her & she's breaking down in tears that he doesn't reach out to comfort her. It's because she's a narcissist and by the time this was filmed (well before 
that really) he's learned not to touch her for any reason unless she says so. That's how ball-less Haz is now, a weak miserable man that eyeball deep in being de-valued by his own wife. 
Once she no longer needs him, he knows he'll be cast out. If only she were a little younger she might could move on from Hazbeen to Bill Gates.
I loved the part where Meghan marries a movie producer to further her dwindling Hollywood career, then moved on to a Prince of England, worth millions .   We hat an inspiration yo 
women!   Her bravery!   Her determination!   What a strong woman!  Hope my daughters follow in her footsteps!  Brings a tiny tear to my left eye

I love the part When Christopher Buzy, in the middle of filming on set, gets served his Deformation Papers from Nat The Lawyer’s solicitors.  crying with laughter, both eyes 😂😂😂
You cheeky Netflix, you! What’s up with all the red herrings like the Harry Potter, Katie Price and Chelsey Davie photos? Are you trying to tell us that the Harry&Meghan in love photos are 
fake too? 😱
They have both become a Royal pain in the ars! Harry ,,, the full truth from two of the biggest liers!!! Shut up Harry 🤐😩
I love the part where everyone in Australia got $10 to come and stand in the streets and wave to these two flogs, because we weren't doing it unless we got paid.
I love the part where H&M unintentionally make the Royal Family more popular than ever.
Megan and Harry can go a get 🤬
apart from that I was really shocked to see this second trailer...  they really are going after the royal family and trying to destroy them..  not enough adjectives to describe them as evil and 
totally destructive.......
"We know the full truth" ... and yet, they sat in front of Oprah and lied and lied and lied and lied and lied ..... ad infinitum ! This will just be more lies and truth distortions told before 
cameras.
TEAM KATE & WILLS
Cool  Let's do this again ...   🤣
I love Meghan's left eye. I love that it can look but not really see. That it sees injustice in the world but turns in on itself and declares that it's suffering is far worse than anyone elses. Most 
of all I love the way it can tear up on demand.
I love the part where Harry is wearing the fetish collar & lead and the close up of Meghan’s stiletto on his pink pancakes - oh that’s season two when the money runs out 😂



So confused how everybody loves Diana but hates meghan as if Diana wouldn't be backing meghan
I love the part where these two half wits think we’re all stupid enough to believe their stories, when they are proven liars.
I love that part too
I like the part where someone can cite more than one racist headline out of 10,000.
Thank you
How do we find out the dislikes? Thanks
No they did not. Thanks to Princess William's Godmother the Royal family are not as popular as Trump in the UK. Trump and Boris is more popular here. But I love the part where these 
comments are making this trailer HUGE. Thank you.
It really made Prince Edward and Sophie seen so much more and they are a fantastic couple.
@Greenz1100  WTF has the UK and your pointless opinion got to do with anything?
The British Monarchy has followers all over the planet,.
Get out of your pathetic political echo chamber you childish cretin.
Oh, you mean her special lens?
Eeeh? You gaslighting or what? 😂😂😂 You’re so obvious yaaaawn
you are ignorant. Diana would have seen through Meghan as the lying malevolent trash that she is. And Markle would have spat on Diana for seeing that like she spat on everyone else in 
the family. Diana wanted one thing -- to see her son become King. And she'd have LOVED Catharine. Harry even asked Diana's siblings what they thought of Meghan and they said she is 
NOTHING like our sister Princess Diana
 @J T  do u even know what gaslighting is, what has meghan even done to make u guys so buthurt
 @Jay Paul  Diana loved everybody and for you to just straight say that she would have called meghan trash is malarkey. Diana left the royal family for a reason, meghan left for that exact 
same reason and yet you all hate her. What did she do for you to slander her?
It brought a tear to my left eye when Netflix cancelled Pearl, Megan’s animated series.
I wonder if Oprah is upset with them? Poor woman actually believed their lie that she got their exclusive!!
I love the part where everyone is trolling the royals with “I love the part where” comments.
I love the part where the titles go up..
I love that Netflix have left the comments open. It brings a tear of joy to my left eye..
0:20 thanks Harry for confirming that all this is about is your jealousy towards William and Meghan's jealousy towards Catherine.
I love the part where Meghan is always preaching about women's voices being heard, while simultaneously silencing the voices of every woman who tries to hold her accountable for her 
actions. Clearly the only female voice worth hearing is Meghan's. What a genuine advocate for women and girls! She's our little Ariel! 
Oh, please. Earthshot and the recent firing of "Lady" Susan for explicit racism was just the tip of the iceberg. Diana knew what was wrong with this family and was silenced for doing so (not 
in the sense of her death, but while she was still alive.) I bet half these (bots) comments are Diana fans, yet they totally missed the point. Yawn. Glad Meghan and Harry get to tell their 
story.
I love the way Meghan thinks she is so popular that people actually care
Still not giving the act up 😂
I'm not great on the Internet, can someone explain to me why I see the number of likes (which at this point in time are 11,000 but I don't see the number of dislikes?
Why do all the comments start with 'I love the part....'
She did not get the tiara she wanted so she had to strike out. He did not like to be a second banana, so he joined her in destroying royal (his) family.



Love the part where hazza co-founded a mental health charity and Meghan joined too!! how selfless that they didn’t bother all the mental health professionals they met routinely. Love 
that they didn’t bother MEgains mother with their issues cause shes a trained social worker. They are totally focused on others.... all the time. It could make me cry.. left eye, tear, go$$$$
I love the part where once again the toxic demented lying lower than scum duo, Harry and Meghan continue blaming others for everything, yet didn't have enough footage of their own 
they used Diana's footage, to prove they were targeted like her, yeah right, like Piers Morgan said spare me, left eye tear rolling thunder beware.
God save the King and Queen Consort and the Prince of Wales and his beautiful wife and family, please take care.
I love how they ignore that Catherine was called Waity Katy and went through the same awful media attention initially too- but stuck it out and is now universally admired.
This documentary is really gonna show us how good Meghan is at acting because Harry my god he wouldn’t make it onto the cast of cats 😂😂😂
I’m disgusted that they use Diana’s paparazzi harassment as an incentive to watch this. Meghan wasn’t harassed, she CALLED the paps (backgrid). I feel for William having to watch his 
brother make $$ off their dead mother.
More like Ursula 😂
I love how the single voice of hatred, prejudice and bigotry is drowned in the sea of praise for the brave and stunning couple of humanitarians. Truly inspiring. One tear, left eye…
 @J T  that’s some major bot energy.
youtube removed seeing the number of dislikes a while back. But you can add a browser called Restore Youtube Dislikes to your browser. Its currently at 71K. Previous trailer reached 
quarter of a million
 @Jay Paul  wow, thanks so much!  really appreciate your help :)
it's a joke that started on the other trailer. It became a game and everyone ran with it.
❤❤❤
Catherine went through far worse.
Not to mention present day, their fan club the 'Sussex Squad' trashing her on social media and starting rumours.
😂😂😂
I am loving ALL of these comments... well done everyone!!!
Those two have done it again, you release this trailer when the prince and princess of Wales arrive in the US, now the first instalment is the same time as Katherine’s Christmas carol 
concert that she organised herself. What a shitty thing to do Netflix, how dare you. Shameless. I will be watching the Princesses carol concert and I hope many many people do. Meghan 
Will probably let a tear fall from her left eye but I don’t care now. 😡😡😡
What on earth happened? Everything changed (suddenly, in a second - pick yours). You selfless humanitarians want an answer except for the obvious fact that some US media gave you 
millions of $ you could'nt resist? 
- you bullied staff and a little child
- you could'nt be half in, half out
- you wanted always be the center of attention
- you didn't accept the rules
- you quit
- you threw you family under the bus and claim racism on Oprah knowing the Duke of Edinburgh layed on his deathbed
... 
On and on ... Pick yours.
TBH: This trailer is worse than the former one and that is not easy. Today I don't have a sense of humor I'm aware of.



It's about every the  "rain drop" speech that I thought F you H&M !! I was happy with them being a Royal couple shaking hands, waving  and boosting  charities. But don't tell me not to 
drive my car or to save all year for a holiday in the sun because of the green agenda, while those two spoiled, privileged,  thick skinned , brats swan around the world in private jets 🤬
Netflix must really not like money or people watching
My family is shitty too, where's my documentary?
Won't be watching...what a waste of money Netflix....you could of done another season of Lucifer  or more seasons of Wednesday.  Lost another subscription here... I don't watch liars and 
fakers who make money grifting and using their dead mother... Prince William lost her too...not just you Hazbeen stop it with the whinging you are not a victim but a very spoilt poor little 
rich boy who has been spoilt like the other old spare...2 spares who are as thick as planks....jeeze. Try living on what a normal person gets.... well if you will marry a big spender you get no 
sympathy from me. You made your bed lie in it with your vindictive wife.
I love how sincere and humble MM is.  Kidding! Pass the barf bag!
Meghan looks like she desperately wants attention & I honestly feel bad for Harry
Because he looks like he lost a lot.. SHE  looks very manipulative.
Came here just to give this video a thumbs down.
Gee, I wonder why they're hiding the down votes? I just heard Piers Morgan say that in a recent poll 98% of Britons want the King to strip them of all their titles. They can't take "Prince" 
away from Harry, but please, yank the rest. Meghan destroyed her own family and now wants to make millions by destroying his. Harry is the Simp of the Decade. All they do is make 
fictional claims of racism and abuse, which has enriched them to the tune of $200 million.

As Meghan demonstrated when she took an extra job on 90120 blowing a dude in the front seat of a car, she'll do ANYTHING to be rich and famous and party with celebrities. What 
horrible, low-class scum they are. Britain doesn't want them and we here in the U.S. don't want them. Could we exile them permanently to Antarctica? Tell Meghan George Clooney and 
Reese Witherspoon are waiting for her there and she'll go. I even hope the King makes Harry take a DNA test, since he looks exactly -- I mean EXACTLY! -- like Diana's lover, though he 
denies paternity. I believe if Harry isn't Charles's natural child, he isn't even a prince. Boy, would that serve this slimy couple right!

Hierarchy?? Really?? He's the one who say he was born into this.  Was this not the first lesson?? They know the truth, but will they tell the truth??? Why so many faked photos?? It feels 
fake,  manipulative,  and like they are trying really hard to make a story that doesn't exist. The great Princess Diana was hunted & the new Princess Catherine endured  this for years both 
without complaint. Not one word sounds real.  If you listen to Harry now, he contradicts every single interview he ever gave before 2016. I adored him!! I thought his choice of Meghan was 
bloody brilliant, and I was so happy for them both.  But her true behaviours came to light very quickly.  Princess Diana only gave a tell all interview, because she was tricked & lied to. 
What's their excuse? They are not part of that life or institution anymore, so what are they talking about? They are no longer there enduring any of this.  So they should be counting their 
blessings that they are out!! Why not just leave the poor trapped royals to their own insufferable misery. I feel sorry for them & I will pray they find the peace they seek.
I am here just for the comments LOL.
Whatever credibility this "docuseries had (very low to begin with) was lost when I saw Christopher Bouzy.
I love the section in the horror show where they AGAIN used footage that has nothing to do with them. It’s from Trumps lawyer and how he was chased. So now we have Harry Potter 
premiere and Trumps lawyer. Shows Harry Potter and Trumps lawyer are in fact hunted by the press and not them. It’s no footage of that since it didn’t happen. 

They are SO BRAVE to try to make us buy into the narrative about the “terrible press” and their non existent being chased. They are truly gracious lying to the public so they can get more 
tax money from us. So Harry can, as always, comparing himself and his wife to his mother Diana. Us pheasants need to hear about his horrible loss and his mother every single day rest of 
our life. Im crying a left eye tear from thinking about how kind and honest he is 😪
I love the part where Meghan and Harry are such environmentalists that even with a 100 million dollar payout they choose to reuse pictures of other celebrities to make their point. So 
inspiring, so thoughtful, an inspiration to all who use real pictures to prove a point. 😢



Complaining about the hierarchy in the monarchy only proves what everybody has been saying for years. They're jealous of William and Catherine. They desperately want to be King and 
Queen. I mean... as Meghan so compassionately said - they're "only one plane crash away from the throne".
I love the part where they destroy the reputation of netflix
Do H and Rachel get it yet? Netflix, have you figured it out? It's not history repeating itself. It never will be. Diana died in a car crash with a drunk driver at the wheel. No seatbelt sealed the 
deal. These two are a pair of clowns, liars proven by too many sources. One tear left eye go. That is what you have.
TIC TOK TIC TOK..... ONLY A MATTER OF TIME, GO METHANE (WOKE) GO BROKE.
THANKS FOR LEAVING THE COMMENTS OPEN, THE PIC OF METHANE IN BLACK N WHITE CRYING.... NOT CRYING OR UPSET IN THE COLOUR ONE ????? 
A TEAR FROM MY LEFT EYE.... LMFAO
I loved the part where Meghan discovers wire coat-hangers in Lilibet's wardrobe. :face-fuchsia-wide-eyes:
Indeed. Clearly Netflix neglected to check the validity of source material there.
Woke ideas of sustainability win again!!
Meanwhile….. most of you are concerned about getting enough overtime so you can provide a decent Christmas for your children. Sorry, I think they’re doing just fine over there in their 
lives.
Oh good grief! They're using Christopher Bouzy for "facts"??? That's f'ing hilarious! What in the world was Netflix thinking?  🤣🤣🤣🤣
Is Harry the biggest cuck in history? Never has a ranga been so p*ssy whipped. Not sure who will watch this.
I love the part where Harry and Meghan are so concerned about their security that Meghan rolls the bullet proof window down so everyone can see their concerned unprotected faces.  
My left eye cried one tear.
This show is cancer, these bell ends are saturated in woke liberalism and far left ideology, I hope they fade into obscurity fast
They wouldn’t know truth it is smacked them and I wish it would!
I love the part where Harry explains to Meghan that UK media laws changed after Diana’s death and so she could never ever have been bombarded and followed by paps like Diana and 
Catherine were. One tear, left eye, go!
LIARS. 😂😂😂
Gaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaay looks gay as hell
Theses two have lied the whole way through. People around them have been used, bullied and betrayed. They had a plan right from the start...it all went wrong because M had a different 
agenda to H. She promised she would get him revenge, he is not strong enough to continue. Netflix stop this madness now! Dump them, sue them, lose them and get back to the great 
works you were about. Raise your platform for excellence not trash. 🙏
I Love the part where Meg goes to Crawley Magistrates court support her bff Katie Price on her drink driving charges. Such Compassion. My left eye could not help but shed a tear. Just the 
one, didn't want to go crazy.
Their voices are GRATING ON ME !
Love the part where feminist Meghan social climbs and uses everyone around her.  Then if she doesn't get her way, she orchestrates campaigns to blame, blackmail, bully, censor or sue 
them into submission.  Left eye, single tear.
Who the heck are taking picture of the 2. They claimed its an intimate pics but how can you do that when there is somebody in the room.
My favorite part is the comment section 🤣🤣🤣
Megan and Harry, you have MORE people ROOTING for you than BITTER Propagandist want you to believe.  I am PRAYING for you.  YOUR love is pure and hate can't stand it.  WE ARE FOR 
YOU!!!
Megan and Harry, you have MORE people ROOTING for you than BITTER Propagandist want you to believe.  I am PRAYING for you.  YOUR love is pure and hate can't stand it.  WE ARE FOR 
YOU!!!
I love the part showing Chelsea Davy being chased by paparazzi. 😂



They could've just gone on Jerry Springer...
Harry and Meghan the duo that were to shape the Generation Z. Hmmm saying everything to get their stakes on the money shot! Of course position your agenda and make it so realistic 
that I can officially call it Gaslighting and in addition "Control of the Narrative".
Well! Fool as again with the term "Racism or Bullying" and we will assure you it won't be the way you wanted. Don't forget to carry with you Christopher Bouzy.
Thank Goodness the 2nd reading for The Removal of Titles Bills is on the 9th Dec 22. So excited. Brings a tear to the left eye.
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
I see your real intention behind this comment. But honestly this is not okay, how would you feel if someone commented the same thing to one of your family members or yourself? I say 
that it's sometimes for the best to mind your own bussiness. Don't write hate if that's the only thing you have in your mouth. Because from the mouth both life and death comes, your 
words matter and remember that it's directed towards two individuals who are human. It can directly or indirectly affect them negativily. You don't know what's going on behind close 
doors, so with the lack of information you have I suggest that you don't judge unfairly.
she's looks so fat from behind at BP. i love it! she and lizzo tackling phatphobia!
 @Sua Munalia  Meghan opened the car window which was there for her security, fact.
 @Sua Munalia  Get a grip. We're allowed to call BS as we see it. And for the record, I doubt Crystal's family would act like idiots like H & M.
I see the Meghan fans are as preachy and clueless as she is
 @Sua Munalia  what are you even saying? I'd tell my family to stop acting pathetic is they do stunts like this
 @Sua Munalia  Another woke commentator.  H and MM ask for it by their hypocritical behavior, their hating on their own family with 17-30 provable lies on the Oprah interview and now 
more of the same on the docu series.  Its what narcs do, try to control the narrative so the real truth doesn't get out.  MM and H. want to hate on their family with provable libel and 
slander, and we are being criticized for pointing out the hypocrisy???  We definitely know that what MM and H. present as going on behind closed doors cannot be trusted as truth since 
they have a track record of lies and inconsistencies, since as you know "recollections may vary."

 @Sua Munalia  My dear, leave these lowlifes.  Just love the part that it all TRIGGERS them. And smile. BTW Merry Christmas to you and trust me, don't waste your time with these ppl.
Pure Gold
 @Sua Munalia  If they didn't lie and twist facts for their own benefit all the while attempting to destroy 2 entire families no one would say  anything.
 @Sandy No  Actually I am still stunned that the Driver of the vehicle wasn't sanctioned. he would have been trained in all aspects of Security and could have ensure the windows were 
locked so that no passengers could open them. that was kind of slack on their part. Even my inexpensive car has that feature.
 @Sua Munalia  Oh shut up. The comment is clearly sarcastic.  You're obviously a sugar.
 @Sua Munalia  There is a reason for bullet proof windows you know,  don't roll them down if you're scared for your safety.
She risked her life for that photo. So brave, so bold.



 @Sua Munalia  and yet you have placed a judgement call on @Chrystal for her comment.  Of course no one knows what is going on behind close doors and as such we will likely only 
receive the version of “their story - their truth, as told by them, as performed by them in front of cameras, cameras set up behind these famous doors, so that they can once again 
monetise themselves, promote themselves as ….”victims of the institution, victims of a cold calculating, murderous, scandalous racist, sexist, genderised family, victims of racism and hate 
from family, institute, country, press, paparazzi, people from the world all over”   They have a right to tell their story. They also know and are counting on the patterns of the past, of the 
mantra of the Palace, to Never Complain, Never Explain. To Keep Calm and Carry On. They’re counting on the King, William, and the Palace officials to not reply with a comment. They are 
expecting a curt orchestrated paragraph of “recollections may vary, we are sorry to hear that this is how they still feel and that they feel a need to expose their version of their truth and of 
their version of their pain and suffering, but as usual, we extend our love and best wishes as they continue to live their lives across the pond”. 
Yes they are two individuals but surely you can be open minded to view this from ALL perspectives. Yes they feel, they hurt, they have a voice, they need to tell it like it is for them. Yes they 
have shared their truth in 90 mins to Oprah and in sit downs with DAX Shepard, James Cordon, with 10 or 12 Podcasts, with The Cut, with Variety Mag, with TIME, with ELLEN, with Gayle 
King, etc etc etc and now with Netflix. Given they’ve been together since 2016, in 6 years they have a long repertoire of anecdotal truths to tell. They are after all, the Prince and Princess 
StoryTellers.  I sympathise with them, with Harry having his mom die in a car accident that she could have prevented from being fatal. Sympathy for knowing his mom was anguished over 
the Papps n papers but his mom used the same Papps n papers to promote herself n her causes. She was not entirely an innocent victim. Sympathy for not being able to stay in the Army 
due to safety concerns due to his whereabouts leaked from an Aussie journalist. Sympathy that past girlfriends found it a pressure cooker. Sympathy that Meghan who literally contacted 
press n paps to be where she’d be from day one yet cries about it into her hemmes blankie with her Singaporean exotic orchid. Sympathy that she had no family at her wedding except 
mama, so had to fill the seats with 600 A List celebs all of which only apx 7 had met her + had a former connection with her. Sympathy for Meg that she was ashamed of her white heritage, 
white family, so didn’t invite them, ashamed of her black family-aunts uncles cousins, so didn’t invite them. Charles had offered to pay for their fares, accomodation, but no… so whilst we 
don’t know exactly what goes on behind clothes doors, there’s a lot we have seen from our own eyes and as such we are free to cast an opinion, thought, judgement. We are free to know 
that based on having watched the public life of William unfold, William who had the same parents, suffered the same loss of his mom, loss of parental marriage, yet is not a victim of 
culture, system, palace abuse, etc. His wife, Princess Catherine, had to cope with a barrage of press interference for 9 years of dating, much worse than Meghan did. Catherine was 
younger, hence less worldly experiences, one would expect her to have less maturity than a woman who was 37 when she Meghan began dating Harry. Meghan came from a land n life of 
cameras as an adult, Catherine did not. Yet Catherine managed, was poised, of course felt upset, frustrated, etc and William wanted to protect her too, but they also used a moral compass 
to get through it. A compass that the Sussex duo seem to have lost. If I shed a tear for anyone, it will be more than one tear from my left eye, it will be profound sadness for King Charles III, 
Queen Elizabeth II , Prince Philip, Queen consort Camilla, Princess Diana, Prince William, Princess Catherine and their three children. And the entire Royal family, UK, all countries of the 
Commonwealth . Mostly I will cry for Charles, William, Catherine, (even Camilla) … ThankYou
The UK laws were not changed after Princess Diana's death. WDF are you talking about? They changed in FRANCE. YOOOOWWW!
 @Greenz1100  UK laws changed in the UK! When did you ever see Meghan bombarded with paps in her private time? That’s why they’re using images of the Harry Potter premiere and 
Katie Price case to make their own case!
Lol.
Lovely jubbly! So clever x
It's time for your meds dear....you are hallucinating again....
I loved the part where they travelled back in time to the Harry Potter premier.
I loved how they used Kate Price court appearance in their Doc too
I love the fact that I don’t have Netflix.
Does anyone think Harry and TW are reading these comments with tears of rage in both eyes?



I love the part when everyone’s in the comments angry that they won 😂
I love that part a lot

Is that how the joke goes😂
Why do they have to use footage from Diana and Catherine being chased by paparazzi? Because they have no footage showing Meghan ever been chased by paparazzi, right?
They hate the Monarchy but keep Their Titles and want their Children to be named Prince and Princess. That doesn’t make any sense.  They are ingrates MM was handed everything on a 
silver platter. Harry my Dad cut me off well you have your Mothers 30 million inheritance. There is so much I want to say but it would be to long. They need to find a place to live out of the 
public eye especially that’s what they wanted so do it. As an American I don’t want to be paying for your Security detail. Just beyond ridiculous these two. Bouzy is in this 🤣 so we 
definitely know it’s full of lies.
Hate them all you can 😂 BUT one thing is for sure. Harry is more of a man than your king of Britain will ever be. For whatever Meghan’s worth is, he stood by his family. NOT like Charles 
who just wanted to be a tampon for a dirty old hag. All while the wife who gave the monarchy the heirs was losing her mind.
I read the heart warming comments here and it brings tear to my left eye
Megan and Harry, you have MORE people ROOTING for you than BITTER Propagandist want you to believe.  I am PRAYING for you.  YOUR love is pure and hate can't stand it.  WE ARE FOR 
YOU!!!
I love the part where Harry and Meghan name everything in their lives after their son Achie but name their daughter after the woman who headed the institution determined to destroy 
them and their love story. 
So brave... my left eye sheds a single tear 😢
I loved the part where Meghan & Harry were at the Royal Polo Grounds of Santa Barbara. Duchess Meghan was presenting the trophy before the winners were decided (scheduling 
conflict), Harry's mates were so ecstatic to share the podium with her and the floppy black hat. Brought a tear to my left eye.
The best part was when Moaning Myrtle - MM, you know -- wipes a tear from her left eye, then flushes herself down the toilet.  The stench of sewage!!!!  So realistic!
I feel so sorry for these two millionaires…
I loved the part they're confused about why they became unpopular, don't see their actions and character were the cause, nothing else. One tear, left eye 😢
Love Netflix..., unfortunately I cancelled my subscription BUT am so grateful I can find the real ‘truth’ in the comments!  All my love to those sharing a story through their ‘lens’. So so 
moving.. left eye, tear.
One of the most discussed couples in history? If that's even true it is all for the wrong reasons.  It's all about the benjamins baby and they got it from you Netflix.  I will not be watching this 
series and I hope people think about it before they do. These two are very self centered and if they took theirs heads out of their butts and stopped crying with their Hermes blankey in the 
background long enough they could have done some good things. Shows the differences between the future King and Queen and the Spare and his wife.  Great timing too Netflix.  William 
and Catherine still shined above this nonsense with their grace and giving hearts.
I loved the part where she successfully tricked the whole world to believe she was actually pregnant, even when the moonbump fell between her knees, when she wore the lilac dress and 
the red coat.
These two woke royals are so very un self-aware. Looks like a snore fest
My prayers go to this family ❤! It’s 2022, no one deserves to be treated bad.
Money money money meghan
I love how Meghan so warmly reached out to people she had never met, like Oprah and the Clooneys, and invited them to her wedding…it’s like finding a seat at the table for a homeless 
person on Thanksgiving. I am still dabbing tears from my left eye.
I don't anymore, apparently it's becoming a thing.
Ooh...I do hope so
I love the part where you think it's a game, Meghan😂



from royalty to reality tv is losing...and no, that's not how the joke goes, Meghan. Log out.
 @P H 😂 thanks, yea I do think it’s a game & a joke
Then why naming a child after the monarch? If you want out break ties...🥱
See how these royal people can protect and break a person is actually astounding. Camila is fishiest than any of them yet they kept her smell under the radar. Andrew too.
 @P H  you have to know that the crown, the royal family and the 10,000 staffs behind these powerful institution are different.
It's not hate. We are laughing at them!
🤣🤣🤣🤣
Clearly not. Your wild screams and narcissistic gaslighting won’t change that lol
Yea just root for them and ignore all the valid comments 👍
Archie was P. George’s security nickname
You never had netflix
yes, the moonbump falling to her knees was a real tear jerker for me too. One tear, left eye in 3 seconds 😢
What are you talking about? I want to look this up. 😇
My favorite part was when Meghan did that cute little coat flick to show off her bump to the photographers. Such beauty. So natural.
And the media went absolutely silent on it
 @Kimmy Possible  2019 visit to Birkenhead.
 @Lunazul   probably super injunction
 @Kimmy Possible  You should
They should go live that private life they wanted and stop being constant hypocrites and victims. We see them for who and what they are. At least they'll have one person watching it with 
you being such a support system. Brings a tear to my left eye in 3 seconds 😢
 @Sarah Jane   GOD BLESS YOU! HAPPY HOLIDAYS!
Hysterical. 🤣
So brave.
she's looks so fat from behind at BP. i love it! she and lizzo tackling phatphobia!
Yet her own family were not invited- all levels of melanin
🤡🤡
I love reading the comments, “the left eye tear” stands out! 😂😂😂
I love the part where even though the monarchy is a terrible institution, they kept their titles. So incredibly stunning and brave, I shed a single tear from my left eye.
I love the part where King Charles invokes the Treason Act and Harry and Meghan are extradited to the UK for a walk of shame through the streets where rotten vegetables and the 
contents of bedpans are hurled at them.
Poor Meghan as she sobs sitting on her chair with her $3,000 dollar Hermes blanket behind her
I love the part when Meghan say she did't know that Harry was a prince. But she was a big fan of Lady D and the monarch. She was such a big fan. She even take a selfie for beckingham 
palace.
This is malicious, unkind, and clearly untrue. Harry has already sold his grandmother for money and they are still looking for ways to descend even lower still.  Watching this I feel I am in 
the presence of evil doers!
Love the part about dear Doria being bypassed as they chose their daughter’s name. 
Having no scruples, they chose 2 names from H’s abusive family, going so low as to steal the private, pet name of the Queen — shortly after publicly trashing all she holds dear in the OW 
interview.



I'm ready!
Opportunistic lady with desperate cuckold
Over 66,000 downvotes (86%) as of noon on Monday California time
I love the part where she made a fool of herself on Ellen, anything for exposure.  My left eye had a tear.
Generally, comments here reflects a world of sad people. Stop spreading hate and go mind your business!
How many dislikes?
I love the part where Meghan thinks she has the right type of moonbump this time. Too ashamed to speak out for surrogacy. Bought a tear to my left eye, in 3 seconds 😢
Anyone see how on the sneak peak of trailer they used a paparazzi scene from one of the Harry Potter movie premiers to make them appear as if they are constantly being photographed 
and bombarded by paparazzi . Child please, everyone sees right through all your whining and lies!
I love the part where you get the proven fraud, Christopher Bouzy, to defend you. Netflix, you are losing so much credibility.
Since everyone here loves a part, I'll share mine. I love the part that Meghan and Harry are not part of the Royal House. They should not be there. Harry now realizes what a huge mistake 
he made, marrying someone who is not of your class. So please don't do the same mistake Harry did. Marry someone who is of your class. Always!
everything from  Netflix is trash.             👎👎
..these two could bring a tear to a glass eye

Because they don’t care about titles and announced their son would have no titles, but demanded them.
Yeah...H&M are hypocrites...
What title? The one she's fighting to have? I know Harry is Prince . Don't know about about her. People don't like her and she certainly doesn't deserve any title.
love the part where Harry uses my orbanus to his advantage and puts Markle on the same level. My orbanus is crying.
Slava Orbánovi!!❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤
They are shock artists and liars
The firm is so terrible, their first demands to remain within it for 50% of their time was hugely heroic and stunningly selfless. Oh, and can we monetize our royalty for the rest of the time 
and make oodles of cash? The Firm is ghastly only because their demands were not accepted. They then changed their narrative to excuse their walking away from duty & responsibility. 
No doubt the narrative has changed again for the Netflix series, and if that doesn't win people over, we'll change it again. It's basically a modern day crying wolf fable. They've been badly 
advised throughout.
she's looks so fat from behind at BP. i love it! she and lizzo tackling phatphobia!



 @Bernadita Tiosen   even though Harry is a Prince, people think he “was born a Prince and so always will be” …. BUT …. They are so deliciously wrong.  Harry was born a BOY, a male baby 
born, just like any other boy in the world. He wasn’t birthed wearing a crown. He was “granted” the title “Prince” ( afterwards).  As such, precedence has been set in modern day Royalty, 
where the titles granted after birth, can be removed, renounced without any specific reason. Precedence - The Danish Royal Family runs along the same type of Constitutional Monarchy as 
Britain. Queen Margarethe of Denmark, Is now the longest reigning Queen since the passing of Queen Elizabeth II, she has two sons - Prince Frederick (heir to the throne, with 4 children) & 
Prince Joachim, (6 th to the throne, with 4 children). Q.Margarethe decided it was time to slim down the Monarchy & she wanted to give her grandchildren, in particular, more freedom of 
choice for their adult lives, so she removed the HRH. & Prince, Princess titles that Joachim, his wife, his kids had. Not a punishment, not a case of ooh I just don’t like you any more, it was 
simply you are now Joachim. The children, if they absolutely want to be known by a title, can choose after age 21 to be called Lord….Lady…  This was as the reigning sovereign her decision 
alone, no interference from Parliament. She did discuss it with them as a courtesy + with her firstborn son, Crown Prince Frederick + his wife, Crown Princess Mary. Frederick + Mary’s 
children have maintained their titles. Their eldest child is P.Christian (18) he will be King after his dad. Their four kids have been told that the future is never set in concrete, that the three 
after Christian may in years to come, be without titles. So King Charles III may decide after Netflix series and the SPARE book, that enough is enough + as part of slimming down, he might 
choose the same prerogative as Q.Margarethe & remove HRH (permanently as for now they’re just not allowed to use it) and removed Prince from Henry’s name, then Parliament may say 
it’s time to remove all subsidiary titles - Duke + Duchess of Sussex, Duke of Dumbarton, Earl of Forquar.  
Now that, would bring a tear to my left eye …. A tear of joy, pure unadulterated joy.
So what's this "I love the part" TROLL FACTORY is having a field day today!!
Harry an Meghan don't use their titles anymore
What does single tear from my left eye mean 😂😂 I've been seeing it everywhere on these vids
 @PollyAnna  Interesting. 
 @Carol Tubbs she does all the time!
 @Carol Tubbs  his book is written by Prince Harry, Duke of Sussex.
 @Alex Mendoza  Because Megsy squeezed out ONE TEAR from her left eye at at the Queen’s funeral for the world’s cameras to document. It was so heartfelt, so moving, I ALSO shed a 
single tear (from my left eye).
 @Alex Mendoza   love the part" bot trolls unleashed from their pens by some CON servatives
 @Jan Loftness  and then a video surfaced of her bragging about being able to cry one tear from her left eye in five seconds
 @River Ocean  there’s no trolls here, just people speaking FACTS! Thousands of us.
Ooooooh maybe they can be brought into the Tower of London through Traitor’s Gate?
In College she had a poster of William over her bed !!!
This isnt any lady
Tell that to H and M
Stop your victim blaming. Talk about gaslighting the entire population. You need help.
Yet you’re here reading every single one of them. You’re welcome for the entertainment 😅
Bouzy Bucks! 😂😂😂
 @Karen D  Yes! Love Nate the Lawyer!

Also meghan I know u read the comments
Know u r getting uglier day by day..Ur face getting bloated only at the bottom half and man no wonder u r being jealous of the beautiful gorgeous Kate..  u r so ugly inside n out meagain
Shut up Harry and Meghan just shut up!!!! Ludicrous bs



I love the bit where they use footage of paparazzi clamouring over all kinds of other people except Meghan. Diana, Kate, Katie Price, Chelsy Davy, Michael Cohen yes, Meghan noooo. 
Almost like this is based on a complete fantasy.
Their poor kids.  They are the TRUE victims.  They will never know their cousins in England until they are old enough to see things for themselves.
Netflix put a link for "suscribe" they should put also a link for "unsuscribe" it would have been easier to unsuscribe me!
I'm waiting for the day when the Ginger Whinger and Yoko Moan-oh fade into obscurity. Their attacks on the Royal Family and their repeated lies are exhausting.
PS...NETFLIX, I'm not going to miss my subscription one iota. I wish you all the benefits of climbing into bed with those repulsive arseholes.

Monarchy isn’t that about hierarchy? Wasn’t himself part of it for 38 years? Profiting from the British tax payers, calling himself prince and now Duke which actually that same title is a 
status in the hierarchy? He would have continue to profit from that racist and hierarchical family and institution if the late Queen had a greed to their demands. They wanted to have the 
best of both worlds. Hypocrites! A resentful and revengeful person doesn’t inspire me one bit. In the contrary it shows how vicious they are. This is not about healing, the pure intent is 
about harming that same hand that fed him for so long. PH is unrecognizable from that nice, easy go lucky chap! MM doesn’t shock me or surprise me, but him, is the latest betrayal to his 
own blood. If this documentary backfire on them, then they would say is not the way we wanted the story. It was Netflix. Nothing we could do! I see it coming.
I loved the part where hypocrite Harry says he had to flee to protect his family, whilst allowing paparazzi into all of his life. So poignant. One tear, left eye moment 😢
Netflix where did the tweet of this "Global Event" post go?? It disappeared 😂

Off Twitter.....
Only the harkle's know the truth jajajajajjaja this is hilarius
I loved the part ewghhhghjhhhjhjhhhghghh. 

I'm sorry I just vommed all over myself after watching this.
Get outta here
I look forward to the part in the last episode when it's announced the nasty racist monarchy strips their titles and finally allows them to live the safe peaceful private life they desire instead 
of this non stop intrusive media attention they continue to be the daily target of.
I love the part where Meghan stood up to the dying Queen and said: "I am captain now!"
I'm bet his Mother is proud of who he's become, he loves his wife and will do all to protect her and his children, and I'm sure she's proud of William too, just in a different way as she knew 
he was to become King and had no choice but to be whom they shaped him to be.
I can't wait to see this two narcissistic clowns  tell us more lies and think that we actually  are going  to feel bad for them it is hilarious.  So I will watch and be amuse .   Long love the Royal 
family.  Hopefully  they take the titles back now and give it 2any one in Sussex  I am sure the worst 2 people  there are more worthy  than Henry  and rachel
I was terrified how good Meghan is playing to convince me that the story has to repeat itself.
I loved the part where Meghan's father raised her after her absentee mother disappeared for years, doting on her, doing professional lighting for all her school plays, sending her for ballet 
& tap classes & then taking her to expensive restaurants, affirming & supporting her bi-racial identity, buying her a car & spending all this earthly wealth putting her through college at one 
of the most expensive universities in the USA and then-- this is so moving I couldn't stop a single tear from flowing out of my left eye-  she ditched him right before her wedding & refused 
to speak to him even after he had a heart attack.  So compassionate.  I also loved the part where she inspired a group of underprivileged girls in Africa telling them she paid her own way 
through college so they can do it too.  Wow ladies!  Just marry a white prince from one of the oldest monarchies on earth & you too can suddenly start selling yourself as an empowered 
independent feminist whose never used (and ditched) men to get where she is today.
Omg.. How could harry do this to his family? Meghan u expect but how could he get onboard. OK protect ure wife but.. And everyone plants stories. Harry and meghan has been doing it all 
this time.. I'm so disgusted at the morals of these two..
Bite me!  One series I can skip!  🤮



True! Doria is, like her daughter, the face of modern motherhood and feminism!  We should all aspire to be just like them…by marrying (white) men and then using those men to be the 
woman we were meant to be. So damned inspirational!  I’m shedding a single tear, obviously from my left eye, as I type this.
Amen!
I don't think you know Meghan Meghan fought for women's right way before she met Prince Harry she was about 8 or 10 when she wrote to a company about women washing dishes in a 
commercial the company changed the commercial because of Meghan, so please keep your mouth closed you don't know what you're talking about.
Do you have receipts of this? I am guessings you have evidence for the court room? Or are you going to loose like the daily mail. LOOL
This really brings a tear to my left eye I must admit.
Cause she's white herself, maybe beige in colour not brown and nowhere near black,, I've never seen anyone who's black
 @Greenz1100  My source is Meghan’s own pre-royal blog where she gushed about her father in multiple entries- back when she was trying to fit in at her all-white sorority & going for 
acting jobs & wanted to emphasize what a “good” family she’s from.
Well said May M!!!
These comments are reminders of what a truly horrible person she is. I had forgotten so much.

 @May M  This is FALSE LOOOL. Get a lawyer!
👏👏👏
 @Greenz1100  Which part is false?  The gushing accounts she wrote on her own blog pre-royal about how her father EXQUISITELY doted on & spoiled her?  The part where her dad had a 
stroke & she cut him off & refused to speak to him ever again as reported by her own father & siblings & the entire international media?  The part where she lied to a group of women & 
girls about working her way through college which was filmed & recorded & reported on by the entire press corps on the Africa tour?  LMAO
 @Greenz1100  court room? Oh right where Rachel perjured herself. Yeah we all saw that. We all cried one tear left eye
Dear Netflix: plz can u just finish those 2 show , bcoz u paid , at least . Then we will not be disturbed again , they r really  breaking the good environment for Christmas. Family is very 
important for us , we should love each other and forgive each other , to attack dad , brother in public again again , it is really not the meaning of loving Christmas gift.
I remember meghan saying in the oprah interview "she was naive about it".
Congratulations!
And what did it all turn into?
They were together maybe more than a good year until the engagement followed.  Kate and william 10 years.
Do you see the difference?
It's not a fairy tale she's marrying into. And I'm sure many have told her that!
I love the part where they demand their privacy but alert the paparazzi of the time and location MM will be so she can be photographed. Brings a tear to my left eye.
Yoko Markle
I can't wait to hear their side of the story. Facts no women in history who married into the Royal family has survived untarnished do your research then judge Megan
"We want a life whiteout cameras and photographs"

Yeah great job Mr and Mrs Hypocrite 
🙄
Why all comments start with, "I loved the part where..." Is it a tiktok challenge?
No Harry, You and the thing you married are DISGUSTING LIARS!!
If the Royal Family is so terrible STOP using your title!!
This is what happens when you give this poisoness family a TV programme rather watch the Osbornes



I love the part where Meghan claims the stakes are high, even though no one has any idea what these stakes are, so emotional, tear, left eye, go....🤣

Copyright laws are broken. Many can sue for them using their footage as the footage for these 2 revenge seekers. They use footage belonging to Ms Davy and others. 🇦🇺🇦🇺🇦🇺🇿🇦🇿🇦🇿🇦
I love the part where Meghan says we (women) are linked, not ranked, then signs off as the Duchess of Sussex. Oh and when Harry says how badly women coming into the family are 
treated, then attempts to ruin Catherine's trip to the US, concert, and birthday? A tear ran from the middle of my left eye.

Pain and suffering of women marrying into the institution...then stupid dimwit Don get marry or leave the institution... in Ur dictionary truth means narcissistic lies..shameless scumbags
Meghan 😭😭😭🤡
Poor Megxiters, the world doesn't accept your intentional, treasonous LIES in exchange for MONEY? Well, Goes around-Comes around. American here and I despise both of you. Now go 
ahead and shed a tear from your left eye again.
These "Royals" shouldn't even have the publicity they receive. They denounced the Royal family. They announced their departure. Away from the limelight, the media and press. However, 
Harry has a tell-all book coming out, and now they're on Netflix as well! I can't believe they even had the guts to show up at Queen Elizabeth 2 funeral. Shame on them. As curious as I am, I 
won't be watching. What a disgrace!!!!!!!
Some people are either paid bots or need to get a life. I hope you are paying as much attention to your own family as you have to the few minutes of a trailer.  Do you know what your 
husband is doing? Do you know where your kids are?
thank you for allowing comments to be open
A documentary about the most oppressed couple on earth. God bless you Netflix. Next can you make one about the poverty of people in San Bernardino?
I love the part where their "love story" is about the royal family because they are so boring without them. Truly the greatest love story of all time. My left eye has no more tears thanks to 
this moving and gripping trailer.
Yes 🙌 I thought this about Catherine! He’s such a hypocrite.
They really have a bone to pick with her... specifically. It's vicious.
 @Jelly  I feel for Catherine, as she's got on with the job and concentrates on her family. But she's a thorn in Meg's side. Catherine has a solid and supportive family in the Middletons. Her 
son will inherit the throne after her husband. Her relationship with William is solid. There's little for the media to find fault with, but it's taken years to arrive at that hard won status. MM 
has none of that. She sees all that as a weakness, conforming to the status quo, yet it rankles that it has brought success. It's not a game that MM is used to. She never understood it. But 
instead of learning the royal game, she applied her celebrity industry game plan to the situation, and it went wrong. She doesn't see it as her fault, it's the Firm, they're wrong, they need to 
modernise, etc. And even now her response is to apply the entertainment industry solution to the problem, in making a series about their "staged" story. The two ladies are very much 
suited to their individual worlds. Harry sees his royalty as a birthright and tries to play both games, but it doesn't work like that. They were advised that leaving to follow their plans would 
be difficult but Harry though the Firm were stalling. He still doesn't see the impossible conundrum they've created and thinks it's someone else's fault and I suspect that their American 
team were selling them an impossible dream.
Do YOU? You’re also here commenting. Zero self awareness detected. 😂
Yes and?
Your commenting maybe you should get a life is your husband and kids ok ?
Yes and yes. And I can do all that without the virtue signaling.

I’m dying 😂
So true!!!
I love the comments 🤣.  You all are the best 👌
 @Debbie Gravina  Me too!!!!!  I didn't know one could laugh themselves to death!



Bad acting
There was a reason William (and others) told Harry to take the relationship slowly, that lifestyle isn't for everyone. There's a reason William ensured Catherine knew the stakes AND 
prepared her.
 
Harry failed Meghan by selling her a fantasy and then blaming everyone else for his lack of due diligence.
(Amongst many other issues with these 2)
Wonder how much meghan charges?
They doing a lot of beneficience.
You both should be ashamed of yourselves and you guys don't fall under human being category...shameless devils.. meagain Ur voice just irritates me..the only punishments to u guys is u 
both being together n being with each other ...psychos
How can anyone ever believe a thing that these two utter. Harry has no backbone and is just a lackey until Meghan moves on to the next sap.
How many times can it be their truth when they are proven lies. Even my right eye 😢 is tearing up now.

I love the ending, already!  We come to find out that the self-described "classy lady", Megan, is neither classy OR a lady, unless we count the years she spent as 'lady of the night'.
Touching...
Do these clowns not realise how ridiculous they appear? Never realised would do anything for money. I bet he has an hourly rate for renting out Meghan. Disgusting.
I love the part where this Netflix series has brought strangers together from all around the world to comment facetiously “I love the part where…”. Oh no, my left eye 👁
These comments though are priceless - so funny and just such an indication of the lack of respect people have for this couple ... who actually is going to believe a word they say?
I love the way Queen Camilla, Princess Catherine and Sophie Wessex have also married into the family and yet maintain a classy, dignified, humble, gracious, respected presence engaging 
with the public, press, staff and other family members as the Royals they are; promoting charities, English brands and businesses that they may benefit from the exposure, offering 
themselves in service to their country and King, treating employees with dignity and respect and clearly raising their children in an emotionally secure, homely atmosphere with love, 
laughter and genuine happiness!
Those comments..❤ Hope netflix learned lesson or two…
i loved the part when they went to stay in America . Sorry to my American cousins
I loved the part where harry and meghan did not wish to be a royal (i. E. Work for people ) to make money but are now making money off washing dirty linen in public and still wish to be 
known as duke and duchess.
The comments section is golden lmao
I loved the part where she was on the phone to her mother  before the wedding, Doria who is a psychologist specialising in mental health.  Telling her how she was getting absolutely no 
support for her mental health.  One tear left eye.
The part where this all happened because an irrelevant D-list actress Migraine couldn’t be above Princess Catherine and she found out the hard way that the future queen will always be 
above her 😊
Do these 2 ever stop whining about their ultra privileged life?? This marriage isn’t going to end well.
For those that can't see the ratio, I'll update when I can.

11K Likes
62K Dislikes

If you search for "YouTube dislike extension" you should be able to add it to chrome.



still keeping up with the markles
The only time they’ve ever united anyone. Thanks Netflix! 
Thought it was mostly just British ppl
❤
It’s a Christmas miracle! ❤
❤ ditto
I'm just here for the comments. 😂
 @meow meow  Oh no, this is a worldwide phenomenon! The Harkles are universally despised.
 @meow meow  nope Americans too!!
American here ; these comments made my day. Cannot stop laughing with tears coming from both eyes 😂😂😂
When will we hear that candle’s story from the funeral?
🇨🇦 here! 😄
Maybe someone should get "I love the part where" printed on a T-shirt!
Me too!  I feel kind of guilty, I can only cry with both eyes.
Yes!! This!!!
I believe her title is actually the KIng's Consort.  She is NOT the Queen
 @TooLegit ToQuit  Every Queen Consort is refereed to as The Queen.
Camilla a Queen. Dignified LOOOL. My goodness
Sorry but I think you mean D list 🤭
 @Emily Jane haha I did! I changed it 😅
Thank you x
Thank you.
Currently:
12K Likes
91K Dislikes
What is this left eye thing ? Someone explain
The part when "pregnant" Meghan finds out Prince George's security name is "Archie" and goes on to name her son Archie, thus stealing something from George and bestowing it on her 
child.   Such raw jealousy, anger, immaturity and vindictiveness is surely worthy of an Oscar.
I have never been so right about something. These two are level 100 attention seekers.
I’ll tell you what happened Harry, you met a narcissist. She reminds me of mine and has done since day one- they are all a like, evil,manipulative, victim playing devils that destroy 
everything they touch!! She’s isn’t a victim. Her family and friends and all who’ve known her are.
Those 2 won’t stop... It’s been years… Go earn your money, tell stories about your achievements out of royal family umbrella (are there any?) or have privacy like you’ve always “wanted”… 
Because now all know it all about $$$$$$
I’m American and I get the the Royal Family’s hierarchy. Harry did, until he met and married her who shall be nameless and she thought she could overthrow the Monarchy. Shame! And 
remember: “Recollections may vary”. Also Netflix, I won’t be watching. Shame on YOU, too, for trying to bring down the Royal Family.
Markle would sell her mum and dad if she would get off with it.
Netflix you are causing a shhhhhhh storm with this already and it’s not even aired yet! Oh Lord here we go……! I’ll be watching though. 👀 



It's okay to have issues with your family, it's fine to cut off from them, but it is not accepted to make money ofd your hatred and mostly lies specially when your family is world famous. 
Anyone who can sell their family or friends for money is a shamless goldigger. Shame on meghan and harry
This sucks! Netflix please focus on getting Henry Cavill back as the Witcher and less time on walking contradictions such as the Markles
I love the part where they become the laughing stock of the internet. My left eye gently weeps.
If the Royal Family is so bad why are this pair of hypocrites so desperate to cling on to their British Royal titles and all the privilege that goes with them?  If Henry had even a single shred of 
decency left, which I seriously doubt now, he would renounce all his titles, HRH, Prince, Duke, Earl and Baron and become plain Mr Mountbatten-Windsor.  If he doesn’t he leaves HM The 
King with no choice but to remove them from him as he isn’t fit to hold them.  My sympathy to HM The King and the Royal Family for being subjected to this disgusting attack by his own 
son.
This is worse than the Amber Heard and Johnny Deep trials, 🤮.
Being paid so much for this propaganda really is so  bold. Fact is that Harry was born from an affair Diana had with an Army officer and Meghan has the biggest quest for revenge that she 
will end up like Diana. Karma will come back to haunt them.
I love the part in the comments below were its so obvious...yes obvious,  that there's an abundance of people who work on behalf of King Charlie (the monarchy)  i.e.  PR agencies and such 
commenting.  Keep the hate going people!  this is what charlie does best. He tried to get his mother dethroned back in 1991,  he ran a harassment campaign against his dead wife Diana, 
and now he's going after Harry. He's afraid of truths' out about him and his eh..wifey.  And yes, its right that the kids come out with their story of what happen and what is happening now.  
As long as Charlie and company keep throwing lobs at them, the kids need to fire back. This is how its played. And HRH Charlie is the one who has the most to lose. It's going to be a shite 
show. Good riddance to that bunch. Harry is embraced here in the USA because he is the real thing. The real warrior prince. Not some monarchists with their fake shiny metals. Harry 
earned his.
I love the irony of Harry saying: "Noone knows the truth; we know the truth"  🔥  A year after they've  been exposed for telling outrageous lies on Oprah - and knowing his wife committed 
perjury - TWICE!  🤣

She's like a high speed unstoppable freight train with no brakes and an empty cargo... making a lot of noise as she crashes though people's lives, communities and anything good in this 
world. She needs derailing, decommissioning and ignoring.
I love the part where they got married 3 days before the big, televised spectacle of a multimillion $/£ wedding.  Pass a tissue, please.
Oh come on!! Drama never ends with this couple!!!
I love every part of this that shows how self serving and self obsessed they are in everything they say and do, where only their version of the story matters. My left eye spills a single tear at 
the sheer magnitude of their limitless hypocrisy.
Videos of paps following Diana and Catherine. Photos of Katie Price going to court and Trump ex lawyer going to prison. Best of all Christopher Bouzey is in it the man who is facing court 
cases in USA. I’m beginning to think that Netflix is setting them up for a fall.
She bragged in interviews that she can cry on cue from her left eye

There’s an old video of Meghan before she met Harry where an interviewer asks her if she can make herself cry (during acting) and Meghan says “oh I can do that so we’ll it’s crazy. They’re 
like Meghan, one tear, left eye, go. Give me 3 seconds” - whenever Meghan is seen “crying” it’s always one tear from her left eye, so people now know that she’s just acting and fake crying.
Then she did just that at the queen’s funeral: one tear left eye. If you search YouTube for “one tear left eye” there are videos of Meghan bragging about her talent in an interview.
You’re either a raging drunk or raging junkie to come up with this ranting hog wash.
Sorry that facts and actual truth gets in the way of your racist agenda. I’m American, I’m liberal, I’m younger than Markle and I, like anyone with a brain have seen Markle’s repeated lies. 
She lacks the ability to maintain relationships and she fools only fools. I stand by my comment and was not paid by anyone.
Nope. Just the world united in this glorious schadenfreude of two proven lying grifters.



you missed the bit where saying this implicated the Archbishop of Canterbury in a crime as it would have meant the wrong date was on the wedding certificate and so he had to come out 
publicly and say it never happened
I’m getting my popcorn ready this is gonna be one hell of a ride. I thought my in-laws were bad Megan takes the cake.
Truth be told....
.My left eye welled up with emotions !!!!
Grrrrrr Nutmeg and Hazbeen , pls be quiet.
I love the part where i still dont know what these two are going on about. And why are they constantly whining and whingeing? I mean there are people in the world with real problems 
and suffering.
I think we need a new emoji. Tear left eye … Go 🥲 right?
I love how... no one fucken cares about any of the royals... We the People are all that matter!
This is lunatic. The pair need intense psychiatric intervention. Without that then there’s No turning back. F them both. This is becoming perilously close to sedition. A Bill should be brought 
before both Houses of Parliament, stripping Harry of all titles rank and honour of being a prince of 🇬🇧 And then presented to the king for his signature - to make it an Act of Parliament. A 
Law that He and princess Pinnochio can be mr and mrs Harry Mountbatten. Strip him of his knighthood too.  He’s not welcome back in the country. He’s not welcome at the coronation. No 
tax payers bodyguards. No tax payers Frogmore. no more cash. Cut off for life from the family, the wider family. The cousins. Everybody. Have him spied on and followed closely by the FBI 
and MI6 and don’t trust he won’t ferment treason. Sit back and wait. We all know how this eventually ends, and it’s not good for them. While they sit in LA counting their millions from 
Netflix. I hear Queen Mary echoing :  

“Ultimately the crown must win, must always win”
Anyone noticed how we can no longer see how many dislikes there are?
I love the part where they are searching through Stockphotos for pics of photographers.
I loved the part where people act like idiots and jacka$$es in the comments.
I can’t understand only one thing: these people left monarchy because they wanted privacy. Where is their privacy? I'm sorry, but this is an utter falsehood. Only one thing is clear: they 
make money off British monarchy trying to dirty their names.
KARMA VILL HIT THIS DESPICABLE DUO SOONER RATHER THAN LATER, KARMA WILL HIT HARD AND WITHOUT MERCY!
We all know Diana used to call the paps herself to tell them where she would be
Looks like Ginger and Whinger will be doing what they do best - whinge. Nextflix you lost me the day you signed these two up. Privacy? Shame, shame, shame!
Look forward to the part about M’s couture shopping spree, spending more than the other royal ladies combined, before leaving her brief time as a Royal. All at King Charles expense. Oh, 
how poorly she was treated! One tear, left eye!
We are supposed to feel sorry for these entitled self-absorbed heartless people?
Can not believe how far you have become .. prince Harry...
Ive always been their advocate its about time they spoke up honestly
I loved the part where Harry was so happy and had friends before he met Meghan.
I love the part where they keep telling the gods honest truth about everything on TV, so brave and heroic. Left eye leaking.
YouTube took that away a while ago but there’s a chrome extension that makes them visible so not really sure what YouTube accomplished there.
 @Anastasia Beaverhausen  I saw it one the first trailer when it initially dropped
…because there are none of the press actually hounding them. 😂 Effing nobodies.
Hahaha, correct with my watery eyes with one drop out my left eye, truly inspirationaly hilarious
I adore how I'm going to NOT watch the Markles embarrass themselves further.  Shame on you Netflix!



Two words Henry, 'Stockholm Syndrome'.
Meghan is a bully who bullied several people out of their jobs. That has been reported extensively and the litigious couple have never sued over it. That’s all anybody needs to know about 
her.
I love the part where they never complain, preach, or point fingers. Solid citizens right here my friend.
Hypocrites. Classless. Grifters.
I loved the part where Harry claims that no one knows the full truth except him and Megan. Of course they won't tell anyone the full truth while they are making money from their netflix 
specials. It brings a tear to my left eye.
I can't wait
I don’t understand why H&M can’t see that people don’t like them because of their behavior…not because of Meg’s color. 

I am a biracial American and I can see that. This narrative is annoying af.
I loved that part where he said it's their truth but fake photos are used to illustrate it. Oh, and don't you love how he wants privacy but has a photographer follow them 24 hours a day, 
snapping pics of every fake tear and sigh?
Award winning scene was when Meghan all alone watching “Little Mermaid” realized she too had to loose her voice for her prince.  💔 🏆
Harry, you are currently in a relationship that is robbing you from your own identity. Why is it that you no longer know who you are.
Reading all the comments makes me actually sympathise with Harry and Meghan now. Everyone ganging up on someone is never fun to watch.
Say goodbye to your duke and duchess titles after this, harkles. No doubt there will be a tear. Left eye.
I love the fact that I live in the United States of America - nah, IN A WORLD - where a company can take my hard-earned money to create a documentary - sorry, "global event"-  that is 
based on 'varying recollections' showcasing the utter audacity of two of the most privileged people there are complaining about wanting money for nothing. I look forward to many a tear 
in my left eye.
Oh Netflix what have you done!  Bouzy is being sued for defamation and manipulation.  He's about to be totally exposed. The "hater" YT channels exposed him months ago and he had 
them shut down.  The King and Queen of misinformation award goes to Harry and Meghan. The only award they didn't pay for. If you want to make serious money, make a documentary 
about exposing the Harkles oh and investigate the anonymous $10m donation sitting in their DAF.
Wow the English really hate then

i love the part where they didnt 'wait to get know each other a little better, hmm?'  and now subsequently have about 4 'good old times' photographs of them together to pull from. 3 of 
which are clearly itching to be perceived as 'organic and natural' yet obviously required cameras setup in their house, and one of which they evidently had to crop chelsey davy out of😂

zero friends or family in any of said pics as well, truly -  just each others' own private rays of sunshine in their own dark and lonely little closets.
Everything changed you a...holes because you wanted to make money off the Royal family and you were denied hence this vendetta.  Will you both just disappear and put all of us out of 
our misery.
I loved the part where Harry suddenly remembered that he used to be happy, healthy, and surrounded by loving friends and family, then realized that he is in an abusive relationship 
where he has been isolated, manipulated, and coercively controlled every day of their life together. I loved that he made a plan to get out and reconnect with his support network who 
would do anything for him. I cried tears of relief from BOTH eyes.
Not sure why Netflix wants this trash on their service.
Harry and Meaghan are overprivliged and caught in lies many times.
They asked for it.  People have reached a tipping point
people do not like liars and grifters!



Indeed. Very sloppy of Netflix to have neglected to properly vet Bouzy.
The British aren't big fans either.
You seriously think that all the comments here are from Brits? Get real. 😂
Do you realized people have internet outside of England, right?
Most of the world, when applying critical thinking skills, hates those two lying grifting abusers.
I hear The Australians aren't keen, or the Canadians oh and the South Africans,  they aren't too happy with them. Do you think their is a pattern emerging?
Americans, too, as evidenced in the comments,
 @Trumont Story  🤣🤣🤣🤣
Wtf! Are you telling me that you have two left eyes?
 @Rosie  I suggest you read slowly and carefully what @alexthomas9346 has written instead of being rude, or you could ask nicely because you do not understand
This...Harry needs to leave ... I know he's trying to save face but if he genuinely asks for help he would get it... but this documentary really maybe the nail in the coffin
That would be the best end to this extremely sorry tale, yes.
 @Raj T  I think it's you that doesn't understand it tho :p
Good one @rosie5694 😂
I love the part where they use his mothers death as a promotion tool... oh wait... no, I hate that part.
The part at the end,  where they've picked out their headstones, demanding that "Poor Me" is engraved on both of them.  So authentic and brave.  Left eye tear duct - go!
Wait, I have to 🤢
Ugh, this documentary is probably more fake than real. Harry just realizing there's a hierarchy is baloney.  He was taught from childhood that he was the spare to the heir.  Meghan Markle 
is like Amber Heard on steroids, who wants to watch her, she's annoying at best.
I love the part where this could have been so different,these 2 brothers should never have been divided….especially by a woman ….Sad ,SAD Times …for all involved
I love the part that they got out of that awful institution and now exposing everyone and everything. Good for them! The hateful commenters here on Youtube and everywhere can eat 
sh*t.
I love the part where they decide that, because the royal family is an evil racist institution, they decide to let go of their titles so as not to be associated with it.
I love the part where Harry was terrified and didn't want history to repeat itself and the paparazzi are actually filming Katie Price turning up to court for yet another drink drive!
Henry, tell us just one thing: What do you want out of this?
The hate in these comments is insane. Literally proving Harry & Meghan right. Get a life, people, and stop being so utterly hateful.
Love the part where M proves her authenticity as a bully when she says “It’s not my job to coddle people”, after being admonished about her treatment of staff.
Loved the part where every time Netflix airs a lie, M's nose grows longer and Harry has Liar written in blood on his forehead with a magical wizard quill!   Then Molly Weasley aims her 
wand at them,  screams NOT MY ROYAL FAMILY and blows the disgusting traitorous pair into fragments.  Then she takes a bow!  We all applauded at the end!!!
I  love the part where Charles kicks them out of his garden party, because Meghan was being rude and complaining to guests that she was bored.  Classic!
I love when Harry declares that we know the full truth after they are caught telling 30 lies to Oprah.  His honesty brings a tear to my left eye.. again
MeGain Markle is not a good person . But conniving to get as much as she wants MONEY . YOUR LIARS ! It will be a waste of time to fill your heads up with these lies . 
The Royals and the British people are so bad , they gave them a million dollar wedding . While Harry’s wife (witch) makes little girls wear leather shoes without socks or stockings . Cruel-
Ella . Those poor babies .We have seen the Truth ! MeGain loves tearing up her family and now Harry’s . Her sister Samantha warned the Royal family !! If she will do this to her own family , 
she will do it to yours !! She did !! Cruel and nasty and made The Queens last two years on earth miserable . But The Queen continued on doing her duties until she couldn’t . Harry along 
with MeGain is trying to bring down , what the Queen so diligently worked 70 years for . How ugly can these two be . Harry is MeGains puppet , that is all. She got rich off his back . They 
did the same to Prince Phillip , in his death bed . OPRAH . 
Cry me a River MeGain . 123 go both eyes ! Now left eye , go .



These are fake comments
Oh dear Harry we don’t want your full truth because in the Oprah interview Megs sprouted 20 now proven lies. She’s done countless interviews, spiteful podcasts and so on to vent her 
truth. We get it. Move on and stop being a man child. As for Meghan who spent 72 days as a working Royal, she didn’t even give it a chance so what the heck would she know? She came in 
looking to be slighted with a narcissist victim mentality and had absolutely no intention of staying. She planned this all along, was obsessed with Diana and used it against Harry to entrap 
and weaponise him.
Omg the first trailer was a a total dumpster fire,and then this???😂
I love the part where they left the UK and
MADE BRITAIN GREAT AGAIN!
Sooo emotional, one tear, left eye, go! 😪
The race card again
The only reason there is this level of "hate" is that H&M have gone too far in trying to destroy their families.  It's that simple.  No one likes a person who is this cruel and greedy.  It makes 
normal people want to defend the individuals being victimized.  If H&M feel wronged, then address it in private.  There is only one reason to do this so publicly, and that is money (and 
possibly the desire to extract revenge on a major scale).  In which case they are both in need of psychiatric help to understand why they are so hateful and angry.
You have a couple here who very clearly hate both of their families. The fact that not everyone loves them for that,  for profitting from his mother's death and from a family name they 
revile, restores my faith in human nature.
 @Marie Smith  There is absolutely zero justification for this hate. Zero. The people who need psychiatric help are those going out of their way to leave needlessly hateful comments under 
YouTube videos.
It's not hate  -  it's OUR truth!

It's actually Meghan and Harry that are highly disordered and deluded individuals and need serious help. The general public and well... nearly all of us have had enough of their victimhood 
and damaging behaviour. They are now a huge joke and it's their own doing.  Of course its a sorry situation but people can only laugh now because we are exasperated with it.
That was very satisfying!

The party where she had shoved in front of Harry as they were going outside, thereby breaking protocol and proceeded to strut around like a stripper. Ugh, so rude. Its all on camera.
No they’re not sorry 😅
No they're not.
Mines not
👍👍👍🇬🇧🇬🇧🇬🇧Brilliant.

If anyone wants to learn about narcissists, search for Dr. Ramani right her on youtube. She is excellent at explaining all the things narcs are capable of. There is no bottom and no shame.
I love how they chose to undermine the Royal Family just a couple months after the longest reigning monarch (who they named their daughter after) passed away.

Brings a tear to my third eye.
I love the part where Harry & Meghan give so much back to the people of Sussex.  I can't understand why there is petition from the people of Sussex to revoke their titles.  Brings a tear 
drop to my left eye.
Dear Netflix: Why was a photo here of paps taking picture of Trump's lawyer passed off as a photo of paps chasing HazBeen and his ball/chain? These things can be fact checked, you know. 
Harry's "truth" is a lie. Passing off photos as something else can land you in hot water for false advertising!
I love the part where Meghan’s brother and sister wrote a letter and spoke to the media WARNING us about the damage she would do and we ignored it. Pure Gold.



I love the part where the cable TV actress pushed her husband aside, made a fool of him in public, walked in front of the Queen , elbowed people out of the way , went around with 
incomes hair with a pillow under her dress , not wanting the British people to see her “ baby “ , refusing the Queens Doctors and wanting to merch the whole family like when she told the 
Queen that she did not own the word Royal .

Looking forward to the Part of the Movie When everyone Realizes One Women destroyed Her Own family His Family &Their Careers. A mattress actress Who Hustled backwards!!!!!!
I love the part where, in order to try to con us that Meghan was hounded like the Princesses of Wales, they use Diana and Catherine to their advantage but completely forget the years of 
vile attacks and a failed assassination attempt on Camilla (who also was a Princess of Wales for 17 years). Camilla actually went through far worse... Diana was adored, nobody wanted to 
hurt her, I am sure it was scary but imagine what it was like for Camilla knowing the people hated you.
I LOVE the part where Netflix turns the Dislike tally off, but leaves the Like tally active.
💥💣💥
OMG, the trailer is intense.
I love the times when all the videos caught Harry in complete disgust with His wife, how many times Harry’s wife grabbed his hand and he pulled away and then she continued to assert 
control over him, and none of that was staged and caught by the public domain, so touching , it brought a single tear in my left eye!😂
Rachel Ragland left eye leaks again
One more thing ——. “Meagan, Harry and Bouzy: perfect together
I love the fact that Netflix are using us to avoid paying the full amount to these deranged & awful individuals by demonstrating how unpopular and unwatchable they are and thereby avoid 
paying final instalments to them,...... one tear, left eye.
I have only one question... How soon will king Charles remove their titles.

I love the part when poor mistreated Meghan  had to stay in a housing unit with no smoke detectors  and  there had been a fire in her son's room that could have killed him and everyone 
was sobbing and shaking and still the evil monarchy forced her to do another engagement.  Truly a tale to pull at my heartstrings and a single tear to fall from my left eye.
I love how they show media shots of others, love how they use scenes of other Royals being chased by paparazzi because it never happened to them, how inclusive and kind, one tear from 
left eye.
I can’t see the number of dislikes. Have we hit the million mark?
I love them so much ! 💞
Not to mention that they didn't go to see her prior to her death, despite her multiple requests to them to do just that.  Then H. held up the plane from getting to Belmoral with William, 
Kate and Andrew because he was on the phone arguing with his father that MM needed to be allowed to come too.  Taking valuable time Prince Charles could have spent with his dying 
mother.  After waiting 30 min. the plane left without him, but they arrived just after the queen passed.  H. arrived about 15 min. later.
How do you know they undermined the UK Royal family if it comes out on the 8th of December and today is the 5th of December? LOOOL
To Sussex! LOOL Do you even know what the title means lool. Give back LOL
We really owe Samantha, Thomas and Thomas Jr. a big apology...
 @Stella  We could do a Go fund me for Thomas Senior, Samantha and Thomas junior are flown over for The Coronation, Given a lovely hotel suite and give interviews throughout the day, 
so MM doesn’t miss out,
 @helen gunter  great idea!
 @SkeeterM  brings a tear to my left eye. 😢
They need to lawyer up and sue Megan for turning their name Markle into an ugly verb.

 @Elaine Leep  Samantha is already! They are in court October 2023! Thomas won’t, he loves her and I wouldn’t want him too. He is poorly and like The Queen will die heartbroken.



And sadly she is proving them right....
That would be YouTube. It turned off dislikes last December, for reasons obvious, namely its commercial interests.
I think Parliament would have to pass a bill to do that.
We should all have joined up and put our one tear, left eye to good use. And extinguished that unbelievable raging inferno 🔥😢👁💧🔥
No but it’s happened to Harry and his mother and ultimately killed her and it’s coming from his perspective in that moment. And the paparazzi didn’t chase them physically but the media 
did, look at how many women have married into the Royals and they have all left deeply offended and traumatised. Wake the f up !
😁
Harry and Meghan it seems have to call or pay paparazzi to film them.  They are so strong and brave though making a B&W version of the picture of the press filming the Harry Potter Red 
Carpet and thus implying that it is them being filmed.  I would love to watch Harry and Meghan being so strong and brave on Netflix but I have already planned to watch Princess 
Katherine’s holiday concert.  Plus I will never subscribe to Netflix again.
I love the part that this triggers you and all the I love how LOL. Just before Christmas it must be a NIGHTMARE FOR YOU loooll
Babe, its happen, princess Diana died
 @LoolaFly  Other than the yacht girl, who else was left "traumatized"? Princess Diana was fulfilled and happy with Dodi at the time of her death
 @Tubagus Arka  Diana was chased after she refused her Royal protection, Catherine was chased for years before she was engaged to William, Meghan was never chased, the pics on the 
trailer were Diana and Catherine, never MM this is why they used videos of the other two. Wake up. The paps who chased Diana in France were French not English.
 @LoolaFly  no need to swear. It only happened to Diana because SHE REFUSED her Royal protection. Catherine was chased for years, only Royal protection after engaged, the Brits not 
paying security for girlfriends. Meghan was never chased by anyone.
I think I may have thrown up a little in my mouth 😂. This pair is delusional.
I love the fact that Meghan and Harry are exposing the racist & snakes royal family. Hats off for them ☕ I’m here for this tea!
I look forward to the part where Harry gets handcuffed, thrown in jail and charged with treason for all the filthy lies coming out of his mouth which is damaging to our Constitutional 
Monarchy.
Harry and his mummy issues.
More power to you Meghan! Queen is gone! Monarchy is weak! It’s the time to attack and claim what truly belongs to you!
Meghan Markle is an evil, vicious, malicious gold digger .She is extremely jealous of Prince William and Princess Catherine.Long Live Princess Catherine...
I love the part where comments section are so sarcastic and hypocritical that they're actually proving the moral lesson of Harry & Megan's true story regarding the spread of hate and 
judgment.
Oscar!!! Oscar! 😂 She is such a bad actress. I know she lies because she's a deluded narcissist. It just still shocks me.
I love the part where she was becoming a Royal Rockstar and booom, suddenly everything changed! I missed that part in real life!
I love the part where Harry and Meghan think this will endear them to everyone.
LIARSSSSSSSSSSSSSS 🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
Harry: Beware of when you are of no futher use to Meghan in a couple years and she moves on from you without a backward glance. i.e. All family, Uncle, Father and Ex-husband.   It;s 
called having an MO.
Using footage of his mum is despicable.  We know the truth as well you're a pair of grifters.
The nerve. For the sake of the monarchy, shut up!
Mr Bean watch out, you've got true comedy competition. You better learn to cry out of that left eye to stay ahead of the game. Nasty, disappointing & disgusting H&M!! 🤮
I love the part when Harry is SO concerned with how the Monarchy treats women that his wife decided to blame Catherine for making her cry in the Oprah interview… my left eye is 
flowing. My heart is BREAKING. Poor Meghan!!!
Cringe fest!!!



I love that the YouTube comments are the REAL documentary of this ungrateful, entitled, foolish couple. They’ve made themselves an international laughingstock, desperately clinging to 
royal titles, while yet claiming abuse.
It's never been racism, just simply her MeMe personality nobody likes.  Meghan becomes less popular every time she speaks. I can understand and really appreciate why the RF don't do 
regular interviews.
I love the part when they blame the RF because they wanted to leave and make money in America.

🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣what have you been on lol? Nothing belongs to her shes just a bad actress who was a gold digger and married well. Harry is 2nd in line was never going to be a King .Its 
called the British Royal family and some American actress is lucky if she ever steps foot in any palace again after this is shown and the Kings solicitor has done with this pair
By the way it was the Queen who wouldnt take things further but The King with The Prince of Wales backing him will wipe the floor with them both. Why do you think they started begging 
Netflix to take things out of the documentary
wow what are you on? give me some of it.
If you tell that many barefaced lies to Oprah and there's no way even having the British Royal family as in-laws can save you from American hatred and vitriol!
Love the part where M tells THE QUEEN that she doesn’t own the word “Royal “!

Looking forward to the Part of the Movie when NO One else EVER Hires these two for Anything!! Spotify Cancelled 🌟 Netflix Cancelled 🌟Archwell fraudulent Charity Cancelled🌟
I love the part where they actually shut up, stop complaining and live a private life! Brought a tear to my left eye😢
You would think if they were being mobbed so horribly in England (knowing there are laws the paparazzi most follow, because of what happened to his mother) but you don't see the same 
crazy mob here in the USA, why??? Lmfao nice try idiots!
I love the part where she let Harry walk without having the Megan claw or sometimes the ‘double claw’ like in their engagement video.
I love the part when everyone had an original intro to their comment about this trailer. No seriously are you guys bots or is this like an inside joke?
I respect Kate and William even more. Meghan is a joke still trying to be an A lister but even Hollywood wants nothing to do with her or him.
Dislikes are up over 55,000. LOL!!
I sometimes wonder if meghan herself is a fictional creation and an actress has been hired to play her by some secret organisation to make harry look like the absolute buffoon that he is. 
Her actions and things she says are far too ridiculous to come from a real person.
Why doesn't Harry just dig his mother up and staple her to a coat hanger?? He clearly isn't willing to let her rest in peace
Britain is racist against his wife, says the Clown Price, while photos of smiling Brits line up to get a glimpse. smh
I love the part where Netflix used fake scenes.
I love the part where they use stock photos from a Harry Potter premier, a Katie price photoshoot and a cropped photo of Harry with Chelsea Davy, such a true and honest account of their 
story😆

So exciting when the Queen animates the gargoyles around the castle and they drive the evil Witch and her jester from it.  Minerva McGonagal could not have done it better.  And then 
Netflix used a time turner to get the Harry Potter premiere press to document it, in spite of the premiere being years earlier!  So inspiring!   So truthful and accurate!   One tear, left eye, go!
I love the part where Horrid Henry is the firstborn son. And absolutely LOVES the Hierarchy 💜👑💜
👁😢
this is disgusting and hateful
Can someone please post the ratio of likes/dislikes? Thanks.

I loved the part where the gruesome twosome decided not to overshadow our beautiful Princess of Wales’s carol concert. They are that gracious it has caused my left eye to form a tear.



I loved the part when she became a rock star, dropped her first album “bombshell” whilst solving the worlds water shortage with her one left tear drop 😢
It's called sarcasm. I love the part where the cult of Sussex doesn't get that.
I can appreciate how hard it is for you sugars....wit and sarcasm is the domain of the intelligent.
62k now!! lol
The Little Mermaid updated perhaps? 😆 👁😢
Exactly, already from the one trailer we see they are controlling the narrative with false pics.  Plus we have the photo of Meg. on the chair and it's at a distance.  If you zoom in close you 
will see she's actually laughing.  So we know this is about controlling the narrative and wanting to be relevant, not about the truth about what happened behind closed doors.   I mean who 
has a photographer following you around everywhere to capture intimate moments of your life?
Last I looked it was 10K to 55K dislikes.
Christopher Bouzy, the sketchy tech CEO who Megan and Harry hired and featured in this trailer, previously tweeted that he thought Kate and William, both 40, were aging in 'banana 
years'. 

This is a guy who tries to claim any criticism of Megan and Harry is harassment, but has no problem insulting others.
You know those cringy influencers who film themselves crying then post it on Tiktok?
That's what this is.
I love the part where everyone is hating but still watching
What on earth happened ? Harry ? 
You FOOLED by your wife !
I like the part where Harry informs us that the Royal family has a hierarchy, those poor people!
Looking forward to the Part of the Movie when everyone finds out that she had Surrogate's for both kids and Lied to the Public about actually being Pregnant!!! Coming Soon to 
Monticeto!! KARMA THE SEQUEL!!!
I love the part of the comments. Pure gold. 100/10.
I love the part when she grabbed her moonbump for 11 months and then popped out a doll and presented him to the world. It was such an emotional moment that l have squeezed one 
tear from my left eye.
I loved the part where Meghan sidesteps Protocol and bulldozes past Harry to be first to greet officials at engagements and then talks about how oppressed she is. One big leap for woke 
feminism that brought a single tear to my left eye.
Thank God she has an Hermes blanket to cry into…What a relief!
My left eye after all these awesome comments. 😢

Where they on Oprah talking about this? Didn’t they say they wanted a quiet life? And you have boozy in this?! Fake. For the cameras. You know nothing Harry. I lost all respect for you.
Netfilx STOP ! This is a REAL FAMILY and REAL Human Beings ! Resurrecting the Dead Diana for your Ratings is beyond contempt !! Also, Diana would NEVER WANT TO HURT WILLIAM AND 
PIT BOTH  BROTHERS AGAINST EACH OTHER - SO YOUR DOCU-SERIES IS A FAIL THERE ! And SHAME ON NETFLIX for giving in to Aged Actress Meghan Markle NEED TO MAKE MILLIONS BY 
THRASHING HARRY'S FAMILY !!! SHAME ON NETFLIX ! ZERO RESPECT FOR TGE FAKE ACTRESS MEGHAN MARKLE AND NETFLIX !!!
I love the part where Harry thinks that Meghan is as popular and sought after as Princess Dianna. Dream on.
I love the part where Netflix realised that the public are not IDIOTS and are not FOOLED by the EMOTIONAL MANIPULATION in this envy induced PITY FEST. It all went wrong when they 
started behaving like complete ARSEHOLES



💯%Meghan has a Mayor, narcissistic personality disorder mental condition in which she have an inflated sense of her own importance, a deep need for excessive attention and 
admiration, troubled most relationships, master manipulator 
, and a lack of empathy for others, Fake , Master liar  manipulator, victimizer , emotionally abusing harry , and has the kids hiding more than virgen Mary when she had to safe baby Jesus 
from the faraón.  they call this hating on Meghan , I called how it is that’s her behavior 
Wasted a huge blessed opportunity , a lady with actress talent that just been using them to make others miserable… 

Ones people can identify her lies at the engagement interview then you can really see who’s Meghan just to say 2 . The blind date was planned by her and the suicidal feelings she told 
harry was the passport to usa. Why I dislike her ? For been a liar because if you care for harry you will feel bad that she doesn’t give 3 Cares about not using his traumas to manipulate him 
and the soft ones that follows her. 

Her followers are blind because they only have eyes for her Hollywood looks 🥴 

🧷 Blind date   that never googled Harry or the Royal Family before she married him , not even my toddler would believe that ; during the engagement interview she said she didn’t know
 who Harry was….and asked only ‘is he kind’. ( oh please when she was the one that set everything to have that blind date with him )  wearing Princess Diana’s perfume … She went on to 
say she knew nothing about the Royal Family ; It later transpired she read every book about Diana ever written, had visited Buckingham Palace, and had cried all the way through Diana’s 
funeral. but obsessed since she was a child , holding Kate’s magazines , Diana’s books, trips to the door of the queens 
🧷Pretending  to becomes friends with people to use them to later trash them when no longer needing them ;  trashing family members, bullying staff , bullying children, manipulating the
 press and mases 
That she’s a Humanitarian when she can even start at HOMe with her own family unforgiven human lady when so many people has to forgive her for so much harm . like that trip to Africa 
she took close before she meet harry while she was planing her blind manipulative strategies to harry believe that she was just like her mom Diana, and went ahead taking cute pictures 
with pour kids to publish them she should go do some real humanitarian job not only on Africa at places in the world were is missing  So many resources like woman government birth 
centers were at this moments many woman are dying  due to missing resources and help with a few real volunteers humanitarian supporting a few  doctors on field caring for hundreds of 
patients and new borns . HOW can she compare her self with princes Diana ?
🧷That they were driven from the royal family because of racism. Ungrateful lady when the queen right away took her under her arms , and prince Charles supported her taking her dads 
place when he got sick which later one she will stop talking to her own dad she’s the racist unloving one here stating that they didn’t want Archie to be a prince or a princess when it was 
her that manipulated HARRY to fled the royal life—and  Harry’s home country—to live in a more private setting in Southern California.  ( yea right .. so she can be able to walk at red 
I love the part where I realize they are not living on the same planet I am. I need to apologize to like, 12 people. Wayment, 😢.
I love how the Palace on seeing the first trailer said
"It's Oprah with more crying!"
Two tears, both eyes! 😂😂😂
I love the part where Netflix has to show shots of paparazzi at a Harry Potter movie because paparazzi are not interested in the Harkles
I wonder what Liz Garbus thinks of this garbage?
Netflix fact checkers must have been asleep when he did his scene.
People LOVE train wrecks and this is a train wreck of EPIC proportions!! Their director of their reality show has been Markle'd by her use of footage from other events, too!!
Yep more lies - it's "Their truth" and then there are the "real facts" and "REAL" pictures. They have nothing and are both liars. No go away and get a real job.
Cements my no subscription of Netflix!! to air this trash...with the fake images for one of all the reporters lmao for Meghan, get real. That was for a real movie. Just a shit show!!! By 2 
people with a grudge.. the deceit of filming inside the palace without queens permussion...I hope they sue you broke!!
I love the part where I will spend quality time doing something other than watching this fake documentary.



Shallow hyped up baloney rubbish.
Dirdy Harry.
I love how the Royal family's racism was exposed by their inviting Meghan and her mother, Doria to Christmas at Sandringham - an honor not given to others before marriage, even 
Catherine.
I love the part when the Queen had been accompanied by her trusted advisers as H&M visited her the last time to ensure the safety and security of the Queen. What trustfully and loving 
relationship they built with his family! So brave and compassionate! Left eye one tear, go!
It’s all about making money … sad some people will,actually believe them
I love the part where Meghan sobbed and pleaded with Christopher Bouzy to please stop the harassment and persecution of Yankee Wally.  Although Yankee was just a poor disabled 
pensioner in Wales, Meghan recognized all women should be able to use their voice.

Haters will scream Harry and Meghan are not factor but dying spying them and their journey following every moves they make we all know you’re Sussex fans number one 😂😂😂😂
Thumbs down.
Love Megan and harry can’t wait
Yep a bunch of hateful people towards this couple. Modern day lynch mob.
Disgusting. I’m not watching this garbage
No one loves Meghan more than Meghan 😂❤ a documentary where it’s again about Meghan 😂
Watch this... free laxitive. It's sooo ridiculous and she's a real narcissist.  They should just both get over themselves and grow up.
I love the part where H&M want a private life but they don't really.
What a pair of fatuous nonentities. They really deserve each other. Please stay in America.
I am looking Forward to the Part of the Movie When these Liar's Titles are taken and they are Banned from the UK💩🤡💩

The overblown racism whine and trailer release day of the Waleses arriving in the US. Book release fo Catherine's birthday. Crockumentary coming out in time for Catherine's Christmas 
concert. It's no conspiracy theory anymore but a plot to ruin Harry's brother and the woman he called "the sister he never had." Until MeGain came along and fed into his mental illness. 
Netflix seems hell bent on ruining that family too, but it's not the first time people have tried. The monarchy will go on long after the Harkles divorce and go off on their bitter ways.
Harry was her favorite remember! I think that changed take a look at the photo of the Queen's face on their wedding day! its priceless!
Is this a comedy?! Her acting is terrible but  hilarious.  She told the Queen she did not want to go back to acting!!
ABSOLUTE TRASH!!! Netflix be ashamed you paid these clowns for such a downfall to your network
With all the money and 1st class education this PRINCE was still bamboozled by a regular rink-y dink-y bench.
I also love the part where Netflix uses copy written Harry Potter footage, Queen Elizabeth private entry and Queen Mary’s event all black and white so no one notices without permission 
from anyone to promote this lie and how they are going to be sued for copyright infringement 🤣🤣🤣 one tear left eye GO!😂
HYPOCRITES
I luv the part where they claim racism and accuse the paps of chasing the  mattress actress but use shots of paps chasing Diana and Kate.(white).  Lie much? I also luv how Meagain always 
wears the bracelet from her second husband Trevor. (eye roll) Taking a photographer everywhere since day one doesn't scream we had a plan to rip the UK off and shove PP and HM into 
early graves....said no one ever. Now a tear...just one in my left eye.
Oh here we go . The narcissist who plays white when it suits her and black when it suits her. I’m darker than Megan and I am not even black. No one looks at that attention seeker and sees 
a oppressed black girl - how dare she play the race card. Harry be a man and leave her and return to your family who you had no problem with until you met that crazy woman. You 
couldn’t pay me or my partner  enough to disrespected our families like this let alone infront of the whole world. When last did she speak about her family? She has been out of the royal 
family longer than she’s been in it but so obsessed with them?! She is pure trash.



That moment when Catherine debuts a new tiara at this week’s diplomatic reception, making it the 4th she’s worn and wipes the headlines clean of the toxic perpetual whiners.
They reach and famous. What they want?🤡
pathetic
I had planned to reopen my Netflix account 1 year after Harry & Meghan were done but  I will never reopen my Netflix account.
I love the part where Harry let a narcissist ruin his relationship with his family.
You are a disgrace , you what to protect your family by destroying your very family . Fool. Anyway you said " what Megan want Megan gets" s she destroyed her own family now destroying 
you and your family. You wilm regret it heavily .
I will watch this but they have already exposed and revealed themselves as liars.
Meghan, it is ONLY about your behaviour.
This is SO authentic and organic and just so so key. Meghan and Harry really know how to get privacy! ❤😢
I love the part where they attempted to demonstrate how much they were hounded by paparazzi by using footage of photographers capturing Katie Price, and Donald Trump’s ex lawyer 
outside of court houses as well as a clip of photographers at a Harry Potter premiere in 2011. It’s a shame they couldn’t find any actual footage of themselves being hounded by the press
 
Two of the most pathetic people, Harry just does whatever Me Too Meghan want and has no balls of his own. Me Too Meghan doesn't get her way so she goes onto Netflix to pout and cry 
and yell racism, typical POS liberal. What is really mind blowing is they have the gall to take money from the monarchy, they should be stipped of their titles.
I love the part where Meghan claims she wasn't accepted in the Royal family because of her race a and yet King Charles walked her down the aisle for her wedding, they had a Black 
preacher at the wedding and a black gospel choir at their wedding.
I’m not questioning their love or experiences, it’s just not good to put it out there when you’ve already said you don’t want anything to do with it. It’s just upsetting because regardless of 
everything I wouldn’t bash my family in the public eye.
he couldnt even graduate high school 😂
 @cutie pie  this all makes sense now lmao
 @PickleJ  edit: before any harry fans jump at me, he did graduate highschool, but it was because he got the special royal treatment. His academic performance was so poor that his 
teachers had to cheat to get him enough grades to join the military force.
 @cutie pie  don't clarify, baby. they don't deserve it. they're usually unhinged anyway
Boom
But don't you remember Meghan said that whole spectacle was for us and not her? For her real marriage ceremony she was forced to only have herself and two white men in attendance, 
Henry Mountbatten-Windsor and The Archbishop of Canterbury. If that's not racist I don't know what is!
 @Midnight Q  She had two men in attendance and I expect that they were there for good reasons due to meet the formalities.  She is being racist herself by saying that they are both 
white !! Wherever possible they have tried t make her comfortable and show their acceptance of her.
It’s about race period !
🤣🤣 Netflixes best comedy...10/10 ... from there favourite shills
I love the part where someone tells me the like to dislike ratio. One tear left eye, as I await the response. 😂

I love the part where there were three in Harry's parent's marriage, now there's three in his private marriage, Harry, Megan and a photographer to capture those intimate moments.
Can someone explain WHY EVERYONE IS CRYING FROM THEIR LEFT EYE??😢😅??
Loved the part where M turns into a dementor and knocks Harry off his broomstick.  Then sucks the life out of him with a demented kiss.   So stunning and brave!
Absolutely pathetic how they expect us to think they are oppressed victims



Why don’t they live their lives in peace —- as they wanted and not cause more drama or what they didn’t want for themselves on members of their families. Do they want to live a peaceful 
life or want more strife? I hope they realize that true fulfillment will only be found in God.
Can't wait ❤❤❤❤
I love the part where they are past the point of being utterly tragic and have no idea how idiotic they are making themselves look - exponentionally on a daily basis. Actually wondering if 
they are trolling the entire World as that's how bad they actually are!
I don’t remember asking, like rly who cares?
I love the part when Harry realized he' s nothing more than a submissive toilet to Meghan.
Such a fall from grace for Harry who was globally adored. This is what happens when you are snared by a narcissist - they rip you away from your friends and family just like they did 
themselves from their own. He has no real world experience and it is all so pitiful. What a total cringe fest this documentary will be - nobody cares anymore - Meghan the narcissist isolates 
people, it is impossible for her to be genuine with her personality disorder.
Will he ever wake up and see?
😂😂hilarious . People know the truth! MeGain didn’t get to be the Big cheese 🧀 and decided if she couldn’t get William or Charles . She was going to cause problems . Because she 
damn sure was going to make someone pay ! My opinion . I want to be a Princess and a Queen or I’m leaving . You people follow my rules ! Because what MeGain wants MeGain gets ! 
Horrible . People that will lie on national TV , are not trust worthy . All I see is trashing their own people (blood) over MONEY . Do you wonder why the A list people stay away from her ? 
They don’t want any bad juju .
You can’t take trash and turn it into class . It won’t work .
I love the part when they accepted millions of dollars after leaving from Charles but still needed more money 😢😢😢my heart breaks
This has to be the tackiest "documentary" of all time.
Megan is Harry’s curse. I sighed his dead sentence with her. I will never watch the show.
These top comments are gold
LIARS & LOSERS.

Loved the part where she tells Oprah they are going to lead an 'authentic life' with a chicken coop, organic jam and sixteen bathrooms. It was so moving I got conjunctivitis in my left eye.
Martin Luther King "judge a person on the content of their character, not the colour of their skin." Great man, great words. She is judged on the content of her character just read the 
comments to see all she has said and done. It is racist to say she is some sort of saint because she is a quarter black. Something she denied til she could not get her own way with the RF. 
Suddenly out comes the bronzer  and she is blacker than MLK himself!  SHE is the racist.
😂😂😂😂
That third person is part of the generational pain Charles inflicted on Harry.
🤣😂🤣😂🤣
Just wait for the groundbreaking interview after the divorce “there was 3 of us in the marriage” as the true diana reincarnation that she is.
Remember late Queen Elizabeth's funeral, God bless her. MM managed to squeeze a tear from her left eye on camera.
It's because Meghan revealed and demonstrated in an interview how she can easily fake crying but it only flows from her left eye.
Because she bragged about her ability to drop a single tear from her left eye whenever she wants to.
OMG! That was hilarious!
Hahahaha this one made me laugh out loud!
 @rae bean  me too!
Omg - thank you for making me laugh out loud!!!
there is a hierarchy in the family. i´m so sorry for them to just find that out. one tear - left eye



How Harry has ruined his life. He should have run the other way when he met Meghan.
Overnight,  Meghan is Lady Di. Here biggest role yet. Whahhhh whahhh whahhh
I loved the part where Meghan tore Harry away from his family and still took his family’s money! So progressive of her !🤩
WTF! FAKE NEWS!!!
The part where the only people causing pain and suffering to the women who have married into the Royal Family are Harry and Meghan.
I love the part, I love the part, I love the part, et cetera.
For those that can't see the ratio, I'll update when I can.

10K Likes
57K Dislikes

If you search for "YouTube dislike extension" you should be able to add it to chrome.
OMG this is disgusting.  Who in the world thinks C. Bouzy is a reliable source of any information.  Look up his credentials, he is a fraud.  Netflix bringing the world the "Full Truth", just like 
"The Crown."
I love how everything Harry & Meghan touch turn into shit, like that thing itself is a spectacular accomplishment to behold. The gift that keeps on giving (or shitting should I say).
"I didn't want history to repeat itself" cuts to him driving 'cool' one hand on steering wheel the other holding his shades 🤨
I love the part where Harry shows us he's an even worse actor than Meghan is.
I love the part where these trailers are getting 10-1 downvoted because people everywhere are absolutely sick of these two extremely privileged people crying that their lives are the 
worst, when many in this world are now choosing between heating their home for the winter or having food in the pantry.
Bahahahahahahaha I’m loving the comments section right now 😂😂😂😂
Meghan is a disgusting gold digger. She’s an ugly ratched rat who only wants Harry for his money.
I dont know about this. Harry I am surprised at you and Megan I always got opportunist vibes. if this family is so awful why you married into it. the queen loan you a crown to get married 
in. you married in a beautiful church with all the pomp that comes with it and these people are awful and racist now? I dont know what to believe
Some very bad acting here. You can hear the director saying to Megan 'Once more, but this time with more feeling, and come up with a tear or two, dearie.' It looks like a crudely 
engineered means of cash generation. I can't imagine they will be 'royals' for much longer. More like Mr and Mrs Smith.
Ridiculous should be ashamed
Why is royalty still even a thing? It’s 2022.
Brazil totally support for King Charles 🇬🇧🇧🇷🇬🇧
Thank you!
 @Donna V  Cheers for the info.  It's going well then 😆
 @Donna V  You're welcome. No change on the likes. However, the dislikes have risen to 59K already.
The tabloids are now on the case and gathering information. Nate just posted about it. No wonder Bouzy could afford Ballard Spahr for his defense lawyers. The bankrupt evicted con man 
suddenly has big bouzy bucks to throw around

and they got the taxpayers to pay 30 M for his wedding and the inlaws to pay for cars and travel and daddy Charles to give her a million dollars for one years worth of ugly ill-fitting clothes. 
Important work they said they wanted to do. Access to palaces and heads of state. The family was just SO awful to her. Do you know where I can go for some of that "abuse"?
Congratulations on winning 4 goals to 1 against korea in
the world cup match.👍



love how Harry is so used to getting his way and when he doesn't he starts more drama and prevents his grandmother from having time to properly mourn her husband, his very own 
grandfather and because that wasn't mean enough he does the very same thing to his father, Aunt, Uncles and his brother when the Queen passed away.  Funny how we all could tell that 
she had lost too much weight and wasn't long for this Earth but these two had to keep being petty.  I love how they use Archie as a pawn in the game and refuses to let the King talk to him 
on the phone and how they tried to monetize a photo of Lily with the Queen and the Queen basically said hell to the no.  I love how they were told that no one in the royal family is allowed 
to profit personally from their titles and yet they do it anyway. I love how they expect UK and American tax dollars to pay for their security for a job they no longer work.  I love that that 
they have Chris Bouzy on their show when he's using bots to get little old ladies kicked off of their social media. But, I really loved watching Bouzy avoid getting served court papers 
because he barked up the wrong tree with Nate the Lawyer.  Give me 3 seconds, one tear, left eye.
I LOVE THE PART where The FARKLES are  playing the victims and can’t seem to MOVE ON. Profiting from a family that has dedicated their lives to the public- the Queen had CANCER and 
they still continued on with their lies for attention and money. Harry won’t ever recover from this. Best parts ever.
I am here for the truth only! Team Hags and Megs 😀
Just once I would like to see an example of the press chasing Meghan...the only footage Netflix has of excessive cameras and press are that of Diana, Catherine or a Harry Potter Red Carpet 
Event years before anyone knew who Meghan was!
2 volumes of whining?!  Dear Lordy.
I loved the part where Harry kept calling his father and his dying, grieving grandmother over and over again, demanding they give him their money. Such a fine example of a 
compassionate, responsible father and husband who is living his best life, having found freedom. My left eye is wildly pulsating. There are so many tears of joy. 😢
Absolutely disgusting 
So much more going on in the world and these two are moaning about their life .
I loved the part where they implied the media cameras were for them, but they used a photo of cameras for someone else.
Harry is going to regret this all so badly in the future, once the media and Meghan have left him as he'll be of no use anymore commercially.
What a stupid hodge-bodge of timeline and of course Diana Princess of Wales;  sorry rather like your mother you are PLAYING TO THE GALLERY !!    Just do as you said you wanted to do 
have a PRIVATE LIFE,  what bit of all this is private?  Did someone actually say no... no more after one maternity\Dior dress allegedly costing £100,000 (one hundred thousand pounds) a 
£35million wedding.  Just get on with your lives and please don't come back.
I love the part where they got all of the privacy that they so desperately wanted. Right on cue, a single tear of happiness rolls from my left eye.
I love the part where Meghan faked her pregnancy, used white woman’s egg and a surrogate to make sure “her” kids are white and later accused RF in racism. What an inspirational story, 
made me cry.
I love the part where Harry use to love being apart of the royal family, but suddenly realized he was ‘trapped’  and not protected by the same family thanks to Meghan.
Can't wait.  If you were not born in England or lived there you do not know the culture of the monarchy.  Thankfully I can watch it from the USA and support Meghan and Harry.
Harry and Meagan were looked down upon by his family because they broke royal tradition by not marrying a distant cousin.

Someone just make this selfish stupidity stop, I cried…after seeing some guy get his head bashed in today in Portland because of this woke garbage.  I mean leave this country we are done.
I cannot wait to ingest a thousand shrooms and process all of this drama.
also, i love the part where Netflix needs to fake photos of a huge amount of press chasing them because there is none of that when Meghan came to the picture. she never had to suffer 
from it .she was never chased by any press.. Catherine is crying from her left eye while remembering her days of harassment from paparazzi following her from night clubs to her 
house.and from her house to her car.
I loved the part where Sarah Vine wrote the word Moonbump in the Daily Mail… Left eye.. tears on three…
I love the part where the self-destructive duo learned absolutely nothing from the backlash after the lie and spite-filled Oprah interview!
Nails, coffin, anyone?
Two tears, both eyes! 😂



👏👏👏
Well, if you’re reading this comment section you’re getting the truth.
I love that a man in his 40s thinks his father is a bank, so considerate and ethical
I especially love the part where Harry and Meghan are heroes for standing up to systematic racism but run back into the very folds of said systematic racism …and source of genetic 
pain…for major event photo ops and access to the Bank of King Charles. My left eye is so overwhelmed all it can manage is but one single tear.
I love the part that everyone comment whatever comes to their mind knowing absolutely nothing of what really happened but only stories planted by the media to sell tabloids… people 
are so easily fooled by headlines
I love that you know that is true because you read that from reliable and official sources... like the voices in your head!

 @Ela Trader  I love how you can easily find the information about the financial exchange of sane that is public record but you’d rather be a fan of these fakes. I have a time share to sell you
 @Ela Trader  I love that the sugars can't come up with any rational responses to defend the Grifters of Montecito, so they resort to grade school insults. My poor, overworked left eye is 
barely able to squeeze out another single tear, but...uuuunnnhh! There, one tear! 💧
The Mother Teresas of our time. 
A tender tear of emotion rolling down my left cheek.
I love the part where H&M flail about in outraged victimhood from their self-inflicted wounds over a 3 year period to juice every single dollar out the drama they created. Single tear, left 
eye.
Great movie, this one! I certainly teared up (left eye) at that grand moment towards 'The End' where the family lawyer finally revealed to Harry: "Your mother had TWO sons".
Hurrah, more twaddle!

The part where Harry and Meghan finally got told that they couldn't have it their way and that they had to follow the same rules as everyone else in the Royal Family, so they proceeded  to 
have the longest tantrum of all time. Epic.
I love the part when Meghan tells women they should use their voice. When women used their voice to point out Meghan's lies, she cries about how racist those women are. Made me cry 
but only in my left eye.
I love the part where they escape the most racist country on earth, to settle in the most racially inclusive, equal, peaceful and harmonious place in the world
And since I’m here, I loved the part when Thomas Markle had a stroke and instead of visiting him, Meghan went to Uvalde to lay down some flowers.
I love the part where she lies in court papers about having Nothing to due with writing Finding Freedom & those same court papers prove she is actually 45 not 41!
🤮🤢
I love the part where they compare it to a “war” when there is literally a war happening in Ukraine which is so upsetting it breaks my heart, but let’s cross over to Meghan whose war 
features her sitting on a cashmere Hermes blanket.
I was so touched by the part where the Duchess comes up with the brilliant idea of writing inspirational messages to sex workers on bananas- couldn’t stop the tears streaming down from 
my left eye!
I love the part when they put "Marry&Meghan" trailer on air ant there is NO Harry in it, only Meghan, her life, her problems, her tears.
I love the part where Meg is lost for words and asks the true MVP Alison P Davies to transcribe her guttural moaning. One tear, left eye, let’s go! 😢
I loved the part where I cancelled my Nutflix subscription.
The part where they used a picture of the phtogs from the Harry Potter premiere was brilliant.
Why does everyone say 'I love the part ...'?
I loved the part when they asked to be part time working royals and when the answer was a no, suddenly the royal family was racist.
Two toddlers bashing their own family  for sake of privacy



That part where they complain about the media’s effect on their mental health but still obsessively read everything written about then.
I am tired of these two whiners.They whine about how they want privacy but run Thier mouths to the press or jump in front of a camera every chance they get I have no problem giving 
them privacy I'm not watching this whine fest from the two spoiled brats. You want privacy go away.
Best comment!
enough of the one sided comments angainst this woman.  None of the members of the royal family are better than, more intelligent than , more worty than you and me and mor worthy 
than Meghan Markle who unfortunately for her married in The Firm, a gilded prison...
🤣🤣🤣
Hahahaha love it
It just started on the first trailer, and commentators picked it up and ran with it………it became hilarious. I love it.
The same with the one tear, left eye…..which Megan managed to produce and get photographed at Her Majesty’s funeral.
It's astoundingly brave of this reclusive couple to come out of seclusion and tell their story for the 1st time. 
I'm overwhelmed by the activity in my left eye at this moment.
I love the part where Meghan and Harry attempt to media gaslight and teach us all a lesson. Brings 3 tears to my left eye 💦👁
I can not wait to see it
I loved the part where her passport was taken away and she was locked away but could still fly around the world in a private jet while saving the world with her calligraphy letters. Truly 
heroic!
I love the fact that Meghan didn't forced Netflix to call this show "Meghan and Harry" (we think). Tear. Eye.
I love the part where Meghan remained true to her humble and sincere character by inviting regular folk like Oprah Winfrey (who confessed she had never met Meghan in her lifetime)  to 
her wedding. You´re no social climber at all! 

I also love the part where Meghan is all about intelligence, substance and activism, which she displayed so much of while appearing as a suitcasegirl in a tiny cheap dress  on Deal or no 
Deal. Your´re not about attention at all!
I love the part where every single comment is in this comment section is full of sarcasm.
Won't be watching this fictional tripe!!
go grifters grift be grifting
I made the mistake of looking at this trailer. 🤢 A more accurate name for the show - Harry & Meghan: A Story of Self-Worship. The level of narcissism on display is astounding. Thank god 
for the comments. They say what we are all thinking.

I love the fact that none of the comments on this video are PR stunts by disastrous pseudo-political culture-shocked factions trying to hide from a lifetime of their own social insecurities.
"They're never going to protect her" no she lives in a country of leagal gun owners and has maybe 4 security and walks around shopping! I'm sure the royal family had alot of security on 
them. And when did she decide to bring out her black? Was it Oprah's idea, Doria's? She identified as white her whole life as she slept her way into the rich circles. Anyone who believes shr 
cares one minute for blacks is delushional. Even her momma married a white man. Does the fact she always chose white men make her racist?
Liars, liars, liars.
Hey Haz and Megs.....why is it that the only way you think you can get ahead is to try and destroy someone else?  If that is the ONLY way you think you can rise, you are way more pathetic 
than I first thought you were.  And everyone sees it!  You probably should have played it with a little more dignity.
I love the part where the U.K. public fully embraced and celebrated their engagement and wedding (and paid for) to be told we’re needing a lesson.
Will not watch….confused on why they are using their dukedom titles in America?
Where are the people who said that Meghan was never pregnant ,she used surrogate,and there are no children. Where are you ! Mumu  people  🤡  nkwasia gyimii 😏



Shut up Harry! Go away with your vile wife and fake kids🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
I love how the moms at Archie’s preschool did double takes when she took the journalist to go pick him up, thereby confirming she leaves that pesky task to the nanny when there’s no 
cameras.
What did they have to protect themselves against? The media? If so then they are... Continuing to keep themselves in the media and claw for relevancy and attention instead of just living a 
private life where they would have complete, yes, privacy. 

This is nothing like Diana's story, where she could not get privacy or leave the country. These two pay for ridiculously expensive publicity and PR teams to STAY in the media. This trailer 
makes me nauseous.

😂😂😂
Our teleportation queen ❤❤❤
And don’t forget the banana messages 🤣🤣
Looking forward to this document and hearing from Harry and Meghan.
Pathetic
Harry is a beta male 
And Meghan is a Gold Digger.......
Sorry, Royal Gold Digger 😂
Absolute liar! Tell us about the surrogacies!
I love the part where Harry uses his mothers harassment for money, remembering that paparazzi DIDN’T hunt Meghan down and all “media/photographers” shown in this trailer is from 
events that this couple didn’t even attend. The trailer is full of lies, I expect the entire series to be the same.
I love the part where Meghan and Harry continually reject legitimate criticisms of themselves in favor of painting it as blind hatred and racism to further the victimhood narrative over 
which they bond.
I love the part where Meghan and Harry unintentionally make William and Kate even more popular.
they are 2 immature loosers ! and that s all. Pray for them because it will not finish well for them. It seems that they high standards on lifestyle (Harry doesn"t know anything else anyway) 
but they will be cut from RF and soon become Nobodies without talent or skills so money will fly very fast before they move on a LA suburb without money
I love the parts where Meghan literally shoves her darling husband out the way in formal settings to take centre stage in true narcissist style. Brings 2 tears to my left eye.
I support Harry and Meghan. I choose Love over Racism and Bullying! It takes a lot to sacrifice Royal life, entitlements for Love and Values.
I love the part where they tell us the truth using lies thinking people wont notice.....
Princess Pinocchio is just a horrible human , because she is not centre stage she is going to bring it down. Disgusting. Cannot blame the ginger prince , he is just happy he found a pumpkin 
pounder and will do anything for her.
I love the part when M asks ‘Is he nice or kind ‘ ?   before meeting H and finds out no he’s not but marries him anyway. Such compassion and understanding Left tear drop now 😥
SHAME SHAME SHAME
I love how after the newly widowed Queen Elizabeth asked that her pet name, Lilibet (used almost exclusively by Prince Phillip) be retired, that Meghan pounced upon the idea of giving 
the name to her daughter. Instead of the Queen's last memory of hearing "Lilibet" as coming from the lips of her beloved husband, she was forced to hear it in connection with H&M.  
What an impressive twisting of the knife, imo.  What an ingenious payback for the Queen not allowing use of the name 'Sussex Royal' for merching in the US.  Imo.
Again this is what happens when you marry so low and beneath your royal station. Well at least they had the respect to wait until the queen is gone, to pull this nonsense
Meg said in the first trailer "when the stakes are this high....wouldnt it make sense to hear our story from us?" Anyone know what those high stakes are supposed to be? I am curious what 
exactly she means by that.
I love the part where harry and meghan called donald Trump for tips on how to come off as lacking in any character or compassion.



I also love the part where harry complains of his father cutting him financially so he had to take his mother's money to have the lifestyle he has now A MANSION when months before they 
visited Africa WITH DYING CHILDREN . but sureeeee a 4 bedroom house was not enough. a privileged house in Hollywood neighbourhood while I cry from my left eye
I have to wonder how those who have truly been mistreated because of their race feel. This must disgust them to the highest level.
YES!
I love that too, I love how they converted non royalists to monarchists, the sparkly markly magic touch, so amazingly 'smart as a whip hit the ground running' genius
Me too - it makes me cry a tear.  From my left eye.
Good one 😂
That's my favorite part too!!!!  1 tear left eye!!!!😅
Even made my piece with Charles, because of them. And I am no fan of Charles.
I love the idiots in these comments planting competition and disagreements where does not exist….
❤
 @Supernova Dust  not competition, just dynamic opposites coming more into focus.
I love that too, and it has brought a tear, to my left eye!
 @Rachel,L.  "game changer" as Markle snaps her fingers, but not in the way she intended.
 @Supernova Dust  you really should not use the word idiot - surely there is a Markle podcast canceling the word!
Hey Meghan....you mean you support Meghan and Meghan...Hawwy is just your meal ticket !!!
The stealing of “her” name is beyond uncouth & hypocritical. 
No words!
The part when Meghan stormed out of a meeting with the Queen after their brand ‘Royal Sussex’ was taken away from them, shouting: “Who does that old woman think she is?  She 
doesn’t OWN the word royal!”
Collecting money from Netflix. 😆
Getting a real job
Trump is a saint compared to these two 😂
😆 I seriously wonder if he is actually more liked than they are
 @Janie H  half the country seem to love him even today still
It's an insult to them all. Very disturbing all of this and dangerously divisive.
My favorite part is that after too many years of  this truth adverse drivel being shoved down our throats, It clear that Meghan and Harry's incessant need to hear themselves talk has 
completely backfired, and now, I love and respect the Royal family, whereas in the past, I never had much thought of the British Monarchy. God save the King!
I guess Harry picked up the tab for his wedding, his wife's French wedding gown, his wife"s $100,000 dollar ill-fitting Dior, his wife's bridal shower, his wife's freebies, his wife's title. It could 
not have been the racist royal taxpayers and his racist father.. I am sure it was Harry who told his wife, whose life was in danger, to stick her big head out the car window during the 
Queen's Platinum Jubilee. .And I have NO DOUBT that his later mother, Diana Princess of Wales, would love to know how Harry and Harry's wife are terrorizing her first born, the now 
Prince of Wales, and his family. Because Diana only had one child, which is Harry. William is just some kid that Charles "trapped" and made his heir. Loved the Harry Potter shot from the 
last trailer though. Classic.
I loved the part where Prince Charles (as he was then) spent nearly a million dollars on her designer clothing during the18 months she was a working royal. So incredibly  racist!!! 
And you guessed it - my left eye is about to shed a tear.
just here for the comments cuz i ain't wasting my time on this, but the comments are the best :face-red-heart-shape:
I don't care much about the royals never have done yeah it's horrible how they treat people but to have Harry go oh poor me I'm suffering boo hooo welcome to the real world what a 
tosser



These comments are gold!! 😂
Horrible people. Wont watch
This is hilarious! 
"No one knows the full truth. We know thw whole truth."
Really? I think you don't know what's real or not anymore!
I love the part where he proposed whilst roasting chicken with the vegan. I also love the part where she tells the world where her mother really was for 10 years and that she (Rachel 
Ragland) was a "lady" of the night. I also really love the part thay now they have recieved some Netflix money they can pay back the UK taxpayer the money for their over done and quite 
tacky wedding.
What an absolute load of rubbish
The funniest part ‘she’s a royal rockstar’ 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
3rd Basketball league in Zimbabwe is more interesting than this. Also, weather forecast for December is more important than this.
👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎
Harry has pained. I don't know if the royals made It intentionallity , but now i hope they understand him. They are a actual mixed family , like all our.
I hope William and Kate read these comments 😆😆😆 👍👍👍
Oh look it’s the Duke and Duchess of Narsussex telling their story . . . Again . . . 😴
I love the part where these trolls really mad Henry married Meghan. Y’all but hurt and mad. Y’all angry. Bunch of bullies
Meghan has an inflatable pizza slice for a soul, and my left eye is gutterally moaning over it.
I love the part where Meghan's first husband helped her land roles only to find out his marriage is over by receiving her rings in the mail. Makes a tear flow from my left eye.
Nah. Those two deserve each other
2nd husband!
First one, Joe Giuliano, along with Trevor had a very lucky escape! 😪
I love how Harry dated her when she was married but cannot forgive his father , brings a tear of kindness and understanding to my left eye
 @Des Res22  Oh Geez!  Now I have 2 tears flowing from my left eye.
Nah; that is out of character, surely she sold the rings?
I also had fluid escape from another orifice
He dodged a bullet.
Lots of “I love the part”  in these comment sections…. Very odd, all sounding as fake as nutmeg herself… 🤔
second husband
 @Georgia  Whoosh.  They are riffing on the supposed content of the harkles reality show, with the well known lies that will never be shown in the actual show.
I am sorry I have to point this out to you.
I love the part where she says how much she misses being on tv...I'm still ugly crying over it.
I love the part where the brits are triggered by this. I think y'all hate Meghan more than we hate Trump and Biden combined.
They don't know how to tell the truth
Nobody cares about these losers and hopefully Netflix will lose a ton of money as so many of us are canceling our subscription
I loved the part where they  both looked back in the car, to see one car turning on to the road, quite a distance back, no paparazzi following them , oh the pity of it, I shed a tear from my 
left eye
I’m never watching this 💩



It will be interesting, I return to Netflix and it has really been a dirty game of the monarchy against two people who are no longer inside and live with an ocean in between, for only 
diverting attention from what really matters and should concern England, the destruction of royalty little by little out of revenge and hatred for two unworthy kings.
I loved the part where Harry showed all men the perfect example of how to be a simp.
I love the part where Harry and Meghan claim the Royal family and Institution as the bad guys and racists, but they wanted to be half In and half Out when they first announced leaving the 
RF (still having the goods of being a member of the RF) and also keep using the titles to self-promotion like when presenting themselves in podcasts and videos and this documentary 
aswell). It´s the double standards for me
Ohhhh look its that narcissist race grifter and her ginger husband, and what are they doing in this latest peice about them, oh yeah they are moaning about how hard done by they are with 
their millions and millions of pounds and their huge mansion.

Its good that they are getting the word Race into this so other grifters can jump on the 'lying about stuff band wagon'.

What are they going to do for attention after this I wonder, probably just more of this.
I’m scared for them now. Maybe this documentary was a mistake.
I will be watching this. There are so many who make their livings off the hatred they spew towards Meghan. The sad thing is, they seem to not care that the genesis of their negativity and 
seeming hatred towards this woman,  is based off manufactured lies. In these evil people's eyes, she can do no right. Whatever she does, they find a way to twist it.
I love the part where M forgot she had a family and only invited one family member to her wedding , compassion inaction one lost invitation at a time.
I loved the part where Harry's father isn't King Charles.
I'd rather watch paint dry....
My favourite part is when Meghan made sure that her disabled sister who has MS got the best medical care money can buy and bought her a house that was equipped with everything a 
person in a wheelchair would need to live as comfortably as possible. And just as I was wiping the one tear that fell from my left eye, Meghan then did the same for her sick elderly father 
too! Not ONE but TWO compassion acts at a time! What a humanitarian Meghan is! She's the best sister ever! And the best daughter ever! She's a real life super hero! I want to be just like 
her when I grow up! I feel another tear welling up in my left eye😢.... and a little vomit in my mouth. 🤮
I love the part where Netflix and the whiny brats, Meghan and Harry, really think anyone will watch this other than to make fun of the duo.
There is a hierarchy and she wasn't at the top.  I can't believe they are actually talking about others leaking and planting stories.  I wonder if those being accused also used photos they 
found on a google search to advertise their propaganda.  BTW: in the US you don't get to keep a job title if you quit the job.  Isn't it about time someone else represented the people of 
Sussex?
Harry was more than happy to be a part of the hierarchy, and reap it’s benefits, for over 30 years, so…
I don't really follow this Meghan Harry gossip too far, but I remember, one month before the wedding, Megan's half-brother already warned Harry that Megan, my sister is not the right 
woman for him. She will destroy the royal family relationships.. when I watch this, Oh wow.. just wow!!  This Meghan just want to gain her fame, I didn't even know who she is until she 
dated Prince Harry
There’s no such thing as bad publicity.
Netflix will be wringing their hands in glee at the response - positive and negative.
It’s nauseating. 
Netflix should be ashamed of themselves but business is business.
You got that right! 
😆 🤣 😂 😹 😆 🤣
Yes!
They were not worthy of attending, Lmao.



Maybe they were the wrong colour to keep up the pretence
and the funniest she invited celebrities she did not even know! like really! and look how that turned out, all of them backing away from the couple now.
I love that her sister went to London when the wedding was on, and they did not invite her in because they wanted to be alone with their new institutional racist family and celebrity new 
friends
I loved that too
Samantha has had to move house 3 times, because sussexsquad have been constantly harassing and doing her on social media
Let’s not forget that all important lesson about slut shaming from the groundbreaking and female empowering “ArcheGripes” in which Meghan taught us how to deal with it…after slut 
shaming her sister for having children for different men. Meghan us truly the feminist leader we’ve needed! I’m crying…a single tear from my left eye.
Yes, it’s the keeping of the job titles I never understood either.
Yes, Netflix is the only winner in this. No one usually wins when family members fallout.
Never, in the field of human suffering, has so much hardship been endured by so few.
How many dislikes are we up to on this scripted shit fest of a show?
I love the part where Netflix use pictures of the paparazzi gathered for the Harry Potter premiere to prove they were ‘hounded’. Despite this event happening years before they were even 
together. My left eye is tearing up at the thought of not being able to watch this series … I’m busy thinking of anything else I’d rather do … like watch paint dry 😢
Harry will go down in history books as a traitor to the Royal family. Cause he got in with a woman with loose morals. Where both made up lies and as he said dirty tricks. And to think the 
UK thought the world of him. Nothing nice about the Harry we have today
I feel like I know Megan and Harry more than my actual family. With the amount of documentaries I see about them
All the tears from the left eye has resulted in conjunctivitis for the Mattress Actress Pinocchio 🤥 That's why she uses her hands to cover her eyes. 🤣🤣🤣

I love the part where Harry says the palace were planting stories whilst doing a reality show planting stories.......and sheer genius he just discovered the monarchy has a hierarchy. We 
thought all this time Meghan didnt get it but it was  Harry  that couldnt count where he sits in the line of succession...... brought a tear to my eye when he learned to count....
I love the part where they use footage of Katie Price at court. It makes me shed one tear, from my left eye 😢
I like the part where Harry and Meghan both go off to live in a bouncy castle.
I love the part where Harry and Meghan, wonderful patriots and a source of support for veterans rights, teverywhere, ook a photographer to a cemetery full of American war dead and had 
pictures taken of them trampling all over their graves for a PR campaign, to spite the royal family for telling Harry he couldn't lay his own personal wreath at the cenotaph in London.  It 
truly touched my heart, caring humanitarians that they are....
I love the part when every one should mind their own business if no one gets in to urs why complain about them . They are telling you what happens to them .. who are we to judge
If u don't want to be judge
Don't judge. Drop the mike
Thanks Netflix I do love a good trashy fictional series, brings a tear to my left eye! 🍿🥤
I love the part where they say they want to tell their story. My left eye dropped a tear when I realised that they’ve never spoken about this before 😂
I love the part where they staged the shot with the cameraman in the car filming them turning around to see no paparazzi following them!
You couldn't make it up! Or could you? Two tears, both eyes! 😂😂

I love the part where you see the final nail going into Netflix coffin, and then the camera pans to their gravestone which is inscribed with the words   "We were Markled by the left eye"
I love the part where Meghan confided that she was diagnosed with LIE- abetes, which of course is way more serious than Diabetes, she was Flooded with World support, we all cried a tear 
from our left eye.
I am going to read these comments like a book! They are great! I do believe even more people now realize these 2 r just nasty, vindictive, narcissistic hypocrites.



They keep showing newspapers. Does anyone still even read physical newspapers or give them any weight? Asking for a friend.
Som europære (dansker)synes jeg, Harry har forandret sig til, det usmagelig, at hagle sin familie så meget ned i det offentlige. Megan lider af nassisisme, tænk, at anklage sin familie så 
grotesk. Men bag en hver mand, står en kvinde.
I hope you're doing a Tiger King 🐯👑 style Mockumentary that captured the scummy, delusional, lying, vindictive, psychopath, con artist wife, and the petulant, grandiose, childish, 
entitled husband "my daddy cut me off at 37".... Boo hoo hoo tear in my left eye.
Brings several tears to my left eye
56000 on this trailer
Thanks for the update Sheena
🤣🤣🤣
Frankly I ams tating to bellieve H is very veru dumb
So spot on!
Just brilliant.
His wife started/planted more stories from people she never named
Was that tear brought to your left eye by any chance?
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
love this comment :)
Brilliant
🤣 🤣  
😂😂
You people make my day 😂
🤣🤣🤣
Well, for me personally? It’s the many evolving, ever changing versions of “their truths” and “lived experiences” that is so inspiring. I can’t wait to use this technique to grift my way 
through life and attempt to emotionally blackmail & agitate chaos. So inspiring!  What heroes and dare I say:  HUMANITARIANS?!!? One single tear..escapes my left eye.
You didn't want history to repeat itself? So knowing what happened to your mother through press intrusion, Princess Diana (RIP, beautiful) you decided to go America and sell your 'story' 
to the world and make a NETFLIX documentary, after being on Oprah? Am trying to join the dots here, Harry. But God do you make it hard.
I love the part where every comments in this comments section starts with "I love the part where..."😂
I love the part where Meghan wipes lipstick off Harry's face at fake award ceremony in polo 🤣🤣🤣
Yes Harry, there is a hierarchy in every Royal family! You will never become a King and Meghan will never become a Queeen. You both knew it, but are complaining that you were not able 
to change it. 
Meghan should of married a Royal that will one day become a King and not Harry. Problem solved!
Disgusted by these two!  I hope Netflix recovers from their stupidity in signing these two idiots.  For Netflix to recover, they need to expose the truth of Meghan and Harry's evil agendas!  
Be the hero and Take Them Down Netflix!
That's one hell of a love story 😂😂
I loved the part where Harry and Meghan left the disastrous and evil royal family to search for a private, secluded life with Netflix. We don't want history repeating itself.
I love the part where Meghan has cameras shooting her as she ‘cries’.
The part where The Royal Family tries to sew buttons in Meghan’s eyes to keep her from leaving was so scary 😦 I made a guttural sound and my left eye began to lubricate. Truly one of 
the documentaries of the year.
I loved the bit where....poor poor me in my million dollar mansion while the rest of the world struggle to pay their heating bills....that really moved me to tears



Hysterical

I love the part in their engagement interview  where they said they know exactly what they’re getting into and how ready they were to step into their roles… and then they up and left.

If you are truly trying to protect your family. WHY would you deliberately release a trailer deliberately timed to distract from the amazing good 'real' work your own family are doing eg 
William and Katherine's attempts to save the world.  You wanted a quieter life away from the press...this series proves that was a lie and the truth is that you want to simply make as much 
gold out of defaming and ruining the reputations of your birth family. Harry and Meghan you both KNOW that the royal family are not permitted to reply to these constant claims you 
make, so it makes this behaviour very cruel. Meghan...no it doesn't make sense to hear your story as ALL we have heard to this point is your story...frankly I would pay a lot of money to 
hear the real stories of the Royal staff members that you bullied and also to hear your father and sisters and aunty and uncles stories. The fact that you Meghan married a prince before 
you understood exactly what lifetsyle that would entail (otherwise you would have known there would be press comments that you too would be expected to ignore as long as you 
belonged to the working royals). You moved too hastily into the marriage wasting millions of English taxpayers hard earned pounds in an extravagant wedding when you weren't even 
prepared to take some time (some years if necessary) living the kind of life that you would be expected to adopt (which Katherine did diligently and patiently with commitment, grit and 
integrity). If either of you have any kind of integrity or courage you will refuse to accept the ridiculous ripple of hope award which you have been given for allegedly standing up to 
institutional racism. Do the right thing for once and announce that it is NOT institutional racism. I am sickened by the petty behaviour of both Meghan and Harry which is detrimental to our 
country and is divisive regarding racial issues rather than reparative. You both need to grow up, stop wasting the English taxpayers money and get on with your own lives quietly by 
renouncing your titles. Anyone with any integrity who speaks their truth, if they are accepting an award for such reasons, this is confirming officially and formally that the royal family is 
racist. So if you truly believe it is a racist organisation SURELY you aught to distance yourself from it and state that you categorically do not want to be associated with it??? ...... 
UNLESS....the real reason for all of this publicity and racism claims is simply so that you can both profit from millions made via these claims and by retaining your titles you are desperately 
trying to retain some sense of importance? You CANNOT claim an organisation is racist intrinsically and morally remain clean....if you STAY in that organisation. Distance yourself 
completely from the royals in every way if that is what you believe, and the only way you can do that with honour is to renounce all royal titles for you and your children.
I love the part where their vileness is all they show through the fake tears and fake outrage so transparent 
I am sure if the were going to teach the Brits any lesson it won’t be in acting 
Oh gosh my left eye is squeezing out a tear 🙄
I love the part where a royal simp marries a z-list actress and they both whine incessantly about how tough it is being so wealthy and privileged. Single tear. Left eye.



I love the part where Netflix tells us what a spectacularly followed podcast with uninteresting stereotypes that needed 28 people to produce, was at in the rankings.  I also love that Netflix 
carefully chose "The Frog Princess" music for one of the trailers.  The lyrics are so appropriate, and real and brought one tear to my left eye. 

[Verse 1]
I met a girl, she was a frog princess
I guess I ought to make it clear
That I saw nothing through her see-through dress
Until she whispered in my ear

[Chorus]
"You don't really love me and I don't really mind
'Cause I don't love anybody
That stuff is just a waste of time
Your place or mine?"
[
Verse 2]
I met a girl, she was a complete mess
I should've left her well alone—but oh no, not me!
I had to see if underneath that dress
Her heart was really made of stone

[Verse 3]
I met a girl, she was a frog princess
And yes I do regret it now
But how was I to know that just one kiss
Could turn my frog into a cow?

British media does too much. They need to take several seats and calm down, so what if people get married, and have kids and leave their families. It will never be the end of the world.
I love the part where the part loves the I
yet at every opportunity they use their duke and dutchess title.
I love the part where Netflix have left themselves open to legal action, showing videos that have nothing to do with that pair but we are led to believe it is
The bit about "hitting the ground running", and they just kept running, far far away.
🤣
I love how she kissed a prince who turned into a frog, and they lived happily ever after in a little frog house
I love everyone has been made to forget The Fake Native American costumes made china human trafficking sweatshop, brought by the Kate and family at lower than wages prices sold to 
Kate family fans party time pieces.  That was my first legal complaint BRF because I'm was teenager playing music in palace that descendant of native American then came along the FAKE 
Prince harry and my conversation being used mm pr which doesn't included my room coms  how  does mm treat her Disabled  sister, and keeps her criminal mom around, then claims to 
have finally figured out what's royalty all about.



I love the way they act lol
These comments bring a tear to my left eye.
Loved the bit where the tech guy said Will and Kate “were aging like bananas”. Has he looked at these two moaning maestros lately? They look 20 years older than they did in the 
engagement pictures. I wouldn’t know them as the same couple!
What a dam disgrace you've become Harry... Time to cancel Netflix...
This is worse than I thought
Not good
I believe they do know “the whole truth”.  They aren’t going to tell any of it, but they know it.

There is no road back for you after this Harry. No one, anywhere, in The United Kingdom or The Commonwealth will welcome you back after this, so I hope you love living in America.  Mind 
you, why would you want to come back, after all, we're all nothing but a bunch of bad, racist buggers. We won't pay for your security, we don't prepare the tea properly, and our bad we 
ACTUALLY had the cheek to expect you and your wife to work! You better build yourselves a much bigger coop because the chickens are coming home to roost. From a peasant in Canada.
I love the part where all the anti-Meghan bots come out in full force. So sketchy!

I love the part where Harry says his catchphrase "I don't want history to repeat itself" as if Meghan is the reincarnation of Diana but its not like Kate has been a royal for 10 years and was 
harassed when she was dating William she never had to do a tell all to "control her narrative"   When it was just those 3, there was nothing but smiles at charity events. What people need 
to understand is there are things going to be written all the time about them whether good or bad. Charles and Camilla still get bad press at times and they just ignore it lol.
I love the part where they try to act like they are being stalked by the paparazzi and they borrowed a stock photo as proof with the  problem being the stock photo was taken from a Harry 
Potter premiere that happened years before the two even met! Classic!   "A photograph in a trailer for Harry and Meghan's docuseries, apparently to illustrate paparazzi hounding the 
couple, was actually taken at a Harry Potter premiere and is not connected to the Royal Family, Sky News can confirm."
I would love being the spare in the royal family.  All the perks and less than half the responsibility.
Harry you know what the full truth is? The full truth is that she wouldn’t even speak to you if you would be the delivery guy at dominos pizza. 
I don’t like any royal system, but just go and do something good for your community and for the world man don’t talk bad about your family.
The only hatred I see is Harry and Meghan. Not surprising since she’s burned her entire family. We don’t need to know the truth because the truth is obvious
I love the fact that Prince Harry confessed to being to embarrassed to seek mental health support for his suicidal pregnant wife , but was able to find a photographer,  to capture the 
moment for pospherty.  So genuinely compassionate.  Brings a tear to my left eye.
British people act like harry and Meghan belong to them. Y’all are mental. Absolutely disgusting behavior
You don't know what happened? It's pretty obvious, Harry, that Meghan realized she could never be Katherine and she could never be the Queen. She took her toys, including you, and 
stamped home. That's exactly what happened!!
I love the part where these two are continuously trotted out as the most mistreated, misunderstood individuals of our time. Imagine leaving a job that didn't turn out to be all you had 
hoped. But you make off scot-free with a younger second husband and his tens of millions in inheritance. Sheesh. If Megan Markle were to fashion herself as dating coach, I'd be the first to 
sign up for the "how to level up" seminar.
Instead, we find these two and their umpteenth edition of this drama, to be our on-deck entertainment during the sinking of the Titanic. Serenading us with jarring and tone-deaf 
arrangements, while our entire society free-falls into a total collapse.
Good thing the wanted " PrIVaCy" 🤡
You can't fool us Meghan Mandela🤣🤣
 @live life  careful...your racism is showing



Right!! Let’s not forget that Kate was also truly and brutally harassed all of the dating, break up years, and after—so for over 2 decades…yet she’s never once been caught being disgruntled 
or weeping near a Hermes blanket.
That is so sad lol.
Exactly!
She was only suicidal because most of britain KNEW what
her agenda was before she did.Time to have those two
exiled .There will be no tear from my left eye or my
right eye either .
Especially touching to me was that Harry couldn't pick up the phone and call his own therapist to see Meghan. Even more touching--and this showed how sensitive and empathetic Harry is-
-is that he, an outspoken champion for mental health, was too embarrassed by his wife's near breakdown and suicidal thoughts to ask others for help. What a supportive husband and a 
fantastic human being! Oh no, there goes my left eye again! Single tear, and GO!
Exactly!  That last comment was COLD!  🥶
FANTASTIC POINT LMAO
LinnColingham.. WHAT else do you LOVE?..DID you LOVE Prince Harry's WIFE being bullied relentlessly on a daily basis whilst pregnant?..DID you LOVE all the FALSEHOOD about 
H&M...KARMA Lin 🙏
GOLD
Oh well said!
Prosperity

Either they had photographers and camera men around starting day one (for whatever weird reason) or they arranged the pictures and shot the scenes after hand. Either way it is bizarre.
 @Mota man  🤐🤐🤐🤐🤐

I love you keyboard warriors. You all have all these conspiracies, but you didn’t walk in their shoes, nor will you ever…and neither will I. We have no idea what went on behind the scenes of 
anyone’s life except our own. Speak for yourselves and not for others. Judgement is an ugly look for anyone. Just like Harry said, you don’t know the truth. They know the truth.
this is the comment of all comments!
 @Renee McCann  'Arry failed Art Class. They don't know what "TRUTH" Means.....about anything!!! Brings a 😢 to my left eye! 🎻
 @Renee Archer   Their truth, remember.  Even Harry is now going on record, as saying, that it is not the actual truth.
 @Mota man   sorry, genuinely dyslexic.
 @Renee Archer  They know the truth according to them. There are 2 sides and  his family isn't speaking on it. And in the words of the Queen "Recollections may vary." 
So go take your biased views elsewhere. People are TIRED of them and the comment section highlights that.
 @Renee Archer  I’m so glad that you’re here to tell us that Harry and Meghan know the truth (or was it their truth?) Really can’t wait to hear how the truth can be inconsistent, self 
contradictory and often not quite the same as that which is remembered by the courts, the South African cast member of lion king, the South African people, the archbishop and her 
majesty the late Queen.
LEFT EYE LMAO
 @Lin Collingham  no need to apologise. Just doing an ex teacher spell check.
Posterity*
 @Renee Archer  They know the truth but tell lies. One example, she lied in court about not cooperating with the writers of Finding Freedom until their lies were proven and she had to 
apologize in court.



 @Renee Archer  We don't know what goes on behind closed doors? I beg to differ, as the Harkles have been spewing out the details of same for four years, and are preparing to spew 
more details and "truth" in the Netflix series, and again in Harry's book! In fact, they can't shut up about what happens behind their doors and the entire Royal Family's doors! Now look 
what you've done! Another tear is leaking from my much overworked left eye!
 @Eugena Stevens  "Pregnant" ? I remain unconvinced.
 @G. M.  ✌

she had the best obstetrician on speed dial, she could have got the BEST care with one call. She was oK to work on the magazine though, from five months pregnant. And had a good time
OMG YES
Bravo
Oh your comment was so touching that it brought a tear to my left eye
Finally
A son stood up.

Hopefully,
One day we will get to truth about our beloved Diana too.

Although it's out there but,
Officially.
Clowns!! Liars!
You just know Andrew is popping the cork on a bottle of champagne and thanking all the powers that be for his wayward nephew.
I mean 10k likes, and 55k dislikes at this point. No further comments needed I guess. 😂
When the stakes are this high grab the money $$$$$$
I love the part when Harry says he knows the full truth when he has no clue what the word truth means,classic, also when Kate looks so happy and fulfilled with her life, not looking like the 
face of suffering at all maybe because she’s a strong, capable balanced woman who went into it with her eyes open. I feel such pity for their suffering as I sit here in my freezing unheated 
home with one frozen tear, left eye.
I think we need an interview with the people who worked for Meghan
So I guess  I'm on British side - of this trailer then - 😅
The part where they admit that they are connected to Christopher Bouzy!  Simply the best!
I Loved the part where she pretended to the world she was pregnant.....
I love all the comments by white people pretending racism in Britian isn't awful and that Meghan is so terrible without having once met her and deciding they know everything about 
everything.
Thanks for the laugh.  "No one knows the truth.  We know the full truth."  LMAO!!!  NEVER has there been a couple who have had LESS of a relationship with the truth than the gruesome 
twosome.  They are both PROVEN LIARS!!!!  They/the wh-re told at the least 30 lies during the Orca interview.  If her mouth is moving, she is lying.  She is a narcissist with histrionic 
personality disorder, and he has a list of mental issues longer than his arm.   They are horrible, evil, vile trash.  The RF are not racist.  That is, no one other than Sparey himself.  HE is the 
one who has shown himself to be a racist and has never apologized.  And seriously no one cares that she is mixed.  It is her crassness and lack of character that people dislike about her - 
not her race.  They are the world's biggest joke.  Please tell her that orange is not the new black.  Her horrible attempts at a spray tan DO NOT make her "look black".  They are about to 
become totally irrelevant and then she will really start physically abusing him -- I mean more than she already does.  SHE is the reason that everything they touch turns to sh-t.  You will 
NEVER prevail with such hate in your heart.



I love the part where Netflix went broke because so many people cancelled their subscriptions after this dross.
Why does this, and the previous trailer, have footage that has nothing to do with this pair of grifters?

I hope this series of lies, I mean their truth, costs Netflix dearly
Just came for the comments.
I love that there is a thing like a six part Mock-umentry.
I don’t think Diana would be happy to see Harry using her as an excuse to attack his whole family they tried being Diana with their interview but it didn’t work maybe they should just 
recognize that nobody cares
I love the part where Christopher bouzy is being sued by 2 separate parties for defamation. Thank you for supporting them Christopher. I feel a tear welling up..left eye only.
As fierce as his mother !
I love the part where there is actually cameras around Harry and Meghan (instead of Diana and Catherine) and Meghan has the biggest grin on her face.  She really hates all the attention 
and craves privacy 🤩
Prince andrew thanking his Godson prince harry. 🤣
Gotcha!  Bouzy and the Sussex Squad are on the payroll! 💰💰💰
So they are actually on twitter then. Thought they didn`t read about themselves on social media, lol. If that is the type of lowlife people they surround themselves with, it says a lot about 
them. No integrity or decency left.
Most comments are from people of color that see thru Me-gain
Please tell how u discern all our races and rich heritage are you omnivoyant? U seem to function on the same level as Handbag Harry, what an inspiration to idiots throughout the 
Commonwealth and beyond xx
Sooo crass. That is the word that comes to mind when i think of her
I love how they show Princess Diana being hounded by the press while ignoring the fact that the public really did not  have that much interest in Megan and that's why she is really upset. 
To say that the media have destroyed you and then to use the media to assault both of their families is absolute hypocrisy. They don't mind talking to the press as long as they control the 
narrative and make millions doing it. So sorry you had to dig so deep for footage including movie premieres neither attended and photos of him with his ex! Netflix this is beyond 
disappointing but at least you got her to cry out of both eyes and not just the left! Kudos to you!!
oh god Cry me a river, there are people in the world wondering how they will pay their bills, people who are one pay check away  from getting evicted  from thier homes.... Think about 
that megnut
I love the part where Henry just clicks 💡 there is a hierarchy in a 1000 year old family tradition of Kings & Queens & that he & his wife will be neither 💡
OK how have you managed to remove all the dislikes, just seen a YT video about this trailer and it had 18K Likes and 138K Dislikes,. Looks like someone has been massaging the figures to 
make this look good when it will flop.
Poor Meghan you poor victim SHUT UP already no one cares you married a prince live in a mansion but somehow we should feel sorry for 
I’d rather sit & watch paint dry than watch this Bs 
Harry is such a bimbo brat

King Harry and Queen Meghan forever 🤴 ❤
What is this crying out of the left eye mean? 
Are trolls getting paid to make comments here? Seriously, every comment starts with "I love the part" and ends with something about a tear in their left eye. (A bit TOO coincidental that 
comments can't be more original.)



I like when they featured proven liar and defamer Christopher Bouzy. Can’t wait for the lawsuit, I bet Netflix will
Be named for perpetuating easily provable falsehoods
I am absolutely astonished they allowed comments to this trailer 😂😂

Bold strategy Cotton, let’s see how it plays out for them…
“I love the part when” the Royal fambam’s bots aren’t passing the vibe check. 😂
I wonder if this documentary will show footage of the South African cast member of the lion king telling her how South Africans rejoiced in the streets as they had for Mandela when she 
wed harry.
I love the part where they were implying that MEagain was bombarded by the paparazzis but kept showing footages of Princess Katherine and Princess Diana being the ones who were 
bombarded by the paparazzi, can’t even show one where MEagain is the one being bombarded. 😅
What cheesy BS is this! 🤮
Loved the part where meagain worked 18 month for the RF and travelled 13 times abroad privately in private jets claiming she had taken passports away and keeps comparing herself to 
Diana who worked almost 20 years for RF and who was actually liked for her character and who was chased by real paparazzi without hiring them
Best thing Netfix could do is tell the truth about the mattress actress and their lies ,now that would be a box office it!
I hope they talk about her family !!
I refuse to even watch this crap! Migraine and her husband whine, complain and lie too much for me. 
And this is the way to reveal "the full truth"? Making $100,- mln of it to publish on Netflix instead of going into court.....YEAH now we believe Harry and Meghan....NOT!!!
Bc in her acypting days Megain is on record bragging she can bring a fake tear to her left eye in three seconds. And that she is a fraud
No darling. We're not being paid. We're all in the joke. Meghan told everyone she could squeeze a tear out of her left eye in 3 seconds. We're all just leaving positive comments for the 
happy couple by starting them with, "I loved it when..."
Dum Dum move on their part.
10k Likes
55k Dislikes....
hahahahahaha!
So speaking about "your truth", where is the invisible Archie and Lilibet? Or should we ask their real mothers where they are?
I WILL love the part when their titles are taken away and the backlash over this series kicks in.
I loved the part where discussing the child's skin colour is thought of as racist. For every new baby in our family we have discussed how features would turn out e.g. Eye colour, hair colour. 
For a biracial child why would skin colour be any different? A big deal made out of nothing.
Markle and Harry are anti-alchemy. They took gold and turned it into shit
I love the part where the hierarchy only became a problem for them when they realized they’d never be at the top of it.
… wow the collective hate on here is awful … I’m on their side 
I love the part where all the salty royalists realise that losing their f*cking sh*t makes them look foolish so start a hash tag trend to leave pass agg comments instead. But it still hurts them 
😂😂😂😂😂
Watch H.G. Tudor’s videos on U-tube  He explains the full truth.  They are a joke
You think you know, but you have no idea… this is the diary of former royals 😂🤣😂🤣
Are you kidding me, “planting stories” … tell me what this documentary  is about then, history repeating itself, playing on peoples emotions towards Diana….after everything that Magnan 
said, basically contradicting herself every time she opened her mouth, seeking attention,please people don’t be so shallow as to take this seriously



We loved the part where Saint Megain of Suits deluded narcissism was so staggering that she humbled herself to offer to collaborate with HMTQ and was so kind to advise us all that 
service is universal. Such a warm and titled egalitarian is the Do$
why do I feel that this is gonna be a way of them trying to compare Meghan’s situation with Diana’s !?
I love how Harry plus Meghan and NOW Netflix think we buy this crap 🤮🤣🤪
I love the part where those brave ones,who actually had the stomach to watch this, have shared their numerous comments so as I need not afflict myself with the torture. My left eye 
sheds a tear 🥲.
I hope this documentary is the end of their titles!!!!
I agree with all the commenters here, that  this is a disgusting level of narcissism on display by these two.  But I’m not sure I get this joke , where everyone starts their comment with “I love 
the part where…”.   It makes you sound like bots, and then people like me, that aren’t very familiar with this story, just ignore what you’re saying.  If you’re goal is to hurt Netflix or the 
Meghan and Harry , by getting people not to watch this, this is a terrible strategy.
Is she best friends with amber turd 
It all going to go wrong for Harry
He has been completely duped ..he has no idea how weak he is
This documentary should be called...."Revenge of Mr & Mrs Spare"...then  have a sequel titled..."My Left Eye".
THIS!!
My best friends are a married couple, she's black, he's white  
They have six children  Two take after dad, four after mom. There was never any problem openly discussing which parent the baby might look like. This included possible skin tone. It's 
what families do 
Shame on meghan for blowing things out of proportion. IF it's even true
👍👍👍👍
you don't get to say what is racist and what isn't.
 @Keetah Brough  who does?
 @Keetah Brough   And why does Meghan get to say what's racist and what isn't? She is not the only biracial woman in the world!
of how both their stresses in the royal family were someway the same even tho both situations are extremely different
Ikr it’s so extra like why do you have to document your life lol
You have to watch it, it'll bring tears to both eyes! 😂😂😂
what do you say to your friends when talking about a film? "I love the bit where..." that's all, no conspiracy. But then people are putting in the things they've really done that won't be in 
the Netflix version of their "truth". It's a joke, but also a way to put everything they've done in one place, for everyone to see.
I love the scenes where she's portrayed as a humanitarian & does so much charitable work, yet the charity "arm" of her company made under $50,000/yr so she would not be subject to 
basic irs standards for charities, all the while her "events" cost anywhere from $3500 to $1,000,000 just to be seated in the same air. AND wait for it, you may get a bubble wrap pic of 
herself, her own stench book, or a box of rotten fruit! yay! All the while the personal "arm" makes hundreds of millions... so very giving.
I loved the part where this couple are roasted by an international audience, and are still tone deaf and carry on with their unwanted narrative.  Brings a tear to my left eye.

Loved the part where she was foisting her book on poor children in Harlem while she was dripping in jewelry and designer fashion clothes.  She really understands the plight of others!
People, have more compassion! I was crying so hard at the terrible life they had to endure! Thankfully my partner was there to take lots of pictures of me in distress, he is always so kind 
and helpful.
Never have ever seen her chased by paparazzi.   She/they are delusional.  I sure hope he realizes he will be left in the cold by her and he will have alienated his family. And the part about 
women who enter the family, Diana called pap alot and Catherine handled it and glows in the family



I love the part that Harry and Meghan and now Netflix's think webby this crap 🤮
I love the fact that all these true honest comment could be put in a book called Self help for the Deluded and Delusional.
I love the part where they explain why Meghan has to be in control of everything and everyone around her, including the British Royal family. She just has to have her own way, all the 
time, why can people not understand this? Harry is the only one who gets it.
These two is absolute disgrace. Hypocrisy at its finest. These two fools continue to play victims while still milking on family name, because there is nothing about them. They are absolute 
zero and nobody without  the family.
I love Harry and Meghan, this institution is the most structurally racist and corrupt among the oldest institutions in the world.  UK was build on slave's blood and we will continue to 
through eggs at King Charles.
Netflix had dropped to a new low.
I love the part where Meghan dresses like Diana all stylish and stuff and occasionally uses a fake British accent.   I love how she teaches us about trauma bonding in relationships. This sort 
of education and empowerment through narcissism brings a tear to my left eye.
That part when Harry said "No one knows the full truth. WE know the full truth." Yet, the Queen's words ring out from the grave, "Recollections may vary."
I love the part where I just yell at the screen " FFS, will you two just shut up?"
Evil... most definitely 
   
Shameless
I wouldn't eat the crusts on my ham sandwich and my Mother said "Harry & Meghan are dying of hunger you know!"  so I said "Well, why don't you put the crust in an envelope and post it 
to them!"
Huh!
I love the part when Reese Witherspoon turned down Megains wedding invite 😂😂
Yawn Yawn
I love the part where Christopher Bouzy, the Harkles fake bots man, uses the racism card....AGAIN!!! Yet, at the moment he's getting sued by Nate the Lawyer & others for making 
extremely slanderous accusations against them. Can't wait to hear THEIR TRUTH.
And the Royal bots are out in full force! 😂 
They conveniently forgot about a certain Rural Rose that hangs out with the a certain Prince all the time… lol funny so funny 🤣
😅
That and Uvaldo were real low points, And got those poor childrens parents to send in £5 for the book,
Maybe she thought they could boil the books up to make soup?  
What a true humanitarian.
 @Sotto  🤣🤣🤣🤣
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
😂
😂I cried so hard too because I thought my life was so hard, but I did not realise how much harder it is to live with hermes blankets, mansions, jewellery, private jets, holidays, employees, 
and millions of monies from UK and US
It’s so inspiring…I must hire a photographer immediately to follow me around and take as many takes/shots as needed so that when I want to show deep pain and anguish? I, too, can look 
like Rachel’s sister Jill fake crying on “Friends!” Meghan is a hero!  My left eye weeps one tear for it all.
The picture were in black and white, right????
I love that Harry thinks she is the boss of the world and we should all send them more money



They really live up to their titles hazbeen and never was. Total lack of self awareness 😂😂😂
Get your tongues out of the royal fart box 😂
 @SkeeterM  
The Mountbatten-Whingers of Montecito.
You’re an ignorant troll. Hump off.
are you even a real person, thousands of y'all are saying 'i love the part where'
 @cheesysandwich  I am so confused too
I’m British and I’ve never heard the wicked witch of woke do a fake English accent! (we have many different accents in the UK) If she did it must sound crap because she’s only ever 
sounded full on Yankee to me! 😂 but then she’s a shit actress anyway!
 @cheesysandwich   
It's called satire, and yes, there are millions that find them repulsive.
Yeah,  the dressing like Dianna. My knee jerk thought: Serial Killer behavior!!

 @Sotto  cause y'all are a group of people painfully misled by the Murdoch propaganda, yet y'all love it cause you found a community where you can collectively hate on someone else
She does not have the class to dress like Diana all her clothes don't fit she does not get them tailored correctly, she often comes out with unruly hair, its messy, simple steps, or she could 
hire a stylist who would pick clothes that suit her body type.
Bravo!
Sooo glad she's not around to witness this wanton treachery! 🤗
Those two sentenses contradicts each other. It can't be nobody + some. If I'm to believe the first sentence the second doesn't make sense and if I should believe the second sentense the 
first is a lie.
I actually think they do know the full truth… about the faked pregnancies, how they bullied their own staff, how they had planned this all way before megxit…
Whatever happened to never complain, never explain? Harry and Meghan are exploiting themselves for financial gain and continue to make themselves targets for Paparrazi.
Recollections may vary
 @Des Res22  I am to desres2281, I think the Queen would have been deeply hurt, it's bad enough what he did in the last few years of her life but to do this it's just awful
Glad you have them in the states. It must be such a hard life when your born and marry into privilege, with millions in the bank and a huge chip on your shoulder.
This is HOT GARBAGE!
Omg they’ve actually got that criminal Bouzy on there … the problem with Meghan is she couldn’t accept that she was part of a hierarchy and she wasn’t at the top
Here comes the bots
How pathetic. Blaming the family for their hierarchy, pretending it all went wrong for them being someone else’s fault. They are two talentless individuals who once we saw more of them 
held no interest. They were fakes and looking at all the rubbish Meghan had previously released about herself made it easy to realise how vapid and shallow she is. Not mentioning her 
proclivity to lie and exaggerate. 
That this dim couple blames anyone other than their own misguided ambitions is further evidence of their stupidity.
They wouldn't know the "full truth" if it bit them on the nose.  What race baiting, narcissistic, entitled, propaganda trash!!!!
Rotten....can't stand them
Trying to bring down my monarch 

History repeat
Never compare Diana to your trash wife



I mean really?? How much more can these two LIE ??? Gtf over yourselves! M wanted all of the attention & then pulled the race card! She’s deplorable & H u k ow damn well that’s the 
truth. Do the right thing and tell the TRUTH!
Omg what a pack of LIES!! 
NOTHING TO DO WITH RACE !!!
This couple are completely self obsessed, and tone deaf.. spoiled tantrum adults.. 
they need to seriously get a grip!  
How dare they do this to our Late Queens memory?! 
..And of course there’s Boozy.. a bully for hire.. what a JOKE this 😂
NETFIX you should be utterly ashamed !!
Meg finally got to be the star of her own show, almost brings a tear to my left eye.

The part where Meghan told the late Queen that “service isn’t universal” and didn’t own the word “Royal” but made sure to show up at her funeral with a deeeeeeep curtsy when the 
other respectful members of the family gave a normal curtsy. Also the most genuine thing I saw at the Queens funeral was that tear left eye that slide down her cheek and was left there so 
the paps could get a shot of it. Never mind she and her husband turned down an invitation from HM 3 days before she died these are the parts that touched me the most
I love how they had a camera filming every time they cried 😂😂😂

The Royal Family is just as complicit. They ALLOWED Meghan to brutally bully her staff AND her relatives, including a three year old, and did nothing about it. They have a role here, too
I love that Netflix gave me, an American, the opportunity to tell my truth…STFU Harry & Meghan! You annoy the USA. Harry you are so low you couldn’t touch the soles of your brother’s 
shoes. I believe he’s known as The Prince of Wales! Yep! That darn hierarchy will get you every time. 🇺🇸🇺🇸
I loved the part where she's fallen out with essentially everyone she's ever had anything to do with (including her own family) yet somehow they're trying to convince the audience that the 
problem isn't her.
He was so terrified of history repeating itself… that they have had to do EVERYTHING imaginably possible to stay in the public eye and solicit scrutiny. What am I missing???
These  two losers should give it up and get a day job
I loved the part when Harry said “Its Harry’n time!” and Harry’d all over the royal family
Excited to see them finally out the racist candle!
I love the part where it’s Meghan and Harry walking away with “newborn” Archie with lots of camera flashes as if they hate all the attention.  It was so nice of Meghan to invite and secretly 
orchestrate all those cameras being there, including Gayle King and CBS all the way from America.
They both make me sick!  MM will never have the class that Princess Catherine does. As for harry he married a snake in the grass who is manipulating him and he can’t see it.
It was a good curtsey though, impressed the hell out of me.  I thought she was against all that and had never learned how to do it.
She shouldn't have done a deep curtsy but instead fell on her face on the ground and worshipped the ground the Queen walked on.
 @Lady Narine Wilcox  100000000% yes
Bingo

Prince harry and Mrs. Markle need to stop putting their business out in air like this it’s not necessary. I understand you may want to clear the air with people but it’s not worth it at all, all 
that’s going to happen is more hate that will come your way and maybe you don’t care about that but what’s the point of putting your dirty laundry 🧺 out there like that. Your doing for 
social capital, social elasticity, social publicity I’m confused. Like I said you already have people that hate you and your entire family already and we saw that with prince Philip and queen 
Elizabeth’s death 💀furthermore their already tons of people that you guys separate from the royal family already like WHY ARE YOU DOING THIS TO YOURSELVES



Dear Netflix... please show more of Harry and Meghan. I'm trying to teach my kids how to be decent human beings and I'm using this pair of dimwits as an example of how not to act. 
Thanks.
Just saying, I stopped my subscription and will never re-subscribe to Netflix again. Netflix backs hate, ruthlessness, race baiting, division, bullying, and on and on. Is the soft porn hamburger 
commercial a part of the program? Netflix is disgusting.
Funny how everyone here is STILL going to watch the documentary even though they claim to hate them...  like you took the time to watch the both trailers and comment 😂😂
The royal family is very racist. The queen did not do anything to stop racism in this country. She died I hope she sees Jesus.
I love the part where H&M are bravely trying to steal the spotlight with blaming the family. However, their beloved grandma died just three months ago. tears in my left eye...
Harry is a traitor to his family and especially Diana
i love the part where they are showing struggles of getting harassed after purposely taking down a car window in the midst of thousands of people. truly heartbroken for them.
I love the part where Harry and Meghan left their one year old and three year old for THREE WEEKS with staff that they probably didn’t even know that well, given their huge staff 
turnover. Those poor kids.
I love the part where Megain is a horrible daughter, an awful friend, a bullying boss, a manipulative allegation making in law and a deluded vindictive failed first wife who gets what she 
deserves once she shortly runs out of money to buy awards. So inspiring!
Shameful!! Fake!!
I love the  part where  she shows she used a surrogate and wore a fake baby bump and the was diagnosed as a  pathological lying narcissistic sociopath
Already looking for the crown’s version in season 7 2040
Trash
I love the part when they use footage of paparazzi from Katie price leaving court and pretend it’s them stalking Megan & harry.
I just come for the comments...🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
I love the part when they support fair trade by promoting the blankets produced by a small French company called Hermes.
Weird. I didn't like it at all.
The full truth, Harry? Don't you mean "your truth?" Like the one's you said in the Oprah interview where you were caught out saying lie after lie? How dumb do you take us for.   Spare us 
your drivel.
They didn't mind being part of the Royals when they thought they could do it part-time and keep the benefits. But when told no they couldn't it all became  R A C I S T
And you know this how,,??
 @Linda Kirk  ...because you’re here actively engaging with their content... seems like ppl care about them more than they care to admit
LOVE this comment! Spot on! What a worthless, disgusting, slag she is!
 @Angela Smith  cant believe she paid for a award I mean WTF moment just saying, got tickets on themselves don't they LOL
I love how Netflix left the comments open to see how the British public are fooled by the British media 😂
Pray for the millionaires...

And more faked footage than the Roswell film
I love the part they make Meghan look like she was as famous as Diana. Lol
I loved the part where they took 100 millions from Netflix when this money could have been used to fund meaningful work of really talented people. Such a shame, such a waste. Tear, left 
eye, etc
If harry and Meghan didn't leave this family Meghan could already die.
Looking forward to watching. I hate the part when people attack a married couple for simply holding hands.
Please stop all your pathetic lies! Please stop!



I love the part where they appropriated princess Diana’s experiences as their own because they don’t have any evidence of Meghan being “hounded” by the press.
Wow. The sheer amount of bots and trolls in this comment section.
I love the part where they escape the British media only to be followed by American cameras in their home.
I thought Harry would have had more class and grace than to stoop to this kind of trash. Guess he's been in America too long and also needs the money. We don't believe a word they say 
and would gladly never hear from them again in the UK.
American here…They both are PATHETIC POS.  I am praying that King Charles strips them, their so called offspring of their titles and bans them from visiting them ever again!!

That part when Diana's experience of marrying into the RF is enmeshed with Meghans experience. Of which MM was warmly welcomed by the British people, media and RF. 
I can't help but to think if Diana would want her memory extorted by her son and daughter in law to garner sympathy from the entire world 🤔??? Brings tears out of ONLY my left eye.
I love how the British can’t swallow that the monarchy is racist and there to control the masses and distract them. They can’t bare to hear the truths from Harry. His mother was killed - he 
had every right to tell his story and tell the British public what really happens behind monarchy’s closed doors. Cant wait to watch it all!!
I love the part where Meghan deliberately using all her cards to get attention.. A tear came out from my left eye when they said they know the truth.. I am so emotional
I don’t think lve ever come across such a pathetic pair! When you are happily married and have had a family you move forward and enjoy life but these two live in some sort of delusional 
past life where  being a perpetual victim and playing it over and over and over again will endear them to the public and make them rich. They are blind to the fact that most people are 
heartedly sick of hearing the same old story being rehashed time and time again. Their hypocrisy, treachery and multitude of lies are no longer laughable and need to be dealt with so l 
hope the new King shows us what he is made of and strips these two of the titles they hate but use for commercial gain. I also think their charities need to be looked into as there is too 
much secrecy. Despicable pair!
May this serve to learn psychology and power relations. Analyzing a behavior in a decontextualized way leads to erroneous interpretations. Seeing behavior patterns is important. Know 
where you look from, the same. Believing that Meghan is a victim without analyzing her patterns and based on her left tear is to ignore that she has already done everything to take 
revenge not on an institution, but on families (her ex and Harry's ex). The attacks she has made are personal, not structural (one person ambiguous wondered Archie's color... Kate made 
me cry...), so the award she receives against racism is absurd. Harry talks about the family, not the institution. When his followers are able to see this and analyze that it is a power struggle 
(because they do not have talents and they do have many ambitions) they will take a big blow. But that's how narcissists work. There is no coherence: they go to the media for their 
privacy, they keep the titles, they live from the royal family for their lifestyle. And it has nothing to do with being pro or anti monarchist. People like Meghan and Harry distract from those 
who are true social fighters, get resources that could be for honest causes, in short: they are fraudsters based on "authenticity and plastic humanitarianism". Long live the republic but stop 
idolizing freeloaders like these, too.
I am never allowing Netflix into my house again!
I love the part where Meghan says that the press, racist and royal family tried to bury her, but she was a seed! Certainly, she means she is the seed of a weed, you know, those pesky, 
annoying weeds that keep popping up and just when you think they will FINALLY go away they spring up again and again  and keep coming back, just like Jason in those never ending Friday 
the 13th sequels.  Like that. She meant like that.
I am looking forward to renewing my Netflix subscription somewhen in the 2050s to enjoy the new docuseries 'What Goes Around Comes Around’ where Archie and Lilibet will be trashing 
their family and accusing Harry and Meghan of not letting them be a part of the Royal family and missing out on getting to spend some quality time with their legendary great-grandmother 
and their royal relatives.
Of what? The only thing she should die of is embarrassment but then narcs don't do shame!

They wanted to stay part time she thought she would be a Hollywood star. But was told No so now she's making up these lies none of this is true just that she didn't get her own way

 @Linda Kirk   yes Linda, when she landed back in California she let it be known she would graciously like a Marvel superhero part, or to work with certain directors.... Tumbleweed😅
The problem for H is that I suspect the pesky British public not only aren't listening, but couldn't give a toss either.



I (don’t) love how the Royal Family is allowing them to overshadow and upstage people and events that are innocent. If the Royal Family won’t defend their own, at least they could defend 
the charities and other people who are collateral damage.
Yessss! Diana killed by the Royal Family!!! We know the truth!!! I believe Harry and Meghan! ❤❤❤❤❤
I love the comment section 😂 my eyes are tearing up from laughing
This is more damaging then any episode of the crown. Ahahahahahahahaha
I love the part where they literally don’t have paparazzi chasing them, so they have to use footage of Diana and Catherine instead
Wow. That's A LOT of dislikes. Edit: As of this edit, it's 10K likes versus 55K dislikes. I'm using a Chrome Extention which lets you see dislikes again.
Be honest, you're here for the Cringe!
What a nasty piece of work Harry is. He only has a platform because of his Royal title.This is all based on Jealousy, which is evident when he complains about the hierarchy in the Royal 
family and calls himself the Spare . Prince William will be King one day not Harry,Princess Catherine will be Queen one day not Megan, that is how it works in a Monarchy.Most galling is he 
exploits his late mother constantly for PR and yet complains about the exploitation of his mother at the same time. And Megan was a barely known actress in a sitcom who married 
Harry,thought she would be the star of the Royal show and when she realized that is not how it works, its about duty,service to the people, couldn"t get out fast enough,and has been a 
vindictive( and here comes that B word you hate so much Megan) b*t*h, ever since.
I love the part where desperate Narcissist trying to convince public she's suffering from attention.
I know I'm missing something. What is the "I love the part...." ?
I love the fact that haters will continue to hate but still tune in December 8th :)
the clip where she was pregnant makes me wonder if this has been her agenda all along(have a reality show about the royal family) or is that a fake bump. everybody other than harry cant 
see this. lady is using him for clout
I loved the part when a gown azz man kept hitting his father and grandmother up for money even though he was a multi-millionaire already in his own right due to inheritances. I loved it 
even more when his father said "I'm not a bank".
I love the ongoing parts where she can say any horrific lie about her husband's family she wants bc she knows the royal family WILL NOT SPEAK about anything. It's so lovely for a liar and 
narcissist to have this power & the horrible, evil media keeps it up. She's been so vilified right? She's just so compassionate & authentic. Brings a saline drop to my left eye that comes out 
of the middle of my eye, not the tear duct😪
These 2 liars. The internet never fails. 
One paparazzi scene is of Katie Price attending court and the other paparazzi scene is Michael Cohen Trump's lawyer heading to prison.
I also love the part where Megain doesn't realize what a real pregnant belly looks like and kept placing the pillow too high up. I also love the part that they think we believe those kids are 
real. So brave to pull an epic level scheme!
53K dislikes
🐯 I 🐯 hope 🐯 it's 🐯 better 🐯 then 🐯 Tiger 🐯 King 🐯👑😜
I love the part where Meghan had the security guard give a backpack to the homeless man during the Cut interview while driving Archie home from school.
Meghan is psycho & anyone who can't see this is dumber than Harry. They have toxic chemistry together which will last for quite awhile, sadly.
Contradicts so much with how Harry feels about exploiting his mother, and how Megain accused of being bullied by Catherine. They just have to use footages of those wonderful ladies for 
the sake of their fictional series to prove a point that never existed.

Poor, poor souls indeed.
Can u see how many exactly?
I love how dignified she makes the Royals look when she thrashes them and they say nothing publicly, brings a true nobility tear to my left eye when I go to chemist and buy some saline 
drops



You think those kids are not real?
 @Mighty Mouse  nope. They have lied through their teeth non-stop so you can never know when to believe them.
It won't last. The bubble will burst soon. Once no one  wants to do business with them or socialize with them anymore, she's going to dump him, accuse him of racism  and abuse, she will 
get whatever money he has left and she will target another millionaire
Oh yeah, Catherine looks like she is really suffering. Harry, maybe your mother was just as messed up as you are and that is why she suffered so much. You sure have made a lot more 
people look at Diana negatively since you began incessantly dredging up the past. If anyone is suffering, it is solely because of The Harkles mean, negative horrible agenda. Shame on 
Netflix. Hope the company crashes and burns soon.
This will be 1000x better than season 5 of The Crown.
I don’t love the part that requires me to renew my Netflix subscription, but renew it I shall.
If they try to attack Princess Catherine in this "docuseries" they will regret it more as Catherine is such a deeply respected and loved person. She has such a beautiful and down to earth 
personality and the relationship she has with her family, her kids and Prince William are why people are drawn to her
I love the part when Netflix dump on 2.6 billion people who employ the Royal Family and now over a  third of the world  hate them.

I love all of these honest comments.  Wait until Harry wakes up and realizes he procreated with this woman and he is more stuck than if he stayed with "the firm".  No tears in either eye.
Self service is universal.
Like Harry. Understand why he would leave for Cali with his sexy wife.

Documentry? Book ?

Oh dear.
I’ve had more 😂 reading the comments! then watching winge and ginge. Clips from Harry Potter red carpet event, Guy mentioned two strings missing of the guitar Gingers holding, the 
false moon bumps, Harry in a scene 
waving yet taken sometime ago with his ex. Comedy gold 😂😂😂
I love the part where they did this to themselves.
Love the parts where Netflix show how they don’t fact check and put many photos that had nothing to do with H&M. They were never chased with their photos from dial a pap grid or 2 
other photos so M could merchandise the things she had on. Wonder if the msm shots of Catherine and Diana had approval to be used. Do you in the actual show say that Chris Bouzy was 
paid by them and their hateful followers or that he has hounded the RF? Thought the crown was a heap of 💩 but think this takes the biscuit 😂
H&M you liars
I love the part where we get to enjoy yet another whingefest where we'll finally get to hear their truth. Again. Their generosity knows no bounds. I can't wait to not watch it so I can 
compare each revelation to their previous truth. Their humility is epic, single tear, left eye.
Can we talk about where it’s a “feeding frenzy” and the majority if not all of the clips with the cameras being shoved in faces is Lady Diana or Princess Catherine? Granted there’s one 
where you can’t see who it but let’s not forget the infamous up skirt picture they did to Kate.
I love the part where Harry and his wife decided to stop being childish and actually act like Just Harry and quietly stopped begging for attention and also stopped complaining about being 
rich and not being next in line to be King and Queen
Oh God. When is this gonna end. So sick of these two!!!!



I love the part where Meghan and Harry think the entire world is watching them and their PR stunts because of adoration, care and/or concern when really we are all just being normal 
human beings who have to slow down and gawk at the car accident except this is a pending train wreck and humans just can’t help but watch.  Once the wreck occurs Meghan will go back 
to being the unknown D list cable tv actress, if anyone will give her a job due to not being able to keep any confidences of anyone who tells/shows/displays anything to her.  Harry, isn’t 
good for anything except backstabbing his family, can’t think of any profession with that skill set that he could apply for.  Makes me so sad, I’ve got tears in my eye, the left one.  Hurrah to 
Prince William and PRINCESS (kills yeah there doesn’t it Meghan) Catherine on their beautiful efforts to protect and clean our planet.  Those two, constantly doing good for this world 
without complaint or grudge, bless both of them and King Charles and Queen Camilla too!
Tbis is grotesque.  What a pair of wankers.  Netflix are grubs too
I just love the fact ”they want to give their side of the story”. They already made their side of the story clear in the Oprah interview and been whining for years… the side everyone wants to 
hear is the royal familys side.
Does she though really? That’s what they portray to the outside world!
Kate’s an idiot, but she’s a protected idiot so lots of other idiots who read tabloids just respect her for being an idiot. Lol
William won't stand for it, this has gone way too far and must be stopped! 😏
How this should end: Princess Catherine and Rachel in a face off. Like the Meet and Greet when The Queen died.
she has always behaved with dignity and respect in all her duties and in public, that is no mean feat, knowing how young she was, how much the aristos did not want her, all the snobbery 
about her mother growing up in council house, she got so badly treated by press, but she never complained, she always supports Prince William, such a lovely lady, the people from 
Harvard said that, no ego in the room, how  pleasant and relaxed the hour they spent with an 'interesting' intelligient lady. She shows that nobility is an inner quality
Catherine has paid her dues now for almost 20 years- she's met with 1000s of people from charity workers to athletes to government workers to ordinary people and never once has 
anyone come forward and called her anything but respectful & kind-- the public has watched her in every imaginable situation-- we can see her humble behavior, her genuine goofy smiles, 
and her real interest in people, especially children.  Most of all we can see that everywhere Catherine went she brought family together- from the close knit happy family she grew up in to 
the one she married into.  Catherine brought William & Harry closer, William & Charles closer, the brothers & Camilla closer.  We the public have eyes to see & did not meet Catherine 
yesterday.  If anyone tries to attack her there will be hell to pay.
They already have. Releasing this on the day of Catherine's Christmas Concert, and putting his book Spare Us out on day of Catherine's birthday. Netflix is on board I guess with these shady 
trailer and docu release dates.
I was just about to say! I would love for the Royal family to do an official poll. The Prince and Princess of Wales have my deepest respect and I'm certainly not the only one. Harry and 
Meghan just try to milk their backgrounds as much as they can. It's appalling!
 @WindyCityLiz  Kate would run off to the press and tell some BS.
It would be deeply hypocritical of them to complain about harrassment, then turn around and take aim at Catherine….but they are nasty people, so maybe 
Yessss
 @P Sol  Princess Catherine doesn't run off to the press, that's what Rachel does

@Mazadaar - Catherine the POW has been in the public eye for the last twenty years. You can't keep up pretences for that length of time. True personality will always show through
 @P Sol  is that you meghan!
 @P Sol  You know that is deluded thinking, right? Get help. It might not be too late.
 @Mazadaar  Hi Meghan, Yes Catherine does, You do realise we have watched William and Catherine for over 23 Years, We watched Catherine get so badly stalked by the Press that 
William had to intervene, We watched Catherine and her father look at each other with love on their Wedding day, We watched as William grew in Confidence and We watched 3 beautiful 
babies come forth from Catherine’s body, it mattered to us a great deal you see. You don’t fake genuine. Hence the name genuine
 @May M  That genuinely made me cry, you managed to write everything I myself wanted to write, This Netflix better NOT go after Catherine, like The Queen herself, Catherine brings out 
my fierce protective side. We will not stay quiet while she is villivied, Especially after her daughter was horribly bullied by this bitch



 @WindyCityLiz  I need help? Meghan and Harry are about to show you who’s leaking things from inside that palace. You guys really are deranged.
 @WindyCityLiz  LOL You can see for yourself on Thursday. Good luck back peddling 🤣 Ill pray for your ugly heart and those of inside the palace. Shame they’re representing God and the 
Church, what a joke.
agree
No thanks, I'm watching paint dry that night.  It'll be more me, me, me, racist royal family, whinge, whine, me, me, me, cry - left eye only, me, me.
Every time I watch a trailer for this show I get a sick feeling in the pit of my stomach - something is very wrong with these people - seriously the royal family should intervene - this is very 
disturbing
I keep asking myself is this for real - how can this be - I think Harry may be in a very dangerous situation.
I like the part where Bouzy says, Heck, I'm just a small-time cryptoscammer from way back.
Hey Meghan...got any snaps from your yachting days you wish to share on the docu-series?  You know the ones we mean....wink wink...
Demolish the English crown, a nonstop running joke that's ruining the UK for a long time.
Meg, tearing from her left eye, while at the same time merching the Hermes blanket behind her is a metaphor for their whole relationship.
I love the part where Harry and Megain were more than willing to stay in the royal family had the Queen allowed their half in/half out agenda and allowed them to commercialize on 
commercial deals for their own financial gain. I also love the part where they made the Queens and Prince Phillip's last years a living hell as they battled countless health issues. Truly 
inspiring to have the bravery to be so cruel to dying elders who gave you everything. My left eye is in tears.
I just cancelled my subscription. I can't stand their constant whining and whinging and I don't want to see them pop up on my home screen everytime I log in to Netflix.
A prince and a lucky yatch girl who spent half a million of pounds in wardrobe in a year are oppressed? Come on. Netflix thinks we are idiots.
I love how every time I think the Exes can't get any lower, they manage to beat themselves and surprise us all. What a sense of duty and endless,  universal service. How creative, inspiring 
and talented entertainers they both are! My left eye simply cannot stop crying!

I’m sitting here and shaking my head in total disbelief. All the hardship they had to go through. No family left, but gladly they have each other for support. Squeezing out one tear. Left eye.
I love the part where Netflix seemed to think we give a damn about two activists looking for clout.

Chris Bouzy featured in this clip. What??  He is famous for trashing Princess Catherine and is being sued for slander. My gosh, if this is all they’ve got both of them need to be committed.
Wow!!! I didn't know Meghan Markle performed the 'First Open Heart Transplant'. You people are mean, she should get more credit for the things she has accomplished.
Love how they prove just how high their morals are by clinging onto those titles with the death grip and demanding that their children be titled also by   "THAT RACIST INSTITUTION".   they 
clearly despise so much
Talk about grifting!
Is Netflix going to do a behind the scenes doc of the making of this docu-series? Now that would be worth watching!
I love the part where whoever was doing the research for Netflix keyed in Harry came up with Harry Potter and went with that photo without bothering to check.  Sure hop they won't be 
sued lol
I loved the part where they never have to make dinner, never have to clean the house, never have to wash their clothes, then complain that life is so hard and so unfair. Made me a little 
tearful.
I'd especially love it if someone would interview Trevor Engelson, his friends and family. I'm pretty sure that'd be profitable even after paying back his hush money.
Well said.
Yes, if the Queen had just agreed to pay them for doing only what they wanted to, and let them merch  the monarchy to their heart's content, she might have turned out to be not so racist 
after all!
Well said!



they. even don't change diapers I guess
But only out of your left eye, and just the one tear.
And clean 16 bathrooms!
completely agree
The only reason why anyone is going to watch this is the morbid curiosity of watching a narcissist in real time display their delusional grandiosity with no shame.
Oh, we know the full truth, we knew it before you got married. You don’t understand what happened? Let me tell you, it has nothing to do with race because your wife never looked 
biracial, it had nothing to do with protection because you were never under any danger, it’s all about us seeing your true faces, and it’s not a nice picture, makes me want to cry, from my 
left eye naturally
I love the part where meghan apologized to the court for lying about participating in finding freedom. Brought a tear to my left eye....
I loved the part where Harry's wife the feminist, found her voice to use men. From her dad, to her ex husband and her current one. That self serving social climb brought one tear to my left 
eye💧
Don’t anybody say that they didn’t accuse the family.  Here it is.  He hasn’t burned his bridges.   He’s nuked them.
I love the part when Meghan and Harry win Razzies for worst actors in a comedy series
I loved the part where during their engagement interview she gazed lovingly at the engagement ring Harry designed and had made for her and said how beautiful it was....then promptly 
got Harry to make it bigger and better by adding more diamonds to it. Red flag there!
This comment section is full of robots
These people are trash, liars and narcissists.
I love the part where Meghan discovered a tailor and an iron….oh, wait, that hasn’t happened
I really loved the part where wifey went on the Ellen show and totally demented and embarrassed herself performing cringeworthy stunts like drinking from a baby bottle in the disguised 
studio back with planted bystanders. Her comedic abilities only surpassed by her ability to make up anecdotes we’ve all heard numerous times. My left eye cries…
It must be so hard to marry up and get millions on the bank. So oppressed. Poor little rich girl.
I love the part when you turn around to look at all the nonexistent cars following you. 😢

Brings a tear to my eye. 
The left one. 
In 3 seconds. 
Magical.
I love the part she reads all these comments and believes we are all racists because she knows she is  perfect and thousands of ppl have it wrong. Even black people who don't like her are 
racists. She exposed us all!!! So brave!
Hope he can live with his full truth,  when he is alone with his true, true memories....
I use to feel sorry for him....can't say the same now.
 Mr H Markle  please go and live your life with your children in the quiet like you said you wanted to, no press intrusions. But I think you have unfortunately opened up pandora's box, hope 
the money was worth it.....🥺
It´s so pathetic ....
M duped H with her manipulative tactics and false suicide claim.  Now he's a hero? Or a pushover?
I loved the part where she claims to speak multiple languages and being fluent in Spanish and French
Love it 😊 Can't wait!
and they didn't suffer from racism at all



it brings a bigger and more expensive diamond shaped teardrop to my left eye
 @Rachel,L.  😂
No it isnt.  Its full of people who are sick and tired of the 2 grifting whiners of Monteshitshow....
EXTERMINATE!
It really isn't. People are sick of the hypocrisy & lies.
... and the cameraman for the staged shot is on the floor laughing his socks off! 
Two tears both eyes! 
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
I love how she never acknowledges the fact that there are racists in her own country, which was built on slavery and mistreatment of first peoples, because she wants them to watch her 
shows and send her dollars, truly inspirational to all youth of the commonwealth and whole of earth, and venus

😂
It's profesional victim mentality. Behave badly and blame your victimhood. Just fill in the blanks.
The thought that she is reading these comments..... Bliss.
👏👏 she either thinks we’re racists or we’re all “afraid” of her ambition and power… news flash Nutmeg, it’s neither.
🤣🤣🤣
I loved the part where Harry whined about a hierarchy. It’s almost like he was born into a hereditary monarchy or something.
Wow you guys really hate them, damn
Oh no  not another trailer. History is repeating itself.
I loved the part where Meghan told a once fun loving, brother and sister in-law loving Prince that he is trapped. I loved the part where said Prince does not really have a mind of his own 
and let the "she will do anything in bed" cloud the few braincells he has.  I also love the part where the once fun loving, sister in-law admirer now constantly looks miserable. Brought a tear 
to my left eye.
I also love the fact that Meghan Marketing has made the world fall more in love with the princess of wales and Harry showcased how classier his brother is
Harry is such a Simp. Idiot he is.
Each time a paparazzi image or unauthorized video footage is used in this trailer and the programme, don’t those same intrusive photographers / cameramen earn royalties ££ from the 
use of their images? 
If so that must hurt, knowing that you’re generating even more income for the people who hounded you and your family. It must be painful to find yourself making royalty payments to use 
images of you and your family being hounded, and paying the very people who hounded you. 🤯
I love how people think the dignity of Prince is Harry’s “birthright”. It’s not, the dignity of Prince/Princess of the United Kingdom is ENTIRELY at the will of the Sovereign if King . Charles 
removed Prince Harry’s princely dignity and Parliament removed his peerages(his Dukedom etc) he would be plain old Mr Windsor and she would be Mrs Windsor. Then the world would 
weep out of their left eyes in gratitude!
Yes you know the full truth like the truths you said in the Oprah interview.  Sacrilege to compare MEGAIN with your mother and cashing on her  name and death.



I love the part how Meghan & Harry lost 9 staff members in less than 18 months (does that include the 3 nannies in 3 days?), and now they continue to lose high level staffers in 18 months 
to less than a year (Catherine St. Laurent—their first hire from the Gates Foundation only lasted 11 months 🤔 ). All since they wanted to go part time with that racist sexist bad for your 
mental health monarchy, but were told, Sorry No. 

So staff have fled their employ at the palace and staff are fleeing their employ at Archewell. I wonder what the common denominator is for all these horrible events—ah yes, those awful 
Waleses and the King & Queen of course. It couldn’t be Harry & Meghan themselves. I mean it’s not like Meghan had a track record of being awful before all that. Just ask the crew for the 
Reitman’s ad, and those freelance photographers she hired to do her glamour shots. I’m sure they’ll tell you just how awesome she is to work with, much less be around. I wonder why 
they didn’t ask them to be in their reality — I mean docuseries?! Hmmmmm…
U6
How moving, a tear is coming out of my left eye
I absolutely loved the part where she requests an interview w a random mag & portrays herself EXACTLY as Diana for the cover, then the mag sends a smart, capable, intelligent woman of 
color to interview her. Said woman writes a piece exactly from Meagain's own words, in exactly the way she projected herself to the writer. Then the article comes out & suddenly this 
writer, who saw through the fakery btw, is now "on an UNPAID break from work" This woman who did her job very well, is a WOMAN, a WOMAN of COLOR, and this gal gets her fired 
especially in a time when the cost of living is very high, in what world is she supporting women? This actually does bring many tears to my left eye. We loved your article Alison P. Davis  
Bravo! 😪
I love the part where they complained about being financially cut off after quitting their job because they wanted to be financially independent.
I love the part where Meghan spent 72 days ‘working’ for the royals but has spent four times (or so) that amount cashing in on them.
All paparazzi shots stolen because they can't find one shot of megan being harrassed by paparazzi, but we understand its hard to get shots of someone's imagination, wow so happy I don't 
live in either of their heads, it must be torture imagined racism, imagined paparazzi, they can't back up imagination with facts but have to steal from other people's experiences, how 
desperately sad
How low can they go , Diana would be so disappointed in him if she was alive and even more horrified on what he's married,  a despicable couple,  only bad things will happen to them 
mark my words 
Devil's in disguise
queen and king they’re so amazing unlike those old dustbins in buckingham palace
Why is everyone going after the Duke and Duchess of Montecito?
0:26 Careful Meghan, don't get tears on your $1625 Hermes throw blanket.
Also why would William be jealous of him? He knows he is going to be the king… if anybody who is jealous it’s Harry
Every cloud has a silver lining! 😁
She  wasn't a staff member or she could have sued for constructive dismissal. She was Markled like so many others and she should sell her story.
😀 It might shrink if wet 🤣
They really have that nutter Christopher boozy in their reality TV show? The man who gets off on incessantly harassing older women? The guy who is being sued for defamation? Stupid 
move Netflix. So excited to watch that kind of female empowerment.
Geez, Mr and Mrs Privacy, will not waste my time watching these two.
Oh.please she ain't princess DIANA 😏😏.harry should respect his mom and stop milking her for money. The palace should come clean with her fake pregnancy, moon bump non sense. 
It's all caught on camera. It is an insult to our intelligence. How she came with her coat unbuttoned for Eugenie wedding, posed for cameras, made her fake announcements ,,,,
☠☠☠☠☠😱😱😱😱😱
I do not have stomach to watch it 😬
I have cancelled my subscription to Netflix specifically because of this ridiculous show.



It's really hard to be Sparry.
I love the part where they have a future of QVC deals and maybe a Real Housewives spot, if they’re lucky. We’ve almost reached the end, kids. It brings a tear of joy to my left eye.
I love the part where they are in America and not England
Dry up and go away. Please.
LMFAO
"I know the full truth". No, Harry, you do not know. No one knows.  In the best case scenario, You know your own truth. As a wannabe coach you should know about that. Read about 
subjective truth.
"No one knows the full truth - we know the full truth" - so they're calling themselves nobodies? Alright then
I love the part where Meghan shoves her hand up the backside of her high-priced lawyer/ventriloquist dummy Jenny Afia and pays her to say  "there was a war against Meghan to suit 
other people's agendas" when there is not a shred of evidence to support that claim, but there is constant evidence that Meghan is in a war against everyone on the planet who does not 
worship at her cloven feet.

Including having Netflix drop these trailers on Dec 2, when Kate and William taped Earth Shot Prize in Boston, and today when the Earth Shot Prize will air globally.
I loved the part where H and M set up their business, no sorry charity in a state that allows them to hide how little really goes to charity. Such an inspiration to us all.
I love all the parts 😀😀😀... I will bet my life on it she will leave him 😜😜😜😜
No, we know the full truth. They are a pair of cruel, lazy, ungrateful, entitled narcissists, who don't care about anyone or anything except themselves. Harry says she is his soul mate, - I 
agree, two of a kind selfish grifters, who thought the world would worship at their feet. They were wrong. They are two of the biggest racists out there, stirring hatred when they could 
have been bringing people together.
I love the part where Nutmeg dated Piers Morgan in her quest to marry a wealthy English man.  Oh, and slept with Prince Andrew.  So close!  Tears for her loss of true lust fall from my left 
eye.
Oh. Yuck.
Theyre like a weird couple nobody wants to be near. 
ah well at least they have each other.
This comment section is LITERAL GOLD. You can't pay to get this kind of focus group insight into how people REALLY feel about this couple. Netflix, if you're smart you'll make a 
documentary about their hypocrisy and how they somehow managed to turn the entire public of both the UK & US against them. Anyone who still thinks M&H have valuable support from 
the public needs to pull their heads out of Oprah and Gayle King's arses for a second to stop and smell the roses
so transparent and kind and generous
…compassion in action
I truly love the part where the charity nonprofit puts out a press release for every single thing that they do, and they let us commoners know that Meghan and Harry are probably giving 
from their own pockets. The $25 Starbucks gift cards were especially so incredibly generous! What selfless humanitarians. It’s amazing how much the Sussexes just do not care about 
having all the money they can hoard! They really are out to change the world, one frappuccino at a time! My left eye weeps just remembering all the times they have given to those less 
fortunate than themselves.
The Royals thought the death of Diana will end everything. It only rekindle a fire. Many think these two is all a show. we will see how true that is. They have both stood up for themselves 
not to be bullied by anyone. Their kids will grown up and live for the freedom that their parents choose.



Hazmat should be ashamed of himself! He and his wife knew QE & Prince Philip were dying yet they still went on Oprah, aired their dirty laundry and told so many LIES. Did they bother to 
visit PP before his death? Did they make an effort to visit QE, comfort her when she was in morning. No. 

This narcissistic, ungrateful duo only care about making money, selling their connection to the Royal Family. When their idea of half in half out of the RF was shot down, Nutmeg quickly 
figured out that it was a good time to be the perpetual victim and suddenly become a woman of colour ( in the past she always indicated on any official docs she was white). No one cares 
that she is half black; initially they welcomed her with open arms. What they do care about is her disrespect for the RF, protocol, tradition, inability to dedicate herself to public service. 
Harry was too weak to show her the ropes, encourage her to do the right thing. His poor and inappropriate choice of a wife has reeked havoc in the RF. 

I want NOTHING to do with The Harkles/ Kardashianesque netflix cra*p show. Its revenge, spite work against the Institution that has given them a world platform and they are using it bring 
down the Monarchy. So tasteless, tacky, and vulgar. 

It’s no coincidence that Netflix decided to release this tasteless trailer at the same time the Prince and Princess of Wales are in Boston. It’s also no coincidence that Marlene Headley, UK 
born black Charity woke, nutter, race baiter stitched up elderly Lady Hussey at a reception at Buckingham Palace by wearing her African hodgepodge clown costume to entrap a woman 
that has served the crown since the  60’s. One again victimhood makes news. Helps Hazmat’s and Nutmeg’s brand
I love the part when Harry and Meghan explain that they’re just like us - they struggle to pay the mortgage for their 15 million dollar house.
I'm so upset I shed a tear from my third eye.
The second glimpse about the reality tv show full of lies from two narcissistic, whining babies! Pathetic.....
The part where Me-Gain convinced the BRF that she was ready to "hit the ground running" when it came to doing royal duties, but then complained about having to do "Tour Crap" during 
the official working visit to Australia.  So heartwarming!  So steadfast!
I LOVE a good mocumentary. Is this directed by Lord Haden-Guest? If it's not a mocumentary, I sense that there will be a boat load of lawsuits against all involved in this mess. If possible, 
this is outdoes the Oprah  lie filled whingefest.
The part where she thought she and Harry could be voted King and Queen.  She really thought it was a popularity contest.  Oh, and LOVED the part where she couldn't remember how old 
her alleged daughter was on her podcast.
I love the part where H&M are uniting the world, one tear at a time
What a couple of unhinged clowns  The sheer audacity of forcing their unhinged pathology onto the world will forever be unfair😩
For the love of god! PLEASE just go away the pair of you!!
A Big loss for the unroyal family. What a fantastic couple!
Why is harry so bold to say only they know the truth.... (1) Megan always referred to HER truth and oprah said the same. (2) there were are least 17 confirmed lies in the oprah interview  
and (3) is harry going to say the truth about HIS racism? What?.... they think the public doesn't have a brain to see their lies?
Does this story ever end?

Here in England society is terribly classist. The criticisms in the newspapers were from prison: "they will soil the pure blood of English royalty with an Afro woman, not a virgin and also old" 
they wrote many months before the wedding. The point is that the senior royals have an agreement with the press: they allow them to write gossip but nothing seriously impactful. 
However, the seniors threw Harry and his family into the days for them to "leave" William and Kate alone. There is nothing better than a common enemy to unite the people.
Cry me a River
Fake story fake people 
We don't care



I love the part where Meghan is not using the race card or mental health card and speaks the truth. One tear left eye.
What's the downvote total now? 👏👏👏👏👏👏👏
I love the part where everyone starts their comment with ‘I love the part’😂
I love the part where Harry stabs his family in the back then wants a standing ovation for doing so.
I loved when she hit the ground and ran away to merch in US once she got the title
To be fair she did hit the ground running just in the opposite direction 😂😂
Don't forget her throwing Tea here in Australia, like who does that? just shows she has no manners, she should of been arrested, anyone else would of been!
From the left eye
what is most fantastic about them? them bullying 3 dear olds, attacking dying people, playing the race card game, givibg their daughter the name of the most important person of the 
"unroyal family", them talking nonestop for years about their 18 months as royals, them hating the royals but not giving up their royal titles, ger throwing hot tea at someone, them 
bullying their stuff,  them cutting off their entire families on both parts...
Think you need to open your eyes nothing lovely about this pair
 @Lil G  is very convenient for you to believe that she build staffs without any proof, but is unimaginable for you to believe her, when she said she experienced racism in the Royal 
Household. LMAO. Shame on you. So much hate has paralysed you brains!
She doesn't do anything but use the race card or mental help and has never spoken truth. I hope this was a joke comment
 @Lindi Pearson  pure sarcasm 😁
You’re just racist
Gee, I must have been making coffee or blinking or breathing. Truth??? Oh, of course, it's THEIR truth. Love your sarcasm!
I just learned a new word today from HG Tudor: narcissistic victimhood entitlement 😂 It’s very fitting!!
😂😂😂
Oh, and let’s not forget the time she named her daughter (cunningly telling half truths to the Queen about it, btw) after the head of the institution she claims to be racist. She makes so 
much sense. I wish I could be just like her. Lmao
How dare them to think they are as important as PRINCESS DIANA !!!! 😂😂😂 
WHAT A PAIR OF IDIOTS !!!!
What a waste of time and money.
I love the part that they mention Megain is a Royal Rock Star,  so I asked my husband i think I need to start drinking alcohol to put me to sleep.
I love how Netflix will lose on this one
The part where  they are filmed in their kitchen sharing their recipes for roast chicken and waffles 🍗  🧇
I love the part where the brain dead husband starts to believe everything his harpy said.
The truth and honestly leaving the UK for privacy and living outside the public eye and press, while having a cameracrew filming the whole process 24/7 for 3 years and going to every 
public event , ceremony and congress that will have you is truelly breathtaking.
I will love the part where they are stripped of all their titles, Frogmore and inheritance. And never allowed near another Royal event ever again.
I love the part where M commits perjury in England. So stunningly brave and authentic to admit that she was unable to recall instructing an employee numerous occasions both personally 
and in emails to leak personal information to a sycophantic writer. Such an organic layered process my left eye weeps.
I love the part that the Brits finally request the King and Parliament to rip the titles from Prince Spare's and his gang who hate and disgrace their royal family and country so much.



If what they say is true lay down your titles given by a racial institution and stop talking about them. 
Meghan has no career anymore the only way they make money is slating the royals who are actually trying to do some good actually nothing interesting at all blah blah blah woe is me.
Have they not recognized the luxury lifestyle they have off the back of birth and marriage start being grateful and please shut up
I love the part where a woman few of us ever heard of married the dimmest prince in history, then tried to upend a 1300 year old dynasty because she genuinely believed the public loved 
her ever so much that they she might replace a beloved monarch, the heir & his wife, a popular couple in waiting, by having the voted out American Idol style, by becoming the bestest 
spray tanned, nasty matted wig and tangled clip in mercher, reality star, royal influencer there ever was. Then it didn’t work out. That was the best part. I can hardly see out of my swollen, 
tear streaked, left eye. Bye, sis! 
Lmao millions of people in the UK can't afford to put the heating on but we are meant to feel bad for these royals who get millions from the tax payer?
I love the part how the monarchy had never leaked stories about family before before until Meghan & Harry showed up and then the paparazzi showed up to every private family event, 
even the Tindall’s baby christening for the first time ever.  It must be a coincidence that Meghan found the camera in every shot. Sure Jan.
I love the part where William and Katherine are out changing the world, helping humanity, making a difference and not batting an eye or complaining to anyone. Carry On.
This is narcisstic behaviour on full display.
Harry should be ashamed of himself. Did he forget all the years ;when he was close to Catherine and William?
I cringed while watching this trailer.
And just for the record: I live in germany and voted the left since I am allowed to vote. But that does not mean ;that I support people who talk trash about their own family!
I am able to recognize all the good things; that William and Catherine do and did for homeless people; people with mental health problems etc; etc..
They don't deserve that kind of treatment after all the support they both! gave Harry in the past. 
It is really sad that Harry and Meghan are desperately trying to sell their narrative;no matter how disgusted the majority of the public feels about them.
Diana would be furious at this - much as she had her issues with the monarchy and the family, she never would have wanted this.
Disgusting. These 2 have zero credibility. Netflix is a joke. Cancel Netflix
I love about the way the left behind the monarchy only to continue profiteering from the monarchy...So financially independent...😂
agree
Bravo!
Creme de la creme of all her wonderful achievements!
such a good example to the youth world wide, brings a truly legit tear to my left eye
Through a lens
Indeed, such a tragedy to be so forgetful at such a young age.
Bravo! Well said.
👋👋👋👋👋Well said
Best comment!
And William and Catherine giving awards unlike H and M who pay up to receive awards to show the world how likable they are.
👏👏
I’m just about over it with netflix subsidizing this couple with such a blatant agenda. The Royal Family deserve respect- they do a lot of good. As far as I’m concerned, Netflix is part & parcel 
of these libelous, vicious, self-aggrandizing efforts at the destruction of the monarchy. SHAME ON NETFLIX.



For those that can't see the ratio, I'll update when I can.

9.8K Likes
49K Dislikes

If you search for "YouTube dislike extension" you should be able to add it to chrome.
Once a yacht girl, always a yacht girl Rachel
A load of crap 💩💩💩💩💩💩💩
I love the part where they talk about being soulmates blah blah but have been separated since September.
I love the part where they say there’s a hierarchy in an organization. Like who has ever heard of that before? Usually when I’m working, it’s just a free for all and no one is in charge or 
anything like that. I can’t believe they had to go through it. That sounds so hard.
I love the part where Harry's wife pretends to cry over the fact that she won't be the next Princess of Wales or Queen, and her husband takes a picture to share with 8bn people
I love the part where some of the best YouTube channel hosts will watch this atrocity for us and provide blow by blow so that 100 million of us don't need to watch! I will watch Daniel 
Boland, Royal News Network, River and Nana Akua for their fabulous commentaries!
Let's be honest if anyone has said anything or done anything racist, its harry.
Shameful
I love the part that I can sit here and read all these comments!! Feeling grateful that these 2 have been found out!!! Netflix, sorry about your loss!
I loved the part where Hawwy and MeAgain selflessly allowed the world to watch how self absorbed and stuck in victim mentality they are as to distract people from actual world issues. 
Telling us how hard done by they are was really a gift to the world, always thinking of others, (the press, Oprah, Netflix, celebrities) is true altruism. Damn it, there goes another tear from 
my left eye.
I loved the part when Meghan was so happy with The Cut article, that she rang who was in charge and got Alison P Davis a permanent holiday for it.
So thoughtful, so compassionate , so kind. 
Damn, there goes that left eye again.
I love the part where the YouTube comments section starts to look exactly the comments section on their old Sussex Royal Instagram account. Which they had to shut down because of all 
the hilarious comments. The weeping from my left eye is almost unbearable.
God Save the King!
I’m happy to see that she does recycle items in her wardrobe. That moonbump came in handy a 2nd time around! I can’t find the comment section on my Netflix account! Oh well, I just 
canceled it after this pack of propaganda.
I think this pair feel that by telling "their truth" that everyone will believe them and become huge Sussex Fans when those of us with a  brain, good memory and common sense KNOW the 
truth.
They didn't leave the U.K. to protect the Wife, they left because they wanted to make their own money and felt they could make billions by making speeches, and being their own Mini 
royal family. Only when they weren't as popular as they were in their own heads did they start throwing out allegations of them being treated badly.  Since then they've cultivated this 
image of them being victims and they've gone on and on about it. I hope this series as well as The Spare book are the final nails in the coffin. Enough is enough.
The monarchy should have died with the Queen.
I love how butthurt people from the UK are in the comments
I love the part where H&M realized they had to work for a living, but instead sold out their family to the highest bidder.
thanks
Thank you x



Currently:
10K Likes
57K Dislikes
Hear hear! Good on 'em. They are doing a public service.
Netflix, quick. Distance yourselves from the dispicable H and M before you lose MOST OF YOUR SUBSCRIBERS.
😂😂😂😂😂😂
It's all part of her authentic work in supporting women 🤣 
So charitable of her to make that phonecall for free, and she did it with no PR camera 😂
She's all about lifting up women of colour... as long as they kiss her ass.
😥😥😥😥😥😥😥😢😢😢😢😢😢😢😢
i'm from germany actually. what dies butthurt mean? anyway, all around the world people despise manipulating, bulling liars. that's universal.
So true. if you want to be financially independent , great, but have some integrity and get a real job!
Meghan is such a liar and narcissist. It's so obvious.
What a load of crap.
I love the part where they show they are constantly hounded by the press, but actually have to show footage from a criminal and a movie to use in their show.  It brought a tear to my left 
eye.  Almost
When Harry shows the world how bright he is for thinking he will actually lessen being hounded by paparazzi by doing a docuseries about the RF's "dirty game"
I love the part of the comments section where people love every inch of this laughable story!
Garbage 🗑
Looks like I’m gonna miss this one
How does this work? Is there an institution that can stand up to protect Harry and his children against this female narcissist? We're all witnessing how she mentally abuses him. If it was 
physical abuse she would be arrested.
Harry, if you can be forgiven for your swastikas, can you not find it in you to forgive? If you weigh what you have recieved vs percieved slights, I’d say overwhelmly the RF has been very 
good to you and Megan.
I love the part where no matter what they do recollections very
Liquid metal ❤
The way Meghan called paparazzi on herself to convince Harry she would die just like his mother if he didn't save her by accusing his loving family of racism - a masterpiece from a humble 
and authentic queen
I especially love the part where Harry took his family and left to be happy and healthy.
You don’t know the truth either Harry. If you did you’d be back in England with your family.
I love the part where they pull fake photos out of their arse in the name of battling misinformation.
Lol
00:53 "No one knows the full truth. We know the full truth." [We won't tell you the "full truth" though, because the "full truth" makes us look like a couple of narcissistic assholes.]
I love the part how Megan is makin Harry to beg for voice over jobs from Disney in front of everyone. Such a powerful couple
I also love the part where King Charles awards a knighthood to the candle 😂
I'm here for comments. 😂👌🍿🍿🍿



Christopher Bouzy!
Two tears, both eyes!
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
it's such an amazing and inspiring story!!!
🤣🤣🤣
And the part where they use pap footage of the Harry Potter premiere, Katie Price and Trump's lawyer leaving court to show that Rachel isn't the only person in the world whose privacy is 
being violated. They are truly inclusive.
 @WindyCityLiz  that brings a magical sparkly glittery showbiz tear to my left eye
Yes, so true. Just thinking of how m put herself into pap danger brought a single tear to my left eye.
i agreed with you until you brought up the racism issue, i actually do believe her when she says his family have concerns over their kids race
She’s cosplaying Diana.
 @Vee Novo  totally 😂

 @claudette🖤  racism wasn't the issue during the Sandringham summit, where Harry was trying to negotiate with the family for him & MM to pick & choose their duties, working for the 
RF 50% of the time while they would live abroad the other 50% and earn money. The driver for the 50/50 was never about racism but about being able to monetize their royalty. The first 
accusations of racism arose during the Oprah interview and even then they each gave a different story, undermining their credibility. If life was so intolerable in the RF, why ask to remain 
on? Their narrative has been less than consistent and couple that with all the inaccuracies, it's increasingly difficult to buy into their "plight". They've been badly advised.
Paparazzis only hunt them with invoices.

@claudette8326  a very fair point and I was originally in that camp too, until someone pointed out to me that there were inconsistencies in their stories on oprah (Meghan said racist 
comments were made multiple times while pregnant, Harry said it was once before they married), and I started realizing Meghan completely exploits the black community for her gain. A 
woman who can pass for white (she listed herself as Caucasian on her resume, and her high school teacher said on record all her classmates assumed she was italian due to her light skin) 
has not gone through the same plight as black women who cannot pass for white. Yet she knows what a sensitive topic this is and uses it to her advantage to gain sympathy and outrage 
against those who criticize her behavior. Also, she surrounds herself with white people - all that staff on archewell and I think she hired one mix-raced woman who has since quit. The 
original director of netflix was a woman of color that she fired and then hired a white woman. She is all performative and uses the black community without giving anything back. I believe 
some of the media may have been racist toward her but not harry's family. Who knows what the truth really is - Time will tell though, the truth always comes through in the end!
 @claudette🖤  What concerns?  Meghan is not the first non-lily white person to marry into the family.  The Queen’s cousin married a Maori man in 2006.  There were no accusations of 
racism then!  Maybe Harry has forgotten that he has bi-racial royal cousins? 😏
 @Pats Hartigan Perhaps they were properly advised by very very expensive PR and lawyers, but Meghan refused to listen bc she has to control the narrative at all times.

 @claudette🖤  and drops 40 million dollars on a wedding for a woman of another race, spends more than 10 times more than Kate on clothes for a woman of another race, let's Davina 
Windsor marry a full blood Maori and doesn't bat an eye, but it's about race....worried about skin color to a mixed woman about 3 shades lighter than my white ass but ok 🙄
Arise Sir WAXALOT!
⚔🕯🕯😂😂
Shame on Netflix, subscription cancelled
What's the title of this boring  fiction, "The Hypocrites?"
I love the part where Megan wanted a man removed from Wimbledon fir having the cheek to take a picture of her in the Royal Box....... Only to realise he was taking a selfie.
I love that part in Volume II Episode 6 THE END. Then they vanish into obscurity never to be seen or heard again 🙏



Comments are better than show will be!  Haha.  Carry on pls
I love the part when Megan is like "I want more money" and Harry is "No problem, hon, we can go embarass ourselves on TV!"  And then Megan is like "Wait a second! But we did that last 
year!" Harry  smiles "It was Oprah, dear, we still have Netflix, Amazon Prime, Hulu, Disney +, AppleTV,  Paramount and many other channels to smear our name at"

It's the having the means to live a quiet private life but turning away that lifestyle to get the Netflix dollars then crying from the left eye because they're under so much scrutiny - for me.
Oh and I absolutely love the part where the Netflix photographer captures every intimate moment with Harry and his Wife but doesn’t manage to photograph the phantom children.  Not. 
Once.
I can’t wait😂

I love the part when they told two different stories on Oprah. I love how they keep releasing bombshells on Kate’s appearances, totally not unstrategic PR. I love how Prince Charles walked 
this viper down the aisle. I love how Netflix is allowing photos (ie Harry Potter premiere that the Sussexes did not attend) and allowing them to be mischaracterized.
Is Hans Christian Anderson involved in this! Can they not see why so many are not all lining up to agree with everything they claim is the ‘truth’. Ive seen better story lines on Dr Who (and 
they are real stories)
I loved the part where Harry said « I don’t want history to repeat itself » when his dear wife wasn’t even once stalked by the paparazzi like Princess Diana and Princess Catherine. Brought 
tears to my left eye 😢
🤢🤮🤢🤮🤢🤮🤢🤮🤢🤮🤢🤮🤢🤮🤢🤮🤢🤮🤢🤮🤢🤮🤢🙂🤢🤮🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡
Kudos to the RF for covering up Harry's anger, jealousy and simpleness for soooooooo many years.  One cheer left eye.
I love the part were Harry trash his own family. I squeezed one tear out of my left eye. 🥲
Where to even start with these 2 dimwits?!?  More paparazzi footage that is completely unrelated to these 2 - this time it's from when Katie Price arrived at the courthouse. 😂😂 This
 narrative that Meghan was hounded by paparazzi like Diana was is not credible, it didn't happen - the only paps Meghan got were the ones she called herself & the royal reporters who 
took photos were always invited to their events. They so want to be victims but they aren't victims, they are perpetrators. Shameful!
I love the part where H bases this whole tragedy around the mother he barely remembers. The one he had to ask others about for a prior project because he barely knew her. Poor dear. 
My left eye is swollen from crying.
I loved the bit where Netflix totally failed to do a background check on Chris Bouzy and thought including him in this show would add credibility 🤣
Loser
I love the part when Haz and Megz heard they could make billions off the Sussex Royals brand then moved to Cali trademarked  the name and then the Queen said no.🤣🤣🤣
I had idea this would be a comedy to!
Amen😂
Brilliantly said.
🤣🤣🤣🤣
it brings a glittery showbiz fantasy tear to my left eye
I love the part where Disney says the Sussexes need Disney more than Disney needs them. What wonderful working relationships Harry and Meghan maintain! I’m so proud of how easily 
they have conquered the world and made such a success of themselves without the help of Harry’s family! The water in my left eye twinkles at the thought.
😂😂😂😂😂😅
The paparazzi wanted to see how janky her moonbump looked that day.
And yet they have put us in a Groundhog Day cycle of repeat: HOW many times do we have to hear about that letter to the detergent company?!



Poor old Hawwy ,  had to flee us nasty old Brits,  who saw straight through Megains lies,  dragged him to LA in readiness for taking him for every penny he has,  but at least Harry has his 
privacy now ,  and does not have to appear on TV or do interviews ? Oh wait , all except,  Oprah, Netflix, Spotify, James Cordon,  but other wise really private people who respect their 
relatives immensly !!
for anyone who can't see the dislikes, we're currently sitting at 48k.
Was that Christopher Bouzy bankrupt criminal in the video
I love the part where Meghan looks behind her as though she’s being chased like Diana - yet she has security so is never chased by the paps.   Respect to every single person here sticking 
up for the truth and our royal family.  
Once an  actress always an actress.
this whole Netflix documentary against the worlds greatest family is rubbish. The whole thing is coming from Meghan's acted insecurity. all bs. The royal  family are the greatest purest 
family.
This series are going to be pathetic. They had so many opportunities to be respected by the world but they are just a joke playing the Hollywood puppet game for money. Princes Diana 
would have not liked Meghan that’s a given.
A Royal "Rockstar"????  🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣 ony in your dreams.  Brought tears to my left eye. 3,2,1 go.
Everything I have learned about these people was done to me against my will.
I loved how Oprah went: “WHOAH! WHAT?!” even though she had heard it over and over in rehearsals.
Why has he got a fake American accent?
But again…this documentary is their 30 pieces of silver. And we know what Judas did to himself after selling out a close one. Congratulations Harry.
I love the part where it says on their website 'At Archewell, we unleash the power of compassion to drive systemic cultural change.' I'm deeply touched.
I love the part where nobody has ever met or seen or verified that Archie and Lilibet actually exist.
Really looking forward to the part where Meghan says:"its Meghin time!"  I can barely contain myself.
What a fake show and whingers! They tell more lies. Netflix you are certainly showing them what they are…..Whiners, poor me 😢, look at me  Funny how they dislike the Royals but 
still hanging on and always using the titles! 😤

i am very intrigued by what the documentary will show and tell. i think this will cause deeper fractions in the family, but will open the eyes of many who have judged harry and meghan.
Harry is such a loser and spent decades mourning his mother only to profit off her name countless times and use that as some rotten excuse for the dirty scoundrel he’s become. He’s a pig. 
He’s worse than Andrew. Which I didn’t even think was possible. I hope Charles takes EVERYTHING away from them and they live in misery. Everyone’s already shitting on the doc anyways 
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Wow these comments are toxic! Looks like everyone has picked a side a long time ago. I have to admit though its difficult to pity ex royals that are still having their lavish lifestyle funded 
indirectly by the British tax payer. If they had gone 100% cold turkey that would have gained my respect. I want to like them, I do, but at the moment they seem like Brexit personified, 
there are just too many contradictions to make any sense.
It's crazy how Meghan was at once super happy to recieve all of the accolades of what being a royal meant - the massive multi-million pound public wedding televised all over the world, 
being set for life in every imaginable way, having security around her 24/7, always having a voice that will be listened to, having children that will be entitled to at least some kind of official 
standing or at least network with those that do, and quite literally become amongst the elite of one of the oldest pillars of modern democracy - but she's also SO SURPRISED that this 
comes with caveats like a tough heirarchy? I mean come on.
I love the part where they have no photos of media harassment to them so they use images from Harry Potter, Trump and Katie Price- so inclusive it brings a tear to my left eye.
Respect! 🙏🙏
Yes! Respect! 🙏
The fact that they are comparing their situation to Princess Diana’s sickens me



 @Irma K  it brings genuine real tears to my left eye on cue
There is no record of any incident of Meghan being chased by paparazzi.  She had it so easy.
Yes yes yes Sassy Bee…

but does it all bring a tear to your left eye? Yes?
Its about time we spoke Our truth and protected the Royal Family.  Respect to everyone doing so.

 @Julie Hyde Mew  Because the rules were changed once Catherine and William married. In truth, Meghan benefited from what Kate, Diana and even Cheslea Davie had to deal with.
yeah, looking out the back of the rolls and ...theres NOONE chasing them...my left eye leaked from laughter!
D-list actress nobody heard of before Harry.
But no compassion to his dying grandparents, his father, her disabled sibling & devoted daddy, or to the noble future King & Queen.
Perhaps they only unleash the power when they're tinkering with culture, systemically?
I love how Archewell is an anagram of we Rachel, so inclusive so loving to include her family in her ambitions, brings a stone cold hearted tear to my left eye
She rarely understands the meaning of words, please give her some slack. Let her figure out the meaning of archetypes and truth first, before she gets to compassion… it’s so difficult 
without having a lived experience of it.
And confirmed that Harry and Meghan are hypocritical, lying, grifting shitbags…there, I fixed it for you. You’re welcome.
we already heard their "truth" a dozens of times. their lies have been all been fact-checked. eye opening is the book of tom bower. it's fact checked and approved by harry and his wife. a 
good read and all you need to know about them!
if you find these comments tixic you have no clue how toxic they are. do you find it normal to bully 3 year olds, stuff, dying monarchs?
i don't habe a clue what brexit has anything to do with it
if you want to catch up with all their lies read the book of tom bower. it's fact-checked and approved by harry and his wife.
 @Lil G  I'm saying they want to have their cake and eat it. Amazingly similar to Brexit imo. Brexit numpties wanted access to european markets and but refused to accept something as 
simple as free movement or basic tax. Harry and Megan seem to want fame and free money but not responsibility or commitment.
Spot on! Just the mere fact there are ZERO pictures of them being hounded by paps blows their whole scheme.
Don't forget a photo of school children from 1938!!
To be fair, Harry Potter has “Harry” in it, so they are half correct. You know how they stretch the truth a lot.
 @Nic D  🤣🤣🤣🤣
I love the part where Henry's wife, in a flowing, sheer white garment, shows off how her special child parted her rib cage to get more room. 
It reminded me of Moses parting the Red Sea. 
I had a spasm in my left eye.
Deliberately withholding their children from both sides of their family. Such compassion.
I tell the truth to my family for free, and guess what, privately! 😂😂😂
Oh goody more of Harry’s history of complaining …..repeating and repeating and repeating itself 
What a load of tosh, the crowd of photographers ,wasn't for them as we know, and his Mother encouraged the press, she used to make sure they knew where she would be,and if only 
they know the truth, why have they been lying for the past few years??? I really hope King Charles does something now, no waiting for the book.
I love the part where Harry declares "the Brits need to be taught a lesson!"
Very brave and courageous of him from the other side of the pond!
We're looking forward to your next visit Harry where we can show you the tears in our left eyes! 😪



Oh! I love the part where they name their little girl after the head of a racist institution.🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
HAHA C Bouzy? Seriously?! Next time you see him? TELL HIM TO PAY HIS DAMN RENT
Keeping up with Harry and Meghan 🥰
How DID the RF managed to do CGI of Hairy on a bike with his dad when he was a kid ?  Because Harry’s REAL truth is that they didn’t.  Wow … tear roll and 3, 2, 1 …. Action!!
I love the part where a deluded H has smoked so much weed that he thinks his wife is in the same league as his mother.
Haha I only came to dislike. Moaning again 🙄 becoming quite a tradition with these two shameless wannabes. We tired of it
Liars don't tell the full truth HARRY!!!   You are simply a disgrace married to an attention seeking, money hungry, low class narcissist!!!!
There is a lot of hate in the comment section. And after reading just a few comments I can see why she ran away.
3 more days!! cant wait to watch Megan's and Harry's story☺❤❤
0:23 - Desmond Tutu Residence in SA, 3 accredited photographers, whose position up there was allowed by Harry and Meghan
0:44 - Photographers in New York taking pictures of Trumps former lawyer Cohen
0:48 - Photographers taking pictures of Katie Price

Harry speaking about the truth, while using pictures that have nothing to do with them, or ones that have been appoved by them. What a farce!
I love how majority of every nasty comment here is from an ignorant white person who will never understand the magnitude of how the royal families racist colonial past, is still so heavily 
imbedded in there hierarchies and culture. Everyone is so quick to say Meghan ruined the relationship Harry had with his brother and his family, maybe he was just defending his wife from 
the disgusting racist scrutiny that she was facing. I think everyone in this comment section is forgetting that Harry and Meghan are real people just like us and deserved kindness and 
respect just like us, but instead faced constant bullying by the media and probably by the royal family.
I love the part where Harry is so concerned about the press and his families’ safety that he hires paparazzi to document their escape to this incredible private life of interviews, podcasts, 
and Netflix series.  So brave and hypocritical that it brings a tear to my left eye! 😢
So the first Netflix teaser used an Alamy Stock Photo of paparazzi at a premier of a Harry Potter movie from 7th July 2011; a photo from 1938 of a multicultural group of happy children 
waving Union Jacks, greeting Queen Mary at the opening of a community centre in Lambeth; a manipulated photo of Harry from his time dating a previous ex - all being passed off as 
having a relation to Harry's wife. Total misrepresentation of the actual facts, in other words: LIES!
This official Netflix trailer is also filled with manipulated misleading pictures; being used as evidence to support more lies. The pictures during the visit to Desmond Tutu's residence? Well, 
they were taken by one of only three accredited paparazzi present at the time. Harry and his wife approved this. Ask Robert Jobson; he was there. 
Those distressed scenes of Harry and his wife trying get away from paparazzi? Well those hounding paparazzi pictures are from the day Katie Price arrived at Crawley Magistrates Court for 
sentencing on the 15th of December 2021. 
Just how many more lies will be uncovered from this one? It remains to be seen. Just unbelievable! Beggars belief!
And to STOP defaming people.
 @Cream Crackered And scamming people
or answer his door
 @hr7692  hiding under his kitchen table and then quoting the art of war on twatter 😁
 @MR X  OMG!  Ha Ha!
You can't fool us Meghan🤣🤣🤣
It’s amazing how you can’t understand the concept of consent. They didn’t consent to being mobbed by the paparazzi. They DID consent to this Netflix interview. 

You’re just like bill Cosby and Brock Turner.
 @JASON VARGAS  Lol 😂



Yes, so brave ! What a true hero
The difference here is choice. He can choose to do this whereas before he didn't.
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @kronic0961  Its called controlling the narrative by demonizing others who cant defend themselves. Bravo. Brings a tear to my left eye.
Not all heroes wear capes.
 @Sakyagirl  That's also the point, they're highlighting that what you just articulated is precisely what they went through. Now they have the platform to defend themselves.
 @Sakyagirl  lol if there is a group of people who have the money and means to defend themselves is the royal family
 @kronic0961  The only story we have heard is “their story” over and over again, trading on their titles, and using their cult of victimhood.
 @Sakyagirl  I think you've missed the point. I'm fairly certain the reason you may feel this way is due the constant barrage of negativity the UK press spread about them, in particular 
Meghan. It happens so often you can't see the forest for the trees, you believe what you hear and after time it has become your norm. Just watch the program, try to stay objective and 
then see how you feel.
 @Maya SL  And their motto is “Never Explain, Never Complain”. H&M should get a life!
 @kronic0961  Lol 😂 Spare me. If only they would just go away and live their best lives. All their whining and complaining and spewing constant lies while trying to grab the limelight is 
getting a little rich. Their hardships brings a tear to my eye!
 @Sakyagirl  you're holding on to a lot of anger. Meghan lives rent free in your head.
 @kronic0961  I know sugar!  Meghan is such an inspiration. Brings a tear to my left eye!
OMG money can drive people in doing crazy things, like destroying your own family. Why are so many people posting having one tear from their left eye lately 😅?
 @Sean KhmerSight  Meghan’s Oscar award winning deep curtsy and solo tear emerging from her left eye at the Queens funeral.
 @Sean KhmerSight  because MM said she can cry on queue and after bashing the RF turning up to the funeral and that so fake tear to make headlines.
 @kronic0961  The press is not a one way street. There are the press who tend to leave those alone who do not want to covet it but will tey and get photos and those who covet it are at 
the behest of the press and what narrative they want to talk about. It's about selling papers at the end of the day, that's why most people who go after press tend to have a love / hate 
relationship.  You cant win all the time.
 @kronic0961  he couldn't choose to get paid for it you mean...
 @Sean KhmerSight  in a years old obnoxious interview she brags about being able to cry on cue from her left eye. Then did it at the Queens funeral from the same eye. And seemingly in 
every scene of this documentary 😅
 @Sean KhmerSight  Meghan once gave an interview in which she bragged that she was such a seasoned actress  she could cry at will.  "One tear, left eye, go!" she said.  Cut to the Queen's 
funeral where Meghan was photoraphed with a single tear trickling from her left eye.
 @kronic0961  Oh please. He could ALWAYS have chosen. He was not in jail. He’d already inherited ten million. He could have left any ANY time.
they are doing all of this for cash and their currency is connection to the Royal family.   Without titles and the monarchy Harry would simply be a veteran and Meghan would still be a little 
known actress looking to land someone with money and power.  Tell me how is this empowerment and feminism? Crying for Netflix. 😢
Drivel.

I love the part where they lovingly condemn and bully the Royal Family for monetary gain, but not a loving single solitary word about her own ghosted entire family (minus mama prop).
I love the part when Harry says there’s a hierarchy in the family…… yea, duh, that’s how monarchy’s work. Ugh. I just can’t anymore with these two. They hurt my brain.
I love the part when actually no one cares about this documentary. The comments are golden!
Right after he married her, Harry realized all the things that was wrong w his family and decides to sell the tea to Netflix ... one thing comes to my mind is his brother was right about 
Megan ... did they want privacy ? No...  it seems they wanted attention! Poor H&M living out of Royal money in million dollar home and cashing out but trashing his family.... she trashed 
her own family now doing it to him.... truly disgusting



I'm sick of these two whining and complaining and all the while making millions. Why are they given a platform to spread lies and tear apart both their families? I'm finished with Netflix. I 
won't listen to anything Oprah has to share ever again either. They both say they want privacy, even say they fear all the attention on them and their children....well, there are better ways 
to fix this "fear" than going public with tell all's.
Imagine claiming to respect your grandmother and Commander in Chief while planning, filming and plotting to destroy her life's times work
Love the bit where two rich privileged people get to complain about how bad their life is.
I love the part where Netflix does a Tiger King on the duo and releases the true story of the Harkles' grifting and jealousy right after their 6 episodes of lies! 😪
There have never been better examples of hypocrisy and narcissism than this pair of creepy, back-stabbing, greedy liars. They are loathsome in every way, terrible, pointless, useless 
leeches that have literally sold their own Grandmother for easy money. Disgusting that the vile  Netflix fake-woke execs were so foolish and desperate as to give them this platform and try 
to share in the profits of attacking the Royal Family and the British people. Subscription cancelled.
This comment section is pure gold!!
She’s the greatest actress of them all
I love the part where Meghan implies everyone loved her and then boom there was a sudden agenda to attack them, hahaha. The only agenda was hers. She’s had it since day one and 
she’s been playing a game with Harry as her puppet to get what she wants whilst making it look like she was being attacked and used. Bravo for trying to make people actually feel bad for 
you…… uhhhhh no. Just no.
Wow these comments are insane
I buy Netflix for this.
How FOUL! These two are absolutely DESPICABLE!
I love the part where Harry went to Ukraine to tell Zelensky how to win the war. I also loved the part where Megan told us what to do when they cut electricity in your hometown. I had 
two tears in my left eye.
I love the part where the entire comment section is dunking on this.
Observe the campaign of hate in these comments. This couple has the right to express their PoV about the experience they went through. The fact that the veneer of civility has been 
scraped off this faux society to reveal its true rancid and racist nature is the haters’ doing, not theirs.
Lady Diana was a class lady with a kind heart. Gone too soon.  That's it. That's all I say.
Have you seen how all the footage of harassment is fake..it’s other people being papped?
Hi Meghan 
Yeh and she left behind two sons one a smart dedicated man with a lovely wife and the other a whining ginger grifter with his D level actress
When Harry married Meghan, it was the best thing that ever happened to him. Before that, he seemed so reckless.
I love the part where all these commenters call out Harry and Megan for the money grubbing liars they are.    Pure gold, and no one is exploiting them and their children except the people 
in their mirrors.
I love it how after receiving a paycheck from Netflix Meghan was able to afford an inflatable pizza slice but this time with extra cheese, mushrooms and even olives
The British ppl love them till they started bad mouthing about the RF. These two are unbelievable especially MM. She said the RF is the family she never had, then out of nowhere she 
started to condemn the RF. Left the RF for privacy was their choice so can’t they just shut up. All these actions are driven by money and jealousy. Most disappointed with H allowing his 
wife to lead him by the nose and damaging his own family.
I seriously couldn’t watch this rubbish, I will just listen to the reviews of intelligent people!



Harry and Meghan are trying portray to the world the victimhood of Meghan as the new Diana.  That is so far from the truth.  Diana was iconic - admired and loved worldwide for the 15 
years that she was Princess of Wales.  Everyone saw right through Meghan within months of the wedding...starting with announcing she was pregnant on the day of Eugenie's wedding.  
Diana was an aristocrat, royalist. mother of a future King and tireless Senior Royal for 11 years until the split with Charles.  Meghan was part of the royal family for a whole 2 minitues and 
clearly AGAINST the institution of the monarchy. most notably the hierarchy.   It was tragic that Diana was killed while riding in a car driven by trusted security person who was legally 
drunk as they were pursued by paparazzi.    Meghan never had that level of paparazzi attention since the wedding.  She became disliked by the press after her wedding for her attitudes 
and behavior.  It's a disservice to the memory of Diana to even compare the two.
I love the part when millions of people revealed themselves as racist, ignorant blind sheep who collectively made it their mission to scrutinise, degrade and bully someone on an 
international scale
I love the part where everyone here in the comments is dissing them without realising that Megan and Harry just want to explain their side of the story . They are trying their hardest to not 
let history repeat itself because in this case it could . You guys should give them more credit instead of just assuming the worst about them .
Downvote and cancel Netflix!
I also love the part where Meghan explains that she was forbidden by HMTQ to invite any of her family to her spectacle of a wedding but following a visit from her Fairy Godmother whilst 
she was down on her knees roasting chicken, Meghan was granted her wish to have her mother be permitted to attend on the proviso 100s of strangers from the world of showbiz and 
celebrity be permitted to attend too. An example to all young girls that knowing how to perfectly roast a chicken will bag you a rich Prince.
I just love the whole thing,  that we are going to see soon. It is so promising. Main role: Meghan Markle; Script: Meghan Markle; Director: Meghan Markle; Supporting role: Henry Windsor; 
Genre: Fantasy.
I love it! I can't wait to watch the two most popular member of The Royal Family! they dropped a trailer and ruined an entire tour from the Future King and Queen, HAHAHA! I thought 
they told me that Meghan and Harry were D-list and irrelevant, how can a trailer ruin a tour? Salty racist tears, I love them!!!
HAHAHAHA  - a comedy?   Netflix has really gone deep in the trash bin for ratings. I could have scripted a better show. Not watching this trash.

We are living in a time where HATE is all to common. To have an opinion different from someone else can turn into a HATE WAR. Harry's and Meghan's lives are NOT perfect and so is 
EVERYONE ELSE (including myself) who is commenting "harshly" about them. What is so WRONG in YOU that YOU take pleasure in spewing hatred toward someone YOU don't know on a 
"personal" level? What is inside of YOU that YOU would so easily be influenced to jump on the bandwagon of HATE toward this couple? These comments only testify to who YOU really are 
inside. It's easy to look for the "bad" in someone else, but what makes YOU so "good" that YOU take pleasure in someone else's demise? 

It's a sad 😭 world we live in but there is ALWAYS "HOPE" in the LORD JESUS CHRIST. My prayer  is that ALL will be healed at this time, even the MANY that choose to continually cast 
stones of vitriol at Harry and Meghan. If YOUR lives were on FULL DISPLAY for the world to SEE on a DAILY BASIS YOU may not be in to much of a hurry to JUDGE another person's life. 

There is HOPE in JESUS CHRIST people, choose HIM over hate. He LOVES you with an everlasting LOVE!!!❤
I love the part when Harry teleports himself back to Hogwarts where the clicking and flashing of all those cameras, were just so triggering that it left him with lifelong trauma that no mear 
mortal could comprehend, It truly brought a sympathetic tear to my left eye.
Nope, they're losing their mojo.  My left eye is BONE DRY after watching that.
Oh and I love the part where Meghan wore a moonbump faking both pregnancies.
I love the part where Meghan is white
I love the part where Meghan taught us a valuable lesson that a good wife brings positive changes in her man. I can't help admiring the new Harry.  He is such an honest,  generous, kind, 
compassionate, selfless, worthy and decent man with a big heart and a forgiving nature. Meghan is such an inspiration to all women. Brings a tear to my left eye.
Disgusting that both of them can not make money on another way unless on the account of others…
Work as the normal people and stop making a mártir of both of you



I love the part where Meghan says she loves learning about other cultures….but not the British one strangely
What a joke 👎
How sad. Poor Harry, he is so full of trauma, he fell for a rascist washed up Dlist actress - a liar, sociopath.  Get away quickly Harry, but you may have to BEG for your title back, since they 
will be pulled for your many lies.  Get away from that hired help nanny - Migraine Harkle.
Go away
I love the part where they took Netflix photographers with them for public appearances during the Queen’s funeral. Oh, and wore wires during the Jubilee
Why are all of you saying “ I like the part “ Lmao? Weirdos get a job 🤣🤣
unbelievable that you are pushing lies and agenda from a couple who premeditated their departure from the RF without any fact checking.  If you are going for an exposure surely you 
must start with the 'Real life and Manipulation from Harry and Meghan' and investigate the bullying, moon-bump; lies etc, All this is doing is putting the amazing factual documentaries you 
actual make under scrutiny?  Shameful !
They sold their privacy in change of money,they are liars..
I love the part when Meghan says to Harry: "With this new documentary I will finally land myself an Oscar for best actress". And Harry turns around and replies: "Sure thing, babe, and in 
the process I'll win one for best support actor". Then they kiss each other whereupon Meghan whispers into his ear: "Finally, we have the whole world at our feet. Now I am way more 
famous than your late grandmother who must be turning in her grave."
I hope this thing gets roasted just like the first one did.
Comment section, my lord!💔🤣 If I was one of these two, I'd know by now that even Netflix's mocking them
I love Megan's me me me look at me these pictures at Queens funeral for Netflix..  1 tear left eye this be perfect!
So many teardrops in my left eye. So caring to their family on both sides. So brave to only have two children. Harry pretending to fight in Afghanistan but actually had personal body guards. 
Inspirational, amazing!
This is such crap.
I love the part where Harry and Meghan think they’re the smartest people in the room and we peasants are stupid. I love how they think we don’t know there are always two sides to a 
story, and speaking your truth is different from “the truth.” How bold. How brave.
What crap. Hope these two destroy themselves.
Disgusting woman and her puppet of a husband
I love the part where the only footage of the paparazzi chasing the royals are of Catherine and Diana. Which is funny since Meghan claimed in the Oprah interview that Catherine never had 
to deal with that, when it is the other way around. Thank you Netflix for showing us, not that we do not see that everytime they open their mouths or start a PR campaign, how huge 
fantasists they are, who are only legends and hounded in their own minds. The bravery. Brings a tear to my left eye.
It's called sarcasm. It's quite tricky to grasp....(that was also sarcasm)
Nah but it’s weird, lmao 90% of you aren’t even from the UK and you care about the drama 🤣🤣🤣
But did a single tear come out of your left eye? Because one just came out of my eye right now after reading your comment, thinking how brave these two frauds are trying to gaslight the 
entire world.
Peasants 😭 which century are we in ?
 @MHM  
Megan can time warp, don't you know.  That's why she hops on social bandwagon issues that were pressing 30+ years ago.
If they are awake, they are lying!!!
Love the part where, like the Stupids of Monticito, Laurel and Hardy thought they were the smartest people in the room.
Yes, there’s a hierarchy. No, they’re not rock stars. It’s a Royal Family. Get over it.
I love the part when people that don’t like them don’t feel the need to talk about them on every social media platform and go about their daily lives.



I love the part where she is crying over the Hermes blanket. I can feel with her, we all prefer Chanel.
They have no shame
Strip them from their HRH titles and let's move on.
I love the part where they have absolutely no clue how tone deaf they are and just keep digging.
I love the part where what Meghan wants Meghan gets.
I love that part where a photographer lives with them. And part where they take photos from others in order to make people belive they were chased by the press. 
They are so true and kind.
Tear from the left eye, of course.

Yuck. These two guttersnipes are worth nothing. Calma… Imagine having children like that, it would be devastating. Diana must be proud of the beautiful Catherine and her son Wills. Their 
children will grow up very accomplished people. The other two will grow up to resent their parents. 😉 poor kids. The little boy will probably be really thick like his dad too…
They gave us the Oprah interview and never stopped talking about it since, what else do they have to say??
Straight to the comments for a good belly laugh, you’re all great wags!

It’s pretty clear Harry isn’t RF, looks more Hewitt to me, which is probably why he hit it off with a third-rate actress 😂
If the institution is so bad why did they want to be half in half out of it. They are really stupid and make themselves look ridiculous.
I loved the part about Netflix losing subscribers after this.
I hope Netflix is going to be adding a disclaimer advising about all the legal trouble Bouzy is currently in.
Netflix hot ticket for Thursday night. I really hope they have the bandwidth and servers to keep up with demand lol
I love the part where Meghan says “we are linked, not ranked” whilst continuing to use the Duchess of Sussex title on anything and everything. What a true feminist she is!
Came here for the comments. Harry and Meghan are a disgrace to human kind. Narcissists
I love the part netflix uses (In my opinion)  Piers Morgan in their voice over.. luverly jubbly
Ohhhhh my look at all this negative comments, hate is running rapid like wild fire 🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥
More hate, like we don’t have enough!! 

Let them say what they have to say, let them do what they want to do.  No matter the reason, all of you will watch it lol 😂 the joke is on you.  

Have a wonderful day haters ❤❤
I love the part where these comments are from people who have no idea what goes on behind closed doors.
That's because they're an endless source of amusement, the gift that keeps on giving 😂
No you don't because you are FakeBrit.
No. Because they have nothing of substance to say… couldn’t care less. Will watch recaps though.
I loved the part where Harry refused an invitation to see his dying grandmother to “protect his family.” It brought tears to my eyes.
Thank you Netflix for leaving the comment section open. I haven’t laughed so hard since before COVID shut down the world. Brought a tear to my left eye. I’ll stick to reading the 
comments! No way I’ll watch this trash
My left eye just had a spasm.
so dramatic! hope she wins an oscar



I love the part where Meghan and Harry continually reject legitimate criticisms of themselves in favor of painting it as blind hatred and racism to further the victimhood narrative over 
which they bond.
I love the part where the Harkles live their lives in the past, full of hatred, jealousy, spite and vindictiveness.
What a happy existence!
Moves me to tear up, left eye! 😪
What's with 'I love the part......." in comments ?
357,000 + views , only 9,400 likes.. thumbs down 👎 are hidden..that says it all !
No thanks, I won't be watching Ginge and Whinge. The Oprah Winfrey interview was enough to show what a lieing and narcassitic trollop Meghan is. I'm simply just here to throw a dislike 
and share my distain for this vile documentary.
What is your end game, H&M? At what point do you stop?
It is a dirty game, Harry. You and your grifter wife are lying and misrepresenting so much that you wouldn't know the truth if it spat in your face. People aren't stupid. The more you try to 
stay relevant, the more desperate it looks.
Serious question. Is Harry really this stupid????
I love the part where this video got ratiod!
Love the ending when it shows Harry and Meghan penniless and sleeping under a bridge in a cardboard box. 🤞🤞🤞🤞🤞🤞🤞🤞
I love the way Meghan and Harry show compassion and mercy on behalf their beloved sister (sorry - in law) and reject vilification of her in their documentary (produced by media) because 
Meghan understands it’s deep pain. Harry understands how they can hound & to what extent. My left eye wells…
Remember Chrissy Teigen documenting her miscarriage on instagram ? Meghan then decided to write a Mills and Boon novel about hers. The description of Harry's  clammy hand would 
have put  a tear in the eye of even the most hardened cynic.
I love the part at 16 seconds in she has a look of glee on her face. She knows what she’s doing 😮
I love the part where Meghan and Harry’s ongoing tale of woe is supported by such well-rounded, genuine, likeable individuals such as Omid Scobie and Christopher Bouzy. Charm 
personified. Left eye, tear.
The part where it's revealed how many times they secretly recorded people without their knowledge!
If Meghan really was hounded and chased by the press, why would Netflix have to use footage of Katie Price (of all people!) being hounded instead. Surely if it happened, there should be 
footage readily available?? 
The pair of them are full of sh*t. Netflix, you should be embarrassed!
Boy please, she was past her expiration date by a few decades already. The world was sick of her.
 @JASON VARGAS  and because the world and harry and meghan were sick of her, they decided to name their daughter after her. yeah, makes sense, i mean there exist so few female 
names, why not chose the ONE of the person you dislike the most!
 @Lil G  kind of like how lizzy hated her uncle Edward for abdicating the throne and being buddies with dolfie in Germany, yet named her actual son Edward too?
Left eye?
 @JASON VARGAS  nice one, Omid. Keep talking. You are making the Haz Been and Megalope look even better..
 @JASON VARGAS Hi Meghan 
 @JASON VARGAS Edward it’s an ancient royal name in England to have had eight kings her son was named after that not because of her uncle. Harry’s daughter it’s called Lilibet The 
nickname of the queen herself
 @JASON VARGAS  Edward’s real name was David, he chose to go by the name Edward when he became king. The family all knew him as David. Nice try though
Shame on them.
 @JASON VARGAS  You are an absolutely repulsive human being.



 @JASON VARGAS  yes all the people that turned out in droves to pay their respects was just a mirage
 @JASON VARGAS  Edwards a family name and was her great grandfather name.
 @JASON VARGAS  I wasn't aware you were the spokesperson for the WHOLE WORLD 😮
 @JASON VARGAS  Edward the VIII was actually called David in the family
 @JASON VARGAS  Edward is a proper name. Lilibert is a nickname.
Laughs as Jason aka Scabies aka Markle shot down !!!!!!
 @JASON VARGAS  Edward is one of the most common names in England. You’re grasping at straws here buddy. Your lame idea of a rebuttal still doesn’t explain why Meghan and Harry 
would name their child after the head of an institution they apparent despise. The irony 😂😂😂
43k dislikes against 9.3k likes. Says it all indeed.
YES
🤣🤣🤣
@ Kate W please don’t, I laughed so hard I cried, 1 tear left 👁 of course
People they paid 😂
 @Pamela Bonilla  Exactly!
Bouzy who is currently being sued for defamation, and Omid (the melted waxwork) who perjured himself in court over the Finding Dollars Funding Freebies debacle of a book… high caliber 
charmers indeed!
Yes i would urge everyone to do some research on Mr Bouzy. Pal of another fantasist... Amber Heard
 @G. M.  has he been served now? I remember following Jason Goodman trying to serve him and Bouzy rang the police on the server, 🤣🤣🤣  honestly everytime I read his name I hear 
Nate the Lawyer saying Bouzy bucks 🤣🤣 He came unstuck taking on Nate, A truly fine man who proves that whatever life throws at you, You can rise above and become a real credit to 
society,
I love it that Christopher Bouzy is in it, solid proof she was paying him. Now all that is needed is a link that proves she paying the Sussex Squad too. All the death threats from the SQUAD 
towards the Royal Family. And was instrumental in taking down Yankee Wally etc.  Truth always comes out.
And Ellen, I heard she gave her private lessons on how to treat your staff right.
Ahh yes.. plastic scabies their cheerleader
I love the part where H talks about hierachy, which existed before he was even  born. 

Suddenly H is implying that because he married a left teary eyed biracial Caucasian and, when it suits her,  a black woman, there suddenly was a hierarchy.

Where was he all the time before Me- gain. Did he not know? Or did Me told him that suddenly and he then realised everything had to be changed for Me?

Basically he is telling the world we wanted to break through the system and become number one instead of the Queen, Camilla, Kate  and country.

If you all remember Charles told Me back then that there was Rome for ONE STRONG WOMAN: THE QUEEN.

It is all making sense now.
I love the part where Diana and Catherine were shown being hounded by paparazzi, but no footage of Meghan? Poor Meghan, the paparazzi are racistt!! They didn;t hound her  even after 
she forced  harry to spill the beans about their relationship. She is a bit player from a "popular"  show from Canada., don't ya know? Poor poor inoccent,naive girl, forced to lie again with 
no proof.



I love the part where Megan forgot she was involved in writing Finding Freedom . According to Revenge by Tom Bowers, she also gave Rory McIlroy a really good time in New York, did she 
shed a tear when he and his millions slipped away!
They say they want a quiet private life. Doing a docuseries is hardly that!!! Wish they would just disappear to a remote island and we wouldn't have to be bothered by them anymore. 
Attention seekers!
I love the part where Rachel updates her Wikipedia status a few days after the Queen's death to "Daughter in law of the King of England!"
So considerate and respectful!
Tear, left eye! 😏😪
i don blame him a bit>??????????????????????????? he knows what his mother Diana went through
Did the nit-wit truly just realize their is a hiearchy in the RF?
And I love how Harry has done what King Charles failed to do! To protect and defend his wife and his family! And for that, I respect him, regardless of this couples flaws, as NOBODY is 
perfect, I respect Harry! Definitely more than Prince Andrew Duke of York!
I love the part where Meghan invited her entire family of George Clooney and Oprah Winfrey to her 32 Million pound wedding
i love it when they say it's our truth, but was it their truth when they lied to the courts ,i lied when i said i cried from my right eye😂
I love the part where they travelled back to 1938 for a pic of children waving flags for the queen to pass of as their own, and unbelievably a crowd of paps waiting outside court for Katie 
price to pass off as being their for them, just speechless, so funny
I love the part where Meghan took a private jet to Texas for a 10 minute photo op.  Such a climate warrior.
Most of you in this comment section are MISERABLE
I love the part where people are so obsessed with Harry and Meghan, there are over 6,300 comments in six hours.  Over 1,000 comments per hour! Nextflix, it looks like you have a big hit 
on your hands, congratulations.
Jesus , they truly are greedy hypocrites
I love the fact that this  betrayal of the highest order was in the making, when our wonderful Queen was counting her days, after more than 70 years of service. Megan has no loyalty for 
anything or anyone, such a brave soul. But how could Harry sunk so low? Am sorry but left eye is not working today. Will try tomorrow.
I love the part when Meghan takes her children to meet her Father, his Grandchildren. Oh wait she is estranged from most of her family. Harry hasn't even met him. He & the children 
might actually get on with him & like him ......
They are acting like they don't have a private life, yet they have paparazzi literally living in their home? Is this a joke? Wish they'd SHUT UP about their "hardships" of their own making... 
my ear is starting to bleed! Just the left one tho!
Another epic trailer to a series of cut and spliced garbage meant to tell us a story that never happened that way.  Oh and by all means - include the ever impressive and honest man 
Christopher Bouzy while you are at it.  It's like watching a trainwreck that is accelerating.  I like the part where these two lying grifters have exhausted their opportunities, alienated their 
allies, and can just go away.
I also loved the part where Harry ditched the military to pimp his wife out to Disney for voice overs, give me 3 seconds to bring a tear to my left eye
Lucky escape for Rory, Corey Vitiello, Trevor Engelson and Joe Giuliano!  
Harry got the booby prize! 😂
Wasnt King Charles the father Harry lost? Meghan's words that she denied saying later on
Omg she’s just VILE AF!
How very ignorant of her.  There is more than one country in the United Kingdom!
Diana was a lovely woman but Hewitt’s son doesn’t seem to be too bright
And while her dad was only a few hours away, in hospital, with a stroke. Yet she ignored him. Such COMPASSION in action!
 @EllaKate R  I forgot about that!  LOL brings a tear to my left eye.



Au contraire …its a hoot. The drip drip drip of truth
I can't get over all the implications of this part, tbh. It was his job and responsibility to be there, it should have been in his heart to be there. Dishonourable.
I love the way your left eye tears sparkle like a disney princess
The crown, season 15
A single tear trickled down my left cheek when Meghan died on the cross to free Harry from his sins
I love the part where I am binging on all the comments. I adore the comments 🤣
Just one word to describe them: Hypocrites. 
Wanting privacy but videotaping their life for the world. 
Please be the private citizens you wanted to be and stop commercializing on your family. 
Jealous and pathetic.
and yes there is a hierarchy inside the family OF COURSE!!!! William and Kate are the next in line ! so no you cannot shine more than the next king Be happy to be the second !!!!
The most hated couple in the world.....they'll run out of cash soon
I love the part where Meghan cleared the VIP area in Wimbledon just so no one will catch the hypocritical disease from her. So touched by her thoughtfulness that a tear is forming in my 
left eye.
Will this trailer get as many dislikes as the other ? Wish I could see them,anyone know how many so far?
Really. They could be achieving so many positive and constructive outcomes with their status and but they are imploding in their self absorbed relationship. I'm genuinely sad!
Harry and Meghan are not important and you will never be interesting as your mom . So stop trying to make everyone think people are hounding you…. Most people don’t care about 
where you are or what you are doing.  Netflix’s boring!!!!!!!!!!!!
I love the part that "they know the truth". The other side has their truth too. Often and/or usually the truth is in between two parties. I hope its worth to destroy a family to protect a part 
of it.

I Love the part where they are so scared of paparazzi and the press that they had a camera follow them with every step. Do these two idiots get anything ? I feel sorry for the Royal family 
that they have to get along with that. And hey Harry and Megan as you pointed out with your book, you are just the SPARE ( and even that anymore). Nobody is interested in you and your 
famous hungry wife. How does your brother and family can enjoy a private life? He is the heir ? They get it and are not complaining all the time. Problem here is just that YOU and even 
more your WIFE can't simply live with the fact that YOU can't outshine your brother and his family. You do not even get it that with that Netflix shit you ruinted your life completly.
desperate actor
I love the parts  where stock footage was used from the Harry Potter premier in 2011 of the photographers going wild, and I love the part where they used news footage of Katie Price 
when she was at court a couple of years ago and made it as part of their experience.
I love the part there such douchebags in the comments....SMH
I love the part where Harry was photographed with members of the vile Sussex Squad, who regularly send death threats to the Royals, particularly the Wales' children, at the Invictus 
Games in Holland!
Really showing where his loyalties lie! 👍😏
I also like the part that the Dumbartons are so stupid that they think this crap will make people like them. What planet are they on?
"Nobody knows the full truth". And that will still be true. There are two sides to every story and we're only getting one.
I love the part where they use footage and photos to attempt to justify the complaints of their privacy being invaded, but they are from other people! Classy Katie Price is in there, and 
even a photo of Harry originally with Chelsy. Was Meghan there in spirit at these times? 
So amazed that my left eye is tearing up and I have my head in my hands.
Everything Harry & Meghan want is privacy. Why can’t Netflix leave them alone? This makes me so sad… a thick tear drops from my left eye 🤣



if there were too many audiences surround her then we won't be  easily able to find her , she is so considerate she clear the seats let the camera be able to just focus on her ! I am so 
touching by her thoughtfulness.
I loved the fact that some chap taking a photo of the play on court was mistakenly asked not to take a selfie with MM in the background. He was bemused to say the least. So not only were 
the hoi poloy oit to sit near her, but they weren't allowed to take photos either. Talk about high & mightily showing off in front of her uni friends.
Only your left? You right wing racist😂😂
And she broke the traditional dress codes and made the other royalty pay for the lost seating. And she rocked up late and her security told off someone taking a selfie near her. Poor thing 
she’s been through it all
I like the part where there is such a large group of photographers hounding them- until finding out that photo was taken in 2010 and they weren’t photographing either of them. 3 words: 
left, eye, tear - a bit like another 3 words: pot, kettle, black.
So? Bush, Ovomit, and Drumf cleared out wedding venues and people golfing just so they could golf there too. I bet not one of you complained about men doing it.
 @Vee Novo  oh no! She forgot to wear the corset and powdered white wig and lard from the Portuguese warthogs! Won’t someone check on King Henry VIII! Call the fashion police, she’s 
breaking international protocol!! Assemble the genoise convention for this war crime!
 @JASON VARGAS  Meghan was the only royal who did it though.
 @JASON VARGAS   hahhahahah Orange man rad lives in that empty head of yours ☠
 @JASON VARGAS  hahaha, you're comparing MM to US Presidents???? This is got to be a joke, right?
 @Kathleen Paris  Wasn't she in the VIP area in the first place because she didn't dress according to Royal protocol (i.e. jeans) so couldn't sit in Royal box. She was too special to abide by 
many clear protocols for the institution that was supporting her at a tune of millions a yeaer.
She was the last to touch the cheese 🧀 😂
 @JASON VARGAS  She’s not a president. Or even a queen. Therefore same price ledge doesn’t apply. Catherine will be one someday though…
 @JASON VARGAS  The US president is the same as Meghan who’s married to the 6th in line to the British throne? Not even the Prince of Wales moves people when he comes to 
Wimbledon? So what makes Meghan special? She’s just a tacky LA upstart who wanted to feel important by harassing people who paid for seats to watch Wimbledon. That was one of the 
things she got criticised for by people. Of course Meghan thinks ALL criticism of her is hate. She’s delusional just like her fans.
😂😂😂😂
 @JASON VARGAS  imagine defending a rich narc…
43 thousand downvotes so far. Still a long way to go to top the 250 thousand dislikes from previous trailer
Spot on, that’s what I want to know!
Yesterday’s trailer was rumoured over 165k dislikes, brought a tear to my left eye 👀
They had a true opportunity and a worldwide platform to create great things.
True…. how stupid some people are to still be supporting these 2 grifters. Douchebags and dumbfks for certain
I will only watch if you include the behind doors story about disowning your father Markel!
As a Greek, I find it disrespectful that she uses the word archetype for her pointless podcast
The footage is of separate press events not even related to them, this is a load trash
We don’t want to hear more of their lies.
Stolen images from Katie Price going to court 

“We know the full truth” 🤣
Kate married into the Royal Family & she appears to have survived them!



All the photos that are used is from movie premieres - Harry Potter 😂 I am shocked that netflix didn’t check their photo sources before broadcasting it. 

Just shows how fabricated everything is….
actually she's not a "royal rockstar", she's an actress, and this trailer is all acting crap. These two fakers are stupid, whining babies! We in America stand with the Royal Family!!
I love the part where I definitely won’t be watching this. 
Harry "there's leaking but there's also planting of stories."  Yeah, Omid Scobie.
whaouh seems that finally Kate is a victim also but it seems she not aware of it !!! H&M know better LMFAO and poor princess Diana again !!!! OMG

Remember when Harry & Meghan said they needed to quit being Royal for their privacy & security yet they keep shoving themselves in the public eye continually & refuse to just go away.
I loved the "dear daddy..." part, yeah that!! HIPOCRITE!! 💩💩💩💩💩
the majority of the people in the comments are actually disgusting. atp just get a life... if you didn't like the trailer or don't like them LEAVE
I wish they would shut up. They are nobody !
It's disgusting... H&M want to be seen as victims. They think that their only way to be 'popular' and wealthy is to come up with dirty stories under the 'absolute truth' sauce. 

It's a shame. They could change the world for the better, but they prefer to be egocentric. They wanted a private life, however, every time they kissed and hugged at home, there was a 
professional photographer somewhere near. They wanted to be reserved, but since the exit from RF they gave so many interviews about their private life. 

Despite the fact that Harry was born in RF, he doesn't belong there. No dignity, no understanding of what royal service means... comparing to Kate Middleton – born outside of royal circle, 
she is a true definition of what it means to be ROYAL.

Maybe MM is simply jealous?..
I loved the part where Meghan claimed to be a feminist a couple of years after *'ing a Saudi prince and various other elite execs...tear, left eye.
People have to remember that meghan is a actress
Is there no bottom to which these people will sink? I used to say that you two were pathetic, now I believe that you are devious and vindictive. SHAME!

I love the part where Megan "has special bond" with everybody who dies after she has got what she wanted. The pain she causes is only hidden love she can't express because of her race.
you are absolutely right!
Harry wasn't aware until Markle told him

are you sure you have read or understood the comments. as we have already listened to their story many times, we kindly tell them our favourite parts of their amazing love story! join in, 
it's fun! what's your favourite part!? the one where they attack dying elderly or where she lies about their wedding date? or where she started using spray tan and play the race card game?
We are having fun so please get over yourself or do you consider yourself the YouTube Police?
tf are ya'll triggered about my comment for? if you can fill the comment section with crap you should be able to handle someone directing a comment at you guys
a bad one, that's the problem
I mean, 'tjuu tjuu' here comes the train wreck! 🚆🤣
She is a pure psychopath, and he definitely lost his brain.
What a joke!  Harry and Meghan are by far the most vial of people.  Princess Catherine received far more bad press at the start of her relationship with Prince William.  Many unkind and 
unflattering things were said of Catherine but look at her today,



This trailer brings a tear to my left eye in relation to planting stories , as I remember megan planting the story of her wheelchair bound  sister being a school dropout and slut shaming her 
in finding freedom .all proven to be untrue. Megan showing her compassionate side as always
We know the full truth - haz exclaims.  Guess what, nobody cares because your truth is always full of lies.
NETFLIX YOU HAVE BEEN MARKLED😇😇
You People Need to Leave Harry and Megan alone!!!! Let them live their own Lives if that's what they want!!! They're NOT ROYALS ANYMORE.
And yet they parade their LIVES to the public!! Screwed up definition of PRIVACY you two have!! GET ON WITH IT ALREADY!!!!! 💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩 boooo hoooo there are 
REAL people with REAL problems than you two whinny idiots!! I loved Princess Diana, but you Harry are a DISGRACE to her memory!!! My heart and wishes for all the best to the Prince and
 Princess of Wales!! This too shall pass!! ❤❤
Remember when Meghan said she wanted to 1 up Kate & William who took pics on the hospital steps as is customary but Meghan & Harry chose to stand in a barn for theirs. Just 
glamorous at it's finest.
That stands for the final season of The Crown
I love the part where Rachel and Henry leave a legacy of vindictiveness, spite, jealousy and greed online for their children to witness when they're older.
"Archie son, you didn't get a title because of the colour of your skin and LittleBucks, you were named after the Head of a raycist Institution!"
My left eye weeps for those children! 😪
I loved the part when "Bunker Harry" spent his days playing video games, but pretended like he was in grave danger whilst in Afghanistan. What a national hero!
Kate had it far worse and for YEARS! Meghan showed up, got pregnant and went on vacation. Tell me her ultimate goal was money and how to use her status to finally make it in 
Hollywood. Where did she run to? To NETFLIX. Who is the star? MEGHAN. Netflix, you've been had.
"When te stakes are this high"... Oh no! She's dealing with such a worrisome situation!... 
Bitching about how privileged these people are, so pathetic. Even this trailers is full of shit, most takes are FAKE.
How else were they to make any money but to throw the family under the bus?
No one cares about these 2 Netflix stop trying to make this documentary happen and cancel it
A Kardashian style reality show, with his dead mother and that tasteless Hermes blanket is not just tacky, cringy and embarrassing. It’s just immoral. End of story.
love the part megsy gets a tear drop tatoo below her left eye to show support for everyone in the comments
Thank you Netflix for leaving this comment section open....it's become 1 of my 5 a day.
Love seeing the meltdown in the comments because this documentary will go down in history and nobody  decades from now will care how much y'all hated Meghan.
They will be left alone when they SHUT UP  GO AWAY and STOP LECTURING and STOP WHINING about having to live on "only" around $26000000 that he inherited
You can't even spell her name correctly! 😂
why are they clinging to everything royal and earn their money talking about the royals. they have no ogher projects, no own ideas, no talents.
Wish they understood that. Unfortunately me me me wants to be the duchess
Shame it wasn't near Xmas she would try to convince us it was the 2nd coming of Christ born in the stable
Great comment
My thoughts also, imaging reading all these about your parents. Poor kids.
They're not going to adopt you.
 @Zach Ryder  Says he after defending the world's most violent, corrupt institution. You will never be royal, and in fact, they either exploit you now, or enslaved your ancestors in feudal 
times.
The absolute brass neck of this pair lmao
Has anyone asked the members of the Sussex Survivors Club if they are ok?



I love the part when a 40-something woman and 38-yr old man are mad that daddy cut them off of their allowance so they make money bashing their family and an entire country for 
money.
I love the part where meghan bullied her staff and treated Kate and Williams staff like s**t
Love Harry & Meghan🥰
Another waste of time.....
It’s interesting that the hierarchy didn’t bother him when he was benefiting from it.  Harry is delusional to think his train wreck of a wife is anything like his mom.  I can’t wait til King 
Charles III takes what he can from these two and they disappear into oblivion.
They should just do a paternity test and reverse it and see how nice the royal family was in the end giving him a place to live.

I hate the fact that harry and Meghan are exploiting princess Diana (MHSRIP), used princess Katherine 3 times in their trailers. I thought this was supposed to be YOUR LOVE STORY
I love the time Meghan told Oprah and Harry in the chicken shed they married 3 days before the main event, who knew! Not even Harry by the look of his face. Even when the Archbishop 
of Canterbury came out and said it didn't happen, whatever recollections may vary and all that. Don't let that little snippet get in the way of a good tale! Megs has the most inspirational 
imagination takes my breath away...

I especially loved her having the inability to look any of the other royals in the eye around the time of the Queens funeral. And how about her absolute refusal to apologise when she's 
caught out with her lies. That she's so determined and set on her own agenda that she believes she can fool the whole world. She hasn't caught on that she's now being seen as a big joke.
SO MEGHAN USING CATHERINE IMAGES TO MAKE MONEY. CATHERINE CAN SUE MEGHAN AND NETFLIX FOR USING USING HER IMAGES FOR PERSONAL GAIN AND TAKE BACK THOSE 
MILLIONS MEGHAN MADE FROM USING HER IMAGES IN THEIR PERSONAL DOCUMENTRY WITHOUT CONSENT
Unwilling to go peacefully along in life..they prefer to do and I for one am ok with this. They can get a spotlight hence shine light on a issue.. be it socially environmentally politically hence 
can effect change. Change can only come  when we choose to get on board using our time effort money. For me I watch read listen research and form my own opinion. I already know 
Racial hate is global..hate religion gender race sexual orientation freedoms! etc. Its within levers of power be it Capitalism Monarchy Oligarchy imperialism Dictatorships Etc. So let it rip 
Netflix.

I love the part where the Royal Family have stayed absolutely silent and even covering H&M's backs, but all grief the duo are receiving is from all their lies that are being uncovered.  How 
dare people uncover the lies that they have been spreading about other people - Royal Family, South Africa, Nelson Mandela's release from prison, I could go on and on and on.

I really love the part where Harry the woke anti-racist in-chief announces he's dating Chelsy Davy, who is from Zimbabwe, and hastens to add "Don't worry, she's not black." (True story.)
There's also planting of stories... No kidding!! I bet there is, for financial gain
Разве это не их история? Зачем туда преплетать Диану и Кейт))) Я знаю ответ... у них нет своей истории!
I love how the pair have managed to take a golden opportunity to do everything they say is their goal, (helping people 🙄), throw that in their families faces and basically choose to 
become the laughing stock of the planet..  I know folks are worried for the RF but I think this attack has helped them insomuch as many fence sitters are now staunch supporters of the RF, 
and even some of my republican mates have taken this personally and changed their tune! Nobody likes bullies or lies. Surprised so many of my mates have ditched Netflix!! I think they 
should be sued to the max and can’t wait to see that one play out!!
I love the part where Harry and meg use their ex family to earn more money.... 
It’s sad and shameful. Did you take consent of the Princess of Wales before using her for your trailer???
Maybe they should give up their titles then? Oh wait no then they can't make money 🙄
A nimwit who barely got out of secondary school and some minor 5th rate actress who suffers from megalomania??
I love the part were I hate these two



I love the part where they complain about hierarchy whilst calling themselves prince, Duke and Duchess
I love the part where she continually touches her face 24/7 holding her hand up in awkward angles so we see her miniscule diamond compared to Kate's giant sapphire ring that was 
Princess Diana's.
Hahaha they got Bouzy in their second trailer, their paid simp being sued for defamation, biggest twitter troll ever. How much more laughable can it get?
Sometimes you need fragile sensitive but bold and confrontational women like Meghan and Diana to join such powerful institutions to expose their secretly corrupt and disgustingly driven 
deceptive ways! Not all that glitters is gold! After what they did to Harry’s mum,This was BOUND to happen! Harry eventually was going to speak out and I knew this was going to happen 
before he Married a divorced woman of colour! Harry would be the one to use this as ammunition to fight back and speak out against corruption in his household! He was waiting for this 
day since the injustice of his mother’s treatment! And I’m here for it!
The ceaseless victimhood with the Hermes blanket in the background is so tone deaf.
truly feel for them  🏼 love them both
I don’t understand how they want privacy and respect but our willing to blast everyone in the family. The family has never once spoken about them to the public.
Sickening. Selling out the family who raised you. Price tag: 100 million netflix dollars. What a pair of grande humanitarians. Not!
Let's hear these guys complaining about potentially not getting any stake in the wealth of the British royalty, while the entirety of European continent is having a hardest winter in 
generations.

At the end, this dude says no one knows the truth about his own life except him. What a revelation. The only real truth about his life and the rest of ours is that money talks.

I love the part where Meghan shows us where Sussex is on a map and explains all about the history and her favourite places to hang out there and all about her friends from Sussex.
Cannot wait for the part with guttural sounds....is it still to come? do not want to miss it.
🙀Everything changed 😹🤔
I have more pleasure to read all the comments than to watch the docu serie.
I literally had no thoughts either way on these two, happy that they were happy.. until the lies & exaggeration started.
Hey Harry, I thought you left the Royal Family to give your future children the privacy which Princess Diana couldn't give you?
How sick and depraved to use your poor dead mother to advertise your Netflix special!
The bit James Hewitt bounces in saying I'm your father harry was stunning and brave ❣
I love the part he knowledges there is an hierarchy, explains the name of his book 😜
I love the part where Harry betrays family and country for money…not everyone holds such talent….truly inspiring
Karma has begun 🤣
What total twaddle and horse hockey!
Absolute shite!
first positive comment i've seen, and i've been scrolling awhile 💗
 @lacytannoustherapy that should give you an idea that most people see through their lies and cons but you and a handful of others are either too stubborn or too stupid (probably both) 
to see it 🙄🙄🙄🙄🤡🤡🤡🤡
I love the part where the people of Sussex are lobbying to have them removed since they have done nothing for them.
And all the Sussex people dancing in the streets for them
 @Purrplewolf  😂🤣😂🤣
Says it all, in a nutshell!
Yes, he did that.



The King needs to get his lawyers out NOW. RIGHT NOW.   King Charles must put a legal stay on this production, have private photos and clips removed, and file a suit for defamation and 
slander. THIS HAS GOT TO STOP.  As much as I admire Charles,  this inaction makes him look weak.
I love that Harry & Meg took the approx $25 million he received from his mother and Great Grandmother and purchased an entire cul de sac of homes (now a compound) in a gated 
community in Montana or Idaho for $2 million.  Then they lived their lives as they had dreamed, peacefully, unbothered by press intrusion or safety concerns, away from both of their 
horrid families— oh and they still has $23 million to spare!
WFJ THIS CLOWN 🤡🤮 REALLY 🤡ARE NASTY SHAMLESS COUPLE A COMPLET NASTYYYY FRAUD.  GOOOO AWAY FROM THE INTERNET YOU2 ARE A SO TOXIC FOR THE  ALL THE PEOPLE 
AROUND ..........PS KARMA NEVER NEVER LOOSE ANY ADDRESS
I loved the part where Meghan wrote inspirational messages on bananas to distribute to sex workers in London. Her ability to connect with the unfortunate is  so remarkable; it brings 1 
tear to my left eye.
What is he talking about? Plenty of women have married successfully into the Royal Family.
Didn't watch the trailer. I hit the thumbs down button and just went straight to the comments. What I will say is that the very fact that the celebrities who live in Montecito would drop 
their moneymaking programme and try to overshadow the Earthshot Prize Winners is despicable to me.
I love the part when a chameleon, able to change colour depending on the occasion, created an agenda years ago that targeted a dim witted prince but the agenda backfired spectacularly 
and was exposed by much of the population as nothing more than a narcissist’s pathetic attempt at world fame. I have an endless supply of eye drops on hand so I can maintain a constant 
flowing of a single tear ….from my left eye.
I find it very amusing to see horrid and his carrot de whining And the boring my lovely wife is just my mommy boohoo,Why will no one see this Now dear toddler your carrot is not your 
mother and she will never be like her.Your mother was class your carrot is trash.And i feel a tear from my left eye
Everyone complaining about H&M on here- but you know you are going to watch it and give it a Netflix #1 show rating.
This is as legendary as the time James Corden did an AMA(Ask Me Anything) on Reddit and it backfired majorly on him cause everyone called him out for his bad behavior towards others. 
Like how he treated a servant for instance.

Now everyone is calling out H & M, and I’m here for it!
Oh Netflix.. maybe you'll have better luck with releasing their S E X tape.
"It is really hard to look back on it now and go what on earth happened". As other pantomimes say "O no it isn't!" It is what happens when one marries a narcissistic
 gold digger. Did he not notice that she had already destroyed her own family?
The full Whaaat?
The two of you have no shame to blatantly lie about your precious families.
You make us sick 🤢🤮
They are fast becoming the most annoying couple in the world.
I love the part where it's all about them.  I also love knowing that they're profiting off tearing down the monarchy.
I love the part where Harry says “There’s a hierarchy in the family”.

Poor Harry and Meghan - how could they possibly stay in that family with those pesky thousand year old traditions that couldn’t be changed to catapult Harry and Meghan to King and 
Queen.

My heart breaks at the injustice, and my left eye is getting ready to release  a tear..😢



I love the whole idea that they think we want to hear another version of the/their "truth" of what happened. Will there be a yearly season of this nonsense like the Crown?  They need to 
stop droning on and on, take responsibility for their own actions and attitudes as well  and stop using images of others (Catherine and Diana) as examples of their own unhappiness and 
frankly, move on. The world certainly has.
I love the part where harry & Megan say they left the royal family for privacy??😂😂🖕
I would rather poke my left tear filled eye than watch this.
that's just bananas! :)
Having been a worker herself, their plight resonated with her! 😏
So you’re saying that she’s trying to make sure those workers are eating nutritious snacks filled with potassium? That’s more than the UK government is doing for those people.
 @JASON VARGAS  I think she’s pointing out the pun often made about bananas- you may not know about it but I’m sure that the sex workers did!
 @Susan C  What pun?
She can relate to the sex workers.... what was that rumour about her and Matt lauer locked in his dressing room again?
Banana.., sex worker🤣🍌🍌🍌
I wonder why she didn't distribute some English "bangers"?
Even better since she was pretty much a pro herself during her yacht days, her "caddie" days and her SoHo House Hostess days.  Someone should have given that wh-re a dictionary long 
ago.  Supplying sex for money or any sort of gain is called prostitution.  She met Sparey BECAUSE of her ability to give BJ's.  THAT is the truth of how they met.
They were her colleagues.
Nope there are a few on youtube channels doing that on our behalf. Wouldn't give this pair a brass farthing
Funny but sadly probably spot on.  Her narcissism probably tells her she should be Queen.
😆😆😆😆😆
Stop. He knew he would never be king. Ever. Williams children would become king before he would.
 @OhTheBill  We both know that because we are normal.  Watch the videos by HG Tudor.  You will understand.
Poor Dim Harry and Meghan never gets the staring roles
Other monarchies adapt and change. What makes the British so superior?
as Meghan said "only one plane or car crash away from becoming the Queen"

This woman took advantage of a very weak, unstable  man...i used to feel bad for him... but now i can see he is very pity he never was able to leave the sad behind and learn to be strong.
That B... women forgot to cover the L... word in her podcast both are LOOSERS....Karma is a B....!
Well said - she is a sociopath
Noooooo sh.t . Hierarchy in the family !!!!
 @Pius X  Oh the British Royal family is adapting and changing too. Watch King Charles follow the example of the Queen of Denmark to slim down the monarchy. Starting with Harry and 
Meghan 🤣
 @Pius X  Who says they don't change? They have changed a lot in the last 100 years.
Meghan should of married a Royal that one day will become a King (and not Harry). Europe has several Royal families.
I'm glad that genius Harry pointed out a hierarchy, as if there had never been one and it hasn't been there for centuries.
 @S N  The other Princes in Europe are not that stupid as Haribo.
He needed 30+ years to realise there is a hierarchy 😂
 @GP  😂



If that were to ever have happened, MegaTrash would have put her handbag in the Tower so she could be the ruler as she always shows her compassion to others (heavy sarcasm 
intended).
Princess Diana must be watching from heaven very disappointed, she always did the work that was given to her with pride and love. And when they forced her to talk  it was only against 
her husband. Shame on you H&M
No Harry , the people know the TRUTH,the wife is a nut job and you’re in there  with her
This is ridiculous. We are in the middle of mass inflation. People are struggling to pay their gas and grocery bills but please let us feel bad for two people who are rich and chose to leave the 
royal family 🙄
Are these two for real? Two milionairs living in a mansion they bought because of the tragic death of a beautiful young woman and taxpayers efforts? They complain as victims? In front of 
the whole world instead of taking legal action and going to a psychologist?? These two are not even mean people, they’re dumb and people are exploiting them.
I love the part where they decided to tell their story - again... Thank you Netflix for offering them a platform as leaders of compassion. You couldn't have chosen better. We all look forward 
to them trashing the royal family and more tears rolling out of her left eye.
it’s so entertaining to read what haters go out of their way to say about a couple who doesn’t even know they exist ☕🫖
I love all the parts where Harry the bellend and his skanky tart get caught lying and manufacturing fake tears and staged BS…what’s the over/under on the number of seconds in before 
they are caught in a lie?
I loved the part where she counted to infinity...twice
I love the part where they bash the media, but then they put in ‘she’s a Royal Rock star’ said by the media…which is it? Are they against you, except when they say nice things about you, 
right?
That moment when the british have to chose between the pedophile prince and harry and they chose the pedophile prince 😂
Harry your mom was murdered..by your own family.
In most business' and families, there is a hierarchy - lord these 2 are really bright!
Of course they are so special, that normal social constructs and rules, do not apply to them. Absolutely teenagers, complaining that life is not fair.
Wake up Harry
I love the part where she complains about her translucent children being called the "N" word.. Wait. What, they're so white you can see through them
Fotbool watc..they are boooring...players train these two do nothing???meee meee
The check to the bot farms must have gone through... they're trying to get their numbers up. LOL
They are such idiots 😂
I've personally nothing against either of them, and have always wished them the best.

But... this feels like they've taken it too far, and like a crash grab.

I'd have rather seen their story protrayed in "The Crown". In an environment, where you can dramatize it and make it a bit more palpable to watch. As it a "documentary", it feels a bit 
cliche and icky.

But I suspect Netflix and Harry and Meghan, wanted this released fast.
👍💯 and the irony is 😆 that "Rock star" comment sounded like it belongs to Piers Morgan 🤯😱🤣😂
That was Piers Morgan. Absolutely shows everyone was so behind them at the start, and it's only their own actions that turned people against them

Grow up she got into a car with a drunk driver and didn't put a seat belt on. It was French paps following her. And this rumours was said by Dodi father in grief. And proven to be untrue



Bot farms,???
What happened, Harry, is that you became a traitor in your own family. I hope it was worth it. You should be cancelled for all your racist behaviour in the past. Not sure why you haven't 
already been cancelled.
Omg that’s worse then the first one!! What a bunch of crap!! Megan we’re not playing your game!! We just want you to shut up and go away!! The USA is not your kingdom!! We hate 
you!!! And we feel bad you ruined Harry’s life for your fame and fortune!! We’re all canceling Netflix and Spotify refuse to waste our money on someone we could careless about!! Why 
don’t you go visit your daddy maybe we’d feel a little better but I doubt it we see right thru your lies and nonsense!! Go the f away the world needs a break!
The best bit for me was when, these two realised that preaching to broke assed ppl, whilst in a position of EXTEREME privilege came off as massively contradictory, based upon their own 
conduct.
I love the part when Harry and Meghan log into their YouTube account and check the comments on their Netflix trailer.
I love the Part where Meghan calls herself Duchess. Touching.
can he walk by himself or does his wife have to carry him?bad actors
I really loved and admired Meghan when she demonstrated her skills as an actress at the Queen's funeral where she, the only "royal", succeeded in squeezing a tear out of her left eye. 
That showed them!
The only war is by Harry and his wife the lies and the leaking of stories and planting was all done by Harry and his wife not the Royal family
For those that can't see the ratio, I'll update when I can.

9.1K Likes
41K Dislikes

If you search for "YouTube dislike extension" you should be able to add it to chrome.
Hard to protect people from themselves sometimes
Hardship and cries are as tear jerking as 9/11 or mortgage economic downturn affecting billions. I’m glad they made it through, sorry looks like they are still suffering. All poor and middle 
class and even rich people has not gone through such injustice. A dying monarchy and unknown actress thrown into world limelight crying over such horror.
I wonder why so many Brits are crying here in comments? Just don't watch it... Isn't that simple? Why can't harry tell his side of the story? He has a family to feed and he is abandoned by 
own family. Racism slavery these are not new words for Brits ... In fact Brits are innovators of these terms in the world ..why cry and back such a sick king who murdered own wife post 
divorce also so that he can make a witch queen???? Is it hard to understand why diana left?
The part where Harry explains there’s a hierarchy in the Royal family, which he sees is a problem for him now, because Meghan suffers a narcissistic injury when she has to walk behind 
people. It’s heartbreaking
Cannot believe the difference between these two and the class act of his brother and his wife..  It's frightening.
you will never be princess diana! 🤮
Elite asshats that want to be victims....WTF how stupid do you have to be to watch this shit?
God they must be so desperate if they have to have bouzy in the trailer, he's being sued for defamation, even the sugars pay him to do that and guess who pays the sugars????????just my 
opinion 🤷 😌 😏 lol lol lol lol lol lol lol lol lol lol lol lol lol lol lol lol lol lol lol lol lol 😆 😂 🤣 😅 😄 😜 😆 😂 🤣 😅 😄 😜 😆 😂 🤣 😅
I love the part where Harry's wife shoved his family under an avalanche. Shame on you Harry for putting your family under and stamping on them when the refused to give into your 
demands
Glad I am not a subscriber because if I was I would drop Netflix.
It was all the global press media and paparazzi who tormented your mother and contributed to her fatal car crash in Paris, the same global press media and now social media which you 
and your narcissistic wife covet, that is messed up. You're one weird, paranoid couple with obvious mental health problems.



👏👏👏👏Well said
wow the dislikes are going up rapidly
🤣
Already:

9.7K Likes
48K Dislikes
Why Brits these comments are coming world wide. People have had enough of their lies and attention seeking
Hate to break it to you, but slavery is much MUCH older than any country, nation, people, etc. It has been ongoing from the very beginning of humanity. The word "slave" comes from 
"slav", because most slaves back in the Roman day came from Slavic countries. But even before that name was coined, the first villages and the first groups of hunter/gatherers were 
battling and enslaving their rivals regardless of skin color. 
Put aside your prejudices and preconceived notions and SINCERELY read or watch BOTH sides of this fiasco. Give both sides equal space and see which one adds up and which one just 
doesn't pass the sniff test.
If you are genuinely honest in your research, I think you will be very surprised. I started out thrilled for Harry, that he had found a loving partner to share his life. I thought they could be a 
truly wonderful addition to the RF. Over time, I just could not excuse all of the inconsistencies and twisted "truths". Having had experience with a narcissist before, the similarities were 
overwhelming. It's like all narcs operate from the same playbook, pull the same tricks, tell the same Iies. They love to alienate everyone in order to keep control and will ALWAYS play the 
victim. 

Even if her father's family was awful, why did she not invite any of her many maternal relatives? There have been photos of Doria's relatives and they appear to be a large and close group 
for loving people.
What are the odds that ALL family members on both sides of her family, as well as ALL family members on both sides of his family would ALL consistently be terrible people?
 @Linda Kirk  don't think so. Majority of Brits are always making such hue and cry about this. Let it go and don't watch the series!
 @D Z  i understand, I read the book revenge. That was also all about Meghan!  I mean Harry is not a saint isn't it? He wanted out too but the book is all about Meghan! Blame the woman 
who came because she is from outside. 

I totally believe Harry wanted a big part of royal duties and fame and attention. Not only Meghan. They also wanted to be the face of monarchy and make money. What's wrong with it ? 
They could never be king and queen! But the monarchy system couldn't digest that. It's the exact same thing that Margaret wanted to do but didn't get to do. Monarchy system is not ok 
for modern times that's the harsh truth. You marry into a rich family and don't want to be kept like in cage. What's wrong with it ? 
You see any woman today married in any big family tries to create own identity also. They made her life miserable there on purpose as she also become popular. 

 It's fine for Harry Meghan to want to make some money now as they are having 2 kids.
So self centred....  So full of self pity... My heart bleeds...  So dramatised....  You are just raking it in ....  Money is all you want and lots of it.  No compassion except for yourselves.  Most of 
us have had more than enough of you...  How do you ever expect to be welcomed back into your respective families.
I love the part where Netflix use an accredited photographer's photo taken at Archbishop Tutu's Cape Town residence, to fit the lies that  the Markles were stalked.

Harry we all know what happens behind Closed doors. You and your merchandise wife have been shoving it on our face since day 1 zndvot is day 1000 🤮🤮🤢🤢🤑🤑😴😴😴
Prick & prickette.



Someone needs to tell them:
People don’t care about you being chased or by the scandal of the royal family. We don’t care about who made you cry at a dress fitting or they didn’t let you wear a tiara you wanted. 
Those things are family intricacies that everyone has. You want to be loved … do more. Do more for others than yourself.
If you want people to like you do something meaningful with sincerity in your heart and talk about that with passion. 
Here I’ll pick one for you … affordable clean drinking water for all people no matter where they are. Live life with meaning and do better than your past. Show us your better than this don’t 
tell us.
I love the part where Harry and Megan needed money and we gave it to them, aren't we awesome!? 

Ps. Carry on William and Kate don't let these people bring the house down
Please let this be the LAST time you speak of your experience and finally move on and live the "private life" you wanted!
I love the part where Harry says, "No one knows the full truth, we know the full truth", a truth from one side, Harry and Meghan's full truth when anyone with an IQ knows there are 
always two sides to every story.
I love the part where they have stirred up so much racial hatred that countries expect reparations BUT at the same time she's got Harry calling daddy for money to keep her in Hermes 
blankets. That's white exploitative money!! My left eye is an emotional wreck
Harry is literally selling his mother’s enormous pain and trauma and her violent death to fund her z lost actress wife the luxury life she never had. 
That’s sickening.
I love the part where everyone is got a lot to say about Meghan and Harry in the comments, but forget the fact that Royals have been involved in pedophile ring ❤
The hatred in the comments is sick and insane!
Isnt that her lawyer and the guy she paid to threaten William and Kate on Twitter? And he's now getting sued? Their "friends" are all people she is paying! BAHAHAHAHAHAHA!
How many more truths do we not know? They’ve been telling their story for years now!

At this point I can safely say BOTH HARRY & MEGHAN are abysmal human beings - they are just not nice people.....gave them the benefit of the doubt for the longest but its done...

And I am Indian....
Oh for god’s sake, I wish they’d stfu already. NO ONE CARES!!!  Let’s please focus on issues that actually matter!!!!
I love the part where Harry says he is all about helping Veterans and the Forces and loves them so much it pains him to see them and their families at a Memorial event for slain Royal 
Marines so much he has to go to The Lion King Premiere and ask the Disney CEO for voice-over work for his wife who is busy with Beyonce and Jay Z.
They have ZERO video footage of Meghan being chased by paps, so they use footage from when Catherine was hounded years ago! They even used stock footage because they have 
nothing. They said they were going to move on after Oprah, so why haven't they? Hypocrites.
People are going to make money on talking crap and bashing them in tabloids. Might as well make some money and tell their story.
They can't - narcissism at it's finest! 😪
three sides actually, his, hers, and the truth!
Well they’re allowed to tell their side. There is no stopping the others telling their side
One side actually. The truth. Simple. Both H and M are distinguished LIARS.
That was when Harry crossed a line for me, and I'm sure many of us. Ditch your brothers in arms, just make sure your wife gets what she wants? Idiot.



Are Harry and his wife really so dimwitted that they think the public doesn't understand, or would be surprised to hear, that there's a hierarchy in the British Royal family? This is beyond 
absurd,. Also, perhaps someone should inform him and his wife that absent the British Royal family and its hierarchy, few people would know or care about them and companies wouldn't 
be throwing them millions of dollars.. As for the "full truth" that Harry claims only he and his wife know, then why have they repeatedly told lies in the past and why do they expect people 
to believe them now?
I love the part where Rachel got to wear a replica tiara to the spectacle of a wedding because our dear Queen was afraid she would "lose" the real one!
So beautiful and elegant, it brought a gotcha tear from my left eye! 😪
I have new respect for the Kardashians!
I love the part where H says, "No one knows the full truth.  We know the full truth.", after their catalogue of proven lies.
Another L

I love the lack of continuity when they are in a car on DRY and turn around to see them being pursued by spooky card on WET day. Wow, Netflix's production values are world class!

I love the part where MM and H step down from the royal family citing their absolute need for privacy and necessity to begin a new private life away from the spotlight and media 
attention. Then set up an interview with Oprah Winfrey, a podcast, MM wrote a book using "duchess of Sussex"  title and now a Netflix documentary series condemning the royal family. 
So humble and respectful of them! What a class act! 🤮😱 oh the shame of these two! their are people starving around the world, what do you have to complain about??!!😱😱
I love the part where Meghan tells the Queen that "We can all live a life of public service" and proceeds to service her own pockets.
I loved the part where the British public stopped caring about them  and it got ugly s week after.
Stealing the photo of a massive bank of photographers from a Harry Potter opening and pushing it off as if it were for Ginger and Whinger speaks volumes  to how authentic anything in 
this 💩fest must be.
MONEY, MONEY, MONEY
There has been family hierarchy and nasty manipulation in royal families for centuries - in every country.
I love the part when they teach us fluency in word salad so we can gracefully sit on our authentic self, shine a light on our complex, layered experiences and tell our truth. Damn, I feel a 
tear pouring out of my left eye. Must be compassion kicking in
"It's really hard to betray your family for a Z list sociopathic actress who thinks she is the most famous and important person in the world, but honestly, at this point, we're on the grift for 
real and I'll do anything for money."
what a piece of crap
Total bollocks!  Won't be watching this, shame on you Netflix!
People love to hate them. If it only makes you bitter and angry, don’t watch it.
Two of them are an embarrassment and hypocrites
I don't like the markles.



She didn't deserve anything. Not even that beautifully crafted tiara. And her expensive dress (all paid by Charles , unbelievable how spoilt she and harry are!) Was so plain but it was to hide 
her ugly, boxy, shapeless , skinny, weak figure. I could have made that myself for ten bucks. She abused staff relentlessly and spent 400,000 to simply hide her ugly body on her "public 
debut" cause that's what it was... She didn't care about Harry, just the fame game (harry is a loser so that's on him for not realising she used him ) And she's still done it ever since.   
Wearing ugly designer clothes on others money . She's just so vile that no money or designer can hide it.  
True beauty doesn't need it... I know poor people who's beauty is undeniable.  
And she's rich but she's still always going to be hideous. 
Worst still, she abuses everyone around her. Even from.afar she and harry both attack and fire people for simply having opinions (Peirs Morgan, Sharon, Journalists, and many many many 
others) doxes them , stalks them, etc. 
And she has no empathy or guilt. Harry either. None for their elderly family members and none for Meghan's dying father. 

How she sleeps at night I'll never understand.

Oh wait, she's a psychopath. So of course I can't comprehend it. I'm not neurologically disabled... But She is. And so is Harry.   They have no empathy and no guilt,  they have no conscience. 
No shame. 
They are a Psychopath and a Sociopath.  They are demented. I never liked either of them and I knew this would happen... (Their kids won't be good news either... It's just a nightmare. 
Harry and Meghan are awful, awful leeches. Parasites. )
They know that we know that they know it was all lies!  They think if they say the word truth enough times, we'll fall for it!
Too late, we got your number a looking time ago! 😪
😁😁😁
@Sabs Meghan confuses “service” with self service.
 @Xander Macleod  🤣🤣
LOL it has 10k likes and 57.000 dislikes.
 @Telo  Thanks for the dislike numbers.. 😃
Or that the Queen doesn't own the word "royal."
Game Changer! snaps thumb
No, you're just standing in your power. Nuancedly.
 @elin star  😂

Imagine if Harry had a brain and pursued Pippa Middleton instead of this pit viper he married?  He would still be getting along with his brother William and would have a hot wife to boot.  
Instead, he married an inferior,  narcissistic lowlife professional victim, that is a master manipulator and will stop at nothing to destroy Harry's family for her personal gain.
The part when Harry was born a Ginger and his father trolled him for it, leaving emotional scars into his adulthood. It brought a tear to my left eye.
Gosh the planters of stories are the Harkles.  Just look at any Condé Nasté magazine or ET clip or Scobie article, always about the Harkles.  William & Catherine are too busy to play games, 
and Megsy only wants to hate.  And they trust Boozy?  They are so full of lies, while Americans may swallow this, anyone who knows how the Monarchy works and what Harry & Meghan 
are really like will never forgive them.
I love the part  where Meghan told the journalist of The Cut that in the UK the schoolrun would be a daily invasion of press, before taking the journalist in her car to get Archie from 
kindergarten. Thinking of it I feel a tear welling up in my left eye.
I love the bit where Meghan and Harry settle down to read all the supportive messages on the YouTube comments and toast each other on the numerous occasions the public has loved 
them for their generosity of spirit and have shed genuine tears from their left eye.



Sadly Meghan shot herself in the foot and took Harry down to the grave with her. Trashing their own families is beyond despicable. Until she learns the lesson of real humility and love she 
will never be more than a cardboard cutout of a rotten child. Grow up and serve others. Selflessly, honestly, humbly.
Shame.. the pea under princess's matrass is a real royal pain in her butt sorry... hmmm a__e
The comments are not disappointing... Netflix, you really picked a winner with those two.
At the end no one believes your truth .
I love the part where the Americans realise they have got these two clowns for keeps…..sorry guys at least you are sending that half wit James Cordon back over here 🤬😂🏴            
How are we suppose to believe anyone who's been proven in court as a liar. If they want privacy why does she call her friends at backgrid for pap shots? 🙄 she's been an actress so these 
emotions are acting.
I love the part where Megsy, while dating Hawwy, walked back and forth in front of the Times, until someone finally noticed her and took her photo.  Her patience and determination 
brought a tear to my left eye.

I love the part where, despite Harry being so concerned over security in the UK, Meghan rolls down her windows to  be seen by her adoring fans. Must’ve brought a tear to Harry’s left eye.
I love the part where h dons a spiderman suit to say to children not to feel guilt that their lost loved ones aren't there while attacking his loved ones on a worldwide stage
In fact no I don't. I'm pretty sure every one of those children would treasure their loved ones if they could have them back.
What a vile person he is
A tear plopped out of my left eye in the final episode where the Netflix boss Ted Sarandos is on the streets begging. And Meghan bends down and gives him a bubble-wrapped signed 
photo of herself, muttering “sucker.”
I love the part where Meghan, crying one tear...left eye...while saying " i can't believe i'm not getting paid for this" if they expect me to make public appearances i have to dress the part at 
the RF's expense but i made more cash as a yacht girl in my panama hat...
I love how all these people being hounded by the paparazzi are not Meghan...Diana, Catherine, Chelsey Davy, Katie Price, Michael Cohen are there though... and one of the pictures they 
did use was from an authorised photographer at Archbishop Desmond Tutu's that was in an authorised spot. Just. Wow.
The interesting part is they put all this out there and know that the royal family cannot and will not comment. Though there have been “reports“ that William is willing speak up.
So this is how living a private life looks like
Anyone ever verify that story of Diana's?  Sounds to me like something out of one of those romance novels she was fond of.  And, whether true or not, why did Diana feel the need to tell it 
to the whole world with apparently no regard for how that would damage Harry?
I love how she forgot Catherine does the school run daily with no problems. She’s got a dreadful memory, poor thing. I could almost squeeze a tear from my left eye for her
It's almost like you don't understand consent.
 @Pencilskickass  the UK press has regulation that protects children in school. There won't be any papz following them to school. Just like how the Waleses could have school runs daily 
without photos appearing in the media
 @Pencilskickass  The P&P of Wales have an agreement with the press. They photograph the children on the first day of school and then leave them alone. The Harkles would know that. 
They just want to create drama and victim hood for their supporters who want to believe their false narrative aka lies. This school agreement is common knowledge and was widely 
reported. There is actual truth, not just THEIR truth.
Yeah we didn’t want them either but I think we’re stuck with them now. Hopefully their 15 minutes will be over sooner rather than later.
 @Happy Smith  
I do hope you are correct they are an utter embarrassment
What the hell are they going on about!?
They think people are going after them from day 1... Sounds like psychosis or narcissist delusions



I love this episode bc their paid henchman, Christopher Bouzy appears & talks about his daughter's claims of child abuse, the defamation lawsuits against him, and how he bullied & 
deplatformed old ladies on YouTube.
IT’s demonic false propaganda! The influence from the deep rooted racist royal institution as well as partnering with British media has deceived and manipulated the publics affection to 
turn against them and criticise, misinterpret and dismiss EVERYTHING THIS COUPLE DOES! The institution hated the idea of interracial mixing with blue blood. Though the Queen approved, 
she did not have much control because it’s that same intuition that created the Queen! In the beginning Meghan was drawing in favourable crowds and was celebrated until fabricated 
stories and theft of her private letters and hidden racism and the serious racially driven threats to her life and the lack of protection for their safety caused them to leave and expose! The 
institution that even controls the royal family secretly did not approve of their union and wanted to destroy it! But failed! So they cut the affection off, just like they tried to undermine 
Diana’s voice because of her favourable star and eventually took her out! King Charles failed to protect Diana and NOW HARRY IS DOING WHAT HIS FATHER FAILED TO DO! It’s insane! 
Period!
It disgusted me seeing Netflix supporting Magen racist agenda,my money been use to trash the RF. I’m a subscriber for 10 years and I’ll cancel today  my subscription due to this disgusting 
support. 0
My question now ,what happen with Netflix when you will lose millions of subscribers,it will junky mEgan  come in your support and pay partial your bills. NO ,she won’t!!!! This could be 
your sinking ship,have you thought about this? No,you thought you will be applauded 🤢🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
Let see how long this comment will survive
Did I say that 🤮...
Sorry I just think that 🤮🤮🤮
It's just that these two 🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
Yep, you're right, they make me....
🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
I love the part where all these comments are supposedly a ‘smear campaign’ against them and not ‘the truth’. Left eye tear go
This couple is a trip. Is Meghan going to cry for the rest of her life? Or just when she needs Netflix to pay her millions?
@ everyone in the comments find god
Honestly I can’t believe I pay a monthly fee for the company to spend so much money on these two jealous, hypocritical wasters who have shown to lie ( or mistruth) countless times. I was 
impartial but they makes me like the royal family even more
I love the part when after spending 39 years in the royal family, Harry suddenly realises that there is a hierarchy.
I love the part where Harry says he doesn't want the media or public exploiting his Mother and goes on Netflix who just ran a whole series where they did just that.
We know the truth: “WHORING YOUR SOULS FOR LOADSA LOLLY FROM NETFLIX!!” I think I’ll cancel my subscription🤗
Wow British people really bent out of shape on this one. Lol 😂
Spoiled and entitled.
This reality show seems to have been planned since the first year they met according to the pictures
I love all the comments!!!
These two are really making me puke right now.....crave publicity when it suits and cry like babies when it doesnt !! ....they wanna live in the real world. I used to like Harry, the actress will 
one day move on without him taking his children and about £10m a year and a castle or two for child maintainence 😡

Not that I care where their beach breaks[ 'What I Did on My Hols'] in Teaser were, or the highways in this Trailer are, but does anyone know one of those geo-locator people who are ace at 
detecting whereabouts from a bit of road gravel or a spot of soil or brush - - we all suspect they only rent rooms in the Montecito Mansion and hang out somewhere else most of the time.
I seem to remember that on her honeymoon with Trevity Trev Trev she got him to take masses of photos of her solo to look as if she was a worldly traveller. She's less than an Influencer.



I wish these two would just buggar off. They really are nauseating.
Give your titles back if you hate this Institution?Meghan has been chasing fame her whole life! 
She had the easiest time of all the royal brides yet has complained and moaned the most. Was in and out of the RF in a nano second yet is milking a 6 episode reality TV show a book from 
Harry the asshole and possibly another 2....God help us! 🙄

ARE YOU FOR REAL? Ppl hate her due to her own strings of lies (recorded and uploaded to Youtube for you to see). Maybe British Media and the Royal Family did manipulate in the case of 
Diana. But now? Do you think people are that dumb. Meghan's duplicity is recorded and filmed plain as day. Please remember that her brother wrote a letter to warn the Royal Family 
about Meghan before the wedding, and it was published everywhere on the US press, her hometown. The BRF chose to ignore it and proceeded with the wedding. Talk about racism!
......Big smile, everybody's happy.......
Hi megamonster
He really is a moron.
Who said he just realized this now?
 @JASON VARGAS  from his actions.
 @Lil G  what actions?
Or, he's telling the audience, as if they don't know, or would be shocked and outraged to learn, that a monarchy has a hierarchy! But of course, Harry has never, ever, ever benefitted from 
this hierarchy. It's so sad, there's one tear coming from my left eye.
 @CB  so you’re saying he should have continued taking advantage of his privilege that comes from being a senior member of the royal family? With your mentality, while people should 
never have fought for civil rights and equality since “thems just the way things is”
Not surprised.  We all know that he has never been the sharpest tool in the box !!
 @JASON VARGAS  Harry is not "fighting for civil rights." He his whoring out his title and selling out his fancily. Harry's fight is for his bank account..
😆😆😆
...and he figured it out all by himself.  Who's a clever boy?
👌😂
Because Meghan told him so
It’s gold isn’t it 😂😂😂😂 he’s really not the sharpest tool in the shed is he…Diana said so too. Poor guy is very dim
 @JASON VARGAS  He DID continue taking advantage of his privilege! Or did I miss the part where he stopped using his title and handed back all the money he got from the RF?
I’m fairly sure a prince of England shouldn’t be too upset about where he is in the hierarchy.
When a prince of England was flying his attack helicopter, shooting goats in Afghanistan, was probably the time he should have been pondering  hierarchy…
😂😂😂😂
 @JASON VARGAS  he is not a senior member of the royal family though as you can see by the seats they were seated at the Jubilee! lol
 @thomas murr  no playing xbox and tin soldiers
 @JASON VARGAS   Of course he's still using his privileges.
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Cut him some slack, Catherine, he's the village idiot. 😂😂
William got the brains and only a few brain cells were spare.
" I love the part when" BOT Trolls and minions unleashed from cells by the CON servative world!!
😂😂😂
😂😂😂😂



 @G. M.  I see what you did there 😂
He’s dumb. Everyone who went to school or knows him know it. Dumb
lol
Hahahahahahaha
Yes, this is particularly poignant.😅
Well it's different when you are single. Now he has a wife and kids to protect.
And he needs to make an entire TV show for ot

  @JASON VARGAS he could have walked away many years before he met Meghan if he had, he was never going to be short of op ons. He certainly didn't need to be a working royal and 
the many many smiles on his face over the years didn't seem to be faked, if they were perhaps he could have followed Meghan into an acting career rather than she follow him into the RF?
Pretty brilliant girl !😂
He only likes the hierarchy if he’s on top
Yes, his brilliance is blinding, he also just realized he's been trapped and sufferers from  unconscious bias, he knows this because his wife told him so...
 @JASON VARGAS  but he’s not equal and never will be. He and his wife are irrelevant and that’s what their tantrum is about. 😂 one tear left eye go!
😂
Was gonna say that too lol hahahahaha 🤣
 @JASON VARGAS  , in the trailer he said it.
Oh dear... someone needs to ask Harry if he’s OK. 😢
 @thomas murr  Harry never flew any helicopter because he couldn't pass the pilot's test. His fellow soldiers despise him because he was worse than useless, he put everyone in danger 
wherever he was.
 @thomas murr  He came out and said that George's birth made him irrelevant. He didn't mean that in a good way.
 @jyn88  Protect them from what? Nonexistent paparazzi? A life of luxury, million dollar wardrobes, the country's respect, and a platform to do good that is unrivaled? That stuff?
 @assemblysan  👍👍👍
HARRY knew and HE have said time and again HE, hated it and HE wanted out. All before HE met HIS WIFE!
 @River Ocean aw bless your heart
 @bmcd4  and still expected Daddy Dearest to keep funding him as working Royal without being a working Royal
😂😂😂😂right!!
 @JASON VARGAS  Well hello, Sparry! 😘
 @River Ocean  please.😂

Everyone hates race-baiting, spoilt, whingeing hypocrites.
 @jyn88  yeah, those Harry Potter paparazzi have an incredible Horcrux they use to move through time and space to harass Sparry and his wife 😂😂😂



 @Connie Wilson  

HMTQ: Why have you stopped taking Harry’s calls?

KC3: Because I am not a bank 

😂😂😂
 @JASON VARGAS  ISNT that the reason why the Harkles/Hardashiana angry? Because they cant use their privilege of being royal in having security, continue making money off of their 
titles??!? This is, by far, the most gigantic tantrum ever because daddy wont give them cash anymore…
I love the part in the courtiers book where it details how jealous he was of George. Thinking that when he grew up he’d steal the limelight.
I’m really glad he told us I didn’t know! 😂
 @River Ocean  is it really that hard to fathom they're not liked that you'd rather believe the comments, many of which show sufficient awareness about previous events, are from bots? 
Bitch please. Bot  aren't that witty.🤣 They are universally disliked. Deal with it.
LOL
 @Kelly Sullivan  😂😂😂
 @Sheal Stewart  he might have wanted out but still wanted to be taken care of.
😂😂😂 best comment he is not very bright to be honest
I am glad Harry is not the heir to the throne. Such a disgrace. They should  return the tax people paid for their wedding.
Well, he is pretty thick.
Do they not have schools in the UK?
 @jyn88  and you can't get your wife to put down
 @jyn88  you can't get your wife to put down the phone from calling paparazzi's to meet her a different locations
Yes!
Think you’ll find it’s a Worldwide reaction.
OMG the comments here are gold.
I really do think the way the media treated Meghan was atrocious. The royal family are not saints guys. Tbh lol. Diana hated them too.
I can't wait for this. I really hope it really exposes the machinations of the british press with the royal family just standing by and watching Meghan get terrorized and defamed. I hope this 
docu does them justice.
Meghan has no talent. I am crying,   left eye.
I love the part where they infer all the paparazzi were stalking megsy, but really they were at a court for Katie Price.  They love advertising other people's paps!  Compassion is universal, 
much like service.
These comments 😂😂😂
I love how the trailer is so serious and the comments are indeed so much more “authentic” and like a gin & tonic after a long day at work. @pharrimisstiggywink39
Who would of guessed that there is hierarchy in a royal family?
This has to be in comedy session. So CRINGE
No no your not one plane crash away from the throne. Your five. This woman is disgraceful on all accounts

Love the part when The Queen was astute enough not to allow photographs of her meeting her Great Granddaughter, because she knew Harry wasn't above selling out his own Grandma....



I LOVE THE PART where Netflix DELIBERATELY left the comments open for everyone to tell us how they really feel. They're loving this.
Looking forward to watching this. Love them 
I love the part when they were invited to visit with GRANNY,days before her death and they Declined.
I pity their publicists. They will never be able to make these two miserable millionaires likeable.
I love the part where they pretend the paps Ever chased them around. So gripping. Game changer. One tear left eye.
Shame on you Netflix giving These two grifters any airtime is totally disgusting what they’ve done to their families the lies that twisted storylines the fact of Boosie is in this video just 
proves that M and H are out trying to destroy the royal family I can’t believe you guys made this what is joke
Well they are just cashing from royal family
Times like these, dark times, it can bring people together, or it can tear them apart. This year evil will pass through from their world into our own. And the darkest hour is upon us all. 
You’re the Chosen One, Harry. You must not fail.   
Oops! That’s “Harry Potter”, yet again. At least it will fit in with the Harkles’ Netflix trailer. Meghan’s whole PR effort is so pathetically dim-witted and contrived that it brings a tear to my 
eye. Just a single tear to my left eye. On command.
Again, these comments represent just a fraction of what this couple has gone through since shortly after their wedding. Let that sink in.  Some very influential people never got over Prince 
Harry falling in love with a woman from the wrong family, the wrong school, from the wrong family, who didn't play by a predetermined set of rules, and it shows.
Well to be fair if the doctors doesn't. The comments have done them proud.
After what the Harkles put them through to get this piece of 💩 reality show made, Netflix surely has lost no love over them.
 @Anastasia Beaverhausen  agreed I even see a possible lawsuit next year.
 @Australian Food and Travel Reviews  oh I hope so 🤣🤣🤣🤣
Yes whole lotta racist white women getting to vent before going back to their truly basic boring unaccomplished lives.  😂🥴🤡
The comment section is a gold mine, multiple industries will spawn from this. A real gift to comedians.
I suspect it will be use by Netflix in self defense when the pair sue for non payment.
Netflix probably needs the laugh, too, by now.
I know i am Loving reading this🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂
Yeah, I also admired that Netflix left the comments open on the first trailer. All humor at the Harkles’ expense aside, though, what Netflix is doing is giving these two whinging, embittered 
milksops a platform that WILL negatively impact the Commonwealth and the monarchy. Sure they’d lose tons of money they invested in the Drooling Duo, but if Netflix execs were to give 
this sideshow the boot, they would gain the respect of the MAJORITY. People wouldn’t continue to decide to drop the subscription. The company would be lauded far and wide for 
standing up to bullies. Even if the thinking at this point is to give the Duke & Duchess of Drool enough rope to publicly hang themselves, as I’ve said, this is still going to have SIGNIFICANT 
negative impact that may take YEARS to right.
If nothing else, the comments will certainly provide a basis for Netflix to decline any further programs or work involving these two.
Netflix refused to let them edit...... Netflix have thrown them under the bus.... . Netflix have had enough....
Netflix definitely seems to be banking on people hate-watching - a viewer is a viewer, no matter why they’re watching.
Everything the Harkles touch gets poisoned. Netflix has a mess on its hands, it's going to be an unintentional satire at this point, and they let the harkles con them into releasing things to 
ruin Catherine's actual work.
Maybe it's Netflix payback to them for all the crap and bad PR they've caused Netflix!
 @Keira  I agree. I think Netflix are over the pair of them
Netflix hates their guts.
I save $202.80 next year by canceling Netflix



 @Margaret Mortensen  awesome. I boycott every thing the Harkles say, write or do. Proud to say I haven’t spent one penny on either of them OR their paymasters. Some people think I 
am missing out - but I have to live with myself and I can’t support these two nasty grifters. I know every view or stream is another dollar in their wallet.
I love how the trailer has to use footage of the Harry Potter movie premiere to make it look as if H&M are hounded by the paps - cuz they never are 😂

We were going to cancel our Netflix account as a protest against MeAgain and HasBeen’s docusoap, but Netflix have a temporary reprieve as they’ve kept the comments open! 😳🤣
 @Claire Andrews  🤣🤣
That’s not a documentary,it’s a  poorly acted soap opera with no end in sight, please have pity on us and go away
I love the part when the Netflix reality show H & M, gets called out for more lies (aka H & M versions), than on the Oprah Winfrey show - bravo!
I love the part where Ginger and Yacht call girl sit down to read all these adorable comments 😂
Volumes... what was Oprah???
I love the part where she slapped a three year old little girl because she dared asking for wearing pants, so much for the girl empowerement! It brings a tear to my left 👁
We the people are tried of the Elites! 🖕✊
Is there any comment without "I LOVE THE PART"? 😂😂😂
" she's becoming a royal rock star" 🤣🤣   i have never laughed so much in my life. This is going to be comedy gold especially if harry gets his guitar out and starts doing his impression of a 
"rock star" 🎸🤣
The part where she recalls the peril of having to stand on a tree stump in four inch heels to give a speech to women and children in the impoverished Nyanga before running to save Archie 
from a fire.  Such grace she had shown her hosts.
I love that Harry's truth is so hard to believe that only he knows it, despite being surrounded by family and courtiers all his life. I shed a tear from my left eye that William did the nasty on 
him by being born first. Poor poor Harry!
Where's the barf bag?  Netflix will sink if they put faith in talents of these two court approved liars.
Netflix be like:- 
All hail King Harry and his queen Meghan, the Broken first of his name, king of the united lands and the First Men, Lord of the all Kingdoms, protector of the realm.

I love how Meghan told the Women's Day audience that she chooses not to read any social media and yet she's working to criminalize any criticism of her. She claims that criticism via 
comments, parodies etc is a form of harassment/hate speech and she wants her critics to be reported and punished. No freedom of speech for anyone except them. How kind.
If they hate so much the Royals and what they stand for… why do they still use their titles and fighting for their children titles??? What a pair of privilege whiners.
Who tf cares about these two clowns
won't be watching it, read all about it in the newspapers
Interesting that the likes are the only numbers shown.
Baby's crying for the world to see.
She was a part of the British Royal Family for what, a minute? And they're still crying about it! UGH, go away, you obnoxious beasts of privilege!
The dirty game is being played by Harry and the wife, imo
I love how Harry goes on a Yankee programme, drops his T and drawls: “It’s a dirdy game, howdy doody. Have a nice day.”
🎻 🎻 🎻 🎻
It's all glitter on a turd isn't it?
I just loved the part where they gave up everything and live like the rest of us..the struggle is real...my left eye is tearing up...no wait it's only cat hair...
I'd rather stick pins in my eyes than watch these two clowns spouting their endless lies.



I love the part where as a Royal you are given so much privilege that even a C list actress could do so much good but decides nope I’m a victim poor me! I wish I could have 1/32 of their 
money to give to those who truly are victims!
I love the fact that Meghans fans call her Qween Meghan shows they are as delusional as her
Love that Netflix allows the comments to be on display. They know already how well this is going to go down.
I actually think it's nice that he loves her so much that he'd give up so much.
First of all did we all see the news about the oldest lady in waiting of the late queen's being dismissed over being racist? 

second of all more than 70 female politicians signed a petition against papers going after Meghan 

I whole heartedly hate Charles and Camilla the adulterers who didn't stop after Diana entered the picture 

if Camila had let go of Charles these boys would have their mother and most importantly the children loving Diana would have liv3d to see her grandkids and dote on them
It's more like "Meghan's story" than "their story"
I love the part where Netflix is vomiting this out in 2 big heaves to get it over with.
Here comes the Megan hate 😂
I love the part where Netflix used stock footage of Diana, Catherine, Chelsy Davy, Michael Cohen, a Katie Price photoshoot, and a literal Harry Potter premiere in the trailers to create the 
impression that MM was "hounded" by the media. 
Exploitation and deception, amirite?
Meghan was a NOBODY. I love how she became known after marrying Harry.
Enough with the dramatic music. It's so cringe. They are so cringe. Netflix is so cringed for rolling this merde out.
Let me fix the intro:
"Listen now as a compulsive liar tells you all about how hard it is to grift from the most famous family in the world....."
Reading this comment section has officially restored my faith in humanity.
One photo in trailer 2 of when the toxic two were in Africa at Desmond Tutu's residence has been used to imply press intrusion. One of the press representatives there, Robert Jobson has 
posted that this picture was by agreement with the two There were only 3 people allowed in the accredited pool at the time and one was him.  Therefore this was a controlled photograph 
opportunity.  It is just getting worse, the misuse of images to meet their narrative!
I love the part where Megan and Harry announced they were stepping out of the spotlight meanwhile writing countless books, making sure they get on every news channel they can, 
getting paid for interviews and making documentary after documentary of them both dragging the royal family.  But if that’s what privacy means in their world then I’ve been living a lie my 
whole life 😳
So much wrong in this comment i don't even know where to start.
If Harry hadn’t have been rude to his mum of the phone at Balmoral, perhaps she would have come back to the U.K. to see her boys who she missed & wouldn’t have gone to Paris at the 
last min and died.

 @Sunshine45  pretty sure divorce is hard on kids and I don't believe its a coincidence that camila and Charles get divorced within a year of each other and then soon after Diana dies
95 for camila 
96 for Charles 
97 Diana dies cause he can't remarry if she is still alive
And they are crazy enough not to realise this will become public.



 @Pat Clark  Yes and arrogant.  In fact that image isn't the only one.  Another 'pap frenzy' footage they show, I believe is from Katie Prices's court appearance.  I can't remember where I 
saw that but again pics 'not theirs' used to support their exaggerations and lies
I love the part where they used a stock photo of a media swarm from 2011. So brave. So stunning.

How is history going to repeat itself?  Is Harry's wife planning to go to Paris, get into a car with her boyfriend, a body guard and a driver who is drunk and then proceed to be in a car crash?  
It is so very sad that Diana died like she did when she was so young, but Harry has some serious issues and misconceptions if he thinks the same thing is going to happen to his wife.  If she 
was in so much peril, why is Netflix using pictures from things like a Harry Potter premier instead of real images of the press hounding Rachel???  Oh yeah, there aren't any!!!
Bouzy evil man
People like the comments is the reason why this trailer is being made. Keep that in mind.
Spare us. Women marrying into this institution can be happy and successful. Catherine and Sophie are prime examples. Both are private and hard working. They also had setbacks and 
disappointments in their royal lives (paparazzi and topless pics of Kate!) but just look at how beloved they are now. Selfless, dignified and brave ladies. 

From her dating and marriage years combined, Catherine has plenty of “juicy” material to do interviews. But she has not. That alone deserves respect. That’s how the media leaves you 
alone, you don’t bait them constantly with “shocking” tell-alls
I love that Meghan invited all of her closest family to her wedding and they all crammed into one seat. I shed a little tear from my left eye at the  generosity and compassion she showed  
towards her family.
Money hungry, egotistical narcissistic projectors. Is this really going to solve or raise any new awareness to the issue of privacy and paparazzi? NO. Instead it will only increase the amount 
of publicity and spotlight whether bad or good. Meaning, Harry and Megan just want the spotlight no matter what. What about your family? Concentrate on your children and lead by 
example. Learn from the great loss of your grandmother and put what it is that is important in view. Your perspective should be of gratitude not anger. 
Take a hard look in the mirror and make sure it’s not double sided with your wife on the other side calculating .
Misery loves company, Harry. Don’t be so impressionable. 
Take back your power. Your voice. Not someone else’s mouthpiece or door mat.
Y’all all suck in these comments
I love the fact that Netflix had to use old footage of paparazzi while actually at a Harry Potter premier for their stills is amazing. Recycling to save the climate, epic! My left eye is now 
leaking. Also for meghan borrowing Monica Lewinsky's favorite dress for her Oprah interview shows how much this couple are the real stars of the planet.
King Charles needs to grow some balls and shut these two grifters down before the monarchy is shut down!  Until he does, he will be a weak king.
I love the part where Meghan stands in South Africa lamenting that "no one has asked her if she is okay" shame on all those folks in Africa dealing with violence and poverty for not putting 
Meghan first!
Yes Harry a hierarchy sorta like the military you served in where you salute and are saluted. What a revelation by you.  The saddest part of this whole drama is that Netflix provides a 
platform and a generous fee for the lies told.  I see on the trailer who you have chosen for your team!
I love the part where Thomas snr. tells us about the cat she tortured to death with poison and filming her actions - her first starring role? What a proud moment for her father who had to 
bury the animal, but chose to let her off, with zero consequences for her actions. That broke my heart.
I love the vibe in this comment section .
BS.  Im so tired of their complaining.  He is a spoiled baby with his slandering and she is OMG not enough words to describe her.  Just go on and live your life with integrity.  I doubt they 
have that
Get them into therapy already
Meanwhile Diana smiling from heaven



I love the part where Meghan the D list divorced actress, choose the racist future King to walk her down the isle while wearing a  white wedding dress like a blushing bride . She of course 
prefered the simple wedding 3 days earlier and not the  £32m "spectacle for the world" with no bothersome tiara.
Have to “respect” their request for privacy and NOT watch it.  🤮🤮
I love the part where people who hate Meghan and Harry take the time out to search Meghan and Harry then proceed to comment on how much they hate Meghan and Harry and won't 
watch their documentary even though we know they will xD
Like you would do otherwise to the family who turns their back on you and collaborates with people to lie about you
Oh Jenny just because you are a fat basic boring racist bitch who hasnt accomplished anything meaningful in life isnt Meghans fault.
 @Martha Bekele  as she did to Harry’s family?
They did not cram into one seat. That’s literally impossible.
They all crammed into one seat. LOLOLOLOL.
@marthabekele3312  ah, finally we have someone defending Thomas markle from meghan's horrible actions against him!! Such a great point!
Lol😂
One seat 😹
😂😂😂😂
Not only they crammed in one seat, but thwy came invisible 😉
 @JASON VARGAS      Duh!!!  She meant Doria is the ONLY family member that MM acknowledges!!!

 @Martha Bekele  So what should the Royal Family do, now that Meghan has completed at least three interviews dumping on them with her own inaccuracies? It's almost like... she's 
exactly like the father she complains about. And btw... Meghan has two sides to her family, and still  invited none of her very respectful black family members to her wedding.

 @Martha Bekele  The whole family? I get not inviting some of them, but there’s not a single acceptable aunt, uncle, cousin, whatever on either side of her family other than her mother?
😂😂😂
 @Martha Bekele  What did her black relatives do? Why didn't they attend?
 @JASON VARGAS  One person - Dora -  can fit into one seat.
 @Kathleen Paris  She doesn't acknowledge them, only her mother.
Just when you thought you couldn't dislike anyone any more than you already do 😠
Hi
Diana would hate it that her younger is potentially damaging her firstborn's chance to sit on the throne and have a successful reign.
Loved the part where she tried to have a meet with the "racist" king while at the funeral.
I love the part when they movingly explain how all they ever wanted was privacy, while sharing photos of their most intimate moments with Netflix.
I love the part where Netlix thought we all were fans and didn't see through them.
Harry & Meg only know 'their' truth - it is all about perceptions and this is only their story - what about Will & Kate, what about Charles & Camilla and the Queen - they will all have 
different truths - I loved Diana but she dug herself a hole.
I love the part where Harry 'bombarded' his oncological patient granny and daddy for a paycheck because he's too unskilled and lazy to find a real job. Unfortunately, as his father, 'we are 
not a bank'. And this makes me sad to the point a lefteyetear flows.
All these haters in the comments😒 Harry and Meghan have the right to tell their story.
I love the part where she married a man for status and took him away from his loving home and family and turned him into a cash machine to make a housewife of montecito reality show, 
what a role model



Am I the only one here who isn't interested in this latest trailer, just came back for more comments?  I'm so happy a wee tear trickled from my left eye
I love the part that everyone is talking about
I love the fact that Harry and Meghan truly believe they are victims, when they have brought this 100 percent on themselves. I still have a Netflix subscription, which I will use to down vote 
their Kardashdian style reality show. After that, I will end my Netflix subscription in disgust. 
I have no words for Harry continually dragging his dead Mother out to help sell his “work”.
I loved the part where Megham bullied a 3-year-old soooo inspiring. so kind, so thoughtful and so treasured forever.   Tear from my left eye, instantly.
They know thier own truth, but 2 different people can tell the same story differently. Of course this doc is going tondrive hysteria and possiboe scandal. Im sure William and other Royals 
would describe matters differently, important to remember that
I am not really sure what this is about anymore.  They said what they had to when Oprah Winfrey interviewed them.  Now it's becoming just a vendetta against the royal family.  When is 
enough is enough for these two?
That part where Meghan asks every elder in the care facility how long they’ve been there like it’s a prison cause she couldn’t possibly have anything to learn from these old fossils. Such 
compassion!
I love the part when Canadians said Hasmat will not be employed by the Canadian government and we're not paying for the grifter's security so they flew the coop. Without even a thank 
you. Brought a tear to my left eye.
likes 8.8k
dislikes 37k 

lol
👀

And the desperate duo keep trying to bury the facts with their lies, but dear Harry, try to accept this and you will never be king, so return the titles to your family and live a truly private life 
with your supposed wife and children. We are not obsessed with you or your lying wife. We do not want to see anything about you and we do not want to  We hear anything about you🙂
STRIP THEM OF THEIR TITLES!!! Nothing royal about them!!!
In GooseBerry and MeGone we trust.
Time for a Guinness or 2
Or maybe 3 
In fact after watching that 
🤮
It could be a crate🥳🤪💥
Kind of like how you would want privacy when you’re in your undergarments out of the shower but have no problem being seen out in public on the beach? Kind of like how CONSENT is 
important here?
I loved how they reenacted the moments for Netflix

 @JASON VARGAS  I love how they used images of people that did not CONSENT edited out of context,  or stock images of other celebrities, brings a glitttery showbiz tear to my left eye
And people have the right to comment.
Also, you forgot to call people racist and jealous.
which verion of their truth are we up to now, I've lost track
 @hsmd  the way I never mentioned those things. Maybe the fact that they’re on your mind says something about you.



High five 👋
Lol
Harry and Meghan die of jealousy from William and Catherine. They wanted to be the top not the Wales
Bots
If that moon-bump was any higher, the doll by Mattel could change the overhead light bulb. 💡
Yacht Girl and Simpering Wanker
I love how Harry and Meghan got paid a 100 million dollars for a 6 episode series but our teachers make less than 35k a year. Makes me so proud to be an American! 😐
Diana is literally speaking through Harry!!! It’s time to EXPOSE And I’m here for it! Enough is enough!
Haw ma gaawwd.... I love Reading the comment section that it actually bring a tear to my left eye
I love the part where they are SUCH selfless humanitarians that all they ever do is think, talk, whine and cry about themselves and how unfair their lives are. Even though they are literally 2 
of the most pampered and privileged ppl on earth. It really brings a tear to my left eye.
Malignant narcissist and a weak P.W. male
Nicki Minaj voice: “chiiiiiile…”
they used Catherine with out her permission and invading her to gain money .. they are ugly souls
BetterUp might want to re-think their strategy.  Their Golden Boy  just launched a grenade at his family on a huge public platform.  Seriously....this is who you choose as your mouth- piece 
for mental health. If your phones go silent, you know who to blame.
I love the part where they get Bouzy to participate 🤣🤣🤣🤣 Has anyone met this person? Don't forget about the part where the Sussex Squad threaten the Wales children and Scobie 
turns a blind eye. Compassion in Action, 1 tear, left eye, go.
1.I love the part where the original trailer, now removed, shows Meghan and Harry breached security by allowing a photographer to take pictures of them within palace walls without 
permission.
2. I love the part where Peeta and Katniss Markle continue to harp on past allegations almost 3 years later.
3. I love the part where, Meghan and Harry after 2 years only makes 6 episodes and stretches it out over weeks to make it seem like more. 
4. I love the part where we finally see that Christopher Bouzy and the Sussexes do know each other. 
5. I love the part where they continue to demonstrate what BULLYING is as they relentlessly attack the RF incessantly just because.
6. I love the part where Meghan gives us a whole new meaning to the word STALKER
7.  I especially love the part where Meghan updates her IMDB profile stating she will be attending the coronation at the racist institution that almost cost her sanity......
Their commitment to antagonism makes me want to treat myself to a 99cent salad bar, but..Oh No! I only have 98cents. 😬
I love the part where in every broadcast it’s a NEW truth.  No one is buying it.  Netflix you should ask for your money back.
HARRY   HEWWIT00
I love the part where Harry’s wife did an Oprah interview and told 17 provable lies, but then called them her truth. So stunning and brave, it brings a tear to my left eye.
This is just really really bad. How about actually do something useful. Fight for climate or animal rights. But no, it's just about you two! Everyone can see that marrying into a Royal family 
means service to the public. So over of these two!
Pain and suffering? Girls who are sex trafficked know pain and suffering. Displaced women and their children in Ukraine know pain and suffering. Women who are forced into abusive 
marriages in Afghanistan know pain and suffering. Meghan Markle does not know real pain and suffering. Neither do you, Harry.
even i cant stand these two clowns, thats a dumb comparison. Teachers are payed from gov, while these two, from private funds
Really unbelievable. Even though they had told their truths many times before and no one is interested to listen again.

I love the way US plutocrats think that Meghans behaviour is a better example to the youth of US, than teachers, thanks for reminding me of this, it brings an educated tear to my left eye



The money should help them heal
Diana is literally dead and you’re literally insane.
Bouzy is facing about 3 different law suits. I wonder how much he was paid to appear? This won't age well.
 @Miss Winnie  Yes, and Bouzy needs to be taken down. All of the fake reports, the cancellation.
Well, this has accidentally confirmed what we thought - the Bouzy, Amber Heard, Meghan Markle link and Markle silencing our 'voice' .
Well said
😂😂😂😂😂
Surely, the Parliament should allow the Monarch to remove their titles after this.
 @Susan C  
I pray to
God , they will remove the title . 
this trailers are so hatefull ,
I guess the letters are already with the parliament to strip them from their titles .
that's this whole hate campaign is all about .
it will be more hatefull untill his book comes out .
now you can see their friends in the clip ;
boozy is a part of it,
that ngozi woman too.
yes, more friends will be revealed in new trailers ;
they're at war now with the RF.
we should brase ourselves with courage and dignity not to give in to this hate campaign ,
and pray that King Charles do the right thing .
Who is Bouzy.  I went to twitter search and he had blocked.  Me.  I must have offended him.
 @Nonya Business   just search YT.
Katniss and Peeta had me lol
 @Nonya Business   he is an part of a group called the Sussex Squad who support Harry and Meghan which is their choice. However they are known to speak very poorly about the RF and 
making even death threats against them,  make fun of their children, threaten violence against the families and targets William and Catherine.  It's really bad. Allegedly. But it was on 
Twitter in black and white. He was quite vocal. Surprised to see him on the docuseries.  Says a lot about Harry and Meghan.
 @Nonya Business   I had to Google him the other day, lots on Quora or Reddit detailing his activities. Blocking you is better than being deplatformed, which some users have faced on 
Twitter and YouTube because they don't wholeheartedly support MM.
 @Venus Star  Wow. Thank you.  Disturbing that H&M are complaining about their safety, but say nothing to those who are bulling and threatening his brother and his family.
I love the part where jealous people comment on videos of people they are jealous of amd live rent free in their heads.
They want the world to think the BRF locked them in the Tower.
Someone please let us know the dislikes. 🤭
Can they dig the hole they are sitting in even deeper? Yes, they can.
I love the part where they are looking at their Archewell bank accounts and Meghan screams at Harry that there is only $ 100 left. It cracked me up when he told her to stay positive, they 
only had to give $5 to charity and could keep the remaining $95 all for themselves. Such a generous couple.
I love the part where the wife of the SPARE compares herself to the wife of the now King of England, what a sense of grandiosity, tears roll from my left eye....



I love the part where after bravely telling Oprah 17 lies including about Archie’s titles and not having their story straight on who said the the thing about Archie’s skin or when it was said 
(before they were married vs. while Meghan was pregnant), their first director quit, so they hired Rory Kennedy’s partner in film-making Liz Garbus to make this pile of narcissistic 💩. 
Then somehow… no idea how… must be a coincidence… Rory Kennedy’s sister Kerry was so moved by what she heard on Oprah that she cried one tear from her left eye and decided to 
give Harry and Meghan (the grifters not the Netflix documentary) the Robert F. Kennedy Ripple of Hope Human Rights Award, for standing up to institutional racism in the royal family. This 
prestigious award is only given to the most divisive, race-baiters who are brave enough to chat with Oprah and send moles to the palace to embarrass old ladies. What made it even more 
special was Alec Baldwin presenting them with the award at a fancy, black tie circle jerk where the CEO of Bank of America was also honored and Alec Baldwin didn’t even shoot anyone. 
Powerful stuff that made us all cry out of our left eyes. One tear: GO!
How many thumbs down are there?
I love how they’re using a photo of a Harry Potter premiere five years before they met! LMAO 😂😂😂
I love the part where people make dumbass comments and formulate opinions before watching even one minute of the series.

What toxic waste dumb the internet has become.

Harry you and Meghan can't even spell the word TRUTH, or must us all believe in "Your Truth" you pathetic and your wife as well. This is my truth and my opinion. She wish the paparazzi 
did follow her like the 2 of you pretend! She have to phone them to take photos or pay her PR to get into any newspaper or magazines, because nobody worry about her! She always try 
and out shine the rest. But no invites to the A listers party's wow it much hurt! How dare the 2 of you think we so stupid to believe anything you two have to say. Just get a live and don't 
piggyback on your family. You nearly 40 and you are like a little boy. No wander Chelsea have left you and the rest, because none of them wanted to play mommy to you. I hope your 
narcissist wife give you more problem and hard time. Because you a chop and she is a D rate cable artist none of us did know. She wanted the fame but not even your tittle can bring her 
fame. While you busy running your family down please drop your titles as well. Because then you will see the back side of the door quicker! It will slam in your face!
These two wouldn’t know the truth if it slapped them in the face. They are serial liars and Netflix has chosen to align themselves with the Despicable Duo. I hope this partnership is the 
ruination of Netflix and Haz and Meg. Netflix has aired some questionable programs and they have gotten so big that they think they can do whatever they want and face no 
consequences. Also, what has the Royal Family done that makes Netflix falsely represent them in a show such as The Crown. The bigger one gets and the higher one climbs, the greater the 
fall.
I love how they have the courage to show how hard their lives were while in there secure privileged home and jobs. Also how awful and victims when they were told they could not keep 
the perks of a job being a working royal.
They are so brave to tell there story and show me where my tax money went as I struggle in a cold house as cannot afford to put the heating on.
Please go away and live the PRIVATE life you claim to desire. You are making me cry, one tear out of my left eye!
I love the part where Meghan and Harry issue a public ultimatum to HMTQ, stamp their feet and leave the Royal Family because they can't have their cake and eat it too, then pretend that 
they don't understand what happened and refuse to take agency or accountability for their actions. I particularly love it when Meghan snaps her fingers for emphasis, she is so likeable 
when she does that.
I love the part where they actually finally tell their side of the story…I mean I havnt heard anyone else’s side yet but erm…wait
I love the part when they are queuing at the food bank. Oh, how moved To tears I was with the part when they are worrying if they can afford to pay their bills.
Why are they using Catherine and William’s photos, if this is a documentary on the MonteShito clowns? 🤡🤡
Does every comment start with I love the part where… r u all related ?
I love the part where Harry thinks he knows "the full truth" and tries to discredit everybody else, as if they are all liars, except for him and his wife, who blatantly told over 20 lias on the 
Oprah interview.
Buckingham Palace PLEASE release the details of the bullying enquiry on 7th December!



They hate people leveling criticism at them but they are quite happy to criticise every one else including the UK public who paid for a huge chunk of their wedding!  Why are they not 
directing this anger at the media who have actually created the misery for the women that join the Royal family.  Instead they sign up for a $100 million dollar contract with a media giant.  
Is that not somewhat hypocritical?  What about the letter she wrote to her father whom she had told one of her staff that it should start and end in a certain way to paint her in a good 
light.  Just in the event that it was leaked to the press!
39,711 dislikes
They had their PR teams ready for the video to drop which is the reason they quickly gained 5-7K likes. The ratio is still poor.
And he isnt even "the spare" Princess Charlotte is next in line to Prince George, not Harry.
😂😂😂
Over 37,000
I love the way they never once thanked British people for their kindness paying for their wedding, it brings new and updated improved and bigger diamond tears to my left eye
Lovable, dare I say! 😈
Bingo
It's like listening to the ramblings of two Paranoid Psychosis sufferers. They are truly deranged. I'm not even kidding. They had the world at their feet, but it wasn't enough. They are both 
Demented.
I love the part where NOBODY CARES what they have to say!   God help their children to become better people than their parents.
I love the parts where they time travelled back to 1938 to photograph a crowd of children waving flags for them for this trailer, whilst sipping tea with Queen Mother. I also like the part 
where they took a photo for the trailer of a crowd of people waiting for Katie Price outside court and passed it off as them being there for themselves.  So selfless.
I love the part where Harry and Meghan decide to show the Netflix crew each of their home’s 15 bathrooms in an attempt to be more relatable.
How dare you compare yourself to Princess Diana; you are nothing but an elitist narcissistic wanna a be.  And Harry; just a loser.
I love the part when they complain about social media and fake news and they use photographs from other events and suggest it was them. So transparent! Tear from my left eye.
love harry and  megan always xxxx
Let there be love healing and peace in this world. <3
I love that they have living a private life . That's why they wanted to leave the royal family, . Also I love the way they tell so many lies thinking we are all stupid to taken in by them.  It's a 
good try to blame everybody else for everything and anything. that's wrong in their lives.  I love how Harry was systematically  isolated from his friends, then his brother, father, family 
members and his country. Its called Coercion controlling another person. It does happen to men as well as women. .
I love the part where Lisa Lopes comes back to life (that would be amazing) and sings “Don’t go Chasing Waterfalls” to MM and H and before she leaves she pokes MM in he left eye and 
says “I’m the only, OG, Left Eye…fix yourself.”
These two weirdos needs shut up and go away like they said they would.  It’s clear to see that she is narcissist and Harry has not got the balls to stand up to her.  Harry needs to get a grip 
and grow up!!!!
Meghan is 1. Beautiful 2. Black. That is their issue here
Warum lassen sie uns nicht in Ruhe mit ihrem persönlichen Schmus



I mean, love her or not, you must give her credit, for her sense. She might be evil to you. She might be good to some. She might hold indifferent with many others...at least, give her her 
flowers, for being able to climb the crazy ladder of power!
The world in itself, is not for people who are not strong enough, to scale upon power. History has always taught us this - it is the way, the world goes;

Good or bad people: ONLY the strong survive.
When you play the game of thrones, you either live, or die. There is no middle ground...and that applies to everything else, in duality.

If she is good, time will out.
If she is a bad person, time will out.
It cannot be an in-between thing. 
Can we all just stop wasting our data, on people whose lives, are way better than many of us, so BoTheRed about people, who know nothing to zero of our existences...that we WASTE our 
time, commenting about everything they do. 

Jeez. Give it a rest. 

Must you always talk about it? And why so disrespectful all the time, some of us commenters? (And me.) With your fellow commenters? 

Because of who? Them?

Isn't there freedom of speech, or expression? There is. But we're killing ourselves over another person's ache or blessing so much.

They're bad? Fine.
They're good? Fine.
Time will tell us all.
Just, let's stop wasting data like myself... (still here) and just beat it. 
Beat IT!

🤣🤣🤣These two wouldn’t know the truth if it smacked them in the face! Look at the images in this trailer..the pap shot from a 2011 Harry Potter premiere? The deliberate fast editing 
to conflate pap activity specific to Diana…with Meghan. & is that the infamous Christopher Bouzy spouting race hatred? WHAT are you thinking Netflix to promote this narcissistic tripe?
What’s with all of these “I love the part…” comments??
Harry...trying to work through his mother's death. Sad. Why do this publicly and create a rift with his family?  Would be interesting to hear how the Earl Spencer and other members of the 
Spencer family feel about these memories being dredged up again on Netflix. How do they feel about Harry's trauma and his attempts to deal with this publicly?
How's the left eye holding up, Meghan? The trauma.
The only thing i want to hear from them in the future is do you want fries with that? The future of those two when people stop paying them to talk cr@p. What about an episode where 
they correct all the things they have said that have proved not to be true. Would have to make it a 6 part show.
GO AWAY!!!!
You are not wrong.
thats funny:goodvibes:



Too funny 😂
🤣😂
Actually they denied them access to their property which is the reason the 1st director quit. Everything is staged at an offsite location.
What was the last 1 she has issues. You are right with that 1. Both of these need to be mentally assessed by a phyciatrist ASAP. Trying to convince the world she's black when in reality 75% 
white so uses spray tan Look for the patchy pics online where her ankles are white. A habitual liar who destroys people for monetary gain. And keeps on about racist when in really she is 
the 1 causing divisions
Wow 😳 you are mad
I'm not a bot 🤣
Neither am I.
Nor me 😀
I will be canceling my subscription to Nutflix on December 15th.  Not entirely due to whinging harry and his lying, grubby wife, but mostly because of them, which illustrates this company's 
need for more discerning, professionals  making content decisions.
I love how after many years as a Netflix subscriber, Harry and TW inspired me to cancel my subscription. I am crying a tear from my left eye.
Is this a joke?
I love that.... I am not going to watch this load of shite..sorry Netflix.... a tear leaking out my left eye.
No one: 
Harry: Blames the media for his Mother's Death ; Colludes with the media to exploit his Mother's Death

Harry has range!
I really wonder if this documentary will cover how Meghan single handedly  discovered all antibiotics and invented the internet
I love the scenes best that showed that they had to use footage from Diana and Kate being chased by paparazzi, because they couldn't  find any footage  of Meghan ever being  chased by 
paparazzi!  So telling!!!
I love the fact that all these trolls think they can gaslight the nation with their false hatred and co-ordinated attack on Netflix plus YouTube comment sections  and push their false narrative 
that  somehow in 2022 they've won and bigotry and racial intolerance is a thing to be rewarded and celebrated . Hate to burst your bubble but most normal, well adjusted people, the 
global vast majority, love the fact that we are progressing towards a world in which racial equality tolerance and love between the races is celebrated. Most normal people celebrate this 
interacial marriage between a biracial woman to a white British Prince and view it as an enlightened step forward. Its been 59 years since MLK I have a dream speech and 55 years since the 
Loving v Virginia Supreme Court judgement. Its time to move on. To all the knuckle dragging mouth breather  leaving your " I love the part" comments PLEASE MOVE ON. The world is 
changing time to catch up.
I love the part where somebody said it was about race and hate. It’s a refreshingly rare perspective to hear these days, especially from an American.
Omg why won’t they just go away?! Seriously they are pathetic! These morons now who preach racism have no idea what racism is! People who lived during real racism where they 
weren’t allowed to do anything because of their race, the real hero’s against racism, these people are probably laughing at these snowflakes and their so-called oppression! People of this 
generation just want to moan and never actually do any work! If black lives mattered why don’t they sod off the Africa and help people there who don’t have basic necessities? Because 
they don’t want to do noble work they just want to moan and cry! Get a life you pathetic bunch of brats!
Canceling Netflix 😊
I love it how Harry is so in touch with reality about how NOT difficult his wife is and later accepts that the public had turned on them but only because they clicked on negative article about 
them
💕 💐 🥇🏆can’t wait for it



I love the part where they mention the suffering and pain of women marrying into the institution and didn't bother to ask Catherine or Camila if they were ok. It brought a tear from my left 
eye whilst siting in a $3,000 USD Hermes blanket.
I love the part where Harry has attempted to take ownership of his mother’s legacy away from her other son and his children. You know, the son who she loved, adored, supported, 
confided in and took pride in knowing she would be the mother to the future king of England. Go get em Harry.
I love the part where I was trying to downvote the video and YouTube tells me that I have lost internet connection to my device but yet when I try to upvote it works.
🤢🤢🤢🤣🤣🤣👎👎👎
Yay! A documentary series about Lucifer's fall from heaven!!!
Yeah I’m here for all this royal tea 🍵

It's weird that almost every comment starts with "I love" or "I love the part". Are those accounts even real? 😳 

Anyway I love the part where the Brits show the world how truly racist they are and love how Harry isn't standing for it. Just hope they don't off him like his mum for causing a ruckus.
We wish
She named the blanket "authenticity"! Now she sits in her authenticity.
Don’t forget Sophie!
 @Michelle Reynolds  Oh right. Sorry about that. Thank you!
I love the part where Meghans fan club are really misogynistic, sexist and constantly make cruel nasty remarks about Princess of Wales, because Meghan is boohoo jealous, brings a green 
eyed tear from my left eye
Why does everyone say left eye lol? Why left?
Don’t forget the Queen Mum - she seemed to do just fine, and Queen Mary - she thrived as well….nope Harry, it’s just your CRAZY wife.

 @Glynda A  Find the old footage from an interview she did where she said the producers were all so amazed that she could automatically produce a tear from her left eye in three 
seconds.  She said they would say, "ok, one tear, left eye, 3 seconds, go!" and she could do it right on cue.  She said it was "amazing" how she could do it like that, and no one else could.

I love the part when Harry, at the young age of 39, laments being « financially cut off » by his father and courageously decides to fend for himself using only his multimillion Trust Fund.
I loved the part where Meghan flew to Uvalde while it was literally still a crime scene so she could take pictures of herself. I’m sure the families were so grateful she was there to promote 
herself and take attention away from the victims. And after she got her photos, this multi millionaire bravely reached into her own pockets and donated a box of sandwiches to the grieving 
families, before returning with her motorcade of photographers and security guards back to her private jet. God bless her.

I love the part where Harry was so close to William and Kate and looked carefree and happy yet after becoming a Markle, he claims to be happier but looks sadder. One tear.. left eye
I love the part where Harry discovers that the women in his family have been mistreated, especially since Harry treated the sex workers so well during his heroic tour in Afghanistan. 
Itbrought a tear to my left eye.
I should not have been eating while I watched this
I love the part where Harry says they want financial independence and he keeps calling his daddy to ask for money to the point where Charles stops taking his calls!!
These to are the most privileged people and all they do is cry and play the victim. Enough of this, life is short go live your lives and be quiet. You are making all of the world not to care. Stop 
acting up like fools . Soon no one will know or care who you are . This is the United States of America we have no tittie's here they mean Notting.
Stop peddling Princess Diana’s legacy, leave her name out of M & H’s trash.
Ha if you click on the thumbs down it says feedback shared with creator 😅



KING CHARLES TAKE AWAY THEIR TITLES
Loved the part they fought against a Filipino small business owner who applied to  trademark Archewell first. Glad to know these two hired an Intellectual Property Expert.🤦🤷

P.S. Sugars, don't give me your race card or else I will be forced to squeeze a tear out of my left eye!
Jesus these comments are rough....if u don't like them don't watch it.
I love the part where Meghan confessed she actually wanted William but settled for Harry
I do have an element of pity for Harry he's become so bewildered and confused these days he doesn't seem to know his own name.
When Netflix asked for proof that the paparazzi were hounding them he gave them footage of Harry Potter instead of Harry Windsor.
I love the part where Netflix wasn't happy with a quarter million thumbs down, so they released pity party part 2 to collect more. So brave.
I love the part, oops I mean an entire episode, that was devoted to the sainted mother-to-be Markle and the precious way she cradled her holy bump with one hand, two hands, in mystical 
mudras that enlightened the world, and shone a light on her. Rapturous tears fell from my one newly-opened eye.
To the toxic duo, no longer will i subscribe to Netflops, nor will I watch any of your drivel and in the words of  MM ........single tear, left eye !    Go!!!!!
yuck. i hope this documentary flops...what a bunch of hypocrites these two are.
3-2-1 action 🎬 🥺😥😢😭😫 it's not fair, they're being horrible to us... blah blah blah 
Now where's our $100m??
I love the part that Megliar has turned a prince into a frog. Isn't it amazing? And now we know the 'frog' is in fact a spoiled brat who is as bad as Megliar.
Yes, I do remember that. I was so touched by it I had a single tiny tear from my left eye.

I remember reading about that for the first time and I said to myself “no way, even she wouldn’t do that!” And then the pics came out a little later in the day. Anything for a photo op. 😒
It was the gift of sandwiches that really caused my left eye to water.  Now I need a tissue…..
 @Chanel V  😂😂😂
I have a perpetual tear in my left eye thinking of M's staff generously going to Cosco for snacks. And the food was super cheap, which shows how careful m is in spending $$$. If I could cry 
in both eyes my face would completely hydrated.
This
On the another hand, Her father was so close in the hospital  after suffering a heart attach but she didnt think she should visit him.
totally!
Yes, and she so bravely kept that one tear dropping from her left eye. Not even one tear shed. So brave.
Actually, she did not reach into her pockets for the sandwiches.  There was someone else (The Red Cross?) who was getting ready to deliver the sandwiches and she begged them to let her 
make the delivery.  That wh-re has never reached into her own pockets for anyone but herself.
It absolutely infuriated me. My brother was killed in a school shooting. How dare she use the deaths of those children to bring attention to herself. I’m still burning over it 😡
Well said!
Oh that reminds of how they harassed a guy bc he wouldn't relinquish Sussex Royal. The are the worst.
I  believe that too😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
Of course. She's not necessarily attracted to either but she soooo wants to be queen 😁😆😆😆
Kudos to Netflix, the Mail Online are afraid to open the comments in case they get sued for allowing us to speak THE truth! 😪
🤣🤣🤣
😂😂😂
I like the shot of all the scary photographers that were photographing Michael Cohen at his trial.



🤣🤣🤣
I love other programming on Netflix, however, if Netflix airs this absolute vindictive attention and MONEY stealing  mocu-mentary, I will cancel my membership. Even the Crown series, has 
been handled absolutely deplorable, and full of misrepresented half truths: i.e. gaslighting. The Crown is just a gaslighting attempt at destroying the Royal Family. Now we have H & M 
continuing to destroy the Royal Family. Big mistake when  98% of the human population watched Queen Elizabeth's funeral. The sad thing is, people in general gave them the respect and 
listened to and weighed what H and M were saying what their horrible experience was in the family. Truth usually wins out in the end, and all we see is the Royal Family continuing to do 
good for others while H and M complain and demand money, titles, and gifts for themselves all while their staff continue to flee a sinking ship with a turnover rate comparable  to a fast 
food restaurant.. I am positive I am not alone in canceling NETFLIX. I suggest Netflix walk away while it still can. Even Henry Cavil has walked away from The Witcher...To lose Henry Cavil, 
something is rotten at Netflix and I think it's to the core.
I just love the part where Trevor and Cory tell their truth…. Or is that coming up in trailer number 3? 😳
I absolutely love the third part of the film where Meghan and Harry read these comments as the epitome of human depravity and share how hard it was for them to endure this lucrative 
abuse. Extremely upsetting, sad and unfair, let me check for a tear.
What's happened to the number of dislikes?  Usually you can see that but I notice that you cannot see the number today, despite people I know having clicked dislike.  Funny that!
Im not even putting this crap on for background noise while I clean the house. You would literally have to pay me to watch this. Great job, netflix.
I love the part where she exposed how racist the royal family is - a family so racist they literally walked her up the aisle themselves.
Pathetic! The minute she doesn’t get her way she pulls that race card!
Harry and Meghan the journey from royals to Kardashians.
I don't understand...when you and your wife will give back the titles that   represent so much pain 😂😂😂😂
Oh dear, poor H & M, go cry yourselves a river, starting with ONE TEAR , LEFT EYE 😂😂😂
The pap shot is from Harry Potter.     That’s just bad !    “ we know the truth” His / Her truth only!  Their truth will make them $$$$$$$.  But $ won’t make you happy in the end.
Amazing! I can't wait!
Boring, self-absorbed people whining on and on about all their made-up hardships. Looking forward to when they cash in their money and retreat to that private ife they claimed to have 
wanted. There is a reason I do not/will never have Netflix.
After reading all these comments, posted the SECOND this trailer went up- someone is paying for mass bots or people to trash them. Yeah people might not like them, but the pure hate, 
entitlement, and vitriol against strangers based on tabloid gossip- doesn’t add up to this level of logging on and commenting and attacking.
Meghan .. I always wanted to be a princess and be like Dianna .. 
She’s makes me sick
So well understandable that the comment section is fed with paid PRs who are hating on the couple. Same statement tweaked in a way.
Diana must be rolling. She would be so ashamed to see what Harry has done with his life. A pathetic whiny rich boy riding the coattails of his family while selling himself out to the media 
which his mother despised.
Money talks
Look at the part where they look back at a car following them? It's raining but the picture of them together in the car outside is dry.
Obvious moonbump!
I genuinly dont know if ur being sarcastic or not.
I love the fact that the family and British people that she called racists, paid 36 million for her wedding, gifted them money jewels house, flights, holidays, I love how Harry and Meghan 
never say thanks to the millions of people who wished them well, I love how they refuse to acknowledge that, brings a stone cold tear to my left eye
 @Rachel,L.  I'm still gonna dislike this video and just hoping that Netflix will show Megain how many people hate their nonsense bs...
…and one that they continue to run right back to for all major events and photo ops, like say, The Queen’s Jubilee!  So brave of them. Truly. Worthy of one tear, from my left eye.



I love the part where you slander the Royal family. You have claimed they are racist, as she did not. This is the problem when you read that newspaper that lost in court than watching with 
your own eyes. PS she didn't say the Royal family LOL.
 @Greenz1100  it's really funny to see how much u trying to defend Meghan even though she doesn't care at people of her mother's race at all. She never identified as a black woman and 
all her exes were also white. So chill the f out, she would never look at your type of guy twice...
Greenz correct she didn't say the Royal Family, she implied someone in the Royal Family made a racist comment. Thus throwing all of them under the bus. Gutless Matress Markle is unable 
to speak THE truth  only her truth, her revision of history is astounding
 @Kim Taylor  Get a life. You guys slander everyday, bully and spit racism all day. Then cru because they speaking get a life. I said what I said. 8th December is here.
All gingers look alike. 😂😂
Believe it, it’s real. 😂 no one likes them coz they lie so much
Bots don't have a sense of humour, or sarcasm. It's organic, not AI.
Are these "I love the part..." comments fake?
Ohh now you can’t see how many people dislike this??? How convenient!!!
I love the part where Meghan demonstrates what a "strong mother" she is by leaving a few-days-old Archie in the UK to cross the Atlantic Ocean and watch Serena play the US Open 
(something Serena's team asked her NOT to do). So brave! My left eye runneth over!!!
When I see how these two purpose driven encouraged humanitarians fell in love organically with each other I make some guttural sounds when I peel back all the layers of these feminist & 
empowered lovers with shared believes who once again use their voices to tell us about their global and purpose driven suffering.
I love the part Henry  constantly hurt both his 'much loved' Grandparents as they lived their last few years being ill and frail. Such compassion... such kindness it  gave me one tear left eye. 
You know Henry one day you will look back and see the hurt you caused and you will find many tears both eyes. I would feel sorry for you but you did so much hurt to your much loved 
Grandmother , you really did and the  world saw it
I love how they shared "classified information" that there is pecking order in the Royal family. Meghan found out she couldn't be Queen and that's what prompted their exit.

I love the part where Meghan was in South Africa visiting sexual assault victims living in poverty, and with one tear in her left eye complained that nobody asked if she was ok. That was so 
brave and kind to give the poor South African survivors a reality check by showing them what REAL suffering looks like. A single tear is trickling down my left cheek as I write this…
I love the part where Harry and Meghan say they want privacy, want to be able to share what they want to share, but sells the Royal families privacy off to the highest bidder. That's class 
right there! My left eye was seeping uncontrolled tears for them.
Lakalaklaka.
I love the part where Harry only decided that the Royal Family don't like women AFTER the public turned on Meagain!
So impressed with Harry's spectacular betrayal of all that he once cherished. How deeply ensnared he is with his Narc Warden masquerading as love. How pitiful it must be for his children 
to have her as a toxic mother, and how bonkers Harry's perpetually California-Stoned mind must swim. No regrets, no surrender: No quarter, mate. You HAVE crossed the Rubicon. You 
ARE loathed here. And your wife? No comment.
I love the part at the end, where harry on his bare knees asks his family for forgiveness and if he can come back to england... My left eye wouldn't stop crying..
Doo doo has hit the fan in the UK. I stand with Meghan because we saw daily the racist and bullying treatment of the UK press. The UK press are ruthless and mostly right wing. Watching 
her tour in Africa after her baby showed the mental impact the intrusive behaviour of the press had taken. Piers Morgan is still angry that Meghan CHOSE not to have anything to do with 
him. He has set out to destroy her in the UK.
“NO ONE KNOWS THE FULL TRUTH…WE KNOW THE FULL TRUTH” PERIOD! Jealous parrot like Vultures in the comment section seriously need to stfu!
🎉 I love the part where God takes these two and gives us back Diana! 🎉



I love the part where she lies in court papers about absolutely not having anything to do with Finding Freedom, then admits she forgot she wrote pages and pages of snarky material about 
her family to Jason Knauf to give to the authors. And got away with it - the Judge was probably inspired by her selflessness in writing a book and not taking any credit for it. Oh, the unsung 
talent!
I love the part that all the comments start with loving the part 😂
Wish they would just go away - he is a traitor to his father, his family, his country and the commonwealth
Evil, disgusting entitled pieces of trash !
1 tear, left eye ...GO 😂😂😂😂
Currently 35k
And Serenas mom gave her the cold shoulder 😂… and the bad vibes pouring from Meghanjinx gave bad luck so Serena lost 😕
And Meghan “treated” Serena’s husband to her own Sharon Stone display. The poor guy looked so uncomfortable!
But when Queen lizzy did this to Charles in 1956 to spend MONTHS in Australia with her hubby, y’all didn’t care.
 @JASON VARGAS reaching for some excuse …keep trying
@jasonvargas HM the late Queen didn’t leave her infant children, as they were born years before she ascended the throne. Also, her trip wasn’t a fake girls’ trip, it was actual fulfillment of 
her constitutional duties as sovereign.
 @JASON VARGAS  when you know better you do better
 @JASON VARGAS  is Meghan a Queen? the answer is a big fat NO
 @Rachel,L.  what does that have to do with anything? Lizzy could have brought the kids with her and chose not to, the way Diana insisted she be allowed to bring William on their Australia 
tour in 1983 yet none of you are admonishing lizzy for not being a nurturing mother.
 @JASON VARGAS  When Queen Elizabeth sells her soul and reputation to Netflix for millions that she doesn't even need, slamming her country, legacy and family, yeah we might take a 
look at her mothering too.
That was unforgivable.
Kind of like the hurt his grandparents and father caused his own mother?
 @JASON VARGAS  His grandparents didn’t hurt his mother.
 @JASON VARGAS  she hurt herself
 @JASON VARGAS  It was never one sided. Sadly marriages break down all the time. Most of us have experience of lose over someone we loved and most of us know it can get messy.  His 
mother hurt them all too.  Break ups are hard but doing it publicly is not helpful. Henry lies re loving his Grandparents..... He caused them hurt when they were so frail..... I loved my  own 
Grandparents and wouldn't have dreamed of causing them pain when they were getting very old and ill. Most folk wouldn't. Henry did it publicly with max upset..... Its mot good nor 
normal behaviour and one day he will realise!
 @Susan C  they knew about Charles being unfaithful to Diana and allowed it to happen and  did nothing to help Diana.
 @Fools Diary  his grandma allowed the future head of the Church of England to be an ADULTERER.
 @JASON VARGAS  Marriages end. People like you forget there's always two sides of the story, I've a feeling neither were perfect. However because Diana looked perfect to the public it 
meant to them she was perfect.
I'm glad neither his grandparents are alive to see this
 @Melissa Jane  how do you blame Charles being unfaithful to his wife on her? What kind of mental gymnastics is that? Do you blame domestic violence victims for being punched too 
because there is always two sides and nobody is perfect? 

Charles was the future heir and the future head of the CHURCH of England, as GOD’S REPRESENTATIVE and he’s an adulterer?
 @JASON VARGAS  Prince Charles had made peace with his mother, get your facts right, also she had a very generous settlement



 @JASON VARGAS  maybe he has gaelic blood, read the Torah, the Tanakh , the Old Testament, King David how many wives and concubines, King Solomon how many wives and 
concubines? get your facts right, sorry wasp/anglosaxon/roman culture is so toxic, they have strip clubs and trafficked women , plus trafficked victims, at least Tanakh and Old testament 
clearly states that is wrong. I cannot stand anglosaxonwaspcultureromanvatican hypocrisy.
 @JASON VARGAS  you obviously don't read the bible
 @Rachel,L.  nobody cares about Charles or his mother. We’re talking about Charles being the head of a church and being an adulterer and totally disrespecting his vows to Diana LONG 
BEFORE she ever returned the favor to him. And the entire royal family knew it and facilitated it and took his side over Diana’s despite him doing it first.
 @JASON VARGAS  BS
 @Rachel,L.  you obviously don’t read the Bible. Adultery is a grave sin. Charles as head of the Church of England has no claim to that role anymore. He defiled it.
 @JASON VARGAS  Grow up, do you realise how pathetic you sound, holding a grudge on behalf of a woman that died 25 years ago. Utterly pathetic
 @Aj Bd  God doesn’t care how long ago it happened. GOD will punish Charles.
 @JASON VARGAS  His Grandmother was not an autocratic ruler. She had very little power. The UK Monarchy are Constitutional  and have been since the late 1600's.  I think a lot of us 
don't have as much belief in the church as you do so we except marriages break down and BOTH Charles and Dianna committed adultery.  Doesn't the Bible (which I have read and know 
reasonably well)  say 'he without sin cast the first stone'? Wasn't Jesus all about love and forgiveness? He was to me I have to say.  I, as a Brit, have no problem with Charles being King and 
I remain a monarchist but not strictly a royalist  so probably see human failings different to you I am afraid.  I doubt I will ever wish to see the UK as a republic.... last time we tried that  
after 2 civil wars and thousands killed, as well as a King beheaded, religion came in with it and even Christmas was banned.  Needless to say it didn't last long and a King was invited back 
but stripped of being autocratic
 @JASON VARGAS  I don't condone cheating but it's also said she too had cheated so you know if that's true then obviously they both weren't perfect. It's obvious it was a marriage for 
convenience. I don't believe in God so won't comment on that 🤣
 @JASON VARGAS  Wait isn't getting divorced a sin? Because Megan's been married and divorced then married Harry. So isn't Megan a sinner too?
 @JASON VARGAS  Charles, Diana and Camilla were all adults. Do you really need Mummy and Daddy in law to tell your spouse how to behave? Anyway, apparently the Duke of Edinburgh 
was very against the situation- but again, Charles was an adult.
 @JASON VARGAS  there has been many books written on the affairs that Diana had before Charles had one with Camilla.  Her close friend said she bitterly regretted their divorce, they 
were on great terms before she died.
 @Susan C  yes, when you’re expected to take on the role as head of a CHURCH, I expect lizzy would have threatened him with imprisonment if he had a less than perfect track record. Lizzy 
herself never once cheated, though Philip did. But he’s not important and he’s not the head so he is irrelevant. Lizzy, Charles, William, whatever his eldest kid’s name is, etc. those are who 
MUST be perfect. Otherwise this whole thing falls apart and Charles is not legitimate because how can you say an adulterer is to be the head of a church? How does that make sense to 
anyone?
 @Patti Pawlowski  wrong. Charles had begun his affairs since before he officially married Diana. Diana found cuff links that Camilla gave Charles, with CC for their initials, on their 
honeymoon. She found love letters between Camilla and Charles on their honeymoon. These are facts.
 @JASON VARGAS  Jason, we all loved Diana when she passed, I still do.  But your naive version of two people's marriage hasn't evolved since the 1980's.  You need to read more recent 
info.  They were two flawed people, she had a lot of problems that were her own, not Charles'.  And the RF didn't destroy her or Meghan.
 @JASON VARGAS  No human being is perfect.
Give her 3 seconds
She showed who the real victim is 😂

 @Carolyn G  totally - and can you believe that even after this they put her in a housing unit (that looked suspiciously like the governors mansion with tennis courts and manicured lawns)
Give her a break, she was a newlywed and a new Mom with only day and night nannies, chefs, personal assistants, drivers and a plethora of other staff at her disposal!
My heart bleeds for her and my left eye manages to squeeze out another lone tear! 😪



You guys  ⬆ win!! 😂😂🤣 brilliant 😢..my single tear for the Harkles 😂
yes, pain is based on economics. Direct ratio of $ and tears. Celebrities dying of drug issues is because they are all having so much fun. wake up.
 @Nux Kamina I think you’re the one that’s asleep here
Yeahhh but Meghan's marriage was celebrated by millions of South Africans, just like how they celebrated when Nelson Mandela was freed. It must be the truth because she's never been 
caught in a lie... My left eye is leaking with joy...
Also gave Archie's USED clothing to women in need. Hermes blankets for her and used clothing for her peeons. How touching.
“Reality check”— priceless!  🤣🤣😆
she is so generous gave Archie's old clothes to South Africa's children , it's touching me so deeply I can't hold my left eye's tears.
Ufffff ... "The one tear in her left eye", sooooooooo predictable...😏😏🤡🤡🤡
And then went on and on about how hard her life is 😂
I’m South African we’ve got some real problems you narcissistic psycho

 @Des Res22  😂😂😂😂😂 you are absolutely hilarious if she was such a humanitarian why didnt she move to South Africa 😂
She could afford a stunning mansion over here with tons of housekeepers oops she needed to be in the states to remain relevant you poor thing Meg , nooooot🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @Sleepless in South Africa  
VOETSEK MEGHAN!
Two tears, both eyes! 😂😂
These comments !! You all are hilarious and making a tear fall from my left eye😂
 @Nynaeve W  I’m South African and don’t recall any dancing in the streets like we did for Mandela… must have been asleep or washing my hair that day. My left eye is misting up about 
“missing” such celebrations 😜
... with his Royal tail between his legs and his balls in his handbag! Tears from both eyes! 😂😂
Nah, give me Kate.  Much more stable.  More honest too, actually.
Well said!
🤣
why can't we see how many dislikes there are anymore?
I love the part where this trailer exploits Diana's death, just like Harry does.
Utter garbage
I love the part where they gave up a royal lifestyle where they could have made a difference to do this garbage. Canceling my Netflix subscription.

I especially love when Meghan became ‘a mom’ because she is superior to all other mothers to go before her and expects the audiences to chap and cheer her being a mom. Cringe!
2022 where the biggest loser is the rich prince pretending to be poor and oppressed with his mail order “bride”.
Meghan's tears looks so fake...and so does their expressions.
I just hope no one watches so Netflix cancels their contract
I love the part where they have an epiphany after reading the honest comments here.  They realise that hey we really are a pair of self entitled narc twats and vow to work on repairing all 
the damage they have done.
Trailer 2:  OMG - give me a freakin' break!  1 car is behind you and you feel threatened?  Do you need a sucky blanket?  You couldn't pay me to watch this dribble!  Go home!
I love the parts when Meegain shape shifts into Princess Catherine and time travels through a harrowing portal back in time.  It completely blows my mind.    I believe that Meegain should 
get an Oscar for her heroic performances.  Brings a tear 😢to my eye.  Oh wait …. 1, 2,3…. Go.  !



I love the part where both H and M don't realise they have spread so much negativity around the globe, so loving and caring these two.
The comment section is more entertaining than the netflix show ever will be
pathetic
This trailer is manipulative garbage.
I  love that the production team have edited in footage of the paparazzi filming anyone else but Meghan and Harry. It’s really adds a touch of drama to this work of fiction.

I LOVE THE PART THAT IT IS ABOUT HATRED, IT IS ABOUT RACE! PERIOD! SPEAK UP FOR YOUR FAMILY HARRY AND DON’T LET ANYBODY SHUT YOUR TRUTH! I’M STANDING WITH YOU!
I love the part where Harry and Meghan suck all the oxygen out of the room so the amazing innovators spotlighted by Earthshot do not get the full attention and support that they deserve. 
I also love how they try to suck any remaining air out of the room to hijack attention from the Princess of Wales's heartwarming carol service for charity on Dec. 15. They're just so 
authentically environmentally minded and charitable, it brings a tear to my left eye.
Thank you, Netflix, for leaving the comments open. Or is Netflix wants to let the world know how much people are annoyed with this couple. By the way we dislike MM not because of her 
almost white skin (although she tanned and use bronzers to look brown) but because of her character. Judge by the content of the character not by the color of the skin, that's what Dr. 
King said.
PROTECT HER??? THE ROYAL FAMILY DOES NOT ENGAGE IN PISSING CONTESTS WITH THE MEDIA. it doesn't matter who it is! Meghan wanted them to put out public statements and 
essentially change the way they address tabloids and bs. They wouldn't because it's pointless. And now she alleges they wouldn't protect her. This allegation is infuriating. I was so happy 
when a biracial woman was to be part of the Royal family. But then it turned out she was a complete psychopath. It is so disappointing.
You need to install a browser extension. Currently at 35k
Disgusting how these privileged people never stop whining and complaining. I canceled my Netflix subscription because of this.
Harry is a steaming pile of crap.
I especially love the part where Markle’s highly compensated PR team leads the British Population (& rest of the world) to believe that Americans love & respect Harry & his current 
spouse, which is not remotely true! After the Oprah interview and subsequent plethora of lies, Americans lost respect and any interest in these two, truth-adverse, fame obsessed, greedy 
frauds, who, incidentally lack the ability to get along with anyone, including her family, his family, staff, etc.
When we think that it can not get worse 🙄
I love the part where Meghan is walking up and down outside Buck Palace just to get attention.  so stunning and brave from a woman that was being stalked.  I've never cried so much out 
of my left eye.
I especially love the part where these two stunning &  indomitable heroes ban holidays for all the poor people  of the world because the yahoos polute the air (while climbing into their 
private yet to fly from Washington south to Washington north). They are so brave. They care.
This documentary is going to be bad bad bad news for Harry and Meghan. I can see it now
I love the part where they whine about the Palace not doing enough to make sure Meg didn't have to face any accountability for her bad behavior. Also love the part where Harry whines 
about the "press" and the invasion into his, his mom's, his wife's privacy in a "drama" specifically made to invade his family's privacy. Fortunately we don't all have family members with this 
much access to broadcast resources. Otherwise revenge videos would be the only media out there!!



el fondol es que      meghan quiso  imponerse  en la monarquia. y hacer  las cosas a  su modo.   y ahí ,es donde  se aplica el tal racismo.. segun la jerarquia  de la monarquía esto no puede  
darse  de esa forma como  meghan queria  instauran su propia  agenda y su oficina  . la   agenda  de meghan,  que ella quiso imponer.. no era compatible.  con las normas de la corona y es 
el detonante del racismo..  una cosa e s la corona,  y otra  la familia que compone la corona. todos su miembros  lo saben y respetan esto de la jerarquia.y llega esta mujer   que junto con el 
apoyo de harry  quisieron imponer estas  nuevas  leyes o normas. y eso no se le permitio...  y ahi meghan  es  donde   TRINA LOS DEDO.. o sea que mientras   la gente  los aplaudia   y los 
festejaba  todo  hiba  bien.. pero cuando ellos quisieron imponerse  ahi empezo el conflicto... ellos  igual hombro  a  hombro  con la reina..  o con los principes de  gales.. pero eso no 
funciona  asi...  y eso  realmente  son los reclamos... pero  harry sabia que eso no puede ser  asi.. pero claro  como dijo .  LO QUE MEGHAN, QUIERE ELLA LO CONSIGUE..  Y    a esto se  le 
suma que  despues  ellos renuncian  por que no pudieron hacer  su voluntaD  y les retiran la membresia d e sus titulos  que no los pueden utilizar...  pues  ahi fue troya  peor... y  claro el 
libro de reemplazo.. ahi esta  el acertijo... lo otro  de  fotografos  y fotos  invadiendo su privacidad  y eso  de  que no los protegian  ya esO ES, como  una forma  de  inspirar  lastima  y 
victimismo..  pero la cosa  no es por ese  lado...  la cosa  es   EL PODER.. PODER..  y se estan vengando  por que  meghan no pudo obtener  lo que queria..   y   al parecer  harry tambien esta 
de acuerdo con todo esto  por que el tambien se sentia  un repuesto....JUKMMM QUE COSAS. y tal vez  ellos  asumieron esto como racismo  que   no deberia tener  agenda  propia .. por 
segun ella  su color  de  piel.. jummm que cosas... la cosa es por otro lado    defintivamente  ella queria  ser  una   reina  una princesa  estar  de igual a igual que  la reina.. que  william  y 
kate.. pero las cosass  no funcionan asi  en ninguna   monarquia del mundo... joder
I don’t want to watch this trash. I watch Netflix for entertainment or educational but this has nothing!!! Just trash.
Lets call it for what it is. Harry doesn't want to work like the other Royals, loves just being in california playing rich man polo, sheltered in an elitist enclave. Meg also is happy being a 
someone who can live her ultimate dream of big mansion and money. This has nothing to do with the RF. Complaining is their niche.  As newlyweds and young parents,  they look 
miserable.
Am I supposed to feel bad for these victims of… what exactly? Immense privilege and wealth? NOT GOOD ROLE MODELS. Do better, Netflix.
“We want a private life” but let’s tell the public and press bout our private life…hello???
yeahhh, they are  cashing that royal cheque from netflix!
Netflix got the title wrong on this. It should read...  'Harry & Meghan | Official Trailer Trash'.
Those 2 are disgusting human beings open your eyes @Netflix
You don't have to worry unless you have something to hide 🥸🤯🥺😳🤪 . Proud of you Harry and Meghan ❤ 
Hmm, they even get Christophy Bouzy to comment.  There's a bigger story behind that man and hopefully one day we'll get to hear it.
Боже, Меган налево и направо продает семью Гарри ради получения прибыли, а Гарри очень глуп. Где семья Меган?
@netflix, I might just cancel my family’s subscription, YOU’RE PRODUCING CRAP RIGHT NOW ANYWAY! I cancelled Spotify because I could not believe they gave that idiot all those millions 
to produce trash. I listened to the first episode and it was ridiculous. I imagine it will be the same with this series except I’m not watching even the first episode. Read the room before you 
go bankrupt!
Yeah, wearing the "End World Poverty" bag and parading up and down outside the Daily Mail offices!  Pap me, please, pap me! 😏
Oh the bravery of those two. The British Royal Army must be so proud of how one of their veterans is completely crippled by a little ink on paper. Should make the UK feel so secure at 
night. So much for “death before dishonor”.
 @Des Res22  and wore rain boots , like a farmer works hard in the filed ,it brought one tear to my left eye !
That's why after the Queens death they pleaded with Netflix to delete some of it But they refused. The King and Prince William are fighting back this time. I don't recon either will be 
coming to the UK again or arriving at any Castles KARMA
I have come to the inescapable conclusion that Netflix really, really, really hates the Harkles! And who could blame them?
I love how Meghan sing I made you look for the outro that was so inspiracy

I wish there was something I could do for these "Royals", if not for the fact that I've got to go to work and my ancestors kick these pretentious sons of b**** out of America in 1776!



No one knows the full truth; we know the full truth.  If what they are saying isn't a lie, then there would be many others that would know the full truth, now wouldn't they?  I suppose, if 
your making things up as you go, you would be correct about only the two of you knowing the full truth.
War of millionaires. Thousands of children die of hunger in the world, thousands of women suffer violence, thousands of people make exodus from their countries, crossing dangerous 
roads to have a better quality of life. And, a weeping prince complains about his privileged life. Stinky Netflix
Love that part where she had only one family member at the wedding 💒
What a pile of crap
It’s honestly a talent to be this privileged yet behave like nobody in the world has it worse than them
A trailer about trailer trash. Netflix be wise, dump them. This isn't going to get you subscribers
I love the part where every comment in this comment section begins with “I love the part”😭
35K dislikes. Netflix you never learn do you? People would rather watch Dahmer and Wednesday than this narcissistic sociopathic garbage, you let this lunatic convince you to film. And 
Markle, you can keep trying, people see through you. Your biggest mistake was that you thought we were dumb. Now suffer the consequences, go wipe your nose into that hideous animal 
abusing Hermes blankie. You absolute revolting Vulture
I love the part the part where they pretend to want privacy yet seek the limelight at every opportunity
Not every person is perfect. These days society want us all to be perfect. But the truth is everybody can make mistakes even Meghan and Harry, even the RF. The best thing that we can do 
right know is to learn from each other and become the best version of ourselfs and to stop giving hate to each other because NOBODY can eventually heal, learn and grow from all the hate 
they recieve or give. I hope the people in the comments that right now react and read with all lot of hate will remember that.
I hope one day we will move on from this hate.
I love the part where at the end of the reality show, Hapless turns to MeGain and says "what do we do now my love, we went woke and now we're broke!"
OMG huge waterfall tear, left eye! 😪
I love the part where Meagain believes she’s the next Diana and pitches both her darling sons against each other. Destroying her oldest son and grandson’s future. So heartbreaking, so 
painful, so cruel, worthy of a Netflix villain
Interesting how an American might just bring the Brits down a bit!!! 😂😂 God works in mysterious ways, doesn't He? Well, the Queen's second biggest mistake was allowing Charles to 
be King! She should have skipped him and let William be King. Her first mistake was how she didn't help Diana in her distress with Charles. BIG mistake, worse decision by Queen ever. I 
respected her work ethic but she never disciplined Charles so he felt entitled to do whatever he wanted because he knew one day he would be King. If the Queen had put her foot down 
about his side piece, Charles would have dumped her and maybe he could have saved his marriage and Diana would be alive today to see her grand babies! Sooo sad for Diana so I say, 
bring 'em down Harry & Megs!!! 🙌🙌🙌😆😆😆
I love the part where meggy is minting millions by showcasing what a victim she is and living in a million dollar montacito mansion
All the hateful trolls and the bots in the comments are going to be looking real stupid when this docuseries reveal the bot farms and social media smear campaign created to destroy 
meghan and spread hatred/lies. People's eyes are really going to be open now. Happy for harry and meghan getting to tell their own story.
Well, what you have here is a c**t, and by his own admission, a spare c**t !
Literally the dumbest thing I've ever seen.

And I've seen a lot of stupid.

A hierarchy?!  YOU DON'T SAY.
Yes she calls the royal family and the british people racists ..but did not invite the black side of her family to
that spectacle of a wedding as she called it .
GOD SAVE THE KING.🇬🇧🇬🇧🇬🇧🇬🇧🇬🇧



It’s not hate, it’s mockery. Learn the difference.
😅
You act like Harry and William have no agency of their own and Meghan is this master manipulator who did all this on her own.
You have no idea how it works do you. 😂
I'm cancelling my Netflix I'm done if they are allowing harry the traitor and TW to put down 4 BRF considering how much care love and welcome they gave to Harry's wife this is 
DISGUSTING BAD marketing from Netflix. Oh harry saying that his family is the family that meghan never had. Pppfffff LMAO Harry Is a HYPOCRITE HARRY LIES RACHEL LIES. ALL 
2GET$$$$$$$$$$ DISGUSTING DISRESPECTFUL that's who Harry and Megsy are!!!! 🤬🤬🤬🤬
They want to be victims so badly.
Will Netflix be providing barf bags like the do on airplanes?
I love the part when the South Africans danced in the street comparing her to Nelson Mandela !
I love the part where she thinks she’s a rockstar and having Boosie in it is outrageous, cry me a river out my left eye, don’t try to tell us we don’t know the truth because we do it’s just not 
your truth! Netflix is embarrassing itself putting this trash out! Why hide the dislike numbers if it’s a world event?
Yall want Meghan to be wrong sooooo bad.  Why is it so hard to believe that the world's biggest colonizer has some institutionalized racism? Like, that's kind of foundational to the 
takeovers... yall weird.
I love the part where Harry said being in the royal family was like living in The Truman Show so he moved to the US to be a private citizen and invited cameras to follow him everywhere. 
What a guy!
"We are only one plane crash away from the throne." - Meghan, Dutchess of Sussex
"She's only one comment away from a car crash." - Chief of MI6
What a comedy. Just like Amber low rated dateline show. Give it up and live in privacy ad you keep saying. Anything for buck $ harry ? 🤣
I loved the part where she was caught on camera bullying an aide sent to collect her flowers during the funeral walkabout. One tear left eye for all the Sussex Survivors out there.
I love the part where they have to use images of the press chasing down Kate or Chelsea Davy but they couldn't produce a single image of that of Meghan Markle. And they had to use 
other images to fake it.

I love the part where they tried to stay half in/half out - for the perks but not the work and when they were told no, the Royal Family became a horrific institution they had to escape from
I love the part where Harry says “truth, we know the full truth”! With one tear from my left eye, I ask, who’s truth? Recollections may vary and I love the photo with the press from the 
Harry Potter opening... 😢
These two are such a joke!  They are right up there with the rest of the reality shows ~ pure BS!!
I love the part where Harry is telling everyone that there is a hierarchy in the Royal family, wow a hierarchal monarchy who woulda thunk it!
‘the pain and suffering of woman marrying into this institution’ 🤔🤔Kate and Sophie are doing pretty well‼
Nothing says compassion (as stated on Archwell Foundation) like trashing & bashing your family to the highest bidders
I love the part where …
I love the fact that people are so closed minded to the fact that the royal family are into dirty corrupt shit. I just think it’s a powerful tool to be able to separate your feelings and asses the 
whole situation
Meghan Markle vs. Amber Heard - Battle of the sociopaths and the lives they've destroyed.......that's a documentary Netflix should be making.
Same I cancelled the other day
😂 still not over that one



If they are racist then why is she hellbent on carrying the racist titles as her identity. How is she a self proclaimed feminist comfortable with using a coloniser s racist title as her only 
identity. Don't u dare reject that she does not care for the titles.
Another thing if they are racist why did she want to have "half in and half out" step if they are racist. Though this demand was rejected by the family.
Any one with an ounce of backbone and pride will spit on the racist titles but here she is still clutching to the title bestowed by the racist institution.
 @Prriya Singh  chile please..... first of all, simmer down a bit.
Second, anyone who has married into a family who is connected to a larger institution knows that some compromises and concessions you make for the sake of your spouse. Third, I would 
add that you can be subject to the allure of a thing and still see/acknowledge the dysfunction or harm of that thing.  The two aren't mutually exclusive.
@Prriya Singh  I think "identity" is really subjective.  So, unless Meghan is your homegirl (meaning you know her personally) and when you text her she refers to herself in the third person 
by that royal title, then you might be putting a dub on it.  THAT'S what I'm saying. 🤣 you are truly cracking me up.  Like, the hype is on level 10.  What TIME is it where you live, because it 
ain't even 1030 AM here yet 🤣🤣🤣
@Prriya Singh  Where is the mockery??  You keep making the same point over and over and I've addressed it.  I'm a part of an institution and I disagree with some of their practices. I hold 
a title tied to that institution.  I use that title when I have to.  It is a part of my work, it's not my identity.  You don't seem to be willing to accept that two things can be true.  You also seem 
to feel a lot more strongly about this than I do, so I'm going to assume you personally know one or more of the people involved. I'm also going to assume that you have never had to work 
within the confines of a dysfunctional institution for one reason or another, which may be why the points I'm making are being missed.  I'll tap out at this point.  All the best to you and 
yours.  Enjoy the holidays and have a beautiful 2023.
Naa it became "Racist" for poor Megan
Exactly, Susie!
EXACTLY THIS!!!!!
it brings a capitalist tear merching down my left cheek
Be fair though - the British monarchy has only been around for 1,200 years so he probably hasn't had time to get his head around the concept.
I love the way Meghans fans call Meghan qween brings a fantasist tear to my left eye
Even Meghan was that's the reason she comfortably spent 1 million dollar on her wardrobes.
All this out of spite because the queen rejected your ludicrous half in half out demands. Tear. Left eye. Go.
I stopped the trailer from playing but came right for the hilarious comments.  That phoney's acting sucks!  It's no wonder why she never secured any leading role during her days as a third-
rate starlet.
Why we never see her family only her mother who served time in jail for fraud? And one of her friend christopher bouzy is biggest racist and bully himself?
I love the part where people have opinions about something they haven't seen. I love it more that the haters will be watching it but deny they will.
I love how these two chancers think they have the world fooled when we can see right through their lies and manipulation
Garbage people. Everything you touch turns to shit. People see through you. You are pathetic and you will fail.
Imagine being two of the most privileged people on earth and going on TV to pathetically whine about how people were mean to you. There is a war in Ukraine, and women are defying 
torture and death in Iran to protest their freedom, yet these two lunkheads think the world needs more sad rich people tears. Get bent, Hazbeens.
I love the part where netflix played a blinder and had these two thinking they were doing a documentary. When really netflix only wanted a good laugh at the comments. Terrible when the 
comments are way more interesting than the preview 😂😂😂
Stop whining, get a real job and go away. No one cares Harry. We are sick of you and your wife. STFU already!
The incredible story of how far a man will fall for a pretty face and his mother’s perfume.
The best part is the one where Netflix realizes they should have never have given a platform to the former cable TV actress and her former prince of a husband.
I love the part where Harry enlightens us on there being hierarchy in monarchy systems; WHAT A REVELATION!!!



As an immigrant here in 🇺🇸 even I can see for what she is and her agenda. So tired of these two constantly in the news here 🇺🇸 with their whining. Imagine at the height of pandemic and 
they feel the need to tell us “their truth”. Okay we got it only your truth and we’re supposed to believe it. Okay Megain Amber Heard I heard your truth from Oprah. Now can you go away 
and live as private as possible. I’m so tired of these two habitual liars constantly popping on news but since the us media is so keen to feeding us garbage. I will deactivate my Netflix, not 
watch anything or read anymore of these two liars.
What HAVE you done Harry?   
If we are nothing else in this country we are TOLERANT of ALL races.
Your wife is playing on your weaknesses regarding the loss of your mother and you being unable to cope with being, what has always been referred to as, the spare.
I love the ending where Netflix bosses wave Mr & Mrs Windsor out of the door and break down in laughter afterwards. Seriously brilliant finale!
LOSERS 😂🤮🤮🤮🤮👎👎👎👎💩💩💩💩💩💩🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
I love the part where all the people see right through Harry and Meghan! Well done 👏
What has happened - I thought they wanted privacy? 😅
We want our privacy....so, if you'd just set the cameras up in the living room....
Me too
Twitter is that way ➡
that's definitely the best part!!!
So many vipers, got damn!  😂
Princess Diana unfortunately is not here to approve or disapprove of this. How dare he. Absolutely disgraceful
Now that you released your “documentary” and we still don’t feel sorry for you WILL U PLEASE JUST GO AWAY???
I love the part that the people on this comment section don't break the chain.
Keep going
I love the part they missed about how a yacht girl made good- on coke and her knees.
Why is every commenting "I love the part"?
I love the part where Meghan was so brave to bully her disabled sister , and how her father was set up , she is such a inspiration for black woman like us , that she only invited one black 
woman , her mother to her wedding, brought a tear to my left eye 👁 😂
Love the part where they show their family and friends Chris bouzy and their lawyer!  Sad pathetic much!
I love the part where Meghan walked back and forth in front of the Daily Mail offices for hours until somebody finally got up and took her picture to put her out of her misery.
I love how they have been exposed for using fake clips in both the trailers.... have they no shame.
Was completely overwhelmed at Meghan's selflessness when she took a day off  from Couture shopping to visit children at a Harlem school. Announcing she was a Princess and wearing 
thousands of dollars worth of clothing and jewlery she treated them to a reading of her book "The Bench."  She was so incredibly generous  by donating enough books for all of the 
children!! .... and then asked the teachers to include a note asking for a $5.00 donation to a charity..which turned out to be hers... in the children's  folder they take home each day. SUCH a 
Humanitarian!!  So giving!!  I squeezed half a tear from my left eye.
This is a bad branding for Netflix. Netflix should  focus on more  quality, smart,  and elegant works like HBO, Apple, even Hulu is more selective than N. I know many people would watch 
this because it's cringe, because it is so weird to watch  two adults posing as they are very sad front of the camera.
Shame on them. Narcissistic behaviour it’s clear from the Sussexes. Something is really wrong with them.
It's got nothing to do with race & everything to do with a pair of self opinionated, entitled, Narcissists.
Vile. The most privileged clowns on Earth complaining about people who work for a living. What they did to the Queen (I still see her sitting there alone at the funeral) is unforgivable. A vile 
pair. And Shame on Netflix !
What a load of Bollox!    Netflix, you've been duped. 😂😂🤣🤣😂😂🤣🤣😂😂 Pair of Grifters. 😎😎



I love how this trailer is even more "popular" than the last one. Tearing from a left eye.
I love the part where Netflix had to release a new trailer because the first one got ratio’d so bad.
idk why there's so many people hates to know the truth and bashing them
All the brits are out with their popcorn and cup of tea waiting ,wonder why they are so popular ,even though you guys clam to hate them ,just want to see they face on something to start 
watch and typing this documenty is gonna be lit because i know the so call haters are waiting to enjoy the show.
Imagine her father just gave one interview abt her and she kicked him out of her life. She forgot all her sacrificed for her to thrive in her life.
Now she is doing what she blamed her father for. SELLING HER IN LAWS DESPITE EVERYTHING THEY DID FOR HER. BUT SHE CAN'T SEEM TO LET GO OF HER IN LAWS LIKE SHE DID TO HER 
FATHER.
Don't forget about Oprah too ;)
🥴🤡 her disabled con woman sister who sold stories to the press and her loser dad. Yes..Im sure a dumb unaccomplished racist like you would identify with that trash. 🥴
 @Prriya Singh what did her in laws do for her? Sounds like they all were against this marriage on the basis of her being a half breed, unlike their pure Anglo breeds
I loved the part where bravo Megsy admitted that her memory had failed her and that’s why she committed perjury in an English court of law. I totally understand how easy it can be to 
forget numerous meetings and emails instructing an employee to leak specific information to a writer. Her authenticity makes my left eye weep.
 @Wander Woo    Meghan? Is that you?
 @JASON VARGAS  so against the marriage that they forked out £32 million for her wedding, plus gave her a multimillion pound property and spent £1 million on clothes for her in the first 
year alone?
 @JASON VARGAS  this is such a biased view. Watch the trailer and see how British ppl showered her with love in their own words.
 @Lolly DC  because they were forced to do so because of tradition. Notice how Andrew is still loved by the family despite the horrible things he did with his friend Andy Epstein?
 @Prriya Singh  you mean like how the same publications published titles like how selfish Meghan was by cradling her pregnant stomach because it was a slap in the face to those women 
who can’t conceive but how loving and a natural mother Kate was  for doing the same? Or how Kate was being healthy for eating avocados but Meghan was evil for supporting the drug 
wars in Mexico who have infiltrated the avocado farms?
I wonder why she didn't have her mom walk her down the aisle?  It is not unusual to do that.
 @JASON VARGAS  wrong again - the only ones who “had to” have a massive state wedding was Charles & William as they are heirs to the throne. Princess Beatrice (who was next in line to 
the throne after Harry at the time) had a small private wedding. And Andrew has essentially been fired as a working royal by the family, forbidden by Charles to appear in public and 
shunned by all of them except his daughters. The only time they reconciled is for the Queen’s funeral.
... with the "End World Poverty" bag strategically placed on her shoulder!
Tears from both eyes!
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂

Lauren, remember, she didn't give each child a book.  NO, she generously gave their parents the opportunity of paying $5 for each book. So kind. Brings a tear to my left eye.🤑🤑🤑
Is that real?Must be, it is something she would definetely do😂😂😂😂
Didn't she also leave a box of mouldy fruit and veg.
 @Linda Hartman  No she didn t???!!!!!! That is even for to low
I especially loved how, later on, some of the parents burned the vouchers on fb video
its all a coordinated social media hate campaign. meghan comment sections are usually full of paid trolls and bots.
You think we're going to watch it? No, no, no. We're all just going to watch the trailers, comment on them, and let netflix take the economic wrap.
 @senecasgroupie  OMG! How naive are their sugars. 😂
Oh dear....



 @Cream Crackered  Sadly, very.
Sorry, but “their” truth is not “the” truth. Shame on them. If the RF does not swiftly move to get them and “their” children removed from any titles, then the RF deserves to suffer from Mr. 
and Mrs. Spare…
I love the part of Christopher Bouzy showing up in Harry and Meghan's lovefest.  Confirmation of his involvement with the Harkles that we've all known for years.
Basically, this is M&H crying about how they are not as protected as W&K?  That W&K were elevated?  There is a hierarchy and the crown needs to protect it.  So when is the part that 
M&H realize they are not queen and king??
They are disgusting
Do not even try to compare megan and Diana together. “I was afraid of history repeating itself”… good heavens. He married a C rated actress who identified as a victim and craves the lime 
light.
I love the part where he ghastly claims the existence of a "hierarchy" within the Royal family... you mean to tell me there's a pecking order in a monarchical system??? Is he next going to 
tell us they all have different titles too? No friggin way!!
So if marrying into the family means you get followed then how is racism involved with Meghan. Kate went so many years being waitey katey and all other names and now people love her. 
Princess Di is fawned about sooooo Meghan gets a great start and then it changes so racism…
I love the part where King Charles takes away their titles and 'Frogmore' and packs up their S**t and ships it to America,
The height of narcissism, anyone?
I love the part where the couple who had to escape the UK to keep their privacy just happened to have a Netflix cameraman in their house at every critical juncture in their bull shit 
narrative.
Will definitely be watching. Can’t wait for the truth ❤❤

I like the part where Meghan's team wrote fake news headlines suggesting that both Catherine and Meghan touched their bellies but only Meghan was criticized. Actually, we have only 
seen Catherine touch her belly while WORKING maybe twice into her 8th or 9th month, whereas Meghan was litetally belly cupping her pubic bone while working on a royal tour! 
No other woman has ever behaved that way in public. So yes Meghan, people are still perplexed by your very odd behavior. But you, the sister in law from hell, lied to the world by twisting 
the facts into fake news headlines pitting yourself against Catherine in an effort to make the world think you behaved 'just like Catherine' which we all know to be FALSE. 
No self respecting woman would ever behave the way you did during that season. All the lies have backfired, and here we are with left eye tears.
I love the part where they’re expecting Kardashian reality show-level fame but they’ve Benjamin Button-ed it; becoming less famous (more infamous), less wealthy, less welcome in social 
circles, less followed by paps. Just waiting on the sex-tape now, I guess 
Why include images and videos of other people suffering!! It's your documentary no? Make use of your own content. Don't make other people re-live their trauma!! Its supposed to be 
their story no? Why keep doing things that make it harder to defend or trust them
For those that can't see the ratio, I'll update when I can.

8.2K Likes
34K Dislikes

If you search for "YouTube dislike extension" you should be able to add it to chrome.



I love the part where Meghan praises her black side , yet her mother was the only black person at her wedding, she is so passionate about her black heritage she didn’t even go to her black 
uncles funeral 😢brought a tear 😢to my left eye 👁 

I also love where Megan says she was hounded by the paparazzi yet she had to use the princess of Wales paparazzi photos😂 Because Netflix wasn’t able to find any photos of the 
paparazzi chasing Megan anywhere, she wasn’t even known in USA, I would know because I’m American and I’ve never heard of her😂
Yes, I want to watch it so bad, I don't think I can wait. Ohhhh yess!!
no one asked you to say these rude things to Meghan and Harry. Just Leave them alone and let them live.
I love the scene where Meghan tells the 19 dead children of Uvalde that they should be thankful that a kind woman like her used them for self publicity after flying there with a camera 
crew on a private jet
I love the part where no one knows the full truth, but they know the full truth
Thank you ☺
THANK YOU SOOOO VERY VERY much really appreciate that. 😊🙏
Currently:
9.1K Likes
41K Dislikes
It was actually Harry Potter press photo from about 2011. Megsy, you couldn’t get one more current? People might think nobody’s interested gasp
Am I reading all these paid comments like " I love the part" ? How much did they pay to write these comments?
I love the part where they want privacy yet did a documentary about their private life 🤧
I love the part where Harry talks about the “planting” of stories. He’s truly at the forefront of environmental conservation and his efforts bring a tear to my eye. Such an advocate and 
strong voice.
I’m speechless😮😮😮
Using paparazzi footage of Katie Prices court case is one heck of a fall from grace. Get real netflix for goodness sake.
Ha..ha..your pains n my pain in nort the same with this fake face 2 bastard who didn't have anything 2 said good about the people who cater them with lavish style...listen worry about 
hunger..
Murder child molested not worry about this 2....
I love the part where Netflix’s own Climate Advisors and an ex UN Climate Advisor contacted Netflix to disapprove of the release of the trailer on Earthshot day as Netflix is supposed to 
support environmental issues. Left eye is flooding with laughter as they put victimhood and dollars above climate change.
Idk what sorority is in the comments but funny joke haha
I can't understand why it bothers so much that they give their own version. It's their life, they owe nothing to anyone. What is the problem?It is well known that the British were, are and 
will be racists.The difference is that now this attitude of the royal family and the British is more evident and times have changed and for this reason it is less tolerated. Danny Baker is the 
author of "The Royal Baby Leaves the Hospital," not Meghan Markle. And that image went around the world while the British applauded him standing up in the theater. All my admiration 
to Prince Harry for defending his wife and his children and not being complicit in structural racism.
Tears from left eye
I loved the part where I opened the comments section
I love the part where Netflix used clips of photographers from other events to make Harry and Meghan look loved popular and persued, none of which is true. Pure gold.



Netflix:
Vol I: 8 Dec
Vol II: 15 Dec

Everyone:
8 Dec: Volume Off
15 Dec: Volume Off
What an inspiration Harry truly is. Despite wanting privacy and being traumatised by clicking cameras he overcame the odds and allowed a Netflix crew to follow him 24/7
I wonder if they're planning to release footage of his "Royal Bowel Movements" also?
PS. I nearly forgot!!   one tear left eye. 😪
Professional victims
Harry and meghan are Proven Liars
00:45 my sims when I forgot to visit them for 3 years
I love the part where.......erm  hold on,  sorry I couldn't bring myself to watch such rubbish, went straight to the comments  😉
It's insane to see the  sarcastic hate messages that are left here. Meghan and Harry are great people. I love them both. they are consistently harassed. Now, to those bots or sad ppl that 
always leave negative comments on messages praising Harry and Meghan. May God bless you 🙏
WHAT ARE WITH ALL THESE HATEFUL COMMENTS ???? Are all of you on the royals pay roll ? Jesus lord 😂😂😂😅😅😅😅
Everybody in the world is racist. Each race is tribal and wants their own to thrive at the expense of the others. Period.
British are not racist, just look at the demographics of Britain. The problem is the lies they are telling, stupid people believe the liars..
From a Harry Potter premier 5 years before they met!
Did you see photos from their faux “Royal tour” of NYC? My left eye was overworked from tears of laughter!!! There were more paid photographer and bodyguards than any royal “fans”. 
In fact, any pedestrian traffic that saw the convey of cars/photographers/bodyguards looked amused and/or embarrassed.
As well as the Katie price and Michael Cohen photos they used in their false narrative. Unbelievable
Thanks for pointing this out. I have a single tear in my left eye just thinking how creative m is in highlighting unknown photographers working on other projects.
Some of you really need a dictionary to look up the difference between mockery and hate.
I love the part where the entire comment section is filled with "I love the part..."
Lovinggggg the part where Meghan showed up in the Netflix trailer with heavy kohl on her eyes in a sweet nod to Princess Diana's Panorama interview
I hope the BP lawyers are waiting.   They will be the only one's watching in my opinion.
I love the part where they went on national TV to complain about their family cutting them off financially after only paying for a very expensive wedding in the back garden.
I love the part where they use archive footage of Diana & Catherine because they know their truth. The mattress actress squeezes another tear from her left eye and Boozy Babes puts in a 
cameo appearance instead of Plastic Scoopie. I was crying one tear out of my left eye with laughter. I love the  way they all use serious voices because it’s their truth and I nearly squeezed 
another fake tear at 2 Netflix trailers in 2 days. But they’re liars and then I felt tears from both eyes and had to stop watching because who believes this💩and I was really laughing 
hysterically at how stupid they truly are.
Americans know the full truth, Harry and Meghan made this whole story up thinking the majority of Americans are so stupid to believe all the BS coming out of their mouths! The majority 
of us are not Psycho Sussex Squaddies who are lack the intellectual skills to see through your BS!
Prince William DEFINITELY tried to get Netflix to air his sad little nature documentary. Netflix said no, Amazon said no, and I forget at the time who else rejected it so instead….it aired on 
Discovery Plus.



TRASHY PEOPLE 👎👎👎🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮💩💩💩💩💩 maggot malarkey a 44 year old woman who is so jealous of the real life princess of wales 😂 eat ur heart out maggot malarkey 
😂
I don't know, man... I wish they would come out of their shell and actually talk about themselves for a change.
Maybe do a high profile interview. Or write a book. Or at least do a couple of magazine interviews or... OMG! A podcast! Ah! A girl can dream...
 They're such a mystery, wrapped in an enigma... *sigh*
I love the part where all the YouTube viewers are manipulated via the YouTube algorithm (and numerous other social media platforms and algorithms)  to categorically believe one way 
(they're bad!) or the other (they're the best!) without even realizing how influential, manipulative and divisive this medium has evolved (or devolved) to become. The truth? We don't 
know them, and we never will. Until we do, which is incredibly unlikely, we have no idea if they're the worst,  or the best thing to happen to the monarchy. So why do we talk like a) we do, 
in fact, know them and, b) we actually care either way? Social media: once more proving that it's a veritable toilet of opinions and thoughts. Sigh.
As a South African I love the part where she says people in SA danced in the streets on her wedding day like they danced when Mandela was released.....oh wait we didn't..
I do sometimes feel bad for poor Megsy-baby. Think of all the bjs she’s had to give on her way up… and she couldn’t even be made queen? After all this work? Well at least in our hearts, 
she’ll always be the queen of bjs. One tear, left eye.
..and the Oscar goes to 🎭
Netflix might as well just be called The Royal Family Streaming Channel
"I love the part"  comments 🤨
I love Meghan received a sweater on 3rd of December, and she still demanding cause it was made of polyester that was so heartbreaking 💔 😢
👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎
Lies lies and more lies
This is a comedy, right? It’s comical how these 2 couldn’t make things work despite all the privileges and opportunities in the world.
In fact I love all of it , such inspiring role models on elder abuse and how to live off your family while trashing them .. 3 seconds left eye .. real tear .. go
I was in London when Harry and MM got married. There were parties for them everywhere. People came out in thousands to see them get married. This is BS
And Wallis Simpson’s dress. That was a sweet nod too 😂
Yet here you are
 @Suzie Searle  Well, who else is going to remind people to snap TF out of it? Break the cycle of social-media brainwashing? Might as well be me.
VOETSEK MEGHAN! 🇿🇦
YES , VOETSEK Meghan. This vile couple must never visit SA again!!!
Yes, she's an odious woman but there's no need for that.
I've never wanted to scream "STFU" at anyone's face until I came across these two.
Can't wait for the divorce 🤣🤣
I love the part where she wore his mothers perfume to first date claimed she knew nothing of him yet walk around set  of suites with Harry doll before she met him
I love the part where Megsy, in a sweet nod, named her daughter after the nickname for the head of the most "rrrrrrrrrracisssst" institution in the world.
The royal family....no way could they ever do anything wrong....they are our superiors don't you know 🤔😂
Man's that's next level Init

Meghan you are a narcissistic psychopath liar 🤥 a failed mattress actress wannabe 😂 losers , we Americans are in love with the real life princess of wales 😂 eat ur heart out maggot 😂
Lovely how Harry the Prince became a frog after kissing Markle.
So many angry Brits in this comment section 😅 Harry & Meghan have every right to tell their story.



How much privileged can you be and still play the victim by faking pictures in a trailer? 
Meghan and Harry: YES!
Where they show the shot of photographers has been proven to be invited photograhers at a Harry Potter Premier and a second photo is of Katie Price arriving at court - neither photo has 
anything to do with them.  She doesn't cry, she's an actress who just needs 1,2,3 second to cry out of her left eye.  When she lifts her head you can see she wasn't crying plus they have a 
photographer with them 24/7, who has a photographer snapping away at your most intimate moments?  It's all fake and the race row with Lady Susan Hussey was a set up - I think the 
woman was targetting Queen Camilla.
I loved the episode which included an unexpected spat between Hawwy and his keeper, where he chided her for forgetting to spray tan her whole body and she pointed to the lump on his 
forehead and told him his last brain cell was trying to escape. 
That brought a huge tear to my left eye! :eyes-purple-crying:
I’m sick of these two grifters. Harry we brits are ashamed of you! We also know the truth! You’ve burned your bridges Harry, you’ll never be able to go home……… and when she dumps you 
……… well wait and see.

I love the part where Netflix shot a regular car with suspended music and gray-out screen. Such thriller and suspense. Oh no!! they are chasing each other while obeying speed limit.

I love the part Meghan the martyr wanted privacy so she hired photographers and partnered up with Netflix for a reality show. It is so brave of her that it brings a tear to my left eye.
Why I see resemblance of Cardi B to Meghan 😭😭😭
Love the fact that Netflix deleted the first trailer. A pig is still a pig.
Getting my comfy clothes, blanket & popcorn ready to NOT watch this crap.
I AM QUEEN ELIZABETH ii from heaven above. This gentleman agreed to post a comment in my name. I must say: WE ARE NOT AMUSED!!!!
I can't wait for their documentary, the winning couple 😌😌😌 "the attention seekers" are receiving attention the moment some haters comment😂😂😂 I have soo much love and 
respect for both of them♥♥♥😊😊😊 whether some haters spew their venomous venom😂😂😂 the show will go on🍿🍿🍿 and will be there to enjoy it with or without your 
consent😂😂😂😌😌😌😁😁😁 cancel your subscriptions if you want, mine I will keep ooo.😂😂😂
And Brits have every right to respond.
I’m Australian and I stand with the Brits
I'm not angry and Princess Harry and Megain have every right to tell their story, but their are so many versions and they tell it over and over and over again.

In the same vein. we have the right to comment. Maybe that's our story...."our truth".
😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣
😂😂😂
Wow how much they paying u lol all the sane huh for this 2 trash
You just have to adore Meghan for putting her needs before the charities she was visiting in South Africa,  When given a worldwide platform and asked by Tom Bradby at ITV how she was 
doing, instead of saying like any natural empathic humanitarian would do "hey let's not talk about me, let's use this time to talk about these amazing people I have met on this trip who are 
still smiling and working so hard to better their lives in such challenging conditions and proceed to throw some light on the charities and causes, she instead went on a whinge fest, "thank 
you Tom for asking me how I am, not many people have asked me that blah blah blah" - Companies pay upwards of £30k to get a 30 sec ad slot on News at 10, and she just spent five 
minutes harping on about herself not thriving merely surviving - SO inspirational Meghan, I just hope one of those poor woman you visited didn't see that interview! How uplifting that 
would have been for them to listen to you whinging how bad things were for you, they would have thought shoot me now! if she aint happy with all that, a Prince and part of the Royal 
family, what hope do I have!! Meghan ever the humanitarian with her uplifting inspirational chats!
So sad to see people enjoying ripping people that they don't know apart, for no good reason :(



Meghan & Harry using unrelated footage in this trailer to make it look like the paps hounding them, when it's not at all that — it was Kate, Katie Price, Harry Potter movie premiere, and 
Michael Cohen who the paps were hounding in these cleverly edited clips!! — the Sussexes never actually experienced this!

Using photos and video clips of something totally unrelated in order to make a point does NOTHING to strengthen one's integrity!
I love the part where everyone have the parts that they love 😂👌
This couple is disgusting
What a poor business decision by Netflix to work with these two. Netflix, you’re being used just like Oprah was. Are you so desperate for new content you’ve sunk to this level? They are 
proven liars and they’re using your platform to play their game. I will not be watching this tripe.
This was something no one asked for.
We all have receipts to debunk these brazen liars. The entire UK Toxic Tabloid and beyond in addition to the plethora of hate channels and podcast. All the right wing (7) major newspapers, 
royal Rota, broadcasters, commentators, think tanks,  propagandist, pundits, columnists, so called royal autobiographers,  courtiers, loyalist, the know it all and bogus experts are all 
dancing to their own drumbeats in support of their masters in the monarchy, the secret clan dubbed the men in grey suit, palace source staffers all selling info to the news media. They all 
have direct access to the media, & the  establishment are also in lockstep with the institution. They menacing cagey cowards fighting over one couple. It’s been widely reported to be a 
billion $ & £ money making business they brag about. Fabricating one story lie after another to fit their racist agendas. Feeding peddling these lies to the mainstream media and cross 
section of society nonstop. Use her name - as the algorithm of oppression to  track her through negative stories online, incite violence and threats openly on tv. They commoditise her in 
every which way. 

The owners mostly of these major newspapers who control these toxic publications in the UK reside out of UK to avoid paying taxes yet they openly giving out info they have no clue but 
these same newspapers dig into others personal life instead. They never practice what they preach and are mostly dangerous to society. Lawsuits don’t seem to faze them, out of court 
settlement is how they cover up the atrocious lies. Impersonate to  obtain medical records, bug several private citizens homes while their cars are parked, planting devices to eavesdrop on 
personal conversations, hacking email messages and many more egregious offenses such violations and  blatant intrusion. 

Yeah they really have the energy trying to break them apart so Harry will go back home. Inflicting the tactics of psychological stress attacks and threats is nothing new. These evil bullies are 
constantly attacking like the couple are running for the house of commons. The current ones are just sitting lame ducks of destruction collecting taxpayers funds yet their main focus is 
H&M. They cannot catalogue the problems the country faces yet H & M is their priority to keep attacking. None of these losers could’ve lasted this long to take such dangerous obsessive 
tactics and abuse ongoing 6 yrs. It’s seen as a one- way attack because no one ever challenged them in their many BS they’ve allowed them to think they can do nothing wrong and these 
numerous grifters just tow the line .
Pair of self entitled vile vindictive jealous grifters
Meghan faking tears from both of her eyes. That was genuine acting on her part. Such an 'actress' - she'd win a Golden Razzie Worst Actress for that role!
I can't wait to watch this ........said no one ever.

Goodbye Nutflix and good luck with this little lot.

Won't watch this trash! No wonder Netflix is losing subscribers. Nothing like pampered global elites, making up things to cry and whine about. Sad. Some people are just never happy!
The amount of royalist bootlickers in this comments section is hilarious 🤣🤣 can’t wait for this docuseries.
The majority of Americans are NOT interested in an emasculated dimwit with a title nor a backup cable tv actress the majority of Americans never heard of! Who wines all the time! From 
beloved British royalty to the Village Idiots of American! Oh how the mighty have fallen!
I love the part Meghan sings all about the bass so emotional 😢



I love the part when Harry said: what the hell happened? You met an attention seeking master manipulative narcissist and fell in love with her and her calculated trap. Now you’re trapped 
and completely misguided. And isolated from your family and majority of old friends. Oh but thank god you’ve Oprah and some amazing celeb ‘friends’ of Meghan, lucky you!
Ginge and Whinge wouldn't know the truth if it hit them round their entitled, conceited heads.
what a pair of freaks
STILL don't plan to watch or subscribe to NF.

Not hate.  Disgust, maybe.
I love the part where I don't watch it.
I love how Meghan said that one child is "a hobby"so that people with two children could really feel like they were parents at last. That touched my heart.
I love the part where Meghan says "I don't need constant media attention, mansions, servants, titles, millions and jeweled tiaras. I just married for love and would be happy living quietly 
with Harry forever!" Brought a tear to my eye (guess which one)!
Funny how he has put his mom in there, all the people except for the two are are or were on the payroll.  😅😅😅
I love the part where Harry’s says “ no one knows the truth” , suggesting that they are living a life of torment ,trapped in a castle ,
Just like Rapunzel , my heart goes out to them ❤
Season 9 of The Crown is looking SO good here
So many "I love the part" at the beginning of most of these comments I'm seeing.
Geezus did you really open with I had to do everything I could to protect my family... when the stakes are this high...
Get bent. lol
What is up with all the comments with … “I love the part…”
The pair are completely nuts! Anyone with half a brain know they are lying through there teeth! We the British people are sick to death of the pair it's time our government and king 
Charles grow a pair and get rid of there titles. As for harry his a disgrace like his hard done by. What happened with the pair saying we went a private life joke! All to make money they are 
vile🇬🇧🇬🇧
Two conceited, lying grandiose narcs.  Sorry Netflix you funded a pair of grifters.
I love the part where Harry & Meghan claims they want privacy but carries around an entire Netflix crew 24/7 to capture their most intimate moments. So brave, so inspiring…..I think I felt 
a tear drop from my left eye!
No one: I love the part (😭😭😭)
Protecting his family from what???
Let them give up the royal money back and get jobs!!
I have respect for the Duke and Duchess. Good for them for taking a stand and telling the story themselves instead of letting the tabloids tell the narrative
Wow v2 is more convincing 😉
I love the part where they feature Christopher Bouzy , a notorious cyberboully  who is being sued  for fraud ,,defamation & harassment , it’s so inspiring to seem them featuring a known 
fraudster giving credence to their sob stories 😊
Keep crying about being rich and powerful
Could someone make a website to schedule events in the windsors and bet on which events Meghan and Harry will bring out victim news? please, it would be a hit (it would also serve to 
prove that without taking out their things together with the events of British royalty they are nothing)
Grifters
I forgot about that!



This brought a tear to my left eye.
To top it all she even plagiarised that from Sir David Frost .
He was the one who said one child is a hobby....but he said it in the 70s. as a man back then .  Meghan does not have a personality.
😂😂😂 this 
It’s got to be a nightmare raising 2 kids with all the Nannie’s, maids, cooks…  It’s hell being MEagain
My daughter developed Adenomyosis following an emergency cesarean section with her only child and had to have a hysterectomy after 5 months of hellish pain. When she heard what 
MM said, she said to me "Mom, does that mean that I  am not really a mother because I could only have one child?" I reassured her that many women only have one child and they are all 
definitely mothers! It still makes me angry! She is setting a terrible example to our youth today!
 @Retired RN blame yourself for being such a terrible parent that you let some random celebrity parent your daughter instead of parenting your daughter yourself. Why does your 
daughter care about Meghan so much? Why haven’t you taught her not to listen to opinions of celebrities?
That will make Archie feel great one day!
This is such a brilliant comment 👍
The left the left the left 😂😂😂
Yet has cameras following her everywhere so she can make a movie about herself 😢
🤚🤚🤚 ooo, pick me, pick me. Was it um ......... the left?
 @Sue Price  Ding! Ding! Ding!
where does she say that?? and why dont other channels please play it.
Meghan you are a liar!
If that is the case why don't they quietly go away and do that.
 @vallee  It has been played numerous times on YT. I have seen it at least 6 times without even trying.
But did she say she could live with titles ?
😂
 @Retired RN  well I must have missed it
 @vallee  Sarcasm!
  @Jay Lesley  Pssst -- It's sarcasm 🙃
 @Anita B  what are you on about ? I was not being sarcastic
 @vallee  No, I was being sarcastic 🙃
You’re all wrong. It was Megs being sarcastic.
It is British sarcasm and everyone seems to have picked it up.
The irony is real!
You can really feel Harry giving his children the privacy which Princess Diana couldn't give him.
 @Zach Ryder  what children?
Did I spot him in the clip there? I thought a steaming pile appeared on my screen for just a second. The stench of him brought a tear to my left eye.
He’s also being investigated by the DOJ for bankruptcy fraud, along with two other defamation lawsuits against him.
Well said!! 😁
Yea bouzy appearing was spectacular.......... no wonder they were desperate to edit ......
Boozy going down like a lead balloon, like Scobee and Marlene FaLooney, that other plant.
They're mad to include Mr B in their series! That really demonstrates a lack of awareness. Did Liz Garbus really allow this??! Who is advising this couple?



🤣😂🤣  It's the only truth they know... bless their distorted little minds.
Have to say though... the shot of Meghan sat on that couch without so much of the soft lense, she looks disturbed her face is not right, almost demonic  (all dressed in white of course to 
project purity).  It's actually scary... and Harry has hair!
I love the part where after getting 4.5 million from the Duchy estate, Harry bombards his dad with calls asking for more money, but his dad eventually stops answering and says “I’m not a 
bank”. Then Harry stamps his foot and accuses them all of being racist and planting bad stories about Meghan in the press. I shed a small tear, from my left eye.
Netflix, are we being punked?
I love the part where Megain says there was a war against other people to suit Megains agenda. So brave and so honest, it brought a tear to my left eye in three seconds!
I love it when these two claim a lack of privacy from the media, but sell pictures of Queen Elizabeth's privacy with pictures of the palace without permission from the landlady. So much 
emotion, a tear rolled from my left eye...
Don’t you just love the erroneous comparison between Diana? This is moot. There is NO comparison between Meghan and Diana
You would not know truth if it hid you in your dim face
I love the part when they discuss how Harry barely made it through school and should never have got into Sandhurst. He didn't have to be intelligent,  sincerity was enough. But then we 
realized THAT was all fake, just like this. Aww poor traumatized Hawwy and Megsy. Tear drips from my left eye.
I love the part where H&M go on Jimmy Kimmel and read their favorite comments from this thread. So humble and funny, I shed a tear from my left eye and sighed.
I love the part where she shows us how to steal shoes from advertising producers and how to charge her father in law full price for astonishingly overpriced designer clothes and then turn 
around and sell them afterwards, pocketing the money. So stunning. So brave. My left eye is literally bleeding.
I love the part where we watch two privileged people whining about how everyone is so mean to them yet they are mean to anyone who crosses their paths. They both suck as individuals. 
And by the way I’m black, can she accuse me of racism for not liking her?
Look at all the Boot licking royalist scum here. Hello pathetic people :)
Bunch of narcissistic and money driven moaners!
Netflix, Shame on you for causing such devastation on the British royal family!
All very classy!
Netflix is exposing these two grifters and making money off of them.
Their sooooo stupid.
Meghan, you low life narcissitic person.
You are terrible.
Lying, knyving who re
sorry Netflix, I'm done, if I want movies, not an oprah special. get woke, go broke.
“There’s a hierarchy of the family!”   Wow, Harry, ground breaking information!!!  This couple is delusional.  If Harry married a royal, white, British woman, he and she would STILL have to 
walk behind, defer to, and curtesy to more senior royals.   Netflix should be ashamed of themselves for exploiting this reality challenged couple.

It was so sad when Meghan sat and told the story of how they'd been harassed by paparazzi one day when she was having a really rough time but nobody knew... She'd had to take Prince 
Harry to the vet because he'd stepped on a bee 😖 and it was just so heartbreaking, all she could remember was the really dirty carpet in the waiting room... it was just so dirty 😢
Lol. Two of the most fake people on the planet. 
 Vapid and full of themselves without the ability to see how big a joke they are. 
 Shes the worst and he's clearly a cuck



I love the part they show us Christopher Bouzy in the trailer. Does this mean we'll get the footage of when he called the cops on the poor guy trying to serve him documents on one of his 
defamation lawsuits? Ask Bouzy...he posted the pics on his social media. I'm sure he could provide those images. Brilliant (and oh so credible) testimony! One tear for Justice...left eye.
Whats with all the comments on "I love the part....". Am I missing something?
Prince Harry & Megan, we gotcha your back. God bless you’ll.❤👍
I also love the part where Harry dresses up as Spider-Man and goes around making sure folks are “protected and have the right people around them”
 @mat mcnerney  I think, putting on a Spiderman costume might soon be the only way for him to make money. I personally see him popping up in a promotion of Marmite and Scones on 
TV one day to make a living. Meghan though will not be there anymore, for sure.
Diana was a 19 year old virgin, with little life experience. Meghan grew up in Hollywood and was in her late 30’s.  There is no comparison.
They paid bots… 
I noticed that too after all the same comments and seeing the like ratio to comment ratio and knew something was off
it's a game that started on the other trailer and people ran with it. It's just mocking them.
 @Journey with Chong  thats crazyy!
 @Journey with Chong  it's called sarcasm....
 @Yasmina H  no I think its really bots. Beacuse half of the commebts doesnt make sense
 @Yasmina H  The "love the part" comments  also happened on the live action The Little Mermaid trailer. These comments are apparently based on a Morbius meme which includes having 
to use bots to make the comments. Usually these fake comments show the trailer in a very positive light to get people excited.

My favorite part was when Meghan calmly bullied her staff but spray painted herself as poor A-List-Celebrity-In-Her-Fantasies actress victim of racism, sexisim, Catherinesism, Camillasism, 
Britishism from the evilish prisons wrongly called British Monarchy palaces to her 15 million Montesito homeless shelter. So touching I can't stop weeping from my left eye. 😥
I really love the part he show is mom  havin problem with the paparazzi.. but he us that to gain money. I think he love is mom. But using her everytime to gain popularity leave her to rest in 
peace i lost my dad i am not talking to everyone so the people have pitty of me.. i for sure not watching. She is to fake. Narcissist. I hope one day they get help.
I love how in the first trailer Meghan's double wipe is accompanied by Harry throwing his head back and in this one Meghan's double wipe is accompanied by Harry staring helplessly into 
space.  It appears to take several performances to get "their truth" just right.  They are so diligent!
The part, where at a charity event at the palace, Meghan ignores a lady in a wheelchair trying to talk to her because it doesn’t fit her agenda. Meghan is such an empowering woman it’s 
making my left eye tear up!
I love the part where they consume more water than a small city at 16 bathroom, acres and acres of manicured lawn, mansion 🎉 while california is in a water crisis.  Compassion in action. 
 They need a carbon footprint the size of Texas if their going to save the world.  Left eye one tear, now That is water conservation in action!
I love the part where Harry's moustache wiggles when he says 'We know the truth.' It really brought a tear to my left eye
Megyn Kelly has more views on her vid talking about the trailer than the actual trailer itself 🤣
I love the part where Meghan says she is just very clear and direct about what she wants. She is a very clear and direct woman, not a bully. No siree, no bullying around here whatsoever. 
Now where is that NDA…
I love the part where Meghan ruthlessly dumps her whole family and makes Harry dump his to get what SHE wants.  One tear dripping, left eye.  (maybe it's glycerin)
I’m done with Netflix.only a truly  Lowlife service would feature such 
Liars... how can anyone ever trust an other Netflix doc??? I’m done... canceling.
Lol. I thought they left for "privacy". Now they're selling themselves out like the new Osbournes? Money dried up that quickly, eh?
Netflix you should be ashamed of your self.



I couldn’t stop the flow of tears from my left eye for Harry who has been driven to complete paranoia by his doting wife pretending to be his mother. My second favourite bit was how 
convincingly he said the word ‘truth’ - twice! I’ve never seen such stellar acting in my life! Sorry Meghan, the flashing of the moonbump only comes second to this. ❤
What is this lmao
What a load of rubbish. They are embarrasing. Psychotic jelousy towards Catherine and William. All of this is staged. Anyone fickle enough to beleive this tripe needs a wake up call. Very 
immature behaviour, that will backfire terribly on them.
I love the part where everything is doctored in this trailer to make these two middle-aged nobodies into something important, but they had to pull footage from OTHER people getting 
chased by paps, OTHER people being hated on in the media. This is hilariously pathetic.
GRIFT is real …. Well done Netflix for falling for the biggest Grift ever … hope you enjoy the blow back
Ahhhhh These british people and their old fashion and unnecessary Monarchy
I actually feel sorry for Harry. It is so sad that he has to air all his family's dirty laundry (the Crown does a great job of it as well!) to make a buck and support his wife's lifestyle. It is so sad to 
think this is what happened to Diana's golden boy.
I love the part where Harry complained about privacy for years and once money talks, he opened up.
She’s not difficult, she’s particular
Semantics
Yes, and also the part where she says she always hesitates before she walks into a room bc she feels insecure. Which is it?? So confusing for us peasants to understand all the 
contradictions!
 @TK 421  Why if she is so nervous does she push in front of Harry at every given opportunity? Surely, if she was so terrified wouldn't she push Harry in front of her first?
You can really feel Harry giving his children the privacy which Princess Diana couldn't give him.
Yeah, it’s called consent. He’s consenting to this specific media following him. Did you take lessons from bill Cosby and Brock Turner to not understand this concept?
 @JASON VARGAS  Nope I think it was the sound of £$£$£ that made him open  up
I love the part where a disclaimer is made before each episode, very similar to the one put out on The Crown.... "The following is based on fictional events and is for dramatic 
entertainment purposes only" .......
More BS
Look….if you don’t like the media, or being a princess, or your in-laws….I TOTALLY get it. But to actually have a worldwide interveiw and then MOVIE to tell everyone “your side” is beyond 
pathetic. They should have worked this out with the royal family themselves or distanced themselves privately. Because although this is entertaining for us…it’s a real family and doing this 
is sad and embarrassing for them. There is some truth to their story I’m sure (and I have sympathy for PARTS of it…even though I hate the victim mentality.) But the PRINCIPLE of making an 
entire movie to tear down your family members (especially when their hands are tied.) is just flat out WRONG.

I love the part where they show proof they knew C. Bouzy and him doxing different YouTubers who did not like Meghan. I also love the fact that Meghan wants to be Princess Katherine.
It’s amazing to discover that there is a hierarchy in the Royal Family. Who would have thunk it?

A 75 second trailer isn't going to eradicate what we've all been witnessing for years, Netflix! We know full well what we've observed; we are not totally delusional (unlike Halfwit and 
Merkin...) You bought pigs in a poke, and have been complicit in smearing the UK and our Royal Family. I hope you lose MILLIONS, and crash and burn like your two vile "reality stars"
I’m crying with laughter over this woke propaganda 🎉❤❤❤❤
Shame on these two.
I'm almost hypothermic, but now I feel so upset about how selfish I am when brave folk like them are suffering 😂🤣😂🤣😂
We have NEVER seen a picture of Harry’s kids. ALL the photos were of Megan’s friends kids. Why ? Are they too black? Do they exist ?



I love how Markle loves children so much that she took the time out of her day to fly private to Uvalde shortly after several children were massacred so she could get a photo op shedding a 
tear out of her left eye in front of a makeshift memorial.  Such a humanitarian!  Even Matthew McConaughey, who is from Uvalde, didn't show such "compassion"!
I love how Meghan needs to wipe her tears with BOTH HANDS and no Kleenex. Sales of tissues worldwide will drop.
Harry and Meghan, your woes don’t warrant a whole ass documentary lmao like just chill out
Is that Christopher Bouzey saying it's about race ?  We knew all along he was working for them.  There is a saying "water always finds its own level" ,..very true in this case IMO
I love the part whee two of the richest and most privledged people on the planet work so hard to try to convince the struggling public in a cost of living crisis that They Are The Victims! ( 
We) Don't Cry for You Monticieto!
What a ungrateful couple. I hope they reap what they sowed. They are twisted.
the bottom line is that if Diana was alive she would have seen through the malevolent narcissist liar Markle. And Markle would have hated Diana and spat on her and attacked her the same 
way she attacked the Queen and William and Catharine. Diana would be so proud of William and so dissapointed in Harry
What happened is that she started talking 👿 lies lies lies, and everybody saw her for what she is a MEGALIER and Harry - he is the wimp of all time
Not one positive comment for these two grifters, they appear universally despised!
I can't see anything wrong about them, it is their story, experience and feelings I can't see any drama they did. Its about time to express ourselves and I think they are the strongest couple 
who stood up for themselves.
right, but I think they did this because of their fans who supports them. they deserve to know the truth and to open up about their feelings because it is hard to keep it in ourselves they 
want to share this story to tell and to be aware the people that has the same scenario they've experience.
Wait….are you serious though? They already HAVE told their story. Through interviews, books, podcasts etc. Now a movie…? Meanwhile….the royal family hasn’t told their story AT ALL. 
(they can’t.) So it’s comical to me and many that they act like they need to share their story when their story has been explained a 100 times more than the royals. And most of all, it’s SAD 
that they prioritize telling their fans their story over fixing things with their actual family members. That in itself proves how narcissistic they are.
rather they are not black enough to be able to exploit their color when she goes dialing for dollars

I loved the fact that Mathew McConaughey didn’t attend the children’s memorial in Texas. If anyone had a right to be there, he did. But he stayed away out of respect for the slaughtered 
children and their loved ones. I seriously cried about those poor children, real tears and not just from my left eye!
I was sickened when Meghan turned up with some rotten fruit and a few stale sandwiches and cleared out the families from the children’s memorial so she could get photos of herself.
Isn't he being sued for defamation?
 @b berkley  he is being sued for a couple of things as far as I know.
They already did on Oprah
 @Anne Albrecht  I know
I love the part where a couple that supposedly wanted privacy create a documentary to try and repair their wealth and popularity. So stunning, so brave!
Well, guessing I'm the oddball here. Aside that, I just want somebody to $k¡ll them. At least with that out of the way, we focus on something else entirely. Oh and I love the part where this 
is meme central already. They are just feeding us. No tears. No eyes.
who tf is Chris Bouzy.  guy is a pathetic clout chaser
Really….. Christopher Bouzey!  Nate the lawyer is going to love this!  Also, I don’t see any paps chasing Meggy.  Is that why you had to add the Diana and Catherine footage?
I m going yo enjoy the comments, but never would see this serie. I hope they get strip the titles.
This is an amazing documentary on narcissistic personality disorder. Five tears. Left eye.
I love the part which enables me to demonstrate repeatedly the rampant narcissism of Harry’s Wife so people understand exactly what drives her. Such a selfless bananatarian!



I love the part where they are talking about being victims of a clash of agendas and then released a trailer while Will and Kate are in the USA, release the first half of their docu three 
months after the Queen’s Death, release the second part the day where Kate is hosting Christmas Carol at Westminster Abbey and publish a book the day after Kate’s birthday.
I could care less about these two idiots 😒 just stop bashing the Royal family
I love the part where Harry bravely denounces the exploitation of his mother's death while simultaneously taking millions of dollars from Netflix who are exploiting his mother's death. 
Such a loving son.
I love the part where Harry is wondering aloud; "left wondering... what on Earth happened?" left-eye weeping

Love the part where Harry bombarded his ill grandmother with calls and emails because Charles didn’t wanna be his bank anymore and was refusing to take his calls (but not emails- smart 
man) and then H was asking HER for money. And beloved Queen told him to ask his father. I hope now you get the picture how those two stand financially (big spenders)  and why they 
hate them so much. You cant make this stuff up if you want to. When he stated he went to see the Queen to see if she has right people around😂 he went to beg for money and left empty
34K dislikes. rising fast.
There is the truth and their truth. The late Queen summed it up "Recolections may vary" There have been so many lies and now probably a lot more via Netflix.
So sad that it has come to this,they are intent on having their pound of flesh.
I loved the part where she was spit roasted on the yacht.
"The heartfelt story of a beta male and a manipulative narcissist, beating the odds that were stacked so heavily  in their favor."
Anyone else get automatically dragged in here from an AD?
The first trailer is full of lies that have been debunked since it aired, so they were stupid enough to release a second one? This should be fun!
For somebody who wanted a peaceful life out of the public eye, this documenting of your suffering in front of millions and bringing your family down...Wow, these two are such an 
entertainment.
Do you really know the full truth or as the Queen said TV nonsense.
😂😂😂100% agree!! You totally nailed it! 🎯
Right? He is exploiting his own dead Mum for cash. How sensitive and empathetic he is.  Such a good example to others who have tragically lost someone, get a Hardashian show to milk it 
for all you can!!
 @Les Lee  How is it an exploitation? If you were in Diana’s place wouldn’t you think you would want your son to be brave enough to expose the stuff these women go through? How is it 
negatively impacting Diana to expose how she was treated?
He’s discussing HIS mother’s LIFE, and how she was treated which is a necessary example of course. What motive would a little boy who lost his mother have to grow up and “exploit” her. 
You people lack logic and it’s so sickening.
 @crissi issy  Why is he taking money from the company exploiting his mother then? He said NOTHING about the Crown because he wants that sweet netflix cash
 @crissi issy  Netflix is absolutely exploiting her with their Diana: The Musical and The Crown.
 @crissi issy  Harry and, oh yeah don't forget Diana's other son, William gave an interview in 2017 where they pledged that this was their last interview about her and she should now rest 
in peace!
Harry has done nothing but milk his mother's name and legacy for cheap deals and sympathy!
Thank God William was born first! 😏
 @crissi issy  What I find distasteful is apparently Harry has forgotten that Diana was Williams mum too. And he can't be blind to the fact he harps on about the harm being done to his 
family whilst simultaneously trying to sabotage his brother or trying to throw Kate under the bus. I forget don't they have children too? It's pathetic. It's clear the whole we want a private 
life thing was a lie.
 @crissi issy  LOL!! Cult member alert, folks!!



 @crissi issy  because she had TWO sons, one of whom she relied on and leaned on--the elder son. Harry was a little boy and HE is relying on hearsay about her, just as she relied on 
hearsay about what the RF was doing. Read the account of the Panorama Report. There was a reason why ALL media were embarrassed by what Bashir did. Diana would want both sons to 
be treated fairly and she would be appalled at what Harry has done to his elder brother. And there were many people in the RF that Diana loved, who supported her. She never went full 
bore against the RF even though she had more sympathy with the world public---there's a reason she focused her hatred on the tabloids after the Panorama interview. She had her day on 
the world media stage and, towards the last part of her life, she regretted being so open with the media. They (both sides) will eat you up and spit you out. I pray H & M don't find that out 
but retire to their happy place in California the wiser.
 @crissi issy  It's actually Meghan who is exploiting Diana through Harry. Sadly he is too fragile and manipulated to notice.

 @crissi issy  first and foremost he and Prince William. Made a pact NEVER to discuss their mother in the media without the other being there but no surprise seeing that H does not keep 
his word.  Secondly although it was a tragic ACCIDENT it was 25 years ago.  The place to process's this is with your therapist in PRIVATE.  Let's be honest his wife snared him by imitating his 
mother and they have made millions by talking about her in public.  Diana was an amazing person  not perfect but amazing, isn't it time to let her rest in peace.
 @crissi issy  thing is...the rules changed after Kate and before Meghan. The press were not allowed to follow Meghan like they did, say, Diana, Chelsey Davy, Catherine. Which is why all 
the quick shots of the press hounding people are actually of Diana, Chelsey, Catherine... and weirdly Katie Price and Michael Cohen. It's very strange to see
He's discussing his life, the video shows how he and his wife were targeted by the press then transitions over to his mother attempting to get away from the press. There is a lead up to his 
point do don't you dare spin it to fit your baseless narrative. The daily mail and racist, obnoxious, racist, piglets like you are the reason they are telling THEIR STORY! and I wanna hear it 
because for the past five years the press have been on the hunt to destroy Megan and Harry. WHY CAN'T THEY SPEAK UP AND DEFEND THEMSELVES YOU PUNK? Why do you think you can 
get away with bullying these people and their babies behind a keyboard then turn around and tell them to shut up and take it? They're making their own living. They are not eating off of 
the tax payers money in their country SO STFU, and leave this family alone.
 @crissi issy  He’s make a documentary with an entertainment enterprise that constantly puts out shows that exploit and profit off his mothers death and suffering.
 @crissi issy  his mum would want him to live his best life not constantly whinge
It's not Netflix exploiting his mother's death, it's them two. Harry is using his mother death to make a Netflix show. Netflix put the offer out there and Harry and Megan accepted so they 
are using her death and his story to make millions
 @crissi issy  how did Prince William and Princess Catherine exploit Princess Diana? do you think she did not want her son to be King, they are thrashing her legacy and deliberately trying to 
stop Prince William be King, Princess Diana would never approve of that, or the horrible jealously that is exhibited by Meghan regarding Princess of Wales today, Meghans fans hate her 
why?
 @Les Lee  Harrydashian🤣
 @crissi issy  Diana was a deeply troubled person. She was rightly incensed by Charles' infidility, but she had a close relationship with the paps. She craved the attention and hated it at the 
same time. She informed them of her schedule. She wasn't a saint. Harry is also deeply troubled. He needs real therapy.
 @crissi issy  He needs to concentrate on his own life and personal healing. How much "discussion" of his mother do we have to wade through. At this point his "discussion" is akin to 
wading through sewage.
 @crissi issy  It wasn't just HIS mom and there are hundreds of documentaries about that. Real documentaries and not with fake photos.
Excellent comment, Jakehimself6655!!! 👏👏👏👏👏
I’m disgusted that they use Diana’s paparazzi harassment as an incentive to watch this. Meghan wasn’t harassed, she CALLED the paps (backgrid). I feel for William having to watch his 
brother make $$ off their mother.
Their first contract, for Archie's birth news and introduction to the world, was with CBS's Gayle King (that's why King was at baby shower). NB that CBS was the only media outlet to publish 
photos of Diana in the car while she lay dying. Let that sink in. The angry global response had CBS remove the photos, but their reputation took a massive hit. Yet Harry sees fit to make the 
Archie deal with CBS and subsequently CBS had exclusive rights to the Oprah interview. Harry has no integrity in this regard, IMO.
Yes!  THIS!!!! ☝☝☝☝☝



Good point!!!
 @crissi issy  Because she draws money, he doesn't
First prize Comment!
Indeed😂

Diana has been dead for 25 years, how long is he going to milk her memory? He blames everybody but her, if she'd worn a seat belt she'd be here beating the crap out of both of them
 @crissi issy    I would like my son to live his own life. Diana said everything she wanted to say while she was alive. She would be furious with Harry for the way he has treated his brother, 
sister in law, niece and nephews.
Right?!?
The Crown said they would never get to the Harry & Meghan era, and Netflix said that's fine we'll get Harry & Meghan to do a version for us.
Shame on them for exploiting his own mother!!!
Calm down everyone. This is a sequel of FRIENDS! It’s a comedy show lol
 @crissi issy  no😂😂 his mother was a saint who was completely selfless and gave back to others whereas Megan… well she’s all about herself and manipulating those around her. Just 
listen to all the family accounts of what she is like. That doesn’t just happen out of chance. She’s a scumbag and has Harry wrapped around her finger
 @crissi issy  he is no longer a ‘little boy’ and Diana already told her story. And he has told his for the 12th time now. And been paid each time. That’s the definition of ‘exploitation’. Do 
YOU lack logic? 😅
Wonder if they want to know about my life or yours? It's ridiculous...
Exploitation for money an hypocrisy!
You're an absolute tool
Whoop whoop so true
So disgusting, so heartless. The Harkles are parasites
 @crissi issy  Brave? He is greedy. He wants the money.
Disgusting Harry and Migraine
Great comment
A tear on my left eye... just poing.
 @crissi issy  More than anything, Diana wanted William on the throne, and for his reign to be successful.  Harry is jeopardizing that.  So no, she wouldn't be pleased.
Who is the real culprit here? Her, him, or both? Perhaps he’s easily influenced by her.
And then he does the same thing by constantly bringing her up, even in situations where it’s completely unnecessary and cringe.
And while he and his wife continue to exploit his Mother’s death…
 @crissi issy  hi Meghan 👋
 @crissi issy  we know all about Diana. What we don’t like is that he’s trying to make out Megsy’s situation is similar. Diana was Princess of Wales. Meghan is an uninteresting nobody, and a 
nasty person.
well youve gotta have moral code to go by, dontcha?
William asked Netflix not to carry the Basheer interview because of the way Basheer had exploited his mother's vulnerability. But Harry said not a word because he'd sold out. Diana always 
relied on William not Harry. She knew who would support her in a crisis but even Diana could not have imagined Harry monetising her life and death.
 @M H  hahahaha 
I thought the same, meghan is here defending herself
👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏



I love this comment
 @crissi issy  Thank you for this mature educated comment. Diane was beloved. Harry suffered horrible trauma, as any child does, at the death of their Mom at a young age. No one talks 
about the trauma and mental health issues it causes in the future. I am a 56yo woman who has lived through a lot in life. The monarchy truly is in the past. My hubs talks to many English 
students at his university and they all don’t care for it anymore. It is dated. Why shouldn’t you be able to tell your truth? It’s yours to tell. That is how you heal trauma. Everyone needs to 
love more and mind their own business. Aloha, love and peace from Hawaii. 🌈❤☮
Best reply on this thread. golf claps
👏👏👏exactly
 @Fox’s Elbow  I agree. Meghan wasn’t hounded by media. That’s why they had to manipulate the photos to make it look like it was Meghan being harassed. Meghan calls the paps and 
stages photos. She is constantly telling us falsehoods and making things up. I don’t believe anything she says.
 @crissi issy  it's cashing in on it and manipulating information. He can't keep his story straight.
 @crissi issy  money 💰💰💰💰💰 that's all Harry and Rachel care about.
 @Sixtyish Voyager  well we do have what’s called the inland empire, Im a realtor in California and that’s a very secluded area in the dessert with cheaper homes. They may need to 
relocate after this.
🤗
the "mother" didnt want a dark skin baby  so exploiting her for cash sounds perfectly fine to me

I read all of the comments on this feed and I agree with all of you. But there was a good question some asked , who started all this Meghan, Harry or both. It was Harry who started all of 
this craziness. He was jealous because everyone treated William differently. His own mother labeled Harry “the Spare” she call him that in an interview when he was a child. His father 
didn’t love him enough because he was a spare not the heir. Harry feels guilty because the day of his mother death she wanted to speak to him on the phone and he did not want to 
because he wanted to play. When you watch old photos or videos of the brothers they were always together. But then William fell in love and Married Catherine. So Harry gained a sister 
but William gained a whole new family. Even though William and Catherine made sure that Harry was never left out. He was still jealous. Then he meets Meghan, she knew everything 
about him, everything  his relationship with his family and friends. His guilt and heartbreak over his mother death and most of all his insecurities. She found her golden ticket. She has 
added fuel to the fire. Then they wanted all the privilege of beings Royal  but none of the responsibilities. So when they didn’t get their way they cried racism. Harry was loved by his family, 
but the saddest thing of all is everything he and Meghan did to his grandparents, His 99 year old grandfather and his 96 year old grandmother went to their graves knowing that the 
grandson betrayed his family for money. Meghan is spitefulness, jealous and greedy for power, fame and most of all fortune. She will use any and everyone to get what she wants and her 
and Harry are made for each other. But in the end the only thing They will do is destroy each other so when they do, I would watch that on Netflix.
Spot on
Even Kanye is saying to Harry, "YO, HOLD UP, I THINK YOU NEED TO STOP REFERENCING YOUR MOMS SO MUCH."
I love the parts where Meghan and Harry think we're all stupid, easily manipulated idiots.
Is the photographer the third wheel in the relationship? Whoever he is, has been in the bad and good times in this relationship, capturing every single moment. Let's hope Meghan's bed is 
a KING size so the three of them can fit in perfectly
What a joke. Like KC never got dragged. Harry was a small child but I remember.
Hey, Netflix! Now do a mini-series of Meghan reading these comments!! 🤣🤣🤣
I love the bit about how the dynamic duo left the awful RF to seek financial freedom and then cried to Oprah about (then) Prince Charles cutting them off. 😂😂😂
I love the part where H & HW continuously exploit, in this trailer in particular, the suffering & death of the mother he claimed to love for personal finance gains.
Who said Meghan is bad at acting
Love the part where they keep asking for their privacy in special after special after special. Truly whimsical.
We know the truth Harry. You are a cry baby being lead around by the nose by a publicity hound.



No one gives to fucks about you 2. Take her back to England she sucks. You both are disgraceful losers
This is hilarious, still crying....oops think right eye just joined in.
This is an insult to documentary film makers globally who produce honest content. Netflix is duping their subscribers and should pull this farce and edit it with true content or call it what it 
is...A satirical farce - A farce is a broad satire or comedy, though now it's used to describe something that is supposed to be serious but has turned ridiculous.
The part I love the very best? That there's no going back for you now Harry. The bridge is atomized. You really must be mentally unwell.
i diDN't WaNt HiStOrY tO rEpEaT iTsELf

Motherfucker seriously thinks his wife is Princess Diana 😆😆😆
I thought they wanted privacy.
MEGHAN YOU WISH THE PAPARAZZI CHASED YOU😂 YOU WISH YOU CAN BE THE PRINCESS OF WALES 😂GET OVER IT MAGGOT 😂
Bullsh1t complete crap
wow, British royalty have quite the defensive apparatus - based on the anti-Megan swarm in these comments.
I loved the part where Harry complained that being in the Royal Family was like being on the Trueman Show.
Now he has his very own show, following his every move and filming their most intimate moments.
How brave for someone who has PTSD from camera clicks!
😏
stupid?   none of the winners were invited to the earthpoop ceremony,
yup! they believe everyone is stupid
You go ahead and think that, if it brings you comfort. But the fact remains that Meghan’s book flopped; her podcast flopped in spite of Spotify and Sunshine Sachs propping it up; Finding 
Freedom flopped; Disney said Meghan needed Disney more than Disney needed Meghan; Meghan doesn’t get invited to the Obama’s parties, Oscar events, even Elton John’s Halloween 
party; no charity invites her back; Pearl was rejected; Harry was ridiculed by our former President; Netflix is rumored to be dumping them after they were difficult; Meghan was openly 
made fun of on Ellen and the Wendy W show; Harry and Meghan have openly insulted multiple countries; and if the Royal Family had that much power they could have gotten the Harkles 
under control long before now and manipulated social media before Megxit (none of which happened).  

Think what you want, but the numbers don’t lie. When nobody watches their show, will that be the Royal Family’s fault, too? Does the Royal Family manipulate the Harkles’ book sales, 
their non existent speaking career which never took off, the Oscar awards they never got invited to present? The Royals can do all that, but not stop Harry’s book being released? Go on, 
pull the other one.
 @Kiki M  breathe, and look into meditation
 @Amber Kluga  And yet attempting to make it personal with one individual makes not one jot of difference. Take one look at the comments section, then breathe and look into 
meditation. That’s what I would do if I had married a swastika wearing racist like Harry.
MEGHAN YOU WISH THE PAPARAZZI CHASED YOU😂 YOU WISH YOU CAN BE THE PRINCESS OF WALES 😂GET OVER IT MAGGOT 😂
I now understand that the series is a parody of their failures and the hilarious misadventures of their own making.  Will it eventually be aired on Comedy Central or broadcast as some sort 
of bloopers special?
Bluakkk🤮🤢🤮 sickening..but hey thanks for leaving the comments open!👍we can at least tell you what dumb arses they're making of themselves ! I've already canceled my Netflix so I 
don't care what ya play..but ur gonna lose more and more people as u show garbage like this
i will keep my subscription. Gj Netflix
I would like to express my deepest sympathy for the director and production who must have spent endless hours searching for some actual photos and footage of Harry & Meghan being 
harassed by the paparazzi.



MEGHAN YOU WISH THE PAPARAZZI CHASED YOU😂 YOU WISH YOU CAN BE THE PRINCESS OF WALES 😂GET OVER IT MAGGOT 😂
Race played a part
MEGHAN YOU WISH THE PAPARAZZI CHASED YOU😂 YOU WISH YOU CAN BE THE PRINCESS OF WALES 😂GET OVER IT MAGGOT 😂
Thank you Netflix for helping me fight seasonal depression with a laugh out loud comment section
MEGHAN YOU WISH THE PAPARAZZI CHASED YOU😂 YOU WISH YOU CAN BE THE PRINCESS OF WALES 😂GET OVER IT MAGGOT 😂
So everyone loves you then suddenly they hate you??? Who’s benefiting from all this drama??? THEY ARE! And they’re making millions out of it! Please spare us of this unnecessary drama! 
People have real problems in the real world!
This is the greatest love story of all time. It’s incredible… literally.
Correct me if I’m wrong but weren’t they the ones who said on the Oprah’s interview that they would go back to RF if they could? The lies are head spinning.

PAPARAZZI NEVER CHASED MAGGOT MALARKEY BC SHE WAS NEVER FAMOUS ENOUGH 😂 D-LIST MATTRESS ACTRESS WANNABE 😂 CATHERINE LIVES IN UR HEAD RENT FREE😂
These docuseries is a marketing plan for Meghan and Harry. They want privacy. This is not. The docuseries has to be interesting to sell for financial gain.
The full truth, or rather their truth, was to go out and make money and never have to go to a " meaningless" charity event...MM's aim was to be 1. Very rich 2. An A list celebrity
With you, Netflix, she's aiming for the first. The number 2 she will never achieve because she is trying to achieve both by destroying all the good around her, just for her benefit.
Me,as a Netflix subscriber for many years now, do not want you to spread this filth, I would rather you invest your (our) money into a good program, of which you have so many...why go 
after sensationalism and lies? Why support this web of deception?
I love the part where Meghan understands the hierarchy in the RF by stating " we are only one plane crash away from the throne."    She is a fine example of compassion in action.   Well 
done. 👏👏
I love the part when Harry wore a swastika on his arm, then proceeded to lecture the world on how WE’RE the problem. Such a class act.
What do you get from uncovering the “ truth”? If you damage your family that gave you this amazing privileged life. The only reason Netflix paid so much money it’s because of that exact 
family you are bashing. Regular folks don’t get those deals Netflix gave you guys. Damaging others won’t fix you.
One tip i can say is look at the woman who resigned from the loyals last week when she was asking a certain woman where she is from
The footage of the crowd of paparazzi was taken at the Harry Potter premiere, years before the gruesome twosome even got together.
One of the paparazzi shots in this trailer is from Katie Price attending Crawley Magistrates Court 😂
Absolutely to be more dramatic and victimised she suddenly remembered that her mother is half black and she can play the R card
Come on. Even the Harkles haven’t accused the RF of anything worse than wondering what a kid would look like, which EVERY family does. And according to Meghan, only Harry heard the 
comment. And according to Harry, it was when they were dating so there wasn’t even a marriage, never mind a kid. 

Meghan married the only royal who openly wore an actual N@zi uniform and uttered multiple racial slurs for the cameras; I’m not going to pretend to understand. Harry is a horrible 
person imo and should be pointing the finger at himself.
Tom you seem to care just a bit too much.
Lmfao 🤣🤣🤣🤣
So obvs she was able to Google hierarchy, just not "Prince Harry" nor "words to British national anthem".
not anymore. There are at least 50 people ahead of them. It automatically defaults to William and his 3 children. George is next after William.
 @S T  George is next.
Its not even true, another lie!
Yep. That part was a real motivating statement on true goals...
Hahaha



That is disgusting!
Is she hoping for entire William’s family and children to die in plane crash. What a abhorrent response.
 @S T  Charlotte? What about George?
Vile
William
George 
Charlotte 
Louis
 @SpringfieldFan  Unless George has children then it's another reshuffle. IF the RF are still around then. I hope I'm still alive to see what happens 😁
 @Samantha Powers get over it.
 @Shane Hay  yes, was just referring to as it stands at this moment.
 @Julie Griffitts  you are right. I will edit that comment. I thought Charlotte was first.
 @Shane Hay  same here
i love the fact harry and meghan wanted peace love and respect 😂 come on money money money can twist  the fact! 😂🙈
How dare she even put that energy out there
They wish. 👿
And then said his family, who actually sent him to sensitivity training for that and other racist acts, were the terrible ones. SMH.
And when he served he called the enemy "r*gheads" and his mate a "P*ki"

Don't forget about those.
 @Katie Bagwell  Indeed!
You mean when he was a teenager? It's almost as if teenagers do stupid shit. Almost as if people grow up and change! Imagine that
 @The Cwtch Witch Stevi I am a teenage girl and I have enough sensibility to know NOT to do that.teenagers are NO toddlers
The only recorded racism in the Royal family is from Harry on 3 separate occasions!
And that wasn’t the only racist incident to involve Harry! He used disgusting racial slurs to refer to a former colleague but hey, he’ll just blame his family for that as well. It’s never the fault 
of the bitter manchild.
 @The Cwtch Witch Stevi  He wasn't a teenager when he called Army colleagues p@ki and r@ghead. He was 27 and the Army sent him on a Race Awareness Course  because of his 
behaviour. I was born in the 50s and I knew that was unacceptable behaviour by the time I started school. THE ONLY RACIST IN THE ROYAL FAMILY IS HARRY WINDSOR.
What is wrong with learning from our mistakes? He was 20 in 2005, when I was 20 I used racist slurs and had racist views about the world a people because of the people that I was 
surrounded by growing up in Pittsburgh. Since then I learned from my mistakes and am a champion for growth and change no longer viewing the world in my learned was and using the 
problematic hurtful language. It is good to make mistakes admit to them and learn and grow from them
 @Kiki M  What is wrong with learning from our mistakes? He was 20 in 2005, when I was 20 I used racist slurs and had racist views about the world a people because of the people that I 
was surrounded by growing up in Pittsburgh. Since then I learned from my mistakes and am a champion for growth and change no longer viewing the world in my learned was and using 
the problematic hurtful language. It is good to make mistakes admit to them and learn and grow from them
And THEN his god father was involved in a pedophile case... But poor PW godmother DARED to ask Marlene where she came from... They are a joke 😂
 @Ryan Schwoeble  20 years old is TOO old to use racist slurs and offend other people. It is wrong and it is problematic, even with your case.



 @cutie pie so what are you going to do? Gather the Twitter cancelling brigade? When is enough enough? You expect perfection from others yet I’m sure if I look into your past I’ll find 
plenty of unsavory things. Have you ever said anything mean to anyone who didn’t deserve it? Cancelled. Ever refused to help someone? Cancelled. Ever stolen candy from your sibling? 
Cancelled.
 @The Cwtch Witch Stevi  well I was considered teenager less than 3 years ago, but I never wore n*zi symbol... so yeah. Hate crime is not “dumb teenage stuff”
 @The Cwtch Witch Stevi  he was in his 20’s actually, and definitely old enough to know better than to call a colleague a horribly offensive racist slur
 @Ryan Schwoeble  thank god for a comment that has sanity, this constant bear bating of these two is beyond uncomfortable..ok they may not be the best behaved..who is? Who wants 
every comment, word or gesture filmed, twisted, and inflated. Worlds madder than ever..
 @Ryan Schwoeble  so we will all hope he admits this in the netlix shows then?
 @JASON VARGAS  Actually no one wants to cancel them... they are the BEST comedy show on the internet. Let them talk! If it weren't for them and Netflix we wont have all this 
entertainment .... Keep it coming.
 @rainbows  So he should understand that the comment from his family was well meant then, right? Because he called them racist for it on international television, two books and now a 
reality series.
 @rainbows  They made these accusations public, so the public must respond. They, like everyone else MUST be held accountable. We must call out the lies and the contradictions... "not 
the best behaved" ...? really...? If they dont want the public to call them out, they they should shut up. However, they are making millions by going public.
 @Froggy Jump  Exactly, and in the final episode their heads spin around and they self implode 🤪😂

 @JASON VARGAS  Im not perfect, but I have my values and ethics to know what is right and wrong. Calling ppl with racist slurs is not acceptable at any age older than 17 years old. Now 
Harry is the one who talks about structural racism while he was the only one with solid photographed/ filmed evidence of racism in the Royal Family. And the thing with both Meghan and 
Harry is that when ppl point out their lies, instead of lying low, grow, and move on, they tried everything that they could to rectify their image, as if they are flawless, most of which are  
contradictory with what they said earlier. At least in your case, you learn and move on. With these two adults, they wallow in their victimhood and always seeing things in a negative way. I 
am a young POC girl myself, I have had a fair share of racism, ageism sexism, but asides from that, I also receive constructive criticisms that can help me grow and better myself, which I am 
thankful for. Being a victim is a choice, and surely being royals they would not feel oppressed as much as other ppl who are suffering from way worse.
 @Norfolk Enchants  their noses would be long as Pinnochio's
 @The Cwtch Witch Stevi  he was a teenager in army?
 @The Cwtch Witch Stevi  I never wore a swastika ever, Ihave a teenage daughter who would never do something like that, nor would my 11 year old daughter, no we do not do that in our 
teens...
 @MsLulumaria  Why did Meghan and Harry insist on calling their family Mountbatten, which part of Mountbattens history did they most like?
 @JASON VARGAS  enough is enough when the stop spreading lies and slandering the British peoples head of state and the Royal house that is 1200 years of British history
 @Silvia Martišová  same, no excuse for it

 @cutie pie  says who? Who said it’s not acceptable after 17 years old? Cite your sources for the credible scientists and psychologists who stated as such. The human brain doesn’t develop 
until 25, so the part of the brain that has to do with decision making skills isn’t mature until that age. Instead of being happy that he’s realized he was wrong and has apologized and has 
matured from it, instead of continuing to be racist or not acknowledging how wrong it was for him to do it at all, you all would rather tear him down and make it impossible for him, or for 
anyone else to EVER grow and mature and take lessons from past wrongdoings. It’s like you want people to stay the same and never learn from their mistakes. Why?
 @cutie pie  I agree, we would all forgive them and move on from their toxic hate if they would admit fault and apologise about the things they got wrong, the Queen did so much work in 
her legacy to combat racism and address racism, while US was still using segregation , to not acknowledge this is infuriating, the army put Harry on a course to address his racist behaviour, 
the Queen did not intervene to stop that.  I lived in Britain as an Irish person, I loved the multicultural society in London, I don't think its worse than US on racism tho, all countries need to 
improve and keep calling out racism, to not acknowledge those efforts is unconstructive and unhelpful.



If we should “overlook” mistakes made by Harry and Meghan what about this new one … calling out your family for perceived slights although recollections may vary, who declared their 
love for you live in a tv broadcast? Unforgivable.
 @cutie pie  not everyone is the same you know. I know plenty of people who still did stupid shit in their 20s who grew up and out of it.
 @Rachel,L.  the difference is, you and your family weren't brought up in a sheltered existence thinking that everything you did was OK. He grew out of it. I also never said anything about 
the army. My comment was to the OP who was talking about the swastika.
 @The Cwtch Witch Stevi  He has yet to say he was sorry for that or for other racist things he said when he was well past his teens.  Charles office issued an apology on Harry's behalf but 
not a peep from Harry himself, then or later, for any of his racist shit.
 @JASON VARGAS  Some of us actually apologize to those we've wronged.
It's not so much that Harry said and did stupid offensive shit.  It's that he's never acknowledged it nor said he was sorry.  And then he hurls vague accusations against the family because 
one of them supposedly made what may have been an innocuous remark about his baby's skin color?
 @The Cwtch Witch Stevi  If he's grown out of it he should acknowledge it, *finally*.  And say he's sorry.  Instead of deflecting by hurling baseless accusations at his family.
 @SJW 57  WELL SAID ✨✨
 @SJW 57  he apologised for it ages ago.

That wasn’t racism. That was a race baiting grifter who has a DV charity that actively REFUSES to help DV victims if they are not “black enough”. That same woman also repeatedly made 
serious allegations that our king was violent to MeGain, our beloved late queen was racist and that she was “traumatised” at being asked an innocent question. Footage has also been 
released today of the woman who made the racism accusation last week, openly admitting to cultural appropriation. Lady Susan Hussey is a victim of a racist anti monarchist
I love how the majority of this documentary was filmed many months ago, but in their altruism Meghan and Harry insisted Netflix delay it's release until YouTube removed the dislikes as to 
avoid embarrassing other YouTube with their impressive ratio.
King and queen of success  🤴
When Meghan hired all Caucasian people - from law firms, pr agents, producers, directors & Harry partnered with all White Founders at the BetterUP company that is accused of abusing 
minorities -- I thought wow - these people are really modern.
Uk is sadly still racist . Speaking from experience 😅 lol . Go Meghan 🙏🎉❤. They will never silence us .
Do you think we are stupid? What a load of me me me Narcissistic whining. Netflix, this is sensationalism at its worst.
MEGHAN YOU WISH THE PAPARAZZI CHASED YOU😂 YOU WISH YOU CAN BE THE PRINCESS OF WALES 😂GET OVER IT MAGGOT 😂
I just love that this is in color!  Yay, color!
A vanity project about a helpless sap and his egomaniac, self-absorbed wife.
I love the part when Harry and Meghan explain how they fight climate change while sitting on a Hermes blanket in a private jet.
won't watch but happy to comment....waiting for the influencers to give us the # of dislikes on this...
#1 wait for Netflix to lose money for their stupidity for backing these two losers - check
#2 wait for the failure of this project (looks like we won't have to wait) - check
#3 if you still have Netflix - don't watch - and wait for the influencers to give us the BS and tears and the poor me's - soon to be check
#4 Netflix cancelled - check check check and like many many others!!! CHECK!!
I love the part where Harry wouldn’t know the truth even if it jumped up and bit him on the bum!
Markle is a crap actress by the way - and as she has boasted can cry to order

Dumb as a stump Harry Markle continues to ooze stupidity & regurgitate ME-Gain's lies...both too ignorant to understand the irreparable harm they are inflicting upon their own children
I love the part where he asks his Duchess of Sucksex, how she got the nickname Meghan Gargle....



Attention seekers
Attention seekers
Seriously though, there are so many real suffering happening in this world right now, eg people not being able to afford rent or food, and you have this documentary about these ppl for 
what exactly ? Are we supposed to feel sorry for this people ? I am frankly so sick of them , I don’t wish them well and I just want them to leave us (and their family ) alone! Good on them 
for leaving a situation that does not make them feel fulfilled , but no need to ** on the hands that fed you!
Megan and Harry really trying to cancel themselves from the phase of earth huh?
It's great watching netflix continuously crash and burn its like block buster all over again
MUCH BRAVE, MANY STUN.
Who is silencing her? Meghan has an actual reality show now, where she cries for the cameras after she and Harry were complaining being in the Royal Family was like being on the 
Truman Show. The RF has never silenced her or attempted to, she said herself she was never even asked to sign an NDA. She gave a tell-all interview, wrote a tell-all book, Harry’s writing a 
tell-all book, and now a tell-all reality show and the RF have done literally nothing. 

There IS a racist in the RF, who openly wore a swastika on his arm and hurled racial slurs at actual serving soldiers; but it‘s Meghan’s husband, Harry.
Hahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahah!

 @Kiki M  there is a royal racist who asked about the skin colour of her son Archie. Lol there just some things you people shoudnt say or do . Take a cultural sensitivity training course and 
stop being an entitled Karen. People in the UK do want to silence the duchess and dismiss her voice but the world is bigger than UK racists . They will never prevail not only against her but 
people like me that have experienced actually racism from entitled white folks in the Uk acting in aggressive manners towards people of colour and trying to police them .
 @Light of Faith Christian   According to Meghan, only Harry heard the comment. According to Harry, the comment was made while they were dating. There was no marriage, never mind a 
child. There was no Archie. Plus, EVERY family wonders what the kid will look like, and that’s the only thing approaching a complaint that they came up with and they couldn’t even agree 
what happened. Calling women a “Karen” isn’t feminist, by the way.
 @Kiki M  you’re really into conspiracy theories kiki. I suggest a hobby and a better life. You would be less bitter for it and much happier. She’s the duchess of success  and no one will 
stop her or her husband in the noble endeavours. They have every right to speak and no one is going to stop them. Sorry racists Karen’s and Ken’s . USA 🇺🇸 > 🇬🇧
Everyone has different perceptions and experiences growing up in the same family,  Royal or NOT. Just cause you put this out doesnt mean its FACT Jack. Just like the Queen said "some 
memories and recollections may differ "  regarding Megans being new to the fam.. The only fact is Love Joy Peace Patience Kindness Goodness and Gentleness the fruits of the Spirit. 
Hollywood doesn't go by this law though. Hurt people hurt people and we see right through this dude.
I love the part of all these brillant comments!😂
Netflix has now hit rock bottom with this two scroungers, let's hope this finishes Netflix and H&M
Am I the only one who didn't like this. Anyways, Harry there's no need to worry about your no talent actress Meghan turning out like your mother Princess Diana. Not in a million years can 
Meghan ever be your mother ever. Meghan doesn't have an ounce of class as your mother had nothing but pure class. Meghan must have manure for brains to think she is in the same 
category as your mother Princess Diana.
The amount of people saying "I love that" followed by something rude is the reason why they hate to make a Netflix special.
Are not the Royals be all about loyalty, high road, tolerance, secrecy, tradition, hierarchy, family? Meg mistakes it for ‘married with children’
I love the part where Harry has a complete mental breakdown from being married to Meghan, and she turns that into her next cash cow.

How many times are they going to version their "story"? With Oprah, they said it was the only time ... how pathetic, they continue to show that if they don't talk about the Royal Family, 
they have nothing to offer. Meghan is a miserable, talk about the family that opened the doors of their house and have the brazen to continue defaming and still make an act of presence 
at the Jubilee and funeral and more ruin than Harry allows. Their actions show who they really are, many people have opened their eyes, no one believes them anymore, deal with that.



Lmao the most self serving couple everrrr
How many fake photos in this trailer?
I didn’t love any of it as it’s all lies
i am watching ....all of it .
Sick !!
I left Netflix today - asked for a reason I said I refused to help line the pockets of this vile pair. Laughably they whine on about disinformation whilst using pap shots that were nothing to do 
with them! do they ever stop moaning? And lying?
how about Meghan's family .... she should be brave enough to talk about her father sister and brother as well....why not them....as nobody will pay you to speak the truth about them...why 
till now Meghan has not yet visited her own father and shown his grand kids to them....always wondered why
Buzzing now thank you NETFLIX good on them both!!!!!!!!:))))))))))
I saw this in a movie about a bus that Meghan had to speed around the city, keeping its speed over 50, and if its speed dropped, the bus would explode! I think it was called "The Bus That 
Couldn't Slow Down."
I love the part wear Harry thinks wearing a N@zi uniform is funny but his “racist” father in 1985(!!!) is proudly speaking about a poc receiving his 1000th trust entrepreneur grant.  Can’t 
even conjure up a fake tear from my left eye 🙄
Every coins has two sides, so we can't believe these two completely for sure
They are absolute clowns. Doctored scenes to further there own propaganda. She’s a witch and he’s a scumbag.
Meghan's podcast was just her plagiarised version of Peter Griffin's "What Really Grind's My Gears" series.

I love the part where His Majesty, goaded beyond endurance by the vicious treatment of beloved family members, the abuse of his late parents, and the threat to the throne on which he 
sits, by his son [and viper of a D-i-L] asks the leader of HIS govt to use the legislation [just being voted on] to strip Harry of his Ducal title., and Mr Sunak humbly consents... :)

Then the next bit when HM issues 'letters patent' removing the Princely title Harry has so wilfully abused, and reduces 'at the stroke of a pen' this couple to mere 'Mister and Missus'...
Grow up Harry! If you do not want history to repeat itself get out of the public eye. This is your choice to be constantly hounded (your words) by photographers. Meghan was well received 
at first. Didn't the press say she was the "Markle Sparkle". Maybe it had something to do with the way you treated people and throwing hot coffee (tea) didn't help your cause. Nobody 
believes your lies.
🔴🔴🔴 The clip of Diana was AFTER the divorce of King Charles. These two manipulators think they are so smart. We will debunk all their lies frame by frame. I'm so excited that my left 
eye is already leaking!
Why do all these comments/majority of comments start with I love the part? 😂
I love the part where H&M are shown pissing on the graves of the Queen and Prince Phillip. Their grief at the loss of H’s beloved grandparents is palpable. My left eye is overcome with 
emotion.
WOOOOOOW Using his deceased mother for clickbait. That's disgistingly low. Also, they left the royal family and won't give back their titles. Also, they wanted privacy abd are now trying 
to be reality stars??? 🤡🤡🤡🤡🤢🤢🤢🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
Good Grief if the media exposure is so toxic for you - BE PRIVATE  Live your life quietly plenty of other famous people manage it .
Prince and princess douchebag.
Full truth … you should be ashamed of yourself.
When Harry ate the apple in the Garden & then a bird flew in and ate his  Vienna sausage - I cheered!



The Racists  will hate this .. 😂😂 .. 

Love it
🎻
Their truth is becoming the whole truth that only they know. Bold new claims.
🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
Woke shit
I love the part where when Meghan snapped her fingers, she went from a white princess to a black feminist crying foul.
Y’all are sick in these comments. Jealousy looks great on y’all
the need for money..
I love the part where Megan switched her sorority sister’s fake eyelash glue with super glue and nearly blinded her. Megan is the perfect person to be preaching to all of us about 
tolerance, kindness, and being a humanitarian. Like, wow. So inspiring!
“It’s about hatred” says the guy who mocked the princess of Wales face and age
Great British sarcasm ✌ 😂
it's just a game that started in the other trailer and people ran with it
Would it make more sense to be jealous of William and Catherine since they are above both of them (and maybe the rest of us all) in terms of wealth, prestige, social position and class? 
Why would anybody have to be jealous of these 2 unemployed, ungrateful, lying adults? Nobody here is jealous of these 2, I assure you!
Is this real?
 @N.S.M.  Money was paid (by mm's loving father to the injured parties) and NDA's were signed, still it got talked about and it is most likely real.
So you’re trying to cancel her for something that happened like 20 years ago? Libs like you are something else.
 @N.S.M.  She was forced to leave North Western until the two girls she traumatized finished.   That's why she went abroad.
 @JASON VARGAS  Through no fault of their own, two young students had to be treated for having superglue in their eyes.  It wasn't immediately apparent they'd keep their eyesight, and 
continue their educations, and it isn't known if they did.  Some heinous memories do go back 20 years and longer.  BTW, by no means are we all "libs".😄
I love the part where they hate the monarchy and the institution, but love to have lovely, scrolling letter-heads with "The Duke and Duchess of Sussex" on them. Bless them.
What I don’t understand is why so many ppl have such a hard time believing what he and Meghan are saying. Hopefully this will open some eyes to what they and others live through on a 
daily basis.
I love the part where I disliked this video as it is my national duty to do so.
I love the part where they're sooo desperate for support that they include the dodgy Chris Bouzy in their unrealistic reality show.
I'm welling up for all the Sugars and Bots, one tear, left eye, go! 😪
Ok megan is NOT Diana and will never be. As a person of color I’m insulted by her and her lies. If she wasn’t married to Harry she would still try to pass as being white.
I love the part when a mediocre, greedy narcissist social climbed into the British Royal Family, caused absolute chaos and division, lied, bullied, and grasped from day one, then had the 
audacity to complain that SHE was the victim! Truly the greatest piece of comedic performance art on the subject of deranged hypocrisy of all time! Take a bow Meghan, H bought you 
another award!
When Meghan unlocked Ultra Instinct, that is the moment we knew she was an Angel among us.
"We never know"
The real truth is always hidden, I hope this docu can showcase the reality!!



Here are 2 people who have NPD …what is that organization Better Up …they better get some help from a psychiatrist….ANYONE..who is content in their lives doesn’t continue beating the 
Victim drum on and on and on ….do these delusional fools understand that NO ONE winks give a shit that were sucking in oxygen if not for their connection to the Royal Family ….she’d be 
on the Z list for actresses he’d be packing grocery bags like a teenager ….their immaturity and ungrateful victim mentalities is APPALLING 🤮🤮🤮🤮
I loved the part where they showed an ultrasound scan of Meghan wearing a tiara b4 the embryo had completed it's division. 
So inspiring and a shining example of hope in achieving your goal to embryo's around the world.
is this a movie where we are supposed to feel bad for a family of "royals' who have never worked a day in their lives?
They have no footage of anything that happened to them!!! How is this not disinformation 🤮
In my opinion, I think the Queen will have a special appearance in the docuseries.
Ohh comments playing "I love the part game"!  I love the part where a trailer has people freaking out and being snide about people deciding to speak for themselves instead of sitting back 
watching tabloids lie on them shaping public opinion of the those that are weak minded. Yes!!!
They are so full of shit.
🎄I LOVE THE PART WHERE THESE COMMENTS ARE LIKE CHRISTMAS DONE COME EARLY 🤣🤣🎄
Netflix now is the brand of lies, deceiving and low quality. It lost all what left of any credibility.
Dude she’s gone to Netflix
I  love the part where Harry says it’s really hard to look back but has spent the last 4 years looking back and whinging for his $100M from Netflix. Such a stellar example of taking care of his 
mental health and dealing with his PTSD. One tear is falling from my left eye.
"I didn't want history to repeat itself" 😭😭😭
Seriously?
😂

So true, aside from the fact he doesn't have PTSD (he even says this in dax Shepard podcast, and it's obvious harry has no PTSD. At all. He cayses trauma but again, even trauma is not the 
same as PTSD. 
Trivialising PTSD is not ok. It's debilitating to live with. 
he hasn't got PTSD, at all. 

But worse.... He calls it PTSI..he calls it post traumatic stress  INJURY (cause he simply wants that post traumatic stress title, too, in order to play victim..which makes sense cause it's not an 
INJURY.... That's just trauma... PTSD is repetitive exposure to serious trauma (victims of violent abuse over years etc, obviously other things cause it too and it's a predominantly working 
class issue) I know cause I live it. I also empathise with sufferers... Harry doesn't know what suffering is. He's never done jack all in his life and he's so sheltered from reality, that he doesn't 
even know what reality is. That speaks volumes of how protected he is, and how little he related to anybody. He's the most self Important, ignorant a$$$ Ive ever seen. 
Him also marrying a psychopathic sociopath from LA (WHAT A FOOL HE IS) is only proof of how little he relates to people..  seeing how she treats people and he goes along with the abuse. 
Yuck .

 He and his hideous, shallow,  fake looking wife are the Abusers, not the victims, and they never were victims.
  Harry makes me sick.  

It's everyone else who needs protection from THOSE TWO (and their corrupt Hollywood/political dem leech cronies).
And I love the part how people are so pressed in these comments love that for y’all
They wouldn't know the truth if it kicked them up the bottom.



Their story is so moving and sorrowful. Like a Shakespearian tragedy. I was so touched by it I had to dab my eye--the left one--with the corner of a Hermes scarf.
DAMN!! I CAN'T F**KING WAIT. THIS IS GOING 2 B GREAT 👍 👌 👏 🤗🤗🤗🤗💪
How they wish the paparazzi chased them. At least would have given them one picture to use instead of the fake one from a Harry Potter premier
They still haven't figured out what changed. Didn't think anybody was that stupid. Look in the mirror Harry make sure you have Meghan by your side you will see the answer. You went 
from being very popular to probably being one of the most disliked in England and other countries.
How dare they put Catherine in the trailer.!!! I hope she gets a cut of the money but I doubt it!!!!
Pathetic!
I love the part where Harry limps back to the UK in 2023, wondering what the hell happened.
I love the part where they decided to jump off a bridge together
Meghan and Harry, you both are such losers I'm sure you read your comments. I don't care about a spoiled brat who "played" army and you, the Z list actress with no friends and just lies 
that fall out of your mouth literally every second it's open. No one likes you guys just go away......and you suck Netflix it's why I canceled 2 years ago, because look this is the biggest thing 
you got going, it sucks like them....lol
I love the part where Meghan gracefully allows the tittle of the series to be "Harry and Meghan"  instead of the other way around 😥
Megan really is satan.  She slithers it and out. Poor me. Poor us. Then she smiles with her fake face
I love the part when Harry & Meghan do all they can to crush the firm, but end up getting their titles stripped.
I love the part when Harry and Meghan say that Frogmore Cottage, the free mansion they were given after their wedding, is so small that they « can barely stand up », right before you see 
the photo showing them in the kitchen that is the size of a one-bedroom apartment in London.

I love the fact that, after watching Harry and Meghan, I now understand 'their truth' about the racism they experienced inside the RF. All appears to have been well until sometime 
between 2020 and 2021, which I admit to finding a tad puzzling at first because by that time they had already left. But, I stuck with it until the facts became clearer.
 In Jan 2020 the couple released an optimistic statement, setting out their intention to leave the UK and RF - but not entirely. They planned to be part-time royals, still representing Her 
Majesty the Queen at events of their choosing; still spending time in the UK, but mostly living in the US, earning many $millions and thus becoming financially indpendent.

Bravo! There couldn't have been any racism at that precise time because, well, why would you want to have a flexible hours option in a racist institution? Why would you want to represent 
a racist institution at events of your choosing? Shudder!

So again, Bravo! to our heroes. Or maybe not, because Harry's granny, Queen Elizabeth, was not able to grant them their wishes. The part time thing - "Half-in and half-out"  - was not a 
viable option, she informed them. Unfortuntely, under the rules of an international agreement, leaving would also mean the loss of their IPP status and that could bump up their security 
costs. And that's pretty much when Harry and Meghan looked at each other and as one, cried "Racist!". Or so it seems to me.
So now I get it: racism - Sussex style - is if you surprise your granny (or another family member) with a rather large request, and if the answer is "no", and you don't get your own way,, 
that's racist.
 I think I've got that right, anway.
$100 million for this, Netflix? You outdid yourself. You'll go down in history as the world's biggest suckers. I'm not left eye crying. I'm pointing and laughing.
When Harry stalker called his staff the same way he stalker called the Queen, demanding & screaming at females young & old - showing he does not discriminate, he is willing to abuse any 
female was enlightening
Love the editor who managed to find pics of paparazzi harassing people at a Harry Potter premiere in 2011, Michael Cohen being driven to court, a Katie Price photo op and Harry with his 
ex- Chelsy Davy when he or she or they couldn't find any pics of Meghan being hounded by the paparazzi!



🔴🔴🔴Yeah, Harry! Put your mom in the documentary to get pitty from the public! You are so dumb! You could have your privacy in Frogmore cottage but your wife wanted more glitz 
and glamour. Who do you both want to kid? You want to believe us YOUR truth but we know THE truth.
Good for you! 😆
That's my question did they get a legal release from her?
she's the only honest person in there
 @DAWN W  I doubt it very much. Its dreadful putting her on it. 😊
 @Furious Furian  very true. 😊
Thank you. Excellent analysis.  We needed the time line.
Exactly this
 @KermitTheFrog  Unfortunately, I forgot to mention a couple of comments made during the Oprah interview. Harry said he "never walked away" and that whatever decisions the RF 
makes, he "will never walk away". Odd statement to make given all that had gone before in that interview - and since..
I shall have to paraphrase another comment, the gist of which was a question posed by Oprah asking if they would return to the RF - presumably if their requests were granted. I'm pretty 
sure that the answer the couple gave was a fairly enthusiastic  "in a heartbeat". Why would you do that, especially if you had experienced so much trauma that it led to mental health 
difficulties. It's all rather perplexing.
 @Penny Lando  Thanks for adding this. It’s very perplexing. So many contradictions/inconsistencies.
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

Netflix versus reality: Latest Sussexes trailer describing 'war against Meghan' as a 'dirty game'...uses footage of press filming Trump's ex-lawyer Michael Cohen and Katie Price outside 
Crawley Magistrates' Court
I love the part where they wanted to be half in and half out of the monarchy so they could do all the glamorous bits and merch the hell out of it.  Then threw a giant 3 year temper tantrum 
when they didn't get it. So committed. One tear, left eye.
TWO VOLUMES😍😍😍
I will be canceling my Netflix subscription when this "documentary series" actually airs.
And a few more words for Prince Harry.
Harry your wife is a narcissist and you have been infatuated.
No man of honor would destroy his family of origin in the way you allow your narcissist wife to do.
Turn back before it's too late Harry and go back to your home country the UK without your wife.
Very few people criticize or reject your wife because of her skin color, but because of her behavior as a narcissist.
Omg Harry found the worst woman in the world to marry 😂 Megan 🤮
So tiresome.
Doing this to your own family is one of the lowest things imaginable.  Even if some of what they say is true, even if all of it is true, how is it possible to sleep at night while doing this? What 
has Prince George done to deserve it, or Charlotte and Louis? Or the Queen, who will be turning in her grave?

Its despicable.
I love the part where they asked the kardashians how to make a reality show for money cause the 38 years old man father won’t give him money. Why is my left eye flooding 
?😢😢😢😭😭
This halfwit is in no way as famous as his mother. What a joke.



I just cancelled my Netflix because of this.
I love the part where meghan is fighting for equality and  diversity , ripple effect, organic racism, rescued chickens, rescued dogs, she is a sister for every black woman , a bestfriend  a 
feminist who pives being known as a black woman after  she mareied harry but when she was a struggling actress her resume says she is caucasian, 
She always forgets to tan her scalp her  neck her hands her legs.. sometimes less bronzer and  at times overly bronzed.. to suit her narrative..
 i love the fact that she is the defender of the oppressed black women and men …
Then she never invited the raglands family to her wedding,, not 1 of them,,
A feminist but treats her disable sister si badly and spread false rumours that her sister had many kids from different men .. so admirable of her and meghan is so inspirational..  she 
brought lots of tears in my left eye😂
Oh the irony and self contradictions of this woman is endless. She claims and contradicts herself the next day..
She lies and lies and lies and lies and lies..
Never ends
Harry doesn’t know the full truth. He married a narcissist and when this series is over, her abuse won’t stop. What does it take for him to realize that she is manipulating him. He will go 
down in history as the most visible manipulated man, crown or no crown. Get out Harry. You and your children’s lives are on the line. 😮
I must’ve missed the bit where the whole country was thrilled for them both and tuned in to their wedding day just happy to see Harry happy. What we don’t like is back stabbing 
interviews.
Lol people really thing flooding the comment section with negative comments n thumbs down can actually work. It's an old and very obvious game. You are literally proving the premise of 
this documentary true. It would have been more effective to just to not give it attention. You've literally given Netflix n the Susessex's millions of views.
I loved the part when they have shown all the jewelry that MeGain has stolen from the royal family. So brave, so inspiring.
Here’s my patiently waiting for the tell-all about how the Archwell foundation is a scam
The part where Meghan joined the RF to teach them feminism while the Queen happens to be a woman and Head of State
delighted to be able to give this a thumbs down! Too bad YouTube won't allow me to see how many dislikes it's gotten
I love the part where the Duchess declares to the world that she, the Duchess and wife of a prince, daughter-in-law to a king, sister-in-law to a future King is linked not ranked with her 
peasants. Such nobility, one could cry one tear from one's eye.
I love the part where Harry says “They know the truth”, when the truth is they’ve done more damage to themselves the more they’ve expressed themselves since leaving “The institution”, 
so idk guy’s maybe it’s that your also not as likable &/or as relatable as either of you think🤔Tone deaf indeed🙄
Well said
Viewpoints, you mean.
Money is good no doubt but they want  to be admired, they want people to worship them,  they want to be liked like Will and Catherine , they do not get that you do not demand 
admiration or respect you earn it. We do not like   to be  lied to , gaslight, attack for simply not liking them etc  
Aa for  Netflix I guess we have to wait and see , they are not doing well as it is
32K and rising rapidly.
 @haddison  🙏
I love the part that, this trailer has 25M views at the time of writing this comments and only 7.2k likes. Shows how popular these two are.
Brave Prince Henry et Princess Meghan, love you so much 😟😟😟
And you just know these two had something to do with the race baiting and entrapment of Lady Susan Hussey.
Ah the crypto scammer Bouzy makes an appearance! Scammed lots of people for money. Has 2 lawsuits of his own going on for defamation. Harasses and doxes people online. Is a massive 
racist as he targets ‘old white women’ as he calls them. Wow Netflix you’ve really got all the best people defending Just Call Me Harry and Marriott Megs!! BTW using photos from 1938! 
Katie prices trial and other stolen pics/videos just shows I was right to cancel my account as soon as you did the deal with those devils!



Some people just grow older …but will NEVER GROW …that’s these two ungrateful victims…we heard your story now shut up please
Wtf is going on in this comment section?
The ginger winger and the ex actress, poor things. enjoy your mansion and private jets, while saving the planet 🤣🤣
I love how Megan can change colour to suit the occasion. So organised c. So authentic. So layered.
I love the part where... I'm not going to see any of this stupidity from Netflix, if I'm going to see something it will be from other YT mini videos so they can summarize the key part for me to 
know what lies they told and how bad an actress this woman is. How low has Netflix fallen!
MI-5/6  can release in detail all the death threats against Harry and his family.   Let's see the truth.
This is absolute BS! Professional victims! Meghan Markle is NOT Princess Diana, the palace provided both Harry and Meghan the same level of protection as everyone else! She wanted to 
be elevated to a higher status and couldn't get her way! These two are royal sell out!! I break them down on my channel! Royal grifters!
I love the part where Harry played game boy while all the other soldiers were in the field fighting and Megan played a actor on TV but thinks she won a Oscar !
🤢🤮
Funny how Catherine is happy and well adjusted and living a dutiful and productive life in the Royal family. Clearly Meghan just wasn't up to it.
I love the part where Meghan’s fiance Trevor uses the same line Harry did with “the family she never had” when THEY get married. My left eye is in floods!
1. Harry is now realizing he doesn’t have enough inheritance to last a lifetime so he’s selling his story with crocodile tears 
2. If Meghan “hates” the establishment so much, why name your child after the queen? She literally used her mom as a prop to propagate her blackness but she’s also a white supremacist 
and sees her white side as the most dominant. Why doesn’t she wear her hair natural? Why does her daughter have a bunch of names that are so British to a tee? She’s a disgrace of a 
woman and I can’t wait for Harry to go back to the palace in decades to come crying out that Meghan manipulated him
It’s important to remember that Megans ‘truth’ is not the truth. ￼ It’s never been about race. It’s about a narcissistic sociopath who is married to a dimwit.
So... you two kids are really gonna go there, huh? Damn.  I love the smell of desperation in the morning.
I love the part that she dated and married ONLY white man, so brave, romantic and honest. I also love her CV where she is caucasian.
She's like a chameleon... A color shifting, cold blooded, reptile!
Well said, Maris
Let them also release the death threats that every member of the RF get. It comes with the territory. No one forced them to take the job. They had 24/7 police protection. They were far 
more secure than the average Londoner commuting on the tube every day
 @Donna V    Yeah lets count how mnay Meghan has had in her short years.
lets count how many come from white nationalists racist groups too.
BUT THEY WONLT BECAUSE  NO RACIST GROUPS WANT TO HARM KATE SO HUSH IT UP.
 @Boyd Cord  you are nuts. Tell me how many were serious? Every public figure attracts nutjobs from both the right and the left. Making herself a reviled figure wasn't going to make that 
better. You tell ME how many actually came close to hurting a hair on her head. If it was one I would be shocked. Grow up
If she cannot take the heat that every other member of the family takes then leaving was the best thing. Can you explain why then they begged the Queen to remain half in and half out if 
they were so fearful?
 @Donna V   can you explaion why Diana is DEAD??!!!!  eh? Can you explain why the head of the Church of England broke GOD's 10 commandment???  Adlutery, eh?  Meghan is an angel 
her role model is her mother Doria who is a SAINT.
 @Donna V  The Queen wanted them to stay.  The crybabies charles and willy , were afraid the of the New Diana soaking uo the limelight wanted them out.  
tkae the heat?? is THAT  what's its all about?????????   to face death threats because of your skin color, in fact members of the BRF used meghan's skin color in hopes she would be 
harmed.    why else be silent?????!!!!!!
do not mess with me, I am light years smarter than you.  I'd crush Piers Morgan on TV debate.



 @Boyd Cord  Diana is dead because she got into a car with a driver who had been drinking and failed to wear a seatbelt. She would have survived the crash has she been wearing one. 
Unfortunately people die every single day from accidents just like that. 
Adultery? Oh brother. 50% of all marriages end in divorce. Even more are unfaithful and reconcile. They were not suited to each other. Diana had a young girl's notion of love that didn't 
mature as she aged. We know that because of how she behaved during her many affairs. There is no blame there. The only blame is that they were both victims of an institution whose 
rules have thankfully softened now. Head of a church or not, these people are all merely human. If you want saints you will have to look elsewhere
Markle a role model? First Diana isn't Markle's mother and second Markle was cheating on Corey with Harry! Are you nuts? She also cheated on Tevity Trev Trev. Markle always had a 
replacement lined up before she dumped a man. She was trolling the UK looking for a rich Briton before she even met Harry. I don't necessarily blame her for that because I don't know the 
state of their relationship. But she is no saint and if you think so you are a nutjob
 @Boyd Cord  The Queen couldn't wait to see the back of them! She would have preferred they accept the limitations she could offer if they no longer wanted to be working royals. She 
would have bent over backwards to help them stay. But being half in and half out was something she would never permit. Earning money outside the institution is rife with problems for 
the family and the institution and their constitutional role. Sorry but the Queen loved her grandson. How did he repay her> With treachery. None of us get everything we want in life. Our 
bosses make demands. If you can't accept them quit. But you don't still get paid, keep the company car and the credit card and the job title. Why should they? So they can sell them to the 
highest bidding American? No way the Queen would have permitted that. 
The Queen way dying of cancer while these spoiled brats were bullying her and demanding crap. Great grandson, eh? They already crapped all over her while her husband was dying. I have 
no doubt she was sorry to see Harry go but was glad of having less tension
 @Donna V  diana is dead because charles took her security away... he's not a bank.  remember?
 @Boyd Cord  Diana refused security because she was paranoid after the Martin Bashir interview and how he fed her a bunch of lies. Despite that she has security with her at the time of 
her death. Why she would run from paparazzi is inexplicable. She had nothing to hide. Everyone knew who she was with. Dodging paparazzi became a game for Diana. She used them when 
she wanted. Yes it’s a pain in the butt. But asking someone to lose them was obviously dangerous, as it turned out. Why? She was widely photographed with Dodi. She had no reason to 
hide that they were together. Silly games to no purpose
So your telling us that a 40 year old college educated, once or twice divorced women has NO CLUE on what working for family that are the head of state for a nation would entail?  And 
now Netflix has changed the release of this REALITY SHOW (that Harry & Meghan requested SCRIPTS FOR by the way) so many times, now it is a VOLUME i & VOLUME II release?  Oh and 
THANKS for releasing the 2nd part during your sister in-laws' CHRISTMAS SHOW TO THE NATION you "love" so dearly.

I loved the part where they were touring the candy factory and saw the room with the geese that lay the golden eggs and started singing to Charles "don't care how, we want it NOW!"
When Harry & Meghan turned the Queens funeral into a tantrum PR fest - complete with leaks every five seconds and demands for attention. Wow - such dignity!
In the beginning, I had great hopes for her. She has thrown it all away. This show is nothing but lies and rubbish. Shame on you Harry
I love the part where Oprah and Gail stayed silent. Or maybe they were silenced…..
Netflix is crap now, can't believe they spent money for a documentary about 2 losers no one cares about.....just another long line of great I'm mean crap programming brought to you from 
trash t.v. oh I mean Netflix
Y'all don't know the danger this women is in. And the fact you all are being so horrible is sick
Maybe one day the hate will stop Meghan is a human being like everyone else.. Harry loves her the difference their love life is in the news we all know it can make you look positive or 
negative social media has really made this marriage look bad.. I love them both I pray for their peace and for there protection..We all know that this spin is because in the royal family you 
marry who they tell you to marry if you step outside of that it's going to be some consequences. Maybe one day we will look at eachother as humans  and that we all are beautiful and 
special and that hate is what's making this world so dark and cold... Harry & Megan I wish you only the best.
I love the part where the deluded Meghan rocked up to the palace thinking she can have the Queens Crown and Throne. She quickly realized the only crown available to her was a paper 
one from KFC. I felt her pain, I also felt the warmth of a solitary tear sliding down my face from, you guessed it, my left eye.
I love the part when Meghan and Harry are so dramatic, you would think they’re on a witness protection programme after escaping the Sicilian Mafia.



holy leave catherine out of this.
I love the media reporting that Harry's book and this Nutflix documentary have conflicting reports despite the words coming from Harry and Meghan.
Can't keep up with their own never ending lies.
The best part is the monarchy would be the best thing ever, if they gave in to Harry and Meghan’s demands before they left  Only being a part time working royal with all the benefits of 
course. Living aboard part time, free access to dads cheque book.  Is our extended family racist never!!!!!
So you wanted 1/2in 1/2 out and your privacy despite the RF being so racist?  I think the story is again full of lie and self delusion.  Judging by comments us little people know who you are. 
One tear left eye
I love the part where people,.who are supposedly "not fans" just like to spew such hatred, yet they are probably the ones to watch this first and are keeping them relevant - at this point no 
matter what they do, you'll all find something and it's usually the same "oh they wanted to be silent" or "they should just go away" or "they are trying to destroy the royal family" - you're 
full of it. Diana was the first to come out and point out the toxic traits of the royal family - they are continuing that work and I'm glad the Royal family have a lot to answer for *cough** 
Andrew paedophile **cough**
Yes more content for me to make more memes
Couple of cretins
They are trying to play there victimhood again and the trailer with the paparazzi was taken from Harry Potter & the deathly hallows premier which is an lie there before they met and it has 
nothing to do with racism the British people did not like her behaviour towards us and telling us what to do about fossil fuels and her lack of respect for the royal family and had nothing to 
do with rascim  which H & M do not seem to understand.

The British people welcomed her on her wedding day and crowds of people on the street and this is how you repay the British people for your wedding day and it cost the British taypayers 
like myself and the country £40 million pound and prince Harry and Megan slag of the British people how terrible.
Also Prince Harry we paid you for all your life through our taxes and this is how you repay the U.K. people by slagging us off how terrible for you when you have no worries about money 
and live in an 11 million dollar house and still not satisfied about your life

Strip them Of all of there title and all there privileges and exile them from the U.K. forever Please King Charles do it I love The prince & Princess of Wales and Love William and Catherine 
more and are loved by the British public than these two hypocrites who sold the royal family out for the almighty dollar 💵 and dosh 💰
Don't understand why they named their child after the Queen after how horribly the Queen treated Harry's own mother. The only reason Diana got a public funeral was because Charles 
insisted. The Queen didn't want to do anything for Diana and couldn't care less. This always made me think that Harry and Megan seem like insincere social climbers. 

(Also revealing her pregnancy at Eugenie's wedding! Who does that?!)
Your truth is a lie
danger? Anne was kidnapped! Her ROP was SHOT! She didn't whine one time. Not one. Spare me her delicate feelings. Harry has hired her ample protection. She is far safer than the 
average Californian going to the store. Give me a break

baloney. Did all of that cause her to treat the Queen and Philip so shabbily? For 72 royal assignments she received: a house, cars, unlimited luxury travel, 24/7 police protection, a MILLION 
dollars worth of clothes in ONE year. She had a staff both for business and household over over 25 people for a single couple. No healthcare worries or utility bills. Everything but their 
personal expenses was paid for  She received access to the brightest minds on the planet. If that is "abuse" can you please tell me where I can sign up to  be abused?
Bottom line they wanted top billing. They wanted to do side hustles and supplement their income. Those are forbidden for important reasons. Please explain to me how they had it harder 
than any other member of the family? The criticism they received was earned by their own actions



I like the bit where Meghan is soooo afraid of being harangued by the paparazzi that she calls them herself  to let them know where she'll be,  at what time and where they should stand to 
capture her best side  😆
When did Harry learn to play the guitar. I hope you both rot in poverty
Looks crap.
The trailer actually dropped on Thursday, and the Earthshot Awards were on Friday, so no, it wasn’t the same day. Imagine burning through millions of Earthshot donor money to embiggen 
yourself only to get overshadowed by a 60-second Netflix trailer. Now imagine having such LDE (limp d–k energy) that you throw a four-day tantrum about the trailer to the point where 
your Earthshot advisors – actual professionals in environmental fields – placate you by officially “complaining” about the trailer. William is such a loser. Besides that, William is telling us 
exactly what the whole purpose of this pathetic Boston trip was: it was the look-at-me-I’m-keen show, explicitly all about William and how he’s trying to “win back” America and one-up his 
brother. William wouldn’t even f–king share the spotlight with the Earthshot WINNERS.
The bit with Meghan looking over a pillow with no make up on gave me AIDS as I was that shocked at how sad she looked, and incredibly not black.
I love the part where none of her family friends etc turned up to wedding just the mum says it all
Dear netflix I feel like crying. Can you send me me me gain photographer and the hermes blanket with no letter, please?😞
This is gonna be such a good documentary, they really deserve to speak their truth. I really love Meghan and been a fan since she starred in the series, Suits. Sending loving vibes. Stay 
strong you two 💙 ❤
Markle and Harry are elder abusers. They abused Prince Philip and the Queen when he was on his deathbed. They abused the Queen in her final year threatening her and spitting at her 
and trying to bully her to give them money. Morally they are so utterly vile, as horrid as can be
I love the part where Daily Fail readers flood the comments with their brainwashed apparently non-racist bon mots.
(I know the full truth,) (everyone knows the full truth) , and it is in your event that is coming up on Netflix,..The ones that love you as i do love you embrace the full truth,..And the ones that 
hate you out of racism and jealous upon the tell LIES upon the full truth....God bless you, Prince Harry and Duchess Meghan..🇺🇸🤴👸🥂
Well I for one with an open mind can’t wait to watch this documentary.
NETFLIX YOU BETTER FACT CHECK YOUR PICTURES USED TO PEDDLE THE DIRTY GAME NARRATIVE. THOSE PICTURES ARE ALL FAKE. NONE OF THE PAPARAZZI PICTURES ARE ACTUALLY 
HOUNDING MEGHAN. ONE IS AT THE HARRY POTTER PREMIER, THE OTHER ONE IS KATIE PRICE AND A THIRD ONE IS MICHEL COHEN AT THE MAJISTRATE. NETFLIX YOU ARE SPREADING 
FAKE NEWS AND MISINFORMATION.
I love the part when she secretly wed a few days before the 'real' ceremony.
I came for the comments 😁
Just so anyone outside the U.K. is aware. We all loved them both and celebrated their marriage. We turned sour on them when she began to slag off the royal family.
Can't wait for this authentic, inspiring, truthful telling of their love story. Excuse the sarcasm. Please pass me the sick bucket and tissues for the puke and tears from laughter!!! 
🙈🙈🤣🤣🤣🤣
NO one should click on the netflix show...IF you must...wait until after it has finished airing to truly sink the initial #'s
The part where Harry uses and abuses his mother’s image ad nauseam to promote himself and make money while complaining out of the other side of his mouth about women’s 
treatment in the royal family.
I love the part where the Harkles announced with huge fanfare that they had signed up with the prestigious Harry Walker Speaking Agency (copying the Obamas again 🙄) and we're 
charging a fee of $1 million per speech!
They haven't been hired.
Rachel tried desperately to fill a grotty hotel conference room in downtown Indianapolis a few days ago and had to give tables away for free.
How this fabulous feminist and heroine has fallen! Brings a compassion in action tear to my left eye!
if you look at his fingers on the fretboard... that's no chord I'm familiar with
Hello Megsy



her close family all died before the wedding,    The Markles are not her close family.    Ask brittany spears about that..
 @Boyd Cord  she kept taking pop's money though. Remember the "daddy dearest" letter? Remember the TIG and how she said he was the "bestest daddy ever"?  You wanna believe the 
lies, feel free. The rest of us prefer to judge her behavior, not what she tell you her behavior is....There is a difference
 @Donna V  People change. Family members change. Her father did a lot of shady stuff to garner attention and money - like staging photos with paparazzi in 2018. He went behind his 
daughter’s back and he embarrassed the Royal Family to the point where they issued a statement for the public to “give him privacy” aka: ignore him. He turned himself into a clown. 
Honestly, if Meghan Markle were a man, nobody would say a thing about her being estranged from her father. In fact, any man who did that would be applauded for being strong and not 
allowing toxic family to get in their way.
 @Donna V   Her Brittany Spears dad is a liar.  He separated and divorced doria when Meghan was 2 and 4 years old.. Meghan said on video when she was in  HIGH SCHOOL high school her 
and her dad do not get along.   THAT WAS HIGH IN SCHOOL.
Doira was distraught after separation she lived in a homeless shelter with toddler Meghan,   That's why they've been involved in charities.

 @Melissa xx  Like she didn't stage pap shots????!!!! Holy moly. The guy was portrayed as some fat slob drunk in the tabs and he wanted to look better. Meghan has complained about the 
same thing and she has millions of dollars to spend on PR. One old man all alone in Mexico who kept his mouth shut for 6 months? I would have been pissed if she turned on me for that. 
Sorry, your gal and her husband are not nice people. Not nice at all. Look what they did with Jessica after she defended them for years? Nope. Loyalty is a virtue.
Double negative, can't have the US flag alongside emojis depicting a patriarchal establishment the US rejected. That's why these two will never "make it". Royalty status in the US means 
nothing. In fact Royalty Status is beginning to mean nothing globally, that's why the UK, Sweden and other sovereign nations leaders are doing different things to be known for. Not 
masquerading about their  own tribulations. We never heard the Queen talk about her own life, she was devoted to others.
If you haven't made your mind up with all you hare seen, you really are hopeless at this point. When she tried to rock up to the Queen's death bed if that didn't tell you exactly who she 
was nothing will. You could have Markle on tape stabbing the Queen and you would ask for her side hahahahaha!
Not the race and I’m a victim cards again over and over - get over yourselves
I love the part where Harry still finds it ok to milk his mother death tragedy to bocket more money, one tear, left eye, go…..
Dumb and Dumber 😂😂😂😂 Like a glove
I love the comment section
They need money
Love the part where Harry and Meg was frustrated by the press hounding their privacy free of charge, so they sold it to netflix instead for a royal suitcase full of money.
Speak you truth … and let’s enjoy the tears that will emerge 😂 

Meanwhile, Prince Andrew wiping his brow …
I'm going to be honest but as realistic as I possibly can when you look at the history of the British royal family there is not been a single person who has married into that family that has not 
been crazy unfairly scrutinized I mean look at Prince Philip the man actually a born royal and they didn't like him because his family was abolished but he was poor, & don't even get me 
started on the level of crazy disrespect shown toward Diane from both the firm and the paparazzi SMH. Now am I saying that that treatment is fair to incoming members of the firm being 
treated unfairly and having to prove themselves? No it's not do I think that there's an element of racism here of course there is!!!! The British royal empire was the world's largest 
colonizers, now with all that being said... at a certain point I do truly hope that Harry and Meghan find happiness and peace when all is said and done and I wish everyone in this situation 
moves on forward and happier, cuz quite frankly it's just painful to watch and a lot it's just a lot and I'm not trying to be disrespectful here but there are so many other bigger things going 
on in the world I am not trying to belittle what they experienced or are experiencing still I'm just saying on the grand scheme of things I am more concerned about so many other bigger 
issues, Global issues that could destroy the planet if every single human being on Earth doesn't wake up and pay attention to what's going on whether that's the economy or here in 
America the political landscape or the level of poverty and Corruption the list goes on



The best part I love about this contrived trailer is all the comments!!!  See!!  There is always something positive in the negative!!  Keep it up everyone.  Your comments are pure gold!!  I 
feel a tear in my left eye....but from joy!!!
Megan happened!oh it was not a disney palace...oh mean mean people who didnt give me me gain a tiara!😲😤
❤  I Love them

I like the part where they agreed to support the Monarchy as they fled like thieves in the night, had a website with all their terms and conditions on it then QE2 said no… no half in half out
The 2 babies had never heard no before so spat their dummies out and pulled out a pile of lies 
Tear left eye … go
Thank goodness the heavens  sent meg and harry. They brought world peace. 🤣🤣🤣🤣
Yeah, we get it moron. Please spare us any more of this propaganda. You have said it over and over. Let the rest of us get on with our lives. You have had years. Learn to let it go.
This look obvious that Meghan has pure jealousy of Cahterine, nothing else.
I love the part at the very end where they finally realize that they are the villains of this story (it's in the after, after, after credits, I think)
I love the part where some random, unseen person calls Meghan a "Royal Rockstar" with no reasons backing that claim.
I love the part that Netflix poured so much money on this globally most hated toxic couple for their lies which everyone feels sick and tired off.  I am going to cancel my Netflix subscription 
to show my support to the cancel culture.
Pass.
More bulls-t.  Surprised Netflix had the balls to release a second trailer after the shitstorm of negative reaction to the first one.  Put it to bed already.  Suck up the loss and cancel the series 
before you put it on the air.  These two narcissists don't deserve the time of day.
😂🤣 that was good.
I love the part where they show Diana and Cathrine being hounded by the press combined with Henry and his first wife being photographed on Royal duty. Trying to trick the eye, the left 
one I guess
What a unique set of privileged dunce!
Hahhaha hate the media! Soooooo make a show for the media! 😂😂😂😂😂
"It's about hatred. It's about race."
i just cannot wait the full truth,lol hater will hate more.
Harry , what is the meaning of truth? Do you have a dictionary at home if not please google
Always heading for the door
I love the part where Meghan rings up her fans and thanks them for sending death threats to the Royal family, it was so touching when Harry took a picture with them and told them to 
keep up the good work
These two wouldn’t know the truth if it slapped them in the face.
Those to are making MANY enemies
I really,REALLY love that these two wanted a "half in/half out" scenario to get all the perks AND make all the $$ they could BEFORE they stepped down....but decided it was racism AFTER 
they weren't allowed to do that!!     

True inspirations to continue to merch those titles & name their child after the head of this family that treated them so,so,so,poorly.....

WOW!!!!



King Lear time. 
Parents will always love their children. There's no such guarantee amongst siblings. 
Empire Wills' Strikes Back, coming soon!!
I wish I could wipe my tears on a 3000$ Hermès blanket , and a Netflix documentary on how oppressed I am
29K dislikes
I loved the part where the infinitely brave Meghan chose to sue the daily mail because they did an unflattering story of her. Her bravery and courage inspires me every morning!!
The differences between privacy and silence really whooping y’alls asses in these comments.
I love the part where ginger doesnt know how many polices and militars protect the royal family. Hei meme gain do you know the red gards? Guess what they are not puppets for 
tourists...they are militars and guard the queen. What about sas have you heard? Best specialized forces in the world.for your ambition you are so ignorant😝
His grandmother and grandfather were dying, yet they continued to film for Netflix, how senseless could they be. Not once did they visit her family before or after the wedding. They have 
no compassion or mercy for those that are suffering. What does the scripture say? The merciful will receive mercy, H&M were not merciful, so they certainly have it coming upon 
themselves, co-created themselves.
I love the part where no one will click play ▶  when its released .
Stunning, but not brave. Cowardly, actually.
yikes!
I love the part where they used footage from Harry Potter to simulate Meghan’s dream of being chased by paparazzi. Netflix even added some camera sound effects to please Meghan who 
has never had real paps after her.
I love it as it’s Comedy Gold.. The most humanitarian and compassionate couple on the planet sharing their Love Story just like Mrs Wallace and that didn’t end well.. unfortunately we all 
know the ending of this fairytale and it’s anything but good.. It’s History repeating itself and I just love how this fairytale couple embrace both their families, such role models.. I’m now 
crying a single tear from my left eye,, 😢😢😂😂😂
I love the part, such good fortune really, to have a video of the camera lens focused down on Harry and Meghan as they walk. Alone. (at 0:22)  The only camera lens in that shot was from a 
second-story window, and they were lucky enough to have someone else videoing that lone photographer.
Meghan has played this victim card for far too long, playing on Harry's instinct to protect her because of what happened to his mum. I'm on both sides though. I see why the family doesn't 
like her, but yet I hope those two expose EVERYTHING about the monarchy that is hidden in secret, like their connection to p3dòphìlia, the NWO agenda, and the underground satanic 
rituals they participate in. It's a secret they don't want out, so of course they're gonna paint Meghan as the bad guy... however, I really do find her to be extremely controlling and 
manipulative.
Please pay back your wedding bill   ~signed an angry taxpayer
Can we declare a moritorium on stupid, royal, sideways UFO hats please?
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮These two make me want to vomit.

I love the part when H says “we know the truth.”  I didn’t know this was a fictional comedy?!

Here we go AGAIN! Poor little multimillionaire victims. They clearly have no integrity & keep proving they’re both cold narcissistic egomaniacs. We already know & we believe you! 

They desperately need attention at any cost. Even when your Grandfather & Grandmother are clearly dying. Talk about cold, vicious & cruel liars.
I dont love the part where Meghan easily gains everything in this marriage while Harry loses everything.
😂😂😂😂😂



Meghan and Harry are such a wonderful people. They are brave enough to come out of this so called royal family n live as a normal citizens. Its needs courage to do that. Now they are 
trying to show us the real truth through Netflix. I love you guys. Love n support .
You put Christopher Boozy in the trailer? Are you kidding?
I’m going to keep an open mind. Harry said that when he was younger staff would leak negative stories about him to bury negative stories about William. 

Every royal has complained that they feel left out bc it’s about the monarch first then the heir.

But also, H&M wanted to do too many changes to suit only them when in reality they work for the monarch. That’s where a lot of the misunderstanding comes from. Why won’t you do 
xyz? It’s not what we do or have ever done. They took offense to that response.
Shocking how Netflix has stooped to this level of programming… allowing this couple to play out their family bitterness on the world stage.  And using phony pictures as proof.  Where were 
your fact checkers.  You got played Netflix. Big time.
All of YOU ...........
show me Anywhere before they left that Disgusting island did they EVER release anything negative towards brother or inlaws?

It's when they left, and the Media tabloids continued to put out rubbish about them, did they sit down to set the record straight 

All of you are proving their points 
Bullies and Racists 
Shame of you and sad for the world that your in it!
As a man of color, I can relate.
The pain and suffering of women marrying into this institution was because his father was having an affair and never stopped seeing his mistress!  He even bought High Grove in 1980 to be 
down the street from Camilla.



I am gonna say it here as well..
Unless MM gets in a car w a drunk driver, wears no seat belt
.. and tell the paparazzi that she has some juicy bites to share, if they catch her.. only then will she be followed and yah.. in that case ...an accident like the one Diana was in, may happen 
again.
Any pic when she is out'n'bout.. show no one around& no one remotely interested in her or them. Hence why she has to call the paparazzi in order to make fanfare happen--so that the 
pap take pics. However since they are so litigious happy, most wont even bother..

Harry needs to stop blaming the Paparazzi- and take some meds for his paranoia. MM has filled his head w bs stories she generally self created, to ensure she gets to live exactly how she 
feels she should& deserves. One knows how entitled she was long before she ever met Harry.

The press didnt turn on MM from the get go either. Everyone World wide was happy for em. But when u marry down& not up.. u end up w a narcissistic sycophant like MM is. It got nadda 
to do w race, as she herself didnt even identify as mixed race or black until it was useful to her. In fact most ppl had no clue she was mixed until it was brought up by her paid for Fan club 
the Sussex squad. Hoping to cancel anyone who isnt laying down in front of her..
It however has everything to do with their behavior.  So dont come at me with the cheap excuse of racist blah blah blah. No one cares about her race. Its their actions we all look at.

As said, Harry needs to be on meds, and be in actual long term therapy, and stop going to these woke ppl who have no degree.
MM needs to stop feeding him bs stories to fuel his paranoia that stems from him refusing to talk to his Mom one last time -- all just as said in order to be able to live her dream life style, 
while he continues to suffer by decisions he made as a child& deeply regrets to date and haunt him.. I am certain it prob got worse now, by him repeating this mistake with his grandma. 
However knowing that he was gonna sell em all out.. he couldnt visit, as that would have made people question everything said. So he made a financial decision. Thinking Grandma will 
forgive him anyways& he will finally get the financial support he still believes the family owes him, including security.

 I cant wait til everyone fact checks every word these two say and all parts of their-- yet another version of their story -are released. Including his book..  I assume the last episode will drop 
a day before his book comes out, to ensure the highest profit margin for them. Which shows just how much and what they really care about& also what this is all about: Money..

They feel they should have a continued slice of the Crowns pie, while not doing anything for it. He feels he is entitled to all this money, due to being born 2nd in line.. now cough 5th.

If the comments are indication the reactions are going to be more entertaining than the series itself.
ROFL  OMFG   is that Chris Bouzy....you know you have gone to scraping the bottom of the barrel if you have to include a crypto scammer who runs around touting BOT SENTINEL which has 
been proven to be as full of shit as he is.
This . That £40m would go a long way in helping our homeless veterans into safe accommodation and supporting pensioners who are unable to stay warm and eat.
He made his last days for grandfather/grandmother terrible!  He has zero shame.
consult Better up for your mental health
Is that’s funny 😄 he said
Not according to Harry's own statement he released when he was dating Megs. He says the Palace worked day and night to keep slanderous stories about her out of the press. Maybe use 
google and read.
hope they have returned all the money., jewels, designer dresses, and titles to the disgusting island.after all they are "financially independent " now and they are getting billions for their 
"talent and hard work"



She only had ONE member of her family at her wedding. Why didn't she invite any of her relatives, black or white? Instead she invited celebrities she didn't know, because they would be 
good for her future connections when she would move back to California. It was all calculated since the beginning. She never fit in on purpose and became a disruptor and victim, needing 
to "escape".. what a fraud.
 @Brindha Sivakumar  How silly!  His mother left him money you obviously thought Diana didn't have her own money
what shade of hers is your colour
 @Brindha Sivakumar  haha you can judge by my pfp
You been warchong the crown 😂
No, I'm 61 and remember as everything was playing out real time.
Diana was having multiple affairs and cheating on Charles too. Goes both ways
exactly! Imagine including a guy who had two pending defamation cases against him?! they are idiots.
 @Yasmina H    He is going to be on there to confirm that Meghan is the victim of racism.... yawn.... she is more a victim of herself..... and her freaking propensity to lie as easily as she 
breathes
I love the part where a multiracial crowd of children cheer at the 1938 ceremony in Brixton where Harry's grandmother's grandmother opened the extension to Lambeth Town Hall. When 
Harry's handler plunders the past, it brings an archetypal tear to my left eye.
I love the part where Megsy and Hawwy want their children to be part of an extended family. They recognize the importance of their children having grandfathers, aunts, uncles, and 
cousins.  My left eye weeps with admiration for their parenting.
I love the part where they really thought this was a good way to go. By doing this more and more people see them for who and what they are and do not like what they see. Wow just 
wow. Two of the most hypocritical, pretentious, self centered people talking about their "truth". We can see their agenda. Go away.
I loved the part where megaliar looked after her dad after his stroke and heart attacks , her sister with MS and the grand parents in law who were dying 
So empathetic… tear left eye go
SPARE me your BS!!! "Protecting my privacy and family" but I dont mind any of this if I can sell "my story"....(just vomited a bit saying that 🤢) to the highest bidders! I simply can't believe 
Netflix was this stupid to release ANOTHER video ( funny how you suddenly cannot see the amount of dislikes on any of the videos). Oops....just vomited again!
I love the part where everyone is writing "I love the part"

Finally the truth is told  I keep saying the monarchy is outdated and needs to be abolished  They finance themselves through decades of taxes at the expense of other citizens.
I love the part where Netflix disables "DON'T LIKE" so that Me -again and Harriet  does not  sue them for "RACISM" !

I love the part where the Harry formerly known as "Prince" came to America, condemned the free press and called freedom of speech "bonkers" after signing multi million dollar deals with 
media giants Spotify, Netflix and Penguin Random House, then started his own media company and made this documentary giving us an intimate "behind the scenes" view of what it's like 
not having any privacy, thus exercising his freedom of speech to selflessly teach the world how toxic and wrong freedom of speech is for everyone else. He's such an inspiration and I 
promised myself I wouldn't cry, but it's so stunning and brave that one perfect tear of admiration just trickled down from my left eye. I'm a sucker for a good romantic comedy.
I'm enjoying every minute of this Meghan and Harry vs Royal family drama🤣🤣🤣🤣😂😂just get me the popcorn
A NETFLIX ugyanolyan hányinger, mint a patkány páros!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Nyomorultak!!!
OMG I CAN'T WAIT.
This is going to be MAJOR. 
Cowmilla is not the righful Queen bye, Harry won't accept that cause they harmed Princess Di in ebery possible way
I love this part about the comments 🤣
Cancelled until you get this vulgar crap off



LYARS, LYARS , LYARS!!!!
looks like the story of wallace simpson!
I love the part  where they invite a streaming giant into their home, made me so emotional. My left eye didn't even make it to 2 seconds
I love the part where everyone in this comments section knows the truth! I'm sooo happy a tear just sprung from my left eye!   🤣😉
I love the part that the only paparazzi photos are fake - Catherine Princess of Wales (2) and a third rate reality TV star - Katie Price being chased outside Crawley magistrates court for drink 
driving. This production is so truthful - brings a tear to my left eye.
😂
🤣🤣🤣
Honestly netflix gotta be havin a laugh surely
😂😂😂
Looks like even sugars can appreciate this comment. None of them have come up with their bile yet 😂
😂😂😂😂
Gosh, your right eye is so insensitive
 @Marina Peli the right eye is apparently racist 😂😂😂
 @J G  🤣🤣🤣
Archetypal tears count double.
The nerve of them to use Queen Mary.  She didn't take any crap from anyone.

so harry will repay the money spent on their spectacle by the taxpayers., or has he already paid it back., after all his "now wife " was a multi millionarie when their spectacle happened
you say that while they keep their titles. Log off.
Brilliant🤣
👏👏
but harry's now wife will attend king charles and queen camilla's coronation. after all she is the "daughter in law" of King charles III
Wallace Simpson had more grace and respect than these two morons
Actually the 1st director quit bc they wouldn't allow them to film on their property. Everything is staged offsite, 1 BIG FAT LIE.
This comment section should win the Sarcasm award of the year 😂

i love how her tear managed to stay on her cheek  until photographers were done so she cld scratch it off leaving no line in her bronzer to even show it had been there. Miracle worker.
I love the part that how Megliar treated her father and Haz treated his grandparents before they died. They were sooooo cool and are the role models for the youth.
She has manipulated thick as mince Harry into believing she is being hounded by the press just like his mother. If he doesn't do what she wants she will end up like Diana...hounded to 
death. I read that he discussed the supposed similarities between the 2 women with his friends (when he had some) and was extremely annoyed when none of them could see any. I am 
wondering if he will say he thinks Dianas death was not an accident but was assassinated by the RF. It really wouldn't surprise me.
🤢🤢🤢🤢🤢🤢🤢
Lol, we know Megan‘s and Your lies so far. What a vicious and malicious attack on his own family, his brother. Whenever you think these two cant sink lower, they manage to do.
Woe is me. Boohoo .
why most comments start with :"I love the part..." ?
I love the way Rachel and Henry use them titles repeatedly given to them from a racist monarchy to get multi million dollar deals by hanging on to the coattails of the Royal family. Truly 
inspiring trashing the institution and the country while sueing the government for security.



Why is all the comments starting with ı love the part
Why do they use footage of genuine super celebrities being chased by the press FOR REAL : Catherine, Diana, Katie Price, Harry Potter actors …
It’s misinformation @Netflix 
They were never chased. They even tipped paparazzis.

Who are they really working for ? Are they even aware of it ?
It is not about race in the slightest… She used the race card to fit her victim narrative. She used to state she was caucasian for casting calls… hilarious!

I don’t understand why people can not just accept that what they are saying actually might be the truth. It seems so obvious. After everything the royals have done or been through. And 
for those saying that they left for privacy, they left for privacy in that institution. They are revealing themselves now because they can actually tell the truth and say what happened. And 
money? They don’t have anything, they have what both of them have saved. They don’t have a stipend. And it is impossible for them to actually have real jobs. They are such polarizing 
figures. This is literally the only think they can do to survive, tell their story, be public. I am sure it is not what they wanted, but it is what they have to do.
I love the part where they renounce their titles because they loathe the monarchy and everything it stands for including the country it represents, and just F. Off.
I love how Netflix, has a well known scammer who is involved in at least 2 lawsuits at the moment, pretending to be an expert with no formal training all the while being paid by the 
duchess
I love the part where Meghan handles her new role with decorum, class, and altruism. Oh wait, that was Catherine.
0:31 why would you include this guy who is being sued by a black lawyer for defamation? How dumb can you be?
Repulsive content ! You are pure evil
The truth Harry is that your wife is a manipulative, social climber, lying b**ch!!! The truth is you hurt your own family, especially your Granny!! And forever you will bring that guilt until you 
die!
🤮🤮🤮
HE DISCUSSED THE SUPPOSED SIMILARITIES WITH DIANA'S BROTHER AND SISTERS.THEY WERE.........SHOCKED
One person stared it and it caught on. The really delicious part is the "it brought a tear to my left eye" in homage to girlfriend's "grief" at the Queen's funeral. It was her big acting moment 
after torturing the poor woman and her family up until her death bed
The Mexican Wave has come into it's own here 😂💚👁😢👁🤣
it is something that caught on. The really delicious part is the "it brought a tear to my left eye" in homage to girlfriend's "grief" at the Queen's funeral. It was her big acting moment after 
torturing the poor woman and her family up until her death bed
Did you not see Oprah and the multiple,provable lies they told?
did you just wake up now? How many times did they lie on Oprah and we are supposed to believe they are telling the truth now? A $100M Netflix deal talking shit about your family 
worldwide? they haven't shut up for 3 years! Oh come on! People are sick of this now!

Because when you caught person lying once you doubt everything after that. I do not believe royal family are saints, but don't you think their behaviour is hypocritical. If this what they are 
saying is true it would make me dislike royal family but it would not make me respect them. See that man in trailer who is mentioning racism, that same person multiple times on his 
twitter page mocked prince William and Catherine. They are accusing family of planting stories about them but at same time they are in alliance with his family's trolls. 🙄

For those saying I have not been watching, please, I have gone down too many rabbit holes about this subject. I have watched the interviews, I have watched body language analysts talk 
about the interviews. And just FYI, they have not stayed quiet because the media itself has not stayed quiet and keeps taking stabs at them. Maybe get a soul?! Maybe have some empathy?



Oh, oh, one more note. I’m also not saying the royals are wrong either. I’m not saying they are bad at all. I am saying this is a situation and a society that we non-royals don’t understand. 
So maybe open your minds a touch?
Given the duo's "truth" record ❌ the Boozy man is a very fitting choice as their supporter 😎👁😢
LOL😪😪😪😪😂  It appears we have a left-eye crying emoji!
🤣
Well spotted!
I am so glad they are having the privacy they wanted. They are painfully shy. - they are not popular as people seen through them nothing to do with race.
Can't wait!
Hermès blanket on show is so nouveau riche.
I love that Harry wore a racist armband symbol of the genocide of millions in his younger days and now he humbly and wholeheartedly asks the world for forgiveness in a six episode Netflix 
show.
This is so f*****g embarrassing
I love the part where this is Oprah 2.0 with staged visuals added for emphasis!
Brings a bitter tear to my exhausted left eye! 😪
Fxxing Bouzy is in it. OMG.
Time for Buck House to leak the bullying report and expose Minge and Whinge
I absolutely loved the part when the trailer ends
This will be brilliant documentary.  Said no one ever.
We want to protect ourselves from the media.
By selling our story to the highest bidder 🤣 
Can't wait for this comedy to come out
So excited!!!
I love that their only supporters are people they pay to support them!  So,so inspiring!
I love the part where the researchers have to use a load of random paparazzi footage because they couldn't find any of Meghan being chased by them.
Harry now just write yourself out of your own family. What a shame you are to be called Diana's son. Shame on you. You're Nothing like your mother.
looking forward to watching.
I love the part where Meghan thinks she can grift her way up to becoming Queen.  As if the British monarchy were an episode of "Dynasty".
I love the part where they use a stock photo from the Harry Potter premiere. My left eye fell out.
Is this a parody?
I love ALL the parts of this incredibly well lit, stylish, beautifully filmed work of art. Coppola, Scorsese, Spielberg and Tarantino are moved to tears of awe at the brave artistry and 
groundbreaking filmmaking of this legendary duo.
😭😭😭 there’s a third trailer
🤣😂
 @Study Fog  No!!!!!! 🤮🤢
Moved to tears...from their left eyes?
🤣🤣🤣
 @Galadriel of Lorien  Of course. It is the tear of destiny - only the truly elite can cry from the left eye only.
Slick, Hollywood and absolute BS. Imagine there’s a hierarchy in the Royal Family! 😂😂😂😂😂 Oh please. Sod off into obscurity you hacks.



Meghan is a selfish and narcissistic women
I love how Harry really said "I don't want history to repeat itself" lol yeah like Meghan could be Diana.
This comment section gives me faith in humanity again. Netflix knew exactly what they were doing 😂
I love the part that people are BIG mad  in these comments 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣😂🤣🤣I wish you guys  had this same energy for issues that really mattered instead of the lives of 
complete strangers.
Please keep YOUR Truth to yourself
Markle thinks the is David in a war against Goliath. But she is nothing.
The title should've been called "How to play the victim using my mother's corpse and a nonexistent feminist role"
I love that Netflix decided to release this after the Queen is gone.
I'm here for the comment section, did not disappoint.
Organized Bots in the comments
I love the part where she's even a better Diana because she outsmarted the Firm and escaped.
yes the goood ol racist institution that wont release results of bullying allegations.
I love the part where Meghan steps of her private jet to attend an environmentalist conference while telling everyone to lower their carbon footprints, always leading by example and in 
touch with the masses.  Greta step away, here comes Meg!
Even worse than the teaser... How many dislikes so far?
IF THEY HATE THE ROYALS SO MUCH WHY❓ KEEP THE TITLES ⁉⁉⁉

I love the part where Harry & Meghan take pictures inside other people's houses without permission - even more bravely they take pictures of other people's children without permission! 

How kind! How honorable!  Such genuine people...  not creepy at all.
I love the part where they lie ... oh, that's all of it then.
The scene where Meghan said "I'll never let go, Harry!" as he slipped beneath the waves brought a tear to my eye. It was nearly as good as the part where they throw off a Third Class 
family to make more room on the door.
Funny how you are here too though.
Strangers? We taxpayers footed the bill of these two ungrateful people. We have every right to complain about their behaviour towards our country and Queen.
You don't get it 😅🤣😅🤣🤣
Yes the same racist institution whose title she is so desperately clinging to so much so to the extent that she only answers "Madame Duchess". The institution is so racist that she named 
her daughter to honor the "racist institutions" "racist head". Claims to be a feminist yet needed the racist institution to "protect her". The institution was so racist YET MEGHAN THE 
HUMANIST BOUGHT WARDROBE WORTH 1 MILLION DOLLAR IN HER FIRST YEAR OF MARRIAGE ALL FUNDED BY THE RACIST BRITISH PUBLIC.
MEGHAN THE HUMANITARIAN thought WEARING A MILLION DOLLAR WARDROBE THE Same Meghan who couldn't afford all these luxuries before she married and now she is all about pvt 
jets lecturing others only because she Caught a Prince. 
If she Was such a staunch Feminist and a woman of principles she would have rejected both the TITLES AS WELL AS THOSE FUNDS BECAUSE THEY ARE FUNDED BY RACIST INSTITUTION 
WHOSE TITLE IS THEIR ONLY THING WHICH SEPARATES HER FROM KIM KARDASHIAN AND THE LIKES
Yeah like she was the only one with a private jet
 @Becky Raymond but she said she is an environmentalist?!



I really love the part where Megsy Baby sends her wedding rings back to Trevor. Obviously this is where the seeds of her becoming such a revered environmentalist began. I should imagine 
it’s the one and only time Meghan actually recycled anything. How eco of her, how green, how sustainable.  This, right here, has me wondering why oh why wasn’t she awarded an 
Earthshot Prize! Trevor got the rings back, there’s compassion for you. Made my heart swell with Pride.
 @Becky Raymond  Any number of people can have a private jet provided they keep their mouth shut about being an environmentalist and lecturing the plebs about saving the 
environment. It doesn't take a genius to understand this piece of logic. So, glad I could help.
 @cutie pie  yes and so has leonardo dicaprio. My point is she’s not the only one.
 @Becky Raymond  And your point is? Leonardo Still got called out, his questionable behaviours got called out by news and even made headlines in the past. Many know more about 
Leonardo's fake environmentalism but not many not this about Meghan. Are you making it about sexism? Because he was called out and held accountable too
Same as Wills and Kate 😂
What happened to Travalyst?
 @cutie pie  I’m saying don’t be so quick to judge her. Step back and look around. She’s not the on one. It has been drilled into our heads by the media that Megan is a horrible person so it 
makes sense to be angry but the media does lie as we all know. Just try to be kind.
Meanwhile Catherine and William flew commercial!
 @Becky Raymond  it doesn’t matter if she was the only one idiot. It matters that she is a lying hypocrite in everything…..
 @Becky Raymond  why media had to lie when all of her behaviour and lies are recorded and there on Youtube. She was filmed talking in a speech promoting environmentalism and 
photographed flying private jet all the time. It takes little to see her duplicity. I really dont believe any royal insiders or experts stories. I chose to judge her based on her inconsistency in her 
actions and words, which are plain as day and filmed/photographed. Besides, if anything, Leonard got called out way way much more than Meghan. Not many ppl know about her fake 
environmentalism that ppl in this comment section. Ppl are not dumb anymore so dont always blame the manipulation of the media. In the past, maybe; but now, her questionable 
behaviour in the past are all recorded here on the Internet, straight from the horse's mouth
 @Becky Raymond that’s your response?????? 😂😂😂😂🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡
 @Raffaela E  Kate and William just flew commercial going to Earth Shot. There are no comparison since Kate and William are the future monarchs. They are under many life-endangering 
threats as well. They should be flying in private and chose not too.
 @sk8erade69  oh I see. Maybe have a look at your subconscious misogyny
 @Becky Raymond  she could always buy some space in a magazine and say nice stuff about herself it wouldn't be the first time. Only saying.
 @Becky Raymond  I’m a wizard. Your life is an illusion. Nobody thinks your smart.
 @Lily National  while using the chopper constantly in the UK 😂
Apparently 21k around an hour ago. Much more now, I’m sure.
27K
I picture a rainbow…🎶🎵
Hope they also talk about dirty Andrew😂
History and his mum repeating itself ?
She got in the car with a drunk driver and didn’t put her seat belt on… weird dragging the poor woman up constantly
I love the part where they bring the photographer into Windsor without permission.  So Brave!!  It brings a tear to my eye....
There goes the royal titles for their children, always will be commoners....
Are Netflix going to explain why they used a Harry Potter press photo in the earlier trailer & passed it off as so called severe press intrusion of MeeeGain?? Google image search exists for a 
reason. If you are faking that, what else is going to be fake? Fact checkers at the ready...
Did everything change because Meghan showed her true colours 
I love the part where a disgruntled brother and wife trash talks his family to anyone who will pay to hear it to line their own pockets.



I love the part where Meghan vows to not move to the US as long as Trump is President but she gets bored in Canada and goes ahead and moves to LA anyway
Hey Netflix! Is there any ACTUAL footage of this pair being chased by the paps? Asking for a friend
Another load ot trash how pathetic are they two evil jokers
Love the part where Thomas Markel snaps  - his fingers, with the sentence: ‘And then it all changed’

I love how Meghan inspires love and forgiveness in others for her - the RF continually lets her off on her lies and threats, the UK judge lets her off on her lapsed memory (aka lies about 
NOT contributing to Finding Freedom book), her Sussex squad continually supporting her, and her ex husband not wanting to talk about her despite how she had treated him.  

I love how she absolutely faces no legal or whatever consequences for the harm she caused others .  Truly inspirational.  

One tear, left eye, Go!
Remember when Markle leaked to tabloids her mom became CEO of the senior and disabled care home founded by Harry and Meghan in 2020?

Loving Kindness Senior Care Management has still no contact information available for the public to inquire of services and the address listed in open corporations profile is Meghan's 
Beverly Hills lawyer Rick Genow. 

Additionally Doria no longer has a practitioners license in the state of California. She never renewed.
I would love to see what karma they get after manipulating others and attacking the RF!
Netflix how about doing a doc about narcisism?you have already loads of material😂 me me gain is acase study😆
I love the part where has-been and me-me trashed both their families while one man lay dying, another had a heart attack, and the third died of bone cancer. Thanks for making the 
Queens last year her best!
I love the fact that nobody sees what happens behind the close doors as harry says but a professional photographer can come inside to capture this private moment wow Meghan acted 
very well ..stop acting a victim
They are so desperate to hold onto their titles though....imagine being "scared" for your life from the RF but still begging for your title (link) to them and then begging KC2 for titles for your
 prop children. I don't get it 
At the moment there are 3 - let's call them "their truths" and not lies! - supposed pap shots/harassment of Meghan and Harry in the trailers but are actually of the Harry Potter premiere, 
Trump's lawyer, Katie Price.  I'm just wondering if Netflix have done this on purpose - that the rumours Netflix aren't that keen on Ginge and Whinge - so it'll get the absolute Bollocks 
ripped out of it...
Orange?
🤣🤣🤣
I want to hear from her poor ex husband!
 @Iconodule  Trevor is writing a book and is married to a beautiful billionaire heiress
 @Corrine, Sydney 🇦🇺  that’s relieving to hear!
 @Corrine, Sydney 🇦🇺  And they have a little girl! They seem very happy! I wonder why MM still wears the gold bracelet he gave her?
 @Corrine, Sydney 🇦🇺   now that’s a book that would be interesting! Glad he’s in line to actually make money off the Harkles, if anyone deserves it he probably does.
Best comment today.
 @GreatPianoMusic  sad it is true. to live such a distinguished life and to spend her final days like that.
Shocking that this is actually true.



Rest in peace Your Majesty.  You deserved better.
 @Hilary  cant make it up!
You are so right !!!
A lot of these comments did not pass the vibe check….
I love the part that Netflix will have a whole lotta viewers purely that laugh at these two - have H&M got the thickest skins or what - Black Comedy Gold for Netflix -   PS Isn’t H&M a clothes 
store?  And Hermes has damaged its luxury look as well

Aloha hienz57 says hi yeah can't believe I got here all on the color of my skin you wrong I didn't trick bellend he saw my beautiful blackness the way no one else could  he embraces the 
46%nigerian that I am come Archie and Lilly . Archie and Lilly come here . Archie and Lilly? sounds of crickets oh well they must be with the trees tootles off to receive mom of year award
.

I love the the part where H&M finally told the truth! The media and public wasn't difficult from the start but actually was celebrating them. Looks like they resent the press/hierarchy for 
putting all the attention and love the Queen/now King Charles and William before the both them. I also love the fact that they forgot to mention that everything changed because they 
were caught being hypocrites. Lecturing us about compassion while difficult M cut her the real markle family off for speaking to the media. Flying private jets all around the world and 
spending more money on clothing than the rest of members. How can the palace protect her when she is acting like a diva during the tennis match and no staff leftover because they were 
exiting one by one. They were also leaking and planting stories to Scobie/book. Kate/Camilla won the public with hard work and humility. William also lost his mum and he gave you the 
advice on how to deal with media (Kate was facing it too) but H ignored it. Few paper/media outlets critical about you and you paint the entire british people as racists?!
I love the part where Meghan saved UmpaLumpa from starvation through her sweet lies
I love the part where this will be used as an educational tool for teaching future generations about narcissism and how it isolates its victim to be easier to control, destroys families, 
relationships and how they get away with riding roughshod with "their" truth and no accountability!
lets NOT forget meghan is an actor first. keep that in mind.
The truth?....you can't handle the truth...woe is me revision  of history...blame anything and everything on everyone else...drum roll... cue tear from left eye....
I also love the part where, to keep her safe, they leave the country where they have 24 hour security provided by the government and go to a new home where they have to arrange it for 
themselves. And sell their families’ privacy to pay for it.
Harry ..this system killed your mother and made it looked like an accident ...so the other things will be like a cup of tea for them .may god give you courage
Don't you just love that part where Meghan was the very first woman ever to give birth and have children? 
So brave! So inspiring! So super real!
Check the content- shots used ofKatie Prices paps waiting outside court- NOT THESE TWO,.. she’s also touting for another Vogue shoot allegedly, claiming she collected all the Princess 
Diana ones as a girl - funny that- she said she knew nothing of Harry or the Royal family…. These are traitors, UK want nothing to do with them- despicable…
This is nauseating 🤢...Harry is pathetic and Markle is a terrible actress...this is her claim to fame!?....they're  both disgraceful.
I love the part where Meghan and Harry said they didn't contribute to the Finding Freedom book because giving your communications director detailed notes and directing him to explicitly 
act on your behalf with the authors in order to conceal direct involvement is not contributing at all. I also find inspiration from the idea that simply telling a judge you misremembered 
doing that will allow you think you have credibility or integrity when you're subsequently trying to convince people that you're now telling the truth.
I love the part when everyone who isn’t in their shoes know how much they’ve had to deal with - media scrutiny, race, worldwide public pressure, parenting, and family obligations!
I love how Meghan had to apologize to the UK Court because she “forgot” she cooperated in that utter drivel Finding Freedom after their emails were released showing how they fed info 
to the that sycophant Scobie. I’d bet my left eye crying skills (as good as hers!) she had a hand in every nauseating word!
Damn they are digging themselves in a hole...
Truth...surprised they know the word.



Despicable and appalling. Netflix is now engaged in bringing down the Royal Family, Harry and Meghan's singular and primary aim. The fact that Netlix is presenting H and M as victims is 
nothing short of laughable and inexcusable. Harry and Meghan are one of the most privileged couples on the planet with their 2 mansions, multimillions in their bank account, health, 
fame, designer clothes, trips abroad, and even Princess Diana's jewels. That's not victimhood. That's first degree privilege!
I love the part where they efficiently spent the 100 million dollar netflix fund on this documentary by using legitimate & contemporaneous photos instead of using any stock photos to 
accurately paint the situation referenced without deceiving or misleading viewers in anyway.
AND A BAD ONE
It was a drunk driver
God doesn't like liars.
If she had worn her seatbelt, she would still be alive, just like her bodyguard is.
interesting that the cameras in the tunnel were not working that night so theres no footage of how the accident happened..and this was in paris not iraq ..the cameras were drunk too i 
guess
Strange how she never talked about that wonderful experience. Mind you she did write about the mythcarriage in glowing detail. Wonderful how Harry was there in the hospital during 
Covid lockdown when hospitals did NOT allow visitors. Very touching.
 @Maris Moon  forgot about the mythcarriage. Well remembered.
 @Maris Moon  Isn't it? So loving! So kind! So touching and relatable! I mean, who can't relate to crying on a $3000 blanket while photographers snap your picture?
 @Jojo  Right? Me too!
She would LOVE that you added "super" to "So super real!"   Or better said, She would 💖 that you added "super" to "So super real!"
 @Denise Brown  I think you're super duper right, Denise. Like, totally!
Well, someone gave birth
And she handled it all without security - how did she manage?
@Marcia Bee From a moonbump..truly inspiring and touching I could weep from my left eye.
And I loved the bit when they got a prize for having two of them, tear, left eye.
 @Lorna Schmalz  That's a very good question, Lorna. I know *I* would not have been able to. Oh, the hardships they've gone through!
 @alma walker  I KNOW! I'm almost weeping with both eyes, because my left eye is tad overworked.
 @Maris Moon  mythcarriage? You're a disgusting human being
 @Sandy No  OMG, Sandy! I totally forgot about that super exclusive, not at all questionable "award"! By George (maybe I should've used a different name, because that G name can be 
VERY triggering to some)! They are single-handedly saving the planet! Not even Captain Planet would've done a better and more real job! 🌎
She was the very first woman ever to give birth from a moonbump! What a miracle!
I approve your expert use of the word "super" here 🤣
 @Citra Savitri  It's really very touching and buoyant!
 @Pigeons Everything  Why, thank you! That's SUPER duper kind of you 😉😆😂
 @Marcia Bee  So organic!
 @Marcia Bee  😪😪😪🤣🤣😂!
 @Retired RN  Right?! And biodegradable!
 @Marcia Bee  😂😂😂😂😂 🥰
 @Sandy No  😘❤
And saying it’s all fine as long as it doesn’t get traced back to us!
You mean like every celebrity ever?



Imagine stealing a car and then blaming your father because he didn't 'protect' you.  What a tool for pushing 'their truth'  again and again and again.
This is pathetic.  So much for wanting a private life.  Little rich boy with no job and the racist little snot that sees racism everywhere.  How pathetic.
I wonder if they ever take a look at the real world and think, gosh perhaps we are being rather dramatic, self centred and a little weird 😂
The truth will set you free Harry and Meghan!!
Question is....when are you going to start telling it?
I am far more interested in seeing the lives of everyday Britons, many of whom are struggling to heat their homes, pay their bills nd feed their families this winter.
Everybody in the comment section..."I love the part....so inspiring" 🤣🤣🤣 it is inspiring to see such great sense of humour in this comment section, something Meme never grasped 
🤣🤣🤣
I love the part where she referred to the Governors mansion as a housing unit in SA
It caught alight you know 
So organic … tear left eye
I feel like saying to them both, 'What is it that you both want?!" If you wanted to live outside of paparazzi, then why'd you buy a house in the middle of Hollywood?! If you wanted to live a 
quiet simple life, why'd you document your life on Netflix?! This is a couple that want everything for nothing! And don't want to work for it!
The fool does not know that there is a hierarchy Although it is literally what the monarchy is based on, it is what made you in a higher rank than your uncles and aunts who spent their lives 
serving the people and the queen
Oh woe as me, I'm such a victim....we are sick of hearing abt it! Suck it up and stop trashing your family! If you hate your former life so much, give back your titles because you sure aren't 
doing much for the people of Sussex.  We are worried abt paying our bills and putting food on the table not your cringe worthy moaning!
I love the part where he forgets to mention his own racist comments circa 2009.  The pot calling the kettle black.
Oof the trolling
They both need to humble themselves and repent of their arrogance, self-righteous indignation, and massive pride.
Lies, and lies, and lies! These two selfish people are soooo disgusting!
They are slowly becoming reality tv stars
What a load of C**P
It’s been confirmed another one of the paparazzi hounding photos is actually a group of press photographers waiting outside of court to catch a glimpse of Katie Price attending a court 
hearing 😂. Just when I thought they couldn’t stoop lower, they actually had to scrape the bottom of the barrel to the 💩 that is Katie Price 😂😂😂
I love the part when this becomes available to watch that we get to see their side of the story and everyone can make their own minds of it all. And stop making assumptions prior!
I would love to see the real stories about Meghan that the royal family has hidden from the public.   THAT would make for a very interesting documentary.   
Yachting, surrogate children, mother's imprisonment, living with a man while dating Harry, bullying, etc.
They wanted half in and half out.  When they didn't get it, this is the result.  Another gigantic temper tantrum.
I love the part where they needed to use fake footage of paparazzi to sell this narrative
Wow. Two super privileged people suffering from severe victim mentality and delusion. Excellent false propaganda, in search of their narcissistic self-important agenda. At this point, 
everyone is fed up by the idiocy and grant ignorance of these two. Cringefest, oh Lord.
my favourite scene is when Nelson Mandela and Mother Theresa appear on screen. They are holograms, but reciting words that they spoke to Meghan in a dream. About how she is the 
most compassionate and kind and honest human who ever lived, and how everyone is racist except her husband, who calls Asian people 'p*kis'
I CAN'T WAIT!! SPILL ALL THE TEA H&M!!
I love the part where every comment starts with 'I love the part where'.
That one tear has now got an agent, a multi-million dollar book deal and a Spotify podcast called The Left Side.
You two are enough to gag a maggot



So Brave and aspiring to the younger generation.

So gusty so brave to share there Truth about a Million times.

So Brave......
ew.
Love the part where  they are being followed by one single car
Honestly, in my opinion, Harry & Meghan should do a documentary about themselves only,  at the time of their birth, early ages to where they are now,  instead of telling us again & again 
about their royal issues which everyone feels fed up and death to ears.

Especially about Meghan, her growing up stages, with her father and family sides. Why  her mother n herself abandoned their own families. About her half-sisters & brothers Give us 
something, REAL stories and not whining about Royal. Tells us the truth about You, even if your history sucks. Everyone is not perfect.
BTW.....I'm not watching any of this 'poor-little-intitled-rich me" farce.
I'll binge-watch Rocky and Bullwinkle cartoons instead.....then move on to Super Chicken cartoons.
These  two again? Boring!
Wow you really got Christopher Bouzy in there😂 Quality lol!!!
I love the part where Harry finds a way to wear his Spider Man pajamas for a public message.  He’s was so excited when Meghan bought them for him last Christmas!  It brought a tear to 
my left eye.
what a pair of dumbasses, on so many levels
She never look happy to me ..
Este documental confirma lo que escribió Tom Bower, todo lo de abandonar la monarquía y los supuestos ataques falsos a Meghan todo fue premeditado y planeado, ella ya tenía pensado 
vender su historia de rechazo a Oprah y venía preparando el documental para venderlo al mejor postor. Que vergüenza, Harry y Meghan no ven que ellos son los únicos que quedan mal, 
son unos chismosos, mal agradecidos, flojos narcicistas, de esta guerra que ellos mismo crearon a largo plazo ellos no van a salir victoriosos, al contrario nadie confía en ellos y son 
inempleables.
I loved the part when Meghan invented compassion and kindness the world really needed it.
I love the part where Meghan stopped the runaway train full of babies from going off a cliff, using only her bare hands, her expense account at Archewell and her love for Harry. When she 
named them all after the Queen, I cried.
THIS! This made me chuckle for real 😆😂🤣
And that’s the Amazon man with more Hermes blankets.
😂😂
That’s funny.  😂.
Gold 🎉😂
I love the part where they, together hand in hand , just showed how desperate they were to become "stars" !# unfortunately they are still pathetic, a failed actress and a failed 
irresponsable ex royal.
Describe the trailer in one word: 
VOMIT
I love the part where she shows up in France and storms the beaches of Normandy
Pair of irrelevant idiots desperately trying anything they can to gain attention. Sad.



Since launch Archwell has not reported donations exceeding 50k. Markle's have withheld vital information in filings as seen on Charity Navigator. Absolutely no transparency of operations, 
mission, staff or distributions.

Out of nowhere, with no prior relationship, Harry and Meghan were given 10 million donation by an embattled Silicone Valley entity. Add now Markle's release they are personally ruining 
all of Archwell IRS should investigate.
He had the opportunity to get a best education, help so many people, make the world a little bit better. All he did it's become a weapon against his family. Such an idiot!
what a crock of BS.   Did they mention the part of her claimimg to be Diana 2.0 (cue tear from left eye)..
The queen was murdered by Meghan
I love the part where .. I don't care to watch this garbage.. I love the part where these comments are left open.. Epic😂🤣
Watching this trailer has made us so happy in our village, even though we don’t have electricity, televisions or wifi. That is how empowering Megain is. She is our angel. 
The last time we danced in the muddy streets of our dirt compound with such a joy was when Nelson Mandela was released.
Of all the tragic stories in the world this isn't one of them, it's a nice little earner for 2 over-privileged attention wh@res.
Pls anyone explain what's this? Is this a documentary? Who are they? Why is almost everyone on this comment flowing meanwhile am lost
I love the part where Harry declares that only he and Meghan know the truth, because the rest of the world has only just awoken from a coma.
Absolutely pathetic. Grow up and stay in America, the Commonwealth are over you two. You made you bed, now lie in it. Disgusted that these two keep being given a platform to 
perpetuate their lies. 
Hand in your titles and bugger off
"The truth? The truth! 
You can't handle the truth!"
Just before Queen Elizabeth11 died the Grandson Harry on the phone asking for money.

We the Public know the truth.

Netflix have been screwed over.
I love the part that they actually believe that they are soooo important... people cared about Diana because she was the wife of a future king...they seem to think the people have a million 
reasons to care about them lol
I loved the part when I didn't even watch the trailer, and jumped straight to the comments.

Oh shut up harry. Shut up. You are a shameless, hateful, full of vengeance human being. You don't deserve anything, you don't deserve your dad, brother, mom, grandfather and 
grandmother. You'll go down in history as shameless, spineless, emasculated cry baby who was lead by a leash by a z-list money and fame hungry actress. You'll be judged by millions who 
wish for a lick of your privilege, and caring family. Shame on you you POS. Go disappear into obscurity and never show your angry face to us again.  And take your POS wife with you!
How she managed to persuade the entire nation of South Africa that a mansion was only a housing complex. 😥
Like a British reporter said during a broadcast of the Queen's death, "It matters who you marry." I'm not sure what they were thinking, but obviously they came to realize their relationship 
was not acceptable. The institution itself was established on a history of slavery, colonialism, and a religious system that looked at women as second-class as the norm. You think being part-
black, American, and a divorced feminist didn't play a role? Not to mention her career background in the entertainment industry. It's a Molotov cocktail that fuels every negative story 
written about her.
The " hearts breaking all around the world".. Turned into " eyes rolling all around the world"... Do those 2 loons EVER stop?????



I love the part when absolutely no one watches this work of fantasy except for the YouTube channels who want to review it or the hateful, mean media who will look for and report on 
inaccuracies.
Not these clowns again… need to cancel my Netflix subscription, this is pure BS
I also hope they include the video clip of her commenting on the royal wedding and her dreams were dashed when William married Catherine and the interviewer said there is always 
Harry and she made a disgusted face and they both burst out laughing!! It was a match made in Heaven!!
Who cares!!! They are awful couple.  Just a low class couple continues with the saga.  Leave DIANa alone and stop making money out of your mom Harry!!!  Pitiful
Americans should wakw up and not let themselves be manipulated. Are you so ignorant you really think there are no doctors in the palace? I dont believe so. Queen elisabeth was one of 
the richest persons on earth. Fact check. These two are liers and vicious! What an error me me gain and ginger to touch catherine!
I loved the part where she told Harry that the fame thing isn't real. She was also just a girl, standing in front of a boy, asking him to love her........oh no wait. That was actual A list actress 
Julia Roberts line in the movie Notting Hill ...🤣
I love the part where Harry spills unheard royal family secrets such as “there’s a hierarchy” and gets paid millions by Netflix for it. But Meghan crying on cue was a freebie.
Love how Harry complains about hierarchy within the royal family - while insisting on titles that will make him and his family - equal  to us. Truly inspirational!
Is it the " HOUSE OF WINDSORS OR THE HOUSE OF LOSERS .
When he said that he don't want history to repeat itself I just remember his mom because everyone know that her death wasn't an accident.
Can’t wait!!!
I love the part where Harry exploits his mother's death and cashes in on it. Epic disappointment. Just makes me cry. (One tear, you know from where.)
I love the way Harry and Meghan were able to time travel back to Trafalgar Square 2011 for the Harry Potter film premier. So truthful and inspiring. I love how this trailer was released to 
show more time traveling this time with Diana. It’s such an inspiring blur of images. My left eye exploded!
I love the part where Hazbeen and Megraine spout forth about Climate Change. Just before climbing on five private jets to fly around the world. So inspirational of them to want to take 
this vital message to Italy, Ibiza, France, Switzerland...  I'm sure they had to rush to a special gala event where Greta Thunberg was waiting to give them a well-deserved award for their 
humanitarian contributions to large corporations.
I love how they value their privacy but not anyone else’s in their families. Also love the footage from Michael Cohen’s sentencing, Harry Potter and paps going after Kate. Just shows how 
they are only really relevant in their own minds. Just focus on therapy and move forward without riding coattails and dragging families into luck.
he's so ugly. she married him for the money and influence, nothing else.
Pathetic  Netflix! I'm cancelling
I love the part where they show those intimate photographs to show their love/anguish/despair and in the interests of truth have a photographer hanging out on a permanent basis. Such 
commitment to honesty. So admirable, it makes me release a tear.
The production sucks. Or are Netflix having a laugh.
And don't forget that they were also able to travel back to 1930s Britain so that the little boys wearing newsboy caps could cheer for them!
Or the photo of Harry bravely holding his hand up to block a paparazzi camera when he was out with Chelsy Davy on his arm.  She was cut out of the photo by Rachel with very sharp 
scissors!
Fake tear, left eye, go! 😏
 @Des Res22  Lol!
😆😆👏👏👏
🤣😂🤣
From the left eye 😂?



Why are you using video from the mid-2000s of Catherine being chased by the Paps in the documentary?  Why are you using video from May 6, 2019 in New York City showing the Paps 
hounding Michael Cohen, Trump’s former lawyer, leaving his house to begin his prison term?  Why are you using stock footage and footage of celebrities that are obviously not Meghan 
and Harry in your documentary?  All of the footage of the Paps chasing other celebrities are all available to view on GETTY IMAGES.  Do you think your target audience are that ignorant?
I love the part when Meghan and Harry bring people of all different skin colours, political leanings, backgrounds, countries, continents, religions and beliefs together into unanimously 
hating them. Stunning and inspirational.
Meghan is a self-obsessed, attention-seeking, controlling, manipulative, and hypocritical liar who tries to evoke Diana at every turn. Meghan wanted to be Diana as she loved the genuine 
victim Diana was. No, Meghan, you're not a victim of the public, just a victim of yourself. No matter how you try to copy her facial expressions, her crisis, scent, or her clothes, you will 
never be her. We see right through you. And our ability to see your fakeness doesn't make you a victim. Nobody is going to give you help for problems that don't actually exist or that you 
manufactured yourself.
I love how Meghan The Feminist encourages women to become successful and independent by marrying the prince and than demanding his family the money, full staff and state police 
protection. What a girl needs to endure in order not to wash dishes! So inspiring!
Meghan is transgender, as is Princess Diana
I'm just asking.. can someone just give me money? I ain't planning on doing anything apart from buy loads of Toblerones.
I love the part where Meghan just wants privacy and to be left alone......with a camera crew following her.
Lying & scheming pair of psychopath parasites !
😂😂 america can keep the pair of you and have james corden as a extra gift also
Honestly though THE NERVE
I love the fact that the comments section is so much more interesting and authentic than the actual trailer.

My right eye joins the left eye in weeping tears of absolute sorrow at the hardships of residing in luxury that H has had to endure, all at the British tax payers expense. He is so unlucky to 
reside in a 16 bathroom mansion and fly only by private jet while some in the UK are living in abject poverty. Is this the “lesson” that H declared the Brits must be taught?
Harry! Sorry to burst your bubble but we dislike your wife NOT because of something we read or clicked on. We SEE and HEAR HER. I am in 🇺🇸 and I have never read a single UK tabloid. I 
woke up at 3am for your wedding rooting for you guys. I rooted when you came to the US. But after I heard the wedding was a fraud it changed my mind. You guys are a fraud. Your 
prescription of truth is very very very distorted. I truly believe you think Meghan was a victim but she manages to find every single LITTLE thing offensive and now, you too. How could it 
have ever worked? It was doomed to fail from the beginning with an attitude like that. People see through you guys. Bitter celebrities who blame everyone because they couldn't handle 
the pressure. You will go down in history as the spare son who fumed with envy and jealousy for what it could have been... Only if you guys had the right attitude about it. So yea you think 
you know THE TRUTH. That no longer means anything, it is not a factual truth because of your distorted perception of it

The Brits are resentful when anyone escapes the Royal Zoo. They'll say anything to make those two look bad. I think it was perfectly right that they moved to California.  They weren't 
getting along with Charles and the rest of the cousin marrying bunch. Why would Megan want to end up in a Diana like situation with the paparazzi? They're vicious is the UK.
Don t mess with princess catherine!!!prince harry and mean shut up please!
I love the part where everything since their coupling is shrouded in unwarranted secrecy and controversy. It’s truly breathtaking and so trustworthy. Such role models.
Some of your families have stopped inviting you to Christmas and it really shows.
I love the way they preach about the environment then take FOUR private flights in a week. 😅
I love the part where Harry, on the road to Damascus, realises that he's still, very much, the Spare.
I love the part where Harry uses the Hungarian Holy Crown Teaching to his advantage and puts Markle on the same level. My orbanus is crying.
Slava Orbánovi!



Thank you for this comment. It's inspiring. The world needs more people like you.
Fact!
I don’t think this is about hate. In good old satirical fashion, we are taking the mick out of the two lying, entitled hypocrites. As we all should.
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
I've left a comment, but I don't hate them. I just want them to stop their appalling behaviour. They keep trying to make new starts, but it wouldn't be necessary if they just stopped doing 
the things that are drawing criticism. How hard can it be?

It's bizarre to hate people that you don't know. 
The joke is you all don't realize that you're the reason why they get so much publicity. You can't stop yourselves from engaging in whatever projects they're involved in... resulting in more 
publicity, book and movie deals. 
Even here, you're giving them views and comment upon comment. Their film will likely be in Netflix's Top 10 once it's released because you all won't disengage from this couple's life.
It's. Bizarre.
It brings a tear to my left eye.
 @S W  it’s so bizarre to comment to people you don’t know when we’re all just “using our voice” which is what Meghan Markle professes. 
 @S W  But we do know them, S W. Maybe not in a personal sense, but via their own behaviour, which is the way we judge most people in the public eye. I do take your point - it's a valid 
one - and as per my previous comment, I don't hate them. However, in my view if no one challenges their narratives then they will be free to say whatever they want, regardless of 
whether it is true or not and regardless of the harm and hurt it may cause - not merely to their families, but to the country and its diverse population - and I say that as a member of a 
racially diverse family.
 @S W  it’s even more bizarre to worry about what strangers are writing about famous people online. Why do you care?
It's why I'm here!  🤣🤣🤣
Yessss😆
I'm only here for the comments. That are witty, clever and hilarious.
😁😆😅
After watching this trailer I suddenly feel like watching a Harry Potter movie.
I love the part where netflix keeps the comments section open for a shitty fiction docu drama trailer so that they can at least get views and ratings out of negative publicity. 👏
I vote Moon bump gets an academy award for best supporting actor.
I love how this brave couple, who only ever wanted privacy, have sacrificed so much to have a photographer follow them around, even when they are alone in their mansion, just so that 
we can see how much they want privacy. That kind of sacrifice much surely earn them a humanitarian award that they don’t have to pay for?
This comment section is either full of bots or just very scary 😦
Meghan complaining of racism...
Also Meghan: only Mama, Oprah and Serena allowed at my wedding.
Lovely!
The best part is where Harry explains why freedom of the press is "bonkers" if they are printing things you don't like.  And Meghan points out how his family cruelly refused to end freedom 
of the press just for her.  My left eye was streaming tears!
I love the part when Meghan consulted her coms expert to address her father as DADDY to tug at heartstrings of anyone who might read her letter.  Despite her mastery in language and 
relationships, she’s so humble and willing to learn from others.  And so full of love for her family especially her DADDY. 

I m almost tear bleeding with my left eye



So basically....it's for Diana as much as it's for Meghan...
I'm glad Diana's struggles aren't forgotten...at least one son seems to be fighting for justice...in some way at least..
I genuinely love how usually these comments are straight up joking but this time they’re actually pointing out truths about this couple lmfaooooo
I love the part where they remain silent and enjoy their PRIVACY 😂
They are just the gift that keeps on giving aren’t they
The world is in aw not only by the fact that Harry can manage to remain upright with no spine...but he has also managed to father 2 children with NO "Crown Jewells". And as if that's not 
astounding enough his wife has the ability to change colours more often and faster than a mood lamp.
I love how the moonbump got to be in this trailer - best supporting actor.
I'm glad that The Sussexes are speaking out. The Unroyals & their racist thugs should've left The Sussexes alone!!
Utter bollox

I love the part where they've used stock photos from Harry Potter and Katie Price photoshooys to portray them being hounded..=MISINFORMATION.   I also like the part where there's 
actual evidence of Catherine and Diana being chased by paps but none of Meg except the ones she called on herself ( backgrid anyone) where she looks directly down the lens and smirks....
Noticing the dislikes on these two is pure gold🤣👎🤣👎🤣👎
Please, could someone identify the woman in white and man  in grey suite in this new trailer?
2 parts? What- yeah I'm watching the shit out of this 😏. The bots are crazy
😂😂😂
run
Yeah where were the rest of her black family?
The same DADDY who spoiled her rotten
poor soul. follow the lies❤
Think the chap in the grey suit is Christopher Bouzy from Bot Sentinel.
Thank you so much
I love the part when Meghan snaps her fingers, the moment her long awaited plan was able to be executed. She, out of the job she can’t believe she isn't being paid to do with a poor, 
manipulated man willing to go along with her. Who is going to believe this tripe? But, I will really love the part when Frogmore is packed up, when they are officially set adrift, and the tear 
from my left eye will be one of joy.
I love the part where H has been reduced to being Me-gains sideshow act.
Fake pap photo from 1938 cheering for Queen Mary
Fake pap photo from Katie Price sentencing
Fake pap photo from Harry Potter premiere 
Fake pap photo from Michael Cohen sentencing
Fake pap photo from his relationship with Chelsea Davy

List goes on. This is so pathetically sad. Fake pap photos used because no one truly gave a crap to show up for these petulant twits.
I love the part where they doubled down with another misleading trailer.
Yes, Harry. The FULL TRUTH is a series of never-ending lies coming out of both of your mouths.
Love the all the paparazzi photos and footage they have either posed for or BOUGHT so they can help us to visualise the TERROR they went through.
I love the part of Meghan crying on a lounge chair with an Hermès blanket draped across the back. Does anyone actually believe any of this ?



I love the part where these rich spoiled privileged brats left Status and royalty to go out in this harsh real world to hustle by degrading their family. They were being paid ,clothed and fed 
for doing nothing. Who complains about living free, 24 hr security and privilege. OMG
Won't be watching as I don't have Netflix nor do I want it. Will be watching HG Tudor having a ball with this load of self pitying codswallop 😄
I love the part where she says “dance peasants, dance”
From royalty to reality TV is just sad.
I love the part where she went to uvalde after mass shooting of children took place and brought her netflix crew to show how charitable and compassionate she is.
Ok, wow!🤣 A over privileged boy who has had everything on a silver platter and his grifter wife now want to tell the rest of us how we should think- Netflix, I don’t think so!!!
For those that can't see the ratio, I'll update when I can.

6.8K Likes
25K Dislikes

If you search for "YouTube dislike extension" you should be able to add it to chrome.
We love you Harry and Meghan
“There’s a hierarchy”
You don’t say…. when did you discover that?
I love their lies, their lack of empathy for their family, their "friends", the world. I love their great humamity and their great charity work, spending other peoples money donated to less 
fortuned people, in need for help, I love they spend that monety on their own luxury life. I love that selfish, dishonest, hypocritycal people like them are in this world.
"I didn't want history to repeat itself" that sentence packed a lot of things
I love the part when they encourage people to be kind and compassionate towards each other, yet they show none of this to their own families. Impressive! I love how their actions have 
sparked the coming together of people all over the world. They are so amazing that I inspire to be like them! NOT
I cannnot wait omg .. this gave me goosebumps!! Literally when prince Harry said “ I don’t want the history to repeat”
I also do not believe they are kind or compassionate to anyone who can’t do something for them.  I don’t think they know the meaning of those words.  Just like she thinks archetypes is 
the same as stereotypes.  Someone should give her a dictionary for Christmas.
 @SinisterCyn  🤣
Rules for thee, but not for me!
It’s not their family they’re going after it’s the people who work for them and tell them what to do.
Well said.  Meghan ghosts everyone who she finds not to be an advantage to her anymore.  I love to see her ghost Oprah but she won't because she needs that persona of being rich and 
famous.
These comments made my day🤣. Keep them coming
I think a tear dropped from my left eye. I been treating my family completely wrong. To be inspiring like Megan and Harry, I think I should block my parents from my phone and trash my 
siblings on social media.
🤣🤣🤣🤣😁JOKE!
For the love of god... PLEASE STOOOOOP! These two are becoming so unbearable!
I loved the part when Megan realized she would not be queen consort nor be in people’s hearts like princess Diana so she played the race card to create a pitty party
I know the "full truth!!!" 
I canceled my "Netflix" subscription.
I was moved to tears at the part where she so bravely demanded air fresheners in the church for her wedding. What a role model for women and girls everywhere.



Shame on Harry for using his mother’s trauma to make a quick buck
trash😮
I love the part where Meghan is declared to be the new Kardashian princess of Netflix, it must have brought a tear to her left eye!
I love the part where Harry says the word Truth without laughing. That must have taken some restraint - well done Hazza!
How to describe this.... DESPERATELY-WANT-TO-BE-FAMOUS
Yes..both of u are famous for playing victim and narcissist, congrats!
So if this is their account of what's happened when do we get to hear from the other side?  There's always 3 sides to a story.  Their side, the Royal family's side and then the actual truth.  
I'm also surprised that after claiming they wanted privacy they've hardly shut up since they left the royal family, keep plugging those titles that they said they don't need to define them 
and they're always poking their nose in somewhere making sure it's covered in the press. Loads of actual celebrities who are way bigger than this pair seem to manage to live relatively 
normal lives, taking kids to school and teaching little league baseball without the press taking photos or splashing it over all the papers.

Imagine in 2022 trying to be so divisive about race when your Grandmother was head of the Commonwealth.SHAME on all involved in this trying to stoke more division with the world the 
way it is.Karma has been patient there will be a big push back from people of all races. We are stronger together,hate never wins!!! PS I really hope those 2 are reading the comments!!!
Now we know how wise the queen was by denying them any photos of her with their children..........clever lady, she saw the shit show coming
Oh my gosh!  This is freaking hilarious!  It’s more like an on purpose Mockumentary that SNL would produce.  Is this even serious?!?
🤢🤢🤢🤮🤮🤮
I love the part where her moonbump fell out of the purple dress. So inspiring and brave. Left eye tear go.
Why do all these posts start with “I love the Part” seems like same obsessed person using multiple accounts.
I just loved the ending, where the bullying report was released, the "secret" of the moonbumps finally revealed,  the pair were unmasked for being nothing more than treacherous, 
treasonous race-baiters, and when their titles were stripped, Meg crying tears from both eyes--for real. So satisfying! Hope you're taking notes, Netflix!
Sounds like they are telling nearly the same exact story they have told for the past few years. At this point, it’s really time to give it a rest and enjoy life H&M.
I am just shocked about the quantity of hate coming from fake profiles… omg is this really happening?
🤣🤣🤣
Why so that a bad thing
And so eco-conscious.
Forget Archetype ….  These are the new HARMAR-ASIONS!   
Live luxuriously, do absolutely nothing except pad their own bank accounts by trashing others.
 @YouCanDoIt  Under normal cirmstances, nothing.  But this was a historic chapel that the Queen was letting her use for her wedding. 
I grant you, though, it does sem a but silly to complain about this when Harry and Meghan have done so many worse things to insult the late Queen, the current King, the monarchy itself, 
the military, and the people of the U.K.
Considerate to protect the public from the effects of her previous nights swan vindaloo.
 @eldarbunyip  lmfaoooo
Can't stop laughing! She's so amazing with her moonbump. Where's her two babies?
It is a way to keep the posts from being auto-deleted; plus, it's just sarcasm and a couple of people started it and it keeps going. It is not bots. You can tell if you read the content of the 
comments. Real people that are REALLY tired of their negativity. Especially when they disrupt things like EARTHSHOT which is sooooo. important to save our planet.
They are not fake. It can be uncomfortable to think there is this much disrespect towards them, but there is.
No fake profiles people have seen through the pair of them and have had enough of lies and selling his family for monetary gain  even his dead mother. All nationalities are on here 
standing together against 2 disgusting people



The simple question is, if the Royal family is as racist and awful as they say then why haven't they renounced their titles? He is still a Prince and Duke and she is still a Duchess and they 
named their daughter after the late queen. Hypocrisy, much!?
I love the part where they fail to take responsibility for their own actions, mistruths, misinformation and manipulations of truth
The ginger whinger is at it again. As the queen mentioned recollections may vary!! How many staff have h and m lost in last 18moths.. wonder why? Never heard anything positive out of 
their mouths, always moaning about their life! Pity they haven’t got a proper job to do, like us mere mortals! They think they are special..
Their Sussex title and pursuing hard for titles for their kids from the British Royal Family - so brave of them to do this despite the hatred and racism but they will do it for the titles.
Maybe we dislike Meghan because the content of her character (or lack there of)
unbelievable. there isn't a single example of them being hounded by papparazi. they had to use footage from that happening to other people, including to a judge in the USA to give that 
impression. these people are gigantic lying fraudulent charlatans! Netflix has humiliated itself with this
This comment section is disgusting. If this docuseries is showing anything it’s that we don’t actually know anything for certain. I hate people sometimes.
I love how these two think the centre of the world runs through their offended and entitled backsides. So moving. Left eye crying without pause.
There’s always 3 sides to a story and this one isn’t the truth. 😂. 

These 2 meatheads need to bugger off and go find a real job!!  

One that isn’t bullying
I love the ending scene in episode 1, when in a rare candid moment, Meghan revealed, “I never planned to fall in love with H…until I saw Will.“  What a cliffhanger! Can‘t wait for ep 2!! 
🍿😜
I love the part where everyone in the comments know the true story from just a few headlines they probably read in the papers. A tear is gliding down my right cheek from all the objective 
criticism. Also you would all make wonderfull aristocrats a few hundred years ago, looking down on people that confront the Crown.
Princess Pinocchio Duchess of Lies …..and I don’t not care what anybody thinks. Strip the bastards of EVERYTHING
How dare they compare Meghan to the Princess Diana?? Diana was loved by the world, haunded by the press, so wronged by the royal family while Meghan portrays herself as a spoiled 
wanna be princess.
I love the part where all the Harry and Meghan haters heads figuratively explode. They can’t contain their vitriol or hatred. I’m looking forward to watching it!
I love the part when Meghan is victimizing herself to the point she wants to be seen as a Princess Diana.2, although Meghan doesn't even have the 1%  of charisma, uniqueness, nerve and 
talent Diana Spencer had.
So a woke couple who worked for 18mo at a firm that has been in existence for a thousand years, didn't know who the bosses were????
1st to speech, 2nd to bear arms to protect that freedom ✌
Shame on you MEGHAM HARRY AND NETFLIX… DISGUSTING like this speak about your family! Full HATE ON MEGHAM (terrible “actress” 🤣🤣🤣🤣) HARRY (ALWAYS THE SECOND 
🤣🤣 now +1 to Megham🤣🤣🤣)

I love how Meghan speaks of female empowerment yet used men to reach any heights she attained. Dumping afterwards to climb higher. Nobody is off limits in her climb.  She is so 
empowering she takes out which can no longer serve her agenda. Inspirational how others foot the bill yet she claims “ I did it myself “. Very impressive with her gaslighting techniques.
Love the way nobody is going to watch the docuseries.
Because they want power and relinquishing their titles along with all the benefits of having those titles, will never happen.



I know they went on international television while Prince Philip was seriously ill, thereby making his final days difficult. I know that on the day of his funeral MM's pr team released to the 
press details of the flowers she'd sent because she had to make it all about her (nobody else did) I know that Queen Elizabeth had to spend time she should have been grieving for her 
husband having to fend off problems from overseas. I know that there has been a massive uptick in attacks against our royal family. I know that in the fortnight before her death the Queen 
Elizabeth had to read of MM's threat to the monarchy by saying she hadn't signed an NDA & could say anything she wanted, both threatening the monarchy and going against what she 
had said in her interview with Oprah. I know that on the week of her death they placed three stories with Omid Scobie, ad infinitum. Meghan and Harry are not the victims here, 
irrespective of how they portray themselves. I gave them the benefit of the doubt at the begining, not any more.
 @senecasgroupie  Very very well put.
👏👏👏👏 well said should we say nothing when they didnt care about elderly abuse. As long as the could keep begging for finances
To Harry's calling freedom of speech in our US Constitution "Bonkers"
Oh, another dose of lies from Pinocchio
Harry says it's a "Dirty Game" and he's playing it very well! These two are exhibiting so much hatred in their constant grabs for attention and $$$ and the Netflix drops are lame and phony, 
imo! 

If they were really so concerned about the serious issues that they say they are, they have the position to bring about real progress, but it looks like they are really only interested in being 
cruel and revengeful.
I love the part where one of the most privileged men in the entire world is shitting on his family because he was tricked by a megalomaniac, narcissistic witch with a poisonous mind into 
thinking he's some kind of victim. Won't be watching, will listen to others dissect this Kardashian-wannabe trash.
I love the part…. That is yet to come, as a consequence of this documentary 🍿😂😂
I so love their strength and bravery and telling Oprah that they would be back in the royal family in a heartbeat if they got their way despite all the hatred and racism. Left a tear on my left 
eye.
I love the part where megan goes number 2 on harry
These two are appalling.  They want privacy but are always doing things like this.  They love the attention and play the victims while pocketing tons of money. Of course they have to also 
throw in the race card. They need to go away.
Btw Netflix that email I got today asking me to resubscribe for 4.99 a month for a full year...well this is the reason the answer to the email is a NO!
I love the part where the paparazzi are terrorizing Meghan and Harry! Oh wait it wasn't them. My bad!
Despite all of the negative comments, we are so watching it when it comes out 🤣🤣🤣 really looking forward to it!!

1st trailer. Paparazzi at Harry Potter Premier.  Second trailer paparazzi for someone to do with Trump. He was on his way to Prison. 3rd Paparazzi shot was of Katie Price aka Jordan. Hahaha
Again Trying to set their own narrative. Why do include clips from Catherine and Diana hunting  by paps I never seen  any from Meghan to be honest. Until when do they keep using victim 
card.Hierarch is always been like that RF.
I was going to cancel my netflix subscription, but seeing how they left comments open, I figured they must have Harrys balls!
i love the part where harry believes he found his soulmate, when he was simply lovebombed by a manipulative narcissist.
Fake-fantazy Harry and Meghan!
Netflix 👎👎👎👎
I love the part where you all know so much about their lives!! It blows my mind seeing such hatred! 🤯🙄
OMG, give me a f**king break. "We know the full truth." LOL - you don't even know how to determine truth!
How many People Of Color totally understand?  How many Anglophiles and Anglos still deny their bigoted background? 🦗🦗🦗
I am glad Elizabeth II will not see this, but she is probably spinning in her grave.



I just drop by to read the comments. Is like a goldmine 🤣. Also have you ever heard of tone deaf couples? Ladies and gentlemen, presenting here the RoyalClowns 🤡🎭 and Netflix just 
giving these narcissists to destroy themselves. Watch and wait 😉 just like game of cards. 🃏
The part where charles walked her down the Isle because she only has her mother (if that)
So unwelcoming of our Royals
Here you have the contradiction. They changed their truth multiple time that they don't remember THE truth anymore.
who are we. omid, harry and me-me-again?!
 @Lil G  Lots of people, even those who dislike them, out of curiosity.
are you sure you have read or understood the comments. as we have already listened to their story many times, we kindly tell them our favourite parts of their amazing love story! join in, 
it's fun! by the way, how comes that you haven't yet heard their truth? been in coma or lived outside civilization?? if you want to catch up read the tom bower book. it's fact-checked and 
approved by harry and his wife!
i'm actually from germany. but anyways, which people of colour are you talking about. the spraytan-duchess who considered herself as caucasian until she found put there is a race card 
game she could play? the one that never dated a black man, that hides her biracial features (hair, nose), that gave her child the name of the head of a racist institution, that clings to titles 
of a racist institution, the one who despises afrika, who martied the royal know for his racist comments? ehm, she gives a sh... about people of colour. she just needs an excuse for her 
nasty behaviour!
I love the part where during covid, they invited local teens to their mansion to discuss challenges being faced.  Most dramatically Meghan shared how she was the most trolled person like 
ever.  Seriously heroic
Love the way Netflix is doing it's best to lose subscriber's.
Looking forward to this. Meghan has been treated terribly by the British media she has every right to tell her story
🤮🤮🤮
My favorite part is where Harry decided to use the force and Meghan swoops in on the Falcon and knocks out the Tie fighters clearing Harry for the money shot
I love the part where Harry finds out the entire world is wrong and only his wife is right then he stopped listening to everyone else and started learning how to speak and act like his wife, 
only to be confused as to why nobody else believes a word either of them says.
I love the part where 2 privileged people come to my country South Africa and don't complain once because they see how hard really poor have it........
what's your favourite part of their inspirational love story? the one where they attack dying elderly or where she lies about their wedding date? or where they film a docuseries about toxic 
personalities for netflix?
🤣what jokers
Both my eyes are crying; does that make me a Z-list actor?
This clowns thought they would be "harmed" or swarmed over like Diana😂😂😂instead no one cares
How lovely for Meghan to attack the RF who has  given her everything, clean up her dirty past, invite her to RF family Christmas even she is just a gf then,32 million pounds wedding, 
frogmore cottage, 1 million pounds she spent for wardrobes, 500 pounds for baby shower then that family is racist, nasty and unwelcoming! Thank you Saint  Meghan, do us a favour, do 
not ever come back here in The Uk!
I love the part where Me-gain wrestles the Queen to the ground, takes away her crown and puts in on her own head. That is a strong and modern woman who just takes what she wants 
and deserves! That was in the trailer, right? I swear I saw it out of my left eye.
Megan is trying to pull off the greatest hate hit in world history.  Harry is the biggest dupe in the history of the world.
I’m not a cancellation fan but I wouldn’t mind if these 2 got cancelled for good😅
No one has mentioned the awesome, inspiring and enlightening flopcast series. She promised we would see the real Meghan and for once she didn’t lie!! We saw and heard how amazingly 
astute and intelligent she really is. How close she is to her mother. That was so touching it made me tear up. Left eye of course.



I love the part where it’s obvious that Harry and Megan have nothing to offer the world of value so their contributions to the world and what they will be remembered for is hate. Hating 
her family, his family, Netflix, constant turnover of staff etc
I love the "No one knows the full truth, we know the full truth" part,  my left eye is crying
I loved the part where they used a clip of Michael Cohen, President Trump's lawyer leaving for his prison term in 2019 and tried to pass it off as Harry and Meghan being harassed by paps 
as they sat in a car!  Oh, and another one - Katie Price being chased by paps - NOT M&H!!
I like the part where Harry realised "what happened" was he married a narcissist.
The best part is that she wouldn't allow them to visit their mansion. Just like she wouldn't allow Netflix or Oprah to film at their mansion (except for the Chicken Coupe) everything is 
staged. That's the reason the 1st director quit.
😂
Exactly
The royals dont have baby showers so Meghan flew to the United States where she spent $300,000 in NYC for shower that her own mother didn't even attend.
Well said!
Not canceled, erased…they need to disappear never to be heard from again.
It did not disappoint 🤮🤢
So true.
Harry is also a narc but Meghan is also a sociopath.
Do you know about narcissism, Harry?
I love the part where Meghan claims she is just as influential as Nelson Mandela
Why does my down vote disappear? Lol Netflix is pathetic! But you left the comments open! Where are the good uplifting comments about these two liars. Hope Netflix got their pound of 
flesh and it was worth it. You see what happened to Harpo after her interview.
FFS fake paparazzi footage. You want real paps harassment? Go search Kate’s you’ll be blind by the flashlight
I love the part where they say that they want privacy so have to resign from being working royals .. and then get themselves a fly on the wall Netflix “reality “ TV show . So inspiring , so 
honest , so touching .
I love the part when  Nelson Mandela danced in the streets over the wedding 💒
I like how they’re using the titles they were gifted by the very same institution with which they make money by dragging through the mud. The way they spit on them while simultaneously 
holding their hands out for MORE just brings a tear to my left eye. 😢
I love the part where all photography was banned in her wedding to Trevor because she didn't want records of everyone getting stoned on marijuana. The bride in a white dress was so in 
love with her husband she didn't want any record of it. Brings tears of joy to imagine that wedding but only from my left eye,mind.
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
I love the part where the footage of the Paparazzi 'hounding' Harry and Meghan was actually meta-data confirmed as footage from a Katie Price photo shoot in Crawley, Sussex in 2021 
🤣🤣🤣🤣
I love the part where Meghan paid a visit to Ulvade in a private jet and film crew. It left a tear on my left eye.
If somebody told me she was biracial, I would be surprised
I love the fact that there are so many “I love the fact” comments on this ! 😅😍
I love the part where Megan and Harry seem to always have a photographer with them. When I'm having a horrible day and I am crying and trying to talk to my husband about it he always 
says wait a minute let's get joe, the photographer in here to take pictures of you sobbing. You never know when we might need them. In fact I'm so distraught by this that I'm crying a tear 
from my left eye.
Oh wow this is gonna be something . Look out Firm !!!!!



I love the part, where I can read the comments 😀
While we struggle to eat and heat our homes.... Netflix is going to be one of those frivolous expenses we will now cancel.
“Beware of false prophets”
I literally feel like I’m in history right now…
Diana would be ashamed of her second son, Harry the Prince of Hate.
It hurts Meghan that her magazine covers & papers wouldn't sell which is the reason she's insanely jealous of Catherine who was harassed and never had to contact paparazzi like Meghan 
does.
'Reality' ... ?

I wouldn’t go that far ...
It's not a reality TV show, they're telling their story lol jealous much?
Exactly lmao
So hypocritical.
 @Chun Li  Why do sugars always think anyone speaking against them is jealous. Are you all 16 years old?! 🤣
 @Chris Hall  not anyone else’s reality I agree
 @Aditi Ahuja  It’s easy to bash them because they’re such huge hypocrites. They want all the media attention while crying for privacy. They go on climate change tours with private jets. 
They want to keep their Royal titles while crying about how toxic the Royal family is. There is a trend and the world is not blind to their silly antics. Of course there will be criticism, it would 
be shocking if there weren’t any.
 @Chun Li  2 people , 2 palm trees , telling their story , of their supposed real life , being emotional on Hermes blankets .  Complete with images of their real family .. reality TV .. well THEIR 
reality not anyone else’s to be sure
 @bmcd4  The truth is that they're jealous of William and Catherine.
 @Chun Li  Yeah, there isn't an ounce of reality in this.
 @Aditi Ahuja  That's cause everyone but their cult sees through them.
 @Chun Li  emphasis on THEIR story.
 @Aditi Ahuja  you've been reading the wrong media articles if you believe that.
 @Chun Li  I love the way Meghans fans mirror jealousy, while hating Princess of Wales, it brings a green eyed monstrous tear to my left eye
 @Nancy Dunn  they aren't a cult, they are employees
They were not chasing privacy. They just wanted to sell their private life for millions.
It’s not reality tv, it’s a docu series! 😂
 @NirajP  in a nutshell !
A reality show about a “love” story. Yawn. I’d rather watch the Kardashians. They’re better people.
 @Rachel,L.  It’s rumored they get paid five bucks an hour
And her wedding dress with Trevor was a copy-kate. Catherine wore a similar dress to the after party.
and against the late queens request, wore white again  fir the public spectacle photographers..
She just took a private jet to Indianapolis to see her squaddies.
So would her license and actors card. Her soap opera didn't even know it when they hired her.
🤣🤣🤣
Brilliant! Thank you!



God bless Joe
🤣🤣🤣🤣
🤣🤣🤣🤣
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Yes Joe! Everyone’s go-to crying photographer 😂
I personally think she is laughing.
This photographer gives a new meaning to three in a marriage
 @natty5129  me too
I love the part where they feature Christopher Bouzy , a notorious cyber bully who is being sued  for fraud and defamation & harassment , it’s so inspiring to seem them featuring a known 
fraudsters giving credence to their sob stories 😊
😂😂😂😂😂 me too!
It's Steve for us! Wait... I feel emotional watching this trailer... I feel a tear coming.... Steeeve! Get your camera ready! Oh hang on, let me put on my wig first...
Your husband sounds like a smart man!  You never know when you will need sad pictures to support a victim narrative.  Makes my left eye well up, just thinking about it
🤭😆👏👏👏👏👏👏
😂😂😂😂😂😂
😂😂😂
🥲😅😂🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @Super Nova  brilliant! 👍
agree! a senseless waste of money!
I love the part where Meghan is strocking her moonbump like she's carrying the next messiah. So moving...brought a tear to my left eye.
I love the part where she storms the beaches of Dunkirk
Lies straight from the devil.
Your truth you nasty person I feel sorry for the royal family.   Harry how come Meagan has no family except her Mother
No one knows the truth…we know the truth. What is wrong with this statement Harry??
I don't understand why people have a problem with H and M telling their story. There have been so many books and stories written by those that has not spoken to or even kno
I loved the part where they didn’t know their privacy was being invaded, not by Aliens but by a Netflix crew shielded by a ‘Romulan Cloaking Device’, that captured their most spontaneous 
intimate moments. When someone yelled “get a room”, they knew they were being watched and a tear rolled down Meghan’s left cheek.
What happened is they wanted half in and half out....
The Queen said no... Here's the result...
Recollections may vary....
🙈Oh, Lord! What is Harry doing!!!😭😱
Things do change ,once you get to see people's true colours. Nutmeg.....well I don't need to say much more. 😅😅😅😅😂😂😂😂😵😵😵
They have to elaborate on their statements now. Nobody is buying vague statements anymore from this couple. No innuendoes will be accepted anymore.
Who, when, where and why will be important. Tell all means tell all. 😄
Oh, I almost forgot this: Looking forward to hear both of them talking about their own accountability. So exciting! 🤗🤗🤗
I’ve been living under a rock for the past 20 years can some kindly and briefly summarize their relationship/ marriage? Many thanks in advance. As someone who lived under a rock for 20 
years I would honestly believe them. The response that gets more likes will be the most credible to me.
My car salesman is more convincing than Meghan



I really loved the part where Megsy claims to be a strong feminist black woman but refuses to go out in public with her natural hair and straightens it instead, gets a nose job and named 
her daughter after two racist white women (not Doria) and requested for a white man from the big, bad racist institution to walk her down the aisle (also not Doria). She's truly an 
inspiration to us all!
I love the part where they want privacy so much that they hired paparazzi to show how private they are.
This will be 10x more explosive than Oprah interview and very damaging for H and M I'm sure.
Such garbage!
Yes there is a hierarchy in the Royal family, just like every family. The reason things are kept behind closed doors is due to privacy. Filming a kardashian style show is not privacy. What are 
the high stakes Meghan is talking about? They wanted to leave so they left. I could go on and on.
I love that nomatter what they 'harkle', the Monarchy continues to live on, unaffected by their petulant drama.

Using footage of the other woman being harassed by paparazzi to support your victim narrative is so feminist & nice of you, Meghan. So respectful to her privacy. Disgusting hypocrite
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
OMG lol!!! Yes
She really needs to get over herself. She will NEVER be Diana
😂😂😂😂
😆😆😅
She could go through the Tunnel of Love alone
She's hoping for THAT  plane crash so Mechie could be King perhaps
Know them ,but they all made money .Let them tell their own story.
"Romulan Cloaking Device"   🙂
🤣
I like the way they Klingon to their royal titles.
Starfleet Command might offer to make Harry a Captain if his book flops.
 @Christine Latham  It'll no doubt be another failed Enterprise ...
Read Tom Bower's book entitled Revenge
 @Miss Winnie  will do!
Your salesman rips you off lol
🤣 🤣🤣🤣
I love the way she identified as a caucasian her whole life, socalising, dating and marrying white people. Also owes most of her success to her doting white dad who supported her 
financially and got her breaks due to his conenctions in Hollywood. But now he's nowhere to be seen and it's her black mum getting all the glory. The one who wasn't present for most of 
her childhood. Maybe even in jail.
Diana wasn't racist, you must have heard who she was with when she died.
MY THOUGHTS EXACTLY! Naming your daughter with the queens nickname since birth? Hmmm … and not even thinking to also add her moms name to the girls middle name? Meghan is a 
white supremacist herself
🤣
And how until Harry her headshot listed her as white
Granted that she's biracial, but she clearly took more of the non-black side. I wouldn't have believed for a second that she was part Black, yet she only uses her Black side to be a grifter and 
her White (?) side for beauty and fame. 🙄



Has only married white men too! Trevity Trevor Trev has more black friends than she does!
FINALLY someone addessing she did not even considered her mom name for her daughter...that speaks volume for me
 @Pamela E. Reyes  She couldn't merch Doria like she could merch Lilibet!
I love the engagement interview in the world’s greatest love story and they can’t remember when they met. It was like they were keeping a lovers’ special secret.
So Harry and Meghan's story is only allowed to be told through fake royal reporters and unnamed/Palace sources then? By people who wasn't there and aren't real? Harry and Meghan 
isn't allowed to talk about themselves then? Just tabloids who are against them are? The people who believes everything that the faceless trolls online and the press says are vile creatures. 
Shame on you all!
I love the part where they staged a pap chase down a rainy street with their own security detail. It brought a tear to my eye, the left one to be exact, oh wait sorry I smeared lip gloss under 
my eye to make it look like a tear.
This is them trying to sensationalise everything again like the race card
Merci nexflit, Harry et Meghan vont sauf que parlé et nous sommes là pour les ecoutés ils ont ce droit comme chaque être humain
The fact that the comments are full of hateful comments about these two only proves their point. hello? lol.
😂😂😂😂
I love the part where Ginger Spice reassures Mentally Unstable Spice that at least their shows ratio isn't as bad as the 'Cuties' ratio.

Yes, of course, placing fake photographs in his documentary, a photograph in the Netflix trailer where Meghan and Harry were allegedly chased by paparazzi was taken at a Harry Potter 
premiere five years before they met, how many lies Meghan and Harry! In the interview with Oprah Winfrey, how many lies were denied, such as their secret marriage before the wedding, 
because according to them they wanted to avoid all the paraphernalia that this would bring, if what Meghan wanted was the super boom in her career by marrying Harry, but with what he 
didn't count was that he wouldn't be able to ascend in the hierarchy to the British throne which he didn't like very much handled Harry's resentment kept hidden if they began their career 
of trying to destroy the Monarchy. Meghan wishes to have her sublime work that elevates her, not what she achieved in Hollywood, in the Monarchy she did not achieve it either, they 
cling to her titles. Poor Queen carrying her illness with dignity, her grandson and wife without any remorse, just the fear of retaining her titles, as she commented, memories may vary.
The heat coming of these comments is powerful enough to fuel the death star..and rightly so they are rancid to the core ..weapons grade repellent
those 2 are a joke realy
Meghan Markle used the horrific Uvalde deaths as a PR stunt. Let that sink in.

I feel no empathy for anyone who would use the deaths of children and teachers for gain, politics or fame.
I can't wait for the fact checkers!🤣🤣
There's hierarchy within the royal family?! Quelle surprise! Harry & Meghan are truly the worst.
its scary how people are so judgemental in the comments , taking the "i love the part" part  enjoying it and expressing their hate , grow up people !
This show looks absolute wank
Princess Di would have been proud

Love the part where Harry has to tell Meghan they are out of money to buy any more awards, and she collapses weeping on her Hermes blanket.  So touching, spontaneous, and organic!
All these comments been sponsored by the palace 😂!!

As a resident of Uvalde county Texas, I especially like the part where they showed up to our tiny town after a horrific tragedy. There’s nothing more noble than cameras and demands to an 
already exhausted and brokenhearted hospital staff and community. Virtue signaling on the backs of dead babies. These people are victims indeed… THE FULL TRUTH.
Just exposing misinformation. Isn’t that what h and m stand for?



 @Maris Moon   but we dont know ! every story has two sides , maybe they re right and maybe they re wrong but judging them that way is just cruel i guess
🤣🤣🤣
Don't forget "authentic."
Too funny 😅
sip that tea girl
hahahahaha
:face-blue-smiling::face-green-smiling:
“….organic” 😂brilliant
She is such a strong independent woman
Look closer at her cheeks, this daft loon is laughing at playing her Sugars for the fools they are 🤣
You could have put a spoiler alert on this comment! I was wondering what had made Meghan cry so much. Oh my, does this mean she has to sell her Hermes throw? 😱
You forgot ‘authentic’ 😂
And don't forget 'authentic'!
And don't forget the gutteral sounds she made from the pit in her stomach.
😢 horrible
Yes! THAT!!
That had to be one of the most vile, atrocious acts that she did! All my love to your town. Our thoughts are always with you and the grieving parents
That was vile.
But, she brought potato chips, right?   Just kidding.  If she wanted to provide food to volunteers she could have anonymously called a catering company and had a hot meal or two served 
to the volunteers.  She didn’t have to fly there on a private jet with her photographers.  One phone call would have done the trick.  There would have been no publicity if she did that, 
which if she truly wants privacy is what she would have done.
That was absolutely horrible.
👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏
As a Texas resident you should be more angry about the Texas politicians who showed up to your tiny town after that horrific tragedy and although they have the means, DID ABSOLUTELY 
NOTHING to prevent this type of horrific event from occurring again. Virtue signaling indeed.
 @S W  as a Texas resident I’m mostly angry that this tragedy is politicized.  If you want to run in Texas and give gun rights to women only (we seem to be more responsible with them) I’d 
back you.
Truth tell us how to birth children's from moonbumbs
I love that we finally, FINALLY hear their side of the story. No idea how they managed to keep quiet for so long. Tear, left eye.
I call BS on Harry and Meghan. Won’t watch-not interested in more of their lies.
Sorry to digress, but my mind is on the wonderful ripple of something awards they so graciously accepted! Truly inspiring. I heard president Zelensky of Ukraine is also nominated. You just 
know that he will fly in on a private jet, command all attention on himself, do some word-salad speech and then fly back to his luxurious mansions before the dinner is over. Arrgh, 
politicians. While the saintly pair will literally have to extract themselves from a war-zone without electricity, water, heat, dodging bombs left and right. I just hope they get the accolades 
for their bravery they deserve.
I love the part when they finally reveal to us poor peasants how horrible their privileged life is. So grateful that they are finally teaching us Brits a lesson 😢
I love it how they forgot to tell the Arch bishop of Cantenbury that he maeried them 3 days before the wedding and without witnesses, so sweet my left eye is really crying one tear
I love how Catherine is so unproblematic ❤
The entire comment section flooding with "I loved the part where........"



I love the part where they had a spectacle of a wedding on Anne Boleyn’s execution date and when Smeggles drove to her third ❤wedding- in a virginal white veil- in the car that Wallace 
Simpson drove to the Duke of Windsor’s funeral!
Or the part where he told his buddies that he was dating a girl from Zimbabwe but reassured them that ‘she isn’t black or anything’ 🤔 and then she turned up at said spectacle knowing 
she dodged a bullet!!
Tear from my left eye- such a love story made for the ages!
This pair have got to be the most unpopular couple in the world.

س هاري & سم الهاري .. ��☠  بر
😬 .(Prince Harry & Sim-el-harry) in Arabic that's how we call Meghan

I love the part in this comments section where so many of you start off your comments with " I love the part where....etc." - it beggars belief that any of you can leave such a comment 
about this 1 minute long trailer and that none of us are able to watch this series for at least another 3 days, are we?
I love the fact that there is zero footage of Meghan being chased by the paparazzi. So desperate Netflix uses footage of Catherine and Diana.

One has only to read through the deluge of "I Love the part.." comments to understand the weight of living in and marrying into a powerful family and establishment.  It should be clear to 
most, that nobody truly knows what goes on behind closed doors in any family and to invest oneself in the fantasy of that perfect Monarchical family makes it more difficult to question 
and shatter one's own idealized reality.  I happen to be very fond of the illusion of the Royal Institution as well, but there is growth in keeping an open mind to the possibility that someone 
else's reality may not match my perception of their reality.  I see pure hatred/jealousy in these comments, which seems to match with the current state of the world. Sad.
Harry stop comparing your mother to that woman you married, it's disgusting. You know the whole truth? No you know your truth. Harry has displayed many many times that he is still a 
12 year old and he makes decisions and speaks as a 12 year old spoiled brat.
Hey Netflix, why are you using photographs from Queen Mary/King George's visit in the 1930's; photos of invited photographers at a Harry Potter premiere and a photo of photographers 
outside Crawley Magistrates Court for Katie Price's sentencing hearing? I thought this was supposed to be about Harry and Meghan? If these trailers are the level of deceit, misinformation 
and manipulation we can expect from the "docu-series", why would people want to watch it? We may as well all just make sh*t up in our head and save the subscription fee. So much for it 
being their "truth". What happened to meghan Fact Checker? They are getting money for old rope, aye?
I'm curious are all these "I love the part" comments supposed to be making a point?
He knows the full truth. He even knows how many Children, marriages and abortions Meghan had.
Everybody hates trumps Personality, but she’s even more abrasive.
I love the part where I unsubscribed to Netflix for paying two liars and someone who can only pretend to cry from her left eye.
😂
Just the 3 of them
Don't we all.
Catherine, the Princess of Wales, is the definition of class.
Me too !!
👏❤❤❤❤
I forgot about his description of Chelsey 
🤣😂
The photo of the massed rank of photographers in the previous trailer was for Harry Potter, not Harry Windsor. They can't even get their Harrys right.
They’ve also used footage from photographers waiting outside court for a Katie Price hearing 😂
Harry and Meghan are both liars that no one is interested in photographing, but they are desperate to be relevant.
Since I don’t agree with you, you’re now an agent of the Kremlin and her majesty’s secret service.



I honestly don't have an opinion on this but there are a lot of comments that start with "I love the part" and I'm wondering what I'm missing
No.
I can’t believe I live in a world where Princess Diana died but Meghan Markle gets to live, is there no justice, it’s as if Karma doesn’t exist, maybe Niki Minaj in The Other Woman is right 
“selfish ppl live longer”
With all the names in a baby book...Meg and H chose lilibet.  go figure. you think they would be  reminded every day of the wrath of the royal family. But guess not .
I love the part where they are victims of their privilege, where Meghan did not know she was marrying into the most famous royal family in the world, and despite wanting more privacy 
they are ventilating private family situations for money and to reinforce their victim roles. Such good examples, love it!!!
Love the part when Meghan snaps her finger……game changer. Crying buckets on my left eye.
I love the comment section 😄
We now see Harry "not as the PRINCE" he was born.....but..."as the TRAITOR" he's become. 🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮 left eye vomit 🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
Why are you showing pictures of other people being followed by paparazzi in your trailers, Netflix? Because H&M were never hounded by the press as they claim. Neither were there racist 
attacks, M was welcomed very warmly to the UK. Lies, lies and more lies. Shame on you for spreading hatred and division where there is no need to. I hope Keeping up with the Harkles will 
be a massive flop.
This is getting tiresome... They're simply hungry for attention and money.
Are you going to do a series on her bullying and how they made Philip and Queen pass early?!?!
These insufferable pigs don’t talk about how the RF bent over backwards to welcome Meghan and get her involved in charities, family vacations, etc earlier than usual for a fiancé.  They 
don’t talk about how Kate was treated just as bad or worse in the press than Meghan.  They don’t talk about how montages show Harry happier with Will and Kate than he ever looks now.  
They don’t talk about how Meghan plays the “disgusting” PR game of planting stories better than anyone.  They don’t talk about the fact that the member of the RF to display the most 
overt racism is Harry.   They don’t share “the whole truth” they share “THEIR truth” and we all know what that means 💩.
Jokers
I love the part where he talks about the pain and suffering of women marrying into the Royal family. Strange though Catherine and Sophie seem fine.
We ask and we receive. Thank you Netflix
Money grabbing narcissistic lying ass holes
I love how they think they are perfect and have done nothing wrong and everyone else was mean to them. This would be a real documentary if they had people interviewed that were 
treated bad by meghan but no it will just be friends and associates telling us how great they are. Bunch of lies I won't be watching
I love the part where Meghan ascends bodily into Heaven among choirs of Angels, her handbag, where he belongs, at her feet, as she scatters merch down upon the worshipping faithful 
who , with one voice sing forth ....'Goodbye our kween... thank you for blessing us with your presence..... (don't forget to close the door)  and a cascade of rubber babies come pouring out 
of her.
If Harry and his wife find the royal family to be so awful, why haven't they renounced their titles and positions? They hate the royal family, they hate the institution, they believe the family 
and entire country of England to be racist, so why cling to what ties them to all they hate? Oh right, because those titles and ties are the only thing they have to merch and without they'd 
be nothing but a emotionally and intellectually stunted ginger and an unemployed D-list actress.
As an American spectator, I must say that this has NOTHING to do with RACE! And everything to do with MM low class, bad manners and bad behavior! Absolutely disgusting!
Thank you Netflix for leaving the comment section open. Please never close it!
I love the part where Harry complains about women marrying into the "institution" then marries Megan "Royal Rock Star" Markle anyway and uses 32 million dollars to do it.

Mean evil people are given more time here to change so they wont be dammed forever. The people we miss the most are alive and well with God. It's sad for us, but better for them.
 @Miss Winnie  thank you but I still feel robbed and now the British people’s faces are rubbed in it
And all without using Google!



🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Of course! She had no time to hear about the rf. She was on yachts, making company to people, giving her baby to her sister and organise the perfect blind date with the insecure brother, 
the ex-alcoholic, because the one she wanted, was already taken. She even weared Diana's parfume. What a coincidence!!
Also the part where she’s totally unaware her race & nationality is unprecedented in the core 4 of the leading European royal family. How can ANYone report that she’s the first? How 
DARE they mention this?! Naughty naughty press😔
She didn't know how racist British people truly are. That's all that she didn't realize.
 @AJ  The British people are not racist. Interracial marriages have NEVER been illegal in Britain and we have had said marriages ever since the Roman invasion. We have never had 
segregation or a colour bar in Britain although the American Army tried to impose one when they were here during the Second World War. They didn't succeed. Neither the Government 
nor the people would tolerate it.
Markle was not the first POC to marry in. One of the Duke of Kent's daughters married a Maori from New Zealand. They're divorced now, but were married for years and had children 
together. Hell, Queen Victoria adopted an Indian girl. 
That's two examples, but there are more. Google it and don't stay steeped in your ignorance.
 @AJ  so so racist, that the king bothered to walk her down the aisle when she ghosted her father.
 @AJ  hmmm, and when did the US REALLY abolish slavery and segregation? Oh, wait, I don't know whether you are American or British or something else. I'm afraid to ask in case I'll be 
labelled racist.
 @Andra B  I don't care to know her relationship with her family. As I don't care to know yours. The Brits are racist and nothing you can say can change that.
He's not just a shadow of his brother but a shadow of his former self
William and Edward married well. Harry, on the other hand...
 @Furious Furian  All families revolve around the most damaged person in them.
Diana seems fine too. Oh wait.
💀💀💀😭😂😂😂😂
Well said, Meghan was welcomed over here and l don't think many people see her as a black woman anyway. l don't actually think she saw herself as black until it suited her.
As an American spectator I fully support MM.  I can't wait to watch!
 @Mia Milner  I feel sorry for you.
 @Maris Moon  No need.  I live a good life!  H and M do to.
 @Mia Milner  by the looks of it they don’t. They’re still complaining. Still monitizing in their relations with the royal family.
Most Brits didn't realise she was mixed race until they saw her mum at the wedding
Happy people don’t moan and complain nonstop on public forums
 @Leanne M  That is how they make their money.  They are not living off the RF anymore.  People love drama.  This is the reason you are on this thread like everyone else.  For $100M I 
would do it to.
 @Kristin Strickland  I guess you are not happy then because you areoaning and groaning right now!
As an American, you have no idea... (dont care about MM but this institution is rotten to the core and they never had to be accountable till now)
Very well said ❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤
 @Mia Milner  'I would do it to', Do you mean, 'I would do it too'?  

Proof again that our educational institutes are indoctrinating rather than educating!
 @Nairobi Dino I'm educated but it doesn't matter.  That will not be the last grammatical error I make.  Life goes on.  Do you feel better correcting me on a comments thread?
Well said



 @Mia Milner  'No need. I live a good life! H and M do to.'  Did it again! 😉
 @Mia Milner  you would sell out your own family? Noble of you.
Fr 🔥🔥🔥😂
The £32 million was only for security on the day which was paid by the racist British tax payers. The racist Royal family paid millions for the actual wedding, her dresses, the reception and 
evening do. They were also gifted a cottage and spent millions of tax payers money doing it only to leave months later. Yet, she was treated badly.
 @Anne Michelle  They really should give up their titles since they never wanted the attention, and can't stand the horrible people who did all those nice things for them.
I wouldn’t be surprised if she smothered the queen with a pillow
I love the part where Bouzy and the Sussex Squad doxx,defame as "racists" and attempt to destroy YouTube creators merely for having the absolute temerity to critique the actions of MM. 
Bouzy is a vile individual and an absolute hypocrite . Cue... left eye 🇦🇺
The ghosts of Queen Elizabeth and Prince Philip are plotting against me, help me!
Netflix! It is a shame!
I love the part where I rushed out to Hermes to buy a blanket to wipe away the tear as it ran down my left leg..........
Simpletons.
I love the part when they complain about being cut off financially at age 40.... whilst the rest of the world struggles with food and heating... such amazing people... everyone's left eye wept 
for them
She abandoned her dogs too amd left them in another country.

You know what karma is Harry?? Let me explain to you... You've been recollecting 💩 from your family since the day you met the 🕷... But the funny part is, your wife it's been doing the 
exact, so the minute she needs to, she will leave you with no kids, no money, no family and no dignity. She will use your 💩 without even blinking, and that my sweet prince is Karma.
I love the part where they give people all over the world a headache with their continual griping and groaning about how good they have it. My left eye … please go away we cannot take 
any more

“Its their Dirty Game” releasing a docu series with pictures and videos of the royal family destroying the institution that his grandmother built and serve for a long time ,what a shame and 
again Meg the narcissist keep on praising herself in this series with a qoute “she’s becoming a royal rockstar” what the hell this is their truth?!! How can we believe it? Left eye tear😢
I love the part where Jason Knaupf revealed that Meghan is a disgusting bully and Harry enabled her.
The part where Meghan thinks she’s Julia Roberts
I love the way they used doctored headlines in the Oprah interview that weren't even about them and now they use doctored images that don't include them either. That creativity, 
consistency, and commitment to manifesting their fake truth is so inspiring it brings a tear to my (left) eye...
I love the part where she claimed she knew nothing about the royals, but it exist childhood photos from her in front of the buckingham palace as a tourist and she made snaky remarks 
about Princess Catherine on her blog before she dated Harry
I love the part where I can’t wait to watch this.
I see two selfless, non attention seeking people...

I may need glasses however.
Моральные уроды!
Trying to convince the American audience that Meghan is the new Lady Diana. She's nothing like the wonderful Princess Diana. For one, Diana was compassionate & respected the 
monarchy. Netlfix left the comments section open, it must bring a tear to Meghan's left eye



yes and after getting $30 million from Diana which was left to haz & millions that charles gave haz, along with 1 million dollars worth of designer clothes for nutmeg. makes me cry a tear 
from my left eye- go!
......but just one tear  🤣🤣🤣
For that price don’t you think they deserve both eyes to weep?
This was the moment I became a King Charles fan
Or the reporter asked her if she was okay while standing in a sexual assault victim camp in Africa wearing designer’s clothes with her doting millionaire husband
👏👏👏👏👏
Indeed she was, despite her treatment, her personality wasn’t abrasive, and her humanitarian efforts weren’t all just photo shoots.
I love the engagement interview when Meg says she never had a family and now she has his 😂 so sweet
I love the part where Harry had the best education money can buy, where he is surrounded by advisers and STILL doesn't realise his wife is using and manipulating him.  Release date again 
scheduled same day Catherine hosts her carol service. Thanks, Netflix, for showing us your company values in action.
puke! Contrived lies! Shame on them!
These sarcastic comments are brutal. Shit you guys lack compassion.

I love the part where Meghan & Harry cling to their titles and wanted to continue as "half-in-half-out" royals despite all the racism and cruelty they faced at the hands of the evil, racist BRF
The great people in the comments, be honest how many of you have been tearing up from the left eye since trailer 1?😂
What actually Meghan thought her life would  be in the royal family ?
I love the part where the camera man is with them 24/7 from day one.😂😂😂😂
I love the part where Meghan's first husband, Trevor, was also told by Meghan that his family was the family she never had. Not creepy at all.
What’s up with these love this part and that part comments? Am I the only one lost lol 😅
When the stakes are this high??? What stakes Meghan? The whole trailer oozes insincerity, victimhood and lashings of cringe. I cannot wait 2 not see this and watch the countless accounts 
of others endure it 4 our sakes 2 tell us just what we already know. Because they've told us all already so many times. I hope they get everything they truly deserve. I cant be more sincere 
saying that. Enough of this crap already.
I love the part where she says “peace in our times”
I find it heartbreaking that no matter how much they plotted, schemed, lied, cried and stomped their feet they were never going to be top of that hierarchy 😢 (left eye tear).
How to identify a toxic relationship Ep1
ga..aawd, my left eye is perspiring💦
Seriously though she’s the personification of the average liberal twitter user. Perpetual victimhood  despite, living well above the average citizen. A queen for the twitter people, but in real 
life, a very hated person.
Your woke, disgrace of canon and stupidity are annoying all people, Netflix. It's time to stop
What a load of crap these too idiot's 🤮 never cease to amaze me with their truth sorry I meant lies but let them Cary on the more they do the more they look pathetic Megan never had 
any press following her she was never like Diana what rubbish bye bye Harry
The comments are open, because Netflix can show the dastardly duo, what real people think.😂
Unbelievable that Netflix have the nerve to send out this story about a matrass d-actress and a dimwit of a husband.
And why using images of the late princess Diana,  disgusting.  Let the Princess rest in peace.  Haz your are disgusting to throw your late mother and family under the bus. You be haunted 
forever.
Just like she told her last husband....and he repeated at their wedding in front of her parents.
Oh, that would be the family she poured poisonous contempt and disrespect on, yes?



I honestly think he must have a low IQ.  I think the RF protected him so the majority of people didn’t know how dumb he actually is.  Now we are seeing it first hand.  He seems to lack any 
sort of business acumen to get a job in the business world and no technical skills to go into the trades.  He left the RF with no plan on how he could support his family.  That’s not smart.  
After they run out of the Netflix and Spotify money, then what?
Actually that would even show further the difference of quality between this Nutmeg and HRH princess Cathrine
You are a psychopath. You are clearly logging in as several different people to try and up the number of people seeming to trash the Sussexes. If you're being paid for disgusting, hateful, 
gutless, anonymous trolling, you should be fired. It's beyond obvious you've posted several comments under different names. Get a life
Netflix doesn't have any values.
Lucky Harry and Meghan have so much compassion and have demonstrated as such with their conduct time and again!
Probably believed due to her race she would be crowned queen, anything less proves they're racists.
Flashbacks to all the things Meghan has been saying and doing for the past 7+ years that Netflix wont include in this lie-fest.
Totally
I loved the part where they showed 10 year old Harry realizing he will not be king, and how it got him filled with such eternal anger and bitterness it consumed him his entire life.
I love this part at 0:44 where this trailer shows footage of paparazzi swarming Trump's former lawyer, Michael Cohen, as he leaves for prison to try and pass it off as Harry and Meghan 
being harassed. They are such an inspiration to live a truthful and authentic life.
That reveal in the end when Megan says Tolkien based Gandalf's character entirely on her  - it was shocking
Can’t wait ❤
Well this shall be interesting
I hope all her exes where featured too .
I absolutely LOVE the part where they created public charities in Delaware to avoid paying taxes and to line their own pockets! So inspiring!
I love how his TRUE personality evolved and grew like a cancer once he married the gold-digging narcissist. Be careful Harry, your jealousy over your brother is showing again.
Remember that time she squatted in the bushes in African and Harry fell in insta love and moved her into his sugar hut? Good times.
I love how the Hermes blanket finally got it’s close up in color this time. So inspiring.
Netflix you are a joke!!
Oh my goodness. What a load of old hogwash.
To be associated with these two will be the end of Netflix for sure.
To give mouthpieces to two proven lying manipulating obviously quite unwell people is terrible 
Shame on you Netflix. Shame on you!!!
I love the part where AFTER the engagement, Meghan tells the world that Catherine and the entire family have been "wonderful" towards her and she tells Harry his family is the family she 
never had, but BEFORE the engagement when Harry discussed the possibility of marriage w/his family & they (Camilla) joke about the ginger/afro hair of their future kids. Harry tells 
Meghan (girlfriend) about the conversation & they never discuss this offense w/the family. Instead, Meghan accepts his marriage proposal & waits until she's ready to return to America 
where upon she uses this innocent pre-engagement conversation to lie and claim "racism" to Tyler Perry, Oprah, Gail, Serena & eventually to the entire world. Such integrity. No dry left 
eyes in the comments.
I Iove the part where Meghan thought Harry will become king an plane accident away.
I love the part where she storms the Kremlin with Tom cruise to stop Putin
Netflix just loves to lose money
I love the part where she realized everyone was aware of her great talent- “one tear, left eye trick” so now she tries to wipe tears from both eyes to make us believe she’s really upset and 
crying. Or she might be shedding tears of happiness after receiving her paycheque from Netflix.
Another trailer? Hahahaha... I'm convinced Netflix is trolling this shameless couple.



I love the part when watching this ad makes me poo easily.... and of course I won't for the life of me, watch the full lies; I will certainly puke and puke and puke.

I love how meg-again thought she would be "Our" new Princess Diana.. and failed so publicly,although wanted privacy.. all that research of diana for years n years and still failed 🥲👈..x
😂😂😂
His too
THIS😂
And how they probably use Archewell to avoid paying taxes on their personal income by laundering it through Archewell as DAF (donor advised funds).
They are on the path of becoming Infanta Cristina and her shady husband
and still only donate 5% !
😂
I love the part where ppl
with no insider knowledge or privy speak as if they actually do and pander in 🐂 💩
🤣🤣
👏👏👏👏🙌
all their charities are based in Delaware for some reason
I love the part where the small print says that 95% of donations goes to staff.  And they claimed only $50,000 In revenue yet spent a great deal more on clothes and jewelry alone.
And it's NOT a foundation.
 @S P  I wish and hope that these two will be investegated !!!
Well said !!🥲🥲🥲
Cry about it
😂
 @Me This & That  How wonderfully charitable they are ...NOT
Dang I’m from Delaware lol I just got back from visiting my parents. Didn’t know this.
 @seamus seamus  no wonder Biden & Hunter are from there too! It explains a lot!! 😂😂How does Biden afford a multimillion dollar mansion yet public servant his entire life?Finally 
made a little more as Senator and VP. Wrote a book no one bought so how exactly can he afford his compound in Delaware? Ahhh, that's right, Hunter's been using Papa's name for work 
in Ukraine and Russia for years with kickbacks going straight to daddy Joe. What a corrupt family!! If Donald Trump Jr did half of what Hunter Biden's done, it would be on the news 24/7 
forever!!!
M. — YES! This is exactly what the Clinton’s & other crooks do.
 @Emcee Eß  no it's a Archetype lol
I wonder why none of Meghan's "families" ever seem to work out for her.
What's the source of this
Because the bullying didn’t start until after she married but even before; Waity Kaity made Megan cry and lied to press and said it was the other way around.
O I remember that interview. Meghan alone: it happend multiple times... Harry comes later: yeah it only happend once.. lol
 @Positive Energy  no, Meghan bullied Princess Charlotte, called her fat and compared her to her friend’s daughter. She made Catherine cry, as C had just given birth. If you actually believe 
Meghan is a fragile, sweet person… I feel really sorry for you
Very well said



 @Positive Energy  the whole incident was obscure press tittle-tattle  until the genius Meghan confirmed that it all really happened and filled in the blanks. If I write in to the Times to say 
she had an omelette for breakfast this morning and spilt some on her dress, Omid Scoobie will be on Good Morning America by lunchtime telling the world that she actually had a kiwi fruit 
and it was the maid that spilt it on her and that the maid has been fired.
 @Marianne S  I don’t. Megan is a narcissist but Kate isn’t any better. And Kate did make Megan cry too. They are both bad. I’m glad Harry and Megan are at least exposing the evil family, 
esp after how they treated Diana
 @Positive Energy  Kate isn’t much better? What apart from being a lovely, empathic person? She couldn’t be more opposite from Markle
 @Marianne S  lol, look up stories of her before she married William. When she was in collage and would flash ppl outside the window and was a mean girl. She would isolate William from 
other girls and give them the cold shoulder and start rumors. If you’re going to bring up stuff from Megan’s past , do the same with Kate . Let’s not forget she was also called duchess do 
little by the press before megan came along and stole the hate. It got so bad the queen had to step in and demand she work more
 @Positive Energy  how they treated Diana? Let me paraphrase Diana: I want William and Harry to be a team and to continue the legacy of the family. She was a royalist. She was not 
treated poorly, she just had emotional issues. And so do many people!
 @Positive Energy  Not according to Valentine Low's book that was recently released in the UK.  Low is a reputable journalist for The Times, not a tabloid hack.  He confirms the story that 
Meghan was bullying three-year old Charlotte during a bridesmaids fitting.  Kate, who had just given birth, burst into tears.  Ever wonder why Kate was watching Charlotte so closely during 
the wedding?  
Low' book will be coming put soon in the US.

 @LIANNA FURY  This is all from multiple interviews that the Sussexes have given. In their engagement interview, Meghan described Kate as "wonderful", and they both said Harry's family 
was very supportive of them. Then, Harry did a BBC radio interview after Christmas where he was asked if Meghan enjoyed her first Christmas with the royal family. Harry replied that 
Meghan really enjoyed it, the family loved having her, and that the royals were "the family she never had." He said that they loved staying with William and Kate, chasing the little kids 
(George and Charlotte) around. Finally, the Oprah interview. In that, Meghan claimed the alleged racist remark was made to Harry via multiple conversations, when she was pregnant with 
Archie. Harry then comes out and has a different story. He said that it was before they were married, and it was one conversation. Things never quite line up in their story.
 @Positive Energy  so 1) you admit she was bullied by the press 2) you think flashing makes her a bad person 3) what you just said there is total nonsense. They were flatmates and friends 
and both had different partners before getting together. William spotted her on the catwalk and started fancying her from there
 @Positive Energy  also dear, when did I bring up things from meghans ‘past’? I said what she did in 2018, as a middle aged woman, bullying a child. Hardly the same as a teenaged 
Catherine doing silly things at school
I like the part that you are going to be watching it without blinking
I love the part where Harry uses the Hungarian Holy Crown Teaching to his advantage and puts Markle on the same level. My orbanus is crying

 @Marianne S  What makes Kate emphatic? She says and does nothing in the public that's worth calling her emphatic or anything that's worth the hype.. She plays dress up and that's it. 
She just smiles,  waves, reads a speech poorly, that's been given to her and that's it. It takes nothing nowadays to put people on pedestals that hasn't really earned the compliments
 @Ash louw   And Markle is somehow better.... she lies as easily as she breathes
🤣🤣🤣
 @LIANNA FURY watch their engagement interview
Camilla never should have joked about their children having ginger afros. Mad Meg HATES her natural afro hair! That's why you only see Meghan with an afro in childhood pictures. There 
weren't chemical straighteners and flat irons back then. Tear, left eye 😪



 @Positive Energy  If that is the case, why, in their statement in Jan 2020 did they say they wanted to remain in the RF? If memory serves they wanted to become financially independent, 
but divide their time between the US and the UK, continuing to  representing HMQ, but on a sort of part-time basis. 
If MM was bullied, and given that she isn't shy of "tell-alls", then why has this never been stated by her at any time whatsoever? Why, when the allegations of her bullying staff emerged 
did she not make a counter-claim - because, again, she isn't shy of legal action or using her "voice" - it's one of the things she says is very important to her.
 @Ash louw  if you had an ounce of intuition you can tell an empath a mile off
 @Marianne S  and if you actually believe tabloids then I feel bad for you because you mustn't be very smart
 @Marianne S  Yeah Kate was a kid at the time not like Meghan a grown 2 times divorced woman optics do matter
 @Positive Energy  When did Catherine talked to the press where is your proof.
 @Rochelle Marshalla  Well said.. Not only does she dislike her natural curly hair, but also her natural features, hence the many plastic surgeries.
😂🤣
I love the part where H asks, “What on earth happened?” He’s soooooooo close to figuring it out guys. The suspense is killing me!
First the Netflix Teaser and now the Netflix Trailer - both thumbs down for me!! I’m now going to watch the Earthshot Prize awards on YouTube NOT Netflix!!
When is the out?! No one said the dates….I can’t wait to watch.
I loved the part when Meghan said she was suicidal and Harry told her to get dressed as he donned his Spiderman suit and jumped out the 30th floor window to websling his way to 
fighting injustice. What a heroic moment.
The bit in the trailer when the paparazzi are hounding them. That bit is taken from a scene of journalists taking photos in the Harry Potter premier in 2011 i think and they used it in their 
trailer… you gotta laugh 😂😂😂😂😂😂
I love the part, where she shows up with 59 Ukrainian kids, and says I’m saving you, and then throws them out of a helicopter.
The very best thing that could happen is that no one watches. IGNORING A NARCISSIST IS AS BAD AS DESTROYING THEM.  They want privacy? THEN GO AWAY!
I love the part where they bully the 93 year old granny, bully her for money, talk back to her by saying “service is universal”, hasten the end of both her husband and her own life, attempt 
to ruin 70 years of TRUE service, and then give the deepest curtsey to her like the hypocrite she is.  Brings a tear to my left eye.

There is an overwhelming sadness to this docu-series. The inference from this trailer is that because Meghan was so popular she had to be destroyed because she took attention from the 
"hierarchy". The need for supremacy in life is a game of self destruction, from looking at her career and the manner in which she distanced herself from family in pursuit of stardom I 
suspect the anticipation was that her popularity would take precedence to all other members of the family. "Hate destroys the vessel that contains it" - and this docu-series is a stark 
example of the truism of that saying. The duality of it all however is astounding - the expectation (demands?) that they leave the formality and duties of the royal family and service to the 
people of England yet continue to receive funds, failing that this couple then negotiates millions of dollars to spew hatred toward the family they chose to leave. Incredibly sad
All of you in the comments are exactly why they felt they had to tell their stories. Shame.
I love the part where Meghan said that George Clooney lied when he said to a wedding guest he never met her before. "This is not true Harry, I am a real princess but I watch movies like 
everybody else". A single golden tear came running  from her left eye. "Dammit Harry, quick, grab the camera".
Ohh how sad poor rich people with all the problems.
There’s your truth and then THE TRUTH!

People are going through genuine problems right now (poverty, worried about feeding their families, heating their homes, living life away from war, women living in some of the most 
dangerous societies being killed for not complying to draconian rules). Yet I'm supposed to feel sorry for a pair of millionaires with bugger all talent and a god complex? Yeah, cry me a river.
😪😪😪😪😪😪😪😪😪😪😪😪😪 😪 Left eye activity overload!! 😪😪😪😪😪😪😪😪😪😪😪😪😪😪😪
Full truth is you still call yourself a Duke



Meghan embarrassed herself time and time again. It was sad to watch. That's why she's ran away in the huff and blamed everyone but herself. She could redeem herself by coming clean, 
repairing the family rifts and learning from the mistakes. It would make her a great role model for her kids and show the humanitarian she claims to be. At the moment she is just digging a 
bigger hole and creating even more divisions not just in their families but on larger scale! I really thought after the queen's death she would go away and reflect after seeing the outpouring 
of grief globally for the queen. All very sad as the ones who will truly be hurt by all this is two very innocent children.
Of course things changed!!  You officially became a family member (the family you never had) and working Royal, not the Queen!!  Time to get to work!!
Good for you Harry and Meghan. You outshine the other two, that is threatening to many and is the real basis (with some good old fashioned racism in the mix) to all the hatred shown 
towards you.
I love the part where they assume talking at us some more with their "truth" will finally make us like them, especially when both have inherently unlikeable personalities. Truly inspiring, 
never give up guys!!
H you married a wrongen that's what happened
Omg I really chuckled at this one 😆👍
🤣🤣🤣
Gold!
I think you win the comment of the day!!  My stomach hurts from uncontrollable laughter
Oh I can not wait for the upcoming Netflix sequel, "The revelations of a man, formerly born a prince"
I like this
Brilliant!
The wheel is spinning but the hamster is dead...
Was that before or after him trying to lift her spirits by juggling 
Your comment caused tears to flow from my left eye.  Truly inspiring.
They don’t have evidence of her being hounded like princess Diana
If they did, it wouldn’t be stock photos
Not forgetting where they told the queen she doesn't own the word Royal.
She curtsied that way because she was merching her shoes and bags.
Meghan also cried at the funeral... from her left eye
It brought tears to both my eyes. Guess I'm material for being a Z-list actor.
@Anne Michelle, right!  Lord we will be here all day if I remembered EVERYTHING she has done! Lol!
I dpn't think anybody hastened the death of a pampered pair og 90 somethings. Harry was horrible to ring his old gran for money, but she was 93yo and any day she liived was a bonus plus 
there was a report she had cancer and Philip was 97 with heart problems.
Blackhearted curtsey.  Perfect camerashot.  🤮
 @Tt Tt So if someone is 90 just go ahead and bully them 'cuz they're gonna die soon anyway. Yeah, that works. 🙄
So absolutely spot on.  This is why I don't like this human. Cruel heartless abuse of the elderly
 @Tt Tt  Yeah, she was well past her expiration date and was still being well pampered so why not give her a hard time? 
'Cause, you know, dying is nothing to worry about, right? Just close your eyes and give the next generation a break finally. Ya old bag
 @WindyCityLiz  Did you rrad what I wrote? I did not defend Harry, but to say he hastened the death of people in theit NINETIES is illogical and a stupid claim. They had health problems 
and if you are that age no passing away will be "hastened". You might need to think logically. Harry and the wife are a pair of spoilt brats and need to grow up, but his grandparents were in 
their 90s.
 @Amanda Wilkinson Tarot  😂😂😂



 @Neards  That thing ain't human.  Just being.
@Tt Tt  So you think that bullying elders because they are old?  This is a positive thing?  Prince Philip; HMTQ; her uncle from her mother's side; her father...
Totally agree with you Jools! Totally!!
Best comment.  SO true 
 @Amanda Wilkinson Tarot  Again, read what I wrote. Did I once again ever defwmd any bullying allegations? No. Philip was in hospital in 2019 with an illness, he had an infection in 2021 
and monitered for his angina 2 months prior to dying. Elizabeth was struggling as we all saw with her mobility and if the cancer claims are true, once cancer gets all over, it will sadly be 
incurable. If Harry badgered his gran for money I said it was horrible, she did not need him asking for money all the time and that is wrong to worry a 93yo constsntly. But the fact is both of 
them were ill with health problems, in their 90s and nobody claim people ill and very old had their departing hastened.
Great comment, Jools.

Every royal bride has curtsied to the Queen in church after her wedding vows, Diana, Anne, Sophie, Catherine, all of them. Except Meghan, Meghan is the only royal bride that “forgot”.
Yes, exactly what they are; 'stories' and the reason people are so fed up of hearing from them.
He does not want history to repeat itself, and yet he makes the same mistakes as his mother.
I really LOVE the part where Harry uses his deceased mother’s image to manufacture a narrative that makes him a lotta dosh, ignoring that his brother also lost a mother. Didn’t they have 
a pact NOT to use the late Diana in this way?? Such a great brother and son to shamelessly profit via American corporate interests off a dead woman’s memory in such a disrespectful way. 
Talk about invading your own family’s and your privacy that you purport to want.  The cognitive dissonance in Harry is astounding.  Can’t wait for the year of reconciliation that H&M have 
planned. They will be welcomed with many left-eye tears.
Good people of YT! HEAR ME!! they want protection and around the clock security [From what exactly? We don't know, the paps we're told show up when Meghan calls them, so] but still, 
forget about your boring poor sad lives and focus on a prince who had the world in the palm of his hand and his wife but gave it all away because of the evil Hierarchy,   spare a thought this 
Christmas on Funding their freedom and security. This stuff brings a tear to my left out 😢
I love the part where Harry and Meghan ask the Queen if she’s okay👍
I love that they're creating their own life and finding their own path, using the skills and tools they have available to them. Harry was born into privilege. He can't change that. We all use 
the tools we have. M&H LIVED inside this system and yet, people on the outside still believe they know what's really happening and what they "should" be doing and how they "should" be 
acting and how they "should" be feeling. Like anyone can get inside someone else's skin and know what they're feeling, thinking or experiencing...It's ludicrous! I'm proud of them! Looking 
forward to this and the patriarchy being punched in the face.
Why is everyone saying love the part ?
This is going to be a shit show. So excited to hear The Body Language Guy’s take on this train wreck.
Princess of Wales also had to face the press, they weren’t always kind. Marrying in to that family is not for the faint hearted. Megan never bothered to do her research properly on what it 
m and to marry the spare. Wish them well and may they live in private as thy want.
I love the fact that leaked photos come from Backgrid. How odd that all of M and her hUsBanD's pics in the media have "Backgrid" in the corner.
I just don't the part where anyone could be interested in a single word either of these two would have to say.
No, Harry, WE know the full truth.  We had to helplessly watch it unfold in horror as you and wife threw your families and the entire British Commonwealth under the bus.
I love the part where Meghan gives birth to her moon bump while doing her duties and continued on without a blink. That tear in my life is sooooooooo telling
I’m inspired that harry allows his wife to push him aside and take over….. he’s my hero!
I love the part how he always have to mention Diana to compare her life to himself where it’s no comparison. Most people sees he does this for attention and to make money. It’s so 
touching how he does this with no shame and will not let his mother rest in peace at all. I just cried one tear actually, left eye as usual 😪



I love the part in the last episode where it shows Harry & Meghan sat on one of their sofas in one of their many rooms, reading through all these lovely comments. They can pat themselves 
on their Hermes blanketed back, secure in the love and adoration of their beloved Uk, the Commonwealth, nay the entire universe. Blessed. Brought a tear to both their left eyes.
So basically, when Meghan was becoming “a royal rockstar” they were all about it… When people finally saw through her facade, they moved to California and never stopped crying about 
it… Yeah, ok!
First the Netflix Teaser and now the Netflix Trailer! Both hard thumbs down!!! I'm heading over to watch the Earthshot Prize Awards now on YouTube NOT Netflix!!!
Didn't Markle say that the documentary was going to be about the Harkles "love story"?  The only thing that unites them is their hatred and envy of everyone else.

I love the part where Megan sneaks around Buckingham Palace at night trying on the Crowns but failed to find one which fit her swollen head. A sticky tear rolled down my left eye 😿
I love the part where she says the orange man showed up and said,”China I love China”, and scarred her for life.
Patriarchy? The late queen was the longest-reigning monarch in British history… Queen Elizabeth II was respected by generations of people (British or not) and by her family, except for 
H&M who only care about themselves
Sarcasm
I love the scene where Harry finally decides, in a  burst of respect and dignity, to stop exploiting his late mother's image and finally let her rest in peace. The poor woman, who defended 
the monarchy despite the conflicts she may have had, must be turning over in her coffin. I am desperately trying to make my left eye bleed.

In french,  there is an expression: when you spit in the air, the spit always falls on your nose.
My personal opinion, my freedom.
Harry has discovered there is a "hierarchy" in his family! What a freaking maroon.
I cannot beat to watch it but comments are hilarious 😂
And if 6 episodes of these two grifters bleating in front of the camera isn't enough, there's also Harry's book to read. Coming soon to a bargain bin near u.
The Duchess of Sussex has been so shamefully treated by the Royal family and the British press. I wish the Duke and Duchess much success and peace.
Not even the Ukrainians have suffered more than the queen of the liberals
I love the part where they denounce Omid Scobie for planting and leaking their stories. So brave
god 🙄 talk about a  hard  life🤣🤬 my heart bleeds for these poor millionaires 🤪
Harry using his mothers legacy to promote his wife ! That’s the control Megan markle has on her wrapped around her little fingers husband 😂
I love the part where Meghan admits to creating the internet so the world could be as one!!!!
I love the part where Harry uses the Hungarian Holy Crown Teaching to his advantage and puts Markle on the same level. My orbanus is crying
I love the part where they are preaching about the environment but fly on private jets. Tear left eye... go!
LOL!!!!!!!!

I love the part where Sunshine Sachs the well-known PR firm, QUITS representing Meghan after years of TRYING TO TURN A SOW’s EAR INTO A SILK PURSE.  Poor SS. One tear. Left eye. Go.
I really like the comment section, it's very true and fun to read!
Why are they using footage of paparazzi taking photos Trumps lawyer Michael Cohen leaving for prison in this trailer? And footage of photographers at a Harry Potter premiere in 2011 in 
the teaser trailer? Isn’t Harry a member of the Aspen Institute’s Misinformation Commission? Spread the word y’all, I’m sure Harry would be very disturbed by this, it’s the very thing he’s 
been fighting against for years and he is NOT a hypocrite.
Ok, so legit my favorite part is when the show a picture of Catherine, the now Princess of Wales being chased by paparazzi.  Because they can’t find a clip of Nutmeg being chased by 
paparazzi, because that never happened.



I don't understand the hate towards these two. Our Royal Family literally just got caught (again) making racist remarks, yet people don't her?
Remember, Princess Diana was destroyed because she did not want to submit to the forces surrounding the British royal family. For this, she drew the ire of an entire nation.

This is history repeating itself. And a prince trying to save his princess before that happens.
The Ginger and Whinger are back, just in time for the Christmas Spirit😂
Ok meghan
Don't be so gullible.
My mum has been treated more shamefully by the British press
Netflix doesn’t have proof of Meghan being followed around by paparazzis, like Diana, that’s why
Well, Diana went down as one of the most beloved members of the Royal family, well Meghan on the other hand.
Didn't watch the trailer. Just came here to downvote Me-Again, a classless woman.
Really hypocritical of Meghan, where you talk shit about nature and sustainability and zero carbon emission and yet you take a private jet for a 3 hour journey! Your actions show how 
hypocritical and liar you are as a person, and that's not about your race or a hate bot , this is opinion of people based on facts and TRUTH, so don't try to play victim card
This couple struggles to maintain their relevance and likely their finances. They decide to do another TV show after Oprah likely about the same thing.
This man abandoned his family and was likely influenced by this venom... sorry but I don't have any sympathy. I'm hoping he sees the light. Blood is thicker than water
Bravo Hary & Meghan; gluck und alles gute😍😍 Vile  Grusse aus Croatien
Cry baby Boozy sitting in their corner, the biggest fraud ever !
Netflix, I am not going to watch this. So tired of these two liars. MM is a mean girl, envious, cruel, spiteful, a liar, uncaring…………I could go on & on. PH is just as bad. What they both did to 
the late Queen & Prince Philip is unforgivable in my eyes. Now King Charles & Camilla as well as The Prince & Princess of Wales William & Catherine. How can you all keep blaming them? 
Grow up!! Quit complaining. No, I won’t be shedding a tear, from my left eye, for PH & MM.
I seriously cannot wait for piers morgan to watch this dumpster fire
It surprises me how much hate is towards Meghan and Harry, reading all these comments. Meghan is the most bullied person in the world right now. They are only two people trying to 
survive in their environment with their family. I applaud them for stepping up and sharing their story every time they can. It takes a lot of courage despite all the tremendous hate towards 
them. Diana did the same. I admire them both for their strength.
Wow. TV GOLD History in the making.
These comments are absolutely hilarious! 🤣🤣
Maybe Netflix could use them to create a kind of Talking Heads programme? I think it would be brilliant hearing all this insight and observations about the Markles read out one after the 
other.
Very entertaining! 🤣🤣🤣
I loved the part when MM showed us how she strategically used the word 'narcissist' (10 letters) in a Scrabble game when only 7 tiles are distributed to every player.
Oh wait, she used the synonym "pompous" AND managed to land on a double-score box!!!
Such a clever woman, such an intellectual - it brought a tear to my left eye.
Love the part when meghan wouldnt let people sit near her at wimbledon and had her security went after people who were taking pictures even when they werent. Also love the part 
when she flew across the atlantic, without a child, to watch a tennis match but refused to spend a weekend with the Queen in balmoral. My left eye is crying!
The queen of the liberals more like it, only a liberal can master victimhood so easily.
Two hypocrite clowns.
Won’t be watching.



The Royal family accepted Meghan, gave her a warm welcome and a great wedding. If anybody was a racist, it was Meghan who, aside from her mother, did not invite any of her black or 
white relatives to the wedding. King Charles was gracious enough to walk her the aisle since her father was sick. When she realized that Harry will not have loads of money, that royalty is 
not celebrity, she cleverly used her short tenure in the family to extract from Netflix the money she craved and the Celebrity status she strived for. 
The next documentary should be about how this very intelligent woman orchestrated this whole drama. This one I will certainly see.
Why are their problems so news worthy? Give them their 15 minutes then be done already. We’re all struggling with something.
Love these comments! Keep them cominngg
I love the part where the world is so harsh on these two, but they keep subjecting themselves to more publicity and humiliation with this series. If they truly felt "afraid" they would have 
quietly stepped back and waited for the world to forget them and leave them alone. Instead, they're putting themselves out on the chopping block - praying for mercy? They make no 
sense!!
🙄🤣🤣🤣🤣
Ok meghan
More bullied than the Ukrainians?
It's the lies that people dont like and they have debunked all of them .The Queen is not alive now recon the Monarchy will wipe the floor with the pair of them this time
with NO pass and she couldnt back in coz of her keyes thingy .. remember..impressive
Lol, with her not so slim friends flanking her of course!
“Shut up Meg!”- Paul Majano.
Why does @Netflix lie in both of these trailers with false photos that have nothing to do with Harry and Meghan? Like that paparazzi photo which was in fact taken at the Harry Potter last 
movie premiere? There were no royals so why such a stupid lie?
I love that I could't find one positive comment about them...

I love the part where Meghan wholeheartedly believes that the media targeted her more than they targeted commoner Catherine during her first 10 years in association with William. 

It's almost like we forgot about how badly Catherine was treated because Catherine never complained, because she understood what she had signed up for and because she knew that 
with privilege comes duty. 

It's almost like Meghan is envious that she never got as much paparazzi as Catherine. 

But no, that can't be - we all know that Meghan just wants a private life. And tha Meghan is really able to see everybody else's perspective, never self-centered, she'd never twist the truth 
or overexaggerate in order to capitalize on her self-victimization and dethrone Diana. Lol. She'd never!
I  love the part that they had to steal footage and photos  because no one would take her pictures Left eye sore ....squezzing out a tear
I love watching the moonbumps range from 6-9 months in a day, allow her to bend and manage to stay under her dress just long enough to hide in a car. All surrounded by her loving 
husband's embrace, of course.
I love the way that Harry and Meghan are the real bullies and love to sabatoge William and Kate at every turn!
Is this all there is.  ?.....I'm very disappointed
I believe if this program is watched, you are putting money in the bank of traitors.
"You've got to get up every morning with determination if you're going to go to bed with satisfaction." ---George Lorimer
I got chills up my spine watching the clip of Harry wearing a tiara and one of Diana's dresses was running towards the shower with a large knife in his hand.😱😱😱
Same story over and over and over and over and over… they wanted to be private, so please, be private.



I love the ending, so heartwarming, as they sit, in their trailor home in the desert, looking into each others eyes, her claw clutch digging into his arm, one fake tear on her left cheek, asking 
"where did it all go wrong?  What happened?"
I love the parts where Meghan, the "smart one, not the pretty one", demonstrates how an efficient reader and knowledgeable litteratur activist she is by  placing wet flower vases and 
flowerpots on top of every book in sight. Meghan truly cares about the written word.
The part where, when thinking they’ve been slighted, they say ‘oh I’m sure they didn’t mean anything’.  So relatable, so organic, so real!
Stop complaining Meghan. There are people are dying first your own family Now the Royal family.  You just can't stop hating the Royal family. 
How's your Dad and your sister you hate them too? 😂
I love the part with Meghan in a red coat and purple dress where Archie does prenatal gymnastics starting right under the breastbone and ending up at Meghan’s knees  
I love how they are really, really pleading for the just causes: war, famine, poverty, and how they protect their families by ignoring them, and sometimes driving them to earlier graves. It 
brings all left tears to my left eye at the count of three. Here I go!
AMAIZING  in which world are they living?Who cares about their truth,underestimating the audience .Moneysickers without any digniti and self-awareness.Drama Queens
Pathetic
Looking in a great big mirror will answer that rhetorical question!
You forgot “the young one”!
Thank you! That’s been driving me nuts too!
Of course the flowers are probably fake like everything else.
And dosnt know the difference between STEREOTYPES and ARCHITYPES
I love the part where Harry uses the Hungarian Holy Crown Teaching to his advantage and puts Markle on the same level. My orbanus is crying
Hands down, best comment so far
 @Sally Hughes  I forgot about her upside down Ukrainian flag
So you mean the smart one that by writing ‘peace’ showed us she was drawing the Ukrainian flag upside down?
Aarrrrryyy! I need monies. I cut my entire family off except for like my mom and because we keep trashing yours, I need monies to let me live my truth😂😂
Meghan surely reads these comments. Keep going
One is deceased after reading the comments! 😂😂😂😂
But they used photos from his relationship with Chelsy!
First the Netflix Teaser and now the Netflix Trailer! Both hard thumbs down!!! I'm heading over to watch the Earthshot Prize Awards now on YouTube NOT Netflix!!!
The Queen is dead, I want her money now, Harry, or else I divorce you.
🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
Poor rich kids.
I love the part where they are offering to pay back the British Public the £32 million that they spent on their wedding, where everyone rejoiced in the streets that H was happy. This is so 
considerate of them. Left eye, tear falling with gratitude.
I love the part where they finally reveal the royal r@ cist and up pops a picture of Harry in a na zi uniform calling an army colleague a p@ ki
I love the part where the first trailer was so well-received, Netflix didn’t feel the need to release a second one within days.
Why are they claiming they were pushed out when they wanted to do half in half out, they wanted privacy, they wanted to serve on their own terms etc. It's infuriating that they are solely 
placing the blame on the Palace now for everything that they decided to do themselves. They are trying to write their own history. This docuseries is supposed to be 'the truth' several 
years from now. It is nothing but two snowflakes trying to make excuses for their own selfish and poor decisions.
I loved the part where Meghan and Harry got funded by the taxpayer. Such hard work, such humility, such grace.
Netflix trying to RE EDIT the trailer to make sure the 100k dislikes wasn’t a mistake 😂😂



Harry and harry's wife are very brave to teach us what to not be in our life. It brought a tear to my left eye.
I love the part where the Ukrainian people shed a tear of solidarity for Harry and Meghan's war. Truly £100 million well spent supporting the refugees.
This is all 🐂💩
The "full truth" except it's all lies. Got it.
What kind of nonsense is that!? If Netflix wonder why I renew my subsciption once a quater instead of keeping it on, this is exactly why! Netflix started pumping out more and more sh*t 
content like this, in a last few years.
This claim in Netflix by the Harkles that other members of the RF planted negative stories about Markle is just a rehashing of last years BBC documentary "Princes and the Press" produced 
and hosted by low life presenter Amol Rajan. (Rajan was found to have posted vile things about the RF before he was hired by the BBC.)

At the time, it was one of the rare occasions that the RF hit back, calling the claims of planted stories about Markle unfounded. A statement was released jointly by Buckingham Palace, 
Clarence House and Kensington Palace.

Problem is that the opinion of the RF had far more sway over the BBC than it will ever have on Netflix.

But I still wish that the RF  and the British media  would hit back. This has to end.
Sad thing is they are not kids but in their early 40s 🙄
I’ve seen a few people say their left eye is crying. What does this mean please?
 @MangoItaliano  nutmeg can only get the visine into her left eye she hasn’t mastered the skill of both eyes at once before the camera catches her.   Sometimes the tears falling from 
midway down her cheek.
 @MangoItaliano  Meghan did an interview in 2014 talking about acting in Suits, where she said she could cry on cue - "They’re like Meghan, one tear, left eye, go!” She adds: “Give me 
three seconds.” "

I.e. it's specifically referring to fake crying :)
 @MangoItaliano  Meghan cried from her left eye in Queen's funeral. There was only one teardrop and it came from her left eye. And if i'm not mistaken she once said in an 
interview(before her marriage to Harry) that as an actress when she wanted to cry she cried through her left eye. If i'm mistaken somebody correct me pls
 @MangoItaliano  At the late Queens funeral Meghan had a tear in her left eye. And later a clip of her emerged bragging how she can cry on demand.
Megain one bragged in an official interview that she could cry on demand from her left eye.  She seemed very proud of this 'acting' 'skill'. At the funeral of Queen Elizabeth II she appeared 
to cry once on camera in full view, just out of her left eye. So it begs the question, was it real tears of sadness or a tear for the cameras on demand for show and personal publicity for the 
Netflix footage?
 @MangoItaliano  Look up video's  Meghan Markle One Tear Left Eye GO .
@Mangltaliano Harkle left eye tear to show the world she did love Grandma the Queen by not letting Hawwy visit her in her deathbed..and curtsied so deep we, watching on television 😮 
was taken aback by how loving she was to the dearly departed. Curtsied so deep we worried the nation and the whole world worried she might cause a disturbance by being carried off by 
the guards with her curtsied legs still in position. My left eye can’t shed anymore tear.



I love the part where they both left and 2 less to keep in an institution that is useless. I love how royalists ignore the fact they live pampered lives, on land their ancestors stole, in houses 
built from taxpayer money of OUR ancestors. I love how they get to dupe idiots who support this unelected lot who have wealth from the death of others and people like you still think 
they are brilliant, kind and gracious. I love how Catherine never had a job, was criticised, called lazy and suddenly now people think she is wonderful. For what? Turning up at charities 
supporting families who do the REAL work. I would love if these pampered fools were abolished, they do not work, lecture on climate change yet drive gas guzzlers, fly in helicopters, live in 
big houses and never worry like the public. I dislike Harry and his moaning wife, pair of liars and playing the victim, but I do not support the monarchy.
 @alma walker  I bawled my left eye out on that scene, too. So deeply emotional. Sooooo much respect and love from the deceitful duchess. Left eye over flowing...
But at least it gave us a brand new thread for more sarcastically brutal and brilliant comments 😂
I love the part where netflix are making a packet out of monetizing all the comments on their trailer threads as everyone has cancelled their netflix subscriptions because of h&m, and they 
are losing money hand over fist by paying a premium for varying recollections by former Royals!
I love the part where Harry uses the Hungarian Holy Crown Teaching to his advantage and puts Markle on the same level. My orbanus is crying
LOL!
how many trailers do they need to release for people to troll on 
You put clips of your mom in there?! Wow...guess u were the only son in the family to have lost her
Nobody has suffered more than Meghan, not even the survivors of the Holocaust and the Hiroshima blast, have suffered more than Meghan.

I love the part where she allegedly said they are one plane crash away from the throne. Truly the living embodiment of kindness and compassion in action. Brings a tear to my left eye.
They had better be careful because I can see some law suits dropping here
I love the part where their madness just unravels 
Like a slow motion train crash 
So organic … tear left eye
Awful self centered pair. Me me me Meghan. Do they forget that sadly Diana got rid of her security team herself. 
Absolutely ashamed of Harry stabbing his family in the back at every opportunity.
I love the part where she talks about herself in 1st and 2nd person in the same sentence. “ I realized, they’re never going to protect you.”
Harry & Megan rule ! 🧐
Love the staged photos of them displaying how in love they are! Must have a photographer following them around 24/7
I love they feature her current husband so heavily
Such Bull Chit

Christopher Bouzy is the one who said it is about hate it is about race. He is her paid thug who doxxes and removes anyone who says anything bad about her. He is also the one who incites 
violence against Catherine and William. He needs to be exposed for what he does. He had Yankee Wally removed from Youtube and Murky Meg, but she returned. Markle is supposed to 
support women, but she never stops her followers from sending death threats to Catherine and Charlotte on her behalf. So now Netlflix is ok with a thug like Bouzy?



I'm wondering if I still "like" them. I mean it was a great move that they got out of the institution. They had the balls to free themselves. Noone in the entire history of RF went against it, 
like they did. Bold.
The O interview maaaybe it was not needed. It's true. It's his family after all. But maybe they wanted to share the truth with the world. The truth that Diana didn't have time and chance to 
do it.  But at the end who cares about the truth. People saw it like attacking his own family, although his family is completely toxic. Weird protocols, pointless rules as we are in 16 century. 
BUT this thing now... This movie.. I don't get the point of it. What do they want to show to the world? Noone cares. We all read the news just because of fashion and drama. Isn't it 
important to have peace as humans and spent quality time away from everyone, while raising your own children. Just enjoy the new life and be happy. If it is for the money, still I don't 
understand it... to sell your privacy for $$$. 🥴🥴🥴 And at the end it gonna make things worse.
Netflix, no wonder you are losing so many viewers,
So Netflix think I'll put the subscriptons up and dole out this hmm, think the time has come to say bye bye to Netflix 👋
I love how they wanted privacy but decided to do lots of interviews and go onto do a documentary
Oh my goodness! You poor, sad multi-millionaires! I tried to hold myself back, but a tear escaped out of my left eye.
I believe this sentiment has already been commented on but I'd like to add my two cents to my favorite part....and that was when MM selflessly went to Uvalde for a photo opt. I mean, no 
other celebrity did that....takes a certain kind of person to use and exploit such a tragedy. Now, before this atrocious stunt I really never questioned if they had children or not, but after 
she did that all I could think was no real mother/parent could use other parents grief in the manner which she did.
Declare you won't watch this crap!
One plane crash and 68 million British people away from the throne. We would build a guillotine if that ever happened.
I say parliament would likely bring on Queen Ann
Did she really insinuate death to william and his kids?
I love the part where lion king cast member said they rejoiced in south Africa when she married "just like when Mandela was freed from prison"

Girl bye
The article it showed of Catherine "princess in crisis" it's from a USA tabloid. It was a made up story about the queen being sad Kate was out partying before is she married Prince William. 
All lies and manipulation from the Harkles
Lol! These two are such an embarrassment!
Where oh where are you hiding Harry? Embarrassed...ashamed...depressed yet? Harry you are weak!
“I can make myself cry in 3 seconds”. Meghan, Duchess of Sussex
African famine victims? I suffered more than you, protesters in Iran, move over I suffered more than you. The Hong Kong democracy protestors I suffered more than you. Nobody has 
suffered more then Meghan Markel.
haz, next time bury your feelings in the apple pie like a normal man!!  buffoon!! 🤣
Honestly as a black French person I was a huge fan of Meghan when she married into the family and believe me or not but it never occurred to me she was black/mixed before the media 
reported it. 
It took me less time to realize she was a fraud and a social climber than realizing she was black. 
Bit weird to be talking about the pain and suffering of women marrying into the institution and then showing a picture of Camilla, Catherine and Sophie looking somber at the 
Remembrance Sunday. As if they would look anything but somber at that event. They also all married into the RF but have never spoken publicly about their experiences. Is the suggestion 
they have also had a horrible time?
Excellent dislike ratio, money well spent Netflix. I love the part where these two stole a stock photo from a Harry Potter premiere for their own stupid fake story.



Again, for those that can't see the ratio. As per the other trailer, I'll update when I can.

6K Likes
20K Dislikes

If you search for "YouTube dislike extension" you should be able to add it to chrome.
Omg. What went wrong was Meg started to show who she is. Remember the tennis match where she cleared the section? She isn't capable of long term relationships.  Not surprised it 
went south. Some of the Royal men pick toxic drama queens like Meg, Fergie,  and Diana.  Others make better choices like Kate and Sophie.  Even Camilla actually loves Charles.  That 
bipolar pos Diana was a hot mess and made a nuisance of herself.  The government was calling her a loose cannon by the time she had her accident.  Don't even start with the wives and 
children of the men she diddle with. Harry might not even belong to Charles which would explain a lot. F these two.
My left eye is tearing up...I have NO sympathy for these 2 children. Grow up, get a real job and stop whining. I hope karma comes quickly for Haaawy and MeGain
how can people believe two snakes who have blatantly lied in the past and who have made their lives a completely staged and fake fiction? how can you believe these two when it is clear 
in the video that everything is completely acted out and constructed? poor harry and narcissistic meghan what truth do they talk about? wake up people. these two are dumb fake and 
unscrupulous with their family. the way they are treating their family speaks volumes about who these two liars and full of contradictions really are
Hey dad, said Prince George to his dad William - i've got this awesome new American girlfriend!!  Redux part 3
She's a disgusting narcissist sycophant and he's just as bad.
They are god awful.
Also what the hell has it got to do with race?
I can't stand them
Love the part where they keep finding new angles and ways to explain to us, common people, how the universe keeps punishing them, simply for falling in love...
Time to address the elephant in the room. All of the queens son's look similar. And Prince William resembles King Charles. Harry looks like absolutely no one in the royal family. Facial 
features, especially the jawline are completely different. And the red hair, c'mon people it's obvious.
I love the part where they had to suffer thru the over the top spectacle of their wedding so much so, a single tear....u guessed it folks, trickled from my left eye 😅
Well, Harry, if you don't want "history to repeat itself", then make sure Meghan doesn't get into a car with a drunk driver and make sure she's wearing a seat belt.  But it's good that you're 
in the US now, because you don't get photographers following you around.  Except for this reality TV show. 

And it's funny how the UK and the Royal Family are so horrible...and yet....you keep going back when there are going to be a lot of cameras around.

Puzzling, no?
While Harry can do something in 3 seconds as well
After Oprah. After the autobiography. After the reality show. Then what? The well will be dry......
Omg these comments are brilliant, what a great book they would make. I thought of it my idea if only I could make this happen I would be rich 😅😅😅😅
I just love the part where the fantasists, otherwise known as the ex royal and his wife, say that there are fake stories planted by other family members. They are so stunningly brave it 
brings a tear to my left eye
WOKE SHOW of terrible narcissists..  🤑🤑🤑
I love the part where they use a stock photo to make them look popular. Ain’t no paps running round after you 2 losers.
Meghan and Harry are showing the world they are two scoundrels who made up stories to attack their family.  They don't deserve a royal pardon, need to remove these two traitors from 
the royal family and the UK



And to think netflix increased the subscription fee in order to pay them two a millions for a pack of lies.
So I should be caring about them
Harry and Meghan’s new reality show trailer actually shows paparazzi pursuing the then Ms. Kate Middleton.🤔

If Meghan was hounded and put in danger, then show THAT footage. Tell that story. If it was so bad, then they shouldn’t need to use Kate’s story to pad out their victim narrative. 

If Meghan’s story is so painful, and the truth so dramatic - then it should stand up on its own without using Kate’s to build a narrative of a pattern of harassment of royal women. 

You don’t get to drag Kate down on Oprah, expose her and her children to online threats, put her and her husband through years of stress,  then use her to make your story more dramatic. 
And profit from it. 

Tell your story. Speak your truth.

But leave Kate out of it.
Lowest rated royals in human history
I love the part where she manages to make both eyes wet at the same time...clever stuff😭
Just shameful!
🤑🤑🤑
She looks really 🔥 pregnant wish they would have 1 more kid but I respect them saying 2 was it but who knows ha life is a bowl of surprises....
Me Me Me. I hope the king strips them of all royal titles. And using Diana to further their agenda to destroy the Monarchy. Pathetic.

 waving goodbye to their titles 😂
These two are hogging the 'pain and suffering' storyline and subject. Can more airtime be given to actual genuine pain and suffering causes?
Lies
Yet another pathetic attempt to show us how rich people's problems are a pure tragedy and we all should cry about it.
god they are revolting
Meghan is an actress…..remember that.
There's hierarchy in the family! No sh*t Harry and YOU and YOUR WIFE are at the bottom where you belong. Shame on you Netflix for paying this asswi*pes!
So sad that you don‘t talk about important things, climate change for example. One may think that you could use your popularity for this.
But you only talk about yourself. 
Me, me , me, everyone ist so mean to me. You should be ashamed Harry and Meghan.
Cut the cord.  Take the titles.
Oh my God shut up
The part where she handed out bananas of empowerment to sex workers—so thoughtful and brave. One tear, left eye.
Wow amount of spam bots in the comments is shocking and concerning
This is a woman who would show up at the 9/11 memorial and start doing sexy poses while crying
I love the part when Meggy said she was becoming a royal rock star and the RF are jealous of her star power that’s why they abused and were racist towards her. And then she woke up 
and realized she was having amnesia and ego fantasies again. Her grandiose narcissism got the best of her. Poor Meggy. Now all she can do is cry in one eye.
I love the part where harry says boom 💥 and throws his entire family under the bus all for a tired old fanny



I love how they forget that only one person can be king or queen so of course the family is a hierarchy. Maybe Harry should have talked to Aunt Anne
That's just the thing when Harry says "We known the truth"

You know, YOUR Truth, and that's Your Perspective, to put it simply, an Opinion, THE truth Builds around around the perspectives of others, but with how much those perspectives differ 
from one another, it's hard to tell if either side has any truth in it at all...
I love the part where Harry talks about planting stories. I understand how hard that can be when your wife plants them all. I'm sorry you are going through that
Who is here because of The Body Language Guy? 😁
I love the part where she refused help from family members who had married into the family because her husband would tell her everything she needed to know but he left out the bit 
about how she'll never be Queen, the fact that she has to curtsy to the Queen, and the words to the national anthem. She can google Diana's perfume and every creepy detail about her 
but can't pull up the lyrics to the anthem. I also love the part where the Moonbump falls down to between her knees and makes a popping sound when she stands up. Such touching 
moments, I feel so bad for her, there's a tear in my left eye right now just thinking about it.
I love the part when later everyone may spot where the footages and photos were originally taken from. 🧐📸🎥🎭🤫🤪 Thank god for stock photos 📸😅
The nerve of them to talk about planted stories after Meghan and her team wrote hundreds of fake news headlines and planted them in Oprah's inbox.
I just love the part that they snubbed the Queen , when she invited them to a grand and greatgrandchildren sleepover at Balmoral , wich would be the last party the late Queen invited all 
of them to ,
Disgusting pair….you both victimized the Queen into her grave earlier than she should, the excessive elder abuse from this narcissistic couple are cruel
If the royal family were so racist, why would they want to be half in and half out?
Well she's been one so they had common ground.
I really love the part when Harry and Megan invited a Cameraman on a date with them to the Veteran’s memorial, so compassionate to show there is always room for love.  I’ve lived there 
for a while and nobody but Harry and Megan bravely brought a cameraman between them to take pretentious pics, so brave and talented. The world needs more fake wannabe celebrities 
like them. Truly inspiring. Thanks Netflix
Andrew tate 🎉

“I was worried history would repeat itself…” yet, they INSERT themselves into the spotlight! They FORCE FED THEMSELVES to everyone against all of our wills. Can they please go away?!
🙈🙉🙊   only they know the truth ....if some one pays us we can come up with the truth...💩💩💩💩💩💩
This documentary will go down as one of the shows of all time
There's a hierarchy in that family! Shocking. LOL The only tough thing he ever endured was his mother's passing, the rest it's been a spoiled life!
Why do they think that she was the star of the family and people were jealous and so they campaigned to tear her down? There is no accountability there. And no she wasn’t the star of 
the show. She was newly wed and yes people were excited about the wedding and Harry getting married but that was it really. The hard work needed to start to earn the respect and 
admiration of people and they didn’t put that time in.
I love the part when they get their titles taken away.

I love the part where Future King Harry earnestly complains about the Palace leaking stories, when the first ever person who leaked to gossip sites was Her Majesty Duchess Meghan, when 
Kate cruelly didn't give a ride home to her. Oh the human rights violation! 😭
Also, the revolving doors of PR staff (like that amateurish Hilary Clinton's ex-PR advisor) who collaborated with Finding Freedom was certainly not good enough! *Tears welling up 😭
What a load of bullocks



I love the part where This documentary is insinuating that the  PoW is target of this structure. Hence Wills has to say something. Everyone else that has been targeted were being picked off 
one by one to get to Kate. That's why Harry would not say who made that statement in Oprah's interview. 

This is not Good 👀
I'm not from the UK, plz explain the comments
😂😂😂😂😂 and Netflix wonders why hbo is superior
What I really love about Methane is her gift, as a brave, strong, independent WHIP SMART woman is her awesome talent for weaponizing her uterus every time she needs to push through 
her agenda.  Nothing says independently wealthy professional humanitarian woman of the 21st century like faking a pregnancy or a miscarriage every time her man seems poised to leave 
her.  Not to mention the ones she faked to term.  Her ongoing fecundity at the age of 41 (or 45) is a medical miracle.  Michelle Duggar is so jealous.
I love the part where sugars think "I love the part" means we're all bots & not thousands of people with a sense of humour. Such a shame when the Marcissist has such a delightful self- 
deprecating sense of humour herself 🙄
Netflix net worth as of December 02, 2022 is $142.59B. Reportedly, the Market Change is currently -46.95%. 
I am interested to know what Netflix Mode of Operandi is. What is your corporate culture? Is bad press, and negative consumer's responses part of your business plan and company ethos? 
I guess it doesn't matter to Netflix executives what their customers want or value. A response, any response although negative and strongly "Disliked" keeps on feeding their money 
machine.
I love the part where Meghan she hates the institution yet names her daughter after the head of the institution. 😢 right eye 2 seconds left eye 3.
What the heck is wrong with you Netflix.   I think all together the second hit of droping Netflix should show them we have more power together.  Drop Netflix.
Love the part where William walks in and starts throwing blows....oh wait!!    that was just wishful thinking.
I love the part where they constantly bleat about protection but were fully protected when they were working royals.  The royals did not end free speech on their behalf and silence us 
peasants and now they are being punished.  Such kind humans
Haha you're so right
And a make up team.
I love the part where you get to hear their lies aka (Megan's and Harry's truth) and we all how honest they are (cringe) the excitement will be to much to handle so I think I'll just sit and 
stare at the ceiling
Haters going to hate 😊
 @MsDeeLa Renta  not that old chestnut....
also had a professional photographer who just happened to be there during their most private, intimate moments
 @Christine Govan  We should start playing Sugar Response Bingo: WAITY KATIE! RACISM! HATERS!
Yeah with their poorly planned start up and less localisation of media
“Netflix Global Event” 😂🤣😂  Priorities……I will be shaving fuzzballs off a few sweaters that day.
What's the ratio on this? Because we all know the dislikes are much higher than the likes lol.
We know the truth and this won’t change anything, how do H&M sleep at night throwing the royal family under the bus like this, especially Harry after everything they did for him. And if 
they think this is going to help their cause they are WRONG, the hole they are digging just gets deeper. Enough pretending that it’s about protection and privacy, it’s clearly not, it’s using 
the royals as a money making machine because there’s no other way now to make money independently, just disgusting and shameful. I hope King Charles doesn’t allow their kids to have 
titles once this and the book come out.
Yep, it’s Tea Time ☕🫖 and 🍿🎭 Comment section is gold! 😎
I love it when Harry says, "What on earth happened?" - like a toddler the first time it feels something sticky in its underwear. They call it the "who pooed in my pants?" reaction.
Did we need a second trailer? And she wasn’t a rock star.



Harry you really had to have hate your family for all the lies you and your wife keep on spreading and you wife narcissistic behavior .....and feel sorry for your children
How many millions did they get from this?
Disaster mitigation netflix sorry for your loss
The part where Meggy poops in their bed, spits in his face and calls him a pathetic simp was pure gold. An intimate moment that captured their private lives perfectly.
2 sacks of shite take a drive.
I love the part where Meghan morphs into Catherine being chased by paparazzi. It's so brave of her to step in like that
What a load of crap!
LMAO at Netflix you paid what for this
I love how Meghan so masterfully stole everything so generously given to her.  And using her PR expertise and world-class narcissism to shamelessly self-promote herself as Saint Meghan 
of Perpetual Victimhood, dragging Harry behind her as he abandons everyone who has ever loved him to submit to her endless needs and demands. Well done! Makes me think twice 
about those silly real Royals, who devote their time to service - without even demanding to be paid! They surely need lessons from Meghan on how to behave. Brings a fake tear to my left 
eye.
This comment section is brilliant.  Really shows everyone hates Megan AND Harry.  Not just the royal family and the British public,  but people the world over.  Sick of them, wish they take 
the privacy they crave and disappear.
Who are all these people talking like housewives of MONTECITO. As if they peeped out of their window in montecito with  binoculars into bucking place and frogmore cottage
Why are you hiding the thousands of thumbsdown this bunch of lies is getting?
I love the part where Megain shows up at Auschwitz and does a photo shoot, crying.
I don't have Netflix  but i hope they release on DVD or cd
Hi mate! Just to say that I'm opposite of you. How ironic?
I like the way she morphed into Chelsy Davy for one of the other pap photos with Harry
Truly oscar worthy.
lmao and to the replies aswell!
They couldn't find any footage of megahn being chased by the papparazzi because there is none 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
I do hold opposite view
YouTube has banned dislike counters, didn’t you know. It’s because somehow it’s bullying to dislike videos, so now nobody knows, but hey at least the comments are an accurate reflection 
of the public’s opinion.
Isn't it a detention centre?
 @Wanda Maximoff  concentration camp, now a museum.
This is really sad that Netflix would try and ruin a family and exploit 2 people clearly that are creating stress for themselves and their extended family members. 
I will be canceling Netflix very soon.
Wtf is going on in this comment section...
I love the part where Meghan quit working and started whining. My left eye is flowing a single tear. "Rich Girl" by Hall and Oates is your theme song, honey
Such complete bullcrap.
I love the part where they post a second trailer after the first has over 260K downvotes! My left eye has a tear in it.
For people that know the character of these two lying, bullying grifter's their trailers come off as comedy. Especially when they say truth....



I love the part where he talks about hierarchy but completely forgets that this is the exact hierarchy that made him the counsellor of State, despite him NEVER BEING TO COLLEGE. A 
PERSON WITHOUT A GRADUATE DEGREE IS A COUNSELOR OF STATE, IN TWENTY FIRST CENTURY. This is the same privilege and proximity to the throne that got him the Netflix and Spotify 
deal. He had no expertise, not even any proper side hobby he is good at, like Kate in Photography or Charles in Painting. He is so important to the world BECAUSE HE IS A PRODUCT OF 
KING CHARLES SPERM AND PRINCESS DIANA'S EGG. 😂😂😂😂😂😂
Why are Netflix using the paparazzi footage from when Katie Price was sentenced for her driving offence?
Planting stories...... seriously.....they are the ones that always plant stories and are story makers to suit their narrative.... preach green agenda, but taking private plane....when ppl see the 
truth, it's racist..... Left eye 😭
Ugh, vomit fest.
If "no one knows the truth" how can you then immediately follow it up with "we know the truth"? Shouldn't it be, "no one else knows the truth"?
What a self-absorbed, rotten, piece of ..... yes well. It's all US US US, no concern or care for anyone else, or what they're doing - just LOOK AT US!!!!!
I won't watch the show - I hope it flops and gets the message across that being a nasty, racist bully is not acceptable and they (Harry and Meghan) will not be rewarded for it or their 
professional victim status.
Oh the single tear from my left eye is burning to be shed...
This is not all Meghan. Harry is as despicable as Meghan is. Let's stop giving Sparry a pass. He is complicit. If you guys really wish to go after the Sussex's just ignore them. Everything they 
do. No money = No coverage = No Harry & Meghan Whingefest.
I love the part where Meghan reveals that shortly before his death, Prince Phillip did a mind meld on her and ever since, she has been carrying his katra - an example of the systemic abuse 
dealt to her by the Royal Family, before going on an extended rant about “bloody modern architects”.
I can't wait for this !
Of all the absurd vanity projects netflix customers support this is the most lol one :D
I like how this woman is single handedly providing employment to so many YouTubers & joining million hearts who disagree with her lies. She truly is the Duchess of Hypocrisy😂

LOL

As someone wise once said you "cannot fool the people - you may fool people for a time - you can fool a part of the people all the time - but you can’t fool all the people all the time".

Bonkers Harry, isn't it? Juggle off, decent people take responsibility for their life ...even clowns are not so phoney. 🤢
Talentless gold digger trying to make money off the Royal Family with her simp husband. I almost feel like canceling my Netflix sub.
Megain Markel strikes again, dead Queen? No Problem, it’s all about Megain, and what’s in it for her. This is the person who shows up at the sites of massacres and takes photos, “Yass 
Queen” dead kids, great for PR.
Counting down the days to Watch it
They try to compare the Paparazzi situation Diana had to go through with Meghan?! So laughable! Diana had to endure so so sooooo much more! I can't remember one time Meghan was 
truly pursued like Diana by the media.
I love the part when i need to cancel Netflix on Dec 31 just to revise the plan on new year
Cancelling The Retired Royals sarcastically...  
Just like me I'm sokovian.
It's time to stitch it up for it's torn after being worn these many years.

P.s: wear and tear



Because there’s no real footage of her being chased after by paparazzis, in regular life.
Really? How you know? I know the others that have been on Twitter..
Shut up co sibling!
IS 'US' SUS? Or do you mean United States only gives the opportunities and attention they deserve. So it's WW3 started b/w England, US & africa
 @Wanda Maximoff  "Us" as in two individuals, not US as in United States.
The content creators are gonna have a great few weeks. Can't wait to tune in.
Yeah! Time has ripen to divert people's attention for a while. 
Amidst imperialism, colonialism, racism, politics with divide and rule policy, there's a saviour uniting people literally.
Duchess of Unity of Sussex, who's royal family is responsible for majority of problems in 3rd world country.
Being a sub of The Royal Massive, I relate, but i do wonder why her title isn't recognised properly in the channel's about page
What on Earth happened? A mentally stunted man-child was ensared by a psychopathic narcissist. That's what really happened folks!
‘No one knows the full truth. We know the full truth.’ That’s kind of a contradiction, buddy.
I’ve got another comment after reading a bit more.If they keep this up there will be screens put up in Trafalgar Square as a mental health warning.
Not another one. Please preserve us, what did we do to deserve this.

I love the part were none of paparazzi hounded Poor Meghan, She had to hound them for setting up the cameras to take her picture. My left eye got teary just by writing this comment

I love the part where 38 year old man moans to Oprah because his daddy won't give him any more money. So independant,  so courageous! I felt a tear drop from my eye, the left one.
I love how HATE is eating people up 😏😡
I love the part where the comments are more entertaining than the trailer. Crying happy tears from my left eye.
I love the part where Meghan demanded a private audience with KC3 days after his mum had just died.  She’s so selfless 😢
Markle wants war.  This documentary is a mistake.  After that you will finish Markle.  She is a little light.  insignificant.
I wonder is Harry going to talk about how he relentlessly bullied his dying grandparents to an early grave .  The Queen was dying of bone cancer while the two of them hustled her for 
money and photos. Neither of which they got . Two of the most justly despised people on the planet .
The obvious bots in the comments is truly insidious!
I appreciate how they're empowering the people to continue to expect a paycheck after quitting the job. Shining example of work ethic!
The part where Meghan castrates a Prince of the United Kingdom…..
I love the part when the Dumbass Netflix Producers finally realize they have been screwed in every orifice by these con artists.
It's here, against all odds! Meghan and Harry's story that they have the right to tell. Yeah!
I hope they realize that they are undermining their own argument: they are admitting that the other woman of the royal family like Kate and Camilla were brutally hounded by the press, 
and the institution also struggled to protect them, so tell me again, how it was racist that Meghan was treated this way, if anything that shows this proves that the other women were 
treated equally badly, but the difference was that they met those media smears with grace and quiet dignity, and eventually won even more public favor…and if Meghan had done that, 
then “history repeating itself” would be positive
Meghan, the woman who kissed a prince and turned him into a frog. Then they were given Frogmore Castle to live, but she prefered to take her frog to California, it's warmer there, frogs 
like it warm.
I love the part where they are both looking at their phones and computers and are mystified because The Body Language Guy, Taz, Murky Meg, The Royal Grifter, and others figured out 
who they really are! Left eye, tear, go!



no es por el color ella no se deja ni el cabello de negra y su papa es blanco no es buena con su familia y le daño la que harry si tenia tradicional pero tenia ni te quieren por mala persona 
por manipuladora por ir a los medios no hablar en familia ojala tus hijos nunca hereden un trono porque no tienes la educación para eso
Mam, you have committed a great offence. 
You can't demean one who's royal to stoop so low to our level. 
You have been entitled to become ardent supporter of Sussex couple.
He's not the brightest.
It truly is one of the quotes of all time
Say where are they now?
Sins! Sins of ancestors are endowed upon us.
We must endure this by serving our Lord, dear God.
And king charles paid him one year expenses!😨
I love the fact that Charles said, "i'm not a bank". My mum told my her grandson, "money doesn't grow on trees". LOL.
LOL. Comments like yours made my day.
😂😂😂
HAHAHA! “The left one” LOVE IT!😅
Oh my left eye was positively LEAKING. I felt SO sorry for poor Harry! How can he possibly live on the millions he inherited from his mother? I mean it's beyond cruel!
It certainly has eaten up megs and harry.
Not Hate some people have a moral compass and will not support Elderly abuse or lies for monetary gain. They are just a disgusting couple. Will not be members of the Royal family for 
much longer. When everyone of them banish them and they deserve every thing they get
Can relate. 
Wondering why i hold different opinion from majority just to feel unique? 
Anyways, here i am.
It might be one because of Nick Fury
 @Wanda Maximoff  😂 Exactly. I worked really hard to squeeze one out. Also, your username checks out. 👍
Alas! Behold for thy Christoph, all knowing has come with' A prophecy'
Where ?
😂
you can't fool us Meghan Mandela🤣🤣🤣
Yeah. A C12 amidst C14
Thought i was meant to die alone.
I really though it was 'office'.
Yes. That's it. 
Please welcome our next dialogue script artist for next season H & M
😆😆🤡🤡
I know, i can't wait for them to dig even bigger holes for themselves 😅😅
🤣🤣🤣



Yeah. Let's leave it to them. They might add different angle. 
People crave for passing judgements. 
Were they P. Mera supporters?
So do you want to be either 🐸 or Meg? 
Thus, I'm going to abandon US and all people should, then how will the two alone survive? We can all migrate to Antarctica it's colder there
But but they don't read stuff about themselves!!😆😆
And HG Tudor!
 @VesnaVK  Oops!!! Love him but…I didn’t want to do him any favors and feed into his narcissism 😉😂😄
 @Canadian Polish Princess   oh yes that’s right! Silly meeee! 😂

Wait…was that Christopher Bouzy????!!!! Well, we all knew 99.9% she hired him to ruin some people who spoke the ACTUAL TRUTH!!! But now we know 100%!!! 😡 She’s pure EVIL!!! 😈
 @Kel Cal  was who Christopher Bouzey?
 @VesnaVK  look him up
 @Kel Cal  0:31 (I meant, which person in this trailer is Bouzy. I know who he is, but had no idea what he looked like.)
 @VesnaVK  the black man who was speaking and said this was all about hatred and race…just like you tagged 00:31
All I know is these two better bring some damned receipts.  Becuase they are making HUGE accusations against a very beloved, if imperfect, institution. Im willing ot hear them out, but 
man they had been have some proof for these allegations or they are simply going to be causing utter chaos and incredible pain for Harrys family, especially the Prince and Princess of 
Wales. And if they dont have reciepts, between this and the horrid problems with this season of the Crown, I'll be done with you, Netflix.
I like the part where the comment section is made into a coffee table book and is released the same day as The Spare. Just thinking of such a well-deserved tribute brings a tear to my left 
eye.
Congratulations Harry and Meghan !!
I can’t believe Netflix actually put money an time into these two People ?? Haven’t watched, I’ve just eaten breakfast an may 🤮..
Dude embodies the word "simp."
I love the part when maggot meghan gets in a physical fight with princess kate  for trying to sleep with prince william... its amazing watching kate give smegz a black eye and busted up 
face... that was the best part.
I love the bit when Meghan comes to realise that Harry has 2 kids and she has 3 😂
The derangers in the comments sound like Trump style election deniers.🤣 Love it!
Please excuse me while I go and somersault with joy at having a new comment section to fill my life with laughter.  If you're watching this Harry and Meghan thank you for the comedy 
value you give us.
I love the part where all of these stupid trolls who are trying to curb people from watching the series with their ANTI BLACK AND ANTI AMERICAN COMMENTS! Also the part where THEY 
REALISE THAT THE TABLOIDS ARE LIARS AND SO CALLED ROYAL COMMENTATORS KNOW NOTHING AT ALL!
I was just thinking yesterday that the couple are very quiet these days, but here they're today on a beautiful golden day.
lol they even use footage of papparazi swarming around a judge in America in the trailer! this whole thing is a fraud and a lie, like the pair of them!
The part where Harry realises we all have issues in our life but no one offers us $100mil to throw our family under a bus. So he returns the money

I love the part when they use footage of paparazzi that is actually from a 2011 Harry Potter premier and are pretending it’s for these two clowns. I have a tear coming out of my left eye.
@Netflix you stole pictures taken by the paparazzi at other events! Your film is such a fraud!



I love the part where they release this trailer to sabotage the Prince and Princess of Wales' Earthshot trip, posting a photo of the Princess stony faced after bullying her child, and 
"borrowing" paparazzi photos from Harry Potter and Harry dating with Cressida to pretend it was the press hounding MM -- then forced to edit the trailer when the public uncovered the 
lies.  I especially love how the Princess of Wales still wiped the floor with them wearing an emerald choker worth more than their mortgaged home 
💚💚💚💚💚💚🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣  A single tear of laughter is streaming from my left eye
Everyone who's ever spoken a negative thing about her must all be lying racists. 

The respected investigative journalists are all lying racists too.

Allison P. Davis must have been fired after The Cut interview because she's a lying racist as well. 

All of the staff that have quit working for her and now call themselves "The Sussex Survivor Squad"? You guessed it, they're lying racists too.

Ninaki Priddy, her childhood best friend of 30yrs, is as well.

Nelson Mandela's grandson must be also.
Ok Harry is about to reveal how jacked up his own family is and I love that he's breaking generational patterns.
I love that Netflix uses paparazzi photos from others such as a Harry Potter release to make it seem like the media was after Meghan.
This production of winging in exchange for $$$ speaks loudly of Meghan and Harry’s desire for privacy. Cut us a break, we see the truth, the lies, and personality flaws.
Wow, what a great idea !
It would sell much better than his book
🤣
Where can I purchase an advance copy?
Woooooosh
I would buy that 😂
That’s a fantastic idea.  Profits could go to a real charity, not Archewell.
I would buy it with one tear in my eye, left one!
Yeah, good idea!
Take my money NOW!!
Yeah, that's it. Nothing to do with the lying, complaining, and grifting.
 @stinkerbell  all tabloid lies. Foh. Yall trolls are dumb and love to follow drama.
Blah blah blah. 
Word salad
 @Canadian Polish Princess   you know its true.
Hi Meghan , GLAD YOU COULD JOIN US 😅😅
You can't fool us Meghan Mandela🤣🤣🤣
 @LilyD  im not meghan idiots.
 @live life  such a lame joke. Get a life.
Quiet? Kinda like, privacy?? 😆🤡



Living a privileged life in castles and luxury sometimes comes at a price being respectful and not being a traitor or telling lies are just for starters. They should be allowed their freedom 
without the price and titles, but using private information and whining to make millions from hurting others  is despicable.
I love the part that Meghan was accepted into the family and allowed to marry a prince, even though they saw right through her soul and being an old divorcie as well. They still respected 
her, and Harry's relationship. But noooo these two will never be happy, unless they get free money. They want to make money without working hard.
I love the part where the Meghan decides she wants to be a woman of color when she grows up and instead of adopting a natural hairstyle she follows her instincts and doesn’t let the free 
tanning coupons that she begrudgingly obtained from Deal or No Deal go to waste. I’m so overjoyed with this milestone in mankind’s history, her husband must also be cutting an onion 
next to my left eye. I must get out of bed and dance in the parking lot.
Next season she will claim  Charles touched her inappropriately just to get money. lies will never end, she is a narc, she live out of attention, even if bad one.
I love the part where orange became HER new black when she decided to play the racist card in USA, which is  hilarious considering she didn’t want any of all the members of her black 
family at her wedding excepted her mother, she just wanted to invite celebrities and go back in USA selling their titles to the highest bidders for 🤮
I love the part when William responds with "recollections are completely different and here is our version"
I love the part where Meghan is watching the footage of Princess Diana and the then Kate Middleton being hounded by the press and wishing it was her. Brought one, single, solitary tear 
to my...left eye.
There is something very ugly in treating your own family like that. The world has enough hate and pain already. What about forgiveness? That would be the best choice!! Yet they chose to 
leave such a poisonous legacy.
C'mon Netflix this is scraping the barrel.
I love the part where Haz goes to buy new crockery after Rachel smashed it all after checking the comments section
I just ❤ how they haven’t forgotten  that there are three in their marriage. It sooooo important that we are reminded that Diana is his mommy to help bring in the cash.
So sweet, sooo heartwarming….. I have a tear in my left eye.😢😢😢😢😢
I love the part where Meghan has pics taken of her by ‘paps’ outside Kensington Palace where there is strictly no photography and the gates are guarded by armed police. 😢
I love the part where the SAS protected Harry playing Junior Scrabble in his tent in Afghanistan
This couple is toxic and needs to come with a warning label. Yikes
I love the part where people post comments about the left eye tear 😢😅😂
Grifters. Hes cost the public purse £250k alone chasing security for himself when he’s visiting the country and people he loathes. Get some self respect Harry. You are a joke of a man these 
days.
These comments are all the same, lots of hate and sarcasm. Are you guys being paid to comment the same thing?  Wishing love, happiness, and good fortune for the couple.
I love the part where Meghan and Harry are coming for you scumbags everywhere.😁😄🤭
I need a good, long laugh...so I came here.  Hilarious trailer.  These idiots really think people actually care about their privileged lives?  They really expect us to believe that they have any 
problems at all?  I've never looked forward to a divorce before this.  This guy has lived in a box his whole life and thinks and acts like a child.  He fell head over heels for some dumb bitch 
and he's willing to destroy everything in his life to worship her in the ways she demands.  It's pathetic, but also hilarious.
To create an overextended TikTok with spliced in bits of phony photo stock is what’s really hard to look back at.
LOL
Wait til her father dies. Those lies will come think & fast then. Not now obviously while he could sue her for libel.
🤣🤣🤣
Nope. It's the collective world speaking out!
Which we have a right to do, seeing THEY WONT GO AWAY!!!!!!
I'm shaking



Ooooooo 😅🤡🤡
Notice the left eye tear!
Who else is here for the comments 😂😂
I love the bit where Harry and Meghan never dare show their faces in the U.K. again, in addition Meghan never completed her U.K. citizenship application so she’d have to slip in the back 
way
I love the part where Megain saves Fantasia from the Nothing. So inspirational. So brave.
I love the part where she looked up sadly through her black eye liner and said...well there were 3 of us in this marriage...me, myself and I...
so honest so brave...brings a tear to my left eye
I love the part where they only interview people who will back their false narrative including criminal Bouzy.  So inspirational 😢
Can't wait for it! I can't believe how much hate you are getting from UK, but that just shows them as a nation :) Ps what do you think about Rose Hanbury?? Love her and can't wait for the 
story to get out as it did for Camilla. ;) can't hide it for ever.

“There’s a hierarchy of the family.” Errrmmm, it’s a Constitutional Monarchy.
“There’s leaking but there’s also planting of stories.” Pot. Kettle. Black.
“It’s really hard to look back on it now and go, what happened?!” Said the great British Public 🤨Mate, you’re being played. By bad anti monarchist players. End it. Come home. Get help.
Can't wait to watch ... 🍿 The meltdown it's going to be 😂🤯
I love how KIND Meghan and Harry are to everyone, well, except elderly, children, animals, grieving families, their own families, staff members, hosts and residents of the countries they 
visit...oh gee...are they KIND?!
Pathetic, but it is good. Harry will leave evidence for the rest of the world to know how he fell for a social climber that gaslighted him into believing she was saving him from his suffering 
but married him for money and status. Megan is Wally Simpson with social media; it won't end well this time either.
Can't wait to watch ... 🍿 The meltdown it's going to be 😂🤯
They want to hate her so bad 😂😂😂 GO  Meghan!!!!
I love Megan.  Without knowing her personality for real.  I don't care just to know she might be my sister is why I can see it in her eyes I felt her stress for years.
Ilove the part where people acctually believe Lady Hussey is the only peroson in that room who asked that lady where is she from
On look! Rachel Zane is back showcasing her D-list cable acting skills.
Love the part where she's proudly vegan, but they allegedly roasted and ate a chicken together in her Canada apartment
I love the part where they just had to overshadow the anniversary of Queen Anne Boleyn’s beheading/execution with their wedding! May 19. Awesome 🗡👍

The main thing that changed was Meghan.  She started to show her true personality and people did not like it.  If they loved her in the beginning when she was biracial why would they turn 
on her later.  Her race didn’t change, she did.  Actually she didn’t change, she just quit hiding the fact that she is a narcissist.  To call the way people saw her racism is wrong.
I love the fact Megs ate the rubies off the queens crown, pooped them out and put them back. She’s so genius!
Will you show hazbeen in a N A Z I uniform? So the world can see his true racist self?
And of course a photographer
Again....the black eye shadow. Diana all over. He must be nuts not to see it.
Meghan, Harry and scoobie..what a love trio. So privat, organic...
🤣🤣😂😂😂😂😂
Fyi, it's not the Brits in these comments. It's the WHOLE WORLD!!!
And not hate! It's clearing the air, with receipts😅



Of course they are! They bought themselves an award for "Kindness" just to prove it!!!
You misspelled Willy and Waity Kaity
I Iove how LOW LIFE ppl actually try and disguise racism with hateful comments when the truth is that it burns them deep down inside that a common, bi-racial, girl marries into the parts 
of society the secretly wish they had access to. My heart just swells.
 @Crissy Love this is it right here. Say it louder for the ppl in the back!
And animals
Don't forget "friends"
Yes we really do wish she would just go.
😅😅😅😅❌🤡
And an a huge insult to people who face real racism.

What British people find so odd about the so called "racism" towards Meghan, is that British people consider here to be white, and don't consider her to be black in any way. In the US 
(which is all Meghan has experience of) having one black parent makes you a black person by convention. In the UK, there is no such convention - people will look at the colour of your skin 
(objectively she is a white person). Hence there was no racism in Britain about her being "black", as nobody thinks shes black. A non-Brit wouldn't understand this.

I love the part where their story of abuse by the Royal Family keeps escalating so they can make more and more money off of the bashing. Next year there will be a sequel with H&M 
"revealing" that the heinous behavior also included <insert previously unmentioned horror here>. Poor Megs just needs a few more months with her acting coach to get the story straight.
Where's the footage of meghan being chased by paps? Plenty of Diana and Catherine being hounded.
I'm glad the queen was a unc fan.  With her castle in Scotland.  I was born in NC Robeson county NC and have Scottish heritage myself.  The united kingdom was on my defense majorly 
about Anna Chapman her dual citizenship at the time and possibly being the mother of a pair of half Russian twins with me.  Megan might really be my sister.  I'm finding out.  Sharon den 
adel too might actually be my sister too over bartering when tariffs on certain things cane up I was chosen to have certain lineage ties before they were outed as my possible relatives 
which I was never told if they were.
I love that they are going down the drain!  Slowly one pr stunt after another.
I love the part where he takes a private jet to a climate conference to tell us we're evil.
Their logic and narrative doesn't add up. If the stakes are that high and he doesn't want the repeat history, then propelling his family into the spotlight is antithetical to his goals. They are 
one of the wealthiest people in the world with social connections to a family with power that most people cannot conceive of. If they wanted to live a life of anonymity on a sequestered 
island in Canada without ever seeing a single camera in their entire life, they could. They have the privilege and the economic means to do so.
These two just need to get real jobs like the rest of the world had to.
I love how everyone spreading hate in the comments will be the first to watch it as soon as it becomes available.  If you really didn't want to give Harry and Meghan any power, you'd just 
ignore them and everything they do.  Y'all are so obsessed...it's just sad  😂
no, YOU WANT MONEY AND REVEGE. bye!
Mandana Dayani is the newest member of the Sussex Survivors Group. Perfect week to resign as they roll out this Lie-flix campaign. At least 10 resignations in under two (2) years.
Thank you Lord to have taken the Queen home before she had to be subjected to have watched this film. One tear, left eye.
Only thing good about this has been the comments section.  Keep it up guys it's very entertaining.
I love the part where Meghan was photographed on a paparazzi walk in the middle of a forest in Canada and almost dropped her son because she was too occupied by smiling and posing 
for the cameras like a Cheshire cat. I truly felt sorry for her that the paparazzi was haunting her by agreeing to do a photo shoot she had so obviously staged while wanting privacy and 
protection.
Just thinking about it brings a single tear to my left eye.



...He'd have a hard job getting Employed In Asda for the fact of his Ginger hair Boys and Germs...Other Super-Market's are available kidz...
It makes total sense now why they threw Catherine under the bus on Oprah. They wanted to help the press treat her badly because it’s a family tradition. Duh guys.
Elon Musk needs to free up the correspondence between Bouzy and Markle and her gang of twitter thugs
I love the part where harry and meghan conviently left out that after they left,  they expected the RF to support them for life!  makes my left eye cry!
boycott NETFLIX. for believing on these two arrogant fake liars
First trailer: Harry Potter premiere and Chelsey being paped with the Spare. Now we have Princess Catherine 25th birthday paparazzi frenzy.
Theese people bullied their 3 year old niece, his dying granfather and granmother. They are monsters and proven liars!
I will never watch it. I cancelled Netflix because they paid for this rubbish.
Wrong. Cancelled @netflix long ago 😅🤡❌
Right? I'm so frackin proud!!👌
It was a doll.
And they were on an island, in the middle of its forest. Just making sure others are clear 😆
Love the part where they keep their ‘children’ from his family because they are so dangerous to be with…
Love to be a fly on the wall at her abandoned family. I think they will say; She gets what she deserves 😂
One tear from my left eye
I love the part where they had to use dramatic video of princess Diana being hounded by the paparazzi because videos of Megan being hounded by the paparazzi like that, as she claims, 
don't exist.
So desperate for what
I loved the bit where they show MM in the Oprah interview and she told us the story of the RF being racist re Archie, and then H came along and told a completely different story. 
Recollections may vary.  It brought a tear to my left eye.
Is it just me, but these guys aren't that interesting🥴

Can't wait for Christmas photo of the Prince and Princess of Wales and their family to drop. I wonder what slippery, evasive special effects the Markles will use on their card this year?
What a disgusting thing using Diana’story and death again and again to make money! What a tiny man and penis
When Harry married a psycho and complained about his lying narcissist wife being criticised, whilst directly inciting hatred online against the Queen, Duke of Edinburgh, William, Catherine 
and King Charles.
As for racism, let's start with Harry
Love the part where Harry who has an IQ that members of Mensa would be jealous of, and a ginger cobweb on his head,
explains how there is a hierarchy in the RF. What a revelation.
I love that these two are desperate for privacy but signed a 100 million dollar deal on Netflix to feature their most intimate and boring lives.
Dear Netflix, please make a doc how Meg reads these comments. I will donate for it 😂😂
I'm done sitting tight for the award advance since i acquire $23,000 every 12 days of my investment.❤
which part is from Harry Potter premiere ?
It’s just so heart warming to see one of the most privileged men on earth and the blood diamond loving woman, who no one knew before she married her current stepping stone, come 
out of their reclusive privacy, break their silence, speak their truth and expose his family for blocking their demands to remain half in half out of the racist institution. Bravo to Harry and his 
wife for proving you can still be compassionate, righteous and have integrity whilst simultaneously selling your commander in chief grandmother AND his dead mother to the highest 
bidder. This is selfless leadership, THIS is service



I love the part where they exploit Catherine’s suffering to try and make their point but also interview Christopher Bouzy, who helps their  bot army slander Catherine daily. Gloria Steinem 
should definitely present them with an anti-misogyny award!
I love the bit when King Charles and Prince William hold a press conference in response to this series and can’t talk for giggles as they try to say “….recollections may vary …” 😂 and one or 
both fall off their chair in hysterics 😂 Harry was always the court jester 🤡
I love the part where it ends. My left eye dried up immediately as did the nausea I was feeling watching it.
Hello what's the best way to get started with trade cos I've been making my personal research for a while now please a newbie?
As a beginner, the best you can do to yourself is get a professional that will handle your account and minimize lost to it's nearest rate.
After my encounter with Mrs. Lucia Tenchea in the United States, my life have totally changed. Yours can also change it's just a matter of commitment and focus.
Am a great follower of her service (Lucia Tenchea)I invest and earn time to time,she's one great helper to success that I have ever meet
I'm astonished, I think am the only one familiar with Mrs Lucia , he handles my account too.
My first investment with her gave me profits of over $27k US dollars and she does not fail
Lucia deserves more accolades,just the same way I was going through comments and I saw a similar post about her,I gave a try and to my greatest surprise I earn so quick and easily, and I  
never regretted
Her trading income stream is mind blowing. I also trade with her. I've made $62,000 so far trading with her guidance/advice .
How can I reach out to Mrs Lucia Tenchea? I urgently need her management on my INVESTMENTS!
She's active with this ＋

𝟒𝟒𝟕𝟒𝟑𝟖𝟕𝟖𝟔𝟑𝟐𝟑

 currently
THANKS A LOT I HAVE CONTACTED HER NOW AND SHE RESPONDED I SEE THIS AS AN OPPORTUNITY TO ESCAPE MY FINANCIAL SITUATION 🙂.
It has been awesome, really crypto is very frustrating. I was astonishing how I made $71,380 with $14k as a Novice. I got to put in some $$$ in it tho .
Pro Manager Lucia Tenchea is really helping us achieve our dreams, she make sure we feel comfortable with the investment process. I will always testify about her God works
Amazing I also started trading with her recently. $180,000 profits in just 2 months and still counting, Mrs Lucia is the crypto trade queen as far am concerned.

It is a great privilege for anyone who is in this company because they have never let me down since I started trading with them. Congratulations to Lucia Tenchea for her blessing upon us
I have also been hearing a lot about her goodness and perfection in trading Cryptocurrencies with awesome trading
I am really impressed with the activities happening on this platform, investors are earning and sharing testimonials God will bless you for showing the new Born babies the way
OMG,I just recently received my winnings/earnings from my investment which Mrs Lucia Tenchea instructed me on how to deposit and received my profit,I just received $23000, God bless 
you Lucia from bringing me out of poverty
Am so Happy that I didn't pass this comment section with out reaching out to Mrs Lucia Tenchea you all talked about, because I followed your testimonies and here I am to make a 
testimony too,I own fees of such kinds and very hard to pay,but I believed and took a step in which I borrowed $5000 to make an investment under Mrs Lucia Tenchea and guess what I 
have earnings of $34500,am the happiest person on earth,my problem solved with more for my self and family, God bless Lucia Tenchea amen!!
Please someone should help on how to reach Mrs Lucia Tenchea,I have an investment to make,I trust in her as you all trust in her,
The part showing all the photographers.
They are both barking !
So much for two saying they want privacy! Harry should be ashamed of himself
I'm just here for the comments.
.. and I love your hateful hearts busting with rage and failure whilst Harry and Meghan are thriving and ❤ 😍 💖 ❣ 💕 💘
I love the part where Harry talks about planting and leaking stories, as he and Meghan did most of it. In fact, since leaving the royal family, they have done nothing but leak like a giant 
faulty tap. It makes my left eye leak. One tear (camera close up) and go!
Another trailer? What’s the point here? More wasted money…



I love the part where they act like their life has been so hard knowing that 99.9% of people in the world have it much worse
this is already being picked to pieces on twitter. they're using paparazzi scenes of photographers chasing after the celebrity Katie Price and intercutting it with Markle and Harry to make it 
seem like they were being chased. Just like the pair of narcissists, this whole thing is a pathological lie
I cant wait!!
Love the Diana reference
I cant stand these swines
The Kartrashians of Victimshire! 😂
h & m are confused, pseudo and traitors and no better than the w'hole royal family. I suppose, there are very few exceptions.
jesus haz, who tf hurt you so bad?? 

pathetic little fool...
I don’t believe a word of it. Unfortunately, Meghan is a very bad actress. No drama here, all lies.
Embarrassing
The comments are funny because this 'hate' is what they are talking about. Not to say it aint true but still 🤣
It's about HARRY being a MAN CHILD and Meghan being a PSYCHOPATH. Nice combo..
We love you guys, our beloved prince and princess ❤🇬🇧 , I got my 🍿 ready to watch .
Six episodes of flogging his dead mother’s corpse for sympathy, whilst whining about his father not giving millions at the tender age of 36 (even though it was proven he already had 
countless times).  So stunning. So brave.
they look like they’re having a ball 😭😭😭
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Exactly they are out of their mind. So many people are without food but these 2 have everything but still complaining about their family members
These 2 are liars.
it doesn't compare
It’s really hard to watch you two idiots think anyone cares.  Megan is trash
So inspiring how they’ve managed to maintain the private quiet life that they always wanted. It brings a tear to my left eye.
Fellas. Don't get married. You will get a feminist wife like Meghan.
I love the part where Harry actually finally proves to the world that he’s crazy and has been brainwashed by a narcissistic sociopath!
Hmmm a whole lot of handwringing but not a lot of substance, the big tease continues. At least there was no left eye'd tears to contend with. 

Hierarchy, yes it exists - and?? I think this is what the real issue H&M have as they saw themselves as rockstars, a bit like Diana. These rules always existed, H knew them so this one 
complaint is an odd one. 

Diana mentions and parallels  - this isn't a surprise as H has stated his fears for MM many times, and feared a repeat of history without there being obvious parallels, I never saw her 
hounded like that; but I await the so called proof he is going to show. **sidenote possible drinking game as I suspect Diana's name will be invoked alot.

What will be interesting is to note the timing as they clearly started quietly working on leaving fairly early on.



I love how she always has that poor me face as if she’s the most innocent person in the world when we can all outright tell that she’s the exact opposite. Poor Rachel.
FOR FVCKS SAKE
Cry me a river! They have been out longer than they were in it. Snap out of it! Stop whining!
I love how she dramatically snaps her fingers like she’s the all powerful Thanos and everyone just turned on her when really, we figured out who she really is by the way she portrays 
herself.
Can there possibly be a more disgusting, hurtful and deceitful couple than the Harkles? Shame on them. Shame on Netflix for promoting two people who have hurt their families with their 
lies. We will not glorify such behavior. It is wrong. It is ugly. It is NOT entertainment.
Love the part (0:37)where they had to use a photo of Catherine being hounded😂
Best thing to do is not watch any episodes. If you do, you are feeding into the greedy mouths of Harry & Meghan
Finally she got the lead role 😂😂😂

Love the part where Meghan dressed up like Zorro at the queen’s funeral. But then upon returning home she liberated California from the oppressive Spanish Dons, so that was cool.
Love the part where Meghan was giving BJ’s in films then reported she felt like a bimbo while carrying a suitcase.
Take titles away.
Two millionaire clowns.
lots of "left eyes" here... :)
I see the narcissist is complaining there was a hierarchy in the royal family. How dare those racists not make her Queen!? It’s enough to bring tears to your left eye
Why not tell the whole truth about the moonbump around Meghan’s knees Harry?
No matter what Meg and Harry say or do they are going to be villianized by the racist bigots. F England. The royal family is just a facade and hold no true power. At the end of the day Harry 
upgraded his life with a black woman, broke generational curses, AND still a millionaire and got money. Harry is officially invited to the BBQ and accepted by the black American culture 

😂🤣👏
Yeah best way to rid of them is by confirming how irrelevant they are
😅😅😅
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Do a favour, keep him there!
Take him please. We don't want him. Bit racist saying black women are an upgrade.
I love the part where two people on their payroll lept to their defence.  It was so brave and altruistic of them to do this without any payment and made me want to be a better person.  I 
also love the part where Dumb and Dumber look bewildered as to why people turned against them and it puzzles me as to why people cannot accept that to trash a very elderly couple as 
one of them lies dying on a hospital bed is an act of incredible selflessness.

And yet again, zero footage of the British media hounding Meghan. Will they include footage of the British press hounding Catherine?  I'm guessing not.
My favorite part is that H&M doesn't understand WE DON'T WANT TO KNOW what happens behind closed doors. That is call PRIVACY, something they ESCAPE the palace so they can be 
private! Oh, GOD help my left eye😢
Not Harry milking his mother's death again.....
Trash
Is this an ad for a new erectile dysfunction treatment?



The Queen supported feminism as the Monarch for 50 years. Now her grandson is married to one. So the royal family is now seeing the feminism they so supported for so long come home 
to roost. Maybe King Charles will put an end to feminism. We will see.
Delete their titles immediatley
I love the bit when at the next tv awards this series will be nominated in the comedy section 😂
😪 Left eye, one tear.
Holly Sh*t! They're going to out the racists!!!!!!
How much money do you have to lose, Netflix, before you finally get that the vast majority of us consumers, the ones who actually spend money, who aren't broke living in our mom's 
basements, want NOTHING to do with the woke sh*t OR it's sponsors? FCK these people.
We love how Garrett Bradley, the original Director of their Netflix Parody, must feel like she dodged a bullet by quitting when
Meghan refused to film at their home. All scenes are staged for TV, kind of like their "truth."
I'm here to read the comments 🍿🤣
V O M I T
this sh*t is doesn't work anymore
Hope King Charles and the Prince of Wales have got there top solicitors on the case. Now the Queen is no longer here they will not take it laying down 👏👏👏
They have used photos that are not todo with them yet an other lie!!! Stop lying
I love this comment section
I can't wait to see the scene where Markle sees 19 children had been murdered in Uvalde and flew to Texas with a camera crew on a private jet for publicity. So compassionate, so kind, to 
treat murdered children as props in her psychopath narcissistic publicity campaign
Meghan was so bullied and sad that she always finds a camera to smile to. So brave
🤣🤣🤣🤣
In this new, tantalizing tidbit of trailer trash, the photos of supposedly the  paparazzi hounding Harry and his Harpie, "I was terrified. I didn't want history to repeat itself", were actually 
from Katie Price arriving at a court hearing. Oops, AGAIN. LIES, LIES AND MORE LIES....
An elderly couple who got to live in comfortable Palaces - the royal family are not victims
 @Ana Randall  neither is she.
Well said
 @Liz Real Girl Beauty  I beg to differ. You wouldn't be able to handle this kind of hate in your own circle let alone from the whole wide world. Meghan isn't trash, the world and people like 
you are.
 @Ana Randall  So that's your mitigation for elder abuse? Wow.
 @Lindy Loop  oh please, stop it  This is your problem, over reacting and twisting people's words. I've seen elder abuse, this is perhaps hurt feelings within the family, but elder 
abuse?!?! Really?!?!?! You're reaching.
 @Ana Randall  wow.
 @Liz Real Girl Beauty  thanks 😊  😘
 @Ana Randall  your ilk always devolve to name-calling.
 @Liz Real Girl Beauty  my ilks better then yours 🙃
 @Ana Randall  keep telling yourself that sweetie.
I love the part where Meghan has an explosive epiphany, in which she finally sees that karma is a bigger b*tch than she is.



Ok I’m going to be completely honest. 

When I first saw this notification and watched the trailers / teasers etc, i at first was intrigued but then thought would this be a waste of time watching this? 

I’ve never been a fan of the royals🤴 as there just seems to be too many lies, secrets, finger pointings, hiding behind closed doors, countless documentaries that contradict one another & 
game playing. 

No one knows what to believe anymore with the royals or even on life to be honest it seems, but can you blame anyone? No, Especially after how these last few years have been. 

Personally this seems like another excuse to make another documentary or finger point. They say they’ll tell the truth but how do we know it’s the truth? Back n forwards repeat, nothing is 
ever grounded. 

Also quite frankly, I just want to scream n yell and say just get on with your lives n stop trying to destroy one another as your only taking more down with you, plus making yourselves not 
the most bright coins in the palace either. 😅

The truth will out eventually, no matter how hard someone tries to cover it up! 

I’ll probably watch this anyone knowing me out of curiosity & boardem but I already have a feeling this is not going to go well! 

Ok that’s my rant Lol
I love the part where they only show videos of Princess Diana and Princess Catherine being harassed by paparazzi because Meghan has never been hounded by paparazzi. She's such an 
icon for staging her on paparazzi photos and desperately walking back and forth places where photographers can EVENTUALLY see her. She's such an inspiration. 
One tear. Left eye. Go.
Omg.. their pathetic whining is worse than we thought. How many times do we need to hear THEIR truth!  Stop milking your mother's legacy and trashing your family and the monarchy all 
because your wife didn't get what she wanted... move on with your pathetic life..
Somebody, make them STOP!! How much can anyone possibly bitch and moan about normal family squabbles that every family goes through?!
You two created your own feeding frenzy. All you care about is money. All you care about is yourselves. You don’t care about your own families! you don’t care about the people in this 
world except the ones that can make you a dollar or two. Just stop complaining and go back to your house and leave us all alone.
I loved the podcasts! (Only kidding.)
😂😂😂😂
VOL I & VOL II 🤣🤣🤣
I love the part where they show other people like Diana & Kate being physically hounded by the press, whilst all other videos of H&M themselves show barely any press around them (apart 
from their own cameras INSIDE the vehicles with them). Almost like they weren’t happy with the lack of attention and wanted more instead... So stunning. So brave.
Love this comment section 😂😂😂
Can't wait to rewatch about how Meghan was at the highest point of her career becoming a "royal rockstar" and then (after realizing how horrible of a fit she was to the monarchy) with a 
snap of a figner, poof, just like that "everything changed". I was really looking forward to having her as the rockstar of the monarchy
Let’s go Harry and Meghan! The world is a fun place to be…
Finally a good comedy on Netflix 🤣



He's going there and I'm here for it🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥
These two want their narcissistic revenge. They want to damage the monarchy forever because they didn’t get what the wanted and they were found out, particularly concerning their 
mistreatment of staff. But, like all narcissists, they cannot take accountability, they play victim and blame everyone else.
These two really are a piece of work.  All families have their flaws but you don't go making up stories and back stabbing them to try and make you look good. I will end up watching this and 
getting really angry.
I'm sorry but if I had a member of my family keep selling stories by making stuff up or exaggerating the truth why on earth would I want them near me!.
They left the family for a supposed quiet life and have done nothing but sell stories.
Harry you are going to regret this you really are.
I love the part when Netflix finds themselves in court, sued by various members of the RF for defamation.
Hey, Harry - No one chased your wife, you coward. She may have called paparazzi, but they didn't chase her. The opinion/ sentiment about your wife changed when it became apparent 
how disrespectful to the Monarchy, your family AND Her Majesty, including all she had worked for her whole life for. She bucked tradition and mocked your family. If she had slow & steady 
came with ideas, Bravo! You don't waltz in demand that your ideas be implemented, your wishes take precedent and screw everything and everyone before her. What about your sister in 
law ya joker? POOR BEHAVIOR HAS NO RACE.
The part where they were so eager to get away from the cameras that they have a photographer follow them around to capture their most vulnerable moments and then use an old Harry 
Potter press picture to put in their official trailer to represent the evil press that original fawned over them— a level of theater and professionalism only the most elite could dream of; one 
tear, left eye.

Also the part when she voluntarily took the deal or no deal job and was upset about how no one wanted her to solve the nuclear codes, and therefore, she left and went on to do a men’s 
burger commercial as she slowly took off her clothes in front of a piece of meat.  A breathtaking moment of true feminism! One tear, left eye…
It sucks that they left out the bananas 🍌 Meghan left with messages written with sharpies.  Who needs a nice note 📝 done ahead of time on nice stationary with thought and effort 
when you can give sex workers potassium and encouragement?  Brings a tear to my left eye.
👏👏👏👏👏👏
Don't forget the BJ scene in 90210
This comment is gold 😂😂😂
And then later went on a podcast complaining about the objectification of women 🙄
"was upset about how no one wanted her to solve the nuclear codes" 🤣🤣🤣
I love that she wouldn’t have looked twice at Prince Harry if he hadn’t been a royal. All she has ever wanted is to be famous.
And there you have it folks....the hierarchy of the family...Meghan absolutely HATES that she is NOT Princess of Wales, higher up than Kate and William.  In her delusional head, she thinks 
she should be higher up in seniority and she's not.  People like Meghan have a self-entitled grandiose self-image..and her not being married to a more senior royal does not suit that 
delusion. Typical narcissist.
I believe them and these comments are full of fools
You forgot I am a seed, but it is a bad seed😂😂😂😂😂
dislike for this one too. FU Netflix
I love the part where they leave England because they have no privacy then filmed every move they made and sell it to Netflix. Very inspiring.
Narcissists are emotionally manipulative, they cry, play victim, blame everyone else, all in hopes of winning you over to their side of the story, which often has very little to do with the 
truth. You never see them take accountability or admit any mistakes on their part, no, it is always everyone else’s fault and they did nothing wrong.

These comments are devastating. Like or hate them (despite not knowing them either way) they are people. What has happened to the world to make everyone so hateful? So bitter?



WT... Why have so many cmt begin with " i love the part......."  they're copy paste or bot, AI ?😳
Playing the Diana card  again 😴 When will this manchild get in touch with reality & realise his mother played the press & got burned. The wife would of been happy if she got a smidgen of 
interest that both Diana & Kate endured from the press
I love the part when at the end of episode 1 a Netflix announcer says all future episodes will be moved to their comedy channel 😂
I loved the parts where Harry and Meghan used pap shots of a Harry Potter premiere, Trump’s former lawyer going to jail, Harry and former girlfriend Chelsy Davy, and naturally Catherine 
and Diana. One might draw the conclusion that Harry and Meghan were never papped to the degree they claim to have been. 

It’s also curious they would decide to include Christopher Bouzy, a man currently involved in two defamation cases himself.
I like the part where Harry says We know the truth.....Well lad,so do we....The whole truth!
My left eye is broken from all the weeping. How could two people have “suffered” so much?

Who recorded them in that frame when Meghan was pregnant? Was it when she was pregnant with baby Lily? Were they filming this documentary even before Oprah? God they are nuts.
I loved the bit where they said they didnt want the spotlight, so would go and live in Canada when we all knew they nearly broke their necks in their race to move to California and never 
ending feeling sorry for themselves on tv and in magazines.
Truth? Its a bit tricky after the Oprah lies. How are your fathers?
“It’s a dirty game…” and no one plays it dirtier than the two of you.  Once you’ve burnt yourselves out I hope you find happiness.
Netlfix opened the comment for this one is really interesting 😮
We know Diana and Catherine were chased by the papps. Funny that it never happened to Megain , there isn't one shot of anyone chasing her anywhere. She's just not that imp as the wife 
to 5th in line.
OK troll
 @Kathy Cooper  not trolling
Weeds seed themselves regularly. They are annoying and always popping up where your don’t want them.
😂😂😂
🤣🤣🤣
They are milking this
They were filming everything even before announcing they wanted to leave the royal family. Almost makes you think they planned the whole thing from the start
They didn't leave England because they have no privacy.
:face-fuchsia-wide-eyes::face-fuchsia-wide-eyes::face-fuchsia-wide-eyes::face-fuchsia-wide-eyes::face-fuchsia-wide-eyes::face-fuchsia-wide-eyes::face-fuchsia-wide-eyes::face-fuchsia-
wide-eyes::face-fuchsia-wide-eyes::face-fuchsia-wide-eyes:
H&M put 2 elderly members of the monarchy in an early grave. Is that compassion in action?
 @Kathy Cooper  and you were there? And two grandchildren moving away is what killed two near centennials? 😂😂😂
They are people who are on a mission to destroy our  Royal Familiy with lies. I don't hate them I want them to stop attacking.
No, we are not bots. "I love the part" in the beginning is a way to comment without getting automatically deleted by a YT algorithm. It is also sarcasm. These are not bots. You can tell if you 
read them closely.
🤣🤣
I hope netflix goes straight to hell.... i hope like hell netflix gets canceled just like smegzzzz.   What trash she is



They are so self-entitled. Those who actually have suffered from racism should be insulted. Meghan,a child of a mixed race woman and a white man, brought up in comfort and money, 
sent to an Ivy League college, barely looks mixed race. Harry had the best of the best in the world.  He was "helped" through Eton, never wanted for anything. He is not smart enough to 
see his parents as people.  Now he is complaining that he is no longer the "star" in the Royal Family and yakking about how difficult it is for women who marry into the Royal Family. In their 
revenge, they want to make life unbearable for the Princess of Wales, the Countess of Wessex and the Queen Consort.  The two of them remind me of middle schoolers! I will not waste 
my time watching this garbage. Meghan and Harry, stay out of Canada. You are not welcomed here.
I can’t with this woman.

I love the part where they use Christopher Bouzy as a source and he makes the trailer!!!!   I am curious at what friends and family will be talking.   The only family they have left is Doria.
Lots of first-world problems in that girl. Glad she can rest in her authenticity, though. ... Tear, eye.
because the most natural thing in the world is to sit down, cry and ask someone to film or photograph for a future documentary. as natural as light at night
I don't understand, if they didn't like it - and they moved. If they want peace, why are they creating scandals? Meghan has never risen to the level of a princess, she has no way. Why don't 
they calm down, to raise their children, to work, to give up the money from the king? What do you do with this? There have been scandals, the monarchy has moved on.
I cancelled netfix months ago.  Most of their content is rubbish and this proves it.
I’m here for the fantastic comments!
I just want to tell them to shut up, it’s ridiculous making money off the monarchy yet again he acts like he’s the only prince in the world,all family’s have problems but to air your dirty 
laundry is disgusting, I think their both out to ruin the royal family, if he didn’t  marry the master manipulator trouble maker this would of never have happened and no one is bloody racist 
the cards getting old now, Meghan crying her tears let’s all feel sorry for her 😂
Wow, Netflix are doubling down. Either that or they are now trolling the Harkles in which case carry on! Not that I will be watching this train-wreck as I cancelled Netflix after the "Cuties" 
debarcle. The Harkles don't know the meaning of "truth" and Netflix have failed in their due diligence. Perhaps they all need to look up the meaning of SEDITION.
I love the part where they had to release a new trailer. Goody. More opportunity to comment my left eye is tearing up. Must be hard to find just the right number if lies!!
When is Netflix gonna wake up and realize the real $$$$ is in telling the TRUTH about this lying spoilt narcissistic talentless couple! All their lies, moonbumps and fake pregnancies and 
surrogates and the nonexistent Lilibet.
Warum sagt King Charles nicht die Wahrheit..Harry ist nicht sein Sohn..Harry ist der Sohn von James Hewitt!
I loved the part where Meghan and Harry used a picture of photographers hounding them, to find out that, that, particular picture was taken at a Harry Potter release. They really are the 
boy and girl that lived under the stairs. How stoically brave and inspiring,  a tear is squeezed from my left tear duct.
Haven't they already told their story multiple times, on multiple platforms? Why do we need to hear it yet again? Asking for myself.
Hierarchy!!! That’s the magic word. Harry and obviously “particular” Meghan never understood or better weren’t interested in understanding and accepting IT. 
Thank you Harry for being unintentionally “honest”! 
Regarding Meghan “truth”-of course IT IS & ALWAYS IT WILL BE HER TRUTH  vs THE TRUTH
😂😂😂...these 2 are such bad actors!
rubbish
I love the way they talk about how Harry’s family and the institution he was born into treated them so badly and how they then named their daughter after the then head of that 
institution. And did that all whilst trying to make money from their connections to that very same institution! So inspiring! If only we had more people like these two to look up too.
I'm wondering that too. Now I would re subscribe if they did that.
I might re subscribe too but not if Netflix continues with their propaganda and lies in The Crown. So done with people, streaming services making money from lies
Another picture in the trailer is from a picture with his ex girlfriend 15 years ago. They couldn’t find much press chasing pictures of he and Meghan 😂😂😂
They googled: Harry photographers, found this photo, and thought, yeah why not.
that's Netflix research for you. Makes me hopeful as to the high quality of the production



hahahahahaaaaa!!!
Not only do they lie, but the pictures do, as well. Makes sense.
Invisibeth
lilibet diana what a fuking joke
Good point.
And trying to get titles for their children from the same terrible institution..not to mention more and more money from Daddy and Grandma...
Very good point & reportedly still want royal titles for their children.
Классненькая такая малышка Меган в полосатом свитере, такая домашняя, теплая😍🥰🥰😍🥰😍🥰
This is more fake than Selling Sunset….come on Netflix. If you are going to produce this, don’t mock other documentaries by calling this one such. The “tears” Meghan is shedding are all 
done while she’s smirking. 

Glad my names spelled differently, she gives us Megan’s a bad name.
I love the part where Meghan reveals her secret identity: Ariel, the Little Mermaid as she swims off into the sunset with all her... friend?
Like Britney Spears, Paris Hilton, Lindsay Lohan, the Olsen twins and Amanda Bynes, Meghan Markle deserves an apology from the media. I mean, ever since he got married to royalty, they 
kicked her down.
I love how the second episode of the series is released on the day of Kate's Christmas Mass. How they are freeloaders taking advantage of every opportunity to exploit his family's fame 
because they can't get enough publicity themselves... just inspiring! So selfless and empowering.
i love the part when she Wakandaed her into that burnt out shell off a "housing unit" in South Africa & somersaulted seven steps at a time to rescue a melting doll from a radiator. It was all 
wrong, but the effort was there.  Stunning & brave! left eye tear go
"Leave us alone" makes a documentary about being victims. They're a disgrace
I love the part where both Harry and Meghan forget the many emails and meetings they had with their comms man and how Meghan has her lawyers explain to a British Court of law how 
she is so busy being pregnant that she has had a  lapse of memory. An inspiration to all honest, law abiding folk.
I love how Netflix has produced a "documentary" that they know contains exaggerations, half-truths, and outright lies. If I had a subscription,  I'd cancel it. No tear, left eye.
I love the part where Meghan is more concerned of the Royal family than her own family.
Oh Boo Hoo you irritating, fame hungry twits.
If you prefer your privacy so much, why are you making documentaries and podcasts.  Why not leave your Royal titles behind and live the quiet life?
Harry could stand in a field SHAGGING A SHEEP during an episode of the Crown

HARRY CAN'T SAY A WORD ABOUT IT AFTER ALL HE'S AN EMPLOYEE OF NETFLIX AS WELL
Bouzy is in it?
So H & M know the full truth?  Why is it them they put out lies as was in the Oprah interview?  Do they really believe people will believe what they say here?  Their credibility is long gone!  
When I heard they will be making this series, I like countless others cancelled my Netflix subscription.
I love the part where people acctually believe Lady Hussey is the only peroson in that room who asked that lady where is she from 😂😂😂😂
I love the part where they say there are 2 parts of this docu 👀
As an Indian ,i never liked the British royal family but even to me these two look absolute fakes
What BS
молодая была немолода (с)
 @Mary Mary  не завидуйте, для своего возраста она отлично выглядит!



...thats a joke, right??
 @HMTQNikita Shakur  Nope I'm f**king serious. Those women deserve a media apology.
Why does Meghan deserve an apology? I'm interested.
 @Karl C  🤣don't be embarrassing
I think it must be because Meghan is so very caring about the princess of Wales that she want to take someof the  pressure of her by deflect the horrible press and publics attention away 
from the princess of Wales on that day. What a compassionate and kind woman she is.
😅😅😅
😆
😂
 @Miss Fitz  Pregnant? Really?
 @Anne Buttery  Who’s pregnant nutmeg sterile
I don't remember ever being forgetful when I was REALLY pregnant 🤔 and I imagine I wouldn't be forgetful at all with a moon bump, either  Ohhhh now, I take that back. I remember 
when Mad Meg forgot to tie her moon bump down tight enough and it fell to her knees 😱 You can definitely be forgetful with a moon bump!
👍
😂
She and her mother are very close.
 @Damn Pam  and that’s why she named her daughter after Doria her mother . O sorry slight correction she named her daughter after the racist Queen.
My thoughts too!! Are they going to air their dirty laundry regarding her family too?? Will they share "their truth" with the world about the unforgivable things her family have also 
done??? Wow, two families and no relationship with either..... There are many, many people who sadly no longer have contact with family, it happens, for many different reasons. Why do 
these two feel so compelled to convince people they are innocent and it's ALL been done to them??? There are three truths in any conflict.....
 @GlobalCitizen113 '  There are people who've named their kids for Disney characters. Do they hate their kid?  Oh, grow up.  Not all family is good family, i.e. that weird Dad and his 
weirder offspring from his first marriage.
🤣🤣🤣✋✋🤣🤣🤣🤣

They are selfish people.  How do they think that this is really helping anyone especially them.  It reminds me of when King Edward abdicated the throne.  Then wondered why people 
disliked him so much.  It was because he put him before anyone else and always went back to ask for money.  They are spoiled people that want everyone to understand they are victims.  
Then stop being victims and stop trying to bring King Charles, Prince William, and Princess Catherine down.  Make your own lives without them and stop trying to justify your own hate.
I really love the part when Harry is playing his cards. 
1:Diana card
2:Race card 
3: Sexism card 
4: Veteran card

Just stop it! We are so tired of your whining!! Grow up!! You are an entitled privileged manboy who doesn’t care about anything but your self. Not gonna to even squeeze a left tear out. 
Not worth it.
Harry saying'what on earth happened ' 
I said
' she happened '



Netflix and Liz Garbus - you are using photos from BACKGRID in your production????? The papa that Meghan calls regularly???? Netflix, this reality series and Liz Garbus are absolute JOKES 
and clowns 🤣😂💯🤡🤡🤡🤣😂
I love the part where Meghan is being interviewed by Martin Bashir, and shyly looks up to face the camera stating, “There were three of us in this marriage. Me, my husband, and Omid 
Scobie.” Such TRUTH! My left eye weeped.

I love the part where they spent millions of the Royals money for their lavish wedding and named their daughter after the queen before speaking out about how terrible they all are.
I love the part where she lied her way into the RF then took £1 million in clothes, £32 million Wedding … then realised she wasn’t top of the pecking order and 💩 all over a 500 year 
institution … pure klass 
Tear left eye booo hooo
Boo, no one likes Meghan (Yep Im a racist, w/e)
I don't get the Left Eye comments.
TELLS US WHAT YOU THINK ABOUT NETFLIX SERIES THE. CROWN HARRY
The part where Meghan convinces Harry to leave his brother who has been good/kind/loving/protective of Harry all his days. I also love the part where she preaches love and tolerance yet 
has not let her own father meet his grandchildren. Her compassion is inspiring.
I’m so tired of them pushing this agenda that history was repeating itself with Diana. Diana wanted out of the family because she was being mentally tortured by her husband cheating and 
his family trying to protect his image. Unless Harry was a shit husband too, there’s no comparison to Diana’s tragedy. Race has nothing to do with the public dislike for Meghan, she’s fake 
and weird and they need to stop shoving her in our face if they’re so tired of the backlash.
Are you claiming that you're hounded more by the paparazzi than Will & Kate?
Hey Harry so what are these "huge" stakes you're planning for?
You quit the Royal Family cause your wify told you to.
You walked out because you couldn't hack it.
You left the UK for a "new" life in the States.
Your loss
You're the loser
What goes around comes around, if you want a private life why throw out these garbage on celluloid.
Grow up and grow a pair, you only get ONE family, treasure that, don't do what your are doing and trash it. 
As I said grow a pair and don't be under "meghans" Thumb.
LOL.  I love the part where JudHaz say's its a dirty game about planting stories, etc, when he's in the middle of playing the dirtiest lie-filled, propaganda thirsty game EVER, proving the man 
he has become is a human dumpster fire, & he's hardly a spare.  A spare is someone who could conceivably be a future king, if, god-forbid something terrible happened.  He IS the terrible 
something that has happened & literally could never be king because of this.  He should have called his book that looks like a poster for a Netflix show about a psychopathic serial killer 
SCARE.  As in he & his wife are a scary threat to society, & the prospect of JudHaz ever being King scares us all
Basically Bouzy's/Bot Sentinal's sales pitch is this : If you're a public figure and you want to avoid public scrutiny, hire us and we'll boost your victimhood credentials by labelling online 
criticism of you as hate.
This docu will facilitate the fall N BANKRUPTCY of Netflix fast.  How many times are you going to retell YOUR TRUTH vs THE TRUTH Hawry? You keepon telling the same tale over and over. 
Its a story telling a lie. Lies lies lies. Pathetic.
It's  time     to put everyone in their places resist royals are you ready 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣 I cnt wait
Hey Netflix, you really thrive doing psycho documentaries but at least those are factual… wth is this? Even the footage is stolen 😂😂😂
Its the only option they have to try and make money



Or "There were 3 of us in our marriage. Me & my husband & the camera person."
 @Miss A  that’s right. How fortunate to have a camera man there for all your must intimate moment. So brave. So organic so authentic. One tear, left eye. Go.
"me, my husband/(wife at this point... )& c.bouzy"
This cracked  me up 🤣🤣🤣
😂😂😂
 @Miss A  Maybe Omid Scobie is camera guy. 😊
😂😂😂
"Me, my husband and our sister in law cause she lives in our heads rent free"
🤣😂🤣😂🤣
Lol lol
😂😂😂
 @Glory  Now THAT would not surprise me at all.
There's video of her saying she can make herself cry easily. Specifically 3 second, left eye, go.
she said on camera, "they're (cameracrew, i suppose??) like, meghan, tear, left eye, go!"
  @Lindsay Zermeno  Thanks!
 @HMTQNikita Shakur  Thanks!
Well her father would definitely sell pictures of the children, so why would you want to meet a dad that doesn't want what is best for you, just wants a big fat pay cheque.

As for William, he has been doing deals with the media for years and feeding information to the press and don't say he hasn't because Jason Kafnell would have not been able to give 
information to the court without direct permission from William.
Her father is a monster he has 8 other grandchildren who he has never met. That should speak volumes of who he is.
 @Penny Rollings  who is the other 8?
How do you know Prince William has been loving to Harry all his days , are you in their family yourself? Also I swear it's normal to leave your family when you get married
 @Emmanuel Akyeampong  It's normal to leave your family. It's not normal to trash your brother and his wife so publicly. Even Michelle Obama subtly called these two out for their 
behavior....she and Barack have distanced themselves completely.
 @Shanice Beuk  He has 7. It's not uncommon when a parent is estranged from a child that there is no relationship between the grandparent and grandchild.

Her father is such a monster he raised her on his own, paid for her college, and did everything he could to help her with her acting career. I didn’t know monsters were so giving 
 @Shanice Beuk  His daughter same kids and his sons kids and great grand kids too. The one grandchild who is Sam's kid has spoken out and she hasn't seen him since s he was born. A nd 
she no longer talks to her mom. She has said that Her grandfather is a drunk and a drug addict he's in Mexico because he's in trouble with the IRS. And a dead beat.

 @Emmanuel Akyeampong  Um, basically their whole childhood and life so far? I mean, Harry talks and talks and William just does his duties, without question with honor and integrity.
 @Emmanuel Akyeampong  I know all these people act like they were listening inside the palace wall's.

I swear most are Bots anyway.
 @Penny Rollings  Why do you say he's a monster? Is he a child molester or serial killer? Or did he and Meghan's mother never come to terms with their divorce?
 @TESS STEWART  Meghan is estranged from her father only because she found another man that she can bleed dry.
 @Dee Shan  Michelle/Michael obama is one of the biggest racists on the planet.



 @Penny Rollings  You really are not a true  Megan fan. One must always ask “is he kind?” and I think we can agree paying a full ride for college is a kind act, wouldn’t you say? Megan is all 
about kindness, and your comment is not kind at all.
 @Mandy Stees  And Meghan bought him a house while working on suits as a thank you.

Why don't his other children and grandchildren see him?
 @Penny Rollings  thank you Penny
 @Nostradamia Divine  LOL
 @Annie  Read the room Annie. People who are honest practice what they preach. I just can’t wait to hear more about poor oppressed Meghan. My dad didn’t pay my schooling or help me 
get a job.  I also did not marry a prince where the world would have been at my fingertips and then trash the very people giving me the opportunity to make a real change in the world. 
Imagine being Camilla right now. She pushed out the most loved woman in the BM and yet came back, married a prince, fulfilled duties without complaint and with duty and honor and 
shut her damn mouth. There is a difference in quality of people. Meghan cries more than my 10 year old. 🤭
 @Mandy Stees  Listen to you "Shut her damn mouth" So many women who were born or married into the RF have had severe mental health issues.

Why don't you take your own advice.
 @TESS STEWART  Not engaging with idiots like you, thanks.
 @Dee Shan  Ah...another racist rears his/hers/its fat head.
Well Boozy (sic) is going to be very busy!!!  He’d have a hard time providing my these comment are hate  or race based. We’re simply pointing out truths. The fact that these comments are 
turning out to be hilarious just goes to show our intelligence. All the sqaudies can come up with is “Leave her alone. You don’t know her). Oh yes we do!!!
Your comment makes no sense.  What is resist royals ? Resist what?
Oh my giddy aunt!  Make it stop now, I can’t handle the constant repetitive ‘our truth’ narrative. I’d rather sit and watch paint dry. It’s a definitive no to watching this and a definitive yes to 
cancelling my Netflix subscription.
Oh great, liars of all liars, talk about law suits , we get the great boo-boisy putting his lies in.smh
No one cares what their truth is!  They were given the opportunity to have a significant role in the Royal Family, but it wasn't BIG enough for them.  No one made them leave....THEY LEFT 
because they couldn't get their way. SPARE the world all this vindictive pettiness.
It's not hard to see what the public's opinion is about these two when looking through the comments.
Can't believe these comments are actually open lmao
I see you have switch the dislike count off again, is the truth too brutal?
I admire Meghan's psychic ability to know that she was going to receive an award for standing up to the structural racism in the Royal Family weeks before it supposedly happened with ole 
Marlene - she truly is Mystic Meg!  What a woman!!!
I love the part where her favourite perfume just happened to match his mother's and wow, just like that he fell in love with her!! So romantic I can  feel such a love story unfolding...the 
beauty of it all brings a tear to my left eye..
I'm canceling Netflix bc of this type of bs. Royalty bitching about how hard their life is when everyone else in the world is struggling... no thanks
😢👈Meghan 🤡👎👎👎
Life must be so hard for them, such martyr they are!…. It brings a tear to my eye… yes the left one.🤣
But seriously, I’m disgusted!🤬
Netflix, you are using two photos of Catherine Middleton being hounded by the press (of course she is cut out) to prove Meghan was pursued by the press??? You have just proved you 
can’t find any photos of the media doing this as she has lied. Do better Netflix and Liz Garbus
I love the part where Megs n Haz get to read our truth. Thanks Netflix for this comment section. Best prezzie ever, made me cry, one tear left eye 😅



The part where Meghan figured out she could make real change in the world by living a life of honor and duty and offered this incredibly privileged position in society where none could 
compare brought a tear to my left eye.

Didn't Harry say the first amendment was "bonkers"?  So, if free speech is bonkers, why do they keep utilizing it to trash the Royal Family?   I have managed to live my whole life and raise 4 
daughters without hearing their, lefty, liberal, race bating propaganda and I don't plan to start listening to it now.  Shame on you Netflix for paying them obscene amounts of money and 
giving them a platform to spew their nonsense.  I am going to have to re-think my subscription to you if this is the kind of trash you are going to be peddling.
I loved the part where MM discovered where the missing socks go after they come out of the dryer. By episode 3, hopefully she'll share the answer of the missing Tupperware pieces with 
us. Megsy, you are a leader to us all! It brings a tear to my eye....the left one of course.
The part when they trashed Philip as he lay on his deathbed, and then hassle the Queen for more money as she struggles with bone cancer while rejecting every offer to visit.  Compassion 
in action!
I like the part that she thought she's like in the princess dairies and she can change the royal protocol
I love the part when Meghan goes to Hollywood and said she wanted a role in a superhero movie or in an Ava duvernay film, “nothing cheesy” Then no one in Hollywood would cast her. It 
resulted in a giant tear in my left eye.
Round 2....
Marlene LOL - facts
 @Hannah Reece  😉
That's really disgusting. Wearing perfume to help make him attracted to you. Ewe!
 @mahaleylynn2  Using his dead mother to  get to him. What sort of a woman does that to someone she claims to love.
I love the part where they announce that their next Netflix documentary will be aimed at the Pope & the Catholic Church  (even thought they're not catholic, facts don't matter in suss ex-
royal land) for not canonizing them as the saints they are, while they're alive.  Obviously racist, including because JudHaz is ginger.
🤣
I've seen it a million times by now that does the tear in the left eye mean?
 @Laurien Snijers  MM has boasted about her actingskills to create tears. From her left eye.
 @Laurien Snijers   meghan said herself she can drop a tear out of one eye on cue
 @Alsace   The same eye the tears came from at the Queen's funeral and on the Oprah interview, coincidentally...
You'd think if Tyler Perry can cast Kim Kardashian in a movie, he'd find something for nutmeg...
 @Laurien Snijers  In the past, Meghan has bragged in interviews that she's such a seasoned actress she can cry at will.  "One tear, left eye, go!" she said.  Cut to the Queen's funeral, years 
later, and there's Meghsn with the camera on her producing a single tear that trickles movingly from her left eye.
 @Furious Furian  As she pointed to it with her gloved hand to make sure Netflix photographers knew where to focus their lens.
I wish some of you wouldn’t comment.
The comment section is sickening.  And proves how planted and inflated stories can create a mob of hate. No one here knows this couple personally or knows what happened behind 
closed doors. You only know what the media has told you. Nothing else. H&M have every right to tell their side of the story. They have a right to speak. They have a right to defend 
themselves. By these comments You’d think they killed a small child, are animal abusers or what for it….pedophiles. Grow up. And may all of your lives be judged by the same hatred you 
are judging them.
I love the part where massed crowds can be heard chanting We Love you Meg and Harry as a flunky wheels breakfast in on a golden tea trolley as they wake in a beautiful Buck House 
bedroom and Harry says to MeAgain, "I had an awful dream that we were despised the world over" and the flunky says,  "No Your Majesty. This is the dream! You actually are despised the 
world over!" And single tear leaks from MeAgain's left eye.



Good for them standing up to the royal juggernaut. And getting out. Diana would be applauding them right now. William and Kate don’t have the choice Harry & Meghan do. And after 
what just happened with the black British woman - clearly within the Royal administration there is racism. It may not be Harry’s family but the people around them. I find the lack of 
empathy for Harry & Meghan a good example of why they had to get out and tell their own story.
Yess the bots are trying to convince us but they failed long time ago we the squad knows and we are ready H&M knows the truth  now let's gooooooo
I love the part where Meaghan shows what a loving compassionate woman and daughter she is when she flies her father over to spend the weekend with them for Xmas.  What a great 
surprise for the children to know they have a grand father .
I'm so sick of hearing it's about race bc nobody knew she was mixed. Not one person I have seen knew this... There's plenty if reasons to dislike her. 🙄 Race isn't the top 5,000.
What happens when a narcissistic woman manipulates a man is now public record so thanks
I am sure if everyone has lost the plot here but if you don’t like then vote by not watching. Not spend all your time judging before you have even watched. I don’t like Donald Trump and l 
spend zero time trolling him or caring what his up to. Put it into perspective people, there are bigger things going on in the world.
All these comments hating on Harry and Meghan don’t pass the vibe check…y’all are all delusional
Under the queen umbrella is finished. This more good reason to unsubscribe netflix.
I absolutely LOVE how Harry and his missus have managed to outdo Eastenders by creating the the most miserable , pointless , boring and woke soap opera EVER. Thanks loves- and a Very 
Merry Christmas to you too 🤩🌟🤗
They are still blaming others for their own foolishness. Lol
A beautiful part where Harry and Meghan realize that being a public figure comes with the media attention. The good and bad. Boo hoo tell us something we don't know Harry. It's not just 
the poor women marrying into your institution but marrying any big celebrity comes with those things. Put a helmet on and move on.
These two keep going at it, huh?
The part were instead of making her a princess, she turns him into a toad.
The second “expert” is a fraud!!!!! Hahaha
I love The part where the dislikes for this "docuseries" are ALWAYS 3 times higher than likes, that shows that MOST OF THE PUBLIC is living in reality.
I love the part where Harry uses his mother's story to his advantage again and puts Meghan on the same level with her. My left eye is crying
We are just commenting on what is all ready out in the public domain. We don’t need to know them “personally” as they have foisted their lies on the world since the engagement 
interview. She’s a greedy,grasping grifter and he’s an idiot. The “receipts” are all over the internet.
Well one of their dogs did end up with broken legs so there is that
 @Kathy Cooper  Shut up, Karen. I mean Kathy. 🙄
babe the koolaid is laced with cyonide, just a heads up.  one word FACTS.  do you not have problem that they're PROVEN serial lairs?  You seem to think you know a lot about racism, but 
did you ever hear the MLK speech I have a dream?!!! Did you miss the part about judging people on the content of their character & not the colour of their skin (in both the hazbeen's 
cases, white as a matter of fact)?  It was literally the most important line in the entire speech.  You would value from upping your IQ & educating yourself love!
You mean the woman who dressed in cultural approbation and attached herself to another organisation to get into the event. The one who clearly stated on uk news that she’d never 
tweeted about Meghan. That’s been proven to be a lie!!  She had an agenda. Mission accomplished.

What does the squad know??  Of course h and m know the truth. They had a privileged position. Doesn’t mean they speak the truth. Everything that comes out of their mouths is a lie.
yes and threw a big thankyou party for the half-siblings she shared her childhood with. So warm and compassionate.
We’re not hating. We’re exposing disinformation. Isn’t that what they stand for??
You're right. It is worse than EastEnders. Now who would have thought that was possible.
😂🤣
For the degrading of Diana being compared with the Veela I hope



OMG but what abt yr right eye?? 😱
How brave of them comparing princess diana to Meghan markle oh my god they are going crazy
These two royals are a disgrace. I remember the day Diana died. I sat and cried. She was so beautiful with a great presence about her. 
Then these two dishonor her memory is a disgrace. I have lost loved ones and I remember them privately, these two royals use Diana's story as a money making opportunity. 
A total disgrace.
“My left eye is crying” 😂😂😂😂
 @Tishya Dey  dry dry dry
 @Tishya Dey  the right eye can't perform as well 🤭
Can’t Princess Diana brother do something/sue Harry for using his mother’s image…..👀 He has crossed the line….and for him to talk about unfairness….while his mother is not here to 
defend herself…
OMG... the comedy continues... LMAO Best comedy show on the internet!
Imagine being born into a life of obscene wealth, privilege and deference and believing that the general public should give a toss when you start snivelling and whining when Daddy cuts 
the purse strings in your late 30's. Harry is pathetic. Just go away and stop polluting every timeline, feed and media stream with your endless self-pitying garbage.
How could Netflix be so gullible? Everyone can see through these two nauseating grifters!
Loved the part where the more they post their 💩my respect for the RF increases dramatically 
What a mean spiteful vengeful and petty couple 
No one cares ! 
Tear left eye
I love the part where she burns down Andre Rison's house when she puts all of his sneakers in the tub and...oh...wait...wrong Left Eye. My bad, carry on. 🙄
Was that Bouzy on that clip? I bet Scooby Doo is in it too, and if we’re lucky, Pinocchio himself could make an appearance! This show should’ve be called MYTHOMANIACS.
The part where me and 6 of my family members are cancelling our Netflix accounts over this. We have Disney and Amazon. Dont need this trash, of all the suffering in the world, watching 
them moan is not important
Great. We love Harry&Meghan❤
Meghan tends to present herself as charming and wonderful. Up until you begin to pull away the layers of “reality she presents you with.” Once anyone begins to confront her, she 
becomes irate, completely furious that anyone would dare question her word. Then she goes on a rampant poison-spewing spree. Harry is trapped.
The paparazzi never hounded Duchess Meghan like they did Princess Diana or Princess Catherine. They talk a lot about how they felt but this has often been proven not to be the actual 
reality of the situation. Why don't they get on with their lives & stop with the negativity? Why don't they EVER take responsibility for their behavior. Pretty certain they've been leaking 
stories to the press via Scobie hence the constant stories about them. They behave like teenagers. The Spencers never saw the similarity between Princess Diana & Meghan, which made 
Meghan cry from her left eye
Pathetic. Acting like a victim when she’s better off than 99% of women.
I love the part where there is no any positive comments under this video.🤣🤣🤣

I love the part where the perpetual victim meghan threw a tantrum when the RF didn’t pander to her whims or fawn over her. Meghan, your 43% nigerian blood won’t change the fact that 
you are a vile POS and pondscum. Melanin shouldn’t be used as a shield. Bravo Meghan!!! You are now officially the female version of jussie smollett. Such courage and integrity 🤣
The comments are gold, pure gold.
If we didn't hate them before, it looks like we will all the more after this garbage has aired!



these poor, poor people have such incredibly difficult lives... meanwhile the war is raging in ukraine

screw those narcissists
I love the part where before they married,  Samantha Markle warned that "if she can do it to her own family, she'll will do it to his".
Did the couple who wanted so much privacy have a photographer with them all the time at home. Why use footage of Diana and Catherine being hounded by the press but none of 
Meghan - could it be there is no footage as it never happened? Even the photos used in these trailers are fake they press never hounded them, and if anything meghan contacted them 
same as she does in the States
Why would anyone watch this garbage? 
It's just a massive lie fest!
I love the part where they show a photo from Queen Mary's 1938 visit to Brixton to show how loved they were, and thereby actually showing the world how racially inclusive the UK was 
even before WW2. One tear - left eye.
There a few sugars interspersed
Imagine they divorced what will happen harry LOL
The FULL TRUTH is Harry nobody follows your wife because she is not even one quarter of a toe nail of what your mother was 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
Disgusting >.<
Apparently Oprah didn’t give them enough time to shed tears 😢
RECOLLECTION MAY VARY!!!!

Meghan how us your elderly dad with poor health going the lovman who gave you everything u ungrateful SPOILT BRAT!!!!
Meghan ONE TEAR LEFT EYE GO🙄
I love the part where Meghan claims Netflix edited it to cast her in a bad light and claims it on racism when it tanked.
Load of narcissistic spiteful money grubbing clap trap.
I love the part when the palace actually hid Meghans past but she said they didn't protect her
I will love the part where Netflix includes behind the scenes of making a reality show with a narcissist on The Crown.
Waiting on the documentary about everyone that Markle stepped on to get to the Montecito Mansion, when will that be coming?
There should be a sequel: The Downfall of Harry and Meghan.
Netflix, You are out of your mind. Do you understand how many people are suffering without food. This is so Dirty paying these 2 people millions of dollars telling all lies about the family 
members. Why don’t you include her own father who raised her when her mother Doria Ragland vanished for 10 years of her life.
I like the bit where they can’t stop using the word truth, how can they use this word when they can’t handle the truth as they are proven, pathological liars
I have cancelled Netflix due to this staged pack of lies by these two money hungry narcissists 😠
What a another bummer episode from these people. Truly disgusting vile behavior and television. Sick.
Can’t stand them both and Megan Markle is the most manipulative woman ever born , she’s a seriously evil person and I think the royal family should have listened to her family before 
they allowed her to marry Harry! Disgusting
Imagine complaining that there is a hierarchy in the monarchy 🤣Markle the psycho genuinely believed that she was equal to the Queen
They are an hypocritical couple.
What a work of garbage. But educational as it exposes the narcissist and how the spouse is destroyed as a human being. Netflix, you were grifted by titled, spoiled-brat liars. This whole 
series is a cheat and overpriced smear campaign because the poor spares could not change their fate....boo hoo. You paid how much for this work? I assume this will be your largest write-
off.  I do hope you counter the series with fact-checks and truth.



I love the part where she sits down and the moonbump deflated. Brought a tear to my (left) eye
Sure they’re regretting that decision now!!
I love the part where NF has to use stock photos from events not even related to them to show how 'hounded' they were. Oh and the part where she claimed it was 'rude' for Catherine, 
but she, m, had it so much worse. And, and, and the part where they are such humanitarians the world has to hear AGAIN how horribly they suffered with unimaginable weath, resources 
and privilege while the rest of us are struggling to meet rising food and heating costs. The topper is using the guy in at least 2 lawsuits for defamation as 'support' for them. Nothing like a 
liar using a liar!
I love the part when they left the BRF & put the equivalent of a hostage demand letter to both HMTQ, and the entire British public, saying "this is how this will work - you plebs will keep 
paying for our security while we go off to make millions or we hope billions (off the billion dollar brand that belongs to THE UNITED KINGDOM & 1000 years of taxpayer money that has 
made it so valuable), because we are so important, or else. Also, FU bitches, the Queen doesn't own the word ROYAL.  Also we want privacy so leave us alone, you will never hear from us 
again"  ugh I would honestly dance & rejoice in the streets if god decided to intervene &  this gruesome twosome suddenly kicked from something like random brain eating amoebas, or 
whatever, before this comes out. They are literally a scourge of the earth.  Their children would literally be after in the arms of the actual BRF than these two crazy narcissistic sociopaths.  
Narc parents are the worst.   I'll save my left eye tear just in case.
I love the part where Harry cries "For Gondor!", marries the ice troll and throws the Royal Family into Mount Doom. Epic!
I love the part where an image of the paparazzi supposedly hounding them was actually taken at the premiere of Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows: Part Two in 2011 -- when they 
weren't there and weren't a couple yet.
I want to vomit hearing m or h's voice. Anyone who is foolish enough to side with Meghan Markle better remember that she would dump anyone or anything the moment she doesn't see 
benefit for herself. She not only dumped then spat on her white family but also ghosted her black family - the family she'd spent many holiday dinners with. Harry is rotten to the core....his 
behaviour is worse than a crack addict criminal.
Shame on Netflix - You blew it already by adding a photo of paparazzi to pretend it was for m & h.  It's a photo of the premiere of a Harry Potter film taken in July 2011.
Lmfao the racist are in the comments again 😂😂
What's the purpose of this unnecessary show.
This should’ve been titled, One tear, Left Eye, Go!!!
Is Netflix laundering money on productions the way Amazon did with "The rings of power"?
😂😂😂😂 Chris Bouzy the total fraud with multiple lawsuits! Who was also paid by Amber Heard!
Can't wait to hear the "truth" from two Proven Liars.
Lmfao more money to netflix thanks to this royalty shitty stuff. 🙄
They should be stripped of their titles and cut off financially.
need a Netflix documentary on the women that Markle and Harry bullied into mental health breakdowns whilst working for them, and the people who were victims of Harry's racist abuse, 
especially the Asian people he would call 'P*ki' and 'raghead' to their face
Everyone loved her - until the LIES these two spew started showing up.  RACE is a BS excuse.  Harry’s body language while she is “crying” speaks volumes.  Even he knows it’s phony.  The 
fact that they BOTH have ditched their families, that witnesses have come forward from Nutmeg’s far and immediate past to talk about the patterns she repeats - dropping people when 
they no longer serve her purpose , the constant need to be the center of attention, the constant lying……makes me want to end my Netflix subscription. Netflix is lucky they have other 
more interesting things to watch.
TRASH
BOYCOTT THIS RUBBISH
DONT WATCH THE LIES
LONG LIVE WILLIAM AND KATE 🇬🇧



the hatred in these comments is sickening, it baffles me how people can have such hatred and judgement for people they dont even know its worse seeing women bash and insult and 
patronise other women, wheres your heart? your love? what has meghan personally done to you that entitles you to be so full of hatred and judgement towards her? Does your  hate and 
judgement make the world any better?
If Netflix really wants to make some money, they should film an hour-long special with top comedians reading this comment section out loud.  Now that I'd watch!
They have the nerves to use Diana and Kate's footage to portray Meghan as harassed by the pap when she was not. These two are despicable...
Interesting how Harry constantly uses the death of his mother to draw attention to his personal suffering for his public interviews, as if William didn’t go through the exact same pain 
himself.

Likewise, let’s ignore the fact that Meghan has frequently made a habit of trying to make herself seem more important than all the members of the Royal Family combined. 🙄
Bouzy is in this comedy?  The company they keep.
For them to make a buck of course. And to further they’re campaign of lies against the royal family.
 @Maris Moon  royal family are not saints but still this show is not required.
like the compassion shown to 2 elderly members of the monarchy and a father that had a heart attack....you mean that type of compassion
the same two elderly people been proven to have been in connection with a mass pedophile and rapist at his cabin on his island?  the same two elderly people who paid off a rape victim to 
keep her quiet about that rapist?? the same two elderly people who stand for nothing but racism?? the same two elderly people who watch at their “subjects” grow in homelessness and 
poverty? while they do up their palace with the PEOPLES TAXES

ill assume that the reason you dont see anything wrong with those actions is simply because your just like them
That would be epic!
The Body Language Guy is reading them out on his cannel. It is fun!
What's with the Piers Morgan's interns in this comment section?
What a joke these two are....they won't succeed in their pathetic efforts to bring down the Royal Family.
21k likes, 262k dislikes on trailer 1
5k likes, 16k dislikes on trailer 2
Nearly 50k (very, very funny) comments 

It's simply not possible that all of this is the work of programmed racist bots rather than genuinely fed up people!
They are both off their rockers.  They were given everything they wanted- lavish wedding, splashy tours, tailor-made patronages.  The Queen even created a role for them (President and 
Vice President of the Queen's Commonwealth Trust), and they still b*tch and moan about having nothing.  TW will never be Catherine, and that is what burns her.  Ginge will never be 
William, and that is what burns him.  They are both so consumed by jealousy that they cannot see how much they have to be grateful for.
SETTING THE RECORD STRAIGHT (AGAIN) 😂🤣😅😆😁😄😃😀🤢🤢🤢
I love the part where Harry built Meghan a wee banana boat and they rowed over to Harry's mother final resting place only to hear Diana yell from her grave LET ME REST IN PEACE YOU 
GINGER SPARE!
This makes me want to get rid of Netflix

My favourite part is the one that they ignored the fact that his grandfather was dying and even had the police send to tell them he died. And did the best to disturb his funeral. So lovely!
Love it when Harry finally remembers that his own wife has actually leaked and planted stuff to the media. Beautiful awakening moment



Meghan did not go through the paparazzi assault like Diana or Catherine! That picture they show is from Harry Potter. She also said there'd be 40 photographer's at Archie's school - LIE - 
Wales have children at school, no problem!
They won’t actually stop until they destroy the Royal Family. Is the Royal Family perfect? HECK NO!!!!! I couldn’t think of anything worse than to marry into it, but what Harry and Meghan 
are doing goes way beyond simply highlighting issues and their grievances. They’re publicly monetizing their perceived grievances for millions of dollars, and don’t care who gets trampled 
on along the way. And they know they can get away with it because the Royal Family is never going to respond like for like. It’s entire MO is to say nothing, meaning that Harry and Meghan 
just get to create the narrative. Just really sad.
People who claims racism are the true racist.    They can't even use videos of Meghan being hounded. They'd to use Princess Di and Kate's. The immerse desperation of these two are 
depressing.
Harry and Meghan are free and thriving.
The Unroyal family are imploding. Abolish the monarchy.
This clip uses a know bitcoin fraud, bankrupt, court summons dodging, rent dodging charlatan as a credible source. 
This proves previous speculation that the Sussexes hired this ‘gun for hire’ to bully & chase their critics off social media, silence a DISABLED Welsh PENSIONER and produce dodgy ´reports’ 
using made up technology. 

Amber Heard also paid this person to silence those who spoke the truth whilst promoting her own LIES. 

I’m looking forward to the outcome of this known fraud’s MANY court cases and hope that during discovery the full truth & depth of their complicity in his lies, scamming & bullying is more 
widely exposed. 
I love how hubristic in their concocted fantasy of victimhood, how blind they have become to their own expansive dishonesty that they cannot see how they are mastering their own, 
wholly justified, downfall!
I love the part when Meghan reads the comments in these trailers.
"No-one knows the full truth, we know the full truth", well there's a contradiction right there ** for brains 😄 And as you didn't seem to know even part of the truth in the Oprah 
interview, allow me to remain skeptical.
The part where they constantly complain about privacy, then invite a Netflix camera crew into their house. Almost brought a tear to my world-weary, cynical, arid, left eye.
Let's talk about the real racist here.... Harry and Meghan ofcourse
I love....how there are 1000 Netflix bots in this comment section saying "I love how . . . .etc"
Oh the evil music again. 🙄🙄
We are anti-narcissists, we are legion...
I love all the meghan bots accusing us all of racism.
I am a person not a bot 😁
We are anti-narcissists, we are legion.. and not gonna take it anymore.
Trolls like you are gonna troll
I love the part where Harry tell us no one sees what goes on behind closed doors so I need Netflix to release their behind the scenes where her left eye drops a tear
I love the part where Markle lets all the women who've ever worked for her use their voices too.  Oh - they can't.  Cos unlike Markle, they've all been silenced with NDAs.
Demented. That is what it is !
God WHY WHY WHY
"We know the truth!"... Prove it! 
Don't make allegations without evidence just to sell content!



So he is basically saying that she was so popular that the RF organised a hate campaign to get rid of her ? Them ? Seriously ? What king of mental health problem is that ? And how does he 
explain that since they left they have done nothing except whining and complaining, these two magnificent  people ?
They are ignorant and deluded hypocrites. Game over Harry and Meghan. Everyone can see through you. You’ve both trashed your families but have no real principles, values, or talent to 
stand on. 

To say that women who marry into the family are harmed is ridiculous. Think of Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother, Kate, Sophie Wessex, and all of the other women who had and have 
good marriages. 
They are disgraceful and disgusting
All the repeat bot comments in here.  Fake and hilarious.
I love the section in the reality show/comedy where they show what really happened in Afghanistan when Harry was there. How it all was a PR thing and how he was kept safe, couldn’t 
even load his own gun. This was reported by even left wing trustworthy media The Guardian. Got to love when Harry brings out his veteran card when he tries to get sympathy after being 
out in 3 months only. Even Andrew was a more skilled soldier and never got much credit for it or goes around reminding everybody how he is a veteran. 
What a fantastic trustable person Harry is, my eye just dropped a left eye tear 😪
I love the part where the bankrupt crypto scammer Chris Bouzy of Bot sentinel claims baseless racism all the while getting paid by Harry & Meghan's PR to censor, silence and de-platform 
ordinary citizens.
y'all the brits are so mad LMFAO
Netflix? What's Netflix?
his mother died is a car crash because she did not want to have her picture taken and she thought that the speeding laws did not apply to her royal highness.  They were driving way over 
the speed limit through a residential area with chidden sleeping in their beds a few meters away. Fortunately only the occupants of the car died that night. She had an armed bodyguard 
with her and was in no danger from the paparazzi who only wanted a snapshot of her. She could have ordered the driver (who as drunk) to slow down. She was not a victim of anything but 
her own arrogance and stupidity.,,, so what is he protecting Meghan from exactly??

I love that the comment MM made in 2020 in her anonymous social media account about why they REALLY left the UK is quoted verbatim right here  (From Strongwrite on 2/10/2020):  
"What would have happened to Harry and Meg's family with a new Prince of Cornwall briefing against them, spitefully jealous and controlling the Duchy? They would've been trapped 
under the financial mercy of W with no income, security or funding w/2 kids. It's an orphanage for adults. There are only a select few who are living well. I can count them on 1 hand. 
Everyone else is expected to live hand-to mouth ..."  Their paranoias and jealousy, coupled with greed and fear and enormous egos are the real reasons they left.
Blah blah blah 🙄 both massive narcissists
This wasn't necessary
I love the part where Harry and Meghan move around the buckingham palace with personal photographers
I love the part where they are lecturing us to be compassionate and kind but are incredibly cruel to their families.

It's not about rain it's about nobody liking megan. Unable to admit there were things she needed to work on she blamed it on being biracial. I didn't even know she was biracial at first
how can people believe two snakes who have blatantly lied in the past and who have made their lives a completely staged and fake fiction? how can you believe these two when it is clear 
in the video that everything is completely acted out and constructed? poor harry and narcissistic meghan what truth do they talk about? wake up people. these two are dumb fake and 
unscrupulous with their family. the way they are treating their family speaks volumes about who these two liars and full of contradictions really are
And sacked or left as them two are impossible to work with.
The blurb on Netflix website about this is hilarious!
Are you saying Diana was arrogant and stupid?



Meghan and Harry also said she was dating a man of color and that’s why it got so bad with the press and the chase. Diana had dated MANY different men. They were lined up after each 
other. She had many lovers and she had only dated the Harrod guy for 2 months, can hardly call him her partner. She wasn’t extra chased because of him at all.
 @Hazel Windsor  yes and she was not 'chased' she was followed by the press who just wanted to take her picture. Try using that excuse when the police pull you over for speeding, you 
wont get far.
 @Lfaz  i am saying that speeding is an arrogant and stupid thing to do.
 @Demonetized  Also, why couldn’t she go with him in a more private place? It’s like she just had to show off. Jumping from a boat knowing everyone could see. She loves the press too. 
Harry sees his mother as a saint. She was a person who wasnt perfect, as all people are. She had problems within before she met Charles and she has been with more partners than Charles 
even though she was younger. Diana was sort of “magic» and she also did good, she wasnt a narsissist. Now Catherine brings us this «magic» and its lovely to see how stable and rooted in 
reality Catherine is, coming from a good loving family. Diana came from a broken home and extremely affluent.
Define cruel?
 @Emmanuel Akyeampong  dont be obtuse
@emmauelblah, blah, blah  LOL!

I love all the parts and I love the comments with the haters heads exploding. Meghan and Harry are not playing and you are all twisting yourselves into knots. Love the scorched earth.
I love the part where she wears copious amount of bronzer when in the uk in case anyone forgot she’s mixed race. So brave, one tear,left eye!
I love the part where meghan was never hounded by paparazzi so they had to use official engagement footage to be able to show photographers
Два мерзких лжеца. Не буду смотреть, чтоб не поднимать просмотры. 

Нетфликс, позор тебе.
0:30  The part where she brings Haz the laptop to show him, " they know it's a 🌙 bump.
These two royals are a disgrace to the royal family. Airing his family issues to the world.
King Charles should strip them of their royal titles.
Stop au racisme.
New movie: Revenge of the Anti-Narcissist! We expose, We hold'm accountable, We are legion.... Beware narcissists everywhere.
The world really doesn’t revolve around you both .
Move on and be the change you want to see in the world .
Grifters and scammer CBouzy together, how appropriate!! The world is sick of these lying losers and "their truth".
Ridiculous, craptastic race baiting dividers.
“Hermès’ . . .
I love the part where Meghan pretends to be pregnant and even wears her moonbump around the house for these ‘intimate’ recordings. So brave. So normal. Tear to the left eye.
Love you H&M ❤ 💯 ❤
This trailer is abhorrent.
The part where Harry is an only child and the death of his mother only affects him is both touching and imaginative.  Such bravery.  One tear, left eye, go!
Just when I was sure my insomnia would never be cured, Netflix comes to the rescue with a docuseries about the two most boring people on Earth. I can't wait to fall asleep watching this! 
God bless you, Netflix.
No way back for Harry now. Ultimate betrayal.
I love it that Meghan and Harry are such great story tellers.  I would like to thank Netflix for paying millions of dollars to allow their 'jackanory stories' to be told....  NOT!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Oh poor Diana and Catherine for being hounded🥺 with a minute. Where's Meghan?



Can't Waite to see this.. support Prince Harry and Meghan. The Brits are so mean
I feel like Harry did right thing. He just don't want loose his wife the way he lost his mother.
Nobody cares move along
Paid sugar
And Meghan is an only child, too!! It's one of the common bonds that makes their love story so magical and unique!!!!
Harry wasn't the only son walking behind his mother's coffin, but the other son has got on with his life rather than a creepy obsession with his mother's ghost
She phones paps BEGGING them to come and photograph her. She's DESPERATE to be hounded by the press and paps. NEVER gonna happen Merching Meg, you're not royal, not 
important, you're nobody, just an old scrubber, and a nasty one at that.
Troll or delusional ...I'm guessing both
Not a single comment isnt ironic or sarcastic on this video and its pretty funny.
I can only see this going well for Harry and Meghan. Truly inspirational people
Fellow Indians raise your hand if you dislike this trailer🥱
Meghan makes me physically Sick ! She said she wanted to commit suicide but turned up with Harry in her glittering ball gown faking her D Star smile. You'd think after Di's battle with the 
paparazzi and her untimely death, Harry would find a kind wife, not this loose cannon whose own family hate her. It's a joke having this Netflix documentary dish the dirt on The Firm. Kate 
was like a big sister to Harry and now we see her  sullen face included after Meghan pissed her off ! Harry's a wimp !
What a nuissance!
I want concrete accusations, otherwise, it's pointless.
I love the part where everyone's sarcastically making up an own 'inspiration' in the comments, which will sadly not be seen in a few days😭🤣
It really would be in everyone’s best interests  if these two never, ever set foot on British soil again.
God bless Harry and Meghan, and give them the strength to continue to tell the truth and expose the injustice they've faced.
I love the part where hypocrite Harry talks about 'the pain and suffering of women marrying into this institution' and yet instead of totally giving up the 'institution' and all the privileges 
that come with it, he loved Meghan so much he wanted her to go through the same thing. 
They accepted the royal Duke & Duchess titles, the massive wedding, millions spent on it, became working royals, and then complain, complain, complain for huge sums of money, when 
Harry knew all what had gone on before with the women who married into the royal family. He is a pathetic manchild, driven by jealousy of his brother. You'd think if it was all truly as bad 
as he keeps saying then they would have given up the royal titles and line of succession to the throne, including for their children. They are so self-absorbed, they go to charities, see 
people in need and suffering, and yet absolutely wallow in a continuous pity party about their own very privileged life. All about the money 💰 .
All this kid has going for him is his mother was Princess Diana and he is going to milk that for ALL it’s worth. And I’m damn sure he can barely even remember her as he was so young. But 
you play that card Harry while your wife plays the race one. You deserve each other.
The comment secyiom is infested with bots and trolls🤣. Are they panicking, don't they have real problems, like normal people? Hmmmm
Yeah, that part…we’re they think they only have the full truth. Two sides to every story. Something tells me in 2023 they won’t be Duke & Duchess of anything. Que left eye tear.
If the monarchy did them SO. WRONG. Why do they cling to their titles? Why do they keep using those titles given to them by that HORRIBLE institution? Why are they so concerned about 
their children having titles (even though when Archie was born they said they didn't want a title for him)? The only thing they're good for is their titles. If they didn't have their titles they'd 
be nothing. They need to go and do what they said they were going to do: lead private lives. We're sick and tired of their whining and complaining--condeming an institution that they still 
cling to and use for their titles. Such hypocrites, narcissists, and pathetic individuals. And to equate Meghan with Diana...purely laughable.
Hahahahaha
Speak your truth Meghan and Harry ❤



Oh my goodness this is actually HILARIOUS are you sure this isn't a comedy because seriously the dimwit has already told his story 2 Oprah ( wen Prince Philip in hospital dying) Seriously 
wen is this going to stop they keep on going around and around until fools like Oprah Netflix Spotify stop giving them millions 2 bag the BRF who gave them EVERYTHING the dear beautiful 
late Queen said meghan could keep on acting but meghan didn't want that ad it didn't work 4 her 2 keep on acting she wanted,needed and craved 4 the MILLIONS and MILLIONS of dollars 
this so called feminist needed a guy 2 fool the dimwit fell 4 her plan on the first date. Harry's wife had all this set up even b4 her first date with the dimwit. 
Meghan how us your elderly dad with poor health going the lovman who gave you everything u ungrateful SPOILT BRAT!!!!
Meghan ONE TEAR LEFT EYE GO🙄

P.S  RECOLLECTION MAY VARY!!!!
Bullied staff, bullied Queen Elizabeth, bullied A 99 year old man on his death bed, bullied their families, bullied the press and most of all bullied the public but I tell you something they will 
never bully the Brits! Bring it on Pinocchio and Garfield 🥊🇬🇧
as the world faces troubling times, inflation, recession, war in Ukraine, energy prices, this pair of narcissistic liars think they're victims and oppressed because a spoilt brat psycho didn't get 
to be Queen and wasn't allowed to merchandise her royal titles like the Kardashians
Some of the most publicised false witnesses in history. 

"The pain and suffering of women marrying into this institution" he says, yet the Princess of Wales and the Countess of Wessex are shining. 

Prince Henry (Harry) - you're richer and more free than the vast majority of people in this world, you are supposedly in love, and yet you look and sound miserable as sin. Without your 
royal heritage, who would you be?
They have none. She's always boasted she "has receipts", but has never shown one single piece of proof. It's all lies, vague accusations, exaggerations, or twisted half truths. She lied in a 
court of law. She's just a coward, and he barely resembles anything human by this stage. They're unravelling IMO.
Plenty of screenshots and stuff being saved. The internet is forever.
He also acts like he was Diana’s only son! William was, and still no doubt is, equally as distraught over the death of his beloved mother. He also was angry with the press for the way Diana 
was treated, but he’s much more mature and level headed than impulsive Harry and has learned how to compromise and work with the press, than against them. Also, Diana would be 
appalled at what is currently happening were she alive today!
I love the part.... seriously this comment section is scary.
Guess I'm not alone. I honestly not mad at Harry. I feel like he did right thing protecting Meghan the way he wanted his mother to be protected.
Don't forget sugars and Sussex squadies
Aka their lies

This is a series that really needed to be made. This is something fresh, new and revelatory. Finally, everyone will understand and beg Harry and Meghan’s forgiveness for being so wrong! In 
no way is this the bitter self delusion and post rationalisation of two spoilt brats who have failed at life and are now rehashing the same old complaints. It’ll be so successful that 
monarchies will tumble, race-baiting will become a new Invictus event and no one will even notice that there is no second series of Archetypes. Bravo Harry and Meghan!
Wow the bots & brexit-ers are ALIVE AND WELL in these comments damn..



I used to think Harry and Meghan are being over hated by the media and public but now i am too beginning to think they are both ridiculous. To bring Princess Diana's pictures into this just 
confirms Meghan is wanting the same sort of attention Princess Diana got. Meghan wants us to think she's going through what Princess Diana went through.... Oh please! We the public 
will never warm to Meghan the same way we warmed to Princess Diana. So just stop it. Meghan wants us to feel sorry for her and be on her side - it just isn't going to happen! I completely 
understand that there is so much more to it and being part of the RF isnt easy BUT you dont go against the Royals like this. Megshit as no idea who she has gone up against.
I am glad they are telling & processing their story how and when they want. We love you H & M!!!
I love the part when she will no longer find him useful and they split up, with the prodigal son returning with his tail between his legs. I hope he'll be forgiven. He's been a victim of her 
narcissistic control. He's not the sharpest knife in the box, but he was trying and getting there, doing great things with the Invictus Games and other projects, finding his identity and 
purpose, only to be derailed by her. Come back Harry. Forgiveness is possible.
I believe them....I really do. And I’m looking forward to watching this and I’m looking forward to reading Harry’s book.
Not long to go now December 8th
I just came here to leave a dislike and help that ratio 🤣
I love the part when he gets exposed that he indeed leaving information to the press, Omid Scobie. When Omid told the wrong transportation for the Queens coffin to her final resting 
place. RF was smart and tested Harry, and he fell in the trap.
I also love when Meghan has to admit in court they were making the Finding Freedom with Omid, both Harry and Meghan had lied about that and refused that they had anything to do 
with the book. 
They are truly gracious and incredible trustworthy people. My left eye is sore from this recent days after squeezing out a tear now and then, left eye of course 😪
As of now: 4.9K likes and 16K dislikes..😂😂 Everyone detests both of you, H&M..
I’ve never seen cheering crowds for Meghan.  She is so Not a rock star!
The part where they are living so privately but there seems to be a camera and photographer everywhere they go. And the part where Meghan is now inserting more pregnancy pics to 
make sure we stop doubting the kids exist and she birthed them. 🤡😂
I can’t wait 🎉🎉🎉🎉
🤑 making more money
Нормальных живых комментариев не увидишь, потому что  одни боты с накрученными лайками и с одинаковым началом комментария.
I loved how Harry and Megan used Catherine, Princess of Wales being harassed by paparazzi in their latest trailer to make it look like people were actually interested in them.  I just can’t 
squeeze another tear from my left eye so I’m going to follow Meghan’s example and call the paps and take my bra off!
Just can't finish this nightmare piece of garbage!!  These race baiting Demons are here to divide and create chaos.  Why can't they JUST SHUT UP??  Isn't the world hard enough and dark 
enough already??  Who needs to hear these old, pampered brats crying about nonsense?  PLEASE Netflix just let this go away and count it as a double fart bad idea!!
But question is why Harry and Meghan decided to make that documentary at Netflix, not along ago Netflix made the Crown season 5 and it was so focused on Harry mother..
I love the part where everyone is using "I love the part"
I'm not gonna watch this 😅
He doesn't care about his mother.  He is using her memory for $$$
I loved the part where Meghan spit on a homeless man and called him racist as she sped off in the limo paid for by the British tax payer. Truly inspirational and touching - so much that I 
shed a tear from my left eye.
I love the part when the Royal Family retaliate and tell their side and releasing the info they have on her that they have kept under wraps  🤣. I love the part where QEII said accounts may 
vary. Bring it on King Charles !
I love the part....such a weird investment of time and energy for people you hate



I'll say it again. Scrutinize him, hate him and his wife. But he is doing exactly what his mother did speak up! Stand up! And protect himself and his family. And for that people will get 
uncomfortable and not like it at all
Holly Shit 💩💩💩
I love the part where, from the luxury tented camp of Botswana , they both demonstrate their profound commitment to the African continent, development projects and conservation and 
continue to provide such reassuring signal of how the truly vale this land mass, its peoples and issues, from Rwanda to Cape Town. So good for all who live here that they never pass up a 
photo op mostly with a M and fashion glam surrounded by conspicuous lack of such material affluence. I just love that an appropriate bullet proof vehicle was flown to South Africa for 
their use, because despite presence of other visiting celebs and dignitaries among other, this “third world country” could not possibly supply a vehicle that met the stringent security 
needs. The shots of the best SA can offer and who they transport, including Oprah, are SO persuasive!
The Netflix propaganda machine is in full effect
Comic relief!
Meghan should rather sing “it’s me Hi, I’m the problem it’s me!”
I love the part where  Queen Elisabeth said "RECOLLECTIONS MAY VARY"  it seems  HnM  agree with her too.  Because  they have so many versions of their truth and story.  Oh what the 
hell @ $88 million they can just make it up.  And it doesn't matter  MM was only in the family for 18 months but has been talking  like she's been around for 30 years  because she is 
imaginative and amazing. 💕
Here's an idea.  If meghan's life was really in danger, how about they learn to budget their MILLIONS of dollars to pay for security? For instance, how about not spending 100k on a 
maternity dress that you only wore ONCE and put that toward your security.  I mean, this really isn't that hard to figure out.
LOL what a joke
Christopher Bouzy ?! Seriously ? They've actually put that guy in there, despite the recent allegations levelled against him and the fact that he's being sued by half the US? Talk about 
scraping the bottom of the barrel 🤣🤣🤣
Meghan is an inspiration
I love the part Meghan and Harry claim to be victims of racism from the palace, then move to America and name their second child after the WHITE woman who is the head of the "racist" 
Monarchy and Harry's dead WHITE mother, instead of Meghan's BLACK mother.
My left eye has just flooded
I love them…and people ask for proof of racism, have you people seen the news and just search for Meghan here on YouTube, if she smiles she is a psychopath, if she breathe she is doing 
something wrong, while Kate is praised no matter what she does. Right wing media have a campaign hating her! It’s racism and the fact that she is not afraid to speak her mind. I love 
them…and they make their own money, unlike the British royal family that the taxpayer pay for.
The deprivations these two have gone through! Brings a tear to my left eye.
The part where she hones her acting chops to be able to cry from both eyes just for a reality show. That’s my fav!
Que alegre me muero por ver un documental sobre dos privilegiados llorando y llorando, de como les fue tan mal en la vida privilegiada que llevan. 
Porfavor, va ser tan aburrido!  Estos vivien en un mundo de cristal. Y se rehusan a salir de su burbuja de víctimas.
Considering you're leaving multiple comments what does that say about you
Big difference is he and the missus has been proven to be liars
 @Kathy Cooper  big difference is that your country has been discriminatory  from the avocados 🥑 both women consume, to comparing her child to a monkey, plus your own police 
officer sharing details about the death threats and assassination "Compton Megh" has gotten. Good day mamm.
They make their own money? 🤣😂😂
Ahahahaha 😂😅
 @Anne Michelle  yes they do……payed by Netflix and Spotify. They had money from before also with inheritance ( just like the rest of the royal family) and Meghan had her own jobs. So 
yes, laugh all you want….



 @Aqua Juwel  they're making money cos of royal titles and lying. So yes it's hilarious and I'll keep laughing at them and fools who believe all their garbage.
 @Anne Michelle  I bet you are the type of person who believes that trump will save the world. Continue hating if it makes you feel better…….
 @Aqua Juwel  🤣🤣🤣 here come the personal insults, so brave so stunning 🤣🤣🤣
 @Anne Michelle  well, now you know a little what Meghan have to experience every day, only many billions times worse…and I wasn’t even racist, I think you can cope…and you called me 
a fool. And I believe they are telling the truth…..
 @Aqua Juwel  meghan go grab a cuppa and a lie down. Personal insults from strangers online don't affect me. You keep trying but it's not happening. Again 🤣🤣🤣
Racists don't dole out multi-million dollar weddings and make sure they have all the trimmings and media coverage their white counterparts had, give out titles and houses, don't invite 
people to events that broke all previous protocols that their white in-laws had to follow, they don't subsidize them for a year despite the awful things they have said and done, they don't 
invite them back into the fold, in a very privileged position for a very public funeral, despite them not deserving said "station" because they left working life, the country and the family.  
Most racists that people know would never do all that.  This has absolutely nothing to do with race.  This is immaturity, narcissism and spoiled brat behaviour at the highest level.  A temper 
tantrum that just doesn't quit.  Clearly, both were overindulged as children.
I love the part where Harry pimps his dead mother’s memory for his Netflix show. Bravo.
i hope queen Catherine wakes up today and chooses violence.
I love the scene where Markle describes how the Queen's refusal to abdicate and place the Crown on her head so she becomes Queen is proof of racist oppression
Que bajo y ruin es este documental. Dos par de llorones desagradecidos.

This might win best comedy!  Meghan and Harry said they wanted to tell their own story… this is straight from the source.  And yet to prove a point that Meghan was harassed, Netflix 
needed to resort to footage of Diana and Catherine getting hunted by paparazzi as well as throwing in footage of - crowd when Michael Cohen went to jail and a crowd from a Harry Potter 
premiere.  Lies and manipulation to sell a story… because the real one doesn’t line up with the victims they wish to be.  Lolololol!! Got ya, Harry and Megs!  Good try.
Vomit 😭
A story about a gold digger and a narcissistic 40 years old baby.
Harry I can’t believe you are officially connecting yourself with “Bouzy”.. Your tittle Earl of Dumbarton fits appropriately, there’s no going back from this.. and tell your wife the moon bump 
still looks fake smh
Control Alt Delete those titles baby. No more Balmoral Christmas.
Meghan is an actress (not a very good one but...) so this is was she loves to do. And the narcissist in her wants publicity, good or bad. The good makes her feel like a film star, the bad plays 
into her victim mode. As has been pointed out in another comment, the pap shot has actually been proven to be from 2011 on shutterstock. The other shots are very contrived and totally 
expected from someone who posted similar on her tig Instagram account. One day H will wake up but it won't be until she leaves him for another when Haz is too damaged to be appealing 
to her. The grip of a narcissist is strong. He's in too deep now. There's no going back from this.
I love the part where they don’t mention anything that they have done rather blaming the entire royal family
Duke n duchess pinochio 🤡🤡
It’s THE BEHAVIOR not the color of anyones skin that is the issue. Look closely at the comments. 

Too bad they were PROVEN to be  liens so many times leading up to this point. Plotting  and planting stories is the Sussexs’ currency.
I love how they're releasing the first half of this documentary on the 3 month anniversary of the Queen's death and the second half on the day Princess Catherine with host a Christmas 
carol concert. So compassionate how they target Harry's grieving father and just shows how they don't need to ride the coattails of the Royal Family to be relevant. It brings tears to both 
eyes!!
I loved the part where we got to see family members leak and plant stories, forget they'd leaked and planted the stories, tell a court of law the leaking and planting absolutely never 
happened, before 'remembering' they had leaked and planted the stories.



Markle was described by one of the women who worked for her, who she bullied into a mental health breakdown, as a 'sociopathic narcissist'. I think that is a perfect description of her. 
But she is also a pathological liar, to a degree that is deranged. All of this will be reflected in this narrative which will be a timeless insight into the psychology of malevolent narcissist and 
liars
🤨
I love the part where they used a video called "Michael Cohen, President Trump's Former Lawyer Leaves For Prison Term" (Getty Images) to illustrate how they were hounded by paparazzi. 
Impeccable work ethics, dedication and honesty!!!! Such victims!!!! Compassion in action!!!!
Sickening......More whining about their treatment by the royal family and the Firm. You have every right to leave that lifestyle and move to California for your "privacy". You had that 
chance. Now we don't believe anything you say because you seem to be intent on making money by being a victim. Not going to watch any of your docu............Not going to read your book 
of lies...............you both seem to be spoiled and money hungry. Go get a life.
Uh. The queen didn’t abdicate bc way back when she was crowned in the 50s she promised to rule over England till the day she dies. So it wasn’t racism. Also if she did abdicate it would go 
to Charles then to William then to George then to Charlotte then to Louis and THEN to Harry. There was no way they were ever going to rule the country, not bc of racism but bc of the 
heirs and (ik many people are rlly racist towards Meghan and it’s horrible but I’m just implying that this isn’t one of those times)
 @Megan A  missed the joke
 @ijimenez19  I whiplashed it was missed so badly... 🤣
 @MD Dillingham  🤣
 @Megan A  It's obviously a joke. But i'm happy that Harry will never become King.
Omg I’m dyingggg 😂
Compassion in action. Organic bravery
Because they are always kind & compassionate.
They are just so saintly
That’s wild!!!!
Anything they can cowardly do to take any thunder from the Prince and Princess of Wales. Smh
Bombshell of a documentary it is going to be
I love the part where Rachel and her husband are readig the  trailers"s comment section
I'm living for these comments !! We should take screenshots before Netflix deletes them. These comments are pure gold!!!
I like it when MM is  saying in the end: there were 3 of us in our marriage, Meeee, Harry and Netflix
Christopher Bouzy? Wow! Wow! How low can this couple go. That man is a con artist. And a weapon used by the team Markle online. This is a tired story and they won’t let it go. The 
palace better fight back on this.
I'm interested by how many of these comments look like they were written by the same person. Doesn't take a masters in psychology to work that one out...
cant wait for this couple to fade into obscurity
How low you can go?
Meghan and Harry: YESSSSS
I have a couple of questions...
Who are the "they" that this couple keep referring to?
"They are never gonna protect you" from what? The media? Who protects the people who are supposedly expected to protect you?
You know the truth? About what? Murder? Sexual/domestic abuse/ corruption/ adultery?
If you are a high level member of the royal family, the media will hound whether you like it or not. What's with the whining?



Two spoiled, petulant brats who spew victim vomit every opportunity they can. Why anyone believes they are victims of relentless racism confounds me. They are not victims, they are 
attention magnets, and they want people to cry for their imagined, fake oppression.
I think this fictional doco will lead to their demise.
Absolutely no class. I’d have to put it down there with the likes of the jerry springer show.

🤣😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😅😂😅😂😂😂 British people Hate her. Well Harry chose a beautiful black woman over the white ones and now every white British hate her 😂
What's the over-under on how long before Netflix files bankruptcy? If they keep churning out content like this, I can't imagine they'll survive 2023. It is fitting though that the streaming 
service most out of touch with reality would do a special on the airhead activist most out of touch with reality.
Again, for those that can't see the ratio. As per the other trailer, I'll update when I can.

4.8K Likes
15K Dislikes

If you search for "YouTube dislike extension" you should be able to add it to chrome.
And to another point, her hatred of Catherine is obscene.  Princess Catherine is a good soul, works hard, is raising the next King of England and you allow that trollop to disrespect and lie 
about her. That’s bullying at its height. You should be ashamed.
I love the part where he said Phillip used to crawl across the ceiling like a giant spider whilst the queen did blood magic in the pantry. Stunning and brave ❤
I love the part where they used Princess Catherine and Diana being followed by the paparazzi because Meghan was never followed like that 😂😂
Hopefully all the Netflix subscribers will boycott this show. Or even cancel their subscriptions.  These 2 are pathetic whingers.
LOL, this is turning into a mockumentary. RF, carry on, nothing to see here. Just strip them of their titles already 😂😅😂😅😂
I love the part where Harry was throwing tantrum when his father cut off his allowance at age 37 while Harry still has millions in his bank account.
More like bomb or snoozefest
Yet you have one and still believe your own nonsense
Oh, hello Steph Jones! Am I you? I think you'll find that many minds have come to the same conclusions about this pair. Not one voice, but many united.
Not written by the same person, just thousands of people who are disgusted with these lying grifters & have a sense of humour so are tickled pink to continue with "I love the part where". 
Incidentally I love the part where morons think H&M are really beloved & we're just bots 🙄
He wanted to marry both Chelsey and Cressida but they both turned him down
We judge her not by the ever changing colour of her skin but by the content of her character, just as MLK wished.
I was wondering how they were going to fill SIX episodes 🤣🤣😂Now I know!!
I have to say, one of the funniest comments ever😂
I’m dying 😂
🔥🔥🔥
Loving the shot of Meglamort in the green dress with the moonbump on full stretch! How many weeks was she pregnant then - looks to be around 3-4 weeks I would say!
Meghan seems to be the only person who cares about her own race, she used to call herself Caucasian on her driving license but then switched it???
Can y’all please keep the same energy for King Charles he is worse than Harry and Meghan tbh
The best bit is when Harry says there’s a hierarchy in the family…..no sh1t, I mean like that NEVER happens in any other family and none of the 8 billion people in the world ever fell out 
with a relative.



I love the part where they use footage of other members of the royal family being pursued by paps, because there are none of meghan being chased as she so wanted. Left eye one tear go.
The 3 nemesis of "The Firms 3 Women in this trailer...Kate, Sophie, Camilla"...WTF this is BS. Shame on you Harry!  Everyone accepted Meghan.
Looks like the comment section was taken over by Bots 😂
I really would like the Spare to shut his cake hole.  Poor you and Hagland, most people are worried about their heating bills, go blubber in your Hermes blanket.
Love how they gave airtime to the Sussex Survivors!
This is Meghan breaking the silence again? From that quite anomymous life she wanted to live?
It’s interesting how sooo many comments start with “I love the part”. Trolls and derangers are definitely a united team 😂😂😂.
Funny how Catherine is a stable, loved normal woman?
These comments are absolutely awesome!  And I cannot believe how ridiculous and pathetic this trailer is..I am truly speechless. Can someone explain to these 2 crazy people that they are 
IRRELEVANT?!?
All this negativity, all this ‘danger’ all this hounding and they STILL can’t go quietly, still can’t shut up, still refuse to read the room. Still refuse to make up with Meghan’s family, still try to 
sabotage William and Catherine’s jobs, still try to damage the family, still try and get one over on everyone, still lie and lie and lie. 
It might be shit being this famous but you messed it up BIG TIME. YOU BOTH messed up and we have all the receipts.
The easiest way to protect his family would have been to not take an active role.  He actually stepped up his engagements after marrying her.  Kinda like he wanted her to be in the spot 
light.
That part where a court of law showed that Harry was actually leaking information to his cheerleader author after previously claiming zero collaboration!  His email about how it was 
important to be able to say they didn’t have anything to do with it was so heroic, so brave xo
I love the part where they keep their pie hole shut.   Oh, wait…
We see you Netflix we know this happily ends with Ginger Lemon and Morticia at Kim’s house in Calabasas signing a multimillion dollar Balenciaga deal.
Sadly, Brits can tell you what is real and what is fake. Pictures, videos, stories: all fake. The couple themselves: fake.  They are both incredibly lacking in morals, truth, reality. All to hurt 
other people. We are so done with them and their creep show. I block everything associated to them.
the brits love their royal family so bad, they dont care what they do. i feel bad for meghan. the hate i just another level.
  @Nobody So dont ask  oh look sugars who believe two proven liars...now who's delusional
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
I actually feel sorry for Harry. The whole world knows Charles is not his father, who’s also cheating on his mother. A real charmer. 

His mother dies when he’s a little boy, leaving him with this cold father figure and his brother, who’s almost a male photocopy of their mother, while he himself is a photocopy of his real 
father.

Then he falls for this manipulative gold digger who manages to alienate him from his entire family, leaving him with only her - and whatever crumbs she feeds him.

He may have been born with a silver (or gold) spoon in his mouth but I wouldn’t swap with him. Poor guy. When she’s done with him, he’ll have nothing left. Not even his family.
 @vondahe  he has Charles' eyes
 @Lommy  So do my mother, I and millions of ordinary Caucasians. He looks exactly like Diana’s lover (army man, forgot his name).
These two are the most pathetic duo of the century!   Nutflix - how about following up on the truths of megnuts father - William- Kate- Charles- Samantha and better yet the staff that was 
bullied!!! Now I’ll watch that.  This is garbage all in the name of money.  Harry get a real job- me gain quit ur lying!!!!!!
Love the part when Harry explains "what is truth" to Pontius Pilate when Jesus Himself remained silent. Harry knows the "full" truth. What a goddammed insane assertion!



JUDAS HARRRRY
Disgusting that Diana has been used yet again. The Sussex have never been chased by paparazzi in the way that Diana was - not even remotely close.
Netflix I am disgusted with you supporting this pair who have their own 'truth' which does not seem to be the same as everyone else's. I have cancelled my subscription and will never 
come back to you whilst you produce rubbish like this.
MEGALIAR PEOPLE WILL NEVER LIKE YOU BECAUSE OF YOUR BEHAVIOR AND PERSONALITY
I love the part where even though I'm American, I know the definition of monarchy and a kid in the monarchy doesn't understand the concept of hierarchy.
I love the part where he talks about feeding frenzy about women who marry into this family and completely leave out Kate who continues to do her job without any complaining or bashing 
of other people.
Love the part when they raise from the ashes as two palm trees... connected on the bottom. What a time to be alive!
I truly appreciated the part where Meghan’s $1,600 Hermès blanket is drenched in the deluge of tears that poured forth from her left eye. Chills.
Netflix should also do a sequel to this. This is brilliant. The sequel should be about the people that Meghan had abandoned in order to climb up the social hierarchy. Her father, her half-
sister, basically all her family members except for her mother, and also her close friends, and later how she encouraged her husband to do the same. Not only the people they abandoned, 
also the people who become their friends in the process - Serena William, Oprah, George Clooney, Priyanka Chopra and all the a-list celebrities they invited to their wedding. Those people 
are such a great friends to both Meghan & Harry, I mean they become such besties even when they barely meet & know the royal couple. Such an inspiration to all young people out there 
especially women. You have to cut off your old relationships in order to be higher in the social ladder. Thank you Meghan & Harry for being the positive inspiration on people like me. I 
hope I can marry a royal like Meghan & become a real-life princess too :)
What a soap opera.
Only good thing to come out of this would probably be the absolutely disgusting british tabloids like Daily Mail having aneurysm! Will definitely watch!
Love the part when Meghan farted and Harry was there to catch the wiff in a jar
I love the part where megaliar change a prince into a frog, and together they live a low cheap life

The bitterness in these comments is HILARIOUS!!!! Y'all are mad! Stay mad! I'm glad they are taking their story. Meghan and Harry, take charge of your narrative and say what you need to!
Genuine suggestion to Harry:
Yes, for a few days royal family will be under public scrutiny but what after that? You are burning the bridge between you and your family. Once the things go nasty, you will be stripped off 
your titles and you will no longer be a royal. Then how will you sell yourself? It’s pitiful to see that your kids will grow alone having no relation with their cousins and blood-relatives. Now 
it’s too late to even go back. Sadly your story will end mercilessly.
Look at all the racist trolls with their opinions.  How can anyone tell their story but them.  It’s like a white person telling a black person there is no racism 🙄

Utter swill. Harry used to be well-liked. His wife has made sure that is no longer true. She thinks she should be adored. She isn't and will never be, not just in one country, but in two!
This comment section, I swear 😂
Dont read my name! 👍
lol if I were Prime Video I would have planned to do that version & release it at the same time, haha.  huge missed opportunity!!!!
Plus all the men she used to get what she wanted, golf caddy girl, JE yacht girl, she only went after white men, never coloured ones, oh and by the way they had to be rich,she was a tart at
 a young age three kids 3 marriages, all to get what she wanted 💰💰💰👿👿⛴🇺🇸
I would actually watch that
H&M's story/narrative/truth is full of alternative facts and distortions.

Recollections may vary.



 @KFoxK  according to you. That's your opinion.
 @Hypegreene05  I guess you just haven't been paying attention. 

Everyone who's ever spoken a negative thing about her must all be lying racists. 

The respected investigative journalists are all lying racists too.

Allison P. Davis must have been fired after The Cut interview because she's a lying racist as well. 

All of the staff that have quit working for her and now call themselves "The Sussex Survivor Squad"? You guessed it, they're lying racists too.

Nelson Mandela's grandson must be also.

ETA: Can't forget Ninaki Priddy, her childhood best friend of 30yrs
“Complaining with their mouths full” … an old adage to instantly popped into my mind. Geez, how long can they go On and on? There are real problems in this world, Netflix. Stop fanning 
these embers.
The best part is when they restlessly stand up against racism, because that’s the only explanation  people dislike her, and definitively not because she is narcissistic, delusional, ignorant, a 
bully, and a lier.   

Bravo to Netflix, only gain with no pain.
Best part of the movie is the part where Meghan couldn't read the room at Harry's friends 1st dinner she joined and as an elephant in the porcelain cabinet interrupted everybody 
constantly to remind them that she got the right woke Hollywood politics.... guess his friends are now thinking twice for inviting the party bloopers to dinner; probably avoid her like the 
plague. She would be an awesome replacement for Miss Bucket from 'Keeping Up Appearances'.
No Christopher Boozy, it isn't about race, and you have zero credibility these days pal, you're being sued, your criminal past is being exposed. You're the race baiter.
BOTs have well and truly been deployed. If the the royal family want people to believe these repetitive comments at least make it subtle
Do you want to go to take care of kids
This lot are an absolute joke.
Oh no, I hope they have enough $100 dollar bills for Meghan to cry on. Lol, fugg off. Nobody cares!
I just read that yet another staff member left Archewell. There’s a very clear pattern here.
I love the part where the RF is so toxic and racist that they initial wanted a half in half out arrangement. Babies were said no and pulled out the race card.
God bless this beautiful couple ❤
One tear from left eye victimhood fest with exclusive content from Harry Potter,,,, this should be nominated as the best fictional programme of the year
Guess what my truth is? That your truth isn’t truth at all!

It's disgusting how Harry still speculates on the memory of his mother trying to compare Diana with this arguably talented actress. I am actually glad that Diana does not see all of this.
Like mother like son 👏👍
I love how that engagement appearance was across the pond from the photographers. How very symbolic. The writing was on the wall all along wasn't it.
Omg Harry your mum would   detest  this.  SHAME ON YOU



Wahh, wahh, wahh.  What a crybaby!  Harry has always been known to be a bit "slow", not the sharpest tool in the shed!  A shame that he has let himself be manipulated by this conniving 
witch....
Netflix, did you really wasted money from my sub on them? Such a waste... Time to change to a more serious provider.
Wasn’t this promoted at one time to be about their love story? Instead more hashing over their Oprah complaints? We get it! Move on! Unless you want to sit and hear about all of our 
troubles in our commoner lives. Be grateful for what you’ve got.
Not BOTs try again
Cheap people 😊
Netflix, judging by the comments and the dislikes, was this really worth $100M?
These two are terrible. It’s extremely sad how they are now sell outs and in the end the the King, The Queen, William and Kate will overcome all this and are more respected as they do the 
work, carry on and remain loyal to each other. It may not be perfect behind the scenes, but they will not disclose their problems to protect the stability of their country. That deserves 
respect. These two are a disgrace. Meghan doesn’t represent the American person.
The clowns! It will be game over soon for haznobrains and narc meghan. Keep digging your own graves and hammering the final nails to your coffins 🤣
Just came here to hit the dislike button and laugh at the comments. Inshallhah 🤲
The part i loved the most is when us Brits deserve to be taught a lesson. The pride we feel at being called racist...after their 30 mill plus wedding...payed by us racists.
I love the part where Harry phoned looking money off his dying grandmother, and slandered her family. Particularly love that they did their Oprah interview whilst Harry's grandfather was 
dying.
I love the part where the two hypocritical main protagonists realise they are not universally loved, as they believe. 
I also love the jet lifestyle they currently live, whilst us mere mortals try to cope with a cost of living crisis.

C est leur vérité mais ce n est pas forcément celle des autres !
La reine ne l a pas défendue face aux tabloïds ,Harry n avait qu a le faire lui pourquoi il n a rien fait publiquement ????
La reine n a pas défendue Kate quand elle a été prise en photo les seins nus , ni Charles quand il y a eu cette affaire de téléphone avec Camilla.
Pour qui se prend elle cette arrogante la reine et la famille royale ont bien d autres obligations et choses à faire que de s occuper d eux et des tabloïds,ils ont déjà leur propre vie aussi a 
gérer  !!!
Quand a la couleur de peau de son enfant toutes les familles de couples mixtes font ça ,dans le monde entier ,ils se demandent quel couleur de peau aura l enfant ,c est juste de la curiosité.
Elle doit arrêter de mettre le racisme a toutes les sauces   pour que cela lui serve a elle ,elle a un problème avec ses origines et un Complexe avec celle ci sans quoi elle n en ferait pas tout 
un plat et laisserai intelligemment couler les choses.
Elle aurait été assez intelligente comme Kate William Charles Camilla elle  aurait laissé passé les attaques tabloïds comme le fait la famille royale , c'est le plus intelligent a faire et ça passe.
Mais elle n'a pas cette force mentale de la famille royale tout comme son fragile Harry.
Deux névrosés qui font une fixette sur la famille royale et en plus gagne de l argent grâce à eux les deux escrocs.
Il n y a que les naïfs qui croiront ces deux pleurnichards.
J espère que la famille royale leur collera un procès  au fesses pour divulgation de la vie privé et calomnie,car la famille royale a droit elle aussi a une vie privée.
Netflix n aime que les émissions racoleuse et bien le directeur de Netflix n est pas quelqu un d intelligent,et sinon : 
Elle n a pas parlé des gens qu elle a brisé et harcelés ,le personnel de la reine,tiens bizarre , dans son emission ??? Quand c est elle qui détruit les autres ce n est rien c est ça ????? C est 
bizarre quand même vous ne trouvez pas ???
Et ses connaissances avec le prince Andrew , bizarre, et ses parties sur des yatchs de milliardaires qui finissent au lit ????
Ils ont vendu leur âme au diable par VEANGEANCE et JALOUSIE .Deux démons.



I love the part where H&M show so much concern for the women who marry into the RF but make Catherine the villain in the first trailer. Guess they forgot she's been dealing with 
negativity longer than M, 10 times over. So sweet!
Piers Morgan’s gonna love this
I love the part where they used stock footage of the paparazzi, because neither of them were ever actually hounded or harassed by the press.
So the big problem is she wanted all the spotlight 😂
What a load of garbage 🤮🤮🤮
silly me..i thought they want privacy..
Who exactly are they targeting here? The press? The royal family? Are they seriously suggesting that an institution that welcomed a mixed race woman with open arms, fast-tracked her 
into the family, paid for a huge wedding are a racist institution? Harry's father walked her down the aisle on her wedding day, is he racist too? And if so, why on are are they keeping their 
royal titles? None of what they say makes sense.

Remember when Harry spent the last year of the Queen's life trying to bully her into giving him money, like his wife bullied the staff at Buckingham Palace into mental health breakdowns
Yes it's like the part where they stole a dead husband's intimate nickname for his wife, planted a story saying said woman had approved it (when that was a lie, and they'd only asked for 
permission for Elizabeth - not Lilibet), and the woman only lived for just over a year after that.
What a f…… couple of whiners.  I wish my life was as bad
I love the the fact that she is constantly wearing Dianas tiaras and jewels. So thoughtful! Massive tears are rolling down from my left eye!
I love the part where they show the tarnished revolving door with multitudes of former Sussex and Archewell employees dragging their bone-tired, traumatized bodies out of the darkness, 
blinking into the light of deliverance, while they collect their tattered membership cards to the Sussex Survivors Club. I felt such overwhelming relief for them that a firehose of tears 
gushed forth from my left eye. A masterpiece!
Netflix and Garbus should be ashamed of themselves and be held accountable.  Netflix clearly is wanting to go out of business.  Most people I know have or are cancelling their 
subscription.  We are.
I've read some mad comments on here but this might be the winner. Please tell me when you've ever seen anything remotely negative published about Catherine?
 @browsefly  you do realized she has been in the public eyes for 20 years? Catherine and her family were called many things back then. Private intimate photos of her leaked. The press has 
eased off now because they know that Kate won't take the bait. And also because Kate has earned the people's respect. We know that she's loyal, she's doing her job and minding her 
business
 @Amelia Shania  Well said!
 @browsefly  There was tons of negative stuff about catherine in beginning not as bad as Meghan obviously. They called her waity katy as if she had no life waiting to be proposed to. They 
even had it as a poster in the metro and red London buses. That must have been horrible for her. Another time they took topless photos of her when she was privately sunbathing not in 
public place. William sued over that

 @Amelia Shania  so private intimate photos is equal to someone continue to being harrased , and make racist remarks because of her background.  I can't believe we still have stupid 
people like this . U cannot compare what Catherine is going through and what harry and meghan is going through.  Especially one is the wife to heir to the throne and one is not .
 @Oreofe Idowu  look Megan is not once been called for racial remarks....she is just blalantly lying....... everyone knows that
 @Oreofe Idowu  Megan and hqrry are just going on endless vacations .....wtf are u talking about??
 @Kimberly Cavanaugh  how do u know she is the villain. Did they ever maker one. They just showed a picture of her and people assume things . Also u don't know this family better than 
they know themselves.  So pls shut the hell up. Now this So called royals families are not Saint . So stop making them be .  Now I understand why understand why Harry talked about 
planted stories. When u have people like u who make assumptions to fit your agenda.
 @AZMAIN Faiak  what a stupid statement.  Do yourself some research before making yourself look an idiot  . Another person invalidating someone feelins to fit their agenda.



 @Oreofe Idowu  Did you watch the Oprah interview? That's one indicator. Second is the unflattering pic in the first trailer and going from somber music to something from a Halloween 
movie. You think it was an accident? They want you to "assume things", as you say. Agree to disagree. Also never called them saints but Im one that doesnt need to put people down to 
bring myself up. If this doc was about their relationship and current life, I'd be interested but sounds like its just more of them talking about the RF and that's how they get attention. And 
finally, dont say "people like me" you dont know me based on one comment on a YouTube page, please.
 @Oreofe Idowu  If there is a racist royal, it's Harry.  Photos are available if you need proof.

 @browsefly she’s talking about when Catherine was engaged to William. And after they got married. The tabloids went after her aswell. People forget that. Catherine handled it with grace.
 @browsefly  never because that's not what real royalty is about
 @Oreofe Idowu  I didn't realize Meghan is the ONLY black public figure to ever exist. Barak Obama and his wife Michelle ran an entire country for 8 years although a large percentage of 
individuals believed racist reports that he wasn't even born in the country. 
 Michelle's appearance was REGULARLY ridiculed. They NEVER complained.  Meghan jumped in too quickly and was unprepared for possible racial backlash. Because she had never actually 
been treated like a person of color. (Her words). I'm sure she suffered, but it might have been avoided by taking years to get used to being the ONLY person of color in the RF. Of course she 
felt this was unnecessary... because she had NEVER lived the life of an actual black person and clearly couldn't handle the unique pressure of being treated like one. That's on her and 
Harry. 
And let's not forget the number of black people who AREN'T as privileged as Meghan who lost their lives in a senseless shooting at the hands of a racist lunatic in Buffalo. Not one of those 
people had the courtesy of receiving a threat beforehand and NONE of them could afford the millions in security that Meghan, who BARELY resembles a black woman can afford. Let's just 
stop. This woman is living her best life. She doesn't need defending or sympathy for anything.
 @browsefly waity Kate? Wyesteria sisters? Leaking private photos? Paparazzis molesting Kate? Show me one British article mocking Meghan pre-marriage. Now we make fun of her, but 
not because of her colour, but because of her fake character and fake tan colour (btw Megsy, a tip for you: please take it to your neck and hairline too)
Catherine is adored. She is from a modest background but has put her heart and soul into the Monarchy. The Queen was very impressed by her.

 @Kimberly Cavanaugh  you say " I shouldn't say ",people like me" . Because I Don't know u . But isn't that what u are doing to harry and meghan . Assuming things about them . Hypocrite.
 @browsefly  i suggest you dig into the archives and read what was being written about Kate while sahe and William were dating.
 @Oreofe Idowu  One comment on YT vs Oprah interview, The Cut article, NYT, and various magazine interviews, now this doc and Harry's upcoming memoir. They show us what they want 
us to see and I base my opinion off that. Calling me a hypocrite doesnt support your argument at all. But have a great day!
 @Oreofe Idowu  You think the press leaves Kate alone because she's the wife of the heir?  When they don't even leave Charles alone?  The press loves to go after the royals, Kate included.  
 During her courtship with William Kate was hounded daily, paparazzi shouting vile things at her, trying to get a reaction shot, trying to photograph under her dress. She didn't have the 
protection of the palace until she married William.  Actually, Meghan was the first royal girlfriend to be given royal protection officers.  And Meghsn was never actually  hounded by 
paparazzi because since Willuam and Kate's marriage the UK has passed a law making that harassment illegal.  So has the US.  Meghan is being papped in her dreams.  Oh, and there's also 
a company called Backgrid through which one may hire a pap to pap one.  And that's exactly what Meghan has done.
 @browsefly  Plenty, especially during the time she and William were dating.  Not the right background.  Too middle class to be a royal.  The great-grandsighter of coal miners.  Mother  
worked as a fight attendant ("doors to manual" was a frequent taunt). Ambitious.  Social climber.  Chased William.  Pathetically waiting around for him to propose ("waity Katy").  Lazy.  
Boring.  And, my favorite,  " Will have to step her game to compete with her whip-smart glamorous new sister-in-law".
Everything changed... Really? He didn't know her for long enough to see that she was always going to be an issue. Love how she used his deepest pain and fear to manipulate him into 
following her plan.
My heart was in my mouth when Meghan lost the handbag in which she keeps Harry's family jewels, and it took an entire fleet of paid police escorts to find it!  And Harry kept shrieking in a 
soprano voice.  Where else can you find such drama but Netflix!



I love the part where people are in denial and hurt over the truth being exposed!😂How anyone can call the grandson of the Queen a liar is beyond me he lived and breathed the 
monarchy.
bro add some heat we don't care bout no royal family
what’s the dislike count so far?
I love how they complain about online critics and pick paid-scammer to convince everyone about that.
Chris boozy the man who's being sued by 4 people, for lying. They are all the same.
People keep harassing this couple as and Meghan Markle as if she’s Vladimir Putin. It’s obvious many people don’t have enough real problems in the world, so they have extra time for 
hating on people for scant reasons. It’s so sexist and racist to keep going after a woman who has broken no laws and harmed no one of interest. The royalists have their family, so let them 
be. It’s disgusting the online bullying, mean girl behavior… sick and twisted. Go attack an actual criminal or politician!
up until now i never actually believed that gingers have no soul!
👎👎👎👎👎👎👎
Will either of them say even one nice thing about anything or anybody? Something good? A happy thought perhaps?
Traitors
Wah wah wah 😩   So brave, much strong, very humanitarian, such shining a light 🤮
May almighty God continue to protect Meghan and Harry 💙❤💚💜
these two are gonna bitch about the family on netflix, such a great son and daughter-in-law to have.
Btw Netflix it's already at 13K dislikes and 4.2K likes.  I'm just here to read the amazing comment section, it's gold so i guess thank for providing that but wont be watching the reality tv 
show as I really can't stand Meghan's voice and the on going lies and bad acting.  I was actually happy for them to move on and leave the RF as I believe it would be difficult but the 
narcissism of this women is on a level i've never seen before and I know some  narcissists in real life. (well actually there is Amber Heard and they interviewed Christopher Bouzy which is 
the same guys who tried to get so many Johnny Depp supports thrown off twitter for supporting him, so if MM and AH are using the same people tells you a lot)   Harry will live the day to 
regret the way he has handle all of this and take note Harry, if this is the way she is treating your family when in your own and her own words were very welcoming just imagine what she 
will do to you and what records she's collecting on you if you were to ever divorce.
Why you guys are mad at Harry ? I mean he want to protect Meghan the way he wanted his mother to be protected. It's nothing to do with privacy. It has to do with control and we all 
knew how it went down with Princess Diana.
Bravo  ❤.
Urgh, these two. Just go away. Please.

So little class.
Pair of victims, boo hoo we wanted to be king and queen and the royals wouldn't let us, join the real world u pair of  sad sacks, stop moaning bout stuff that didn't happen, no one gives a 
s***
Not sure many are calling him a lair, to be honest.
 @Jane Nunn  Thank you for the correction, but it wasn’t hard to understand! Have a good day.
15,000
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @Kathy Cooper  Kathy, focus on more important things and actually bad people. Not imperfect people who spoiled your Princess fantasy.
More like the 👿 is whom they worship
Protecting her is admirable, allowing her to slam his family constantly is not ok.



Okay yeah maybe Meghan shouldn't do that with family but honestly if they want peace with them. Harry has to be consistent and fix things with Prince Charles. And  deep down it won't 
be easy for Harry. Harry had to let this pain go , (cope of lost his mother )
  @Dagger⸸  William lost his mother also and doesn't behave like the H....so let's keep making excuses for a 36+ YO manchild
They asked for privacy and then hired Netflix from the very first day
what a crap
Oneday the only victimhood story she have will left to sell is how she divorced (and rescued her children from) her abusive racist husband prince Harry, She will sell it and we will have no 
pity for him.
I love how the first trailer already has 10 times more dislikes than likes and Netflix still thinks it's a good idea to release a second one. Well Netflix, you asked for it, let's see how many times 
the dislikes will outrun the likes on this one...
Strange how many comments start with the same words, makes one wonder how many are just on person using multiple names- or worse
the pure racism in these comments is terrifying.
Love that Netflix was there to film all their most private moments.
They are their own worst enemies these two.
I love the part where the only charity money they give is from someone else like Proctor and Gamble or another charity they leech off of. I love how they’re paid at least 10x more than the 
charity for handing them the check.
As sad as I feel about Queen Elizabeth’s death … thank God she isn’t here to witness  her beloved grandson and his vile wife’s continuing attempts to destroy her family !
Gee, why the footage of Catherine & Diana?  No footage of Meghan being hounded?  No input from 2 other women who married into the British Royal Family - Catherine & Sophie?  Such a 
distorted & manipulated view of reality here.
I love the part where Amber Heard graciously passed the mantle of public acclaim to Meghan and Harry.
No one cares 🤣 we're all so sad for you Harry. Being filthy rich and privileged must be so hard. Lmao their kids are white white. They have pale skin and red hair. Tell us you are jealous of 
your brother in the most dramatic way possible 🤣 She's supposed to be a actress but this isn't very convincing. Do better. She literally got mad at what tiara she was allowed to wear. 
These people are insane and gross
This is hilarious!  Quick, hand back your titles, Harry!
I love the part where Netflix with pressure from the Harkles have blocked the dislike button.
So much for empowerment for Ladies opps that's only for Nutmeg when she lectures us all on woman empowerment.
But where is the the 50 shades of black of Nutmeg,
Brings a tear to my left eye.

I love the scene at 0.26 seconds, where Meghan shows how well she can photoshop to make herself look younger. She's so good all her freckles have disappeared, all her facial lines too, 
and wow, even her hairline has changed. She's really good at this, I'm inspired! But that wonky eye is still there, I'm shedding tears from my left eye Meghan, I'm disappointed.
Lol the comments here are just 🤣 😂 💀
Netflix you should be ashamed of yourself !!!
Your as low & slimmy as these two are. 
Attacking innocent people/family that have done nothing, absolutely nothing to you by using these two complete bs delusional lies is criminal. You aided these two in criminal acts and are 
as much to blame for the despicable disgusting behavior that comes from them with your slimy encouragement !!
All these mean comments.. so disappointing. Glad they're good, look forward to see the documentary. Also... Be kind people
I watch the Royal Family because I have 0 clout in this game. I guess it's like a British person watching American elections. And just like American politics, this entire family is a hot mess. 
Grab the popcorn.



Or just joining in the joke. Because these two are a laughing stock the world over.
 @Jane Nunn  I guess you speak for the whole world...
  @mkphilly  the same could be said about you
When people claim something is racially biased and race has nothing to actually do with what's being discussed, it takes away from the reality of real prevalent racism that exists 
everywhere. 

I’m sure there are plenty of people who don’t like Meghan Markle due to racism but it's a disservice to automatically assume that. 

People of all shades can be all shades of AH. Narcissists and liars exist in every race. 

Maybe people are just tired of being lied to and manipulated?

6m ago, I would have called everyone who didn't agree with her a "racist" too.

But the Uvalde stunt and The Cut interview totally turned me away. The more she said, the more I realized how much she's lied and manipulated. Constant contradictions, half truths, 
twists, and distortions. 

Harry is no better.
The pure stupidity of the Harkle cult followers are the worst..like wishing the entire Wales family there demise among other things
They are vile
🤣
I wasn't aware Amber Heard accused anyone of racism. I thought she made up lies about being beaten and raped.
You must all be bots to have such low 1Qs.
😂
 @Annie  -Nah, just different sides of the same coin.
 @Annie  🤣 Here, have a special trophy for not understanding what was said and then commenting to who you are believe are bots.... 🏆 Congratulations.
 @Gee Stone  How do you know you aren't giving a bit a trophy. Thanks for your kindness 😊
  @Annie   Im feeding the displayed delusion.  Enjoy the trophy
 @Gee Stone  Me too. It's all over these comments. I deserve 3 real gold medals, just having to read the delusional fantasies subjects have for their kings and Queens.
  @Annie  not everyone replying is Bri sh
This right here. 💯%%
Tell meghan to be kind. Her dad had a stroke, reportedly due to her humiliating him publically. Why doesn't she call him? She's a awful person. She used the deaths of children to promote 
herself in Uvalde. 

Meghan is a nasty human being. She deserves public humiliation
all the comments got the same format. makes me feel like theyre just bots or trolls spamming the comment section..
I love the part where M disowned her father for speaking to the media and then she makes a "documentary " about Hs family. Hypocrite. And she wonders why people don't like her? It's 
because most people are shocked that she could continue to monetize family problems. She's disgusting.  And he   ? There are mo words.



Meghan and Harry are the epitome of cruel.  You should be ashamed Netflix.  2nd episode release when Catherine is having her charity Carol concert.  She's helping people less fortunate 
than herself.  This pair are spiteful, self-absorbed twats...
I love the part where they forget that the only proven racist in the Royal Family is Harry.
Lol!
GO AWAY!!! YOU'RE NOT DIANA. WE WON'T BOTHER YOU
Here we go again, Megan playing the race card and Harry playing the scared card on the back of his mother. It's enough to make you puke! 🤑🤑🤑
I especially love the part we're they say they never felt safe in the UK, but wasn't it them that when returning to the UK on visits they wanted protection from the very people that 
protected them before when they felt unsafe, absolutely ridiculous.
Let's wait for all the lies and revelations again that will AGAIN be dispelled. Do us all a favour and stay in the US and give up your titles if you hate being part of the firm!
Meghan will never be princess of Wales. I don't care how many times she films herself sobbing into hermes scarves 😂😂😂😂
Also I forgot to say how I love they invited C.Bouzy to talk. They're screenshoots of him mocking William and Catherine (hey Harry you know, your brother and your sister in law), how nice 
of him to come talking about harassment.
What a load of rubbish
My favorite part is how Netflix used all these footage & images of the paps & crowds cheering, but they are time dated prior 2016 or actually from other event that hold no relevance to 
H&M. Compelling stuff!
Harry and Meghan give each other an importance they don't have. Thanks to Meghan we are seeing Harry's true character. This drama is really very touching. Apparently the victimhood 
towards the royal family sells more than themselves. Both are failures. This documentary is a complete defeat.
I love the part where Netflix has a pseudo-scientist on as if he is a scientist.
Amazing H and M unlike the other free loaders who smile and wave while consuming the taxes of the dumb royalists. Lazy free loaders
Unhappy, bitter people.
This is bananas.... Netflix shame on youuu!!
Didn’t they already do a long add interview about all this shit? Why are they doing a documentary about the same thing ?
I love the part where they moan non stop for years about there privacy but they keep going on talk shows and doing Netflix documentaries into there private life…
Nope not watching these two liars..Strip their titles…now…
So emotional when Markle bullies several women who worked for her into having mental health breakdowns and then claims to be a victim
Or it's just sarcasm, love :)
 @MPete  i get that its sarcasm, just find it intersting that every single comment looks the same
 @deadringerrr  they are employing humor. Even I left one
 @MPete  fair enough but at least be original??
  @deadringerrr  which ones aren't original? Since you seem
to be counting
Why didn't they show his N@zi custome
Don't forget that BOZO has 2 lawsuits for defamation, unpaid rent, and failing to add BS on his bankruptcy filing
being that privileged and still complaining about your life!
Exactly
Tbf, it wasn't privacy they were after. It was control



I love this part …. Where Netflix keeps comments but removes dislikes.  Where
Comments become more entertaining than the “entertainment”.  The people have spoken…. MM No one cares!!!! You’re not special.  Hate to break it to you.  Maybe the penny will drop 
when you read these comments - but pretend you haven’t.  

Do something decent focus on your kids! Instead of yourself.  

Here we go …. Tear / left / eye
I love the part when all his old friends tell their truth, the stories of Harry’s drinking and taking drugs at parties days. But they don’t because they have more integrity and are not sell out 
grasses! Sorry Harry all those photos and stories could of got you some great support, i mean ratings!!
I hope there will be a reaction from RF and they will BAN both of them from UK

I love the part where Meghan designs the new Oscars statue she's paying to receive ....it is her !  left eye tear, emerald tiara - so beautiful, so authentic and organic. Left eye tear, 123 ....
The Harkles are narcissists money hungry spoiled brats and liars.  Megan said they were married days before the wedding thtat was a lie.  What happened Harry you married a wannabe 
actress who wanted fame and fortune...
Poor Harry & Meghan! They do so want a peaceful, PRIVATE family life and then Netflix just barges right in and starts filming!! That's so rude and upsetting!
This makes you BOTH look petchulant and childish.  STOP IT. Live your private life and just stop this non sense!
Cry me a river duchess of yachtsex
love the scene where Markle puts on a mask made of skin and pretends to be Diana like the psycho stalker that she is
He wants her to be like his mother in the most disturbing way.
I love the part where Netflix doesn't understand when you're in a hole, stop digging. I love the part where Netflix doesn't realise that decent people will wait for YouTubers and the media 
to give details, thereby lowering the viewing numbers and profits. I feel a - One tear, Left eye, Go! - moment coming on.........
PAY YOUR TAXES AND STOP TAKING MONEY FROM THE MOST VULNERABLE....
so sad prince harry and megan
my favourite scene is when Markle changes Harry's diapers as he calls her Mummy
I love the part where meghan had Caucasian on her driver's licence for years and then swapped races
I love the part where Harry says “no one knows the truth”.  Even though they have both been screaming “the truth” since they left, and getting paid for it.  It must be so hard to be an ex 
royal.  
Buying Netflix just for this.Let the games begin
💋💋💋💋💋💋💋💋💋💋💋
Looks amazing.  All you haters need to just come out and admit you're racists and try to do better.
Hands up those who didn't realize that there's a hierarchy in the RF and that different Royal households brief against eachother to keep the others in their place?
😂😂😂
Lol
🤣
Omg brutal ❤😂
Well yeah she's half
Ammm...she can put whatever she wants on her docs. The same as you. Stop the hate. God and children are watching.



She will be whatever serves her purposes best. Having said that, I find “race” an absurd bit of information to put on a driver’s license. Why not my favourite colour or where I’m the most 
ticklish? 

As Morgan Freeman wisely and dryly said once, if you want to stop race from being an issue, *stop talking about it all the time*.
 @Emmanuel Akyeampong  so for the first half of her life she's white and the second half she's black.  Odd. Very very odd.
 @cc  Won't someone PLEASE think about the children 😁🤭🙄🤪
When people claim something is racially biased and race has nothing to actually do with what's being discussed, it takes away from the reality of real prevalent racism that exists 
everywhere. 

I’m sure there are plenty of people who don’t like Meghan Markle due to racism but it's a disservice to automatically assume that. 

People of all shades can be all shades of AH. Narcissists and liars exist in every race. 

Maybe people are just tired of being lied to and manipulated?

6m ago, I would have said "Looks amazing" and called everyone who didn't agree with me a "hater" too.

But the Uvalde stunt and The Cut interview totally turned me away. The more she said, the more I realized how much she's lied and manipulated. Constant contradictions, half truths, 
twists, and distortions. 

Harry is no better.
The derangers, bots, haters who are Harry and Meghan lap dogs can go hug a moving train. Thank God H and M are writing their own story before the tabloids rewrite it like the try to do 
to Diana

keep the comments open Netflix, we're having a party and a carnival laughing at this pair of lying bullying narcissist charlatans who spit in the face of truth and spat in the face of the Queen
Stop using your deceased mother to suit your narrative. You and your wife should be ashamed of yourselves. This country accepted Meghan with open arms and great joy, you both 
slapped us in the face, plotting a path of despicable regard for this country and your own families in pursuit  of money and self promotion. Give up your titles and stop this constant circus 
of nastiness and you might find yourselves less disliked by the very country that has funded you your entire privileged  life so far!

Wow... this comment section is so disappointing. Any critique about Netflix and the commodification of misery for entertainment is valid, but the constant villainizing of Meghan Markle 
just because you are a fan of the Royals and can't respect somebody's decision to not follow into the crown's (historically restrictive) traditions is simply ignorant and misogynistic. "I love 
how we still blame women for what men choose to do in 2022. No tears running down my cheeks because sadness does not manifest itself the same way in everybody."
These comments are brutal, and some are unnecessarily hurtful. Please remember that they are people too.
Harry Meghan💜
Meghan trying to be on the same level of Diana and Catherine. Those two were hounded viciously by paps bc they are to be future queens. Youre not that in demad Meghan. You’re not 
even married to the Spare Heir. Harry stopped being the spare the moment Prince George was born. You 2 are the most irrelevant in the RF that’s why you’re doing all of this circus just to 
have attention. It’s pathetic.



I love the part, when I read the comments. And then my finger is in pain as too much  likes, almost on each comment and not only one tear coming from my both eyes as I laughing a lot))
Thank you everyone.
Why does he reference it as a hierarchy as if we (and worryingly he) should be flabbergasted by this statement? - isn’t that the whole schtick, as in he may as well have said “the sun is 
sometimes in the sky…and sometimes it isn’t”
Why has archwell been holding 100million pounds in a company to pretend they are fair above board and paying tax🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮

do they really have to do this? bring shame to their biological family, like forget the part that the royal family is in the public eye. Why are you putting your literal family down like this?
Love the part where they are finally going to tell their truth,  once again, despite all the evidence on the contrary
❤❤❤
Another beauty- can't wait for the comments 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
"There is a hierarchy in this institution." No s**t, Sherlock. Harry is so grounded he doesn't even know that every company and institution (such as the Church) has a hierarchy. You know 
your place within that company and if you dare to go above the one above you, you are put in your place. But we don't create a drama out of it. We know it and we learn how to deal with 
that. As simple as that. We certainly don't become paranoid over it...
This is nothing more than two spoiled sickening despicable individuals who think they are fooling the world with thier constant lies only to make money off because they have absolutely no 
talent or an original thought of thier own. They constantly have to steal from others to showcase themselves. Nothing they have produced has come from them directly, they steal other 
people's hard work and talents and use them to glorify thier egos. These two are worst examples of humankind !!
Meghan couldn't be queen as she dreamed and her resentment for this is shining thru her disgusting behavior and actions. She cannot even be a princess as she was not born into the 
bloodline !! To act as if she was is abhorrent !! Harry married the royal family's worst delusional stalker and all are paying for it dearly. She needs to locked up for life !! Her games are over 
!! I pray the monarchy will use the full power of thier wrath upon these two and bring all thier bs to forefront for all to see !!
I wish locking them up in the tower of London existed because they need to be removed permanently from the public !!! Just when you think
Meghan the worst vile snake that slithers thru the slime of the lowest sewers couldn't get at lower ...
They waited until Nana died. I guess that was respectful enough. Charles will probably wish he was dead after this
How many times can someone play a victim?  Yawn.
Netflix is really trying to make me cancel my subscription...
For years Harry blamed the media for his mother's death and then runs to them to tell them everything about his family!
Diana would be deeply deeply deeply ashamed at H's behaviour.
Yeah...lies,lies and more lies.  The Harke Story
AND to add to what I've said up here: WHY TF would a black person like the crown and what it stands for?????? For every traditionalist calling her a devious and manipulative traitor for 
turning her and her husband against an institution that plundered the world for half a millennia... Wtf do you even stand for
Who brought this upon themselves.
I loved the part where she used footage of Catherine being hounded by the paparazzi (see that f**** fabulous hair? That's Catherine getting out of the car) because she couldn't find any 
footage of herself because it didn't happen, hoping we won't notice.  Reminded me of 8th grade when I copied my classmate's essay and just changed up a few synonyms and thought I 
would never get caught... So relatable, a tiny tear rolled from my teacher's left eye.
Christopher Bouzy on here? Well, that just proves he´s a paid lackey.
Camera follows them everywhere when they wants privacy 😂😂😂.
I love the part when Meghan  had on a purple dress and her moon bump dropped down past hear knees. I had a tear from my left eye



Attention seakers who don't work,  don't have real job, don't contribute to society, but they spread lies and live from them. They live from gossip in the media. Worthless figures. Pathetic. 
Disgusting. 👎👎👎
What's the plot of this/ them/ "their truth"? That they are unpopular and don't elaborate on their topics in depth/ seem to communicate information that is not true?  That they do 
nothing but paraphrase a popular ideology?
I love the part where the Woke Left who completely control the MSM are conspicuously absent from this public comment section wipes tears away
Wow, she really did a number on him.
Harry must have great secx that's the only explanation, she must be real good at that
I love the part where they selflessly devote their brand to MOONBUMPs, a must for ever person who sets out to deceive, brought a tear in 3 seconds to my left eye !
I just love how they knew to employ professional photographers to document their private lives in the Royal family before they decided to leave, this must mean that Meghan is psychic as 
well as being all things to all people! Who knew? My left eye is bloodshot with a continual tear of empathy.
Are there bots here? Why are so many comments almost identical in content and structure? Weird.
Harry and Megan 'Our Truth'. 
IT'S ALL ABOUT THE DOLLAR BILLS 💵.
That Christopher Bouzy is being sued by multiple people.  He refused to pay his rent.  The little old lady was awarded $10,000 which he has yet to pay.  He is a troll on social media 
protecting mm and Amber Heard.  He is also in court for 2 defamation cases.  He has lied multiple times!  He is a witness?  😂😂😂 oh boy this so called reality show has lost credibility 
already!  What is wrong with those two brats?  Honestly, therapy isn’t working?  Netflix….you guys are going to lose big time.  
The body guards kid and the daughter of a professional con man.  Try to find any info on Meaghan dad...
I love the part in their exit statement where they wanted to use small grassroots journalists.  O, Netflix, The Cut.
Pure comedic gold.  Keep on uploading these trailers.
The reveal that Megan was really a man and Harry a CGI creation was completely unexpected.  It subverted my expectations.
Almost 15K dislikes on this video alone
NOBODY CARES!!!
It's called a sense of humour.
  @Jane Nunn  apparently something @Jennifer Williams doesn't possess
The fact they admitted this!  Cannot take back that whopper of a mistake on their part.
He’s part of the Sussex squad, he’s character is atrocious. I was shocked when I saw him on the trailer.
I cannot believe that he is on it!  He won’t even open the door to be served for a court case!  He is a coward!  Watch SueMe video on him and Nate the Lawyer.  Outlines all of it!
@ hr7692 please clarify.  Who admitted what?
Does Harry not know that monarchy= hierarchy? Like that's kinda the point.
There is hierarchy in monarchy? What a brand new information!
"No one knows the full truth. We know the full truth" - the delicious irony of how dumb this makes him sound is fantastic.
I love the part where @netflix includes a disclaimer that this is a fictional series…….    Left eye, tear, go!
Just for the record. One of the, crowd of photographers, shots was from Harry Potter.
I don’t usually comment on things like this but wow, completely oblivious to the global economic situation right now? Complaining about their hard life? Come onnnnnnn please!!! It’s 
infuriating! There are so many more important topics than one unsubstantiated instance of racism going off one statement by Meghan which is completely unconfirmed. The rudeness 
towards the hospitality of the South African people with their accommodation was mind blowing. I’m sorry but this is a huge no from me. Sorry. Wrong timing.
I love the part where Meghan queefs and a commoner shouts, "Oi, is that the queen's corpse I be smellin'?"
I like them a lot so I am going to watch this video



I love the part where two responsible loving adults take care of their old ones, in their deathbeds ....A.K.A. Prince Philiphe, QE, and the respect, affection, understanding to their respective 
fathers. KC, and Thomas Markle
They used fake footage of the press to use as harassing papparazzi , these folks are so lame LMAO
I love the part where Harry finally realises he has been used, while he sits in a LA court, fighting for the custody of his children against accusations that he abused his wife.
why isn't youtube showing all the thumbs downs? Come on Yahoo, nothing you can do will make these two popular.
I love the fact that Mr Bouzy renoun for encouraging insults and threats to the Prince and Princess of Wales and their family has now admitted he is in the Harkles employ..
I love how Meghan trowels on her makeup so thickly and inexpertly, it looks so wonderful, I think she'll start a trend. It brings a tear to my left eye, she's so brave and inspiring.
so good i cancelled my subscription
That Thanos-like snap... it's bone chilling! It sure explains how Harry's stones, smile and life behind the eyes completely vanished.
Loved the part where Harry found £5 on the floor. Brought a tear to my left eye.
Ah, yes, the couple who wanted to get away from the toxic media…and so ran into the open arms of Oprah and Netflix.

Says it all really.
So it appears this film is about two people totally consumed in paranoid conspiracy theories.   Even after having escaped for over two years, they are still unable to cope.  Hopefully, the 
final episode will end with them getting the mental help they need.  Fingers crossed.
I love the part MM laughs and throws her head back and says I'm such a fraud
You would
That's season 3.  Season 2 is him living under a bridge.
 @Tab Ford  hahaha
4.7K Likes
15K Dislikes

If you search for "YouTube dislike extension" you should be able to add it to chrome.
 @Shanks RE 🇬🇧  Oh okay, thanks. I don't know how a lot of this computer stuff works. Have a great day!
 @IShallNot BeSilent  You're more than welcome. Current stats: 

6.8K Likes
25K Dislikes
Probably the only honest sentence out of her mouth
>  need DNA test to prove Harry is King Charles' biological son.
>  need DNA tests on Harry's children to see if he is their biological father & his wife is their biological mother.
Make this info public for all to see...........need proof!
Will they ever  grow up.
I love the part where recollections may vary. Prince Harry forgot he founded Heads Together mental health awareness and access, yet poor Meg wasn’t helped. I love how Harry didn’t ask 
His therapist he was seeing because Meg told him to.
The comments here are 🔥
Bet Piers Morgan will tune into every episode despite him supposedly hating them! 🙄



The absolute best part is where Meghan single-handedly blows up every printing press in England except one, for which she writes the articles herself about her own beauty, talent and 
charm.  My left eye is pouring tears at her bravery!
The haters will not stop until she is deleted like Diana. Lord help them. So much hatred towards people you don't even know. Lord have mercy .
I love the part when Megain notices her toes look like fingers and her top lip seems to have turned into a hairy caterpillar. One tear in my left eye.
Love the part where she so humbly and sacrificially stoops to equate her wedding with Nelson Mandela’s release from 27 years of imprisonment for his principled anti-apartheid battle in a 
brutal police state.  She had us dancing in the streets as we did for Mandela’s release she said.  I lived through it, six (yes 6) of my ex’s and my relatives were killed by the apartheid state for 
their activism (one,  Dr Neil Aggett is commemorated next to Steve Biko in the Apartheid Museum).  

All that is piffling when compared to her wedding.  Nelson Mandela's buried remains must somehow “feel" entirely honoured by Megain's mention.
Don’t mind me. I‘m just here to dislike the video and read the comments.
Go on Harry and Meghan tell your truth! And make millions telling it like the tabloids made millions manufacturing lies and publishing leaks from the Palace. It's a dirty game indeed but 
hey Harry and Meghan have the right to tell their truth. Got my 🍿 and snacks ready😊🤗 And then sue their asses over again.
If any fool believes this propaganda they are total moron. 

Still my favorite part was when Harry, no sorry ,he is a white male. When Meghan turned back time by flying around the Earth really fast. 

Saved Lois....err Harry from certain death.
I used to love Prince Harry, I think he was the coolest and approachable Royal Family before when he was dating Chelsy (not sure the name) and being close to Princess Catherine but he 
changed to a different person now like literally there’s a huge differences. Truly, people change.
Harry Meghan Puke-series based on intense jealousy he felt and suppressed feelings in full force against his brother who loved , protected him and covered all his rubbish to project him as 
a great guy all his life. This is him and his nasty thrashy wife unfiltered. Period🔴 the trailer has made me cry tears....From my Left eye
On behalf of the UK, Please just put this pair of @rseholes in the bin where they belong.
My hair stood up powerful

Good for you HARRY AND MEGHAN Speak the Truth... BUCKINGHAM PALACE PHILOSOPHY IS,  STAY STILL WHILE I TORTURE YOU. BE QUIET WHILE  I PEARCE YOU WITH A HOT IRON.
DONT COMPLAIN
DON'T EXPLAIN
DON'T CRY
JUST STAY MUTE..

WELL I HAVE NEWS FOR THEM. MEGHAN MARKEL IS AN AMERICAN, THOSE RULES DON'T SIT WELL WITH AN AMERICAN..
I just love how Harry and Meghan are able to let bygones be bygones without a single word of complaint. They are an inspiration to us all.
I love the part when Harry says "what on earth happened" after he actually realizes who he married
This - it paints a picture of our world and how we treat each other. - I can't believe netflix put this statement in the description. As far as treating each, how have H&M treated their family - 
elderly members of their family. Women marrying in is a pretty broad statement. There are several women who have married in and have coped and been supported - Camilla, Sophie, etc. 
This is the worst bit of trite garbage on the planet.
No hatred sugar, just ridicule, brought on by their own behaviour and sketchy relationship with the truth.
Nothing to do with hate or race, just calling them on their hypocritical lies.  I pray for them too; that they wakeup.



A Bouzy bot
We'd love to, but US media keeps pandering to them cos 1776 or whatever.
You need psych help and double the meds
😂😂
Brilliant 😂😂😂
She is always snapping her fingers for dramatic effect... Same inspirational quotes, same complaints. Please give someone else a multimillion dollar deal. There are plenty of other stories 
out there that deserve this kind of platform.
I like how every shot of being chased by paparazzi were of other women because it never happened to Meghan.
These two just need to get a life, seriously Harry has become a completely different person since he married to her
Can’t wait to watch this i trust Harry he is a real one.
When ALL else fails, whip out the ole race card!  Professional victimhood never paid so good.
I love the part where the royal family gave them an extravagant million-dollar wedding for nothing but just to "destroy" them, while Meghan only had one family member attend.....
Мне нравиться та часть в которой можно почитать комментарии 😂 под видео!
I love the fact that only privileged multi millionaires can tell the truth, have such hard, miserable lives, destroy  their families without consequence, have 32 million pound weddings paid 
for by the taxpayer, get paid for 72 outings...my heart bleeds for them that they suffer so much ,after all times are so dire at the moment, poor things...and to have to resort to an alleged 
criminal to vouch for you..wow things are bad!
Nevermind my left eye..both eyes are watering.
What a load of made up s h I te plain and simple!
I love more than anything how humble and honest they are and that they focus solely on charitable endeavors 100% of the time. It is amazing to see how they stage scenes from the past 
to suit the story they need today - just how do they accomplish this? So clever. I also love the part where they detail the palace leaks to the media, bc everyone knows there is so much 
more that could have been leaked and It hasn't been ... yet.
I love the fact that Meghan was hounded up and down the street s for weeks before Harry  went global on telling everyone he was in love ! 
The fact she can run 100mtrs faster than an Olympic world record holder and dodge the paps is stunning. 
It just makes me want to cry !

History couldn’t repeat itself: Princess Di, Harry’s mother (whose image Harry and Meghan are using in this trailer in the most despicable way) was an incredible woman, working for more 
than a decade for the most wonderful charities, without earning a penny from it, but she was unhappy and miserable in her marriage with Charles, who loved another woman. 
Meghan is happy in her marriage, she used her marriage with Harry for becoming a world known character (and what an ugly character that is), as she was only a third rate actress nobody 
knew. She did not achieve anything in her life other than insulting her own and her spouse’s family… all this while using their Royal titles from the family they so despise… 
Just for Harry to compare his own mother to his wife is an insult to his brother, to his father and first of all to the memory of his wonderful mother!
Biggest drama in human history 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
İf Netflix are proud of backing this delusional and devious pair of drama victims then the world has gone crazy. How much better for the world would it have been for NF to simply donate 
to worthy causes. These two will act and re-enact embellished scenes to attempt to establish their biased narrative of racism where none exists. Two volumes of manipulation, 
misinformation, and pulling at the heartstrings. İt will precipitate a global tsunami of vomit.🤢🤢🤢🤢🤢🤢 Please be sure to make a follow-up using the other footage you have to 
expose what the Harkles are like when their phony masks slip.
Biggest whiners have ever seen.



Meg has just shown her real face. She dropped the doey eyes and playing an angel, we can see angry, vengful woman here lashing out at RF who ignore her accordingly to her wish
Ok so the theme's going to be "Will and Kate were jealous of us, so they leaked stories to the media".
Rachel you WILL NEVER be royal!

perhaps it wasn’t fully racism. There is racist undertones…but I guantee you we as humans are very much tribal in our thinking and we tend to do better when we are among our peers. 
Megan was not among her peers. Harry never really loved it but he tolerated it. I think they are perfect for each other. However, the British people who are die hard and love royals will 
never like megan or Harry…and honestly, who cares. I read common sense by Thomas Payne and since then, I’ve been very much at peace with never giving allegiance to any human and 
treating them as “Royal”. No one is Royal, we are all children of god and kings and queens in his kingdom. Manifest-destiny or divine right is a no for me. 🇺🇸❤
can't wait for The Body Language Guy to comment this ahahahhhhaha !
Dont read my name! 👍
1717171717
I love the part how they went to NBew York in the blazing hot summer but aoppeared in a series of heavy coats, no doubt to stage some scenes for this rubbish documentary.
 @Gayle S  It was so Megadragon could sell the clothes off her back to some foolish people.
The irony is that it was Harry's wife that was suspected of leaking stories considering it only ramped up after she joined them and up until that point the Royal family had a good 
relationship with the media.
 @LAINEY Queen  true.
She may have been passably attractive in her younger days (although with a lot of "help"), but now she really is morphing into an ugly snarling Medusa. Her nasty vindictive inner self is 
showing on the outside. Awful creature.
I am gonna watch the shit out of this
Now if Harry and Meghan came
Out and addressed the royals long standing relationship with prolific pedophiles Jimmy Savile and Jeffery Epstein. Also, if they addressed the claims of ritual child abuse in the upper 
echelons of royal society, or even addressed the video. The one caught by a tourist visiting the palace. It shows a naked small brown boy escaping  out a window of the palace. I have seen 
this video. Was it what it looked like? Was it real? Now if they would address these topics- I would be all ears.
My favorite scene was the one where a grown man  berated his dying grandmother to send him all her money. Truly heart melting 😢
I love the part when Harry publicly disclosed that when he took Meghan to meet Diana’s siblings, he said doesn’t she remind you of Diana and all her goodness …. and each sibling said No 
😂
omg
They should be banned from the UK
Yes Hawee...it's a dirty game.
And you're covered in shit.
Cheers ole boy.
I love the part where Harry and Meghan throw their whole family under the bus after a lovely welcome, a big wedding and a nice manson in Windsor… Such a heartwarming behaviour. 
Inspiring!!! Tear from my left eye…
PATHETIC, unapologetically pathetic, just when you thought it was safe to go back into the water, these  two money-hungry sharks pop up AGAIN, to tell "their story" again, and again, and 
again and oh wait, AGAIN.... have you ever seen something and wondered, wait, is this for real???  sadly and most pathetically, yes, it is real....  how much crying, whining and lying can one 
couple do???? oh that's right, it's hawwy and ME ME ME..... AGAIN!!!!!!!!!!!!! YOU'RE BOTH A JOKE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!  We're all LAUGHING at you, not feeling even remotely sad or you!!!!! 
🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂🥸🥸



Lo único que saben hacer es quejarse y culpar a todos, menos aceptar sus errores, Harry esnuj bueno para nada, 🤮🤢
it must be a joke 😂
I love the part where being part of the "1%" means that you'll be set for life even if that means betraying your own flesh and blood for some of that easy Netflix cash.
No one cares about you Harry and Meghan.
What makes it okay for Harry to speak on Catherine's behalf?
I love the part… No I don’t, Not another bloody trailer - cue my left eye 😢
I love the part where Meghan is crying surrounded by all her luxuries.
harry and megan, my god, what hypocrites you are.  don't use the name diana and the name kate as if you want to protect their good name.  you are so pathetic
I loved the part where MM tossed in her Yacht Girl hat into the ring to become the next Pre$ident. It brought a tear to my left eye.
I love how she discovered she was black after realizing it could give her some distinction.  I love how she dropped every single one of her black relatives (except her grifter mother who 
gives her black cred).  I love how after years of saying her father was wonderful she sent him to hell. I love her heartfelt quest for privacy. Most of all I love her sincerity.
Me Me was never chased by the paps. She used to call them and lurk around (e.g. by the gates of Kensington Palace), waiting for them to show up!
He's not just covered in it, he's 💩💩💩 through and through. She's worse. She's evil 💩💩💩 through and through times 1000.   I hope they're broke.
Yes, they were content with so little in their days in Britain.  Noble!
Brings a tear to my left eye🥲
Dont read my name! 👍
A giant, la ish wedding for the virginal young Nutmeg….or the divorced, middle-aged Trollop.
You got it backwards. The family threw THEM under the bus.
 @Maggie SpeechLife  in what sense? Articulate that particular nonsense school of thought you’ve come up with?
Catherine had it the worst in some ways. I remember when that Italian magazine published pictures of her topless, it was absolutely disgusting and violating.
But of course Meghan brought up the "Waity Kaity" thing instead of that in the Oprah interview. 
Narcissists always think they have it the worst. I would feel bad for them but a lot of their problems are because of them and their bad karma.
Pretty sure she was laughing.  Laughing at the fact she thought she could fool us all into thinking she was actually crying.  Such a great actress.  Needs to win an award!
So much hate in the comments. Y'all are wild.
The part where Harry used to be the fun uncle to George & Charlotte (Louis doesn’t know him) before marrying Meghan-but now they don’t know him, and he allowed his wife to bully his 
3 year old niece. That Harry-still breaking hearts. So inspiring. Left eye-tear.
also love the part when he say he wants to live in afriva but then move to be the Fallin prince of bel air 😂🤡
I loved the part, where Megan gave one box of rotten tomatoes to the thanksgiving food bank. Foreshadowing their Netflix show ratings perhaps?
Left eye Tears for her having to be at the shelter a whole ten minutes for the professional photo shoot so she could get paid by Netflix.
I bet only a fourth of you haters are real people. One has to ask if you hate her so much why aren't you over in the William and Kate camp trying to help that flop of an Earthshot award, 
why? Because you know both are boring. He wouldn't even hold his own wife hand as Kate wanted on the green carpet.🤣🤣🤣 No chemistry at all, but again they don't have to be 
because they are white and spending the UK peoples money while they go hungry and cold. Great role models, NOT!!!!
Netflix hurry up get out as soon as you can. People cant stand them!! & It has nothing to do with RACISM!!!
Isn't it wonderful how the photographers just happened to be there when Meghan started crying and could capture that spontaneous moment?! If they hadn't been there, she would have 
had to recreate the moment, pretending to cry and that's so hard to do - even for a trained actress!
"That's the sound of hearts breaking all around the world..." 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣 oh Harry, sweetie, 
YOU were not that desirable 😂😂😂😂😂 thanks for the laugh this morning!



F*ck his racist ass.
You wanna talk about race?
Then start with your past, Henry. Or how you were part of the invasion of a country and how you enjoyed killing brown people. Or maybe how you are still benefiting from your stupid titles 
and association with the monarchy.

I dislike Meghan but I hate him. He's gonna play the victim once more and lecture us about how hard his life is from his ivory tower.
Hope they fade into obscurity very soon.
Adore the part where Harry finally wakes up, turns to his beloved wife, Chelsy, and says, " I had the strangest dream".  So raw.  So real.
I love the part when they say they want privacy but then pay photographers to follow them
Love the part where the entire comment section is just ruthlessly roasting these two for being so abhorrently tone deaf it’s physically painful to watch the trailer. I have a single tear in my 
left eye.
I love the fact that Meghan’s track record as a compassionate employer is on par with her need to be honest , considerate and above all  professional in all matters .
So much that I shed one tear from my left eye !
I love the part when Harry compares Meghan to Princess Diana even though their circumstances are completely different and nothing alike😂 Harry needs to blame his father for treating 
Prince Di horribly, not the British people or the rest of the world🙄
I loved the part where women of colour can see very clearly Meghan divides people and induces race discrimination herself but blames others for the behaviour.
The number of comments here starting with, “ I love the part” … weird
Stunned by the empathy and understanding they show for the struggles of women marrying into the Royal family. It was wonderful the way Meghan showed heroic support for Catherine 
in her childish, vengeful comments in the Oprah interview. Meghan is REAL martyr and sainthood material - she has sacrificed so much to help empower Catherine. Meghan's behaviour 
makes Catherine look like a Queen.
I love the part when social services take Archie and Lilibet back to their birth mother
Love the part where Harry says he is happy and thriving, whilst looking like the most miserable person on the planet. 
Great acting skills! You’ll be doing one tear, left eye, go ,soon. Bravo 
Ehh.
No hate.  Just truth.
 @hr7692  because you personally know them? Right.
What are you talking about???? There is no evidence for anything you are claiming. I highly doubt Megan bullied a 3 year old. Your wild and fantastical claims just prove her point even 
more. The Megan hate isn’t based in fact or reality.
Uncle Scar 😂
Charlotte doesn't know him either.
How do you know he was the “fun” uncle? We don’t know what relationship if any he had with the Waleses.
Karen...you bought into the UK media spin machine.
 @Black Panter  it’s not spin, they don’t have a relationship
Lmao fun uncle, dude was a mama's boy since day 1.
Stop the bullying, hell awaits u!
 @someone1706 I want to say it was the Obama trip when George kept asking Harry (in front of the Obama’s) what was wrong and why he was quiet.  Inferring Harry might have been the 
fun uncle, except when the US president was in town.
And where Harry allow his wife to bully a 3 year old Princess Charlotte and make her cry.



He also allowed his and his wife's mouthpiece Omid Scobie and another hanger on to drag his 4 year old nephew on social media for acting his age at the Jubilee. He's such a loving and 
caring uncle, it brings a tear to my left eye.
So he should always be a perfect uncle, but he can't have his own family and can't be a perfect father to his own children?  He was young and single. Things change. People are allowed to 
change
Brilliant
 @laliday  He can do both. He didn't have to pick a toxic woman who would do everything in her power to isolate him from his family and burn down every bridge so he has nothing 
without her.
I seriously doubt you to be a real account
 @Fahim Faisal Mahir  Dream on,  because my answers aren't robotic like most of you haters saying the same thing just like a broken record.
Brilliant!
😂😂😂 best comment yet!!!!!!!
Winner 🏆 🤣
🤣🤣🤣🤣
PERFECT!!!
This is the BEST comment ever! Love it!
Haaaaaaaa🤣🤣
😂😂😂
Gosh. Best comment.
🤣🤣🤣
😂
🤣🤣🤣 meghan hate this🤣🤣🤣
Bullseye!

Why did he never give up service for Chelsy, bc with her he would of lived a quiet life. Maybe it was more to do with the fact the lady knew the real Harry & decided he was not for her
Dallas at its best!
🤣🤣🤣
But she’s not there to coddle anyone. She’s much, much too far above them for that
It must be so hard working for them.  I will never again work for a narcissist employer; it was a horrible experience.
*see the first Netflix "teaser"
Dont read my name! 👍
...if they actually exist
I love the bit where Meghan laughs about how she's just in this for the Scam.
I love the part where after all the interviews they personally made, this very documentary will be (another of) their story by their own words….. but of course through the lens of the 
director which could be wrongly portrayed what they really meant in their own words.
Harry, listen to me very carefully. MEGHAN      IS      NOT      YOUR      MOTHER      OK? I know she made sure to wear the same perfume, but she's not even in the same ball park. She was 
not chased down the street by paparazzi like your mother and Kate were, because there are laws to stop that now and the fact you're splicing in old footage of your mother is just to dupe 
people.  If the media criticised her, it's because of her and your own behaviour, not the color of her skin.
Can we sue for causing extreme nausea?



I love how these two said nothing like this about the Royal Family and "The Institution" until they realised they weren't going to get the half in half out deal they wanted. They were looking 
to make deals before they even got married! The problem isn't his family... It's Harry and Meghan and their greed and entitlement!
It's not about race, it's not about gender.  it's about the fact that you guys, having power, money and influence, cry for the whole world about privacy.  while continuing to publish books, 
give interviews and so on.
I love the cropped photos and edited videos...about other members of the RF being hounded by paparazzi. Where is the footage about MeMeMe?
Harry is acting like he was the ONLY son that was affected by Diana's issues with the family and the media. Their statements in this trailer is more infuriating.
Ничего нового, просто Принц Гарри опять эксплуатирует гибель своей матери, чтобы поднять уровень интереса к своему новому шоу... 🙄
it’s just sad at this point. but not in a way they want it to be
I love the part where netflix need a dozen trailers for all their lies and tears from the left eye.
I love the part where they talk about other people planting stories while they are literally planting stories.  Its like watching a magic show at Vegas, Look a rabbit 🐇

Martin Luther King said ‘I have a dream that my four children will one day live in a nation where they will not be judged by the colour of their skin, but by the content of their character’.

Meghan, I promise you I am judging you by the content of your character.
I love the fact that they complain about leaks to the press when these two got caught leaking stories about the RF to their fanboy “journalist” omid scobie and had to apologize in a court of 
law for doing so.
The Wings of Princess Diana are now spreading through Harry and Meghan. Let's listen to this couple.  As they are guided by the spirit of the late Princess D who are the real victim and not 
able to fight for her freedom, and still taunted and harass until Her last breath.
Please make this stop! How many have to cancel Netflix before they get the message that the majority do not want to hear another word from this couple?
I love the part where meghan thinks she's a victim while it's her attacking the royal family.
I love the part where NO papp’s are hounding her & has to use images of princess of wales, Diana & Catherine!
Harry's Wife.... the intense criticism and dislike you receive is NOT racism it is because you are a self-serving, devious, lying, cheating, talentless, hollow, boring, not royal, not loyal, jealous, 
soulless, heartless, traitorous, disgusting, vile narcissist. Harry and Harry’s Wife are traitors to their children, to their families...to their country...to the the Crown 👑! Netflix you made a 
serious mistake doing business with these 2 endless complainers and victims. There is a hierarchy, policies, rules, etiquette, class, common sense, respect and decorum in every part if 
society and life. Narcissists never follow any rules unless it is all about them. No one with a brain🧠 should support Harry and Harry’s Wife!
I literally can't wait for the latest round of "FULL TRUTH" revelations on the merry go round of selling royal private life stories to the media whilst at the same time saying how horrible it is 
to not have to work for a living and making a palace your home.
Great comment Kate!! You nailed it!
Love the part that they accuse people of leaking stories yet Meghan had to apologise to the Judge of her court case for lying oops "forgetting" she instructed her staff to leak stories about 
her and other members of the RF so a book could be written about her.  And not just some stories but so a whole crappy book could be written.  Where is the privacy for the other 
members of the family.
I love the part where Harry doesn't seem to realise that his wife has a long relationship with a pap agency and often arranges the invasion of privacy herself! 🤣
I love the part where she said she was 43% Nigerian while her father is 100% white, her mother only half afro descendant .
Although "Nigerian" means nothing for gene test, she is so brave.
But my left eye was 79% wet.
Bots on the comments.
Anyone know the dislike tally?



I love the part where Meghan claims racism, but has nothing to do with her mother’s side of the family nor were they invited to the wedding. So brave and groundbreaking standing up for 
people of colour like that! Such an inspiration!! My left eye is crying
Basically everybody saw through my lying wife and I couldn't handle the fact she turned me into a ball less wimp so I decided to blame everyone in my family for my failings, right now 
millions will be crying as well as megs, but that will be from laughter.
Just here for the down vote...
There's a hierarchy but your wife thought she could be Queen by a popularity contest.  You were warned by EVERYONE harry....when you don't fuel the narcissist anymore you'll be 
disengaged from....then what?
Why everyone say "I love the part " lol
When you attack your own country your heritage and any ethical human code you attack yourself
Wtf is going on in these comments?
I love the part when Harry explains it was all his own idea to destroy any family connections he has.
I think she is very jealous of catherine no question so obvious
I loved the part where Meghan sent a million hate messages to herself on social media to prove how loathed she was in the UK. Then her moon bump exploded, releasing a cloud of Tiara 
clad bats onto the residents of Montecito.
I cannot wait to NOT see this documentary :-D
The part where she gave Harry an ultimatum threatening to break up with him  if he didn’t put a statement confirming she was his girlfriend (with Harry freaking out that she would dump 
him). Such a great lesson of compassion, honesty and true love. So inspiring for women all over the world. The tear from my left eye started to drop at that moment.
Aww not the jealous weirdos in the comments. You're complaining in the comment sections knowing you're STILL going to watch this the second it comes out. Tooo lauaghable
Hierarchy??? Excuse me it's the royal family we are talking about here right? 
 What is not about hierarchy? You literally have a line of succession! Not Happy about being second??



I love their audacity to use Catherine harassment by the press. Funny how she's useful to them when they need it but otherwise no worry  totally cool to throw under the bus on Oprah 
resulting in tons of hate message on sm against her, everything she does, her apparence, her charities, her kids, her husband, her marriage...
(btw the release of the second part of this show is on the day Catherine is hosting a christmas carol for charities and families, how awful to release it on that day)

I also love how these two very private persons find the way to have a camera filming them when they're appear emotional.

I could go on like this but seriously I'm so done. When they married I was so excited for them, Harry had find the one and the cause they wanted to represent speaks a lot to me. I was so 
happy for them, I was following everything they were doing, reposting pics of their tour on twitter etc... and then the cracks started to appear like the use of private jet and then 
announcing travalyst and I was like "hmm nope" but I had still hope in them. When they leaved I was surprised but wished them well but the way the managed that phase and everything 
after...
Oprah and the way several points they claimed were contradicted (the private wedding, charles giving them money...), the fact they did that while Philip was dying, the bullying case 
(they're denying and suing when there a false report but this one never got denied so...), the institution that was so awful to them but they're still keeping the title. Why ?? Why wanting 
one for the kids, why coming to important celebration of this institution if they treat you so badly ??? Doesn't make sense. And the list continues : the way they lied about their 
participation in finding freedom, the way they didn't make effort to come see the queen who was declining (if the report is true she was dying from cancer then even more shame on them) 
and barely see her during the jubilee, the way they were complaining about money during Oprah while we were in 2021 still in pandemia and a lot of people struggling, how tone deaf and 
all that while being very privilegied people with millions in bank....
All of that and more make me so done and even sad I was one day fan of them. 

The way they keep trying to milk their connections to the royal family over and over again. Oprah was supposed to be the end of them talking about the RF but 2022 and here we are again 
: Meghan's interviews and now this. You said you want to build an independant path so move on ! Why are you still talking about it more than 2 years after your departure ? Maybe it's 
because you know the major part of what you have (statut and "clebrity") came from that institution and you need it. 
But it's too late, they burned that bridge a long time ago and keep doing it.
😂😂😂
Rubbish.
Why do you think it's bots?
Because you don't agree?
She doesnt have anything to do with her father's side either, that tells you everything you need to know about her
Plus she dated only and married only white guys
Well it's easy to say that when it's out of context and you haven't seen the documentary yet
Totally agree!! All I could see were Megan’s family🤔 I think the racism card is played far too often by many people and honestly feel like free speech is going out the window🤨
I love that she wheels out her precious mother, when she needs to (particularly when she needs a bit of extra people of colour street cred) , and then proceeds to name her baby girl after 
Harry’s side of the family, all white AND part of the oppressive British aristocracy (wtf?!) …. Sorry, genuine tears coming out of both eyes for that one 😂
So, what happened tu your tight eye? I know what you are.
As for the race issue, it can never be brought up enough. Crimes against humanity have bern perpetrated in the nane of race. I am a white woman but I'm neither blind nor blinded and 
gaslighted. If you really mean what you wtite I pity you. It takes a dark soul to harbour a bitter heart.
 @Serene  She wanted glory from Hollywood where no one knew her. She wanted glamor, not uncles or aunts.
Her father was always criticized her. Of course she cut them out



Dont read my name! 👍
Rachel how is your elderly dad with poor health going the lovely man who gave you EVERYTHING you ungrateful SPOILT BRAT!!!!

Meghan ONE TEAR LEFT EYE GO🙄

P.S  RECOLLECTION MAY VARY!!!!
Sure, let's invite the people that never hesitate to put her down or use her image to get their 15 minutes of fame.
I swear, some of you are British press bots
  @Marlynne K  We've seen more than enough of those two. Ne lix: that photo of paparazzi to imply that they were hounding H or M was taken in 2011 at the Harry Po er premiere.Look 
it up!!!!
I am impressed with how much Harry and Meghan love the truth. Now is the time to tell the truth of the surrogacy of your children and their real parentage your honesty causes a tear in 
my left eye
Wasn’t her mother at the wedding? I’m trying to understand the hate for this women. The monarch literally built their wealth on the backs of black countries. Just because they smile and 
play cute in the public doesn’t change that. 😂😂 y’all delusional.
 @unmissedrose  ‘the wealth of black countries’. How? What wealth was there?
Her mother was at the wedding though...
Nice! Mic drop 🎤
Nothing brave about m, she is insolent and pseudo. h is a mama's boy and the same with his mate, a bad example to manhoood. Strange are the folks in this gen.
 @Marianne S  the same wealth that been suck dry all these years by the royal family. I mean if you keep pulling resources to fund the biggest welfare scam called the royal family what else 
would be left?
 @ijimenez19  Yeah no he didn't. He just told her no and she didn't like it.

 @unmissedrose  there is no wealth at all? What wealth are you talking about, define it, where does it come from, where is it? The commonwealth runs on a voluntary membership basis
 @Gigi N  So her black side of her family had put her down or used her image? Proof please?
 @Violet k  Exactly, photos are used before Megaliar came on the scene.
 @Marlynne K  Out of context? What are you talking about? The context of the second trailer is the same as the first, "Oh poor we two. All we did was try to fairly do our duty and we were 
subjected to racism at every turn. Feel sorry for us two who are richer than almost everyone in the world while we use private jets to fly domestically. We deserve your peasants' 
understanding of just how hard it is to be rich". Pay us for breathing.
😂😂😂
 @Marianne S   they pull funds from West Indian countries to this day and for you to think that this family doesn’t have wealth stored away from generations of colonialism is crazy to me. 
You think they are living the way they are living because of volunteering donations?  🤣🤣🤣
 @elenal2012  Not sure what you are trying to say, however, I agree the Duplicitous Duo are nasty and not worth listening to.
 @Gigi N  Oh my, Gigi, you caught us all!
 @Marianne S  and the West Indian countries aren’t voluntarily paying they want out.
 @unmissedrose  Y'all a fool.
 @unmissedrose  no they are living the way they are because of the sovereign grant and the Duchy. Please educate yourself.

 @unmissedrose  what are they paying out exactly? I think you’d like to think they are. They are not. Feelings aren’t facts. You clearly hadn’t even heard of the sovereign grant or the duchy



There's no need to stay in contact with people who are emotionally abusive. A father who goes to tabloids to tell in his daughter is not a good or supportive father. I wouldn't invite him 
either. As for her mother's side, I don't know her situation. As someone who comes from a small family who lives abroad from their extended family, I know it would be impossible for my 
extended family to attend a royal wedding, buy nice clothes, pay for travel and hotel. From what we were told, the royal family is very controlling and doesn't follow normal hereditary 
customs.  And it seems they were not willing to pay a lot of money to bring them to the wedding. Or maybe they are humble people who don't want that attention. Or maybe they have 
other issues that don't make them easy to be around (drama, alcohol, drugs). I no nothing of her family, but I have enough imagination that I don't have a need to judge. I wouldn't be to 
thrilled to travel to that wedding either. Just the thought of having to buy expensive clothes I wouldn't be able to wear again would make me deeply consider if it's worth going. Megan 
didn't receive the training she needed to present herself well, what chance would her family have to get some helpful instructions on those customs?  It doesn't require a genius to figure 
out that there's more downsides than upsides to normal humble people.
She has to make way for the likes of Oprah and the Clooney’s who’d she’d known for all of 5 mins.
 @ijimenez19  that’s the problem with narcissists! They cut off everyone including people who raised them if they dare criticise them or advise them. She has no family & friends as she 
sees problem in everyone except herself.
 @Marianne S  believe what you want to believe like I said in the original post delusional.
 @Dis.ofYHWH  Kirri is being irreverent it's meant to be a cutting ✂✂✂✂ joke.

 @LondonGirl31 LondonGirl31  Those people have a lot of money and they can afford the extravaganza of a royal wedding. They also want to be seen. So it's easier for celebrities to accept 
that kind of invitation. Megan and Harry in all this are just actors. It's not a fun wedding to be in. It's a job and a televized spectacle around the globe. It's a job, it's show.
 @fluff dumpling  It's not difficult to understand, this hate/ smear campaign against H& M sickens me.All this hate sickens me. What will happen to you when you have nobody to hate? You 
will implode, collapse. Hate is your last ligne of defence against nothingness.
 @unmissedrose  you can call people delusional if you want but you really are clueless. You have no clue of the royal finances. I don’t simply ‘believe it’ I know it to be true
 @elenal2012  😬🥵🙄😎
 @Marlynne K  Out of context? Meghan has done nothing but give tell-alls full of context. Her own family, the Raglands, said she just never contacted them or invited them to the wedding. 
That’s plenty of context for most folks. And in case you didn’t notice, not many people will be watching their reality show because they don’t like Harry and Meghan. People already know 
that they don’t like them, and forcing themselves to watch the show just to prove the same point to themselves makes zero sense.
 @laliday  maybe the Markles aren’t your cup of tea. But the fact remains that they were Meghan’s cup of tea up until she met Harry. Read The Tig, she gushes over how great her “daddy” 
was, how he paid for everything, etc. For years. But say you believe that something changed. Fine. What did literally all of the Raglands do wrong? And her childhood best friend? And her 
former partners? And her half sister, and her other siblings, and Victoria B, and Netflix, and both sides of Harry’s family (yes, his mother’s side too), and Angela Kelly, and her former 
employers, and her former staff, and everyone who ever told her no, and so on.
 @ijimenez19  Daddy gave her everything
Jump on board. It’s a free ride and it’s sarcastic humour 😂
 @Norfolk Enchants  yeah ik but it's just keep repeting
ArchTear™
😂😂😂  5th grade love.
What utter tripe you chat.
 @PJ  that is brilliant! So on brand!!
 @GRTV  this is the most british sentence i've ever heard. i would love to hear you say bottle of water
Was that at the Inskip wedding she gatecrashed?
God bless you, Harry and Meghan, .  Continue living your best life.
I love the part where the only people speaking up for them are on their payroll.



You have GOT to be kidding me with this...What a load of total crap!! 🤣
As much as Princess Di courted the press Meghan was even worse. They could live in anonymity in the US because it's the US, people don't care but then they would have no $$$ because 
they don't have anything of value to offer the world.
Ohhhh God! Another trailer?! Do we need more of this, seriously? I guess my left eye is going to drop tears.
Finally...:) :)
How clean are your hands Harry?
This Meghan was accused of being a BULLY.  So, then, she came out with a plan to play the VICTIM.  

You are one very smart woman Meghan.  Go ahead and play the VICTIM but the truth is you are a BULLY.
Dang, the bots are out in full force...triggered much.
And the part where her lawyer says that there was a war against Meghan to suit others' agendas.  Pure fantasy... what a great lawyer, perhaps she could try her hand at acting....
Lie after lie.  You wasted your money Netflix.
It's the comments for me 😂

I love the part when they realised that throwing hot tea and not getting paid for their appearances made them unpopular after their Australia tour. So sad, it made me cry from my left eye
No one is begging you back,you know
War? How overly dramatic, most likely made up. I don't see how this documentary would be successful. They're below average looking, they've got no charisma, no substantial 
achievements. He's a royal deserter, known for his partying. She's a Z list actress, known for prancing around in lingerie.  And now they both sound unhinged and paranoid. Bad acting too, 
worse than Telenovela level.
Royal house is antiquated. Down with the monarchy!!!
Look at all the fake mean comments. They all start the same: I love the part where…..and then something mean and cruel. My heart goes out to this couple. This is sick and wrong.
CRINGY trainwreck. They think we are thick as planks.
🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮 Please god stop ghis old hag . Harry is a clown for marrying her
Harry has to protect his mother, Meghan Mandela Markle
Hello Megan
Hi Megan, checking out how people think of you?
Sugars, just like their guru, have no sense of humor... You just have to open your neurons and be factual to understand that this couple is a fraud !
I love the way Harry merches his and William’s mother,  wouldn’t she be so proud of his pay check and all the Hermes blankets he can buy now.
i love how all commentes here are the best people ever, how they know everything about what goes behind doors because they are employed by the palace, maybe, to turn in droves and 
be like very "loving" commenting about things they didn't even have seen...yet...or ever. How they know what it feels to be destroyed daily by people, with or without hidden agendas. 
Good for you, happy people. I wish you all receive what your good thoughts and will deserves.
Netflix has lost their mind if they think the vast majority of the world would care about anything these never-ending pretend victims have to say.
Do they continue to use archival photos of the Harry Potter Premiere to exemplify the alleged bullying of the paps? A FRAUD.
I love the part where Meghan wiped away her non-victim tears with her Cartier ring & Rolex watch. She's so brave and they don't let this define who they are 🥺💗
I'm subscribing to NF (not). This series is an event of seismic proportions. Six episodes of divine love, mercy, compassion and empathy. Never before told story of suffering in front of 
personal photographer. So openly vulnerable, so fragile, so enamoured with their own lies that they're starting to believe it's all true. Tears, left eye. 😪



The thing I don’t get is, as a WOC why would you 1) marry into a family whose history is so obviously intertwined with colonialism? And 2) marry a man who called his colleagues in the 
army “p*kis” and “r*gheads”, and hasn’t addressed it since he became all anti-racist? 

Make it make sense. They kinda suck and people simping for them really confuses me.
Yawning… how many times will we hear their “truth”?
Love the part where Finding Freedom 2:  Escaping Meghan, comes out...
I love the part where Meghan can be an actress again
I loved the part where Harry finally made us all realise that disagreeing or criticising Meghan in any way is obviously racism, whereas his abusing his non white army colleagues and dressing 
up in an SS uniform was all just jolly japes with the chaps. Bonkers, yah!
I find it very inspiring how two people, with no discernible skills, can make truckloads of money without lifting a finger and just incessantly complaining. 
So humble. So brave!

I love the part where she was so sweet, gracious and polite to the people involved in the Reitmans ad campaign that one of them said "She is definitely the meanest person I've ever met. 
Just saying." Afterwards she strode off into the sunset in a pair of expensive Aquazzura shoes she forgot to leave behind. How inspiring, what a role model!!! Tear...left eye...1...2...3...Go!!!
I love the part where they discover that Migraines diamond shoes are too tight and call in the Red Cross.
It was heartbreaking to see how hounded by the paparazzi she was when she went out but didn't she complain on Oprah that she hadn't been out for months until she was seen with 
shopping bags and at cafe's and restaurants with friends that never made the papers?  The confusion is electric.... Her suspense makes for a great tv show.
The most vile low life cockroaches in the world 

Harry is a complete racist and traitor

They are disgusting
I love the part where Meghan wore a moonbump under her fitted dress.
With a brother like Harry, who needs enemies?
🤮🤮🤮
I love the part when Meghan is sobbing because she kissed a frog expecting him to turn into a handsome Prince but instead he turned into a lying toad 🐸 😂
A number of commentators know what it feels like to have been cruelly manipulated by a narcissist and are now able to spot them faster and even laugh about them. Thank you H&M??? 
🤔😏
It’s a cruel Hemes laden world
Love the dramatic way she wipes them too.  "Everybody look at me!  Look what I'm doing!!!"
While she constantly wears the Cartier bracelet her ex husband gave her. Harry is an inspiration to simps everywhere.
Was that the one tear under the left eye that didn't move???
It's gobmacking. Harry has a long history of racism which he has't addressed. But he is now seen as poster child for racial equity. Please make it make sense.
Haha, bravo! 👏
Whoever gives any sort of publicity to any ruthless opportunist is responsible to the humanity Historical facts usually are clarified and stated after about 50 years but is written 
nevertheless You just have to read it
OMG horrendous made up nonsense.  Their 'truth' is complete BS as per.
Harry is gonna regret doing all of this so much in the future.



Two individual who are clearly mentally unwell.
I love the part where Netflix actually had the balls to leave the comments open. It's pure gold.
А как же их приватная жизнь?
Love how Harry is destroying his grandmother's life work. What a POS.
That smart move from Netflix. They know people always like controversial thing, the stupid one usually.
I am somewhat bewildered by the terrible acting of the 2 main characters of this fictional drama.
I love the part where they use footage of Catherine  and Diana getting hounded by the paparazzi because they couldn't find many of M getting hounded. Must have been hard finding 
photos of M looking stressed as she always looks very happy to see the paparazzi and always looking straight into the camera, well we do know she is known to call the paparazzi and set it 
all up.  We have to wait for all the filming inside so she can break down in tear and be ready to be filmed.  Surprising since Megxit was suppose to not be planned but they managed to have 
a photographer and film crew filming it. It's as if they maybe ........... planned it all.
I came, I clicked dislike, I left.
❤🤢🤢🤢🤮🤮🤮🤮
I love the part where Harry dumps the memorial service for the Royal Marine band members killed by a bomb to pimp his wife at the Disney premiere. A man who knows and understands 
duty and commitment. What a star.
WHAT A LOAD OF HORSE SHIT

THEY PLANNED TO LEAVE THE ROYAL FAMILY

LOOK WHO SHE INVITES TO HER WEDDING 

BOTH ARE LOW LIFE HYPOCRITES AND MEGHAN IS A GOLD DIGGER NARCISSIST 

THEY MAKE ME SICK
What's with all these left eye comments?
I CAME TO LEAVE A DISLIKE. BYE
I love the part where Harry killed the lord Voldemort
Someone who has no relationship with his her family has no self and certainly can't another person. Tears from my left eye
 If they want privacy and share, it’s OK, but what about the other side? Did the late QE invite her in and say welcome, just take pictures inside my home and sell to Netflix, or describe all our 
security about the vault to scoobie and share. I don’t think so.  
From some accounts, they were as miserable to Netflix staff as they are to everyone they work with. I think Netflix is trolling them and I'm here for it 😅
again!
For the second time. I wonder how many times they’ll give it before they admit defeat?
Netflix isn’t trolling them. Netflix is leaving these comments up to make their case.
Think Netflix are trolling them. The comments on the second trailer are very very similar. It’s like the comment section has been copied and pasted 🤣🤣🤣
Exactly, my favorite part of the last trailer were all the comments and I cannot wait to be entertained by the comments section here!
I hope the RF come out with their own Netflix doco in response.
I truly believe this is to send a message to the two of them. 
I reckon they'll be dropped next Yr 😂



It's actually win for them
 @Ruth Houghton  Netflix will be able to say, look at the thousands of bullying comments on these videos. No matter that a lot of the content in the comments is correct. It will just give 
them justification for making the series in the first place.  Look how Harry and Meghan are treated by the British public. Just my opinion.
It brings a tear to my left eye.
Wonder what the dislike count on this one already is.
Interesting, how all of these comments look the same 🤔
 @Anna T.  17,000
 @Carmel Sileo  lol here we go with meaningless accusations. Y’all just can’t stop with the smeared campaign. It’s getting very old
Netflix paid $100 million for this - they want all of the publicity they can generate
 @Diane Cooper  exactly your opinion. Or else, this comment section brings people from all over the world. Nobody is bullying them. They are pointing out their utter out of touch and tone 
deafness.
 @Diane Cooper  Nah, I think its the opposite. This gives Netflix the grounds to cancel the toxic twins and maybe get some of the $$ they paid back. The amount of downright lies in the 
first trailer was incredible and so easily proven. What untruths will people find in this, the second trailer?
Netflix have created comedy gold 😂
 @Diane Cooper  What case? They falsely used pictures from events before their and their parents' lifetimes? Or the press photos of the huge Harry Potter movie debut of 2011?
 @Мария Комарова  There are repeats of comments on this page. I think it is a glitch. The comments on the first trailer's page are comedy gold, and I have, so far, not seen them repeated. 
Yes, I spent hours reading them.
 @Diane Cooper  Actually a lot of the British public love them and the chemistry they have.
You're believing to many tabloid tale's.

 @Diane Cooper  almost every one of the memey joke comments is spitting pure truth. She’s rude? They’re entitled and haven’t stopped doing interviews to make accusations at the 
royals? She made up stories that are provable lies and subtly insulted other countries in the process? She treated her staff badly to the point that there’s a Sussex Survivors Squad? 

It’s not bullying to laugh at blatant lies from millionaires who are all but begging for our time, attention and sympathy. Like you said, the comments section are to show exactly what the 
reality of the world is. 

People can’t fuckin stand these two.
❤❤❤
I enjoy reading the haters comments so entertaining hahaha
 @Anna T.  21K so far
Netflix got to be trolling them!! These comments are GOLD. 😂
 @Anna T.  21k
 @Diane Cooper hmmm interesting!!! They’re prob going to send the Harkles a data report and get their 100 million back 😂😂😂😂
 @Akouvi Sedo  You poor darling. You obviously cant read. The details have been available forever. And verified.
 @Beverley Halfpenny  Why won't the RF hold a ref on keeping the Monarchy Beverly?🤔 Because they are aware, that half this country don't want it. 
Wales didn't trend with "Not my Prince" and "Abolish the Monarchy" has been trending for the past 3 year's on twitter monthly.

Most people I work with and know, including family and friends find the hate they get disgusting, so NO you do not talk for EVERYONE, only the people in your echo chamber.



True but only showing thumbs up numbers not the thumbs down??
 @Diane Cooper  Hello Diane. Well, why should'nt people be able to make their voices heard too? It is not just one way, is it? We people, are not supposed to drink all the soup we're 
served. And then, family conflicts must be settled in private to my opinion. Kind regards.
I loved the part where Harry said.....
 @Annie  and you have just described how you speak for the people in your echo chamber...
 @Diane Cooper  Where are negative comments? We are only saying what we love about Harry and Meghan. 😍
It's not a British channel of course the comments are open
@dianecooper- so be it’. What I see in the comments are mostly what H&M have said and done. Comments are just starting the fact that H&M have told several mistruths.
 @Ruth Houghton  Copy and pasted because they are Bots...Just like the RF have Bots on twitter.
 @Ruby Mouse  I wouldn't say people I work with are my echo chamber and my family and friends have very differing views over a lot of things, but I agree the people I am around don't 
hate Meghan and Harry, but I'm not claiming the whole of the UK  love them, so your point isn't really valid.
 @Yasminister  They wont have to.  In a week or so, a certain piece of film is going to knock this barrage of whiny nonsense out of the ballpark.  I promise you the real bombshell is about to 
explode and those two will incinerate into abscurity...gladly....to escape the truth.  In plain site.
 @Diane Cooper  I am not British, I am Asian, and I never set foot on the UK. I think no one is bullying those brats; people are just stating their true feelings against the lies spat by those 
whiney duo.

 @Nella Hasibuan O'Leary  Exactly.  We want to hear year after year after year after year "we were victims of the media, racism and the royal family."  Why can't people accept that?
 @Zazu Pitts  what piece of film is that?
its for publicity. since these two dont get good publicity netflix tries to run their shit with negative publicity. its sad that they think we are actually gonna watch this garbage 😂
As I wipe one tear away from my left eye with my middle finger. Damn Netflix bring on the lies.
She has the right to speak up like all the victims of racism. Just because they're royals doesn't mean they can do whatever they want. Harry isn't a kid or a stupid person. He wouldn't do 
this had it not happened.
Your comment is the real gold lol lol
but they are hiding the number of dislikes!
The comments on the trailers are way better than the actual show would be!

 @Diane Cooper  They're professional victims so anything will make them scream about bullying. If you don't say anything then you're letting them get away with it.
Thank you for updating the dislikes! 😂
 @Diane Cooper  The pair are only clickbait ... that's why they have to spend Netflix money to air a moan-fest.  And this is the reaction they get ..... laughable!
 @Anna T.  @ 4 hours after posting  6.7K UP  26K Down.    If you use Chrome or Firefox you can add an extension / add- on  Return Youtube Dislike
 @Melissa McNown  No they didn't! At most 5he Harkles received a retainer and the rest is subject to them submitting suitable content.
The cost to have made this reality show must have been collosal and will be deducted from any profit they make. 💰
People from Netflix have already come out and said how awful they are.
 @Annie  Dream on - they're the most despised couple on the planet! 😏
This couple must go to court and this for to jail by public demand, return the money of taxes to THE KINGDOM from their rotten weeding, they have nothing regal to be come an artist of 
royalty, Harry is has be bragging all his life that he is better than Will, is on cameras in two occasions. They don't deserve it.
 @Des Res22  Lol on the planet. I doubt if half the countries on this planet give a toss.



 @Annie  "Most of the people I work with and know......" 

Talk about echo chambers.
Facts
They won't show the thumbs down though 🤣
I think they are doing it so security specialists can track comments?
 @Pat  Already explained this. I am not claiming EVERYBODY in the UK hate them.
Read through the comments, you might not have to repeat yourself then.
 @Sasha Libby  I'm not interested in watching the two selfish couples to tell more lies. I'm here to read and leave comments.
 @at1213cl  oh I bet you watch, so you can hate some more.  How will you know what to slate them about if you don't watch.
Hahaha
I think Netflix have done the right thing here, as it evidences the extent to which some people have been groomed to hate this couple, while others are full of race hatred and don't think a 
non White person should be part of the Royal Family.
 @Pat  Ah the last person I replied to about my echo chamber, took their comment down. I find a lot of people do that, when I tell them their point is not valid.
I love how natural MM is when wiping out those tears with both hands . Of course the right one ended up dry.
I love the part where Harry uses the Hungarian Holy Crown Teaching to his advantage and puts Markle on the same level. My orbanus is crying
 @Annie  No. You're wrong. I didn't watch this trailer.
Let's hope their egos can't resist and they spend all evening reading the comments and getting their victim-soaked selves into a right tizzy 🤣
Bouzy! I knew it! Oh Metflix your dealing with a scam artist who bullies ans dox people online. No wonder hes setting up.hos new platform..he's waiting for people to traffic onto his twitter 
page!
They have to make money off these two grifters somehow.....lmao
Read the comments closely this is  a army of haters well organized....same group of people....hummm who is paying for that ??? 🤔  trying so hard to ridicule this couple ?
G.E.N.I.U.S.  !
it's almost as good as the Santa Inc trailer
 @Diane Cooper  But if Netflix thought this was bullying, surely they have a duty to turn the comments off? To leave it open is to be a part of it.
😂😂😂
Netflix is exposing these two grifters and making money off of them.
Their sooooo stupid.
Meghan, you low life narcissitic person.
You are terrible.
Lying, knyving who re
It's the only reason I'm here!  So entertaining.
Many of the photos of the press in the little film are not related to Harry and Meghan.
 @Anne Mihali  Dream on! There is no coordination here or bots. These are truthful people not paid unlike you and the bouzy sussex squad. Your the attackers
 @Diane Cooper  was kinda thinking the same thing- but its companies like netflix that are enabling the real bullies. let them smear- the public has spoken and we are ready to call them 
out.
 @Penny Lando  I hadn’t considered that but you’re right.



Public dislikes turned off now after the unanimous public rejection of the teaser trailer. Expect Meghan’s friends at Hello magazine to find the only two positive comments here and publish 
those.
Looking at the hate comments, we could see how the media influences people. So much hate.
Pure shit.
 @Diane Cooper  Netflix are happy about all the attention and controversy, unfortunately.
 @Yasminister  Good grief, they are far to dignified, what a silly comment!
This is a masterclass about narcissism.
I have been following this for the past two years, since the Oprah interview.
Narcissist go over dead bodies when you tell them: No!
These kind are the most dangerous. They ensnare you, and play victim to control you.
Lair both of them, really disgusting.
His grandma was dying, and this dude tries to destroy his family.
Perhaps Netflix would like to do a docu-series on the comments....would be alot more truthful for a start
 @fluff dumpling  How embarrasing!
 @Annie  Chemistry?????
Well Netflix's got more ball than these two.
 @Annie  who,where??? After the way they treated the Queen ...I don't think there's many of you...elder abuse isn't kind or compassionate
 @Tamara  What about Markles victims. Do you're homework!
 @Annie  aren't you special
 @Annie  It is not up to the RF to demand a referendum.  That decision would be taken by Parliament.  However given the latest decision on allowing the King to decide who has titles I very 
much doubt it will happen.
 @Annie  I don't hate H&M but I am really disgusted with their constant whining.  Most people I know feel the same way.
 @Precious DeVere  at least I can spell. Too funny.
 @Annie  LOL. Love your sarcasm.
 @Penny Lando  People freely expressing their opinions isn't bullying.
 @Annie  You're the one in the echo chamber.
3-2-1 action 🎬 🥺😥😢😭 it's not fair blah blah blah...... cut
 @Diana T  You don't know the hatred that has been whipped up against them. Meghans life was under serious threat when she came to the late Queen's funeral and that is from top 
intelligence, so I think they have a right to be heard and I think Harry must feel so angry that his family wouldn't even help protect him or let him pay for his own security.
People forget he will always be a prince by birthright and silencing them by bullying is hateful.
If your life was under constant threat would you want to be told, shut up? because they chose to walk away from a institution that is outdated and plots against their own.
If you say you don't hate them, fair enough...but your comment on here adds to that hate.
 @Diane Cooper  think you're right! 🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @Diana T  PS Parliament know what the outcome would be as well and if you don't think the firm lobby parliament then you really don't know much.
I respect Netflix more for leaving the comments open on this bogus duo.
 @Maralene  Yes! Thank you😊



 @Diane Cooper  I would think it's enabling it, Diane. This is Netflix's channel, so the content, including the comment section, is their responsibility. I also think the company would lose 
subscribers hand over fist if they deliberately set traps for ordinary members of the public. It's very poor, perhaps even sinister, business practice. 
In so many ways I'm sorry that it has come to this, though. I wish these two would just stop and lead normal, happy and productive lives, but they clearly have no intention of doing so. As 
this is the case - and as MM is an advocate of women using their voices, then she must understand that not every voice she hears will be one that she likes. It's part of a free society.
 @Diane Cooper  Harry & Meghan treated by the British public, I’m not British & the lies are being called out proven, don’t throw stones when living in a glass house
 @Indy  I don't think that's the case as there will be just as many watching it who don't like them. Just to see what venom and lies they spew
 @Annie  I haven't watched either trailer  and I shan't be watching the programmes. I don't need to. The media will dissect them, frame by frame, for me.
Their disinformation,  as Hasbeen calls it, in the first trailer has already been exposed.  That exposure will continue with this trailer and the actual programmes themselves, if they are ever 
shown.
 @Rizzotherat  Harry and Meghan have always said, the hate comes from a few accounts who are bot farm's.
Maybe this will prove their point.
 @Annie  most people I talk to can at least acknowledge the Harkles shoddy behaviour, no matter what your views are on the monarchy

 @Diane Cooper  I am not British, nor are many of the people who commented here. I didn't comment, I voted with my feet by dropping Netflix and have "liked" every comment that I 
thought was fair. It's not bullying if someone throws the first punch. And H & M, in my opinion, are throwing punches against an "opponent" (i.e., the RF) that hasn't fought back--yet.
 @Glory  😅😅
I love the part where Netflix actually had the balls to produce this propaganda film. It's pure opportunity for us all to cancel our Netflix.
Haha
chokes on water 😮
 @Tamara  of course he would, he can't accept that his wife isn't like just for being herself. They have to make it about race
 @Annie  are you often quite objectionable?
This is the worst mistake ever by Harry and Meghan, they are really digging their own grave. I mean everything that is going on in the world right now, how about focus on some good 
cause. No, it's just about them..
 @Annie  People can agree to disagree. It's when we who dislike the way that H & M have behaved toward people who haven't publicly trashed them are labeled as racists or something 
nasty and are put down for defending them. Paraphrasing what someone once said "All that is necessary for [misinformation] to proliferate is for [rational people] to say nothing." The RF 
can't, because of the very tradition that H & M are decrying, answer back and I applaud them for taking the high ground. But that's not going to stop people who love them and remember 
the actual history from pushing back on the misinformation. H & M cannot know the whole truth, neither can the RF; the truth lies in the middle.
Damn 😂  this comment !
You all think Netflix is trolling them????
 @Мария Комарова  Purposely!! We are writing about how much we love parts of their story. ;)
 @Yasminister  Receipts the Sussexes have. Unfortunately they are not petty and mean Spirit as you Derangers are. They all throw Rick and hide their hands. Go figure. Harry LOVES 
ADORED HIS WIFE YOU GUYS MSD HE DIDN'T CHOOSE YOU. BYE
@Annie  I didn't take my comment down. I guess youtube didn't get the sarcasm where I admitted you could see I was incapable of making up my own mind whereas you were absolutely 
not in an echo chamber. Oh no
 @Yasminister  never.  They have class 😉
 @Diane Cooper  your opinion is spot on no lying from you. They are so ignorant and laughable.
 @Jala  🤣🤣🤣no it’s not. Everyone sees right through their lies and agendas and that’s why they are hated across the world. Wake up!



 @JAY GEEBEE  please let her tell her sad stort
 @Anna T.  12/5/22 it's likes 8.6K and dislikes 35K      I was curious enough to install the Chrome extension.
 @Tamara  actually it’s well known that Harry is very, very stupid. His own mother even called him an “airhead” and said he was “easily led”. His teachers had to help him cheat at school 
and he still got the worst grades ever seen at Eton.
 @Rizzotherat  unfortunately it's all about 💰 $$$ Netflix & H&M .....
 @Annie   every Royal is always under serious threat Meghan is not special .  no one asked the Top Intelligent guy   how many times Kate or William was  under serious threat ?   only 
Meghan lol
 @Maria Maria  Diana Cooper is clearly a bot or simply blind to the disgusting lies spewed constantly by the toxic duo.
 @Tamara  Harry is totally stupid! Those two are compulsive liars
 @Annie   only in her dreams are these comments coming from Bots only bots I see are Meghan's
There MUST be something going on. Why on Earth would Netflix allow this to happen?
 @Annie  They bloody do not!!
 @Diane Cooper  Not bullying comments. Wry, satirical comments. Rich celebs like H&M have to suck it up
It really is.
 @43ANGELAB  Where's your face. What's your name? Yeah.

It's very depressing if it's not Bots. I mean the amount of bootlicking fantasies the subjects in these comments have for their kings, queens and princesses.

Especially the ones who pay large sums of money because of ties to a trafficking crime.
AMERICA, dont believe Meghan and Harry!
I have been following this for the past two years, everyday (yes, I have no life)
This is a master class in narcissism.
These two are the lowest of the low.
Its all facts, they are next level gangster liars.
Even satan has been seen frowning by the shit they have done!
I am here just for the comments. Pure gold!
 @Tamara  Your're a sucker for believing their endless lies. You've been played by the gruesome twosome big time! The same for anyone that believes anything that comes from their 
mouths.
 @Ruby Mouse  Well then, my point stands....They were echoing/repeating your word's.
That’s the way it should be
 @Diane Cooper  "correct" by whose account? Racist middle aged white  women spouting conspiracy theories?    "journalists" who write in lies and half truths and call it fact?  Here's a hint 
when it says "it's believed that...." it's a lie.
 @Diane Cooper  I’m not British, and looking at the comments a large percentage of them use American spelling. They’ve been vile here, slamming our constitution, Bill of Rights and 
politics, and nobody wants to work with them. Even Netflix, from what I hear.
 @AM-Tv  So much hate? I can't think why! They deserve all the hate.
 @Tamara  and Kim Kardashian's nose job and Brasilian butt lift didn't happen.  She's 100% natural.
 @Everything’sComingUpMilhouse  Exactly!
What happened to the thumbs down numbers?



Love you Harry and Megan we stand by you will be watching you have our support no one can bring you guys down you are leaving your best life

 @Sixtyish Voyager  Except for Harry was being used as a whipping boy by the firm for over 15 years. Journalists have gone on the record to apologize about the lies they wrote about him.
I haven't called 1 person on here racist, but I did see the racist publicity she got from the media.
Us subjects will never know the truth and I expect even Meghan and Harry are holding back with a lot of truths they could come out with.
 @Ruth Houghton  99% of comments on youtube come from bots, youtube refuses to block them because it creates conflict and clicks which increases profits
It's the royal family that censors comments to leave only positive ones and wiping negative ones.  That, and they pay for identical, verbatim comments praising them.  When you have to 
pay for praise, that is humiliating.
 @Annie  you sure like saying "you're point isn't valid" don't you. You must be a right laugh at parties.
you can take the title back Harry and Megan Will stills survive without you all
 @Nella Hasibuan O'Leary  , yes haters of their lies, false narratives and treatment of both their families and hypocrisy.
 @Annie  , there is currently no public request for a referendum. William and Kate are very respected and popular.

 @Annie  Oh, and all royal lives are constantly under threat. Comes with the territory. The Queen actually talked a man down that got all the way into her bedroom a few years back if I 
remember rightly. She is not unique. The others just don't cry and whine about it because they realise how insanely privileged they are in all other ways. 
Harry can't have THE PUBLIC POLICE FORCE for his own security, whether he pays for it or not, as he's then taking serving officers away from keeping people safe on the streets. No brainer.
 @Everything’sComingUpMilhouse  Absolutely not, I agree. I have made my thoughts a little clearer in subsequent comments, but it's such a long thread now!
 @Tamara  what racism happened?? A question about how Archie will look with a ginger father and biracial mother! A common speculation in most families.
  @Annie  haha..i dont think they do
  @Annie  the Royal Family dont do referendums you numpty 🤣
 @fluff dumpling  5 years before they met!!
 @Diane Cooper  for netflix it's all about generating discord and more controversy.
  @Annie  id give up love. Youre greatly outnumbered. Some if the uk loathe them. Some only hate them. Others dont even have them on their radar...and then theres you and your 
chums...but overall people in the UK take offence when a couple of grifters call us racists
 @at1213cl  they turned off the dislikes it got to big.
  @Anne Mihali  haha..you mean finally the other side are ge ng their opinions heard a er 3 years of markle sugars targe ng people to abuse on Twi er. Jog on mate
  @Penny Lando  its not bullying though is it? Its just people sta ng opinions. The montecito egos dont HAVE to read them
  @Annie  drama queen
  @nellie weller  i wish they would..."leave" their best life🤣
It is obvious the bot farms are here, there are more like on this trailer in four hours than the other one after two days. Harry and Meghan NEED to make this a success or there are no more 
deals from anyone.
 @Diane Cooper ummm…I’m not British and these two goofballs are very stinky😂
They’re absolute nightmare! 
 @Annie slip you head back into the sand 😅
 @Diane Cooper  Maybe, but maybe not. Most of the comments are calling Meghan out for all the dumb stuff she has said and done. Calling her out for being a liar, being a narcissist, being 
a hypocrite. People are finally seeing right through her and calling her out for the BS. I believe Netflix are fed up with them just as much as we are and are leaving the comments up to hurt 
them.
 @Eva R  That's a youtube thing, not Netflix.



EXACTLY 😂😂😂
 @Carmel Sileo  LMFAO 😂😂😂
 @Nynaeve W  Probably more of a laugh than you. 
People with so much hate in them are so bitter inside and that makes them depressing to party with.
 @Lex Armstrong  ?
Can't wait for Netflix to do a comedy on these two & use some of these comments.
Thank you Netflixs 😊  I'm more entertained in comments than I have been with your service.  Yup ! I'll re up just as a tip and thank you for providing the comment section....
 @Lex Armstrong  Learn to read. I have not called 1 of you racist. 
Ok only me and my chums like them..... keep on dreaming little subject.
I also don't feel threatened by typed word's, so I'll give up in my own sweet time, not when a pink circle tells me too.
You do realise if nobody replied to me, I wouldn't have to been told to give up. Same with Harry and Meghan, if they were just left alone with their charities and not constantly bullied they 
wouldn't be doing all this. It only takes 2 brain cells to work that out.......No 1 top listened to on Spotify for Meghan:)
 @Lex Armstrong  No, I agree, Lex. I have left other comments that clarify my position but the thread is too long now to find them. I don't believe that this is what Netflix is seeking to 
prove, because it would implicate itself. I also think a business that set out to trap members of the public would soon find that public becoming very wary of it and avoiding it like the 
plague.  it would be pretty poor business practice!
Why do normal people document there lives lollll
 @Anna T.  55k..
😂😂😂
Just to get the algorithm up and I am falling straight into the trap ....oooops :(
 @Diane Cooper  It is very good business, agreed
I loved the words: DIRTY GAMES, the total truth of this monarchy.
 @Anna T.  58K dislikes to 10K likes
 @Anna T.  10k
 @Carmel Sileo  I have wondered why they've left the comments open.
Thankyou Netflix you are on the way to redemption by doing this.
 @Diane Cooper  How on earth do you know the nationality of the commenters. A lot of americans (of all ethnicities) with Youtube channels are slating it.
 @Diane Cooper  I hope so 🇬🇧
But today, I see way more comments supporting the couple, while yesterday I saw zero. Meghan's pr team is HARD at work today getting their supporters to comment lol
I think they're trolling the Harkles who will definitely be reading comments. Hi Marriott Meghan 👋
Meghan may be trying to build a case to block YouTube channels that are negative to her just like Amber Heard.
 @Steve  😂😂😂😂😂
 @Carmel Sileo  : Care to say on what accounts were you told that? That's the whole problem, someone is always saying something, but no one will say who they heard it from. Which 
makes it out to be another lie thrown their way.🤔
 @Yasminister  Wait until you see it, and then complain.  How do you know if they said anything about the RF?
 @Annie  Ah but nearly 70% (so probably more) don't want a republic..... we tried it once and it was hell!
It’s what I’m here for!
 @Anne Mihali Doesn’t need to be well-organized.
We’re just like you but with a different opinion. Let’s just respect each other. We’re blessed that we live in a country that permits varying views.😊



 @JCC R  The Sussex Squad is hard at work! Do they really think they are fooling anyone?
 @Mel  : Netflix is showing the world how stupid the trolls are, by showing those idiotic comments, and what Harry and Meghan went through because of them. They won't be cancelled.  
Maybe when these channels see how the hatred for Meghan and Harry are really exposed, they will start shutting them down.
Remember that time you always plant stories especially when your grandad is dying
 @Diane Cooper  : Your opinion is 100% correct.  Especially for people that are not on social media to see.  I hope we're able to see each name with the hateful, nasty comments.
 @fluff dumpling  : So you've already seen it?
So on point. Last hurrah before they all take golden handshakes
 @Beverley Halfpenny  : Ms. Halfcent you cannot speak for all the British public, only for yourself.
 @Yasminister  LOL!!! I will keep laughing 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣..In response to WHAT exactly???
 @Carmel Sileo  I heard he's lovely but shes the worst
 @Melissa McNown  YOU wanted Meghan to end up like DIANA??..Body in a box??..You are as Racist as the RF..
But the thumps down was actually 138K
Brilliant. Netflix will be enjoying this no end. This stream of “I loved the part” comments is gold.
 @Martini Cocoa  We all know homeland security will be watching that documentary looking for threats to Harry and Meghan. And that's why the comments will help them find the 
threats.  According to the security chief in the UK, people have already been caught and prosecuted for on-line threats against Meghan.
Of course they left it open. Its pure marketing gold. Every comment, good or bad, counts as engagement, driving the algorithm to suggest the vid to more people, which means more 
potential viewers for netflix. 

Why pay for advertisement, when the public will do it for you for free? Work smarter, not harder.
 @Annie  "A lot of the British public love them."  Really? A new poll showed 98% of the British public want the king to strip them of their titles. They opened their arms and hearts to the 
couple when they married, all they've done since is shit on the monarchy that gave them their only claim to wealth and fame, and tell easily disprovable lies about them. I hope Harry is 
barely smart enough to wake up and divorce her, so she has to go back to extra work, giving BJs in cars on shows nobody watches.
 @Annie  Every bit of hate they get they more than deserve.
I'm glad my comments have been for the Sussex. I sure won't be ashamed if someone sees what I commented about.  Because most of the nasty, hateful comments are from the UK, 
proving a point to what Harry said about the hatred, and racism toward his wife in the UK.
 @Tamara  Meghan a "victim of racism." LMBAO!!!!!!
Lmao thought the same
 @Annie  Only 98% of Brits want them stripped of their titles. That's a lotta love, Annie!
 @Retired Stitcher  what is yr name again??? 🤔 ok??
 @fluff dumpling  and one 🙂

 @Annie  Yes, all men cringe in fear and run away when Annie declares their view "not valid." Sweetie darling, you are worth the price of admission all by yourself. A legend in your own 
mind -- no wonder you identify with a certain middle-aged C-list actress mainly known for opening suitcases on a gameshow and giving a b*owjob to a dude in a car on 90210.
It helps with the algorithm
 @Diane Cooper  By the British public? No love it’s the whole world that hates them, apart from African Americans. Vile couple.



 @Melissa McNown  I doubt they got the full amount.  I've heard they got 20 million for the docuseries content.  They could barely get this thing out the door.  The 100 million was for all of 
the content they were to produce.  Pearl got canceled.  This thing contradicts Harry's book so they had to reedited it last minute. I'm sure there will still be lies and contradictions.  They 
can't keep all of the lies straight.  The BRF has basically shut them out so they can't get more content out of them.  I don't see how they can milk this anymore.  But I've been wrong before. 
They live in a world of delusion.  I canceled my Netflix for because of this.  I hope others do the same.
If Netflix trolled them by refusing to actually broadcast it, then I'd 100% renew my subscription.
 @Anne Mihali  no, they just make themselves a laughing stock with their countless lies, virtue signalling, hypocrisy and headline hunting. They’ve done this to themselves. Trouble is, 
they’ve callously hurt so many people in their pursuit of, hmmm….. something? Oh yes, that’s it - $$$$$$$$
 @Annie  Clearly you’ve been in a coma since they departed the UK and changed their titles to the Duke and Duchess of Woke/California. The British public HATE them. Unless your an anti 
monarchist that is?
 @Nella Hasibuan O'Leary  And we laugh at yours too! 😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂
 @Michael Jones  I canceled.
 @fluff dumpling  I just laughed seeing that was the figure 6 hours ago....what's the count?
 @Melissa McNown  Imagine it a dollar for 100 million golden comments...
 @Annie  Fortunately you weirdo anti monarchy trolls are a very small minority in the UK. If we didn’t have a traditional monarchy of a thousand years old we would have someone like 
Tony Blair, Gordon Brown, Jeremy Corbynski or even worst someone like a British version of Donald Trump as our head of state. What person in their rational brain would rather have a 
corrupt leader like I’ve mentioned as our head of state? It doesn’t bare thinking about. Having a monarchy is what has made Britain so great throughout history and such a tourist 
attraction. Leave and go live in a republic if your not happy with Royalty as a head of state.
 @Tamara  He actually is.
But why count we see the dislike counts though?
 @Diane Cooper  yes but none of it is hatred and racism, it's just mocking their behaviour
 @Diane Cooper  the Sussex’ global reach has even stretched to little 🇳🇴 and boy do I think their flaky history with the truth is what’s really shot them in the foot.
Yeah, unlike Meghan's Ginger Whinger. 😂😂😂😂 No balls whatsoever!!
 @Diane Cooper  LOLOL nobody has said a single thing that isn't true...
 @Ruth Houghton  Every comment starts with “ I love the part” so weird! Could they all be from Netflix trying to gauge the mood of the public? Wouldn’t surprise me! Well Netflix I for one 
Hate the two trolls    Ginger and Winger 
  @Melissa McNown  Did they get a $100M upfront?  Usually, an advance ia paid for R&D, story outlines and boards.  Accountability of the cash advance is key. They must provide and 
justify all invoices and receipts before getting the next advance.  They strike me as a couple who never managed finances or people (as individuals or as a couple).  They are clueless. What 
is bvb their plan? Did they even write a business plan?
 @Diane Cooper  Oh right! The one where we're a bunch of racist bullies rather than people with some damn sense! We're familiar with that little tactic.
😂😂😂😂🎉😅
 @Wendy in Progress  Pure Gold !
 @Annie  Let's sing it guys... "Honey⚡⚡⚡⚡⚡ Oh Sugar Sugar⚡⚡⚡⚡⚡.."  Welcome to the jungle gal 😄
 @Annie   you are a sugar
When will these two go away?
I love the part when the water supply was cut off and they couldnt flash their 16 toilets 😷🤢
 @Annie  you dont know the vile and threats directed by their fans on William and his family



 @Tamara  she was never a victim of racism.  She lies.  Surely you get that?  Or did you not watch Oprah?  No one here in the UK gave a hoot whether she was black, brown or white.   All 
we knew was that our favourite Prince had found a girl who was beautiful, young and feisty.  We gave them a huge wedding ( we Brits live Royals weddings) then the baby arrived - 
fantastic!….. then they were gone.  Most of us had no idea why.
Now, all we hear, day in and day out is how horrible his family are.  Well, I don’t know about you, but I was brought up that you NEVER trash your family in public.  Sorry, it is all just too 
much, most of it disproved.
 @Linda Roane I’m not complaining 👏👏
 @Michael Jones  87,000 thumbs down and 12,000 thumbs up
Yayyyyyy Cancel Culture Is Here 
Just clicked unsubscribe 👍
 @Linda Roane  just the trailer the 2nd one and the count is 12K thumbs up and 87K thumbs down
 @Michael Jones  Oh ... just now its 12K thumbs up and 87K thumbs down
 @Annie  Yawn... "serious threat coming to the Queen's funeral.." so she rolls down the window of the (most certainly bullet-proof) limo' and smiles like a cheshire cat, exposing them 
through the open window to who-knows-what '"racist nut job sniper"... Word on the street was that Harry was NOT happy about that, context of his battle for big-time 'security'/ 
protection...
I'll just say that for what it's worth...!
I love all the comments against them, I am laughing so hard my left  eye is tearing so bad, I have used  several boxes of tissue!!!
 @Мария Комарова  That's the joke. It brings a tear to my left eye.
 @Lostund Gefunden  I reckon watching my paint grow is seriously way more entertaining
 @nellie weller  🎶""Ô Sugar sugar.."..🎵
 @Ruth Houghton  I can confirm I have different comments on both trailers..
 @Tamara  But they already spoke it Oprah, or have they forgotten about that?  How many times do we have to hear their story?
 @Carmel Sileo  Me too. Maybe not everyone involved, but some.
 @Anna T.  88K so far.
Good I hope it flopsPromoting proven liars who disowned both families. big time. Shame on greedy people
I’m sure Megan already called Netflix to fire the staff who left the comments section open claiming racism.
 @Tamara  why did  she not name and shame the people she is accusing of racism, why leave it open for people to speculate? funny that isn't it.
🍿
These comments are gold. They all can be used in a court of law. They also prove to the world that what this golden couple has said is true. I read someone calling Camilla the Queen. Lord 
these ppl are wild, I have to go get popcorn..
 @Diane Cooper  
Well they certainly are getting what they want.
Because no one asked this pair to do this.
Do they think they will just rubbish the British Royal family from the states, and everyone is going to go ahh aren't they lovely.
They put themselves in this position they just believed thier own press to much.
Brings a tear to your eye actually. The left one of course.
 @Annie  Not true. The polls say otherwise. They are the least  popular royals, right down there with Andrew.
@Annie  wrong on every level. Have a look at polls they are in the minus
Not for long!



 @Diane Cooper  you can't  try and bring down a Royal institution that goes back hundreds of years, and not expect some backlash?...The Royal Family are the British peoples 
history...that's why we are so disgusted with these two whingers.
Lmfaoooo kudos to Netflix
Thank God, they did. Harry and Meghan typically NEED to cease commentary, and then control it, use bots, employees and rent a crowd for their now sinister game of deception
 @Annie  What to SLATE them about?  What are you talking about?
 @Anne Mihali  No one is paying me!
It's advance publicity for the series.  Free publicity at that.
 @Annie  Sure, Jan

@Diane Cooper, no one is bullying them. Calling someone out on their BS is not bullying! They choose to walk away, stating they wanted a private life. The RF said ok, and yet they cannot 
stay away from the limelight. They want the $$ and attention with no responsibility for what they say and do.  I personally despise them for their disrespectful and callous behavior towards 
a 96 year old dying women. Harry talks out of both sides of his mouth regarding his grandmother. His behavior and actions towards her says everything about him.
 @Annie  no it’s up to the police as to whether the British police provide their security not the RF. Remember the senior officer saying “the Metropolitan Police are not for hire” when PH 
said he offered to pay them. They are no longer working royals. They can pay for private security. There getting 90 mill from Netflix. That should cover it.
 @Anna T.  Currently at 97.6k at 6 Dec 2022 at 12.32 am GMT time
 @Diane Cooper  Netflix wouldn't dare to do it so. It would lose all the creativity as a company and it would make people  cancel their susbcrition. It's all of this people who are the clients 
of Netflix. If they do that, it's public suicide. Let's wait!
It's pathetic I can't watch anymore how did Harry
 get manipulated into this mess 
Meghan is a absolute con artist fake that only known how to lie all the time
for Netflix, it doesn't matter if people watch it because they are disgusted by them.... it only matters that people watch it
 @Froggy Jump  hence won't be watching on netflix but will just read the reviews
Tiger Duke and Duchess them!
Bringing a tear to my left eye
Maybe it's revenge.
 @nellie weller  that's exactly what harry want to finally call his lady a princess officially.....try it royals gone get even worse
I was also hoping they not turned off
Lol
THE truth? Or 'their' truth? The comments are much more entertaining than the show. THANK YOU Netflix! 👏👏



 @fluff dumpling  
It's really strange, that you keep looking up information about a couple you don't seem to like. What does that say about you?

People like you, who aren't even worthy to clean the bottoms of Prince Harry and Meghan's shoes keep coming on Social Media to make fools of yourselves, by making useless comments 
about them.

Prince Harry and Meghan do not know you. Neither do you know them. Their life and their decisions do not affect you in any way, shape, or form. Yet, you keep coming on Social Media to 
write nasty comments about them.

My advice to you is this. If, you don't realize, that, you have a psychological problem, that you need to  address, I'm here to let you know. You need to seek professional help. I'm not 
kidding.

When you start to hate people you don't even know, or those, who have never done you wrong and others, whose decisions have no negative effect on your life, it's a clear indication, that 
you have a serious psychological problem.

People, who lack a sense of Self-worth and suffer from inferiority complex are usually those, that come on Social Media to denigrate, malign, slander, demonize and dehumanize 
others.

 You and all the others on this comment section, that keep trashing Prince Harry and Meghan are exactly such kinds of people.

Such individuals, mostly target prominent people, that, are totally out of their league, in order to gain attention and validation. They need to tear a high profile individual down, in order to 
feel good about themselves.

Which of you on this comment section, who are making these derogatory and slanderous comments about Prince Harry and Meghan will actually dare to say those things to their face?

The derogatory and hateful comments individuals like you have been making, about Prince Harry and Meghan, ever since, they became a couple has just proven, why the word of God 
Lots of clever jokes abound, we don't find it offensive, just watching H&M self destruct. Anyone here who says this is evidence of 'harassment' is missing the joke. H&M never read the 
room. I fail to see how this docuseries creates sympathy for H&M.
 @mary kaynie  Well. I am well and truly chastised, I guess. Because you were too long winded, I didn't bother to waste time reading it. Let me just say, nobody cares what you think about 
whatever you're blabbering about. 🤓😎
The replies are gone now!
 @Mel   Netflix has left the comments open because it generates publicity. It’s a PR strategy and it’s working. The comments have been covered by YouTubers and the Mainstream Media. 
People who were unaware of the “documentary” series, are now going to watch it.
 @Annie  Your comment to Diane Cooper gave me such a laugh.

 @Jala  I. In what universe? Imagine being so hated cause of your blatant lies and professional victimhood   Being a tear to my left eye
How did Netflix fall for this grift again?
 @Norfolk Enchants  I can't wait for the memes



 @Diana T  That is called being the King.... Kings are the ones who make the decisions... I don't even like king charles and I'm defending him just because your comment was so stupid
 @Maria Maria  
How do you know, that, Prince Harry and Meghan were telling lies? Were you with them in the Royal Institution? Were you their private Secretary? 

What do you know about Prince Harry and Meghan, to claim, that, they have spat lies? what evidence do you have to support your claim?

Why do you call a 41yr old
and 38yr old brats? Is that the way your parents disrespect you in Asia?
People like you are so desperate for attention, that, even when you see others are being mistreated or bullied, you dismiss it and rather join in  to bully them.

If, you are so desperate for attention, you don't need  to join in to abuse and bully a British Prince and his wife on Social Media.

You just need to find something beneficial to do in your society. Why do you join in to abuse and bully a couple you don't even know? What do you hope to achieve by doing that?

Move on sis, life is too short to be wasting it, spreading hate.
Yes and here we are to tell them what we think of these 2 spoiled rich greedy cry babies that sell out their own families for extra bucks.😁
 @Anna T.  I heard 271 thousand but who knows
Dayum 😂😂😂
Goes to show how much people harassed them and still are. The hatred spread by the Media. 6ys or more on a daily basis what a shame. Yes the Media went above and beyond on their 
rampage campaign out to get Harry and Meghan. Outrageous. Are they just using Harry and Meghan as scapegoats???
 @C  you've got it arse about, you're actually talking about what happened to Trump and his family, these 2 are just the biggest, laziest, richest maggots on earth and wouldn't even know 
what harassment was, other than the harassment they give their own families for money. They're scum  and anyone that's fooled by them is a brain dead leftist zombie.
 @Martini Cocoa  poor Security specialist... Imagine trakking more than 26K people who disliked them plus all the people who comment. In some centuries they Will have find all of us to 
say US we couldn't make a comment, a joke.  Besides good Luck getting the legal permission to enter a different country "NET" and permission also to every single individual of that 
country with the only reason be: made a joke on the internet! 🙄
The part where multimillionaires Meg and Haz, wallow in self pity. I would cry a tear from my left eye, but in the spirit of Meghan, I’ll get someone else to do my dirty work.
 @Diane Cooper  Big difference between bullying & laughing at someone. So sorry for you & the people you know since you don't know the difference.
 @Annie  well all those people will have now all the proof that the hounding and the harassing did not take place, that they lied and lied and lied, and that people just need eyes whenever 
they went out or went public AFTER Megxit to know she is a fraud, like the said herself.
 @Diane Cooper  Bullying is not the same as restating facts about their conduct over time…which is all that’s happened in these comments.
 @Мария Комарова  they all look the same because people say the humour in this funny pattern and continued it.



 @Annie  breaking news for you: Harry can lose his "Prince" title. Open a History book: he wouldn't BE the first nor the last. His title is not an arm, leg he was born with  and can not BE 
Taken out! Royals have treats all the time. Always did! Probably Always Will .The questions that was missing in that interview :" Meghan had treats, ok! In the same period of time, how 
many treats did The King, The Queen, The Walles, the Walles 's kids, Princess Anne,The Wessex, the Wessex 's kids had?" from all those people i listed above, pick One... anyone ...he/She 
had more real life treats that Meghan ever had! She has no Power or influence on the destiny of UK, thus zero value for treats. Today, She has even lesser, near to zero.. If you don't know 
the Stander, how can you compare? You can't but you do it in your comment! In the funeral, Meghan was the person who was less exposed to have treats! There were Kings and Queens 
there. Presidents. Game changers, people of powerful countries. People who sign the changes of the world with just a pen... and you talk about Meghan having treats? ridiculous. Example:  
Louis has more daily treats as the Son of the heir, the brother of an heir and grandson of the King than She ever had in a year!   The biggest security NET ever existed in the World was 
putted together during the days around the funeral and in the funeral day. Amazing work of all areas envolve, i must say. This is no hate. I don't hate nobody. Didn't express any emotional 
part here. It's talking about facts.
 @Kimberley Musson  they get the money. It's still win.
 @T  they financially win.
 @Diane Cooper  what case though?
Calling out grifters, narcissists, liars is NOT hate, stop ✋
 @JCC R  that's exactly what is going on, the minions are working hard today... that "Annie" deserves a raise 👌

 @fluff dumpling  Yeah, the bots are on the move.  It doesn't matter if the bots get to 300K thumbs down, the documentary will still air in three days. And the world will be looking at all the 
hate filled comments, Netflix will leave up. That's to show Harry was right about the racism, and hatred against his wife. It's not going to make you haters look good.🤗🤗🤗
 @Linda Roane  😏🥳🥸
I think the folks at Netflix have had enough of Just Harry and Megain Markle.
Netflix doesn’t care about them. They probably love all the controversy because it’s good publicity.
 @Ruth Houghton  why not copy and paste ....Markles say and rehash the same drivel so we should be able to cut and paste our responses.
You know the bots did this right before her podcast came out. Did the ratings drop? No they didn't, and archetype ratings were number one.
 @Yasminister  NO ONE trusts Netflix. That’s why their stock is tanking right now
 @fluff dumpling  This 💯💯

They only paid the Harkles a few mil up front; 

if Sparry and Mrs. Sparry don’t deliver, they don’t get the rest of the cash .
 @Annie  lolol. 

Ok, Meg 😂🤣😉
 @Diane Cooper  Oh please the only case they have is narcissism and a very bad case of it.
 @Linda Roane  🤣
This is exactly what Leilani of Barbados said.
 @Yasminister  I read that William is prepared to fight back and drop the “Never complain, never explain” mantra at this point.
 @Emm  that would be exciting.
 @Linda Roane  “There are three kinds of lies: Lies, Damned Lies, and Statistics”. Spotify 'worked' those stats to make it look like her podcasts were number one. There is NO WAY she beat 
out Joe Rogan.  😂😂😂



 @Anna T.  Over 100,000 in 12 hours
 @fluff dumpling  🤣
 @Barbara N  lmaoooo
True, but notice how not one comment criticizes Meghan's race. No one cares that she is half black or half white....people don't like her personality and her lack of authenticity.
😂😂😂 yes. H&M: bastards!!  Stop lying and let's talk about what North American interests are behind.
I love that Netflix paid these frauds 100 million dollars instead of making a series   
that people would watch for years.
Indeed, the Heavens have opened up.  I haven't laughed so much in months!
 @Diane Cooper  you are wrong, not only the british public, we also vomited in Mexico because of that pair, and in many parts of the world.
the only ones who think in favor of H&M are themselves with fake profiles, and a few bots paid by them of course 😂
The comments will be far better than the docu reality show. A love story? Boring. They can’t even air dirty laundry as interesting as the Kardashians.
Netflix supports Meghan's motto: love or hate me, but you don't forget about me.
It's sad and pathetic how hateful these people are. They sound like miserable humans.
 @Linda Roane  silly .Archtype is no. 77🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @V. Gallard  we will .just like how we forget Fergie 🤣🤣🤣🤣

 @Annie  you can easily fact check the following.
* In the UK the government, not the Royal Family, sets the criteria for receiving royal protection. This is why Harry sued the government when he wanted to pay for active duty officers, 
which is against the law in England. The government treats taxpayer funded royal protection as a job benefit that is earned by doing charitable work on behalf of the Royal family.
* The government doesn't supply Royal protection to members of the Royal Family who do no work on behalf of the Royal Family. That's why  Harry's cousins Princess Beatrice and Princess 
Eugenie private pay for their family's protection.
At the point that Prince Harry and Duchess Meghan chose to become private citizens, they had $20-25 million of their own. Charles gifted them millions of dollars to help them get settled, 
which he was under no obligation to do. 
*Most  working members of the Royal Family, like Princess Ann and Countess Sophie, only have taxpayer funded protection when they are at Royal events. 
* The monarch/consort, heir/spouse, and and heir's offspring/spouse/children have 24/7 taxpayer funded protection.
 @Diane Cooper  you are correct. It will come accross as such. But this is also a form of bullying that we are forced to see this everyday. They have roused everyone. And with our freedom 
of speech I think within measure we are entitled to say what we feel in as mush as they want to say display their "truth". We should not encourage bullying but at what point do we say we 
don't like a narrative that is being pushed 😔

It's inadvertently what they wanted.  And I'm certain this is the feedback they wanted. It's a horrible social psychological game at play. The RF needs to shut this down asap. This is so 
troubling and scary 😔
They know what they ate doing. 😅
 @Diane Cooper There are a lot of Americans and other countries here too I think, Not just the UK. They are slowly becoming globally unpopular. Most people can see how poorly they 
treat their families, staff and anyone who dares challenge their victim narrative.
Netflix wanted them roasted 🤣
 @Akouvi Sedo  😥
 @zy510  they know what hate watching is 😅



 @Diane Cooper  it’s not just the British public … everyone who is aware of her lying and nastiness just want her to wake up and take a really good look in the mirror. People who continue 
to support her are sending the message that her behaviour is acceptable, when it’s so clearly not. That’s why we feel the need to comment and tell the truth about her.
 @Fernando Quintana  BBC don't have comment section open?
 @Marie O'Leary  you nailed it perfectly
 @Wendy in Progress  😉😁
 @Wendy in Progress  😂😂😂
Netflix knows it sells - even the negative comments.
That's because Youtube actually have freedom of Speech unlike Twitter who only allows the speech that aligns and agrees with Elon and his team's narrative.
 @Diane Cooper  Who told you everyone here is British.  I'm not (I'm American) and guaranteed this is a VERY international comment section
 @Glory  YEAH!!  MY THUMB IS DOWN !!  ALL THE WAY DOWN!😄👎
 @Tamara  IT DIDN'T HAPPEN !!  HARRY & MEGHAN(or Rachel) ARE KNOWN LIARS, THEY LIE ABOUT EVERYTHING! SO WHY NOT THIS???
 @Wabbit Hunter  SO VERY TRUE!!!
 @Anne Mihali  Lol IT don't take much!!! They make it so Easg
 @Anne Mihali  I wish I was getting paid 😂 but no they are actually attracting real criticism. Manipulators and liars don't always win fans darling.
 @mat mcnerney  Yes ! That is the way it's done!  Sad  A publication does that!
Best entertainment ever 🎉😂😂😂
 @AM-Tv  you're stupid if you think it was hate filled press that caused all of this backlash. No it's called lying and gaslighting the public the same way the elites try to do that's actually 
caused it. 
People have put up with it for too long. You can only buy lying positive press for so long. The truth comes to light in due course.
 @Carmel Sileo  I have to agree with you & I think that doco-lie-mentary will be a parody if them as well, or I'm hoping so.
 @Annie  they never stopped him from paying for his own PRIVATE security. He wants to pay for GOVERNMENT security and have all of the diplomatic immunity it would entitle them to.. 
Know why? They can't be sued for treating people like 💩. 
You're an ignoramus for not grasping that they are entitled a holes who force people to sign NDA's to hide their shady behavior.
 @Tamara   Just because she is mixed race doesn't mean she can lie about whatever she wants and we can just let not call it out. Harry was the one wearing the swastika, Harry was the 
one using racists attacks.
Yes he and his wife will make up anything to get paid. They really need the millions to keep up their lifestyle.
 @nellie weller  yep... let them talk... the best entertainment on the internet! Love their comedy show!
 @Yasminister  I suspect they have too much class and integrity to stoop to H&M's level.
 @Yasminister  It’ll be a short documentary if that’s the case. Call it “Recollections may vary” and that’s all that needs to be said. 😂😂😂
 @Mel  Reckon = hope 😂
 @Anna T.  The YouTuber I saw showed the stats and comments. Its in the hundreds of thousands. The comments are what brought me here, I needed to see if it was true - I’m happy to 
see they are. Comedy gold 😂😂
 @Annie  Errr no. Independent polls indicate most British people are calling for them to be stripped of their titles. The rest don’t care about them. Their popularity ratings have nosedived 
as a result of them trashing the queen.
Exactly.  And now he has the front to tell the children of lost service men and women how they ought to feel.
Dont forget she needed to meet Beyonce.
I think the time of cashing in on his Mother's death and making money off the backs of disabled British veterans through Netflix needs to end. The latter yet to come with Invictus Games 
apparently.



THANK YOU for finally remembering that Harry is as complicit as his guttertrash wife.

And we all know how well that ended: "Meghan needs Disney more than Disney needs Meghan". And she never donated her fee to the elephant charity (how very like our other favourite 
narc Amber Heard). She demanded it was paid directly to her for the tax write-off. Disney ended up have to pay her AND the elephant charity cos she never followed through. Allegedly.
 @Miss Winnie  And don't forget that B did not show the same enthusiasm meeting her non-royal ass.
There's a clip of her before she married H saying she can cry on demand she's proud of it she's says yeah I can do that give me a second and says one tear left eye let's go . Just like at the 
queens funeral, she had one tear from her left eye I  think she forgot the Internet keeps receipts 🤔
Markle once revealed she can cry at will. There is a clip in twitter  Q: Can you make yourself cry? Meghan Markle: Oh, I can do that so well! OMG it's crazy. They're like, Meghan, one tear, 
left eye, go! Give me 3 seconds.
I’m dying at this 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
They are happy to still take the money from the family. And the tax payer money for the protection
The fact that they used a footage of Diana multiple times in this trailer is disgusting. How long will they keep using her name in this dirty fight with Harry’s family? It is also William’s mother 
for God sake. I can’t imagine how he must feel when his brother is using Diana’s legacy to hurt him. These two are such evil creatures. King Charles should strip them of their titles with no 
way back
I love the part where Harry thought his Father was a bank..3 seconds..left eye..GO..
I love the part where Harry asks, "What went wrong?" and having the self-awareness to understand that he married the devil and their constant need to be victims is the actual problem, 
not the Royal Family.  I wonder how Harry feels knowing his uncle had a go at his wife before him.  He's the spare, even with his own wife.
POOR priviledge couple booohooo!!!!
I loved the part when she said they were only one plane crash away. 
RIP H & M. A lonely tear is welling in... my left eye

I love the part where they are so desperate to find people who will speak up for them that they bring on someone who purports to be able to deal with trolls when he himself is active in 
trolling, pursuing and bringing down (with Sussex fans assistance) Youtubers who criticise the amazing left-eyed one & who is currently being sued for defamy. Nice friend.
I loved, loved, loved the part where the evil Palace took away Megan's passport and travel documents, and she had to tap her ruby shoes 3 times to astral project herself to New York to 
attend the GBP 500K baby shower thrown by her peasant Hollywood friends - her bravery is inspirational....

The hilarious thing is that she claimed she experienced far worse than Kate being called Waity Katey, but can only use Catherine’s clips because her experience paled by comparison.
I love the part where they put someone who has bullied the Waleses and been ageist towards William and Catherine in their show 😍
I cant imagine anyone wanting to do any type of business with these two seeing how easily they turn on even their own families.
Two spoiled pieces of garbage
Beta and the claw are disgusting. The full truth is that you are money hungry sluts who have no manners, class or filter. I hope you get the chiding and harassment you asked for for the rest 
of your evil lives
Dramatic couple. Fed up of these two.😩
Who is watching this dogshitt ?
I have never seen such desperation to be liked from a couple so utterly unlikable! Netflix gave you talentless whingers 100 million  to complain about your family (the family who also gave 
you hundreds of millions for your "spectacle" wedding & baby shower, wardrobe etc).  These 2 are  just miserable spoiled whiny brats. I'd rather hear Thomas Markles story actually. 
There's a man truly betrayed by a family member.



I love the part where the Earl of DUMBarton tells a privileged black journalist that his father cut him off financially at 35y.o. What a lack of compassion! It brings a big tear to my left eye!
Well I've only just managed to stop crying from my left eye. They really are mentally unhinged. We'll keep on loving the real royal family. I'm really looking forward to the coronation. I 
hope that pair are either barred or don't turn up. If they thought the boos were bad the last time just wait🤣🤣🤣🤣
"The pain and suffering of women marrying into this institution"

I think Kate, Sophie and even Fergie would say otherwise
Wait, there's a hierarchy to the family? Does that mean when I had to sit at the children's table at holidays or get out of my father's chair, I was ACTUALLY BEING RESPRESSED? I'm going to 
call Netflix about the inherent repression of women and children in Italian American families! I helped cook! I had to sit at a separate table! One tear, left eye, GO!
Who's the common denominator in all of the problems on ALL sides of Meghan's family, ex friends, ex husbands, former employees, etc..?
I loved the part where this is like the big brother show with cameras everywhere 😮
You want the truth? You can’t handle the truth!!
Amazing ❤ 🎉🎉 can’t what we love you H&M let the racists cry harder 😭😢😢they all coming out the woodwork
BTS of this docu series:
Harry: Meg, you are such an amazing actress. The crying was so real.
Meg: You are also not bad, hon.
Morally corrupt Bouzy and his employers Harry and his wife 🙄
Come please this is more a reality than a documentary… idk but I personally don't believe them ,I feel they are trying so hard to be loved for everyone’s, and not even the Beatles are loved 
from everyone
If he knew things were this bad why didn't he elope and marry privately?
Why have the country pay for his grandiose wedding?
I'm looking forward to this.  Can't wait to watch it on Netflix.
No bueno @netflix
I love the part that MeMeMeAgain went ballistic over not getting paid and threw hot tea at the serving staff in Tour de la Australia 😍
Thousands of bots on here thst begin with “ I love the part”
These two are just revolting. Enough is enough. Take the titles away.
I love that part they used a fake photo in the original  trailer of all the CAMERAS, when it was really a pic from the Harry Potter premiere. Anyone who believes any of their BS needs their 
head checked.
I love the part 3 seconds in..."what on earth happened?"...was this in reference to the first trailer on NF?
The full truth is they are money grabbing attention seekers
I love the part where Harry desperately tries to draw parallel between Diana and Meghan..... that brought a river of tears from my left eye.🤣🤣🤣🤣😿😿
Catherine the Princess of Wales had it worse for years, but that doesn't suit Megs narrative... still sobbing from my left eye..... I also love the part where Meghan was the first and the only 
member of the royal family to ever publicly bully Kate and refer to her as "waity Katy" during the Oprah interview. 😡😡😡



I loved it so much when MM and her Haz didn't go to see Prince Philip and preferred to go and lie on Oprah for two hours calling it "my truth". I especially loved it when they didn't take 5 
minutes to go and see the Queen, who was suffering, who was so old that she could die at any moment, and preferred to strut around in Germany. When I saw MM dripping with self-
tanner, and Haz running around saying hello to the crowd while making sure to let his Meghan pass in front of him, I thought it was so them! So incredibly poetic and romantic and so grand 
and filled with such beautiful moral values and class. Oh, yes, and also the part where MM cried so much when she realized that she was filthy rich, adored, and that there were battered 
women in South Africa right next to her, that we could care about. She was so sick of the fact that no one asked HER how SHE was doing.  It made me shed 4 big tears from my left eye.  
Thank you Netflix for showing us a couple of mental morons, too rich, too dumb, too full of themselves, too narcissistic, too stupid...They have opened our eyes to everything we shouldn't 
do, everything we shouldn't be...What a great lesson, thank you Harkles, you can now disappear.  The best part was when I saw "The End"...and I said to my family "That's iiit, they're 
gone!", and my kids asked me "for good?" and I said "Yeeeeeees, I hope so". So much hope was filling my heart and that was the best part!
🥱🥱🥱🥱
Cool let us know about it so we don't have to watch it.
Hi Megan 😉
 @G.A. Buist  Hi KKKhate
Me thinks you are the troll. How much is haz and mattress paying you.
She really did do that didnt she.

Yes and before he compares Meghan to Diana he would need to  have an affair with another woman throughout  their marriage, that’s what caused the most heartache and damage
 @Catherine Avara  They would both need to have affairs. Diana cheated with multiple people before Charles went back to Camilla.
Diana was the same. Craved attention. Full of drama. Used the media. She just did it in a different way. She was younger. Less confident, and stuck. If you think about it, both left the royal 
family at about the same age!
 @Catherine Avara  is harry James’ son?   They say not but they look like twins.
Ginger and cringy
“I loved the part” seems to be a lot of bots in this comment section …
@netflix keep the total dislike visible so everybody knows coz for sure dislike > like
Netflix needs to decide to go full woke or not, because if they do I can save some money.
British ppl are mad 😢
I loved the part where Meghan believe we love her voice and views on every subject.
I loved the part when the baby was nearly born as she got out of the car.
This reminds me of the late Princess Diana story I feel sorry for Megan 😢
I love the part where all these people are pretending to not know that there is a paedophile behind the walls of the Palace who is  being protected allegedly🤣. ....I love the monarchs they 
can do no wrong, gods!🤲
I love the part where MM is auditioning for the next Kleenex advert 😭😭😭 ready Megs?  1 tear left eye let's go 😂😂😂
Love the part where Netflix state subscribe at the end, they left off two important letters at the front "un"  there you go, fixed it for them. All so sad, one tear, left eye, go.
A piece of advice from the regular people who deal with real problems. If you really want to make a change in the world and be recognized as major game players, do not make it just 
about yourselves all the time. The world is plenty of issues that need focus way more important than the frustrations of a spoiled prince and a second class actress.



Tell me of one family that doesn't have challenges in it.  What is so terrible is Prince Harry believes he is protecting his family. In all actuality he's exposing them to the here and now short 
term ridiculing scrutiny of public opinion which doesn't bowed well by hanging out their dirty nickers for the world to see. The Monarchy has been through far worse than this and still 
stands up against yet another attempt to destroy it.   Does he and Megan actually believe that people really care?  I don't think so.  It appears to be more about publicity and financial gain.  
When all is said and done, they'll go down in flames and that's the legacy they'll leave for their children.
Contrived nonsense. You've wasted your money Netflix.
Well Netflix you have lost another customer. Hope these two grifters give you what you deserve !
I admired the part where Harry explained why having a girlfriend wear your dead mothers perfume on a first date isn’t weird at all and finally debunked all those crazy conspiracy theories 
about a speeding, drunk chauffeur and not wearing her seatbelt having anything to do with Diana’s death.
Whoever wrote the accompanying  Netflix blurb about this reality whingefest, sorry "documentary" is ignorant. It isn't the "British Commonwealth". It's the "Commonwealth of Nations". 
Get your facts right you Netflix morons.
This Meghan lady had to create her own Hallmark movie because no one would hire her because she is such a bad actress.😂😂😂
How on earth he's using his own mother like that, 😔😔, This is a delusional documentary, they tried to be as suffering as Princess Diana, but no. I will never watch this documentary, so 
hurtful to watch 😔😔😔
I loved the part where MeAgain asked to see the king one on one........ after all that's the ultimate show of female empowerment, to exclude one's husband from a meeting when it's his 
father (and king) one is dealing with....... I just feel my left eye welling up......
No just normall people who just don't like them
Thank you
🤣
Troll or paid commenter or the mattress actress.
I always admire a man who is still crying about his dead mother 25 years after the fact, and wants to use every opportunity to show he hasn't come to terms with his grief.  That's always 
the sign of a stable person with strong mental health.
Yea yea yea it brings a tear to my LEFT EYE....boohoo! Ginger & whinger!!!!
Why does people not like Meghan it’s so disgusting how she is treated by the media ?
0:30 is that Christopher Bouzy?????
why is the entire comment section all have the same sentence starter of "I love the part" 😂
I love the part where Meghan farted, and Harry said "the world is so grateful for the stink you create" - role models...
I love the part where Harry compares Meghan to Diana
Rats rats
War against Meghan 
So now you have a war against both your families I hate to break it to you nobody in the families had a war against your wife you felt slighted that’s different!!!! 
Prince Philip was on his deathbed when you guys came out with Oprah interview!!
I remeber that she was welcomed.with open arms from the british people. She never lives what Diana and  Kate had to live. I wonder what do celebrities in Hollywood think about this 
actress.
It hard get away from the paparazzi when you hire them yourself.
I love the part where they tell us how sick they made the late queen in her final years. When they tell us of the stress they put her through with their proven lies—which they bravely 
continue to tell. How they've been using her death, and Diana's, to hurt people and earn tens of millions of dollars. So inspiring. Now I understand why they need to lecture us, and why we 
MUST listen! They're guiding us toward a new kind of spiritual enlightenment and the most moral of moral codes. We must bow to their kindness and charity and worship the ground they 
walk on! 🙏🙏🙏



This pair wouldn’t know the truth if it slapped them in the face and I see Mr Bouzy has a starring role…. another reason why you’ll need to have a bomit bag handy 🤮🤮🤮
Yikes. But I am watching.
I love the part where Megan tells us " I'm the only woman in the world who can turn a prince into a frog."  🐸
The RF never thought that Harry and Meghan would have fight back.  Waiting patiently for their documentary.  The truth nothing but the truth. Loving it 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
I'd be embarrassed for them, but they haven't enough awareness to understand what pathetic creatures their whiny self-promotion makes them.
Still not watching
an object lesson is narcissism
Did they seriously use footage of the then Kate Middleton being chased by paparazzi? Because they couldn’t find any of Meghan being chased by paparazzi?? 🤔
LMAO the moron and the manipulator
It's borderline incestuous. Cringe
Ez tényleg háníinger.
Of course, how absolutely devastating that the innocent, righteous, morally sinless paragon of virtue that was the queen was put through life altering and grievous trauma. Also, absolutely 
agree when you talk about how a son knows nothing of what his mother experienced and how he is the only one exploiting the memory of her existence
BS
Dont read my name! 👍
The British press interns are at it again
   @Sara Saxena  he is s rring up the nega ve points of Diana with his very men on of her name, as ppl bring them up to counteract his vic mhood. William does the opposite when he 
highlights the good works she did & brings out the reasons why she was so loved.
@Sara Saxena  so glad we can agree! You're right, the queen was an amazing woman of sturdy moral values, and the poor victims did magnanimously help hasten the queen and Prince 
Phillip's death. And Harry is the only one exploiting his mother's death, you're right. Because he's so kind. So insightful!
So hold up… if it was so freaking brutal why did they name their daughter,(without permission!), after his evil grandmother and upset her after her husband’s death? And if they’re so dang 
security conscious why did they use Prince George’s security name for their first child? Also… she doesn’t appear to have a seat belt on. Someone should tell them to read court documents- 
 they clearly state Diana died because she wasn’t wearing a seat belt. I know it makes for better tv to say she was hounded because she was dating a black man but that’s been proven 
untrue. Do better Netflix. What a load of self absorbed garbage. Dying grandparents, CoVid- millions dead!! economies collapsing, WAR in Ukraine and they buy a mansion and create a 
whine fest. Hard pass.
It turns out nobody wants to see ‘Bitchin’ and Cryin’ by the Pampered and Privileged.’
I love the part where they take the word thruth in their lying mouths -  the wife has another go and : One tear, left eye and go
The part where Meghan had a loving reunion with her dad Thomas after he suffered a stroke brought on by her humiliating him on a global stage.  

Made me shed a tear (left eye).
I love the way they think everyone is going to believe them...... this time.   When they have been caught out so many times before.   I wonder if they will set a new trend......?  For pity 
parties?    She can teach people her skill - of producing a left eye tear - for the camera's.   
We must be glad for one thing.  She has given us women the right to have a voice and to use our voices.   And we can do that.  
We don't trust you, nor is the pointless victim hood liked.
Boycotting cessflix.
She's no Diana. Diana was a 19 year old virgin.  Can't remember Diana signing bananas for sex workers.  She was brought up a lady.



I loved the part where Meghan physically shoved people aside on camera at extremely public occasions so that she could shake somebody’s hand or go through a door first. Extra loved the 
part where she pushed ahead of the Queen of England to get into a car first. Such a sweet, patient woman who respects others and understands humility. Manners, manners, manners!
What’s happening to you Harry? Is this really what you want? Ruin your family? Princess Diana is Not Happy for everything you are doing I think even Granny Lilibeth. Stop Messing up with 
your family. Family problems must be fix in private Not by this. You are just making it bigger and bigger
Lol the trolls are serious here how many comments can you find that starts with a variation of “I loved that part” or “tear out of my left eye”
I love the part where Netflix reads the comments and watches 100 million dollars circle the drain, as a single tear falls from its left eye.
How many bots commenting on this is crazy. All start with "I love the part..."
😡

Vendidos!
Meghan is such a creep, like a poisonous spider who stung the whole of England. And Harry is pathetic.
Since the Royal Family is so horrible…..HazNo should give back all that dirty money they forced on him.  😂
I believe you are being deceptive by using clips that are not related to Meghan and Harry. It makes it all appear to be fabricated from stock photos .
@this is not ok.  Some people have service dogs MM has her service photographer, can't go anywhere without him
I love when Harry proves he is just like us when he wears his Crocodile Dundee hat to a rodeo in Texas!
I loved the part the part when it showed Meghan being hounded by the paps and not the videos of Catherine. She had it so hard...
In only two hours .. nearly 2000 haters made their way to the comments to prove exactly why they are better than any of the other royals. Snoring at the rest of them lol
Nice acting there from Megan with the fake tears, yes everybody knows the whole truth, but keep playing the victims you two are adorable..
Think she gets confused between reality and acting😅
 @Stacy D  it's all the same to TW. 
Dont read my name! 👍
Meghan killed the Queen with all her  stress and the Queen wouldn't have a bar of Netflix filming at Buckingham Palace. It's so sad the Queen passed away so suddenly. Such a great, 
superior and kind woman and grandma. It's Meghan' s fault. Her own family hate her !
those aren't bots. We're not bots. It makes for great reading. Have fun!
I love the part where idiots don't get it!
None.  It's a theme.  I love the part  where you didn't understand it.  I am crying for you,  left eye, tear. go.  We could all add the "I am such a fraud" bit to it all as well.
 @Lana Phillips  I love the part where you don’t see the bots alongside the real comments.  
I loved the part when you don't want to admit that many people don't like them so you are accusing us of being bots. I love the part is trend in all trailers where people don't like story like 
Witcher, rings of power etc. It is not new thing.
I'm a bot from the Netherlands😉
Dude give it up for christ's sake. They are hated globally. Too bad you have some quirk that doesn't allow you to see what the majority of the world sees. I have a tear in my left eye for you. 
Whaaaa!
Oh but he,ll still want his inheritances..Princess Royale should up the age requirement
Imagine being a complete narcissist and not ever taking any introspection into why people don’t like you. It has nothing to do with skin color honey. If the RF is terrible, give up your titles. I 
have a feeling they are wanting Charles to take them away so they can scream racism again.
I love the part where I was forced to cancel my Netflix subscription to prevent garbage like this soiling my eyes. I refuse to stretch my finances to fund this scheming Harpy and her juggling 
pet ginger monkey.
There you go again whining whining and whining and whining it's hilarious how she threw her head down and didn't cry in her left eye with the tear what a joke



These two lying grifters are at this point criminals. 
Zero morals. Money hungry elitist hypocrites.
Meghan may have had her babies through a surrogate, just like her bestfriend Priyanka Chopra. But atleast Priyanka publicly announced it and never lied about any detail. There's nothing 
wrong with it and Meghan should've done the same, she should've told the truth from the start instead of lying and creating a spectacle around it. I respect Priyanka for not faking a 
pregnancy.
I love the part where they think we can’t see through them and their true intentions.
I love the part where they are passing crackers and  water to their team of photographers who evidently live with them to capture all these private moments. I can’t wear mascara on my 
left eyelashes anymore for the tear that keeps forming every three seconds.
I love the part where Harry criticised people mourning his mum as they ‘never met her’ but is praising his wife jetting to Uvalde to mourn kids she’s never met for a few pics. Hypocrisy in 
action. So moving.
CANCEL SUBSCRIPTION AND BOYCOTT THIS GARBAGE.
Is Epstein in this?
A damsel in distress who got saved by a prince... How does that fit the feminist narrative again?
The definition of the documentary has a new meaning 😂
Reading the comments on this page has restored my faith in human nature. Netflix has cancelled so many decent shows after just one season and then forks out for this self-indulgent 
bilge. I think I might change my streaming service in 2023.
Whether you hate them or love them

Everyone is going to watch this 

Period 👀
So very sad to see a previously popular Prince be a willing accomplice in the complete destruction of his pathway home or possibility of ever being a representative of the British Royal 
family ever again. He is self imploding and can never return from this. If he was my kin I'd cut him off forever for this act of gross betrayal. Mental health can't be his self defence. This has 
been planned and strategised too much for him to ever be able to claim its not his own responsibility. His wife is only a bit player. He's the main lead
I love the part where they are in a car being chased by 007 where it suddenly rains in a split second.
I love the part where they talk about women being haunted by the paparazzi only show diana and catherine :D and I love the part tha looks like a scene from suits :D
😂😂😂 here I am back for the comments 👀 man who grew up in the RF realised at the age of 30 odd there's a herieichy which there's been for 1200 odd years  and when his  wife 
joined he realised they weren't going to get the top job   decided it must be racist 🤔  you want to talk about dirty games well your game is covered in utter dirt we see what this is all 
about wanting to push your truth but we see through you got told no you couldn't be half in and out so you decided to take your revenge. Good job There are some sane people in this 
world who see you and your dirty games 🎮

Looking Forward to Meghan getting into a Black Mercedes in Paris and entering a Tunnel only to find out She will never Exit that tunnel…. Bring a tear 😢to my Cold hart Ed right eye..😢
I love how the comments are more honest, and entertaining than the actual trailer 😅
Ugh, this bothered me too!
Reality show....get it right
No we are not. We will watch the coverage and the commentary but I cancelled Netflix the day they signed the couple.
 @Donna V  you watched the trailer you already lost
 @michael kamara  I didn't watch the trailer but screenshots of Booozy are all over Twatter. No one lost anything yet  but the couple is gonna.



And I'm sure they leave out that the driver was drunk that killed Diana....and that she would have lived if she had worn her seatbelt.
With a drunk driver and wearing no seatbelt.
To Quote Kitty _gurl
I love the part where the comments section was better than the trailer and everyone came together to tell truth to the lies they tried to force feed us, it really did bring a tear to my left 
eye! Well done everyone 🤣 "
I love the part where I cancel my Netflix subscription 😂
Hopefully this is going to be another Tiger King! 🍿
I love the part where Harry explained  there is a hierarchy in the monarchy and megain is not gonna be the next Queen 
Heartbreaking but yet so brave and strong.  It bought the last  tear to my left eye.
Y’all know the “it’s about race” commenter is currently in trouble with the law, right?
If life in/with the royal family was as difficult as you claim, the decent thing to do would have been to give up your titles and leave. Not want to cling to the titles.
All I can do is cry. Buy only with one tear from my left eye.
I love the part where they portray themselves as The eternal victims.  It’s not about race and don’t you ever dare compare Meghan to
Diana, Princess of Wales. Meghan is a social climbing money hungry opportunist and Harry is a vindictive, spiteful coward.
Meghan, the last 3 racial incidents in the royal family included your white husband.  Your white husband had to apologise on two different occasions for his racist behaviour. And please 
note that Meghan has severed ties with all the white members of her family. Meghan only married and dated white men , never black men , always white men. 

Why didn’t Meghan invite her black mothers black sibling to her wedding? Meghan invited Oprah and the Clooneys , who she admits she’d never met till her wedding day, but not a black 
blood family. Black guests were present on both the bride and groom sides , so why didn’t Meghan invite her mothers black family? Meghan is a racist like Harry.

If you’re going to play the race card , be prepared for whatever comes next

But whatever, Princess Diana was the most photographed woman in the world. Any royal wife (including her daughters in law) can’t be compared with her harassment which she faced...
It's about time the world finally heard the real truth about Meghan's 27 years in jail as documented in her book, Long Walk to Finding  Freedom, and on Oprah. Thank you for your bravery 
Meghan and for uplifting us all, 1 act of compassion and authenticity at a time.

I loved the part when there is so much footage that even half of the trailer is about other people/things.. brings a tear to my left eye.
But, so Meghan was a rockstar, but than people hated her because of planted stories and they needed more protection because they were followed by paparazzi, who all fitted in one car, 
like every woman in the family although all the paparazzi's by Diana and Catherine didn't even fit in 5 cars. Oh and the fall of grace was because of race, but people don't like Harry also not 
anymore, but he is ofcourse married to Meghan and that makes him...white with a wife who is whitepassing.   
I am really interested in how many of the racist comments in the media had to do with her skincolor and how many were about her actions and she didn't like what they said about her.
Who watches these trailers for the comments? It’s absolutely hilarious.
Are they this disliked? Most people I know are just indifferent or don’t know about them.
LOL, the comments 🤣
I love the part were they were so elite they're so insensitive how out of touch they are same goes for netflix for peddling this bs. lol what a load of crap. hope this sinks like hell. like srsly 
who tf cares.
i hate the part where everybody's saying 'I loved the part..'
So ready!!!!!



I love the part the Queen will never see this.
are there bots under this video? "love the part" is a phrase that is being repeated at the start of many negative comments
I just really admire how they turned Britain, Australia,  South Africa,  and America  into a united front of loathing them.
They aren't competing with William and Kate they are competing with George and Charlotte and they lose.
Yeah, before watching this I was confused - thought it was just whoever was more popular became Queen next. Didn't realize there was a whole line of succession based on birth order. So 
illuminating.
No. Who is he?
 @Keirao Watson  Chris Bouzy who is being sued by at least 2 people for defamation. He is a fraudster and a con man
She also called the paparazzi and let them know her location many times.
 @Lana Phillips  i don’t know maybe at one point sometimes she did it.. But Prince William also said that they always chased his mother like a pack of dogs! They started to chase her since 
her wedding at that time she was just 20. Once Diana's  private photo was leaked in newspapers when she & Charles enjoying holyday at bahama (before William's birth) and Queen 
Elizabeth called that day 'the blackest day of the history of british journalism'.
It’s a sarcastic phrase that’s caught on because we all know Hawwy and MeMe are full of verbal diarrhoea
I'm a bot from the Netherlands and i love the part where she turns a prince into a frog!😉
These comments are WILD. Between the outright racism and the genuine disgust that some of you have for their AUDACITY to tell the truth about their experience … WILD. I hope y’all feel 
better getting your jokes off. These are peoples lives! And it’s bigger than the mOnArChY. Y’all are sad. And bored. Truly disappointing.
Enough, Netflix. You are perpetuating a platform of lies.
I love the part Harry and it , get there titles removed and live the rest of their lifes in poverty
Oooooh I can’t wait
Patéticos!
Disgusting liars. Two self centred bullies. We do know the truth! Get the titles removed and get them removed from the line of succession! They disgust me!
Loved the part where the comment section made me laugh again after my mood being ruined by watching this trailer.
When she found out that every Royal Appointment was not going to be front page news, everything changed.
wow. i almost fell asleep. who t f cares?
Hope your reading this both,Harry kept calling the queen asking for money,shamefully behaviour.We all laughed during the Oprah interview when you said your father cut you off 
financially…..your 38 man bet a real job….pathetic whinging child
Love the part where Meghan doesn't even know the date of her marriage to Harry...  This is the stuff true love is made of....
Love the part where they used videos of Diana and Kate being chased by paparazzi and not Meghan. Because you know how Meghan loves her privacy. 😂
Princess Catherine and her family has been getting hounded by the media since 2003. She's never said a word. Where's her documentary? I want to hear her story please. She's the 
epitome of class and dignity. 
Shame on Netflix for giving these two a platform to spread lies.
In the words of Greta “Blah,Blah,Blah”😴
No one knows the full truth, we know the truth … isn’t that a kind of blackmailing the family ,,,
Meghan is savoring every second of the biggest role she will ever play!  Maybe she can buy herself an award for her outstanding performance?
This comment section is so beautiful that I can feel a tear forming in my left eye.



I love the part where all of you bums are hating under the comment section because you’re so full of yourselves and blinded by hate you don’t think an out of touch family like that would 
ever be racist or hate megan. Lets all hate on Megan because she decided to out us for racism. 😂 Sad people you all are. Oh how we love to deny things that have been shown to us time 
and time again. Thats how you all also raise sad people as children to contribute dirt to this world because you can never hold them accountable and only think of yourselves. As the saying 
goes, rain doesn’t fall on one man’s door.

When you tell your part of what transpired it can't never be erased from history. Hate seems to prevail but love always win because it brings tranquillity, it brings peace. ♥♥♥♥♥
I ABSOLUTELY LOVE THE COMMENT SECTION 🤣🤣🤣🤣 makes my day, no mater how hard it was 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Disliking two lying grifters isn't racism.
 @G.A. Buist  Not lying grifters 🤣🤣🤣 y’all are INSANE.
Crying laughing 👌👌👌😂😂😂
Or when she “didn’t know who he was when dating him… and didn’t even goggle him”! Such a pure hearted woman ❤
 @B  even though she was obsessed with Princess Diana, pictured holding up a tabloid magazine with Catherine on the cover and also visited Buckingham palace. Meghan so so genuine 
and honest    
and she only wanted to know "is he nice" 😇
 @Marianne S  Don't forget her lust for William whose picture was on her walls.
 @heartbeadvlogs  LMAO
😂😂😂😂😂
That's because they got married 3 days before the spectacle, didn't you know?!?!
 @heartbeadvlogs  What she was really saying is "Is he easily manipulated?"
Bruhhh
Hammy Performance more like 🙄😪🤣
 @Pamela Komorowski  True!  I was really just being sarcastic lol!
Meg's and Harry are hated for all their lies. My goodness your only the 4 comment in their favout!
 @Anne Dench  You know they are lies how?
Read the room for starters!
 @Anne Dench  Lmao. So basically you have no opinions. You are just a follower. Okay good to know, that's why the British media lead you where they want like the bots you are
The only dirty game is from Hazbeen and Megaliar - and of course Butt Flix 🤮💩
Why are you STILL dragging this up? Do you not realise there is a real war going on in Ukraine with terrible war crimes being committed? Have you not heard of the plight of the citizens of 
Iran? I feel 2nd hand shame whenever I see you trying to whip up public sympathy for yourselves for the equivalent of a stubbed toe. Go enjoy your privacy for goodness sake you are very 
welcome to it.
I love the part where rich the bratty prince & and his narcissistic wife complain about how hard life is while sitting in a 11k sq ft home in the Hollywood hills. Bless their hearts. 😢
I love the part where Harry wants to be so transparent that he wants to tell the full truth, throwing his head back as he does so, making guttural sounds, whilst lying out of his 
arse.......compassion in action
SPOILER ALERT!: it's story about how they have all the power to say how powerless they are.
These two buffoons are hysterical. SNL hasn’t been this funny in years! 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
Well I thought it was totally boring ... and then they brought on Christopher Bouzy!! Are you completely nuts, Harry? Do you have no real friends left? Are we going to get the full Sussex 
Squad? Do you have any conception what these people have done to your credibility? Have to go, I have one tear in my left eye.



I love the part where Megan goes around as many places getting photographed and doing magazine covers as she can doing ‘Diana poses’ to try and get people to think of her as the next 
Princess Di, great determination
Aren't these 2 grownup crybabies parents to 2 kids??? The bitterness, the jealousy, the negativity these two have inside them is really really scary! You literally were a part of the working 
Royal Family for 72 days and you quit 3 years ago. Move on for God's sake. Like a trained parrot you keep repeating the same thing over and over again. MeAgain, we'd love to hear your 
family's dirty laundry. Oh wait. It won't sell well 😂😂😂 See a psychologist you Narc!
Can anyone count all the lies in this trailer? I hope the RF take Harry, Meghan AND Netflix to court for any and all unauthorized photos taken on Royal properties.

My favorite part is when Meghan asks the mirrors of Montecito Mirror Mirror Mirror who is the most beautiful and famous of Montecito and the mirror answers, no answer, try again later.
Can someone please explain the jokes about tears from left eye? They are funny tho
For those that can't see the ratio. As per the other trailer, I'll update when I can.

3.8K Likes
12K Dislikes

If you search for "YouTube dislike extension" you should be able to add it to chrome.
“It’s really hard to look back…
What’s that you say? $ 100 M!!!!
Yippeee when do we start filiming!!!!
Don’t bring Diana into this you dolt. Stop.
I love the part showing two privelidged moaners and groaners in the top 2% of wealthiest people in the world grumble about their terrible lives whilst the rest of the world face a daily 
battle to eat, sleep, keep warm and just survive, and just live from day to day. Grow up Harry Windsor your a lucky man not an unlucky one.  Damn i am shedding a tear for their awful lives 
just thinking about it.
I love the part related to the side of Meghan's family!
Love the part where the dislikes to their first trailer are at 93% and increasing ... then they pour butane on the fire with this new one.
"Bottom Feeders: A Love Story."
So cringe! Already there’s proven lies in the trailer! Every public member of the RF gets threats constantly as a rule, but they just get on with their jobs, while this is so misleading by 
making it seem like the media were only picking on M? Surely the public is smart enough to understand this?
It’s so sweet and adorable, right? Right? So natural and candid. Especially when she’s wearing her M…nbump. So cute.
Princess Diana had style, class and elegance. Nobody could accuse Harry's wife of those characteristics. I can't imagine she'd approve of the way her son has been removed from his family 
either.
I love the part where she channelled Julia Roberts (last photo shoot) so authentic so moving. 
Grinning smile megs 📸
 @Mel  and never misses an opportunity to dress like Diana. Plain creepy. Or the photo booth shots where they copy John and Yoko .... dear me. Pathetic or what?
Thank you so much! Those of us with the wrong browser are grateful and appreciative...
 @Kinetic Fractal  You're more than welcome 😊
 @Kinetic Fractal  5K Likes 16K Dislikes
 @Shanks RE 🇬🇧  Again, thanks...
Harry's going to beat up a ton more sex workers after he reads these comments.



Is this a candid look at their reaction to the rejection of their audition tape for the part of William and Kate in The Crown season 7 ?
Harry and Meghan know "their" truth.  What the public saw was a very changed monarchy since the days of Diana and Charles - I was an adult then and witnessed this.  Meghan went in 
with a plan to leave and racism was the perfect way to have her cake and eat it, too.  Sorry, Harry is being manipulated and isn't bright enough to see.
I love the part when they are able to tell a whole new version of their truth for the first time, for the billionth time. One tear, left eye 😪😂
Disgusting couple, especially that woman
Loved the part where they realized they didn't have enough material for six episodes and aired six trailers instead.
The number of bots in these comments are pathetic. The same people who can’t be bothered to watch it can someone how be bothered to come here and feel the need to type that. You 
should be more concerned with heating your homes and why you give £300 million a year to you royal family whilst you struggle.
Oh my. What BS
The best part of this reality show is meghan setting up her father (by having her favorite paparazzi manipulate him into letting them take photos)  so that she could get big mad and not 
have to be embarrassed by him walking her down the isle....all while portraying him as betraying her.
What is it H no one knows the full truth or you know the full truth ?  Your relationship with TRUTH leaves a lot to be desired.  Neither of you would know it if it jumped up and bit you in the 
ass.

I don't care about the Royal Family, but this couple keep selling family drama and Royal Tittle. Why not make a collaboration with The Kardashians and be American Celebrities with them
What a load of crap.
The trolls and bots are out in full force here. How amusing.
I love the part where they had Piers Morgan, their number one fan, do a voiceover for their beautifully inspirational love story.  His devotion and and unbridled adoration for them is so 
heartwarming…one tear dramatically rolling from my left eye. 😢
as of now....3.7K likes , and 12K dislikes  for those who are unable to see and who are wondering... 🤣
So terrified he moved to California and made a documentary about there life ??? They nothing have except to trash the royal family,toxic vile couple
Never felt such urge to puke after watching over a minute long video. Just WOW. When you think they can't get lower, rhey always surprise you with new 💩. He's more delusional than I 
thought.
Yes. The RF has an agenda - to scapegoat Harry and Meghan to detract from the unpopular evil duo: not-my-king Charles and not-my-queen Consort Camilla..
Will every episode end with the Curb Your Enthusiasm theme?
When Howie Mandell told Megan "  just shut up and open the case .. You useless bint " truly sent shivers down my spine.
👏👏👏👏
Only seen you so far...
I love how rightfully furious Piers is 😂. His tweets are the best
My Goodness what a Load of Tosh 😂…… Your Rich so Fu*koff
Can we all just appreciate how bangable she still is though 😝🤪
Regardless of how you feel about this couple, the Uvalde stunt was terrible. Showing up after a school shooting with your own photographer while other celebrities from the actual town 
decided to stay away in respect of the parents.
Stirring the pot, while the real RF have wisely chosen not to say anything. Let these 2 continue digging that hole even deeper. So disappointed for Harry for allowing this to happen. How 
are we looking at the at dislikes/thumbs down? I do not have an extension.
The leaks are coming from inside the house Harry… it’s your wife.
❤❤❤❤❤
Starmer for PM. Abolish the Lords and the Royals. Time for the UK to rejuvenate as it’s true self - as a republic.



What's wrong with them? They decided to leave and have got everything. There are so many people not having a job.
"To use Princess Diana as part of their Hideous Documentary." Could they go any lower.
I love the part where they explain how the only way to protect their privacy was to escape—to an Oprah interview, million-dollar Netflix series, Spotify podcast, and salacious book-deal 
exposé. It's hard to keep my head straight with that massive tear in my left eye.
How much did u pay your team for all this? U did Oprah now this??! Come on harry...let it go already..u left and are still bashing them...women marrying into is also their choice.. ur moms 
family knew what ur dad was doing n they all still married her off! Meghan claims she didn't research the royal family...hmm why so now u get in the house n see its rules etc as a 
royal...but she made a choice to marry u and u were accepted to marry him...
IF Meghan was harassed and put in danger, then show that recording.  Tell that story.  If it was that bad, then they shouldn't need to use Kate's story to complete her victim narrative.  If 
Meghan's story is so painful and the truth so dramatic, then she should stand up for herself without using Kate's to try to build a narrative of a pattern of harassment of real women.  You 
can't try to drag a person down, expose them to online threats, put her husband and her through years of stress, and then use that to make your story more dramatic.  And take advantage 
of it.  Tell your story.  tell your truth  But leave Kate out of this.
I love all the parts...my left eye can't stop dripping they are so unexpected: the racism map, the victimization, the use of Diana...what a brilliant, loving, selfless couple, compassionate 
(except for their 2 families), generous (with other people's money), forward-looking and sustainable development (except for their travels), with such a strong team spirit (another 
departure from Arch.. .) and ideals so high (destroy ...) and totally selfless (... the royal family).
A true human and social model for all... such a positive impact on the world and what an inspiration for young people!
I love the part where Meghan crashed the Inskip wedding while chasing after Harry, then threatened to dump him if he didn’t announce to the press that she was his girlfriend. So 
relatable. So moving. Made buckets of tears gush from my left eye.
This is probably the beginning of the end of Harry as a royal member of the family. Meghan only served to bring out the envious bitter side of Harry, which was hidden deep inside for a 
very long time. All the red flags were always there, right from the moment Meghan chose to Prince Charles to walk her down the aisle, instead of her own father. No matter what Harry 
and Meghan try to do from now on, they will never be able to reach the level of Prince William and Princess Catherine in terms of respect, dignity or class. They both know it very well, and 
are choosing to react with this spiteful jealous behaviour
Cant see, 'any' positive comments. Why? Because its utter lies, the only people that will watch the series in full will be journalists to rip it apart piece by piece. I may cancel my subscription 
to netflix over this.
I love the part where a almost 40yo man with 2 kids, zero education, no job, a failed Zlist actress wife and he is crying/whining because daddy cut daddy's bank off, so inspiring, a tear 
falling down from my left eye.
I love the part when the couple realize they're actually middle aged and no longer teenagers and decide to act like adults, stop attacking their family and do something productive with 
their lives. The best part was when they gave their titles back to King Charles in order to stop exploiting them.
All the gammons in the UK getting offended by truthful words spoken in a foreign country. Can’t say anything without upsetting a woke royal type these days. Political correctness gone 
mad!
I love the part when Meghan cried and cried because the press didn’t hound her enough, she is such a royal rock star, she is such a queen. I cried with her too, heartbroken. From my left 
eye, of course, one tear.
She flew from Canada on a private jet...so dedicated to be absolutely sure she was by Harry's side at the wedding of his friend from Eton days.  The photos of that event show her perpetual 
sunny smile.  She sacrificed by taking a private jet just to be part of this...how noble.  One single tear is forming in my left eye
 @Barbra Luce  Yes those pictures were a shining example of the kindness in Meghan’s face when the mask slips, especially the one where she was interacting with the waiter with such 
courtesy & decency.
Dont read my name! 👍
I love the part where she pretends to be pregnant the most 😢 bless her
 @Marianne S  moonbump was very big lol



 @Kim Wilson  what planet is that woman on, seriously! It looks comical. She is utterly mad wearing it around the home like that for their ‘candid’ filming
 @Barbra Luce  she could afford a private jet wow that is awesome she made money
 @Dorris Hetherington  She had a rich benefactor who loaned her the use of his private jet. She is the luckiest girl in the world! A tear of sheer joy is leaking from my left eye.
And I love the fact she took a private jet to get there.
 @Dorris Hetherington  wonder who is her backer???
 @Pat Scott  girl bye
And her ever so compassionate treatment of the waiter that was waiting on her & Harry at their table under the trees. Her kindness to a brother PoC is just to be admired.
I love every part of this comment section 😂
I loved the part where Harry was in Afghanistan and labelled the people as 'r*gheads', it showed a real heartfelt appreciation of native dress and customs. So much so it brought a tear to 
my left eye.
Boohoo
Wow the hatred and jealousy they feel for his family is apparent. Releasing it on the day of his sister in law’s concert shows their pettiness and childish behavior. We couldn’t get what we 
wanted so let’s leave and trash the family for money.
Harry is absolutely right: they are playing a dirty game.
Man, marvel's 6 fase jumped the shark
Boooooring!
I love the way they insist on shoving “their full truth” down our throats until we vomit and shed a tear from our left eye.
I love the part where they claimed,  as Prince Philip lay dying,  they were only using his health to shut them up and then when they knew the Queen was dying stood fast to their principles,  
while asking her for money, and did not go and visit her.  I love how they stood fast again,  holding to their principles,  delayed the flight carrying the rest of the family to her bedside, until 
it was too late.  Such strength of character,  such nobility, such compassion,  left eye,  3 seconds, a tear.
Kate had it 10000x worse than Meghan and no one will ever be able to convince me otherwise.
It seems that there are many People that Still believe in this "royal monarchy" that have lived in privilige Just because some koo koo said like a houndred years ago, they were god's direct 
descendents . I mean they puted themselves in this authoritative place Just because they wanted like that... and they play sometimes the role of a Good family that have done a really 
usefull and important things to serve a country through people's taxes. U know .. Just to justify all the millions and millions of dolars and Gold that they have spent through generations. 
Trust me , i believe in their convictions!
This is going to be disaster..straight up. Whew chile..I hope they have braced themselves.
I love the part where after doing an interview with Oprah and telling dozens of lies, Harry assures us that he and the old ball and chain are the only people who know "the truth".
I love the part where they forget to tell you that the real reason for telling “their truth” is because they are extremely jealous of his brother and sister in law and he blames his father for his 
mother’s death and if they can’t be King and Queen, no one else should be so best they destroy the monarchy. Grow up Harry.
Love the part where they confirm their link to CBoooozy -- currently facing numerous lawsuits for his defamation and other nefarious online activities against anyone who has an opinion 
that differs from his clients'. Check out Nate the Lawyer
I love the part where they're fighting in court right now for IPP status and want lifelong - taxpayer paid - protection services from the Monarchy, while at the same time saying "they're 
never going to protect us" - when they were working Royals; all while being protected by security branches from the Monarchy and the British Government.
I love the part where these two are CLEARLY manipulative lying spoiled nasty little brats and Netflix fails to see this😑🤯
Meghan and Harry we love you! GOD will punish racist, evil Will&Kate + C3 x 2
Good riddance
Chills! My heart is breaking… but power to Harry and Meghan  will be sitting down to watch it
Don't forget calling his "mates" the p word



So inclusive and caring of him. What a privileged plonker of a man child. How dare he call the Afghans that perjorative term! He obviously has convenient mental amnesia.
Don’t forget he compared shooting POC to playing video games. Everything he said whilst in Afghanistan was far worse than what his godmother said, yet he somehow gets a pass for his 
repeated racist behaviour, and still feels entitled to monetise royalty in a country that’s rejected monarchy for almost 250 years.
 @Akouvi Sedo  it rhymes with kaki but has a p at the start. It is a racial slur in the UK used against South Asians. It is basically like the n word but for darkskin south Asians
 @Akouvi Sedo  P*ki - it was a racial slur back in the 90s against South Asian brown people. Harry was known and recorded to use it all the time.

 @Mimi Ad   omg I'd read how Paki has become a racial slur in the UK, not really taking it seriously but honestly, you guys turn a mere nickname for a person's nationality into a slur?

 @Mimi Ad  Paki cannot be used for all South Asians. Not all of us are from Pakistan. South Asia has people from Bangladesh, Nepal and India as well. Or maybe we're all the same to Brits?
 @meL Lo  He is bloody rude to do that in America. As someone British, i completely agree. But he's so entitled he hasn"t got a clue. He's been living off his title all his life. He is not like his 
brother or the other royals.
 @Alisha Khan  If you knew the way that word was used, you wouldn't use it. You can say Pakistani instead if you need to refer to someone from Pakistan.
 @Alisha Khan  most people who use that term are not going to ask you first hand are you from Pakistan? Racists have used that term against any south Asian who looks Pakistani
 @Alisha Khan  oh and if I remember correctly the men he used the term against wasn't even Pakistani themselve
 @Akouvi Sedo  there are literally videos online recorded BY Harry. He was very proud of himself. You can still find it on YouTube
 @Alisha Khan  no they aren’t all the same, but the term Paki was used unilaterally. Therefore it became a racist slur.
Personally I don’t like being called a Brit. It’s just a really harsh word, but apparently it’s not ok to call myself English, I’ve not got to the reason for that yet!!!

 @Akouvi Sedo  lmao that term is not a name given to another race. Something tells me you have either never lived in Britain or only moved recently. Pakistani people have always been 
Pakistani people. The P word came about when Indians and Pakistani people migrated to the UK in high numbers, they were called the P word during Xenophobic and racial attacks. The 
term was never and has never been used to be harmless. That's about as silly as saying a White person saying the N word is simply calling them "nigerian" like no that's not how it works
 @Akouvi Sedo  He called his friends of Pakistani origin, paki, which is considered a racial slur in the UK.
 @Akouvi Sedo  it seems you are some what thick

 @dod4004    I was talking about the racists not being able to differentiate between South Asians and those racists turning a mere nickname, Paki(like how we call British - Brits) into a slur.
 @dod4004  But, I do believe that the term Paki is a racial slur only for the British. I've never heard it as a slur so it's quite bizarre to me. 

On the flip side, is there a reason why Paki is specifically used? I'm curious. Is it used to denote Pakistan's history of promoting terrorism( connection to ISIS) and therefore much hatred for 
them, so much so that a moniker used in parts of South Asia is turned into a slur?
 @Mimi Ad  or maybe @Akouvi Sedo isn't Brit, therefore the moniker isn't a slur to her??? Your P-word is a moniker used by people around the world. Makes it quite different from the N-
word whose origins rooted in racism while your P-word has racially charged connotations in your country only, as far as I know.
 @Alisha Khan  no, it long predates ISIS. I suppose it came about because the UK received many migrants from Pakistan in the latter half of the twentieth century. As others have said, 
racists don't care where you're really from. If you're South Asian, they'll call you the P word. 9.3% of the population of England and Wales considered themselves to be Asian in the 2021 
census. More than any other ethnic group after white.

Incidentally, I'm not convinced 'Brit' is harmless and I'm not a fan. It seems to be a common term in India and the US particularly but I haven't heard it much elsewhere. I prefer 'British' 
myself. But I'm not too bothered.
Harry is the only royal to be a proven racist. So calling out his family as racist is technically true - as he's in it



 @Alisha Khan  the person already said they were never in Britain hence why I took the time to explain the history behind the word. If the person is still insisting that it is just a "name" of 
an ethnic group then yeah the person is acting Obtuse on purpose. Just because a word is only a racial slur in one country doesn't mean the origins isn't rooted in racism...
Not only racist to his enemies but to his comrades as well. To find real racism in the royal family he only has to look in the mirror.
Yes he has terrible form. He's been the most shaming  of the younger royals to be quite honest.
 @Mimi Ad  I don’t like how Brits call us Yanks.  It’s a very offensive slur to Yankees.
 @Mimi Ad  The word Paki has  originated with a racist context in your country, thus censored there. In countries where this is not a racial slur, I think it is fine to use the word Paki to 
denote Pakistanis. What do you think? I definitely do not think a South Asian person is being obtuse or insensitive when they call their neighbours with a moniker that has nothing to do 
with racism, for them atleast. I'd like to know your views. I think it's quite interesting to see the dichotomy in semantics across continents and countries.

Paki is an urdu word meaning pure. Racists honestly do not realise they're calling someone pure in literal terms!
 @La Escandy  It was a racial slur for decades before the 90s. Deeply offensive and never used other than far right thugs. To hear a Prince of the British realm using it casually on a BBC 
documentary IN the 90s was truly astonishing and offensive to say the least. He's been sent on two cultural awareness courses and he never learned a damn thing. Saying to a black 
comedian "you don't sound black" and reassuring his mates that his Zimbabwean girlfriend "wasn't black or anything". How many times do the UK public have to remind the world that the 
ONLY racist in the RF is Harry? Meghan is nothing more than a manchild's rebellion against his family. Because HE is racist, he thought marrying a biracial woman (who conveniently passes 
as 100% white) would upset his family. He did it out of petulance and because he's a racist. We all know he prefers pretty blondes anyway. She's a rebellion and a really, really bad one he'll 
regret for the rest of his life, when he finally wakes up and escapes.
 @La Escandy  It was a racial slur for decades before the 90s. Deeply offensive and never used other than far right thugs. To hear a Prince of the British realm using it casually on a BBC 
documentary IN the 90s was truly astonishing and offensive to say the least. He's been sent on two cultural awareness courses and he never learned a damn thing. Saying to a black 
comedian "you don't sound black" and reassuring his mates that his Zimbabwean girlfriend "wasn't black or anything". How many times do the UK public have to remind the world that the 
ONLY racist in the RF is Harry? Meghan is nothing more than a manchild's rebellion against his family. Because HE is racist, he thought marrying a biracial woman (who conveniently passes 
as 100% white) would upset his family. He did it out of petulance and because he's a racist. We all know he prefers pretty blondes anyway. She's a rebellion and a really, really bad one he'll 
regret for the rest of his life, when he finally wakes up and escapes.
 @Alisha Khan  interesting, I thought it was just an acronym of the states, Punjab, Afghania, Kashmir, Sindh, and Baluchistan. Still, the racists don't care about any of that.
 @Alisha Khan  I grew up in Canada in the 90s it was indeed a racial slur then and there, not a "nickname" smh
 @meL Lo  I never paid any attention to that guy until I read his words about shooting people in Afghanistan. Never will forget that he said something so hideous and couldn't stomach 
anything about him since.  He deserves whatever comes his way. He's a terrible individual.
 @dod4004  Paki in Urdu and Persian means pure. Stan denotes a place or region in Hindi or Urdu. Putting them together refers to a Land Of Purity in the literal sense.  However, Pakistan is 
also an acronym in reference to the states you mentioned.
 @Alisha Khan  only racist ones, or just plain ignorant ones. I think Harry thought he was being funny. If he thought at all.
 @Dorothy Ramser  Exactly! There’s something so unbelievably classist about a pretentious git like Harry demanding non-Commonwealth citizens refer to him by royal titles... when he 
does ZERO royal public service. His brother and SIL still do duties, and the amount of Earthshot prize money is impressive. I don’t see the Sussexes price matching that donation prize 
money, or quadrupling it... instead they just release this pity party trailer distracting from Earthshot’s well deserved eco winners.
I grew up in the UK . I have been called Paki. Spat at and my brother beaten by skin heads. It’s a racial slur. And anyone in Britain knows that.
Dont read my name! 👍
I mean if they're racists, who gives a f!
I’ll never understand why people hate them so much. This comment section is so disgustingly void of empathy. I’m excited to watch the volumes when they come out to hear more from 
Meghan’s side.



My left eye was positively throbbing in an attempt to squeeze out one tear from my left eye, alas, I shat myself. 😢
This is gonna be a difficult doc as what does it say about the establishment and how it works when the Monarchy is being put into question
Great snippit for the docuseries. The haters and internet trolls will do what they do best to discredit and bash the show, but they dont know the truth.
looks like a movie but not a documentary
“How the women in the family are treated” says the couple who threw Catherine under the bus on Oprah…
To all those ATTACKING Harry & Meghan,which of you can actually survive that family,unless your motives is prestige NOT LOVE! Plus, you have to be a robot without your own mind!!! 
???? Hypocrites!!!!!
I am sure that Hussey lady had everything to do with how Megan felt and Harry saw that as well.
So many planted comments from the RF family attempting to talk down the series. They will be nervous. The gravy train is coming to an end!
Love it how Dirty Harry and Sharkle are about to cancel themselves completely. People around the world are struggling with real problems, these two are struggling with problems they’ve 
created. Entitled little people. It must beso hard being born/married into a royal family😢
Na keni ca trapin, thoni qe keni ngel per lek dhe na leni rehat
The full truth is still one-sided. I can't believe anyone will drink this kool-aid. Two adults who have nothing else going for them except bashing the racist, unsupportive, and horrible RF that 
treated them like crap... all the while holding on to the titles said racist family gifted them as if their lives depended on them. That's the only reason they got this deal: because of their link 
to royalty. When will they learn a skill and develop some REAL talent to make money? They're such sad and unhappy people. I pray they find happiness. There's nothing compassionate 
about a woman who doesn't speak to her own father. She's forgetting she has kids of her own and that the world is a cycle.
I really don't get all the hate for them specifically...I feel like it further just proves their point. Maybe spend this much energy hating the entire monarchy system that has excluded, 
colonized, oppressed, and killed people for centuries...you know the same system that made all of them famous to begin with...
I hope they bring evidence for "their truth"
“There were ten of us in this marriage...me, Harry, and my Netflix crew.” - Meghan Markle😅
Oh goody. Another cringe and 🤮addition. STOP TORTURING US!!!
Again, playing the race card..so predictable! Actually they both obssesed with racism, that's the only thing that floats in their minds and the game that they play 😵🤡
I loved the scene where Harry realizes he doesn’t need to keep using his Mum for sympathy and to make $$, He is, after all, a grown man who can make it on his own… errr.. with the 
support of his ever loving wife. Brought a single tear to my left eye.
I love the how they keep recycling the same story to see if people will care.
I love the part where Meghan makes an apology to all “Sussex survival club” members consisting of her PAs, employees, aides that she bullied, cancels the NDAs and pays for their 
therapies and damage caused. So selfless! My left eye is no longer dry.
The word you are searching for is propaganda.
I might have disagreements with a few family members of my own. But, I'm not going to use the public venue of podcasts, books, magazine interviews and most of all, producing a film 
calling it a documentary when it is really propaganda to sway public opinion by assassinating the characters of my own family by twisting truths and fabricating lies. You see the 
difference?! And all for profit! Please!
🤣
I will rather watch the YouTube channel of Dr Ramani who is very educative on narcissism and helping survivors understand and heal. I will not watch this triggering pair...
i love the part when Meagain keeps a dignified silence throughout everything. Stunning & brave

I love the part where Meghan is putting all the videos of paparazzi chasing Diana and Kate since she found none of hers. I love how Harry is so loyal, respectful and gracious to the family 
who paid his bills throughout his life and gave him tons of money to have a lavish life overseas. I genuinely loved how they are crying just to prove that what they are saying is gospel truth.
More oral bowl movements from our dynamic duo and their paid d-riders.



I love the part where all the sugars sit with forks poised, ready to launch themselves into another helping of the self-pitying word salad that's about to erupt from Migraine.  Topped with 
Bouzy Baloney and Vitriolic Vinagrette, it's likely to be a feeding frenzy as this pair dole out more nasty allegations against one half of their family, whilst continuing to freeze out the other. 
So 'elegant'....so 'royal'. One tear leaks, from my left eye.
We want to know about what happened with the Markles too. Oh wait that bit is private lol,
I love the part where he realizes there is a hierarchy to his family 😮 like every other family on the planet😅

I love the part where a C-list cable tv actress  who's life's ambitions were to become a famous Hollywood star marries into one of the worlds most famous and richest royal families, has a 
30 million pound wedding, becomes a beloved duchess to his countries people, spends millions of pounds on cloths, jewelry, travel and remodeling a mansion, but then complains she 
actually has to perform royal duties in exchange for all those millions in perks, complains about the press even though she loves nothing more than the attention and can spot a camera 
from twenty paces, complains about others "planting" stories in the press even though she's been accused of doing the exact same thing, complains that she's not allowed to do everything 
"her way" even though she knew going in she was marrying into HIS culture and had originally agreed to the terms, then when she finally realizes she's not going to be queen she gaslights 
her twit of a prince and drags him back to the US thinking we're actually going to feel sorry for her! Sorry, but the press was NOT hounding you, you just could not handle the criticism you 
were receiving concerning your questionable behavior! The world sees what hypocrites both you and your handbag are! 🙄
Wow!!!! We know the truth….. then why did y’all lie over 15 times in the Oprah interview??? Meghan has convinced him she is the next Diana. It’s sad to watch. “They are never going to 
protect me” your husband is fighting in court for security…. If they hate you and are racist why do you want their security?????
I love the part about the stakes being so high meaning everyone needs to believe my LIES. Vomit inducing tripe from both of them.
Hawwy thinks its a game. Utter rubbish. Netflix should pull this trash
What right do they have to speak on Kate’s behalf and include pictures of her in their documentary?! Kate has never once complained about her life with William. She embraced her life 
with William and her role. They need to be put in their place. Harry is disgusting! William has every right to be furious!
I love the part where Harry keeps calling his dad for money. I love the part where Meghan says the Queen doesn't own the word Royal. I love the part where Meghan glares at Princess 
Charlotte at her wedding. Brings a sad little tear to my left eye.
I love the part when he say how the institution break the women whom marry a prince without understanding that his wife is using his mother story and want to be the next Diana at any 
cost but without class and empathy. The opposite from lady DI. Pure insane. No doubt they are both talentless
After this documentary Oprah: “Meghan? Who is Meghan? Never Heard. No idea who is that”
Netflix, please file this under COMEDY coz its so hilarious.
I really want Harry to talk about who and what circumstances led to the murder of his mother. This Meghan sob story is stretching unnecessarily long.
I love the comments here 😅
They are the most self-indulgent, narcissistic, whiney, privileged couple. That’s all I have to say about that
I love the part where Chris Bouzy opens himself up to be publicly exposed for who/what he REALLY is!! 😃
I don't know about privacy. Expect a link to their Only Fans page soon.
What about catherines side of the truth aye
 @DeeNeeGaming  unfortunately she can’t voice her side of the truth.
I love how they so desperately want privacy but keep selling their story
11k dislikes and climbing....
I love the scene where Meghan was so ashamed of her actual family that she invited total strangers to her wedding....and most were white celebrities.
This must be Meghan’s greatest acting role 😊She wanted to do a rom com but it has turned into a drama thriller tragedy comedy all rolled into one .Dont forget she is a wannabe actress I 
suppose if you can’t get hired , just make your own movie ! She admitted she is a fraud so there you have it .
Cringe



What funny is they need to used the video of Catherine and Diana hounded by paparazzi bc there’s no clip of Meghan chasing by pazz my God!!! I hope these two grifters will just 
disappear.. tsk!!! Poor Megan and harry they will do anything and destroy everyone even family members just for money.
STILL ABSOLUTE NONSENSE.  Despite not having deceptive 'Harry Potter' photo' showing how harrassed they were.
Do you have the same lawyers as Amber Heard ???
Royal Family especially William should sue Harry and Meghan and Netflix over the images of using Diana as propaganda.
You NEVER publicly trash your family...NO MATTER WHAT!!!!! This "documentary" only makes them look bad.
Can someone pls explain me what happened and why do ppl hate them cause i am south East Asian n i hv no idea whts goin on.
Wait why are there so many defending the royal family? Like wth do you love outdated concepts like monarchy that much? I know Harry and the rest aren’t entirely blameless but this 
blatant support is just ridiculous.
Love the part where the just Harry tried to advocate for women marrying in to the royal family while simultaneously enabling the wife to try tear his sister in law down and bully his niece. 
Three secs, one tear, left eye go.

Thus second trailer ain't gonna help this despicable duo one little bit. Suck it up whingers you are nothing in the eyes of the world. Bye bye royal titles bwhahahaaaa 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Disgusting! When will these two spoiled brats  go away to private life they wanted? Soon they ll be running after people to tell the “true story”  aka dirty laundry 😂
I love the bit where Nutmeg thought she was Diana, and she was the royal family rock star, so humble, so brave, I feel a tear rolling from my left eye! 

I love the bit as well that they didn't understand hierarchy and thought that they should be the queen and king of England, very touching! 🥲
Haven't watched but I just wanted to mention that I appreciate the fierceness with which they protect their much sought and deserved privacy with the help of an entire crew of cameras 
and professional photographs. It comes really in handy. I get emotional just thinking about it. One tear, left eye, go! 🤡

Why are they showing so many clips of Catherine being hounded by the Paps? 

Also why when they are showing Diana they show her face but make the Catherine clips look ambiguous. Any of us who remember that time know it's not Meghan? They know that - right?

Also the balcony shot where someone is taking a picture of Archie is obviously Netflix staging this? Wtaf?
Likes v dislikes anyone?
I love the bit where they blame everyone but their insufferable selves for why people don't like them. The sheer arrogance of these two pathetic grifters is enough to bring a tear to my left 
eye
i loved the part that they fully understood that the Monarchy IS a herieachy with the Queen at the top at the time and everyone else in rank and order beneath her. But he is grateful he 
only comes in 6th in line from the remaining 70m popultion of the kingdom that are beneath him. I love the way Meghan has been able to forget about how regular normal people live and 
want the adoration Diana had. Heart warming support for the furture King, his brother doing a tricky job for life
Because she is a habitual liar who tries to destroys people for monetary gain. And hes a wimp who let her do it to his family. Causing the last years of his Grandmother and grandfather 
untold stress
It is 1000 of years of traditions and loved worldwide.We dont want to have Presidents coming and going. And we do not want some bit part actress coming in and trying to destroy it. It has 
nothing to do with race and every thing to do with our way of life
photographers excuse me
 @Highway 74  what a stupid statement.  It idiots like this . That makes  me understand why Harry is doing what his doing . Yes let the same thing that happened to his mother happened to 
him .



Jesus what the hell is this comment section?
I love that they just wanted privacy so got Netflix following them about filming a mockumentory about how hard done to they are and if we don’t like them we’re racist, but I’m pretty sure 
she’s just as white as she is black and as an unknown actress has landed the role of her life, phone the Oscar’s my left eye is crying
Did I hear Piers Morgan's voice? Doesn't he hate them. 😂😂
i’m just here for the comments tbh
I had no idea. Thought only totalitarian repressive regimes like North Korea and China made propaganda films. Bravo to Netflix! Propaganda disguised as a documentary! Bravo! I'm gullible 
and stupid. I'm ok to drink every ounce of this "truth" as Koolaid and believe every word of Hairy and MeAgain.
The best part of this documentary is the comments section. Truly brings a tear to my eye (the left one).
Harry: I am a prince AND I don’t like hierarchy…..
I love the part where Netflix featured a well known scammer in this trailer, who's involved in several defamation lawsuits, aka Christopher Bouzy.
I love the part where Harry and Meghan are so compassionate and kind to the world that their problems are so much more important than rising cost of living and a global recession and its 
impact to the working class.
I love the revelation that there is hierarchy in the RF - Goosh I didn't know that - Earthshattering!
I love the part when Netflix enabled a privileged couple having a whinge at several million production cost on how unfair the world was because they didn't want the responsibilities that 
come with being royals. Us plebs can totally relate with such a stunning, brave couple for showing us how hard they struggle with desperately trying to stay relevant. Let me just wipe my 
tear with a tacky Hermes blanket.
My God, I've never known such a self-absorbed, vindictive, spiteful couple in my whole entire life.  They really are the very pits of celebrity.  I hope they realise karma is a vicious bitch - 
they deserve every bit of karma coming to them.  The RF bent over backwards to make Meghan feel welcome.  Looks like they're going after William and Catherine as the baddies in 
this...FECK OFF HARRY & MEGHAN...
Oh, look! It's the one-trick pony couple! Who wants to play Victimhood bingo?!
Me, me, me  ✅
Money ✅
My mom died ✅
Racism ✅
Our/my truth ✅
Virtue signaling ✅
Jumping on whatever bandwagon du jour ✅ 

I'm sure I'm forgetting something...
I’ll be watching!!! 
Love the fact that liars Harry Windsor and The Z list actress will soon have Their Freedom from their Titles after this bridge burning fest. I love the fact we can all have a good laugh at this 
comedy gold. 🤣🤣🤣 yes they are real tears!!
Remember when they were dancing in the streets in South Africa after Meghan married Harry…you know, just like they did when Nelson Mandela was released from prison—because it 
really was the same thing.  Oh, and remember of all the South African cast/crew from the Lion King show that day declined ever saying that.  Wasn’t that also the same day Harry tried to 
pimp his wife’s acting skills to the head of Disney, don’t all senior Royals do this?
I loved the part where Meghan asked the cameraman to reshoot the crying scene as it didn't make her look over emotional and Harry told her you look great babe.. melts my heart
I love the part where Harry and Meghan show love and appreciation to their families and the people of Great Britain for the $40.7 million dollar wedding that was given to them. It's just 
too bad that the one and only family member from Meghan's side to make it was her mother.



And they had to use Diana and Kate being harassed by the press since there are no paparazzi records for Meghain 😂 only the ones she has staged.  Let these two not use Kate in their 
dirty game.
Thank you for my Birthday gift H & M
Netflix treats their audience with utter contempt. They must thing people who watch their rubbish are gullible idiots with an average IQ of 70.
Yes they have their priorities right don't they!
Yes, it does bring a tear to the left eye, doesn’t it?
 @JA Rhys-Morgan  Like the jubily did? That was beneficial to the working class right?
As if you give a shit about the working class, flipping hypocrite. Does King Charles and his slag Camilla care??? Sitting on their golden thrones. The British have always been racist as hell and 
it starts from the degenerate German monarchy of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha.
Dont read my name! 👍
 @JA Rhys-Morgan  LMAO
Poor little RICH KIDS 💰💰💰💰💰
But but but, their story is so much more IMPORTANT than the plebeians stories. Plebeians are boring povos
 @elenal2012  😂
The Abused Wives of Windsor
I love the part where Archewell was investigated by the IRS and found to be a Ponzi scheme.  The former Duchass doing time and paying the fines  because Harry is a Prince of the Realm 
and not a United States citizen.
CCTV is everywhere how come there were no video of any photographers hounding them, photographer chasing their car. oh they have videos taken by themselves which they can 
manipulate and control the narrative.
The best part was when the Queen checkmate'ed them by saying "recollections may vary!" 
R.I.P. your Majesty
oh my, 2 volumes....
Video’s been up for an hour and the keyboard warriors are already crying about it? 😂😂
I love the way they thanked the Tax Paying British people for their £35M wedding and for the £3.2M they spent upgrading and furnishing Frogmore Cottage, gifted by the Queen. I loved 
the way thousands slept out all night and lined the street to watch her wedding and cheer, if only they had danced in the streets too,it would have made Meghan truly happy. I loved the 
way after disowning her father, Charles her  Father in Law,  walked her down the aisle in the dress that was on top of her £2.5M clothing allowance. It was heartwarming to see her closest 
family excluded from the wedding because she looked down on them and to make room for people she had never met before because their wedding presents would have greater value 
and so she could, in future, sit at the Hollywood top table. What a gal, what a star.   Single tear, left eye, I will never wash it  away.
I loved the part where Meghan is crying  (out of BOTH eyes!) on the sofa while Harry throws his head back in anguish at their dire situation.  Try to calculate the odds of having a 
photographer standing in front of you when such a raw,  emotional scene erupts so spontaneously!   Why, it's absolutely gutteral!
I love the part when Harry talks about 'the women marrying into the family', but doesn't ask Fergie, Sophie, Camilla or Catherine  their point of view.

I love the way despite the ongoing negative press Harry’s camera click PTSD and Meghan’s suicidal thoughts magically disappeared all with the help of a little paycheck from Netflix.

Love that part where Catherine was dangerously hounded by paparazzi for more than a decade while the irrelevant one, on the other hand, relentlessly hounded and hired the paps (even 
standing and hanging around outside that publication office building in Canada) 😅🤭 to please, please please take a photo of her because no one seems to want to do it.

Those paps must've been racists to be that cruel to dismiss her as not worth the time 😢



I loved the part when they first got married we were all so happy for them, but now accuse us of being racists because we no longer are.
Oh goody, another installment of Monte Sh!t Show's Flying Circus. 😩
A tear welled up in my left eye when I sat and listened to what they had to say but it was not because I felt upset, it was because I nearly choked laughing at yet another tall tale from the 
lying pair. 'Billy Liar' has nothing on these two, their pants are literally ashes!
It breaks my heart when Harry realized they're never gonna protect her.
We all know that he is a weak, useless husband. He can't take care and protect his family by himself, guys. He always needs other people to take care of his family.
So why won't "they" protect her???
Whyyyy???
So sad, it brings tear to my left eye.
Netflix you have so fcuked up!

I love the part where they insult 2.6 billion people of the world who live in Commonwealth countries believing those insults will buy loyalty and adoration! What a wonderful strategy!
How wonderful that they finally got away from a life of duty, privilege and security and could live their lives in privacy with only personal photographers, spin doctors and Oprah Winfrey to 
tell every single move thought and feeling they have every. Single. Day.  I’m so choked up wit relief that my left eye is bleeding from tearing up every day.  😢
I loved the part when Harry completely resigned from his royal role, and refused to monetise/abuse royal titles and privilege due to all the racist gaffes he’d participated in. ‘POC taxpayers 
shouldn’t pay for a racist spare like me who doesn’t do any public service. Also, disabled, taxpaying Invictus participants don’t owe me security money... they’ve been through enough 
trauma as it is!’ he said. Totally not a financially abusive POS that Harry is!
I mean, I'm not a royalist but the amount of hate Meghan Markle gets is insane in the comments! Maybe they really need a documentary to respond to that idk I just hope Harry gets to 
really say impactfull things so the monarchy can disappear once and for all, otherwise, what's the point?
We’ve heard your version of “the truth” at least half a dozen times now. 🙄
She was not crying look hard Don she is laughing how twisted is her mind, she needs treatment and quick, ex nurse speaking, evil duo 💩
I used to really like them both but then found out how much they've lied about things. 

People don't like getting manipulated and lied to, so I'm guessing that's why the comments are not in her favor.

Of course H&M and their supporters will say it's because of racism, but that's not what this is. And when people claim something is racially biased and race has nothing to actually do with 
what's being discussed, it takes away from the reality of real prevalent racism that exists everywhere.

If you've been paying attention, and especially if you've been a victim to a narcissist, it's clear that she's very calculating and not genuine. 

She's brought out the worst in Harry also, it's sad to see.
I love the part where they monetise compassion and weaponise victimhood.  One tear left eye GO!
I love the part where they endlessly bleat about the same problems over and over (and yet over AGAIN). So inspiring. Really awesome.
I love the fact that Markel said no one questioned her ethnicity until she became part of the Royals. Like ma'am, all your paperwork says that you're WHITE, you yourself look white, what 
was there to questioned? I also love how she used the black community and piggyback of their real trauma to further push her own agenda since the black community is STUPID enough to 
except everything and anything for VALIDATION  # LEFT TEAR



She was in show business and she wants media attention, don’t Harry know how is it like to be married in the royal family. Won’t they would have discussed about wht are the dos n 
donts?? And then simply blaming the institution or rules? She thought she will be Di but things turned upside down and she didn’t get that attention and she has a puppet in her hand! 
Nonsense!
so love the way they are protecting their privacy a photographer there for every bowel movement.
The only dirty game here is the game H&M are playing since some years now. This docu series will definitely be the end of the couple, it’s them signing their self-destructive declaration - 
who would want to have anything to do with a couple of whining people, making their money purely from their titles and from insulting their own families and the Royal Family. Wooow 
there is a hierarchy in the family, who knew? Absolutely gross
I love the part where Harry suggests history would repeat itself but misread the room... his mother was adored. And the part where he calls out the palace for planting stories, yet with 
TMZ and Scabies on speed-dial we've heard nothing but their incessant whining for 2 years!! One tear, left eye, GO.
Stop complaining
Harry’s new nickname; Dirty Harry
1.7K comments under 1 hour, if you don't like them then why comment. Move on with your life. We all know you'll be watching it or videos reacting to the series. So many of you people 
look crazy.
I love the part where they googled ‘Harry paparazzi’ and used a photo from a Harry Potter premiere in their Documentary of Truth
They could’ve waited more than a couple months after the queen died to do this
I love the part where Meghan helps Harry realize that Catherine is their enemy. It’s so sad, yet it took me more than a minute to shed my one tear, left eye, go!
I love the part where she was refused a set of apartments in Windsor, she was refused an emerald tiara for her £32 million wedding, she had to stand behind Catherine and she wanted 
William not wimpy Harry. Suddenly the whole of the UK is racist. My heart bleeds for them, truly! It brings a tear to my left eye 😢😂
I love the part when they said they were leaving the monarchy,so they could live a private life,out of the publics eye.  Also it was touching how Megan cared for her staff.  A tear just fell 
from my left eye.
These people are lame.
It's utter bol***s! Lies upon lies! This is pure malice! I hope King Charles strips them of their titles and Babs them from UK! Won't be watching this crap! 😤
The most beloved part for me, though, was witnessing Harry chose a modern-day version of a woman who is just as narcissistic, media-attention-hungry, ruthless and vindictive as his, but 
vacuous, supposed saintly Mother: t'was an uplifting ambush of great, great joy! I also loved the part where The Royal Family, British Institutions, and a large quota of the British Public 
struggled so mightily to admit, accept and overcome their deep-rooted Institutionalised Racism, Xenophobia and Classism, which was no surprise to anyone but themselves btw, despite 
the 'Special Relationship', t'was warming as a cuppa tea.
I loved the part where Meghan and Harry wasted all their money on security to protect them from the Harry Potter Movie premiere  paparazzi.
There are two parts? This shit is insane.
Brilliant!
I love the part where they crap all over the "racist" BRF and walk away from being working royals to live a private life... only to whine when they are financially cut off, get annoyed because 
their kids won't have titles, and pimp out their lives endlessly to make a buck.
He proved to the whole world that he is Diana’s son
I love the part that despite moaning & complaining about how the "institution" is so evil & plotted their downfall from day one, but they still insist on using their "Duke and Duchess od 
Sussex" ROYAL titles. So brave & inspiring..
I love the part when they left the institution to have a private life and now they have a Netflix original just to keep living in Beverly Hills !



How to describe these 2 with the Oxford 2022 new word of the year

The winning word, "goblin mode", is a slang term describing "unapologetically self-indulgent, lazy, slovenly, or greedy" behaviour.

....one tear....left eye...
I love the part where Harry & Megan are going to tell us once again “their” truth - about how racist his family and all the British people are - how they realised that they don’t rank high 
enough (for Megnut) in the hierarchy of his own family in a system that has existed for over a thousand years - a “spare” has never had it so rough - poor Megan was hounded so much by 
the evil press that they had to use a photo from 2011 to demonstrate it and all the while continuing to use his mothers memory to play on for making money
Loved the part where Henry says he doesn’t want History to repeat itself, yet continues to seek media attention.
Respect can't be bought it is earned and that despicable couple will never earn it. No one will listen to a thing they do or say THEY HAVE PROVED THEMSELVES TO BE LIARS AND WORST OF 
ALL TRAITORS TO HARRY'S FAMILY AND COUNTRY. HE HAS NO BACKBONE EITHER OR IS THE SAME SORT OF PERSON AS HIS WIFE.
Why are there old photos with ex girlfriends cropped out? And videos not of themselves with all the camera frenzy 😂
I loved the part where you say 'WE KNOW THE FULL TRUTH' ..... Hahahahaha! ...... You have truly pissed on your chips now Harry ..... We Brits will give you a welcome never to be forgotten 
if you dare to show your faces here again ... I feel sorry for our American cousins that they are stuck with you ... Most Brits have already cancelled Netflix .... They made a huge mistake 
signing you two .... Oh and just so you know .... Left tear rolling .....
This is the fairytale story my teacher warned us about. Where the Prince gets EXILED along with his family from Royalty. Becoming the Millennium Moron of this Decade. Watch as Racism 
is everything they have left.  It won't EVER GO AWAY!
I loved it when Harry said "No-one knows the full truth" when really no-one really gives a ratsass anymore.
Harry isn’t a very good actor. 
00:28- 00:30
I love the fact that they wanted half in half out merching and didn’t get their way so now say all these lies for money 🤡 Traitor

Harry made the biggest mistake was marrying her. And now he was kick out the big house truly heartbreaking. That all came from Charles, the Queen truly loved 🥰 Harry 👍👍👍👍
Use me as a dislike button.......
If it was so hard and you wanted out why don’t you just go quietly and live in peace? Oh yes MONEY and JEALOUSY!!!
The Harry Potter picture is the reason to make new trailer
I loved the part where Prince Harry Potter was photographed by the evil press pack protecting his Little Mermaid Meghan at a red carpet film premier years before they even met. It’s 
enough to bring an enchanted tear to my left eye. Expelliarmus!
I love the part where they show up to adoring people everywhere, yet have spent years saying how unloved they are. Living the life of martyrs must be tough. It makes me almost have a 
tear in my left eye for them.
I love the part where Rachel can’t find any actual footage of herself being chased by the paparazzi, so she generously shares her documentary spotlight by using footage of Catherine 
Princess of Wales and Diana being hounded by the paps. So thoughtful!
I love how they put out a 2nd trailer. Giving us another comments section where we pour out our detest over them. 😝😡🤬
Did anyone else laugh at the absurdity of this trailer?  Seriously?
Love the part where they brought the Netflix cameras into the throne room and blithely instructed the Queen to, "Say cheese!"  Only to promptly be booted across the Atlantic and have to 
come up with an excuse to save face.  "Need for privacy" = Grannie (or Granny, as the Overseas Pair spell it) didn't want to be part of their reality show.  And neither did anyone else in the 
BRF.  Shocking, I know.  To actually want privacy, not just declare that you do.
oh for god's sake.  I love the bit where she thinks she needs protection



I love the part when people whose butt hurt because Harry and Meghan dare to tell their own story are going to watch the entire documentary anyway so their butt can hurt some 
more!😅
I shed a tear when we can see Netflix using old photos out of context, I shed another tear thinking of how Netflix is trying to shame us in the UK to portray us and the Royal family just so 
they can make a fast buck. I shed more tears for truth being smashed against the wall.  I

I love the fact that they still play the victims to get money 💰 & want attention.  & don't let sh*t go & they continue to talk trash stfu& move on you are not princess Diana. She went 
through worst than you  William &Kate are not crying 😢 over stupid sh*t they suck it up. Meghan wants drama thats what she likes she wants attention & turned everything into race
I loved the part where they show they are Despicable people! We don’t believe you !!! Go away and live your private life!!! You have been proved liars
They are delusional.  Meghan takes no responsibility for her starring role in their downfall.  Narcissists do not belong in the royal family.
248K downvotes and 21K upvotes on the previous trailer. Hope this one does as well 😆
The part where we get Wallace simpson 2.0 vibes!
I'm not a fan but people should just leave Harry and Meghan alone rather than trashing them the way people trashed Wallis and Edward
There’s a hierarchy in the Royal Family?! Holy… This is actually mind-blowing. NOT. 

Kinda feel bad for Harry as he is the victim of a textbook narcissist. He always seemed like such a fun guy.
Interesting how she never identified as black in her past but now that it serves their agenda all of a sudden everyone is racist. Hmm I wonder why none of megans family from her mother 
side were not invited by her?
I love the part where there's footage of as far back as last year of Harry, sighing and looking disgusted, as his wife, yet again and unannounced muscles in on one of his zoom calls and 
they're trying to peddle this crap.  A true love story for the ages!  Left eye tear
I loved the part where Meghan and Harry apologises to the staffers that they had traumatised with their unreasonable demands of making her cucumber drink and harassing her assistant 
when she was out to dinner.
Left eye tear 😢
5 years ago Harry was almost everyone's favorite royal. It's insane to see how much has changed since his marriage.
Before paparazzi before "planting of stories" your own friends and family said you are not nice person. After that everything started it is not because you were rock star of royal family but 
because others exposed your nasty character.
Love the part where they can't find a paparazzi photo so just nick one from the Harry Potter premier to use pretending the cameras are on them.  Harry and Meghans war on mis 
information is staggering a beacon of hope in the corrupt world of reporting.
And Harry Potter. LOL
It’s compassion in action!
In the first trailer, there’s a pic of some black kids waving the British flag…. Which was actually taken in 1938!
more absurd than the last.
no, it brought a tear to my left eye
Exactly!    From this trailer she needed "protection" from a bunch of long lens photographers lined up in the press pen at the Harry Potter premiere (terrifying) and journalists who were 
rogue in 1991 and not subject to post-Leveson measures.  Harry needs protecting from his own brain.
My god! Right? I did NOT expect these comments.
Yep I’ll watch for the tea lol it’s a reality show …. I still don’t like her 😂😂😂😂 I don’t like every real housewives but I watch it 😂😂😂😂
 @Hanney Salifi  At least you're honest!



I actually found this one even more disgusting than the first.
Victim-cards flying about like confetti.
As soon as they stop the podcasts, the books, the magazine articles and oh yes, Netflix propaganda film.
That Harry was carefully constructed by a good PR team in the palace - this is the real Harry! He is horrible and an absolute disgrace to his family and county!
The approval ratings in the US are brutal, but I’m wondering if they are doing it on purpose, like becoming the new Kardashian and have people hate watch them?
 @Sirlewishamikton  I don't think they are that smart.
 @Carrie Yates  I mean at first they tried to be like Diana, but their approval rating has gone down both in the US and UK so they have to find another way of staying relevant
Still is my favorite Royal.
Dont read my name! 👍
 @Brian Baratheon  yeah but he’s lost most of his public approval, just look at the polls.
Karen. Harry is fine.  Stop being delusional.
 @Sirlewishamikton  life ain't about polls. Get out of the unroyal Narnia mindset
Hmmm I wonder why that changed!
 @longinus galaxy  fine? He’s on a collision course and it will end in tears. He’s married to a narcissist and is brainwashed
 @Sirlewishamikton  The polls are always right, right?  Look at the polls that were supposed to predict elections?  There are people paid to make things look differently from what they 
really are.
They just want money
So you loved him when he dated white girls but fell out of love when he married a bi-racial girl. You are just racists.
17171717117
Thanks for saying 'almost'.  Couldn't stand the chap.
It's what happens when you marry an evil woman
Change can also be how the world perceives them now.

 @Sirlewishamikton  I think they had a lot of love and goodwill in the US when they first left the RF, but it seems like more and more Americans are just getting tired of their shenanigans!
 @TheHunt  ... doesn't matter...if he's happy!!!....evil can also be the people who randomly objectify people
 @Marianne S  is stupid people like this idiot that makes me not blame harry for what his doing .
 @slice of happiness  okay whatever you say
 @Brian Baratheon  you are brain dead really aren’t you
 @longinus galaxy  you calling someone delusional is like Megan calling people racist. Lies
They loved him when he was the fun loving racist of the family. How funny he now claims everyone else is racist when that was his identity for years
Yep, usually happens when you marry the wrong person.
I don't think Harry has changed, I think he has always been a Narcissistic Spoilt, Jealous Brat, The only difference is, His late Mother, His Father and his Grandparents all loved him so much, 
they covered up for him, all of his misbehavior was swept under the carpet, sadly instead of finding a good Woman, He found MM another Narcissistic Spoilt,  Jealous privileged selfish 
Brat, who's Father doted on her, but like everyone in her life, once he had outgrew his usefulness, she dropped him, This couple have NO ONE in their lives, they have No family and what 
we can see, they have No real friends,  you only had to look at her wedding guest list to prove this and the friends Harry had, have all gone, banished by her, and i am sorry, i cannot feel 
sorry for him, His Spite and Jealousy of his Brother being Heir to the throne, has eaten so far into his soul, i don't think he will ever come back from it, and the saddest thing of all, one day 
he is going to be alone and realise that the only people that truly ever loved him, warts and all, was his family.
 @longinus galaxy  Harry is a public figure who’s main source of income comes from the reality show and the book dea, of course polls and public opinion in general metter to him.



 @G1Transformed  The polls for the past presidential election was very much accurate. What’s your point? You gov USA is against Harry and Meghan in your weird conspiracy? 

It seems that everywhere they go they are met with boos, the kids book Meghan published sold very few copies, and the dislike to like ratio on the past promotion of the show (which has 
been out for a couple of days) is 19.000  to 250.000
And don’t forget the mostly empty UN auditorium for Harry’s speech 😅
 @Hottiewoo  I’m a black woman, all the people in my family disliked Meghan and Harry. It has nothing to do with her race. The only fans of Meghan that I know are white and have a 
savior complex
 @Sirlewishamikton  Well, the Kardashians are Billionaires from your disapprovals!!  The only way to really get to a rich person is to make them poor.  H and M will be ok.
 @chih-wen Lu  Don't we all?
It’s her she’s poisoned
 @Waitress100  What shenanigans?  I didn't see them do anything except a podcast and an Oprah interview. The media did all the other heavy lifting.
 @Brian Baratheon  Me too
Still is
 @Sirlewishamikton  spot on
Hazbeen is on his way to a mental breakdown, a stroke, or suicide OR all 3. Poor soul.
there are incredibly hirrible rumors about haz that are finally coming out: he beat up prostitutes so badly, they refused to service him, he was racially abusive when in the service, at one of 
his polo matches- he insisted on riding a pregnant horse that his trainers begged him not to ride- that horse died of a heart attack right after the polo match. polo is really tough on horses- 
it is appalling how much has been covered  up on haz & nutmeg! all allegedly.
He was only tolerated .
 @thebooky161  I think the royal family covered up a lot for him when was younger
His poll rating is so bad the only one holding him up is prince Andrew
Whipped.
 @slice of happiness  Harry hasn't looked happy since his marriage.  Mostly he looks either   deeply depressed, deeply stoned, or both.  The only time he appears close to being happy snd 
carefree is when he's not with his wife.
 @SJW 57  yeah...he is not happy with his wife yet choose her over his benevolent family and guess what he's still with his wife all aware of the hatred they are receiving and yet still 
there!!!
In social media terms, being ignored is worse than being hated.
 @Hottiewoo  you def swallowed the “Sussex cool aid”
 @Hottiewoo  You've been watching that Oprah interview, haven't you?!
Now he is the world joker.
Social media terms aren't the best way i suppose
 @Mariya Naumov  I wonder what her fourth husband will be like.
 @longinus galaxy  Harry is fine ? Didn’t you just watch the trailer ? The whole premise is that he is “ not fine “ that’s why he keeps giving interviews to tell the entire planet how “not fine “ 
he is. By the way did you ask him if he was ok?
 @slice of happiness   He's trapped .
reminds me of myself in my family...some people really bring the worst out of you
 @Sandy No  Not to say that he's certainly trapped in the realm of his haters or the people who are very upset about his quote" unhappy marriage", one and only person in British royal 
family after Edward to not have any mistress



The royal family made him look good. He was a jerk that most likely slept with many women prior to Shartikle.
 @linda Millar  lol still guzzling it right now
All these comments about Meghan ruining his life or "thats what marrying a woman does To ya!" Are reeking of misogyny. Just because YOU guys don't like Meghan doesnt mean he 
doesn't. Infact I'd say he quite loves her. And hes a grown man, he is not "brainwashed" as some have stated. Some of you act like Meghan is a succubus. Just ridiculous 😂 if she was that 
bad he wouldn't have chosen their family over the royal family. The royal family is full of pedos, i dont blame them for pulling their newborn children out of there!
Lucifer's fall from heaven.
Literally! Like there would be an image of Kate smiling holding her pregnant belly and tabloids would say nothing but positive things, but when Meg did the EXACT same action, all of a 
sudden “She wants all the attention”! Sucks that the Brits didn’t learn from Diana.
 @Mia Milner  Sure they made a lot of money, but Kardashian have pretty shitty life. I wouldn’t want to be Kim, a single mother that has to deal with Kanye’s unmadicated bipolar, or Khloe 
with her cheating bf. 

Selling your privacy and your relationship for money doesn’t make you satisfied with life.

Most studies agree that once you have a decent safety net money no longer helps you achieve happiness.
We are just seeing „The jerk he always was“
One word for that change… Megan!
He's still my favorite by a long way. Look at the competition.
why would u even have a favorite royal lmao
He was always disturbed, jealous of his brother. It's only coming out now.
 @crissi issy  Meghan did it all the time, every shot, she was literally posing for the camera! Catherine rarely did it and without any intention of being noticed.
Kind of sad actually. Harry and William used to have such good comraderie. Harry seemed such a cool guy. Feels like Meghan ruined him. Would've been really nice to see Harry paired with 
someone down to earth and easy-going.
 @Sirlewishamikton  At the end of the day it is their decision.  You can cry about it all you want but they are grown.  They can do what they want.  They have already done what they are 
going to do.  Life has not stopped.  They are breathing and living life.  They will be fine.  Everyone doesn't hate them.  Most people are indifferent.  I only started really caring when the 
media seem to be so mean to them.  There are worse people in the world that they ignore.
 @slice of happiness  Harry never looks happy. In fact, he looks pretty damn depressed.
 @slice of happiness  Harry has burned all his bridges. He has attacked his family, his friends and his country. Where would he ever go??
 @Nancy Dunn  he had a choice dear!!!.... nobody wants to leave a prestigious royal family for some trivial issues if we see with some basic common sense
It is mind blowing how it changes just because he married a biracial women
 @Nancy Dunn  he did mention that he is really upset about the media fuss going on with his life
 @Mia Milner  you mean the Oprah interview that was full of exaggerations and lies??? What was it ‘he wouldn’t be a prince because of his race’.. Queen dies and as per protocol oh look 
he gets the title he was always going to get!
 @Riley Reese  Meghan didn't ruin them. Harry realizing his brother sucked balls and would throw his family to the wolves instead of helping did.
Denouncing racism will do that to you. Look at them, living life on theor terms while you are...barely making rent? 🤡
 @Nazgul Saparalieva  no, we fell out of love when we discovered what she was like, and how Harry changed after he got with her. I don't believe he'd have ditched a service for the 
Marines, or - tell you what, never mind. You go on believing we're all racists if you prefer.
 @Jennifer Letchford  keep going with that narrative.   I didn't hear any lies.  But I'm willing to see your proof she was lying.  Please don't show me any bias tabloids.
 @Sirlewishamikton  that's their only chance to make a living actually



 @Hottiewoo  are you serious? You believe that vulgar lieing harpy? Every time she opened her mouth she lies. Constantly. Habitually. She is using you and others stupid enough to believe 
her and brain dead Harry . She is a hustler and she is banking on people believing her without question so she can get whatever she wants. And you fell for it. 
'I can say what I want. Do you like that.' her words. 'I have a voice and am empowered to use it' her words.
So those are my words.
You can however believe her if it makes you happy. Ignorance is bliss.
 @Hottiewoo  slagging off your family publicly and repeatedly. Yeah that's normal nothing wrong with that... Ffs
This contempt for them is about character and nothing to do with race. Deflection to pretend it is allows Megs to avoid personal responsibility and beat a drum for those who have been 
genuinely harmed by racism.
 @AggieC  I understand what you’re saying and you have the right to believe whatever position
He is the biggest A hole alive.
People want a fairly tell not the hard truth
 @Mia Milner  Your comment reeks of intellectual dishonesty. Why does my message stating that money doesn’t mean happiness lead you to believe I’m “crying” over whatever decision 
this fame hungry celebrities take? Let’s stick to what was actually said. 

No, most people aren’t indifferent, most people have a somewhat negative to strongly negative opinion of them. Opinion polls docet.

People don’t have a problem with them because they are making money through reality TV, people dislike them because their claim to fame is a royal title given to them by the British 
people in return for public service. If they dropped the title most people wouldn’t be so pressed, but then again they know they are nothing without it.

The fact that they attack the monarchy for being supposedly racist and then show up for the jubilee, the queens funeral, and call themselves duke and duchess shows what kind of 
hypocrites they are.

I don’t understand why people what to defend a man that at 36 was mad his father no longer financially supported him, and a woman who, after meeting sexual assault survivors in the 
world’s poorest continent, gave an interview stating “not many people have asked me how I’m doing”. They are entitled and pedantic and the comment section/the amount of dislikes 
they get reflects that.
Ohh hes still a lot of people's favourite royal, yes Harry!
Got in touch with wrong woman.
Marriage changes men.... Sadly this guy doesn't recognise what is happening to him. The day when he realizes the truth.... It will be a break down
 @crissi issy  Catherine was not pretending to be pregnant.  Meghan was. 😏
It's insane how many sugars have finally realised they are being used and lied to . The last few hanging will eventually see her for what she is. A hustler. Though I'm actually starting to think 
she has some mental health issues also. Grandiose type delusion.
 @longinus galaxy  yeah he has gone to the deep end
 @Mia Milner  the British people felt very protective of Harry because of their mother's early death. So it has been difficult to watch him being manipulated since his marriage. Also difficult 
to watch his mental health and social status decline along with any respect people had for him.
Unfortunately he has cut ties with all his support network and is now trapped in an abusive relationship, where coercive control is an everyday occurrence. I do hope it's not a physically 
abusive relationship as that will put him and the children in real danger.
 @AggieC  narcissitic personality disorder traits. People who lived through this menace spots it in a second



 @Waitress100  yes we are! So sick and tired of those two! Wish they would leave the US and move to Siberia. Maybe then we’ll all get some peace and quiet instead of this barrage of 
moaning and victimhood from two entitled brats
 @Furious Furian  Exactly!

Not everyone’s. Some of us caught on to him around the time that Princess Charlotte was born. Glad to see the rest of you catching up. Petulant, entitled, resent filled, damaged, man child.
 @Brian Baratheon  😂😂😂😂
 @longinus galaxy  “Karen?” As tired as the Sussex victim narrative. Yawn
ya.. the people didn't change, neither did harry. this is what you get when you tell everyone that you're not their slave.

Yes Harry was well loved.  He had served his country, even if most of the time he was playing video games in his tent.  I personally don't think the ratings from the US are accurate!!!
 @slice of happiness   Yet.
 @Battery acid  because people saw the real
him after he left the confines of the palace. He was protected a lot from things he did. Now people can see how petty, vindictive and jealous he is. He’s mad he was born the spare & that 
social climber he married made sure he felt it even more. They are both pretty appalling. Really deserve each other.
 @Brian Baratheon  poor deluded sugar....the part where the deluded Sussex Squad open their collective eyes and realize Megan used them for currency and never loved them because 
narcissists can't love anyone but themselves....
marrying a narcissist kinda messes everything up
 @Sirlewishamikton  They do not have approval ratings. They are not ministers of Government. LOOL
 @Sirlewishamikton  How can they be like Diana? Are you out of your mind?
 @Greenz1100  just check You gov
 @Brian Baratheon  She spit on the institution's front door on her way out. She still has her title but it's a formality that will soon be stripped if KC has any sense about him.
 @Sirlewishamikton  LOOOL that is FALSE!!! Try again
 @longinus galaxy  Sugar, there's no delusion here. Not only has he fallen from grace in the most stunning of ways, this show is going to highlight by his own reporting just how not okay he 
feels.
The Palace staff he hates covered up for him and created an image for him.  If it weren't for the Palace staff people would have seen right through him.  He paid them back by attacking 
them every chance he gets.  I hope Palace staff has learned an important lesson.  Don't cover up for brats.
 @Mia Milner  They need to stop whining about how rough their fe was/is and blaming their “problems” on everyone else.  How is earning your money by talking and twisting stories about 
your family “kindness and compassion”?
 @Martha Bekele  it's got nothing to do with her being biracial and everything to do with the fact she is a classic malignant narcissist.
 @Greenz1100  Troll, there are multiple polls on you gov, both targeting UK and US public. There are polls carried out on royal family members yearly because they are not celebrities but 
public representatives.
He would have done better to marry Katie Price 😂😂
 @Sirlewishamikton  🤣😂🤣🤣🤣🤣 I love this shizzle I have put all your comments on a document to show my staff. We are going to have a fking bubble on this 😂🤣😂😂😂. 
Toodles ⛷⛷⛷🤣😂🤣😂🤣🤣🤣 it's almost the 8th December 😂🤣😂⛷⛷⛷
 @Sandy No  yet he is still the favorite royal of many!!!... who choose his personal life over a prestigious and luxurious life! Yes i say this because see the statistics of the royal expenditure 
which isn born out of revenue collected from british citizens! And harry never stopped his duty to contribute to the society. And you guys are in no position to bring hate on a person, 
everyone knows how biased and destructive social media could be....comparisons is the worst sort of understanding people, everyone is good on their own



Did he change though? Everybody loved him five years ago, and now everybody said he has changed how has he changed. He’s no longer the third wheel he’s live in his own life. He has 
made his brother and sister-in-law more popular than him which is what the monarchy needs for it to keep on going. Aren’t they still just using him as a scapegoat to make them self look 
better? Because last time I checked, William said, nobody in his family was racist, but this week, his godmother, who was with his grandmother for 60 years was racist.
 @slice of happiness  that’s cause he’s simple minded.
Ah, in Hong Kong, we will call this marriage “the golden tortoise got hooked”.
Yup part where she snaps her fingers is the part he should have realized he's done lol
Archetypal of a victim of a predatory narcissist. 

Oh the word-salad skills I learned from Authentic MeGain. Tissue pleaaaase for that left eye tear.
 @longinus galaxy  he’s not. Because he’s still not done complaining about how hard his life is. Probably still upset his dad isn’t giving him money.
Tragic
Y'LL are following and paying attention to everything the SUSSEXES DO AND SAY! 😂🤣😅😆😁😄😃🙂
 @Sirlewishamikton   nope majority of US doesn't like the Harkles & wish they would find another country to live. Approval rating from their sycophant sugars, bot & her aliases on social 
media that get way to defensive. The A lister stars she craves acceptance from have completely shut her out.
 @Waitress100  their infamous Ophra lie fest did them in
 @slice of happiness  you mean the rumor about William started by a Megain sycophant friend at a trash mag? The friends husband sued & they spilled the beans
 @Dorothea Antonio  that was to keep her baby bump pillows from dropping
 @Brenda Kauffman  can't be majority of US sees right thru the gold digger. Probably bots
 @Sirlewishamikton  The more they milk the royal drama after claiming they wanted privacy and a peaceful life, the more everyone will be fed up and annoyed with them.
I think this is the real Harry. He deserves the fall from Grace and the low approval ratings. Like attracts like.

Let's be honest here, Meghan ruined Harry and because of how things are playing out he has no choice but to continue going forward despite wanting to go back. It's clear HE wants to 
rejoin the royal family and go back to being with his brother SHE does not. America is tired. Britain is tired. That marriage is either a toxic trainwreck or a massive bomb waiting to explode. 
He is NOT happy with her, especially her behavior, because he knows she was wrong on a lot of things but he chooses to present a united front in the marriage. A divorce would cause a 
whole lot of issues not just for him, but for his children and it's gonna be another long brutal public catastrophe and he's trying to avoid that. Sooner or later though, he'll reach a breaking 
point and shit gonna hit the fan. I know for a fact HE WILL speak against her and what she has done because a person can only take so much before everything falls apart.
 @Sugar Maple Farmhouse  If they wanted privacy they would have moved and shut tf up. Meghan could not get back into acting because of her disgraceful nonsense before they left the 
royals so here she is looking for another way to grovel a bag. And guess what? Right before Christmas too....
 @Connie Wilson  wow you surely and precisely knew what is a rumor and what is not!!!.....anything about the rest of royal family in news is rumor and everything about Harry and meghan 
in tabloid is true!!!...bravo...
Its because shes cancer
 @Diamond Petrova  everything we assume might not be true.....when one is blanked with hatred nothing seems happy or perfect!!!...they might not be a perfect couple but sure are 
enough for each other and they doesn't need any approval from the society for that
 @slice of happiness  Perfect example of blind leading the blind....in my opinion, anybody joining the royal family should be given a timeline before getting married and if she doesn't fit the 
criteria either he leaves, or she does. They should have never let Meghan get married with a title. She was not fitting the criteria LONG before they got married and the family should have 
taken that as a hint.
 @Sirlewishamikton  they’re way too boring, transparent and immature to waste time watching.



 @Diamond Petrova  fitting!...you mean being deviod of oneself, relentlessly trying to increase the popularity of the monarch on cost of their own personality then yeah....she's doesn't fit 
in...meghan is not surely a muted puppet, she has a strong appeal to opinion and if she's denied of that she just couldn't accept.

 @slice of happiness  Don't jump into a pot of hot oil if you can't handle the fire. Before she married she would have been aware she would have to change things about herself and follow 
a certain protocol. Just like any established work place would expect you to follow a dress code the same applies. Before applying for a job, you read the requirements. The situation ain't 
different. She knew what she was getting into but her narcissistic televisionized personality was caught up in being a royal and living it up and when shit got real then suddenly she has 
ISSUES. For a fact, she would have been aware of all that protocol and all of those things they now wanna complain about BEFORE she got married. Ain't no logical person gonna marry 
somebody and not know what family they marrying into. Both Meghan and Harry need to be cancelled and television needs to stop promoting and encouraging them as if they are 
children. Everytime the attention leaves them, they find another way to make sumn an issue. Meghan had never associated with her black roots UNTIL it was brought up and she found a 
wave to ride. Dragging Diana into the story is another excuse to make her story sound good. I bet you, that documentary is filled with nothing but convenience. Everybody has their fault, 
I'm not claiming them saints, but it's ridiculous now. Many other royals around the world have married and left the royal family. I do not see them on Oprah blasting their families neither 
do I see them dragging the royal title to the ground on Netflix. That should tell people sumn about Harry and Meghan. Get them off the damn television and let them keep quiet tf. Ain't 
that why they left. We're tired of these two. Harry needs to figure himself out before it's too late. Meghan digging a whole and the aftermath of it ain't gonna be pretty.
 @Diamond Petrova  If the world had left them alone in peace after their step down it would have a different story...but never were they allowed to ahve a moment of their own, with all 
the relentless rumours and portraits of their life which they never asked for, this might be the reason for why they to step in and deal on there own way....and about the other royal 
families, I personally never have seen such a dramatic royal family in the world, they actually protect each other, unlike in here where they use each other for popularity
I don’t think he’s happy now. Who in a happy family complain so much? Interviews, books, docu-series only to destroy his original family? It’s toxic. Everyone get on with life except him, 
like he’s living in the past
 @slice of happiness  listen, the world wants nothing more than to leave nutmeg and sockpuppet alone. All they have to do to achieve this is live a private life IF that’s what they want. But 
no, we are subject to complaining statements. Interviews. Podcasts. Reality shows. Photo ops. PR campaigns. Etc. Etc.
 @Marianne S  He is also a narcissist- imo
 @Martha Bekele  I don’t believe it changed because he married a “biracial” woman.  It changed because the “real”, not so kind H came out.
 @D J  I don't think one would ever be happy if their are crazy and disgusting rumors about them surrounding and to see that their family is just watching, doing nothing to help them 
because it is increasing their stature....they are clearly a product of what the institutions is made them to be!!!.....



 @slice of happiness  They wanted to leave and they had the freedom to do so. Regardless of the drama with the royal family and who says what, if they wanted peace they would have 
shut up and let it blow over like all media issues. Eventually it would die out and hush. Trying to retaliate against a family and an entire country is nonsense and anyone in their right mind 
would see that. Meghan had no support from Britain much less her own American people who were ashamed of her nonsense and she should have been mature to hold her tongue. This 
entire situation would have blown over and they would be free to move on and make a new name for themselves by proving the royals wrong about them and showing themselves to the 
media in a different light. Fighting back solved nothing for them but backfired and they are desperately trying to claw their way out of it by trying to turn the public against the royals. But 
it's literally an entire country against 2 people. The world witnessed the disgrace Meghan caused and it's not like anything happened entirely behind closed doors. It was out in the public 
for the public to make their own opinions and when we don't chose Meghan because order is order in a system she's mad. She's mad because people chose to honor the order of the 
monarchy over an inexperienced American actress. I stand by my claim that before marriage she was well aware of the life and choices she had to face. Racism is not the main issue with 
Meghan and Harry, the biggest issue is that neither of them wanted to respect the order of things even if they disagreed. They want the public on their side and the public is not having it!!

Let's not forget, Meghan's own family spoke out about her. These are people who live and interact with her behind closed doors. They spoke out about it. Meghan is a product of 
Hollywood. When drama happens, they retaliate and you see actors and so beefing with each other with insults and interviews. She's pulling that same nonsense with the royals. It's been 
years since they left. Yes things may be hurtful with what the media is saying but if they had shut up, all this would be blown over by now. They had an opportunity for peace, they refused 
it. 

Instead of Netflix bringing us good shows, they are becoming the new Shade Room.
 @Simone Haughton  seriously, many of us have been asked where our family is from and the majority don’t take it wrong.  I believe it was a “set-up”.
 @slice of happiness  I don’t think he’s got much of a choice now. He’s pretty arrogant and won’t want to accept that he and his wife are in the wrong. So continue to stick to you’re story 
that you’re a victim rather than accept you are the problem. Harry is not self aware enough for that. His wife is a social climbing, fame hungry LA type, can’t expect much self awareness 
from her.
 @Diamond Petrova  unfortunately we they belong to this new era, where people just do not accept the order, they question it!!!....may be they did the same as many others who have 
done it before but since she is an "inexperienced American actress" people didn't like her.....Even after marriage Harry was able to top the poll above his brother in Britain but once he 
started to speak out he just dropped and the palace is very happy because all they want is that the heir to the throne have all the attention to...It is not very suprising to hear that the 
institution implants stories!!!
 @Simone Haughton  The old woman you are speaking of is not a racist. She’s just old and didnt realise she was being stitched up by a woman with an agenda. Lady Susan was admired 
even by Nelson Mandela & goes to a predominantly black church. The woman accusing her is a Meghan sugar who had accused Charles and Camilla of domestic violence against Meghan. 
She came there in an African tribal outfit, with an African name which she has taken which wasn’t her actual name. Then she acted mortified when she was asked where she was originally 
from? How come she had a transcript of the conversation? She clearly went there with an agenda. The woman is a fraud. But the MSM just glorify these race baiters. They make the world 
unsafe.
Don't put this all on her, he's all in on the grift.
 @slice of happiness  William and Kate earned the public's approval. Harry had support, regardless of what his issues were. No one is saying lie and take death like a sheep but there is a 
difference in speaking out and attacking. Meghan and Harry have been attacking constantly. That's the problem. Meghan needed to earn her spot in the family and she didn't like that. She 
wanted it fast and easy. She wanted to rank alongside Kate and have her own way. Kate spent years in the family and had to earn her place as a commoner. Meghan had to do the same 
and because they treated her differently because she was new to the system, she is making everything a problem. Harry of all people should have known that from the start and managed 
things properly as her HUSBAND.



 @slice of happiness  hi Meghan 

How does it feel to have wandered to your sick and old father after having given you everything?  ohhh god!  I'm going to vomit 🤢
My thoughts exactly. 👏👏👏
 @slice of happiness gaslighting deflection and projection. MeGain is that you?
 @Martha Bekele  nothing to do with her being biracial,everything to do with her being a narcissist.But continue playing the race card (she's more white than black btw)
...or is it how much has been revealed?
Harry was my favorite one 5 yrs ago too but I hadn't heard him say much.  It was all filtered through the palace. He may have been always like this.
How can he be fine? He has a live in photographer who films his most private moments wirh his wife. That is insane. So much about cameras, photos, cliking bla. What kind of teaching is 
that to his children? And they used photos from other peoples events to show the world they were chased. Fake and sick.
The Arsehole Formerly Known as Prince.
Jekyll and Hyde. And Mr. Hyde is NOT a good person.
 @Sirlewishamikton    I would not even waste my time to do that.   And as for the Kardashians, I know virtually nothing about them and not interested in knowing about them.
It's so sad. From the lovable, fun Prince to the sad man we see today 😢😢😢
He’s still really cool DIDNT know y’all hated him
 @Marianne S  Brainwashed lol. God forbid he loves her. He just wanted to keep distance from the obviously racist royal family
Their entire sob-story presentation here reeks of duplicity and falseness.  The usual Harkles crapola. So cringe to watch - ugh!
Edit : went down the comments, waiting for the ones backing the duo……..😂
So Harry enjoyed all the advantages of being born as a Prince then doesnt like it when he isnt inportant in sucession any more? Megan is just cashing in.
Love the part where we are all to just believe their innuendo without question.  So noble.  So truthful.

You can love and respect for the queen/king, have appreciation for the positive aspects of the monarchy whilst hearing and agreeing with Meghan and Harry's actions. You can do both.
Looking forward to hearing Harry & Meghan’s story, the U.K. media has tried to control the narrative and the negative stories they want to write about the Sussex’s with the sole purpose 
of creating hate. U.K. media has reported misinformation, disinformation and lies in particular about Meghan., are the Royal Family complicit for allowing it and saying nothing  So 
hearing their side of the story will be great, good promo by Netflix
But seriously - is Netflix trolling them? The paparazzi picture from 2011? The music allegedly from Frog Princess? Did the director, old or new, insert some golden easter eggs for our 
enjoyment?
Well, only time will tell. But so far, I love the part where Hazzy fights for history not repeating itself. I have a tipp for you: wear a seatbelt. And thank for taking up this worthwile cause, too. 
Left eye, tear. Out.
The comments here are surely bots! Anyway looking forward to watching Harry and Meghan
What a joke 😂😂😂
So fake.  The are just liars and malicious.   They supposedly had cameras with them in cars houses all the time.   They are really disgusting. They are so privileged.  The continue to whine 
from their mansion while people are trying to pay bills.  Charles just lost his mother. Why isn’t harry caring for his 74 yr old father.  The elder abuse is criminal.  Charles needs a restraining 
order.  They should never be allowed on royal properties ever!
Give. it a rest .. Nobody cares .... Why we all Cancelled Are Netflix Membership .. NEXT .
The comments here are surely bots! Anyway looking forward to watching Harry and Meghan
Waw she’s a great actress, talk about being privilege she’s fake as f…😂



Rock star? When????Where? when did this moment happen «ROCK star”??? they are everywhere and every rush mention Diana. But their history has nothing to do with her. They only 
whine, always. They always talk about the royal family. But.....what about Megan's family? no movie? books? interview? They are selling the royal family.
I love the part where someone hits rewind on the Oprah interview. Deja vu much? Heard all the falsehoods already.
This is the most disturbing, disappointing, shameful and disgusting santa show ever. This makes me sick to my stomach.  They smell of disgust
I love the part when they use a clip of Catherine Middleton being hounded by the press and now she’s the fabulously beautiful, hardworking, loyal Princess of Wales who’s loved and 
adored by the Royal Family and many people around the world.
Don’t care lol
Poor little rich boy.  Give me a break.
Guess thiss comments are all spams!!!!!! They actually planned all this wow
I loved the part where they had to use shots of the 2 Princesses of Wales being chased by paparazzi because they couldn't find footage of Meghan being harassed.
They already threw the director, a POC, under the bus! Meghan said more or less, that Netflix presented the story their way and they didn't have control. Same with the POC woman 
journalist who trolled Meghan in her article in The Cut.
 @Athina Kyriakidou  Yep I'm getting real trolling vibes here. The Harkles will take some time to catch on for sure! BTW, Harkles, I know you are reading each and every comment here. You 
are welcome, brave warriors!
And finally, I want to listen in to the meeting at Netflix where they look at each other and say: but I thought it was supposed to be like Tiger King! Somebody should have checked that. Ah 
right, king, princess. That got me confused. Ooopsie!
fool
Yes, the comments supporting the duo..
Megs does the harassing
And I liked the part when Bouzy a model of probity - not at all a bot wrangler nor is he scammer spoke his piece
I LOVE THE PART WHEN PEOPLE NOTICE THESE ARE ALL BOTS IN THE COMMENTS....
Please, don't compare Meghan to Diana. Diana was universally loved and adored. Meghan is universally hated and detested. 
And no, it's got nothing to do with race. Stop f..king using the race card. For f sake!
No one likes you, go away get your privacy.
History did repeat itself Harry. You married Wallis.
Thankyou Harry for telling it as it is.
I see the comments are full of Royal sycophants  -  Just keep dothing those caps and tugging at your forelocks 🙄
I love the part where Harry says that there’s a war against Meghan. Surely all the criticism she cops has nothing to do with self-centredness, self-aggrandisement, victimhood mentality, lies 
and lack of humility. And it’s not like Harry hasn’t been waging a war against his own family. I also love the part where he talks about truth, because it must be known that truth and 
perspectives/experiences are the same thing. He really is the sharpest tool in the shed.
Their credibility is in the toilet so it is difficult to believe them even if they were telling the truth.
I love the part where Harry mentions for the gazillionth time that he ‘didn’t want history to repeat itself.’ Yet they plaster themselves all over the media in a bid for ‘privacy’. Brings a tear 
to my left eye whilst crying into my Hermes scarf
I love the part where anyone thought the problem must have been the first trailer.
I love the part where Megger's plan from the beginning was to look like she gives a... (insert expletive!) But in actuality couldn't give a (insert expletive! ) It seems she was only out to milk 
the British Royal Family for all the cash she could get for doing  less than the absolute minimum,  throwing matches left right and center when her unreasonable demands weren't met, 
Shocking !  "hang on, one second, one tear - left eye"  GO!



Oh My God,it was really a near miss.If Harry ddn't taken his wife and child and ran away from the dirty game,he would have lost them, and kept on being a spare to Cambridges and their 
children.
I loved the part when reading all the positive reaction to a pure masterpiece.
Love the part where they brought the Netflix cameras into the throne room and blithely instructed the Queen to, "Say cheese!"  Only to promptly be booted across the Atlantic and have to 
come up with an excuse to save face.  "Need for privacy" = Grannie (or Granny, as the Overseas Pair spell it) didn't want to be part of their reality show.  And neither did anyone else in the 
BRF.  Shocking, I know.  To actually want privacy, not just declare you do.
Aren't they so brave putting out these trailers so the world can tell them exactly what we think of them!
My left eye...........
The part where the comments on the trailer video are SO MUCH better than the trailer itself! A well-spent $80m there, Netflix

I see there is bots hard at work in this comment section.

Here is a radical idea if don't want to hear someone's story then don't listen! Don't except people to keep quiet about their own life and experiences just because you're not interested.

Меган и Гарри, посмотрите, как сейчас живут люди. Без света и элементарных вещей для жизни. И не ноют!  Всем насрать на вас. ЗАТКНИТЕСЬ!!!!! Меган Маркл халявщица, 
которая ничего в своей жизни не сделала. НИ-ЧЕ-ГО!!! ММ злая, завистливая, бездарная женщина, которая просто хочет славы на халяву. Проверьте ее счета! Она врёт!  Люди, 
давайте пошлем ее все вместе: get away  Markl!!!! FU
Давайте подумаем о себе, о своей жизни, о своих проблемах. Каждый из нас круче! Мы работаем, строим жизнь, мы красивые, мы все равны, нет никого, кто лучше нас , а 
Гарри и Маркл халявщики, зловредные бактерии. Ненужные люди. Если завтра их не станет, в мире ничего не изменится. Это пустые люди! Пошла вон Маркл!!!
🤣🙂🥲
Is that why they keep running back to his family?
These are not bots. These are people pissed at these two for not being self aware.
I can see they are doing so well and obviously thriving in their new life. No sign of any sadness, despair and disappointment. They are beaming with unparalleled happiness. It brought tears 
on my itchy left eye.
Two crowns, you are nothing!
Ah the cry babies
Remember when Meghan researched Princess Diana’s favorite perfume and was able to replicate the scent to wear on her first date with Harry?   He is so dim witted, he did not see (or 
smell) the Diana cosplays Meghan was using to manipulate him.  There is no going home for Harry after this.
I love the part where they show how they treat their staff & make sure their mental health is alright - for example in an excellent exercise to don’t allow them to approach them first. The 
good work of Harry’s better up. Shows compassion & real philanthropism. made my left eye cry
I love the part where King Charles walked Megs down the aisle, after her own father was hospitalized with a  heart attack!
Dear Netflix, if you were clever you’d employ some of the comment writers here because all of them ate more interesting than the content of the Look at MeGain fiction…
I love the part when Harry and Megan thought the royal family hate her because she is BLACK!
Everything changed because you married a narcissist yer plonker
I love the part where they say "there was a war against Meghan to suit other peoples agenda", then Josh Peck and Drake Bell came in and said "Meghan".
I wanna know why tear in the left eye anyone?
I'm sick to my stomach!!!!! What an effin joke . They should be ashamed of themselves.  How could two grown adults lie so much ? Its astounding!
Go and see a doctor ,the both of you



I love the fact that there are currently 75K views, only 3.2k likes, hmmm I wonder how many of the remaining 71.8k are downvotes??? And the comments continue to be absolute gold. 
I really, really hope they have bombproof evidence of all they claim, because without it they are going to be seen for what they appear to be - complaining and petulant.
Booooooooo to these two turds
Everyone thinks they’re so clever in these comments… but in reality are just plain nasty and quite frankly shows how most people (I’m assuming British w/ this “tear in one eye” nonsense) 
are just petulant children in disguise. Smdh.
My favourite film was Mrs Brown with Billy Connolly..I had hoped they would call this Mrs Hewitt. 
I love the intimate scenes with Meghan, Harry and the photographer. I honestly think Harry loves Meghan and much as Meghan loves Meghan.
ONE TEAR. LEFT EYE. GO!
I actually want to watch this to get their side of the story .I am glad that Queen Elizabeth and Prince Phillip aren’t here to see it though…it would be so hurtful to them . Princess Anne is 
strong and she will be more angry than hurt maybe …
I love that the Netflix Christmas Special is a docusoap about destroying families. Really gets you in the holiday spirit.
Mentally unstable liars who lack self awareness.
She started the tear in one eye carp, boasting about what a brilliant actress she is who can cry on cue and any director just has to say "Meghan, one tear, left eye, go". Always been her 
own deluded cheerleader.
Nasty people deserve nasty comments
Yeah the part where they tear into the grieving widow who has just lost her husband always warms the cockles.  And then the part where the ring up the elderly father demanding money 
with menaces, he hands it over, and they trash him on global tv.  Another winner.
 @Tab Ford  umm I don’t really think the royal family needs destroying. Their existence in today’s world is obsolete and let’s not pretend like they’re free of sin and paragons of virtue. If we 
really wanted to talk about problems, let’s start with colonisation, tax evasion and literal theft which the British somehow are completely okay with. No, what you have an issue with is an 
old dying woman’s and her pervert son’s emotional distress because of some woman.
Dont read my name! 👍
 @Sara Saxena  The British don't need you as their spokesperson 🤡
 @Sara Saxena  The monarchy is part of the UK's constitutional bedrock.  Saying it is "obsolete" is rather like claiming bicameralism serves no purpose, or the judiciary serves no purpose.  I 
suggest you actually learn something about the UK's constitution before you make such absurd comments. 
Your ignorance of our history is also embarrassingly inaccurate.  The fact you want to claim that the present royal family is responsible for "colonialism" is so wrong it's laughable.  Britain 
was the country that led the way in stopping the slave trade, and we did it at great personal cost and loss of life.  It took us 180 years to pay off the debt we took out, with tax payers like 
me picking up the burden. 
Meanwhile, in the US you have a Whitehouse that was built by slaves,  and segregation policies that lasted into the 1960s because you were so committed to limiting the freedoms of the 
ex-enslaved.  
And before you even mention allegations of impropriety in relation to association with Jeffrey Epstein, you need to take a long hard look at the activities of your law enforcement.  
Including Alex Acosta and his sweetheart deal to put Epstein on the streets even during his 13 month prison sentence.
Who cares about these two?



I think we should also point out that Sophie and Catherine seemed to have settled into the RF and their roles extremely well so not all women who marry into the RF are treated badly as 
portrayed here. The press attention is part of the territory and it is how you treat the press. Sophie had a background in PR so understands it and Catherine is intelligent and stays calm 
under pressure. She is also polite and gracious and doesn't try and caught it for her own manipulative gains. Millions of marriages end in divorce and in all intent and purposes, Charles and 
Diana's marriage was  arranged and Diana, as young as she was had a choice to go ahead. Andrew and Sarah fell apart because of his naval career and she started to play around. I 
remember being surprised at the time that they had split because on the surface they seemed happy. There are ups and downs in even the most perfect of relationships, you don't go and 
trash your family because of it.  All this so called paparazzi attention around MM is absolute garbage.  Her issue she wasn't getting enough of it. She wasn't hounded in any way.
I think Netflix released this second one to see if it could beat the first one in dislikes and the fabulous comments.  Maybe Netflix do have a sense of humour 😂🇬🇧👏👊
"She's becoming a royal rock star" Piers Morgan voice. Yeah, ok. Did they also want to include all the awful things he's said about her since then? No!
YYASSS!!! Can’t wait to watch and hear their truth 

Harry and Meg forever !!!♥♥♥
Love the way Youtube/Neflix have decided they have to hide the HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF DISLIKES
Well … Prince Harry and Princess “Me Again” strike again 😤
I love the part where Harry & Meghan tell the world how welcoming the BRF has been!
This is as far as I go watching these pair of lying grifters. Harry, this is the most stupid thing you have ever done. We watched you born & raised & loved you & your brother very much. You 
are a traitor. Your Granny was the most amazing Queen in UK history. Shame on you young man.
I love everything about Harry and Meghan, they don’t owe anybody their story, but they are setting the record straight. If you have a problem with this, you are the problem yourself! 
Watch it.
🤢🤢🤢🤢🤢
I love the part where Megan told the story of how she took a round house kick full in the face from Chuck Norris and didn’t feel a thing, apart from a small wound to her left eye.  Then 
defeated him in hand to  hand combat.
I love the part with comment section below
I loved imagining MeGains angry face reading all these comments… because lets face it … you are, you arrogant entitled nobody who preys on white men.
A question they cannot answer is why on earth they wanted half-in-half-out then?
All of you here to comment and hate on them just know you’re giving this video views and comments, these interactions is exactly what’s putting money in their pockets. And the way y’all 
are here in a few minutes, so quick, how do you pay so much attention to someone whom you claim to hate and stay updated with everything they is such fan behavior. just simply ignore 
and move on if you don’t wanna hear them out or believe it it’s not that hard
I love the part when Megains files for all the jobs she has ever had as a ‘Caucasian’ but only resorts to her 1/4th black side when she has to play the race card for sympathy.  The Harkles, 
they make my tear well up in my left eye.
I love the part where Harry  explain that it is a dirty game,I bet Diana fell hard on that game.
I loved the part where Spotify gave M millions of dollars for a podcast series she so cleverly named Archetypes, to stick with the “ Archie”  theme despite it being obvious that she was 
referencing Stereotypes and using it to score settle  any criticisms she’d received. Her ability to talk twice as much as her guests (that she’d actually bothered meeting face to face) was 
truly as inspiring as was her talent in relating every topic back to herself. Indeed providing a fact checker to show all the haters she would never plagiarise or make up lies to one up her 
guests has me so comfortable sitting in my authenticity I feel a tear falling from my left eye.
I love the part where the sheep follow each other.
🥲
You can't call people a problem just because they don't agree with you. There's a word for that



True..but we can do as we please.
This couple  need a klap( punch) against  the head
I love the part where Netflix does a warts and all documentaries after this one tanks.  Exposes their behavior and manipulations of the truth. That's the only way they will gain any interest 
and $$$$$ back.  The Harkles will then implode up their own backsides.  Left eye, one tear, go!
I love the part of reading all these comments. Hilarious 😂
WHY Does every comment start with 'I love the part', it's very odd
🤮
I love the part where they preach that we must be mindful of climate change and carbon footprints, but use private jets the majority of the time when they travel.
I loved the part where you listen to the masses and keep your private life private! Please, we are literally begging you at this point.
Cannot bring myself to watch the self serving trash these two no hopers are spilling. Netflix has been Markled.
Documentary? No. 
Propaganda? Yes. 
We're not fools!
Why not talk about how corrupt his family is?
I love the part where we finally get to hear their truth because they know the truth of everyone else is silenced by protocol and NDAs and they don't want us, the public, to continue to live 
in ignorance when the stakes are this high.
Reading the comments have made my day.  I thought some  people were having a bad time but obviously not as bad as M and her house husband. Tears positively welling. Can we start a 
Go FundMe
I absolutely love the part where she lifts her head after the pretend crying. It really brung a tear to my left eye within 3 seconds.
When I was a young girl my father encouraged me to consider marrying Prince Harry. I laughed at him. I'm an Italian American woman, a commoner. I would have no shot, I said. He 
disagreed. He said that Harry would likely marry someone much like myself so why not me? Lol he always dreamed big, my dad. I wonder what he would think to see this now. Meghan's 
life is difficult and fraught with problems, not the least of which the UK seems to hate her. My heart goes out to her, genuinely. The comments here are revolting.
Guys notice that all of the comments are all similar I don’t know what’s cooking…🤔 was this also PLANNED?!! Shit they play well 😅
Disgusting! 👎
I can’t wait too see this just because, as a black woman White people can finely see and maybe grasp the reality on how We as black woman are treated. I don’t want to hear “Well she is 
half white”.No people she is a beautiful, smart black woman who fell in love with Harry then treated like shit by the royals
Netflix releasing a second trailer. So stunning and brave 😢
Dear Netflix, is it a comedy? Please, do add this info to the description of this documentary because I'm laughing my ass off...Am I the only one who finds these two so pathetically amusing 
and funny?
I like the part where Marlene of Sistah Space accused BRF of DV to H&M, but wouldn't help her when they asked for help because M is only a 43%
gofundmeme
I think the Netflix staff are just doing it because they love these comments.
LOOOL underrated comment
I am under no circumstances going to watch this dustbin. It'll be an allergic tear to my left eye.
I love how clips of Diana and Kate being harassed by the paps are used to show how Meghan has suffered. Poor Meghan, she has had it so rough, given a lavish wedding by the evil racist RF 
and British taxpayers as the public lined the streets celebrating the wedding. The RF should be grateful that Meghan is a Saint who is bravely willing to reconcile with the family members 
who are the King of England and the Commonwealth and future King and Queen Consort out of the goodness of her heart.



Harry, Meghan is nothing like your late mother. Grow the heck up! Your mother will be puking in her grave. You are an absolute disgust. Jez, you are a disgusting person, a very sick 
individual... tears from my left eye
I remember when the UK tabloids claimed that Meghan made Kate cry and the institution kept quiet and enjoyed Meghan taking the fall but when news of Kate using a botox came 
up,they all defended Kate.I never knew that,that kind of cruelty exist.
I loved the part where Meghan thought she would be hounded by press but realised it was just Harry following her.
Ini bisa akting dengan muka serius jadi korban perundungan. Kok bisa ya? Gak cekikikan sendiri gitu.
I can’t believe Harry sold his dead mother now too to make money. Wow. Just fueling the same media attention they are saying is toxic for 💰
Гаррик опять на родственничков плюется
I’d rather know when the next season of Wednesday is coming to be fair.
Let's hear the full truth.
Why the hell we have a lot of “I love the part” over the place?
How odd that they could only find pictures and videos of Lady Diana and Princess Catherine being hounded by the press.... what an odd decision to not include the harassment of Meghan 
by the press.... oh wait...there wasn't any...because the press and public bent over backwards to welcome her to our Royal Family!
Looking forward to seeing How Meghan was nightmare at Givenchy when having her wedding dress fitting. The part She verbally abused, Staff within the Royal household. "Do not forget 
the Part about how they Lecture the Common Folk ", About climate change but love fly around in private jets.
Bouzy the same person who tweeted nasty things about William and Catherine  about their looks?
My favorite part was when Meghan switched from claiming to be white to black, to monopolize off the suffering of others. Everybody freeze, right eye this time. Now everybody clap your 
hands. 😭
I love the bit where Meghan, at will, showed she could change the shape, height and profundity of her pregnancy bump - like shape shifting at whim. Amazing how she could squat too - 
something I never achieved when pregnant and now my left eye is tearing up.
YESSSS. They’re going to burn that anachronistic, racist, imperialistic and classist institution to the groundddd!  🎆
Thumbs down 👎 Netflix 
Love all the comments.  Reminds me of just how vile these two are.
Oh god not another one! Is that Bouzy I see? You have the nerve to feature this parasite knowing all the crimes he has committed? Like stalking, attacking & threatening myself & my 
daughter? Wow Netflix, Don't you even feel a tad embarrassed that you were conned?
this is the only story these two have.  Once they have chucked their muck, they will be empty vessels and we can all forget about their shallow vindictive existance
@glory And his "bot sentinel". Quite nasty stuff.
 @ajrin 7400  That is enough for me that they loose all credibility.
Of course the palace was leaking they were becoming more popular than will and Kate
The full truth....



The Crown spinoff already? 

In a world ruled by the evil family... one man and one woman know the full truth

BOING

this winter

BOING

GINGERBREAD AND THE LEFT EYE

BOING

WILL TELL EVEN MORE LIES

BOING

Oh shut up harry. Shut up. You are a shameless, hateful, full of vengeance human being. You don't deserve anything, you don't deserve your dad, brother, mom, grandfather and 
grandmother. You'll go down in history as shameless, spineless, emasculated cry baby who was lead by a leash by a z-list money and fame hungry actress. You'll be judged by millions who 
wish for a lick of your privilege, and caring family. Shame on you you POS. Go disappear into obscurity and never show your angry face to us again.  And take your POS wife with you!
society is doomed and we will all die out because we are dumb species
Seems like Harry is dancing twerk on quicksand
Crying your way to the bank!!!!!!! left eye 3..2..1 GO
It’s amazing the lies that can be told for £88 million
I love the part where it’s ALWAYS someone else’s fault.
I love the part where H and M have united the world to come here and read all the comments.  So generous of them to make this comedy film for us to enjoy  in these  trying and stressful 
times. We all wipe away tears of you and thankfulness  left eyes only of course.
I love the part where they wanted privacy but here they are showing their lives for all the world to see.
Why so many starting out with I love the part lol these 2 are incapable of love. Who really likes their constant whining she isn’t royalty she deserves nothing . Where’s the privacy ?? How 
dare anyone listen “/watch invading the privacy they wanted!
Lie lie and more lie!
Netflix cancelled!🤬🤬
Whoa. All this hatred from the trolls is mind blowing. They have more hatred for her than a child pedophile
Heartbreaking,we nearly lost Meghan and little Archie.
I swear by the onion tear on my left eye that this is the most ridiculous thing that I have seen since the death of princess diana.  My goodness.  Does these two have shame? Do they ever 
think that people around them would ever trust them? I am more interested in their divorce because it will be messier than this Santa show. Tears on my left eye
I love the part where it finishes



Quem finge chorar, e olha pra câmera? É sério eles tem que serem parados, isso é uma total falta de respeito com a própria família 🙏
They lost all credibility they may have ever had using Bouzy In this.  Ridiculous.  They promote their sham of a story using a known scam artist.  They are really scraping the bottom of the 
barrel. 
What truth, Harry?  The truth is, you turned your back in your brother, father, and ailing grandmother to wage a war all for the sole purpose of promoting your wife as the reincarnation of 
your mom.  Shame! Shame! Shame! 
I can’t wait to see what parts of this trailer are from 1938, 2000-2011, all before they met! Lies is all they speak.
Meghan was so popular that staff who had worked for the royal family for years that they left soon after going to work for her. Such was her benevolent brilliance that they stood back so 
others could have the opportunity to bask in her attention! I really loved how this reality show also charts the massive staff turn over since moving to California. And to release them all 
from their NDAs too! So transparent, incredible raw honesty. Brought my left eye to tears!
😂😂😂😂😂
🤣🤣🤣🤣
😅😅😅😂😂😂🤣🤣🤣
'incapable of love'

Holy shit, you people slay me.
Oh no!
You mean prince harrys godfather, prince andrew?
lol
It's NEVER going to finish.  We still have his "book" and then there will be her book, and then the sodding musical...
Don't forget his nonce of a great uncle.

Though, he waited til he was the right age to turn his back on him....
Loved that H&M treated their staff like trash, but demanded 100% loyalty from them. I would also leak the stories of my horrible boss, just to let people know what that person was really 
like.
Dont read my name! 👍
I love the part where Harry bravely forgoes his duties as Captain General of the Royal Marines (a role Prince Philip held for decades & told H not to f*** up) and resolutely refuses to attend 
a pesky memorial service for marines killed in an attack on their barracks by the IRA, in order to pimp out his backfat talentless lowlife (it's cockney rhyming slang) to Disney for world 
changing & vital voiceover work. Very commendable indeed. And furthermore then embezzles the donation from Disney that was to go to a charity for elephants - so very touching  & so so 
respectful, honest & selfless. They're like St Francis of Assisi really. Actually he was just an idiot compared to these two saints.
I love the part where they United the citizens of multiple countries to band behind a common enemy, them. It makes me so emotional, I can feel a tear coming from my left eye.
When you have to make a fiction drama yourself , about yourself, because nobody showed any interest in making one…
I love the part where she is about to cry in a sweater matching the $2000 Hermes blanket behind her. They would NEVER stage a scene like that!
I loved the part where the Duke and Duchess of Monteshitshow rode off into the distance and lived the private life they claimed they wanted...
So at last there is proof of a Christopher Bouzy connection with these two.
The only comment not to start with I love the part.
The full truth?  Like marrying 3 days before the spectacle?



I'm British and absolutely disgusted with this pair, he is behaving like a spoilt brat because because he isn't the first born. We have only just buried our Queen, his grandmother who he 
harassed in her last years with demands for money and the drip drip release of ridiculous stories from this pair who want the money and the fame but not to work for the country. Won't 
be watching
One word for this pathetic excuse of a man TRAITOR!!!!
I bet Diana would have been so proud of the man Harry has turned to be.He is amazing.
What the hell happened ? You turned into a frog …….but that might be mean to frogs😢
I wonder if the Royal Family will release the lawyers and strip the titles.
So, this is all about her, and her ego, in a slick Instagram  variety.
I start to think Netlix will benefit from this massively. A historical trainwreck grasped in a docu - quite a bargain for 80 millions.
I love that Meghan's PR team team (aka the guy from the trailer) is saying we are all bots because we are all mocking her by quoting the wannabe queen directly. As a 'bot' would say: three 
seconds, one tear, left eye, go! 😢
This could be the best comedy show Netflix has ever done.
I love the part when they come together as one big family. Oh wait, she doesn’t want to know her family, especially her dad who gave up so much to protect her and give her what she 
wanted. Hasn’t even seen his grandchildren. Now she is causing a greater division between two brothers! Big tear just rolled down my left eye- only so much money you can milk out of 
“your truth”!
Love the part where Meghan looks at her engagement ring, using Cali upspeak and with the demeanor of a mother who forces herself to be proud of her 8-year old's mediocre drawing 
says: 'isn't it incredible? He designed it ALL BY HIMSELF.' So authentic and organic. A real love story! Within three seconds, a tear was trembling in my left eye, ready to dramatically roll 
down my bronzed cheek.
I love the part that this is not all about making 💰 🤑 and being able to continue to live a lavish lifestyle. Throwing bombs at the institution while holding on to the titles and life it gives 
you. Wanting to be private and normal but not you know normal normal like all of us because well  come on we are royals and the whole institution is bad but we deserve to live a lush life 
still just not behind palace doors with rules to follow. We were born to save the world we deserve to be praised because we're two normal people who have this huge platform because we 
are just awesome and deserve to continue to be fed millions for being us 🥰
Priceless😂😂😂
It would be.great to know where this is all coming from. They have done something finally, united the world!
Honestly I believe such a cause is worthy enough to use both eyes😭
Well said🤣🤣🤣
 @Allie  she sacrificed all her likability and popularity just for us🥺She doesn’t deserve the ripple of hope award, she deserves the Nobel peace prize
@ JJ - Good one !  Did you tear up in 3 seconds?
@ Anne Dench - This is coming from....
- Burning envy
- H was the "Spare"
- M can't be Catherine
- If they can't have it, they'll destroy it.
Yes having the entire world, all colours and creeds  joined together in disliking this pair and what they have done to their families. Despicable. If they hate Charles so much, return the 
millions he gave them. But more importantly  return the money for their wedding to the people of Britain. Apparently, the British deserve to be taught a lesson? If he feels that way he 
needs to stay away.
Dont read my name! 👍
Seriously what's up with it ?



Il sort it for you. 
I love IT when megan asks her magic mirror ,"who's the fairest of them all?"
The mirror replies "HRH PRINCESS CATHERINE OF WALES OF COURSE"
So you're speculating that a dead woman, who you've never met and didn't know, and who didn't even have the sense to wear a seatbelt, would feel a particular way about her son, who 
you also don't know.  Yep, you are so far into the realm of fantasy now that you're living with Hobbits.
Exactly.  The worst documentary ever to see the light of day.  Go Markles.
😂😂😂😂
I'm just glad she had it changed real soon! What a brave move!
💯😂💯 and then she promptly redesigned his "masterpiece" of a ring 🤣👌 left eye 😢🤣
Meg's had it remodeled!
:-D
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂 he’s just such a good boy 😂😂😂😂
 @According 2taz HI Taz! 🤣🤣😂🤣🤣🤣🙃 Remodeled to look like her old engagement ring given by ex-husband, Trevor 🙃. You can't make this thing up.
This is perfection!
She was soooo bitter it wasn't a giant gemstone, like the Diana ring that now belongs to Kate.
Such a romantic story I’m deeply moved I had to do a left eye tear 😪
 @According 2taz  can’t wait for you to do a video on this second abomination of a trailer
👏👏👏😂😂😂
"with the demeanor of a mother who forces herself to be proud of her 8-year old's mediocre drawing" 
LMFAO 🤣
I love the part when they both want to gain sympathy but instead look like an narcissistic idiot , who are nobody but cry babies 😂

Oh I am explaining the whole series 😝
Excellent I can't wait.
Imagine thinking hating on someone this hard for whatever reason is okay.
Meghan and Harry are trying to rewrite history. Only after they realized they weren't going to get their half in half out deal, they turned against the family. When they first left they were 
making it clear they very much wanted to remain royals and work for the family .This whole narrative of them being forced to leave the UK only came about after the Queen refused to give 
them what they wanted. Don't fall for their lies
The amount of crap that Meghan had to put up with from the Royal Family to the British Tabloids. It is beyond disgusting. They targeted this person for her race. She could do every single 
thing right, and still find a way to make it a negative.

There was a story of her eating avocados for breakfast. And the British tabloids put out a story about how avocados used child labor in production. The duality of the story is Princess Kate 
did the same thing, and not one single negative story about her.

Or any negative story about Prince Andrew being a rapist and a pedo.
They've got some upvoting bots on this one folks.  But the ratio will prevail.



Love the bit where they change the optics to suit their narrative eg “my passport was kept in a safe for security reasons but was available to me whenever I needed it”, to “ they took my 
passport away from me”.
This is going to be epic! I can’t wait.
No amount of documentaries or podcasts explaining how they feel or misunderstandings of them..will ever get me to like them..I prefer her tears instead of her teeth
I can’t wait to indulge in this 8 part series pity party…
Did we ask for this?
I just hope that if they ever go back to the UK to visit after this, that they are safe.
For those that can't see the ratio. As per the other trailer, I'll update when I can.

3.1K Likes
9K Dislikes

If you search for "YouTube dislike extension" you should be able to add it to chrome.
Please, get these 2 clowns off our screens!
I love the part when MeMe Markle went from being 'suitcase girl' to 'BJ girl', my one eye spirted with delight.
What an idiot. The royal family is the head of state. Of course it is hierarchy numb nuts
What meg and Harry have done for us this xmas is outstanding…a new drinking game to have with friends/family on those cold dark nights…take a shot for every time they use a 
photo/footage not relating to meg, and another for every time their “story” changes. Cheers! We won’t get past the first five minutes! 😂😂😂 selfless!
I loved the part when the private-jet-setting-addicted Sussexes refused to release their woe-is-me-trailer during Earthshot, and promised to not only price match William and Kate’s 
Earthshot prize money, but quadruple it... they truly are eco warriors at heart!
I love the part where meghan realizes she can't get William so she has to make do with the racist spare then decided he was a weak  little scrotum that she could MINIPULATE and because 
she couldn't get what she wanted and was green with envy decided to destroy them all onion under left eye to force that tear 😢😢

I love the part Meghan airily says “Oh I didn’t do any research” in marrying into the RF. “Everything I needed to know I learned through him”. Bravo- yay that’s how you apply for schools, 
work interns and jobs in the real world. No research, blame everything on other people without taking accountability whatsoever. Good for you Meghan! One tear left eye, go!
Yes cause she realised they couldn't get paid per walkabout and living in luxury wasnt enough for her
Are you British? Do you read our newspapers often?? I think you may have missed a few editions!! Plenty has been written about PA and it hasn't been positive. And in case you missed it, 
he was stripped of his duties, HRH titles and protection. Catch up.
As for Avocadogate. - you may need to consider a more robust reason why the press & British public are tired of Ms. Markles' victimhood/Pseudo-Diana narrative... it's a little more 
complex than Persea americana I'm afraid!
Yes who can cope with that much of a sniveling Markle 🤮
Thank you. The extension no longer works on macs or android so updates are brill!
Thank you I was going to try and find 
Out how I could tick the dislike !
 @Ruby Mouse  You're welcome. Currently:

3.7K Likes
12K Dislikes



Don't go getting alcohol poisoning!
 @Ruby Mouse  tis the concern! Maybe the game should come with a public health warning? I can see it being played across the land! 😂🤣
It’s Harry’s fault, she’s just pre warning the world

Yeah, because if Meghan had done her homework, she would have found out how racist some members of the royal family are and perhaps run the other way. But, hey, love is blind, right?
 @Alma Boucher  Aha! Haven’t thought of that 🤣
I loved the part where the terrible racist Charles walked her to the alter at the terrible racist 30 mil wedding he payed for and it was just a terrible racist spectacle because they got married 
three days ago.. too bad the archbishop doesn’t remember that, that old racist!!!
People can see through their lies
I love the part when Meghan looks at Harry's thinning hair and says "That's like... gross and stuff."
It's high time these two checked into a psychiatric home. Who goes after his family with so much hatred? I blame the royal family for this sick union. This marriage, shouldn't have 
happened. What is this? I would never forgive any of my family members who goes after my family in this manner. This is disgusting
Cut the crap why you wanted to stay half in half out in that so terrible institution? Why are you still holding their titles.
😂😂😂😂 Omg! They absolutely lost their minds 🙈 Harry and his wife are ridiculous! This is like a comedy show! Can‘t stop laughing. Strip their titles, please King Charles, Harry and 
Rachel are begging for it  And i totaly hope, Harry will get no chance to go back after his divorse. He is such a traitor. Shame on you Harry!
I only came on here to find out what everyone’s favourite part is! I’ve not been disappointed 😊
MAKE SURE TO 👎 ON NETFLIX
Going to renew my subscription just for this, lol. Definitely watching! 
What’s with the “I love the part” nonsense? Are most of royalists all five years old? Figures.
Harry must know that the real king stands alone.He definately have all the qualities of a king.
Who cares netflix, good thing you changed 1st trailer as that had lies in it now it's the truth when netflix purposely went shock value full of BS, Still will not watch, still cancelled my account 
as that's my up yours to your lying streaming media circus
Vomit, vomii, vomus.
Get a DNA test to see if Harry is really part of the institution.
i thought we already heard their truth on oprah. i guess they invented more of it
I love title part where they show harry,William and Kate enjoying their events and Meghan not enjoying because she didn’t get paid! Also love the part where they insert harry saying “he 
didn’t realize there was a problem (until mm pointed it out)
Harry ; we know the full truth. His “version” of the truth.

I love the part where Netflix blows millions and tells us to watch this Netflix Global event when I'm going to cancel my subscription and won't be watching not even with my left eye.



I love the part where they have to release a second teaser so soon because the 1st one includes:

Cropped photo of Harry with his ex gf. 
Photo of the media during a Harry Potter premium, because they're clearly the same harry. 
Photo of kids in a school from the 1930-40s. Sooo related to them right? 
Photos taken from their former residence, without the knowledge of the palace.
Photos of the couple in their private moments, indicating that their exit is not planned.

They're holding the mantle of untruths, and standing on their own victimhood. An emblem of hypocrisy. (Translated in word salad, the only language she can understand).
Why would you film your wife crying???  Why would you use fake shots of paps from Harry Potter premiere? This is a disgusting hit piece. What about Kate, Sophie, camilla? Please don’t 
tell me this is about race.  It’s not. I didn’t even know Meghan had African American heritage until the wedding. I thought she was Spanish.
Cheered on by millions of racist brits waving flags, holding street parties all with tears in their racist left eyes
I've been laughing ever since they decided to drop that comedy skit. The comment section is going in on them😂😂😂
Not even going to watch it, my friend will record it for me.  They're getting nothing from me.
🤣🤣🤣🤣Harry needs to grow up 1st
At this rate will be seeing the full thing even though we dont want to
because I was unaware of her race... it CAN'T have been an issue.

Do you have trouble walking AND talking at the same time? :D
Paparazzi ruin every celebrities life
Cringeworthy! I'm cancelling my Netflix.
Oh my god , they are so cringe and disrespectful, if harry had a problem then he could have ended his ties with the family b4 Meghan , but then everything was so nice .

She so desperately wants to make her look like Princess Diana
I love the part where they say they’re happy and thriving, living their best lives! Moving on from all that family put them through…by keep going over the same things for 3yrs+…a great 
example of how to not be a victim to such a crime.
Comments are 🔥
I love the part when they gave Oprah an interview and said they were ready to move on.
I am glad they are telling their story not the formed stories bu UK tabloids.
Best bit for me was when Meghan got her American PR people (along with her management team which she kept on the whole time) to tell the palace that since she was more popular she 
should take precedence over the other royals! So humble, so magnanimous!
Installed that whizzy app finally... likes 3k dislikes 8.5k.....gee, why would that be🤔
I would rather listen to my wife tell me a story about a 'friend of a friend' where she will give me the last names of every person (who I've never heard of before) in the story, only to end it 
on a cliffhanger with no damn conclusion.......

And Netflixs wonders why its losing subscribers



I love the part when they explain to us the real meaning of truth and it’s secret definition which they determined three days before they filmed this trailer. 

The grace, light, hope and truths they edify us all with moves me to want to connect with my authentic organic layers through their unfiltered lens of bananatarism and unique brand of 
compassion and service.

And I am practising the one tear, left eye, go so I too can be moved to force a tear out.
All these people rushing to say how little they care.

Such Irony. 

Get back to defending the grand old duke of york ;)
Meghan, there is people that are dying! 😂😂
You can’t say they’re trying to protect their family anymore. 

People would legit have moved on if they stop talking about it: Oprah, Netflix, Book deals. 

Each time they are inviting people to talk more about them. They want money. That’s all.
I love the part where Harry gives a post-divorce interview about surviving narcissistic abuse and apologizes for his lies and hypocrisy.
i love the part that everyone dislikes her  brings a tear to my eye
I can not wait.Good for them.
All these bots bashing the documentary before it even aired must mean there's some truth to it lol

IMO H&M seem to want to drive the narrative that there is a parallel between M & Diana & history ‘repeating itself.’  I’m sorry…I just don’t see it at all.  IMHO H & M just appear so hungry 
for attention & jealous.  What happened to their search for privacy & freedom?  Why are they so desperate to keep titles & procure titles if the monarchy is so racist?  People are more 
intelligent than they think and their act is old and worn out IMHO.  Real people have and deal with real life.  These 2 are so incredibly self absorbed and shallow.  Let me get my ‘full on 
makeup’ in place, my beautiful clothes & some photographer to be around at all these ‘spontaneous’ beautiful photo ops and peddle it as a ‘difficult life.’  🤥
Oh no! 

.....
But he looks so miserable at times.  Happy people don't hurt their family for shed loads of money.....and there was love in that family.
 @zetaman1984  he is miserable, and still makes himself out to be the biggest victim on the planet! Besides his wife of course, that’s the only crown that will ever adorn her head 🤣 the 
Queen of victimhood!
If that is happy and thriving I want no part of it ever. They are so stuck in the past that they continue on with the same things.
And the family has moved on! Harry and Meghan act like a toxic ex who hounds you after you break up so you “take them back” or “never forget them”.



Netflix should also do a sequel to this. This is brilliant. The sequel should be about the people that Meghan had abandoned in order to climb up the social hierarchy. Her father, her half-
sister, basically all her family members except for her mother, and also her close friends, and later how she encouraged her husband to do the same. Not only the people they abandoned, 
also the people who become their friends in the process - Serena William, Oprah, George Clooney, Priyanka Chopra and all the a-list celebrities they invited to their wedding. Those people 
are such a great friends to both Meghan & Harry, I mean they become such besties even when they barely meet & know the royal couple. Such an inspiration to all young people out there 
especially women. You have to cut off your old relationships in order to be higher in the social ladder. Thank you Meghan & Harry for being the positive inspiration on people like me. I 
hope I can marry a royal like Meghan & become a real-life princess too :)
The poor darlings still want to be addressed by titles....What was that recent article, GQ (?), when the article was printed as an interview with Meghan MarKel, and then later it HAD to be 
redone to say, "Meghan THE DuchAss of SusSex".  And there was so much RACEism in this family, that their precious baby daughter was given the pet name of the HEAD of the RACEist 
family.  How does that work? And the PROOF they provide that the BRF are RACEists!!! We all find it so shocking!
171717171717
Source? 🤡
Oh, really? 😳😲
Imagine idolizing the monarchy post-Diana 🤢🤢🤢🤢🤢 take your curdled milk cow Camilla and her ugly hag husband, we’ll enjoy Harry and Meghan, a gorgeous couple who are 
actually human.
 @Jana Hermans  Watch video of her, pushing herself forward, breaking protocol....oh, and not liking being behind senior royals.  Hell, look at her now.....still vying to be first.
Is that true??
Show the proof.
 @TheDonJon  read Tom Bower, lots of sources, problems getting round NDAs but too much smoke to deny. Bower is the best one stop that gathers all the info. These two sue EVERYONE 
but haven’t made ANY attempt to sue him - because truth is the ultimate defence. And don’t listen to people who says he’s a hack, he’s highly credible, highly respected, his books are fully 
sourced & he even once wrote one about King Charles that wasn’t at all flattering. Honestly read his book, it’s jaw dropping.
Nah, man’s too salty at the hierarchy of his family for that 😂😂
Post-divorce he'll be confined to the jim-jam clinic and the Cambridge kids will have to take it in turns to go and sit with him.
I'm not so sure he's isn't a sociopath, much less a narcissist. He obviously hates his brother and only used his dad and mom as a piggybank.
This!!!!!
This part will come for sure!
Oh please no. These two deserve each other. Let them stay together. I am not wishing anyone a toxic relationship with either one of them
Predictable but will he be forgiven for insulting the whole British nation? Not sure that will ever happen after what he did to the Queen and Prince Philip.
I pity for Harry’s second wife.
  @K O  i agree. I would never counternance this hos lity and unkindness towards my family and country - ever. He seems to revel in it. Perhaps we've been protected from seeing the real 
Harry for years. I suspect that's the case.
 @K O  somebody is butt hurt
And meghan writes a tell all post divorce saying that the royal racist was prince Harry all along 😂😂
 @Pilar Palabunda  What a plot twist 😱🤣
Unfortunately, Harry is way past an apology.
ya . just a matter of time
 @Anna T.  I doubt anyone will touch him with a barge poll🤮🤮🤮
 @Anna T.  He is no innocent in all this.
 @Pilar Palabunda  i suspect he will endure what he's made his family endure, be a lot poorer and lose his kids



All they have to do is wear their seatbelts and not have a drunk driver.  Problem most likely solved.
I love the part where the Harkles leave America and start accusing yet another country of not liking them because they are racist bigots.

Leaves me warm and tingly inside...as a tear fails to materialize inside my left eye.
I hope Prince William is lawyering up to take his cut of Harry’s whine fest
I love the part where Haznoballs poses with members of the Sussex Squad cult members and thanks them for their support in not wishing death to his brother's family.  Wonderful family 
values.
SERIOUSLY MEGHAN AND HARRY WE ARE TIRED OF YOUR DRAMA!!! ALWAYS COMPLAINING, SUCH LOSERS!!! YOU ARE SO NARCISSIST YOU EVEN CREATE A WHOLE DOCUMENTARY 
ABOUT YOURSELF. YOU THINK THE WORLD REVOLVES AROUND YOU??
Love these two ❤❤❤
i love the part where everyone in the comment say they love the part 🤣
"I didn't want history to repeat itself" That's why our poor Harry had to live his hard life in the castles filled with a bunch of staff, enjoy food made by the eminent chefs, walk in the fancy 
clothes, party, fly to the luxurious resorts, and when he wanted to marry a woman he KNEW won't fit (it's not about the race, it's about her mind and the view of life) the Royal family, he 
sacrificed her to his service to the UK and Commonwealth , brought her into these unbearable life conditions and demanded on the FULL ROYAL wedding ceremony, when he could just get 
a brilliant education and leave his
"ignorant" relatives by the age of 21 to build his own life far away. What a martyr!
I think it’s now time to cancel my Netflix account
Love the bit where Harry takes no responsibility whatsoever for not preparing Meghan, not giving her time to understand what marrying into the RF would be like, refusing to slow things 
down in order for her to understand  and decide if she was up to it, but it instead blames everyone else.

I love the part when she does her trademark finger snapping gesture, it's like her repertoire is as limited as her word salad vocabulary and her brain cells. Sad, brought a tear to my left eye.
I love the part where they show so much gratitude for all the blessings that were bestowed upon them by HMTQ and the very institution she built for 70 years and they now slander, and 
how they never manipulate the media into believing a false narrative! Incredible!
Я очень жду этот фильм. Обожаю пару Гарри и Меган!😍😍😍
Is anyone going to watch this?
I love the part where they bring forth the "race" topic. She who tried to pass as a white woman early in her acting career. And he who wore a hateful symbol on his arm as a joke.
Can't wait for this to drop along with many online trolls that will be watching also 😃😌
I love the part where the add and change paparazzi shots and add “flash’s” to the video for drama effect and then claim that’s the truth.

It’s about BS these are all lies the RF are not racist. They sure do love them titles from the family who were so mean to them. Give up the titles and stop the lies and live your private life. 
SHUT UP you whiners you are not victims. You have no clue what it’s like to be a victim. Plus why was that woman saying as she was an D actress that she was white on DL and apps but 
when she got engaged she now black. And she had to leak it to the press no one knew. These two deserve all the backlash. Netflix this will ruin you wait and see
I'm sooooo tired of these two... not gonna watch it Netflix!

ANYONE THAT CARES ENOUGH TO WATCH THIS IS A WOMEN who tf cares about other peoples BS stop wasting your time with this bs and lets find away to a new planet before its too late
Yes everyone loved Meghan until we realised what a narcissist she was - no interest in being part of the royal family unless she could be the star. Sorry Meghan it’s not a reality show where 
you get to win! If you’re not the monarch you’re supporting cast FOREVER - amazing she didn’t get that. She married a weak lost man who was desperate to be someone’s hero - he was an 
easy target for her



Don't have a drunk driver and wear your seatbelt!
You will find out everything of importance from those who will take a bullet for the team so save your money.
Exactly 💯
Brought a tear to my left eye 😪😪😪😪😪

Precisely
Could not agree more!
thank you.
I think he did, and she was given people surrounding her who were there to help  and guide her. She rejected it. She knows best.
FAX
And where do you get such preparation? Where offers this training? Who provides it? 

If it was simply “hanging around” for longer she was in a better position then Kate for example who was “a student” rather then a multimillionaire tv star with her own fans and audiences. 
She was far better positioned to it then any other equivalents we saw in the other similar weddings into the Royal Family
Your so blind get a life!!!
Recon she pushed hard to get the ring on her finger .Must have been exhausting trying not to show her real personality
They should come visit Norway mid winter. In bikinis I presume, because why prepare for a vacation and not a future lifestyle?
But she had to GOOGLE the words to "God Save The Queen," you guyssssss. It was SO MUCH WORK, and then to make matters worse, nobody asked if she was ok, afterwards.
 @JakeysMom07  You mean that Hussey woman?  That's great help.
 @Sam Walker  seriously? The Queen asked one of her aides to stay on working for the palace to help MM.  She had a least 13 people to help her intergrate.  If MM was in such a better 
position than any other equivalent to integrate why was she unable to when other 'commoner' wives did?
I don't think she cared about fitting in, she just wanted to marry, get the name and money and get back to the States to cash in
 @Louise Titterton  because other “commoners” as you refer to them were brought on board, were able to maintain activities and carry on their life. Could Megan travel to the US freely 
without the permission of the Royal Household, the UK Government and the US Secret Service. No, 

Could Megan return to her employment and continue working? No

Could Megan head out with her colleagues, friends, social guests without the permission of four international agencies? No

There has never been another Duchess with the same positions, the same restrictions, the same international relations. Not ever.
 @Sam Walker  What a load of shite! You are buying into her narrative rather than looking at what actually happened. The Queen didn't mind if she continued acting but the roles would be 
restricted and anyway - she isn't a very good actress and had already been written out of Suits.

Yes, of course she could go out without permission of 4 international agencies - what bollocks you spout. No other Duchess cleared out the royal box at Wimbeldon and wore incorrect 
clothing.  No other Duchess had 13 overseas holidays - holidays, not working trips - while supposedly having no passport, no keys etc.   

The family wasn't difficult or racist when MM & PH wanted to be half in/half out. It was only when they didn't get their own way that the complaining began.  They were already doing PR 
that tried to overshadow KC and QC and the Prince and Princess of Wales (before the death of the Queen).



Это будет дерьмо
обязательно посмотрите. Уж наверняка они покажут всем... видео со своей "НАСТОЯЩЕЙ" свадьбы "за три дня до"
 @Mary Mary  а вы не смотрите, поберегите глаза и нервы))
Все ждут этот фильм. Просто не все могут в этом признаться.
That's a no from me.  Just waiting for my favourite youtube creators to provide their fair and balanced analysis.  Should be a massacre.
👎
And he who called brown people r a g heads...
Such respect for Meghan accepting just a wing of Admiralty House where the 🇦🇺 Governor General resided, after becoming upset on their 2018 tour when she was expecting the WHOLE 
residence. That was so generous of her to allow him to stay in his home!
Using clips from Diana to try to pretend paps chased Meghan is beyond lies. It's pathological.
I love how she always checked the Caucasian box and now is darkening her skin with bronzer so her neck glows white. This, of course, allows her to cry racist. Left eye crying.
One tear, left eye…ACTION!
I love the part where Meghan cut off her dad (who paid her school and college fees, bankrolled her all the way through her adulthood and paid for her SAG membership because of which 
she was able to get a foothold in Hollywood, despite which she got nowhere), and all other members of her family, black or white, save race trump card Doria, and later got her husband to 
do the same. She is such an epitome of compassion, kindness and grace! My left eye is tearing up. 😪
I hope they have a part where they discuss the weird online behavior of people that claim they don't like them only to comment on everything they do very weird isn't it? Lol 🙄
My favourite parts are Meghan making Kate, a true princess, cry, walking behind Charlotte at her catastrophic wedding to Harry, and not sending a garden box of fruit and vegetables for 
every family in Harlem, NYC instead of just two.
😂😂😂😂 wtf is this
They suck. Ungrateful humans. They had EVERYTHING.
I can't explain the depth of how little I care about these two. Go away,  live a quiet life in peace,  just go away.
I love the part where Harry thought it was unfair that he was cut off financially in his late 30s
Christopher Bouzy??? Are you kidding me, Netflix???
I thought this wasn't supposed to be a reality show?? I thought it was supposed to be about Invictus???
As much as i love you harry your fighting a losing battle i stand with you in spirit but as you would know far better than i that the powers of parliament rhe Palace and the United States 
where you have sought a new life are all on the same side of the political power spectrum as American and great Britain need one another to  sustain each nation and eventually you will 
find both nations against you to discredit you and make you look as though you are a money hungry fame seeking guy who wants a pitty party i dont believe you are but thats what they 
will do
I love the part where Prince Harry founds the Travelyst initiative to encourage the reduction of carbon emissions in the travel industry and then he and his wife travel all over the globe on 
private jets. Saving the planet and setting such a good example for us all! So stunning and brave! A single tear is falling from my left eye.
This is how to reach rock bottom and break the limits and go even deeper
I love the part where they showed the Harry Potter premiere 😂
I love the part where Kate lunges at Meghan with a knife and Harry leaps in front at the last second, saying love will always win.
I love the part where two of the worlds most privileged and protected people threw their dollies out of the pram to indulge in the longest running tantrum ever seen, because they weren’t 
allowed to continue receiving royal protection and privileges once they left their jobs as working royals…. The epic depth of grudge holding is a true art form and one we can all be inspired 
by. Compassion in action at its finest..My left eye is tearing up I type this
I love the part where Meghan tips off photographers to show up when she was carrying a doll around in a baby carrier. And also the part when Diana called her local friendly paps



Brilliant! 🤣🤣🤣🇦🇺🦘🇦🇺
 And I especially love how Meghan was so kind and compassionate when one of the Governor General's staff mistakenly brought her the wrong type of herbal tea, Meghan didn't even say 
a word, so as not to embarrass the poor girl, but just accidently spilt the tea, so kind, so thoughtful, she deserves an award.
How did she survived being in "Housing unit" in South Africa poor Meghan. 😢
I bet they leave out that Diana's driver was drunk and she would have lived if only she had her seatbelt on.
They bring tears to my left eye!
😆
So racist of his father to stop paying his bills 🤣
The part where he screws £3m out of his dad and then trashes him on global tv for not giving him any cash?  Yeah, that was tragic.  I can feel the tear coming now.
Prince Harry of Dumberton
Pahhhhh ha ha ha haaaà
😂
I love that part where 40 year olds  cry over their father cutting them off financially even tho he just gave them £2 mln. I have one year in my left eye!
I'm definitely watching...luv Harry and Meghan ♥
Merching his deceased mama again. God rest her soul.
pov: you are trying to see a comment that does not start with "i love the part"😅
These über privileged parasites try to play every victim-card. They are truly disgusting people.
thank you Harry and Meghan for comedy gold!  So truly funny!  You should get an award! Ha Ha Ha!
If you know the full truth, Harry, why do you and M lie so much. That's why we dislike you. That and your hypocrisy.  Nothing to do with race.  And if you hate the hierarchy, why do you use 
your titles so much?
I love the part where Harry says there is a hierarchy, yes dear, that’s what a monarchy is.
New trailer. Same opinion.  Jog on you odious pair of spoilt brats.
I love the part where 18 of the 20 statements they made in the Oprah interview were proven to be lies... just as all of this already has been or will be.
Sorry but there is something about Meghan that just doesn't make me trust her or believe her and i fon't know what it is

I'm so confused. As a third party observer with absolutely no personal interest in the matter... I know, through life experience, that there are always multiple sides to the truth of a story. 
Every side has its biased. Every side has a perception based on emotion that can change the validity of truth based on the narrative you want to hear.. but that doesn't mean multiple 
truths cant exist. Yet this is their life and all these average joes have to take it so personal. Obviously that is biased. It has nothing to do with the regular average Joe. This is about their 
family. Their life. Their reality that no one can ever know or experience. The media can and will contort their narrative based on what sales. Based on what you want to believe is true. 
Based on how you spend your time and money. As an American who doesn't give a rats ass about the monarchy or the fact that their people pay their life style and habit by forced taxes... 
its all like Stockholm syndrome. It's obvious that the general public enjoys this drama. Enjoys hating them. Right now life sucks for a lot of people and it shows
I love the bit where she says 'Everyone knows we are bare faced liars, so why should anyone expect us to tell the truth - especially when we are getting paid so the lies need to be bigger 
than ever'. So humble.
Such a Circus 🎪 i just can’t🤡🤡
I love the part where Harry is trying so hard to convince himself that meghan is the reincarnation of princess Diana while she is actually the reincarnation of Wallis Simpson.
I love the part the candle became the saviour. My left eye tear
STRIP THE TITLES. ENOUGH ALREADY.



Personally I concluded that the whole problem is his unhealed trauma. He is filled with residue anger over what his mum went through and her death. And he projects the triggers onto his 
wife believing that this is his second chance in saving and protecting. It comes across in everything he says. Except Markle is controlling and sounds scripted. Carves attention, status and 
wealth. Diana was not such snob and cared about people, Markle only cares as far as it makes her look good. As long as Harry believes that she is just like his mum. Just look at the images 
from Rwanda before they even met. Still claiming that you didn't even know who the British Royal Famili was? Sad that Harry prefers to insist that she is genuine and the whole world is 
wrong about her. And behave as if being royal was the most difficult thing in life.
I FINALLY FIGURED IT OUT Megan reminds me of Margaery Tyrell from Game of Thrones … she enters Kings Landing and turns a son against his mother, wants to be loved by the 
commoners and has aspirations that include dismantling a family by turning them against each other.
SHAME ON NETFLIX to run such show !
He didn't know that until Meghan told him!
And we wonder why he got such poor grades in school.....🙄😏
 @Amanda Cox  😂😂
lol He won't be running a country. Ever. Like ever. He doesn't even know what he's a part of.
Best part!
Even in a presidency there is a hierarchy. Hey, there is even a hierarchy in primitive cultures and amongst animals. Because this is basic for your survival. A hierarchy means leadership 
means "no chaos", means "acting as one". Poor Harry, so privileged and so stupid.
He isn’t talking about that hierarchy. He’s talking about the Masonic one . do some research of the shitty royal family and ruling elite .
😂😂😂
There's a hierarchy in every family. In every business. At every school.
Be kind, Owen. Hazbeen is not the sharpest tool .... Maghan had to draw him a diagram to show how just terribly unfair he has been treated all his life.
Harry is the bitter second son
Unbelievable! He got the best bit, but still so ungrateful. No heavy responsibility like William, but still able to pursue charity projects of his interest. Princess Beatrice and other royals had 
to deal with the leftovers.
Would he be complaining if he had been born first, probs not. LOL
Got news for them… hierarchies are present in all communities!
17171717171
 @Furious Furian  Even among chickens, ants, and bees.
 @Let's be Real  even in the Montecito chicken coop.
Lol Pats hahahahha
Nice try but I think your reaching. Even if you take words and all the he said, she saids out of the equation, you are still left with the rude, selfish and greedy behaviour witnessed on the 
visuals which cannot be interpreted in any other way. She is a horrible person, quite evil in fact. Sorry if your a fan 😬
 @Melon Cauli  nice try but your delusional. Your mental illness is showing.
because if it were so, netflich would have release the seies...how many money do you make with claims like that ? Do you see, easy peasy to accuse someone for something without an 
ounce of proof
 @Lacri H.  And you all are following everything they do. Make it make sense deranger. Make it make sense if I hate someone so much I would not give them the time or day. BYE
🤣🤣
I don't think - very sadly- the candle will be interviewed as part of this show.  I've heard he doesn't appear in victim porn.
YES. Omg, I've been trying to connect the dots on her for a minute now.
Nini bella - 😂 at least I’m not going crazy and other people noticed she’s low-key weird from the jump



Poor dear old Me-Gain + Harry have a pity party - a Stunning & Brave Rags to Riches Story  (/Sark)
Can some1 pls explain me why all the comment section mentions ' tear in left eye'....
I loved the part that Harry and Meghan knew this 'docuseries' was going to be released when the Queen was alive. Such compassion for his commander in chief. Such kindness shown for 
her unfailing devotion to them.
I love the part where they don't understand that criticism, dislike  and calling them out on her BS  has nothing to do with race. Maybe, just maybe her race has nothing to do with it.
Netflix is giving us days of entertainment just by leaving the comment section open
Laughing at this ! She is such a jealous woman ! modernizing monarchy to this woman meant changing line of succession 🤣🤣 on a serious note she needs to be issued a restraining order 
to protect Catherine. Well they have security 😂

I love that Meghan has to call the paparazzi on herself, because nobody is interested in photographing her. How lucky and inspired we all are to view the world through ‘Meghan’s truth.’
I phucking love the part with Meghan looking oppressed on a chair adorned with a Hermes scarf.
I love the part where the moon bump floats majestically by in the background and wonder at her unselfishness in gifting other women the privilege of carrying the babies……..
One tear, left eye
Nobody gave a shit when Prince Harry making a documentary on Apple TV plus last year. Many people didn't even know the documentary existed until a clip of Harry from it resurfaced 
and went viral on social media some time ago. Now people are going mad he made a Netflix docu series with his wife Meghan. Wondering why?
This is brave and stunning.. leaving the spotlight of the royal family for the quiet life of Netflix and Oprah. The respect they have for the family is inspiring.. who else could monetize their 
"respect " so well

I love the part where they only have footage of paparazzi chasing Catherine and Diana. Poor Meghan had to walk back and forth in front of the Daily Mail offices just to get a photo of her :(
No one really cares.
I love the part where Harry sinks deeper into a state of of delusional psychosis and believes his fantasy world is reality.  One tear shedded from my left eye
Love the way he is tarnishing his mother’s legacy.  He has monetised her death…how the hell is he any different to the tabloids.  I really feel for King Charles & Prince William.  Shame on 
you Harry you have made all their lives a security risk, including your niece & nephews let alone your own wife & children (watch their genetic pain play out you pitiful rage of a man)You 
don’t give a sh$t about your Grandmother, she left this earth only a few months ago.  You are vile…a serpent’s tooth
Oh, just stop your moaning! People have real problems and you keep complaining about the same, old thing. You are nasty, irrelevant narcissists and very soon you'll be forgotten by 
everyone
I love the part where Netflix can't decide if it's a true crime series or an empowerment feel-good thingy. The music tells me, the former. I'm going to be on tenterhooks now waiting for 
when they bring out the guillotine for KC3 for his refusal to be the bank. Man, the suspense!
Am I the only one to have noticed that all the comments start with “
 I love the part”
The part where they can’t accept that people don’t like them because they have been lying and scheming, and try to paint themselves as victims!
It’s sarcasm/satire for MM fake cry in her left eye during Queen’s funeral. And her boasting in an interview that she can fake cry in her left eye as an actress
there is a video of Meghan saying she can cry in two seconds when producers tell her "One tear. Left eye. Go."
😂
If they are racist 🤮
😂 it’s sarcasm / satire clearly you didn’t catch
it's a game that started on the last video mocking them and then everyone joined in.
Like i always said before There is sooooooo much dirt behind those palace walls



I love how Doria Junior (I.e. having a complete resemblance to Mama Bear Doria), tried to eliminate the 'Doria' in her via multiple nose jobs, teeth implants, plastic surgery and Afro hair 
removal - and is now shoving her captivating copycat persona down the throats of the peasants that mistakenly welcomed the fraud with open arms
Such a thrill
Stunning.
I love the part where she shows her moonbump,what a miracle.
I love the part where they play the victim and cry about everything!!
Oh do one see your using gavin gringas again as archie the kids are identical eye shape even down  to eyebrows what happened to archies so called ginger hair?  You do know there is apps 
where you can overlay pics it's the same child  they can't even tell the truth in the trailer fgs pathetic why is it you can never see a clear picture of this child's face?
I love the part where Harry jumps in front of Meghan, stopping the crazed, scepter-wielding Queen from maniacally murdering his bride! Such a beautiful moment--what a defense against 
the matriarch of a racist, patriarchal hierarchy!

My left eye was welling up.
Did I miss something?  Did someone ask everyone what part they love?  I’m so confused by all of the “I love the part” comments.  😂
Netflix should ask them for the money back. This content is not worth the value paid to the cringeworthy duo.
I love all of it, so courageous, so inspiring... but my favourite part is where Mother Megn travels to her husband's home town riding on a donkey despite being 9 months pregnant. It was so 
sad to see that when they arrived there was no room for them at the housing unit so they had to bed down in the barn for the night. There, amongst the chickens, she produced a baby boy 
and strapped him in a harness. "We shall call his name Imoonuel!" She declared "For he is indeed The Moon Incarnate and he shall save all the people of all the Kingdoms from their 
wicked, evil oppressive rulers!" It was literally beyond belief. I cried, oh how I cried... left eye, single tear. 😦
One question:

Why Kate doesn't have this issue?
If king Charles cannot reign over his family and do what needs to be done by cutting these two off, including removing titles and succession , how does he expect to reign over the country 
and the entire United kingdom.  This madness has gone way too long and it is no longer tasteful but insulting to the custom and tradition of the monarchy
I love the part of how after leaving the royal family over 2 years ago to live in a montecito mansion they are still banging on about how hard done to they are and how they've suffered. One 
tear left eye as millions are going cold and hungry in a cost of living crisis.
I love the part where the British royal family made who they are, given them privilege and wealth, only to turn around and bite the hand that feeds them. 
All in the name of "telling their truth". 
Cue the left eye tears.
The part when Netflix shows all the out takes at the end of every episode to show the true authentic organic unfiltered reality of H and Harry’s wife and their beautifully raw and honest 
compassionate relationship brought a single tear to my left eye each time.
I love the part where she met with the geneticist to chose her childrens’ skin tone.
I love the part when this pair stop getting given airtime.
Miserable bit**es. But thanks to that new trailer we can hit that "thumb down" button once again!!!!!
I love the "Pretty Woman" Fake Polo Match where MegaLiar clapped like a seal and pushed her way into the picture.  Yacht Granny was reminiscing her Y.G. Days by kissing 16 y.o. teenage 
boys for the cameras.  Not disgusting at all.  🤮🤢🤮  What a brave feminist!!  It brings a tear to my eye.  The left one.
And the lucrative victimhood bandwagon and incessant whinging for the Moaning Markles continues.
Just when you think it’s impossible to cringe any more they drop this 😂
No..I think someone started it and it just became a theme



it's just a game that started on the last video and everyone joined in to mock them.
Thank you all bc I was completely lost.
Thank you. That's hilarious!
He needs to strip them now
Ginger and whiney
People be saying we don't give a damn and writing 6 lines comment 😂
I love the part when they continue to use the titles bestowed upon them by a their so called uncaring, racist family. Meghan has manipulated Harry and stoked his paranoia for fame and 
monetary gain, but Harry has shown himself to be much worse than her. He’s bitter, twisted and jealous. I hope the Royal Family now put the record straight, cut him loose and disown 
him. The British public do not want him back in any form.
"There's a hierarchy in the family," why Harry, it's almost as if it's a monarchy 🤔🤔🤔
Love the part when Harry talked about his mother Diana suffering from bulimia and there's his then-fiancee Meghan calling Princess Charlotte "chubby" during dress fittings for the 
wedding. Made my left eye tear!!
I can’t wait for this to come out, it’s going to be so amazing and useful. I’ll download it and show it to the Syrian refugees I know and highlight how much worse their lives could be. They 
could have married a prince and lived in absolutely luxury and their only job would be to be polite, smile for the cameras and waive. I bet it’ll make them feel so much better about their 
situation
Let the ratio begin.
This is going to backfire on them so bad! Now I'm not a fan of the royal family simply because of how they treated Princess Diana but this wasn't the right direction to take.
I loved the ending where they both realised that their pathetic, petulant, tone-deaf behaviour has turned them into an international laughing stock and then they walked off into the 
sunset to live the quiet life they supposedly wanted all along. Brought a tear to my left eye.
When the stakes are so high it’s good to have a personal photographer. I love how they’re able to share their intimacy and none of the production crew can be seen. All in all it brings a tear 
to my left eye.
And also love the fact that they used Diana and Kate footage of press hounding them cause they can"t find any where MM is being hounded, no one is just interested in her she was just 
the spare's girlfriend.
I love the part when there was not one paparazzi footage of Meggy in this trailer because in reality she wasn’t important enough to be chased. This right here debunks all their lies about 
MM being abused and hounded in the UK. Duh no one cared. Her poor EGO is so mad, she’s creating all this make believe lies that she was abused and lied to everyone about how 
important she is.
I am so grateful  that soon they will have to go away . I'm beginning to despise both of them. To betray your family is appalling.
I love the fact that they showed how Meghan got hounded by paparazzi just like her late mil. That scene when Meghan came out of the house to go to work and there were paparazzi 
waiting for her is just heartbreaking that a tear rolled down my left eye! Kate would never! It's Diana and Meghan who suffered the most at the hand of tabloid.

I also love the part where Harry asking to be next King, skip William and his children and the current King and the parliament allowed it!
Meghan is so oppressed. Raised by a rich father at the most expensive boarding schools, taking expensive vacations to the best places, getting nice acting roles, chilling with famous friends, 
and marrying into the most exclusive family in the entire world. 😢
I love how this was all obviously not planned at all and how they quite obviously want privacy. I also really like how this doesn't make them look self absorbed or vindictive at all. In fact, it is 
so sweet it moves me to cry out of my left eye.
This is the only comment that doesn’t mention what they love about this trailer…🥲
If the Royal Family is that bad why doesn't he relinquish the rest of his titles and remove himself and his children from the line of succession?
I love the part of being an Asian and doesn't give a single piece of fck what's going on to them.



Thank you for the truth ❤
The comments are waaay more interesting and entertaining than the actual trailer 💯😅
people are mocking them. BIG difference!
Lol
Yes good idea. The people of Syria, Iran and Ukraine could all learn so much about suffering from this series.
This deserves top comment! 👌
😂😂😂
Don’t…give the world hope like this.
Dont read my name! 👍
I still am unsure of what the "high stakes" are 😂
 @JCC R  vegan steaks perhaps 🤣
exactly.
the stakes are so high because Netflix invested almost 100mil.$ for this
 @JCC R  I bet "Stakes" is her nickname for Harry. He certainly always seems to be high, anyway. Allegedly.
I laughed out loud when I read"brought a tear to my left eye". Well played!
@JD agree! But with roasted 🐔
The fact that they have a photographer on hand to capture all their "intimate" moments takes voyerism to a new level.  A bit like watching suits
 @JCC R  the ones you place on top of the barbeque
 @JCC R  Never place all your chips on a ginger. Never a winner.
I cant wait to watch. 😍
I love the part where they use Diana and Catherine being hounded by the press because they have no footage of Meghan being harassed. These two are delusional and divisive.
I love the part where hawry says that they know the truth, yet it is proven over and over that its lies. Thank you for showing us your acting skillzzz..tear coming...it's coming...it's here from 
my left eye 👁
Oh.. a new trailer because of how the first one went.   Try again with the disgusting couple.
OMG this is awesome 
it's a lot worse than I thought...
I love the part where Harry monetizes his own mother’s death. And by the way, everyone knows Diana was a publicity junkie, she was notorious for calling photographers ahead of time to 
let them know where she would be and at what time.
In a sea of horrible comments, I'm here to say that I love this couple and everything they've done to come out alive and healthy. His country did this to him and they're mad at the 
consequences. Be for real.
I love the part where they triggered the jealous racist commenters on Youtube.
Shame on you!! It was NOTHING about race! It WAS about hierarchy tho, but Harry thought he can outshine ( finally? :-)) his brother? No way!! Meghan thought that marrying into most 
conservative traditional diplomatic family she can advertise HER liberal views versus be diplomatic representative of Queen- being employed by conservative institution! And treating 
others rudely without diplomacy and class- and here you go… Clash! Using race is unforgivable!! Meghan you did sooo many plastic surgeries to your nose and cheeks to take away your 
moms features, NOBODY knew your race nor cared!! Shame on using race card for revenge!! You destroyed your own family, now trying to do the same to Royal Family!! They asked you to 
stay away. Can’t you just stay away from family you are not welcome into? It has nothing to do with race. It’s family dynamics but you just loooved airing dirty laundry!! And using besotted 
and not-so-bright apparently husband ;) Harry Hewitt against William Windsor… ;)
I see the Twitter root of all evil makes an appearance in this one. Bouzy the Bozo showing what a clown he is.



I love the part when paranoid narcissistic loved the Royal family a lot and said :” they’re the family I never had” , but after the Queen didn’t accept her to be half in uk and half in USA , 
when she didn’t get what she wanted she just exploded and started to lie about them and started to make them r-a-c-i-st . That part is absolutely moving, I got tears in my left eye and is 
absolutely stunning
I live the part where they chose to ignore the 30k+ negative comments on the initial trailer and uploaded another trailer.  Just reading the thousands of comments of support - again.  Truly 
remarkable couple that can bring the world together in such a way.
Not watching this nonsense!!!
Who does she need protecting from exactly?  The boogeyman?  Wtf does she think she is the POTUS?  Catherine went to work, hounded by paparazzi, on her own, every day when she was 
going out with William??
I love the part where Harry’s acting is as bad as hers. “Full truth”. Lol.
I love the part Where the dregs of the barrel are scraped and Boooooozy opens its beak.
These "I love the part where.." are so hateful! Don't act like Harry and Meghan are the bad guys when you've seen what the Royal family does to their own people. And don't forget the 
hate from both the media and so many British people. I understand why they left. I think most people would've left.
They forced chalres to marry diana it costs her her life and in the end he ended up with Camilla who out of nowhere is now queen consort lives were destroyed because the monarchy 
wanted to be to high and mighty pride goes before the fall weather Megan's good or bad makes no difference because its your brother and family and you are and and they are the crown 
so when they say the crown must come 1st i would assume that they are speaking of themselves and the family as a unit but it's every man for himself in that monarchy which I don't think 
Williams kids will ever take the throne as i do believe the monarchy will be dissolved by then
Will definitely watch
When it suited her
Did what to him? I think this couple will say anything for money. You  are such a blind fool, markle is a opportunist
Did what to him?
that country also paid for a $30 million dollar wedding. What did they do to them?????
🥲🤣
 @Yasmina H  Can I ask what they did to you to be so critical and judgmental of them?
 @blood honey 🍯   1. Hound his mother. 2. Criticize, slander and racially attack his wife. Threatening her life and 3. Making it difficult for him to live with all of it.
 @Irma Page   was that "the country" or the media? The same media that he's now using to make money and exploit their profit making obsession with his mother's memory !
He has lived a life of immense privilege unimaginable to everyone in "the country" except his immediate family. But he's the victim...
Jealous of two mentally ill people who need helep? :DDDDD No, we are not. Racist? MArkle is white and only dates white rich men :DDDD
Hahahah your comment wins the internet 🤣🤣🤣
Time for Haz to move to Iceland with Megsy!
first trailer over 250K dislikes
It's over a quarter of a million now
😂😂😂😂😂.  What a great morning.   Netflix cares.   Lol.
 @millie charlie  how do you see the dislikes, I can only see the likes lol I'm watching from the YouTube phone app 😬 either way, I hope this thing flops.
 @LaraHennaCroft there is a google chrome extension which shows dislikes.
 @Anna T.  Cheers 😊
 @Anne Dench  maybe Greenland would be a better choice ….or somewhere in the Antarctic
 @Anne Dench I hear Ukraine is a fab place this time of yr 😂
 @Anne Dench  What did Iceland do to deserve that?!



 @Thistle and Doug  those researchers in the Antarctic have it hard enough, please don’t put them through more…
 @A W  you’re correct.  I don’t know what I was thinking.
Genuine question, how is that why they left? They wanted to stay in 50/50 so it doesn't make sense?
But markle only married for fame and money, people should have liked her???
Most British people don't care and are too busy trying to heat their homes and feed their kids than to worry about two millionaires complaining about living lives of leisurely.
Social media isn't real life.
 @Patricia Beck  well that wasn't an option right?  So they chose to leave. It wasn't safe anymore. I can respect wanting more freedom and less hate.
 @Anouk   that still doesn't make sense? They left for safety, but wanted to stay 50/50? They say that it's about race but then continually compare their story to Diana. I'm not a hater btw 
I'm just finding the more they say the more contradictory it is.
I wouldn’t wipe my ass with this
Netflix, this is so biased and one sided. Stop supporting the narcissistic woman. Your valuable subscribers leave you if you are PRing them!
I love the part where they mistreated his dying grandparents while complaining about how she was mistreated by not getting the tiara she wanted.
I love this! We need to hear their side, we’ve only heard the side of the family through “palace sources”
Harry is an absolute unit, single-handedly taking on the dangerous paparazzi with their assault cameras that fire at 200 frames a second.
What's this 'love the part' thing I see everyone writing? 🤨
There's going to be a Volume 2?! I thought the original date was December 25th.

It would be nice if the documentary is only about the state of the British Commonwealth and how the monarchy is outdated. BUT TO INCLUDE THESE TWO? As if the monarchy revolves 
around them and they are the savoir of the oppressed.

As if they also don't plant news out there. Hello, their PR Sunshine Sachs technique
not using fake pics this tine?
The moonbump again, lol 🤡🤡🤡
I think it's time to stop cashing in on your Mother's death and making money off the backs of disabled British veterans through Netflix. The latter yet to come apparently.
Meghan went to Uvalde but has nothing to say about Kering?
I’m excited too see, hear an discover the truth. Also disgusted that something so small has led to this.
“I’m such a fraud” - Meghan Marklel
Fraud -
•wrongful or criminal deception intended to result in financial or personal gain.
• person or thing intended to deceive others, typically by unjustifiably claiming or being credited with accomplishments or qualities.
Similar 
-Imposter, fake,sham
I love the part where they have to use stock images of other events with paparazzi to pretend the press were hounding them, brought a laughing tear to my left eye.
Wow!!!! 🧐😲🙃😳 I pray they are able to carry their cross afterwards
Absolutely nothing to do with race at all. I really liked her originally. It was everything that came after & how much Harry changed & all of the drama that came with Meghan. Maybe they 
just didn't like that they had to stand behind Will & Catherine all the time and were always second - that's probably they're real issue.
I love how these people in comments are showing their true colors and assuming everything about royalties when clearly no one knows what happens behind the doors. Compassion and 
kindness gone down the drain.



Love the part where this compassionate couple set up Lady Hussey, an 82 year old woman, by having someone show up with a hidden tape recorder to tape her. Not race baiting or 
increasing racial tension from these two
I love how the comments section is more entertaining than this farce will ever be.
it's a joke. wit and sarcasm mocking them.
Was she talking about her mum the felon?
You , want talk about what happened behind closed doors. like how they missed out the part what when down at Givenchy.

I love the part where she says her passport was taken, but against the odds she managed to get to New York to have her humble baby shower.  It brings a massive tear to my left eye.
My favourite part is when they said they refuse to give their kids title but then got so butthurt when they actually didnt get it....
This new trailer is even worse, I feel more than one tear developing in my left eye 🙃
I love the part where the jaded and middle aged duchess is trying to come off as a wide eyed innocent ingenue.
Paparazzi photograph used in Harry and Meghan Netflix trailer ‘Was taken at Harry Potter premiere in 2011’  . Lies yet again !
my god there's another trailer??? spare us!
I underestimated her acting ability... she's smashed the crying victim!
Catherine had it A LOT worse when se was William's girlfriend. Paparazzis actually harassed her without any security around her.
BORING
I love the part where sad little weasels out themselves in the comments with the same unoriginal left eye joke 😢 So funny and brave. Such willingness to look at things with a shred of 
nuance.
The part where she puts a plastic water bottle in the recycling bin before cameras after getting out of her private jet and getting into the Land Rover convoy  returning from a 60 mile flight 
from a resort in a nature park, built ona  untouched ancient native American burial site was moving.
The truth and honestly leaving the UK for privacy and living outside the public eye and press, while having a cameracrew filming the whole process 24/7 for 3 years and going to every 
public event , ceremony and congress that will have you is truelly breathtaking.
H&M are so stupid that they even let a well known racist and con artist speak in this mockumentary. How low can they actually go?

I love the part when Dante rewrites Inferno to include a 10th circle of hell exclusively for our royal rockstars. So much respect. So inspiring. Such role models. One tear, left eye, etc 😢
I'm sick of this two.
Benny Hill background music required here might be more believable
How many dislikes??
Will it never end with these two !
Love the part where they felt thankful for being a part of an institution which could act as a Launchpad for so many projects for the actual betterment of people. Love how they performed 
their duties and created a niche for themselves. So selfless. One tear, left eye.
We know the full truth Henry, because you’ve been forcing it into our everyday lives for two years. Do something new or do something else altogether - and leave us all alone. Netflix 
WHAT ARE YOU PLAYING AT?
What happened was that far from being prejudiced - people did not like her once her personality and agenda became apparent. After removing herself and running her own PR she now 
seems even more unlikeable so it isn't the 'war against Meghan' just she is not likeable to many people - so what, just the reality of show business, get over it.
The same way she teleported to NYC to watch Serena at the US Open.
The bravery it must have taken for her to escape from the Palace and hop a private jet to New York! How stunning! I'm crying. One tear from the middle of my left eye.
And tour the Commonwealth nations, visit  George Clooney and his wife in the South of France. All without ID and a passport



When I think about everything that poor thing Meghan has had to endure to be able to thrive, another tear comes to me left eye. There should be an award or something for such bravery.
🤣🤣
 @Cynthia Crespo Camargo  apparently there is - and you can’t make this up - the director of this 💩 documentary is Liz Garbus. Liz Garbus is longtime filmmaking partners with Rory 
Kennedy at a company called Moxie Firecracker Films. Rory Kennedy is Kerry Kennedy’s sister and Kerry Kennedy is giving the Harkles the RFK Ripple of Hope Human Rights Award for 
“standing up to institutional racism” TOMORROW NIGHT in New York City. Alec Baldwin will be the presenter. 😂 I’m not even kidding. Such an authentic crowd.
And all that traveling on private jets. That's okay because Hazbeen plants trees to counter that!
exactly
Facts!
I loved that part also! Brilliant of MM and PH for being so considerate. It also brought a tear to my left eye....
Thanks for the reminder. I'll have to re-read the book now!
Are you saying they took the term traitor to a whole new level? (pun intended) You're great, you make my one left eye tear up.
And then Meghan takes credit for it!
 @Allie  Yes! Because they need a secure private area from all the other traitors in the 9th Level. Like Megsy at Wimbledon!
7.2k dislikes
 @Yasmina H  Brilliant.  Can you keep us updated?
3.1K Likes
9K Dislikes

If you search for "YouTube dislike extension" you should be able to add it to chrome.
 @Shanks RE 🇬🇧  how many dislikes now 🤔x
 @wendy DAVIES  
9.1K Likes
40K Dislikes
 @Shanks RE 🇬🇧  thanks!  Makes me smile 🇬🇧 x
 @wendy DAVIES  

Currently:
10K Likes
57K Dislikes
 @Shanks RE 🇬🇧  really appreciate the updates! 🥰



 @wendy DAVIES  You're more than welcome. I'll keep updating when I can until the release date. I won't be watching it (someone else can take that bullet), I'll take an interest in the 
reaction and reviews though.

It seems with the time difference, other countries have had their say throughout the night...

Currently:
15K Likes
121K Dislikes
 @Shanks RE 🇬🇧  I really hope that the majority won't watch it and instead look to clips on social media,  to show Netflix how much money they have wasted and prove to the 2 traitors that 
nobody is interested in them, their lies and their victimhood! I will not be watching 🙂 and thanks again for the update!

 @wendy DAVIES  Judging by the content and sheer volume of the comments, sympathy is at an all time low.

This "story" has a shelf life. It's time to stopping cashing in on Diana's death and making money off the backs of disabled British veteran's. The latter I believe is to be released on Netflix too.

It's likely it'll be about the Princess of Wales and the death threats the pair have received.

 @Shanks RE 🇬🇧  I think and hope this will blow up in their faces! Here in the UK they are immensely disliked by 95%, with a 98% poll demanding they do not come to the coronation,  a 96% 
poll demanding they lose their titles! And happy to report that the royal family, especially Charles positive ratings is through the roof. They've never been so loved and the outpouring of 
sympathy for them has resembled a tsunami,  I never supported the royal family or took any interest but like so many others I have become fiercely protective and respectful of them!

 @Shanks RE 🇬🇧  and the duo should be made to produce receipts and evidence of every allegation they make, and how they have used veterans for self promotion is absolutely disgusting!
  @wendy DAVIES  I agree with you, absolutely they should! Throwing out accusa ons without substan a ng them is common slander.

And yes, the Prince is no longer popular in military circles. The whole thing is an embarrassing mess no matter what angle you look at it.
 @Shanks RE 🇬🇧  it's like watching a car crash, you don't want to but can't tear your eyes away, the only positive is that our queen won't see the full treachery of her grandson, I just can't 
understand how anyone could do this to their family and so publicly,  I'd be absolutely broken if a family member did this to me.
 @wendy DAVIES  Everyone understands family issues, arguments, break ups etc. But airing your dirty washing so publicly to make money? Cheap and nasty.

Hmmm, the dislikes have gone from 121K to 118K. Either the server is slow or there's something suspect going on...
 @Shanks RE 🇬🇧  that's a bit suspicious 🤨 I do hope Netflix will be fair with this, if it is true they're altering figures they could lose even more subscribers!
I really appreciate Meghan's dedication to self-tanner this past couple of years. I hope they include footage of how to apply it so seamlessly!

Netflix should be ashamed of themselves.  Netflix are guilty by association as well as enabling them in their plight to discredit the Royal family and British people. We won't forget or forgive.



It's crazy how Harry thinks that people dislike Meghan Markle only because of media's influence. Look at other celebrities, they are fine. People see how Meghan acts and then they dislike 
her, not because media told them so. 
People don't like her, because they don't think that she is that good of a person and that Princess Di would've accept her as a daughter. If she was alive, Harry would've never marry 
Meghan. Facts. Meghan gives of more of a Camilla vibes, not Diana vibes. Maybe, because Meghan is very seductive, she seems amazing to him, but it's her job as an actress to be 
seductive. Also, she tells him everyday what to think, that's why it's hard for him to form opinions of his own. Everything ridiculous makes sense from the mouth of a manipulator. 
He clearly can't see what others are seeing and it's kinda sad. Meghan is not a bad person, she is just not sincere and people are feeling that. They are asking, why whenever she shows up, 
she acts weird and unnatural, a bit pretentious. 
Also, princess Diana is very involved in here. She is not even alive. And the history is not repeating itself, how badly they are trying to portray it that way. It is a new history, where prince 
who needs a motherly love married an older woman, who agreed to become his mother to become a princess. I hope it's a true love. I hope it's real and worth it. Also, people don't like 
when someone foxy like Meghan who they think doesn't deserve spotlight, gets power and the prince. I mean people are right, foxy people would never do real good with power that was 
given to them and we saw that she threw away her responsibilities. She just needed title. Now, she is demanding it for her kids. How amazing when absolutely crazy women can seem 
angelic to their husbands. He is too attached to her now, so I'm sure divorce will never happen. We should stop hyping up this crazy couple and making them richer and happier.
Take this doen Netflix gonna get so much hate because if this
The Judas Prince Carry the Hunt and his lying wife must know their pathetic game is up.They wheel out their "dodgy" lawyer and the infamous Mr Bouzy of misinformation fame on social 
media to spew out their brand of lie after lie.Where is Scobie their"plastic looking freak" to add his filth.The dodgy Lying Carry the Hunt and his trash have finally reached rock bottom.We 
kiss the ground their going to
I love the part where Marlene and Mange had a zoom call and Marlene showed her her new vacuum.
Harry, how you can do this to your family, especially your loyal BROTHER and his young family is beyond me. Treacherous. Diana would be heartbroken by you 💔
“I’m such a fraud”- Meghan Markle
It’s clear you got the negative feedback on the first preview and now you’re trying to present this as a serious presentation on the media and the monarchy. But it still looks like a whinery.  
Harry talks about how hard the institution is on the women who marry into it, but the first preview painted Kate as a villain. He talks about planting stories but it’s obvious the Sussexes 
play the game too. I really doubt there will be anyone neutral or informed in this so I don’t see how it’s a documentary. This is still a no for me and a disappointment for the Netflix brand, 
because you do present serious documentaries

Dear Lord, will they ever shut up?? 🙄
Bots in the comment section lol
Netflix, are all of your people deaf, dumb, and blind? THE ECONOMY IS CRAP, we don’t want to hear rich people complain. May you lose billions and collapse
What a bunch of crap !!!! I hope this takes them back to England !!!! America doesn't want you 2 here.
The part where he throws his family under the bus publicly in front of the world for money. Brilliant.
It was a dirty game releasing the first Trailer when the Cambridges were over for Moonshot.
Lol the royal family bots are strong with this one
I love the part when they are shaking hands with the crowd of well wishers in Australia when Meghan turns and says, 'I can't believe I'm not being paid for this.' Always the voice of reason. 
It just made me squeeze out a tear from my left eye.

I love the part where the couple with the Squad and Bouzy as their functionaries hounded, harassed and got deplatformed a pensioner from Wales and silenced her "voice". A lady who 
was almost a shut in and needed the small sums from her channel to fund medical care. I especially loved how they enlisted Elle Hall from buzzfeed to do their dirty work. So stunning and 
brave. A real example of supporting women to "use their voice" and another example of "compassion in action". What humanitarians! It brings a single tear to my left eye...👁👁💧💧



Me-Gains Latest entry into the victim olympics, desprately trying to become relevant again ... no thanks netflix, I'll pass on this one
Diana would be so proud that she raised a son who, unlike his father, loves and cares enough about his wife and children to try and protect them from the forces that brought her so much 
pain.
 @Ange  But markle is a professional victim
Is that all you’ve got? You don’t like the negative comments so you call the bots?  You’re as deluded as Markle & Bouzy.
 @Ali C  The proportion of negative comments is so disproportionate. You won't see a ratio like this even in the most disliked video. If you know about the internet more than a 10 year old 
, you would obviously realise that most are bots.
 @Ali C  also you couldn't fathom that a very rich and powerful family like the royal family couldn't spam videos that showcase them negatively with bots? Very delusional....
 @ashwinbt dmt  This IS the most disliked video, now go OFF
 @yellow  lol what's up with this anger like I hurt your family. Also, any video criticising the royal family has unnatural amounts of dislikes and negative comments.
Lord no! We don’t want the here thanks.
Also not allowing dislikes.
ikrr
Cannot handle the truth I see :DDD
 @yellow  cannot stop living in a foolish delusion , I see :DDDD
 @ashwinbt dmt  :DDDDD Every page, every thread this trailer is trashed. But keep being psycho and blaming the RF 
bots:DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD
Dd
Great comment
Is there a video of Meghan saying that are are you going by sources and what RR said?
I always thought that this was actually the motive she didn’t want to stay anymore, she couldn’t make lots of money
😂😂😂
Selina:  where is the video of her saying that
She is not only inspiring, but also practical! What a winning combination!
 @aprilwearsgucci♡  she’s been proven a liar time and time again. There is no doubt that she said that.
She was paid for that….by the UK taxpayers.
 @aprilwearsgucci♡    the Evidence about 5 thousands of people who turned out to see the witch.  She said and did more horrible stuff on that tour here. You Americans just never heard 
about it.
 @Andrea Smith  actually it was us Australian who footed the bill for that tour. But "she" though " she" was getting payed to tour the Commonwealth nations
 @Shan Sweetsummerstar  sorry I meant in general her life was paid for... but yes, keenly aware as a commonwealth Canadian that we do in fact pay for the royal tours.
😆👏👏👏👏
I think people are tired of the stiff upper privileged monarchy that never shows a face of solidarity in the nation during times of disaster but instead hiding in palaces and never expecting to 
explain anything as though all of them are above the law William has not 1 quality of his mother at all hes in all reality a sell out of his family his brother why are they still trying to hold on 
to something that was never there to begin with ? He should have used his status to support harrys marriage and if it ended in a disaster so be it charles and Camilla made a total disaster 
Andrew did its not like we dont know they have dark secrets so stand by your brother had Elizabeth did the same for her sister perhaps all those scandals wouldn't habe happened to 
Margaret if Elizabeth gave her the ok to marry the man she loved
Romeo and Juliet made in Chernobyl.
F these people



Interesting that harry says he doesn't want to history to repeat itself, but talking so much about the Royal family is exactly what Diana did
I am here for the all "right eye tear" comments. I guess, it hasn't begun yet 😅
In the words of homer simpson

Boooorrrrrriiiiiinnnnnnngggggggg
I love the part where they are clearly frustrated that the public is rejecting their attempts at race baiting.
Can't wait to watch! Between the fans and the haters watching,  this is about to break some records. 🤣
They didn’t learn anything from Amber
I love the part where Harry and Meghan insists this is about their love story when the trailers are them bashing the institution that gave them the titles they hang on to for dear life.  Brings 
a tear to my left eye.
I cant wait for the part where they realise that they are responsible for the hate towards them and not others who are all racist and cruel. 

Good Lord, this trailer is even more full of sh*t that the Teaser. I have never seen people who are so full of themselves that they are not capable of taking responsibility for the fact, that 
they are hated because they are just downright unlikable, selfserving and arrogant.
Wow, the derangers deployed the bots. Please keep it up because you are helping my Netflix stock price IMMENSELY 🤣🤣🤣😂😂😂😂😂🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣 I'm 
off to buy popcorn for 12/8/22.
Let's get this comment more likes then the actual video.🤣🤣🤣

I'm expressing my love and support to THR Prince and Princess of Wales. Truly admire their keep calm and carry on. Catherine is so beautiful she shines a light wherever she goes. People 
loves her, not only in UK and Commonwealth countries but the world! She is so inspirational with her calm demeanor and kindness! I'm rooting for you, Catherine! 😘❤
I love the part where, soon after they got together, he was talking about Mange managing his diet.
This is so tragic. What fkn losers.
Making a living from viciousness & hatred. Very impowering a’int they.
I love the part where Harry says he does not want history to repeat itself, yet they are in the car without wearing seatbelts, frequently doing this at events, no tear either eye.
All because the queen would not allow a half in half out scenario. They just wanted their cake and eat it. When told no, this is their response. What about leaving for a private life. What a 
joke!!
They made the right decision to leave. Good for them!  👏
I'm definitely not watching it, but I will watch the highlights from creators on YouTube covering it lol. I'll definitely enjoy looking over comments than the actual show
I think they want King Charles to have to strip the titles away so they can cry racism again and again some more
Yes - suddenly it is clear why Meghan scrambled to make the remark ‘it’s not how we would have made it’ (or words to that effect) They know it’s not about their ‘love story’ at all but is 
the Oprah interview all over again - just in more detailed technicolour whinge-o-vision
agree!
They didn't decide to leave. They were told by The Queen they couldn't be half in and half out. That's when the toys went out the pram and they decided to earn their living being 
professional victims, boring the arse off everyone constantly rehashing the same greivances over and over again, instead.



 @Just_Me  so they still made the decision themselves. Can't really blame them.  Its not just the Royal family, it's the media and my god the people. So sooo much hate and tension.  Love 
that they chose a different life for themselves.

Says its about race but then make out it was like what happened with Diana and didnt want that happening again? Which was it Harry are the British racist or are we just horrible people?
Meghan just admit you wish you had the princess of wales life 😂 jealous CNT
This is going to come back to bite Netflix on the backside I think.
OMG!! I thought Indians are the most dramatic people in the world and then enters Harry & Meghan with their never-ending sob story...Plz Netflix, don't release such cringe-worthy doc-
series in India...we need & deserve something wayyyyy better than hearing/seeing rich fuckers like H crying why daddy didn't give them money or attention and M playing the race card, 
while thousands around the world are slogging their ass day & night to make their life better despite real discrimination/hardships !!!
Of course the royal family is a hierarchy, you silly goose. This is not a surprise to literally anyone but Poor Harry. But good luck with your trash tv show! I am sure Hollywood is a real 
egalitarian paradise.
I love the part where Harry, being married to a vapid, manipulating, vengeful, fame obsessed, malignant narcissist, looks back on it all and thinks "What on Earth happened"!
As an American I find this disappointing and embarrassing  Still, I’d never say cruel, vitriolic things about these people. I will however place my support behind the Duke & Duchess of 
Cambridge, Prince William & Princess Katherine 🇺🇸❤🇬🇧
I’m
Not trying to be funny… but why does every comment start with” I love the part” then ends with sarcasm? Is it a trend?’lol clearly they are not liked haha
I love the part where she brings all the people of Britain together. She has done so much for race relations. How inclusive , how compassionate. A tear from my left eye is slowly making its 
way down my cheek as I contemplate the glorious example she gives of  being a true humanitarian .
What I love about these two is how appreciative they are of their good health, their luxury homes, their nannies and maids, their private jets, and big suvs that would make “the Beast” 
presidential mode of travel green with envy!  Kind of like the color of their faces.
What a bunch of liars , TEHY are not credible, maggot is a pathological liar 😂
Anyone who watches this has nothing better to do with their lives. I paused at one second. I came here just to leave this comment. Good luck!
She's becoming a royal rock star??? oh please.. Meghan stop trying to make fetch happen. It's not going to happen.
Another trailer😂
Nice Harry Potter paparazzi photo
There is a hierarchy in the family ya like hello its a monarchy like duh 🙄 😜
this is scraping hte barrel for content isnt it
You are using carefully edited footage of Diana and Catherine being chased by the paparazzi and crowd photos of paparazzi before they met 🤣 You will have loads of backgrid pics as Meg 
calls them directly because no one else is interested. No one was interested as too busy with Catherine.
The comments are giving me life!! Finally they are being exposed.
I love the part where Harry explained to us that there is a hierarchy in the monarchy. Who knew 
Bots
Not bots at all, peeps taking the P and rightly so. 😉
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
MM has united the world my friend - not just Britain! She is truly, a world ambassador of peace, respect and kindness. I have no idea how we ever lived without this woman. It brought a 
tear to my left eye also...
She did not bring the people of GB together
I love the part when she is standing on the balcony of Buck Palace, dressed in black like Cruella Deville, giving tiny Queen Elizabeth II a death stare. So respectful to a monarch.



She is evil woman.  Me me me me and me
 @Nghi Ho  I was being sarcastic 😂
Thank you..how sweet
🤣🤣
So Harry must have been treated like a Prince in the army and didn’t even realize there’s a hierarchy in the military too.
 @Maya M 🥲🥲🥲🥲🥲
I thought I learned so much in history class but here I am learning something new!😀
It’s plainly obvious how jealous these two are of William and Catherine who are higher in the rank. You just know H and especially M would be perfectly content if they were higher in the 
hierarchy. This is the root of their issue. Jealousy.
😂😂😂
maybe because Harry was part of that hierarchy and we are not ...or are you ?
@ Sunshine45  🥲😪😅🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂😂🤣😂🤣😂
It's almost as if they're like a government body, with a line of succession and real consequence in the world, not just a "family."
Ken Sunshine is that you?
 @Sally Hughes  Hahaha can you imagine?! Alas, no
Bwahahaha 😂😂😂😂 Not the sharpest pencil in the entire building, that one!
Honestly, how backwards the British Royalty are with this inhumane hierarchy! As the Great American Queen of 16 Bathrooms, Meghan of course had to protest and lead the way for the 
Great Equality Act! The people of South Africa dancing in the streets like they did for Nelson Mandela's freedom is the proof of that! 😍
I was today years old to learn that
😛
 @Sunshine45  Lol.

I love the part where Meghan proves that she is not a hypocrite by doing to harry's family exactly what she discarded her own father over for...  Inspiring... I'm crying through my left eye...
I loved the part where Meggy was so overdramatic wiping those tears.
My favourite part was when Harry said "It's Harring time" and harried all over the royal family.
I love the part where Megain is hounded and chased by the paparazzi just like Catherine and Diana were. I also love the part where Harry mentions how the women of the family are 
treated, yet fails to remember how they threw Catherine under the bus to a worldwide audience on Oprah. I love how H&M think they are feminists and people of service when they only 
talk about themselves and accept awards for themselves.
I love the way they honoured Queen Elizabeth II and Prince Phillip in the last years of their lives and protected them fiercely, so the right ppl were there with them.   I loved how they 
allowed their children to get to know their great-grandparents, while they still could.  A truly inspirational, unselfish, family-orientated couple. I was so emotional I even got a tear in my left 
eye.
NOT THE SHOW GIRL AGAIN LYING 🤥  JEALOUS MAGGOT 😂
I loved the part where I didn’t give a shit about these two clowns and didn’t watch the trailer.
I love the part where they take pictures in the palace knowing full well they are not allowed to but then want British people to pay for their security. Left eye one tear lets go.
This needs to come out. No matter how much it hurts. I pray for Harry and Meghan that they get through this. Oh Diana rings clear here.
Love the part where Harry hounded his dying grandmother for money but refused to visit her



The part of her pre wedding prep when she sang. 
God save Me Me Me 
Long live Me Me Me,
I am mega-galorious 
I will rain over all of you. 
God save Me Me Me.
God save me.

Truly empowing, her left eye swelled so much its now a glass eye ball.
I love how everytime they compare MM to Princess Di 😂😂
Thanks Harry & Meghan for sharing your story! I look forward to watching, sharing & supporting.💖

I love the part where Harry tells us how hard it is for women marrying into the Royal family, then throws his SiL under the bus because Meghan told him to. Pure compassion in action!
I love how Meghan thinks she is the reincarnation of Diana in order to smother Harry with her love.
I love the part where a spoiled PRAT and a narcissistic LIAR, mock everyone with their continuous lies while simply using Princess Diana as a prop. 🙄🙄
King Charles better take control of this situation. They’re an insult to people and crowds who really loved them. Strip them off of the titles.
I love the part where her right eye stays dry. ♥
It´s even worse than I thought. Using Prince Harrys later mothers narrative, racecard to justify megxit. An obviuos move, for a former cable actress to gain the A-List status she didnt 
manage to get by marrying her first influencial producer husband , who got her auditions in the first place. Sick to my stomach and stunned how ppl can fall for this.
Turn on the dislike button YouTube!
Yup, this always baffled me, I felt terrible for her when her father did that but then her and Harry did the same thing to his family. How is that any different?
 @Sirlewishamikton  it's different because they are Harry and meghan...  Rules don't apply to them
I hope her family get some relief from reading these comments.
 @Rowena Audenko  they probably don’t care, when someone is as attention seeking as Harry the best thing you can do is ignore them until they realize they need to change or 
understand they are never getting anything from you and move on
It's Waity Katie Middleton.
Except no one chased or hounded Meghan. Harry is sad. One tear from his left eye.
 @JP93  🤣🤣🤣 keep going
And that part where she uses the picture of paparazzi from Harry Potter premier 😅
 @JP93  better wait than not knowing whom she's marrying into like bimbo Marble
 @JP93 it’s Princess of Wales actually now that the former Princess of Wales is now Queen Consort.
How did they throw Kate under the bus in Oprah??
 @JP93  it’s called preparing yourself for a life of service. not biting off more than you can chew and crying when you don’t get what you want
Not! MM is delusional. No one gives a 💩about the ex call girl.
 @JP93  Another sugar throwing shade on women.
They BUY awards, remember!
 @Tracey Causer  Exactly - they specialise in abusing women and children.  They repeatedly target female journalists for their hatred too.
 @JP93  no, it's HRH the Princess of Wales



At the end of the day only their sufferings and pain matters. Others can go home and sulk by themselves.  This really sad vindictive blaming docuseries.  It’s not helping or making anything 
better. I hope Harry will wake up one day and say “ what the hell 
Just happened?”
You sound unhinged 😂
When did they throw Catherine under the bus?
 @Autumn Autumn  And the picture of Harry and Chelsey Davies they cropped and used in the first trailer.
 @Autumn Autumn   but that's like the Oprah interview when they doctored the British Newpaper headlines to make them out to be racist. Then they weren't allowed to shoe them when 
it was broadcast over here. Liars through and through....
 @JP93  that was a boring, stupid nickname 15 years ago. I’m embarrassed for you. So a woman waits an appropriate amount of time before marrying a future king. So what?
 @Nancy Dunn  no one ever had any interest in Markle, you are correct. I actually can’t think of a single pap photo of her. They’re all from official engagements or ones she has staged since 
leaving the RF
 @MJ48.22  Camilla never took the Princess of Wales title bc she knew 1. she would never live up to Diana & 2. people would rage. That was actually a good move on Camilla, I'll give her a 
little cred. I love how the title went from William's mother to William's wife.
Sure. Chased by the one car
Only, the papparazzi didn't put our beloved Princess Diana in a car with a drunken driver who killed her in a crash. for that we can blame Dodi Al Fayed. As a matter of fact, I rember Charles 
and HMTQ begging her not to give up her royal protection. His using his mother's tragic death to make some kind of point about the evil Markle being hounded by the press does not pan 
out at all. She got ine negetive comment from the tabloid.  Kate & Diana have thousands.  No, this was about meghsn not being given her 3 million clothing allowance and all about the grift 
for money.
👏👏👏👏
 @Kimberly Cavanaugh  Camilla was actually the Princess of Wales from 2005 to 2022, from when she married Charles up until he became King. She didn’t use the title however due to its 
association with Diana.
I love the part where they begged for privacy and jetted off on their private jet never to be seen in the public (left)eye (one tear) again
 @MJ48.22  Right. We are saying the same thing.
No one chased her except the paparazzi she called herself.
 @Kimberly Cavanaugh  ah, my apologies. I read it differently but understand now! We indeed are.
 @RootyToot  YOU WOULDN'T SAY THIS IN FRONT OF OUR BEAUTIFUL DUCHESS, PRINCESS MEGHAN, YOU JUST A COWARD, NOT MORE, NOT LESS.
 @MJ48.22  no prob. Glad we understand b/c I think a lot don’t :)
 @Greg Nicho  Planting a false story of William having an affair.
 @Denise  LMAO

 @danielaines  Calling her "Waity Katy" which was the press' nickname for her when she and William were dating, because she was supposedly just waiting around for William to propose.  
Meghan then pointed out that nobody had called her that because Harry had married her so quickly.
Reality is William and Kate were taking their time because they William wanted to be sure marriage to him, with all that entailed, was the right thing for Kate.  And Kate wanted to be sure.
I have a feeling William knew all along Kate would make a magnificent Queen consort.
 @JP93  I love the part where her fans forget that Meg also waited several years for her first husband to marry her 🤡
 @SJW 57  what you say is the truth.
'Waitie Katie' and 'Lazy Katie' were media favourites re. Kate. It was even plastered on the side of a London bus - just how racist - oh, sorry I forgot, Catherine's English.
 @MJ48.22  Camilla was the  Duchess of  Cornwall not the Duchess of Wales. That title passed from Diana to Catherine.



 @JP93  Yes that’s exactly why Meghan said that! So you all could continue bullying Kate using the exact same British tabloids you claim have been so awful to Meghan! Meghan would 
never get to be such an evil bully if she didn’t have a legion of mouthbreathing morons mentally deficient enough to buy her hypocritical garbage. And after all that Kate will still be Queen.
 @Judith Stemp  There is no Duchess of Wales. The Princess of Wales and Duchess of Cornwall are titles for the same person, wife of the heir. Camilla had rights to Princess of Wales but 
didn’t use it. It went from her to Kate.
 @Greg Nicho  on Oprah. "Throwing under the bus" means basically gas lighting on someone else's behaviour to make yourself look better. On Oprah Meghan called out Kate for making 
her cry with zero context and then said "Oh, but it's fine now" passive aggressively. 

Real mean girl behaviour
 @Judith Stemp Camilla was Princess of Wales but as per another poster advised she didn’t use it due to Diana. When Charles became King William and Kate became P&PoW.
 @Kimberly Cavanaugh  You are WRONG.   Camilla was the Princess of Wales  - held the title the minute she and Charles were married.  Princess of Wale is not and never has been a 
separate title conferred upon the wife of the Prince of Wales.  Camilla held the title  - she just didn't use it.   James and Louise (Wessex children) also have the titles Prince and Princess  - 
their parents choose not to use that and instead he uses Viscount and she Lady
 @Judith Stemp  There is NO "DUchess of Wales"  and the title PRINCESS of Wales automatically goes to the wife of the Prince of Wales.  DIana NEVER HELD THAT TITLE in her own right.   
Camila became the PRINCESS OF WALES  and the DUCHESS of Cornwall the minute they were married ---- yep those 2 titles and several others as well
 @danielaines  you can't be that naive the whole world saw it.
 @danielaines  if that's a genuine question, Meghan dredged up the article about Meghan making Kate cry about her daughter's bridesmaid's dress at M's wedding. Not content with saying 
that the media ran a false story, she went on to say that it was KATE who made her cry. Since I wasn't myself in the room, I have looked at multiple sources for the story post-Oprah and 
there are a few versions, most of which agree that Kate was emotional too, she'd given birth three weeks before, and that both women were upset. So why not say that "We were both 
emotional, why couldn't the media have said that?" No, she criticizes the RF for not "protecting" her from the story. Well, they haven't protected Kate either from stories (William HAS, I 
hasten to add, just as HARRY did) so why make it all about you and racism?
 @Nitzie Fitzie  I am afraid she has wiped away all his empathy and logical thinking as well has HG would say his pink pancakes
 @Greg Nicho  did you not watch the Oprah Show
 @MissLolitaLovedoll  👍🤣🤣🤣
 @SJW 57  that story wasn’t planted by Harry and Meghan get a grip! Seriously what is wrong with you people? The rumors of his affair started long before Megan got there. Shut the hell 
up.
 @Caroline Owens  did you not read my post?
 @Greg Nicho  I was answering your post which asked ho did she throw Catherine under the bus. I replied had you not seen the Oprah Show because if you had you would 
understand....like the people watching did.  Did you have another post ?
 @JP93  bit desperate for insults, then
Do you mean, BUY awards for themselves❓❓‼‼
 @danielaines  she lied about Catherine making her cry.
In reality Catherine arrived to the dress fitting unexpectedly and caught her and her friends in the act of her hate campaign chanting " Fat! Ugly! Lazy!Stupid!: with her little one "sobbing 
so hard she could hardly breathe "
She was doing it for months, every time she got her alone, some of the staff left rather than be forced to join in, she knowing full well they, as all Royal Staff were bound by the official 
secrets act.
The 'rift' is that Harry not only left his niece unprotected, he actually covered for Meg.
Comparing Meghan to Diana is unforgivable in my opinion. She is NO Diana.



The footage of paparazzi they used in this trailer is actually Katie Price outside court a few years ago. The footage of the mass of photographers in the last trailer was from the Harry Potter 
premiere in 2011.
Someone is just googling stock footage of paparazzi lol
 @Rainy  who else do they ever think above?
 @onthelake4854  Good lord, calm down. Not that serious. That's exactly what I meant, she didnt use the title (ie She didnt take the title). Now go about your day.
They threw Kate under the bus because Kate let the men in grey suits throw Meghan under the bus.
 @onthelake4854  you need to go outside and touch some grass. And LAY OFF THE CAPS KEY.

 @Debra Moss  I don't believe that whatsoever. No decent person would say that & whilst Markle is obnoxious, surely Harry would never say, or allow that to be said about his niece
 @Gena- Minis are for life 🏁  She is not a decent person.  It was witnessed and documented.
Failed to mention the absolute sh**show that Camilla went through too.  And she never complained.
 @Debra Moss  but how do you know what happened in reality?? Like where you there? And that's not true, Kate went to the dress fitting with her daughter, she didn't turn up 
unexpectedly she accompanied her daughter. That is factual from press movements, anything else that happened in that room isn't as neither you or me were there. And she didn't throw 
her under the bus  she said Kate made her cry but Kate owned it, apologised and sent flowers. The Palace don't confirm when things are right but they regularly comment on things that 
are wrong and they have never corrected Megan's comments so as far as I'm concerned it's true. I doubt Kate is the kind of woman that would cry in public at a dress fitting, she's too well 
trained however it's believable to me that Meghan would do such a thing

 @Caroline Owens  no I saw it, I want to know why you think its throwing someone under a bus by admitting you had a disagreement with them. If you remember the whole quote you 
remember meghan went onto say Kate owned it and apologised and she respected Kate for that. Kate is not the person who would cry at a dress fitting she upper class and well bred for 
awkward social moments, it is  however believable that untrained Meghan would get emotional and cry at a dress fitting. Think you all kind of do Kate a disservice in believing she would 
cry in public and like I said if you'd watched the whole thing Meghan completely stood up for how Kate handled the situation so I don't get how that's throwing someone under a bus
 @JP93  I love how Meghan had so much compassion she made sure to say that on Oprah even though by then Catherine had been married for years and had 3 children
 @SJW 57  that was not the reality!!  Kate changed universities when she found out William was going to St Andrews. When they split up it was not because William was thinking of her, he 
partied, found no one better and went back to her. And she took him back which of course I don't blame her but please don't try and turn their breakup into a romantic thing and don't try 
and say Kate wasn't as calculated as Meghan, I'd say she was more so as she knew it was a king she was bagging
 @JP93 better be waity Katie than liar Meggie Who didn't kwow  Who Harry was
 @Judith Stemp  Please educate yourself. That comment is so embarrassing if you are British. The Queen became Princess of Wales the day she married Charles....you remember he was 
the Prince of Wales then don't you? If not, google it for FS!
 @Tracey Causer  Camilla has never been known as the  Princess of Wales.  She took the title of Duchess of Cornwall after marrying the then Prince of Wales.
 @Autumn Autumn  they used Kate Price court appearance too, I believe clip of him and Chelsea Davies...lol she wishes she got hounded like that
 @Nostalgia  can we throw MEGAIN under the bus in reality, or just metaphorically
Wow, some of the replies on here trying to justify the appalling behaviour of a malignant narcissist are making my brain hurt.



 @danielaines  this rhetoric you have been led to believe is deliberate misinformation. 
Please research a little wider. The Princess of Wales didn't accompany Charlotte, she was thought to be resting after giving birth to Prince Louis and wasn't expected. 
Prince George ran to get his Daddy to stop her.
 The story you are quoting is the lies Markle used to cover her back.
I know people who were there. They are impeccable witnesses, you have to remember at that time we were all in love with her, delighted she was joining us, no one wanted to believe it. 
But it was true. 

She was caught on camera pinching Charlotte's arm and smirking when she burst into tears at her grammies funeral. 
So she's not stopping and she's dangerous. 
The cruelty of her lies on Oprah is shocking to anyone who knows the Royal Family. Carefully tailored to go over the heads of those who don't. She is vicious, Daniel, superglued kids eyelids 
together. On record. 
It was very distressing to see how she really is. We loved her to bits.
If you watch the wedding on the way in the public were thrilled. 
At the end the Wales children were not holding her veil, they were hiding with their mummy at the rood screen.
Because she had targeted them yet again.
Her brother warned us and we thought it was sour grapes. If we had listened we could have saved that toddler from months of torment. 
The seventeen lies she said in the Oprah interview are all debunked for those who didn't know what she was doing,  you should be able to find them on the internet if you want to know 
the truth. 

It's why we are all trying to get the truth to you all, they are taking you all for mugs. We're not here to fight,  well I'm not, just need to share the genuine information. It's very upsetting to 
see what they are doing.
 @Nostalgia  what men in grey suits? Why do you think she had been thrown under a bus? There seems to be some confusion, here.
 @Gena- Minis are for life 🏁 I am genuinely sad to say it is entirely true. You can see what the rift is now.
We all loved her to bits it was a tremendous shock. 
Her brother had said never to leave her alone with children and animals and we thought he was being nasty, if we had taken him seriously we could have saved that toddler from months 
of torment. 
She had another go at her at her grammies funeral. Was caught on camera pinching Charlotte's arm and smirking when she burst into tears. 
We didn't want to believe it either. We were thrilled another person of colour was joining us, becoming a Royal Family member. 
But hindsight is easy, we just didn't see it, although whispers from up top about her rudeness and treatment of staff were circling, we thought it was exaggerated gossip, some of the gutter 
press had been absolutely abhorrent and King Charles and Prince William broke Royal Protocol, rang the editors and let them know they would regret another word of it. 
Absolutely livid. Unacceptable and a disgrace to the nation, we detest racists and jail them. Cruel lowlife. 
Love your name btw, couldn't agree more, they are not just for Christmas...😁
Meghan is delusional. She's NOTHING like Diana and never will be. More like Amber Heard 2.0. 
I wish they'd stop trying to push this whole "history repeating itself" garbage down our throats.
 @danielaines  there where witnesses to bullying of  Charlotte and Kate crying, she was also post parting, emotional.
MM lied saying she was crying, she brought up Kates press nickname.
She is an admitted liar and a proven bully. 😢
Chased by the paparazzi 5 years ago even before they met. What a load of genuine, truthful contents and storyline. Love it watching with tears on my left eye.



 @JP93  Harry, you’re drunk. 

Stop trolling the comments, 

put down the bourbon, 

and go cry some more about how you wanted to marry Kate but Wills took her instead 😘
 @Tracey Causer  

No it’s drunk Harry trolling the comments.

He’s all over this section
 @Greg Nicho  did you watch the Oprah interview?….
 @MissLolitaLovedoll  

Trevor was hubby #2
 @JP93  it’s peggin meggin markle
 @danielaines  Catherine isn't the type to make anyone cry, and Meghan isn't the type to cry. Except when she's acting. 
People have known of Catherine for over 20 years. Seen her serve, being a loving, kind, devoted mother. We know of her love and closeness with the lovely Middleton family. 
People have only known of Meghan only 5 years and have all seen the hell and drama they're putting their family through in that short amount of time with proven lies. That's enough. Says 
it all.



 @Debra Moss  It makes sense a little that in order to protect Kate and William and to protect the integrity of the royal family they had to make a villain out of Meghan. We can’t afford to 
have two beautiful women in the royal family, because it would upstage Kate who is going to the Queen. There are several reasons: one if there are two young good looking and popular 
royal couples it takes away from Kate and William and their charity work will be overlooked. People wouldn’t be as excited when it comes to their time to take the throne. 2. Royalty is an 
easy job for the most part. But if the general public thinks it’s too easy of a job then they will get jealous of the royals. This is how revolutions happen. So occasionally a royal needs to be 
sacrificed so that the general public can think “oh it sucks being in a goldfish bowl” but that royal that is sacrificed can’t be the King or Queen. So it can’t be Kate and William but it has to 
be Meghan and Harry. Other examples are Princess Margaret, the Queen’s uncle who abdicated, Fergi. Diana would be an example but she also arguably had issues of her own. If she could 
have followed protocol she would still be Queen regardless of Charles affairs. So we have to make it look like it’s hard to be a royal so that we can praise the King and Queen for doing a 
good job when in reality we all know it is super easy to just smile and wave and look pretty. 3. The media love royal scandals but obviously we can’t criticize those in line to the throne 
because again they have to be the good royals so we don’t ruin the line of succession. So they attack peripheral members. Before Meghan it was always Beatrice and Eugenie who were 
mad fun of for their hats and their short height and people even accused them of bullying Kate for being a commoner. I highly doubt they even did that but it makes Kate look like an angle 
so the media ran with it. Now it was Meghan. It doesn’t matter who Harry’s wife would be because she would get the short end of the stick. Of course it would have helped with Harry 
married Chelsy Davy or that other lawyer girl (I forgot her name). Someone who is white and from a good family and someone who will stay silent (unlike Meghan) would have been better. 
Anyone who could either blend into the background and be forgotten like Prince Edward and his family would have been better and overtime she would have been accepted or someone 
with less issues than Meghan would have been less made fun of because there would be less material to play with. 

It’s sad but brilliant. I’m Iranian and I wish we could protect our monarchy the way you British do. You have to make a circus out of the royals who aren’t in line to the throne to make it 
look like it’s a hard job being royal so that you can praise the royals in the line of succession when they don’t make mistakes like those in the periphery. You also have to make those in line 
to the throne shine and you can’t only do that by dimming the light of those around them. I’m sure Princess Anne and Sophie do great charity work but I doubt a regular American even 
know who they are unless they watch the Crown on Netflix. So the media only talks about Kate and William and how beautiful and young and amazing they are and how their charity work 
is the best. The best charity ideas go to those in line to the throne. So the EarthShot prize will never go to someone like Prince Edward. I doubt they come up with these charity ideas 
themselves. The monarchy is a business and I’m sure they have hired help who even do all the charity work for them and they just show up and look pretty and draw attention to the 
cause. The royals in line to the throne need to shine above the odd members. Meghan came in wanting to be like Kate but unfortunately they couldn’t let her at all. My heart breaks for her 
because some things didn’t have to happen. Like they didn’t have to lie and say she made Kate cry. I think the servants and the royal historians didn’t like Meghan so they went overboard 
with their attacks. 

Being a royal historian is a cool job. I wish I would drop school and go be like Omid scooby or Katie Nichol

 @Nostalgia  Meghan was trying to treat the Monarchy as if it was Hollywood, as if it was the entertainment industry. She had no idea how to behave as a Royal but behaved like a 
celebrity. 
She was all ego and the Royal family wouldn't accommodate her ego.
Harry couldn't keep a girl friend for very long, they soon realised what he was like. Only a narcissist like Meghan who flattered him for her own gains could get him. The others were too 
self-respecting to end up with the likes of Harry. One even said of Harry "it's not who you are, it's how you treat people" meaning Harry doesn't know how to treat people. 
Obviously he only knows how to betray people whilst making millions $$$$ doing it.
 @Nostalgia  The media can't criticises those in line to the throne??? 
It was the media that bugged Charles phone and got and printed the conversation on the "tampon". They also criticised him when he was writing to MPs about the climate and getting 
homeopathy available the NHS, thus meddling in politics and legislature, when he's not supposed to do. 
The Media also criticised William when he let his kids play along side Edward and Sophie kids during lockdown when everyone was supposed to be two metres apart.



 @Dorothea Antonio  Yes but it’s small in comparison to the minor royals. Also Charles was problematic like Diana. It hard to make them look good. They craves drama. But still they were 
made to look good
 @JP93  I'd rather wait and learn the job than jump in and well,be like merky Merkle and bail when I realise I'm in too deep because I wasn't patient and prepared for the job a head. All 
Merkle wanted was the titles and prestige of being a royal she wasn't prepared to learn about what it takes to be a royal.

 @Nostalgia  Diana craved drama. Like Fergie and Meghan, Diana wanted celebrity treatment and treated the Monarchy like the entertainment industry. They wanted the attention. 
Camilla, Sophie and Catherine have done well because they understand the Monarchy and haven't trying to make it all about themselves. 
After 20+, 15+ and 10+ years they are  loved and respected and more importantly trusted by the public. 
Camilla has worked hard and eventually won the hearts of the people. She was despised and hated, but after 20 years people have started to accept and trust her. But it took along time.
 @Nostalgia  I see what you are saying and that's very gracious, but Meghan made the villain out of Meghan, there are many beautiful women in our Royal Family and they just don't think 
that way.
Royalty is not an easy job, maybe other Royal Families, but ours work extremely hard mostly away from cameras. Queen Camilla has some harrowing work supporting victims of domestic 
violence and women and their children who have been subjected to horrific sexual violence as war trophies in conflict zones. They regularly work up to 24 hours a day, supporting 51 
countries, theirs is the biggest Royal workload in the world 2.6 billion people, over a third of the world's population.
 King Charles and Prince William are literally battling for the planet and it is a battle, the multinational conglomerates, multibillionaires are doing everything possible to destabilize our 
protection, exploit us as they have unprotected countries and carry on destroying the Earth for profits- The Commonwealth is a shelter, not a prison, but they keep putting out the reverse 
in their propaganda, portraying Charles as a weak man, Camilla wrongly branded- the marriage split because of Diana's constant very public affairs. 
And we need to give credit to both ,both Camilla and Charles tolerated years of abuse - Diana had a violent temper and Camilla's husband was notorious, he was one of the originators of 
the hoax, which was very much the opposite in their marriage, he was not a loyal husband. 
The King is the Figurehead of the Law and the Church, expected, as was his mum, to walk impeccably on both paths, with the world watching, the antimonarchists waiting like vultures for 
the tiniest hint of a slip-up as we have seen recently with Lady Susan it often results in conflicting expectations- the Law is zero tolerance, the Church is total forgiveness. 
Just a brief fact check on the public story of King Charles and Queen Camilla exposes the hoax that has slipped into a faux history,  by the antimonarchists, notably Martin Bashir who 
proudly started "the biggest lie in history", still perpetrated now, especially by others in his group who went on to creating The Crown, Spencer, Diana and other damaging urban myths.
Bashir had fake evidence and fraudulent documents made by a graphic design student Matt Weissler to persuade Diana that her greatest fears were happening, Lie 1- her husband was 
seeing an ex Lie 2- they were planning her murder.

Lie 1 involved forged rail tickets, hotel bills, bank accounts, jewellery receipts and other fake 'proof'
Lie 2 involved the creation of a scenario with fake bank accounts showing the hiring of a hit man. 
Both were untrue.
He then had managed to terrify Diana into the infamous 'bombshell interview' and it has been stitched into a history that never happened.
We knew this at the time in the UK, there was uproar that Diana's serial affairs were wiped off and replaced by the concoction Bashir had planned for his " little project to see how far the 
biggest lie in history could go" his words.
Diana had very public affairs with Barry Manakee, James Gilby, James Hewitt, Oliver Hoare, Theodore Forstmann, Hasnat Khan, Will Carling and Mark Dyer- Charles seventeen year old 
Equerry fondly referred to as "Harry's second father", as Diana said in the interview "it all went downhill after Harry was born".
Charles was faithful until after the legal separation when his first relationship was with Jemima Khan who he said at the time was " the only woman who has ever understood me" .
 @JP93  still way way better than narcissistic meghan markle pondscum😂



I love the part where they have to schedule the paparazzi to hound them, because they are mostly ignored and unimportant. Brings a tear to my left eye in 3 seconds... just in time for a 
photo.
 @Elaine C  it shows she doesn't know anything about Diana. The real Diana not the hoax
 @Kelsey LaCour  yes all of it, not the bit you got in the uk. The only time Kate was mention was to debunk the Meghan made her cry bit, Meghan was very kind to her, the question is did 
you watch it!
THIS^^^^
This x 1000
Yes this
One tear .. left eye .. Go!  .. Give me three seconds!  She'll live to regret that, in time.
Don’t forget the many trips she has made to Baja California to visit her dad. I’m sure it brings him joy to be able to share time with his grandchildren.  She’s so kind and thoughtful. I love 
especially the way she treats seniors.
Diana courted the press.  Even calling them to make sure they showed up where she was
They only have themselves to blame.
If you want a decent story, CBBC, around 6pm, Jackanory.  Honestly the best for gullables and toddlers alike 
How he did that ?
 @Kat Deluxy  are you blind? Kate is all over their trailer and will be in their documentary which was supposed to be about their “love story” but it’s very clear that it’s a story about Megs 
insane jealousy for Catherine.
yes!!!!
Meghan must be centre stage at all times. Too bad she’ll never be half the woman our future Queen is.
Also lol at how all the videos of paps chasing around a dark haired woman - it's footage of Catherine. Probably because such footage of Meghan doesn't even exist.
 @Kat Deluxy  By lying about her on Oprah when he knows she cannot speak to defend herself.
I love how they doctored the images of Catherine being hounded by paps, to make it look like Meghan was being papped.
 @Kat Deluxy what? Keep up it's so obvious
And how he did that ? Please enlighten me, because I only saw some very quick and shot clips and nothing about that "beloved" SIL. I mean, it is hard to write her name ? Kate ...Kate 
...Kate ...its only 1 more letter in compasison with Sil. And why would he be loyal to the sil ? Because she deserves that? For what ? The way she treated Meghan? She is like a stoned faced 
matron whenever near Meghan...I cannot understand you people, so enamored with something or someone that you are blind to their bad attitude, or their defects. And no, I'm not a hard 
fan of Harry and Meghan, I'm just an outlooker from afar and I find it that the way they were treated by the press and some people its inacceptable. I would have done the same as they 
did, if I was in their place...And I bet that if it was about you and your family you would have fought for them too...
 @L N  where is kate all over ? in one small and quick to dissapear frame ? If you saw something else, I would recommend to watch it again.
 @Alex Exum  you people are really sick...how can you imagine that Netflix would release something like that ? Just because it fits YOUR narrative doesn;t make it true
the same way kate knew for years it was her who made meg cry, yet let the opposite story fester in the media for ages? even though they absolutely have the power to deny false stories 
and have done it before?

lol. why do you get angry when h+m do what was done to them first?
Aaagh poor Diddums! Amazing how  Meghan can keep her make up perfect when so distressed, amazing woman, inspirational! Left eye Meghan! 🤣
 @L N  you know at that part there is footage of the paparazzi hounding her tooo right?
@katdeluxy it was on the Oprah interview. MM told the world Kate made her cry before the wedding. I had a small tear from my left eye.



 @Lacri H.  It is Catherine. I was there when those shots came out in the news, years ago, and the Harkles have done just a brief glimpse so you could think it was Me Me if you didn't know 
better. It's Catherine..
You haven't seen the documentary so you don't know what's in it. Stupid.
 @Lacri H.  Hi Meghan 👋
Not exactly The Truman show, more like the Grifters show.
The part where they use Catherine's experience in this. Hope they got permission from her.
Recollections may very 
~ Queen Elizabeth
Boooo boooo boooooo
Hey is that Christopher Bouzy? Tell me it is not! How can they hope to maintain a shred of credibility and use that fraud?
I love the part where ...... no ..... I just fell asleep 😴  after vomiting 🤮
I love the part where they cannot show any evidence of MM getting harassed like Diana & Catherine were.
The titles simply must go.
'there is also planting stories', yeah, we know. Your wife is a master at that.

Go away, you too. If you were really happy you'd not waste all this time trying to convince the world you're not conniving, vicious, dumb, grifters. Actions speak louder than words
Pair of compulsive liars
I BELIEVE EVERY WORD of Meghan and Harry against that evil institution! Even the mean reactions and comments under this video, shows how cruel and mean these fuckers are, and they 
will do and say anything to protect their corrupt monarchy, is truly understated. HISTORY DOES NOT LIE!
I love the part where he trots out his dead mother being chased by paps once again to pretend to the masses that it happened to him and his 1st wife. Didn't bring a tear to my left eye just 
left me in disgust.

IF THEY WERE ONLY TELLING THE TRUTH 😂👎👎💩💩💩🤮🤮🤮🤮👎👎THEY CONSTANTLY LIE , THEY ARE NOT CREDIBLE, MAGGOT MALARKEY AKA HOMEWRECKER 😂
Who's agenda? Megan's?
You know something Harry? You are a big NOTHING
Oh my Lord!! 😐
Thing is all the haters will be watching the documentary because it's in their nature to throw more oil on the fire and therefore they will push the documentary into becoming a huge 
success. So in a way it's an extremely clever move  form M & H to have made this documentary ! My respect to them and so glad they'll bring into broad daylight the dirt that surrounds 
that family
I loved the part where critics of Harry and Meghan realised that they have NEITHER influence NOR a life. When you get this much vitriol for no justifiable reason then you know you’ve done 
something right. Well done Sussex royals. Keep exposing the toxic culture of this archaic institution 👍👍👍
Thank you. Thank you for mentioning that it was coming from inside that horrible family as well. so glad they got out. Will be watching!
I love the part where they’re clearly trying to outrun the bad reviews from the 1st trailer.
Bouzy tweeted about this. It is him. Please start informing people about Bouzy's shady dealings and his many lawsuits for defamation among other things. We now have a direct link to 
Bouzy for the Harkles. Thanks much. It brings a tear to my eye and laughter to my ❤❤.
Really? Because everything they said so far are proven lies.
 @Pao La  example?
So you are saying it is okay to do anything for money? THis REALITY SERIES will actually reveal the lies of these 2, royal family will not even bother to comment on the proven liars.



or they'll just come to youtube and enjoy the comments
🥲🤣

OMG When will this end?!?!? How much more whining, victimhood and Princess Diana card playing are we gonna get? This is the longest tantrum EVER! GROW UP YOU INGRATES!
I am a staunch harry supporter i love Harry i love his hugging nature his beautiful yet mischievous smile 😃  hes adorable 💖 an great husband and father .whom  i felt should have been 
heir to the throne of Britain 🇬🇧 not only is he open minded q great heart looks like a real royal king but has his human side and hes not afraid to show it
According to this comments section, people are very angry at Meghan for * checks notes *  being photographed with a tear falling out of one of her two eyes...
The PART WHERE THEY DEFRAUD and steal money from charities 💰 AND BLAME  who calls them out on race hate! Manipulating much?! Even their “friend”  in the video is being 
investigated for fraud in his “Bot Sentinel” company. Precious!
Oh shut up Megan and Harry. Keep your stupid truth. You wasted British peoples money. Netflix be VERY embarrassed.
🤑🤑🤑🤑🤑🤑👎👎👎👎👎
I love the part where they ride into the sunset, never to be heard of again, forever and ever.
Yuck
I just love the part where the whiney Prince realizes he will never be in a top spot in line of succession within the Hierarchy so he throws the family under the bus, the family who coddled 
him & covered his dirty deeds for decades & paid him millions to do so! Brings a tear to my left eye !
I love the part where they bring in their LAWYER and Christopher Bouzy who is on their payroll to give an unbiased opinion. Also love the part in the last trailer where they had to use a 
STOCK photo to try to insinuate that Meghan is hounded by paparazzi 😂😂😂
I love the part where Harry says Meghan is the reincarnation of his beloved mother. How romantic and inspiring I feel a tear welling up in my left eye.
Loved the part where H has to pretend megs is his mommy to make her feel important
Comments did not pass the vibe check.
Can Netflix really afford to lose more subscribers over their hyper-politicized programming choices ?
Catherine, the princess of Wales also suffered a lot in the early days, Waity Katy, etc. She's remained calm and dignified throughout.
Looks like acting 😮
I love the part that ,all comments are loved parts !
I love the part where Harry sacrificed himself in order for Megan to lay on the floating wooden board when the boat was sinking after it hit an iceberg. It was so touching and so romantic 
the way he sank into the depths of the ocean as she begged him to come back. It bought a tear to my left eye.
Let's be honest - Meghan frankly could not stand playing second fiddle to Will & Kate and was horrified that her children would not be 100% treated equal to George/Charlotte & Louis.  
She does not (nor ever did) support the concept of monarchy.  Harry is so obsessively in love with her that he expected the monarchy (which is a constutional role and responsibility for the 
Windsor family) to change everything to accommodate Meghan.  As two adults, you would expected all that would have been discussed and sorted that out before they got married.  It's 
not the Royal family's fault at all....Harry is to blame.  H&M are so arrogant and narcissistic about their global popularity and quest for fame, they're trying to make us believe they are 
victims.  The royal family is the victim and Harry is a traitor to his family, esp his beloved late grandmother and her historic reign.
I love that part - we'd live happily ever after
Oh that’s the best part did you just spoil the ending?
Oedipus???
Haz needs to stop insulting his mother!
That’s an A+ comment



Tom Bower has a part in his book where Harry took Meghan to the Spencer estate hoping the Spencers would see how wonderful Meghan was and how she embodied his mother.  (their 
sister).  The Earl of spencer called a meeting with William the week after that with concerns about the relationship.   Harry thinks Meghan is his mother, Meghan thinks she is Diana.
😂😂😂
That just confirms she is using the experience his mother had and twisting it to fit her agenda. She destroyed him
Meghan did not pass the pinocchio check.
I would rather be called Waity Kate and not Megsy the Liar.
Wasn't that the scene where she dropped the tiara and ordered him to dive and get it back?
Not sure about the begging
You all are something else with these comments 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
this is too good
 @Martina  🤣🤣
🤣🤣🤣🤣
👏👏👏😂😂😂
I thought she knocked him off the raft as soon as a bigger one came along.
Yes!  But didn't you really mean "as she commanded him to shove off"?
Lets say is everything that harry kept pushing inside of him for so many years. I get that. His mum was so badly treated and i get it. But her mate, i mean come on… she lives for all this. 
Wake up harry WAKE THE HELL UP
Literally no one cares about these two
Wow, they're getting bashed hard in these comments section. You people don't know them to be saying the things your saying. You all seem like the neighborhood bitches, always talking 
shit with the wrong shade of makeup.
I love the part where she has suddenly stopped 'crying' next to the chanel blanket
My left eye has dried up in 3, 2, 1
its fact that both got chased and hated just because they are how they are and don`t wanna play a role like william and kate.... they are the fake ones... you guys have no clue how much 
illegal and corruption is going on in this family since ever...meghan and harry may not be the perfect royals but you guys forget...there is NEVER and nowhere an perfect royal not even the 
queen was it. meghan and harry have the right to be how they wanna be and if that means they get kicked out of the royal family then they have also the right to fight for ther goods. this 
family has a lot of bad things going on in the background...and all we see is just fake. meghan and harry did the right thing and i hope they never give up fighting against the lies and 
corruption.
My left eye involuntarily leaked a tear as soon as Harry said that they know the real truth.  I can still hear Queenie say ‘recollections may vary’.  But dearest whinge … actions speak louder 
than words … so where were you when both grandparents were dying? Where was your wife when her father was  poorly on more then one occasion?  …. 
I must stop.  I can’t type. … my eyes won’t stop dribbling!!
Shame on these folks......we pay for people like them....also in my country....its sad.....
I love the part were they show clips of princesses Diana and Catherine being hounded by the paparazzi but not Meghan. 😢
I love the part where the  smarty pants duchess is the unofficial spokesperson for the Moonbump company.
I love the part when poor Hawwy said “We know the full truth” bless his poor manipulated heart. I cried a tear in my left eye 😅
I love the part where most comments here is I LOVE THE PART



I love the part where megaliar uses Piers Morgan’s voice on this one, having made him leave his job citing I am a woman and a mother to ITV’s ridiculous Head 
Truly humbling how petty she is
Now where is her broomstick parked … tear left eye
I loved the part when Harry and Meg said they’d stop falsely claiming to be IPP, stop suing the UK government for royal benefits they’re no longer entitled to as non-public servants, and 
apologised to the world’s taxpayers for taking advantage of them during a time of austerity, energy crisis, looming recession, war, and pandemic.

Also, loved it when they said they’d emulate ex-Princess Mako Komuro’s very quiet private life in the US by rejecting any royal payout as well as refuse to monetise/abuse royal titles and 
royal privileges alongside huge US corporations like Netflix. Very brave of this couple to recognise monarchical rule has been utterly rejected in said non-Commonwealth country since 
1776, and thus monetising royalty (without doing any official public servant duties whatsoever) is insulting to taxpayers and downright bOnKeRs.
I love the part where she did the Thanos snap and everybody laughed. Such impeccable comic timing.
I love the fact that Meghan and Harry are terrible at gaslighting.  It brings one solitary tear to my left eye.  😢
I love the part where Harry realized he wasn’t the first target.
Love the part where Harry put out a statement about having been chased by paps when leaving the ceremony to unveil the memorial statue to Princess Diana, which was later proven to 
be false. Such a brave soldier to try to get more fake information supporting his victim narrative for this farce of a reality show.
I love the part where Meghan tells Oprah "this is the last time I am going to talk  about this (royal topic and grievances)" but forgot she said it so she's back to talking about "this" again, 
complete with left eye one tear go.
Netflix is totally embarrassing themselves.  Any backlash will be deserved.
harry and muggot remind me of neighborgood dogs, always basrkingb for attention when yhe wales family walks by
It was only one tear.  😢 lol
Hermes. Sudden move changes only work with Hermes.
They know their truth but that is not the real truth.
Harry doesn’t know one true thing since Megan arrived. He accidentally says the truth sometimes but it’s a malfunction Megan promptly fixes with a firm touch.
They might know the full truth but we certainly won't be hearing it!
I wish
It wasn’t her. It was her evil twin doing this interview
stakes weren’t too high at that time, you know
she would do anything for money.
RF didn't budge at that oprah drama so they tried this netflix..
She must have misremembered again.
Actually, it was Harry who said that.
I think she realised quickly that their only currency is criticising the RF and that Netflix wanted a return on their investment.

I love when people overpass their boundaries or society limits! This couple is such amazing people! I hope they get so much money for anything they do! I hate Kate and her fake life!
Harry, your dad isn't a bank. Deal with it.
Lies and Falsehoods.
Harry you married a wicked vile creature.
Harry you are P....y Whipped!
I love the part when Harry and Meghan announced Megxit on the night before princess Catherine's birthday. So noble!



WHAT A COUPLE OF HYPOCRITES HARRY AND MEGAN ARE!
 They said that they were moving away from the crown because they wanted a quiet, ordinary life, away from the cameras, without being in the media and up to now they have only given 
interviews on show business, they have released books and now this documentary? 
I'm not going to see it. I don't support these clowns
❤❤❤❤❤ Bring it on Prince Harry &  Princess Meghan!!! 🍿🥤
Harry was 100% right to peace out. He had seen this movie before and his family, including the King, was of no help. I look forward to his book.
W&C could also release their documentaries revealing the ACTUAL thing. But this is what differentiates a classy couple.. focussed on certainly more important works than this. Nobody’s 
got time for this shit.
Once again, why are they still using paparazzi footage not pertaining to them? They were pursued so badly that there’s no actual footage to use, even though MM read it in her Diana 2.0 
handbook. Clowns 🤡 🤡
I love the part when Meghan cries with her one left eye. What a great ability she has!
I just love the part showing Meghan wearing her moonbump 😂
If we can’t be King and Queen, no one can!

I loved the part when the Duchess took a private plane to Uvalde and brought her own photographer to insert herself in the tragedy in order to get attention for this wonderful NTFX doc. 
How smart and opportunistic! I love how she ignores that good deeds should be done with intention, not for attention. One act of kindness at the time! It brings a big tear to my left eye!

I love the part where no matter what she does, or how hard she tries, Meghan will never, ever, ever, ever compare to Catherine. I love the part where William and Catherine flew 
commercial when they had $15 million reasons to fly privately. I love the part where despite her delusions, William will never give her the time of day. I love the part where William and 
Catherine will be part of history, where Meghan and her massive ego will not be. I especially love the part where William will be King, and Catherine will be Queen Consort.
I am not interested in what this yacht girl has to say.
Damn yall really love every part.
I love the fact that this second teaser is more yucky and cringey than the first.
I just love the part which shows Catherine & Diana being chased by the press and NOT Meghan. Left tear rolling
I love how the trailer mimics her career in adult entertainment. The “behind closed doors” grappling with each other is entirely inappropriate and embarrassing. Their reality is nothing like 
the image they are portraying.
lies lies lies!!!
You poor Sugar the majority of people dislike or hate the Sussex's behaviour but you just hate the Princess of Wales. Why?
They keep trying to sell it, but I’m not buying it.
this sums it all up!
The UK would sooner become a republic than have this trash repersenting us! 🤮🤮🤮
The royal jewels would end up in a pawn shop on the Las Vegas strip!
My left eye is dehydrated now .. off for some eye drops so I can cry on que again 😂
:washhands::washhands::washhands:
Cope... cry more racist
 @Dkay Mc  😂😂😂
Wow, wow actually that’s despicable and she should get jail time for that



It’s funny how she traveled all the way from California to Texas without a leak…how she delivered multiple boxes of food for volunteers without notice…and it wasn’t known until a photo 
from the U.S MEDIA released it. You people need to keep with current information! I can run circles around you all day.
 @Dkay Mc  your just a sick person one day you wil have your karma 🤮
 @truthfinder98  😂😂😂
 @Nini bella  jellous trollll 🤮 and sick in your head
That was the worst stunt of all!
If even one second of that Uvalde footage end up in this reality show, then her true intentions will be crystal clear. That would be disgusting and unforgivable.
 @truthfinder98  She brought Nestflicks with her, delivered three vendor sandwiches, and was told by a Texas State Trooper to get away from the school-where she WANTED to have 
pictures taken.   But you go worship your queen sugar - but remember, she will never love you back.  I doubt Markle even likes herself.  😊
You ought to do some “truth finding “ on that lil trip… you’ll find that what you just wrote is pure BS propaganda… talk to the Texas Rangers.. or the police or anyone who was there not 
seeking attention.
 @K. Liz393  everything that you just said is a lie.
Please don't call her the Duchess, she's far from it. She only got a title through marriage, but King Charles can and probably will, take the titles away from her and rightly so.
 @Autumn Autumn  PRINCE WILLIAM'S AND HIS WIFE KATE MIDDLETON SHOULD GO TO JAIL FOR SPENDING BRITISH TAXPAYER'S MONEY ON THERE FOUR HOUSE, PRIVATE JET, 
TRAVELING TO AMERICAN FOR NOTHING.
Rewatch again, babe. It definitely was showed.
But that is the PROBLEM!!!SHE DIDN'T GET CHASED THE PEOPLE SAW THROUGH HER.  Her pride was torn apart, she though she would be coming to England and she could push her way in 
front of Katherine, didn't happen
 @truthfinder98  No one chased Meghan. No one. IT's a lie.
 @Lorena Rizzo  rest girlie your never get tired making up all this shit in your head against someone who you don’t even know
 @Nancy Dunn  you can find videos on this platform of paparazzi and the press chasing Meghan…but okay
 @truthfinder98  . Editing was done to make it look like MM was being hounded like Diana, she could only wish
It is honestly surreal to see.  "Meghan is a VICTIM!" Then shows us Kate and Diana, because there are no videos of press chasing Meghan.  The paps she hired don't chase.  She poses for 
them.
What did I make up???? Go look up and see if you can find a video where she gets hounded by the press!!!! Diana did Katherine did madam M had to call the press, that's how important 
she was...
Meghan married the Spare unlike Diana or Catherine. However, Meghan will never accept that she is not quite as important. She could have had a very easy and comfortable life but could 
not contain her narcissism.
 @Lorena Rizzo  you made up everything you just said. Can you explain why news outlets like the daily mail write at least 5 “articles” on Meghan everyday?
Rewatch babe, they had to redo this trailer because it came out that the bib pap chase, was actually from a Harry Potter premiere.. before those two even met… yet another lie on top of 
many lies
The law changed before Meghan came along so that what happened to Diana and Catherine couldn’t ever happen again.

So no Meghan was never chased or harassed by the media. Something I think she couldn’t get over. It bruised her ego. 😂
She had to dial a pap to get attention. Nobody was interested enough in her..
Everything changed because we all sat down to watch the wedding - two people in love.  Except we only saw one...
the government needs to ban Netflix from the UK or send in the SAS



It's even more disgusting than I thought. They've lost their minds.

Get out of my country both of you. You're embarrassing.
Netflix, have you absolutely NO shame??
Siempre explotaldo la imagen de la madre. No pueden hacer nada sin usarla todo el tiempo.
I love the fact that they filmed themselves being chased by paparazzi in their car! I am sure they are filming the  Crown season 6 and Meghan is Diana OF COURSE 🥲
The part when they call the royal family racist without solid proof but never address Harry's documented history of racism towards jewish and brown people. The honesty, integrity and 
transparency shown is so brave and courageous. Standing ovation! Brings a tear to my left eye.
🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
I love how Chris bouzy has been interviewed, to help those with lawsuits against his doxxing of them for not supporting meg, in their battles, for free. What a selfless and giving act  
thanks meg for giving back to the people 😇
Ah….the grift that keeps grifting 🤢
I love how Haz says “we know the full truth”… but what truth is that exactly? Which one are we stitching now to suit the theme of the time or the cheque book of the day? Feelings are not 
facts. You can feel a certain way, and it not be the direct result of that intention from another person or family. A situation that doesn’t suit you can be just that - something to move on 
from. It doesn’t have to involve a moustache twirling, conniving manipulator. Kinda awkward, but perhaps you should look a little closer to home Haz? 😬
Can it be true??  A second trailer?? To address all the comments on the first trailer??  Tears of laughter stream from both eyes.  🤣🤣🤣
I love how humble and selfless these two incredible human beings are. Guys we are all blessed to have have them in our lives. We should all be extremely grateful for their ability to put 
others before themselves.
I love the part where Harry and Meghan thinks ‘Meghan is the next ‘Diana’.
I love how this to this 2  victimizing they life for millions of $$$$$$ they got from Netflix🤣 best BAD performance ever H&M no one  its buying it🙄
Can all the comments against Meghan Markle here just put a disclaimer that you don’t like her because she’s black or don’t like her because the shitrag newspapers tell you to not like her 
who don’t like her because she’s black. I hope this documentary brings up revelations about how evil the royal family are to ruin their image
TRAITOR, He’s a traitor to his family and his country and our late Queen. He and his gold digging poor excuse for a decent human being of a wife, should be banned from the UK and 
stripped of all titles, he’s an embarrassment to our country.
THIS COMMENT SECTION IS JUST FULL OF SHAMELESS AND INSECURE PEOPLE THAT DIDN'T PASS THE VIBE
The OG Power Couple ❤💦🍆
I love the part where they finally get to tell their story for the first time. I love the part where they sell out their family for even more money. I love the part where they cry racism every 
time they are criticized
Yep. Because William does not suffer grief, only sad, sensitive, caring Hawwy
😂😂
Cope... cry more racist
If harry was racist toward black and brown people…I wonder where he learned it from?
 @truthfinder98  indeed...
 @truthfinder98  I'm sure people born 100 years ago, while we were fighting "Johnny Foreigner" had outdated attitudes. If Harry can learn and be forgiven, couldn't they? Do we treat our 
dying grandparents in this mean spirited and punitive fashion because they "deserve it"? I believe compassion is something we do rather than demand from others.
 @Ruby Mouse  Harry has never apologized. Nor has he learned.
 @truthfinder98  lol Markle fans think he's not racist just because he married to a black woman he's a part of that colonizers fam do idk why they think he's innocent? Imagine if prince 
William who did the same? Harkles fans will tear him up



Saying you need solid proof before calling someone a racist is a but like telling a woman she needs solid proof before going to the police about a rape. Putting the onus on the victim in 
both situations. I got racially abused in the street last year but I didn't record, does that mean I'm not to be believed??
 @sui sin par  reading comprehension is your best friend. You are not born racist, it is taught. If harry is so racist, I wonder who he learned it from? Was it Queen Elizabeth the Queen 
mother, or princess Margaret, or maybe even prince Phillip?
 @truthfinder98  I wonder from whom Meghan learned to hate her biracial features giving that she got rid all of them by plastic surgery. Doria definitely... 😯
So a person can just make any accusation against anyone and everyone must believe said accusation? Sounds fair and not at all dangerous.
 @danielaines  correct, proof or its only an accusation.
 @truthfinder98  From his army buddies probably ... they don't pull punches while fighting in Afghanistan...
 @danielaines  you can’t expect the world to believe your accusations. The justice system is based on the assumption of innocence for a reason, a person can make an accusation for 
personal gain. In Harry and Meghan’s case there are many reasons they would lie or make exaggerated claims. Plus they have a history of lying to the public (Ex: Archbishop of Canterbury 
incident).

The reality is that their loss of public support is recent, since they begun profiting off their titles and stories about the royals their approval ratings have dropped on both sides of the 
Atlantic.

I’m really sorry for what happened to you.
Don’t let anything prevent you from seeking  out therapy or from close ones.
The media has been extremely racist towards Megan
 @June Scoular  agreed.
Dont read my name! 👍
Calling them racist is good for Meghan. She is a professional victim because she has no talent at anything else. Facts don't come into it. Her truth not THE truth.
It’s not racist to dislike a woman who is less than 25% black for the simple reasons she’s a lying narcissist
  @truthfinder98  a deluded remark if ever there was one. There is no racism in the Bri sh Royal family.
 @truthfinder98  nope, it all came from Harry himself . He is an ignorant, arrogant bigot
 @danielaines  Duh, if you identify the alleged attacker and sue him at court, you will need proof. Case dismissed, next.
 @Marianne S  how is she 25% black when her mother is African American lol. Go back to basic biology…Meghan is 50% black and her children are 25%. Try again.
 @Dorothy Ramser  okay, so I will indulge you…let’s agree to say the royal family isn’t racist..that is still not answering to why they let the British media attack Meghan based on her 
perceived racial heritage or why they allowed for Archie to be attacked by racial slurs before he was born.
 @truthfinder98  firstly, she doesn’t have children whatsoever. You think those two pale skinned red haired children are both half black? Genetically, alleles wise, it isn’t possible. Secondly, 
yes I was incorrect there, I thought Doria was mixed race. It doesn’t change the fact that people don’t like Meghan for her character, not the fact she has some black heritage. She has to 
fake tan anyway with her r c e hustling, I’m Irish and she is as pale as me naturally.
 @truthfinder98  what slurs, from whom and when? She was NEVER attacked on her heritage. Quote a headline
 @Marianne S  you completely ignored everything I said lol. You have right to believe the children don’t exist even though we know they do lol. If you think that don’t exist then you are 
calling the royal family lairs because Harry’s entire immediate family met Archie they were at his Christening…and the queen and Charles are on record meeting lillibet. Get your story 
straight, Marianne. 
Again, basic biology will tell you that those kids are 25% black and guess what else?…75% white! so of course they won’t have Afros and dark skin. I’m not gonna explain how genetics and 
physical features work for human beings..so continue to lack knowledge of basic biology when it comes to Meghan Markle and her children.



 @truthfinder98  you don’t know how genetics work. If you put into a punnet square, how the genetics would work, it is physically impossible. Can you tell me how you ‘know’ they exist. 
I’d love to know. There’s no proof. And no, Charles and the Queen are not ‘on record’. The palace never made a statement on it, and Charles wasn’t even purported to be at the ‘birthday 
party’. 

I’m so sorry you’ve been duped.
 @truthfinder98  what other woman do you know that can squat in 4 inch stilettos aged 40 and 8 months pregnant? Even the UK media are now publishing the word m oo n bu m p 
because the injunction has been lifted
 @Marianne S  let me put this in the most basic terms. Doria (Meghan’s mom)100% black + Thomas (dad)100% white= Meghan 50% black and 50% white

Harry- 100%white + Meghan- 50% black and 50%white = Archie and lillibet 75% white and 25% black
And I just told you how we all know the kids exist. They were all present at Archie’s baptism and again it was reported that the Queen met Lillibet privately during the Jubilee. Harry has 
said time and time again they zoom called the Queen during the pandemic so she could see her great-grans. So are you calling everyone a lair?
 @truthfinder98  can you quote a headline or news article where these ‘attacks’ were made? I know for a fact you can’t
 @truthfinder98  🤣🤣🤣 you don’t even know what a punnet square is, do you. I’m talking about both their hair and eye colour also. It isn’t possible at all.
 @truthfinder98  prove they exist?
 @Marianne S  so you except a child with 75% European heritage to be born with dark skin and curly hair? And your still wrong lol. Archie’s hair has slowly darkened to brown and he was 
born with brown eyes like Meghan. Lillibet based on the picture from the jubilee has Harry’s hair and eye color features. So try again.
 @truthfinder98  no, but most certainly not BOTH red haired, paler than Harry, and with light eyes. Have you any clue how rare red hair is, especially two children with a mother who is half 
bl c k?
 @truthfinder98  also, why was Archie bright red haired, even more red than Harry, last Christmas and now has brown hair? Almost like it’s not the same child and we are being lied to, 
again
 @truthfinder98  can you prove their existence seeing as you said you ‘know’ they exist? Anyone with a brain can see what’s going on. Markle was not pregnant, ever
 @truthfinder98  you keep saying try again, when I’ve literally just proved the red hair thing isn’t possible. A child with bright ginger hair does not suddenly have brown hair over the course 
of a few months.
 @Marianne S  and what do you mean prove they exist? There is a picture from Archie’s baptism with everyone included. Are you insinuating that the late queen, Charles and the entire 
family lied about Archie being real? Quickly!
 @truthfinder98  the fact you think a 45 year old woman can squat at 8 months preg in stilettos is just funny
 @truthfinder98  quickly? Why on earth do I need to be quick? He is a hired child. Everything about Archie’s birth doesn’t add up. From the announcement, to the fact the supposed 
midwife on duty that day was not on duty, to the fact that no royal child was born in that hospital on that day, to the fact that Harry said he had changed so much in 2 weeks when he was 
meant to be 2 days old, to the fact Markle would routinely squat down, knees closed at 6-9months “ pregnant”
 @Marianne S  I’ll ask the question again. Since you are saying that harry and Meghan lied about the pregnancy with Archie…that would mean that the entire royal family conspired with 
the lie because they publicly supported them and were present at the christening. So again, are you calling the entire royal family lairs?
 @Marianne S  first, we don’t know Meghan’s recessive traits, considering her dad is WHITE he could have the red hair trait and gave it to Meghan. Again, back to basic biology! And it is 
not crazy to say Archie’s hair color has darkened over the past few years he’s been alive. When my brother was born he had grey eyes like his father despite our mom having brown 
eyes…now his eyes are brown. You see how traits change as a child develops?
 @truthfinder98  there is a possibility they exist, for sure, but they absolutely were NOT born of Markle. Just look it up. You’ll be able to see it very clearly.
 @truthfinder98  still no comment from you on the squatting in stilettos as an 8 month preg 40 year old? That false bump was all over the place
 @truthfinder98  it went from bright red to dark brown in less than a year, and his face possesses zero of the same features as any pics we have seen before



 @truthfinder98  What evidence do you have for that in newspapers? There are extremely strict laws in Britain for this. It would not happen. As for someone being racist about an unborn 
child? That is pure fantasy. People always imagine what a couples children will look like. I've had the same comment. You only have two vindictive people who make this claim without 
naming names. That Oprah interview had 30 provable untruths in it. It was riddled with false accusations. Archie was not refused a title because of his ethnicity and Harry knew the lines of 
lineage that only his father could grant a title on accession to the throne. They also said Charles had cut off their money supply from his earnings that he works for in the Duchy of Cornwall, 
which is a business. Charles haf given them £2 million. I could go on. Riddled with inaccuate accusations which the Queen described perfectly " recollections may vary". You shouldn't 
believe this garbage. Verify it before supporting people exploiting their family for financial gain.
 @Marianne S  see now you’ve changed your tune when I ask if you’re calling the royal family lairs. You went from they absolutely don’t exist, to there’s a possibility…lol tsk tsk. And in 
regards to Meghan and her baby bump…I’m not sure what you want me to tell you lol. The pictures that claim that Meghan’s bump “deflates” are obviously fake so lol…and I am not a 
mother nor have I ever been pregnant so I’m not sure how hard it is to squat in heels…I’m not even sure why her faking a pregnancy matters to any of you…as you say she’s a 45 year old 
woman..who’s to say she didn’t miscarry and didn’t want to announce it and went through with a surrogate. Again, why does it matter to you lol. Now what if she does come out as say she 
faked a pregnancy but the baby is still biologically hers…do you win a prize or something?
 @truthfinder98  1) no I am not calling them liars, I have been totally consistent throughout. If they’re hired, they exist! They just are not born of her 2) it is IMPOSSIBLE to squat like that 3) 
what a silly statement, so in your book it’s ok that she’s lied twice about birthing children  ? Lied to the public? Expected titles for them?
 @truthfinder98  ‘what does it matter’ is such a non-argument. Of course it matters! She’s a liar! If she was just a private person no one would care but of COURSE it matters! She should 
be sued!
 @truthfinder98  how are the pics ‘obviously fake’? There are dozens plus videos. Give your evidence that they’re fake?
 @Marianne S  if I recall correctly Meghan told the world she suffered a miscarriage…and you know what happened? They called her a lair.
 @Marianne S  let me get this correct…everything that Meghan and harry shares are fake and doctored…but everything royalist post about them are real photos and videos?
 @truthfinder98  because she IS a liar. She is a PROVEN LIAR! There were around 15 claims in the OW interview that were totally disproven
 @truthfinder98  royalist post? These are photos from hundreds of independent sources as well as videos. Even photos Meghan herself has shared prove it.

 @truthfinder98  in the OW interview, Markle appeared to be carrying a child in her ribcage. That was the most Markle-curated output of all time and yet it was still clear she wasn’t pre g?
 @Marianne S  all of those 15 claims have been debunked but okay
 @truthfinder98  yes they have been debunked, to show Meghan lied!
 @truthfinder98  explain the debunking? The ‘secret wedding’? The passport removed? The not being allowed to leave the palace? Not knowing anything about Harry before she met him? 
Not knowing anything about the royal family? She lied on all counts
 @truthfinder98  and what are the 15 claims if you can so confidently say they were debunked?

 @On Life and Love  so you're saying you don't believe peo0le about sexual or racist absue unless they video it?? And definitely n9t the case you need proof, read some cases mate
Well they give us enough laughs. They are so desperate, they believe their own lies
🤣🤣🤣🤣
🤣🤣
😄😄
in her dreams common Meghan is the next Diana
HAHAHHAHHAHA it's hilarious that they both don't realize that that boat is sailed
🤣🤣
She is definitely nothing compared to Diane 😡😡😡😡
It's a big jocke 🤣



Diana 2.0 was her lifelong dream, according to her childhood friends
That mentally twisted twit will never let his poor mother rest in peace! They just need to haul him off in a straight jacket to his own padded room!! 🙄
😂😂😂
Love the part where his whole family was like..Hmmm. Not sure about that, son.
... and realized Diana would have hated her!
Exactly 😂😂 I think she would dream but who can compare Dayana with Meghan
Are we talking about Diana Dors ?
Haven't bought a tabloid since 1988. Didn't worry, or comment on Meghan until the Oprah interview because I recognised the lies. Now, I know my character, I am not, nor have I ever 
been a racist. I hate racists, but I also hate race hustlers, and that's what Meghan is.
Their families sold them out first. Don’t forget that. You are a deranged though, can’t relate.
I agree with you
I love the part where shallow ppl think they are smart enough to judge the life of others based on what they read and hear in the media. Ur comment is so childish.
I love the part, where they show the people of South Africa dancing in the streets. Such an inspiration! i have one tear in my left eye!
You know, Harry.. If you knew all this, as you say, you could have just had a private wedding and not use the taxpayers money. That would have shut the door on the cameras and put you 
in a position to say 'I owe you people nothing'. I guess marrying a famewhore didn't help though. Now you want to speak again, tell us your truth, again. Especially when all we heard was 
your side of the story all along and 'your truths' as Buckingham Palace have said nothing so far. Also, your side of the story were all lies so excuse us if you and your grifting wife have lost all 
respect and no one believes you anymore.
One of the most disliked Netflix trailers: 6.2K dislikes at this moment.
Harry talking about how the "women" in the RF suffer, yet he lets Meghan do an Oprah interview in front of a global audience to trash Kate. They are hypocrites to the core.
Oh I love the part how she cries racism, hounding of the media from all sides, the royal family hates me, the institution is old fashioned but you better still do what I say and call me a 
Duchess of Sussex. haha....Oh Meghan you live in a fantasy world and this was just a social climb to your wannabe stardom.
I loved the part where everyone who initially signed a NDA (in Canada, USA, UK, Africa, etc) about Yacht Girl and PH were all allowed to share their truths..
It was incredibly riveting for us 'commoners' to see how majestic the Harkles truly are! This brought a tear to my left eye.
Using footage of Kate being harassed but carefully not showing her fully so it can be construed that it’s Meggy, perhaps? And of course hiding behind Diana’s corpse as usual. And Bouzys 
hateful ass? Yeah they’re done.
Petty of you to release on the 15th where it clashes with Catherine's Christmas Carol 😒
Con artists
nobody gives a damn
I love the part where hero Harry took all the grief burden from William so he did not suffer, so brotherly. Such love.
I love the part where Meghan has publicly ridiculed her own family in the media, and has now done the same to a second family. A tear just left my eye 😢
I especially loved the part where the youtube comment section full of royalists lost their shit because their narrative is being challenged.
I love the part,  where the palace staff created a 'Sussex survivors' Whatsapp group after MM bullying them ....
Elites
This family could be ended forever as the Kennedys. Nobody needs monarchy and royals.
I love the part where they use the footage of Diana and PC getting hounded by the paparazzi, to highlight how Meghan’s plight was even worse than theirs! Because for meg, it never 
happened. One year, left eye go! 😢
I'm so confused w this comment section



Despite the discovering of doctored images in the first preview (Harry Potter Premiere and not cameras on them) s well as a picture of Harry pre M withChelsea chopped off and M sitting 
next to Andrew with him cropped off) they've persisted and done it again.....photos aiming to look like media harassing M but they're oldnomages of Diana and Catherine being hounded! I 
hope they all get sued. It's all lies and smoke and mirrors.
I love the part where Meghan kept it simple and private and made sure professional cameras were taping every time she cried
It is the circle of life 🎶🦁I was there actually we were so happy meghan married into the royals all Africans from everywhere gathered in south Africa and we danced to every lion king 
song it was so touching we all cried from out left eyes 😢
That was the best part.  South Africans dancing in the streets.  Then they tried to burn down the nursery.  They boggle the mind of sane people.
I accidentally rubbed the Markle- approved menthol gel under the wrong eye and can't stop my right eye from tearing up.
She’s more popular than the great Nelson Mandela. That brings a tear to my left eye
Ok, you lost me on this one. I'm guessing that you're being sarcastic and meaning the opposite, because if you sign an NDA you can get sued if you talk about what happened.  Sorry, 
sometimes I'm bad at picking up on sarcasm!😚
her family is ridiculous. A father who sells his daughter for a few dollars, a half-sister who abuses her own child and an alcoholic brother who threatens his girlfriend with a gun. great 
people. by the way, they made themselves public
 @Denise 123  she is by far the most ridiculous Markle.
Denise, bugger off, this is not the theme of the discussion.
Her 18 months family.  Amazing that we had never heard of her till Harry.  Just amazing!
 @P  you are by far the most ridiculous
 @Missy Donald  Your talent for meaningful discourse really is up there with the ancient Greeks.
 @Nan  do you mean to say that you know everyone in the world? and where exactly is your problem? she was an actress, she worked and earned money.
did you know Catherine before Willam?
 @P  no, to be honest, i find her sister more ridiculous. Anyone who beats up their own child and engages in psychoterror should perhaps not express themselves publicly.
But the good thing is that I don't give a shit about your opinion. and you are free to do exactly the same.
 @Anne Dench  Who's Denise??
Right... 🤣🤣 Even Chelsy had her time, meghan wishes she was hounded like Chelsy, PC or Diana
Welcome to the party it is called sarcasm! One tear, left eye, go.
 @Jasmine Greenslade  🥲
 @Jasmine Greenslade  thank you for the clarification tho lol
You mean, you don't have a personal photographer living in your house, ready to take candid shots of you whenever you look sad? 😂
 @JCC R  am I missing something?! Everyone else has?! I’m crying… one tear, left eye…
Shes trash
Make sure that Hermés blanket is in the frame!
 @gogo.horrorshow  always! Our main sponsor
exactly!
What they are doing is disgusting.🤢🤮
 @gogo.horrorshow  🤣😂😅

 @Анастасия Денищук  At Soho House Toronto Meghan bragged that she can cry on demand. All the director says is "Meghan, 1 tear left eye go" and she says, "give me 5 seconds."



Why can’t they just let go and move on. They’ve been out of the royal family for years now, given countless interviews, written books, speeches about their woes from years ago. Just 
MOVE ON
 @Miss Winnie  I know 😂😂😂 my fav video of her 😂😂😂 classic Me-again
 @lee foster  to be fair to them. And I’ll never be fair to them again, but they got paid way back and even if they wanted to get over it by now they had to deliver what they got paid for 
😂😂
Cmon we all love being photographed when we are sad and crying right?? 😂
She's a total 🤡
 @nyannyan  a true artist knows that one must be photographed only with one tear in left eye…
 @Анастасия Денищук  Yes! I keep my personal photographer in my linen closet along with a STACK of Hermés blankets at the ready. One has to be prepared. 🙂
 @nyannyan  only when the lighting is right. And I’m filmed from my best side
 @Karen D  Boy Scouts and Meghan life motto. You never know!
What a load of trash! This whole thing is about MONEY. Nothing else. Netflix are idiots for allowing these two to spread lies and misinformation. I hope that the RF sue them to Sunday and 
back. Total tosh.
Cry me a river 😫
this trailer screams "we are mad because we didn't get our way. Feel sorry for us."
I loved the part where everyone said the loved the part
Just exactly how can he compare his crazy wife to his mother? They aren't in the same stratosphere!
Where are they from?
Harry and Meghan have the right to tell their story. 

I cannot believe the stupid people in this comments section. You really want to side with an institution that befriended Jimmy Saville because you hate Meghan so much. We see you for 
what you are.
The comments are indicative of how she is being made to look out in the media.
LIARS LIARS LIARS
"Only we know the truth". Oh yes Harry, we all heard your 'truth' in the Oprah interview. Sorry, how many provable lies were told in that interview? Was it about 15?
I love the part where they say, "then everything changed." As though they were kicked out of the Royal Family and didn't just quit because Meghan wanted to be a wealthy celebrity 
attending gala dinners in Hollywood. Instead of a royal duchess opening community centres in Hull.
I love how everyone in the comments is pretending this isn’t a race issue. It really was, and everyone is bashing them for wanting to speak their truth. The thing is ITS THEIR TRUTH. 
Everyone is pretending like everything in the monarch was peaches when there was shit going on BTS. The thing is here family wanted his family to stand by him and for him they didn’t do 
enough or at all. They put the crown before blood
There’s a lot of crying for two people having a great life in USA
I love the part where Meghan was going to meet "harry's grandmother" and was so excited because she "loves grandmothers" and was humiliated when told she needed to curtsy.  Can 
you believe they subjected her to such a degrading act?  Brought a tear to my left eye
This people are sick am tired of them
Dislikes disabled , I wonder why ..
Harry has lost the plot
The footage in the first trailer with Harry putting his hand up to protect himself from paps is actually a cropped photo of him and Chelsea Daves haha! There just isn’t the footage it’s going 
to bomb!



Part 11 is due to be shown on 15 December, the same day as the Princess of Wales carol service.  Arry’s wife’s pettiness and nastiness knows no boundaries.
I love the part when meg thought she was a rockstar untill she was not. I cried one tear left eye.
A+  🖤  💙
You mean, sell their story
ITS NOT ABOUT RACE. It’s about THEIR manipulations and lies. DID YOU NOTICE HARRY IS WHITE?! 😆 and she…by her own admission, is more white than black anyway so that’s just an 
invalid point.
How do you know it's a race issue ? Did she provide any solid irrefutable tangible evidence and/or proof ? Stop trying to defend this woman 😂 you're making yourself look dumb
she actually doesn't have to curtsy.  It's a choice.
They are sickening shame on them 
Tell about all their lies and shut them up
I love the part where they have no talent, so have to make money off of hate. Truly inspiring, very humanitarian, the finest feminist. One tear, left eye, go.
I love the part when Harry states "No-one knows the truth".
They don't even know what "TRUTH"  means 🤣😂
I love the part where Rachel wipes her tears tenderly from her eyes which goes to show that she can cry and wipe off her own tears … strong independent woman you have there.
Lol people who are jumping the gun sound so ignorant and stupid and they’re mostly Ausies and Brits! Watch the whole thing before you exhibit ignorance on here🙄
I loved the part when Harry juggled his balls for 72 hours in front of Buckingham Palace in protest against systemic racism while the wife sold VHS tapes of Suits bloopers to the massive 
audience. Such avant-garde activism! Brought an ArchTear™ to my left eye.
Has he got an American twang now?
There truth not the media or the social men and woman in gray suits.
OMG people, I can't stop reading these comments and now am late for work!
I love the fact I don’t need to watch it on Netflix, as the trailers have already shown everything.
Daaaannnnggggg!!!! Go Harry! Go Harry…tear down that racist colonial “power.” Diana would be proud. A revolutionary. Protect this man. Y’all know how y’all do y’all own white people 
who stand up for white supremacy and the hierarchy, look at the comments 🤡 😂 💫 god bless! And Meghan too 💕
it´s really hard to carry all the money ALOOONEEE!!! :(
Loved the part where use Harry Potter and Chelsea to cement the link into the awful British public.  So touching for a Brit. Tear, left eye. You know the drill
I love the part when they gratefully  acknowledge the hundreds of thousands of British people who took to the streets of Windsor to celebrate their wedding - with millions more hanging 
bunting, throwing parties and celebrating at home - delighted to see Prince Harry settle down with his great love. That all those people changed their mind about Meghan had sweet FA to 
do with race and everything to do with her turning out to be an absolute weapon. I can’t wait to learn the lesson Prince Harry says we need. It will bring a grateful tear to my eye. The left 
one.
FIRST FIB. The picture of the crowd of photographers was taken on 7th July 2011 at the London premiere of "Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows Part 2". The photographers were 
snapping pictures of the cast. NO ROYALS WERE PRESENT. It was FIVE years before Harry and Meghan met.
Loathe the Diana comparison so much..Meghan isnt even toe nail of the real people's princess ..and Diana was a true victim of the institution and the one chased to death by the 
paps..unlike some flaky people, whose recollections keep varying! But this is not only about attention seeking and overtly ambitious Meghan, this is also about Prince Harry, who has 
decided to be a sell out..there was a time when William, Harry and Kate were just such a fun trio and incredibly close..ohh how the times have changed!
I love the part where Meghan required medical attention, so she went to the HR department for palace staff instead of her doctor, then accused the family of not supporting her.  Brought 
a massive tear to my left eye
Netflix will definitely get there money back with this ..RF need to release a statement and fight back ..that's all I'm saying ..will definitely be watching 👀🍿



I love the part where she quits her job for being objectified and then prefers to take a job where she gives a guy 🙊in the car!!!!  so inspiring and brave! Brings tear to my left eye!!! 😢
I love the comment section.
exactly.
None of the Royal Family have talent 😂 Meghan at least had a paying job, Kate never did!
meghan was an actress?
You talking about William and Kate?  Meghan has more education and more accomplished than all of them.
Not a very good one

seriously...no talent ...I guess William and Kate are so talented in your eyes....And I pressume you are a very talented person that is the best humanitarian in the area. The bitchy comments 
are out in full ...I recall before their interview with Oprah, all those commenters that knew already everything that would be said, so "clever" and acidic. Why not try to keep an open mind 
about them, about what they really have gone through ? Why not wait to see what they say not in some short clips ?  Do you find it so hard to believe that a person that was immerse in 
that world know more than you ?  Comments like yours are just a reflection of bias. OK, you don't like them, its your call. That doesn't make them people without value, just people you 
don't find value in. And if you dislike them so much that you don't want to make the effortg to watch the series, why comment about it before its even released ?
 @Raelene Keegan   watch suits again... What is it with yall always undermining woman
They play hard and fast with their truth, forget about THE truth
They make the "truth" up as they go along
No thanks.
 @angie hemp  You make no sense but carry on.
I love the fact that the comments section is all I need 🤣😂
👏👏👏👏😂 bloody well said for sure 👏👏😂
And that brought tears to both of my eyes
Best comment
Then don’t watch it if you think you’ve seen it all spend that time getting your highlights touched up 🤭
COPE
There's nothing I enjoy more than royalists losing their shit, your anger at a changing world, your tantrum because you aren't getting your own way. ha ha ha
 @Redgrin grumble  did you take a moment to look at what you're typing ? To consider what you're saying 🤣 you say everyone else is losing their minds when it's clearly you who's having 
a mental breakdown

👏👏👏👏👏👏
It's the part where the people danced in the street in South Africa after her wedding, because she is the second coming of Nelson Mandela, for me.

Prince harry never said that Brit’s needed to “learn a lesson”, you’d rather believe the tabloids with an anonymous source than information straight out of Harry’s mouth. And you aren’t 
very smart…Meghan has never said anything negative about the British public as a whole, she has always said it’s the media. Your brain is rotting from all the daily mail you read.
Cope... cry more racist
This. Exactly this. I cried on their wedding day I was so happy for them. And to now be called racist because Meghan and Harry have been revealed to be the attention seeking lazy 
narcissists they are is infuriating.
 @Noe Way  One Sugar tried to convince me that meg's IS the Second Coming!  That's how numb skull they are!💀
I think its Harry that needs to be taught lessons on how to be thankful and grateful



 @June Scoular  🤣🤣🤣
You aren’t a very smart one are you?
Cope... cry more racist
I also love the fact that Harry said he was too ashamed to tell his family, but went on to blame them anyway for not helping Meghan.  I also love the fact that sugars blame William for not 
protecting Meghan, forgetting that it is not his responsibility to protect her since she has a husband whose job it is to protect her.
The 'to my left eye' has me dead. Well played.
🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣 that was a really good part, or the part where she’s drooling all over a burger patty, that’s a great part 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
I love the part where she was listed as "BJ girl" in the credits.
Oh please stop! M&H I thought you wanted privacy!!! You are nothing more than bitter little brats! Fame & Fortune is ALL you care about and your your mother and grandmother would 
be ashamed! No-one wanted to hurt you or your wife! Sit down and STFUP! No one cares about your rich ass problems and you don’t do to family what you have done period! May god 
have mercy on your soul!
Recollections may vary.
All these haters on the comments are the ones who’ll be logging into Netflix at 11:59pm on Dec 7th to watch 😂 this is going straight to #1 thanks to them
Who are all these people with exactly the same sentence: “l love the part where …..”  and then some cruel mean comment is made. I think you are confirming exactly what this film is 
about.  These are planted comments meant to tear down this couple and create more sensation and hate.  Please turn off comments. It’s shocking and horrifying to see this.
I love the part where Hawwy delays the plane that went to Balmoral Palace just before the Queen died, because King Charles lll refused access for Meghan. Because of this, Prince William, 
Prince Andrew and Prince Edward missed the chance to say goodbye to their mother/grandmother, the Queen. What a lovely and carrying family! <3
This is draining....how can two people be  this thick! Please, for the love of God, King Charles needs to strip the titles!
Почему так не верится всем этим слезам и наигранным страданиям?по моему сняв документалку и на весь мир рассказав "правду", наоборот привлечешь еще больше 
внимания к себе негативного..неприятные люди.
seriously, netflix, i'm about ready to cancel my subscription to you.  You don't deserve my money at all.  Left eye, one tear in happiness.
Notice how they had to use Diana and Kate as the paparazzi frenzy…cuz Meghan NEVER endured that????
Loved the part where Meghan had to google the British royal anthem all by herself, without any help from the Queen. Because apparently when you marry a prince, they expect you to 
actually learn the anthem. So independent and inspiring. Brings a tear to my left eye.
What In the Mexican soap opera LMAOOOO
They needed money so they are doing now this.
"the media was mean to Kate too" Okay but were they racist? Were you they using her as a scapegoat to distract from other royal scandals and failures? There's a difference between 
mean and racist.
They paid £100,000,000 for this crap
I loved the part where she does to us exactly what her sister Samantha did to her.
She's the Samantha of the Royal Family. 
I also loved the part where Harry gets triggered by camera clicks but only when he doesn't get paid for said photos.
I love the part where the Netflix producers cancel Pearl. Tear was rolling down my left cheek.
Harry : there is a hierarchy 
I MEAN YEAH? THERE CANT BE 384747 KING IN UK!!!!!!!!

I love the part where she's trying to be like the modern day innocent Princess Diana who was born in a very sheltered life, a royal blood, was a 20yr old virgin when she got married.



I LOVED the part where she hooked a Prince and took him away from everything in the world that he held dear;  his family, the military, this titles, his mates...   Heartfelt and 
compassionate.  I cried.
I love the part where Meghan was able to squat down with her legs together while being heavily pregnant with her forever fluctuating 'bump'. She must be a world champion gymnast. 
Absolutely incredible. 🏆
You are so right, however - I would not bank on it being positive publicity, remember the Tiger King 😂.
All these haters making comments are helping them make their point.  So much hatred here.
Тоже обратила внимание Я эти комментарии уже видела раньше Боты.
:face-blue-smiling:
Why are you here watching the trailer? Go to piers Morgan’s YouTube channel and complain about Meghan.
Cope... cry more racist
That was a really funny part! How dare a country she represents expect her to sing their national anthem! How very racist of that country! 🤣
 @truthfinder98  Take your own advice and go to Markel and the spare flop page and kiss up their arses
 @truthfinder98  🤣
 @truthfinder98  Why it's more fun here. The comments are  hilarious
 @truthfinder98  yeah everyone, go to Piers Morgan and complain to why an actress couldn’t learn six short lines that are sung for the national anthem and ask Piers why Harry could teach 
her it or Google them for her!
 @MJ48.22  go to piers Morgan and complain to him why princess Diana didn’t get Charles name correctly in their wedding vows, why Catherine acts like she can’t speak proper English or 
is afraid to speak in her speeches, or why Prince William is balding so terribly and he isn’t even 50 yet.
 @truthfinder98  William is handsome with or without hair sugar.
Your handle is truthfunder, yet you spew such NONSENSE! Lmbo!!
 @SoCalHobbit  why do you people keep saying sugar? Is that the new buzz word?
 @SoCalHobbit  I just want my questions answered!
I loved the part where Haz didn't sing the national anthem, because he had to go along with that woman's claim that "they changed the lyrics, and nobody told us!!"
Mary of Denmark managed to learn Danish for goodness sake.
 @MJ48.22  six short lines that are to the tune of a song we have here in good old murica
 @Tracey Causer  Sugars don’t seem to be able to see Harry’s bald spot that he attempts to cover up. William is not my cuppa tea but he’s a decent looking bloke who’s not embarrassed by 
his baldness and is comfortable in his own skin.
 @Tracey Causer  yep!
 @truthfinder98 I don’t like piers Morgan and I don’t like Harry and Meghan… the comment section on YouTube is made to express criticism ffs
I wonder how crown Princess Mary of Denmark survived since she from Australia and learned both a new language AND the Danish anthem without the Queen.
 @truthfinder98  with the greatest of respect, this show isn't only for people who liked the Sussex's. I think it's supposed to also try to change people's minds, by showing what it was like. If 
you tell anyone who criticises them to go to that bigots channel then nothing will change.
 @Carrie W  with the greatest respect, most of the people in this comment section are not unbiased people who want to understand Meghan and harry…we have 2 trailers that aren’t even 
5 minutes in length combined and people in the comments have already disliked it and are passing judgement.
Harry is a truffle pig
Dont read my name! 👍



 @truthfinder98  this cause the people who tried genuinely to understand them gave up 600000 lies and twenty-five interviews ago lmfao 

Some people gave these two a million damn chances. They never proved themselves to be anything but unpleasant and utterly vacuous
 @truthfinder98  I don't dislike them. But I don't think I will watch. It gives me exactly the same vibes as Drive to Survive (about F1). On the surface it's a way for new fans to understand 
about F1. In reality much of what is shown is clips edited together in a way that tells a different story to what happened. With quotes being misattributed, rivals created where they don't 
exist and most alarmingly contributing to a far more toxic and tribal fanbase on social media. The first trailer for H&M gave me the same feeling and I watched this one in the hopes it 
would be different. Directing criticism at H&M is unfair. They don't create the trailers, and they don't edit the footage collected. I worry they are about to be as exploited as they have ever 
been by Netflix.

Edited to add. Yes, there appears to be examples in both trailers of images totally unrelated to the RF (e.g. Harry Potter premier). H&M aren't the makers of the show. They can't control 
what images the editors use. Blame Netflix.
One tear, left eye?
HE choosed her..... it was his choice, that what he wanted and its fact that both got chased and hated just because they are how they are and don`t wanna play a role like william and 
kate.... they are the fake ones... you have no clue how much illegal and corruption is going on in this family since ever...meghan and harry may not be the perfect royals but you guys 
forget...there is NEVER and nowhere an perfect royal not even the queen was it. meghan and harry have the right to be how they wanna be and if that means they get kicked out of the 
royal family then they have also the right to fight for ther goods. this family has a lot of bad things going on in the background...and all we see is just fake. meghan and harry did the right 
thing and i hope they never give up fighting against the lies and corruption.
 @Анастасия Денищук  One tear.  Left eye.  (You know me so well.)
 @John_Smith532  classic… the best way of crying imho
Just so she wouldnt have to curtsey to Catherine
I love the part where she took a prince  and him into a frog
I have seen my own mother do it while pregnant. Are you suggesting she wasn't pregnant???
 @Leon Baskersville  Was your mother (a) wearing stiletto heels (b) in an advanced state of pregnancy (c) a woman who has a history of being unable to keep her legs closed at the best of 
times.
I love that scene where Meghan confessed how she & Harry were only 1 plane crash away from the throne... as her left eye weeps.

Harry decided to earn money on Diana’s life and death. He is gonna ruin his mother’s name, reputation and legacy. Harry, it’s very bad idea to put 2 names, Diana and Meg, together
I love the fact that they have no actual footage of the paparazzi hounding Meghan so they have to use footage of the paparazzi hounding Catherine and Diana.
Oh my god why is the comment section so full of absolute garbage, is the royal family paying people to write bad comments?
I dropped Netflix and will NOT re-subscribe until you kick MeeAgain & Hawry to the curb!
Sucks to be them...whaaaaa.
I guess we’ve found where all the boomers hang out and comment 😂😂😂
Loved the part where she goes full Michael Scott on the Monarchy and was the victim of a hate crime everytime she hated something!!!
I am of Brown and Yellow race (Chinese Filipina) married to a pure breed white person (he is from North of England what do you expect). Yet I declare my family did a racist comment 
against me when I was pregnant with my son where they say that they hope and pray he will not take on my brown colour (I was so deep brown when I was a baby🤣🤣🤣) that they 
wish my son would have lighter colour. When my son met husband's side of the family they were gooing and wowwing how beautiful the colour of my son's skin is and still dotting on him 
till now when he is already 21 years old. haiz. life is terrible 😁😁😁😁



Nobody likes traitors and ingrates.  You're multimillionaires with unimaginable privilege, playing the victim card.  Grow up, and go away.  Your mama would be ashamed of you, betraying 
your brother and your family.
Let me have My 🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🥤🥤🥤🥤 .
I liked the fact that Netflix Markled the Markles by producing a Tiger King style series that tells The Truth rather than one of numerous Their Truths aka lies that change every time they 
have something to say.
And BOUZY’S in it!! I just can’t with these goons 😂
Lets the proven liars tell the full truth🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

I love the part where she pushes herself into the polo team of Harry, just to be in the center of attention. She  is such a humble reserved person, a true role model. So modest and shy.
Давно уже ничего так сильно не ждала, как выход этого фильма, очень хочется услышать реальную историю о положении дел внутри семьи из первых уст.
The first trailer was pulled apart for fake pictures, because you couldn’t find any papz going after them. Now this? 😂
The palace planting stories about them, don’t make me laugh! Time to grow up and stop the whinging.
Look at all the BRF bots/stalkers in the comments. Proof in real time.
yall some weirdos. acting like yall dont have strained relationships with your raggedy families. these comments are very insightful
So true!!!!!!!!!🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
When did she say this?
Apparently it's been taped by an ex employee hmmm 🤔
 @catherine ndungu  Before the wedding
Sad that the RF trusted this woman and she turned around and laughed in their face about not signing NDA
 @catherine ndungu  Principals are not required to sign NDAs because there is an assumption that they will act in the interests of the crown.  This is the problem of marrying trash.
🤣🤣🤣
Same as me.
Same as me.
And trying to pry the prize out of the hands of the men who won! One of  my fave videos of her, bless her tiny shriveled heart :D
I know. Poor thing. All she wants is a little privacy.
Shying away when entering a room full of people
If you want the real story you're looking in the wrong place, these two couldn't tell the truth if there life depended on it.
Да-да-да! Это на самом деле такой большой шаг для них. И для нас в качестве понимания этой закулисной игры дворов
Наконец-то у людей появилось право рассказать свою историю. До сих пор не понимаю тех, кто отказывает им в праве себя защищать. По мнению хейтеров, видимо, есть только 
одно право - нападать и терпеть.
Stick with us, the real story is in the comments not Netflix.
 @Арина Панчурова  очень жаль, что многие поддаются дворцовой пропаганде и закрывают глаза на очевидное. БКС не знает, что такое нравственность. Я рада, что Гарри начал 
позитивные изменения в их семье.
 @Елена Перова  я вообще не понимаю, за что поплатились Гарри и Меган, с собой в семью они принесли столько света и добра, так усердно работали на семью, за что на них 
вылилось столько отходов во время их жизни во дворце - не понимаю.
 @Елена Перова  Меган двух наследников им родила, любящий дедушка только за это мог бы быть ей благодарен
 @Елена Перова  Хорошо, что мир меняется и Гарри взял на себя смелость быть первым из КС, кто выступил открыто  против травли в сми. У него же ещё дело открыто в суде  
против таблоидов за бесчисленное количество нарушений частной жизни и вообще принципов журналистики



 @Арина Панчурова  Гарри начал менять мир с себя, избавляться от пороков всегда очень болезненно, вот во дворце сейчас и пляшут как ужи на сковороде, пока еще не 
понимают, что эта ситуация им во благо
 @Арина Панчурова  я надеюсь, они создадут прецедент. Снобизм, высокомерие и архаичность монархии не знает границ
 @Веселый смычки  Да, Гарри прошёл приличный  путь в этом отношении.
 @Lee Boorman  And who can tell the truth?  Insiders or unnamed sources?
Насколько я знаю, Гарри проводит личное расследование гибели Дианы. Возможно, что-то будет затронуто и в этом фильме.
 @Елена Перова  архаичность, это точно, удивительно, как долго они продержались😅
Приятно наконец увидеть комментарии здравомыслящих людей., а то одни боты. Я тоже жду с нетерпением выхода фильма. Меган и Гарри такие искренние, готовы поделиться 
своей историей жизни, а их воспринимают, как опасность для Королевской семьи. . Значит есть  Королевской семье  чего бояться.
 @Лана Викторова   я в восторге от самого трейлера! Меган такая милая в свитере с пучком, как ей повезло с мужем, чувствует себя в надежных руках, у нас, наверное, половина 
женщин в стране не знает, что такое мужская забота и любовь
 @КультКота🐱   было бы интересно узнать его результаты.
 @Веселый смычки  он не побоялся продолжить то что начал озвучивать Диана. Ее интервью откровенное Панораме стало прецедентом, который так долго боялись построить. 
Гарри мамин сын! Она бы годилась!
Поражает количество ботов, королевской семье деньги совсем некуда девать, целая атака. Ну надо же. Стараются ребята
 @Юлия Павлова  главное, чтобы он смог довести начатое дело до конца, если честно, мне немного тревожно за его семью. Разве должно быть так, что за правду можно 
пострадать?
 @Елена Перова  Прецедент точно будет. Только представьте какой след оставит этот фильм в истории британской монархии.
Читаю комментарии и пребываю в шоке, не думала, что у КС столько почитателей ол оува зэ ворлд😂
за то, что не такие,как остальные члены Королевской семьи. и за то, что не хотели жить только  по правилам , в которых прописаны   только с интересы фирмы, А еще, потому 
что  они слишком выделялись из скучной массы Двора.
 @Елена Перова  прикол, что все комменты с одной фразы начинаются, что творится сейчас во дворце???😮
 @КультКота🐱   Расистскую фрейлину в отставке поставили во главе ботов наверное 😀
 @Лана Викторова   странно, что фирма еще не пересмотрела свод правил, разве они не устарели? В чем смысл правила «не затмевать высшего по иерархии»? Меган была 
полна энтузиазма, она могла столько пользы принести фирме даже на вторых ролях, просто не нужно было поливать ее грязью и вытирать об нее ноги, просто уважительно 
отношение и все, конфликта бы не было
 @Арина Панчурова  you obviously didn't watch the Oprah interview 😅
Я тоже очень очень жду фильм про них. Хочется, чтоб они наконец то сами обо всём рассказали. 
Они потрясающая пара!
Я скучаю по их выходам в свет.
 @Арина Панчурова  meghan and Harry proved they can't tell the truth after there disastrous Oprah interview 😅
 @КультКота🐱   сама не могу понять . Ведь у них был такой шанс И народ Британии воодушевился с приходом Меган в семью.Глупо  было не воспользоваться такой 
возможностью
 @Ксения Креницкая  и пусть будет! Надо уже немного встряхнуть монархию.
 @Елена Перова  действительно очень много ботов с глупыми комментариями, прям под копирку все.

Это точно! Многие ждут фильм, многие боятся его, мало кому он безразличен. Поддерживаю Меган и Гарри полностью в их желании рассказать их историю. Молодцы)
 @Лана Викторова   побоялись, что затмят зеленую зеленеющую зелень?🤭Но тут они правы, их сложно не затмить



 @Marina Plette  может быть будут новые фотографии детей, или даже отрывки видео с ними, было бы здорово!
 @Елена Перова  объясните, пожалуйста, в чем смысл наплыва ботов? Из-за них что, рейтинг фильма падает или самого Нетфликса? Зачем они это делают? Как работает этот 
механизм?
These idiots wouldn’t have any attention if it weren’t for the royal family. All the pomp and circumstance wouldn’t exist and no one would know who they are. They will regret this.
I love the way Megan has camera there everytime she cries. Cry wolf!
I love the part where their previous trailer got so much pushback for being fake (using stills from a 2011 movie premiere, photos of Harry with his previous girlfriend, etc) that they felt 
compelled to release a new one.
Most people aren't going to watch two rich poor me, I'm a victim documentary. 🤡
They are so pathetic!!!!!!)))))
Their tales of racism within the family are as credible as the claims that they were secretly married 3 days before their wedding. When even the Archbishop of Canterbury is forced to call 
out your lies something is wrong!
But where's the footage of them being hounded?! They have footage of Diana, Catherine even bloody Harry Potter!
Netflix you need to sort out your bots as they are all starting the comments with  ' love the part ' as people will notice it is fake very quickly as a side note to the campaign 
manager/moderator. I think Netflix has actually struck a very good business deal whether you like these two or not as those who like or dislike them will watch whether to critique or for 
sensationalized entertainment.
I thought they took issue with being in the public eye? Ever since they "left" the the Royal Family, it seems they do everything they can to have attention. It seems to me, that they it wasn't 
so much the attention they took issue with, but that they wanted control, which as being part of the Firm, they could only do so much...there are rules you have to follow, understandably. 
Can't have your cake and eat it too...I think Harry may realize what's happened when it's too late. I'm a Yankee, but I respect the class and respect that Will&Kate exude in carrying out 
their duties. They have no airs about them.
I love the part where the comments provide more entertainment than Harry and Meghan ever could
Two liars.
Ohhhhh I can't wait to WATCH!!!! Love them or hate them, YOU KNOW you will be watching ooooff 🔥
l love the part how she applied the expert smoky eye, a la Diana and a sweet nod to the Oprah interview..tugged at my heartstring and drew a tear from my left eye...
i care more about the lint on my taint than these dummies lives.
You can actually see his balls being removed. Move to another country. Marry one of the most famous people in the country. Declare the country racist.
I really hope they show the banana’s! This really helps me to see how philanthropic Meg is
I love the part where trailer contains only footage of Catherine and Diana being chased by papz because Megan never was!
What happened to the original trailer?
It's been confirmed by paparazzi that
Meghan contacts them to stage photographs. No one cares about this couple. They cant sell magazine covers or papers.
I'm here for the 39,000 racist bots that have left snarky comments on trailer 1. Programming these days has come a long way eh?
True that!!
You're hilarious! Or, maybe people just think your precious Marriott Meg is a horrible, hypocritical human being. Wait, did you not stop to consider that? 🤣🤣🤣

Do you actually know what a bot is, or are you just using that term to describe people that disagree with you?
Same here.. already had some great laughs
😂😂
I'm not a fan of them, but I agree. This trainwreck is just too good to look away.



Not me, I won't give them the ratings. It will be dreadful and all the juicy bits will be reported on in the press anyway
I'm not going to watch it. I will however watch YouTubers covering the highlights of it lol
I love the part when Harry teaches the Brits a lesson by being a little bish manchild puppet.
Love the part when the Sussex Squad is claiming that Harry and Meghan are not competing with William and Catherine and then proceed to release the first trailer of their series when the 
Waleses are touring Boston for the Earthshot Prize and the second volume of this docu-series on the 15th of December when the Christmas Pageant organized by Catherine is set to be 
aired. Left eye, one tear rolling down.
The bots are have arrived to the comment section  🙄

How is it possible that all their private moments were photographed or filmed? Cameras in cars, toilets, bedroom? And that is infamous Bouzy from Bot Sentinel, being sued for his lies ;)
It can be difficult for some. Look at the venom aimed at the now Queen Consort. Remarks on BBC comedy shows about her looks and all other sort of things that should not be open to 
such vitriolic comment. She stayed dignified and is now well accepted in her role IMHO. When Meghan came along none of my friends had anything negative to say nor the press. Seemed 
to be welcomed in, a breath of fresh air perhaps. Now we find that the people of South Africa  ranked the event up there with the release of Nelson Mandela and they carried hidden 
cameras into Buckingham Palace. I cannot have empathy with their “truth” and will not watch this program.
Harry kiddo is saying the same things for 5 years now 😂😂😂
I love the part where Meghan automatically assumed she would become the most important person in the Royal family after the wedding. When that didn't happen, she threw a temper 
tantrum, and continues it to this day. What an example of beauty and grace!!! I should only hope to become so stunning as she!
Did you scrub the footage of the Harry Potter premier pap shot? I can't wait to see if Netflix loses the ability to broadcast in the U.K..
I love the part where Harry says 'No one knows the full truth. We know the full truth.' I'm sure that was bang on. It's not like the Oprah interview wasn't riddled with inaccuracies and it's 
not like the Queen ever released a statement saying 'recollections may vary'. Looking forward to this accuracy-guaranteed doco series by this humble, heroic pair.
Harry is a traitor and liar his toxic wife is beyond disgusting a liar bully fraud thief and race baiter keep yr trashy reality show
How did this Guy fight in Afghanistan and then turn into a kitty cat ? I won't be watching this pathetic, large money grab.
I love the part where Harry and Meghan pretend that everything that happened to Diana actually happened to them so they could sell more stories to the press they claim to hate
MEGALODON 😂😂😂
Netflix you are flogging a dead horse, oops I mean 2 dead horses! Why don't you do a doc about everyone leaving comments, you know real human beings, you can't ignore the fact that 
we all think this is a joke!
YESSSSSSSSSS SPILL the whole truth. I'm so freakin' glad they are going to tell us a bit about the TABLOID media hate train! GOOD! Sick of them!
I love the part where Harry’s peen ruined everything.
Here's the thing Meggett - WE DON'T CARE
So ridiculous 😂😂
They actually tried really hard to make us believe that the press have that much interest in their pic..using all Diana and Catherine footage lol..anyone can make a good sequence to make it 
dramatic..we all know how desperate TW tried so much to break their relationship rumors to the public in the first place..they have nothing to sell other than the RF name didn't they? I 
thought Harry said there's no need to know what happened behind the scene?(2016)
The fact they quoted Piers 😂😂
What makes you so sure it's Bots? Maybe people are just sick of listening to a pair of extremely wealthy, privileged, professional victims keep going on about how tough their lives are? I 
know I am!
 @Just_Me  so why are you watching if you are tired of them. Get a life
Here for the comments, the only entertaining and truthful bits of their story
Because the comments are so thoroughly entertaining! Certainly more entertaining than their moan fest.



Harry was most popular royal until Meghan. So she thought she would be most popular too . I also  think she thought this meant he could be king instead of william
Meg's is ageing, closer to 50 not 40.
She is are you not on this trailer to see them?😂
 @MommyOf3  yo what is wrong with them?!! Lol we don’t be seeing Kate or William on this wave?! These 2 are literally on Netflix but…they’re not the most popular ones!? 😂😂😂 
they are delusional haters it’s really sad.
It brought a tear to my left eye
 @The Revolutionary Fairy Tarot  there is a difference between being popular for people calling out your lies, vs being an important member of the Royal family. Meghan is not an 
important person in the Royal family. 
She and Harry continue to be talked about because they keep getting caught in more and more lies. People tend not to like liars
🤣
Lol Harkls bought bots to write praise for them I can't
The media is reporting Meghan leaked stories against Netflix months ago.  Interesting they’re accusing others of leaking stories against them in this trailer.
😂 it's nothing like diana.
I love the parthe when Harry demand to wear uniform while behind the back spitting on his family, monarchy and the country. Traitor!!!!
Can’t wait for the cross-checkers to be out in full force after next month’s release of the Spare. This will be problematic for the couple, as sources say that there are many (and I mean 
many) contradictions between the Netflix series and the book.  There will be no way back for Harry after this.
Stop using Diana, she lived her life the way she wanted, she used the press and the press used her!!! There are always 2 sides, you cant just believe it goes just one way... You both do the 
same as Diana, it is the only thing that you have in common with her (in rest meghan isnt in Diana's league, isnt comparable), you want to be duke and dutchess, a part of the royal family, 
but on the other hand you point the finger at them as if your not part of same thing, you want RIGHTS and TITLES, but not the work that comes with it... You want public attention, but only 
when you want and need it (payed interviews/documentaries/podcasts), and in rest you want PRIVACY... it isnt working that way... You wanted your privacy, stay private, but no you want 
MONEYYYY, so go sell your souls but admit it, dont play virgin mary coz we arent blind anymore...
Oh shit, I’m having my teeth pulled out that day so will miss it. As we are in recession now can we have the £33 million they had off us racist brits please for their wedding!
I love how all of the haters are coming here, giving this clip so much engagement, thinking that they are so clever, when they know they are going to watch it, tweet about it, etc.  Netflix 
thanks you!
First trailer was so bad they had to make another one 😅😮😅
Meghan and Harry killed the Queen and Prince Philip.

We get a pregnant Meghan going through hell and the amazing cbouzy with all of the receipts? Oh yeah we won. I would honestly LOVE to know how the people that claim to hate Harry 
for marrying a black women and hate Meghan for having the audacity to be black and amazing are always the first people under EVERYTHING they do! Bunny your dislikes are engagement 
with the video and pushes it out you Morons. ANYWAY great to know Harry and Meghan will have all of this engagement on their Netflix docuseries which again is just good for them 😂.
The fact they are saying it’s about race while proving at the same time that Diana and Kate were harassed even more. Their version of the story is always so confused 😂
This clip is going to be recieved just about as bad as the trailer. Oh FYI Iove the part where you have to use clips of Catherine Princess of Wales being hounded by the press on her own for 
years to make it seem like it's all about Meghan's poor picked on self. So so dishonest on Netflix, Meghan and especially Harry's part. Meghan has been the one to seek out the media for 
attention I'm mean heck look at backgrid photos, Oprah, her mouth piece Scoobie, Spotify, and Netflix.  Meghan hardly did any royal duties and she's acting like it was the end of the world 
doing so without being paid. When the rest of the Royal Family have with dignity served the UK for a very long time. This is such a disqusting display by Netflix, Meghan, and Harry to 
tarnish Diana, the royal family, and the UK.
Oh 💩
What a load of shite.



So.... Harry is "famous" because his great grandparents was dictators of England and now his entire family lives of that wealth? 
Scandinavian and England etc needs to get rid of the Royal Families (they literally do nothing but take the countries wealth for their own benefits) 
We have got to realise that our countries is a political democracy now and has been so for many decades.
Last things to do for 2022:
Unsubscribe to Netflix
Buy an Android
My inner circle, that is not a small circle,  are all planning on doing this.......
Do not underestimate the power of the masses!
I love the part where they cried, I’ll shed a single tear for the fact they’ve only got a couple hundred million pounds to cope with now and have to wipe their own backsides.
The sob story of two of the most pampered people that have ever existed. Weh.
Meghan was never becoming a royal rockstar wtffff she was a working royal for 72 freaking days! The reason everything changed for you MEGHAN is you mispresented yourself to the 
British Royal Family and the public. You sold yourself as a humanitarian, an activist, someone keen to live a life of service, and someone full of compassion and authenticity. YOU LIED AND 
WE FOUND OUT. That is why we don't like you. We don't have to like you either, no one owes you anything. Matter of fact YOU owe everyone around you. Mainly your own poor father 
you horrible woman. 
Netflix you're rubber ducked with these 2. None of us can stand them and this "show" isn't going to change that. No one is believing any "truth" these 2 tell, they're 2 proven liars. 2 
narcissistic and entitled brats! Seriously the Palace leaked stories on you and set you up? 😂😂😂 oh the irony. Tf is this mess? Legit couldn't make it up, these 2 need pysc evals not 
another bloody chance to gurn at us all!
Can't watch Netflix when you've cancelled it 🤣
 @L Shore  riiiiiight
spot on
Remember when Markle as an actress said « I can cry whenever I want, like tell me Meghan two tears, left eye, Go ». We truly believe you Meg 😂😂😂
Disgusting duo, nobody cares for them i won't be watching
I love the part where she gets fact checked on just about everything she says and proven to be a spewer of mistruths
Goddammit I do not care
Can't wait to watch Harry and Meghan documentary. Time people get the real evil, toxic and dangerous  rotten trash British media. Vengeance is the Lord's.
I love the part when they want to air this show when your beloved Queen was still alive. Harry wanted to be a King, becouse he can't he want to take monarchy down,out of jealousy. This 
is how much he hates his own brother.  Princess Diana wouldn't stand for this.
I love the part when these two liars and whiners look behind in their car back window and said “Look they’re following us” and there’s like two random cars. 😂
Oh Netflix, what have you done?
I just love the part when Harry and Meghan were so concerned about their security, suing the Metro Police and there's Meghan rolling down her windows during the Platinum Jubilee. 
There's Meghan taking selfies with "fans". Made my left eye tear.
When you keep using the word "truth" over and over again... you are probably not telling the truth.
Meghan Markle is the Rebekah Vardy of this story.
I like the bit where the narc liars cry on que in front of the netflix camera crew and producers. Beautiful.
🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮
Quite sick of these grifters!!
I love the end amd then the liars get dropped by Netflix
I thought it was about Harry and Meghan. They again include Princess Diana and Princess Catherine .



I love the part where Harry and Meghan show the love and appreciation to their families and the people of Great Britian for the $40.7 million dollar wedding that was given them. It's just 
too bad that the one and only family member from Meghan's side to make it was her mother. Thankfully, George Clooney, his wife and Oprah were there!
Temple for every comment "I love the part....."
If you're this desperate to be famous and  beloved, you'd have to be first honorable, selfless, interesting, likeable and have actually something meaningful to say.
I thought at least Harry was aware of that by his upbringing
Exploiting memory of Princess Diana! How low of you, Harry
They are an AMAZING couple! ❤❤❤
🥲😂
Hahahah
You can't stop a famewhore.
Yeah showing what the paparazzi do to the women in the royal family
 @T Nation  You're not getting what Delli1931 means. Yes Catherine, Camilla and Diana copped a lot at the beginning. They don't do it now... but its supposed to be all about Harry and 
Meghan.
Serena williams was there.
I often wondered why just her mother came. I wonder if she was the only one who was allowed to come 🤔
So because they had a public/state wedding they have to be okay with Meghan being attacked in the media before she even started doing interviews?
Meghan wanted a small wedding but was refused. They threw that wedding because of Harry and his role as prince and a public figure. Please do not blame the American for the shameless 
ways the Royal Family has always spent UK taxpayer money, before they even knew she existed, you sound ridiculous 😂
Cope... cry more racist
You can always count on Hollywood celebrities to show up, until they don't want to be your friend any more. So sad.
 @MsMissy35  because the rotten apple didnt fall far from the rotten tree.
Like lying mother like lying daughter.
Harry got played like a fiddle from day one.
He actually believes his wife loves him she being a narc is not capable of such things shes just playing a role and some still believe the BS from these professional liars, professional victims 
and professional no bodies.
I bet Oprah didn't know who Meghan was until engagement was announced.
 @MsMissy35  she banned the rest of her family to come lol. Red flag really!

 @Bettina H  Are you sure it was Meghan who banned them or the royals 🤔 😳. That just seems so odd to me. I would never want my mom alone like that. She looked uncomfortable 😕
Idris Elba was there, looking rather bemused and what the hell!!
 @Bettina H  it's not a red flag if someone removes themselves from toxic people even if they're family! And her sister, brother and father all showed they were pretty toxic in their 
dealings with the press, trying to make money from their association with her. 100% wouldn't have them at my wedding either
 @A  😆😆😆 SO TRUE!
 @danielaines  Exactly, but what about her mother's family. Where was the black family? Surely there's aunts uncles and cousins.

 @Martina  and MM invited plenty more, but they declined. Reese Witherspoon is on record saying she received an invite, but had no idea why since she'd never met either of them.



MsMissy35, mm cut off her entire family.  None were invited nor spoken to again.  Doria side of the family were deeply hurt as were her father side of the family.  The Queen and Prince 
Charles urged mm to make amends.  She refused.  Trevor, her first husband, and hawwy both said that they were happy that mm will finally have the family that she never had.  Her entire 
family were shocked and taken aback by both mens comments.  She has a large family.  She cut the entire lot out of her life.  Both sides were insulted and hurt.  What is she hiding?  Why 
did she cut everyone out?  The Royal Family tried to help repair the relationships.
Superficial, bad mannered, ungrateful, greedy and spoilt. Apt words for these two middle aged deluded people.
 @Christie Adams  I guess the Obamas declined too, they were surely invited.

  @MsMissy35  of course it was Meghan! Catherine's family are just normal working people, they weren't prevented with their rela ons from a ending her wedding to the future King!
 @MsMissy35 nah she’s got beef with her own family as well. + Charles was sweet enough to walk her down the aisle
 @Dorothy Ramser  Don't forget Meghan mother is black perhaps the royals only wanted a certain number of black ppl there mainly high profile ones.
 @Misha Chakrabarty  Her beef is with the white side not her black family so more of them most likely would've been there if they could imo.
NOBODY WOULD PAY PRINCE WILLIAM'S AND KATE MIDDLETON A PENNY TO TELL THEIR BORING STORY!

 @MsMissy35  The black side of her family says they haven't been in contact since she starred in Suits... It was a 40 million pound wedding. I am sure Charles would have gladly paid 40 000 
pounds for plane tickets just to have her family there... The royal family even had Harry's exes there, they didn't ban her family, Meghan herself banned her own family.
 @danielaines  sure everyone in MM family is toxic except the only person who went to jail her mother Doria.  You are very wise... NOT
🤣👌
 @Adriane Jones  lol they paid all of it back lol and they paid all their taxes back to the cottage yall no nothing seriously
 @danielaines  What about the black side of her family... the Raglands you deliberately avoid that side of her family.
 @MsMissy35  The only one allowed to come?  No.  The royal family would have loved for Meghans black relatives to be there, if only to showcase their lack of racism.  But also because 
they are a large extended English family, and extended family is more important to the English than it is to Americans.  Weddings especially are important family affairs.  I think the royal 
family was puzzled as to why Meghan wanted only one member of hers.  Even Kate had her embarrassing and problematic  Uncle Gary at her wedding.
 @MsMissy35  Are you for real? The Royal Family have black people from the Commonwealth in the Palace all the time. The Prime Minister is brown as are most of the government of 
Britain. What are you basing all this on? Nobody colur codes in Britain, we are multicultural if you haven't noticed.
 @MsMissy35  No, it wasn't the royal family.  Think about it.  If they were half as racist as Meghan claims would they be as publicly obvious about it as that?      When they preside over a 
country growing more diverse by the year, and are Head if State for fifteen of the commonwealth countries as well?  When their continued position depends on the goodwill of all the 
people, not just the white ones?
 @A  nobody knew who she was until the engagement.
 @Adriane Jones  if Serena was a nobody , do you think Meghan would have invited her to her wedding ??
 @danielaines  and in hindsight they were all telling the truth about Rachel Ragland . I have a new appreciation of the Markle clan.
 @MsMissy35  They said they'd been waiting for an invitation that never came.  Meghan didn't even contact them, according to what they said.  Since Harry and Meghan moved to the U.S. 
two uncles on the black side of her family have died, and Meghan didn't even offer condolences.
 @Alexandra  who paid it all back ??? Hahahahahaha you have to be kidding me right ? I’m starting to think Sussex Squad are not all the way there , if you know what I’m saying .
 @MsMissy35  Well considering Meghan hasn’t been pictured with them, mentioned them, or anything at all since before her marriage to Harry, I’m guessing it was Meghan. She’s been 
out of the Royal Family for years and she still acts like she doesn’t know them, and they actually said that Meghan ghosted them. After all, Meghan’s publicly fallen out with Jessica M, 
Victoria B, Nikki P, both sides of her entire family, both sides of Harry’s family (yes, including his mother’s side), the whole institution of the monarchy, the entire UK, her former employers, 
all her former partners, Disney, Netflix, Spotify, and on and on and on. It was almost certainly Meghan. King Charles proudly and publicly escorted Doria alongside his own wife, Queen 
Camilla, at Meghan’s wedding. The Royal Family obviously didn’t have an issue with her fam.



I just LOOOVE LOVE LOVE how that same couple’s generated over 1 billion with a capital B in tourism dollars to the British economy. See, you’re not the only one with Google. Carry on
 @Fa Ver  OH shit really? 😳 did not know that. Well I stand corrected. Most black ppl felt the royals wouldn't let them come.
 @Crissy Love  Crissy, that number came from Meghan. Not the government. She wouldn’t have access to those figures.
 @Kiki M  And I'm pretty sure it was ugly ass Camilla who questioned their child's skintone. So the racism of those ppl are very apparent. To call that witch a queen I would never.
 @Adriane Jones  Serena should have listened to her mom about Meghan
 @Crissy Love  I'd love to see the evidence for that. It just seems very  unlikely. Noone sells that many souvenir mugs not even Her Late Majesty. 
It's often claimed the Royal Family bring in X amount in revenue, but it's intangibles and also  things like entrance tickets to royal palaces. Do they think noone visits Versaille since the 
French Revolution.😅
Mate you're full of it....he is a member of the royal family, are you expecting this from them all?!?! You all harp about how they spent tax payers money on this, yet when they try to make 
that money to pay it back you all whinge. There's always something with you lot 😒
 @MsMissy35  Hold it right there, there is ZERO evidence of that. Harry completely contradicted Meghan in the Oprah interview and said clearly that whatever comment was made 
happened when they were dating and before they ever married. He also said he would never say what or who, (and he won’t, because it would constitute actual slander). EVERY family 
wonders what the baby will look like, but in this case there was no baby. Or marriage. This is the only remotely racist allegation Harry or Meghan could come up with, and they can’t even 
agree it happened. Also, calling a woman ugly is neither kind nor feminist.
 @Ana Randall  ooh have they said they'll pay the money back for the wedding then?
 @MsMissy35  the RF couldn't be the "family she never had" if her large, loving family were there.
 @Kiki M  Nope there's been photographic evidence of Camilla not wanting to touch a black child's hand and Charles not shaking a BM hand. Don't try to paint these ppl as saints when 
they're not. 🙄 The cats out the bag which we already knew they were racist. And here in the US William and Kate was booed at a NBA game. Most black Americans or Black Brits don't 
give 2 shits about these colonizers. 
Charles was just egged in your beloved country if you're from there.
 @danielaines  and then the entire Royal Family turned out to be toxic too! And the 13 staffers who quit (a pattern that hS continued at Archwell) well they are all just toxic racist haters 
too! Poor Meghan!
 @Alexandra  has it been 13 years? My time has flown since they started their payment plan!
 @MsMissy35  I love the part where Megsy makes money out of her association with the rf but condemns her family for making money out of their association with her.
 @Alexandra  They took their time paying it back and only did so because of a public outcry against their misuse of taxpayers money.
 @MsMissy35  Meghans a racist.

 @Liz Real Girl Beauty  Perhaps but that was the wrong fam to attach herself to. They did a story on her mother and showed the family members and nobody spoke of any animosity with 
Meghan so Idk where yall getting this shit from. They showed a united front which is why even Oprah questioned why they weren't there. I honestly feel the rf wouldn't allow it.
 @Sandy No  OK that sound like a YOU problem. Run with it.
 @A  George Cloony remarked 'Ive never met her I had no idea who she was'
 @Liz Real Girl Beauty  well said
 @MsMissy35  Meghan, wake up!
 @June Scoular  He had no idea who she was either.
 @danielaines  Did they? I think not.
 @MsMissy35  Meghans a racist.
 @Misha Chakrabarty  Classic narcissistic behaviour.



 @Denise   They would pay them to tell their story if “their story” was made up drama and lies. That’s the point. Not going to take the crown, so let’s make up something to ruin it instead!
 @Sandy No  Wait her white family makes money by condemning her. Her black family never said a bad word about her and never tried to capitalize off of her.
 @Denise  They are to dignified to stoop to the Markles level.
 @Crissy Love  Rubbish.
 @Precious DeVere  Who tf you calling Meghan. I'm not no fuckin mutt. Full black baby and I don't try to fit where I'm not welcomed. Most black ppl don't consider her black. I think she's 
white like yall.
 @MsMissy35  The Royal Family are not racist. Meghan is.
 @Precious DeVere   Everybody's racist wtf are you saying. Even your ass is.
 @MsMissy35  Where were you schooled? Your grammer is atrocious.
 @MsMissy35  The Queens English please, cannot understand a word.
 @MsMissy35  they had a freaking Baptist choir. I think they would have allowed them there. They would have taken up the seats the couple needed for celebrities they'd never met 
before. 
Never forget, the late Queen had to approve of this marriage. If she didn't want M and her family around she could have refused to give her consent and he would have had to step down 
or drop M. 
The idea of the RF being horribly racist is based in mass media, not facts. When the TV show Adam Ruins Everything had Queen Victoria say "this cake is as white as all my friends" I was 
annoyed, because it's a joke that an uneducated audience would believe was true. An audience who never heard of Sara Forbes and Abdul Karim, to only name two. And that audience will 
use that as ammo to repeat the idea that the RF is and has always been racist and think it's fact.
 @Lisa netgark  were you there? Jesus Christ lmao

 @Liz Real Girl Beauty  They have always been racist. They tried to save face but the truth is out. Perhaps for the black choir and black cellist she had to forfeit some family members. 
Remember  they probably didn't want too many black ppl there. Only high profile blacks. Stop defending colonizers to a black person. You sound stupid as hell. Please go touch some grass 
and grow tf up. And by all means keep giving that family all your money which you get nothing in return. Your economy is broke bcz of them. Yall really need to let those moochers go.
 @Bettina H  she was embarrassed for people to see them, she us such a racist!
Oh and I can't respect ppl that support pedophilia like your beloved Queen did. This is what you call a "Royal Family " with a known pedophile in it. Lmaooo yall pathetic as hell. Touch some 
grass my dear.
 @MsMissy35  if it HAD been the RF who banned the RF we would have known by now ;)
 @danielaines  sister, brother, father, uncle who got her an Embassy job in South America, cousins who wouldn't have looked good in the family album....
 @Dorothy Ramser  Catherine's weird uncle was even invited--and probably told by his sister (Catherine's mother) to behave himself. He did. Most of Catherine's family's neighbors in their 
Buckinghamshire were invited. William's co-workers in the Search and Rescue were invited. William said that when they were first planning their wedding, the courtiers presented him with 
a list where he and C didn't know half the people on it. When he went to the Queen (as Harry could have or did) she said "it's your day, tear up the list and start again." This article is 
available in The Guardian, hardly a monarchist newspaper. I am sure the Queen gave the same advice to Harry.
 @Sixtyish Voyager  You'd only know what they want you to know. I guess you're in the rf so perhaps you know best 😏
 @Denise  in your dreams



 @Alexandra  they did that because the Queen told them if they didn't she would take it back. And Harry needed a toehold in the UK at the time because he believed he would still be 
called upon as Counsellor of State as long as he had a residence in the UK. The UK gov't has put paid to that--still Counsellor of State but won't be called on to act in Charles' and William's 
absence. Also, and this might be worth looking into but I don't know for sure, it's just my own experience as someone who was resident in both the US and Canada, you have to pay taxes 
in the country you declare as your main residence. I don't know if, perhaps (again, full disclosure, I don't know) Harry needed to maintain a residence in the UK to avoid having his full 
inheritance taxed by the US.
@@user-tc3pb3ov9m  Reese Witherspoon will always be respected because she said she didn't know Meghan, so why should she go to her wedding? Mind you the Clooneys knew 
Eugenie's husband through Jack's work, so there was a non-Markle link already to the Royal family.
 @Crissy Love  that couple? How? They don't even live there. Even Meghan herself had a photo of her as a tourist in London long before she was a twinkle in Harry's eye. (Or are you being 
sarcastic?)
 @MsMissy35  that was the narrative that Meghan wanted.
 @June Scoular  he already knew Prince Charles (as was - now King Charles III) because it was The Prince's Trust that got his career started.
 @Denise  It's sad that there are those who think good values, decency, respect, duty, discretion, dignity, devotion that William and Catherine display are boring; and values of slander, 
gossip, betrayal of everyone you've ever ment anything to, for huge sums of money, that H&M display are interesting.
 @MsMissy35  well, I think, just THINK, that I have been following the RF for a lot longer than you have and read multiple books and multiple media. I even followed Meghan. So, if we were 
in a debate and quoting our sources, I think I'd be able to hold my own ;)
 @Sixtyish Voyager  And they complied and showed their true selves. They did it. Meghan didn't do anything. Everyone saw for themselves.
@@msmissy3551  didn't think the royals would let who come? Her family? Of course they expected her family there, from both sides. The first worries set in when nobody apart from her 
mum were invited by her. We are very big on family here & it was a big red flag to know nobody else was invited. You can fall out with some family members, even one whole side of your 
family, even though it's unusual, but both sides of your family? That is pretty much unprecedented.
 @Sixtyish Voyager  You can't compete with the media and what's been shown. All Meghan did was cast a light on it and your beloved rf did the rest. Your own media showed how racist 
they are. I'm not from there. I would never support a nasty ass family with a pedophile in it.
 @Sixtyish Voyager  Also Meghan was proven right about those racist aides. Exactly 5 days ago one was fired for racist remarks against a BW. The environment most likely set by the rf 
makes it ok to be racist towards ppl.of color. Couple that with pictures showing that man Camilla being racist towards a small black child. Charles refusing to shake a BM hand. Gtfo with 
these lies. Their racism is documented everywhere 😳 😐
 @Aunty Jo  do they need too? It's Harry's wedding, a member of the Royal family?!?! In my opinion the public shouldn't pay for any of the weddings, what a waste?!?! Also at the time 
there wedding would've been such a win for British tourism 🤔🙄
 @Sixtyish Voyager  yes i'm sure that's correct. She could have invited all her black relatives. She chose not to.
 @MissLolitaLovedoll  I did. Suits was awesome, she was better off  ot being apart of the Royal family. Take away the money, the fame and everything else, the royal family would've been 
just your average trashy white family. At least Meghan worked, she wasn't born into it and she blew it all up for Harry ... I feel sorry for her
 @Shining Light Photos  But I doubt Harry did and definitely not megain as they themselves would have had a hand in invites. It wasn't Charles's wedding to invite but he obviously put his 
twopenny piece in. I forgot, Idris was DJ at the evening reception.
 @Ana Randall  I thought you meant they were earning money to pay us back.😅I thought it unlikely! Like I say I doubt it was a true earner. By this metric the Queen's /Kings Guards should 
be paid as Hollywood extras,😅
 @MsMissy35  thank you for showing your true colors.
 @MsMissy35  also-
American.
 @Aunty Jo  they paid back money spent on frogmore and are now earning their own money....not living of the British public. The queens guards are paid though right?
 @Ana Randall but not the wedding?



 @Liz Real Girl Beauty  Yeah makes sense you'd support your previous overlords over a biracial American 😏
 @Aunty Jo  but why when tourists attractions and TV broadcasting alone probably would've paid for it, Also are you expecting this of the whole family? Like I said, royal weddings 
shouldn't be paid for by public, but it is. Weather you like it or not, Harry was an active member of the family at the time he served your country in Afghanistan, he shared the grief of 
losing his mum with the world...which by the way was a directive from the Queen herself, mate stop reaching.
 @Liz Real Girl Beauty  Well my true color is actually a beautiful caramel brown. Is that what you're referring to 🤔 or is it that you're not used to a BW having an opinion and standing on 
it. Which one is it? I'll wait.
 @Ana Randall  I didn't know there is evidence of actual financial gain for UK plc. I think they could now perhaps be construed as  trashing the UK's people's reputation and generally 
creating a negative effect.
Plus of course how they characterised the "wedding" on the Oprah interview. It feels a little cheeky tbh. (British understatement.)
 @Dorothy Ramser  Um isn't Cate white? Oh thought so lol
 @Ana Randall  anyway I'm sure they're never coming back to the UK so I ain't expecting my £2.50 or whatever it was to be refunded nor any recompense for my time wasted watching 
their (fake?) ceremony. 😅
I was momentarily interested that they had perhaps paid the costs back but it seems not.
 @Aunty Jo  ok. You got me, there was no evidence at all of tourism cash flow 😁🙄
The British tabloids trash the British reputation, especially when they obviously believe half the shit that's said.  Meghan and Harry are a gold mine for them alone. Your tabloids have a lot 
to answer for, Historical bugging of private lines, faking bank records to get stories, duping the British public into thinking half this shit is true - wheres the outrage for that? Anyway what 
else have you got?
 @Aunty Jo  they had one Oprah show and now the Netflix show, never mind all the other shows that trash them by reusing the 1 or 2 places where they have spoken out - it seems alot 
because of the re-using 😒
 @Ana Randall  sorry I don't understand what point if mine  you are replying to.
I see you subscribe to conspiracy theories and are accusing the late Queen of something so I'll bow out. Peace to your heart.
 @MsMissy35  please stop embarrassing yourself.
 @Wise Old Owl  it was old news the royal family was racist or has everyone forgotten Prince Philip and even Harry and Anne's mishaps?? Everyone forgot how angry the queen and 
Charles were at Diana hugging black HIV kid?? Most upper England is and RF run in the same circle. Etonian rich boys. Harry learnt and changed, the others haven't so guarante Meghan got 
microagressions she was expected to put up with.
 @Buddy  I didn't deliberately avoid it but as far as I'm aware she no longer had a close relationship with them. Catherine only had her parents and siblings at her wedding to William but 
no-one was asking where her cousins and aunts where, they only ask where Meghans where!
 @Whitehat  you do know Catherine also only had her parents and siblings at her wedding to William so why the expectation that Meghan should have invited everyone related to her? No 
one kicked off about where the rest of Catherine's family was
 @MsMissy35  Catherine did not have her aunts, uncles or cousins at her wedding to William, she only had her parents and two siblings so why is it you feel Meghan should have had her 
extended family but you were find with Catherine not??
 @danielaines  What are you talking about. She invited celebrities who didn't even know her, like the Cloonies, Reese Whiterspoon, but not her black family. You're lying about Catherine, 
not only her parents and siblings were at her wedding, but also uncles, aunts and cousins.

😂Why of course they  did not only that since they have so much star power they have made 10s of billions since leaving the family too.  Haven't they? Well actually the truth is even the 
100s of millions which they have still not received in full is because of their connection with the Royal family so please get real.  Delusion is inky cute in a 4 year old child.
 @MsMissy35  I don't think so sh makes money selling stories to people magazine about her own family have you seen the court cases?  Disgraceful
 @MsMissy35   Does she even see Dorian's side of the family?



 @MsMissy35   You are SO out of step with the rest of the world, I really think it's a YOU problem.
 @Precious DeVere   And I've never liked the plastic capsule man since.
 @Sandy No  Oh Scooby the tubberwear box...
 @danielaines  Not sure where you got the idea that Catherine didn't have extended family at her and William's wedding as she did (the guest list is online)
Let’s go even beyond that.  They’re FANTASTICAL 
They are an ATROCIOUS couple .....there, fixed it for you.
Amazingly delusional
Remember when they said the didn’t help Scobie to write « finding freedom » ? Then Markle has to apologise in Court for her lies because of of the former assistant of Meghan give all the 
evidence against her. So who is leaking infos about the family Meg ????
I love the part where Harry says about the pain and suffering of the women that marry into the family and then they throw Catherine under the bus, because she has never suffered the 
hounding of the press or bad tabloids.
Just like to point out one thing Harry. Diana was very good at manipulating the press when it suited her. Sadly phoning up photographers on that fateful holiday probably contributed to 
the swell of interest and chase that led to her death. You need to get real. I really hope The Palace throw the book at you now. You are a traitor, have insulted the British people and 
deserve all that is coming to you now.  William and Catherine are a great couple. Catherine is modest, gracious, kind and beautiful all the qualities that you and that narcissistic wife of 
yours will never possess. I hope you are so proud of yourself that you bullied your grandparents on their deathbeds and seen a loyal servant of 60 years lose her position in the royal 
household.
We all know the truth… you’re wife is a bullying sociopath and you have the mental capacity of a stroppy thirteen year old.
Somebody get these two babies a bottle and change their damn diapers! They just keep whining, whining, whining...:face-purple-crying:😥😢😭
I love the part when she thought that her book would be a blockbuster yet the reality is, it was just sitting on the BENCH with few takers.
I want everyone to remember after watching this trailer, they initially announced on their website (before things were even confirmed by the palace) that they were going to stay half in 
and half out. They wanted to be part-time working royals and part time celebs. After an emergency summit with the senior members, the messaging changed to "leaving 100%". Could it 
be they were told no 50/50, and have been throwing a tantrum ever since? Now all of the U.K. and his family are judging her based on skin color...STOP!
I love the part when all of the press hounding clips are of Catherine and Diana but non of Meggy! Why do you think that is? Well, coz in truth, she wasn’t hounded by the papz. She’s not 
that important.
The whinger and the ginger with the "woe is me" agenda again haha Hard to believe people believe this crap. I wont be watching I would rather watch paint dry
Looks more like a drama than a documentary

I love the part where they tell the story of how Harry wasn't able to go on bike rides as a child, then lots of footage of him out on bike rides appears. Recollections may vary indeed.
Is that Christopher Bouzy, the guy getting sued for defaming someone on twitter?  Oh hell, it just gets better and better, lol.
NARCISSISTS!
Deux individus stupides, pathétiques et fortement ridicules !
Utter lies!  There’s no war against Me-again! She’s just not the rock star she thinks she is.  She married a spare, like down the line spare.
Anyone else loved the scene where megain is sashaying down the red carpet  at the Oscar's to collect her award for best actress award for her role in "  bride of the slow prince" that left 
eye one tear scene had me absolutely bawling my eyes out. And even her scene where she gave harry a BJ in the car, wow that was an amazing scene. She is such a talented liar eerrmmm I 
mean actress Hollywood and the film industry is nothing without the brilliant talents of meghan ragland.
Soooo we're not even trying to hide the Bouzy connection anymore ay.
I am DEFINITELY watching!!!!!!!
Lolll they brought Bouzy into this?? Are they trying to sabotage themselves deliberately or is it all a wonderful happy accident?



I love there part where history gets wiped away and instead of it being Catherine the Princess of Wales getting hounded by the paps they suggest its footage of Meghan 🙄
 @Chloe Faint  no it was megsy who made the princess of wales and charlotte cry
 @Chloe Faint  I don't believe that for a minute.  The Princess of Wales suffered her fair share of crap from the media in the early years.  They are a pair of liars who will do anything to push 
their agenda against the RF because it wouldn't play their game, sorry Meghan's game.  Harry was too stupid to know he was being taken for a ride.

No Chloe, Meghan spoke to a member of staff like dirt and Catherine told her that’s not how they speak to people in the RF. Considering Tom Bower hasn’t been sued for his book that 
chronicles Meghan’s bullying, and on top of H&Ms lies in their first trashing of their family to a now wearily worldwide audience on Oprah, I’d say we all know who’s telling the truth
 @Chloe Faint  Listen they are going to keep the narratives the Royal British family painted of Meghan... It's an whole culture against them, but I BELIEVE EVERY WORD of Meghan and 
Harry.
 @Chloe Faint  Catherine is not the type to say anything nasty. In eleven years no one has ever said anything about her-except the tabloids the first couple of years, but then they gave up 
because they knew she was the genuine article!
Cope... cry more racist
 @Chloe Faint  🤣
Don’t forget Camilla. She was the target of Ngozi Fulani, or whatever her frigging name is this week
 @Karen Redman  No, that was another woman earlier last week. Ngosi targeted Lady Hussey who asked her where she was from.
Including the bus
 @Kathy C  The Queen was the initial target but Marlene didn't get the reaction she wanted so she moved to Lady Susan.
😂😂😂
Yes thats what happened. Queen said you cant be.half in half out
.you are either a working royal Or  you are not
Yep no accusations until after they were refused half in ……. Karma is patient
and they do vary 😃
Well it was bike rides with his Dad to be specific. Not sure who the dude riding the bike pulling Haz behind was but sure looked like Prince Charles in a kilt.
I love the part where Meghan is looking at Catherine, the Princess of Wales. Meghan's eyes are so full of love and affection. You immediately understand how much Meghan loves the royal 
family.
I can't explain my feelings, but I believe them more then royal family
They are young, healthy, rich, in love and with two much loved children. Why then, do they have to moan all the time? Why not enjoy their good fortune and leave Harry's family alone? 
Such constant bitterness is so unpleasant.
I love the part when the first words in this trailer is IT’S REALLY HARD.
The truth, Harry, is that you wanted one foot in and one foot out whilst clinging onto the public purse and your Grandmother said a big, fat no so you both ran away and starting screaming 
about racism and mental health. Just bore off - nobody believes you're crap. Left eye tear from me.
The LIES in this comment section 😂😂😂
Kate was harassed for years, so much worse than Meghan and she kept fighting and working for others. That’s why the public live her. While Meghan wanted love, popularity and money 
without doing any effort, working less than 72 days in 2 years in the RF. That’s not how it works Meghan 😘
History would never ever repeat itself! The prostitute you married is nothing compare to the virgin your father married. Put this somewhere in your brain.
Diana was innocent when she got married and she was a beautiful soul. You married an experienced gold digger with an evil soul. You are so stupid. I really hope the Royal Family fight back 
and destroys all your evil attempts. England won’t forget.
All the love and best wishes to them 💕💕



Absolute BS. More lies, more drama from a pair of spoilt narcissistic brats.

And Bouzy? Really? 😂

They could not find anyone so they found bouzy to speak to them. Bouzy is on Meghan’s payroll to remove critical tweets about her from twitter. Too bad that now musk is the owner.
Another trailer 😂😂😂😂 let’s go down voters 😂😂 😂😂😂😂😂
Abolish all royalty! We aren't living in medieval times anymore. Stop worshiping them like gods.
I don't like Meghan, I feel she's a narcissist. Also before you say I'm racist, I'm Nigerian
It's amazing how it's a trailer about  Harry and meghan but mostly they are showing clips of Diana..  to get more publicity obviously...
I love the part where a Prince, born into a Royal Family, didn't realise there is a hierarchy.
What the hell was that???
Save us🙏🥴
I loved the part where when the Diana card is being use, Harry really wants people to see that his wife is his mother. How touching <3 one tear left eye, go!
The Liar, The Witch, and the audacity of these two!
I love the part where they use the paparazzi footage hounding a then Kate Middleton because they couldn’t find any paparazzi hounding Meghan Markle because no one cared enough to. 
I also really loved the part where they used a picture of a press pack of photographers at a Harry Potter premier five years before this couple met, to make it look like the press hounded 
them oh so terribly. The part I love the most though, is the part where they had remove the dislike button because people blew it up so much or the part where the comments section 
shows the world is sane and also bloody hilarious 😂 one tear, left eye, go! 😂
I rlly "felt" that but I wasn't sure if I should go with one tear, left eye, go or if I should laugh "I'm such a fraud" cuz you know, I relate so much to the pain Meghan has endured every time 
she cries on camera into her artfully draped Hermes blankie cut she didn't get to stand on a balcony for Harry's granny's big birthday party. RIP Your Majesty
Yet you clicked
😄
Haha mummy dearest has a lot to answer for, shield her special littleprince from the truth 😄
lol It's Harry. He wouldn't know where his own ass is if he didn't shit out of it.
😂
🤣🤣
😂😂😂
Cope... cry more racist
And the part where he stupidly told his wife she could be the next Queen and would never have to walk behind his sister in law 🤣
He is certainly stupid.
 @Megan Carter  sounds like treason the only way for that to happen would be for a lot of people to die
He’s always been know a being rather dim.
🤭😂
 @Megan Carter  OMG really? Wiem can I find that?🤣
Everyone calm down.. you'all know its Harry 😅 he wouldn't even pass the school exam without granny's little help 👀👀
He isn't the fizziest pop in the fridge.
 @Grave Peril  one plane crash from the throne right!? 😳
Well, he is called the ‘palace fool’ in some quarters.



James Hewitt | Diana =Harry
Don't be mean, he's kinda slow...
 @Megan Carter  at least 2 for some reason you never see them all on the same plane
 @Grave Peril  not since Meghan made that remark. Nope. Now they travel separately, never with their kids
So sick. His dead mum came back to be his wife. I mean, these two are twisted.
The race cards plenty of them as well .
Loved Diana, was she killed when the paps were chasing her car? Yes. Was her driver drunk? Yes. Was she wearing a seatbelt? No. Maybe there are more things that can be learned that 
will keep people safe from this tragedy. RIP Lady Di
Freud would have a field day with him 🥴
Well perhaps we'll find out that Haz is an adult baby diaper lover.
I love how Harry continues to play the Diana dead momma card and attacking his family essentialy behaving like the only person who's traumatized by it when his brother William has gone 
through the same exact events ??  Like wtf Harry
I hope you guys know you're replying to bots. Look at the language. They all start a sentence the same way.
 @Sunny  Oh, absolutely: He could fill a dozen books with his analysis of them!
 @MsMissy35  I'm not a bot, I thought the comments has a format 😅
good one,, she wishes she was hounded like kate!! Never 😆😆😆
😁🤣
I am in a dilemma.  Should I projectile vomit, have explosive diarrhea, or simply go with both at once?
I love how generous they are - giving us another trailer because the last one got over 250 000 thumbs down. It must have been so hard to look at all those people giving you the 👎 and 
yet, you still pushed through and gave us more of yourselves. Truly inspiring. Are you guys ok tho? Seriously, has everyone checked to make sure you’re doing ok ... I know not many people 
do that … or do recollections vary? EDT:Checked previous teaser, down votes have over 250 000 dislikes
Love the part where they set up Archewell in Delaware, so they can legally keep 95% of donations. And asking charities to pay for private jets and team of stylists! So charitable!
lol, for real....
I love the bit where Meghan wore the bright red inverted nipple gown to the Military Veterans Gala. Not a colour advised to wear to an event where many attending have witnessed 
horrific loss and brutality. Still, a girl needs to stand out, so empathic and brave.
Netflix should rename this as inside the minds of spoilt woke narcissists, then id consider watching it.
I love the part when Meghan melted down the engagement ring Harry designed for her
She has brainwashed him so much. He never used institution to describe his life. All his friends from the army and before have said how he isn't the same since he's been with me-again 
markle. He is truly brainwashed by the wicked witch of the west coast.
Guy needs to get over himself and stop dwelling on the past. Millions of kids lose parents every day, he should be grateful he was privileged and didn't end up in care like many are and is in 
a position where he can become a reality star like the kardashians only less entertaining and less truthful. Duke and Duchess of Doom n Gloom.
I love when he says "we know the full truth" but he fails to say "but we are known to not tell that  truth "!
What bitter little spoilt brats. Couldn’t get their way so decide to become victims. This is going to blow up in their face like everything else they have done has. Harry should know how this 
is going to end, his mother did the same thing.
They had to use paparazzi of Diana and Kate/Catherine because none exists of meghan, they are profiting of the stories of others. I hope the royal family sue.
I love the part where they use videos of princess catherine being harassed by the paparazzi, because paparazzi never harass meghan. Since, Kensington Palace released a statement in 
2016? to defend her
Shame on Harry for trying to destroying his roots and the royal family. Smh



I love the part, where they look the family straight in the face at the funeral, knowing what they have done, knowing that they haven't visited the dying Queen, knowing what is coming, 
knowing with what the family has to deal with. I also love the part, where H says he respects the King, while spitting in his face.
Looking forward to this!
I can't squeeze a tear from my left eye this t***h
Papa Charles said I’m not a bank, so they ran to Netflix
"It's really hard to look back on it and think what on earth just happened" says Harry. Well, you've just been played by your NARCISSIST FRAUD WIFE you idiot. She comes into your life, and 
just like that you loose suddenly  your friends, your family, your very SPECIAL relationship with your brother William, forbids you to go to the UK with your children (pretending you need 
HIGH security) forces you to leave your country and there is nothing wrong with her??? You REALLY need help. You advocate MENTAL HEALTH??? I am surprised no psychologist came back 
to you to TELL YOU that's what happens when your spouse is a narcissist and likes to destroy your life and everyone you love around you.
Yay not long to wait
🤣🤣
🤣🤣🤣🤣
I think it's safe to say nearly half a million people (and rising) dislike their characters, their slandering of the royal family, their race- baiting, their lies. We see you Megan. 🧐 P.s this trailer 
is worse than the first. 🤢🤮
😅🤣
Why does it only show the likes? 🤔
So stunning. So brave.
 @Joanna Feltham  You're right, it is worse than the first, I genuinly didn't think that was possible
You hate them yet here you are watching the trailer being a weirdo. See you December 8th!!! Stay mad!!!
😆😆😆😆😆😆😆
they hide dislikes again!
 @Joanna Feltham  stay mad!!!!!AS!!!!!H!!!!!🤣🤣🤣🤣
 @truthfinder98  Actually, I am here and have not watched the trailer. I have just got myself a coffee to sit and read the comments. I've seen enough of them thanks. Here I can show my 
support to the minions and join with the public discontent.
 @Melanie Martin  it was a YouTube update a while back, it removed the dislike count from all videos
Cope... cry more racist
Anyone else gutted one tear, left eye  hasn't released an anthem. 
God save Me Me Me 
Long live Me Me Me.
I am mega-glorious
I will rain over you 🎶 
God save Me Me Me
God save Me.
Feel like it  missed out on that one.
 @FlowerBot  there’s no true discontent with harry and Meghan in real life…only on the internet 🙃 go play double Dutch with megyn Kelly and piers Morgan
 @truthfinder98  Nobody hates, we are laughing
😅😅😅 great comment
 @Ruby16  not sure if you are aware, but all this engagement is putting more money in pockets of Netflix and subsequently, Meghan and harry. Go away!



🤣🤣😍🤣🇬🇧👏🤣🤣
 @Joanna Feltham  I think it’s safe to say you are completely stupid and delusional and someone who believes fake news easily cause YouTube has actually stopped showing the number of 
dislikes on all videos since last year. No one other than YouTube themselves can actually reveal the real number. So wht r u creating that number in your head or you dreamt of it? Please 
share your source
 @truthfinder98  Pure comedy, enjoy
Best one so far, but I keep on reading
 @Mary Mary   10K already.
 @truthfinder98  ;) No thanks, I'm good with my coffee, sugar x as @ruby16 said 'Nobody hating...we are laughing!
 @truthfinder98 I watched ten seconds of the video but the comments tell me all I need to know👍
😄😄
Lol you are so right. Another trailer of themselves oh lord
And that was BEFORE they turned off the thumbs down option.  PestFlix is being brave letting people comment, - and it is COMEDY gold.   Just like these two are.   🤡🤡
 @truthfinder98  That makes you a weirdo too I gather..
 @truthfinder98  I don't have Netflix,  wouldn't waste a penny of my money on that load of  ..... I'll find all I need to know on here.  If you want to squander your money...go ahead!
 @Melanie Martin  so they can lie and fudge the numbers for the dislikes
How do you see the number of thumbs down?
 @Melanie Martin  Youtube disabled the dislike views several months ago.  Some numptees were feeling upset.
 @truthfinder98  Nah, it´s just the attraction of a train crash in slow motion.  Personally, hatred takes a lot of energy, and these two aren´t worth spending that on them.
 @June Scoular  mmm no, I don’t look for YouTube videos or articles on celebrities that I dislike and comment underneath them. I wish you could say the same.
 @Mary Mary  There is an extension for Chrome that shows the dislikes. Currently just over 14K dislikes
 @truthfinder98  Then how did you arrive at this channel  ...  showing an interest perhaps!
 @June Scoular  I guess you haven’t gathered the context clues to see I am a fan of Sussexes. I watched the trailer because I plan to enjoy the documentary ❤
 @truthfinder98 I  Knew what you were, a Sugar. I was restraining myself for politeness sake.  Enjoy listening to all the make-believe fairytales.  You won't be laughing, but many others will 
be! 😇
Say it louder for those in the back!!
😂
I just keep finding out more T about this couple and I'm loving it lol. So hilarious how utterly hypocritical and out of touch they are
:hand-orange-covering-eyes::hand-orange-covering-eyes:
THIS.
🤣🤣
“Because it will make us look bad…..” 😂😂
Spot on! 😂
the royal family is horrible and if they choose to no associated bc that beat for them then that’s their choice
 @Tory Holman  Really cos word out here in Australia  is. Prince Harry ‘begging’ King Charles for money  $245 million they broke.
The Royal Family bootlickers are out in force I see. An awful family, and I'm glad Harry and Meghan are showing that.
 @Tory Holman   they are bots look at the patterns of language-if you're not a bot 'love the part', 'love how' 'love that part', 'love when', and the minute sequence you are arguing with 
artificial people if you yourself are not a bot. It is to promote and drive traffic whether through promotion or debate.
Cry Sa Sa, cry for your precious King like a good little serf. You live to serve.



 @Tory Holman  yeah so horrible that she had the King walk her half way down the aisle, happily wore the Queens jewellery, got married in St George’s Chapel, desperate to attend the 
Queens Platinum jubilee, named their daughter after the Queen and now begging for an invitation to the Coronation. Oh and they were “the family she never had”
I love the part where Meghan badgered KC3 for titles for her kids, literally right after his mother had died. So kind of her to let him mourn, first.
How funny that they have footages of Diana and Kate being harassed by paparazzi but none of Meghan. Because they genuinely didn’t care about her and she was MAD about it 😂 She is 
going to blame the RF because her lies were exposed in the press and tell the the hate people feel about her was because of the palace leaking stories ( but not talking about her own 
behaviour that is the effective problem in that )
Sweet lord Meghan is so lucky to have a husband like Harry so gentleman so supportive so loving
Oh boy.. here we go again.
I love the part where they talk about being hounded by the paparazzi like every other celebrity doesn’t. Do all those other celebrities also get a Netflix deal to talk mundanely about that 
downfall to earning millions for doing the menial job of acting?
Will NEVER watch!
Lmao. Whoever green lighted  this at Netflix needs to tarred and feathered!!!
Narcissism at the highest level for Meghan. She thinks that everyone was threatened by her so called “popularity”. In reality, she was never popular to begin with.
👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎👎
Why are they using footage of kate and Diana being chased. Is it because no one actually chased them so they haven't got that footage. They are pathetic.
Harry and Ms Markle : We don't want to be royals anymore. We need privacy. We want to live like normal people! 
A few reality bitch slaps later : you know privacy is overrated, let's go on interviews and make a movie about being royals. And let's bitch about the time when the Queen refused to give 
our son a royal title, oh and yeah let's talk about they cutting us off financially, forcing us to work like normal people to support ourselves! Omg they are evil!
Move over Kardashian’s, there’s a new reality family in town
They keep bringing up Diana, but all I know is that she would never have wanted Harry to attack and vilify William in public like this.
Idk but it remind me Shane Dawson and Jeffrey Star Dicument
Wow, the hate and racism in the comment section is unbelievable.
I love the part where NF left the comment section open once again to see if a different trailer would magically change people’s opinions on the couple. And also how the peasants 
continued to flood the comment section because there’s no other place that gives an unbiased, down to earth feedback on the mainstream media.
lady diana and meghan are not the same. period.
Wow... love the part where they had to use the shots from 2011 Harry Potter premiere for paparazzi pics (none of them attended) and also pap picture of Harry with Chelsy Davvy 
(cropped her out) in the teaser, because they are hunted so much.
Stop it please we don’t want to hear you moaning. Live your lives & let your families live theirs. Long live the King 💕🇬🇧🏴            
In one of the trailers they used a picture of Harry stretching his arm against the paparazzis. It's from a moment when he's out with his ex girlfriend Chelsy Davy. Years before he even met 
Meagain. Reaching much? Desperation stinks miles away, Montecitos
King Charles head is dropping lower than the Titanic as we speak...!
....such a doormat.
I like my husband, he believes we should stay close to our extended family and not trash them to others
She would be devastated at Harry
Hear, hear!
It would have broken her heart
You don't know what she wants.



 @A.J Johnson  exactly, she can’t speak anymore and that’s why her youngest son keeps dragging her out of the grave to prop up his narratives. but we do have plenty of her words and 
opinions from when she was alive and said William would be a wonderful king. she’s also the only BRF member I recall  who referred to harry as a spare.
That's true.  She would not have.  The public doesn't mind,  but the boys mother Diana would have wanted them to maintain a strong relationship and deal with their differences privately.  
Hopefully Harry knows what he's doing,  Harry should know what he's doing.  If not,  it's all just a big mess and a catastrophe.   In terms of his family.  I love the idea of Harry married to a 
non white mixed race bi racial woman,  but I just don't think this situation with Meghan will end well.  On so many levels and from so many angles.  Poor Diana.  She did her best.  The 
CROWN,  the FIRM,  the aristocracy of all aristocracies is just a giant,  big institutional maze and rubics cube,  for lack of a better word.  500 years of tyranny in the family and out of the 
family.
We you know Mr. Windsor hates freedom of speech and freedom of the press. That is why they sue everyone, duh. /not satire left eye, tear, go 😢
😂
Whahaha 😂😂
Maybe he's the one who made the comment about Archie's skin color.
Load of bots loving this part and that part  hahaha

Oh what?? ANOTHER trailer means all new comments...better grab myself a cup of tea and grab some tissues for the tears of laughter that will fall from my left eye!! 😢😂🤣🤣🤣
I love the part where they interview Christopher Bouzy, a shady guy currently being investigated by court!
I absolutely can’t stand her!!! She’s trying really hard to be another Diana but she can never be .
Oh please Meghan was just jealous because she didn’t have Kate’s respect and popularity with people. So she is going to blame her and the entire RF for that 😂 Meghan has to apologise 
in court for lying, and many of their lies were exposed those last years ( more than 17 in their Oprah Interview ), so we don’t care about your lies 😂
Love the part where she lied about not helping the authors of that ridiculous book…and then had to apologize to the court for “forgetting” that she actually did. So bold. So brave. Such a 
role model.
They removed the original trailer because of the number of dislikes it received? Like the narrative of this trailer, history will repeat itself.
It's not about race godammit their kid is white asf
Shameless definition…. They are horrible. Like they have been to WW1 or 2…. And lost legs and harms…. And friends died under their eyes… that’s what it looks like…
I loved the part where Meghan accused the Royal Family of racism because she isn't eligible to be Queen. So brave, so stunning, so progressive.
HIERARCHY. That is their problem. That they are not high enough..
umm don't use our diana int his please let her rest in peace
She is despised as is he ..because of what she is.  A bullying .lying .self seeking greedy low life.
Strip the titles now!! Total traitors!! The UK paid for your entire life!! And your wedding. They are both disgusting!. Over 20 lies in the opera interview. Just go away!!!
I've been reading the hateful comments about Meghan ever since she became part of the RF. 
And my question remains the same.
What if Meghan wasn't black or didn't have a black mother? 
I believe that the hate she receives comes from her race and not necessarily what she's done or said.
While vacationing in London this year, someone on the train said, "The RF isn't as royal anymore because that Meghan lady diluted what the family stood for."
Love the part where they dismantled the Berlin Wall, ended world hunger and resurrected the dinosaurs. Such humanitarians. So brave. So in love. I’m finding it hard to hold back one tear 
from my left eye. Give me three seconds. 🥲
Let’s be honest here, they’re just acting like spoilt children because they would never be king and queen or even come close😂 they give up their titles for a “Private life” and now we 
see them more than we ever did😂
You could see in the picture she has her hand up and looking at camera she is laughing



what the big deal about the royal family , am i the only one that actually dont care
Using the mum card again we see 😂 and how dare they use footage of Catherine in the pathetic ‘documentary’
She is jealous of Kate because she had to settle with Harry. We all know she wanted William
Cry me river Karen 😆😜😝 bitter trolls stay Mad
Ph who hurt you this morning! Hmmmm
@Naana Serwaa  The truth hurts, doesn't it. Keep making excuses for that pathetic loser after all the majority of her fans, if not all, are like her a bunch of SCUMBAGS
And the next trailer
Don't forget her previous words just a couple of plane crashes away from them being King and Queen
open the suitcase !
She thought she could walk in and be super star american princess or something... Hahaha... That clip of her as a child during the birthday party wearing the crown shows the real Meghan 
markle and she has never changed.
What made you run here to see Meghan and this trailer? Since you were in the palace tell us EVERYTHING that happened from your view point.
 @Linda Briggs  what? She actually said that????
No they accused the royal family of racism because someone made a comment about the colour of their unborn child’s skin before Meghan gave birth to Archie which they spoke about in 
the Oprah interview. Do your research stop reading Daily Fail
I'm sure I have seen on a number of you tube sites, Royal Massive one of them.
If Charles dies and William becomes King, should William die before George is 18 then Harry becomes Prince Regent until George comes of age.
The Queen didn't like William travelling on plane or helicopter with his children
It made me laugh that part, there's a hierarchy? In a monarchy? Who knew!
Most people in the Uk never had a problem with her race - the UK is very multicultural. People just don’t like her because she is a liar, a narcissist, a bully and despite being one of the most 
privileged people on earth, always plays the victim.
 @Lolly DC  That's exactly what the tabloids feed you every day!
I've never heard anyone in the UK personally attack her just because she's mixed race but several have said where were the other black members of her family at her wedding?
Really how dare! I hope there will be consequence. I can’t believe the audacity!
Perhaps it's time for those still anesthetized to realize that this whiny couple is psychologically insane on a high level. The release of part two on the day of Kate's Christmas concert shows 
their spectacular and very disturbing jealousy. This woman is a completely insane narcissist who wants to be the reincarnation of Diana. Harry? A narcissistic beta male showing us his true 
colors. I never liked this poor guy acting like a baby long before Meghan arrived and I was right. He wants to destroy the monarchy but he calls dad to get the money. Two big, manipulative 
hypocrites who had better take care of their sanity urgently before they pretend to be able to help others.
Repugnant.
I'm ready 🍿🍿🎬🥤🎥🎥🎥🥤🎥🥤
I'm going to hate myself for watching this sensationalist stuff I don't care who is right this is bottom of the barrel

This one is even worst than the first trailer.... I'm rolling my eyes so much with all of this cringey whinging about things that have never happened, that a tear has fallen from my left eye 😢
I am readyyyy 🤍🤍✨
I am left speechless, this is so beyond pathetic at this point.

I love that everyone who is bi*ching, throwing tantrums and mourning about this docu-series will have their eyes glued on it, will miss not a single second of it. THIS IS GOING TO BE FUN



More lies. What will these two grifters flog after this reality show and ol handbags book? The victim hood doesn't wash over the majority of the people it only appeals to the sugars.  They 
wanted privacy then slink off and do just that. This reality show is nothing but a lies fest
I love the part where Harry and Meghan have taken the experiences we saw of Princesses Diana and Catherine with the press and paparazzi and made a whole reality show as though it 
was their own experience. Appropriation in Action!
It's not the same history it is not repeating itself Meghan had to pay paps to photograph her  whereas Diana and catherine were hounded duana was the most photographed woman in the 
world she was loved for her compassionate caring nature. The.opposite of megham
Let’s see how quickly this will get ratiod in dislikes and comments deleted!
Total cancer
More of the eternal ghastly whining and gurning. When will they take responsibility for their own behaviour? They are adults.....?
STRIP THERE TITELS
I will support them bcoz I love princess diana and she would never let all these people in the comments bullying and making fun of harry especially. Look what he has gone through and you 
people still want to bully him leave him alone!! 😑
Virtually everyone hates them
So...what happened to wanting a private life? And being oh so hard done by? Neighbours with Oprah and a Netflix special...yeah. Cry me a river
Please don't compare Meghan to Lady Diana! so very wrong
She wanted to become a star and stay always in the middle of everyones attention. After realising this was not going to be the case she had to invent another dramatic direction to keep 
this attention on her. She is a born troublemaker, in her own family and now in the family of Harry.
🥤🥤🥤🥤🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿
Wide a side salad of gaslighting 🥰 yum yum!
Why are you sitting here lying? She is he most talked about royal besides Diana TO THIS DAY with the post and bs made up about her except for Diana. Kate has had years in the royal 
spotlight and people really don’t care!
Logic is not your strong point.
Markle and her puppet aren’t Royal. Fact check?
I love the part where you lied.
I really hate Meghan constantly painting herself as the next Princess D 🤮
would you say this if she wasn't mixed race? because it's like you are trying to redefine what appropriation is to get revenge on people who talk about cultural appropriation( like black 
people) but that also means that you judge people collectively and not individually since Meghan has never spoken about this topic.
RIGHT?! 😂
 @Redgrin grumble  look .. the sugars trying to stop the thousands of comments hahaha won’t happen but nice try
 @Bb8  no, she doesn’t. Y’all push that on HER.
 @Dkay Mc  wasn't my intent, just pointing something out.
 @Redgrin grumble  I’m Kenyan so the baseless racism accusation won’t fly here. 
The definition of ‘appropriate’ is to claim something without permission and has nothing to do with race please educate yourself!
So isn't that the shared reality ..of events repeating itself ..its Harrys mother .and it's the same situation..what's your point...
 @S N  how do you feel about the fact that the late Queen pinned badges on the chests of British soldiers who slaughtered your people?
 @Redgrin grumble  it’s not my problem if don’t understand the meaning of appropriation or think you can accuse a black woman of racism for using it.
 @Redgrin grumble  I’ve made my peace with it, I can walk around bitter and pathetic like the Harkles for the rest of my life. The Mau Mau fought and won so we could live happily and 
unbothered.



 @Adela Chettiar  what situation? There’s not one paparazzi pic of Meghan because they don’t allow it in the UK. It’s stopped about a decade ago, so this is made up BS!
Utter garbage.
Why so shocked why the public changed its opinion? It's simple! just as in real life, people get married (are blinded for beeing in love) latter they discover that the partner is not what they 
initialy thought (ex that the partner has her own agenda and wasnt really in love, as meg did) and at one point the partner is no longer blind and sees through that person, and gets a 
DIVORCE... is the same with the public, the difference is just that WE DIDNT NEED as long as Harry needs...
Harry continues Diana’s case😊
This season of the crown has the perfect casting!
I love the part where she keeps her babies from their family, particularly their 90+ year old dying great-grandparents, so that they didn’t have to deal with crying babies. So thoughtful, so 
kind.
excited to hear the full truth
Netflix cares more about H&M drama than William's trying to save the planet. It would have been better if they make a documentary about it.
Wow I've gone from liking meghan to disliking, now I absolutely despise her, she is pure evil and it doesn't matter how manipulated Harry is, to do this to his own family publicly and even 
use the death of his own beloved mother is lower than the gutter

They deserve each other, vile
Can’t wait! My favourite people! Love Harry and Meghan and thats that. ❤
Two fake idiots 🤣 craving for Fame 📸
F**k this
What is with these 1 minute trailers?
Christopher Bouzy ? Wtf is he doing there ! 
I knew they fight low but there low and there’s subterranean. Netflix really should do background checks of folk they intend to include in films. 
Very waiting for the movie! I’m so happy for them❤
People forget how awful the media was to Kate for years before she married William
Shame. Shame. Shame
The ginger and the whinger.. Markle deserves an Oscar for being the Duchess of Lies! Shame😬
Chile, i can’t wait🍿🥤👀
Good. They have the right to tell their side of the story. The truth is always somewhere in the middle. And we all know that the Royals are racist, so I actually believe that part.

I sympathise with harry he lost everything his mom his bond with his brother his home in uk, all for miss CONTROLLING meghan, if it wasn't for his kids i know it would've been over
Season 7 trailer of The Crown is lit
Tiffany go take a running jump we don't want haters like you her. Go and support Kate. Bye felicia.
Ah Britt right or maybe she a little to dark for you.
 @Karla Rodriguez  you're making that up
You’re a mouth breathing idiot. You forgot those are Harry’s kids too? But everything is let’s blame the black women. Stupidity is a disease and the British people have it.
 @Karla Rodriguez  its a bot
You won't hear it in this docu series.
 @Angela Baker  that was sarcasm
William cares about himself with him up and down in helicopters. Vengeance is the Lord's.



The planet was here before William was born and will still be here after he’s gone. No human being can save the Planet, except the one who created it. God will save his planet.
Abolish the monarchy.
Oh you poor thing thinking William cares about the planet 😂😂 Harry’s been doing it first but everyone bashed him.
 @Andrea Marquez  William & Catherine❤❤❤❤❤
Big corporations need to addres, change and help with climate change as they are the problem. But money speaks. Im hear for the juice.
Not as much drama as these two ripping apart a British institution and history and heritage though, they think it’ll get more views. Netflix are total idiots for,paying these two fakes so 
much money.
 @TruthWins  I’d rather abolish parliament thanks.
Lmao you think a documentary about willam saving the planet is gonna work lol, no one cares about the planet, its been dying...1 person who people worship that has millions in wealth 
isnt gonna change the fact that there are people suffering and you think that 1 person is gonna save the plant lmao
Noone would watch
Lmaooo he's saving the planet????
You posted this publicly how embarrassing for you. You idolise liars and narcissists
 @Leila Madden  Just because you believe everything the media tells you, and call them liars and it doesn’t mean they are….you have your opinion and I have mine…end off!!
@luliskyx  the only liars are harry and Megan over 20 in just 1 opera interview. Your a complete fool
 @Leila Madden  Again I am not here to believe anything British media says and I’m definitely not a fool. Your opinion is just that yours…nothing to do with me…I am independent thinker…I 
don’t follow British media or things are see on TV…get that right!!
@luliskyx   british media is alot more truthful than american media. We have laws on it. You make yourself look more stupid with every reply. Good day fool!
 @Leila Madden  you are the fool one. You just gonna have to accept that I love Harry and Meghan and You cannot convince me otherwise… we can go on and on until end of time…You 
cannot say or do anything to make me change my mind no matter how much you call me fool or anything else… As I say, your opinion is just that, your opinion…certainly not mine…we 
gonna have to agree to disagree is that simple…
@luliskyx  i dont care if you like harry and Megan. I just found i was embarrassed for you when you put it out so publicly. Harry and megan fans are a rare bread nowadays.Carry on liking 
them, its you who will have to eventually pay for their spoilt and over indulgent life styles when the UK cuts them off. You're welcome to them, keep licking their derrières and consuming 
everything that comes out of them. Im glad i have the brain cells and education to see fact from fiction.
 @Leila Madden  trust me I am very proud of them. You being embarrassed for me is nothing to me…you are nothing to me…and yes I will continue love them and support them in anyway 
I can and nothing you can do about that.
For a decade, more or less. I absolutely hate pinning them against each other because the media absolutely did that when Meghan was engaged/new to Royalty... but it's so sad how 
people seem to just forget that happened. How paparazzis hounded Kate, took topless photos of her or tried to take photos up her skirt (like they do w all celebs during that time because 
the paparazzis were out control in the early 2000's).
And some of the things Camilla was called. Variations on who'd shag that instead of Diana but ruder.
She was literally chased down the street by the paparazzi and had her nudes leaked she suffered the most
Even when they took a step back to evaluate their relationship they still hounded her. I remember one clip where she was begging them to leave her alone because this was her private life 
and she just wanted to be alone and they were demanding she put her hand down from her face and she kept asking them to leave her be.
Yes, Kate had Paps in her face all of the time. They sat outside of her home and put the camera in her face for years. She would even put her hand over her face so the picture wouldn’t sell 
as much she never had security until their official engagement. What the overseas duo are portraying here is completely inaccurate to what Meghan experienced. She was never treated 
like Kete and Diana were.
the media forget, the people won't



It's not really about just the media though. It's about how the royal family use and weaponise the British media to control certain narratives about people in the family - for better or worse.
Funny thing is they are literally using several clips of Kate being chased by paparazzi in this trailer
 @Ange  I don’t believe that is the case. It does no good for the RF to demonize anyone as that brings them down too.
Wait..
Now Meghan is responsible for Diana death too?  Tell me more.
If this is how you feel about the institution, then WHY do you hold onto your titles??????  It's because you don't know any other way to make money.
This is so American 🤣
Ah yes the most woke nonsense material will always have place in Netflix! No one is interested in the life of a cheap woman.
Love the part where they show footage of Caterine’s and Diana’s real struggles with paparazzi and then Meghan’s. Barely a car following them 😂  one tear left eye, goo
Just here for the comments 🤣
Very disappointed in you Harry.
What happened Harry? You married a narc, as did I, and as soon as the ring is on the finger the facade drops and you are living a nightmare.
Haven't we seen & heard enough from these two to know that anything and everything they say 
must be taken with large pinches of salt and are choreographed to glean victim sympathy and 
most importantly pull in millions of dollars for them?
Lies lies lies.

The story about …. Booohoooo!!
Once upon a time there was an appalling mattress actress.  Bouncing here there and everywhere to try and land herself a millionaire. She finally had a brain fart and realised there was a 
ranga dimwit that may fall for her mattress actress courting. After a bit of bed swapping, she managed to land the only Famous family member that stupid to be with her and not see her 
true colours. With Harry’s balls in her purse, after being welcomed into the famous family, being given things no one had ever experienced.. the appalling mattress actress demanded more 
and more and more, But the man she REALLY wanted… she couldn’t have! Her nemesis stood in the way! So she once again wiggled her appalling arse in the right place one final ti)e, 
hoping to be able to milk it for all its worth as she’s FABULOUS!!! (In her own opinion). But.. the ruler stood in her way of achieving her ultimate! So she demanded that her appalling 
mattress actress ass get what she believes it’s owned or she’d cast lots of spells. The ruler stood her ground, as any good ruler would do. The more spells she cast, the more exposed the 
appalling mattress actress ass became. Spell after spell, the truth was exposed inch by inch about her.. until one day… her jealousy of towards the nemesis that consumed her for so long… 
the truth exposed about her… she had to make one last spell…. It’s all she had left.
So she spun the biggest spells she ever had. The ruler screamed… “Enough!” And the appalling mattress actress exploded. The spells and the appalling mattress actress were over. 

The End.
I like how YT had me auto subbed to Netflix like I'd give these p3dos my money
Wow, how on earth did they survive the horror of having unlimited wealth and everything done for them! How much trauma must they have faced each day when everything was done for 
them. The absolute hell that their lives of privilege must have been .... if I could cry, I know that I would be in a flood of tear for them ......
Yup, Meghan was so hounded by the press in Britain, she had to walk in front of the Daily Mail offices three or four times in an hour when she was dating Harry in the hopes that someone 
would come out and take her picture.  After laughing at her increasingly desperate attempts to get attention, one eventually came out and put her out of her misery, getting the famous 
picture of her trying to get into the wrong gate at Kensington Palace.  Hilarious. 

Don't try and pull this BS on us, Netflix. The internet never forgets.



“We know the full truth”

🤮🤮🤮
We knew Harry was not the sharpest tool in the tool box, but this shows us that Harry is as thick as two short planks !
Every time one of these two hypocritical liars opens his/her mouth, I want to stuff a sock in it.  They must think we're all stupid.  GO AWAY, HARKLES!  We don't want to hear anything else 
from you.
Oh please BUHU! 
Netflix bring med Stranger things 5!!!
Netflix really do need to put a disclaimer on this series of the crown that it's not factual 🙄
This series will be watching Elizabeth Holmes lies and fraud exposed in real time. MM is a grifter and Harry is not smart enough to navigate his way back to the truth.
Love that part when she said she is great, so she pushed the Queen aside. Such inspiration. Camera - eft eyes in tears.
Yeah, they're just on the front page of every British tabloid.
 @Lili 2U  is not the same. Diana and Catherine were hounded every day every time they went out. You ve seen the footage yourself.
🤣🤣
I love the part where they have Christopher Bouzy speaking, a known fraud, liar that at this time is being sued. He uses people’s personal information, uses bots to attack people who are 
against Meghan and he is being paid by Meghan and also paid by Amber Heard to do same.
@Lili 2U  yeah the difference being, MMs photos are paparazzi pics, they're always from official engagements.
Megan is much like Jeffree star in this situation she can’t relate
Same!  I’m now going to lose sleep and be late to work because of this.  Maybe if I shed a tear from my left eye, I won’t be in trouble?
And there's footage as far back as last year showing the absolute exasperation on his face when she muscles in, unannounced on another of his zoom calls and he just looks disgusted, and 
they're trying to peddle this crap
Yet you clicked
 @Lili 2U  yeah to simply put a dislike on the video because it's shit and shouldn't be in my recommendations. So gg you got played, funny ass
His mother didn’t survive it…. People with money just have a different set of problems.
try raising 3 kids today with you both working, no nannies or help. That will make you cry
@Matt Ghostly  Diana wasn't a saint. Yes, it's unfortunate that she died, but let's not act like she didn't put herself in several unquestionable positions
No Jojo 🤣🤣🤣🤣
And constantly barging ahead of Harry or pulling him left and right... Too many times to count...
Until how many more years will they speak about their 17 months in the royal family ?
Playing the race card is getting a bit old now.
I love how they want to turn this into a race thing. Like automatically if you're a person of colour the only possible reason people could dislike you is because racism. There can't be any 
other reason than that.
I love the part about another trailer being released as the old one has god knows how many people disliked it, brings a tear to my eye. It’s the right eye, as I lie about everything
Nice trick using Diana sentiment there.
Trash, using his own dead family for money. 🤮🤮🤮

I know this comment section will fill with hate . BUT that hate can't break them forever . Diana's youngest and his wife is fighting for their own way . AND no one could stop them so far .



Friendly reminder that this Netflix deal was agreed to years before HM The Queen died and was agreed to when his “beloved” grandfather was dying! How low can they go.. I hope 
Catherine and The rest of the royals sue Harry and Meghan for using their likeness.. absolute disrespect to still continue this narrative after the queen dies, but business as usual eh. Sick.
How many mental disorders can you cram into one minute?
Meghan and Harry are professional victims - she is a manipulator and he has no balls.
THERE is no way i'm going to give audience to this two idiots.
I wanted to love them. I waited out and saw them on their wedding day, but their lies and how woe-is-me has become their entire mantra is just so pitiful. Had to turn the trailer off 
midway. You begged for privacy so why are you shoving your "truth" down our throats every chance you get?
Cringe
Tacky
The only people telling everyone that they are telling the truth are actually liars. Honest people don’t need to tell everyone that their story is the truth.
Only sweet Jesus on the cross has suffered as much as Harry and Meghan. Truly inspiring!
just here to say I don't care bye!
Just cancelled my Netflix membership. Why make these too rich.
"I was terrified. I didn't want history to repeat itself." truly heartbreaking
We will be tuning in🍿🥤🎉❤
The torturous 72 days of Royal duty that Harry's wife actually managed to struggle through. Left eye 😢🙄
Forever and ever 😂
The first one was the teaser actually
257k @ present
Literally no one cares about you engaging with a post that makes them more money …. How are you the first one here but hate them so much???? Fan behavior get a life!
and the old one had footage from crowds to see Harry Potter that were misrepresented to be people waiting to see this precious royal couple. Woops!
 @Mad Meg  Crikey, that went quickly. I checked this morning and it was 234K down votes

251,000 people disliked it. A good many of them nauseated over it. These are disgusting people. And it's not because of anything the RF is saying. IT'S BECAUSE OF WHAT THEY'RE SAYING.
Cope... cry more racist
Is this sarcasm??
you have no idea what ur on about. This is all a stunt
Наконец-то мир узнает правду из первых уст и  от очевидцев событий. Жду с нетерпением выхода фильма.
We want privacy unless u give us millions of pounds for our own fly on the wall Netflix series.
This documentary just reeks of desperation. The desperate need for attention and money. Harry seems like a very weak man, who lets his wife make all  the decisions.
Piers Morgan will have a field day
and after this they can shut up an live their private life away from us?  thank you bye
I’ll stop watching and subscribing netflix for this
Christopher Bouzy?!  Lol is that the best they can do??
Wow !! They are going to spill the tea, love it :)



Despite who I believe and who I side with, I was cringing so hard watching this trailer lol... it was made in such a way as if this is the biggest crisis in our time and what not, and it's too 
dramatic to be taken seriously. 
Also, I hate that they are using Diana like this...
That narcissistic woman is using princess Di  to trigger Harry's pain but one thing I know for sure she sowed evil intentions she will reap the fruit of it sooner or later, more like later,Harry 
also will pay he is a traitor
Harry : It's a dirty game
People: yes what you're play is more dirty
White people have made Meghan the new OJ Simpson… 😂😂😂
🤢🤢🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤢🤮
If he wasn't with her he would still be prince harry and all would be well
A photo used by Netflix to show Harry and Meghan being hounded by the press was actually taken at a Harry Potter premiere years before the pair met.But they were really pointing their 
cameras at the all-star cast of the final film in JK Rowling’s wizarding franchise at an event in July 2011. They cant even tell the truth in the trailer.
I thought that they wanted to live private lives away from the media! The truth is that she is desperate to be the centre of attention. Social climbing gold digger. Poor Harry. She has no 
class.
When will we get the trailers for Skull Island anime series and Nimona?
And now they’re reality show stars 😂… how classless, cheap and desperate these 2 are. And what’s after this??? Nothing!!! Without the royals and Diana they are just living cells and 
they’ve exploited it to the end.
Oh, so viele Kameras auf sie? Dabei ist das ein Moment aus dem Jahre 2011 und Premiere eines Harry-Films. Allerdings Harry Potter und nicht Harry, ein Möchtegern. 
Wollte Netflix diese Sequenz oder Harry and his bitch Meghan Markle?
Mr and Mrs Hypocrite.
And you KNOW this is the TRUTH, how?
Поддерживаю! Имеют полное право рассказать историю из первых уст!
Only he is allowed to use his mum.  😢
 @Tomes 23  naah no one is allowed to use her
Its a trailer, thats the whole point of it and how are they using diana?
 @Tomes 23  I beg to differ. No one is allowed to "use" their mom. He is, however, allowed to tell her story. I understand that's what you mean, but they are literally "using" her. If Harry 
wanted to tell the world about his mom's story and the injustice she faced, there were many, many better ways to do that. And I'd be absolutely there for it. But this seems like an 
exploitation of her. If Diana's story was to be told, it shouldn't have been in a show called "Harry and Meghan". It should've been a different one focusing on "Harry and his mom", where 
Harry only tells his mom's story, how she suffered, how he suffered after her death. But this is more like him and his wife and a sprinkle of Diana to gain sympathy. If Diana's story was to be 
told, she should've been given the spotlight. But here Meghan is in the spotlight where Diana is like a background artist helping her cause.
He's been using her since he started dating Meghan. They both insisted she be compared to Diana to the press.
 @Lydia  exactly. There has always been a pattern and only that's why the exploitation seemed more evident in this trailer.
Wow finally a H and M supporter here. Only one, my goodness!
Yes!!! Amen to this and this is the real truth!
Exactly!
He would look happy again.
2 ex husbands, Friends and famliy warned him about her
 @Shan Sweetsummerstar  Including her family. LOL



More lies…the truth is not in them
Meganiplation!
But Prince Harry is in it! Besides we haven’t watched the whole so please stop being stupid. We’re tired of you Brits!
I am no lawyer but I think this would be illegal, maybe a copywrite thing?
 @cat785  It's now talking news on all channels here in Australia.
 @cat785  It was a stock image from Alamy (a stock image site where you can buy still photographic images or video footage) totes legit
H and M don't want the truth to get in the way.
 @Anne Dench  They wouldn't know what the truth was. If it slapped them in the face.
Don’t let facts get in the way of a good story (Meghan and Harry’s mantra)
The weaponizing racecard and wokeism should be a blast on this doc!  Netflix's ESG rating should go through the roof after this promo!
Prince turned reality “star”… weren’t they going on about wanting privacy and yet here they are in a Netflix docu.
I’ve got my tissue ready for the tear that is making its way out of my left eye.
Interesting
Please just go away the majority of the world doesn’t give a 💩 about you two 🖕
Absolutely sickening. You’d think they would have learned from the Oprah debacle but no, they just keep lying. Okay Haz n Meg, be victims if you want, fine, but lying about a racist agenda 
in the UK to play into American cultural wars is HEINOUS and I hope you get sued you disgusting people. We welcomed that woman with open arms and she had all the royal protection 
available. Pretending to be Diana may have fooled dimwit Harry so he would run away to America but is not fooling the rest of us. Anyway, you did what you wanted so just stop 
complaining and enjoy your life.🤬🤬🤬
🤮
The truth will set you free no matter what
H & M are not only selling their family. they also selling Diana who is dead. Please let Diana to Rest In Peace.
Will definitely be tuning in. I am so proud of them for standing up for themselves and telling The Truth. May The Almighty continue to bless and keep you both and your children.
How many times do we have to teach you this lesson, old man? 

Fine, take my downvote.  I'll be cruising the comments for laughs, but don't mistake that view as meaning that I'll watch this BS when it airs, Netflix.  This is the kind of content that reaction 
channels are built on.
Nobody gives a flying F about this American bitch 😂
10 years from now a newly divorced Harry will be the star of a documentary about how his life was manipulated and destroyed by his ex-wife.
I’m so excited!! Meghan and harry are amazing, glad they’re happy
Volume 1n 2!!!????. Jesus take the wheel because it's gonna get messy this Christmas season!!!! 👀😬
How is that history repeating itself? People loved Princess Di, they supported her, while people absolutely dislike Meghan Markle. The only common thing here is paparazzi.
The part where he said leaking, I felt that. Leaking nonstop mad diarrhea.
Oh wow, not even now Harry doesnt realise that it is Meg's own behaviour that made the public change its opinion about her. You cant see your fault you must look for someone to accuse 
them... Wow... They must think that we are very stupid to believe everything Haz and Meg are saying... Good God
Definitely going to watch it
Any more of this shit and im cancelling my subscription. Stupid tv about stupid, unremarkable people, hate the thought that some of my money went to this.
😂😂😂
Ahh brit right or she a little to dark for your taste.



Don't waste it. Make sure you're facing the camera before it so slowly and so picturesquely rolls down your cheek.
Pretty sure Diana would be on their side, given how Meghan has been treated similarly to her.
Are you kidding?  You can't tell a man not to talk about his late mother, who's horrific death traumatized him as a child 
Get real!
EXACTLY! Say it louder for allll the people! Especially considering that Diana was thriving and truly happy in her later life, especially in her last year of life, Harry will forever be the one who 
categorises his mother and puts her into a “victim” box. sick of Diana being remembered like that when she was an amazing, beautiful strong and brave women, who came into her own by 
the end of her life!
 @Alexandra  unlikely, Diana's issues were mainly with Charles, she remained a staunch monarchist. Meghan was nowhere near as hounded as Diana and Catherine (hence why they 
couldn't find any examples for the trailer). Other than her charity work Diana's main goal in life was to see William on the throne with Harry supporting him (if you don't believe me check 
her interviews and letters, she also remained close to "mama" ER and "papa" Phillip)
They using fake photos. It's all lies
Yip coming soon
Coming soon! I can't wait to see the doc.
Toll  Harry is free
The paparazzi chased Diana because she was a star, they never chased Meghan! She had to call them from Backgrid if she wasn’t on an official engagement.
Is there though? All the paparazzi pics have been linked to other events so far. Several of these videos are of Diana and Catherine walking alone as young women. One of Harry's pap pics is 
from when he was with Chelsy, she is cropped out. 😅
Well, you kinda just answered your own question. 

Princess Di was torn apart by the media and the paparazzi despite being beloved. 

Even if Meghan doesn’t have the same universal appeal, the media is still extremely toxic. The only difference is that it’s also racist this time around.
Not really. People were threatening her and yet they pulled her security detail. They basically fed Meghan to the wolves. Meghan also told them about struggling with depression and they 
did nothing which is the same thing they did to Princess Di.
 @Tariq Thomas  😂
 @Tariq Thomas  I did answer my question, but it isn't the same. Meghan was never chased down the street by paps. Diana and Catherine both were as young women. How can it be 
racism but then they show 2 white women getting harassed? There are literally no videos of meghan being chased. Of being called a sl$t, bit$h, wh$re. You know who that happened to? 
Catherine. They want to cry misogyny, I'm here for it. But that isn't what they claim
 @Tariq Thomas  I don’t think it’s racist for people to dislike her
Which are the people who dislike Meghan?
Oh she a little dark for your taste
 @Karla Rodriguez  youre making that up



Cmon.  Get smart.  Even if you don’t like Meghan for whatever silly reason, you can’t deny that the media, specifically the BRITISH MEDIA, finds these insane ways to tear a person down 
and invade privacy in order to generate an audience and revenue till the point it’s extremely destructive and life threatening.  

REMEMBER EVERYONE:  they WON their lawsuit against the Daily Mail.  I think what people are doing here is purposely believing trash tabloids in order to JUSTIFY whatever their deeply 
seated hatred or dislike is.  But swallowing trash tabloids because you don’t like them doesn’t make is TRUE.  This behavior doesn’t JUSTIFY what is happening to them.  Separate whatever 
feelings you have and look at this clearly.  There is a problem with the media in the UK of not having boundaries and saying whatever.  It’s like the whole country is Fox News and the only 
real credible news they have there is the BBC.
 @Karla Rodriguez  no one said that why do people like you make things about race, if anything you are the one being racist

UK paparazzi. Princess Diana is white, Meghan Markle is not. The Queen's former lady-in-waiting who was in the news recently is evidence as to why they chose to leave their duties.
Princess Diana was not universally loved in her live time. You have a short memory.
You might want to do 5 mins of research about how Diana was treated by the royal family and their friends in the British press.
Oh yeah. Meghan and Princess Diana = same story. How delusional are you guys? If you rub your belly like a crazy person, and you lie, media is not going to ignore it. Media will point it out. 
Do you think she wouldn't know? Yeah, media is toxic. Does she live under the rock? Why would she be upset? I didn't hear anything from media, that was a crazy lie. You do more good to 
the world, media will point it out. Other celebrities are surviving. You just have to know who you are marrying, and try to be strong. If you are ditching all responsibilities of a princess after 
taking the only role of a princess, and disrespecting others and taking away a prince from the country, media is media. Understandably, she left because royal family who were happy to 
accept her, started to dislike her, after getting to know her. Now they just blame media. It's not media. It's not racism. It's personality. H and M are not rebelling in a good way, it got a bit 
ugly. They could've do it in million other better ways.
EXACTLY!
Completely on the side of Harry and Meghan. The palace is rotten along with its inhabitants.
Oh... can't wait for the controversies after this comes out.
I don’t care about the trailer. I’m here for more hilarious comments that are far closer to the truths than the so called “documentary”.
im ready!!!!
Someday, Harry will look back on this and shake his head.
So much secrets
I’ve heard more from them (literally their mouths) since they claimed to want privacy than ever before. They think they’re being groundbreaking, but it will backfire so hard.
Here come all the racists people to talk trash about Meghan & Harry in 3… 2… 1…
Держитесь, ребята!!! Мы с вами!
0:45.....she is a good actor.
Just not sure if I’m ready to endure 3 hours of Meghan crying into a camera.
The crown and now this.
Well well well
Well, well, the show is going to start guys🤭,we will see how many lies,exaggerations this frustrated actress lady is going to say and her husband Harry is going to support her in a 
shameless and cowardly way😑,the manipulation is tremendous in this relationship.🤐
Meganiplation!
Vile couple
Love for Meghan and Harry whose still surviving with a huge chunk of people that still believes in infallibility of a monarchy...in this modern era!
I’m so excited for this ❤



Disgusting Grifters.
Leeches upon society.
I really don’t like the Royal family, like at all, it’s a glorified tourist attraction for people specifically from the US.

For Harry, Diana was his everything, when his mum died, he really looked like a boy who had no one, where William was more like his dad.

Harry has always gone by the beat of his own drum, that said I always felt he should’ve just gone for quiet life with his wife and children (I know, easier, said than done, but still).

I’ve never met these people personally, like all complicated family matters, there’s probably right and wrong on both sides. 

Either way, somebody from the palace is going to get their panties in a bunch.

If anyone disagrees with what I’m saying, that’s fine, if you’re pro-monarchy and Conservative more power to you.

I just wanna watch this just to feed my own curiosity, something about curiosity killing the cat and all that like.
same
It will be too late , if it isn't already
 @potatoes  Too late for what? They have a good system support, they their own family. They don't need the British press and some of their people.
 @Annou palé 2 Santé  we will see about that
 @potatoes  they also have good friends
 @Annou palé 2 Santé  if u say so
 @potatoes  are you scared 😨😨😨?
 @Annou palé 2 Santé  average American IQ 😂😂😂😂
that's privacy, the always meant the opposite of what they say.
Didn’t realise it was racist to call out people because of their conduct. Thanks my g! ❤
 @Midnight Q  you’re welcome
Nope, bad actor. Lol. She had to use two hands to wipe away "tears" just to show how much she is "crying".
Well, you do realize you don't have to watch... just trying to help.
Her acting is not convincing
Shut up you annoying Commie!
 @Regional Range  .....I have the decency to share my unbiased opinion. Especially out of the influence of a symbolic monarchy, I come from a democratic, republic country....might i just 
you have some pinch of decency alteast.
 @slice of happiness  I will not bend the knee to you Commie
 @Regional Range  .....i can see your eurocentric view of this world....such a pity!!!
 @slice of happiness We don't forget and will never be silent on your Commie ways
 @Regional Range  I think all you know is just about communism...there is something called democracy too
 @Regional Range  and in certain way I feel you might be a commie, just not realising.......I do not spread hatred that's all I care for!



 @Regional Range  Good at least you thought of!!!......We are people with democratic ideals, never would ask to bend anyone's knees!!!...we see into each other's eyes with feeling of 
respect and equality
I can tell you're from the US and can't bother to understand the purpose of monarchies and how other countries govern themselves. But keep on with your ignorant American views
 @LongeyMusic  says the person who just automatically assumed that I was from the US, I’m not I’m from the UK, I just can’t stand the Royal family for the most part, Harry is somebody I 
will always take an interesting because he’s always gone against the grain.

 @Eva H  just because you live in uk doesn't make you british. The very fact that you can live in UK and not know how you're government operates baffles me. You're probably  migrant
❤❤❤
😂🤣😂🤣
Netflix had to remove the thumbs down count and THOUSANDS of comments. 
COWARDS.
Ah the moon bump features. How nice.
The drama queens are back
Using Dianas image as par with Meghan , really ? Please stop whining. I cant believe she is trying to create an image of a sacrificial lamb and earning from it, and pathetic is she is comparing 
herself to the great Diana. Plz let her RIP
I am embarrassed for you. You both look ridiculous and completely fake.  I laugh at you not with you.  May you always cry those contrived tears alone.
she thinks she's diana 2.0 🤣🤣
I am pretty sure people are waiting for this documentary just to trash Harry and Meghan again, because well... People have nothing else to do... 😂
I'm here for it all.
goyslop
What a load of hogwash! 
A clown show, 2nd class acting and lies (when they talk about the "truth" we all know they mean the opposite lol)...nothing more to expect from these 2 woke lefties and back stabbers. 
Especially not from this shady narcissist and 2-face Markle. That she cut off Harrys' balls a long time ago is a fact. These 2 are a laughing stock and not waste my time so i pass this comedy 
show..
I have sympathy for them, they are human beings too, they have feelings.   And they must need the money real bad.  But man,  I think things would be much better for them if they just 
keep quiet.  Live their life in quiet peace.  And no, not gona watch.  Wish them all the best though.
Elizabeth might be rolling in her grave 😂
Meghan's the new Diana.
Many blame them, hate them for anything they do or not do. Its crazy to see when people slamming them for talking as if they did not do anything just talk! If you are targeted on 
everything you do, times comes when you can not be quiet on that, you need to say something. Of course now the haters will see that is their show up, pride while all this is just to tell 
their side, not outsiders thinkings and judgments!
Maybe this is why netflix stock's went to sheeee....
OMG!!!!
I find it humorous that complete strangers in the UK genuinely believe they know anything about these two's relationship, like, get a hold of yourself.
If only people approached this with an open mind, watched it without bias, before commenting all kinds of stuff.
The comments look wide open to me.
She's using that. 😂😂😂
Well, the royal family treated her just as poorly



My thoughts exactly.
I wouldn't keep quiet either if I felt there was huge injustice done to me & spouse. Not to mention the royal family is racist and probably xenophobic too, they deserve all of this.
You're right. People struggling should shut up and take it 
And they would have the safety and privacy they crave. The world doesn't want to hear them preaching about how we should live our lives. We are here in the trenches helping our 
neighbors with no publicity.
I applaud them for telling their story since others are profitting off their names...who knows their story better than they. They will always be in the public eye due to their work and 
charities, that's just how it goes. I'm going to watch, and also hope for the very best for them and their children.
Is that you again Harry?
 @tuna  lol, I wish, the financial part.
 @asian6oy  Financial? Lol that's a joke right there.
 @Tacitus Kilgore  he's richer than you that's for sure.
 @asian6oy  yet, he's more miserable than me and still asking money from his own father while he's pushing 40 lol.
Is that you Harry?
How can people watch without bias? Trailer 1 has images from Harry Potter premiere in 2011 making it seem like they were being papped. Images from 1934 for Queen Mary. Images 
illegally taken on Palace grounds. Now this trailer uses Catherine and Diana's videos of being chased down the street. Both were teenagers or early 20s at the time. Notice none of Meghan 
being chased down the street alone.
The true will set you free!!
Wow! So exiting 💓💓💓
The paparazzi pic is from the Harry Potter premiere years before the gruesome twosome met.
Big 2 thumbs down 
i am worried that netlfix going to lose lots of subscription beacuse of this show
It's full of s****....
🤣🤣🤣🤣 the double standards and playing the victim is on another level!
I love the royals but these 2 are a car crash. They have already flogged this story by the Oprah interview and look how that turned out for them. Car crash tele
That Heisenbones cameo was hilarious.
The Crown season 7 looks insane!
I thought this documentary was about their fake and manipulated love story.🤔
They should both be ashamed of themselves
Rubish!
I love the part where Meghan makes me realize what racism truly is. It is being given multi million pound wedding, millions for clothes, getting to go on private planes and living on palace 
grounds in a house thats worth millions. Earlier I thought that racism was when I (asian) was walking with my husband (white) and was yelled on by a person to go back to my own country 
and to get a guy from there.... Poor Meghan
Netflix must stop wasting money on this and better document something important which is knowledgeable and realistic.  This so called truth for money is not at all interesting.
Ohhhhhhkay 💀
Nobody could pay me enoigh to watch this trash from Harry and Megan. whinging, unelegant, non romantic insincere victims, and they really have ameteur producers,  this is a terrible 
advert for a couple of phony pretender victims. All that money and priviledge and this is all they give to the world. Not really any competition for the Earthshot awards. They look so trash 
putting themselves out there as better than the ancient monarchy of England.
They removed the Harry Potter premier photographer' from the trailer.  They where confused on which Harry the Docu was for.



I only hear about these two when they’re talking shit about their family…do they do anything else? 😂
Good bye royal titles and inheritance!!
Lol. That's ridiculous. No one is forcing you to watch it.
☠
😂
💀💀💀
😂😂😂
The cast seem to be a little wooden in their acting, though...
 @Wruszka  😂😂😂😂
Wow, the ignorance is truly baffling. If I was you I wouldn’t talk until I knew the facts because you’re just making a fool of yourself
Her having money has nothing to do with racism.
Its also changing your color to suit the narrative, white here, brown there- oh the different shades of Ragland
So the things that were said about her unborn baby doesn't qualify as racist, only what happens to you qualifies as racist... poor you
Sorry you had to go through that. Most people are decent. Hugs to both of you 🙂
If you think that and worse wasn’t said to her, then I don’t think that your really thinking this through.
Remember she said herself she didn’t know what it was being a black woman UNTIL she got with Harry. That tells me more than I need to know as a Black woman. You know you’re black 
from birth. Nothing hides it or erases it. You don’t need to be reminded you’re black unless you get with the whitest, most privileged, racist man known to earth. How can she get wit 
someone who wore a swastika, said his ex was SA but “wasn’t black or anything”, told a black comedian he doesn’t sound black, called a Pakistani soldier a “paki” (it’s a slur) and insulted 
other races. How does he get a pass???
 @nayefalgo  I agree most people are nice. In fact what happened with me was a very very very minor case. People have been through worse and unbearable racism. But what's bad is 
when privileged people use racism as means to obtain their own ends...
They did that to the musicians wife who was Asian they bought a yellow bouquet to her
 @Aurelia🧿  and what exactly was said about her unborn baby? Apart from someone daring to wonder what a baby of a white man and mixed woman might look like? Everything else 
they claimed was a lie, they couldn't even get their "facts" straight about who and when made these alleged allegations, ffs.
 @NevU  I never get that... people will always ask whose nose, or eyes, or complexion, or so on and so forth, would the baby take on after. It is not racist really... I'm only n ot dismissing it 
because maybe there was a racist context within which it was asked... my issue with that specific "claim" is that, anybody who has one brain cell in their body, would know that in this day 
and age such claims can have serious implications. I'd rather have them come right out and say who said it exactly, and that would've at least earned more credibility tbh.... anything short 
of that is just using a narrative that's being exploited left and right, leaving the actual issue of racism to be reduced to sensational headlines tbh. and that tells me all i need to really know 
about them.
 @NevU  exactly. I myself wonder how my (asian) and my husband's (white) children will look like...  Guess that makes me a racist 🤣
 @Shawna Bennett  where's the proof?
Lol 😆 🤣 😂 😹
🤣🤣🤣
They need to remove the Chelsy Davis one & the one from 1932 the school boys one !
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
The Editor cutting the trailer prolly just googled "Harry paparazzi"
And the clapping kids from 1938 who are probably all dead now
😂



we should all know less about each other.
Good!

(Hi! How are you?

Again, it's the start of a new week. South Korea/Seoul began last week with the sudden cold, snow, ice, and wind.
I wish you good health and good things this week as well. 

Thank you very much)
Gwar,,,,
Selling out your own family for money when you already have great wealth is truly unforgivable… shame on you Harry!
I just came here to enjoy the comments...
Princess Karen
Nah I wont watch this
Some privacy huh??
yeah Nah  I think my grass needs me to watch it grow
It's about hatred, it's about race, but they use videos of Diana and Catherine being chased by paps?
Got my popcorn ready to read the comments! 🍿🍹 Besides, if the media craze was that crazy when they were in London, you'd think it would've been equal or an even greater media 
frenzy now that they're living in the US.
I can't get how people bash and hate them.  History tells the things that happen in the Royal family.  They are not lying and they don't want to die like princess diana.
Wont be watching this scripted piece of narcissism. Will be watching the behavior and micro expression analysis of it on Youtube though.
I'm quite convinced that MM is deliberately, by way of manipulation, is feeding H's anger, grief and resentment he carried around after Diana's death.
He's not very bright but would have never sunk this low without a master manipulator in the background.
He needed treatment, not a Z-list nobody with Amber H vibes.

For a couple that wanted privacy and to be left alone by everyone they do seem to like being in the spotlight as much as possible... I'm sure they are not exaggerating their story for cash...
What's the point
Can't wait to watch this!
Love the part where Thanos snaps the royal family but he can't beat Harry cuz he's a Ginger.
Can’t wait to watch this ❤

Yup only the royal family know the truth and us that are not apart of the family do not know the truth but use our opinions on Meghan and Harry like we know the truth when we don’t
Not enough money for the prince lool
Unforgivable to who? Then what would you say about his family planting stories and telling lies about his wife to the media?
tell that to his dead mom who attempted suicide multiple times , you're a genius mate lol
Even with great wealth, he can't control his life, look what happen to princess Diana, being pushed by royals family and Charles cheated on her with carmila. With all riches and jewels, she 
still unhappy.
Unforgivable that the Royals live off tax money and they are also racist on top of that.



Hatred
They wish.
🤣🤣🤣🤣🍿🍿🍿🍿🥤🥤🥤
Well for 1 they aren't dependent on the RF for security and budget anymore and they live in a gated community with more control on who they interact with, like you thousands of other 
celebrities in US.

I mean it speaks volumes that camilla's daughter (someone not even accessible to the throne) gets security but the son of Diana that's not an heir to the throne doesn't. Charlie is trash and 
so is his mistress
Rachel from hotmail wishes she didn’t have to pay the paps to show up.  Harry sure knows about that.  What a pair of losers.  They deserve each other.
I'm sure they'll be including the many clips available of the now Princess of Wales being chased and harassed by the paps. 😏
 @kaname noname  they are evil. The institution is evil, the media and some of the British people are Vampires

They had the freedom to get away from the Addams family and lead a quite and peaceful, blissful family life. All they needed was to give up their titles and refuse to talk to the paps.
Then again, who would have paid for the Montecito mansion???
You fool.
Harry has mommy issues and trauma after his mother's death and Megan knows. She's using that
Oof... But also yes..
🎯
Why are y'all babying an adult man?
Hot take from the Royal's therapi- oh wait no just some rando 
She went to Penhaligons to buy Diana's perfume.That is just creepy.
They want privacy which means they don't want the public to spy on them that does not mean they can no longer work in the media. As Americans we have the right to privacy
So everyone gets to tell their story except them????
  @Zenalo Fani  They are just disgus ng.
There’s a big difference between positive attention and negative attention. Sounds like living in the States has been a much more positive experience for them.
 @Zenalo Fani  right. Like it’s the same racist Karens & Kyles spouting the same tired out narrative “for a couple that wanted privacy” like stfu, disrespectfully
Privacy does not mean hiding away and never coming out. It means being able to control what aspects are shared and what are not. That is what they said they wanted to do, control what 
aspects of their life are shared and what are not.
 @Sara Cerda  Exactly. This comment is stupid.
 @Zenalo Fani  Everyone?  😆 They were the ones who said they  just wanted their privacy! Lol!  You make NO sense, read the comment first!
I guess it's hard to understand if you're a simpleton.
I think they have the right to tell their side of the story given people love to tell lies about them.
Sorry but your comment is stupid. I wouldn't keep quiet either if I felt there was huge injustice done to me & spouse. Not to mention the royal family is racist and probably xenophobic too, 
they deserve all of this.
🤣🤣🤣💯💯💯 good one
Brings a tear to your left eye?
😂😂😂
 @Tabassum  Just one tear tho



 @Tabassum  We need a new emoji...😢is the wrong eye
 @SuSang666  does this count? 🥲
 @Tabassum  It will do fine 😂
 @SuSang666  😪
 @Tabassum  it did
 @Trust Trust  Brilliant!!  That will do fine 😂  Sorry..One tear, left eye 😪
I will not. And not because I hate them or the royals or any juicy historical docu drama.
It's because it'll be full of lies and it's a waste of time.
Sorry not buying what they are selling. Nothing gets more attention now then bringing up race and so that’s exactly what they have done. Plus I want my privacy as a documentary, Oprah 
interview, magazine covers, podcast, book deals etc. They want money and they saw this is an opportunity. Netflix was just another step in the ladder.
Wow I hope that the UK is ready for this documentary!
Harry's and Meghan's Have to Be The King and Queen of United Kingdom (Yeah i know Harry dont Want Be a Prince anynore But still. 🏴            
SO EXCITED!!!
She's definitely manipulated him all she does is complain and play victim since she has a speck of blackness
Is that what we called privacy? I dont trust anyone now
I thought they wanted privacy 💀
If they are using Diana to get audiences to watch this, then I am certainly not watching it. Let her rest in peace at least!

edit: I understand why Diana was used in this trailer because of Harry's past trauma (he was more close to his mother) but I don't want them to misuse  Diana. She is an inspiration for me 
and for so many others. I absolutely adore her. Meghan is not bad well. It makes sense that he doesn't want history to repeat itself. He doesn't want Meghan to face the trauma that his 
mother did. (I'm a girl btw this is my brothers account)
Watch the uk press use the “ taking the shine off William and Kate “ like no shit its taking the shine off them because your saying it and giving Meghan and Harry the attention yous 
complain about like stop talking about them
and talk about William and Kate instead because we have a choice and clearly you keep choosing to bash H&M feeding the antis and talk about them 😂 it’s hilarious
I hope he talks about his mum and what his family did to her
Harry, we know Truth, but we will sell it to Netflix
Just two spoiled brats seeking more attention for more money!
Guess we’re about to learn the full truth😊
I have a very strong feeling that this Documentary is going to be the best Documentary of the year from Netflix.
Can’t wait 
Poop sticks for the Queen 👑 old evil beach
Wells... les get ready..  its going to be good
I'll have to watch it first before I can say they actually standing up and telling the "truth."  But I'm glad they saying something.
Misguided by a narcissist.
Tje hatred they got was purely racism
The UK does not give a tiny rat's ass, mate. 
They are all yours now 😊
We are….and we are ready to fact check every second



NETFLIX IS CRYING IN THE TRASH, MY CONTENT IS BETTER! 😂👌
Indeed
Exactly 💯
Privacy is about the the right to CHOOSE and DECIDE what personal information you want to show people and what personal information you don't. They're showing this information by 
CHOICE. So yeah, they are keeping their privacy.
It's his mother. It's his story.
 @justmejenny  I completely understand harry's trauma but if they are using Diana for this film to become famous then it is wrong. She is incomparable to Meghan. At the same time, I 
don't hate Meghan it's just they shouldn't use Diana in the wrong way.
Diana inspires me so much I just want them to respect her.
 @justmejenny  Exactly. If his mother was mistreated by the institution (which she was) then he has ALL the right in the world to speak up for her. He's literally her son after all.
Harry can tell his mums story as much as he wants, but the way it's being told, the way it's being shown in the trailer makes it seem like they are using her as a bait to lure the audience in 
and it's really sad that Harry isn't being able to see that.
Lmao that's his MOM?!!
 @Tabassum   exactly! Thank you for understanding
 @Joseph CH Spurgeon  no ones becoming famous, no ones comparing and no ones using Diana in the wrong way...its his mother he can do what he wants, only reason they are talking 
about diana is to show the issues she faced being in that family and why he chose to leave that
 @Zelda  She wasn't mistreated. God she bloody cheated first on Charles. Honestly you Americans don't know half of the shit she did. All her many affairs with married men
 @Erin Cross  ok thank you
 @Erin Cross  Btw do you think I should delete the comment I don't want ppl do think the wrong way. I absolutely love harry and Meghan and Princess Diana/
 @Shan Sweetsummerstar  She was, she literally herself kind of implied that. Also, charles was the one who cheated on her first. Also, can you give any proof of your comments?

 @Joseph CH Spurgeon  I like how everyone's like "it's his mom, he can use her, he can do as he pleases" lmao, if all of us were to "use" (like literally use, exploit, like in this case) our mums, 
our poor mums would be done for. Harry has every right to tell her story, he SHOULD tell her story. But Diana's story is way more significant and elaborate than his and his wife's. Her story 
should've been told in a docu that is focused on her. If Harry decides to make a docu about Diana and his relationship with her and his grief for her, that would actually be really amazing 
and I, for one, would be really excited to watch that. This one is about him and his wife and Diana is being used as a garnish to make the dish attractive.
 @Joseph CH Spurgeon  no you shouldnt, people will always interpret things differently than what you said in your comment. You just have to explain what you meant and move on, dont 
let negative people affect what you say and silence your opinion coz of fear
 @Erin Cross   Aw thank you
 @Joseph CH Spurgeon  no, you don't need to delete it. We all can just agree to disagree, and it's fine. At the end of the day, it's about perception and it varies.
Exactly!
NETFLIX IS CRYING IN THE TRASH, MY CONTENT IS BETTER! 😂👌
Yeah, that's one way to make money.
🤣🤣🤣
Go ahead, sell your truth if you have one
There's truth & then there's their truth, sorry but Methane & Haz wouldn't know truth if it bit them on the arse
NETFLIX IS CRYING IN THE TRASH, MY CONTENT IS BETTER! 😂👌
How can i see how many dislikes on this????
She wanted privacy, right?



I thought they wanted privacy? However I cannot lie and say I am not going to watch this LOL
Yes sussex❤
They are disgusting
The Malcontent and the Handbag
when john major said “it feels like it’s all about to erupt”, i felt that
Is that Ben stokes ?
Rubbish again
Why don't they reveal the truth about meghan
Poor People 😂
I love that scene when Megan apologises to the Royal family, truly an emotional and inspiring moment!!!
Thought she wanted privacy?
Piers Morgan is about to loose his marbles
‘It all started when I watched Suits’
Kim, There’s people that are dying
It feels wrong to be this early :o
Privileged people
Damn this is going to be crazy when it comes out
Be interesting to see what they actually do after they stop slagging their family off. That’s their only source of income
Get a job
Yes, i would like to now  as well, Mel!
 @Lili 2U  hahaha
No, seems like she wants justice. Good for her.
Say goodbye to your brain cells after you watch this load of horse shit 😅 boohoo I’m a millionaire middle aged man and my dad won’t let me make money out of my family so we scream 
racism… BOOHOO!,,

Diana would be ashamed as all hell of Harry. She’d of HATED his wife. Just like anyone with a grain of intelligence and being able to see a self proclaimed fraud.
NETFLIX IS CRYING IN THE TRASH, MY CONTENT IS BETTER! 😂👌
Hahaha
The wanted privacy because the media was fly drones over their house taking pictures. Btw wanting privacy does not mean you can't share your live to the media and fans you british 
monarchist need to stfu and go be racist
When did they say they wanted privacy? And why would saying that mean they can't share what they want on their own terms?
They have a right to tell their side of the story.
she did?
NETFLIX IS CRYING IN THE TRASH, MY CONTENT IS BETTER! 😂👌
She did?
 @Mel C  It's a joke
😂



NETFLIX IS CRYING IN THE TRASH, MY CONTENT IS BETTER! 😂👌
All one-sided stories are.
 @Susi Varga  we already heard the other side so what do you mean
 @H A you haven’t heard shit from the other side. You’ve only heard the moaners from moanercito crying. Finding freedom, oprah, South African documentary, Netflix, new book from 
Harry and another one from Omid (melted candle) scovid. They have never shut the F up.
A photo used by Netflix to show Harry and Meghan being hounded by the press was actually taken at a Harry Potter premiere years before the pair met.A trailer for the couple’s upcoming 
documentary showed rows of photographers clamouring for the best snap, reports The Sun.But they were really pointing their cameras at the all-star cast of the final film in JK Rowling’s 
wizarding franchise at an event in July 2011.
 @Jack Wrath  cry blood
 @Shan Sweetsummerstar  your point is what exactly? We all know they didn’t physically hound her but even the metropolitan police confirmed that they were receiving death threats so 
what do you mean?
Slagging HIS family off. Her family - father and siblings have said so many bad things about them. H & M never reply to those, not profitable I guess.
Interesting 🤔, they are retaliating not slagging off
Maybe Meghan will return to her seminal role in Beverly Hills 90210?
Oh I feel bad for them and what they have to go through, we forget that they are also humans
Good
Oh my god cant wait ............Not
Here we go again…
What a load of bs
Netflix do fantasy well 😌 😎
Here. We. Go...
Bring back the thumbs down icon Netflix then we’ll show you the truth how we feel about this documentary
Mega cringe
Meghan Markle: "I want privacy"

Also Meghan Markle:
Load of shite
🤡 clowns
Harry & Meghan seems intriguing. Seems like there’s so much more to them than meets the eye.
Nice docudrama
Harry & Meghan is an unprecedented six-part documentary series that explores the span of their relationship, from the early days of the couple's courtship to the challenges and 
controversies that prompted them to step back from the royal family.
omg
First
So are serial killers... biologically...
Broke humans hahahaha
So are their families whom they are hurting / have hurt
:face-blue-smiling:



It's there, click on it. They'll know.
The truth hurts right?
Jealousy kills!!!
Yet, you click
how can some people still view it tho? I saw some youtube videos showing how many dislikes the last video had
get the add -on 'Return Youtube Dislikes', then you can see all the dislikes and thumb downs....and you won't be surprised :)
@EvilTurkey  You woke people wouldn't know the truth if it pissed in your face 🙄
Lmao bruh, there are hundreds of documentaries made and biographies written about the royal family, but the moment Harry and Megan decide to set the record straight and share their 
povs and profit off of their experiences (instead of “royal experts”) it’s wrong?
That’s how you feel. Honestly the monarchy in the UK is not the monarchy of Thailand. There is no law forbidding criticism of the monarchy or royals for that matter in the UNITED 
KINGDOM. There is THAILAND called lèse-majesté.

So many of y’all are quick to get your knickers in a bunch over Harry and Meghan coming public with their experience, but you forget that this man was born into that family. 

Who are you to say your opinion is more valid than what he and his wife experienced as a result of the monarchy’s rules and machinations? He saw his mother swallowed up whole 
ultimately because of his own family and you still think you have a right to downplay what he’s been through and now what his wife went through? 

Harry and Meghan tried to make it work for everyone even with the horrible things being said by the public and those they know privately. Since when do they not have the right to defend 
themselves and make it clear what went down? It just baffles me that people are so mad about NOTHING.
 @Mel C  they cant view it. They based it off some fake twitter screenshot
 @Td Auk  ok thanks
She never said that. The tabloids did!!
Privacy means deciding what you want to to say and when, not being hounded and followed daily.

You Meghan haters need to think of a new line, because this privacy line has been regurgitated and then explained to you all so many times.
NETFLIX IS CRYING IN THE TRASH, MY CONTENT IS BETTER! 😂👌
Netflix employee, by any chance?
$100 Million dollars is what met their eyes, filled with dollar signs, just to be dirty sell-out rats.
NETFLIX IS CRYING IN THE TRASH, MY CONTENT IS BETTER! 😂👌


